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Spiegl-Cl orOters
ColdOutid YESTERYEAR HT(ChiHoods BeatConic Jacke Kahan
But WB's $5,500,000 forMEL’ LooksIn}WN ‘ADULT’DRESS InReprisal Over HisCapone Routine
By ABEL: ‘GREEN

BoltSprung Fi
rom Ail

Warner ‘Bros. -is going forward|
with its recordbreaking $5,500,000

‘bid {plus other fancy emoluments }.
detailed below) .on “My Fair Lady”.

To Continue on ‘Arabia’

By VINCENT CANBY

"Too Much Sex,’French

Highly-publicized: “adulthood” of
erican’ motion pictures: -carries

‘a certain built-in irony. One aspect
if it’s fait-accompli. It may well
London, Oct. -3.
1 which has ‘escaped general notice
e in 21 days but, says Herman
Playwright Robert Bolt, in. jail
evin, producer of the smash Alan for ‘one month after. the recent: until this story is that. the major
Hollywood. producers are investing
Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe musi- antl-bomb sitdown demonstration. $50,000,000
in remakes of stories
eal, he has‘the right under the last in London, has been released ‘after
dating back to the 1920s and'1930s,
dune arbitration under the mini- signing the -recognisances .which
‘when the average film patron was
gnum basic agreement, of finding a permitted -his leaving. the prison.
.|supposedly of 8-12 year old men“better” offer within three weeks.
- Bolt had been working.on “Law- tality.
However, .today's
‘“‘treat- He makes no bones of the fact he
rence of Arabia” beforg. his im- ment” will certainly be more adult.
will ‘seek such “better” offer.
prisonrtienit.. He agreed to being
Another irony Hes in the fre-.
Sam Spiegel and Columbia Pic- released only after Sam Spiegel
quently-repeated
charge
that
tures reportedly have. been one

Chicago, Oct. 3.
Comic Jackie Kahane received
1a second scare las’ Thursday (28)

‘when

TV Show Is Cancelled:
Paris, Oct. 8.
A‘video show on the one channel

Janot who felt it was.somewhat too
erotic and suggestive even if on a
late slot (11:10 p:m.) and forbidden

to children. Show was “closeup
on Salvador Dali” by Pierre Cardihad visited the prison authorities French and Italian film producers nal.
entity highly interested in the and then persuaded. Bolt: that: his
Enfry was. already announced
film rights to “MFL,” with-a view absence was: ‘endangering the. eén-| enjoy advantages of theme selec- when Janot asked to see it. It
to producing it asa “British” pic- tire film and ‘the. employment ‘of tion. ‘This.is a dubious argument showed a-scene of a slit eyeball
since the Hollywood Production
ture with Eady Plan part-financing|.
Code. in late years had a flat ver- from an early film Dali worked on
‘eo that the staggering $53,500,000
boten only against perversion and and had-him discoursing freely on
“price for the ‘rights might not be
that is now being notably modified. ‘sexual: ‘problems and such devia© prohibitive. if it’ gaould -be.
as .onanism
and
homo‘It may be closer to‘an ‘explanation } tions
‘brought In at $2,500,000—"or. half
Jof the difference between Amert- sexuality,
, of what Metro and “Arthur. Freed |
can and European film-makers ‘to |
‘gpent on Lerner &. Loewe’s last|
say they havé different intellectual
Screen. original, ‘Gigi’,” as another. 7
habits rather than limits.
knowledgeable. Hollywoodian. enIn recent years the Code has’
visions -it..Levin says he. has had
-| been: governed more’ ‘and: more: by
“several very intéresting’ offers.”
Las Vegas, Oct, 3.
what its -advocates like to call
-Admittedly, -if. the fancy $514- |. A. new. $20,000,000, 16-story,
mil. price plus 4744% of the gross 1,005-room résort hotel to be: known: “principles °‘of good taste.”
- Thus, while there may be inover 122°.000, 000,.‘is’ not met, then as. The Bonanza will be built on
dividual scenes and specific shots
}
WS has ‘it.
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
|the. Las Vegas Strip across from
Warners’ precedure. on the “fait: the Sands Hotel, it was revealed: in, say. “La. Dolce Vita” or “La
Rome, Oct. 8.
accompli” ig predicated on ‘studio Friday (29) by Jack. Greene,.a Sac- ‘Verite,” which might get Code
turndowns, there is nothing in the
Everybody’s pickin’ or “Cleo-executive Steve Trilling, °for ex|ramento, Cal., ‘eontractor..
Code’s set of ‘principles which patra.” That at least seems to be
ample, telephoning Irving Paul
‘Greene stressed that “it’s no. would have prevented a Hollywood the word around the 20th-Fox lot
Lazar, . Hollywood agent, in New stock promotion deal.” The properYork, to come back and negotiate. ty, he said, has-been. purchased producer from. making these prop- at: Rome’s Cinecitta, where Joseph
for Moss Hart to direct the film from Robert. Howard for. an undis- erties in almost exactly the. same ‘L. Mankiewicz is busy with early
manner as they were done abroad. sequerices of the Elizabeth Taylor

~ $20,000,000 Hotel

Rome Gives ‘Cleo
& Liz AHard Time

version, as he did the stage ver-closed price. He added that “the| ‘ In short, it looks to many tradesion. Additionally, if any “new”
transaction for the land is in. es-. sters back east, including. not a few
(Continued on age 87)
‘|:major— company: distribution execs
who are keenly aware of the in‘Blueprints in the: office of ‘Las creasing business. being done : by
‘Vegas realtor Boyd B. Ashcraft; the top. imports, ‘that the cries of
who. participated with realtor ‘Nor- “unfair" are just so many sour
Tan Kaye (of the Mary Kaye Trio) grapes. - Any conscientious. Amerin the’ Jand transaction, give light ican producer, they say, has about
(Continued. on| Page 86)
(Continued .on page 87)

FCC Raps ABC-TY
Over ‘Untouchables’
Fact Versus Fiction| Washington, Oct. .3
What Al Capone and his legions

of

hoods failed

to do,

Federal

Communciations. Chairman Newton Minow
and his -colleagues
achieved. They finally reached the
“Untouchables.”
Deciding a long-pending “ teud|

Bennett

has

been

griping

con-

tinuously about an episode of the’
“Untouchables” series last.January

fictionalizing. the: transfer

of Al

Capone: from Atlanta. to -Alcatraz..
‘Bennett claimed that the program
disparaged and undermined - publc confidence. in Federal: turnkeys.
In. its first statement in:‘such a’

case, the ‘Commission sald
' (Continued on page 86)

the
'

They're referring, of course, to
the headlined incidents which have
characterized the first week of

shooting, and which so far have in-

(for some three weeks), this is considered his. most sweeping. blast
against the press. First reaction in
print, at least.in New York, came
from Post columnist Wilson who

men

un-

Kahane told Variety that he
could give no explanation for the
slugging except for the possibility
that local hoodlums had been offended
by a routine
about Al
Capone that he had been using in
his act at the Living Room, a Rush
St. riftery. He said he had withdrawn the skit two days before
the attack occurred at the request
of the club management.
The comic said he was attacked
only a few blocks from the club.
Two men got out of a ear, asked
him if he was the comedian at the
Living Room, then worked him over
with blackjacks and drove away. A
doctor at Henrotin Hospital said
that Kahane required 20 stitches
on his head and shoulders. The
Canadian
comic was put under
police guard tn his hospital room
following the second incident.
The Living Room fs the Cht
counterpart of the similarly-named
club in New York. Both spots .are
owned by Dan Siegel. The Chi club
opened Sept. 12 on the site of
the Trade Winds, a nitery once
owned by Art Adler. Adler was
found dead in a sewer about two
(Continued on page 85)

Cincy SRO & All Pent Up
On Eve of World Series;
‘Hot TY Sets’ for Overflow

cluded: breach of contract suit filed
Cincinnati, Oct. 3.
in Rome courts by Galatea Films;
Cincy is agog for the World
an incident involving members of
the U.S. House of Representatives; Series, but short of seats and hotel
space for Reds-Yankee games here.
.
{Continued on page 84)
‘Radio and tv sets in abundance
throughout the town will appease
those who
cannot
squeeze
into
31,000-seat Crosley Field. The club

Paar’s Megaton Blast at Press,
Solons; NBC Saw ‘Nothing Wrong’

Detween Federal. Prisons Direo
Jack Paar returned to NBC tele“games Bennett and ABC-TV,F
told, the web in a precende ntrset ‘vision. Monday (2) after the incifing letter to -beware of' @ dah-. dent in: Berlin” and immediately
gers of representing fiction “As|
aoe” ABC-TV was “clearl ‘dere- pounced ‘upon “the self-proclaimed.
ltct” in failing to make. clear to. Hiheral” N.Y. Post, Earl Wilson, the
{ts viewers the difference between N.Y... Times..and its brassiere "ads,

‘fact and fancy:

starrer.

unidentified

ceived two days earlier.

video network, headed by the government Radiodiffusion-Television
Francaise, was cancelled Saturday
night (80) by RTE head Raymond

LasVegas’
New

two

successfully tried to sneak into a
hospital where he was recovering
from a severe beating he had re-

| management turned back 15).000
ticket requests.
Night entertainment wili be ia
present moderate
trend, a slowdown from the city’s famed Overthe-Rhine concert halls era. Another slowdown
applies
to the
sporting gentry, who will find no
action in nearby Kentucky gaming
spots, clamped in a recent cleanup

network was entirely behind Paar.
He .said, “proper persons” viewed
the tape of the latest Paar epic in
advance of.airing and saw nothing
crusade.
wrong
ney:ith letting it go on.
Hotels, clubs and some business
er, some sources are Tesald that he was attacked by Paar
for faking Paar’s side. Other col- portediy anxious about the reaction places have installed tv sets. mostly
Jack ‘Gould, Life magazine, “the umnists the morning (Tues.) after that might come from the US. Sen- in color, for play-by-play treats.
(Continued on page 86:
warmongering” N.Y. Journal-Amer- the. Paar onslaught ignored the ate, one of Paar’s targets during
ican, the N.Y.. Mirror :and, indeed, program, - although it was covered the course of the program. The
the "entire “Hearst press”’; “song: on page 1 of some of the dailies. Congressional body currently is inHONORS TO THE LIVING
the ty networks in
plugger” Nick Kenny, the. ‘Chicago However, a few. of the pillar writ- vestigating
Frank G. Back. ME. Sc.D., Inventor
Tribune,
“that
great eccentric ers declared. they will have a few other areas.
of the Television ZOOMAR
Lena. frePaar has his supporters in the
Colonel ‘McCormick,” Iry Kupcinet, thousand ‘words to: say on Paar in
ceived a Fellowship from SMPTE yes- §
Newsweek, -sundry’ Senators and the near future, particularly for industry, those who feel.that the | terday for his contribution to Tele- f
vision—the Television ZOOMAR
lens
{the way he handled the Chi Sun- newspapers and mags have too long and
the U.S. Senate Itself.
Congratulations— |
photography.
had uninhibited sway in blasting | Partnet and Friend!
While Paar has taken ‘on the. Times columunist,-. ‘KupcinetL
Jack arid Bill Pegler”
NEC président Robert E. Kint- tv and radio, and they feel it's
press ‘many times before, notably
(Continued on page §5)
Jafter he “quit” NBC two years: ago ner said yesterday (Tues.) that the’
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eems That EveryOtherDubliner
Is In Show Biz; Excellent Fest |
By

9

WOLFE

directed

and

safe

hy

via

private

a single

there is net another city of its
s.ze in the world which can dupicate the stunt. Especially when vou
consider that ail this activity is :

serious and pro: one of the plays

guarantors)

one-set

ed
Oe
‘reece

that

mylti-

ness by the most juvenile kind of irresponsibility about showing
up on time, or even showing up at all. It is a predictable cer-.

was

tainty that in the end, if persisting, they will end -in the gutter.
| for which some of them seem to be studying.

.

15.000 pounds (approx. $42,- GNO*, which {s, needless to
point out, insufficient coin for

Irish-

to say

responsibility to the audience? Probably entertziners in general
still take the tradition with the utmost solemnity but a ‘growing
number of individuals seem intent-upon “proving” their great-

Total cost (one-half paid by
Irish Tourist Board, the other

Tren.

it is probahiy

What is happening nowadays: to the old’ sense of perfornier

.

evel ‘sets.,

that is. writ-

acted

5 tainers had no status socially. and almost none at law..

were put on with a cast overall of 219 actors. Three of the.
complicated

Nobody is that talented, nobody. is that popular that he or

JIMMY DURANTE

she. may ignore the tradition that the show must go on. Mane.
agers won’t stand for it, agents won't. stand for it, the public
. won’t stand for it. Incidentally, Variety won't; either. One of ”
got an act of his own.
What an
its reviewers recently waited (and. wasted) 90 minutes: in @
act!
;
Show
stopper,
. mopper
upper, } ‘Greenwich Village spot fora jazz “artist” of primitive character
what's the difference?
They all
who was, during that particular engagement, running anywhere
spell talent and that's what PAUL
from ‘half an hour to two- hours after schedule every night
ANKA’s got.
|. and sometimes, when he finally showed up, contenting: himself
- with a bare 10 minutes on the stand. He may.have broken hisAL
career right there when cancelled after his inexcusable. dis-

play in N.Y.

Everybody's tryin’ to. get into my
act ex
Ut
ANKA ‘cause he's

From Sports to Show Biz
To Journalistic. Primas,
Wheeler’s Big-Name Biog,

had a cast of 63, another a cast of t
wi-Gut
50—three
of the
shows;
sLown during the festival are headed for London and, perhaps. points: North American Newspaper
Fast and West. That, too, is quite ‘liance prexy John Wheeler, former }
& rematkable average, three out headman of the Wheeler and Bell
;Syndicates, now 74 and still acaf 14.

Govt. PostFor

Jim

‘tive, has
written
his memoirs,
size,
littingly called “I’ve Got News For.

In arother city of this
chances are a budding playwrich:
You"
weyld not get a chance in his

mere

frequently

else- and anecdote

than

“where. if it has any quality at all
it will get serious pro consideratron.
Per haps this, explains why
cne of the plays at the Festival vas
wtitten hy an electrician, another
ty a tax.driver and a third by a
publican. ‘That there is a faney
we.d for a saloonkeeper.But
dunt get anv idea that this is
downgrading the product. Remember imstead, that Brendan Behan
fas an example? was a housepainter’
up to the time his stuff began pettiie seriyus world attention and

there's many

| play of arrogance was well publicized throughout the -amuse-

Conkling?

ment

trades.

The

come-latelys

quite obviously either never heard tradition

(Dutton; $5) ‘and it's one of
or don’t care. Last week at the RKO Palace’s infrequent attempt.
the best newspaperman'’s -‘books of
at vaudefilm the headliner - kept’ the audience waiting. In
Holiyw ood, ‘Oct. 3..
the past derade.
James B. Conkling ‘claims he
Boston a contracted for (at $4,000) bandleader showed’ up
‘ Apart from namedropping quip- exited the Warner Bros. Records

heme town.
But ir Dublin. here
are @ half dozen Iezit houses and
firvone ¢€an get his script read.

And,

of troupers.

| folk were widely respected. It went a long way .to answer propaganda surviving from the days of vagabondage | when. enter

Dublin, Oct. 3.
Remarkable,
from a show
biz standpoint, are.the budget
figures for the Dublin Festival.
new
productions
Fourteen
piays had

point is that through long generations

the fullfilment of performance. was the supreme axiom of:
theatrical behavior. And for this sense. of respozsibility, show~.

Those Dream Costs.

Dublin, Oct. 8.
There are about half a million |
residents in this town -only 3.000,({ in al. Ireland) but the impres$:6rn a visiting fireman gets from a
one-week glance is that 75°C of
tiem “are in the the-ay-ter,” in
qne was or another, Every second
s~1son you meet in Erin seems ta
ave a second act in the trunk—
cr about to be produced. The annual Dublin Theatre Festival, just
cencluded, displayed 14 new proGutions, at which 10 were new
term.

It was a good tradition that “the show must. go. on,” though

perhaps carried to absurd extremes in-the plots of eertain tunefilms. The

4

KAUFMAN

piutS. ail home-made,

_ Irresponsi ble Performers

who

_ 24 hours late. In Minneapolis, a trio of young mien, just: walked
“to accept one:of three out because they, didn’t like the behaviorism of their’:saloon

by and about people lprexyship

read like the combined

roster | Governmental

positions.”

Conkling

of the Overseas Press Club, the! ctaborated that he has long wished’

customers—as

if witery patrons

are expected ta behave: ‘like. it

' Spanning

fensively. that their cerebral type of comedy is jest appreciated

the -to associate. himself with Govern- |. was a& Chautauqua:
Sporting News and any issue of. mental activity that would’ bel
VARIETY, it is a warm, casual, asy- ia meaningful and useful not only
In between, in the DS, and its. possessions, Varrery -has.
reacing yet sagacious book that ?,7™the people of ‘the US., but to’ reported lapses in the obligation of stars to the people who
compels attention no matter which ;the people of the. world.”
laid it on the line to see them. Others have sounded off of‘page or chapter is scanned.
Conkling revealed: that the opAuthors

League

of

more

America,

than

50

years’ |

:portunity to get into Government
in a town hdll than a cafe.
activity in newspaper syndication,:
work was recently presented to
Wheeler pioneered the sports fighim, and he is currently deciding|
ures’ byliners by ghosting Christy°
Despite the joke about “the customer's
.which of the three positions to
Mathewson's stuff when “Big Six”
no alibi, in show business, for walkouts,
“take. He said he'll take a short
was his boyhood hero. In effect, _varation after leaving WB. prob-|*

always tight,” there's’
disappointments ‘and

a flat in Dublin still Wheeler.

probably
created. ‘te’ ably about mid-October. and then
American
journalism
brand
of
announce his new..affiliation. He?
ghastwriting.

wilting
for the second
coat
Rant which Behan cou’dn't give it
:indicated that it would become ef-;
Then unfolds a barrage.
of breezy
Te. guse
he was
sneaking
some
.fective after the first af the vear.
anecdotage which
reels off. at
tise fer rewrites,
Conkling’s post at WB ‘will be[
such fast tempo as to give the imThik Wax the fourth Dublin Festaken over by John K. (Mike) Maitpression that the raconteur lived;
‘land, former president. of Capitol
Continued on page 85)”
so full a career that he has mucl::

Records

Distributing:

Corp.

LastYearAt Carnegie , DIX
land Bash
Pot Hammarskjold, Judd;
On Philharmonic Altar)
At Disneyland

and

were
=

more to tell with each sueceed-.,
icurrently
veepee-general. sales
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
-ing page. And he does.
By AL. SCHARPER
Bros.
»manager
for the. Warner
He devotes entire chapters to
The New York Philharmonic is
‘label. Conkling’s contract with WB.
Disneyland rang’ ‘down the sume".
. some, viz... Ring Lardner, Rich-,
noted
for
the
variety
of
its
tempis
'
‘which he launched about three:
The Mer season curtain Saturday .‘(30).
ara
Harding
Davis,
Churchill, :
fugit. ‘program
footnotes.
last :With.a Dixieland bash which drew
Theodore Roosevelt, Bud Fisher, years ago, expired in’ March and, '‘music-lover
reminded
was
Stockhoim. Oct. 3.
Pershing,
Villa,
Swope,
Billy -he and Jack L..Warner. agreed that:‘Tues. (26) that this is the 120th |11,100 payees and gave park the’
:he
should
hold
on
until.a
successor
AH theatres and ail shows In Rase,
Broadway
(chiefly
.John‘
the, ‘Spark which. possibly may. ignite
; season, the 6,332d concert,
»¢den vere closed on the day of Golden along with assorted liter- icould be found.
home. of Columbia ‘Records an q: more quickly its deep-secret plans
-Entil
he
sets
up
in
the
Gov
ernt
© funeral of Dag Hammarskiold. ary
1to build a 15.000-seat amphitheatre
giants, presidents) and yicement slot, Conkling wili ‘act in any the Steinway piano, that the plat-! : in a corner of the Anaheim install
late Secretary General of the}
;
‘Continued on. page 85)
advisory capacity for the WB label.:'form chrysanthemums were flown,-ation.
United Nations. Restaurants called
.
Japan
and
arranged
by
“After that.” he said. “there will: ‘from
cff the ncrmal Friday night dances
This. projéct is now out of the
be no association with musie or i Helen Denis and that Eileen Far- | blue-sky talk stage, but not yet in
Chevalier’s D. C. Honor
énd only a few dancehalls stayed
rell was deadheading her services
records.”
Gren,
Washington, Oct.. 8.
for the Pension Fund by courtesy ; ithe: actual. blueprint era. of devel.Chevalier
has
been
opment. As always, Walt. Disney is
Radio and television transmitted ° Maurice
of Theatre Authority Inc.
Gnly
serious
programs
and
the designated
{proceeding quietly, but from all.
“personality
of
the.
punmentioned | was the fact that |appearances the decision has been
yirate station, Radio Nord, which year” by Variety Club tent No. 11
his is the final season for the' made. It- would work thus:
is beamed at Stockholm from a here.
i Bhilhermontc at Carnegie
Hall.
ship off the coast, went off the air
Disney. would equip the bowl
He will accept the honor at a
ei the time of the funeral and did Nov. 18 banquet in Washington, acNext fall, failing war, the orchestra ‘with the most modern facilities—.
As expected, symphony orches- “will be unit number one ‘at Lin- escalators for customers to. move
not resume transmission until the cording to Felix Grant, chairman’
, fras from other cities which have
following morning.
(Continued on
¢ page 87 (Continued ona page 84).
‘of the dinner committee. —
| typically performed at Carnegie

Swedish Show Biz Halts

For Dag’s Funeral

t

iRENT ALLOSSES CLOUD I
CARNEGIE HALL, ¥.Y.:

: Hall in N.Y., will seek dates in the
new Philharmonic Hall when that
|edifice opens at Lincoln Center

inext fall.
|’ First to declare itself is the Bos-’
‘ton Symphony via manager Thomas
iD. Perry Jr. Its-10 visiting concerts
| iin Manhattan will be. on Wednes-

ETY

idays and Fridays, a switch from.
‘the Bostonians present Wednesday
inights and Saturday matinees..
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Inside

sophisticated? Essentially it’s
y. just. Kept Boy meets Kept
Girl, Kept Boy wins. Kept Girl,
. and live happily ever after.”
"Go

ale ¢

..oseseees+ 80 | ‘Night Club Reviews cee FO

..... coccsecsecse G4

Film Reviews .......-...
‘House Reviews ....-.e+--

or may. not

@-a proper commentary on
Hollywood’s so-called: adult ‘ap-.

First. industryite: “It’s a
‘ great comedy, but I wonder if
it’s too sophisticated for most
audiences.”

Coaada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year

sapesseceeersoveras

Casting News

Chatter

York, the following dialog took

place, which may

GREEN, Editer

ae
IN DEX

Immediately’
after
last
week’s successful preview of
‘Par’s “Breakfast at. Tiffany's”

.ccccce

4

49 St. James’s Street, "Pleeadily,, HYde Park 4651-23-53.

Kept Boy Meets Kept Girl

S808

TUdson 23-2700

28

HOllywood 98-1141

1203 National Press ‘Building, sTerling 33468

(Continued on page 87)

eeecacagesesevocesesese

Preside

Washington

1” at the Capitol Theatre in New
City

verman,

C404 Bunset Boulevard,

pegged for Philharmonic Hall at

beesesn

:

1968 by Sima SILVERMAN; Published ny eek |by VARIETY, Ine. .

154 West 46th St. New York 36, N. Y.

Brooklyn Academy of Music will
‘switch from. the prevailing Friday
,to a future Thursday night series.
With Boston Symphony definitely

Enclosed find check for $.........006
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“Saul Jeff's EuropeanStalinTip BAITS PRODUCER.| AgentIngoPreminger on US. Lead:
TEST FORC. OFE.

Movielab - Chairman Seeks Overseas. Lab Facilities— |
“Also Prospectiv ely. Expanding Into Coproduction.

.

Somebody’: may’ do: something

‘Nearly AllOur Product Exportable,
But OnlyFew 0:seas Pix OK for Us’

‘about the’ long-expressed resentGilbert. Miller in Pix
‘Chairman Saul Jeftee of. Movie-|
{ment of- independent film producBy JOE COHEN
Jab. leaves. Manhattan :Oct. 14 ‘for
“Legit producer-theatre owns: .
ers against the distribution charges
a fortnight.in London, Paris and |. -er Gilbert -Miller -hag. joined.
American films remain the lead“Negro Joins D.C. Tent.
That some: Rome: He is scouting two- things: - forces with Bingo Brandt, of '.L against their‘ releases,
ers in the world market, according
body: appears, to. be Max. Young-°
_’'
Washington, Oct. 3
(1) laboratory: facilities “overseas | Brandt Theatres, to entér film:
|stein;, who retires Jan. 1-from |].
For the first time. in its 25
to Ingo Preminger, president of the:
as part of a.company expansion: in ’ distribution. Pair. has acquired
- United Artists where he has been a- _- years here, Washington's tent
1 General Artists Corp. literary diviits basic business and. (2). further . the Italo “‘La Notte Brava’ for
vice president: and. a . secondary’ ‘No. 11 Variety Club has admitAmerican distribution or coproduc- | release in. the States: this fall,
sion, who was in New York last
, (non-voting) .partner.
‘ted a Negro.
‘tion deals with: European. showMiller's ‘legit. Henry Miller
are - Jacking but the}
Details
. John Duncan, first Negro to { week conferring with GAC toppers
has. “Theatre in New York is :cur-. men. Most’ retently:. Jeffee
Youngsteinsetup,
when:
it.
materias
well as film homeoffice execs.
be appointed a District Comacquired the U.S. rights to a Span-/
rently
tenanted: by another” \alizes, .will provide economies ‘in
‘Missioner
(local
governing
-|Hollywood {fs still producing the
ish feature, “The Stray Dog.””
Etalo Import, Astor. Pictures’. |- fixed.charges ‘plus - profit-sharing
board), was voted into the Io-- .| highest quota of saleable films on
Broadened operations at Movie- '"“La: Dolee Vita,’* now in the
The
|. Ber.tent as an honorary memfor participating producers,
the world market, despite the inJab. have lately put’ the company, |’ “26th week of an Unprecented ‘ {implication is of a.drastic change
ber.
roads of foreign productions.
—
fora subtitled. import) harde ‘Jin -feature: film. marketing costs
which dates from 1930, mote conPreminger pointed out that many
“spicuously in the feature film com- ticket :date..
| with ‘a lower breakeven. point for
of the European countries can ex-petition, - through lab processing,
‘the producer.
port only a small portion of their
-@S per aye View From:The Bridge”
“In order to implement his. ecoproduct. He asserted that Germany,
and a portion. of the ‘Josh Logan
nomies, Youngstein will, apparently
for example, has not had a hit pie
feature, “Fanny.” |
| confine himself to eight or. nine}
on the world market for at least 10
.A program of five .features is
| distribution offices, forsaking the| ~
years. France, Italy, Sweden have
: being thade with Movielab financ-|.
j typical 32 Film Row exchanges of
only had a few by their leading
ing:. by
writer-director-producer,
standard major company practice.
cinematographers.
However,
the
William Martin. One. is now being |
While ‘this has been innovated:
U.S. output has been fairly con‘edited, “Jacktow n” with Patti Mc-|.
heretofor. by Walt Disney’s -Buena
stant
and
still
very
important
te
exCormick, made on location in the
‘Vista for its .own. product the
hibitors throughout the world, said
prison of Jackson, Mich. Another, |}
‘Youngstein, plan | is thought’ to be
John I. Snyder Jr. has been pro-{ Preminger.
“The Sun’ Always Sets” will shoot |.
markedly original in a ‘number of
moted from vicechairman to chairThe U.S., he pointed out, has also
at Gold Medal Studios ‘in. the} ‘What could turn out: to be.a Sig--|. specifics.: *—
excc]its share of top cinematographers.
“Bronx.
Youngstein’ s departure from UA man of the board and chief
nificant. innovation in. New York
officer
of
General
Aniline
&
Film|
He
cited the saga of “The Hustler.”
While in Rome: one of Jeffee’s. ‘City’s’ release pattern will. be in- -has been a badly-kept secret for a
He was variously Corp. At the same time there’s: He said that at first only producer
concerns will be to séout studio augurated ‘today (Wed:) with the. ‘year .and. more.
some
Capitol
Hill
agitation
to
have
|
Robert
Rossen had faith in the ven“facilities; there for Martin: .to ‘shoot. opening of 20th-Fox’s. “The Hus- ‘rumored as joining various trade
‘dn 1962 another property, whieh: tler"’ at the. Brooklyn “Paramount units. but. all-remained vague until this vast organization placed in the ture. Then he interested Paul Newhands
of
public
ownership.
This
man,
and
from‘then on in, it was in
‘bears the working title, . “Little Theatre. just one’ week after the |now. His present: ‘backers are the
would: mean wresting its control position to become a reality. The
Pepita.”
film. began what :promises. .to: be. American “Congress of Exhibitors,
from the U. S. Attorney General’s banks with that kind of interest
whose
.interest’
in
multiplying
the
boff engagements at the ‘Paramount
_ fon Broadway, and the 72 St. Play- suprly of feature films is primary. office, which has been at the helm advanced the money, and the film
This body has $12,000.000-in escrow right along because of the alien proceeded to its completing. The
house, eastside artie..
~.
Amerieans with the Rossens, Biily
7/-but. it’s understood the new setup property angles.
20th
general
sales.- “manager headed: by Youngstein will await.
Synder’s election {s particularly Wilders, and others (presumably,
Glenn.” Norris. who has’ long. ‘ad-| the fattening of the kitty to $15,.he was tqgo medest to menticn his.
significant
in
the
film
trade.
He
‘yocated | broadening
‘New: York’s
‘000,000,. which 1s. believed. assured. joined the company only last April brother Otto Premingeri are still
first: runs beyond the usual ‘Times.
“No confirmation of the: deal was as board niember and shortly there- in the artistic forefront of the cineSquare opening, reports that the.
matic scene.
precedental Brooklyn date, simul-: ‘obtainable at press time. C. of E. after was named vicechairman and
Because of the emergence of ine
Universal's. “Spartacus, ” mark-{| taneous
with Broadway-eastside, leaders weren't talking and Youns- member of the exec committee, He
stein,
attending
‘a
theatre
manager
was
at
that
time
and
continues
to’
dié American picture-makers, selling its first anniversary this. week, | was ‘suggested ‘by the: exhib, in this
,ing methods of literary properties,
is. reputed to have rolled up total case United. Paramount ‘Theatres, rally {in Asheville; N:C, wasn ‘'t an- be a board member of Metro.
The M-G.. alignment especially have changed, said Preminger. The
theatre gross: in excess of $17,000,- and that 20th was glad to oblige.. swering L. D.
Aniline'’s agencies must be on the prowl inWapiety's --information. suggests Stirs interest .because
000 on 304 dates. Of the 304 dates,|- ‘Last -year, Par’s “Psycho” went
Ansco
Film
division is a property creasingly for the offbeat and une
. starting. with the. world preem at. into a Brooklyn firstrun and: then that .the proposed new company
y Paramount.
Par usual and then rely on the faith of
the DeMitle in New York: Oct. 6, onto. the circuits while ‘still playing ‘would aim:to produce up to 20 fea- long sought
long identified itself as a potential. the producer to bring the basic
1960, 188 have been in ‘tthe USS. Broadway
and
eastside
dates. ‘tures: annually, -but reaching :that
The cinema,
and Canada ‘and. other: 116 liave However, those. breaks came after peak slowly..over -perhaps three ‘bidder for the Ansco end of Ani- ideas .to fruition.
(Continued on page 24)
been: in 25. countries ‘around the the’ pie had been playing for sev- years: :This. is the word circulating: line as quickly as the Aniline as‘world. All ‘have been on a hard- eral months. in, its. first. two thea- ‘among the indies. Emphasis-is also’ sets would go up for grabs.
The now-possible sale of Aniline
placed upon the use-of “new faces,”
ticket or modified roadshow basis. tres.
| another: convinced. need: of the in- to non-Government
interests inThe film: ‘will have played 743
Many. distribs have. felt that. dustry, often: ignored by name- duces a question as to whether
performances to more than 500,000 ‘N.Y.'’3 playoff pattern should be obsessed. exhibitors..
‘M-G, via the Snyder “in,” or Par
people and. ‘massed a.theatre gross revised.to. ‘take the. pictures to the
‘If. the new:-C.: ‘of. E.-backed com: will make the connection. It’s for
of $1,350,000 at. the ‘DeMille ' by patrons” while they are still fresh.
pany becomésa reality, as now sure that both M-G and Par are in
‘tonrorrow | night (Thurs. ).
They point out that. Times Square ‘seems. probable, it will presumably the mood for more diverisification|
tis’ no-lenger the focal point of
.offer.both United Artists and -Co- and Ansco, with a market price in
local entertainment interest as. it ‘lumbia direct rivalry for deals with the area of $30,000,000, would be
Theatre
Owners
of America
‘used to be, and that with Increased indie producers.
‘The arresting. a very major step in that direction. anni convention in New Orleans,
competition . for
entertainment: reality seems to lie in Youngstein’s
Senator Kenneth B. Keating (R., opening
next
Sunday
6), will
time, - film. people have to make. analysis of the market. -He hag orN.Y.) is among others favoring the salute new
screen
talent. New
picture-going easier for. the public. ‘ganized a. distribution setup and
sale of Aniline to private enter-| faces will be presented in special
‘.
“Hustler”
-has
been’
giving
-the
Economy ax fell Thursday. (28)
not, as. was commonly anticipated, prise. This could be done, he inon 20th’sreséarch .and. develop- Times. Square showcase. its best a. ‘producing: organization of his sists, despite court actions.on the shows designed by LeRoy Prinz
at the Wednesday (11) luncheon
ment. department, with 12° employ; business in about.three years. o - S Own, .
part of Swiss interests
and president banquet Thursday
sees in New York getting notices.|
(12) evening.
“Department head E; I. Sponable is |
About 20 youngsters are expect‘FYeported to -be retiring, leaving.
ed to he spotlighted, both -live
only Earl Bragg, number. two man,
and through film clips of their
. staying to carry on -technical oprecent work.
erations.
Decision to present the young‘The west coast research “people |
sters in a show format is evident- °*
also are being dismissed, with only
Iy the result of criticism which
one department member. being. kept |
By JACK: PITMAN
course,. there will be the tradition- toll issue. isn’t what the leaders followed an earlier TOA
“new
‘on.
Product—how. to get more of it, j al. - president's . banquet ‘Thursday would prefer. If a “new face” will face” dinner at which the kids
Sponable, who has been with Fox
to:finale the doings.
help the cause any, it’s scheduled Showed up sans material of any
‘gince “1926, ‘is. a ‘past -prexy of} how to spring it earlier. for top
‘Product . anxieties
gain poign- in the form of John’ Rowley, prez |kind. They obviously didn’t reg.s- SMPTE and played important -part|boxoffice, how: to: keep it off. televicircuit,
who ter too strongly with simple “Gee,
ance. for: exhids agitated after a of- Rowley -United
dn. developing of sound-on-fitm: In
sion—will
absorb
-showmen
consummer
of
spotty
business.
The pitched in with the fight to block it’s good to be heres.”
ater years he helped refine’ CineHe'll
maScope process and the magnetic verged at New Orleans next week TOA speechmakers can be expect-. Telemeter in Little Rock.
sound whieh 20th introduced with for. the Theatre. ‘Owners of: Amer- ed'to push—and ‘hatd—for support carry the anti-toll ball at the con‘OUTSIDER’ ON DESIGN
CinemaScope. Exec is Tegarded in};ica. convention. “None. of. this is a of :exhibition-backed production ef- vention, whether or not Harling
forts, ‘with. major focus (natch) on also speaks, which still isn’t de-|.
(Continued on1 page 24)
N.Y’s
MeCobb To Coast For
revelation. Nor: new.. But product | A.
A E.-C. Films. which -eould stand cided.
‘Boys Night Out’
The Little Rock case is in the ‘.
| scarcity in’the autumn, of 1961 has. ‘some ' additional underwriting.
courts presently on appeal, but the
usual, or more-than-usual urgency. aI There will be. efforts to open
EXODUS’ GROSS‘TO DATE
-Paul McCobb,
industrial
and
other taps |up, as well. Conclave TOA realists don’t expect miracles.
‘First TOA session at the Roose- ‘is set to again bid the Justice Dept, There is, also, the pending though furniture designer, has been hired
- $14,000,000 In
n Rentals Racked, velt Hotel is set for 10. a.m.: Mon- to- relax its bars and greenlight postponed Zenith-Phorevision set- as special consultant on set decof “Boys
Night
Out.”
Picker Discloses ’ | day (9), but.-the bread-and-butter. production: by the divorced cir- up in Hartford, and the additional oration
prostuff doesn’t commence. until. Tues- cuits. | Restive . exhib
elements paysee maneuvers in the wings via This is a Kimco-Filmways
Otto “Preminger's “Bxodus": has. ‘day’s. merchandising. forum shows: ‘don’t ‘dig a-“blockbuster-to-bloek- the Skiatrons; Key-TV's,. and the duction being made in assorciation with Joseph E. Levine for
grossed _ $14,000,000 in worldwide }’‘em how to sell.
| buster’ existence,” - staggered play- rest of the coin-in-the-slot outfits.
_'b.o.. receipts. to date, according to}.-‘This , year’s ‘conclave may also dates, and their. overall disadvanNeedless to note, New Orleans Metro release. McCobb and hig
Arnold Picker, exec veep of Unit- wind up the largest. in. point of tage nowadays on rental. deals— won’t overlook the here-and-now. associate, Robert Marona, will be
ed Artists...
turnout:
Consider the enhanced the upshots. of shrunken product Along: with
the usual seminar on the Coast mid-October working
Picker noted ‘that -‘the film’ still membership | strength, but. more. flow that have made the biz a dis-. palaver, there will be a sesh de- with the M-G art department on
particularly.
the
exotic
setting
with
voted
to
circuit-inspired
cam- special sets.
tributor’s. market.
hasi’t. played the majority of its
Such hiring of an outsider is
potential dates, having played only ‘the Creole accent, a cinch to en-]. “Mobilization against” tollvision is| paigns for several upcoming fealiven
the
normal:
hail-fellow
antics.
|
tures.
The
novelty
is
that
this a new
twist.
In addition
to
another perennial on the TOA
“in 22 foreign .situations .and’ 560theatres.in the U.S., all. hardticket. In the organized fun department, agenda.” As before, this one poses forum will go beyond theory, per dressing up the sets, the idea exExpectancy, therefore, ‘is’ that ‘It. the big. coup should be the. Wed- the question: what-can-we-do? For. the tangible audio-visual elements pectedly will draw the attention
‘will be one of the. industry’s top: nesday eve riverboat excursion up all the elarions of Phil Harling hatched for each film by the chain jot the decorating mags and press
feature services.
_ all-time grossers.
Vor down?y. the of’. Miss. _Then,. of. ‘and his deputies, militancy on. the! ad-pub staffs..

Bklyn.ParPlays
‘Hustler’ While

Stillon Bway

UpSnyder At

: Private
ControlStillPends

‘Spartacus In20
Dates: $17,000,000

20 ‘New Faces’ At

TOA: Live Or Clin

EXPENDABLE SPONABLE
IN 20TH’S CHOP-CHOP

IfSummerLags, WailingWall Congests:

-A Prophecy of TOA In New Orleans
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Another Yugoslav Rep In Gotham
Not Part of Government
a

'
various
them

which |

specialties

attractive

for specific

|

being held here tomorrow (4),
with large group of notables
as well as’ industry officials
and press at hand. Affair is
being hosted hy producer Plato
A. Skouras, who shot most of
pic:-directed by Michael Cure.

tiz in this town and area.
Date was selected to coin«
cide with holiday dedicated to
St. Francis, Patron Saint. of
Film Studios, which are prinharily [| _ltaly. .
rentals studics, and Zagreb Film,|
which is doing a lively business in;
animated
work.
Company
has
turned
out
a cartoon
series,
*“Hounds for Hire.” for Cinemagic

types of production..
cepuens, beid ty most foremsners, +
Among
the companies
heing:
including American. film ‘people.
repped by Teresak are Dubrava

that ft ss sf.ll.a branch of the gove:nment.
Actually, for the last
Jour
ears its been a group of
Erivate:y
heid cocperative
compemes Wid are free to make their
avn deals. at hame and abread

‘Levy.SevenArts NearDeal

Assisi First to See
Assisi, Oct. 3.
Italian premiers showing of
2Cth’s “Francis of -Assisi” is.

Stress Film Industry There a Series of Private Co-Ops,
The Yugeslav fim Industry has. have
teen suftcering from the miseon- make
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Would Cover Marco Polo’; Producer’ 8:Talks With:
Columbia Cold —
SARANAC’S NEW CHIEF M.D.
|.

‘the production of his lon g-planned .
“Travels af Marco Polo.” Prospective deal was described by. Levy as:
the New York U. and Haryard a straight partnership, ‘with both
Medical Schools, has. been named parties participating in the financ-.
medical director of the Will. noe ing and eventual w orldwide profits.
He
was. hesitant,
however,. to
ers Hospital, Saranac Lake, N.Y
institution. supported by the en- given the percentage breakdow n on
.}each
party's
participation...
—
tertainment industry.
Earlier the producer had ‘been

Dr. L. Fred Ayvaztan, formerly

1a member

| Herman RobbinsGloms
Possible: 0’seas. Angles
For Nat'l Screen Service:

within certain bread limits that ef New York, and two of its shorts
gevern envy business community.
won ftop prizes at the 1959 and
1960 San Francisco film fests.
Tais point was stressed in New
Yerk iast week by Viado Teresak. }
newly arrived U.S. head of Globus '

French ‘producer -Raoul
Levy’
yesterday - (Tues.)... reported that.

| Ayvazian ‘Succeeds Wilson—Step- negotiations are nearing. completion for Seven Arts to join. him ‘in
‘Ping Up Research
of the faculty of both

He succeeds Dr. George E. Wil- talking a deal ‘with Columbia,. but:

Herman
Robbins.. chairman -of - son, who has-retired after 27 years that fell by the wayside when ‘they. .
rat Rogers.
National Screen Service,. left: New |
couldn't agree on terms.
Concurrent with Dr. Ayvazian’s
York yesterday (Tues.} for a swing
No..U.S. distrib has been set, but
Film, a recently formed agency .
of Europe
that may
take two ; sppointment, ‘states Rogers presi- ‘Levy indicated .that- Seven. "Arts
set up fo rep five, or approxifor this.months or more.. He has. diversifi- ;| dent Abe Montague, is the launch- would. be responsible
mitely - Ralf, Gf Yusoslivia’s film
cation in mind. Will stout the vari- ‘ing of an intensified program of ‘Levy; as did Sam_ Bronston..with
Produetion companies. The other
‘research
in
cardio-pulmonary:
dishis
“King
of.
Kings,”
plans
to:make
ous
capitals
for
NSS
expansion
Los Angeles, Oct. 3.
companies are repped this side by
ases. This is in cooperation with individual distribution dea's on the.
Jovan Petrovic. ef Yugoslav Film, : New trial will be asked by Bea- possibilities.
NYU.
Med
School.
|
pie
-for
various:
world.
markets,
as.
NSS
now.
has
an:
office
in
London.
who has been here almost a year
con
Theatres
Inc.,
in
ruling which deals in trailers and ac-.
opposed to the increasingly ac=
aid who last ‘month set up the
handed
down
by
federal
jury
favor-.
‘cepted
practice.
of-.
one
distrib.
cessories
and
this
is
the.
extent
of
US.
opening
of
Yugoslavia’s
worldwide.. He feels he can ‘not.
Osear
nominee,
“The
Ninth _ing Fox West Coast Theatres and the setup overseas. Length of Robonly get better’ deals, | but in this
Circle.”
at the
Carnegie
Hall ether defendants in antitrust suit | bins’ tour will. be determined by
fashion’ his: profits in-one market
brought by Beacon over asserted | business matters that: crop up.
Piayhouse in New York.
cannot. be: eaten. up by losses, or
failure
of
its
Bel
Air
Drivein
Just back from a‘trip to Holly“Clark Gable, a Personal ‘Por- bad business’ judgment, ‘in ‘other
wood,
where
he discussed pro- Theatre, in nearby Fontana, to get
trait,” by Kathleen Gable (Pren-: markets, .He's already got $2,000,-:
spective coproduction and studio day-date runs of features.
tice-Hall; $3.95); is a picture hook 000 ‘on advance distrib deals for. va=: rentals with various producers,° Defendants in case also included
with text lovingly prepared
by the. rious territories..in Europe, MidTeresak reported that miseoncep- National Theatres & Television,
actor’s widow. Mrs.. Gable holds dle East and Asia.
‘Hollywood, Oct. 3.
tions held had resuited in the parent company of FWC; Pacific
Pfie-is set to roll. fn’ Ultrapanasentiment
at
a
minimum
in
telling
and five dis--| ‘Petition .to sell ‘the bankrupt
Theatres;
cancellation of at least one likely Drivein
vision 70-Jan: 2-.with. Alain Delon .
Hal Roach Studies here was filed her version of ‘‘Pa’’ Gable’s life. heading: international cast.
Warner
Bros..,. Buena
production which otherwise prob- tributors:
Levy:
Selection
of
illustrations
runs
the
today in Scranton, Pa., Federal
United
Artists,
20th-Fox
ably would have been made in Vista,
leaves New. York today (Wed.) for
- Court by. trustees C. Julius. and gamut, on and off screen, of star's Paris.
\ugoslavia. Seems that a visiting and Metro.
‘jllustrious
career
‘and
his
more
VS. producer in Belgrade hadn't
Beacon’s. suit. was a counter- John F. Murphy. They asked for social moments. His enjoyment of
been able to make a satisfactory action
to FWC’'s
action asking authority to accept an offer of
Geal with one cempany and left, declaratory relief against Beacon, $2,100,000 made by Wenrob Inc., home, farm and family, and of
hunting with favorite cronies is
assuming that he wouldn’t be free latter filed Oct. 31, 1958; relating. of Santa Monica.
_ The
Seranton -based Scranton also part of this pleasant record.
to seek a deal with another Yugo- to runs in the San Bernardino
slav company. Evidently the dis- area. Beacon asked $300,000 dam- Corp. owned the property at the It is not the most: complete profes-|gruntled
Yugoslav _ negotiator ages, to be trebled, over alleged time of bankruptcy and for this sional review of Gable’s career;
but author, at the outset, stresses
hadn't seen fit to tell the American
conspiraey to prevent. its Bel Air reason the action was filed in the “personal” | angle.
otherwise,
feeling. perhaps, that| ozoner from
“The secrecy with which -proobtaining day-date Pennsy city. ..
Writing this book obviously. has ducer-director’ Mark. Robson ‘has’
if he couldn't get the business, “runs with FWC’s California Theaeased Mrs. Gable’s distress in her- surrounded. his next film was par-nobody would.
tre, San Bernardino.

BEACON’S ANTITRUSTER
AVERS FOX FAVORED

ASK COURT TO OKAY
ROACH STUDIO OFFER|

KAY GABLE’S PLEASANT
~BIOG OF THE LATE STAR

Title He'llGive,Rest A
Secret: Next for Robson

Will Rollin Bombay

U. S. to Europe

No Yugoslav studio can under. | In event a motion for new trial
Franz Allers |
quote
fixed
costs
just to get is denied, according to attarney
Leonard Field
business away from a rival. he Jack Corinblith, an appeal will be |.. Fred Gebhardt
said, but individual
companies - filed.
Coleen Gray

“Boris Karloff
«
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Joseph E. Levine
Raoul Levy
Jack Mills
Herman ‘Robbins’
Paul C: Ross
Stephen W.:Sharmat
Tom Statho Sheridan.
Nancy Singer.
Irving Vendig
Phyllis Vendig’
Golda Weiss’

Nathan Weiss
Arthur. S. Wenzel:

|

Europe to U. S.
_ Cesare Bardelli
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Hal Chester.
Jerry Devine
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Superjet flights to Europe. Also Economy service for the
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Mortimer Becker
Julius J. Epstein.
Leonard .A. Goldenson
Charlton Heston
Ross’ Hunter
Ben Irwin. |.
David Jannssen_

ee

Robert Lewis
Mort Lindsey.
‘Martin Melcher.
‘Tom Moore
Hugh :O’Brian

Geraldine

Page

Cynthia ‘Pepper
George Raft

Natalie. Schafer
Don W.. Sharpe
‘George
Oliver

Shupert
Treyz

7 John K, West.

pare this type of reaction: to a: start shooting in Bombay Nov. 1. _
| great star’s passing with ‘the orgy
Robson is still: playing: -coy. about
of lamentation that marked deaths ‘the subject matter, and no amount.:
| of earlier screen idols—- the gauch- of Twenty Questions gets: any.
eries surrounding. the demise of closer. The Wolpert noyel, howRudolph Valentino in the 1920s, ever, is due to be published |Jan..
jfor example. It. seems that public 1, 1962. by Random. House,- by
and publishing, like Gable himself, ‘which time ‘Robson expects to be
| ventured happily toward maturity back at his: London ‘h.q: ‘with most
in intervening: years.
Rodo.
jof the principal photography com-

‘pleted. All the director will-admit .

Cleopatra’ Settlement
By Lloyds Nearer?

is that it dealg with “an important .

-theme.” - Political,
‘| contemporary
social or. sexual? He says a.little.
bit of all three,
Lined: up: for-the -cast: of the:$3

million

London, Oct. 8.
out-of-court settlement may

‘pic’ are .Horst ‘Bucholtz,

new British. actress Valerie: Gear-

{be the outcome of 20th-Fox's in- -on,. and Canadian actor Don: Borsurance
claim over production. isenko. Robson’s ‘Red. Lion’ Films
‘| losses of the film “Cleopatra,” ‘shares @ seven-year ‘contract with

20th-Fox on Miss Gearon’s serv-,
ices. Robson himself will he direct-:

against Lloydsa nd other insurance underwriters.
The amount of
insurance was $8,400,000 and: by
the middle of last February losses

ing “Rama,”

the second -pic to. bé

produced by Red Lion for 20th
[under a- ‘three-year: deal, First, “The
had reached about $3,000,000.
A 20th-Fox spokesman coutious- Inspector, ” now winding’ shooting
ly stated that: “We are. hopeful abroad, is being directed ‘by. Philip
that the out-of-court settlement Dunne.
Rebson,. and: -his ad-pub consult- °
wil! be reached but I can. make no:
| further comment.” it is understood ant, David: Golding, will be ‘working
closely’ with. Random: House
that what is holding matters up are
‘delayed
discussions ‘between the on promoting :the. book in’ connec-.
underwriters over the sharing of tion with pic. According: to ‘Rob-

}son,

any agreed Hability. ”

publisher - plans

. promotion

Charlotte

Area For

Contribution

—

author. Idea

will be to release the film towards —

TOLL WAR CHEST

| Ask

its|‘biggest

campaign: ever ‘given ‘a..

novel by an-unknown

Jatter part of 1962 when

the. hard--

back edition of the book (if it’s.
.12G ‘been
on ‘bestseller lists) -will be

tapering off, and concurrent with
‘| release: of paperback edition. ©
Another
aspect
of canipaign
Charlotte exchange areas exhibs
yesterday (Mon:) were asked to put whieh Robson feels is unique is
-up $12,000 as their part of a total the fact that.artist Saul. Bass has.
of $240,000 which the Joint Com- been signed “to design logo. which.
mittee Against Pay TV is raising will be: used in promoting. ‘both
‘|to fight toilvision. Request was ‘book and film. He'll also be designmade by Philip H. Harling, -assist- ing the film’s. titles. as well as. ene
ant to the prexy of Theatre Owners tire ad: e3mpaign ‘for the picture.
of America and chairman of both: ‘Because of what -the. director. feels .
TOA’s anti-toll committee as well is the strong interest: pic will havein the international market, ‘ad-pub_
as of the joint committee. .
man Golding’ will hire sperial reps.
In a speech before the anni conto
work out of Tokyo, Bombay,
vention of the Theatre Owners of
North and South Carolina, Harling Londeri, Rome-and Paris during
the film’s production and up. until
described the $12,000 as a small
time of release. .
‘famount to pay as ‘an insurance

Asheville, N.C., Oct. 3.

-L. A. to N. Y.

9$?
a

<e5

ay

Ingo Preminger

} 2

8g Royal Ambassador serviceto
5S
Kurope except violins

Margaret Leighton’
Ralph Martin
Albert Morini
William Z. Ofner
‘Nicholas Ray
Norman Rosemont.
Mo Rothman
Siegi Sessler
John Shubert
Robert Trout —
Jimmy. Wax
Emlyn WilHams
.
Anna Deere Wiman
Irving. Wormser -

Ed Bondy
Art K. Moss

=,

-

Graham Greene
Norman Jewison.
| ‘Jeffrey S. Kruger

N. Y. to.L. A:

*,
@

Nothing is left out of T VVA
'

Ps

*

oo.

es

Elkins

Margot Grahame:
Michael. Green

ry

sé

Doll

Hillard

tially lifted today Monday (2)
many of the actor’s: admirers, and, when he revealed in New .York
‘written with sincerity and. direct- that-the picture is ‘Nine. Hours | to
| ness, ‘volume ‘serves a constructive -Ramia,” based on an “upeoming —
purpose. One needs only to com- novel by Stanley: W olpert, and will

An

Mrs. James Donald

;

loss. It will do much the same -for

against tollvision. Main part of
Harling’s text was repeat of Joint
Committee’s usual argument that

Fete Goldbere Twins.

Detroit, Oct.-..3..
The Goldberg: twins, Adolph and:
‘is not now being offered free, and ‘Irving, will be honored on their
that if once allowed it could be a 50th birthday Oct. 12 at a Variety
smashing success. because it: could Club luncheon at the: ‘Sheratonbid firstrun pix away from theatres. Cadillac Hotel.

tollvision

will offer

nothing. that |

|
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WilderSees"ink
"ByFinTruckersTo UnionOfficers
KiilGemanantFLMsl
: Hollywood, ‘Oct. .3.. 4

;

‘Germany’ s film industry ig dying:
‘because: of bad product, Billy Wild--}

er reported
four months

USetsWilde”$ Lancelot
r

on return here from
of filming “One, Two,

Washington,

Oc

ash n ton, Oct. 3.
The American motion industry |

Chicago, Oct. 3.
Indictments charging violation of
the Taft-Hartley Act were handed
down against an association of 10
motion picture delivery firms and

Col’s $106 Pfd. Divi
dend|

Universal - has made a prepro- is being chéwed out for its presenColumbia board this’ week deworldwide: distribution ‘tation at the Edinburgh Film Festi-. clared the regular quarterly divi- twa teamster officials last WednesThree” -in Berlin and Munich, Pro- duction
_-ducer-director sald Germany is 16 deal with. Cornel Wilde to. handle |val by a’ Sabre-tooth official U.S. dend of $1.0614 per share on the day (27) by a federal grand jury
years behind the. times in develop-. ‘his - upcoming © “Lancelot : and} t Government. Mmemo.: It. assails the ‘$4.25 cumulative preferred stock: charging illegal payments by theIt’s payable Nov. 15 to holders association to a teamster officer.
ment of technical equipment and ‘Guinevere: ” scheduled.to bé filmed: | industry for not. doing its. part -in
helping. Uncle Sam. out overseas.. of record on Nov. 1.
avers there are. virutally no de- ‘in Europe -early-next- -year,
. The 74-count indictment charges
‘The official dispatch, now being
Wilde, who’ll. costar ©with: -his;
cent writers to Bive films a. firm.
that Edward J. Donovan, secretary! circulated among top government|.
.| wife, -Jean Wallace:-“will. direct “dl
basis.

Spain GagsDebate 01
Boxoffice Secrecy As
Exhibitors Protest

treasurer of teamsters local 755 re-

well as coproduce. film with Ber-| agencies’ here, pans the U.S. effort
ceived $7,854 from United Film
- Wilder ‘said distributors ‘and ex-,‘nard
| “Luber.
Picture: is set. for |‘the first: week. of’ the fete as windCarriers between Jan. 22, 1958, and
_ hibitors control most production,
. Phe observer |
July 21, 1960. Also named in the,
: put. revealed! many- theatres are. ‘color-widescreén treatment, with; ing-up.in a.:“rout.”
indictment is Ralph J. McLaughlin,
closing and ‘people:are not gaing to interiors to be done in England: and |Who. authored the memo.had this
‘|to write to the’ “bureaucratic folks .
‘gee pix. He asserted only -mnoney- exteriors either in Ital,or’ Spain.
president of loeal 755 and dnanager
back home:
of United.
- Makers. are Atherican: films
in
. “One comes ‘away from the first .
Madrid, Ort. 3.
- largescale class, but said. these. are’
The indictment states that up to
week of the. Edingburgh Film Fes-.
" distributed
by - foreign: depart- |
The Sindicato Nacional del Es-|$400 a month was paid to Donovan
{ tival.reeling with surprise, dis-.
‘ments of major Américan studios|:
iin
violation of that section of the
appointment, and anger at the dis- pectaculo and the director-generwhich make the pix and “money,
| Taft-Hartley law which —prohibits

TitleDispute toTrial:
mal. representation made by the |/al’s office for cinema backed ex-|
thus, goes to ‘Americans and not tol.“Now Just.‘Nuremberg’
country :which. considers itself the |}
‘the. Germans. ‘
hibitor .objections: to panels on}
film capital of the “world.”
was |" Releases Come Nov. 15: The dispatch calls for “serious” Boxoffice Secrecy and its effect
For a change, °television

not blamed. for decline.. in film]
‘,
Los. Angeles, Oct: 3.
'
talks. with the industry to help.
from r righten the situation.
business: Wilder said . medium. is |" “Nuremberg.”". 'retabbed
“like. -a. new. toy,’ but . revealed. European - produced. “Verdict
at: Teeing off on° purported aiffithere are. only ‘two. channels ‘and::i: Nuremberg,” has been:: acquired: culty ‘obtaining. one pie (“Pleasure
programming: is not yet suitable. i. for
worldwide
distribution _ by. of His Company”)
whose
presentaFilmmaker told: ‘of big. German? Henry: Sonenshine, prexy: of Unitél, ;: tion ‘was Fane ad ‘as all to the
studios - that -have gone. broke and and release set for Nov. 15, date;
r»
_
fontended. those left have’ limited'‘on which: decision in the Adolph jBo0G
the “memo took ents
-or outmoded facilities. He .filmed:Eichmann trial is. due... Film ig Patriotism: -with: those words: interiors at country’s: largest stu-; planned’ for: firstrun showing in 36:
“The last minute availability of
dio, Bavaria Studios in Munich; _Situation’s © throughout the country,‘ this ‘film only points ‘up the ap“but said he-had to tear down 4 wall "according Sonenshine,
after.
s
; parent indifference of the motion
to make two stages:into one in or.
der to serve his company. As a re- ee Je planstoturn, it over. fo. picture industry -and the need for
constant prodding by the governsult, he feels he has aided the stu- :

|
on

the

Spanish

Film

Industry {specified

scheduled. among other activities
at Barcelona’s Third International
Film ‘Congress and combined official disapproval forced cancellation
of talks and public discussion on
this thorny subject.

|2

Congress (Oct.

2-8) will conse-

quently. limit scope this year to
seminars on “Color in Motion Pictures” and screening of tinters at

the Palacio

de la Musica

in the

Catalan capital city.

Pic; produced abroad. by. Cyrus! ment in-order:ta accomplish someAmerican entries sre “Fanny.”
dic and noted. they ‘have now
Tented to John Huston’s ‘Universal- ': Harold and taken’ over: ‘by Sonen- | thing which the industry: should “Romanoff .and- Juliet’ and Disshine
‘from
Cy
Roth's.
CR:
Enter°
wiflingly
undertake
in
the
interests
ney’s. “Nikki.”, France is .sending
.. International .company, ¢ “Freud,” :
prises Inc,, has beén: source of a ,of ‘maintaining
prestige
which ‘starts shooting. there today. :-hassle with Stanley Kramer, .who' ‘in international American
competition,
‘.
Dearth of Writers
‘produced - “Judgment
at NuremPeace, As In War
i
‘Big. problem. is writing, according’ berg.” Latter. won: a. preliminary | oc
|e Suppose there. is no rea
‘to Wilder, who said the. country: :injunction preventing.use of words’

Louis Malle’s “Zazie in the Subway”; England, “The Greengage
Summer,” .while- Spain will sponsor

“Verdict for a Woman,”

payments

resentative

by an employer

of a union

to a rep-

group

for

any purpose other than wages or
exemptions.

Donovan

is

ialso charged with accepting a new
Lincoln
Continental
automobile

from

the film delivery

association

early in 1960.

Maximum

penalty under the law

is $10.000 fine and 10 years in jail
on each count. Donovan is named
in 73 of the counts and McLaughlin
in one. Federal Judge Joseph Sam
Perry issued bench warrants for
the pair and set Donovan's bail
at 83,000 and McLaughlin's at:
$1,000.

FRANKEL, ELLIS, SCHNEIR
STEERING IMPORTERS
New

and “My

three-man

governing

com-

mittee elected to run the IndepenDarling.” °
dent Film Importers & Distributors
‘Government authorities banned of America for the coming vear is
“picture
industry
can
be-made
tof
connection
with
“Nuremberg.”
ed ‘most. ‘tap. people have left and.
Trial date hag -been set foe early. “see that there is something it can four pix submitted by congress or- comprised
of
Daniel
Frankel,
‘there is. no one. to teach: young !ganizers — “The World of Suzie Zenith
International; Jack Ellis,
_.people,. ‘with -result new talent is: December,..according to Kramer’s 40 for -its’ government in - peace
Wong,” and “Farewell -to Arms”
Ellis Films, and Fred Schneier,
not developed. “It is: impossible to. attorney,.Sam Zagon, who said that jime which is as important, in its
from the U.S.A.; “L’Amerique In- Show Corp. of America.
Frankel
write: a good screenplay. -without ;at this:time Kramer will. contest »¥4¥- as the industry's support. in
|solite” (France) and “Juana Gallo” and Ellis served in the same capacof the title “Nuremberg.” ~He time of war.”
being taught. how,” Wildér stated: Suse:
:
[solite” “F
itv ‘ast year, while Schneier w33
‘His writer-collaboratot I. A. L. Dia-: stated that release of film: prior to ~ Here..are some. more. excerpts
elected to suceeed Dick Brandt,
-that date: would result in. ‘his-re- from, the’ secret document:
mond ‘agreed:
“When. America Day at: EdinTrans-Lux Distributing, who de1
Shooting problems ‘on the pic- “questing - ‘court to enjoin showing.
Bill
Inge
Hits
Road
|
burgh
features.
‘The
Exiles’,
an
ap|
clined
to serve another term.
ture ‘involved ° completely building of film.
New IFIDA committee chairmen
“palling. -picture of American InHouston, Oct. 3.
“gw set of East portion ‘of the. Bran-j.
named
to serve for the 1961-62
|
dians
‘on
the
town’
in
Los
Angles;
William
Inge,
the
Broadway
playdenburg ‘Gate, ‘since ‘Wilder was:
‘|‘Angel. Baby’,..a small, insignifi- °wright, paid a visit to Dallas and term include:
unable to get permission to enter.
Censorship,
_Thomas,
Brandon,
leant
‘B’.
“picture
about
evangelism
j
Houston,
in
connection
with
his!
‘East Germany for filming purposes.
in- Florida, and ‘Of Stars and Men’,. first motion picture script “Splen- |Brandon Films; exhibitoé relations,
He also was forced to reconstruct
!Peter
Horner,
Union
Film:
trade
a
beautifully
made
but
highly
com-.
dor
in.
the
Grass”
(WB).
Inge
also
-- Tempelhof . Airport ‘inside. and out.. .
Irvin
Shapiro,
Films
i plex cartoon film which attempts is seen in the film as the Rev. 1 practices,
However; filmmaker: says. pic. 7é- |.
=
Hollywood, . Oct. 3.
Around The World; public rela‘do:
£0
visualize:
man’s
relationship
to.
Whiteman,
his
first
film
role.
mained within the $2,000,000 budg-|- Family features apparenfiy
Picture opens at the Majestic tions, David Emanuel, Governor
et and will finish on schedule: :; not beguile Warner Bros., with re- ithe ‘universe.—when the U.S.” is
Films; luncheon, Michael Brom(Continued on page 19)
here and in Dallas on Oct. 12.
Two.and a half days of shooting” sult: studio has ‘settled contract of”.
head, Lion Internationa); festival
remain. on: Goldwyn lot. here due to:: Robert. Radnitz, who was ‘prepping |.
and awards, Jean Goldwurm, Tlmes
‘Horst ‘Buehholz's auto accident: . ‘@ program. of four such films. and|.
Film;
dues,
Munio
Podhorzer,
Wilder said average German: ‘pix: ‘latter ‘has. checked’ off: lot. Terms
Casino Films: membership,
Dick
cost about $250,000 and noted. that |Included. payment. of one -year’s:'
Brandt; foreign affairs, Fae Miske,
a pic.that cost $800,000 can expect' salary on ‘deal which called for |f
Joseph Burstyn
Inc.; legislative,
only to gross about $1:500,000. ‘He “two years firm with five additional ;
George
Roth, Atlantic Pictures;
said German. business: has taken a .years on options,’
[A BRITISH WRITER KIDS CELEB CON}
customs and importing, Joe Green,
50°) drop and stated 95°% of the| -Radnitz, -who:-leaves. for N: YY. ?
President Films,
German pix are losing money.
late. next week ‘to discuss new ar- | °
Felix Bilgrey, Times Film, was
“One, Two, Three" marks third © rangements, reported. that projects | “British newspaper comment on
‘take this lovely model to be thy renamed IFIDA’s special counsel.
of a multi-pic deal with Wilder and were cancelled out-by prexy Jack
lawfully
publicized
girl-friend?”
develops
- Mirisch Co.-. Release’ is expected L. ‘Warner. upon..his return’ from; ;theatrical personalities
' “Al right,” replied Rock.
about Dec. 20, after which -hé will°-Europe,.. William..T. ‘Orr, “studio:-veins of whimsy rarely duplicated
“And do thou. Romaine Rexy,
-Start. active’ preparations for film- -‘production chief,. had. set deal. — Lin the ‘American press. An exam39—21—39.
Miss
Stafdust
Nail‘ization: of .the legit musical “Irma. ‘Projects included “Voyage. of:
{ple was recently . provided in the, ‘Varnish 1960, -and Miss Fork-LiftLa Douce.”
the
Beagle,”
which
producer
pre-*
ing
Machinery
1961,
take
this
wellviously
had
prepped
for
Metro,
‘Manchester
:
Guardian
by
Michael
;
_ “One” stars James. Cagney, Ar-!
Caen, Oct 3.
lene. Francis. Pamela Tiffin and and three additional properties. to |Frayn. Under the cryptic caption, known rock ’n’ roll star to be thy
Two months almost to the day
ee
' Howard St:. John, who-are all: in. -be made in Denmark, Holland and;“Sentimental Occasions, * he wrote lawfully .publicized steady?”
‘after
Darryl
F. Zanuck’s
“Tie
“Suits me,” whispered Romaine :; Longest Day” began recreating the
the scenes remaining with _Buch- Jordan-Israel.. He had been at WB. ‘as. follows: ca
shyly, and the happy couple. ex- . war on ‘the battlefields along the
holz. Additionally, producer hired
eight weeks,
:
HAD spokesman. for: an actor called :‘changed valuable ‘platinum rings! coast here. the film today :2: com30 German character Aetors while for
|.
| Vittorio Gassman has. annouriced each. bearing the legend “R.R. loves.:pleted
abroad.
its
Normandy
_locatiun
-R.”
:phase.
Normandy,
Zanuck
had
‘ that Mr. Gassman’s . ‘sentimental
“If ever there was a sentimental |
Kansas City, ‘Oct.. 3. |attachment: to an actress named: _atfachment which looked as if it .two—and sometimes three—units
shooting simultaneously. Frequent- Fox Midwest. (National Theatres) Annette.’ “Stroyberg
. hag been‘ was going ‘to last, .it was this one. rly, one. crew would work the day
Opens — “This. As. Cinerama’’ Jat -the 'ended.by: mutual consent: ‘because ! And. now, phhht...the eve of the’ shift and the other would pick up
: Uptown ‘Theatre in Wichita on ‘of difference or personality.
little anniversary party
at the at night.
is undergoing in-“A moment like this is always sad. Dorchester which Rock was plan- | Many thousands of British and
“A Shot. In ‘The Dark’" was: sold”stallatransTheatre
of equipment and seatj Take. the case of. Rock Richmond, j ning as a surprise for Romaine. to: : Continental summer
visitors got
pre-Broadway to Walter Mirisch:
It ‘seems mark. the end of their first week of :ithemselves a grand free show a3
(Mirisch
Pictures) for.° $135.000 ‘ing changes now. It will’ emerge!the rock ‘n’ roll ‘star.
With
a.
capacity
of
about
‘900.
only
yesterday
that
he
was
leading
sentimental
attachment,
spokes:
:
‘the
day-and-night
drama
unfolded
down-payment ‘with: a- $400, 000 j
ceiling. This may be hit: via ai: Circuit is giving the opening the ; lovely. model Romaine Roxy up the men had to warn all the journalists jon the various battlefields of the
who
had
been
invited
that
the
party
‘A
treatment,
publicizing
-broadly,
[aiste:
to
his
publicity
manager’s
invasion.
straight 10°%-off-the-top of each?
off.
‘The
attachment
be- | Final big sequence ‘just comweek's. gross, during the Broadway ;‘and bringing in Paul Mantz for the- desk‘ to be ‘pronounced man and ; ‘was
tween well-known rock 'n’ roll star pleted: was filmed in the little
run, as. an: escalating fee.
fpremier.: It will be. the first Cine-: girl-friend. .
‘Hollywood : agent- Irving Paul :‘rama showing in. the’ State of| “There was scarcely a dry eye in Rock: Richmand and lovely model fishing village of Port-en-Bessin
‘the. place, said:a spokesman after- Romaine Roxy has. been dissolved where the company built the OuisLazar clased the deal in New Ha-; : Kansas.
Casino,
German
strong-.
-yen where.the: legit broke in last|. Changes in. manager persorinel |Wards. ‘Two sweet spokesboys and by mutual consent on fhe grounds treham
at
week
under
Leland. Hayward’s:; l are brought. about by the ‘switch to two’ fetching little’ ‘spokesgirls car-: of extreme. mental cruelty,’ said | point which originally stood
‘The happy |Riva Bella and was blasted into
aegis.
It is by Harry . Kurnitz,. l the hard ticket operation. William ried Miss Roxy's ‘train; and her the chief spokesman.
couple have not been on speaking: ruins by attacking Free French
adapted from the French of. Mar- Haas comes to the Uptown from press agent gave her away (or |
Philline
under
Commdr.
\the: Boulevard'.as) manager.
Zed ‘handed her out,.as they say. “Do | terms for some time, owing to dif-, forces
cel. Achard’s “L'Idiote.”
Latter is played-in “The
Shirley MacLaine
is intended: Pruner shifts from the ‘Wichita to, thou, ‘Rock Richmond; well-known ferences of personality between the ;Kieffer.
fo. the Julie Harris stage original.Tie Boulevard ‘Theatre, and ‘the. rock.’n‘ foll star and teenage idol,’ two spokesmen who0 were supposed | Longest Day” by Christian Mar(Continued on page 19)
°Anatol. Litvak. will. divect..
Wichita goes. dark, * oe
‘Jintoied the publicity mamager,. to.do the speaking.
“Verdict; »” “Prigl”

has no training facilities. He assert--

or

“Decision”. ‘in| ‘ solution

‘to

this

until

the . motion

| JACK WARNER CANCELS
FOUR ‘FAMILY’ FILMS.

The Lawfully-Publicized '

“Longest Day’ Completes

Filming In Normandy

_ GINERAMA HITsKANSAS”

PLAY’S. PRE.BROADWAY |
-400G SALE T0 MIRISCH

|
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REVIEWS

Seeret Of Beep Harbor | way of evading its Teal issues by
ushering in devastatingly convenient melodramatic swerves at key.
Weavyhanded waterfront crime
moments. Miss Stevens enacts. the
meller
for
cautious
lower
innocent,
virginal daughter of a
berthing.
devoted family man and engineer
who returns -with
‘Lloyd
Nolan)
Hollywood. Sent. 26.
his brood to luxury in the States
United
Artusts
release
of Robert
E
Kert preductisn. Stars Ron Feuste:
Merr.
after 10 years of service an a
Anders.
Barry Kelley. Directed
bv Edproject in remote Clute. The girl
ward L. Cahn. Screenplay, Owen Harrts.
promptly falls madly. in love and
Wells
Root, based on novel. “I Cover
the Waterfront.” by Max Miiler; camera, - finds herself with child: buf withGilbert
Warrentan:
editor.
Kenneth
music,
Richard
LaSalle.
sound.
Stanley Cooley; assist: nt director, Herbert S. Greene
Reviewed
at Goldwyn:
Studios.
Sept.
26, ‘61. Kunning
time,
(rane.

aut

husband

. sible

when

(C’'SCOPE—COLOR)
|.

7

This time Morgan the Pirate,

Joseph E. Levine, president of: Embassy Pictures, commented at:
& press conference "this week that “there's not enough promotion.

1.> villian, is pursued and de_stroyed ‘by a romantic British .

|: naval
j.

officer.

for American. pictures. in any foreign market. ” Levine’ s crack: ge

Lightweight,

not fall upon. deaf ears,

fanciful. corsair epic, .fundamentally for the. kiddies.’ Mild
prospects. .

‘Hollywood, ‘Sept. 28.-

the irrespon-

Jad, a compulsive

US. Neglects0'Seas a

Pirates of ‘Tortuga

|:

Twentieth- Fox relesse of Sam Katzman
“Stars
Ken
Scott, ‘Leticia
Richardson,
Roman,
Dave. King. John
climb-: | Rafer
Johnson, Robert -Stephens. Directed
it is _ by Robert D. Webb.. Screenplay, Melvin:
+ Levy... Jesse L. Lasky
Jr., Pat Silver,
based on. story by Levv:
é¢amera
(De

mountain . production,

climber, gets himself killed

;

ing Mt. MeKinley ‘beeause
there}.
Milu Fowler
The family then tries a fake by. Luxe), Ellis W: Carter: éditor, Hugh S.
Janev Fowler
Meris
Anders
moving
to Guatemala. where Nolan; Fowler: ert directors, Jack Martin Smith.
Barney Hanes ...........
Norman Alden
Van.Marter; music, Paul Sawtell,
dies and his wife (Dorothy Me- ||George
Travis
2 2
Lc cece
een eeee
vames Seay
Pear Shefter; sound, E. Ciayton Ward,
Rick Correll .........,.. Grint Richards
Guire)
supposedly
bears the child: Frank W. Moran: assistant: director, Jack
Frank Miner .......-.008.
Ralph Manza
5
R.
Berne.
Reviewed: at the: Stuctio, Sept.
Mima
Miller
..........-.
Billie Bird . The story returns to the U.S.A. and}
|28. 6}. Running time, 97 MAIN
Rita
| 0... cece eee: Elaine Watker
boils down to the inevitable triDoctor...
cee seaceeeeee
Max Mellinger
F)
9
Sn
Ken Scott
angle. Who
is worthy
of ° Miss: 1. Meg
wee ead eaceweces Leticia Roman
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Others frankly stated that the ad-pub end of overseas marketing _
continues far short of what would be commensurate with sales
revenue potential. It’s-noted that the homeoffice maintain large.

1races

the

grim

story

Bert.

prospects as, a principal feature.
are mild, at best. Perhaps the most

of a water-

favorable circumstance aiding the

Sam

Katzman

production

is the
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staffs in New. York and the studio and have on-the-spot: exploita-. °°

Pee ‘Wee rinerse neste. oe
-Dave. King
“Secret of Deep Harbor” {s a
J ohn Richardson
|.
Convy
or poor. stable operator: : Perey
ludicrcusiy-plotted,
ketchup-spatohn Gammel | occa cece:
Rafer Johnson.
Troy Donahue? AS anyone: aver 13: Morgan
....,......-...
Rebert
Stephens
tered.
waterfront
crime
melo|
Phoehe
.............+
Rachel
Stephens
knows
instantly,
rich: boys
are.
Grama. The Robert E. Kent pro’
‘... Stanley Adams
shallow fellows and* poor
chaps |Montbars
Thomas. Moaytord.. ..Edgar Barrier
Guction for United Artists release
caeeeeveeceeees. James Forrest.
always get the girl in the movies. ‘Rergie
Js undistinguished secondary fare
sveseconees
Patrick Sexton
“Susan Slade” is no exception to t Randolph
mnett .....ccceee Arthur .Gould-Porter
and, accordingly, should be carethis golden rule. When the truth:ii bola wee eee newceacece: Hortense Petra
fully programmed
so as not to
comes out that Susan slept here.:: Kipper acdc wee scovececs Malcolm Cassell
burden exhibition of grade A prodFielding. .......5....-.... .Maxwell. Reed
Convy hightails it and Donahue Ringose............ ery Alan. Caillou
uct. especially in situations where
iwhose first novel has just been
more
diseriminating
audiences
accepted for publication, the last|
gather for product they cannot
“Pirates of Tortuga” - is strictly
straw in contrivance) wins. the’
obtain for free in their living
an escape entertainment, a broad, |
rooms. This is simply one of the. hackneyed. one-sided contest.
thoroughly
. implausible romancei
Pretty Miss Stevens comes. on
Jesser efforts of the competent
like gangbusters,: and Lucien Bal-’ ‘ adventure epic calculated ‘to. cater.
“B”’ filmmaking tandem of Kent
to
the.
uncomplicated
tastes ef
lard’s misty. flattering close-up
and director Edward L. Cahn.
juveniles and- only the most -easyThe
Owen
Harris-Wells
Root photography is her ally from: start-: going of adults.. The 20th-Fox re- |
ecenario. from Max Miller's tome, to finish. Donahue gives a ‘wooden lease should find a niche for itself.
“I Cover the Waterfront”
:first performance. Veterans Nolan and in kiddie matinees and similarly.
Miss McGuire, in characters that
filmed under UA banner in 1933.
‘low-pressure . situations,
but: “jts |
rank as the most understanding

and unselfish parents of all time.
front reporter tRon Foster) who
falls in love with the daughter of emote with sincerity. Convy and
Grant Williams, latter as the peakén old salt ‘Barry Kelley) who Is
are
good-looking
newsmuggling
mobsters
out of the a-bocb,
comers and adequate actors. Brian
country
for a crime
svndicate.
Kent Natalie
Schafer,
When.the reporter expoces old dad, Aherne,

While there may be exceptions to. his generality, it’5,acknowledge
by many that the overseas ad-pub departments: in many cases have
neither the strength nor the status of counterparts. in the states..
Said the ad-pub v.p. of a major: ‘company: “Levine. has a. good.
point to some extent. Most. of us have been building .up. our ‘publicity on an international basis but the. foreign still is hardly more:
than a stepchild operation.”

|°

tion men especially ‘assigned, at times, to a given picture in as...’
‘many as 30. cities. In contrast, the. American companies might have
a “coordinator” in London, Paris and perhaps Rome, along with. an
“international” representative (one man) in Gotham, and little more.
‘This is particularly bew ildering to non-partisan: ‘observers in. light
of the fact that the non-U.S. market yields more than, half of pro-.
duction-distribution income.
The thought is offered, as might. be ‘expected, that the promotional patterns are -blueprinted and executed in America and consequently the overseas. outposts need. do more than ‘follow “suit.
Rejoined to.this is that more manpower is still needed, nat alone.
to. copy the Yank campaigns, but also to devise’ approachés to: the.
public which would be especially. sultable in-each local ‘area. abroad.
Levine, presently intent on making the world conscious of “Boys:
Night Out,” which Martin Ransohoff produced for him, and Sam
Bronston, with two upcoming, namely “King of Kings” and “El
Cid,” are outstanding in their. regard for publicity aimed at. the foreign market. Samuel Goldwyn is another individual who: comes
to mind in this regard. It seems that too many others make the
foreign rounds in guise of international: promotion—but: actually
are motivated. by a desire to educate their’ families ‘Yia- the ‘Fub- ;
berneck route.
-:As for the major companies, as: major: companies, it would ‘be
‘{nteresting to.see where the shoe fits—shoe meaning inadequate
publicity attention abroad. Consensus among. bonafide observers..
is that the bally must. be consistent and intensified. with all productions; those international meetings: on a- certain.epic. are not enough
for the full seasan’s product..
a
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out the cast satisfactorily.
understanding. and it all winds up
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| screening room, Sept. 27, ‘61. Running :
codger after he is out-expectorated
places.
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Ziegler entirely different Morgan. here, a; ‘Michele Morgan and Danielle Dar- \ time, . 300 MINS.
by the younger man? more or less,
Villainous wretch of a‘ fellow .en- |rieux play the friend and snob.
umpired
by the girl. Obviously. seems to have-done his best to acted by Robert Stephens. Hero in |respectively, while Lino Ventura. Bal-Amai Oa be wecegeeweccees ; Ross Rosal’
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vhat the climax needed was more enliven
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and painstaking drama. Max Stei-: this instance is a British captain; as the doctor and’ Jean-Claude {Datu
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nothing
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roles. Neither can Norman Alden.
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UFA-Comacico release of. Balzac Films
Blanche,
Troduction.
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Nordey.. Gerard Hoffmann,
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The way of jife of the sea-roving.
_Badjao people. of Sulu, -southern, most province of the Philippines,
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upon which

this

|dively and meaningful drama of
|Bride and. passion. has been:con-"
stricted by several creative. people.

;for his artificially robust outbursts
Ludmila Viasto presentation of a two-act ‘in the budding Filipino film:indus-.
~ of laughter: at Miss: Roman's pecu- coinedy by: Jean. Vauthier. Staged. by , try. ‘The film,:a multi-award. wine
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Georges
sets, Felix Labisse. Stars ‘ner ereated and executed’ largely.
liar antics. She is guilty of con- ! Jacques Vitaly;
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sistent overacting,
although -ap- ) Monique _Delaroche. Paul Gay... Opened . by the same talent that’ fashioned
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i; Preemed in Paris. Running time, 85 MINS.
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Laborious libertine camedy takes ‘drive for Federation of Jewish {the pagan Badjaos and the Moslem
a well stacked. pretty provincial -philanthrogies of New York. He! Moros, are richly and’ expressively
divorcee

and sets her in the mid-' helmed the campaign last year ‘also. j captured. --through’.

Lamberto.
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die of the futile, petty Parisian
Ray
Barney Balaban,
Paramount Avellana’s skillful direction: Addistep ny out ot Wwaiter Bres. stable : Amusement Co.. at Dallas, is in the.‘ high life called the “Tout: Paris.” | President and Federation trustee, tionally, there: is great texture and :and prance like a true thorough-j Breckenridge Hospital here recov-' With wit and points mainly ‘local,|disclosed that Harry Mandel, presi- clarity 'in’-Mike Accion’s. Photog
hred.
|ering from injuries he suffered ‘this appears more a home item dent of RKO Theatres, will ‘be the lraphy, much of it. conveying: al«
The screenplay hv 1). ves, who : while on a fishing trip. Jones stumthan a foreign bet: It does have: ‘associate chairman
of the drive ;most a National Geographic. quale
also produced ind aiberted as is: bled aver a rock and fell into a some names in its high powered |this year and, as in past, film‘ ity. The two leads, Rosa Rosal and
hit custom, is from the novel by! ravine. He suffered.a slight con-' cast for US. attention.
|company chief execs will act as-an i Tony. Santos, emote. ‘with “power Doris Hume. Yarn bas a chicken’ cussion and a fractured yertebra.
land conviction:
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“EQUALS QUALITY’

New York film business ‘weterans: are evincing: ‘a new awareness:“of
the changes which have ‘taken. place. over the past. several .-years.. ‘in
Minneapolis, Oct. 8.
fair in late August exceeded fast
Manhattan playoff. Slowly, almost” imperceptibly, have. come. the new |
Minneapolis film exhibitors and year’s total. However, during the
“The approach to merchandising night club operators are taking
facades of showcase makeup.
three days when the New York
has- gotten to be just, about.as im- a dim view of a report published
Yankees were here to play the
The. revolution that was predicted by. circuit operator:‘Harry Brandt
-portant.as the. product’ itself; what -by the Minneapolis ‘Chamber of
Twins,
fair
attendance
dipped
_ hasn't: developed.. Brandt. a couple of. years ago foresaw wholesale; good is-a film's values without stirCommerce that
major
league 27,000 below 1960, and fair offi. closings but. so far only his own. Globe. Theatres: went dark for films ring first the trade, and then the baseball, in its first season here, cials described their patronage as
(it’s now the Lunt-Fontanne legiter) as did the Roxy, Zeckendorf ‘into public -with. want-to-See -ex-cite- brought $9,250,000. to the Twin “lousy.” One fair promoter
rement.
This: kind’ <of: thinking Cities. ‘Glancing over their ledg-: ported that baseball games were
a.‘Cobb’s Corner restaurant. and_a new office building...
It all naturally. ‘stems from the ‘product situation. The Palace revért- has reached the peak point ‘at. the ers, show biz people are unable “robbing us of 12 percent of our
picture
company
homeoffices
and
ed for one‘ week to vatide-film policy because of the absence of. new
to see’ any trace of the new crowd.”
strong features. Across Times. Square, the Forum ‘has’ gone in for studios. Jt comes almost as a dis- ‘money. ::Most: insist that the baseTwo trade fairs, one. in Minclaimerbeing
.to thenothing
old bromide
reissues. The’ Capitol has a western, “Thunder: of the Drums.” Para- there
wrong about.
with | O24 competish ‘cost them a wad neapolis with Art Linkletter headmiount. couldn't hold fora full. fourth ‘week its “Big. Gamble.” The
of dough.
lining a stage show and the other
the picture’ business that.good pic-|. Minnesota Twins, transplanted in. St. Paul, wound
Ttalian-made. “Great Wat" has had the Victoria in fiscal trouble.’
up in the
tures won't cure. Good pictures, it from Washington, drew more than red.
Three
“Music
Under
the
ies
Arters. ‘Benefit
o_
seems, are not enough any more.
1,250,000 fans in their inaugural Stars” offerings sponsored by the
. Clearly there’s not.‘enough Strong product with which all ‘the. big
The.
merchandising
techniques,
season
which
ended
Sunday.
An
Minneapolis
Jaycees
broke
even
theatres --can sustain’ themselves. Meanwhile the off-Broadway, and
even on-Broadway, art situations are doing fine in many cases. with the, rather-than being innovations, pér-; estimated 45% of the fans came on the «strength of hugh turnout
haps. are simply: ‘variations - on alfrom
outside
The
Twin
Cities attracted
by . Harry’
Belafonte
alternate bookings of imports: and’ major. feature: :day-datings.
the first ball .was after two previous shows had mis_ New allegiances have sprung up.: Robert. Shapiro, managing director theme. But it’s for sure that the area. When
‘picture.
outfits
are
placing
greater:
‘thrown
out
last
April,
entertainfired.
On
the
sports
scene,
the
of the Paramount, is going steady with. 20- Fox,- mot all to the: good so
stress ‘than ever’ on .the big sell. ‘ment promoters were hopeful the annual Keller golf tourney in St.
far. Current is “The Hustler.”
Starting with the infusion of cir-: anticipated flood of vistors would Paul was a losing proposition this
West of the Par is the Rialto. The programming of horror pix: ‘also’
cuits and ‘situations’ with = en- -bring them: increased profits. It year, but financial difficulty there
encountered. shortage: -Current are “Sin .of Mona. Kent” and1 “She
| hasn't worked out that way.
could probably be traced to the
thusiasm.
Walks by Night”—strictly. “for adults. only” ‘and at $1. 50 -top.Joe Levirie’s: bally-high with the}. Twins. actually spelled double unattractive entry list with most
‘She Wanted A Sexmate’
likes. of “Hercules” rammed home trouble for the film and night of the top golfers missing.
E “What' 3°now. called. the: Globe. formerly. the. George’ M. ‘Cohan ‘Thea-. the fact that a ‘dubious entry— club industries. Not only did the
shun
mainstem!
tre. has something sub-billed “She. Wanted a Sexmate. a“The: lurid lobby. dubious .on. critical grounds—can. ‘out-of-towners
stult tells the. story.for. this situation.
yield important. revenue. The show places and bistros. Even more
-Charles -Moss, Criterion. impresario; modernized. his house for “Ten |-steamroller approach can’t work all; discouraging, the keen interest in
Commandments" and now has a romance going with Columbia. “Guns the time. with non-“A” productions;.major league ball drained off. conpatronage
with
-of Navarone” (following “Anatomy of Murder” and “Suddenly Last: but? ‘Levine made’ it:.clear that it. siderable. local
Summer") is now..in its-.14th week: still going: strong; and: this situa- canbe effective at least -once in: a; Twin Citians going to the games
|in droves or staying home to tune
tion will just not be available to another film company for a long. time. while.
_ Roadshowing has reached. :‘peak: in to the Twins on radio and: tv.
Col's ‘Devil: at 4 O'clock”: “probably ‘will ‘be next.
Typical
of “the
disappointed
City investing’s Astor and ‘Victoria.are on and off prosperous | with | proportions, the ‘two-a-day presenUnited Artists: The: State’ goes -hand in hand largely with'-Metro, cur-|.tations. being construed as giving: -exhibs is ‘Ben Berger, prexy .of
Berger
Amusement
Co.
who estia
film
the
aura
of
something
sperently is just marking time. until “King of -Kings’’ -roadshows ‘itself.
The Warner: is also’. for ‘Toadshow, now. winding |“up Exodus” : and cial. Going hand in hard with this mated his theatre receipts are
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tern) “Queen if Pirates” ‘Inq); Buffalo this round although there -holding © nicely in 46th stanza at |.
Not many. new entries here cur-.
(Warren's), $14.800.
1are some passably okay newcom- Play house.
-|rently, but most of these are doing
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Ws arren’s),)
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the

Smart

Buffalo. Oct. 3.
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Estimates. for. This Week

| Port. Biz Lags; ‘Drums

[well Tops is “Spartacus,” witha’ -

session. likely at the Centre. .
Aurora (Rappaport): (367; 90-]}.
Dull 4G; ‘Guns’ 514G, 10:‘big
“Young Doctors” shapes mild: at$1.50|\—"‘Nana” (Times) (reissues). |
$0100" Good $7,000. Last week. Blues” shapes okay in nine daysSi| Oke -$1:500. Last week,. “AdulterPortland, ‘Ore.,. Oct. 3.
‘
Paramount
but “Romanoff
and.
at the Buffalo. “Scream of Fear
.First-run trade looms on: mild | Juliet” is rated. good ‘on opener
Warner Beverly (SW) (1.316: 90-' is dull at Century and “Armored ess” (indie) (2q wk), $1,200. —
side this round with new fare not. at Denham.’ “Two Women” looks
Charles
|
(Fruchtman).
(0;
90$1.50\—“Lass of Innocence” ‘Col), Command” looks ‘mild at
LafLong playing hold-| nice in second .at the Denver.
rawk). Slow $5.000. Last week,! :ayette. “Please Turn Over” is okay, $1. .00)—"“Fanny” (WB) (11th wk). doing well.
overs,
however,
‘continue _ big. “Claudelle -Inglish”. is rated slow
,Good $3,500. Last week, $3,000.:
$7,000
‘in fifth at the tiny Cinema.
i
“Guns of Navarone” still is lusty in in second at Orpheum. © —
|
Beverly, Hawali (State-G&S) on-|
(460; -90- iith week at Fox. “Spartacus”
for This Week
| | Citiema (Schwaber)
Estimates
onc
Estimates for. TalsWeek
¥
|
150: 1.106. 90-$2)--"C
ConOn,
“Carrv
|i $1.50)’ — “L’Avventura”
(Janus). continues steady for 18th inning at
-$1l—
75
.13,500:
‘Loew)
Buffalo
stable” (Gov) and “Carry On. A
Aladdin
(Fox)
$1. 45)—~
$2,300. Last. week, “Truth” Hollywood. ‘Thunder of Drums”
miral” (Gov) lmoe)
d-: “paris Blues” (UA). and “Secret of |:
“Ben-Hur”
(M-G). Beso. - $4.000.
Dull $5-|
Harbor” (WB). Okay
$11.000 (Kings) (10th wk), $1,000.
looms light on opener at Broad000 or lecs. Last week, Hawaii with! ; Dee- days. Last. week” Voune
Last
week,
“King
and
I”
120th)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.300:| way while “Question 7” is rated:
Hillstreet. “Alakazam the Great”| Doctors”
(3d wk), $4500. (UA)
and
“Boy
Who ; $0-$1.50) — “Thief of Baghdad" |dull at Paramount-in first round. | (reissue)
(AT), “Atlas” (AT), $7.800.
Centre (Fox) (1.270: $1-$1.45)—
Caught Crook” ‘Indie) (2d. wk)..; M-G), Very mild at $4,000. Last|
Estimates for This Week —
El Rey ‘FWC) ‘861: 90-81. SM — : $7, 500 with $1.25: top.
week, “Guns of Navarone” (Col) |. Broadway (Parker) (1,890: $1.50} “Spartacus” (U). Big.$13.000. Last
,
“Big Deal on Madonna Street”
‘week. "“Gimns of Navarone” Col)
Center ‘ABPT) '2.500: 70-$1 _ 1. (llth wk), $5,000. —“Thunder of Drums” (M-G) and! 1 (8th wk), - $9,000.
Little | (Rappaport)
(300;" 90- “The .Mighty Crusaders” .41-G).|
and ‘Please Don't
“2600. Dim $2.50. ‘Last iagigt” (M-G)
werk £2.600.
Cooper (Cooper). (814: $1.65-"
”
week,
Holiywood,
Warren's
‘FWC-- Eat Daisies” (§M-G) (reissues). Fair $1.50.—"La. Dolce ..Vita” \Astor) Dull $4,000 or less. Last week, -$2 50)—"This Is Cinerama”. tCine- |
in 5 days. Last week, “Blood ‘Sth wk). ‘Good $2, 000.Last week, “Come September” (U) and “The {rama) (29th wk).: Steady’ $9,600.
Metropolitan) "756: 1.757: 9N-S1.501: $5.000
and Roses” (Par), $6,200.
1 $2,400.
Great Impostor” (U) (reissue) 15
—"Guns of Navarore” 'Col) Sth |
[:Last week, $9,000. |
Mayfair (Fruchtman) (750; 90- wk), $4,700.
Denver (Fox) (2432- $1. 25)—
wk) and “Queen of Pirates” (Indie): , Century ‘UATC); (2.700; .70-$1)—
“
Fox (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-$1. 49)“Two
(Warren's! (24 wki. Modest $6.290.! “Scream of Fear” ''Col) and “The;$1.50)—““Young Doctors” (UA) (3d
Women
(Embassy) . cand.
Iris
iFWCr
1895:
90-91-51; Prunk” (Indie). Dull $5.000. Last.’ WE).
Modest $4, 000.. Laat week, —"“Guns of Navarone” ‘Col) (10th|i “Long: Rope”. (20th) (2a wk). Good
wk.
Loud $5,500.
Last week, 1 $8,500. First week, $12,000.
“Fhunder of Proms”?
¢3{-G) ard week, “Big Gamble”
(20th) and.! $4.000.
—
“Jet Storm” (Ind) 12d wk). Pale. "September, Storm” (20th), $5, 300. | New (Fruchtman)’ (1,600; . 90- $6.200.
|.. Denham (Indie) :800; |$1.25)—.
(Evergreen)
(2.000: “Romanoff ‘and Juliet’ (U). Gaod:$2.000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 70-$1)—- $1.50-—"Paris Blues” (UA). Nice | Hollywood
Chinese ‘FWC) 11 498: $9- §? 40); “Armored
Command”
tAA)
and. . $7,000. Last week, “Marty” ‘UA) $1-$1. 49)\—"Spartacus” (UA). (13th, 1$7,000. Last .week.- “Friendly Per—"Youne Noactors” sUAI 15th wk), |“Serengeti” (Indie). Mild $6.000.:‘and “12 Angry. Men” (UA) (reis- wk), at pop prices.. Sturdy $3;000. :, Suasion”. (AA) and “Fascination”
ast week, $3,100
Stort $ROPN, Tact week, 6199 ‘Last
week.
“Come
September”. ; Sues), $3,000.
-(AA), $6,000.
-—
Box (Hamrick) 1640: $1-;
Fine Arts
FWC:
:&21- g9.¢9 Any ‘Uy
‘6th
wk—5
days', $4. 300 at: ; Playhouse (Schwaber)
1355; 90-- tale
Esquire (Fox) (600: “$1)-—"King ;
Shoes”
(Indie) .re-! ;and I” (20th): (reissue) (m.o.). Nice
—"Never on Suvdey" (UA) 45th $1.25 top.
|$1.501—“Never on Sunday” (Lope) $1.50)—“‘Red
Okay $3.000.
Last’ week. 1$2, 300. ‘Last. weck.” “French Miswi,
Brisk
$4890.
Last
week,!
Pararceunt (AB-PT) (3. 000: 70- .146th wk. Down to $1.800. Last issue).
“David and Golfath” (AA? and. “Big: ‘tress” (FAW): $2.400.
$0500.
-Shi—"Seven -Women From Hell”; week, '$2.000.
‘Orpheam
(RKO) 12.690; $1. 25pntares
(RKQOY
'15172$1.95-1'20th) and “Pirates of Tortuga” |
'
_ Circus” (AA). (reissue), $3.900:.
$2 75—"Snartasne” Us -AOth wk)., 20th). Perky $13,000. Last week. geeks Freedman) 1500: 8
.aad { .Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,536; $1- $1.45)—“Claudelle Inglish” (WB)
$1.49)—“‘Scream of Fear” Col’ and (2d wk). Slow $5.000. Last week,
Sti) sood at £9100. Last week. I“Pit and
Pendulum’
:AI)
and: $1.500. Last week, $2,000.
“House
of Fright” ‘AI!
So-so $9.500.
$19.300.
i‘Anatoniy of a Psycho” (AD) 12d |
a
.

.
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take

at

Paramount.

“Paris

7 2%. 1 95-: wk), $8,600 at $1.25 top.

; _Stanton (Fruchtman’ +? 800;. 90-

$5,000.

Last week, “Claudelle Ing-|

‘Paramount

(Indie).

(2.100; "90- -

(UY |lish” (WB) and “Portrait of ‘Mob: $1.25)—"Young
Doctors”
AWA), |
: Mild. $10,000. Last week, “Pit and
; ster” (WB). $5,200.
$14 100
|Sad $1.500: Last week. $1.70.
000.
: Paramount — (Port-Par) ($3,400;:Pendulum” (A-F) (2d. wk), $13,000.
7” -'Indie’.j Towne (Indie) (600;- $1-$1.45)=~.
“tecip
BWW
Py
79N9 4n..
Cinema (Martina) ‘450: 70-$1 2315
Town - (Rappaport)
(1, 125; 90- $1-$1.50)—“Question
$PTHH- WT a Det
sees cA #4019 —“Please Turn Over” (Col) :5th ;$1.50) — “Twa.
Rede Together" *|Dull $4,500. Last week, “Armored:“Great ‘War’ (Lone). Fair. $3,000. Whi
Toney
fee
T-ect
week, wk.
Okay
$1 500.
Last
week, i:Col:.
Fair. $6.0G0.
L2
week, Command” (AA) and “Serengeti” Last week, “Truth” - (Kings) (4th
$9,500.
$1,800.
a“Ada” ((M-G)- ‘2d wk), $4, 000.
(AA), $3,800.
win, $2,000.
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PICTURE GROSSES
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‘Blues’
ChiUneven; 8 Lasty200, | |Hub
Fir New PixBolster B way; Hustler’ Wow
‘Drums?
206; But
BoffFairish
146, Pi’Hot 156, 24) $64,000, ‘Thunder’ 216, ‘Sept-Stage

1G,Cus’1G,“Vita$10il,Thththis week, ih hot and. col

Pleture biz is‘onlyfairish here.

weather 10 help. Competition’ from

Chicago, Oct. 8.
First-iun ‘biz continues to’ skid .

:| three. legit theatres is blamed. too,
Some ‘new ‘product
--!by some exhibs, Lineup of openers tinued cool weather

8.
-“Paris - _
e providing .some help.
-Film: gross estimates ;as res, | ‘Blues” ig
- Bites" looms lofty at $24,000 at
: ‘ported herewith from the vari-. | morial.. “Secrets. of -Women”
osevelt. “King of Roaring 20’s” | ‘ous - key cities, - are net; i.e., - {slow at the Met. “Thunder

shap esneat

tists.

‘usual ‘tax.- “Distrib-

$18, 000 first round at.|

-The Monroe.

pair

playing

percentage, herice. the

-Me-

is

big news, of course, is the mighty|

. “Dr.

fast at

grim.

ty

of | - estimated figures. are net in- -| ;, Holdovers are mostly

fi

firm, w

ith

(2) with a wow $64,000, best at the: today (Wed.)

Vita’Happy156,

;

roun

ourth

‘played the house. about
a half years ago.

“Thunder: of Drums”

was

and. “Breakfast at Tiffany's” (Par) with
new stageshow opens
tomorrow

only |‘Thurs.).

fair $21,000 for opening round
the Capitol. Reissue
combo

“Sapphire”

and “Earth

at | Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$2.50:
of, — “Francis of Assisi” (20th) :10th

Is Mine” ; ¥k’. This round winding tomorrow

‘looks to land a good $14,000 or, 'Thurs.) looks like “okay $10,000
near
{n opening
session at the: after $12,000
for
ninth
week.
ear
P
g
(UA) opens
Palace.
Another
oldie .combo.!
' ‘West Side Story”
+ (4,900: $159-82:50
“La. Oct, 18. 1.
and
Acre”
Little
“God’s

| Parisienne,”

*

three

looks like fairly good:

r0v.; B ues.06; "Estimates for’ This Week py. 1$10.000 .or less at the Victoria.

- “Come September” is strong, in|

The 14th of |.

Astor (B&Q)

looks to reach stout

Par flagship since -“Young Lions” |$146,000 after $143,000 for third.

-“Primitive. Paradise’ and. “House’y “come.
; “Guris of Navarone” standout in
of Pleasure” is rated good...
_ “Phe parenthetie admission, -112th week at. the Gary. “Pit and
Second. round -of: “Thunder of |” prices, however, as .indicated, 1 Pendulum” is hatsy at the. Para‘Drums” looks okay: at-the Oriental. | - inelude U.S. amusement tax! “| mount ‘in second. round. “Cold
| Wind-in August”. looms boff ‘second:
“Behind Great.:Wall” is notching|.
~ |-week-at Beacon Hill. “Two Women” |
good ‘third -round trade -at :the’
-:f
Shapes’ stout..at’ Kenmore in ‘fifth.
Cinema.
“Picnic: in:.the Grass”|}
‘| “Goodbye .Again”: is. fine in. third:
‘shapes neat for the same frame at|
round.at Saxon. “La: ‘Dolce Vita” is.
World,
“Big: Deal: on Madonna|
; fame at Capri. in fourth
I
Street’ ‘shapes ‘fine’ in ‘Carnegie |:?P

‘fiftty..Chicago week.’

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

of
being racked up by “The! lers) (6.200; 90-$2.75}—"Come Sepis .fairish at, Orpheum. ‘gross
Hustler” at the Paramount.
Pic: ‘tember” (U) with stageshow (4thBlood’s. Coffin” shapes fairly
Pileri
finished its initial week Monday final wk). Closing session ending

Drums”

United
Preem$17,
of000.
‘Bigat Gamble”
| -utors share on net take,-when

ooks.. trim

Woods,

-without

plus com.|tows “Young Lions” (20th) played

will keep! house three and 2 half years ago.
Broadway first-run film ‘business | Pic had long lines Saturday and
on an even keel this session. The} Sunday nights.

good to. mild. “Paris
:‘Estimates. Are Nei | | ranges: from‘rated.
boff ‘at’ the .

|.
this stanza, but some new 1entries
ie
.

2

Lofty |A6G, Ath: Vita’ Rousing 1G
}

(1,170; 90-$1.50}—

“Come
i:

‘Loew

e

|—"Honeymoon

Machine”

O)-

‘Mi-G:

'

September” with stage-| ‘7th wk). Sixth stanza completed
ding
for a stout $146,-' Yesterday Tues.) was mild $3.500

“Saturday Night, Sunday Morning”
(Conti and “‘Room .at Top” (Cont) sO in:Analwath) stanza at the‘ after $10.100 in fifth week. “King
(reruns). Cke $6,500. Last week, - Music Hall, with “Breakfast at Tif-:0f Kings” (M-G) opens Oct. 11,
“Ada”. (M-G) (5th wk), $4,000.. :
fany’s”
‘replacing
tomorrow ‘with house closing on Oct. 5 to
Vita,” -on hard-ticket, Is posting a: ‘State's “Paris Blues” ‘is fairly neat|. Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1- (Thurs.)..“Young Doctors” is down |Prep for preem.
Jon opener. Albee's. “Big Gamble” :'$1.50:—“Cold Wind. in. August” to: mild $13,000 in sixth week ati
solid 16th frame. at the Todd. .
Victoria (City Inv.) (1.993; 50-

Providence, Oct.. 3.
of Navarone’: shows sturdy|.
Maiestic: ‘Is “-boffo in ‘second
at State-Lake. “Spartacus”: is
racking: up -a. good: 15th and final stanza of ‘La Dolce Vita” to teadround _at the Loop. <“‘La -Dalce: a fairly“healthy city at the wickets.

“Guns

biz

Cs

Estimates
for This Week.
i “shapes.
mild. Elmwood's third
of jweek,
(UA) (2d
whi, ‘Wow $12,000. Last the
Astor, with “Town Without
‘Telem'ti (495 “§L25
“Spartacus” looks’ steady.
.
$15,000.
Pity” ‘opening. there Oct. 10.

arnes.Biz Deal
elem on: 3:
Bef
- . $1.80.—
Madonna

;
Estimates.for This Week

|.

{RKO}. .(2,200; 65-90:—
"Fine |:Albee
cn,
16
vet | "Big Gamble” (20thi and “Angry
({B&K) 13: 900; 90-$1. 800. Silence” (EF), ‘Mild - $5,000. “Last

Street’. iIndie) 4th

who.

Fee
n week, $5. 000:
ae
#3.
500: - Last.

« Chicago
"Come: ~Se tember" Uh

i Seta st or neat: an Oh ee a
45th

week, $25, 000:.

;

mwooe

ny eri: at 4;

wk).

$4200."

Good

_U

(3d-.

Inc.) ‘”(1,354: -

|21-79-82. 65'—"Witidjammer”
(reissue). (2ist. wk). Okay

Last week, same.
| Cape (Sack)

-$1.25-.

oe

wk). 1Otye

:

y

‘Last . _week,. _: Majestic ‘SW 12,200; $1.25-$1 501]

7

‘La Dolce. Vita”

(Astor! «2d°wk1.

‘of Navarone”

$2'\—“God's
Little Acre” ‘UA} and
“La Parisienne’ (UA) ‘reissues:.

is headingog” First week

ending

todav

‘Wed.)

a solid. $25,000 {n current (15th:, !00ks fairly good at $10,000 or
(NT) for

$7,000. |accion at the Criterion.

(900;- a 50)—
.

“Francis, U%der. Stays for five days in sec-

‘ond to open “Splendor
of’ Assisi” looks to land an okay
$10,000.in 10th round at the Rivoli. r‘WB: on Oct. 10.

‘

.

te

_

; ar

ff

Walk". (Indiei 13d} Steady, $5.500. “Second. was. $4, 500. |. ita
|ou $7.0,
.

$3. 800.

¢ Guns

in Grass”

Bataan ae Seer So ineo Uae ne

week, “Come September” (UW) ‘and

Cinema : +Stern’: (500: $1 50
o—

“Behind Great

Boston’: (Cineramea,
‘

;

“Tndpls.Fear’ 36

‘Esquire. H&E Balaban) (1, 350; !“Happy. $15:000.. First. was $17,000. |
{State (Loew)
(3,200;- 65-90'— |
’ $1.25-$1.80'\—""Loss of Innocence” ;
(Cot) 12d who, “Frisky $7,000.’ “Last|!‘Paris Blues’ ¢UA) and “Boy Who|.

(SW)

ee

othe

rls

round

winding

combination of “Pe heading

heading ‘for a good $9.500 in: first;$13.509
holdover

session

at

the

for

today

2fair

.59-$3

(Wed.

S14,090

for 40th week.

Forum.! (AA? is now

“Spartacus” Jooks to-get a rousing: but

(

due to open

50:

is

after

“Fi Cid”

Dec. 15,

“Exodus” winds its run here

$18,000 In 52d week at the DeMille. jOct. 24,
|
with next pic still unde-

but is béing replaced by “Blood:
First-Run Arties
and Roses” on Oct. :11.
Baronet ‘Reade! (439; $1 25-$2)
Caught Crook" (UA): Fairly ‘steady.
Indianapolis, Oct. 3.
‘week, $8.000.
The State’ will shut down on Oct.!
—"Saturday
Nizht, Sunday Morn$9,000. Last week; “Young “Doc-|. ‘Biz is slow currently with few 3 to prep for launching oF “King |
Loop. (Telem't? (606;. $1:25-$21——
ing” {Cont: 27th wk!. Hit nice
tors". (UA: and. “Flight That’ Dis-. standouts - -atfirst-runs -here. But. of Kings” on Oct. 11.
“Spartacus”
(CE) tsubrun!
15th}
$6.200
in
26th
session
finished
appeared” (M- G), $8000.
~~:
Romanoff : and. Juliet’ at Keith’s
“La Dolce Vita” held with a great'
wk}. Good. at: $5 000. _ Last week;
Strand (National -Realty) (2,900;. and -“La: Dolce’ Vita". at. the Lyric, $21,000 in. 24th round at the Herry |; Sunday (1) after $7,000 for 25th
; $9.000...
wee
65- 90 ——"Pit and. Pendulum” ‘AI both ‘started off well enough to in- Miller, and now is in its 25th week. |
Monroe "(Fovan). (1,000;."65-90
Fine Arts ‘Davis) (468: 95-$1.80)
jand *“Capture That Capsule” (Par) dicate. nice runs. “Scream of Fear’’. “Rxodus,”
also. on
hard-ticket: !
_“Primitive Paradise” (Indie): and:
Who
Wagged
His Tail”
1-(2q wki, -Fair $4,000: after $19,000 at -.Circle “looks :slow. “Invasion looks like fair’ $14,000 in 41st ses- :—"Man
- “House of. Pleasure” (Indie.
Oke: ‘opener.
Quartet”. -at Loew’ s- shapes mild,.’ sion at the Warner, with pie due tCont) ‘3d wk). Second stanza end$5,300:
Last week, “French’: ‘Mis-;
;ed
Sunday
(1!
was
poor
$3,600
Estimates for This Week
{to close on Oct. 24.
‘tress’’. (Indie! and. “She Walks. By |
after $7,200 for opener. “Town
|
€irele (Cockrill-Dolle) (2;800; $1Night’ (Indie), $5,000:
Estimates for This Week
Without Pity’ (CA! opens Oct. 10.
‘| $1.25)—“Sereamt of: Fear’” (Col) 1.
" Oriental (Indie) (3, 400: 90-81. 80)
(R&B
+590; $1.20Astor (City Inv.) (1.094; 75-$2:-— +: Beekman
and “The Trunk” (Indie). Slow $3,-.
—‘Thunder of Drums" iM-Gr 12d|:
‘1.000..:Last’' week, ‘Francis of:“Assis- “Young Doctors” (UA) 16th k.. $1.75:—"“Rocco and Brothers” ‘As- ; Nand $13,000. Last - week, :
This round. finishing today ‘Wed: tor? (15th wk). The l4th session
si” (20th), Oke "$5,000:
$19,250
Monday
{2)
was
nice
Indiana (C-D)-(1,300; $1.25-$2. 50) leoks. like mild $13.000 or near finished
Palace (Indies (1,570; 90-$1, B01
—“Seven
Wonders. of
World” after $17.000 for fifth week. “Town $7.900 after $7,500 for 13th week.
‘“Thig
Is Cinerama” : (Cineranral4 .
Hall
Cinema
‘F&A)
‘Cinerama) (16th. wk), ‘Below re- / Without Pity” (GA) opens Oct. 10.: Carnegie
Kansas. City, Oct. 3.
{reissue’ (14th wk), ‘Solid $9,000. |
Circle”
Capitol (Loew! (4:820; $1-$2.50:i ‘300; .$1.25-$1.80I—“Ninth
Lighter. biz ‘week .is: in sight, cent pace at $5,000
Last -week, $9:000:- “Seven Won-.
Keith’s. (C-D) (1, 300: '90-$1 25) — ‘Thunder, of ‘Drums’ (M-G) «2d | Indie: (3d wk). Held at good
. Gers of - World”: Cinerama! ‘opens : ‘with: mostly medium — neweomers:
‘Continued on page 10)
“Romanoff and Juliet” (U). Nice wk). Initial stanza concluded Mon- !
1
and
‘a.
string
:
of
holdovers.,
Wednesday,
: Oct: 4::
;
‘$7,000. ‘Last. week, “Come Septem- |:day (2)}.was mild $21,000. In ahead, |
Roosevelt
(B&:K): a 400:: 90-} ‘rines ‘Let's. Go” and - “Battle at
ber” (U) (7th. wk), $5,000..
~
“Ada” (M-G)
(3th wk-5
days!
$1.80)—“Paris |Blues” (WA). Lively. Bloody’ Beach’ in the’ Uptown
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 15: $1:25)
"$24,000: ‘or. close: Last. week; “Pit. shapes slow while “Man-Trap” and | —"Invasion -Quartet” (M-G). Mild
Criterion
(Moss)
(1,520;
$1.25
‘Steel
Claw”
at
‘Paramount
is
only
and Pendulum” (Al (4th. wk',4‘
$4,000.- Last week, “Thunder of $2.50)\—"Guns of Navarone” ! Col
fair.
“Raisin in. Sun” “is doing
$12,000.
(M-GI, $4,500..
(15th wk). This ‘stanza is heading
State-Lake (B&K? (2,400; 90-; pleasing trade at the ‘Kimo. “La Drums”
‘Eyrio (C-D) (850; $1-$1. 50)—"La for solid $25.000 in week winding
Toronto, Oct. 3.
$1. 80)—"Guns of Navarone”” (Coli; : Dolce Vita” in second week at the Dolce Vita’: (Astor).
‘Stout $7,000.
newcomers
at the major
(14th wks. Steady $14, 000 or near... Brookside looks big, ‘and holds for start..on. two-a-day,.but no re- tomorrow... ‘Thurs.). The 14th was 1 NO
houses
this
week,
and biz as a
$33,000. Continues, with “Devil at
; again,
:
” Last week, $16,100.:
Served seats. Last yeek, ‘Guns. of
_»
Sure’(H&E Balaban) (683;.‘$1, 50-"7 “Trapp Family,” new at Plaza-'|, ‘Navarone” (Col) (9th wk), $5, 300., 4 O'clock” (ColY opening Oct. 18. result Jooms spotty. “Guns of Navarone”
is.
still
leading
the city
DeMille:
(Reade’
(1.463;
90-$2.75)
7 $8. 80)—“Never’.on Sunday”. (Lope }+ Granada combo ~is..rated smart.
—‘Spartacus” {UO (53d wk), The | with swell returns in ninth stanza
(m.o.)..(35th.“wk! ‘Bright | $5,200. |Weather is. on chilly side, good mr
at
Carlton.
“Fanny,”
also
in
ninth,
152d
round
‘concluded
yesterday
cinema_ biz.-.
Last week,: ‘$5,000...
(Tues.) was rousing $18,000 after shanes solid at Imperial. “Come
Todd. (Todd» «I ‘089: $2.20- $3. 50).
Estimates for ‘This ‘Week :
September”
looms
lofty
in
fifth
at
-1$20.000
for
5ist
week.
Universal
a —"La. ‘Dolce. Vita" tAstor) (16th
-. Brookside (Fox Midw est-Natl:
is taking pie. out for circuit runs: Loews while “La Dolce Vita” is
WK) Sharp $10, 600. Last. week,
“‘Theatresi (800; $1-$1.50). — “La
after one more week, with house jlusty in ninth round at the Tivoli.
Dolce Vita” ‘tAstor?. (2d wk), Fancy |.
:
Fstimates for This Week
Louisville, Oct. 3.
‘bringing in “Blood and Roses”
Towa (Teitel) (640; $1. 25°$180) |$6. 000; holds. :Last. week, $8, 000.
Cariton ‘Rank) (2,318: $1-$1.507
" “Young “Doctors” at
United {(Par) on Oct. 11. “Spartacus” ob——Love and Frenchwoman” (Un$i-|. ‘Artists looks like the- cream of the viously ‘could continue . longer at —“Guns of Navarone” ‘Col: {Sth
; Capri
(Durwood)
1,280;
jon) (3d .wk). Brisk $3,800. ast:
$i.50). “Romanoff. and .Juliet’’ new. crop. of: pix this week -with..a- this gait.
wk.
Hefty $15,000. Last week,
.
.
week, $3. 500.
(Us (6th. wk): Softening a bit after
.
Embassy
(Gut Id Enterprises) ; $18.009.
United. Artists (B&K! €1,700:;: 90- ;‘a good.run with $3, 000. likely. Last. good: session. in prospect. “Scream
Eglington
(FP)
(918;
$1.50of
Fear”
is
rated
lively
on
opener
(500;
90-$1.75)—"“Behind
Great
$1.80)—"King
of. Ropring 20's” week, .$3,300.
$2.50'—“Windjammer”
(NT) ‘41st
(AA). .Smpoth $17,000. Last: week, . Empire -(Durwood) (a,200; 90-$2° at the Ohio. “Pit and Pendulum’ Wall” (Cont). Opens today (Wed.).
Steady $7,000. Last week,
Wk,
Last
week,
“Cold.
Wind
in
August”
in’
second
at
the
Mary
Anderson
“Claudelle Inglish” (WB), $14,500. | —‘This Is Cinerama”: tCinerama)
(UA)
(10th wk), dipped to fair ditto.
; ‘Woods . (Essaness)
(1. 206; 90- (reissue) (4th wk). Mild ‘$5,500; looms: nice.
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.50)
‘Estimates. for This Week
—
$6,000 after $8,500 in: ninth week.
$1.80\—"“Big Gamble” (20th). Trim stays. Last week; $6,500;
. Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,100;
Henry Miller (Gilbert Miller: —Ballad of Soldier” (Astral) 3d
‘$18,000. Last week, “Scream of
-Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90- $1.25) "15-$1. 25)-—. “Francis of Assisi’. (800; $1.50-$3.50)—“La Dolce Vita’ wk’.
Good
$7,000.
Last
week,
Fear”: (Col) (2d wk). $11,300.
in' Sun”. (Col). Smart (20th) (2d wk). Fair $4,500 after -{Astor) (25th wk). The 24th session $9.000.
“World ‘(Teitel)- (608;. 90-$1.25)—
|—“Raisin’
25
$2,000; ' may “hold:
Last
week,
Hyland (Rank) (1,357: $1-$1.50)
completed
Saturday
(30)
was
great
|
first
week’s
$6,500.
“Picnic: in Grass” (Union) (3d. wk).
“Never ‘on. Sunday” (Lope) (2a) - Kentucky: (Switow) (900: 15-$1)— °$21,000 after $22.000 for 23d week. —‘Very Important Person” ‘2i0thr
. Néat $4, 000. ‘Last:week, $3,800.
run) 414th wk), $1,200.
/
{‘8th wk. Still lusty at $5,500. Last
“Come September”: (U? (7th wk). Stays. indef at this pace.
Paramount: ° (Blank-Up) * * €1,900; Mild
$3,500, -after sixth week's
Palace (RKO) (1,642; 90-$2.50i— weck, $6.000.
‘|$1-$1. 25)—"‘Man-Trap”
(Par: and. $5.000.°
Imperial
(FP)
(3,343: $1.50)1—
(U) and
“Earth
{Is
“Sapphire”
“Steel Claw’ (WBI. ‘Unusual dual} Mary Anderson (People’ s) (900: Mine” (U). This pair of oldies looks “Fanny” (WB)
(9th wk.
Hefty
E policy for -this spot, fair. $6,000. -15-$1)—"Pit. -and Pendulum” (AD to. reach: good $14,000 or close. In $9,000. Last week, $9.500.
‘Last week, “Thunder of Drums” 12d wk). Nice $6, 000 -after first ahead, vaudeville headed by Ray
International (Taylor) ‘557; $1Cincinnati, Oct: 3, - “| (M-Gi, $7,000.
Trinian’s
(20th)
(2d
Charles
Orch,
Sarah
Vaughan, $1.25).—"St.
week's $7,000.
‘Plaza, Granada: (FMW-NT) (1,630, * Qhio™ (Settos).
Film’ biz is marking. time this
(900; © 75-$1)— “Larry Storch hit $40,000, not up fo wki.. Loud
$5.000.
Last
week,
week with Cincy hopped up for the| 1,217; $1-$1. 25)-—“Trapp . Family” “Scream. of Fear" (Col) and “The expectations and’ representing no 35,500.
Leew’s (Loew) (1,641; $1-$1.50)
_
Reds first- World. Series in 21 (20th), Sharp“ $12,000" or close.. Trunk” (Col), Lively $7,000. Last profit to the theatre.
‘years. Shaping to -head. ‘the. field. Last:: week: Plaza ‘only,’ “Honey-. week, “Thief of. Baghdad” | (M-G)
-Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80i— —"“Come September” iU? (3th wk).
:Of s0-So grossers are. “Exodus,” . moon. Machine” * (M- G) - (2d wk,1 and “Ring of Fire” (M-G), $4,500. -“Pienic”.(Col) and “Twinkle and Swell $13.000. Last week, $13,560.
Tivoli (FP) (935; $1.50-$2.50i—
in’ pop -seale- return ‘date -at. the $5, 000.:
7.
(2d wk).
‘Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (1,100; 1 Shine” (Col) (reissues)
-Palace, and: “Women From “Hell” | Roxy (Durwood) (850: * g1-$1.50). $1.25-$2.20)—“Seven: Wonders of This. round winding up next Fri- “La Dolee Vita” (Astrali (9th wk).
plus “Pirates of Tortuga” at Twin —“Come ‘September”. (U). (8th wk). World”
(Cinerama))
(lith
wk). day (6) is holding fairly well at Sturdy $9,000 or near. Last week,
rive-In. Not far behind are’ the Okay. $4,500; may stay. Last week, ‘Special children’s show ‘Saturday ‘good $9,500 after $17,000 for open- $10.500.
Towne (Taylor) (693; 90-$1.25:i—
(30)-morning helped a bit for good er. Oldie combo stays until “Bridge
“holdovers ‘Guns: of Navarone,” in| $5.00
“Long, Short Tall’? (IFD) (2d wk),
- To Sun” (M-G) opens Oct. 17.
12th .week; “Come: September, ” in|” Uptown’ (FMW-NT) (2, 043: $1.251 $5,000 after last week’s $4,500.
Paramount tAB-PT) (3,665; $1- Hefty $6,000. Last week, $6,590.
United Artists (Fourth Avenue)
sixth. round’ and “Young ‘Doctors” , —‘Marines, Let’s- Go” (20th): and
Uptown ‘Loew? (2,543; $1-$1.75)
iu. third. séssion. Entry of: “L’Av- “Battle at Bloody ‘Beach” (20th!. (3,000; -'75-$1. 25)—"Young Doctors” $2)—“The Hustler” (20th) (2d wk).
-ventura”-at
the Esquire Art looks Slow: $6,500. Last .week, “Goodbye. (UA). Good -$8,000 or- over. Last Initlal week finished Monday (2) —“Ada” (M-Gi (3d wk). Fine $7,soared to a ‘wow $64,000, best here 500. Last week, $8,500.
° ~ (Continued on page 10)
_ Again" (UA). @d wk, $5,000.’
‘s week, “Ada” (M-G), $7,000.

afMan-Teap’ Fair$6,
000,

“KC: ‘Marines’ Slow62G
Family’ Sharp $12,000

“Ma-'{

$5,000.

|, ocrors’DANDY 86,
~ L’VILLE; PIT" FINE 66

EXODUS GOOD $8,000,.
CINCY; ‘HELL’ DITTO|

GUNS’ HEFTY $15,000,
| TORONTO; ‘VITA’ BIG 96

+
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PICTURE

GROSSES

Torrid $14,000,
Football Helps Mpls. Biz; ‘Doctors’ ‘Blues’
DC; ‘Gans’ Bangup 106, ||
Sock $11,000, Blues’ Rousing 106 |
Minneapolis, Oct. 3. _

+

Spanish Speaking

Wednesday, Qcieher 41 1961

FimFront Fiesta

‘42th, ‘Loss’ Lively 86 Spain, Mexico and Argentina Forces. Dream Of Broad.
Washington, Oct. 3:
Coproductions

“Paris Blues” shapes fancy. at.
of Minnesota U's footKetth’s while “Loss of. Innocence” |
By WANK WERBA
BROADWAY:
and exit of baseball are
is rated nice at the Ontario. But.
ailing Minneapolis film
(Continued from page 9)
Madrid Oct. 3.
(Continued. from page 9)
frame. Gophers’ opener, $4,100 this week after $5.000 for otherwise,. mainstem. trade is still |.
Spanish-language film front. unite
viitn Missour! drew oyer 60.000 second: both fine figures for this dragging its foot. currently,
“In- bright. “Imitation of Life”. and. ing Spain, Mexico and Argentina,
“Sapphire” reissues at: Grand sre
grid fans Saturday. Pickup in loop. tiny house. “Neapolitan Carousel”.
Cinematografica
vasion Quartet” looks thin. in first rated fairish. “King and I,” on. re- in’ the -Union
traffic
is benefiting
from
two: , (Lux) opens Oct. 11.
Hipanoamericano (UCHA) has: dis- .
. Stanza at Palace. ‘Even “Guns .of issue, is okay in second.
strong neweomers,
“Young
Doc- wt
closed ..a program. of .:activity’ for
Fifth Ave. Cinema ‘R&B) (250;- Navarone” is showing signs of slip-tors,’ socko at State, and “Paris
Estimates
for This Week
the corning months, which includes - |
'$1.25-$1.80} — “Macario”’
Indie) |:
Biues,” mighty at the Mann.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; $1-$1.50)— coordinated bloc action at Mexico's :
'2d wk). First round finished yes- ping in 12th Jap at two Trans-Lux
annual early winter Film Festival. ;
Three holdovers, all in second © terday (Tues.) was good $4,000.
“Young
Doctors”
(UA)
(3d
.wk).houses. ‘Combo for ‘two spots still
The three. film natidns will “be
weeks,
are “Francis
of Assisi,” +
‘Holding well is “La !So-so $7,000. Last week, $7,500.
Normandie
(T-L) . (592; $1. 25- {is bangup.
represented with ‘a single stand, a
“Love
and
Frenchwoman”
and
Capitel
(SW-Cinerama)
(1;400:
$1.80)—“Girl With Suitcase” 'E}lis):
“Clatidelle Inglish.” “Francis' is 18d wk). This stanza ended Sunday |Dolee Vita’ is 13th. Town round. $1.25-$1.80)—“‘Guns of Navarone” | unified fiesta and an all-embrac“Come Septémber” is playing a (Col) (12th wk). Nice $7,500 after ‘ing publicity approach..
ithe only one of the trio likely to
(1) was nice $8,000 after $11,500
Hipanoamerica . would like to.
-hang around.
“La Dolee Vita,” for second week.
_| third week at Ambassador.
$8,000 in 11th week.
see some three-way. copreductions °
hardticketer, looks okay in 10th.
_
Estimates
for
This.
Week
Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $1. 25)— representing this Spanish-speaking. .
Little
Carnegie
iL.
Carnegie)
.
eession at Academy.
Nabe newNoon”
Ambassador
:SW) 11,480: $1-! r“L’Avventura” (Indie). Fine $2,- Union at future Mexico City, Mar.
comer is “Watch Your Stern,” fat + ($20; $1.25-$2).— “Purple
(Times) (5th wk}. This session end-. $1.49)—""Come September” (U) (3d j 400. ‘Last week, “Romanoff and - de Plata and. San Sebastian’ Film
at. Suburban
World.
Second-run
Festivals...
“Spzrtacus” finally bows out this -ing today ‘Wed.) looks like splen-- wk).. Okay $4,000 in 5 days, Last Juliet” (U) (7th wk), $1,100..
_ Grand (RKO) (1,300;: $)—"Imi- . Producer. ‘groups of. member nasession after t-rrifie nine-week run did $14,000 or near after $18,000 we $6,000.
:for fourth week. Stays, natch!
tation of Life” (U) and- “Sapphire”
tions have agreed ‘to amplify the
at St. Louis i#:rk.
Apex.(K-B) 1940: $1-$1.25.—"Two- (U} (reissues). Fair $5.000. Last: San Sebastian film. fest precedent
i Guild {Guild} (450: $1-$1.75)—! Women”
Estimates for This Week
(Embassy)
(5th
wk). | week, “Operation. Petticoat”
(U)
of a UCHA special award to. the
(Indie). Initial ,
Academy
iMann)
-947: - $1.75- “Question Seven"
Okay $4,000. Last week, $4,500.
and “Perfect Furlough” (U). (reis- best .Spanish’ Janguage. actor and
round
ending
today
‘Wed.)
is
$2.65,-—“La
Dolce
Vita”
iAstor)
sues), $4,500
actress at the. thrée’ common-lanCapitol (Loew) 13.420: $1-$1.49)
(16th wk: looks oke $5,000. Last | heading for fine $15.000. Holds.
Dull
Murray
Hil ‘R&B)
(565; 95- —‘Seream ‘of Fear” (Col).
Guild (Vance)
#300; .$1.25 | guage fests, to include the ‘out
, Week, $5.500
standing director as.w ell.
Century 'Cinerama, Ine.) 11,150; .$1.80'—"“Guns of Navarone” (Col)'$9,000 or less. Last week, “Thun- | “Two Women” (Embassy) an wh).
(M-G). (2a wk), ‘Fair $1,500. Last week, .$1,600.
Another major. step taken was
$1.75-$2.65: — “Windjammer” «NT + t¥5th wk).. This stanza finishing |‘der of Drums”
$10,500 in final 8 days.
Hyde Park Art. (Shor) (500; $1.25) | the request. submitted ‘to all film
treigssue) ‘17th wk). Brisk $8.500. ‘tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for!
|
fest
and film-week. organizers in
.
hotsy
$8.000
after
$10,000
for
14th
>
Kelth’s (RKO) (1,839: $1-$1.49)— —‘Romanoff and: Juliet” (U) tm.o.)
Last week $9,000.~
es
wk).- Slow $900. Last week, Latin America for fill information
; “Paris Blues” 1UA). Sock $14,600. .|
Gopher 'Berger) (1.000: $1-$1.25) week.
on
each
film’ gathering structure Paris
(Pathe
Cinema)
(568;
90| Last -week,. “Young Doctors’ (UA)
—Francis
of Assisi’ ‘20th? ‘2d
‘|before - arly of the three. ‘countries
[74wk), $9,000 in 9 days.
wk.
Nice
$5.500.
Opener
was . $1.80-—_"Truth” (Kings) (15th wk).|
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1 25) }agree to Participate.
-The
14th
round
completed
Sun-.
$7,000. goes another.
MacArthur (K-B) (900: $1.25)— “Come. September” ‘U) '6th wk
Lyric ‘Par? (1.000: $1-$1.25i— - day '1) was hep $7,000 after $7,500 |54000 Hell” (Cont) (3d wk),
Fair Nice $6,000. Last week, $6, 500.
\¢
“Claudelle Inglish" \WB) (2d wk). . for 13th week.
Palace (RKO) (2,600: $1.25-$1 50)
Plaza iLopert) (525; $1 50-$2)— $4,000. Last week, $5,000
Sad $3.500. Last week, $6.000.
—"Exodus” (UA) isubrun). Good|
“Never On Sunday” (Lope) (5ist
Ontario
(K-B)
(1,240;
$1-$1.
49)—
Mann ‘Mann) +1,100; $1-$1.450)—
Last week, “Thunder of |}
wk).
The
50th frame ‘finished
Nice | 2
“Paris Blues” ‘UA. Boffo $10.000, * Monday (2) was sturdy $9,000 after “Loss ‘of Innocence” Cob.
$6,500 at $1.25
(M-G),
T; $8,000.
Last week, “Blood and
boosted. by $1.50 weekend toll. Last
_$11.000 for 49th week.
“Roses” (Par), $4,000.
week,
“Come
September”
U
i
68th St. Playhouse ‘Leo Brecher)
Twin
Drive-In
(Shor) (600 cars |
{m.o.) (7th wk), $7,000 at $1.25-!
Palace (Loew) (2,390: $1-$1.49)—|
‘Philadelphia, Oct.: 3.
‘370;
$1.50-$2) — “The
Joker”
‘Wonien
Drab each side; 90c)—West:
$1.5¢ scale in five days.
Tradé shapes spotty at midtown’
|
(Lore) (‘9th wk)
‘The
eighth “Invasion Quartet” (M-G).
Last week, “Big | From Hell” (ZOth) and “Pirates of |cinemas-this stanza, ‘with weekdavs.
St. Louis Park (Field) 11,000: istanza ended Sunday (1) was trim $8,000 or less.
.
Last
$8,000.
Good
(20th).
Tortuga”
$1.25-$2)}—“Spartacus” (U1 '2d run):i $4.300.
Gamble”
(20th),
$6,500.
“Paris
Blues”
“Bridge To Sun” ‘M-G)
week, ‘Mfan-Trap” (Par) and “Son -sluggish. However,
‘9th wk). Slated to bow out for the‘ opens Oct. 17, _ day-dating with the.
Playhouse 'T-L) (459; $1.49- $2)—
! of Paleface” (Par) freissue); $6,500.:; shapes sock.in first found at Goldlast three weeks, but continues t Forum.
“Guns of Navarone™ (Col) (42th |
_, to pace -city. «“King and. I’
tent. Smash $4.000, looms for, f Sutten (R&B) (561; 95-$1. 30)— wh), Fading to $3,500. Last week, |East: “Day Sky Exploded” (Indie)
and “Jet Storm” ‘Indie). Fair $4.- is rated okay for an oldie. at Midast five days. Last week, $4,500.' “The Mark” 'Cont). ‘Opened Mon- $4,100.
‘town.
while “‘Fhunder of Drums”
‘000: Last week, “Mighty Crusad-.
“Two Women” (Embassy: opens to-, day (2). In ahead, “Two Women”
(278; .$1-$1.80)— ; ers” (indie) and “Cry Freedom” is in like category at the Viking.
Plaza
(T-L)
morrow |Wed.).
“Young. Doctors”. looms lofty. in
(Embassy)
(21st wk), was
good “Cold Wind in August” 1UA) (3d (Indie), $4,000.
State
‘Par)
(2.200;
$1.25)—° ; $8.000 after $10,000 in 20th round. wk).
tthird at Stanley’ while “Pit and
|
Hep $4,000.
Last week,
“Young Doctors” (UA). Socko $11-;
Valley. (Wiethe): (1,200: $1-$1.25). Pendulum” shapes fancy in sécond |
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540: $1- $4,400.
ce
coo) Last week, “Guns of Nava-' ' $1.50)—"The
Risk’
‘Kings) {2a - Town . (King) (800; -$1.25-$2)— "King and 1” (20th) (reissue) (2d
t Stanton. “La Dolce Vita” .is big -wk).’ Oke $5,000. following $6, 500 in 10th session at Boyd as-is. “Guns =:
rone” ‘Col) (8th wk), $10,000 at , wk). Initial session ended Friday
“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (13th wk). ./ in first:
$150. tap.
of Navarone” in 12th round at Fox.
,'29) was good $8.500
Suburban
World
(Mann)
1800: | Trans-Lux &5th St. iT-L) (550;- Stout $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
: Estimates for This: “Week
“
Trans-Lux !T-L) (600; $1.49-$2)—|.
$1.25) “Watch Your Stern” (Mag-: $1.25-$2)—"“Young
‘Arcadia (S&S) +536: 99-$1.80!1— —
Doctors” -:UA)
“Guns
of
Navarone”
‘Col)
(12th
nat.
Hefty
$3.560.
Last
week, ;
'“Come .September” -(U) (6th Wk).
i 16th wk).
This session winding
“Breathless” (FAW) $1 800.
‘ today 'Wed.) looks like okay $5.500 wk). Okay $6,500.. Last week,
Sunny $10,000. Last week, ‘$13,000.
(Continued from page 9)
Tptown 'Field) (1.000; $1.25)—! ‘after £6,000 for fifth week. .“Back
Boyd (SW) (1.536; $2-$2.75)—"La
,8
Uptown (SW) a 300; $1-$1. 49)— ae ‘Dolce Vita” (Astor): (m.0o.) (ath Dolce Vita” iAstor) (10th wk). Big .
“Cold Wind in August" :UA) :2d- Street” (U) opens Oct. 12.
wkt. Snappy $4,000 after $4.500 in
World (Perfecto) (390; 90-$1.80) “Fanny” ‘(WB). (subrun) (3d wk). wk). Nice $6,500. Last week, $7:500.|'$7,000.: Last week, $6,800
initial frame.
Exeter (Indie). (1,376; 90-$1.49)—. | Fox. (Milgram) (2,400: 99-$1.80. —"Lust For Sun” (FAW) (14th wk). Hep $6,000. Last week, $7,000.
World
Mann) ‘400: 85-$1.50)— iThis
round
winding
‘tomorrow:
Warner (SW) (1,440; $1-$1. 49)— “Purple
Noon”
(Times).
Third|“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (12th wk).
“Leve and Frenchwoman” (Kings) | 'Thurs.) is heading for stout $5,000 “Come September” (U). (3d. wk).
Noisy $9,500.: Last week, $13.000.
week started Saturday (30). Second
e000.
wk Fair $4,000. Last week, 'Or close after $7,600 for 13th week. Fast $10,000. Last week, $11,000.
‘Goldman (Goldman) (1,200: 99- |
was nice $8,000.
i $1.80)—“Parig Blues” (UA).
Boff Fenway (Indie) {1 350: $1.50)}— |s21.000 or near.
Last week, “Big
;
“Fate of'a Man” (UA) (2d wk). Fair { Gamble” :(20th), $7.500. .
Midtown ‘Goldman) 14.200: 99-.
| $3,000. Last week, $4,000.
$1.80\—"King and TI (20th). (reise.
Gary (Sack) 11 277; .90-$1.80)— }suenw
Okay. $11.600.
Last week,
“Guns of Navarone” " 4Col) (12th. “Spartacus” (U) ‘7th wk), $6,500.
Albany, Oct. 3.
wk). Potent $15,000. Last week,
Rardoiph ‘Goldman). 12,200; 99“(AA) . and.
$1.80)—"Fascination”
The strongest endorsement re$16.500
neat
-| “Friendly. Persuasion’ (AA). (re--:
ported in an Albany area Catholic
Kenmere (Indie). (700: -$1.50\—. | iscues),
-Modest - $8,000:. Last |
publication
for “Francis
of As“Two Women” (Embassy). (Sth wk). |week,
“Ada” (M-G) - ‘Sth wk),
Trade
continues
quite spotty {position. “Francis of Assisi” '20th)
sisi® prior to its opening (27) at:
rounds out the Top 12 pix.
na
‘|Bright $8,500. Last week: $10.090. | $7,000.
Fabian’s Place here. Proctor'’s in across the country currently, the
Stanley «SW) (2. 500: 99-81 30.
Schenectady and Proctor's in Troy ‘present week representing a. pe- |, “Romanoff and weJutiet” (U) and | Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- ;
“Never
on
Sunday”
was in the Parish Bulletin of Our: riod when many exhibs are await-!
(Lope) are the |$1.25)— ‘Secrets ‘of Women" ‘Jan-. “Young Doctors” tUA) 13d wk).
us) and “Atlantic Adventure” ‘In-_ Nice $11,000. Last week. $15.000..
Lady of Mercy Church, Colonie;ting the arrival of new product or. ; runner-up films.
' Stanton (SW) (1 483: 99-$1.80'— .“The
Hustler” 120th) is ‘the |die).
Mild
$9,000.
Last
week.
(suburb of the ¢apital).
-are holding-onto their longrun pix ' standout newcomer. just launched. “Blood
and
Roses”
(Par)
and “Pit and Pendulum” rA¥P (2d wk).
Pointirs out that the picture “has |
been warmly
received and ap- -rather than bring in new fare just i thig week. It is getting a mighty “Home is Hero” (Indie) '2d° wk), Fancy $11.000. Last. week. $15.000.
Studio (Goldberg) (489; 99-$1.80)- .
proved by many of our Catholie ' yet. In fact, several theatres are. take opening week at N.Y. Para- $7,500.
mount. to give that huuse’its best
periodicals,”
the Bulletin
com- using dualed reissues.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 90-$1.49) | —‘“Mania” tIndie) and “Psychos |
biz .in three, and a half years. —‘Paris Blues” (UA) and “Secrets. . pathic Killer” (Indie), -Sick $1.500. |
mented, “unfortunately it is all too|
| “Come September” (U) is. hold-.
for:three days. Last week, “Afterseldom that we can extend such |‘ing its grip on No. 1 spot for sixth (Ring and 1,2 also from 20th-Fox, Deep Harbor” (UA). Sock $20.000.
fein. Kampf” :(Indie) and. “Paris:
is doing nicely this round with
enthusiastic recommendation, and:
week in succession, but it, too, ist new streamlined print, being okay Last week, “Come September™ 'U)
Underworld.”
(Indie), $7,000.
uken the opportunity presents it-:‘ offish | in some locations.
“Paris ‘in Cincy. .and Philly, and nice in and “Posse From Hell” (0), (th
Trans-Lux (T-L). (500:. “99-$1. 80)
self, as it has in this case, we are..
wk), $12.000.
: —"Cold Wind in August” (UA) (3d _
very happy to do so. We are sure ‘newcomers, is latching onto second | :
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 90- wk). Okay $5,000. . Last week,
“Man-Trap” (Par) another newie,
you Will find this motion picture,;‘place the first week out in release.
$1.491—“Thunder of Drums” (M-G) $7.500
a very rewarding experience.”
i “Guns of Navarone” 'Col) is: {s not too impressive on. its. few. ‘and “Boy Who Caught Crook” tIn-|- Viking (Sley)G: ovo: 99-$1.80)-—- ~
A special screening for 350 Sis- winding up third. It was second1. initial playdates but .rated fairish die).
Fair. $13.000..
Last.. weck, “Thunder of Drums” (M-G). Just in K,C. “Very important Person”
ters from the Tri-City: area was.
at $10,000... - Last week,
“Young Doctors” (UA) and. “Flight ok2y
week ago.
“La Dolce Vita”
held in the Palace on a Saturday | Astor), third last round,. is cap- (20th) ig rated lusty in Toronto.. That Disappeared” (Indie) (2d wk), “Blood: and Roses”: (Par), $12,000.
(Cont) is
morning:
Their attendance was ,turing fourth money and still set- “Behind Great Wall’
World.
(R&B-Pathe) (483; 99$10,000.
made possible through the coop- ' 4 ng an amazing pace in many key shaping okay to good on first en(NET)
70- | $1.80)—“Bridge” (Indie) (reissue).
Paramount
(2, 357;
gagements this week. |.
eration of Father John F. Nevins,' ‘cities covered by VARIETY.
Strong
$4,500.
Last week, “Secrets
assistant superintendent of schools i “pit and
“Ada” (M-G) okay in Detroit, '$1.25)—“Pit and .Pendulum”. (AT) of Women” (Janus) (4th wk), $3,000. .
Pendulum”
(AI) is
in the Albany Catholic Diocese. | holding in fifth position, same as looms fine in Toronto and good in. and “Capture That Capsule”. (In-:
die} (2d wk). Smash $15,000. Last |
Some of the Sisters were moved jlast
“Exodus” (UA), which
session.
_ “Young
Doctors”: St. Louis.
week, $19,000.
to tears by the film.
‘
(UA), long high on the list,. is has wound up most of its initial
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,909; 75-$1.25)—.
|
hard-ticket
dates,
is
rated
fair
in
winding up sixth. —
‘Richard’ F. Walsh, international
Blood'’s Coffin”. (UA) and
N.Y. and good in Cincy currently. “Dr.
“Thunder
of Drums”
(M-G),
Texas Drive-In Ringmasters
“Snake
Woman” - (UA)..
Good’ Alliance of Theatrical ‘&. Stage Em
i while a bit sluggish in several | “Scream of Fear” (Col), lusty in
ployees,
will receive. the Joint De
Dallas, Oct:-3.
,000. Last week, “Fanny” (WB).
Louisville, looks thin in Pitt. and
fense Appeals’ Human. Relations
Boyd F. “Scott has been named. Ikeys, is Janding in’ seventh place
(m.o.) and “Tall Story” reissue),
“Rocco: and
Brothers”
Award at a luncheon sponsored by
playdates. Buffalo.
chairman of the 10th annual con- by dint of numereus
(Astor), good in. L.A.,. shapes fine $7,000.
its motion pictuxe and entertain-:
vention
of the Texas
Drive-In “Spartacus” (U), which has been
in N.Y.
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1. 25-$1. ‘B0). ment divisions at the Park Shers
Theatre Owners Assn., to be held up front for months, is capturing
—“Goodbye
Again”
(UA)
(3d
wk).
“Trapp
“Family”
(20th),
sharp
in
eighth
place
via
sume
fresh,
popton Hotel in New York Oct. 31,
here at the Statler Hilton Hotel,
K-C:, looks mild in St. Loufs. “Sat-: Nice $12,000. Last week, $14,600.
-The JDA is seeking .a national.
Feb. 13-15. Appointment of Boyd scale dates.
| State (Trans-Lux) (730; 75-$1 25). total of $6,100,000 in 1961 ‘for: the.
made by Robert Davis, prez of the
“Fanny” (WB) is finishing ninth. {urday Night, “Sunday Morning”
in Boston, looms
human. rights
program. ef the.
organization.
It was a runner-up film last week. (Cont), okay
and “Tread Softly Stranger” (In- ‘American Jewish Committee and
Al Reynolds, Earl Podolnick and “Two Women” (Embassy) will take hotsy ‘in: N.Y.
10th spot while “Cold Wind in (Complete Boxoffice “Reports on die) (24 wk). Oke $4,000, Last .the AntiDefamation~ League of
A. R. Milentz have been named
the B'nai Brith.
week, $5,000,
eochairmen of the conclave.
| August” (UA) is moving up to 11th
Pages. 89-10)
Opening
ball season
bolstering
trade this

CINCINNATI

| Bines’Bright$21,000,

“106, Pit’Sturdy.i1¢|

BOSTON

National Boxoffice Survey
Strons Catholic Support
For ‘Francis of Assisi’ | Trade Still Uneven; ‘Sept.’ Again No. 1, ‘Blues’ 2d,
‘Guns’ 3d, ‘Dolce Vita’ Ath, ‘Pit? 5th

Honor fer Dick Walsh

|
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5 FISCALITY Pasadena Houses Hit Municipality;

Va,NOSTALEI

‘Premiere biz for were “The: Hustler”: ‘at.the Parainount here '

~“{ndieates the company has-one of the first substantial hits of the fall]
season. Queried as to what-the reasons ‘for the pic’s boff ‘biz might be |:
...4aside from the great daily newspaper. reviews), one. 20th exec..said:
“It's simple. Everybody in New. York plays pool” ,., Producer-director |

. By BILL ORNSTEIN

Robert (“Hustler”) Rossen has grabbed Eleanor Wolquitt from 20th ta
head up story department of his N.Y.-based production company. She’'s

Peace, It’s Wonderful

‘Beverly Hills, Oct. 8.

Stubbornly

Caen, Oct. 3

nostalgia is gradu-{

been with 20th’s story department for the last 10 years.
:
ally giving way to mamoth steel
Astor: Pictures execs are predicting a $10,000,600 U.S.- gross on. “Lat claws tearing unconcernedly at the
Dolce Vita” ..« Producer Bill Sharmat, just back from. Hollywood | very vitals of 20th-Fox Studios by.

where. he talked to Abby Mann

about -doing ‘the ‘script for his “Child

. of Our Time,” left for Britain and the Continent Sunday (1) fa line up
.-a director. Sharmat.has also taken an option on. “The: ‘Disinherited, ve
written by Michel Del Castillo, :who wrote “Child. a
Charles Eagan, MPEA rep in India-Burma area, is reported to have.
been. Hospitalized with an undisclosed. ailment on his return to ‘Delhi
after a business trip ‘to Pakistan .. . Robert J: Corkery, MPEA’s veep
in charge of Latin American affairs, was- in. Managua, Nicaragua, last.
week, trying to iron out some local problems re U.:S. pic imports. Mem:

Manager ‘on Probation’ For 3 Years

Cleveland Wrecking. Co. . Fiscally
there is no: regret. Rather there’s |.
a.long sigh of relief in the knowledge each of.the 286 acres sold
‘to Aluminium Co. of America and

Webb

& Knapp,

Inc. turned in a

rich profit of $145,724.48

an acre.

Since all sets, streets. etc. had long
ago been amortized against one or

bers.of:thé Panama City Film: Board. also came up: for. biz talks.
more
pix, overall
profit, before
Notes From Far-Flung: Publicity: Men: President. Joseph Kasavubu
taxes, etc. amounted to $41.677,of the: Republic of. the. Congo. is reported: to have: “happily accepted” . 000: Company recently reported
Dino. De. Laurentiis’ invitation. to. play himself. in. the now-shooting
$25,000, 000: as final profit, .how“Cango Vito.” Theré go his Sunadys!.......
A‘UA dispatch from: Buenos. ever.
. Aires says solemnly. that “Harold; Hechi,. producing “Taras Bulba’ ‘in |.
Argentina, has accepted an invitation from. President ‘Frondizi to attend |: Back in 1924 when William Fox

Frenchmen
playing
Germans in Darryl F: Zanuck’s
“The Longest Day,”. still need
a’ German to. add that “final”
touch. The 60 extras portray-

ing Wehrmacht

soldiers

are

superyised by Johnny Hendrichs,.a. former German paratrooper who fought in Italy,
Franee ...and
Russia,
later
joined . the. Foreign
Legion
and saw action in Indo-China.
Hendrichs is the official ex‘pert on. German
uniforms,
equipment,
trench talk, etc.

(he was one of the six German
paratroopers who survived the

battle

of

French-say

Monte

Cassino).

he enforces

strict

Los Angeles, Oct. 8.
New film censorship Jaw enactcd
by City of Pasadana last Aug. 27
to replace a former similar ordinance is attacked as “unlawful and
contrary to provisions of the 14th
Amentment” in suit filed here in
U. S. District Court by Harold
Eugene Wenzler Sr., general manager of Oaks Theatre, Pasadena,
with Holly Oaks Theatre
Corp.
listed as coplaintiff.
Wenzler, arrested Feb. 7, 1961,
for exhibiting assertedly lewd ard
obscene
films
and
subsequently
found guilty July 27 in Municipal
Court in Pasadena, brought action
against
City of Pasadena
and
Municipal Court.
He asked for a
permanent injunction against imposition of the Municipal Court
sentence, which included a 60-day
sentence which was suspended. At
that time, he also was put on threeyear probation and fined $1,500,
execution of which was stayed.
New
ordinance,
according
to
complaint, provides that an exhibitor may ask for a permit from cen-

the. Fox Film company.
discipline, on and off duty.
a luncheon for Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner and director J. Lee. Thomp-' found
cramped . for space at its Western.
And. when it comes to the
son...”
Mighty nice of-him . .. Another hot item::“Producer-director
chow line, the boys who play
Albert Zugsmith’ has signed: a veteran Chinese vaudeville team of two Ave. studio ‘in Hollywood;: he en-gineered. the purchase of 100 acres.
officers: get preference.
sisters; Ching Tong and Memi ‘Sing, for “Confessions of An Opium:
of undeveloped land at $3,000 ‘an.
Eater.’
The late Tom DeQuincy ‘has~just turned: over again. s+ From.
investment
came
to
“aere.
‘The
‘Rome, 20th cables that Cleopatra’s processional into. the ‘Eternal: City|
sorship board, if he so desires, and
numbers 6,833. persons, :including: ‘one old hag, one ‘beautiful: girl, 38° $300,000, : paid’ to: Janss Investment
if this permit is granted the exhib
girls with gold wings ona. pyramid, ete®™ The 38 girls are—one must | ©
“Then, with. an. eye to: the ‘future, |; T.
shall be conclusively presumed not
_-assume—nondescript.
in.
1936
20th-Fox,
successor
to
Fox
to be guilty of showing a lewd or
Joseph E. Levine, who flew to Rome yesterday. (Tues) and returns :
-obscene film.
Law also provides,
tomorrow. ‘Thurs.}, :going over to finalize a Joan Crawford.film. deal, Film, bought. half of the ‘Westwood
‘Galf
Course
adjacent
to
its
propcomplaint continues, that an exhib
‘met Random House: prexy: Bennett Cerf ina restaurant. Latter offered
need not apply for a permit, but if
to. publish the filmmaker's biog. “You'd be in.good company; we're erty, .between.“Pico and. Olympic |:
Hollywood, Oct. 3.
he does not he may be found guilty
now also daing ‘the biogs on .Judy'. ‘Garland. ,and. Casey’. Stengel. * Blvds., at $5,500. an acre. Pact involved ‘about 93 acres. Seven years .. After 18 months of waiting, the of showing objectionable films.
“What a troika!,” said the VaRIEery. man..
_Suit, was filed, according
to
_. Metro picked up. the. rights’: to: “Masculine Principle,”” Liam: ‘O'Brien. later, in" 1943, the company bought Motion Picture Producers Associaother half:of the golf course from tion, Aliiance of Television Pro- Wenzler, .“‘to redress
individual
“play planned. for. ‘Broadway. production’ early” next -year by. Arnold
and Directors
Guild
of: rights and privileges secured by
Saint -Subdber .
Second daughter: to be christened Nicca Joy, born ‘Santa. Moniea to. Olympic, totaling ducers
to Mrs. Nicholas. Ray, wife of the “King of Kings” director, in Rome. | approximately 93 acres at. the America’ were finally given the the U. S. Constitution and usurped
Suit also
All's: well, and. Ray will leave the Italian: capital to attend the. “Kings” game price.‘In toto, 186 acres were greenlight by the U.S. Treasury by the city ordinance.”
added, at $5.500. an acre, for $1. Dept.:ona pension plan affecting asks for an injunction against the
‘premiere here next Wednesday (11):
Rube Jackter,, Jonas Rosenfield Jr.-and Robert Ferguson back ‘at the : 023.000 upping: total investment for 1,400 directors and assistant direc- “execution of a criminal sentence
tors. Under the Internal Revenue
imposed by the Municipal Court
‘Columbia homeoffice. after looking at new ‘product. in Europe. ‘Mike | 286 acres to $1,323,000..
Frankovich,: Col’s: production, head man abroad, comes here. Text. week . : Aluminium and Webb & Knapp Dept. ruling, producers_ can. list under the city censorship ordinance.”
‘to discuss new. ‘properties. -| paid 20th $43,000,000 in cash, -seal- deductions of 5°% payable on DGA
as expenses.
‘Paramount president. Barney. Balaban and treasurer James Richard- ing deal with $5,000, 000 deposit in members’ - salaries
Former ordinance under which
son delving into the economics. at the studio’... :.Bud.Rosenthal,-Colum-: 1958. and paying balance of $38.-;: Pension.’ item. officially becomes
Wenzler was found guilty provided
-bia publicist, in London in one of the three B-17’s Col bought from pri- . 000,000 last ‘Aug. 17 to erect $500,- part of.production costs.
that a board of review required
All indie producers have been exhibs to obtain permission to show
vate interests for use in “War. Lover” shooting: He'll vacation abroad
000,000. .Century. City. ;
for a.couple of weeks ..% Max Fellerman has completed’ his special:
For four years prior to the deal; paying the 5% since May 10,1960. each picture. Wenzler claims that
when.
the .plan was adopted. Total pix he was showing and for which
20th-Fox. prexy. Spyros’ P. Skouras.
sales anaiysis assignment at Metro,.leaves the: company hext’ week.
..
Erie Pleskow, UA’s. continental manager, is in: New York-with his had been working on plans for payments to date’ figure at $736,- he was arrested had been cleared
“wife and. daughter on. home leave. from ‘his Patis‘h. q:... 20th ‘publicity
similar development to cost’ $400,- 000. However, it’s now up-to major iby this censorship board.
Manager Nat Weiss and wife Golda; of This ‘Week Magazine, off. on. an 000,000, Homer Hoyt, specialist in: ‘studios and TV Alliance members
essaying properties, was. brought to contribute retroactively to that |
-extensive business-pleasure trip” to. Europe .which ‘will include Rome,
‘Athens, Istanbul, Moscow,. Prague and Paris .. .-Director Ralph Nelson. out from New York to ‘study the date.

Directors Guild
Pension Okayed

STANLEY CAN BUILD
IN L.A’S LA MIRADA

The total figure, with contribuhas signed. nightclub personality Spivy to play 2 gang chieftan. (sic) in project and submitted his recom'tions” due, should exceed $1,000,“Requiem for A Héavyweight.” The role, originally. written for a man,.:: mendation. —
At the” time, however, master 000. From: 50 to 60 qualified dihas been. “‘doctoréd” to. fit the. singer’.
Abby Mann; who did the.
On its showing to the satisfacscreenplay for Stanley. Kramer’s.“J udgment at. Nuremberg, "has novel- ‘planner .on ‘the project Welton rectors and assistants who either
.ized it for publication. as a. paperback by the New American Library. | Beckett. leased. two acres for 50 have or will have reached 65 on tion of the -court that the acquisi- . Morrie Steinman, St. Paul-Minneapolis exploiteer, spent last. week’ in years for a substantial. figure. Al- the effective date. will become im- tion was not undue restraint of
: Manhattan contacting. his film ‘accounts: and. “Dancing -Waters’’ which. thoughno.longer identified: with. mediately eligible for retirement trade, N.Y. Federal Judge Edmund
L. Palmeri signed an order giving.
he handles for state fairs . . . Columbia’s Graduate School of Journal-. the project, his office remains on pay. ~
the Stanley Warner Corp. the right
ism (Edward W. Barrett, Dean) has pilot issue. circulating of. proposed the edge of Pico side of the lot.
to acquire land and build a film
Then, on Jan. 7, -1958, : while
quarterly to start. in 1962.
theatre in the La Mirada area of
‘Open letter to Barney Balaban: ‘The clock atop your Paramount Bldg: Hoyt and Beckett and theit staffs
Los Angeles, Calif. Action was
has been. out of commission for: several’ days. This is a source: ‘of.con- were still working’ on. the $400,
taken last Friday in New York
cern to. veteran Times. Square pédestrians |‘who long ago: grew‘ accus- ‘000,000 20th project, Skouras sudCity after ingependent exhibitors
‘tomed to. looking. to. your: Big Ben (or is it IngersoH?). for the correct -denly announced the sale of the’
entire 286.acres to Alminium and.
time of day.
This wooded area is jumping, had been allowed to appear.
In okaying the petition, the judge
Inflight . Motion Picturés Inc., Delaware ;eorporation, has. merged } Webb and Knapp. Deposit of. $5,- more:.so than in hunting season,
Movies Inflight. Inc.,-a New York |company. .A certificate on this was 000,000. sealed the deal.
and cause of it all is the 20th-Fox conditioned it on a stipulation that
Not. included: in the. multimillion company locationing “Adventures Stanley Warner must submit aprecorded ‘at Albany. by ‘Lovejoy,. Morris, Wasson: & Huppuch of N.Y.
Harvey Matofsky, who is Boswelling. for Charles H. Schneer’s inde- dollar transaction were the valu- of a’ Young Man.” The group, propriate proof that the operation
perident -production,. “Jason and.the Golden Fleece,” now on location: able: ‘mineral oil-.rights 20th re- headed by director Martin Ritt and of this new house did not constiin Palinuro, Italy, observes,’ “Reading newspapers nowadays is almost tained. For past few years 20th has stars Arthur Kennedy and Richard tute undue competition within a
‘like reading: a universal obituary. Looking ‘out: on the. ever-calm. blue-- been averaging $300,000 royalties ‘Beymer, numbers 125 in all.
13-mile radius. Such proof must be
‘green Mediterranean from my window, cut ‘off from the’ so-called: ‘annually .from 22 ‘oil drills from 7 Press coverage in surrounding. submitted 60 days after the cinema
‘civilized world, it seems a ‘little foolish and hard to believe that any- ‘Union Oil Consolidated.had
been in actual operation for
terrain has been extensive and has
zAs far back as 1943 when 20th. meant an unusual influx of tourists. 15 months,
body would. ‘want. to end it. all. If-this 4s obviously: the talk of an.
expectant father, please. forgive: Just. one more: word on ‘brotherhood.. bought the second. half. of West-|.- There is a little resentment be“My wife Arlene, ‘Charles Schneer and. I are the only Jews .in. the wood -Golf Course, a ‘number of cause Ritt decided on some shoot_
company and in the town. When. Arlene needed memorial candlds to. shallow wells were. being pumped ing across the state line in Bryant’s Inflight Film
observe the Jewish New Year, they were given to her by. the local by the oil company. Los. Angeles |- Wisconsin.
The
beefs
are
that
Status With Flexer
padre who took them from the ‘church, .We. were all very ‘moved by: -atithorities: would not issue per- Ernest Hemingway ao» a lad did
William C. Bryant, associated
| mits .for deep: drilling until 1951. his hunting and fishing here, not
this gesture.”
with David Flexer in the latter's
Bob Lee who is associate. producer of the Louls. de Rochemont - ‘When the studio finally was. grant-: elsewhere. Ritt’s answer is that the |
theatre
operations in Memphis, has
ed:
riecessary
permits
in
1952,
the
Production; “Question
7”-and Jerry Rosholt who.is with the field: expicture is not based on Heming- been named
assistant secretary,
‘ploitation staff, have two things.in common: each is from Minneapolis" deal with Union Oil Consolidated way’s life but rather on his Nick
treasurer and controlled of Inwas
‘cemented.
Three
deep
drills
and: each attended the NYU Summer Radio -Workshop,: in 1947 and:
Adams stories.
flight.
Motion
Pictures.
1948, respectively ; . . redo of Brandt’s Beacon ‘in stages: starting with -were immediately started, eventuShooting in this -area will be |{1 Flexer is president of this outnew Artkraft-Strauss marquee and a general paint Job. now in reseating ally climbing to 22 on lot-and six. followed by camera ‘work at the.
fit, which services TWA with first| in residential area for. which leases 20th studio and then in Italy.
Pl ase.
run theatrical features for showing
The Scottish Mail: reports an offbeat story concerning Mary. Garden,. to drill ‘underground. were °ob--

HEMINGWAY YARN’S
_ LOCATION PARTY

80-year-old

Scot: soprano,

‘now .retired: to Her. native Aberdeen,

and - tained.

In its .deal: with Century City
‘Garden's life story was to start, the. role of the famed singer will be builders, 20th leased far 99 years
played. by: Sophia.Loren. And: the sheet’s ‘columnist; Tanfield, added: ’1a’ total °‘of :75. acres at $1,500,000
ren, who annual rental. Of the 75 acres, 17
when T-asked Miss Garden about it,. she ‘said: Loren...
‘Is he? I've never heard of him. Then.I asked Miss Loren about ‘the. have. been set ‘aside to storaging

Sophia Loren,’ actress.

It was

suggested ‘that, when

filming of Miss

Industrial Film Firm

Readying Theatricals

on

cross-country

and international

flights.
MORE

HAWAIIAN
OZONERS
Honolulu, Oct. 3.

Van Praag Productions, makers ! Work is under way on a new
of commercial and industrial films, ‘drive-in theatre and city planners
has. set up-a new division to en- ‘are considering a request to rezone.

-and centralizing all crafts.” Buildproject in London, and she asked me: ‘Who is Mary Garden?’”
Joseph M. Schenck: Productions will film’ Herb. Gardner’s: novel; “A’ ings are now being constructed for
-<-Piece of the Action,” next. Spring with Troy Films, Alex Singer to di- all necessary production. equipment gage in the production of theatrical: property for another ozoner, both
features. William Van Praag, pres-jin suburban areas.
~ pect, and co-produce with Phil .Hazelton .... Carl Foreman added ‘a Trial. at 20th’s expense.
Consolidated Amusement Co. fs
of Strength, ” novel by John P. Sisk, to his Columbia Pictures releasing. _ Studio, however, fs not. being. .fdent, said. he hopes to come up:
the Aiea drive-in, near
agenda...
Cot. registered. ‘‘The Timid Soul” -for. producér Charles limited to the 75 acres here and j with at least one feature a year.’ building!
on WeStern Ave., where’ most of iHe'll head the new unit for the’ Pearl Harbor, to replace its midSchiieer as. “possible future project.
Martha Hyer: joins Laurence
®town operation, which is going to
Harvey and France Nuyen ‘in Hal: Wallis’ “A Girl. Named Tamiko” for company’s tv’ production continues ;time being.
Possible first is “What End But be utilized for commercial business
‘Paramount. ... . Roger Corman will produce-direct “Paranoia,” original © undisturbed.
Back, in 1941 tight studio space | Love, ’* Gordon Webber novel. Op- buildings. The other theatre wll
by . Charles. Beaumont, for. Edward Small and_ United ©Artists, “ith
ois Vincent Price to star. ;« Pat Boone and: Bert I. Gordon huddling. on’."| brought. on-the problem for produc- ‘tion rights have been obtained from he huilt by subdivider Joe Pao in
1 Kailua,
{Continued on page 23)
|Little, Brown & Co.
dormer ‘starring in. “Food |of the Gods,” Be G Wells tome.
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Berman New. Columbia |
Manager in Japan |} 7

Govt,Unions and Industry Toppers

International Sound Track |

|
|

: Tokyo, Sept. 26. _
J. D. Berman has assumed post
of general manager for. Columbia
William | .
‘in Japan, replacing
London
Schwartz as homieoffice. rep. BerBritish Lion through BLC is putting out a ‘strong,‘doubie bill whi
man, recently in France for Disney,
‘was in Japan for three years from brings back “Room At The Top,” together with the film. of the Arnol
Wesker. play, “The Kitchen”. . . James Robertson Justice will play a
1936 as Metro manager.
At the same time, Columbia's judge in the next Betty Box-Ralph Thomas pic, “A Pair of Briefs,”&
general ‘manager
here, Kintaro comedy about the law, which also has Michael Craig, Mary Peacl,
Yoshino. resigned that post and was Brenda de Banzie, Liz Fraser, Ron Moody and Roland Culver. It. wil} appointed sales manager for indie! ‘be Culver'’s 200th film’. .. Janet Blair has arrived for‘the shooting0
importer-distributor’ Herald
of |“Night of the Eagle.” a Julian Wintle-Leslie. Parkyn picture for. release
Japan. Yoshino first joined Colum- by Associated British. Peter Wyngarde and Margaret Johnston join
bia. when the company opened its Miss Blair .. .. Jack. Hildyard has been named as lenser for James.
Japan office in 1933 and rejoined Woolf’s “Term of Trial;” which. Peter Glenville is to helm for Warners,

» Probe Grave Mexican Film Crisis’
+
Mexico City, Sept. 26.
Although President Adolfo Lopez
Mateos pointedly refrained from
yrnaaking any references to Mexico's
ailing motion picture industry in
his recent State of the Nation
address, this was not a brushoff
as.some segments of the industry
ynaintained. It was merely a diplomatic sidestepping of an embarTassing situation.
The fact that the Mexican film
industry
worst ia

Israel Film to Roll
Fel Aviv, Sept. 26..
A low-low’ budget Israeli-US.
co-production
“Parallel
Shadows,”
is scheduled for
shooting here in November.
Producer is Ben Guzik and
director
Michael
Laurence,
both from New York.
Israel
Motion
Pictures
Studio
of
Herzlya

is in grave
crisis, the
its history. fs no longer

Genied. But unions. industry exec-|
utives and federal dependencies !
aie busy at work attacking the,

Zrokler..
*ock

hoping

Baby”

ures.

‘On

to revitalize

through

direct

the |

drastic meas-

orders

of President |

Mateos. tour federal entities bave:
lean charged with “the compete .

reconstruction

of the national film ;

incustry.” Top ofticials expected |
te accemplish this include Freder- '
icv Heuer of the Film Bank: Daniel }i
J Bello. assistant manager of the
Bank of Mexico: Jelian Diaz Arias cf the Dept. of Industry and Commeree:, Julio Santoscos, Dept. af
Lubor: Jorve Ferreus of the Film;
Bureau ‘deperdency of the Dept.
cf State': and Saenz Arroyo, Treasury Dept.
Lower Union Scales

Carlos Tinoco, head of tae Union

is the

native

partner.

The buaget is 110.000 Israeli
Pounds tabout $50.000}. The
script was approved by the
Israeli
Government
which
makes the producers beneficiaries of tax-and. other allowances.
Laurence
has. picked
his
cast among Israeli: legit peo-.
ple, with
one
probable ad-~
dition: Josef Buloff, the American Yiddish actor. Release. is
pianned
in
two
versions:
English and Hebrew.

ey

|

the company: after the war in 1952; with Laurence Olivier starring ..... Terry-Thomas’s next film is “Opwhen it resumed independent dis- jeration Snatch,” which has just. started shooting at Elstree. It's...
comedy about the apes of Gibraltar and Jules Buck produces. and
tribution.
;
°
‘Robert Day directs for Keep Films Ltd. Regal-International: will diss.
tribute in Britain and Continental Distributing. Inc. in America:
;

CMA RealignsIts
Top Brass; Behr :
To Pub. Post:

Paris

Nico Papatakis, ex-owner of .the Existentialist nitery La Rouse Rouge. °
fand. coproducer of the Yank indie: pic “Shadows.” now prepping a film
version of a subject. akin to Jean Genet’s play ''The Maids” which he
will direct and which Jean Vauthier is writing. It concerns two maids:
: who play at masquerading as rich people and..the strange relations:
: between. them and their employer ‘which - finally. leads to " tragedy.”
Papatakis wants to shoot it al! in one room .
.W: C. Fields is still
|being “rediscovered” here as the third feature ef the late comic is..
| released here in an art-house for good reviews and résults. Pie is “You.
;
‘London, Oct. 3.
A reshuffle of. the top brass of: Can't Cheat Any Honest Man” (U) .. . Lionel. Rogosin, the Yank indie:
Circuit . Management - Assn., the filmmaker. who made the prizew inning: “On - the: Bowery” and “Come
: company which controls alt ‘Rank Back Africa.” in for huddles with-.local distribs and- producers on a
Theatres.
was anriounced last week. feature he intends making in Israel next year on-the early history ofJohn
Behr has’ relinquished
his _the land. He leaves for Tel Aviv this week . . Jimmy. Davis, Jongtime :
appointment as ‘Circuit «ortroller ‘Yank resident here and-author of “Lover” Man, ” having his’ musical :
to become publicity controller and comedy “The Blues Thief” mounted at the: Comedie De. ‘Paris ..5.:
will be la unching. a major promo-. peorges ‘Riviere replacing the injured Daniel Gelin. in “The: Longest
ay.” .
tion campaign -for- theatres, ball-.
roonis and bowling.-centres.
| Vincente Minelli. through on his way to Italy where. he will. direct.
“Two
Weeks in Another Taw” for Metro. . young pi¢ director, Claude
According to an official statement. .one of his: most important , Chabrol, whose recent pix have caused outrage among French audiences,
says
he
has. reformed and.is no longer out to shock and his new: pie
responsibilities will be to insure
the projection of the group image, |“The Evil Eye” will even. be suitable for children. He did not specify
whether
he meant delinquent children.
as far as these activities.are con-;

Spain-Argentina—
ln Coproduction

|

Madrid.

A

coproduction

Oct. 3.

agreement

be-

of Film Prodzction Werkers, apart
tween .Spain and Argentina was
frem
requestine
acded
credits
signed
last
week
in
- officially
from the Film Bank and scurry- Buenos Aires bv Argentine For§ng around for ;rivate production . eign Minister
Diogenes Taboada
financing. has also isked all unions end Spanish Ambassador
Alfaro
tu go along with recuced pay scales Polanco.
Richard Davis conferred. ‘with: Astor -reps Mario. De. Vecchi and
;
cerned, and: to promote .a new-:
jer any future Hollywood producThe
long-awaited
agreement. image of the amenities to the pub- : Douglas Netter Jr., informally here on gétting Astor pix French acqui-+
tion.
seen as a spur to numerous ¢co- lic. Prior to his appointment as‘sition ‘Les Liaisons Dangereuses’ (The Dangerous. Relations} for his
.Fine Arts Theatre in. N.Y. togolow his next Italo entry “The Night”
As recen*ly as the now settled _ventures, puts- a .clear emphasis’ circuit ‘controller, Behr’. was.
August strike Tinoco said that Hol- : cn quality to boost standards of charge of publicity at Pinewood : Astor reps are in ogling pix, as ‘part of a European swing forthe. rs
Davis, incidentally, has taken the Argentine pic: “Summer Skin’ "of.
lyuood producers would not be hit ‘both national
industries: in the Studies. A press offieer to work
‘Leopoldo Torre Nilsson for Great. Britain. Ilya Lopert, who. was dickwith pay hikes. In other words,. in -world film market. The’ alliance
under him will be. named shortly.
2 desperate bid for resumed Amer- -also denotes extensive government. As a result of the switch, A. H.; ‘ering to take it for the U.S, via his Lopert Dist. setup. a subsidiary of
{UA—and not outside of it, has not: decided as yet and-Ed Kingsley is
jean production, unions are ap-: intervention to underwrite product
Campbell. is to ‘be given the new
‘reportedly interested in-it now. Kingsley would distribute ‘it via his
parently serious in offering “bar-: standards.
assist
dealings
and
title of circuit administrator and”
gain rates” for all elements and desire to encourage the suceess of will ‘retain his present’ position as : Kingsley: International Co..
facilities from technicians to talent this new Madrid-Buenos Aires film general manager of Overseas CineRome.
:axis. Fo this end. the pact will bi- matograph Theatres. W. H. Hockand lab work.
‘The already problem beset in- laterally ease the normally string- man .has been appointed |circuit, H Dino DeLaurentiis officially unveiled ‘his “T] Re di Poggioreale"’ (Columbia)
at
‘Chianciano,
with
Ernest
Borgnine feted at Grand Ball: held.
dustry received a sharp body blow ent limitations impased
by cus- manager and there have been some |
t spa ..
Columbia, incidentally, may change title of pic from its
Yast week when Peliculas Mexi- . toms. sindicatos and: buretucracy. ‘regional changes as well.. All the-e
current.
“Black
City”
..
.
item
was.
directrs by. Duilio. Coletti, and got
eanas announced that it was sus-:
Despite the minimum 30°¢ of nppcintments became effective ‘asfavorable. ‘press: reception .
. Rudolph ‘Valentino statue. was ‘unvailed
pending all budget advances until budzet either copreducer may iInof yesterday. (Mon.).
Sept.
30
in
thesp’shome
‘town
of Castellaneta by town mayor
its economic problems were firm-. vest, both countries have agreed.

Ivy resolved. This official distributorship has been hard hit by sus-

in all cases

to eneourage

Gabriele Semeraro,

a fifty: j

who also happens to be Italy's Undersecretary for

event... Jean’ .. a rep of Yank industry has been: invited ‘to attend. fifty split of above-the-line talent. ;
Jean. Seberg back from Congo and troubled shéoting Jocation ,
even
pension of payments from Cuba But authority is also granted to |
“Congo Vivo,” pic directed by Giuseppe Bennati for Dino DeLaurentils
and sagging receipts. with some ; incorporate internationally-recogunit shot enough stuff there before being urged to. leave to: Bive
nized stars or directors...
assets frozen. in such Latin Ameriocation. flavor when completed here via four weeks of studio w ‘ork ..
gives “Hispano: |
jean
areas
as
Argentina,
Peru., The agreement
Congo notables Kasavubu and Mobutu are. both in pic sequences... .'.
Ecuador
and
Venezuela
among Argentine producers a green light |.
_ Rory Calhoun “biding” time. before starting “Capri” for his: own
.to
enter
three-way
coproductions
other countries.
‘Calvie
company (in partnership with Vie Orsatti) by ‘starring in-Jolly ©
‘with other countries having’ simProducers Can't Produce
‘Rome, Oct. 3.
Film's ‘Marco Polo,” produced by. Ermanno Donati and Luigi Carpene
‘ilar
government-signed
film.
acWith Pel-Mex no longer providAfter four. months of -fruitiess: tieri .. . “Capri now slated to roll-late in Oct. Hugo. Fregonese direct-.
fing advances.
this
means
pro-. cords with Spain and Argentina.
negotiations, Italo exhibs and _dis- |ing “Polo” .
. Haria'Occhini, appearing in Sam. Marks’: production of
ducers have to pony up around ! Coproduction link is valid for. tribs have still_to find..an- accept: | “Damon and "Pythias, ” has just been yoted most promising young: ace”
B5°; of film coin, instead of 30°C ‘one vear and is eutomaticelly re- |:able solution to their hassle.
tress by a RAI-TV (italian: Television) panel...
. Laszlo. Benedek here
‘newable
unless
either
of
the
varavcrage
in past.
With
picture
Most -recent distrib: proposals to polish seript for his upcoming “Fra Diavolo, ” ‘slated for an October
money tight ‘both official and pri- ties objects three months before
likewise have been turned. down. ;start here as a Giovanni Addessi. production . .; Abbe Lane ‘snared
expiration
date.
vate’, producers claim they can't |
as had preceding ones, and a new |role in Capri Film's “Julius Caesar and: the Pirates” ...
20th is”
go on making pictures.
get-together has ‘been called to; shooting a color documentary on the making of “Cleopatra” to be used.
But federal
officials wrestling settle the long impasse once and:-for tv and theatre trailers ... Second unit director Ray Kellogg directs ~
with the problem. as well asa
for all.
with his lenser Pietro Portalupi«.
American International will. release.
committee
made
up of Pel-M
‘Distrib nix. which was .voted! ; Jack Palance’s “The War Continues" abroad, while Globe Films Ine-.
producer affiliates, Federico Heuer .
unanimously, merely termed: dis- i
! frmational handles pic in Italy . =. it's currently shooting” in: Yugoe .
of the Film Bank and Oscar J.|
trib suggestions
“unacceptable.” |slaviia... Anna ‘Magnani may “star in Pier Paolo Pasolini’s second film, |
Brooks, president af the Mexican
without, formulating
counterpro-; Mamma Roma.” set for a: March ’62 start...
. Nancy Kovack signed by
Motion Picture Producers’ Assn..
posals.. Principal
clauses turned .producer Charles Schneer for “Jason. and the Galden Fleece, ” now under
Paris. Sept. 26.
hope to come up wiih a Solution.down in latest negative vote were:
Way on south of Naples location..
Last two legit seasons nave not ‘pereentage up to 40. of net: over
Money
is needed
at once
to
Bernard Kreisler, prexy of. International Film Associates Corp. here
Yank -hits. Now
avert what is termed by some seg- had any smash
40°? and up to'50°% for films felt for quick 0,0. and talks. anent Italian. pic industry participation in 1964
ments as the threat of “total par- an adaptation of William Gibson's of “particular ‘artistic or sommer- New York Fair, where film pavilion may be erected:.
Celebrity
alyzation” of Mexican production.
“The Miracle Worker” may break: cial value’; negotiable percentage Service inaugurating its new public relations. department -in Rome as.
But financing alone is not the this jinx. Excellent reviews
by: ? over these figures for. certain: “‘ex- well as in other world centers .
. Soviet. writer Serghei Smirnov here..: |.
answer. And the official stand. as leading aislesitters, and word of |i ceptional’
films voted such by to work. on seript of*‘Italiano Brava Gente”: for Jolly Films in cole. .:
voiced by Secretary of State Gus- mouth, look to have this in for a special : AGIS-ANICA
(exhib-dis- laboration with director Giuseppe DeSantis and Ennio DeConcini ....-.
tavo Diaz Ordaz is that production
good run. Gibson's “Two for the: : trib)’ commission.
pic. wilt be shot in Russia this winter . .
Anthony Franciosa ‘and
should net be Crastically reduced,
Seasaw’” had a fine career here i Crux of ‘disagreement still: cen- Betsy Blair have begun shooting “When a. “Man. Grows Old” (Zebra) at
but level off at around 65 pictures some seasons ago.
ters around
these “exceptional” DePaplis Studios.
“Worker”
opened
as OM iracle pix. And coming months will see
a year.
Berlin.
——
last week at the. -plenty items as candidates for this
En Alabama”
Theatre Hebertot which: also has position.
For the first time the annual Berlin Cultural. “Festival ithe. 11th}
CLUB’S SUNDAY DEFENSE
not had a hit in years. Marguerite there: are no petrons from E-Berlin . . » W-Berlin cinemas and theatres.
Duras and Gerard Jarlot adapted
audience loss due to the blockade .. : Repor ts are that E-Berlin’
“TIME OF.HEATHEN’ WINS | suffer
‘Our
Films
No
Worse
Than
theatres are now half empty.
this tale of deaf mute Helen KelTheatres Show During Week’
_ler’s breakthrough as a child into
Bulgarian actor Narziss Sokatscheff, who made his: pic debut in Will
‘Hiroshima Guilt ‘Theme “Film
Tremper’s “Escape to Berlin.” has. recently finished his second ‘docu.
the world of understanding.
Awarded $500 First
Edinturgh. Sept. 26.
Influential Le Figaro said it was
mentary film in Liberia, Eastmancolored film {is titled “Unity in Africa” ~
A film club here is fighting a ban an exceptional spectacle and someand -centers on the pro-West African statesmen's. summit conference
Amsterdam,
Oct
3.:
on its Sunday shows, imposed by thing
in Monrovia ... . Helmut Meyer left the board of local Ufa directors
original whose prodigious
The American feature, .‘‘Time of
city magistrates.
to join Aschinger’s managing committee. Aschinger runs a large. lineup
aeting, dramatic treatment and dithe Heathen,” won the first. prize
The club, with over 600 memof popular quick-meal-restaurants in town . . Bobby E. Luethge, one
rection held the audience subju- ;
bers, was ordered to close by the gated throughout. Most other re- ‘of $500 .in the Gran Premio -Ber- of. Germany's most prominent screenwriters, observed his 70th. birthmagistrates only six months after views were positive. if not all as ‘gamo. This festival. covers art films day. He wrote more than 200 scripts. within 42-year old screenwriting
-and films on art. It’s aim is unique
receiving its license. The organ- ecstatic.
career. Also 70 now: Willy Birgel, grandseigneur of German films..... °°
in. that‘its purpose is not publicity
fzers, Gala Film Distributors. have
'for producers and their productions
put in their fourth appeal agianst

‘Miracle Worker’ Clicks
In Paris Preem; Critics

| Hail 1st U.S. Hitin 2 Yrs.

the civic decision:
“We

think

our Sunday
spokesman.

the

decision

to ban

club {s unfair,” said a
“The films we show

are no worse than some that are
shown in other Edinburgh cinemas
during the week.”
The
club.
screens
uncensored

film

News

classics

Theatre.

in the

Monseigneur

Equity’s Scot. Organizer

Italo Distribs And
Exhibs Stymied|

!
:

|

‘put rather to add to the. prestige
of the director.
Total. of 52 films. were shown in
Edinburgh, Sept. 26.
Ruari MeNeill, 25-year-old actor ,the course of the five-day run of
|
and stage manager, is- named as |the fest, all in: the S.. Agostino
in: ! Church of Bergamo.
successor to Alex MeCrindle
which -‘Carl Floyd
post of Scottish organizer of Brit- |. “Heathen,”
produced, is the story of a man
ish Actors’ Equity.
McCrindle recently resigned in ‘guilt-stricken over the bombing of
} Hiroshima.
order to return to acting.

Madrid

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde and Anthony Quayle, together. with
producer Lord Brabourne and director Lewis Gilbert, returned to London studios for interiors after winding off-shore ‘‘Mutineers”. location
filming at Denia . , . Cantinflas laid 2 wreath on the fomb of Manolete

in Cordoba

during a visit to Andalucia and then returned for. a short”

stay in Madrid to dub “Pepe” for another first: run go-round (pic. was
released with subtitles last Easter and held for five short. weeks) . vs

(Continued

on page

17).
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"FabsChiselFace FinesinSpain| cov.COLI-COLD iWest End BO.Fine,Honey SSweet
TO ANYSUBSIDY! $16,000, Fanny’ Fatso 146, Both 2d;
‘Company’ Big 106,3d; ‘Guns’ 13146
- Madrid, Sent. 26..
_Governiment film officials have ordered a close check -on.exhibts
: tor’ ‘playdates- throughout. Spain;. following’ revelation that exhihl_tors in north have been guilty’ ‘of‘clandestine programming.’ Show-men,. often in cahoots’ with’ ‘Jocal dnispectors, continued to. schedule

By ERIC GORRICK

films. weeks beyond contract. terms: -signed with. distributors. “

Sydney,. Sept. 26.

A sweeping undercover investigation: of regional. films in Galicia
Producers. here. are suggesting
_.reyealed widespread exhib illegalities. They.were not only enjoying.
to- politicians | that the Robert |
.- extra. weeks of full profit exploitation but were submitting reports
of compliance with Spain's. obligatory screen time edict for native.” -| cenzies: Liberal Party. government |
‘pix. Spanish product, it was found, gathered dust: in cinema store- .| should impose a two cent tax on]:
.rooms while exhibs extended runs of. more ‘commercial product. . 4 cinema admissions. to- finance the:

without notifying either distributors or local officials.
©
‘Government crack-down. is imposing’ heavy-. fines. on ‘pffenders.
and’ in some cases “annulling exhib’s commercial’ license,

“rebirth” of Australian production
|—currently down to. zero due to
empty coffers.” and, the exit of
“angels.”

French Unit Urges More Promotion
To Lure Biz BacktoPixTheatres
. Paris, Oct. 3....4-

Falling: altendance ‘at film thea- :

- Only active. ‘unit ‘here presently
| is ‘the Commonwealth .Film Pro-

duction Co.—a

government-spon-|

ers:. Suggested
newsreels done

are periodic film:
by’ show biz: re-|

- Rank’s Diversity

of -which will operate

Kogusai

Honolulu, Sept. 26.
Theatre will: hold

its first annual “Datel Matsu-

a 24-.~

lished holdovers.
Leading the field fs the filmization of the London-Broadway play
“Taste of Honey,” which looks a

ri” (Daiei Studio film festival)
Oct. 5-8, with stars Tamao Nakamura and Shintaro Katsu
+ flying in to: make personal ap-

_pearances.
Recent Toho film festival at

_the
nearby
Nippon theatre
sored setup lensing mostly educa” drew turmaway crowds
tional shorts:
Questioning - around
Canberra !
suggests these realities: (1) The ;
+ government is not prepared to. provide monetary assistance to Aus| tralian film producers ° because all

‘available. funds are geared into
tres. is being studied: by a special |
more. popular /projects—housing, [
London, Oct. -3:
governmental: unit, the Committee
4 new hospitals, schools.
Ratik Organization has been, .
of Attendance: Its: latest. sugges-|.
(2) Governmental leaders are re‘given a. Ministry of Transport ©
tion is ta’ “produce a series of pub-.
ported. as strongly. opposed: to burcontract to develop. arid oper- -| dening. the. exhibitors with addilicity pix on. ‘eurrent: and future
films to be shown in all theatres| ate the “service area on- the. tional: taxation, being fully aware
new’
Birmingham-Preston .mo-. of the tough. fight the theatre. in-and on video.
torway. The development: will
‘dustry has had to beat the strong
Money to finance.the plan -would | .- include-.a
restaurant, cafeteria
‘teevee and bowling opposition over
eome from Film Aid -coffers aid |‘
~ and. two: transport: cafes, one.
the past five years," from. contributions by pic produc-

London, Sept. 26.
‘West End deluxers were in fine
shape in the last stanza with better
than average returns for the newcomers as well as for the estab-

Daiei Fest In Hawaii

resounding $16,000 in its second
week at Leicester Square Theatre
after a wow opener. Other sturdy
j entries are “Fanny,” which shapes.
big $14,000 in second session at

the Warner and “Pleasure of His
; Company,” great $10,000 or near
in third round at the Plaza.
Though in 178th round at the
Dominion, “South Pacific’ remains
the champ among the blockbusting
holdovers with better than $17,000.
“Ben-Hur” continues sock with
over $15,000 for 17th frame at the
Royalty on moveover,
after its
long run at. the Empire. “Guns of

MexFilm Fest
This Year Set
For Acapulco!
Mexico City, Oct. 3.
With Acapulco tourist interests,
including hotels, restaurants and

nayarone’ hit a whopping $13,700
th Columbia week which
follows: ; ‘record-breaking engasgement
at the
Odeon
Leicester
Square.
Estimates fer Last Week
Astoria
(CMA)
(1,474;
$1.20$1.75)—“Exodus” (UA} (20th wk?.
Solid $10,300.

“On Own Feet
‘hour. service. .There will also.
shops, etc., writing off over $48,‘General -opinion within-‘potitt- |
‘two: shops, which will sell
000
owed by former festivals, the
porters and. people..- .Committee |} be
\‘eal
ranks
is that Aussie film pro; |
0
and confectionery. -~
feels that. all filmmakers would |. pericdicals:
Another feature of the .con-.:- duction must be prepared to stand way has been cleared to headquarbenefit through such a program.
ton
its
own
feet.
»without
benefit
of
,
{ter
this
year’s Fourth World ReCarlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$1.75°—
tract is that it’ will mark a de-cake or credits from governmental vi ew of Film Festivals in this re- <Marriage-Go-Round” (20th). Fair
‘Detaxation, double features, how} .velopment for. Rank’s plans
That it has failed to. do:
to cut production costs and the
.for petrol
filling stations. -+ treasury:
‘50, is m0 reason why -the govern- sort city. Jorge Ferritis, Film Bu-!
-need for. more family films. .are.
Casino
(Indie)
(1,155:
$1.20There will -be 48 ‘pumps, ‘to‘some other questions boing looked | . gether with ‘an emergency re- . | ment - ‘should. back producers or} reau.head and festival board mem- $2.10) — “Search for Paradise”
"|
impose taxation on the theatres to ber, has made it all official. Event (Robin) (29th wk). Hefty $16,900.
into by the.committee.
However,
pair. service and. breakdown
the

beginning of this. ple season
facilities.
looks fairly. optimistic.
It could
change. the’ attitudes of fhe crepe
|’
hangers.“The Guns. of: ' Navarone”. (Col)
broke records at. three. ‘theatres

provide

the necessary finance for *

,

Coliseum (M-G) (1,795; 70-$1.75)
—‘“Black Tights’ (BLC) (3d wk),
Below
hopes at around
$7,090.
“Matter of WHO”
(M-G) opens
hin: political gircles here in recent ‘ruling that the San’ Diego Fortress Oct. 2.
| months implies that the film indus- , ‘cannot be used for a commercial
Columbia (Cel) (740: $1.05-$2.50)
—“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (m.o.).
«Continued on page 24)
|event.
and looks equal and even surpass
the phenomenal biz of “The Bridge|.
"ee
Owen
The on again-off again tactics of (14th wk). Great $13,500 and beton the River Kwai” (Col). “Spar-+
recent .weeks finally -erystallized ter than 13th round:
{in Plans to use Acapulco as the ‘Dominion (CMA) (1,712: $1.05tacus” (U): looks fine in one house..
$2.20) —
“South
Pacific”
(20th)
Other new films also are doing
‘main site, as in the past..A co
well, showing that perhaps a new:
solation concession to Guadalajara, (178th wk). Mighty $17.200.
Leicester
Square
Theatre
(CMA)
public interest. is turning. towards
which bid energetically for’ the
. . -London, Sept.: 26.
-motion. pictures again after these:
ifest, is the exhibition of the most (1,375; 50-$1.75)—“Taste of Honey”
-. Daniel M: Angel, the indie pro- important fest films there.
i(BLC) (2d wk). Smash $16,000 or
past years of. disaffection.
Madrid, Oct.38
Two film units can almost tiveas ducer who was blacklisted. by Brit-| Site in this. capital may be the |over. First was $18.000.
actioner,
A
French
costume
ish exhibitors after he sold a packLondon Pavilion (WA) (1.217; 70cheaply
as
one.
At
least
so.
French
“The Miracle of. the Wolves,” also
* pui'ding, Mississippi
Theatre,
age of features to commercial tv
'$1.75)—“Naked Edge” (LTA) (4th
came in strongly wiille. the Yank film: producer Alexander Mnouch- some
the , Wk). Fine $8,500. Third was $16,18 months ago, has Signed a if it cam be readied before
kine
bélieves
after
finding
out
that
“Oceans’ 11” (WB), “TheNaked
Nov. 26 opener. If not, it will be : 100. “Terror of Tongs” (BLC) and
: A | his original
18-week. schedule for deal to-make an unspecified num- the Roble ‘Theatre.
_-Edge,"
and French entries
“ber of films for Assotiated British.
“Homicidal” (BLC) opens Sept. 29.
Woman Is a Woman,” “The Taste “The Titans” can now. be reduced
Negotiations have been. started
Final’
details
are
now
being
|
Metropole
(CMA)
(2,200;
70of Violence? and - te Girl oe to nine and’ make it possible for worked out, and it. is likely’ that to .get.a-better Hollywood turnout
(Continued on page 17)
his
Ariane
Films
of
-Paris
nad
coGolden
Eyes” -also loom
..
than in recent years, About 100
‘the
initialer.
will
be.
a
Kenneth
the
fen Bee aisetome
8 ‘|producer Vidas Films of Rome to.
‘bring in their. tongue-in-cheek More comedy, to ‘be followed by. a actors as guests is the Ferritis goal
for the 1961 Fest.
Festival will
mythological epic. of ancient Crete: film version .of ‘Laura Del-Rivo’s
“The screen 18- top international festival
recently published
novel,
for somewhat over $1,000,000.
‘Furnished
Room.”
pix.
©
|. Each filmi unit has "complete. au‘|tonomy and the shooting schedule. Jpithdigceloicir a
ASI ISR III
TI III
IIIIIK
has -heen’ broken..down so that!
-both ‘teams. are in constant ‘opera- Rome, Sept. 28.
| tion for the balance of interior and
Paris, Oct. 3. | location shooting in. Spain. Mnouch- |Robert Aldrich expects to sign
* Joan Crawford for the lead in his
In spite of good reviews,. the sub- | kine said his: independent teams: : * Julio ddddddincicddaaddcctoiidlddoicico oo ikki *
upcoming “Whatever Happened to
gidized folklore ter) and . song. ‘have. been functioning so successannounced titles were never com- Baby Jane.” Actress arrives here
Frankfurt, Oct; 3.
group, the Naflonal-Bailet_- .of fully there has been no reference
to .a‘second unit in the traditional
Americans are ‘in the. lead: ‘in. Bleted and 44 films had to be car- Oct. 4 to discuss role with Aldrich,
French ‘Dances, did ‘not do. much’ sense. of the word; Flexibility
ried over into this year’s playing as well as to define its importance.
West, Germany. for the upcoming
period. (Even 1960-61 indicated the Pie deals with psychopathic relabiz in its month’s stay at the’ Fhe- makes At possible to -get exteriors’
“atre Des Champs Elysees.~“Terp. in. the can while filming- takes “calendar, with 160. films ‘slated, in- serious drop-off of productions as |tionship between two sisters, one
specialists. are happy. over the : ‘place simultaneously on: the. eye= cluding 28 new ‘from.20th Fox, 29|:in 1959-60. there were 639 films ‘an ex-child vaude star and the
| new and one carry-over from Co- scheduled of which 83.6% or 534, other a vet silent screen star.
lukewarm ‘reception.
filling sets at Sevilla studios.
For Miss Crawford, the film repU™bia, 29 new and six carry-over actually played; and in the previIt is. felt strange by them: ‘that | -To insure. an uninterrupted | from
Metro, 15 new from Parawith. such. proven. dance: talents as rhythm the coproducérs. have pro-. mount, 22 new and one carry-over . ‘ous year, 1958-59, of 685 films resents the first in several years,
or 581 actually ‘while for Aldrich it marks a re“Maurice
Bejart, Janine Charrat. vided their debuting star Juliano from. United Artists, 10: new and‘ ‘scheduled 88%
arid Roland: Petit forced to work. Gemma with such: seasoned ‘play- ‘two _carry-overs from Univ ersal, came out. ‘Thus there are every association with star after their
year fewer films. announced and | successful teaming on “Autumn
abroad or in .cabarets, something ers as Pedro Armendiriz, Antonel- ‘and 17° new from Warners.
| Leaves” some years back. “Baby
‘less being made).
,
‘as trivial as this folk. group gets la Lualdi and Jacqueline Sassard,
‘That total of 160 ‘stacks up; ‘This points up the serious con- Jane” should roll next March.
and have
veterans
supervising
government handouts. _
against a 141. “announced ‘ “Wea cern here of the exhibitors, both
“Baby Jane" will be the first of
.|Duccio
‘Tesgari’s.
initial
fling
as.
It- is pointed out: that. France
| German productions, which {is con- those with the large houses and : two pix made by The Associates
director.
just does. not have the ‘necessary film
|’
4 Siderably higher than the ner the small cinema owners, that|‘and Aldrich under the recent pact
‘Dual
unit.
policy
began
in.
Rome:
vitality. and talents. to stage these |‘one hundred. that. were all. tha
there will: be a serious lack of with Josepli Levine’s Emhassy Picfolk arts,. but that it:is nothing where “The Titans” was in. produc- were anticipated. from the West
worthwhile. pictures to fill the Itures Corp. Aldrich directs both.
.to be: ashamed. of. Others strongly|tion for three weeks.. With the German film-makers. But whether
His other future plans, beyond
houses. The constant complaint of
‘maintain that it is @ mark of in-. ‘move to Spain, produetion picked the local producers come up with nat enough films and not enough| the second ‘and still unset pie with
up cast, staff and ‘crew reinforcefantilism to even want ‘to send ,
ments locally for the six remaining: the full bill remains to be seen. In major titles is again being aired— Embassy, are undefined. But the
this. group abroad.
weeks
of filming.. Seript
for alt W. Germany. has 540 films set with the favor, of course, for the director has commissioned David
Still- others feel that some coun- ‘Spanish “interiors. and
who
wrote
“Taras
big “American films with all-star Chantler,
exteriors for release.. |tries have a definite ‘artistic: source fivas. given. pin-point integration for
Last year, ‘for’ instance, the pro- casts, multi-million dollar produc- | Bulba” to pen a fifth C:usades
in- popular aspects, like Russians, continued filming .by.-the two full gram of 1980-61 was only 81.66 tions, based on best-selling novels story to be. shot in Morocco.
‘Hungarians and others, but in some™ units.” Exteriors ‘for the United filled:. During that. period 597 films. or. hit’ plays. But when the outHe feels Morocco is a “fabulous”
countries, like France, its art comes Artists release have beén slated in were announced, but by the. Aug. standing. American pictures are an- place in vhich to make a film,
‘from its: culture.
‘| Madrid’s Casa de Campo, the arena 31 date that officially .closes ‘the nounced here, the German exhibi- credits lack of exposure, weather,
However, it seems that the group . at Colmenar Viejo and a two-week season only 486 full-length features: tors are ducking their elbows and climate and cooperative natives
may gét government money- for stretch. in the distant. prevince ‘of had been offered. In addition, 67 crying “Help! Help!” at the word with the ‘ideal’ conditions ti:ere.
that some of the U. S. distrikutors |Aldrich likewise had nothing but
foreign prestige treks. So the -bat- ‘Huelva. where one unit will: be]:
‘praise for. Titanus’ Goffredo Iomare seeking higher terms.
tle among. specialized scribes: is on working on Atlantic: shores, and
’
Additional
Foreign
News
‘The best pictures slated for the ibardo and, Embassy’s Joseph Levine
to turn. this money ‘to more. provien: ‘the other at: Arazena ‘where cam- |
new season, however, appear to be : and their support of the pic, which
J On:Page’ 7
‘talents. and thereby. help main-. eras. will be lowered into the caves
oa
went well over budget. er
the U. Ss. productions,
tain the French terp standing..-dand .grottos, for,the first: time.

the

re-establishment

of 2- ‘local |- will be staged in the Playa Hornos

=| industry.
Theatre, since federal authorities
- Some yapping-at- the-Yanks with- have not backed down. from their

‘Shoots 2Filns
Similan, ||Blacklisted’ Producer
‘And Saves Dough Inked by Asso; British

Nat'l Ballet of French
“Dances, Subsidized Unit,

No Big HitinParis

1x
x
x 540. Films Set For Release In Germany }
x

Alérich Looks To Pact
Joan Crawford For His
Projected ‘Baby Jane’

wal

_ Wednesday, October 4, 1961.

“THE FIRST GOOD AMERICAN FILM
al THE FALL! WELCOME! vain
r

ERALD TRIBUNE |

“FASCINATING AND EXCITIN Gt!Under
Robert Rossen’s strong direction. it

crackles with passions positive and alive!”
sco

2.

a centre . snes

| “A WINNTER! /
Avivid picture,
p
a first.
rate cast! Ithammershomeits
points realistically and tellingly?’

PAUL
LV
Nein.
ROBERT ROSSENS

—JUSTIN | GILBERT, MIRROR
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“An, outstanding film” — rive paicy,

“Will attract large audiences” —m.. vay,
‘Meaty, strong entertainment? —«e. HeraLo,
“Super lative performances”’—soxorrice;

Sequences crackle with vitality”
—THE

HOLLYWOOD. REPORTER.

“STRONG,
(G,TENSE DRAMA! Sethe a

asMinnesota Fate"

|

t
ing emoti| onal confl| ict! Rober
|

|

Rossen has charged New York
with a frightening fascination!”
—ALTON

cooK

ina
NRC
saerate

ROBERT
erase
Sh
_ CINEMaScope

WORLD-TELEGRAM & SUN

“ELECTRONICALLY DRAMATIZED!
Taut suspense! Paul Newman sheer
excellence! Jackie Gleason brilliant!”
—KATE CAMERON, DAILY NEWS

%

“WELL WORTH SEEING! The pre-_
verbal, truly hair-raising power of a

prizetight or a cockfight!”’
~BRENDAN GILL, THE NEW. YORKER

“Tense, absorbing ...a special accolade
for Piper Laurie!”

JESSE ZUNSER, CUE

HB

NY. Paramount's Biggest Opening
Week In 3% Years: and All-Time
Record—72nd Street Pla a7 ,

svanurrs’

LONDON OFFICE

INTERNATIONAL

, 8. St.
BF. Samae's Street, Piccadilly.

MexGovtOkays Production of)
‘Films byAssn.ofIndieExhibs|
‘Mexico City, Oct. 8. +
“Bombshell hitting the Mexican::
film industry last: week, and. ‘the ;

‘Mexican Prodicers to Do.

“Type-Cast

_

|

London, Sept. 26.

-“Department-Of-How-SnootyCan-You-Get?

Brian

Evans,

.. deputy: banqueting manager of.
the-Savoy Hotel, has just been
lipped.‘to banqueting manager.
‘On one condition. He. has
_had to change his name and is
“now known’ by. the Italian-sounding. monicker of EvanBelo, ‘Brioni.
“It's. traditional,” says Signor
Brioni, .a shade sheepishly,

Pix in English; Spanish :

first manifestation. of the ‘delibera.tlons of. the: official. inter-depart- |
. Mexico City, Oct: 3.
‘mental
committee. seeking” the |
A new production unit, Atoyae|-“for ‘years’ banqueting .manresolution ‘of, ‘multiple. problems,’ : Productions, .has: announced. it will agers
have been Ttalian. ”

in Japan Enable
US. Maj
(ors to
0 Sar Above ‘60 Totals
New, BigY

xX

Tokyo, Sept. 26.
A handful of big pictures pushed
American films to an upward turn
in Japan for first time after a

BombTestsSpark Mex

| Move to Ban Red Films
‘Mexico: City, Oct. 3.

Steady
five-year
sii
dwindling
overall
‘| Grosses

“The Russians aren’t very popular south of the horder as result
of. their resumption .of nuclear
Evans hasn't ehanged: his name
‘film. and distribute product in two
partment of State “(through its. .idioms—Spanish: and -English: Colegally. ‘and neither has his. _{bomb tests. There is a big buildup
Fitm Bureau. dependency! :that. it’ production deals will be. arrangéd -. Wife. And he doesn't ha¥e to. ‘| to boyeott all Red films, either
was. sanctioning. production of. 30 aecording to;agent 4Lonka: Becker, |’ sound _Ttalian. Bueno:
from: Russia itself or gatellite
‘films. by the National Assn. of In+ »why ds the. firm’s president. Initial‘
=} countries. :
devendent Exhibitors:
> picture. has -Fred MacMurray: and”
' Anti-Red film. drive !s being

“was

Pellicer’. contracted, ©-accord-

cent

spearheaded: ‘by national organizations... Among them are the Na-

“The. government likes the idea*

of this Year and 1962.
‘Jorge
Ferretis,
Film

Youth.

the National Parents Assn. and
the -Natidnal Students Federation.

Under Red Glare!:

because it will not offer any- drain ]
on Film -Bank funds. The associa- . taly
Tops
ons With
tion claims it will put up all budget:
money needed to turn out 30 pix:
in a:period covering ‘the balance |

Assn. of Catholie

Berlin,

‘Apart

from

protest .over

iongite
biz.

majors (and

in-

Commonwealth
$13,220,000 for

Seven,”

“Exodus”

and

carry-

overs of “Alamo”
and “Unforgiven.”
Metro Placed second, drawing
hefty coin from
“Where
Boys
Are,” “Cimarron,” holdover “BenHur” and late entry reissue of

‘‘Gloomed’ Opening|i"S.te" scx"
Mexican

U.S.

first eight: months of year com-.
pared
with $11,446.000 for the
same period of 1960.
United Artists showed the biggest gain to top Hst with $2,810,000, big biz coming from “Magnifi-

West Berlin Opera |e

and his -fir.t lieutenant Jose A: Linz. to. “Miss: “‘Becker..
been.* petitioning.
Firm will use Mexican, Airierican!
Quiroga.- had
authorities, for: permits . to enter and Spanish. exteriors in shooting ¢
independent
production
picture the various. pix.. Other executives
ever “since: tlie organization: Was Jof the company. include |pHobert
formed a .few- months’ ago. Their: Leener, veepee: Agustin
contention. is that they need mate-"vado, gerieral: manager: Pat’Pleven.
rial. te TH out exhibition time in. seeretary
and. : Sheldon
Graff,
their. houses.
Jady isor,

of

cluding
British
Film Corp.) were

the announcement ‘‘by. the De-

~ Juan F.;Lance, ‘association head,.‘Pita.

=

i?

the’ “Gone

With Wind.”

Other strong entries during tabnuclear
blasts, respective
heads
of tne organizations stress that }ulated period include “One-Eyed
Jacks” (Par:, “North to Alaska”
Mexica and its citizens have had

Oct. 3.

Mozart's Don Giovanni” was the more

than ‘enough of Red

(20th), “Pepe” (Col', with late
Starters “Guns of Navarone” (Col)
and “Last Sunset” (U: showing

propa-

\first-local contribution to the 11th. ' Sanda via. pix, and want no more
Berlin Cultural Festival (Sept. -24- of it.
Oct.. 10°, and the opener for. West
Berlin's new opera .house (official:

Swiss Newsmen|

early

speed.

20th-Fox were
third spot.

Italy'sDragnet

Paramount

neck

= and

and neek for

name: Deutsche Oper Berlini, an.
Comeback story shows stendout
iitra-modern building which. ‘five
pix carrying the load, in line with
* Neate in the making. cost 27,590.-"
the global trend. Companies with-nouncement, said production might~ pall” of ‘the Assti® ‘of. Swiss. Film 000. :D-Marks «nearly - $7,000:000', |
out them apparently cannot com‘partly -alleviate some of problems Journalists
resulted ‘in. “Dolce “Jargely contributed by the Bonn
pete for patrens or choice houses.
affecting the ‘industry. In ‘any: Vita’ being. picked as the best pic- “govt. Generally aeclaimed in Ber- |
This not only means 70m and other
.-easé, films produced can be shown ture shown in ‘Switzerland. during ‘lin, as “Germany’s most. beautiful
budget
blockbusters,
but
also
‘Milan, ‘Oct. 3.
in Mexico: and perhaps exchange- the: Jan... 1. 1960-June -30. 1961 iopera house- texcellent acoustics:
properly handled product which
Italy" s radio-¥ ideo government appeals to special large audience
-azreements worked, out with ‘other perriod. Reflecting the artistic up-* too!, it stands.on Bismarckstrasse.
-countries. Decision. .to ‘okay: ifide-.. beat of Ttalian product. in recent: ‘on the very same spot where the franchise, fn anticipation of its sec- segment like “Where Boys Are,”
pendents was taken... Ferretis said,} years, the 10 -Best list .contains!: old Deutsche Opernhaus, bombed .ond, longhair tv channel, .jas re- which captured teenage interest.
‘because bona fide producers, mem- aethree | - more.
Ttalian
-pietures, :
cently selected 38 radio and 28 tele- The large-seale Western remains a
out during the war. |
bers of the Mexican Assn. of Mo- ‘ hamely Michelangelo: Antonioni’s ;
‘vision scripts. submitted by .23 na- /-U.S. staple in Japan market and
tion Picture: Producers, have been! .“E’Avventura” and “La. Notte” in: The first production under the tions.. Included was the Nathan can still be counted on for tall
: new management of Gustav Rudolf
Kroll-produced series for National returns, particularly with a topkolding up production ever. since |third and fourth. spot, respectively,
the end. of the. industry strike: Vand Luchino Visconiti’s “Rocco and : Sellner. “Giovanni? had the ‘finest Educational. Television of New line star or two.
“opera talent .scen., here’ postwar: | York, “The Master Classes of PabProducers allege it is: ‘unprofitable ;his. Brothers,” sixth.
ann 70m -imports, one U.S. rep
“ Dietrich
-Fischer-Dieskau:
(litle
. to:-make. pictures. under current | ‘Runnerup position. of the ‘poll is,
: “It’s still not worthwhile to
“parts, Elisabeth Gruemmer (Danna. lo Casals.” photographed a year ago
e
conditions,
os
fheld. by France’s “Zazie. in- the’ Sub- ;Anna... -Pilar Lorengar ‘Donna EIl- at the U. of California.
brine them in. The print costs are
“ Another’ point -on which there is way” (Louis ©‘Malle’, whilst ‘the % vira', ‘Erika: Koeth. tZerline'\, ‘Don._A series of prizes was awarded. not justtified by fhe additional
‘divergence ..of opinion is the syph- ;same. country’s “Breathless” ‘Jean- | ald ‘Grobe - ‘(Don Octavior. Josef in the name of the annual Premio business.
-oning ‘of. money into ailing Pelicu- ;Lue Godard! ‘rates .seventh: 9 |.
Nippon remains a buyer’s mar‘Greind] (commander: Walter Ber- Ttalia. . These included a. first to
las Mexicanas: via the Film. Bank.i
Two’ Ingmar
Bergman . : films. rv tLeporelloiy and Ivan Sardi} “The True West” narrated by. the ket with Foho retaining a virtual
Jate
Gary
Cooper
and
produced
by
Producers .maintain that ‘budget .“Wild Strawberries” and - “Virgin !
‘stranglehold
on choice houses, put.|-Masettor.
‘the American, Donald B. Hyatt.. ting importers at mercy of accepteredits .. should be. made to. them:>Spring;” are representing Sweden
.- Best reviews went to Walter ‘The Swiss short. “Bife Is A Holy ing offered terms rather than nedirect, and not. through ay at [Bo‘Nos. five and nine, respectively. |‘Berry.
Georges
Wakhevitch§ of |.
Dav" by F elice ¥ italia, won a lesser gotiating. Best affense is strong
‘distributorships. Further .they.: al-;Poland’s “Ashes. and Diamonds” by"
Paris was touted for: his -imaginapictures for better terms and
Jese that the latter. owe them-con- [
Andrezej Wajda figures. in. eighth
prize.
tive settings and colorful costunies.
siderable: money, not profits as has position: . .
Ita tian “Through” The Looking favored
Reffecting domination of handbeen. publicly charged. in. certain | Onty- "Yank :‘picture included .1s Ferenc Fricsay- conducted.
Glass,” a hadgepodge of “Alice in
' Dignitarieés, headed by Federal
quarters. This. is money": that pro- -‘Billy: Wilder's “Apartment”. AU),
|
Wonderlard’ ‘and opera, won an ful of big pictures is situation
| president Heinrich. Luebke. and. Wwhere
increasing number of im‘ducers need to finance new produc. | as Number 10:
award but left audience and eritties

head. ‘in making

Butean |

the official an=4

Berne.

Sept. 26.

For Longhair TV

Seat

Brooke i

Berlin. Mayor Willy Brandt. came |

Oscar ‘Brooks. head: of. ‘the:‘assoelation, -vigorously. denied ‘that he
or other board members. had |in-

‘structed ‘membership

to. abstain;

Wind’1966 Tokyo.trois | in. dark ‘suits. ‘a gala party and tux ; Dut
and or.

tails

Brandt-.said,

Tokyo, Sept. 26.
eurr ent
With©.‘the }
has. ‘racked ‘up over ; City

Reissue ‘of -“Gone

from. production’ .activity. “He. ex-. Wind"

tM-G)

were

skipped,

ports. are. going directly into gen-

little- amused.

as }- Maurice

Ghana

eral

(France). get the

release,

usually

pairing

for

double bills. This is forced by
befitting {Pisa Prize for “fhe ‘True Story of longrun roadshows without added
situation in the iLittle James” telling about a sailor
foreign film outlets. At this writ|“hose: ship sinks arid his next life ing there are about 30 imported

as better

-political

under water with -a siren, plants. but’ unreleased films. The figure
-and animals in ‘marine’ surround- should climb soon with “Ben-Hur”
\ings. It is a little masterpiece in its going unprecedented into Tokyo's
| delicate instrumentation for 16 in- TY and SY chains (seven houses
the authorities and industry wark-|' “King of Kings” is ‘expected to
‘struments, five singers and two each) for four weeks.
ers are. being taken'.for :a: sleigh | follow ““wind's ” extended -run at
narrators.
|
Best of European pictures conride by independent... exhibitors the house .which was preceded by:
The most significant ‘works were tinue to do well in big cities and
making capital af enrrent. industry : gome J5 months.of. “Ben-Hur”, giv.
{perhaps the ty operas and battets: fading in hinterlands.
Ving Metro two fatt years...
crisis.s:conditions.
the “Italia” going to the Swedish.
Feelings are
marginal
asbout
‘pallet “The Bad Queen,” choreog- additional import licenses—twd to
‘raphed by Birgit Culberg with very. each. of 20 importer-distributors—
Mexico. City, Oct.. 3.
‘weak, insignificant music by Dag granted this fiscal] annum.
They
‘In a counter-attack to Red ‘prop- Wiren but stupendous lighting efare net. expected to have much
aganda seeping into. “Mexican pro: fects. The “Pisa” -prize went to impact on overall returns of mavincial areas, chiefly}, smail towns |
Continued ‘from page “4 ——
Austria’s composer Gottfried von -jors. With Hollywood production
Fimen (offen played by U.S. sym- greatly decreased, added licenses
Universal Espanol . will 'rélease the Sophia Loren-stattet “Mme. Sans aria.
de not figure to bring strong
phony orchestras) for his “Trial”
Gene”: in Spain, picking up release rights from. Agata Fi
2
7 7
with text by Kafka—whieh was entries.
. Rice}:
coproducer of the Italo-French-Spanish co-veature , ..'F
ping. up. its ewn activities. But unnow slated to star with Riehard Basebart and Keri Mathews in
the ‘ike the Russians, American prop- heard in N.Y.’s City Center Opera
several. years ago.
. Michael Carreras. (Enviand)—Tecisa. 4Spain) coproduction,
“The Peace~ agands is more subtte.
at. |:
ful Man” . .. Spanish cinema. school dean : Jose Luks -de Heredia
Case in point is decision te spontended the International Congress of me Institutes held in Berkley;
Calif. and presented. three short Spanish
, Borau’s “The River,” ser showings of “Hell to Eternity,”
Summers’ “The Old-Man,” and Saura’s “Sunday" Evening”: . .. Donna an’ Allied Artists’ film feature |
.
Rome, OGct. 3.
Anderson, Stanley Kramer’ ‘eontracf player and: former ballet: dancer,. Jeffrey. Hunter, .David Janssen and:SE
URAEREEaEEEntnacmme
URE
OUERRSTROER
aap
ennEEET
nce
mmmeet Continued frem page 15 —
“King of ; Kings”
ad-publicity
4s terping flamenco: while. on vacation here with young film ‘directer Vie Damone,‘ and based. on life: of ©
‘Guy
Gabaldon,
a
Los
Angeles
lad
sendoff
in
Europe
was discussed
$1.73)—“King and I” (20th) (6th
Sumner Williams (Gibralter-wedded last year).. . Italian sword-and-:
)
sandal producers have: been: signing Basque weight lifters and tree. of. Mexican descent. Serving in the
’
here this week at coordination
choppers (regional specialties) for forthcoming epics in..Roman lecales: U.S. Marines during World: War II,. Ruiaeisanpaaptidiiein oan, (CMA) conclave attended by top Metro
. Diana Dors and.Spain’s leading tenor Alfredo Kraus are teamed for he pressured around 2,000. Japs to (2,200. '70-$3.75.—"Ceme “Septem- exees
from
various
areas con‘an ‘early’ camera start in “They Met in Monte Carlo,” to -he filmed here ‘surrender to him merely via gift of |per”. (U) (2d wk). Modest $5,500 cerned.
Display aceesseries, pub-Defore Kraus makes
November appearance at La: Seala .-.. Pablito gab. Gabaldon knew the lingo since |or near, Opener was $6,500.
lications, records, ete., in combined
_, Calvo, -moppet in “Marcellino Pan y “Vino” (given a ‘gala re-issue. hé was brought up by a. Japanese- - Plaza (M-G) (936; -$1:05-$2.20'— advertising push for Samuet BronAmerican family after: his. folics |
“premiere last week), will] hang up his. ctesvafter. “Bareos. de Papel” e
were presented to
—“Pleasure of His Campany” (Par) sten
(Paper ,Boats! to get ‘in some schoating.
These, in turn,
already” been | (3d wk). ‘Big $10,008 Second was company toppers.
“3°
Mexico City
o:
_|screened,, with Gabaldon making a '$11,000.. “On Friday at Eleven” will take material te respective
eountfies. and areas, te be adapted
Mexican censorship. has turned thambs down. on Ital; os“Blue Coast,” short. personal appearance speeeh (BLC) opens Oct. 5.
is domestic
with Elsa Martinelli and Alberto Sordi. Ghjection is to. illicit Iove-af- ‘in ftuent. Spanish, before several
Rialto (20th) (529; '70-$1.20)— for lecal consumption
7
fairs of film, homosexual overtones and in general a.“morbid spectacle,” -|-hundred.- Mexican: Air’ Force and !“Marines Let's Ge” (20thi (2d wk) versions.
which Jorge Ferretis, censor chief, alleged is not to ‘the liking of the. Army . officers, including Gen. |Fair $4,500. Opening week was ’ For example, CGD, the ‘Ttalo rec-.Mexican public, Before fhey cracked’ down on. too-daring French films, |Roberto Fierro, Air ‘Force Chief. of $5,800.
Jord
company
which
distributes
Staff during the last’ war.‘aim
j
: Ritz. (M-G) (430: 76-$1.75:—"Twe |Metro platters, also wilt produce
‘however, ‘such theines were biggest boxoffice draws in Mexico...
Yul ‘Brynner, enroute to Buenas Aires for his “Taras. Bulba” assign- | | Propaganda value of
film is. a
’
1 Sturdy .and distrib the “King of Kings”
. ment, ‘used :a brief. stopover at Central Airport here to check on new: natural, since it puts _—. idea |Sosa (MG) (8th wh
| soundtrack (by Miklasz “Rasza:.
pay scales. Actor: says he's thinking of shooting one or two ‘pictures in of equality treatment in- U
and
|,
.
‘Pathe Marconi is doing the same
Mexico . ... Richard- Widmark, coproducer of: *‘Wounds of Hunger” in that rewards. are not einai _ Royalty (M-G) (936; $1.05-$2.20) for France. Metro’s Italo topper
wk). Great $15,000.
brief. visit here: to supervise ‘shooting - details of picture going before for top.echelon personnel,
Charles Rosmarin and press chief
cameras early ‘in October... Jose Litis Bueno and Dawson Bray dicker‘Free admissions are expected. to.
Mario Longardi hosted the conStudia One (Indie+ (556; 50-$4.20) ' ave.
ing to ‘take over ‘completion of film bio based on life of bullfighter. reach good segment of rural. popuTrap”
(Disney) (6th: Similar meetings are slated by
Catlos Arruza. Picture was initiated. by Bud Boetticher .... Agustin. ‘Tation. Plan is to. show filrns in open |—Parent
Lara’s- “Granada,” ditty which won composer. biggest international pop-. air whenever possible. After Mexi- wk). Smash $5,600
{Metro for “Kings” push in Fokyo
ularity, has now been waxed in Russian by Moscow’s Sergei Stepitch. ./can. tour picture will be shown on|
Warner: (WB) (1 185: 78-$1.75)— (for Far East) and Panama {for.
“Mexico sends “Yanco” and “Animas Trujano” (Rascally Souls), latter. same free basis throughout Central { “Fanny” (WB: (2d wk). Fast $14,- Latin America}.
Pie is slated to

pressed doubt that indépendent ex-':$196,000 in boff grosses with 181,~ [ ‘The: ‘event | was
hibitors_ can. ‘turn aut. 30 films in. 299 admissions in first 67 days at | Eurovision.
the next “15: moriths, and said that: Theatre Tokyo here..

felecast

by

US. SpoaseriagShevings

Of ‘AA’s ‘Hell toEternity’|
Te Counter. Soviet: Line‘:

~ International Soundtrack

HUDDLE IN ROME ON
|
RELEASE OF ‘EENGS’

West End

1

starring Tishoro Mifune,to the. San Francisco Festival” in’‘November.

America,

000°or near.

First was $14,700.

jopen in Italian keys Oct. 26.
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE PREMIERE
NEW YORK SHOWING* TOMORROW AT THE
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLOF

| MUNRO

KW

% of 1

+,
JULES FEIFFER'S ACADEMY
AWARD WINNING SHORT SUBJECT
DIRECTED BY GENE DEITCH

PRODUCED BY WILLIAM L. SNYDER

Ke

ou| ortmmingt
lonq—and I angled a
TWo--day (a% for
the Premiere!

*LIKE EVERYONE ELSE IN NEW YORK.
MUNRO WILL BE HAVING HIS

BREAKFAST ar’IFFA
MAIN COURSE, OF COURSE!
Munro will help you do money tricks at your boxoffice!
Even if you're too far out to see him, book him!

Call your Paramount Exchange NOW!

;

PICTURES

__¥ cdnesday, October 4,1961 .
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Amusement StockQuotations ITokyo Critic Wishes Yanks Interested In

|Modern, Not Just Costume, Japanesers

', Week Ended Tues. (3 ):

‘N. Y. Stock Exchange.

1961
High ‘Low
“2734
-1734

Net
* Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly. ‘Tues:.. . Change.
in 100s
High
Low
Close. for wk.
ABC ‘Vending 131
2034
1814
— 1812
+ 4%

617%

4134

Am. Br-Par Th 180.

42%%.

3214

CBS.....; eee

2734-1716

Ampex .... 1108
6

853g 2135. .Col, Pix...,. 30

4814

201%
$33 |

45534

4814.

+216

1794191
3114... 8236

*

—

3036

2814

«2934

L156

297%"

291°

2934

4.58

Edinburgh. Blush “|Hearst’'s Hub FusePuts.
Continued | from. page’ :
Several Amusement Eds

On Street, ButAbruptly

While

it’s all very nice to have

U.S, film critics and audiences talk
in flattering
terms
about
the
strange and exotic Japanese films
epitomized by “Roshomon,” “Gate

of Hell,” and

“Ugetzu,”

at least

represented. by films: like these,
one Japanese critic wishes that
the.time has come for some. very
Americans would take the same in4714 32
Decea. ...... 146 ~ 363%
3214 86%.
$334
with
the].
serious
conversations
terest in Japanese films concerned
4614 2656 - Disney. .....
81
3513
333g.
34—
Boston, Oct. -3.
.
American
motion
picture
industry.
11934 9719 Eastman Kdk, 323
10214 8834 °= 934
~ One ‘of the best kept secrets in ;with the problems of contemporary
73% - 47g EME:
0: .858
“518°
47%
5"
oe
. “Why -were- these independent | Boston, the merging: of Hearst's |life.
712-1253
Glen Alden’: 370
13%,
1214
12%.
— &
motion pictures: shown at Edin- Boston Evening American into the: ‘ Kenjl Kanesaka made the ob35'g 1573 Lodw’s” “Thea, 172-2734
2614
27a
TB 8 .| burgh?—Not because the direction ‘Record, with the loss of near 200::servation in New York last week
7214
3638 : MCA Ine. ... -43
10
6514
6934.
+3344%. lof the Edinburgh Film :Festival jobs, 69 in the ‘editorial depart- ! as he was winding up an extensive
7038 4113 MetroGM..,. 554
5024
473%
4918
4.214 ‘| harbors unfriendly feelings toward ments, caught staffers flatfooted::visit to the States. This had in4133 253, NAFI Corp... 139
2773
2573
25%
~— %- 1 the U.S:, but because there was. with an announcement from the cluded a stay at Harvard ‘for an
914°. 515 Nat. Thea,- 27202.
«7
634
63%
eee.
nothing ‘else from which to choos . publisher late Thursday (28). Tele-! ‘international humanities seminar)
2178 1653 - Outlet
41880 ~ .21
. 195g
2034
+1%:
“No top American film was sub- grams went to those axed Saturday : as well as in Hollywood (for a sur8534. 53%3—- Paramount. . . 104.
5934
5654
57%
—%
‘vey of production methods
and
{ mitted. .although,. as: usual, the (30).
255g 1734. Phileo
2.4... 376 . 2214.
213% — 2134
+ %
The Boston Evening American'- problems. Latter was undertaken
| American: motion. -picture. com227
2175
Polaroid EL 263 * 19934 ° 18714
18944
— 12
panies were invited to participate. j Went. out of existence as a sep- ;on behalf of the Shochiku Studiog
6558
4915 RCA
...... 402.
5512
5234
545%
+114
long ago as early July the ques-, arate. newspaper Monday (2) with of Tokyo for whom Kanesaka.
1834 1034- Republic..... 256° 11414. “1114. 137 = 4-28 “. | As
tion of American participation was. the Hearst organization publishing. jworks in an advisory capacity.
22
143, Rep, pfd.... 27
1734
4634 1734
34 . ‘brought
{in its place a single all day newsbefore..a meeting of. the!
New York host to the visitor 1as
36
2614 Stanley War.
76
3314
313%
3214
+ 34
“Boston . Record |\Tom Brandon. prexy of Brandon
‘member companies: of: the Motion ; paper, - the.
_
| Picture Export Assn. Interest. Was
| American.”
'—Ims, who in the 1959-60 film sea‘8514 .3078. 20th-Fox
~ 201
3273
- 307%
.3078
—134
“Cuts were made into the staffs ,son snonsored the critically suc40°, 2912 United Artists 95 32
31
31% =484 | totally lacking.
of the
three newspapers,
the}
q- {cessful Festival of Japanese Films
Very Crucial:
0434 5234 Warner: .
Bros... 3177
TW
7234
=-214
American, Record, and SundayA
at the Little Carnegie Theatre in
198%, 9714 Zenith 22... (403 17634. -16744°°'17234
+286
_*“Every effort should be. made to :' vertiser. ‘Out as a result of the |New York. It was in the course of
were:
George
Clarke, i‘a discussion of the Brandon festival
correct - this situation. ‘The Edin- :‘merger

8414 2734 Storer. ...

19

‘American Stock.‘Exchange

pis

(1514
415

2433
2215

1673:

955

ea Allied’ Attists 85. °-6i4"

7g BalM’nt GAC .32 . 10. 2
. Buckeye Corp 145.
21°

934. Cap..Cit: Bde.. 72.

-453

Cinerama Inc.2470

B° .Desilt Prods. 43

475 Filmways

18 ~°32'y° Movielab

2534.

814° MPO Vid.

.-..

22

50

. 90

19

223%

956

Te

27%3

19

(5%

9%
«2.

1744

19%}

834.

8 §=661K

©1394:

1544.

61RD

934°
2.:

‘burgh Festival is a cultural event, |former city editor of. the New::showing (which placed strong emin Great Brit- j York Mirror, and nitery colum- ;
' phasis on films concerning the con-

HH

Jo£ great importance

++.
ae

ain. Except. for these miserable
films, there is ho American representation in’ this ‘year's. event. It.
is understandable: that the New
York’ Philharmonie Orchestra may

nist. of the Record for nearly 20
years here; Bill Buchanan, tv edi-

temporary

Japanese

scene)

that

Kanesaka
made
his
statement
about the costume epics.
8=8©6©20%%... $11¢
livan, drama and film editor, Bos| Although such films are {mpnr834 ° —.14
ton Sunday Advertiser; Leo Gaff‘tant. and have served an especially
6ls
. 114. . |not always be available or. firian-! ney, long time drama editor of ©
iimportant
function this side
ir
161% ---+4334° -| cially able'to make. a trip but. two- the Record:
ve ‘making
Americans
aware of the

18

173g

+.%

tor of.the Record;

Mary

X. Sul-

$212.

‘tor. three good. motion pictures are ! - Clarke’s last “Around Boston’
‘abilities of Japanese filmmakers,
always within the realm of pOssi- ; column. ran in the Record Satur- ;i Kanesaka observed that the Tokyo
day (30), a review on Sophie Tuc- }
bility, and, it..would cost ‘no-one
ifilm
industry
‘which
last
vear
1013... 6 - Reeves Snd... 500
BIg:
614
‘TS
+f 54 .| anything to make these films avail- ‘Ker, appearing at the Monticello:
turned ouf no less than 547 films)
FT . 20
Screen ‘Gems 31.2234.
2214 .. 413%
able to: represent the United States ' nitery in Framingham.
4238 1124 Technicolor. . 781
3014
2648. - 2858... 2%. at. an international event of this ° Harold G: Kern,. publisher of has a‘lot more to offer serious film
|goers than quaint pictures of a cul“B31
934 Teleprompter’ -87
1912
1614
16¥6 . 36
the Record.'and
the American,
‘caliber.
j ture long avo and far away. By no
614.
258 -Tele Indus... 11
314
3°
.
“It may be atgued that film festi-|| said: “Boston is: the only city in ; means would he suggest that any
2534:- 14t2 ‘Trans-Lux ©-» 10
2018
2034
2015 + Y
three
|vals. are a ‘little value and not: ‘the United States where
| large percertage of the 500-plus
publishing
companies
4+-worth bothering “about.. But- ‘they 1 separate
films
turned
out
annually
are
* Week. ‘Ended Mon. (2),
have
both
morning
and
evening
are-a fact of life, Another fact is.;
worth exporting, but there are &%
t Actual Volume.
that other. much smaller’countries newspapers with the dual publish- number of fine films made every
‘(Courtesy of Merrill, Eyneh, Pierce, Fenner -& Smith;Tne)
| are well Pepresented. ‘In the case of’;ling costs involved.It is obviously year which deserve but do not get
‘|Edinburgh this year, Hungary, |unsound ‘in these ‘days of high showings in the ‘U.S.
wage and other production costs
Czechoslovakia, “Pol and,’ Yugo‘Over-the-Counter Securities
‘to’ endeavor to continue such a
Examples
-. Bid
‘Ask
an “|slavia, Russia and East. Germanyy |program. The Combined Record| Cited by the critic were the
'-| were represented with varying deAmerica. CORP,
ov eéssseevbagsbineeeebees
3TR
.
4%
—
|American follows the pattern of works of such directors as Akir2
=|
grees
of
effectiveness
and
all
of.
Four’ Star Television weeseurecescvevces 22
24-°
—l1
.
‘the. tabloid Sun and Times in Kurosawa, whose “Ikaru” was the
|the films. from these countries}
Gen: Aniline
& FA.......... wesetye scans +290
$24:
$10
| Chieago—these
two
newspapers major hit of Brandon's fest, and
“General Drive-in °.......020. cececeeses 1656. . -1734— & ‘| shown..during ‘the first. week. were ‘were published separately in the whose “Drunken Angel” was run' | better-.than the. competing films
Gold Medal Studios ...000..00 24. seerceee .
of
ne
morning and evening fields.” ner-up, as well as of Masaki Ko1
from.
the
U.S.”
King Bros
Loa tp eee ewe eeeeee en
14
15%
—%
The following
“notice”
was bayashi (“The Human Condition”)
Greece, | “France, . Netherlands, posted“ on
Magna Pictures .....scccececescsceneess 8 *
-334
— %.
the paper’s bulletin and Keisuke Kinoshita (“Carmen
| sweden, Great Britain and. Italy, board: “Union members will be
Metromedia Inc. ....2 0.0.0. eececeeseseee 14%. 1534
i
‘according: to the dispatchzshowed: | notified by Saturday afternoon if Comes Home”).
Official
Films
eb
Rae van ee eee es ree eeeee —
23%
314
ew
The lukewarm critical reception
Sterling Television. c..¢...scccsssceescee, 2%
273°
ae BS films: “better than. the _ competing. {they are to be dropped from the
‘here to Kobayashi’s “Human ‘ConU. A. Theatres - ..incccvdeccccecsccces G14
ys
— 14 : ‘|films, from the U.S.”
“staff. They will -be notified by}: dition” t won the top prize at
Wometco Enterprises -s...i00.0/.pascnee 2504 ae of
346

53, 214

1014

Natl Telefilm 80

- 334: Reeves Bdest

Wrather™ COP.

41.

214

538°

214 7 214

5

eect eee n eet e peat

“51g.

~— 14

—- 19

Document

Tha a vom 44

f Source: Nattonat Assn.of Securities Dealers Tne.)

includes

a series: of: ‘telegram at their home. Severance |Venice a vear ago) was particularly

| British press’ comments

disparag-i
pay. and all contract

agreements | disapvointing to both Kanesaka and

‘ing the U-S: presentations, which| will -be. kept by management.

t | Brandon. They consider its picture
dt. said “tell a. Pretty dismal story.” ‘will be a 24 hour. operation. It! ‘of Japanese arti-war sentiment to
| The: newspapers
included
the starts Oct. 1 Sunday afternoon ihave heen something of a preGuardian, | Scotman, _and Glasgow :with. a 2. p.m. edition and there yision. or at Jeast foretaste, of the
‘will be other editions at 4:45, 7:30 | Japanese political climate whieh
,{ p.m. The first Sunrise at 11:15 resulted jin riots over signing of
‘p.m, the last Sunrise at 2:45 a.m., the U.S.-Janan defense treaty ard

“serBays:&sels
(lly
ae
-Aug
a t Herald.

‘Longest Day’

followed by a Cambridge Somer- :jin former President Eisenhower's
sitedition. The Green Race will :cancelled trio to Tokvo last vear.
be dropped. The. management feels! Brandon, who withdrew “Cordli there will be many hardships but tion” from release following is
‘notable -in latest Securities & Ex. |’
quand. - The. Teal Kieffer Was’ at believes it is better to save some initial onening in New York, fels
jobs'.rather than to lose all by the publie view may now be vitally
change Commission’ report. on ‘in- nard Tabakin bought his ‘first 300 hand to give. advice.
,
sider. stock deals. Summary covers shares. “.
Andrew.” Marton -directed Ouis- | closing the plant. Under this new concerned with its point of view
Supervising
editor
Win and nians t9 reissue it. The picture,
“period July-.11-Aug,.. 10. Albert | * National Theatres: & Ty Inc. — ° treham: and. Pointe du Hoc, Ken (setup:
Zugsmith dropped 24,700 common John. B. Bertero sold. 1,800 shares, Annakin handled. the Orne ‘River . Brooks; ‘C. Edward. Holland, man- twhich is over three hours long. i3
the
Record- actually a part of a film trilogv
shares, still retaining. massive AA. leaving: him with'.1,010. Samuel sequence which included the glider ‘aging - editor’ of
lioldings ‘of. 106,800. ‘Roger: W. Hur-. -Firks: dropped . 10,000; -Tetaining landings, and Gerd Oswald did; American; Sam Bornstein, man- running in the neighborhood of
lock acquired 600, upping his‘.total 29,164. William J. "Friedman. gold Ste.’ Mere Eglise. Elmo Williams, aging editor of the Sunday Ad- nine hours all told.
to: an even. ‘25.000. shares. Herman’ 2,000, leaving him with 1,000. Eu- | top second unit’ director and crack vertiser,. and regretfully we. are
On his return home, Kanesaka
-Rifkin,
through a - . corporation ; gene V. Klein bought 24;900 direct- ‘editor, is supervising -directors and losing James P. Murphy (man-. Tenorted he was going to stronsiv
listed. ‘under his. name, sold 1,800, ly- and. 3,000’ through a. ‘foundation | skeds ‘for DFZ. .
‘aging editor, Record) by retire- edaise Shochiku.
and .the other
holding: onto 9,707 shares.
Bernard Wicki, the German di-|ment,
Janarese maiors, that thev must
| listed: ‘urider his. name, hiking his’
will be a full size; cut down on auantitv production
Advertiser
In other show business trans-. combined total: to 78,123. shares. rector, has-just joined the com- pa’
sar, ”
and coneertrate on aualitv, a la
actions (aH in’ .common. shares un-: ‘Sheldon; -‘Smerling through. a hold- pany,and will direct all Sequences
The lineup on the new all day Hollywoed. The situation has al-1ing company acquired 144,164, mak- involving. German. actors. ‘Thesps'
less. designated: otherwise)::
who
haven't
yet
-worked
-in
this
|
paper.
shaped
up
with
Holland,
ing
a
total
of’
151,564.
‘shares
held.
most
gotten out of hand. he satd,
ABC. Vending. Corp. — Jacob
‘film, which. 20th-Fox ‘will eventu- former assistant managing editor, since the Jananese industry deBeresin sold: 500. shares, keeping by the company... ©:
‘ally
release.
“include
William
!
taking
over
the
m.e.
spot;
Win
cided
fo fitht tv commetition by
. Paramount | Pictures
Corp: —
42,588 ‘in a -private- trarisaction.
double
feature
oro_ Harold: E..Newcomb sold: 200; deave George Weltner sold |300,. holding Holden; Henry Fonda, -Curt Jur- 4 Brooks, ‘Managing editor of the: ‘institutivs
y/gens:
and
others,
Femme
lead
in!
American,
|
becomes
supervising
|
grams
which.
at a time of crisis,
“{.onto- 145.
ing .him .with 620, shares..
|editor; - Sam
Bornstein. remains actually Inereased production.
the film
is
assigned
to
a@
new
comer,
ABC-Paramount. ‘Theatres—J; ames | Rollins Broadeasting. ‘Ine.—Jonn jritia
Demiich.
' leditor of the Sunday Advertiser. There was even a bricf attempt ta
~G. Riddell exercised. option to pur- “W.-Rollins: sold °200.- making his:
With the Normandy. end of “The John Noonan, executive city editor. intraduce trinle feature vrograms.
- chasée‘1,530 shares, pegging his total ‘total. 13,396: shares: As a. guardian. -Longest. Day”? now wrapped up,: of the American is retiring. Jack
_ The
JTenanese
industry
mst
he bought 206, . leaviing:2,700 held activity again. splits in: two direc_Aoldings at 3.060.
McLean, former city. editor of the start looli-e for substantial maroT
- Cinerama,,. Inc. — B. G. ‘Kranze in, this fashion.
| tions.: One unit.goes to.the Ile de: American, becomes city editor of kets ahroad. according to Kanesak1,
Inc: — Lh. NL : ‘Re for more outdoor filming.. The! ‘the new all day jewspaper.
Gems
‘First:‘sold “300 then: later exercised a. Screen
and will orl« be successful in ti
option to buy 3,000. Shares, giv ing Blancke, exchange for Fico Corp. other does work. around Paris and, ‘ Alam Frazer, “My Boston” col- pursuit hy ‘senerally raising tke
shares, acquired 194 for a total of in mid-October,. moves .into the:_umnist of the American, will be qualite far accentance in the inhim -a. total of 3:500: °
Columbia: Pictures Corp,—Louis 228: Abraham Montague, also swap- Studio Boulogne to: start interior , the columnist .of the new all day ternatioral market. However. he
:
paper. Elliot Norton will be drama stressed that this must nof mesn
J. Barbano, in exchange for shares :ping’ Fico: stock, acquired. 1,164, Ww ork. |
\eritic. of the
¢ombined
paper. turnin:
of Fico. Corp., acquired ‘650. ‘shares, upping his’ ‘holdings to. 2.338. :
out “denatured
norStanley
Warner
Corp.
—-Harry.
M.
drama
and
film Javanese”
tne
pietures
To he
his first in Columbia. L. M. Blancke |"
Setkendort Sr. was listed. as hav- 4 Peggy | Doyle.
acquired 866 in the same fashion, Kalmine bought 200, »“hiking his ‘ing. ‘acquired a bloc: of :7,880.000|leritic of the Anierican, remains. suceessful
the
pix
must
he
then sold .100, leaving him with, total to 700 shares.‘
| shares, giving. him no less than ;! Anth ony La Camera, tv columnist uniauely Jananese. thus: presently
° 945 shares.
Teleprompter Corp. —Fred Bae- 12,132, ‘465 common. ‘shares. In the: 'and editor of the American, will the overseas patrons with someFilmways — - Léo Goodman. sold ton got Tid .of.1,000, ‘holding: onto -secand: preferred -‘stock ‘eategory, i have the same setup for the com- thing which cannot be supplicd
by anvore else,
| 37.373 shares:
;
900 shares, hoiding onto: 6.325.
Zeckendorf got rid. of his entire bined paper.
Metro - Goldwyn - ‘Mayer: — Ray-.| . Tnited Artists Corp. —Herbert L.. holdings of 985,000 shares.
David Sueckind acquired riv>f¢
Columbia
Pictures
bought
“Three
|
!
mond A. -Klune. sold. 1,200° shares, Golden. exercised option: to buy 5,-] -Zenith—James' E. Anderson exercised. option to.:bu” 900 shares, On a Couen,” oviginal comedy by fo Td Mosel’s play, “All the Way
keeping 1090.° Penjtmin 'Meiniker 100), giving him. 5,238-in all. .
‘Arne
Sultan
and
Marvin
Worth.
i
Home.”
fiving
.
him
2,
150.
in
all.
sold 1,600, Tetaining’ 1,185. ‘Robert ! ‘Webb & Knapp Inc. — William

‘Washington, Oct. ‘8... 9+ O'Brien dropped. 3,000, leaving ;

Allied’ “Artists -transactions.-were.

him with 1,185.

~ National Telefilm Assoc, — Bere
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“JOLLY FILM
presents a spectacular picture produced by

RORY CALHOUN-YOKO TANI
THE GREAT ADVENTURE OF

THE GREAT ADVENTURE OF AN ITALIAN
mm CHINA

E
S
E
N
O
G
E
R
F
A/ film by HUGO
CinemaScope

=

Eastmancolor

Directed by PIERO PIEROTTI

FROM

THE MOST LEGENDARY JOURNEY IN HISTORY—
VENICE TO PEIPING OVER THE GREAT CHINESE WALL—

$ for general release: February 1962
Worldwide Sales:

BOER

Maeve

————

7, Largo Messico, Rome, Italy — Tel. 863.621 - 867.893 - 841.744 — Cables: Jollyfilm - Rome
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Little Messages

ONT JUST

@ As is well known, the E. in Joe E. Levine is for Enterprise.
Else he might still be in Boston sitting on his states rights. How
he made it to New York, Rome, London, Hollywood and other

points is his own calculated saga of Do-It-Yourself.
® Know his “Secret Ingredient?”

Not girls in short togas.

Not lions on a leash. Not the manly biceps of Steve Reeves.
Not champagne luncheons. Not saturation bookings. Those.
things were just incidentals along the way.
@ His “Secret Ingredient” was tradepaper advertising. -The

good old reliable fundamental:of film merchandizing.
@ Levine and his Embassy Pictures published a splurge of

sell-sell-sell copy in Variety.

And what followed?

Literally

and simply, fame and fortune, that’s all. Overnight the Boston
Barnum was a national and an international figure. Men who
didn’t wantto be impressed, were impressed. Companies that.
would have considered that they were honoring him to break
bread now were hopeful that he would honor them.

@ You, too, can Do-It-Yourself,
Just Call, Wire or Write.

The medium is handy.

Weduaeday, October 4, 1961 _
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to bring this up to half million dol! scolded for the “Longest Day” |cerning the incident has been
called. Green Valley.
7
During past two. weeks: the; :pub-| lars’ is out, of-question; IA chief; troop deployment, which the Pan- | wiped. clean from the officers’ rectagon defended stoutly as in keep- ; Ords
Sinee’ the | purchase numerous lic’ has. been ‘invited’ to buy sal- ‘stated.
sets’. have risen,: simulating ere |
vaged : objects: from sets: 20th | Total cost of IA mects is based ing with regulations.
As for “Longest Day,” full text
parts of t! world, including west- didn't ‘want. A -.two-acre .area ‘on on. per diem, mileage, ete.
' It. was revealed - that Darryl: of Sylvester's
reply to Wilson
‘ern replicas: China village iin “Left. Pico. ‘has .been - sectioned: off for.
2
. Zanuck’s production outfit’ paid ‘ obtained by VARIETY included this
Hand -of God” “was constructed |this Purpose : -with ‘M.. K, Wolfson,
the freight for moving 150 Rangers: defense of the “full cooperation”
there, among. other: sets.
‘1400 miles from Germany to France ;i given Zanuck:
project. manager, in charge of.
Since .demolition .started here, sales.
| (and»back) to reenact D-Day fight“It was our eonsidered opinion studio
has moved five railroad| Ameng items sprawled over the.
ing. So there was no cost to the:
trains, mobile .paint frame, :poles,| enclosure aré hundreds of posters
| taxpayers... The
troops, however, , that basically such a story has histor.cal
importance and that the film
walls and ‘other. heavy equipment..| and billboards dating back 25 years
weéren’t paid extra wages because :
‘From time to. time other apparatus {|or. more, the 10 ft. cross from “The |they ‘needéd some “cliff-scaling” j Will give the public a better understanding
of a most crucial comhat
will “be moved, “including Sersen.|
horsecar. seats, about
a].
Robe,”
> ‘Port Arthur, .Tex., Oct.
practice anyway.
operation.
Lake which has’ already been. used. dozen . trunks; one marked’ Field
The
city’s
newly
named
board
of|
Although
a
few
questions
were
{ “The film would show the US.
-for miniatures on-15° pix. ‘Steel |-Marshal Erwin Rommel, old bar-.
|Jeft dangling, Rep. Bob Wilson : Armed Forces in gallant action,
‘sky backdrop here will: be -re- bershop: chairs,’ torpedoes, ersatz censors. in its first action Friday
(29) ruled that ‘a protested film,!‘R-Cal.), who fired a rocket to , although it deals with war in its
placed by new one, now in-process: . telescopes. sofas, straw baby’ am
“Poor White Trash,” isnot abscene :Assistant Defense Secretary Rob. tf shov'd prove beneli-of building at .a cost of.‘$300,000,i
*Tiages,. desks, long sleds, two
Chi- and could. continue showing. here. jert Sylvester about the Zanuck |
‘cial ‘for recruiting and in creating
to. ‘be ready for the Battle. -of ©
“nese buddhas from “King: and 1’ Ruling was revealed by W. T.;: movements, was said to be AD-;
general
interest
in the Armed
Actrium in “Cleopatra.”
|plus other objects :from film, arti-. ‘Weathington, city health “Officer | peased, and not inclined to raise:;Services.”
AH told 25 standing sets, streets, !
‘ ficial. catci, barrel: of leg. irons , who: heads ‘the five member panel.! any more fuss- about the subject. :
waterways: ‘and. lakes will- vanish;
‘used. -for electrocution, two elet- | The: censors viewed the film after
Following Sylvester’s reply, a! And Sylvester stressed that no
from the 20th :lot vby the end .of:
, Violation of army regulations was
tric chairs, old beds, ‘all shapes of |a ‘protest to the city commission spokesman for Wilson, Chairman :
November.
columns, and. items -‘for. “antique jfrom the Reverend John R. Wright, of the National Republican Cam-: apparently involved from the facets
Tom Mix’s stable on the 100,
‘hunters,
pastor
of
the
First
Baptist
Church
paign Committee, said the Jaw-|obtained from the European Com‘Original acres is being retained ‘as|
A few’ stars ‘have visited’ the site |‘and prez‘of: the Port Arthur Minis- maker’s gripe was not against mili-: mand. The rangers weren’t taken
a machineshop and special effects!
,
but few bought. Curios are; selling. |. terial . Alliance,
and. Dr. E.. A. tary coopération with picture pro-i: from Berlin.
-storeroom.. Shirley: Temple’s .bun-:
i for ‘Se. on’ the: original -dollar, -ac-|Autrey,.pastor
of the Procter ‘ducers. Rather, Wilson thought | The troops weren’t paid as exfras
. galow, converted. some years ago.;
:
because
the
deployment
was
recoiding
to
Wolfson.-In
two
weeks,
|
Street
Baptist.Church
and
reprethe treatment of the Army. officers;
to the dentist's office, will shortly:
| Fenning told -:VARIETY, :$10, 000 -had sentative of ‘the. Citizens Better- in Berlin had been inequitable in igarded by the European Command
tenant the hospital, now fn another:
‘light of what. he regarded as a'as “an opportunity for the ranger
been taken in at the aviary bargain: ment. Committee. _
section. Janet Gaynor's . dressing~ | centre,
“Membership. ‘of the” _censors rather similar. situation in the “type troops to participate in cliffrooms for years ‘have been .occusealing training. Consequently, any
_ Each day trucks bring in. new. board was. completed only this. Zanuck affair,
pied by studio's music diréctor.
wages in addition to their military
Joads. of. items, ‘some bringing as week by the city Commission to.
-(It was learned elsewhere that!
Stage 14, dedicated to Tom Mix,
high. as $250. A> five. foot. bell from, control “obsenity in -publications, . Motion ‘Picture Assn. was instru-;ipay would not be justified while
still has a plaque. on. the outside |
“Bell ‘of .Adano,”’ -a snow... man, primarily. magazines,*and motion ‘mental in ironing out the difficul- | participating in military training
“wall: Stage 8, for which much ado|
xercises.”
‘pieces from | “Peyton Place’. are, pictures. Appointed to the board ties between Wilson and the Penwas made on its dedication to. Will:
; Still uvailable at. this writing._ As- result of all the facts on
‘and approved by the. City Council tagon.)
Rogers, still. is active, as is’ Mix’s, |
It.
was.
estimated
5,000
péople
hand, Sylvester said “there is no
were Mrs, J. M. Lowenstein, Mr. }Not Wrong Enough’
for features-as ‘well as tv.. Neither
| Have. visited the. area, mostly ‘sight- R..L. ‘Murray and Elwyn Ponder.
Army officers who helped Paar; thought of reprimanding anyone
will be touched by Wreckers: .
Nostalgically.. vet
exec. ‘ Fred j seers, “1066. buyers.”* Many come : fourth member is to be named film the Berlin drama were cleared!! concerned.”
with nopes of. gaining: entrance to ater,
of any wrongdoing by Gen. Bruce: - There was one ambigious paraMetzler ‘looks back on such stars.
the siudio. but: are not Permitted.
C. ‘Clarke, Army Commander for: | graph in reply to Wilson’s query
as. Rogers, Buck. Jones, Miss..Tem-beyond enclosure.
Siqone Signoret will costar with Europe. “No one did anything ; about whether such a long-distance
pies Alice’ ‘Faye,
Don. Anieche,
-There are:.850 ‘trees. on the 286 ‘Laurence
Olivier in James Woolf's wrong enough to warrant criti- move of troops to help out a pro7 yrone Power, Loretta. “Young: and
Betty. Grable as the backbone: of acres, some 40 ft:.tall, being stock- “Term of ‘Trial for WB telease. -cism, Clarke said in a statement :ducer was normal.
“The deploymer¢ of troops any
be company ‘s-roster in days: gone: } piled and~ preserved - ‘at.. cost’ of.
| $150,000 :for. replanting along the| “::
appreciable distance tc a special
location to coincide with the de* Colonial ‘Mansion’s 88 . Pix, :| Avenue of the Stars in Century |:
City.. ‘fhe 20 variety of trees went
sires of a motion picture producer
Many. a. tear. was shed. Aug. 17 along with the sale. Cost to build |
is not normal. The training evaluawhen bulldozers: .began’ ‘Tipping the Avenue -of -the: Stars is. estiWall Street brokerage house of Kidder Peabody & Co. has put up tion by the Command concerned is
apart the Colonial: Mansion built , mated ‘at. more: than’ $1, 000,000.
in -1934 for Miss “‘Temple’s “The !‘This is not “to be ‘confused with a “substantial” portion of the financing to get the new electronic dub- a deciding factor.’
Sylvester s32id the details of the’
Little Colonel.” This same. set was jWalk of :the. Stars on ‘Hollywood -bing ‘and. post-syncing system known as Instant Sync onto the market.
used 32 other times for ‘pix like i Blvd. and Vine St: which set: mer- Wall Street house owns less than 50% interest, but has two men on the operation were the responsibility
of
Gen. Lauris Norstad. Supreme
*Gentleman’s: Agreement,” “Carou- |chants. back close to $1,500,000. five-man board. N: ew. company is formally" called Instant SynchronizaAllied Commander in Europe.
_ gel,” “Pinky,” -“Three. Coins in the’; Ave. of Stars will. be’ 175° ft.. wide, tion Corp:
The
Assistant Defense Secretary
Demonstrated to the press in New York earlier this year, Instant
Fountain,” etc. Last. picture ‘to |and a Mile long.. ;
Sync eliminates the present_method of loop dubbing, using a device gave this general policy statement
take advantage of the set was
‘Last week builders paid. ‘the City which allows the yoice of the dubbing performer to activate the sound- on picture cooperation:
“Sanctuary” early, this year.
| of L. A. $400,000. for installing. sew- track: System, which cuts down dubbing time considerably, was de“If a project is considered to
Second to méet ‘its maker was ‘ers'in the-development..
‘Permanent - Gardens where 32 pix - Final note centres on this Vari -veloped by Dennis: Gunst. Prexy and general manager.of firm is Jean ‘benefit the Defense Dept. and is
were shof,: ‘beginning with “The ‘ETY reporter, on hand fora double- _Lenauer, and. Mike Beck, indie public relations exec, is secretary- in the best interest of national deRains -Came” in. 1939 ‘to “The check with Fenning and. Wolfson, treasurer. In addition to Lenauer and Beck, the board Incudes attorney fense, we like to coopezate to the
Fiercest Heart,” last of five pix witnessing two sales. One customer ‘Ephraim. London, and William Ruane and Edwartl Goodnow of Kidder best of our ability within the lim‘Peabady... Present plans call. for construction. of additional syncing ma- its of our policy: In the past, I
--filmed in it: this year.
‘|was Susan Cummings who has aphave requested my staff, and I
. Of the 25 sets, streets and. ‘water- peared. in films and ty. She. was. chines for licensing. to studios both here and abroad.
know that the Chiefs of Informaways 17 already have. disappeared. ‘| interested. in. several papier ‘mache
Remaining. are the New England pieces,-- pockmarked,- which _ she. - Ttinerama, mobile balloon theatre. now tourlng France with “This ‘ tion of the Services also have asked
Street, used 22 times since: “State. ‘bought for $25: a piece. Original Ts. ‘Cinerama, " has played to capacity audiences ‘plus’ standing room :‘their people, to stimulate the comof suitable
-Fair" was. first filmed. on it :in cost for each was $500.: She bought. frequently since its introduction Sept. 4,. according to Nicolas Reisini, imercial production
films, both for tv and theatrical
1945, to be rubbed out this. “month. them’ plus --three: wooden: columns ‘president of. ‘Cinerama.
Grosses in various locations during - the first two weeks exceeded |
elease in carrying out our obliFive will be uprooted next: month. priced at $19. each.
$60,000, he said: Gross was $8,000 in. two nights in Mantes-la-Jolie,|;gation of keeping the American
including ‘Wheeler Park; .-Berna- {:
A second woman: liked a five ‘foot | drawing" 6,000 persons of the town’s: total population of 17,000. Two ! public informed about Defense
Jette St., built in 1944. ‘for ' “Song |.octagonal.
piece. “How much do days in: Compiegne brought $7,200. and a four-day stand in Reims , activities.
of the.Bernadette” and usedeln13. ‘you want for this?” she asked. .
“lmeant $21,000 ‘at the b.ox:
“For your information, in our
times since;
Sersen -Lake;
. Wolfson consulted |his superior,
days of performances in Strausbourg were sold out. in advance —gpinion, a strict adherence to the
loyed for miniatures. since. “The then returned. “We can let it go|for“Five
a gross of $20,000.
established instructions governing
Bains Came” in 1939, :and last used for $1,’
According to. Reisinf, American ‘film distributors, fn negotiating such cooperation appears to prefor. “Voyage. to the -Bottom of the.
the ‘misuse of taxpayers’
. "Woman paid the -dollar. and was. deals with French exhibitors, are now insisting-on 2 new clause in! clude
- Sea” this year; “Keys of the King- ready. to place the piece in trunk ‘contracts ‘specifying that their films will not be shown opposite the;i funds. Nevertheless, we will vigor' dom,” constructed for: pic of same: of her car when she was reminded ‘Itinerama caravan. “There. is very little other film business in a town} ously guard against any possible
‘Marie in 1945 and only-used. twice ‘there would’ be -4¢ ‘tax. She paid|:
‘or city when ‘we come in for. a day: or two, ” he claimed.
abuse of this policy.”
since for “Forever -Amber” and it grudgingly and off she went with
As previously disclosed, Sylves“What Price Glory”; Suburban St.,
J I Fitzgibbons, ‘11-year-old head of Famous Players Canadian. ter said, producers “which might
| a- reminder: she'd be: back. ‘next
used for eight ‘pix from “Jones.
341-theatre. Canadian chain, is a “‘most dedicated advocate of pay-tv” |give.rise to justifiable complaints”
week for some other things.- _
Family” series in. 1939. to “Rally
And so it goés. on -:this. section and as such. believes this new form of show business will cause a'
"Round the Flag, “Boys!” in 1959: | of the 20th lot. while vet. employes. greater reduction in the operation of hardtop theatres. He thinks con- |j are now undergoing a review by
, the Pentagon.
_ Winding up clearance program.
drive into. -studio
from ‘Santa ‘ventional houses will.survive as specialists in the showing of largescreen
will be-destruction of Old New
Monica and Pico: gates. each mor- spectaculars.and pay-tv will take over the role of dispenser of family
York and. New York Sts. in Novem- ning, leaving at: the end of day entertainment.
_ ber, Old N. Y. St. enjoyed life for ‘with dry tears in their eyes as they
. Fitzgibbons’ pay-tv. - partisanship is not surprising, of course, since
*-25 pix, starting with “A Tree
‘pass dozers and. cranes noisily. his.Te is Sponsoring the run of Telemeter in Etobicoke, Toronto
Grows. in. Brooklyn” in 1945 -and. hacking away. sat. memorabilia. in suburb,
used. for its last times last year
their’ midst,
.
‘for “Wake Me When It’s Over,”
Robert. Selig, new National Theatres & Television. vice-president in

Texas TownCensorsRule
‘Poor White Trash’ Okay;
Clergy’s Views Ditter

Inside Stuff—Pictures

“North to: Alaska” and “Let’s ‘Make

1 charge of theatre opérations, confirmed

company

is investigating reac-

Disney Asks Transfer To
Higher Jurisdiction
Copyright An Issue

Rally. Par Exploiteers
Los Angeles, Oct. 3.
tivation of. the distribution. setup on its Cinemiracle feature, “Windix: shot on it, “Dansy. Kenyon”| “Martin Davis, ad-pub’ head. of jammer.” Selig said there is still a big market for the film and noted
Walt
Disney
Productions
has
eing first in. 1947 and “Madison Paramount, gathered in his U.S. it is currently playing at the Music Hall, Detroit;. Boston Theatre, Bos- petitioned Federal Court to trans\fer
suit
brought
by
Arnold
Stoltz,
“Aye. ” last..of two pix. in 1960..
and . Canadian. “field | ‘force - for a ton, and Century, Minneapolis, as well as the Eglington in Toronto,
Within the. last’ two weeks °.or |homeoffice: merchandising Meeting. Ontario, and several European areas. Arthur
Silber and _ Silber-Stoltz
so six streets, the Egyptian set and anent -the fall: and -winter produc: |’ ‘Two sales deal that had-been in the works, one with Seven Arts, Productions
over
ownership
of
Sligon -Castle- vanished from. the tions 1last.“Thursday £28), and Fri- ‘have reportedly fallen through.
“Big Red,” to higher court because
’
scene. Half. dozen: streets included
question
of
copyright
is
invotved.
ay:
Tombstone,. where “Comancheros” | - Bernard - Serlin, -exploitation 1. Growth of theatre screen: ‘advertising in the U.S., long since tradeLatter in a complaint filed last
was filmed recently,.. Washington manager, presided. .over - the _ses- press-documented. for its impact on exhibitor treasuries, got the fuil Aug. 24 in Superior Court claimed
-$q., Chicago, Old. French, “Omaha, ‘sions, whieh .were. addressed by: treatment the other Sunday. in the N:Y.-Times via Philip Shabecoft’s that they, and not Disney, had sole
and ‘Adano Sq.
to literary and film
‘George: ‘Weltner, -v.p. in: charge of. ad-news column. Key point was that, as a medium for sponsors, theatre ownership
Previously, |
yrecks |disposed: of -world sales; Jerry Pickman, do- pitching in Anierica Is still an infant industry compared with its rights to property, which Disney
Algerian St., King. Ferm, ‘Midwest: mestic sales,VP.0 -Davis and: others... popularity on the. Continent.
currently is filming.
“
Love.” New New York St..saw 13+

-
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PICTURES

Costume Side of F ilm Production

Perish The Thought ofSybsidy’

j Changing With Epics & ‘Runaway’
Hollywood,
Film
companies
are
mire for costuming than
fore in an effort to gain
authenticity,
according

Berman,

head of Berman

Oct. 3. +4
spending
ever becomplete |
to Day ta!

& Sons.

‘Diocesan Editorial Raps
Warners Sell of ‘Splendor’:

| Writer Dean Jennings.
Seeks Raft Biog Share

. Denver, °

Editor, VARIETYs .
‘I read with interest and. great. trepidation Carl Foreman’ s letter to :
/ Variety (Sept 20) in which he expressed desire for U. §. subsidy ©
the film industry.
A more obnoxious thought I cannot ‘tmaginel

Los: Angeles, Oct. 3.
Dean Jennings demands.

Here is an industry, @ free enterprise business, ‘that in: just 50. or .

Writer
years has pulled itself up by its own bootstraps from. plit-reel. silen ti
independent eostumers, who told
accounting of proceeds from to the fabulous position it now holds in art, invention and finance, cons
Vanrtety he just completed an $88.of his George Raft life story sidering. asking for a handout and all the ‘bureacratic interference a
(00 costuming job on 20th CenBoston, Oct. 8.
to motion pix in. Superior Court subsidy would entail.
tury-Fox'’s “Cleopatra.”
Warner policy of publicizing the ;action
!
filed -Friday (29) against acForeman indicates that Hollyw ood is decadent and says that, time. is.
Berman said his business has in- controversial nature of “Splendor;‘tor and his biz manager, Daniel M.
creased considerably in past few in the Grass” and conducting. its tio” Allied. Artists is making running out. Why, every industry has its peaks and its valleys and the
motion
picture business has risen .above all. reverses and’ emerged
years because, aside from Metro-. own poll anent public acceptance
iopic.
stronger. every time.
Geldwin-SMasver
and
Paramount, »of the feature are matters open to
Jennings claims that under an
Radio
in the late 20s gave a lot of taint-hearted ‘souls | a ‘ten ible
question, in the opinion of The i agreement closed Jan. §, 1957, he|
studios are ignoring maintenance
fright and show biz suffered because millions were sitting at their
of large costume or wardrobe de- ’Pilot, Catholic weekly here. |
{was promised 20% -of proceeds of: crystal sets playing with a new toy and later, when improved sets came
He .
Editorial in the paper.says the tany motion picture. sale. Raft, acpartments and g¢ing outside.
feels dominance of largescale epics ““sensational”’ advertising of the; ieording to complaint, sold rights ‘out, stayed away from theatres in droves to listen to Amos and Andy
and the other offerings of the.period, but the producers hit back with.
and spectacies set off the pattern, picture tended to render invalidj for $25,000° plus 10% of profits.
{ talking pictures and theatres with Bank Night and radio still had lise. moted
major
increase
has been the eanvassing of public opinion,
teners,
but NEW business was created for the films. Then television
.as done by WB, as to the film's
felt in his fureign houses.
lifted its thorny head to harass both producer. and exhibitor and again
Berman
has
London,
Rome. ‘moral. qualifications.
take
away.
the crowds... but not for long ... competition and the
The
Catholic
diocesan
organ
Paris and Madrid offices and said
URGE to SURVIVE gave the film industry the necessary. incentive to:expresses an OP
materials
and
workmanship
is thereupon
create
bigger
and better pictures and today theatres’ are grossing more
Pilot statesi
much cheaper abroad which Jjus- that stirs interest.
than ever before and distributors are receiving more revenue.
tifies
additional
business.
“We not right to “release eversthing |
_
Compare
the
strides made by this American Frée Enterprise industry:
can costume 500 people in Eng- ifor general patronage so that it
with what you think the incentiveless idea. of subsidized motion pic.
Jand for the same price as 100 must be watered down to the taste |.
ture industry might -have becomé: Great as this: industry ‘is it could
here.” he said.
Unifornis, partic- and understanding of the dalesc-.
Hollywood, Oct. %.
easily drift back to the run of the mill variety of pictures produced
Publication underlines that
ularly, he noted are about one-. cent.”
International board of the Asso- during World War II, when the industry was “‘subsidized” by too much
third lower in cost and he revealed most censorship is aimed .at young ‘qlated
Actors
and
Artistes
of patronage: and war-weary crowds ‘bought anything the boxoffice of-.’.people
and
this,
in
effect,
deprives
they can be made
abroad
and
America (4A’s) has taken up the fered. Or, worse. yet, under: subsidy, propaganda could run rampent
brought back here for rental much - adults of a wider range in cine-' : cudgel for a congressional probe and the party in power would have a dangerous: weapon and even strong
cheaper
than studios can make matic topic and situation.
‘ef “runaway” productions. Meet- men have been starved into submission. Now, I ask you, do you want.
j; Pilot calls for a classification °
them.
ing In. Hollywood for first time, |THAT to happen for a lousy 30 pieces of. silver? Or is this great. mosystem, asserting that “the film:
Exec.
contends,
board’ over’ the weekend |!tion picture industry going to stand ‘on its own two strong feet {produchowever,
that with the adult rating, which.is ma-! 44'S
studios lose much money by too
‘galled on Congress “to hold public;tion and exhibition) say “To heck with a Government subsidy. We
careful attention to detail. which,°. ture and sophisticated, deserves an i hearings. into: all phases of the: are FREE thank God, and FREE. we shall remain.”
he feels, is not appreciated by most audience which ean appreciate it.” problem.”
Ty Bidwell McCormack.
With this kind of arrangement,
audiences.
He also said there is.
SEEN
+~
Resolution
by
poard
‘declared
;
great attention to glamour
and adds the publication, the artist ‘that American “runaway” producrequired
to write
for:
specialty in costuming,notec he is not
tion “is depriving American artists
made “at least 25 changes” for | youngsters.
and technicians of tens of thou-—_
Elizabeth Taylor in “Cleopatra.”
|
sands.of jobs” and “Congressional: mums Continued from page 15
He also said a conventional drama,
action is needed to halt the unjus-:
try in Australia is in the grip of
can cost anywhere between $5,-:
tified movement.of American moan “American octopus,” undefined,
$25,000
depending
on
glamour.
ition - picture’ production from this:
whose sole aim {fs to grab all profits |
quotient.
“We make castumes as
; country to other countries.”
from this territory. for the benefit
Dallas; Oct. 38:
high as $5.000 for a modern dress.’
Request was directed especially of its. Wall Street (sic) bosses—
Interstate and Texas. ‘Consolidate
he stated and said they are often
ta Rep. John: H. Dent (D.-Pa.),

Favors Classification an

‘Actors Echo IA’s
‘Runaway Plea

|AB-PT Theatres
InAsheville Meet

Anzac Prods.

later

copied

by

top ‘commercial

NT&T Seeks. Okay
To Acquire More’

couturiers.

Washington,

‘chairman of subcommittee. investi- :
‘gating the impact of imports and

Oct. $.

and to hell with anything: Iocal'’ed Theatres, locally based circitits
‘Australian producers have not ,Which operate.some §0 motion pice

enjoyed a boxoffice click in years, ;ture theatres in Texas, will be-welle.

Talks with studio costume heads '
National Theatres and - Televi- exports on employment in:TU. S.
confirmed much of what Berman sion Ine. is seeking Federal court Dent was urged to hold hearings mainly because the average .film- irepresented at the American’ Broadsaid.
Dave Saituper of MGM said okay to acquire two new theatres in order that “recommendations ‘goer here prefers the highgrade ; casting-Paramount Theatres “proje
company’s stock on premises is _—one ozoner and one hardtop.
may be made to Congress to‘rem- imported film, be it American, ;ect” picture conference being held
{this week at Asheyille, ‘N. -C..
earth
$10,000.000
but
revealed
The drive-in is located in L.A. edy the present deplorable situa-. British, Italian or French.
thes still go out frequently for County in the western San Fer- tion.”
The reason for the fadé out of: On Sunday Francis “Barr, Ha
period or specialty stuff. For in- nando valley area. NT&T
hopes.’
local features is the fact that the:Cheatham, Conrad Brady. and ‘Pat
Other
matters
discussed
by
stance, he noted, Berman supplied to operate it on a multiple first
.
:
-board were new agreement gov- finances: available permitted only ; Hudgins. left: On Monday John. Q.”
many of the uniforms for ‘Four run basis. Capacity is 1,300 autos. ‘ erning interchangeability of mem-: lowgrade pix with no top stars. A. Adams, executive veepee of InterHorsemen of the Apocalypse,” as
Justice Dept. turned down the bers between org’s branches and a vicious circle, the resultant box- State; Raymond Willie, veepee and
well as for “Mutiny an the Boun- company’s plea that addition of_office intake failed. to provide pro- ‘general ‘manager’ of Interstate, and
review of the Hawaii situation.
W. E. Mitchell, veepee and general’
tv’ and “The Wonderful World of the hard-top. at Fort Collins. Colo.,
ducers with coin to keep cameras.ene!
interchange- turning.
On
membership
of Texas Consolidate, left:
Brothers Grimm.”
Company also needed court approval. NT&T con.
J. Butler, 4A’s ,.
: ability, William
‘for
the meeting. The group witl be
farmed out a “good part of ‘How tended the new house
is essentially ;wee
ee
When Norman B. Rydge_ took .joined: in: Asheville by Art Katzenthe West
Was
Won’,”
he said. a substitute for its existing outlet- counsel, reperted that he had com- ‘command
of Greater Union Thea- !
Fxec. noted studio is renting more in Fort Collins, badly in need of pleted a draft of: recommendations
Which he was submitting to attor- tres and its allied companies. oné | the toe wr the project confers
tecay than in the past, with most renovation.
of
the
very
first things he did was
other studios agreeing. Disney and
Under terms of consent. decree ©neys for all unions involved for to halt “feature production
by jence is to discuss special -promoAllied Aritsts beth revealed their binding NT&T, the company argued study. -A final draft is expected at
tion plans by circuits controled by
was many AB
Studios.:That
Cinesound
‘the
next
board
meeting.
@ erations are such it doesn’t pay that no court authorization
was
years ago and today Cinesound| apart for selected: ‘motion Dice
‘While
no
formal
action
was
to carry large stocks.
necessary in case of mere substisimply turns out. a-very successful
on
the
Hawaii
situation
Berr.an
company
functions in tution for existing houses. -How-., taken
weekly newsreel and aiso pro- | The films are “The’ Devil at: a
all entertainment media. has cos- ever, Justice regarded it as a mar-: ;there was.a strong indication that - duce featurettes for independent 1O’Clock,” .(Col) and -‘‘The Second
tumed 230 individual shows in the ginal case. since the new hard-top.‘several branches ‘of the 4A’s would organizations. Rydge, regarded as | time Around” (20th) with -dates.
Jast five vears, including most of house, and has a capacity of 856: Send reps to the islands to. organ- ‘an astute financial expert, could | yet to be announced here for. the ;
the entertainment
industry
pictures.
the Veras hotels.
These, accord- is 14 blocks away from the old |ize
“see little future for Aussie feature ‘two
|
Other cireuits to be represented
as against 647 at the present loca-:‘there. So far, only AGVA-has been production
ing te Berman, are most expensive
in competition with!
iactive in Hawaii where -show’ biz
jat.
Asheville
include Penn-Parae tion.
because they never use the same
world studios.
Hearings will be held. at U-S. igrowth has been tremendous dur-.
ones twice.
.J. Arthur Rank made a couple! mount, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.:..Florida
ing past two years.
State,
Jacksonville,.
Fla:; :ParaCurrently in Berman show or in District Court in New: York. a
of attempts to set up an Aussie
Conrad Nagel, 4A’s prexy, preproduction organization, but with- moun Gulf, New Orleans, ‘Las and
Des:lu
warehouse,
company
is date set ass yet.
' sided at all-day session of board:
Wilby-Kincey,
Atlanta,
Ga.
working on legit play “The Short
drew. from the. territory because
| Attending .the mieeting -and org’s
Happy Life’ bowing this month at.
the results fdiled to sell at the

the Huntington
Hartford.
They
are
also
costuming - 20th-Fox’'s
“Tender [s the Night" and Colum-:

bia’s “The War Lover.”

|

Sponable

they repped were: Actors Equity,:
Alan Ladd: dickering with: WarRalph Bellamy, © Angus. Duncan, ;!0cal boxoffices.
to Booth: ,
George Ives,.Frank Maxwell and .. Sir Michael Balcon also set up ner Bros. for a film rights
”
“production
here with Eric Wil-; Tarkington’s “Penrod” as starring
Equity gounsel, George A. Nicolau; :
ees in charge of Pagewood Stu- |vehicle ‘for son ‘David under his

———— Continued from page 3 mam
——
‘trade as one of most knowledgable ||AFTRA,

Art Gilmore, Donald ‘F.

and: dios. Only one pic really clicked— |Jaguart banner. ._
Individual personality jobs have _ of film technical experts.
| Conaway,
Claude.
McCue.
“The Overlanders,” directed by
heen done for Pearl Bailey at $50,Most recently Sponable and as- AFTRA counsel Mortimer Becker;
000, Eleanor Powell for $35.000 ? sociates have been concerned with ‘American Guild of Musical Artists, ‘Harry .Watt. Balcon folded here
several years. ago after _ Betting: :PROTECT. YOURSELF?

and Keely Smith at $15,000, while jefining Eidophor, theatre screen |Jackie Bright, Bobby Faye, Irving

a gold

metal

Mansfield

dress. for a Jayné

show ran $25,000.

sized color tv system, for practical |}
P. Mazzei,. James

deeply into. the Ted.

L. Kelly; SAG,

!use. Whether or not 20th will con- George Chandler, Dana Andrews,
+ tinue to work on this without Spon- Frank Faylen, Chick Chandler, Gil
Perkins, John L. Dales, Chester L.
Robert L. Lippert submitted six able is not known yet.
titles of low-budget properties in | Last week’s action, the first ma- Migden, Kenneth Thomson, Pat
‘$100-$125,000 bracket to 20th-Fox :jor cutback to be felt at the home-|Somerset,.Buck Harris, and SAG

|

|

“Ingo Prominger
F~—---§ Continued

from

page

Nurse,”

“Silver Wings.”

“Slerra

Nevada,” |serles of moves which may take in O'Neil. Shanks, and SEG
sales, story and other departments. Rohert W.. Gilbert.

ITS A FACT: ‘BONDED|
FILIM &

Film storage and service Is
SONDED's only business—a fulltime job to give every clientlarge ar small—individual service.

‘STORAGE

Action ‘by 4A’s
international
board on “runaway” production
follows Hard on steps taken last
Wednesday | by Hollywood. AFL
Film Councell,composed of unions
and guilds repping more than 24,000 employees. Body, in a Jong-.
distance phone ‘call to Dent in
Washington, pressed its demand
for a- Congressional prebe of such

“runaway” production.
Call was madé in

A Division of .
NOVO (INDUSTRIAL CORP.

yr,

ably on. the ideas of the Bergman}:
Fellini,.Levy as well as the afore-|
mentioned U.S. producers, out of
which has developed a finer brand |

of film, said Preminger.
Despite the fact that Preminger.
fs now heading the literary divi- | .
sion of a major agency, he still con- |
siders. himself to be operating as
an independent, but -with ‘alliances |
in ather fields. Under the GAC setup, he explained, he operates no.

differently than when he was head

“ae

answer

aa

“put up or. shut up” mes-

2

f

c &:

Poe

Le fod]

4
-¢

ot

err

34°:

‘

seals.

_=.

eottonens

,

|™ x

to of the Preminger-Stuart-Fein Agen- |”
cy, which merged with GAC reécentsage to Hollywood wniorists, in ly. He still: bosses his: own office|
which Congressman indicated that but can advance the cause of his
unless facts. were supplied there clients on a wider scale by confer- |.
would. be no hearing. Ccuncil is ring with GAC department heads
compiling facts and figutrreg for in the film, personal appaarence | f
agarly presentation to Deni.
and television departments.
,

Dent’s

LOS ANGELES

counsel,

FoetalPoe-TypePOCKET

2 ana. smu

i,

for next year's slate: “Air Patrol,” |office since 20th went on economy |counsel, William Berger; Screen
“Gold Mountain,” “Outlaw Dog,” kick, is expected to be first in a|=xtras Guild, Jeffrey Sayre, H. world-wide, has advanced consider“Police

5
@ ite
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Count Carla’s Cost:
Long Loses Five |
coat

__

PICTURES

a

West Germany’ New Fiscal Aid
for ItsDepressed Film Industry

The Old And ‘TheNew
“The
whieh

23

shortage of product,.
last -wéek resulted in-

three Broadway theatres play«
_. ing double bfils of reissues, evi-.
“dently hasn’t completely

dampened. the public's. film-__ 7

Houston, Oct. 3. :

Hurricane Carla: caused an -estlmated. loss ‘of between $3, 000,000 |-

“going ‘interest.

.

A> VARIETY ‘reporter, ‘passing

by. the Victoria Theatre which

was
playing.
‘“God’s .. Little.
to $4,000,000 to theatres in Texas.
This loss is boxoffice, concessions |-:~Acre”. ‘and “La Parisienne”
(both 1958 .vintage), heard a
and structural losses with some 150} - potential patron go up to the.

By

.NEW FRONTAL-LOEB

theatres reported . to be affected: - boxoffice and ask “can you tell
Theatres located in Houston, Beau- | ‘me how-to: get to Radio. City
mont, ‘Port Arthur, Corpus Christi, | Music. Hall?”

West

DIG FROM MANCHESTER

ernment
pop

Manchester, ‘N.H., Oct. 3.
-Possibly: the most ‘ consistently

with

HAZEL .GUILD

will ante

Bonn, Sept. 286.
Germany's
federal
gov-

has
some

finally

decided

up

about

$4,000,000

for

this support.
This money

will go a long way
persuade cerzain producers to
in business.
Recently it has
been noted: that an average black
and white film costs about $309,000
to make in West Germany, and in
many instances the picture has
toted up a loss from $50,000 to

;to

to!;stay

money—allegedly

with not too many strings attached

—to aid the sick-sick-sick West
| -anti-amusement industry publisher.
film industry.
It may
in the United States, William Loeb German
to 4,000,000
D-Marks— $75,000. It is hoped that the fedtof .the: Manchester Union Leader amonut
_ Victoria, Galveston and- all -smallhas again made clear his bitter about $1,000,000—as premiums of eral money will balance the profiter towns along the entire Texas
loss sheet.
personal prejudice in a front page about $50,000 each to 20 films.
coast .were damaged. in some. way.
editorial of unsurpassed holierIn
addition,
the
increasingly
This
will
be
unlike
the
West
J. G: Long Circuit wag hit hard,
‘than-thou tone. He sharply. critiwary West German benkers are
losing five drive-in. theatres valued |
cized President John F. Kennedy German federal film ald handed expected to be more friendly ta
at approximately. $1,900,000. The
for entertaining.a group, including out to reestablish the industry the local film industry when the
Honolulu, Oct. 3.
damaged theatres. were the Trade }.
HH, when the word gets around about the federal
Technicolor Ine., in. ‘an expan- Frank. Sinatra. and Porifio Rubi- after World War
at |
Winds,
Freeport:. ..Roundup
rosa, at his summer home at Hyfunds allocated were based on a helping. hand.
Angleton; Alvin; Alvin; Port,: Port sion of iis amateur photography annisport, .Mass.
Film
industry here
his long
Lavacam. and the; Showboat, Bay. division, has &cquired two local | Quote: “For such people to be percentage of the cost of the film.
been begging Bonn for this finanCity.
indie photo finishing | - plants. to. entertained by the President of Instead, each film deemed “worth- cial assist for several reasons. One;
‘In addition, the: ‘long - circuit inservice residents in: Hawaii. ‘Com. the United States is to degrade. while” by the government board the German films help depict the
‘door theatres. suffered widespread
the office of the Presidency. It will get a fixed fund, regardless rise of a new Germany in the eyes
ter.
dama
Texas Cit
and: panies tare Color Laboratories. Inc., would bé hard to find anyone who of how. much the production costs. of the outside worid, and if the
water
damage
in.
.
¥
jand
Foto Fan Inc. New: ‘subsidiary
Freeport..
would argue that Sinatra or RubiIn addition, the government will films are not good enough to hit
will be ‘known
as ‘Technicolor
‘rosa represented the highest moral hand out some money as a premi- the export market, Germany lags
The Frels Ctrewit operated. Tejas
Hawali Ins.
standards or the best of American um to about 70 or 80 films that it behind in this important cultural
and . Azteca.
- Victoria
were
severely dainaged. but the, Lone |. . Firms were acquired: by: Techini- life, “Surely for the President to deems: outstanding, from a cul- field. Two, the film industry cries
Tree withstood the. fury: of the color: for 25,000 shares of. company -entertain .such people as Sinatra tural or artistic viewpoint, or from out
that
it has
been
unfairly
stock and will yield,: according to and Rubirosa is not only to de- a technical and qualitative aspect. handed heavy entertainment taxes
wind...
J. Frawley Jr., . board grade the office of the Presidency,
While the premiums
set for in- the very period when it needs
All in ‘all it: ‘was expected that Patrick
¢hairman and chief exec. officer, | but it is also to let the. people of these “outstanding” films have not some D-mark assistance to survive
an estimated 25 to 30 theatres were
destroyed or made: inoperable. due .a. profit in’ excess: of-“$100,000 the United States’ down with a big been specifically set, itis expected against the competition of tax-free
-yéarly,
or more. than $4 per share. thump.”
that the Ministry of the Interior television.
to the high winds: and high tides.

TECHNICOLOR AMATEUR
DIVISION IN HAWAII

nn

Hardest

hit

were

theatres

in

‘Port Lavaca, Aransas Pass, Rockport, Freeport, Port. ‘Aransas, Bay |
‘City, Edna,- Wharton, . Yoakum, .
Ansteton, Victoria, Palacios, and :
_Galveston.
Besides those operated by: indles,
. theatres belonging to such circuits
as. Interstate,
Jefferson. .Amiuse“ment, *Rowley..United, Mart Cole, |.
‘Rubin. Frels and J. G. Long” were |.
_on’ the: list.

‘In addition

to the theatres. de |

stroyed it-is estimated. that -about
150 were
made - inoperative by

Hurricane Carla: and its after ef- . fects.

Some of the ozoners may be in- a.
operative for months: because - of |
‘wrecked
towers.
washed - out
Tramps and damage to concessions:
and projection buildings.
Navakay ‘Theatre,- operated: by]

Rubye.. Gibson,

suffered

probably |

the worst’ damage of ‘any. indoor
‘theatre. The
water tower blew] -

-down; flooding the. theatre, -with |.
the first-four row of seats inundat-.
‘ed. The. carpeting was completely
ruined.
;
The Surf Drive In at Freeport
which had. been -just reopened ‘by | a
new owners L.:M. Crim Jr.,:and
Bob “Hartgrove. suffered ‘the loss
of the roof of its: concessions:
stand.
In other drive-in’ theatres, muck:
end: mud must -be removed from |
the entire area, plus taking apart
of all electrical wiring in the booth |.
which must be ‘eleaned, dried and
then. reassembled.
“Many .of the local: theatres. were
forced to. shut down. for several
days.due to power failure. Others

‘showed

to’a

handful

of people.

while ‘others opened the doors for
anyone ‘to “come in out. of the
- Tain.’a)

Carl Dudley Visits Texas.
As Cinerama Comes. Back|
Dallas,

Oct.. 3..

_ Carl Dudley, producer of “South
Seas Adventure,” .is scheduled. to
arrive here Monday (2) to help
-lJaunch the return ‘ef Cinerama. to
Dallas with the first local showing.
‘of his. motion -picture, completed
three years ago.

.Cinerama

departed

Dallas in

1958 after showing at the old Mel- |The Capri, renamed }.
ba Theatre.

-from the Melba, will be the home|
of Cinerama ‘for the fifth’ film in]
the . series. . The other
previously: here thru.

four were
the 1954- |.

1958 period.

‘The three projectors have. been
installed in a single. booth \at the |
rear of ‘the _first floor. - The huge |.
screen,. made of fiber ‘glass. ‘strips |.
and meausring :30 feet by 76. feet

with a 120 degree curve, is now. in- 7
stalled. .

The’ installation of. the ‘equip- ment: has cut the seating capaciy |°
only. about 200- seats .to- 1,375. The |

film is expected to have about a/
six months run with. probably the
return of one of the previous Cine-|
Tama: releases to await the release |.

of. “How.the
-(M-G),

West.

Was

‘Won')

the. first true Story line

‘Cinerama.

THIS GIANT JET FLEET...
"SERVES MORE CITIES IN MORE COUNTRIES THAN ANY OTHER AIRLINE
‘683 pure jets! This is the giant Air France Jot fleet. 20
Boeing 707 Intercontinental Jets—more. American-built
Boeing 707 Jets, in fact, than any other European air-

vide swift giant steps from Europe to South America,
Africa and the Far Bast. And the outstanding Air
France Caravelle Jets serve 42 cities in Europe, North

line. And 88 medium-range Caravelle Jets. The Caravelle ; Africa and the Middle East.
is the jet Air Franca pioneered so successfully.
. The pilots who fly Boeing 707 Jets are as remarkable
Already well over one million people have flown Air as the jets they fly—6,000,000-mile-experienced veterans.
France Jots. For Air France Jets fly around the world. No other airline in the world has higher standards for
Air France Boeing 707 Jets fly direct to Europe from flight personnel. Small wonder that Air France, with a
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Montreal, Anchorage ‘42-year record of flying experience and service, is the

and Mexico City. ‘Air France Boeing 707 Jets also pro-

IRcsEFR,

“RuBLIO RELATIONS PERSONNEL READY TO SERVE vyOU IN NEW

world's largest airline.

:

YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES,

JET
MONTREAL

AND

MEXICO

CITY

26
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| [Dick Linkroumn’s Multiple

|

NBC:We Didn't Have A Chance’-

_ TV Projects; Developing
Comedy Series for NBC|
NBC-TV

By HE RM SCHOENFELD
¢
Theres
methine
wreng
with |
He iintoed that a radical cverhenlbns of its essembly-line menteaty couldn't cure as far 4s the

© program

‘boss

In speaking to his affils last week, NBC-TV’s ‘Walter Scott. 1
lustrated “the fact that compctitive prices are still.going down”
-{n network

Mort

video.

.

‘“The NBC plan,” he. alleged, “offered the largest audience by a

Werner -has decided to underwrite

‘the cost of developing a half-hour
situation comedy, out of the new
Dick ‘Linkroum packaging shop, |
j caged “Bachelor's: Quarters.”
Feecuctien
ef quality
fiims
fr |
FOR’ (- Y SPREL
s only one of the thrée projWievisien
Is cone cried,
according |
Ernie
Kovacs
‘can
take
credit |
ects underway
at. Linkroum's
te Alex Segal veteran
producer|‘for leading the bankroller of his Soauthhil] Productions, which in its
dire:“or im ine tv a
just |Seven specials on ABC-TY,. Con- seven months of: existence has beunaeryent his baptism’ in film s@lidated Cigar Corp., into
come kind of a one-man study in.
with a show for the “Alcoa Pre-. breacer sales campaign on the net- diversification—at the moment the }. _
mee” series.
‘work. The
company
has now maker of comedy,. religious -and
The ceneeption of the Alcoa bought half of two “Fight of the| pubaffairs programs. —
series, acecereing
10 Segal, re-? Weck" stanzas, seven minutes on
“Quarters,” which will star Hal
presents the best artastic potential !“Ben Casey.” and assorted minutes
of the Coast <tudies. A dramatic ’ on “Maverick” and the Steve Allen March Should it get to the pilot
+ stage, ‘is ‘being written by Dick
aemhelogy string roliing at Revue's , show.
The tobacco company has been’ Baer, who. did many of the ‘“Henstudia unéer the helm of Dick:
Levis,
“Aleea”
gave Segal the |using the cigar-smoking Kovacs as nessey” scripts: Idea -is the creation of director Van Fox..
freedom
and the seope which! @ brand image in an _-extensive
Besides tv. comedy, .Linkroum,
characterized
the best
days of | point--of-sale merchandising cam- |
who a year ago was director of tv |

|

wide margin” in trying to attract a cértain client. to" daytime tv.
“But our cost margin was. éven greater, giving us the highest cost per-I, 000 of all three networks, and knocking us: out of the runnin

op

7

CAS, he said, got the order even though its cost per-t,000: was
“Jess. favorable than ABC's”
lowest. cost efficiency but
etitive.”
P It's understood that the
latum and that lately NBC
pointments.”

and added that a web needn't have the
certainly. has to. be “reasonably comsponsor- in question. here. was Menthohas suffered “too many similar disap-

Bob Blows StackOverUntouchables
Criticism; Everybody Can't BeSmith

Jive

dramatic

television

east

But even

Ty ithin

in the|Pagn which, together. with the tv

this

frame-

plugs. have

sent the

sales

curve.

|specials: for NBC,

is doing

a re-

ligioso. series for the Protestant
Radio-TV — Foundation
the ‘formu! a approach and the: i Edie Adams. is also being used. by Episcopal
and
is serving asa consultant to
departmentalized
control
of proConsolidated
Cigar to promote. its |
a large radio-tv chain as pubfiairs
duction that has riven Hollywood |Muriel brand
consultant.
the reputation of being a sausage
Linkroum hired’ Robert Lewis
factory.
Segal
gives
a 21-gun! T
Fx
of
Ty
Shayon,
Alan
Chase and
John
salute
te Lewis
for trying
to}
Stradley to: come up with a format
prove to Hollywood that the profar the church show. They develduction of tep calibre film dra-:
cp
CCS C
Matizations doesn't cost any more
N t
L Hi ddle |oped “One Reach One.” a group
discussion half-hour, and the pilot,
than churning out the facelessly
“Track 13,” was shown last week
reutine product.
at the Episcopal .convention In DeFor his Alcea show, “People
7
troit. (Series will probably go to
Need People.”” Segal was accorded

. “Don't, judge - the. result, judee™
the. cause.” In ‘this. simple ‘statement, Robert. Stack added .up-.the
Hollywood, Oct. 3. | waves: of criticism leveled. at. his
Bob Crane will receive in ex- “Untouchables” - teleserjes .as the
cess of. $50,000 for the first year -_prime .example of “violent” ‘shows,
‘and nearly $75,000 the second year “You don’t judge the quality. of
under his new two-year pact signed an auto by how many ‘people are
with CBS for his early morning killed in accidents,”. he. added. ©
show.
Stack, speaking in ‘the. dual role
Dj-announcer. reported that he of star and part owner of the sucalso gets outside rights per new. cessful series, said. “the period we contract, which became effective -portray was a violent era yet we
Sept: 1. Outside deals in work .do not-actually show: the violénée
include negotiations for a comedy to a great degree; we imply it.
teleseries with George Burns and The criticisms. of'. ‘Untouchables’

Bob Crane’$ CBSPact

‘13 or 26, but a final decision is discussions with
Al Levy,
head o
because
th
Ws. pending.)
David Susskind’s Talent Associates. 18also 8Paradox: Weif i worent
Shayon is also working with ‘on’ a weekly
nitetime comedy} there’q be no ‘need to criticze.
Linkroum on the pubaffairs con- panel.
Lots of other: shows with real. \iosultancy deal. Pair are presently
‘| lence have gone off the air because
permits
a director to read thelthree networks is gathering mo- working up recommendations for ‘Gotta Know Ithe my meresin fact, just plafn poor
script
the night and
before
show imentum. Another top level meet . a radio-tv chain, whose name was
staris shooting,
the the
director.
not divulged. but it is known the
On the FCC edict to “clean up”
“Sectter knocking the script off TUNS |ting of the brass of the three net- outfit ‘has tv stations in at least
the violence, Stack. declared: “they.
with
the
money
and _ nobody works is slated later this week. .
three .of. the country’s top 10 mar-.
1 talk-in generalizations. Of course
really cures,’ said Segal. Revue
The upcoming meeting, as the kets. After tendering the recom-|
‘|-the public wants less violence in
also Fave Segal two days of 7e- | Previous two,. will’ delve into the ‘mendations, Linkroum is expected.
its television diet, but until the .. hearsai, which is considered utota develop some specific programs
networks; the ad agencies. and the
pian in most Coast circles: gave proposal by Federal ‘Communica- for the chain..
Federal agencies can agree on a”.
him
aé designer
rather
than
a
He left NBC in late March of |
yardsfick of violence—when
it.”
draftsman
to fashi
the
back1961, after serving as -exec. Bro
crosses the line between dramatic
grounds; and then allowed him|
ducer of “25 Years of Life.”
action necessary to the storyline—:
ABC-TV signed . Jules Power
to edit his own
work
over a
‘| special sponsored
by Life mag. °
Those overnight ‘ational Arbi- and becomes violence for. violence
as director of children’s pro‘week's span.
|tron reports debuting recently are sake, the material shown on telegramming unit for the web. .
But Segal felt the resistance
expected to play a major decision. vision will.remain the same. “Only
and
announced
plans
to
proof the preduction personne! ac‘Making role for the -shortterm exception, adds Stack “is that
duce a juve program strip for
custamed
to
the
mechanized
bankrollers now riding the net- there will bea few very dull. shows :..
the fall of ’62. ABC-TV’s aneperational
Hollywood = groove.
anid a few violent ones because of
nouncement | shaped up as a
The switching of crews in the
| works.
network and ad agency. pressures, a
ABC-TV's Bundle
- clear
breakaway
from any
middle cf a production is comOn
“Untouchables,” -: . Stack”
three network joint children’s
Tien practice on the Coast, Segal
virtually unprecedented treatment |
on the Coast. He was given sev-.

0

ii

dvid
I
]

eral wecks to study the script
o
.
and confer with the writer, Henry | The proposed educational series
Greenberg.
The usual praetice ;for youngsters for airing by the

sande.

OO

lowed hi

ABC Goes It on Own

that

his

working

designer

on

three

is

or

programming

“Write

other

A Murder”

on Broad-|

Way this fall, Segal is set to direct
a fecit entry to be produced
Pit Duggan early next year.

Sesuls

Kick

show

off the

for

series

Aicoa

on

better

by

will].

ABC-TV|

and

more

diversified

pregrams
with
consequent
greater stimulation of Amer-

ican youth.”

tion to the minds and imaginations
of youngsters.

Meeting Monday
'2) night at

‘headquarters

centered

on

(Continued on page 56)

ciguespeommed.seacey | ATR QF WOLPERS
FOR DUPONT SERIES
at the West Berlin Sportpalast

be-

fore an audience of 6.000. the vidtape of which will be presented. on

plugging. up

its

The

,

significant

national

Stop,” “Adventures in Paradise” | also might spell the difference ofand “Roaring 20s” in October and |whether a sponsor latches on to]
November.
ABC-TV

from

_

ee

the Toni

division. of. in

part.

Many

top

agencies

ter hours over 52 weeks in “‘Amer»

Nielsen -fi

gures

uart

ours over nine weeks

er Wo h

daytime.

and

will continue

to

reflections of public taste, but that.

quick overnight regular Arbitron

| service is due to get a significant:
_| workout for the 13 week and less
‘|metwork buyer. He has little else

1006 STATE GRANT —_[isgsta oer ans ss
TO BUFF STATION
The

overnight

Arbitrons

_ Leftover Footage On.

That Chi Documentary

ironth eoGhani: ‘Chocolate ‘bought ‘play a major role as arbiter.of the
6

How SpecialsAreMade:

are:

52 weeks.in daytime and 78 quar- the overnight Arbitron service.

ive a

(Continued.on page. 56):

shows which heretofore had been |-

has also picked up an ‘participation vehicles in whole or.

ei tan d.A
CBS |eemerican, “Ba Bands
the

Shows: On CBS Sun. (8) ‘Minow suggestion that each netRaster of talent for Ed Sulli-;Work be responsible for televising

vans series of West Berlin shows

ABC-TV... is

Gillete for 26 quarter hours over | nderstood to have subscribed .to

Newton Minow that the three networks
establish a children’s hour which
would be a meaningful contribu-

Qf Talent for W. Berlin

Shortterm sponsors for’ years
“Of Minute Sales| have
had a king sized problem.

order

Oct.
10.
It is a documentary ! see
styled
dramatization
of a comtions Commission chairman
munity
therapy experiment

Sullivan’s Dream Parlay

:

Nat'l Arbitrons

'Corrupters,” “Adventures in Para-|
The overnight national Arbitron
and retain direct’ supervision - dise,” “Ben Casey,” and “Hawaiian report will give the shorttermers a |
and control of production. The
Eye.” Andrew Jergens has bought | history of data on which to base a
cost for each network will be
minutes in “Ben Casey,” - “Bus |decision. Ratings, in these reports,
greater, but the result will be

York for directors. Like|
Schaefer
who's
doing|

Me

the

‘nefwork presidents.

The
shows
at the same_
time.
icea of working with an integrated
crew, as Segal did when he was
directing live shows for the old
“US. Steel Kronur’ and “Pulitzer
Frize
Playhouse.”
is not
even
ecnsidered on the Coast:
luive television may come back
hig. Segal said. but in the meantime, there 2re few opportunities

ijn New
George

endeaver,

subject of the two meetings of

probably;

four

A Hurry’ Favors

claims the..mail :is “fantastic,” ‘and ~
Nielsens “4t isn’t of. complaints about ° vio-.
7 +lence; it is because -we authenticalfourth quarter availabilities with a don’t come through until mid-NoPower, producer of “Watch ~ flock . of ‘assorted ‘minute sales. | vember. Even the: 24-city Nielsens,- ly tell a story, of -fact;..jeopardy
and excitement ‘which. stimulates.
Mr.
Wizard,”
had a _ recent:
American _Tobacco has. bought} coming out a few weeks shead
of an audience's’ interest: The bigjuve
project,
“Discovery,”
which failed to makeit on | Sent alternate” minutes anective the national Nielsens, are too late. gest. audience in tv, I might’ add.”..
€
2.
Television in. general, ‘says Stack...
ABC-TV because of ABC-TY’s
‘|-Oct. 8 and.19 alternate minttes The shortterm sponsors must make “is a completely ruthless busirziess..
foilure to clear time with afin
the:
same.
show
starting
Jan.
7
up
their
mind
pronto
on
whether
It’s.a
dollars and cents biz. and you
fils. ABC-TV
prexy
Oliver
North American Philips Co.
they're going to. commit beyond have no. control over your destiny:
Treyz said that “we are con-.
coming
into
the
pre-Christmas
the
fourth
quarter
gn
the
multiplybecause
you’re selling merchanvinced that networks must assume direct responsibility in
mark et with participation an the ing participation network vehicles. dGise. You can’t pleasé everyone
Roaring 20s,”
“Bus Stop,’
The |.
- and: if you try, by doing some+
this. vital programming area .

Euvinted out, and a director has
to reconcile himself to the fact

tee
oF
Te
Ie

are

based d on 64 “more than 1.200 homes
per half hour at carefully. selected

‘Buffalo, Oct. 3. {+ points representizga true probabilNY. State Education ‘Department ity sample of the entire U.S.,” acis giving -$100, 500 to WNED-TV, ‘cording to the legend on the pocket
Piece. “Arbitron electronic units
on Channel 17- here, “to produce.
supplied - aprroximately a fifth of

the “Ed Sullivan Shew" on CBSHollywood, Oct. 3.
TY Sunday «8+.
jontv series for statewide distribu-: the entire sample,” the legend conTalent tor West Berlin series in- - NBUC-TV, in behalf of DuPont, tion. Funds come from a_ $200.000
‘tinues.. “The balance of data ‘was
dou:
Gt
on
ic
_ thas bought from Wolper ‘Produccludes: Sid Caesar. Louis Arm |tions two
entertainment
-docu- budget. approved
by the State Leg- supplied by telephone coincidental
strong
and
his
band,
Maureen
islature and aimed as an. aid to calls.”
mentary
specials
for.
airing
in
the
Hara. Connie Francis. Van Cli -|
councils
-in ' CBS-TV, for example, has a num: Sree ham 1962, Ac the “DuPont the five community
burn, Reierta Peters, Janet Blair, :
N.Y. chartered to promote educa. ber of partially sponsored shows,
ow of the
Week.”
Shari Lewis. Dan |Rovan and Dick | ‘Hourlong tv specials. to. be pro- tional video in their own towns.
the unsold portion of which were.
M:rtin. Bob Levis, the Bluebell} duced by David L. Wolper, are
WNED is the Buffalo community
sold off as participation vehicles...
Girls of the Lido in Paiis. and Trio “Biography of a Movie.” "ard!“Bir th station. The other four councils Shows in that category include
Ariston, comedy acrobats. Shows |of a Broadway Musical.”
will split the’ remaining $99,500 “Ichabod .and
Me,” © “Twilight
will
entertain
American,
French
Negotiations
now are underway
appropriation.
Zone,” and “Pete and Gladys.” Web
ard English servicemen and their |petween Wolper and producers of
-WNED’s contract with the State would prefer after the fourth quarwires.
both motion pictures and Broad- requires. three series of 13 pro- ter to bring those shows under the
Sulliv an and his troupe will visit; way shows regarding selection of grams, two 26-week skeins and one all sponsorship .umbrella_ rather
At x Hospitals and recreation cen- i subjects. “Bi ography of a- Movie,” 30-program deal. Two of.the shows than continue them as partial par-.
ter “y>roughout West Berlin today! will follow a multi-million dollar wil! be instructional, one on math- ‘ticipation
vehicles.
How
much{
(Wee.
and
subsequent
days, |production. from inception to its ematics, the other on. typing.. Re- shows make out. in the Arbitron
threes
sonday ‘9’, and tape seg- world: rremiere. Similar lines. will maining four will be on Red China, overnight numbers may well spell
ment ‘or presen{a‘ion on CBS-TY | be followed for the Broadw ay stage design, the. stars and on the folk their post-13 week _ sponsorship
Oct 15,
°
musical -vehicle.
history of the Erie Canal,
ate.

|

Chicago, ‘Oct. 3.
WBKB's investment in’ that controversial BBC-TV
documentary,
“Chicago: First Impressions of a
Great American City,” isn’t going’
to be a total -loss.. British: Broadcasting Corp. has’ sent. the station.
an additional 38,600 feet of left‘over negative footage which the:
film's. producer,
Denis Mitchell,

shot. here’ but. didn’t use in his:
:
|.documentary.
ABC. viceprez.
Sterling
:
sRed)..

|Quinlan, head of the station. who

personally instrumented the co-..
production deal with BEC, said he.
was assigning a production team to
rummage through the: 20 hours of.
unused footage ‘and to try to distill one, or possibly |even two, special shows from. it.
Mitchell's documentary is now
‘titilating the local broadcast trade
ever since the telecritics, who saw
it at.a private screening, passed
favorably on it (with a single ex.ception). . The film also. gained in.
curiosity value. when the’ wire ‘services reported Jast week that it was
barely nosed
out for the Prix
Italia by the.Gary Cooper-narrated

documentary

on

the- American

west..

‘The Chicago chapter of Arts
arid- Sciences has asked WBKB for
the ‘privilege of screening “‘Chicago” at an. uproming banquet as a

lure to new members.

7
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HELP’

New York:NeverLooked Prettier
While something like: 80% of prime. time ‘fare on the three tv’
“ networks .represents Hollywood | film product, the impact: of the~
New York originations this: season, notably in the area of tape/live . 4
entries, will far trenscend_ its lowly . 20% status. This could well

be the season when the ¢hamplons of the-“go live. &. tape’. concept
for video ‘will have: their strongest talking point...
.“:
' . With. so.many run-of-the-mill vidfilm contributions to the .'61: 62
semester

27

7

already. beginning to take .a beating, it follaws. that:a
Camera,” Z. Garry ‘Moore, a Perry Coma, an Ed Sullivan,

TRYGHENT.[NBCFedUpWith ‘Eating’ Cat Of
INDUSTRY
Bonus Plan, Asks Affils «
WHAT'SFOR JAN.? Daytime
To Take 207 Cut In Compensation
By GEORGE ROSEN

“. Even before all the new tv shows
‘have premiered, they’re pushing |

“Candid
‘@ Mitch Miller,.a “What's My Line” .or an -“I’ve Got A Secret’” -| the panic button up and down
‘should enierge on an even. more solid. footing than heretofore, both :
{Madison Ave. over. the threat of a
on the rating charts and in the qualitative .-appraisals.
‘virtual “total recall” of fresh proAdd to this. the. DuPont weekly ‘series, the Westinghouse’ ‘Spe- os
gramming.
The ‘networks are no
cials, arid the virtual 100% New York identity .on. -news-public.

By ART WOODSTONE

+>

The Ciggie Goof

Chagrined at alleged “price-cutting competition” of ABC-TV and

Here’s
how
to compound
CBS-TV in the daytime hours,
‘client jitters when the poor
fellow already has a bad case
NBC-TV last week asked all its
{longer concerned about: ’62-’63; toof the shakes because he’s the
affiliates
to accept a réduction of
affairs: programming, and the. Gotham ‘picture takes on: its brightest
day
the
sporisor-agency-network
alternate week sponsor of a
20° in the compensation the stahue in years.
ew series that took a. critical
chant is: “What's new for Janutions presently receive for the net: ary?” Seldom if’ ever, before have 7 ‘beating.
work’s daytime “bonus: programs.”
so’ many new shows” ‘been in so{-Settling in, not too comfort-.
NBC-TV exec veep Walter Scatt,
‘ably
(psychologically ‘speakdmuch
trouble at ‘such an early
during a closed-circuit telecast to
{ng}, were advertising moguls
date. The travedy of the current
the web affiliates last week, said,
of American. Tobacco,
Pall
| Season, hep ty showmen concede,
in effect, that his network is hurtMall brand, to catch the secis that it’s just as bad if not worse
ing badly and that new “expenond ‘round of Joey Bishop’s
than: last season. :
sive” programs like Jan Murray
situation: comedy series, NBCUnlike. ‘previous | “seasons, most
and Goodson-Todman’s “Play Your
TV,
Wednesday
8:30
p.m.
First
lof the new hour shows. out of the
+
‘By GUY LIVINGSTONE
Hunch” and “Say When” are being
thing they see, back-to-back on . {aired at “substantially below cost
._| Hollywood — production | marts .‘are
Boston; Oct. 3.
the chainbreak, a couple of
~ |being:‘sold in minutes, with “only
"Loyalty
recovery” by the web. Indeed, the
before
Pall
Mall's
A big tv hassle sprung up. in .
| 13-week: commitments. ‘Unless they |: seconds
NBC-TV program charges in all
London, Oct. 3.| build’ .an audience -fast, fast, - fast, |. Bishop opening is a minute
Boston over. the weekend as a/
ibut two of the 12 daytime shows
Miss" ‘Josephine | ‘Schmidlin,
blurb
for
Chesterfield
on
‘their:
longevity.
is
dubious.
‘It’s
no]
‘have
been “forced down”
to a
who
‘recently
died,
aged
80,
Tesult. ofa ‘spectacular series of
WNBC, New York; a market
point making it “impossible to rewas probably Britain’s Number . ‘Llonger a case of fixing weak shows -|- ad men take very seriously.
televised bookie’ raids. in the: ‘Back
.jeover
our
costs
even
with
100%
-Oneé tv. -fan: She bought one jor altering formats. Becausé most |’.
Client and agency (Sullivan,
Bay section of the city. Friday: (29). ’of the first. available. tv “sets, ‘fof. the shows. were planned: six|
sellout,” Scott said.
Stauffer, Caldwell & °Bayles)
months ago, as many as 18 per seFilms. made’ ‘of the raids were |” eventually had three, one in.
NBC-TV seeks a new paragraph
'
tempers
had not cooled early
ries.are already. in the can. Too
her lounge, one in her. bedtaken to be- shown in. a docu-"
tin
all affiliate contracts, one taking
many ‘millions of dollars have gone |.. this week where a spokesman
room and a portable for the.
,effect next Nov. 1, which calls for
mentary on a nationwide-tv “prosaid the final outcome of the
‘|into
production
to
‘heave
_
them,
‘garden,
and
organized her
[a
20°
reduction in time compengoof remained
unmresolved.
ram. some
Sunday.-night - ‘Yater| life to fit in with. the Pro- |overboard. Additionally,-the. proSation to the stations in six dayClient has 15-minute productthis month or. early in November |
\ducers ‘have had all summer to
grams.
time programs that come under
protection
by
contract,
but
by: a.CBS crew.. The documentary
the web “bonus plan.” The plan,
She always. vowed | that. she’ ‘| tinker with them. and if-they didn’t
what the payoff will be had
tv show,-it was.said..was originally } would | repay the. happiness
succeed: pre-air time, the chances
instituted last year, gives network
not been decided.
the idea of U:S. Attorney General ; that tv ‘gave her.
‘are slim for any. improvement at.
‘daytime sponsors one free minute
Robert Kennedy.
,in any of these six stanzas. forNow,.. in. her. ‘g134, 000. will \this late date: How: many survive
beyond the .initial 13 sponsored|:
‘The gambling - raid production, |. she has kept: that vow. She
four others purchased at card rate.
weeks is.the big unanswered ques“with. the tv. cameras grinding, and |- has left $1, 120. to the widow
NBC affils had been receiving full
tion of the moment. The immedistill re:
‘a director in charge,
comp for the free minute, with the
of tv pioneer John - _Logie
| ate conjecture is that, sometime
‘mained: somewhat . .of :a- mystery
yneiwon absorbing the Ioss.
Baird; $1,680 to BBC announcJanuary and March, a.
‘in. Boston: even. as 11 men and f ‘er Stuart Hibberd and the ‘between
“Unlike CBS and ABC. which
whole new. program realignment
s one. woman -appeared - in Federal
same to his wife.
‘cut
rates.
so
drastically
and
| will be-in order around the. webs.
-court on gaming charges. Neither
‘To’ Lord Reith, the first
, imashed the principle of quarterSome
are
inclined
to
see
it.
as
treasury. agents nor: the Boston - -BBC director-general. arid his.
‘hour
sponsorship,”
Scott
said,
the law «of diminishing returns|:
olice were
consulted and the
wife she. has left: furniture;.. - finally
“(NBC) holds the line on the rate
setting in onthe Hollywood|"
Bestthese agencies ‘knew of the.
books and’ photographs.
_Structure, and has been ‘eatine’
“sausage. mills,” with the audi-}
ig show was when the ‘cameras|
‘the costs of the bonus plan—not
Nothing
to
“Wagon
Train.”
|
ences
catching
up
‘with
-the.
one‘began to grind and 28 operatives
“Snows of. Kilimanjaro,” the sec- ‘only in the reduction of program
| note formula that saw the: Coast
‘brought: from far away. as Min-j;
“| virtually. ruling the production _ ond feature film on the NBC Satur- ‘charges, but also in its reduction
nesota and Florida staged the
(It’s expected that
roost in perpetuating: action-adven- ‘day. night schedule this season, lost of time costs.”
show.
; ture-violence.
The more
astute. ‘out to the preem of the 60-minute shortly the other two networks
~-The question. not fully answered
will
react
with
counter-charges
of
men -around ‘the hetworks were.
was: ‘How did an imported crew
calling the shots. before “preem |version of “Gunsmoke” on CBS-TV NEC price-cutting, which will tura
in the overnight national Arbitrons. it into another round of. netwark
‘of .CBS-TV. men just: happen to.
time,” based on reports of produc.
be on Mass. Ave: several hours|
tion. problems, bad’ scripts, ‘ete.,. ‘The’ 10-11 p:m. score Saturday name-calling.)
|tSept. 30) was an average 243 rat-.
, pefore the series of <raids were
Scott said that due to the inten‘emanating from the studios—trou: |
‘ing: for the CBS-TV western and a sified competition,
staged’” by T-men, ‘also imported?
the network
bles that these days are hard. to:
|20.2 for the second half of “Kili- will have to continue using the
_ One of the defense. ‘attorneys, keep secret.
manjaro.
bonus plan through this new seaJohn Fitzgeraid,-in asking -that:
Most. of. the: new ‘shows havej
his clients be freed argued that
bowed during the. past -16 days, a | “Kilimanjaro,” however, licked son, but stressed that he hoped. it
‘all: comers in the first hour, grab- would not be a permanent feature
Government should ‘not. profit from _ Sandy: Vanocur of .NBC’ News: frantic period of. minute-by-minute !
The Goy-; and Bristol-Myers have become a; inspection and doublechecking on bing a 22.4 at 9 vs. the end of of the rate structure.
its) own lawlessness.
rninent, he said,’ “aided in stag- |$1 ,000,000 pair.. Bankroller has a ratings, critical appraisal, . spon- CBS’ “Defenders” (19.6) and the: “NBC can no longer afford to
of
ABC’s
Lawrence ‘eat’ the whole cost of the bonus
ga ‘spectacular. for the. tele-:
I 52-week deal, which began this.' Sor-agency reaction, etc., with the !}beginning
"°-wlsion .cameras.” In reply, assistthree-network program chieftains ! Welk 412.5). At 9:30, ‘Have Gun, plan which benefits the affiliates,
i;Will Travel’
got whumped
by but puts all the financial! burden
ant U.S. attorney William J. Koen. week, : to “sponsor. the new dally | literally shared‘ up at midtown ho- !
retorted: “I wish ‘to disclaim. any five-minute afternoon news strip itels to “stay with it.” The conclu.’ “Kilimanjaro” 22.4 to 17.1 with on the network,” the exec veep
said te the affils. “In order to
knowledge of. the presence of; by the Washington correspondent. sion generally is that “maybe New- Welk running a. 13.3.
television cameras at the. site. of as well'as an even newer Saturday |‘ton: Minow is right.”
New hour version of “Wells '
(Continued on page 58)
‘the. raids... If. they were there, dt|.afternoon quarter-hour stanza.
|
Fargo”
on
NBC-TV
the
same
night,
|
_If the smart money feven before
was not at the. request. of- the. -B-M moved into the -cross-the- premiere dates ii some cases) pin-;iat 7:30, lest to veteran “Perry ght,|
}
U.S. Government or with per- border. ‘by: Vanocur when it began ; points as potential early casualties |ison” ,by an average hour score of
mission of -the ©US. attorney's Monday - (2), Show holds down ‘the | such entries. as’a “Cain's 100,” an} [17.9 ° to the CBS show's average
office."
4:55-5 p.m. slot.. Mogen David was’; “87th Precinct,” a:
a:“Corrupters,” a
Four
establishments
were | supposed |to have half of. 13 weeks. “New Breed,” and‘“Investigators, a i* NECCTY’s “Bonanza,” which just
‘of ‘the daily “news: program,.bit or a Robert Taylor hour detective;:moved to its new 9 p.m. time. ran
(Continued on page 58).
| when B-M picked up the whole tab series, it’s recognized that .some- away. with the ‘Sunday night nalate last week,. ‘the: winery relin- thing wholly different will have to tional Arbitrons,. grabbing an averquished its sponsorship. rights and emerge to.” take :their place.
“CBS Reports” starting in NoTolaage 28.5 between 9 and 10 p.m.
‘| instead shifted. its coin to. eight find that “difference,” if possible, ABC's preem of “Bus Stop” at. the vember will be half sponsored hy
| commercial mhinutes’ in ‘the -NBC- is what sent ‘the. Bill Paley-Frank '{same time hit 15.3 and the best Haloid-Xerox, makers
of Xerox
| Stanton-Jim ‘Aubrey triumverate . CBS. could do was 16.8 from 9 to office duplicating. machines.
and into four. quarter-hours of:the ‘scooting to the ‘Coast last week, |3:30 with “G.E. Theatre.”
i Xerox buy covering eight “CBS
It looks a real three. way race at
Jan: Murray: daytimer, .
and the three: webs. in: general‘
Reporfs” outings represents about
_the outset of the Sabbath prime
The Vanocur Saturday show ‘(at
$700.000 in time and talent and
(Continued on page 56)
{time schedule as viewers shopped
"6
p.m.)
.was..'the
‘first
item
that
|’
Mort Werner, NBC-TY- program .
around for a fave program.
“Walt .marks the first entrance of the
-B-M. bought. ‘Three.-days ‘later the
‘office
machine concern into netveep, may soon be up 40 one of;.
Disney’s . Wonderful’
World of ‘his old tricks by recreating a :45- sponsor “came ‘through. with the
Color” on NBC-TV nipped out a “work tv. Deal will carry outings of
daily. buy, ’.bringing‘ the-total’ an-

Boston Asking:TowComeOnlyCBS
Raids?”
Knew About Back BayBook
B

é

Hour Gunsmoke
Does a Snow Job
On ‘Kilimanjaro

Bristol-Myers Ih

$1,000,000 Splurge

On Vanocur, NBC:

‘Xerox's $700,000 ©
On ‘CBS Reports’

Mort Werner's

45-Min. Format:

minute daytime tv_program format.

“VICTORY AT-SEA’

n in its first half-hour (7:30 to 8! , "CBS Renorts” thraugh Novemher.The half sponsorship Xerox buy
“by” getting 20 to 19.2 for CBS’:
|“Dennis the Menace” and 15.1 for is actin as an additional spur to
s second week of “Follow the’ ohtain other sponsorship coin far
For: the - first. time, : Japanese tv )ABC's.
‘| viewers will |
see. “Victory At Sea.” Sun.” At 8, Disney did a 21.2 to. “CRS Renorts” and “Evewitness to
NBC International supplied ‘a 90- lthe first half of Ed Sullivan on- Histor” pubaffairs vehicles. Other
| CBS, who-got a 21.5 and “Sun” hit than American Telesitsne & TJeminute one-shot version of the pro-|
“CBS
Reports”
in the
program and then ‘top it off with
At 8:30, Sullivan edged graph,
‘gram, much-of it about the war in | %.3.
five minutes of news,
George. ‘Schlatter, last: year’s the Pacific, to its Nippon ‘affiliate, :{NBC's “Car 54. Where Are You?”. fourth quarter has been sold as a
Werner, | when he was’ NBC-TV: pinch-hit. producer on the. Dinah ‘Fuji Broadcasting Co.
‘particination vehicle. “Evewitness”
iby a score of 24.3 to 23.4.
‘daytime program boss fqui™ years: Shore stanza, was signed to do all
;has. a commercial pattern which
Fuji will show the ‘stanza in two
ago or so,. did “Queen for a Day’ + seven - Shore Friday: nighters. this
j
rune like this: two sot of every
parts and the shows would be folseason.
_in a 45-minute version.
fourth week goes to American Cy~
Montreux Fest Dates
anamid.
one
week
da Lissett
&
Plan would ‘most ‘iikely. affect
| “Schlatter and exec: producer Hen- lowed -by: discussions in which gov-

--If it happens (possibly by January, |
-after the web has had time to- Judge |
the effect of ‘the new rating Sex|
. bon), it'll probably mean also. that
Werner. will team his 45-minute
eross-the-border: with a 40-minute

nual budget to $1,000,000.

FOR JAPAN VIEWER

\Finalized Staff For.

Dinah Shore TY Segs

‘the late morning-early afternoon ry Jaffe signed Frank De: Yol as
-hours on the NBC-TV. lineup. Spec- the NBC-TV. hour's musical. direc-

ernment* and .military authorities |.

will take part.

Montreux,

Oct. 3.

‘Montreux’s second Internalional

Mivers,

and

ticirations,

fhe

The

othte

week

nare .

efforts there will

ulation: has it that the 11:30-noon tor, and another. ‘staff move was to|. The Japanese. expect an’ excep- ; Television Festival has been set to he to cet snonsor coin rather’ than
for the: run from April 23 to May 5. sub- ,pavtie-t*7zn monies.
- strip. ‘Concentration, ”- would be make Johnny. Bradford partner to tionally. large audience
expanded and. so would the noon- hheadwriter. Charley Isaac. Nick show, sincé so muck of it is about !
_jJect to endorsement by the EursAT°-T
will fully sporsor the
12:30. “Truth Or Consequences,” Castle ‘will choreograph the preem themselves. What.-public reaction :pean Broadcasting Union meeting “CRS PRanorts” outing dealing with
waiter end the comnanyv has a rns
with “It Could Be You” dropped. .- show-on Friday (6), Dean Whitmore will, be has some observers wor ‘this week in Vienna.
There already is- ‘five minutes. of is
returning.as- Miss Shore's | ried. Dates for the two-parter will | - As with the initial fest last May, ning dsal fa snancor anv “CBE
be Nov. 4 and 11,
lit will be a three-part event,
‘daily: news atBR55 P Mm,
‘director. ;
| Reports” shows dealing with spares
a
2
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RABDIO-TELEVISION

“TV-Radio Production Centres +

Parade of Sponsors Hit Violence
|| WithThe Siation Reps.
But (Guess Whio?) Picks Up Tab;
Bell & Howell Cheers Pubaffairs

A new rep: firm. designed. to sell

medium .and

|been

small’ markets

opened by Sam

has.

IN NEW YORK CITY...

Brownstein, |

'former sales manager of Broadcast ;
; Time Sales. —
.
-

|

a

Video playwright Dale Wasserman back from the Coast after a four-

;
Prestige .Representation Organ- } week stay in Hollywood . .. Roger Sharp, anchorman on-the new
tthe footage, since viewers were ization: (PRO) currently has a list:juve-slanted “American Newstand” strip on ABC-TV, is- claiming the .
By BILL GREELEY
"certainly aware
enough to have of 15° stations, including WMOU, |
If there’s one thing television's heard of the competition.
|Berlin, N.H.; WHMS, Charleston, |title for being the youngest network correspondent. He's 26 and &.
m::jor sponsors will not tolerate
half-year younger than former title-holder. Charles Kuralt of CBS...
..
Peterson said. that Bell & How-W. Va.; WCVI, Connellsville,
Pa.; 4 Producer-director Gil Cates has wound up. a theatrical -color short,
it's viotseme
That's the clearest
ell's share of the motion picture. WKEN, Dover, Del.; WKIN, Kings- ; “A Painting,” which will be shown on tv. before going inta general.
impression
jeff oy a weeklong
equipment
market.
has
increased
port,
Tenn.;
WBRB,
Mt.
Clemens,
|
theatrical distribution . . : ABC-TV. and the American’ Society of
parade of adverMser execs to the
since the company switched from Mich.; WKAR,
Pomona,
Calif: |Travel Agents are tying up on a promotion for the web's “Follow the
witness stand at FCC's continuing
Pottstown, Pa.; and WSAG, | Sun” show . .... Johnny Gilbert is emceeing a one-hour pageant show
hearmgs
on
network
progicm sponsorship of westerns and mys- WPAZ,
and re- Ft. Knox, Ky.
“Mardi Gras,” to originate from New Orleans with the -T-Fal Corp: of
practices snow
underway
at US. terles to documentaries,
-search has shown a greater adver-' Brownstein says he will continue | Baltimore bankrolling . . . Kathy Mitchell signed as hostess on ABCCourthouse in Foley Square.
‘tising “Impact per person” .as a’ to rep only stations outside the top TV's new daytimer, “Make A Face”. .. Maestro Paul Taubman: hosting:
Almost all of the witnesses &0 direct result of the pubaffairs pro-. 50 markets with the feeling that|
“Fashion Show For Men” due for syndication under sponsorship by.
far ‘with 40 scheduled to be heard: ‘ grams.
a
stations can be sold to advertisers |Schrater & Sons, tie manufacturers . .- Bud.Collyer, host.of ABC-TV's |
have expressed deep concern over
, not only because they are inmajor |“Number Please,” named chairman
I
would
sum
it
up
this
way,
of the radio-tv division of the 1961 .
the rough stuff in their shows, and
he said. “The sponsorship of pub-' markets, but also because they are campaign of the Muscular Dystrophy Assn. of America : .’. Fred: Reb-.
several
have
submitted
written
lie service shows has. been good NOt. His specialized ee rtne D he. bins interviews Jimmy Durante, Martha Hyers, George Nader, Walter

policies with anti-violence clauses,

time. buy- Winchell, Anita Bryant

business and we hope good citizen-| S@ys, will be able to give

ar cited specific examples of ef- ship.”
ers much more detailed informaforts to eliminate violence.
Besides the above imentioned,: ’: heretofore
#0" 00 theavailable.
smaller. markets than.
Brown & Williamson's John W.
‘the roster of ad toppers who apBurgard, whose company over the
peared. or are yet to appear, inYoung Changes
last three years has had a piece of
With Roger Sheldon’s jransfer to’
cludes Henry M. Kennedy, Pruscores of action-adventure series,
dential; David A. Shepard, Stand- head of the Chicago office, Adam
told Commission investigators the
:ard
Oil:
Thomas
McCabe
Jr.,
Scott!
Young
+ reppery has added John
cig company
was
cancelling
an
Paper; Douglas Smith,S. C. John-! Fewer scan artn WNBC- a es.
ABC-TV
“Bus
Stop” stanza bdeson; Leonard Lavin, Alberto-Cul-° Stadt. 'ioe hows
rs. and before
cause it fs “full of unnecessary
violence.”
Myers:
(
Fi
num
Co,;: $4
“
vse
In
reviewing
his
company's JE Dean. DuPont: R. E. Forbes,| Other Young changes include:.
three-year participation in ‘“Play- Chrysler: Ted Bergman, Revlon;. Lee. Redfield, formerly handling
house
90"
productions,
AlTistate Samuel Thurm, Lever Bros.: Rob-j radio in Philadelphia, Baltimore
ad veep Robert E. Gorman said. ert Fisher.
Ford: M. A. "Souers. | and Washington, takes on tv ‘also;
“Our principal concern was with ‘General Mills: Alfred A. Whit-| George Yonan, formerly with ABC
the area of good taste. Primarily taker, Bristol-Myers: John Childs, ! and : Mutual ae(Chicago, |Joins,ithe
the objections we raised.fell in the.

ker, Tawrenge Bruft, Liggett & ar tte NBG petSilee

Hane’ reduct; ats sehvonte formerly" with te Daren F- Me:

catevories of excessive violence or
brutality
undue emphasis on sex National Biscuit; Howard Gray, .R.; caren ceppery iu St Louls, > a
.
criminal activity that was
either plorified or remained un- 7. Reynolds; Robert ber a owen !.Simpson. formerly head’ of the St.
punished. and profanity.”
Peeing aug: 43 Bbe Loditlard: | uis office,.to the “San Francisco—
Colzate-Palm- office; James Drew, formerly with
T. M. Hunt, Alcoa. ad manager. Georg, 7 Laboda
seid his company, a maior sponsor liv Aeedward Kletter. J. B. wil-!| BBDO as a.media supervisor, joins
‘ane.
R
in.
Westingt
.j lard
the New
York sales
and with
Milof dramatic shows, have resolved lians: Roger Bolin. Westinghouse;
F. Ewing
Jr, staff;
formerly
by “team work” ‘campanv, arency. James Cook, AT&T: Albert Brown, Los Angeles stations, joins the
LA
p-oducer) “controversial asnects of Best Foods; Carl Stursburg, War-. office.
atory material—such as extremes
of
characterization.
wrnecessary Nenat Boire ater ys Oates et. Briefs: George R. Jenéson, forhe eg
cM sUndew. :merly midwest sales manager. for
violence or brutality.” ete.
ill
and
3. W.Huse, U.S.| WOR-TV-AM, has been named vice
Procter & Gamble ad manacer
Albert N. Halverstadt put irto the
record
his
companv's§
“ed'tarial.
police. * which Included the directive. “Materia! ahout violence, aecidents. hrutalitv or gruesomeness of
anv sort must be hard'!ad accardine to the dictates of avdinarv goad
taste.” Of course “good taste” mav
have ‘heen un for reconsideration
recently at P&G.
A poliev list similar to P&G’s

an ene Charles:

tien.

politics

Tost

and

scripts

or

science

ideas.

or re-

“|

president and midwestern manager

down:

|

WPIX’s

“=|

fk

WPIX's

Herbert Drake, C. James Flem-

e.

Lefkowitz,

Wagner Head-On:

ing Jr. and John Metcalf ‘of Hoh-|].
son, Bates & Partners, London)}

for running lead

Ocl. 23...

in CBS-TV's

. Vet actress.Mirjiam

Hopkins ©

series

of seminars

at Rockland

County’s

South

Orangetown

High

School under New World Foundation grant ,.. ..CBS-TV’s “Captain
Kangaroo” racked up sixth anni yesterday (Tues.) ... . In another anni.
note, Garry Moore with. no fear of overexposure..will make his 2,700th

. . . Irving Fein, prexy of J&M. Productions. back to
Coast after visit to Gotham re tapingof Jack Bénny’s CBS-TV preem “

‘lv appearance

show . . . Bob Livingston, Pacific Coast sales manager for CBS-TV,
back to Coast after brief visit east
. . Robert Allison signed. to script
“Siege of Malta” for CBS-TV's: “Twentieth Century”... Red: Buttons:
signed for singing and dancing rale on a “GE Theatre” outing titled .
“Tippy Toe”. . .“Who Caused Cold War?” willbe the subject of the

first

debate

Monday

{9)

at Town

Hall. sponsored. by WBAI

FM.

Bohdan Lewandowski, Polish representativeto the UN. and Hans J:
Morganthau, leading American political scientist;.
will debate the

question.

:

oe

ao

Katherine Peden, v.p. and station director of CBS Radio affil, WHOP,
Hopkinsville, Ky., honored at .a N.Y. luncheon Monday (2),-. marking
opening day observance of National Businesswomen's Week. Miss
Paden is the ’61-’62 president of the. National Federation. of -Business 7
and Professional Women’s Clubs .. ..CBS .Newsman “Allan Jackson
Starts his series of speaking engagements when ‘he addresses. the West-..

minster’s Men's Council in Detroit today (Wed.).. . . Bob Lang, former

CBS News
v.p. in char ge of. administration, is off ‘on a six-week ‘world’
CBS
Ne
cruise with his wife .. .Sherril Taylor and Jory. Nodland of Taynod

Productions

resumed

producing: “Kukla. and

studios yesterday ‘Tues.) .. . WCBS

Ollie’ ‘seriés in N.Y.

Radio’s Jack Sterling planes to.-

Puerto Rico Sunday (10) to’set up. his new programming formatat thestation his syndicate, Atlantic Broadcasting, purchased in: Caguas':. .

7°

—

Formier
CBS staffer Vincent. ¥Y.Bowditch named director of mass media
for the National Conference. of Christians & Jews... National Educa-

tional Television is distributing a series of 12.dramas in second. season,
of the educational web's “Drama Festival.” Nine productions
are from:

England, one each from Japan .and..France and
KQED, San Francisco's educational station.
= =

oné ‘produced by
=.
ce

Sir Gerald Beadle, former BBC-TV prexy, will. address

emy

luncheon

meeting

tomorrow

-

a TV. Acad-.

(Thurs:) at ‘the Waldorf-Astoria‘ ‘on
in; “Global TV—A Force For
World Unity”... . NBC chairman Bob Sarnoff
have been elected to the board. of New York's mayorality contest—| said in his periodic letter
to the editors that the web had “recruited:
directofs, Ted Bates agency.
Mayor Wagner (Dem.). and Attor- | a-name who is not usually associated with NBC’ to. appear on “Con=: Veepee stripes for Robert Jaco-| ney General Lefkowitz (Rep.) — tinental Classroom”—Edward R. Murrow . . . ‘Monique
Van ‘Vooren.
by at Compton Advertising.
=
«have accepted the bid by WPIX, will front “Operation Judas,” one of the dramatic showsto be done...
Judson Irish has been appointed |N.Y., for a face-to-face. tv debate. | for the Sunday NBC-DuPont ‘series in early January... . Gil Hodges
©
copy direetor of Foate. Cone &:
Contingent. on agreement in: and Bill McCord are doing the pre and post game shows an the World:
Belding’s New York office.
‘ground rules, the face-to-face tv Series over NBC Radio . .. FCC chairman Newton. Minow will “de.a
New
Biz: National . Carbon meet is slated for Oct. 10, from; guest two ‘successive weeks (Oct. 8 and 15) on WNBC-TV's “Dorothy.
Eveready,
South
America,
and 9:30 to 10:30 p.m. Daily News in-| Gordon Youth Forum”. . . Norman Katz was: named veep in..charge
unlike other . tv __ stations,|of foreign operations for Seven Arts Associated and’ will headquarter
Union Carbide De Mexico, to Ken- die,
: WCBS-TV: and WNEW-TV, made: in London .. . Four Preps, James Milho
plus
llin
yon & Eckhardt De Mexico.
the Paul -Weston

fic-

story

either okaved

and

marketing
services director |
Lambert & Feasley. Fred Ryner,
formerly with Fletcher Richards.
Calkins & Holden, has joined L&F
as director of research.

2d chief Gail Smith. who previously worked for the soap companv.
General Electric’s David Burke
cited violence as a definite taboo in
scripts for “GE Theatre.” Same for
teo much
drinking or sex. and

partisan

"

“Pete & Gladys” starting

signed: for “Investigators” guest stint on CBS-TV . . .-Eliet Tozer,
CBS-TV press info staffer, appointed director of creative writing for.

Harry. Vosburg. | for the new National Sales division. New York State Broadcasters Assn., with 75° of: state's. radio. and tv
{
. stations enrolled for the hi shest percentage in orgs seven-year history,
formerly
research
veepee,
has} of RKO General
is planning its 1962 Legislative Dinner for March .7 in Albany...
been named vice president and |
SC
Up

wes turred ovér by Gener«!} Motors

Te satd, were

W.

and Sammy Davis Jr. on his syndicated “As-

Signment Hollywood” this week.
Bill Hinnant; young thesp, signed

jected when first submitted. And
rrost turndowns, he said. were for

The

two

major

candidates.

band have been added to the Bob. Newhart preem stanza next. WednesArmstrong-Warden
Ltd.,
Uon- ‘its offer with the knowledge that! day 11) on
“cad. dawnheat. depressing” stories
NBC-TV . . ..Gene Edwards, former assistant: WMGM
it would have to comply with Sec- ;
considered in jarring contrast to don, to Evelyn Konrad Public Re-- tion. 315- of tHe Communications | Bena
director, named program director at’ WFYT..Long Island... - .”:
the cemnany’s slogan, “Proeress is lations.
‘raid
James
becomes
program manager.and Nancy
|Act. The other tv stations made:
iz
ovr most important proiect.”
Prog .
ger.
a wt ane music |
their offer contingent ona waiveri rector of WIFM.
The shueder at violerce was ap‘of Section 315, which grants any| Philip Merrill (Leon Levine's |

Nigel Patrick Pacted

Ferert with other witnesses ac the .
Cert reps outlined their volicies
o* program contral ard set forth [

“For ‘Zero One’. Series

Strone

arguments

nerescary,

|

of

why

it was

Armstrong Cork’s ad chief Max
Ranchaf
echoed = sentiments
of
manv when ke said. “We are consinced ff :“Circle Theatre": would
Ccteriorate if we were denied. the
rieht to exereise programming control ard we would then he unable.
fo cont*nue as sponsors.”
They All Keep Tabs
As
for participating
snonsér-

shins,

Cenied

vith

there

the

any

were

policy

witnesses

British film-legit star Nigel Patrick has been signed for the lead
of MGM-TV’s “Zero One.” a new
half-hour series to be filmed at
MGM's British studios. starting in
November.
Patrick will join Bill
Smith,
of MIGM-TV’s.
“Asphalt
Jungle,” as the east toppers.

who

involvement

muiti-advertiser

ecepey
editors
read
all scripts
geiided bv a “tohacco policy.” a
Cetailed list of does and don'ts as|
re verds the use of tohacen nraducts
on B&W shows. Philin Merris ad
meneser Roger VI. Greene. said a
et:F ef four at the comnanv read
eral anprove
scripts. ircluding a

y “Be relations exec and Greene's
eevretary, PM agencles e!sa often
have a renresentative at rehearsals,
ao fa mast comparies.
*n contrast. Bell & Howell prexv}

F ter G. Peterson
he

called

di dunked

“marketing

ehout

a lot of the taboos

i:fet

on

prodneers

yketi

fotktese
snonvars§

He cited the!

instance of a Kodak sity, that snpeared in one af the coennonv's

son) has joined the. U.S.-State

candidate

upon
request..
minority party

mayorality race.

1

equal time, in Washington in its Office of S pecial Projects. He was formerly
with
There
are - four ; J. Walter Thompson and Irvin & Gitlin’s sectorat NBC. His wifef Eilie,
candidates in the. quit Timeto make the move

|TV

wie
£0 |
Guide
promo

WPIX initially offered a. half-, Valley Garden
-hour format for the debate, but: Keyes replaces
‘the principals wanted an hour and. Joe Franklin’s
the ‘station acceded.
Station, be-'! leading lady of

manager,

‘to the capital . . - Mel. Soko’ow, former.

becomes

in Haddonfield,

general manager

N.J..

and

former

Look.

of Delaware-

manager

Joe

him at old post .\... 88'er Sally MacArthur. fuesting on

WABC-TV stanza tomorrow ‘Thurs.) . . | Betty Winkler, -~
umpteen radio saap operas

in the old days, now

listed
cause of some ‘technical ‘problems, !in the New School bulletin as’ assistant to. Charlotte Selver. It's
a
has asked fora vidtaped program, . notable change of direction for the actress. Meanwhile
her hubby,
to be taped right before the airing, :George Keane, long prominent as a ‘juvenile.in Broadway shows, hag:
as opposed to a “live” outing.
{crashed the million-dollar-volume

‘Series. is being produced, in. asWCBS-TV_
topper
Frank
J.!
sociation with the BBC. Lawrence
Bachmann, supervisor of -MGM'’s Shakespeare In a-telegram to the- t
production in Britain, will produce -two candidates, said that he was
with Elliot :Baker as story editor. withdrawing his invitation “inas- |-

IN CHICAGO...

class as an insurance ‘man.

|;

a

WBBM copped an award for “‘best reporting of community problems”
.
Story line Will revolve around ‘the _T™much as no action was.taken dur- ‘from Radio. and Tv News Directors .Assn., making. it one ‘ofto radio.

shows. air security organization. for com-

Frt BAW's Burgard said Ted Bates

‘qualified

mercial

airlines.

.4dng the past Congressional

session

With respect to Section 315:;’':

And You Think You Got Problems!
The problems of tv sponsors have ranged from horror to. preg-"
nancy, it’s been learnéd during testimony
.of 40 top client ad men

at FCC’s current, hearings on network

Courthouse.

-

a

programming

at U. S.

;

Revion ad veep Ted Bergmann testified this week that his company’s execs were chilled by two “Hitchcock Presents” episodes,one tlrat involved sawing a woman in half, the other the strangling
of a \oung girl. NBC axed:‘the first. The second went on over
protests of the cosmetic firm, Bergmann said.
7
_Earlier testimony by witness Roger Greene, ad chief of Philip.

Morris told. how the cig firm prevailed on. one tele drama where
it was thought the labor pains of a Mexican woman were “too

“Clese-T
op nuh: faire snecite on
APRS.TYV
Fle cid Roth & Mee Up

labored.” Company also, said Greene, got the network to alter a
oe
Dehie. Gillis stanza in which the teenager's parents were '
the impression he'd got a girl in.a family way. Grecne

figured "kre was no sense deleting

called for reshooting most of the seg.

stations accoladed this year . . . Linn Burton. signed an with.
WOPA-FMto emcee its eight hours of programming daily . . . Harriet (Sis) Aflass,

who produced the baseball clinics for Bill Veeck and Aaron Cushman
last summer, off ona five-week round-the-world tour . . : First issue
.
of

WFMT's new fine arts .mag, Perspective, has a byline yarn by
Denis.

Mitchell, the BBC-TV

documentarian who

“Chicago” film, explaining his viewpoint.

produced

that seandalized

He says he'd like to make

“second impressions” film . . . Daily News columnist John Justin Smitha
tapped by WITWto moderate “‘Meeting of the Minds” . ., Bill Hamil-

ton, the tv pitchman, invented-a new home humidifier and. has ‘become
man ufacturing it. Stern, Walters & Simmons
is the agency for the account ... WCFL and Evanston.

{an officer of the company

station WEAW
both will broadcast the full schedule of NorthwesternU. football
WAMAQ will earry the Iinois games... Wilding Films plucked games.
seven

| awards at the recent Columbus,

Ohio): film festival, —

IN LONDON...
| Ella Fitzgerald:
and Claire Bloom are ' Zuest stars of the Jo: Stafford
Show on commercial tv Saturday i7) «
- - Douglas Wright has joined
*

Rumpble,. Crowther& Nicholas. Ltd. » 88 tv manager. Before joining.
~“ritish’ television Wright spent five
ve
years with the C-nadian. Broad‘sting
Corp.
eo
. Comedians
Morecambe & Wise have been signed up:

(Continued on page 58)

|
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RADIO-TELEVISION

T THE SLOT
F CC§ BewareOfNewsLeaks’ 7 |VIEWERS GETTING RatioTVs News Directors In
“Washington,

A. ‘totigh, new. Federal Communications

Commissian

Oct.. 3.

crackdown.

‘on. news leaks, moonlighting jabs in. conflict with a. ‘Staffer’s -of-.
ficial chores, and ather unethical..conduct.is now in forée. FCC
. Chairman Newton Minow will appoint shortly the man ‘to. see that
‘all concerned toe the line and investigate those who stray.

~MORE SELECTINE} Stinging Blast At Industry Codes;
:-The possibility

that t's “lazy

Hollow Documents, Rarely Heeded

ee
—

“The revised standards are in accord with the JFK .memo last
“winter ordering agencies to draw up ‘guch conduct codes. Of major :- Mlewing” days’ are over, with: the
Washington, Oct. 3.
interest is‘the tight lid-on Jeaks. It’s been known for some time :- audience in prime time -hours |~
The high principled codes of Nathat Minow has been Irked about pipelines ‘hooked up directly: with
much more selective in switching | ‘You,
Too,
Can
Help’
tional
Assn.
of Broadcasters and
closed-door Commission meetings.. The provision’ reads:
. {over to what. it wants to-see, has
Radio and Television News Direc- Washington, Oct. 3.
“Except as specifically authorized to do.so, an employee may not,
. not escaped ‘the early season pulsetors Assn. are hollow documents
Radio-tv
news
directors
directly .or indirectly, disclose, make use of, or permit. others to.
and
never
enheeded
-were called on by Justice “Trarely
make use .of, any official info. not miade. available ‘to the general ~ takers. . Thus the sponsor who's
forced.
public, of which he has knowledge. or which. comes into his possesbeen more concerned about his ’ Dept. ts furnish information—
This was not the conclusion of
‘gion .as result. of his: employment in-the Commission; which is'of _| time. period than ‘with the show _ “substantiated or otherwise’—
about local crooks to help
the P-TA but of the Ethical and
a confidential nature, or which‘ was revealed to him as a matter of...
Standards Committee of RTNDA
trust, or any other information:of such character that its disclosure _ he's bought. (aid the cliént’s pur-7 stamp. out lawlessness.
Call was issued by the Dechase
of
a
half-hour
period
befin a report which ranks as among
:“'would be contrary.to the best, interest 0of the: Government, the. Com- cause it: followed a hot show has | partment’s. Criminal Division
the
most
devastating
assaults
Mission, or persons served by it:
‘in the past ‘been a. strong motiva- | ‘Head, Herbert. J. Miller Jr.,
mounted. against either industry
“Examples of this kind include disclosing staff papers outside the
tional factor), ‘could be in for. ai. subbing for Attorney General
Code.
‘ECC or. disclosing actions by FCC prior to. ‘authorized public. re+
Robert
F.
Kennedy,
who
"|-stunning
surprise.
lease of such information :....”. .
:
The Committee, headed by Fred
The rating charts thus far (al- -couldn't make his slated ap- This proyiso conceivably could stir. some. trouble ‘with the ‘House
Heckman, WIBC, reported -to the
pearance
at
the
RTNDA
meet,
.Moss ‘Subcommittee which: is hotly opposed to Government secrecy: | though they only signify the first
4RTNDA annual meeting here the
‘of a nine-inning struggle) could |. He told the delegates:
. ‘measures.
following conclusions -on codes,
“Bach oné of you can render:
Another standard would. require: employes to “meet all just finan- {indicate a trend which may find.
highly touted as broadcasting’‘s hest
“a public service by digging
‘etal obligations.” Various conflict of interest situations are. spelled | more. than ‘one. sponsor respond-.
(and presumably last! line of deup facts which may document
out ‘also: In addition, no staffer can accept: anything valuable which | ing with: “The funniest thing hapfense against Government inter_ the existenceof criminal ac‘| pened to me on my. way to the new
could affect: his ‘{mpartiality.
ference.
‘tivity information, - substantiUnder the. investigatory and punitive process, a violator. could, ‘1 season.” For what’s been happen“The
pious
wording
of
our
or
otherwise,
which
on majority-FCC vote, be handed .a: written -reprimand, be wu8e. ing is that, regardless of’ what’s in| ated
(RTNDA)
Standards
and Ethics
_ pended temporarily. or outrightly fired.
=
front or. what's in’ back, the audi- . comes into your hands may — | Policy and those of the NAB Code
well
prompt
an
investigation
ence has. -been. willing to tune in
of Good Practices mean nrdthing,
leading to successful prosecuto.sample a new show but if it’s
for there is no enforcement, nor
tion of important racketeers in
not to -his liking he'll shift over
can
the adherence to the policy
your area.”
} to.another channel. In the past the
be worn as a badge of honor, for
| sponsor. could always count on.a |=
it is not recognized as such either
sufficiency, of -“lazy viewers” to
by most stations, by management,
stay tuned after a. “hot: show,” a,
by agency, by Government, nor
pre-guarantee. of rating’ points..
anyone else, other than a few
To: cite a f'rinstance, for all ‘of
members of RTNDA.”
By JAY LEWIS.
j
"| Procter &
Gamble’s. clamor’ to:
Product of a two-year study, the
‘wrap up. Sunday night. 8:30 on NBC
report termed the problem of non‘Washington,: Oct. .3.
| for the new Nat Hiken “Car 54”
adherence “serious, if not critical,
Radio-Television News Directors |
in the actual life of this profesAssn. climaxéd ‘their annual con-|
‘Howard Adelman’ is going in as series (because it follows the new
sion.” It warned:
vention -here -with “Minow’. Night” “supervisor of production: on Nat| ‘Walt Disney hour series), viewer
in the comedy
“For if the Ethics and ‘Standards
arid everyone had a‘prime time. | Hiken’s “Car 54” NBC-TV series. disappointment.
of ali are not unimpeachable, the
‘An amiable Federal. Communica: He was formerly associated with skein was evidenced by the fact |that,.on
‘the
show's
second
time
handwriting
is. on the wall for
-tlons’ ‘Chairman .told..an- equally| the: Phil Silvers show. ©
Washington, Oct. 3.
out, the competing Ed SuHivan
amiable - group of news directors|
Keynote address at the Radio- eventual Government control, en-|-segment
(although
a
repeat).
got
foreed
by
threat
of revocation of
they. were’ deing a “magnificent|.
Television News Directors meet
/the major rating points. The same here consisted: almost entirely of licenses.
.
job,” and -he only wished their |:
story, even: at this early. date, re- a fishy-eyed focus on the practice
“It is only the minority of the
‘tribe would increase and ‘more. of
-peats itself variously’ around the
them. would get into the marageof broadcast editorializing,
re- stations, mainly those represented
| schedules, portending an era of. cently rather sacrosanct both to in RTNDA.
that even approach
ment side. to. instill ‘broadcasting
|:
greater viewer discrimination:
producing what should be exnect‘with more pubaffairs spirit.
industry and government.
ed
of
a
news
operation;
and many
And his main point of: criticism
Since there are always excepSpeech. by past RTNDA prexy
was no criticism-at all—to the news.
| tlons -to. the ‘rule, Joey Bishop, Russ Van Dyke (KRNT-AM-TV, of us. fall far short of achieving
directors at least:
-sandwiched
“between
“Wagon Des Moines) ‘all but came out minimal standards and ethics.”
The néws directors offered this
He. suggested that the’‘directors
Train” and Perry Como at 8:30 against editorializing by likening
, consider. full-scale newscasts in
‘Wednesday nights, could well hold {it to suicide: Attempted: suicide or ‘ program to put the codes on a new
prime time :to. wipe out. what. he
“Up. regardless of critical apprehen- sucide is -legal in Iowa, he said— footing: launch a p.r. campaizn
giving management the word for
-ealled the “virtual news blackout”
|©
-“a man has. the right to try ‘it
: Washington, Oct. 3. "| sions about his weekly entry.)
the need of RTNDA and its unduring the.7-11. p:m, slot. Few news.
if he wishes.”
‘the. ‘National, _Assh. - of ‘Broad- |
. directors would concede their. fare
“But I'm not. going to urge it— lifting policies (‘If you don't, the
caution: flag |
will.” it said’; bar
‘doesn't: rate offering. during peak jeasters raised
-| or offer prizes for the neatest job,” government
‘ederal ‘Communication
new membership or renewals unviewing hours. “The warld goes on:
he commented.
‘Washington, Oct: 3.
‘Commission’s
proposed:
new produring. ‘prime evening time. But.
’ Van Dyke recalled that former less RTNDA policies are obeyed;
Dick Cheverton,. WOOD (AM-you wouldn't: know: it.if you: “were: gramming. reporting form.
Frederick
Ford and a nationwide publicity effort
Grand Rapids, was ‘installed FCC Chairman
CBS ‘and NBC ‘similarly. under- as.
TV),
‘watching television.”
editori- to instill new confidence in the
new fresident of Radio-Televi- ‘had ‘vigorously plugged
_ After the. Chairman’ s talk, How- scored. ‘their concern over. censor- sion News. Directors Assn.. at its alizing in a speech to the 1960 “reliability and believability’” of
{RTNDA
stations. similar to the
ard ‘K.. ‘Smith; CBS. Washington. ‘ship. ‘implications: over the exhaus-. ‘eonvention here .at the Statler- ‘RTNDA meet.
- News Chief, remarked. that. per- tive: new form. as the FCC was. Hilton.
Housekeeping Seal of ApAddressing
editorializing news! Good
He succeeds Bill Monroe,
haps “those Minow dollsiwith: pins deluged with last-minute filings by NBC-News, - Washington.
directors, Van Dyke said he really! proval, etc.
sticking in them”: _could:. be dis- broadcasters on-the rule making.
According to Heckman. the come
William 'G. Garry, news director had no quarrel with the stand
carded now.
’ NAB said it went along with the WBBM-TY, Chicago,. was. elected’ “you have freely taken.” But he mittee based its gloomy rconcluAn ensuing question-and-answer idea that .the FCC can I6ok. into first v.p.; Ed Ryan, WTOP, Wash- added:
sions on “voluminous” mail and
--gession
consisted
mostly of . a the proposed ‘Programming of li- ‘ington, was tapped as v.p. for radio, : “Tl. invite -you rather to. join telephone contacts with mem‘er
_rather. mild discussion of the pros censees and require them to show and new v.p- for television is Bert me in raising the question of} outlets. Main query of the sur.and:cons of. editorializing, sparked ‘how they are meeting the needs of ‘Cannings, CFCF, Montreal,
_|-whether that which {is good for
(Continued on
on page 58)
mainly by an. attack on the prac- their communities.
{some
is good for all, ‘and to
tice by former RTNDA ‘president | . But. it. flatly opposed “any ‘injudge the basic premise that to
WOR UPS McNICOL
Russ Van Dyke’ in.a keynote. ad-: terpretation that. the new. program-A .member of the sales “staff editorialize, is in itself, a measure
dress that turned out to be.a little ming categories. outlined in the since 1955, William J. McNicol Jr., of public service.”
off: (see ‘separate ‘story)..
rule-making will -be imposed as has been named
assistant “gales i Van Dyke pooh-poohed the freMinow and Westinghouse- Broad. !‘“requirements.”. Such a ‘policy, the. manager for WOR Radio.
quently
raised
argument
that
~_easting’ frexy: Donald H. McGan- NAB charged, .would. result. in
Before joining the New York newspaper editorials are effective
non, other principal speaker of the “programming to suit the desires‘of. RKO ~ General station, McNicol in stamping out evils.
ithe eommission’ and.. . would not ‘was
to the
(Continued on page 57.)
12 years with. J. Walter|. “From . Teapot Pome
_ {Continued on page58)
Thompson agency.
(Continued on page 57)
57)
Chicago, Oct. 3.
Encyclopaedia Britannica turned
‘down five of NBC-TV’s.
“White
iPaper”
hours
for
sponsorshi»,
after nearly three weeks of soa:lsearching by chairman
Williim
‘tightens its grip on broadcasting, Iiand in these circumstances it’s ;Benton and chief aides at the pubWashington, Oct: 3.
‘When it comes. to the U..S..Gov- have ze doubt that. fear will in- ‘only human to feel you can’t afford°‘lishing company here
ernment, broadcasters tend to be| creas
to
have “enemies in | ‘Washing- ! Sen. Benton wanted the series,
.. Dwight Weist. fs: running, uncon- neurotic, overly defensive, inclined| . “Te“this fear increases, I believe |ton ...
‘it is reported. because “we present
‘His punch line: “If I were asked : facts and so does the Gitlin ‘Irving
tested. so far, as: president of -the: ‘to ‘kowtow,, afraid to enter doors. the. freedom of broadcast newsmen
UN. Y. branch of Screen Actors where. newspapermen - go freely, |to report the news of Government to cite actual cases where this kind! Gitlin) series.” However, Brit»nand generally view: the: FCC. as al will diminish in ways that may. not of attitude, where fear of govern- |nica, in order to underwrite ‘¢”e °
Guild: Ballots” were’ sent out .to
be immediately. discernable to gov- ment led-to seriously distorted tv |network pubaffairs series, woud
burich of. head-hunters.
the’ rarik-and-fite — ‘returnable at - This criticism was. heaped on the ernment regulators, or even to all or radio journalism, I probably} have had to pull anywhere fram
“latest: by Oct. 23—on. candidates’to industry. by Bill Monroe, president. broadeasters,. or ‘to. the ‘American couldn’t do it. But all of us know ||$659.000 to $700.00) out of a virall -Ioca} ‘offices plus four up:for, ‘of ‘Radio-Television News Direc- people.”
the situation is there. Personally, j tually non-existent ad budget and,
national board.
tors Assn. at their convention here.
'*Fo come down. to brass tacks,” I’m convinced it frequently does'in the final analysis, it couldn't
Joyce Gordon, June Graham, Ron
Monroe said there is a real dan- } Monroe | said candidly, “we know! ‘affect what goes on the air, per- : be done

A Jovial Minow TellsTY-RadioNews:
Directors: ‘May ¥
YourTribelncrease’

RINDA’s Keynote

\Poser: Editorials
AWay To Suicide?

HikenPacts Adelman

New FCCProgram |
Form Raises Fear
Of Censor Inroads

-RINA Picks Cheverton’

White Paper’ Gels
Britannica Nix

WeistUncontested |Monroe’s8,Doctrine: ‘Stop Being Afraid’
As N.Y.SAG Prexy’

‘Meantime, in New York, NBCRawson’ and Len.Wayland are. up.jger from government interference ;there are many stations inclined to |haps not all stations but certainly
-TV has fresh feelers ouf on the
‘for veep. stripes and Ken Roberts is with broadcasting but .that indus-' ‘be cautious in their treatment of ;many.
Hum- tryites, must shed their craven at-! news about political figures. They
series to Corning
G'a‘sx,
(FCC Chairman Newton Minow, : Gitlin
to this
statement - which is interested in the four
overplay news. favorable to; in response
recording ‘secretary.
It's an} pledged if Monroe or anyope came: “Papers” that fall after the first
off: the trend::
: prominent politicians...
In .a speech entitled “Electronic | inevitable reflection of the fact |up with a specific case of govern- of next year.)
. Mason
Adams, Joyce Gordon,.
‘Ken Roberts and.Len Wayland are News: How Free,” Monroe averred: |that broadcasters are awate that ment interferénce
with radio-tv:
‘White Paper” is about the only
the: four’ rufiring for election to “It'seems to me. there's too much {|government. has’ a life-and-death ;news, “I will advocate in fighting NBC-TV pubaffairs or news prothe SAG. national. ‘board. of - di- fear.of Washington among broad- power over. their enterprises, even for the fullest freedom ot sxpres-. gram that is not substantially sold
rectors. '
“casters already. If the government though | it's virtually never used, |sion.”).
for the new tv season.
‘uncontested ° for: treasurer..

Dhrey. Davis ‘is running: alone for titudes and fight. like: men te fend ‘will
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The Unstoppables,

. Wednesda

, October 4, 1961

followed by The
Untouchables,
took5 out oi

the top 10.
Continuing its new-season
trend, ABC-TV trended into
the top ten with My Three Sons,

The Real McCoys, 77 Sunset

’ Strip, The Flintstones and The
Untouchables. (The first 3
* named made it in the top 5.)
This happy record, as recorded
by Nielsen,* has the added

virtue of being scored where

the program popularity race is
roughest. Namely, those
competitive markets where
viewers can view all 3 network

offerings. And viewed as herein
reported.

ABC Television
*Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report,
week ending Sept. 24, 1961. Average

Audience, Mon. thru Sat. 7:30-11 PM;
Sun., 6:30-11 PM
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Why WLOS-1V bought Seven Arts’ Volumes | & II

Says
Ted Eiland:
“When you're commit ta heavy movie scheduling, you’ve got to

*This calls-for the best feature films available and Warners’ ‘Films of the 50's’
qualify handsomely. When you tell TV buyers you've signed up for

Seven Arts’ features, they instantly connect the name with the most outstanding

movies on TV today. Result, we entered Fall with a sold-out situation.”

Warner’s films of the 50’s..

Money makers of the 60's
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS: PRODUCTIONS,

LTD:

Motion Pictures—‘“Gigot”, starring Jackie Gleason, completed. shooting
In Paris...Gene Kelly directing...
me

Theatre—"Gone with the Wind” In preparation...

|

Televiston—Distribution of films. for T.V., Warner's “Films of the-50's”...
Literary Properties—‘Romancero” by Jacques Deval...

.

Real Estate—The Riviera of the Carribbean, Grand Bahama, tn constructioa....

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue

—”-YUkon 61717

CHICAGO: 8922-D N, La Crosse, Skokie, Ill.ORchard 4-5105.
- DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive

_

ADams 9-2855 -

L.A. 232 So, Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564—STate 8-8276
For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “Films of
the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV. Rates.
and: Data)
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RADIO-TELEVISION

RE IN ’62

Children’s Hour’ Had Its
, eeOLSPACE Minow’Paral
In Radio Backin the ’30s

sents’foFrau5“Advise
‘Washington, Oct. 8.

UPWARD CYCLE!

Mrs: Newton ‘'N. Minow, wife. of Federal Communications Commission chairman, hag been. cast ‘ina small. rolé.in the motion
oo
picture, “Advise and Consent,” currently’ ‘being filmed. here.She ‘plays the secretary: of Henry’ Fonda and appéars in: ‘geveral 7
“gcenes in a long sequence being shot in. the famous Caucus Foom

+ The current FCC challenge to
the television networks to meet
Whatever migraines the program.
their responsibilities in the area of
of the’old Senate office’ building here. ‘| decision-makers. may have when
programming
for youngsters
is.
-She is -being .paid, but. said she will turn her. check over as a
‘the New Year rolls around, sales.
drawing
a sharp parallel to the
donation to Radio Free. Europe. Her: previous acting experience. Texecs at- the three television net-.
days of network radio back in the
‘was as a schoolgirl.
Lo
| works. can only be happy at the
ABC-TV's daytime sales, under early
1930s.
The
broadcasters’
prospects for the first quarter of' Vp: Ed Bleier, is setting the net- problem now and then of appeas~ ‘lige2. From -this vantage point, ‘it’s-. Work sales pattern. this week for ing various pressure groups by
shaping into . ‘bonanza: proportions — the
upcoming
Tennessee
Ernie public service efforts is identical
| for a variety of economic consider-.‘Ford's daytime .strip. Kickoff date and it’s the opinion of one veteran
ations that are due to get the webs |
:for the Ford show, which is due to radio producer in the educational
back on the road in high gear after” go very early in 1962, will also be‘ field that the solution for the tv
a fourth quarter: slowdown.
"Set this week..
industry may be similar, if not preBleier assembled
his national ': cisely the same, to that hit upon by
Where ‘sales for this year’s final .
quarter were badly clipped: by the- staff Monday (2) in New York for one of the major radio webs three
London, Oct. 3. +
recession climate: last spring when ' powwows on future plans.
The: : decades ago.
Granada-TV. has. published one
{advertising commitments: were set, - sales ‘staffers -also celebrated ABC j Leon Levine, producer of tke
of the most comprehensive surveys:
a bright business outlook is loosen-.Daytime’s .95°G sellout for the! jlongrunning
of child tv audiences to date...Based
highly
regarded
ing up. the flow of. coin to. the webs "fourth quarter, a. record for the ! “American School of the Air” on
on interviews with 995 children}
from next year's industrial
ad-network in this area. Sales per-! cps d uring the golden era of net.throughout the U.K., the survey.
budgets.
If
the
upward
-eycle
con-:.sonnel
at
the.
meeting
included
!
work
"London, Oct. 3. _
‘deals with under-16, and. what they |
radio, defines the contempo-An application ‘to the government tinues as expected, the SRO: sign;: Sherman. Adler and Marshall Karp,}|rary task of the broadcasters as
gandered over 1,990. days. It also
indicates when ‘they -view, thelr by BBC-TV- to: start a Welsh na-' should be up shortly on first quar- assistant daytime sales managers; |follows: “How is television to adapt
program. preferences, the relation- tional ‘television. service has been ter availabilities for that reason Jack Reilly and Douglass Steeff,!jits techniques for a meaningful
Chicago: salesmen ; Vincent Fran-: ! and sustained effort to satisfy the
‘ship betw. een. ‘children’s
and ‘turned down for. the time being. alone.
mothers’ viewing habits and a few The web was prepared to build new
Additional web. optimism, -how- ! cis, western division’ regional net- educhtional needs of children in
ales’ manager, and others, the crucial six-to-12 age bracket?”
other aspects of kidviewing,
transmitters and give Welsh view- ‘ever, is. keyed by a new selling«.work sales
‘pattern emerging in ‘the automo- |
The survey, carried out:‘during ers their own. programs. .
Accordirig to Levine, attempts to
The Postmaster . General, how-. tive industry. Traditionally, Dethe °60 Easter school térm, relates:
create juvenile-slanted news segto school term -and (mostly). avinter: ever, has told the BBC that no fur- troit had been breaking announcements or kiddie shows with a high‘months ‘wlewing. It draws no’ con- ther developments can be. ‘sanc- ments of its new models during the
minded, but random point of view,
clusions ‘but comes |up with. some ‘tioned -until the Pilkington .Com- fall season with.a-concomitant high|
are essentially short of the mark.
mittee,. which is inquiring into-the. concentration. of tv ‘advertising
4nteresting facts.
They may make Newton Minow’'s
- Says the report: “During the future of the ‘broadcasting services, | during the. final quarter. But: now
or
Robert
Kennedy’s
children
of
‘winter months most children wateh | has ‘made: its report to the gov- ‘the’ unusually ©high number
happy, but they are not utilizing
model offerings in the standard|
1a great deal of tv; nearly 20 Hours. ernment.
the powerful tool of television at
{and compact. classes is prompting |
in. an average week for those with |
its most effective angle.
the auto makers to spread the ansets which can receive both com:
For
Levine,
thes “American
‘nouncement » dates over a- longer
‘mercial tv and BBC programs. and
School of the Air” concept still
_ Toronto, Oct. 3.
span with some spillover into the
16 hours per week. for those who
serves
as
the
key
to commercial
Here pioneering a 50-50 -partnernew year. AS: a result, the: first.
can receive BBC only.”
ship show with the Canadian television’s entry into the educaquarter of 1962. is due to: ‘get some
_-Where the kids: have a cholce of
tional
picture.
It
fulfilled
three
(King)
of that extra icing off those model Broadcasting Corp., Nat
srograms. thes. come in -heavily for.
Cole will appear in a Nov. 7 spe- basic requirements for an educakickoffs: 4.
-the commercial channel—78% ‘go |.
tional series, whether on radio or
cial—ovér
the
CBC
network—
for it while only. 22% wateh BBC,
Another. factor |‘igs ithe merger:
tv. These are (1) an integrated apsays the survey.
trend in the oil industry where which, he predicts, will see an proach over a programming cycle;
immediate
influx
of American
There’s- considerable” evidence |.
Tegional companies have been com(2) an element of showmanship
names
into
Canadian
tv
with
their’
that youngsters are selective. view-.
‘bined ‘into nationwide - corporate.
which permits each stanza to stand
own companies .of talent.
ers and, naturally dig the action
brands that now find it more ecoChicago, Oct. 3..
‘Cole explained in Toronto that ‘on its own feet in making an edu‘and dramatic’ products, They shun. ~ RCA prexy John L. Burns’ de- nomical to pitch their selling mes-the ‘CBC and his organization— cational point in an entertaining
informative and discussion pro- ‘clined to: predict the year in. which | sage nationally. via network. tele- ‘Kell-Cole-—-has a 50-50 arrange- way; and (3) suitability for both
gtams although. according. to..the
CBS and :ABC might ‘get into color: vision. In-this country are Ameri- ment, -based on his Capitol album, home and classroom use.
‘report, . thev- definitely -tend. -to
telecasting: .but he -opined. that it ean Oil Co:, the. Esso-Humble: comThe broad categories which telewatch: the same-programs .as: their -would. be the local penetration. of. bine and Mobile Oil, all of ‘which “Wild as Love.” which will be an
innovation and the biggest thing vision must cover in its programe
parents. Children. will nearly altint in certain: key: markets, rather are due to be major. spenders on of its type that the CBC has ever ming for youngsters were, accordways find something: else to do if a
‘than the national penetration, that the network scene next year.
done, this concurred in by Stan Ing to Levine, already clearly dety show bores them which accounts:
Harris, CBC producer of the Cole fined in the format of fhe “Amerifor’ the erractic peak’ times ‘shown would leave them. no- altérnative: |
Los Angeles, ‘New York and Chispecial.
can School” series. An across-thein-graphs."
‘ago, in that order, are the current
If the package proves a winner, board
half-hour
late afternoon
_
Another point ‘made. is that. the
it will be sold to U.S. networks,
!,.
eries, ‘American
School’
pio‘younger generation stay up -Iong leaders in tint set sales, he pointed
out, and he suggested that when
‘with latter knowing what it is neered documentary techniques in
after '.their :normal- .bedtimes. to
colo: --becomes a rating factor “in
picking up through the. reaction exploring history, literature, sciwatch certain “special”. programs.
those, markets the holdout netfrom: American webs watching and | ence and music with an approach
And, apparently, there is no clear
-hearing over-the-border CBC tele- that supplemented formal school
-“eut off” time for child viewing— works will have to-join up.:
That, presumably, would pein
casts.
° the actual program. being more. im‘studies.
Phase 3. in- the history..of color].
With the CBC as a partner,
Levine pointed out, moreover,
portant than the slot.
video. Burns believes. that color|.
Canadian cross-country web has that the “American Schooi’ was
entered Phase 2- ‘Fecently.when all |
avoided the high fee- that Cole supervised by a nationai board of
the major °manufacturers (save
would otherwise-have commanded.
eonsultants, comprising educators
Ottawa, Oct. :3.
Said Cole; “In America, it would
Motorola) ‘began - ‘producing
tint
United
States
networks
are cost ‘some $250,000 to put on the and parents, which served as an
units. He reported, ‘at a press conexcellent
public service shield for
ference prior to- -addressing RCA banned from:buying stock in Cana-. ‘Wild as Lave’ program and the
the broadcasters, a- formula which
Chicago dealers : last- Wednesday dian teleyesion. stations under ‘a. CBC. just couldn't afford it with
(Continued on page 57)
(271, that RCA’s production lines policy set in-Ottawa by the’ Board. its. population. Here we-are doing
now. ate. operating at .a -higher ‘of Broadcast Governors: Policy re- it’ at a third.of the cost. If the
‘Séripter-novelist Harold Flender, capacity. ‘than ever -before in. the ‘tulted from BBG’s. denial of the U.S. networks see it in advance,
just: back from Denmark writing seven-year history “of color, and he American Broadcasting Co.’s offer: they wil Ihave a distinct advantage
..two documentary films for CBS-TV said that after’ the. company’s. new. to ‘buy stock in Toronto tv indie to work on. I am glad I was the
on. the Danish. rescue of the Jews liné ‘was
first artist that the CBC decided
introduced last June -CFTO-TV.
Broadcasting
Ae t, to go with.”
during World War II, :is. calling jit dealer | orders ‘virtually - doubled| Canada's
“Aan Act Of Faith.” Two-parter is over the previous. year. He called passed in 1958, okays-up to 25%
Stan Harris, the CBC producer
participation
in of the Nat (King) Cole special,
scheduled for Nov..19 and 26 on color tv “the only: major new con- non-Canadian.
CBS’ “Look Up and Live’’ series. sumer ‘durable ‘on. the market. Canadian stations .and networks. ‘said the CBC is hoping to get a
London, Oct. 3.
ABC’s purchase, if it had gone world
A CBS team of ‘five went to Den- today.”
market
and
that they
Television in Britain continues
‘mark,. utilizing. rescuers and- TesIn 1960, he’ said, the eritire in- through, would have given it 25% “hoped to be doing more shows to make money. And not just for
cued in the documentary...
dustr y notched a volume. of. $100,- of CFTO-TV’s ‘stock and a voting. of the same type.” He claimed
Richard Siemanowski, producer. 000,000: He anticipates, ‘for. 1970, interest of 18.9%. The station is that. “we in Canada cannot afford the commercial contractors, either.
At a meeting in October, Sir Roband. John. Desmond, director, ‘used a color tv market. of .$4:3 billion,. ‘controlled by the Toronto Tele- to. pay for performers of Cole’s
ert Renwick,
chairman
of the
the Laterna Films’ motion picture ‘including
daily. The transaction, if ‘calibre where fees alone would
-Feceiver'.
equipment, gram,
-gtudio facilities for the. actual. film- sales, .servicé. and. broadcasting. completed, would have had no ef- cost between $70,000 and $150,006; British. Relay Wireless and Television
group
will
tell
his
board
of
‘ing.and don’t forget that, while Cole an increase from $6,928,897 to $9,Burns insisted: gn keeping certain fect. on that. control.
Denmark saved (97% of ‘its Jeweurrent information—such as’ the . Decision was a switch. from BBG's is the star of the show, there are 847,558 in trading profits. This inish population in “one of the-most.
number of. color ‘tv homes’ -ac- original statement on the ABC bid. about 75 performers and 100 tech-. crease, which was recorded for the
remarkable escape stories in hisThe board sald, ast month, that it nicilans—all Canadians—who
are period May 1, 1960-April 30,1961,
‘tory,’ ‘says Flender. “Virtually the. counted. for and RCA’s third quar- would okay the deal unless experi- getting employment out of it.”
bears out the forecast that the
entire
population
of ‘Denmark ter. sales volume—under ‘corporate. {enced Canadian broadcast interests
Part of the special was Cole’s company would record a similar
wraps.
acted as an. underground move‘Walter W. Watts, ‘prez: and. board produced an offer ‘substantially as. singing of. “It's a Beautiful Eve- increase in the ’60-61 year as it
“ment to ferry’.Denmark’s 8,000
favorable” as ABC's. The new Ot- ning” while paddling a canoe in
.Jews to Sweden. Equally as. inspir- Chairman of RCA. Sales Corp., said. tawa statement said BBG had re- a Jagoon of Toronto Island, plus did in the '59-60 year.
The final dividend of 7% on
‘fng is the welcome home the Dan- there was little likelihood that tint. considered and “is not prapared to. filming on Yonge Street, the elty’s
set
prices.
would
decrease:
substan‘
capital increased
by a _ one-forish. Jews: got after the war, when
recommend any transaction involy- main drag, early yesterday
(2) eight rights issue, makes the year’s
‘they returned to find’: their valu- tially’ in’ any foreseeable period. ing financial
participation
of morning. .
total 17% again, also as forecast.
cables, jobs, property, homes ‘Intact. He said there is’ no. technological American “networks. in Canadian |
After
all charges,
including
a
In many éases, :their liomes. were breakthrough apparent that. would
television | stations.”
GRANDMAISON’S POST
heavy depreciation provision of $7,_ newly painted by. friends, and bou- make the. parts and. ‘assembly
168,000
($4,704,000
last
year)
the
’
+
Ottawa,
Oct.
3.
chéaper:
About
the
only:
thing
that
quets of roses left on: the table,’”
Aime Grandmaison
of Mont- net profit of $1,485,982 compares
.|-might ‘drive prices down, he sub- |
he concludes.
named _ assistant.
research with $1,894,953.
|reat
_ Flender is also writing “Democ- mitted, would be mass. production|
Recommendations
of the Pilkdirector, programs,
and
Hugh
Hollywood,
Oct. 3.
racy’ and ‘the: American ‘Writer’ for. greater volume sales. He also
Batchelor,.
also’
of
(Montreal,
as ington: Committee, currently ex“By-Line
Steve
Wilson,”
origpointed
out
that
it:
was
the
more’
for: CBS-TV.
‘Filmed ~ version of -his. hovel, expensive - models, in the $6-$700. inally telecast under the title of- assistant research director, eco- aming tv and radio over here, and
- “Paris. Blues,” _is- just due. on class, rather than ‘the “stripped “Big: Town,” has been. sold for! nomics, for the Board of Broadcast the changes in receiver design
throughout Governors.
Grandmaison
is w.k. have led the directors to set aside
Broadway... His original, “8th Ave- down” lower-price models (starting ‘theatrical | exhibition
nue,” will be produced in New; at $495), that -are . selling: fastest: the Union of South Africa by M & acfor-scripter who has also served $560,000 as a special allocation
against contingencies.
Sia Alexander Productions.
as verbatim reporter.
York by. Film Projects: Ine,
now.

ABC Vv Sales Pattern
For Ernie’s Daytimer

British Kids Selective hViewing
Habits; Granada-TV Survey Shows
BBC.Rejected in
i Bid:
For Welsh TV Service

Nat (King) Cole’s.

CBC Special Seen
Incepting Pattern

BurnsInmetiate
Tint Target: Chi,

New York &LA.|

¢

=

ABC LosesOutAs
i Canada Nixes US.
WebStation Deals|

Flender’S. Two:Parter

On Denmark’s Role In
Plight of’Wartime Jews

British Relay Wireless,
Like Com’! Contractors,
Makes Nothing But $

“M&A’s Africa Sale.

PP
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ACCORDING TO WEBSTER: To make lucid, explain, enlighten; as demonstrated each week by 13 hours and 10 minutes ofnews and public affairs programs produced’ byt
the 475-man CBS News staff;
SEE: CBS Reports, Eyewitness, The Twentieth Century, Washington Conversation, At The Source, Joint Appearance,
Col
ofthe Air, Calendar, Accent, The Groat Challenge, Camera Three,Look
Up and Live, Lamp Unto My Feet, Douglas Edwards with the News (Monday through Friday), Charles Collingwood
the News (Monday. through Friday), Harry Reasoner with the News
(Monday through Friday), The Saturday News with Robert Trout, Ned Calmer with the News, The Sunday News Special; @f ALSO: CBS News correspondents Howard K. Smith; Walter Cronkite,
Eric Sevareid, David Schoenbrun (Paris), Daniel Schorr (Bonn), Alexander Kendrick (London), Winston Burdett (Rome), Peter Kalischer (Tokyo), Marvin Kalb (Moscow), Charles Kuralt
(Rio de Janeiro), Richard Bate, Wells Church, Tom Costigan, Bill Downs, Bernard Eismann, Nancy Hansohman, George Herman, Grant Holcomb, Richard C. Hottelet, Allan Jackson
Richard Kallsen, Frank Kearns, Larry Lesueur, Blaine Littell, Roger Mudd, Paul Niven, Stuart Novins, Robert Plerpoint, Prescott Robinson, Neil Strawser, Dallas Townsend, Charles. von Fremd.

|

Deadiock on disarmament, blockade in Berlin. conflict In the Congo, tornado in Texas —wher.
ever and whenever it happens, the nation’s viewers will know and understand it better when

exposed to the crisp reporting and clarifying insights.of CBS News’ distinguished staff of
correspondents and cameramen stationed encevelabis
the:world. Measured
vedwhatever

Weduesday, Ocieber

1961

REY

The. New York Times hascalled'the ablestnnews staff in1 broadcasting"”-2 reputation for
responsibility that goes back over.a quarter of a century to the days when CBS News

pioneered such broadcasting techniques as the foreign news round-up and the documen-

taryin depth These qualities were neverinmore demand than they aretoday,asthe events
and issues of our time grow increasingly urgent and complex. It isthese qualities that
continue toinspire the respect and confidence of the public iin CBS News-and offer still
further evidence that in the coming season the program,

SDOMINATE

schedule of the CBS Television Network will continue>
to
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Canada, Aussie, Philippine Actions -| GRAFF NAMED
HELM WNTA- | Spookers SparkChiLate Viewing
Still Leading Kup, Other Competition, But: WNBQ
Affect Importing Of US. Product |
Drops “Thrillerams’
BH. Jonny Graff, prexy. and gen-

eral manager of WNTA Radio, will

| double as g.m.

Canaé@a. Australia and the Philip-+

‘MAYER-SKLAR PROD.
relating to the import of American |
PSYCHOLOGY SERIES
In Canada, the top foreign mar

mines, ezch in their separate ways, |
pine exoloded with developments'
ty

‘| placing

Henry

signed. The

&. White, who

re |

new. post for Graff

js understood to be an interirza |
appointment,
pending the FCC.

product.

Productions, .repre-. decision on the bid: by Educational:
Television. in the
Metropolitan
nies en series networked in the: and Michael Sklar, begins produc-| Area (ETMA) to buy WNTA-TV.
Graff
said
he
intended
to de-.
The
time
clearance
may
be.
tion
on
a
series
of
10
half-hour
US.
ss short as an hour, but CBC, in; films on psychology. Series is be- velop live shows on WNTA-TYV in
eider to prevent squawks for over-;ing produced for National “Educa- addition to rescheduling some
lap markets, wants to be on the air! tional Television, in cooperation|“Play of the Week” Productions.
first with the show.
{with the American Psychological
ket for U.S.

programs,

CBC

is

Mayer-Sklar

de-

manding and securi‘ing time clear- senting the team of Harold Mayer

VIDEOTAPE PROD. ON
3-COM'IS-A-DAY SKED

Chicago, Oct. 8.
Horror ‘and ‘science fiction feas”
tures made sharp. inroads this pa
summer into a pair. of WBBMprogram fixtures that have. long

Videotape
Productions reports
a new peak in production was.
reached during September
with
shooting and processing of 95 tv
commercials for: 24 different -advertisers.

dominated

Saturday

nights in this.

market,.: The-shows are still ahead
of the competition | but’ not. by’ as
wide a margin as before...

‘WBBM-TV’'s

intellectual’ ‘talke

' -Aceording
te John
Lanigan, | fest, “At Random,” which starts at.
|veepee and general manager, -it midnight Saturdays, has met its
was
the
biggest
month
in VP's toughest competition to. date. in
sre due to begin operation. on a |Foundation.
“Shock
two and a half years and a 40°% {the reruns . of WBKB's
flaggered basis the beginning of! Sklar ‘and Mayer are the team
—
increase
over
September
a year: . Theatre.”
rext year. Opening of the conutry '_ responsible for CBS-TV's
“ConAccording to the September Niel} ago.
stations will continue through 1963. quest” series. In the non-scientific
Irv Kupcinet’s: live |
Freblem that these stations repre- field, Mayer-Sklar has on its schedCompany averaged better than - sen report,
sent to U.S. exporters are that in ule a documentary for the Amalthree commercials a day despite - show ‘started with an 8.9 against
a
7
for
the
WBKB’
spookers. ‘Boris
of
|
Many cases, if not all, these sta-.gamated
Clothing
Workers
+a move during the month to new
Mexivo City, Oct. 3. .
tions overlap in coverage with ma- America, AFL-CIO,
| studios leased from NBC. In the. |Karloff & Co, actually outpointed
Victor Parra; head of.the Amer1Kupeinet
&
Co.
at
1 ayem with a...
jor metropolitan stations. The U.S,
i first nine days. at the new ‘three- |
Sklar at present is completing:
5.6 vis-a-vis WBBM’s 4.5 Presum.
exporter is caught in the middle | his assignment as producer of a ica Studios. said that’ dubbing of stage studio setup,’ company com- j
the eggheads tend to drop out’:
‘American television series is an
'ably
when both the metropolitan and series of “Internel’
specials on
source. of work
for pleted 20 productions.
"of the gab marathon as the morncountry station seek exclusivity on England. Mexico and Turkey. for important
Roster.
of
advertisers
included
:
Mexican actors. He estimated that
;ing wears on, while the horror ‘pix:
yreduct. At this stage, American
NET and Westinghouse Broadcast- over 100 performers are steadily Armstrong Cork, Chemical Bank :‘buffs stay with it,
exporters sav there plaving it by ing. Maver will launch the psy chol{New York Trust, General Tire &
employed in dubbing work.
WBBM-TV's. ‘premium | ‘firstrun
€ar ta a large extent.
o8y series.
Actual. number of workers may |Rubber, ‘Falstaff Brewing, Gerber's film, “Best of: ‘CBS,”" which used to.
:!
be over this figure ‘since revoicing|Baby Foods, Johnson & Johnson, |
pote the tallest. ratings. of any.
by such firms as Tompkins | dei;Mutual of Omaha, Pharmaceuti- local program in Chi., was br ought ©
ly, there are three channels. OpRand, Universal- idown a few pegs. last. summer by
Mexico,
Ziv, Candiani,
Cinema- : cals, Remington
«rating in Manila. Set count for
WNBQ's “Thrillerama:” Oddly, the
tografica Interamericana, etc., are | Appliance and US. Steel.
the
entire
country
is estimated
‘| sci-fi. “B” pictures stacked.up as.
all active in handling dubbing
ut from 40000 to 50.000. Cost of a
a more game challenge to the CBS -.
eommitments.
set is from $400 to $500. One ofl
| features - than
have’ any quality
In a general appraisal of the
the three stations in Manila is
cinematics’.
previously . thrown’
field, Parra said that while Mexi-.
said to be losing money. Yet, for
_against it, The latest Nielsen shows
can production
of series films
& variety of reasons.
including
-the WBBM-TV: feature averaging:
marks: time. dubbing takes up unkomme power politics, three morea 19.2 for its entire length, against
employment slack. Recently there

In Australia, 13 country stations |Assn.

Manila

stations are

and

the

National

Science

OF Stockholders
Plan to Sell Off
232,086 Shares

due to go cn

the air before the end of the year.
Piospects of deficit financing of
Washington, Oct. 3..
most of the ty outlets for a num; Some big stockholders in Offiber of years is forecast by obclal Films Inc. plan to sell a total
servers.
tof 232,086 common shares in the
Manila Times outlet is due to: vidpix syndicator.
Official Films
begin broadcasting in December; prexy Seymour Reed plans to un-.
Manila Broadcasting System chan-

nel should

load alt. his common holdings.

be in biz by the end

of the year also; and the Republic!’

According to registration state-

due to ment filed with Securities & ExOctober.} change Commission, part of the
American Broadcasting Co. has a: shares ‘all commen stock) willbe
financial interest in the- ‘Republic !} Offered to the public from time to
' time in over-the-counter deals or
Brusdeasting System eHannel.
through
private
transactions
at
Those now operating in “Manila negotiated. prices.
include two chanriels owned by,
i
Another
65.000
shares
may
go
on
Republic Electronics and one by
Jnter-Island Broadcasting.
There sale piecemeal by officers who
have options or aré due‘ for options
also is talk of a new government.
Broadcasting
System -is
start
telecasting
in

; to acquire

operated tv channel.

them

15,000

shares. . Others.

from’

en immediate
resumption of negotiations which came to an im-!
Passe some time ago. Body is.au-:
thorized “to coordinate all neces- :

action

to

aid

AFTRA

foreign
First

show

City,

Oct.

3.

with deals virtually assured in West
Germany and BBC of Eagiand. Pos-

“With the

ty film. showcase. in its ‘place

heads

to

second web.in

sight numbers:

racket

which

was

pre

ment controlled. NHK, nearerk in | films for tv with enough help from

antigambling law went into’ effect.
the government to allow them to
The
program’ § featured films,
spend more on pix without worry- audio: tapes and eye-witness -.ace
jing.too much, at first, about the. counts. of the numbers. operation :
"JACK STECK’S ‘WFIL siOT:
small amounts paid by the nation- gathered over: the last six montha,
Philadelphia, Oct: 3.
alized one web today.
Audio tapes included an actual’
Jack. Steck, veteran broadcaster
this starts Flaud feels that numbers house session, and newse.
and formerly director of radio ‘op- | theQince
quality will help local tv and. man Bud Dancy demonstrated an erations at WFIL, has been named
also allow for costs being made up array of racket paraphernalia.
to the newly-created ‘post of di+«
by. sales to other French speaking . After the show, Cleveland police
rector of talent and program development for: WFIL and WFIL- territories or even dubbing them asked station newsmen to join in
fer more international chances. It ; raids on- several numbers ‘racket
TV.
remains to be whether this will be houses cited in the expose; -Cleve| Former -publicity for the WFIL forthcoming.
land: safety .director John McCorstations John J. Hyland has been
called an emergency meeting |
upped to director of advertising|. Flaud was at:one time the head {oflav
and promotion, succeeding Macey of the’ governmental Center Du of ‘law officials to map. a campaign:

1,000

will

fo

sell,

33,000

+

Cinema.. SOFIRAD is a holding | against “gambling: operations; and
company which originally was sup-. Councilman. Leo. Jackson. urged a.

JI. ‘Seaffer.

the wooden

lad

'| posed to make pix for tv in France..
Then it Branched out to run the
‘| periphery private stations. ‘Flaud
hopes that the regular film indus-.
try will be balanced by video work

as it has ‘been in the U.S.
|

‘numbers rackets alone.

8.

‘

"Telefilm Cater

KGER—which

now

brings to nine

bound

remain unsigned, |

:assignments are:

Kénnéth Flower

‘will take over the Lake District
with the the outlets ‘brought into. fold: New York State and -northwestEight “stations, including strike- Pennsylvania). The central. -dis-'.-

other

and west-

gambling in Ohio is estimated te
run as high as $500.000.000 a year.

with as much as $22,000,000. chang-"

area have been signed by Ameri-.
ean Federation of TV & .Radio | CBS .Films has. realigned its:
Artists to new pacts—KBIG ‘and: eastern sales staff. New territorial--

great deal of craft, but the story- a

shows

Oct.

city council- investigation ‘of the
rackets.
Program. pointed out that illegal

ing hands in. Cleveland policy and.

More Coast Indies Sign
Los Angeles,

|

Two additional indie stations in |

Produced: by Japan’s ‘Dentsu
Films, the segs technically show a

tele crime

who

he ‘feels that regular filmmakers ‘sented on. “Eye. Witness News—.
sibility is strong that the: -gevern- ‘could Begin to ‘make. worthy. vidNoon Edition,” thie day a new Ohie

to separate ‘their actions and adventures from the duo heroes of

Seven Kansas Citians are joining erns.

Flaud,

. Cleveland, Oct.- 3.
tures shown on video here are.
Westinghouse station KYW-TV,
usually
old are
and also
of little
value
and | |CCheeveland, got quick: response to a
that
vidpix
of low
calibre.
half-hour news Special on the city’s

topper. ©
hour of the _Fisenhower

KFWB,

Both new, contracts provide for
weekly increase for staff anline, in striving to be hip. in the
current
video. animated
vogue, ‘nouncers of $17.50 over a two-year:

Besides extended jump footage, * leaves much to -be desired. Characwith men from Nashville. Tenn...
to form a new corporation to oper- the initialer in New York on/' ters with handles like Foxy Q. Fibate radio
broadcasting
stations.
Subject
to FCC
approval,
the

Jaeques

has. been. sold in Australia,

‘eord,” aren't in freefall, its hard|growing nose.

Kansas

“Saturday Night at the. Movies”
Paris, Oct. 8. .| series, WNBQ has installed a qualie.

|

about

BUYS

“Thrillerama” has been dropped,
however, since NBC began ‘its

double-feature with the. web's. pic.
SOFIRAD, an organization partly |.
‘No Spoiisor Bia on‘Ike controlled
by the state to allow for
|
: a finger in peripheral video stations.
Segs Also Applies 0’seas j}and
vidpic production, is trying to Cleve. KYW.av Gets.
he no sponsor tag on the Fisen- get the national. subsidies for feahower shows of “CBS Reports” also tures to extend to vidfilms.
Some Quick Action In
pertains to the foreign market, lim- |
Fliaud: has heen giving out ‘ariting sales in certain areas, accord- ticles and sending letters to the|
City’s Gambling Drive.
ing ta Ralph Baruch, CBS Films
ministries pointing out that fea- j.

achieving a resumption of bargain- |
ing so that an honorable strike set- |:
NEW ADVENTURES. OF PINOCtlement can be reached.”
RIPCORD
CHIO
Group includes Sxd Rose, Na- With Larry Pennell, Ken Curtis,
Producer: Arthur Rankin Jr.
others
tional Assn. of Broadcast Employ-.
5 Mius., Mon.-Fri.,. 4:25 p.m,
ees & Technicians, chairman; An- Producer: Ivan Tors
ARTICIPATING
drew. Diaghi, International Broth- Director: Alexander Singer
WPIX-TV (film)
erhood of Electrical Workers; John _ Writer: Arthur Weiss
Tranchitella, American Federation / 30 Mins., Thurs., 7 p:m.
“New Adventures of Pinocchio, ”
five-minute,
cliffhanger
stanzas
of
Musicians;
Douglas
Smith.: : PARTICIPATING
! produced-in the stop-motion pupScreen Actors Guild: Ralph Clare,. WNBC-TY (film)
Studio Transport Drivers.
When the pair of skydivers in’ pet. technique is an updating of
|
TT
; Ziv-UA’s new syndie series, “Rips | the. famed A.-Collodi kid's story

KANSAS GROUP IN
RADIO STATION

On French Video|

Puerto” Rico.

Syndication Reviews

in:

a 17.2 average. for WNBQ’s slightly
| shorter film.

SEC said the’ Japan may. Pick it up. aiso..

will be taken by a newly-appointed :|Lewis, 50,853 shares out of 103,committee repping 23 unions of ;781; Seymour Reed, president, all
the broadcast industry, set up last his holdings of 35,000: shares; and
week to assist union in achieving Frederick: R. Raycroft his . tofal of

Committee
will meet
with mounts
KFWB management and demand ®hares.

For Quality Pix

has been an increase. of activity
due to switch. of dubbing activity.
from Cuban Studios to Mexico, as
well as work heretofore done in

sold are part
block issued|
used to buy

AFTR A -KFWB Strike: !companiesPies stock series owned
§ eventh .
.
Hollywood, Oct. 3.
stockholders
inSteps
to break
the
14-week! "The selling
stiike against KFWB hy American: cluded Don Sharpe, 103,375 shares
out
of
holdings
of
209.069;
Warren
Federation of TV & Radio Artists;

an end to dispute.

[Fland Striving

at prices ranging

i from $1.16 to $3 a share.
The telefilm distribution -firm’s

prospectus filed with
Ali Industry Unites
232,086 shares to be
of a 456,000 share
To Help End 14-Week |last July. This was

sary

Mex TV Dubbing
A Lucrative Biz

trict has been assigned to Robert
J.. Kolb; coastal district to. James:
Nomahan; Victor Bikel will cover

Virginia arid W. Virginia; and William Stynes, western Pennsyle
period with a hike of $10 ‘first -vania and eastern Ohio . ...: Shere.
pros.
year. Agreements also provide for win (Cas) Cazanov named

' duction : manager
for Animation,
chicks at: poolside ;ble,
bl Cool-S. Cat ta feline that wears removal of “no strike clause,” per‘Larry
mitting AFTRAns to respect picket. ‘Ine.,' of. Hollywood ::.
shades) and a Hollywood producer
|m
stranded
in
the} named
Stern, eastern sales manager, and
Quickly J. Starmaker are lines of other- unions.
heroes |-a tipoff-to the striving. —
Co.. is acquiring
WMAK,
Inc.,‘ Sierra.
Madres.
Skein's
-Arnold Stern, midwestern. sales
Nashville, and WAKY, Inc., Louis-' ‘Larry
Pennell. and Ken- Curtis | Opener Monday (25) had Pinoc- |
‘manager
for .M&A
Alexander:
ville.
‘jumped after both.
| Praductions, on Coast for confabs
HERALD-TRIB NEWS. BUY
chio ‘setting out in search of the
Richard Buch, Owen Duffy.
The K. C. businessmen will hold | Skydiving is a young man’s sport |Blue Fairy that might turn him into . Twice weekly
buy of -WCBSand the appeal here is.to young!a real boy and _encountering the TV’s, N. Y., “The Late News” with. and. “Frank Spiegelman named ac86°c of the stock, purchasing $560,
000 of the $1.000,000 paid in. Price |audiences, both in. scripting and skein’s' heavies' along the
way. Doug Edwards and “Morning Re- count execs. for Telesynd, a dion WMAX is set at $650,000 and on thesping, and also in WNBC's 7. Strip has the advantage of a leadin port” by the N. Y. Herald Tribune ‘vision of the Wrather Corp., now
marketing ‘“The
Lone
Ranger”
WKAY at $1,350.000. Deal calls for| p.m. slotting.
—
to the popular half-hour, live-aud. ‘kicked off Monday. (2).
Whitehouse
named
the present station owners to reProduction values are okay gen- cartoon show, “Bozo the Clown.” ‘Announcer Joe. Givan does the |.. . Alton
Agency is _Papert, ‘eastern division sales. manager ef.
eeive a million in cash and to take; erally, and particularly good in the|
Distributor is Videocraft Produc- ‘commercials.
back a million in notes.
parachuting sequences,
Bill.
Independent Television Corp...
tions, New York
Bill. IKoenig & Lois.
group, known

ss

Lin

Broadcasting

WNBC-TV

had

' and _ scientists
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Metro TVCanada Spread |
‘Columbus, Oct. 3.

cinnatl. Reds. ‘baseball team became |
-the National League

champions—.

on Tuesday night, Sept. _26—also.
happened. to be the exact moment
‘that watchers of the Dick. Powell

Show.

over’ WLW-C,

Columbus,

“were waiting. to find.: out: “Who.
‘Killed Julie. Greer?” -They were
left’ without the answer, because
just. as Dick Powell: ‘stood, a mildetective, . confronting
dionaire
Ralph Bellamy, who played a judge
whose name was ‘in the. missing’

model’s address book, the cameras}
cut. into: the. Cincinnat! crowds: in
downtown Fountain Square, hysterically. shouting for joy. {The NBC
network: was also. pre-empted. in
Cincinnati, Dayton and. Indiana-.
polis .for. the “public service”
event. )
‘Walter. ‘Bartlett, .

Crosley | ytee |

-president and: general manager,
‘said the idea’ of showing the -Cin-.
-cinnati crowds had been developing ever. since the baseball. championship began taking on probability. The fact that. the moment arrived at the climax of a good, new

show was “regretted” by the WLW-

-C mianagement. The station justified the interruption on the'ground
that it is good public service to re-port.events at the nearest moment
‘of their happening. Bartlett said he
was trying to get a tape of “Who

Kiiled Julie Greer?” from NBC for

Possible re-exhibition,

+

By MURRAY HOROWITZ .

The exact moment ‘that the Cin-| .

' Productive fields in the syndie

26Canada Dramas

son, when some of the “bottom of
the barrel” pix are telecast, the|:
question then becomes related to
the quality of the product rather.
than the concept. And even if it’s

Chicago, Oct.” 3.

To Get Spread On

RKO Gen. Units

-|argued the pix made it against
summer . rerun product, what’s |

Highof gt |

|’ In a highly . ‘pnusual. arrange- ‘wrong with the content
ment, the Chi. educational station, | ting on a pix showcase
summer-—a first-run tv cinematic
WITW, will get. a half-hour of summer theatre with reruns as
commercial
airtime frée each competition. week on WBKB.to promote its culOn the local level,. the post-48’s
tural’ and: instructional fare. The are .commanding
bigger prices.
ABC-TY ©anchor. magnanimously, That’s true. of. the product.-of Coand without solicitation, has offered lumbia, sold by Screen Gems; Methe non-commercial station the. tro, distributed. by. Metro
TV;
12:30 p.m. period ‘Sundays as.a Warner Bros., Seven ‘Arts Associ
showcase for the: range of its pro- ated, and others,
gramming. Ss
Series will start this . Screen Gems for the first time
Sunday (8). under: the: fitle, “The |has put a forecast.on how much it
Best of Channel 11.”.
expects to gross from the 210 postSterling (Red). Quinian, the. ‘ABC "48 Columbia bundle... That foreveep in charge of WBKB, said he ‘cast, made’ after deals in some 38
has given ‘the educational carte.

Meanwhile,. irate viewers deluged.
the ‘station, and even Reds -fans blanche to plug other shows in -its.
‘were furious at missing out on the’ lineup,
such ‘as its college credit $143,000 -per pic.

WhiteEnitsWNTA
station,” Quinian said, “and happy |:
ForFilmex Berth

. Toronto, Oct. 3.
Biggest sale in the history of

fhe Canadian
to American

CBC-produced

Broadcasting

tv interests

Corp.

sees

60-minute

26

dramas

—shown over the past two years
via the CBC cross-country network
—sold by the CBC to RKO General. Inc., in the United States,
these to be rebroadcast in five

RKO stations in New. York, Boston,
Angeles,
Washington
and
Memphis. A large number of Toronto actors, plus writers, will receive 15% residuals. “Under terms of. sale by CBC,

Los.

, |RKO has syndication rights to the

Time will prove’
denouement of the Powell program. courses, and even to promote do- out ‘whether: the forecast -is inOne lady ‘telephoned: Joe:
* nations during: its: annual fund flated,. but the Columbia subsid ‘is
eo)
adio-TV .editor ‘of :the Columbus raising drive... “WITW does some | aiming high, and in. terms of the
‘Dispatch, asking how she could get. really worthwhile stuff,” Quinian market place, subsid has some. good
-in-touch .with the Federal Commu- said; by way of explaining ‘his. ges- reasons.
©
|
- nications Commission, to complain. ture, :‘“and we feel. people ‘in. this fF
Many: of the “good pre-'48 pix
Mills said he couldn't think of the city ‘ought to be.ma
ore aware averaged out at about $100,000 per
-address, he had been |on the ’phone of the station’s existence. It’s not’ feature.
The SG figure for the.
£0 much.
as’ though we're ‘competitive, cere. post-48's ‘is roughly nearly 50%.
tainly: not on the sales level any- greater.
Seven
Arts,
Metro,
way.”
United Artists Associated, et al,

Films. forecasts

a 25°

increase in its foreign Spore.

|‘tions for 1961, with the heavy ac(cent ‘of grosses coming from the

Bill Cullen, who reportedly:
made. an annual income of.
jImajor markets of Canada. Aus$112,000 from the local radio
tralia, England, Brazil, Japan nd
Continental Europe.
stanza, retired Friday (Sept.
'29) after six years as the emcee
Alding the CBS Films foreign
of WNBC Radio’s 6-10 a.m. mu| operation in prestige, as well as
sie-and strip. N. Y. .station’s ‘| dollars, is the large number of
staff then gave. him a fournews, pubrffairs shows that it has
hour bash at Leone’s, and they
in its cataiog because of its netleft him a going-away present
work tle.
a the lot behind the restauRecent sales in Japan include a
renewal of “Champion,” the houra 1932. Chevrolet.
long “Gunslinger,” reruns of “I
Love Lucy,” hour version of “Line

Three of Metro TV's four. cur-- biz remain features-to-tv and the:
rent: telefilm ‘series. will be seen ‘foreign market, with the yields.and
in Canada. this’ season on CBC.. ‘prospects good.
Happy is the]
Canadian
network
has licensed syndie house which -has'a good
“Father of ‘the Bride,” “Dr. Kii- cinematic’ backlog and a thriving:
dare,” and renewed “National Vel- foreign biz to buoy the depresséd
ern
”
first-run domestic situation, and
ssing on the cao -toster is the tough rerun sell.
“Cain's 100.”
-There’s thrust in. the NBC-TV
.. ‘Saturday night showcase which can
only swing to the benefit of the
pix-to-tv. phase of the biz. First,
a web finally made the plunge;
second “How to Marry A Millionaire” hit rating pay dirt. No mat-.
ter what happens later in the sea-

ChiWBKB’5Cuffo
Wkly. AirTime
To|
Plug Educ TVer

CBS

430%

It’s a Gasser

up,” 13 reruns of “Rawhide,” and
a renewal of “Twilight Zone.”
In the Phillppines, CBS Films
sold product to outlets owned by
Manila Times Publishing Co., Republic Broadcasting, Inter-Island
Broadcasting, Republic Electronics
and Manila Broadcasting System.

Manila Times Publishing bought
“Brenner,”

“Gray

Ghost,”

“Hotel

De Paree,” “Lucy,” “Mr. Adams
and Eve,” “Richard Diamond,”
“Robert Herridge Theatre,” “San
Francisco Beat,” “Mighty Mouse,”

“Heckle & Jeckle,” and “Tom Ter»
{. rific.”
Inwr-Island bought ‘Adventures

of

Champion,”

“Assignment

“Brothers
Bill Jr.”

“Annie
Foreign

Oakley,”
Legion,”

Brannagan,” “Buffalo
“Gene Autry,” “Navy

Log,” “Pete & Gladys,” “Range
Rider,” “Rawhide,” “Trackdown,”
“U.S. Border Patrol, " “Whirlybirds,” “Investigators,” “Defenders,” “Icha
* “Alvin. and the
Chipmunks,” and “20th Century.”
Three series, “Gunsmoke, “Gun-

plays for five years. CBC did not
reveal: the amount, involved, with slinger,* and “Air Power,” were:
spokesmen admitting this “was ad- pieked up by Republic Broadcastvantageous to the corporation.” ‘ing. Two series went to Republic
Though CBC has had some success Electronics and three to Manila
‘in selling to the United Kingdom Broadcasting System:*
and Australia, four Toronto-originated productions were shown last
summer by a Columbia Broadcasting System. network on an international exchange -basis, two of
these—“Pineapple Poll” by the Na-

Global Spread For
Father of Bride’

haven't made any bones about the tional Ballet of Canada and a Tofact that their post-’48’s also are ronto Symphony concert conduct| ed by thelate S r Thomas Beecham
going at higher prices.
“Father of the Bride.” which
—scoring.
The foreign market, " beset. by
bowed on CBS-TY last Friday (2,
to: pay.the taping” costs for.” But: problems, remains a growing field.
has now been licensed for tele~
also—and he stressed this as ‘Interesting facet of foreign operacasting in eight foreign countries,
WTTW’s idea, ‘and not. something tions, as it enters the new fall
Comedy series has been bought
Henry - Ss. .White has resigned he had. asked for in return—plugs season, is that competition among
in Canada by CBC for its eight
as V.p,- ‘and °‘general manager «of. on: the educational: ‘station: for American program suppliers has|.
owned-and-operated markets.
In
“WNTA-TY, ‘Newark-N.Y., to be-- WBKB’s (and ABC-TV’s) do-gooder never been as keen. There area
Australia, it’s been picked up for
number of reasons for this, not the
six cities by Australia TV Corp.
come. ‘program vp. of Filmex. He ‘shows, such ‘as “Close-Up,”. “Expe-. least being the depressed domestic
dition” and. the Toeally,produced.
reports to Robert Bergmann,’ prez corumentaries. a
Proposal for a settlement with and Herald-Sun TV.
| telefilm: syndication ‘biz.
Zuriguel
Associados
has
liof Filmex, ty film production
In order to, compensate for lower ‘creditors was filed under Chapter censed the show for both Spain-:
In addition to: ‘the:‘straight plug.
11 in Federal District Court, N.Y.,
company, which is expanding in value, a side: benefit—not men- sales domestically,. especially ‘in by. Felix the Cat Productions. In- and Venezuela and contracts for °
‘the areas. of live.ang vidtape ‘pro-: tioned by..Quinlan—will .obviously the first-run area, vidfilmeries are ‘volved -in the proceedings were Argentina, Peru and Uruguay were
be a: general {mproyement of. the covering the globe as never before. ‘subsids Felix the Cat :Creations signed
by
Tele - Organizacion
gramming.
ABC-TV image with the local: egg- Prominent among the competitors
_ In his new: post,:White will be head set, which tends to think of it are CBS Films and NBC Films, and, 411. Sound: Recording Studios. Americana. In most areas, telecasts
of
the
MGM-TV
show will
Proposal
was
subject
to
the
apresponsible for -éreating and sell- as. the ‘network: that. trades on ac- both of which have. bowed ‘out of
start Jan. 1. although Canada has
‘ing,’ local, : national’ and network tion-adventure - shows. With ‘the the domestic first-run syndication proval of preferred creditor, Laird,
already begun to carry the series.
Bissell
Meéds,
who
has
notes
of
programs. to agencies. and: ‘clients... educational station .recommending race.
Richard A. Harper, head of world‘ilmex entered the- field - of. :tv. ABC's publie affairs’ programs, the |" Some companies, led by. Sereen $57,500. .Felix’ ‘the Cat Productions, wide syndicated sales for MGMproduction less than two years ago| impression : -is-‘pound. to -become Gems, in. order to increase their stating that it was insolvent, proposed an arrangement with un- TV, said a half-dozen more for- and has been producing commer- ‘more favorable:
portfolio of product. take on :out- secured creditors, whereby it would eign deals were due to be finalized
clals. Most ‘recently Filmex . has.
side
product
either
for
world-wide
‘WITW has always ‘enjoyed a
pay them 20% of royalties from within the next couple of weeks.
been. assigned. to produce por.
closer relationship with: WBKB In distribution, or. limited distribution copyrights and 20% of its residuals
tions of: the: “David: ‘Brinkley.
this market than with any of the in certain areas. Independent Tele- which Felix the Cat Productions
Journal” for NBC-TV. In’ addition other commercial - stations.
Last. vision Corp., for example, recently is entitled to under: its contract
there are several’: other. program year it carried the network’s “Mu- acted as. distribution agent. for -with Trans Lux Television. The
"projects in the planriing: stage.:
sic For a Summer Night” series} Medallion. feature Pix. -in’ the- Far payments, to-start about six months |.
-White, prior to ‘his: ‘association when the web's o&o was unable to East.
| hence; would continue _until said
Most companies’ now are engaged -assets. are exhausted, or the debts
with: WNTA-TV, had been national atcommodate it.
Chicago, Oct. 3.
| in prideful nurturing of their over- are paid in full.
‘sales manager: of Screen- Gems.
Indie station WGN-TV
is reséas sales—and whether it’s prodNewark-N.Y. autlet has been sold
In wake of the filing, Trans Lux | viving “Down You Go.” the old
| uct or sales’ Personnel, the push ‘is Television issued a statement an- panel-game
‘to an educational group, the conshow
it had
origthere,
summiation of -the sale. ‘awaiting
} nouncing that all 206 episodes of inated for the quondam Dumont
What's in it for WBKB?. “Some

additional ‘meaningful
programs
that we'll be: proud to. have. on our

Felix CatProductions

~ Claims Insolvency In

Asking 20% Settlement

DOWN YOU GO’ CETS
-WEN-TV REVIVAL

Rosenberg toLondon On.
im
| Felix the Cat cartoon series have
Crosby Vidpix Huddles|
an
1 been delivered and that the series
“Felix the Cat” cor“-George-- Rosenberg, of . FlosenTV.Lessons forGolfers‘| istooncompleted.
is currently being telecast on

approval of the Federal. Commun

network back in 1951, which shifted to CBS-TFV about a year later.
Bergen Evans, the original mod;: erator, will appear in the same
berg-Coryell Agency, manager .of
A television show is being ready: over 75 stations.
capacity in the recreated series
‘| Bing” Crosby, planed to: London for ‘presentation — this year by ,the
along with the original panel of
last: week for script’ readings with Arthur. M.
Carmelita
Pope,
Toni
Gilman,
Marks Productions,
Crosby. on two upcoming vidpic which will ‘provide ‘ lessons. for ;
Fran Coughlin and Prof. Robert
Marris ‘Rittenberg was . named pilots to .be’ produced by Bing ‘golfers. Herman Barron, -pro at.the
Banner Films says that the “Tar- | Breen.
-_president of NBC Films this ‘week. Crosby Productions, and also to
zan” features are now sold in 124:
Show will be localed, in color,
Rittenberg, who- will continue re- mull ‘possibility of doing half. of Fenway Club, “Mamaroneck, will be tv markets, 11 of them picked up !at 2:30 p.m. Sundays starting this
porting: to NBC Enterprises boss Al |. Crosby’s. Dec. 11 hour special for : the instructor. .
weekend (8) and may possibly be
| within the last few weeks.
Stern, has beer in charge’ of: the ABC-TV. from London.
Bluéprint ‘calls for name golfers| Recent deals for the “Tarzans” offered for syndication later if it
telefilm unif since it took over for.|° Roseriberg also took for apprais-: to be guests as well as panel dis- were made. with WOW, Omaha: gives off positive vibrations a decade after it was conceived. It’s a
the refired California National Pro- -al six ‘feature pic. scripts. for’ pos- eussions guided by Chris Schenkel. KLZ, Denver; WSAV, Savannah;
ductions. He came:to NBC in:’53 -sible -production. by the Crosby Show will be produced by Marks WIM, Milwaukee; WTVD, Dur- video variation on the old “Hang
from the U, S. Dept. of Labor, and. fitm.. The filming “in-London ‘of in association with J. F. Films Inc. ham; WHIO, Dayton; WRVA, Rich-. the Butcher” game, with intellecWKY-TV,
Springfield; tual puns devised by Evans as
in 57, after a financial .job at the’ ‘the. Crosby-Bob -- Hope. starrer, . Golfing techniques will be’ dis- ‘mond;
web, ‘became: Inanager’ of. special “Road To Hong: Kong,” is expected ‘Sected: by the pros in both normal KDAL, Duluth; WAVE, Louisville, c'ues. Show is packaged by Jim
program Bales.
eG,
gnd slow, motion...
ot to, wind up.by the end. of.Qetaber. gn
4esbb
os
.
to 6@
: McGinn. *.
ee

"cations 'Commission.

. RITTENBERG GETSNOD
AS NBC FILMS PREXY

_ Tarzan’ in124 Markets

and KBMT, Beaumont. ...,

7
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_TELEVISION REVIEWS

Wednesday, October?4 1961,
[Bus STOP

Ti be ‘Beetk, Don DeFere,| With SireCorns Bote!

i wINDOW ON MAIN. STREET

y Blake, Bobby Buntrosk,/ _Anne Helm, Tesy Maddox, Mariof

With Rebert: Young; Ford Rainey,
Constance Moeere, others —

others:
ee Producer: Harry Ackerman ©
.
-|Race‘Producer; William Belt
rodueer: ‘James Fonda.
Direeter: William Russell
- |'Preducer: Rebert Blees.

39

DR. KILDARE
‘Edwards, Harry Lan-| With Richard Chamberiain, Ray:
‘ders, Sem

Jaffe, Bettye Acker-|

mond

Massey, Bererly Garland,

man, Jeanne Bates, Barton. Hey, Anmgeta

Jack Weston, Carel Rossen, William Swan, Jud Taylor, others
Writer: Keswell Regers |
Ciarke, ‘Rafael Lopez, Maurice Producer: Herbert Hirschman
30 Mins.; Mon. 8:38 p.m.
1 Director: Boris Sagal
Writers: - William Cowley, Pesry. Director: Stuart Rosenberg
E.
Me
‘ET SCOTT PAPER; ‘FONE ©
Writer: E. Jack Neuman
‘Chantler, ethers
. Writer: Sally Benson
-CBS-TV -(film)\
6@ Mins., Thurs., §:26 p.m,
,
| Directer: "Fielder Cook
$0. Mins., Thurs., 9:36 DBA,
‘| G@ Mins.; Sun.,9.pam.
PARTICIPATING
Writer:
Moser.
(J. Walter Thompson; North Adv.)
FORD
PARTICIPATING
NBC-TV (film)
1. “Window. er Main ‘Street, " ‘the 6@ Minz., Mon., 16 p.m.
‘ABC-TV
—
‘NBC-TV. (film)
Each. (film)
.
‘h
bi
| new Robert Young “situation com- PARTICIPATING _
The medic boys are riding into
.
Gk Walter: Thompson)
ach week ‘a new: character wi
the new ftv season with NBC-TV's
edy’”’ series which premiered Mon‘ ABC-TV (film)
«
”
step ‘out of a.bus-in the “town of:
Jt Hazel makes: it on:‘NBC-TV Sunrise, _and thereby -hangs ‘the iday night (2) on CBS-TV, had bet- “Ben Casey” openedon Monday “Dr. Kildare” as the forerunner.
ter decide pretty soon just where (2) to the unduly melodramatic The ty reincarnation is out of the
it‘wants to go—and who. it wanty strains of James Moser's script, same Metro kit that did such yeosupport for the theory ‘that“the: on ABC-TV. its “drama anthology”
o satisfy.. It embarked on a ten-|Dut this ‘second medico series o man service as a theatrical cycle in

mass. television. audience has’ the{ continuity. New’ series. is out of the |tative—-very

mentality

of a 12-year-old.

The! 20th-Fox TV. shop, ‘and. beyond the initial

coinedy in this Screen Gems opus’ “Bus Stop” title. any resemblance
is so

banal. and so: shamelessly con-' to the William

Inge play (and film)

trived that it can only be exas-:. is. purely coincidental.

|

passed

much

tentative—path on its |the season (along with “Dr. Kilinstallment whieh encom-|dare” on NBC-TV) was a welcome
Httle

or

no

comedy,

maudlin, ‘unmoving

‘but

‘relief

from

the

seemingly

a past generation when Lew Ayres
and Lionel Barrymore were carrying the “men in white” torch.

endless

senti- belt of action-adventure programs

Like

that gird television this séason.
Moser, creator of the’ former
“Medic” stanza, unravelled a new

its theatrical

predecessor,

the new hour television series,
bringing newcomer Richard ChamCameron
‘ticularly when. the Jaughtrack finds ;multiply--its, share-of-audience in.
berlain
to. stardom as the young
sucly
moderate
a’
‘hilarity’. in. everything from -the, competition with NBC’s “Bonarza” | Garrett Brooks,
cessful author, who returns to his format that smacks faintly of its and aspiring Kildare interne and
movement of an eye muscle to the: and CBS’ “GE. Theatre” anad Jack. childhood
“Kildare.”
There
is Raymond
Massey
taking
over
home with the idea of : competitor
_-mérest complication of plot.
{ Benny, - it’s going to take someatithe young. dector, Casey, enacted where Barrymore left off as Dr.
“Hazel” is grossly unworthy ‘of:: thing. mote compelling: and more writing about Main. St.- and wha
by Vincent. Edwards, and his pro- Gillespis, is a slick, sugarcoated,
he
sees
from
his
window..
His
life-!
its star, Shirley Booth, who plays’ distinctive: ewe or they” premiere.4 4 long buddy tries to dissuade him: tector, the wise old man of medi- soap- opera - conyerted-for-primethe title role, that of a flat-footed, !
ernoon of a
Cow
Segmen from taking the trip back to his ;cine not Dr. Gillespte but one Dr. time production, with all the atto tuim the
het trick. While aanshcable-" youth
and convince him that youth |Zorba. whom Sam Jaffe plays, and tendant gloss that could spell out
meddling. maid who.runs.the house-:
. tentions may be. entirely
big Thursday night audiences for
hold in which. she works. It bases:
can’t be. recaptured, od at this: then there is the hospital.
overdone, the first the network,
-on the cartoon feature so titled in! in diversifying its program sched- point a saccharine ep
e
eeps :,, Preachy andam
tallm
Ben .Casey”. did, ‘however, smack
the Saturday Evening Post. ‘From! ; ule,.an hour anthology. series must
It'll do nothing to advance the
inevitably be evaluated on its him ‘on—to the next, ins
ent. lot authenticity—at . . times—which cause of tv drama, per se, but on
. the looks of things, the series will:
Vability’ to. achieve -an extra talent
Ifthe intent was to set the stage ;suggests: that once the bugs are out the premise that today’s viewer
‘have Miss
Booth. hutting “inte: i tising above the ‘conventional for-|for..a
series of small town Vi-'o¢ the way, it'll settle down into a
family and neighborhood .‘affairs :
wants eseape, even if it means remula. stuff: at which Hollywood is gnettes, capturing wholesome fun!
each week, . driving. her. employer, so uniquely and peculiarly gifted. |or. ‘warm. humor, it would require::more -Satisfyingly realistic groove. turning to the unrealities of an(Don DeFore) to the point of dis-. (Unfortunately there was nothing |at the. least a few real human be- ‘Moser ‘apparently did not want to other day in show biz, “Kildare*
|
chance
having
his
preem
hour
lag.
traction, ‘and
coming .up roses.
in this preem ‘stanza - to suggest ;ings, not eardboard caricatures. AS
As{So instead of relying merely on} ‘may be their dish of pablum.
every .time. The formula ‘seems:
Apparently nothing has changed
“that “Bus Stop’is endowed. with |it was no one particularly . cared :having Casey, a promising, rock‘desperately limited, and if the
!
mouthwriter
smiling.
the
whether
|
of these dimen‘hard resident neurosurgeon, save in the intervening years. “Kildare”
writers continve to. ienore. plausi-! even 2 suggestion
sions: Neither: the.’ writing ‘tele-|ing
some
meaningless homilies:ithe life of a nine-year old boy by continues to glorify -the medical
bility the way they did in the open-;
profession, its protagonists star‘-play. was by Sally Benson), nor the either recaptured his youth or|
ing segment there’s Iittle chance’direction nor the production itself |made a future. for ‘himself. Cer- [a series of intricate brain opera- iry-eyed and bursting with ideals.
itions, which should’ have provided:
for the show's survival. ~
-pererated .anything remotely -re- ‘tainly the - childhood sweetheart ‘enough anxiety for any atdience. It’s saccharine, sometimes hard to
In. the opener, coincidences sembling that needed spark to help episode} was. nothing . short .of. ‘the writer. had his hero face off!;5wallow, but in the best Hollywood
and contrivances. abounded. For ‘in-,
a" welcame” *‘tag on a new
perating to the

adult

mind,

par-}

Whatever

ABC’s

ambitions

‘mentality.
,
to
This is the story. of

stance, d ants on two unwitting, hour anthology series.
‘occasions antagonized
a gentleman,
story
of
the’ same
man each. time, ‘who |father,
In relating
the ridingof rover
an’ errant
a bronco
re-.
‘turnéd out to be an important: turning home after many years
client in DeFore’s legal. practice. absence in the hopes: of..defending:
_ On ‘two oeeasions a- football w aS |his’ eldest son accused of murder,

ridiculous.
“Under such

circumstances

‘tradition it’s done to a
against an archaic hospital admin-! j studio almost
enough to convince
it. istration. It was a windmill tilt i|crisp,
the viewer that what he’s seeing is

may"‘be. asking too much of Robert

that was too muddled to be mean-

Young; or for that matter. any ‘of .‘ingful, and then go and accidentally ; a plausible chunk of modern day
the others involved, to.hold the in-' .contract rabies. This latter plece of life as it is lived among internes,
‘terest of the viewer or bring the. .dramaturey was: totally out of doctors, nurses and patients in a
characters to life. It was an im- “place. Moser. abused 2 dramatic big modern- hospital. Metro-TV
a Kicked, not through a. “window, | there. was respectful, albeit trite, possible assignment for ‘all ‘con- j convention bv having the doe fight has decked it all out in most con¥Yincing
physical
accoutrements,
’ which might have been half he-: ; obeisarice. ‘ta: Hollywood-made :ty- ‘cerned.
‘Rose.
to: save the bov’s life while simul- including a story line for the inilievable, but into a chimney, in- . product, from, Steve. Cochran’s portaneorsly fighting to save his own. tial entry as persuasive as any Top
fact the same -chimney each time.:; ‘trayal of the home-again parent,|
This all was too much.
10- daytime soaper.
The outing had: no more sublety! to Bethel Leslie as his long-suf- THE DICK POWELL SHOW
|
Edwards. ‘a fine actor who has
than, ‘the average daytime moppet: fering ‘spouse and Dean Stockwell (Whe. Kilied Julie Greer?)
__.
Chamberlain as Kildare has all
‘show and just- about as. ‘much as.the accused ‘son. Stuart. Rosen- With guests Nick Adams, Ralph !'learned the film trade by apvear- the requisites for stardom—handjing mainIiv
as offbeat
criminal
Bellamy,
Edsar
Bergen,
Lloyd
‘humor..
some,
tall, alert, understanding
|bere’s ‘direttion was in strict -comtypes in B features. eat
erCarelyn
: The series shaves as a comedown | pliance with’ minimal prime time. Bridges, Jack. Carsen,onald.
Fatically during
e first half
hour and get-up-and-do, the very model
of
a
white
uniformed interne with
- for Miss Booth. Despite. her efforts, / requirements...
fan,MickeyRosnerKay Thou of “Casey.” but his laconic be- voice
to match. Massey fs just as
‘the title character came off. Without
‘Pedestrian is the word for“Bus
* the
,
havior. hecame steadier and more effective
as
Dr. Big. The hospital
any real charm. DeFore was quite Stor.
.
‘Rose,
meaningful . as the program pro- supports
a large cast, for that mate
gressed. Jaffe, an owlish man, was ter, and
everyone achieves a propmand
0
ome,
o
caddled with some antic dialog and er stance.
Rose.
_ doesn’t. promise to be a very ‘chal- zanorn:TFCORRUPTERS:
jbis performance was ‘impressively
MeNally,. Rebert

TT

ee Sotho

‘Jenging part.

Bobby Buntrock|

n

seemed: sufficient as the son, but}

model, simply

REYNOLDS METAL. AMERICAN
TOBACCO

--

Whitney Blake, dressing like and|
. Striking the poses of.a high fashion|

didn’t convince as|_

| NBC-TV (Glm)
™

des

a

‘(Lennen: & Newell, SSC&B):”
“Diek Powell, | ‘the ‘head of Four
- {Star, company which made this new
hourlong anthology ‘series for NBCTY, has’ a commercial entry .that
}manages.to be commercial as well

the sweet, understanding mother bib ptabiie John Burrows, Leonard

and spouse she’s supposed to. be. |
Ford has hit a bump with this

one.

ters Dan ‘Meaford

es. '| 60 Mins, Fri, 10 pat.”
=

“| Participating|

CALENDAR

out of place. Harry Landers as another resident doctor was excellent. ICHABOD AND ME
‘and there is something to be. saitt
Robert
Sterling,
George
tfor the vale beauty ard. high cheekChandler, Christine White, Marhones of the romantic interest in
tin Perkins
the person of Bettye Ackerman. Preducers-Writers: Jee Connell
Rest: of the cast was a mixture of
Beb Mesher
ld
omvetence and the runaway style
of stydent actors, which merely
tooned off the excesses of scrinting.

as tasteful and artful. He hit: the |with some

AEC-TV (Film)

thespianic

erraticsm.

without pretentiousness or |: Show chances are, at least, midWith Harry. Reasener, Mary Fickett ; As if television needed another|target
at reughkouse.
dling good to erab a durable notch
crime-and-violence'
explosion
Exee: Preducer: Thomas H. Welf
‘First
60-minute ‘story on “Phe for itself ia nighttime tv. Art.
Predweers: Mel Ferber, Bill Kebin this eritical and controversial juncture
of
its
stormy
¢areer,
along}Dick
Powell
Show,”
which
preemed
|
Direetac: Martin Carr
Corruptors”|Tuesday
(26), was “Who Killed.
Writers: Andy Reeney, Maury. Reb- comes “Target: The
to add. fuel to the fire. There’s a lot JuHe Greer?”,
j of: fancy’ talk in. this: series about |standard video variety by Frank!.
30 ain, Mea-Fri., ie am.
|
exposing .the “Ei
pete
of Gilroy. But it was put together
PARTICIPATING
;
sen,, Gloria
Henry,
Joseph
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
ao
Sylvia _ Field, Billy

(J. Walter Thompson)
Any hopes that “Ichabod and
Me” would turn out to be a sleeper
in this prime
time slot were

(J Nhodunit of the (DENNIS THE MENACE

thoroughly drenched by the kickoff
It registered as just
another run-of-the-milk
situation
comedy,
typically “innocuous in
content and wholly bland in its
approach.
From start to finish, it
pursued a familar formula down

CBS-TV’s new ‘morning: strip. of,

features,

interviews

and news,

a predetermined

| sential“maneuver, a bid for re-|: As aes “Dante,” Powell essayed
‘spectability designed to. ‘blur and a detective Pteciive
The gimmick

string, butif there are a few house- | iio
wives | of hipper stripe around; it} en
id
certainly
gather them
violent brew of killings and maim- pendent

milli

who ‘covered

course. As £ re-

sult, there were no surprises and
few laughs on the first outing.

The script was as mechanical ag
the background laughter. Although
the locale for this series is 2 small

CBS-TV (filme

(Leo Burnett; Guild, Bascom

fare|the caper in 2 chauffeur-driven|
of provocative
the sort-an:‘instant
Ings, attracts
sh ow Mon
"
one
Monday: ay?
ri jure ‘that.
audience limousine. In the course of search& Bonfigli)
-|studded with lines that could have
news ‘correspondent |Hatry throtigh sheer noise and fury.
i
‘Dennis. lives in a world where come out of old Charlie Chan feaReasoner and legit .actress Mary
One character said: “In-Ithe kids. at times are more adult tures.
Fickett in. quickie interviews with |

Sal Durante, who caught Roger
Maris’ Gist: homer: Mrs. Randolph |
‘Guggenheimer, : child health and ‘had elapsed. a “trash collector bad}as a judge with an extra-curricular
‘-care expert;.. and Eric Sevareid,: been peppered
with ©bultetholes love life, Edgar. Bergen, as x. mild
-CBS. newsinan back’ from Europe. and buried under a vanload of -gar- veterinarian, Lloyd Bridges, as a
All were brief and pointed: with bage. Segment,. directed by Don giottal-stop pug, Jack Carson, as a
. the Sevareid seg probably coming.
Medford, was’ too theatrical in beatnick bartender, Renald Reagan,
off ag most interesting, particular- style to.deliver the desirable air. as la movie cowboy, Mickey Rooney,
‘Ty his -bold opinion. that. the great of authenticity, characterized as it as a laundryman, and Kay Thomp-:English beauties always were more
-was.by absurd bits of business such son, as-a blind woman. Dean Jones,
beautiful than the. American ‘coun-|
‘as a mobster. czar forcing. his a handsome young man, played the
terpart. For the Guggenheimer bit,
henchman. to place his. hand on a guy who did it ‘(he was a cop, too).
there was special film on -Den- Virginia
was They were all fine in brief. ‘parts,
ham
the.
Mark's. advanced. public -program
about
to. devour, so-that the aide and it was fun to watch the offbeat
‘of. child day care, ‘could .experierice the sensation: ‘of easting develop as the cameo parts
‘Miss Fickett: ‘and: Reagoner team greed. Hero of the series was. a unfolded.
“well in relaxed, breezy but. intelli-. ‘corruption-hunting . newsman ea
‘Actually the unraveling: of these.
gent conversing, with ‘her. thesp’s sayed saved with a. distracting sneer |star. hames slowed down the action
elocution. nicely pontrasted: to -his by vet heavy Stephen. McNally, in|a
in hit, but their presence-more. than
midwestern nazal twanging.
fa change of character: Jack Flood, compensated and served as a name-Reasoner
begged a minute to {ot
other regular aboard, is capable. ‘pull. strut for the preem stanza.
philosophize at the windup, saying ‘Peter Falk, an accomplished vil- _ The work. done by Powell, ‘prothere -would be no downgrading te. fain, played it to the hilt here. Less a:
Spelling, and direcmeet the ‘competitian—"We will re- entational. hoods were essayed with tor, Robert E. Miller, was excelent
tain as-we are.” Then he. said ‘to style by Walter Matthau. and Rob- in meeting the modest demands of
‘Miss Fickett,,. “Good night, David,” Lert: ‘Middleton. Vigorous’ support the format, -and was ample ref-.
‘and she. replied, “Good. night; came from: Arline Sax and Arthur erence for watching future hours.

Chet.”

Bill. .

Batanides.,

_, Tube,

Art,

New Engdand town, the dialog waa

than. the grownups. This wupside- formation is like a man’s wife—he
down twist, salted ‘with mischief, ‘doesn’t want to share it with another man.”
Another said: “Fish
out of water must either learn to
walk or get back to the water.”
Such aphorisms were the chief
stabs at humor and they didn’t

makes for a ‘humorous half-hour,
‘something simple to relax with for
viewing family.
Opener for the new season, titled
“Trouble from Mars," had an easy
gait, punctuated by chuckles. Jay
North as Dennis was the straight-

man

to Joseph

Kearns’

(Mr. Wil-

son) wild predicaments. Before the
half-hour was out, Kearns, wearing
a-.space helmet, and pantless, was
being brought down a ladder by
baffled firemen.
' Plot, scripted by Budd Grossman,
took every advantage of the situations and the whole outing was
keyed to worried adults responding
crazily to the innocent space game
of kids.Herbert Anderson as the father
and Gloria Henry as the mother
proved pleasant fixtures for the
world of Dennis. A nice assist also
was offered by Sylvia Field as Mrs.
Wilson. Supporting players were

|competent and production values

i good.

Horo.

come

|

off.

Story line of the opening show
didn’t venture very far either. It
invoived: the purchase of a defec-

tive sail boat by Robert Sterling,
playing the local: newspaper editor, from the town sharpster (Martin Perkins) and the efforts of
George Chandler, as the main title
character, Ichabod, to get Sterling
a refund. The ruse by which Chandler won his point was an old
chestnut served up in plain New
Engiand boiled style.
Performances were competently
handled although the script did
not permit any sharply etched
characterizations.
Sterling has an
appealing personality, while Chandler is a veteran performer with
ore savvy to carry any comedy
urden
Herm,
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What! Forty years already?
Time flies. So does WABC. And so do the delighted listeners to the
Swingin’ Seven from 77. Fly with us to our Fortieth Birthday
Party. Special features. Special events. Extra Special prizes and

surprises. All day. All month. And, of course, First Person News, a au
Your Kind of Music. All the time on THE NEW SOUND OF NEW YORK.
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&” [s BC
RADIO CHANNEL 14
on your sound dial |

Wednesday, October 4.1961
VICTOR

.. With

BORGE

SPECIAL.

_

TELEVISION

[FRANK McGEE’S HERE& Now ROBERT TAYLOR’S DETEC- " |PATHER OF THE BRIDE

_

‘SIVES

Hermione. Gingold, ‘Leonid ‘Producer: Chet. Hagan

Director: Bill Healion

_| With Adam West, Tige Andrews,

With

Leon. Ames,

Ruth Warrick,

REVIEWS

| STEVE

ALLEN

4!

SHOW

|With Pete Fountain, Sandy Stew-

art, Bill Danza, Louis Nye, Joey
Myrna Fahey, Burt Metcalfe,
Rickie Sorenson, Ransom SherForman,
Dayton
Allen, Buck
Tah,
Lurene
Tuttle,
Ruby
DandAnita
‘Sands,
Leonid
,
Henry,
others
Producer; George Schlatter.
Prodycer: Charles E. Andrew
.. Marty Ingels, Jay Adler, William _ Yidge,. others.
NBC:TV. (live &. film)
Pirector:-Mike Gargiulo _
| Director: David Brown
Windom, Robert Brubaker, Stew- Exec Producer: Robert Maxwell
CY
& RR)
Writers; Charles Isaacs, Walt Can- Oe
| Producer: Rudy E. Abel
Writers: Leonard Stern, Bill Dana,
—
Having successfully parlayed ‘in-} ard Bradley, others.
‘ter, Mike Marmer, Jay. Burton,
Director: Fletcher Markle
Stan Burns, Bill Persky, Sam
Director:
Paul
Wendkos
Borge —
{stant news into big, big business :
Writers: Dale& Katherine Eunson,
Dentoff, Buck Henry, Arne SulWriter: Michael Morris
60 Mins., Wed.. 27), '9 p.m.
| ($28,000,000 worth.of sponsorship), |69 .Mins., Fri., 8:30 p.m.
_ Theodore & Mathilde Ferro
tan, Marvin Worth
PONTIAC:
_.
30 Mins., Fri., 9:30 p.m.
|Music: Les Brown
CBS-TV, froin N.Y:
| “| NBC-TV has come up with an off-| PARTICIPATING
GENERAL = MILLS,
CAMPBELL /60 Mins., Wed., 7:30 p.m.
” (MacManus, John & Adams) -|beat approach tothe subject, with. NBC-TV (film) -—
PARTICIPATING
Against the established action-| SOUP
They practically threw away. the

'‘Hambro, others; Luther Hender-.
_. gon, musical

director.

{30 Mins.,. Fri, 10:3@ p.m.
“TGULF
2.

.

|

Mark

Goddard, Peter Whitney,|

‘this new ‘Frank..McGee’s Here & |
first 15 mniutes of the Victor Borge : Now.” As something: approximating. adventure plays.of “Route 66” on

special
on CBS-TV

last Wed.

(27).

‘with some innocuots byplay attend- : “instant

CBS-TV

futures” -as it probes. into “The

One.

change
of pace

CBS-TV (film)(BBD&O)

ABC-TV,

:

Steve

from H’wood

,
<Allen’s

back

in

bigtime

of theto eon jAmes tv, now wearing ABC chevrons, and
rate .new 60-minute’ weekly version of \i that “Father
A
with
;
ee
for all the lameness of the openwith
every promise of ing: program, it’s better for tv that
The result is an ab- :“Robert Taylor’s Detectives” - is ‘immediately
; becoming one of the’ finer entries
na

thatit seld
seldom
ing .his 20th anni in this country, -the type of stories
.
before the hour show finally ‘took Page

and the

Flintstones” on ABC-TV, the

on’ any semblance. of becoming an) -sorbing half-hour-of viewing span- ‘going to have rough. going.

“entertainment. But even. when. it .ning .a.variety of topics, with the;

First .episode of

lin.

thi

g

fami

the NBC-TV! in: this
. |season's

ily

comedy

he's back. Any single hour of live
encroachment on a three-netwo:k

_phifted gears into a more’
re’ profespr
‘premiere stanza devoted to “such |stanza, seen at 8:30 Friday (29) was [eyele.
| The
veteran
character
actor
is deftly
comic,
having
the gift
of 80% pledge of allegiance to cellu. gional approach. to. the work; at-items as.,,Maris & Mantle, the re-. utterly: typical of the standard de- timing and the ability to-get a lot loid has its heartening overtones,
hand; it was:a showcase unworthy * surgence.of country music as. ex- ‘tective fare on video’ nowadays, of mileage from the facial expres- even though Allen has elected to
of the unique..Borge talents, |
emplified
by the five-string banjo but if this particular batch of de- sion of a dignified man who has come back the hard way—to fight
Considering fhat
the. Danish art-. and bluegrass virtuosity, and the ‘tectives even remotely resembled just tasted something. sour. Most. it out in the Wednesday 7:30 to
with
ist-comedian is a rarity in tv (lim-,: newest fashions in bomb and. fall-;the genuine- article then the city of all, he makes believable the por-|8:30 Nielsen sweepstakes
they inhabit would be. in desperate traitof a fond father who is un-|“Wagon Train,” which could miti—
itirig:nhis appearanees to-one a séa-:' ‘out shelters. ee
treated
|danger. of. annihiliaiton by - the settled. by, but reluctantly accepts, |Sate against maximum exposure,
son, helping Pontiac.
to intreduce ~ Any one. of. the “subiects:
subjects.
its new models! a Borge .special ° on. the preem. ‘could
have tre
-1ent ‘criminal element. Led- by an un- the marriageability of his daughter. |and with a weak opener.
certainly. warrants
ants: a. higher degree - themselves to a‘fuller ayd.more ,duly patient and stony faced cap- It isn’t as though he were born a| What he does against “Wagon
of ‘skill, originality :and d artistry!
|
Y |detailed exposition,
but even with- itain of ‘detectives (Robert . Taylor) good-natured boob, like the con-| Train” will depend on how aggres-

than’ was evident. on: last week's ;jin the framework of these five to ‘is a crew of the youngest police ventional family head in many an- |sively and creatively Allen restores
ee
himself to the tv spectrum. On his
vignettes, McGee and “sergeants ‘and ‘police. tieutengnts other teleseries..
bag..of Borge ; the staff-of roving editors came up. on record .anyWhere, and, further- . Others who figure notably in the initial installment last week (27),

‘display. Something more than. the 10-minute
_usual..nonsénsical’
tricks

what

..

more,

are’ called’ for, no -matter ‘with always interesting
and. curious

degree.

of . perfection . he}facets. and fauna designed to whet

achieves in the. clowning
and gim- ; the ‘appetite.

‘ mickry.

|

.

Co

“As-with (Maris & Mantle’s “play

they areas

emotional.

as 'series’ good prospects are Fletcher

|Alien personally

had

all the

old

they are immature, flaring up. fre- Markle, who directs with a mature |self-assurance and confidence of
| quently atthe straw men and false -touch and who admirably resists jthe pro showman that he is, nat-

‘melodramatic

situations that were i trying to lather up every scene with

|ural

and

relaxed,

triggering

the

t
were some diverting: MO- ;now—pay
‘later’ concurrence with“ jset in their path the first night of , icomedy; and Ruth Warrick, who/tone and the style of the show.
properly underplays her role as}But the show’s seven—count ’em—
'- Ments when Borge brought on Leo- ; avent'. Frank’ Scott.. to ‘go ‘for’ the ‘the new series. —
nid: Hambro for a.two-piano
(and ‘Jonsterm. haul rather shan the | Adam: West is the latest addition the family’s stablizing influence 'seyen writers let him down with

; There

-subsequently one-plano) series of: quick. buck in- ‘topping the Ruth ito the cast, playing a sergeant who ‘and yet conveys a strong sense of a thud, giving the teeoff program
In general there{an uneven quality. The spoof on
an {sober presence.
.serio-comie. interludes that started. record and ‘licking -the September serves ‘on Taylor’s- squad ‘as’
out _as. Chopin, Liszt ‘and Tschal-|jiny. Or- again’ in. exploring the “acting lieutenant.” Holdovers are iseems to bea resistance to the ithe FCC inquiry into tv programkowsky and segued- into the inevi- boom. ‘in, -bomb’ shelters, from. the another baby .face, Mark Goddard, |awful cliches of family comedy,|ming, with Dayton Allen’s “Capitable keyboard puzzles; another ‘skit. $900 makeshift job. to the fully- anda slightly older, but. most emo- and at Jeast there is no pretense {tain Animal,” Buck Henry portrayfound Borge and guest Hermione ‘ equipped-even-with-periscope vari- tional.of all, officer played strid- that this is supposed to be an aver-|ing a verbase “David Unkind” and

and Saint-Saens

age

ently by Tige Andrews.

* For the initial program, they had: Ames
|ithe
thesping -assistance of some

Gingoldin a piano-cello dueting of |ety that péddles for $5,000 in ‘Cali-

‘Kern

that .was |fornia.. Or the. prairie. plaudits -ac-

‘more. slapstick. than, fun. There! corded Lester. Flatt, Earl. Scruggs

or typical American

‘heeled

and
his brood
folks, and they

family. }Louis Nye as the producer of “The

are

behave

e

well|Deportables” was. trite formula
like stuff, as obvious as it was unorigi-

nal or lacking in sharpness or
was Borge’s customary on-the-level.
and their’ Foggy-.Mountain Boys, better actors—Peter Whitney. as a : the moneyed middle-class.
-treatment
of Liszt's “Concerti
with an intricate segue from tape folk-singing . coffee house owner, _. The premiere stanza had an in-|pbrittleness. Allen as the “Musical .

Etude”. which benefiited. vis ually 'to:a live pickup in South Carolina. |Leonid Kinsky and Marty Ingels {troductory storyline—Ames receiv-|
from. some
some .fine
camera “ play, plus}
n
AFOMm,
.
S|. 4.AS 43 Friday
day night
features-on- 'as beatnik painters (latter an espe- ing the news that his daughter has

a jaz ballet‘by.based
on “Peter
and:ithe-half-shell,
this
‘the
a. group
dancers
i, 2~ its
s+. definite
aagnite a’show
value: ofparticularly.
: type . lier, William‘ Windom and. Robert
‘and Wolf’
singers’ arranged.
an of
Penn
duet: jhas
value,

cially effective actor} and Jay Ad-

in getting the. adroit. and.sure Mc-- jBrubaker as.- assorted
ed by Luther Henderson -and cho-“teeth
note:
Rose... criminal. types.

‘ reographed by "Tom -Hansen which. Gee

had little' or. nothing to do-with!

touch. ae

083)

17

Prokofiiev or, for that matter, with ;\GUNSMOKE

the ballet.

©

°°

=

~——s

a

a

«|| With Jamés Arness, Dennis Weav-

| most justify making “Detectives”
an hour long,.at least the first time,
;but: it was hoKe just the same, due
,to Michael: Morris’. unimaginative

Woven together as: an: hour’ offi- i- er, -Amanda’ Bilake,: Milburn
entertalnnient,.it was ‘a‘lack luster 1. 'Stone, Ed. Nelson, ‘Norma Crane, !and: confused. script:..
‘variation:on a Borge-theme that |- Ken Lynch,‘others.

was mostly: uninspired...
oe

Rose;
_

TALES OF WELLS FARGO.

familiar
TO:

_ ‘There ‘was. enough action to al-

.

=

Art.

Question Man” and the Allen-Nye

house sortie (caught unpre| proposed to—and then went |opera
|nared after a strike threat) were
into previews of upcoming install-|;agged around the edges.
|been
ments,
which. proved an _ intelli.
ae series.
gently ane
way to open a néw
The “flash aheads” covered Ames’
;
wath
ft
ath
.
private the
talkfirst
withmeeting
his future
1first
son-in-law,
with
iG
liv the wedding,
;
'his famliy,
and finally
, the night the baby is born. Each
of the scenes had humor, and to-

av

wa

f

Partially
for pleasthese
lapses
were compensating
a few assorted
;
:
antries—an Ernie Pintoff animated
cartoon
interview with a musician
|°*"""in
a ‘jazz berth
cellar on
{which
rates a permanent
the weekly
dis-

play): a crazy astronaut routine be-

tween Bill Dana and Allen: Sandy

gether
should have
nelped for
to Stewart's vocalizing and, for real
clinch. they
a -continuing
audience
class and artistry, Pete Fountain,
jthe series:
|
{| Myrna’ Fahey, Burt Metcalfe, |the jazz clarinetist, both soloing

|Producer: Norman. MacDonnell: .._
| Director: Harry Harris. Jr.-.

TOP CAT

—_-| G0"ytinss
Sut. 10 gua.

Sorenson, Ransom Sherman,
_ Maurice Gosfield, Marvin Kap-.
lan, Leo. DeL¥on, John Stephen- ! Lurene Tuttle and Ruby Daridridge

| With Arnold Stang, Allen: Jenkins, |Rickie

|@nd with his quartet.

TV production in general and
!eomprise the. running supporting |music-comedy formats being what
Prods.-Dire.:- Bill Hanna, Joe Bar- cast. which gave evidence in the/they are, the virtues and tie
Lloyd, Jack Ging, Torin Thatch-t
ee
initialer of being highly competent, |minuses go hand in hand, week to
_bera’
.
The series is based on a novel by |week, some sessions emerging as
Saunders, Lory Patrick.
§——_:|| bromide, “Never quarrel with suc- Write : Harvey Bullock ©
.|Edward
Streeter, which had been|big plusses in contrast to uninFroducer: Harle Lyon" :
-) cess," out the window this season 30.7 Ss; Wed., 8:30 pm.‘}made into an MGM feature. Thejspired ones. Over the long haul,
Director: Jerry Hopper ~
and ‘expanded ‘one “of its bluechip BRISTOL-MYERS; KELLOGG

‘With
Dale Robertson, .Howard! papricipATING |:
|-Keel, William Demarest; Suzanne: cRs-¢y (lm) es

er, Virginia Christie, Mary Jane! “CBS-TV threw that old .business

-,

Welter:
MiltonS,Geiman
“PARTICIPATING: | ~

| fon.oars,Saturday
Gunsmoke"
toafll hour
nights. The. gamble

ABC-TV (film)

story premise -will be the show’s|Allen

and his troupe have found

Les.
a distinctive niche in the medium.
(Youna.& Rubicam: Leo Burnett). weakest’ element:
It’s an encouraging sign that they
_ -Is ABC-TV pushing a good thing
_
_{are back.
Rose.
‘| will, unquestionably pay -off. Twice ‘too far? .On the strength of its _MAGIC. RANCH
- NBC-TYV; .(color; : film)
¢ Tales of Wells Fargo,” starting as much “Gunsmoke” won't. neces- | click with “The Flintstones’: last | With Don Alan, Shirley Ann Clemseason, the web is. now riding with _ ents, Jimmy Renaux
its
sixth
year,
has
switched
its
time
{'..
3).
ee:
g
c
gna,
a
rane
ee
‘Pec
Wee
goo) sarily:
mean twice as good a. show,
THE RIFLEMAX
another “adult” animation. series Producer: Geo. B: Anderson
slot , this season.from Monday: but “all. other things: being equal: ‘out:
(The Vaqueros)
of: the Hanna-Barbera studios |Director: Ted Schulte
huck
€onnors,
Johnny
which
previously
made
its
mark
|
Writers:
Myron’
Golden
Anderson
|
With
“forth be filmed in color, but the | aie hour to the network's tally. — with the “Huckleberry Hound” 30 Mins., Sat.; 11:30 a.m.
Crawford, Martin Landau, Ziva
-esserttial
ingredients:
of
this.
series!
“
Gare
pas
been
taken
to
preserve.
Rodann,
‘than
Wyenn,
Pcpe
{ADAMS
CORP.,
CLARK
CANDY,
and
“Quick
Draw
McGraw”
kiddie“remains ‘unchanged, .: Show. . has! ; all the virtues of the six year old
Hern, Roker? Contreras, Vladi.
‘Slanted: cartoons. But where the a M..J. HOLLOWAY CO.
“. lengthened from 30 mins.: to an
mir Sokolo@, Arveli Rey
moppets ‘are. fixated by virtually {ABC-TV, from Chicago (film)

oFugiNSfoSaturday and will hence” it's going to add another tall-rated.

:.

hous,
butit'sstill
astraight west-i top. orclose to the top,of the 10

anything on the tv screen,. adult
" erner, depending on-elementary ac-| ¢ront-running tv shows in. the na- audiences.
are at least one notch

tion plots and: cowboy. star Dale ‘tion. Even with. the extra 30 min-

‘Robertson
‘to. give, it impact.

In| utes” to. carry, ““Gunsmoke” ‘ re- more diseriminating and -a-follow-

(Zed

R..

*, Wasey,

Daniels;

Maxon;

Ruthrauff

&

Erwin |Producers:

Arthur Gardner, Jules

Levy, Arnold Laven

Ryan)

. Filmed at Telecine Studios, Park |Director: Joseph Lewis

Ill, “Magic Ranch” is a| Writer: Arthur Browne Jr.
this new. time’ period, juve audi-:jaing a. brisk, diverting and ‘rela- up.to “The Flintstones’’ would have’ imRidge,
odest half-hour of prestidigita-|30 Mins., Mon., 330 pos
ences should be'a potent factor “in| tively..mature ‘western populated ‘to’ be doubly sharp in. order to |tion
witha dude ranch setting.| PROCTER & GAMBLE
justify another cartoon show..

this show's ‘competitive race with (hy extremely

likeable; low-pres“Top Cat,” on the -basis of. its: Saturday's (30) .preem came up |ABC-TV (film)
CBS-TV’s’ “Perry. Mason,” which' sure ‘characters.. The new. format,
three magicos including Don
(Benton & Bowles,
‘hasa more adult slant...
=” _
{if anything; should be a dramatic introduction. last Wednesday (27), With
Alan who emcees the proceedings.| Those who dig tv violence and
The. opening. “Wells
Fargo” |impfovement,: particularly in the did not measure up to the demands
The show is aimed

at the moppet |who

stanza last Saturday (30). opened’.
area: of character. devélopment, as of:a. prime nighttime. entry. Based. audience.
.
...
on:the. anticsof a hip-talking flock
with an elaborate southern-style so-|-the.season’s opener.(30) illustrated. edeT
- .But in its present state it’s difciety dance that gave ‘it the aspect}
A.’ very interesting character of easy-living felines, “Top Cat” ficult to see how the program can
registered
as
a
simple
comic
strip
of. a color: spectacular. ~ However,| entered ‘marshal.“ Matt Dillion's:
lure a sizable number of juvenile
the show quickly. returned to’.allife; 4 “former. .outlaw who: with no-point of view fo give it a

more familiar groovein a far-outseryed..a

yarn about the scheme of acouple}job

year for. a stagecoach

and had

.notions~ of” going

_Of post-Civil’ War southern rebels! straight:: As portrayed by Ed Nel-

‘to bankrupt the Union by pounsen: |son, hé was: an enigmatic and -sym-

. feiting
.U. S: Government bonds, || pathetic .guy: but’ not very savvy

“The characterizations
“were
as_ , with. the. women. ‘Dillon’s good ina.
racte
Ww
‘standard
as the plot.. As the show's| fluence. on him was countered
by

Permanent star, Robertson is hand-} Norma Crane,:a looker who dealt
some, laconic and dauntless ‘in the; him the fast-buck. motive, and
traditional style of frontier heroes. |throughout:thé
hour it was a ques-.
His’ ‘permanent ‘sidekicks

‘ series are Jack

Ging,

‘Robertson

converted

“tine, Mary

Jane

in the tion of whether -he was

going

- whom wrong his. friend.:the: marshal

on. the’ first; wise“up

to

or

to. the: girl:. As it. turned

might

have

been

upset

by

Procter & Gamble’s policy of good

taste turned over to FCC program
investigators at New York hearings
last week, can relax.
Special. cutting ‘edge.. However, viewers. For the magieianry apP&G’s “Rifleman” preemed for
peared more mechanieal than awethere’s always the calculation that
the new season Monday with sevinspiring and the physical backthe. millions of grown-ups who
eral
bangs. Star Chuck Connors
ground hardly provided a “ranch”
turn to the comic strips before the
atmosphere. It looked more like was belted in the chops with the
editorial: pageg:in their daily news-.
butt end of a rifle, hamstrung in
the corner of a suburbanite’s base- the Mexican desert for a couple of
papers will find entertainment andrecreation .room.
intellectual stimulation in “Top ment
Shirley Ann Clements, a teenage days and got even by knocking off
Cat.”
:
- ‘magico,
did proficient sleight-of- three or four Mexican bandits in
The ‘scripting for’ this series hand work, with handkerchiefs, his familiar hammer-fanning manstrikes # jivey,. wise-alecky note umbrellas, bags, ete:
However, ner. In between,. there’s the manin-.a_ diluted . neo-Runyonesque ‘there were few camera closeups handling and kidnapping of Constyle. The operiing show had occa-: and. it was. tedious going. to watch nor’s son, Johnny Crawford and a
boozing celebration by the bandits,
sional flashes of wit, but the patter

show from foe fo friend; and Wil-| out, he. did both, and ‘died for it. was generally a routine brand of during stint of Jimmy Renaux who featurirs a suggestive dance hy
Rodann. P&G’s west is indeed
liam Demarest,’.as the crusty old|The script .would’ prébably have hip jargon. The characterizations pulled birds out of hats ad infini- Ziva
a hatd place for a+ widower to
:
..., pal.. In’ addition, Virginia Chris-; been workable in , thé. half ‘hour. of the: various. cats were .amusing. um.
bring up a boy. It also is a very
Saunders

and: form too, but Nelson wouldn’t have

_Lory: Patrick. will be around. regu-: been.
nN. ‘as convincing.
1g......He. did” an
larly as assorted’ women folk,:. but excellent job. of holding the focus.

in an elementary sort: of way and _ Alan, ‘aside

the story of their attempt to enter

a horse in the big race was hardly
romance on this series is strictly “Jim. Arness: ‘is still plenty dur- an. example of originality.
Sincé “The Flintstones”. has almarginal,
Varo,
+” “Lable as: the weltschmerzy marshal
. Supporting cast on.the opener in-; whe . wearily sérves justice, and- ready exploited the novelty appeal

_

from

contributing

some hocus-pocus of his own, in- hard place to believe in, or imagterviewed the guests and handled ine, for. that matter.
And, going into its fourth seasome of the plugs for the trio of

candy company

sponsors.

An

or-|S°H, it’s hard to imagine what will

gan was the show’s only musica)
What
entry
eluded some strong ‘talent in How-; Dennis Weaver continues. to make {of the ‘cartoon genre, “Top Cat” accompaniment.
* “ard Keel, who scored’-as a.very. a cameo:out of the part of Chester. :.Will have to came up in subsequent -needs is a gimmick to achieve bete
‘menacing ‘heavy; and,:Torin-Thatch-, Amanda. Blake,, Miss .Crane and . weeks‘ with a fresh angle fo rate ‘ter rapport with viewers. The initialer was too stiff and unimagina|
_ er,a mysterious U. S.-Government ‘Milburn Stone gave attractive, and -in the bigtime competition.
tive.
,
Gild.
,
ae
'
Herm,
~' ‘Treasury agent. .Herm, -tcompetent, -support..
~~. Les.

|happen when anti-violence etc. hits
the production front.
Performances and production values are

golid throughout,

with

thetexception of a con-fanily

jarring? score.

however,

li.
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The largest

TV area
in Britain

is the

ABC TV

area
ABC TV OF BRITAIN
ABC TV OF BRITAIN
Yes, Britaln. ABC TV of Britain: ABC.
—short for Associated British Corpora-

tion. ABC TV—Britain.
_And that area? The largestcommercial

TV area in Britain. TV In Britain isn't
like TV in the States. In Britain there is
only one commercial ‘channel. This is
splitinto areas, different companies look
after different parts of the country. ABC
have got a larger area than anyone else;
and they've got It for weekends—peak.
viewing days: and every weekend, out-

atanding programs by ABC TV of
Britain are networked nationwide...
Weekdays—when other stations take

over—two different companies. look after
the area ABC handle alone at weekends!
Big area: big company: big Ideast.

_ABC TV of Britain.

BEST

BRITISH

OF

‘

OF

TV

BRITAIN

| A Member of the Associated British Picture Corporation

‘
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Wednesday, October 4, 196%:
SALUTES ae RED SKELTON SHOW
With
Jayne. Mansfield,
Linda
‘With Isaac Stern, Eugene Ormandy Loftis. (Miss. Texas), Carolyn Las‘ater.
(Miss
Utah),
Davie
‘Rose
and Philadelphia Orch, Roberta
Peters,
Van.. Clibura, Benny ” Oreh, ‘others ::
Writers:
©
Ed.
*
Simmons,
Dave
Goodman Sextet
O’Brien,
Martin .AL Ragway,
Exec Producer: ‘Bob Banner.
Arthur Phillips |
. Producers-Directors:. Joe Hamilton, Producer; ‘Cecil Barker.
-

CARNEGIE. HALL
‘JACK BENNY.

TELEVISION REVIEWS
o

48

a

ED SULLIVAN SHOW |
}Passw RD
With Julia Meade, Barbara Britton, With Mie Ludden, host; others
Executive Producer: Bob Stewart
Ray Bloch Orch,. others
Producer: Frank Wayne
Producer: Robert Precht
Directors: John Wray, Tim Kiley Director: Lou Tedesco
30. Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 2 p.m.
|.60 Mins . Sun 8 p
LORRI- PARTICIPATING
COLGATE;. REVLON;
| CBS-TV, from N.Y.
‘LARD.
:
-BS-TV, from N. ¥.
‘New daytime series for CBS-TV

BELL TELEPHONE HOUR
With Ferrante & Teicher, Dorothy
Collins, Eddie Condon Combo,
American Ballet Theatre, Anno
Moffo & Richard Tuoker, Harry
BelafonteExec producer: Barry Wood
Producers: Bert Shevelove, Fred

Heider
-°
Julio Benedito
—
(Ted Bates; Grey; Lennen &
Director: Seymour Berns,
‘lis only - mildly’ diverting for the Musical Director: Donald Voorhees
Writer: Alan Scott
" Newell)
‘30 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m
on
60 Mins., Fri., 9:30 p.m.
60. Mins., Wed. (27), 10 p.m...
30-minute span.. The word game, BELL SYSTEM
JOHNSON’S WAX; BEST. FOODS
Ea Sullivan’s | ‘variety show -{s,
SARA LEE, MOTOROLA
| CBS-TYV, from: H’wood - (live & naturally, the oldest such session packaged: by Goodson. - Todman, NBC-TY, from N.Y.
-CBS-TV, from N.Y. (tape)
©”
tape) ~*~
proves. too static for a half-hour
(Ayer).
(Bill, ‘Rogers, Mason & Scott;.
(Foote, Cone. & Belding; Lennon. on. the spectrum. He has outlived outing.
Tape and an emergency fill-in
Leo Burnett).
virtually every major and minor
& Newell)“Password” {$s a simple game. prevented Bell’s “Telephone Hour’
Anyone who might have been |. ‘Red Skelton returned. Tues. (267° ‘cirenit . that. booked the variety
Two teams, each. composed. of a from being disconnected on it’s
expecting
the
customary: Jack for his ninth season on’ CBS-TV
Benny comedy show.’ was: surely: in “2 _lively.: potpourri. of. amusing tacts. He has not only taken on celebrity and.a non-pro guest, try seasonal preem last Friday (29).
‘disappointed in the “Carnegie Hall patter: and. hilarious .skits. .The the mantle of the oldtime: booker, to guess the word flashed on the
Salute” special, because only about script, on which. no-less than four but. ‘also achieved the statiis of a. screen by using single word asso- Harry Belafonte's illness was made
five or six minutes of it could have writers toiled, was. tailor-made for -public figure, who occasionally gets ciations..Pro guests on the preem up’ by a fape he did for the series
classified as comedy. It was a con- Skelton’s perfect. timing. Its situ-_ into controversies’ on all sorts of. outing were Kitty Carlisle and Tom two years
ago
and
Rosemary
cert program, mostly in the long- ations also added.up to a ‘fine
Poston, both of whom will be on Clooney's walkout because of a dishair genre, and CBS-TV was care- ‘ghowease for: the: generously pro- questions. Also his annual payroll for the entire week. Miss Carlisle pute over her song selections was .
-ful to bill it’such-in the ty listings. portioned Jayne -Mansfield who for talent is probably higher than was ebullient: Poston, another vet: compensated for by bringing in, at
that of the Radio City Music Hail. gamehand, was dry and adroit.
“Viewers who knew what to ‘expect was’ Skelton’s -guest.~
practically the last moment, Doroshould ‘have found it a wholly
Piece-de-resistance was ‘a sketeh | . In’ his. sfatus’‘as ‘a public figure, _ Plash of ‘the two personalities, thy Collins. The forced changes
gatisfying hour; as for the others, labeled .“Will. Suécess Spoil Clem Sullivan ‘reported back to his pub- though, wasn’t sufficient to retain apparently didn’t hurt the opener
who might: have. been éntrapped by. Kadiddlehopper?” which bore only. lic via-a reprise of his summer sab- interest for the span. After the and even won it some hefty newsthe promise of Benny, there was a-remote hint of the George .Axel-| batical showing pictures of the first 10 minutes, the fun of the paper space as the wire services
certainly no harm done -in suffer-. “rod. comedy which opened six séa-. various places he visited on his game seemed to wear thin.. It was played up the Clooney contreing them through the music. of. sons ago on. ‘Broadway with Miss trip and accounts: of some’ of the rekindled after the half-way mark temps.

of the by a jackpot bit and latér a switch
Lalo, McDowell, Verdi, Kabalevsky’ Mansfield. ‘Writers.and principals conyersations: with some
and Bach:
‘of the tv bit. had lotsa fan with a |top folk ia the theatre. The trav- in partners. Show would seem to
For a show that.was not staged ‘story line that cast the actress as a. elog is an unusual departure for. ‘be improved. if the winning numfor ‘television—it was taped. on movie queen. and ‘Skelton as‘‘a this variety show. It didn’t offer ber.cauld be less than the required
much: entertainment for the 125 points.
That would allow the
_Jocation at Carnegie. Hall during -eountry..-bumpkin who wins a. that
‘ceremonies before a benefit house: chance to kiss her: ‘but isunwilling time consumed: But perhaps. it did contestents a jackpot inning which
‘give ‘the corollary impression that was fun on the opener.
.
last April—it played without awk: to’do so,
It: also
‘wardness or serious production
At one polat, ‘Miss’ Mansfeld, there is no vacation. for one seek- would ‘allow an earlier switch of
partners’ for a needed change of
flaws. The sense that {t was: being who was scanning ‘some'tickets, ex- ing to serye the public.
Sullivan even turned performer pace.
presented before a natty audience, .claimed, “here’s my. lucky: number
which gave an’ elite tone. to. the. 36-22-36." That’s a sample of the ‘on this show with Phil. Silvers, who {| Allen Ludden, moderator of “Gwill
bring a whole retinue from | E College Bowl,” handled himself
humor..
But
before’
the.
skit
wound.
show, was sustained by shots: from
th
were plenty of laffs-.for “Do. Re Mi” in a couple of weeks. well. He appears to have the style
“rear stage and by the particular ‘up
up
there.
Pho
\
Silvers
recreated his singing les- ‘and intellect for this word game,
those..viewers
.who
didn’t
take
kind of spirited applause that -is”
‘produced by a longhair audience ‘some of the. inanities too seriously. ‘son bit with Sulliyan as a-passable which sometimes can become quite
‘foil..
It
was good. for. taughs.- Also. heady.
|
Particularly
amusing
.was
.a.
Scene
for a bravura performance.
A brief piece of studlo-produced -where Miss.Mansfield: was so car- from ‘the same. show, came. John
Soundtrack was replete with apReardcg. and Nancy Dussault in
vied
away
with
the
levity
that.
‘she
business opened the show, pointing,
their duet: “Make Someone Happy.” plause and an occasional’ laugh.
couldn't say her -lines.
- pp

Benny’s' nervousness

over

the

The ‘Telephone Hour's” formula

remains

sure

and

safe. It offers

something for everybody covering
pops, longhair, folk and ballet with
a clean appreciation that makes it
an
all-around family
entertainment.

The show opened pleasingly with
duo pianists Ferrante and Teicher
reprising some film themes they’ve
helped popularize via United Art-

ists diskings. “The Apartment,”
“Exodus” and “West Side Story”
got lush handling
and Donald
Voorhees’ orch gave the keyboard-

ers a support that made ‘em sound
important.

Up

Coilins; who

next

worked

was

Dorothy

over several

pop items with the Eddie Condon
group. Perhaps, because she came
cameras ground away at the-con-. in on such short notice and didn’t
testents and the host when there have enough time to work up 2
wasn’t that much doing on stage.. proper repertoire, this was the
Result of such formatting was to weakest part of the hour. Miss Colgive the outing a hemmed in, sfatic lins is a likeable thrush and Condon
usually helms -an inspired
look..
Horo.
swinging group but neither seemed
to get much spark into “I'm Just a
THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE & Little Girl,” “Charlies My Boy,’
Cameras, though, never took in any
audiences..:For
30-minutes,
the

Skelton - scored. nicely onthe: ‘The McGuire Sisters appeared
event, and the comic didn’t appear {
again. until the second half..In the laugh .meter in an opening mono- in the fore and .aft slots for their.
iriterval: there .were handsome: :per- Tog. Midway in‘the half-hour show usually. | good results, and Peter
the’. Skelton Dancers’ ‘provided ‘a Nero, a pianist of great’ -ability,
.formances. by Eugene
Ormandy
and “the Philadelphia Orch, violin- timely change of pace with some pounded out “Mountain: Greenery.”
Seen
during the interviews
ist:’“Tsaac’ Stern, the Benny Good- ‘interesting . choreography -by.. Jack.
man
‘Sextet,
soprano
Roberta : Boyle. Seymour Berns’ - direction abroad were Jackie Gleason, BrigPeters and pianist Van Cliburn’ in| accented the fun-making: in the itte- Bardot, Bob Hope & Bing}
straight |‘succession. “Most of the.. ‘Tight places while. David Rose's Crosby ‘and fleeting shots of. Pail
selections were: familar even: to: ‘oreh supplied ‘some: snappy back-- Newman and. Sidney Poitier, Louis
HARRIET
‘ing..
Armstrong and others. Sullivan’s
the nonbufts.
.
- Skelton - looks. set for the season. forte is presenting entertainment, With Onie, Harriet, David and
In his 20 minute segment, ‘Benny
R'cky
Nelson, others
and the: lengthy.fravelog. slowed
kept the fun-making moderate and if,the initialer: was any criterion.
Producer-Director: Ozzie Nelson
up the. session.
in a.low key. He did an amusing ‘Johnson's Wax is ‘picking up. the
|
Associate.
Producer: Leo Pepin
With three sponsors Revion, Col-|
pantomime while tuning up for a tax for the’ ‘seventh ‘year while the
|Writers: Ozzie Nelson, Don Nelson,
duet with Stern and, during their: other. sponsor is the Best Foods gate and Kent, there’s going to be
Dick
Bensfield,
Perry Grant
_|a Tot of selling with Barbara Brit-.
series performance of Bach’s Con- ‘division. “of Cron Products:
Gil, jton and Julia Meade doing many 30 Mins,; Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
certo for Two Violins, utilized: a |.
PARTICIPATING
he the Pitches.
Jose.
breather to inquire, ‘in character,

“He’s:My Guy,” “Ragtime Cowboy

Joe” and “Let’s Be Buddies.”
The American Ballet Theatre,
with Lupe Serrano and Royes Fernandez leading the way, pranced
in next with. dance numbers from
“Raymonda.’
The
leads,
moved
gracefuily
but
choreographers
Balanchine
&
Franktin,
didn’t
ABC-TV
really give them much exciting
“Can. you tell the difference?” It NEW. YORK: DEBUT _-3t
Talk about -sustaining power. stuff to do. The classical mood wag
might have. surprised some of the: With’: Mark . Evans, -Newton N. MISTER ED
comic’s fans that he can. handle the }- ‘Minow, ‘Rosel H. Hyde, Max Pag- With . Alan young, Connie Hines, “The Adventures of Ozzie and Har- held in the next sequence when
Filet”. is now entering its 18th year | Anna Moffo & Richard Tucker took
‘violin considerably. better than he} lan, Robert E. Lee, Frederick W..
Larry Keating,
Edna Skinner
customarily | ‘demonstrates.
with
; of broadcasting, eight on radio and, over for a workover of the final
Ford,. Kenneth
Cox, Edward Executive Producer: Al Simon
act of Puccini’s *La Boheme.” The
“Love In Bloom"—but really. not:
_.| Producer-Director:. Arthur Lubin
Allen
| beginning last Thursday (28), its soprano and the tenor soloed and
much better than anybody’:s cousin Pro’ Writer: Mel Baily
| Writers: Lou Derman, Bill Crewson 10th on tv. This stalwart of the
-dueted in a melodic groove that
Harvey.
60 Mins., Sun. (1), § p.m.
|30 Mins.; Sun:, 6:30 p.m. family situation comedy format has could even charm the popsters.
The climax was Stern’3 presenta- ‘WNEW-TY,: N.Y: (film & tape)
STUDEBAKER-PACKARD, ‘DOW
Show wound up with a bang yia
seen its internal structure grow as
tion, as prexy of Carnegie Hall, of
“New. York Debut—31" was sup- | CHEMICAL
its younger members emerged as Belafonte’s. two-year old tape sea plaque citing: Benny -for his posed té be.a welcome by Metro- {CBS-TV (film)
| stars in their own right (Ricky as quence. Throug Po‘nt the four-tune
contributions: to the cause of sym-: politan , Broadcasting, . operator’ of ~ (D’Arcy; Norman — ratg &
a rock ’n’ roll idol and David as a songbag, Belafonte was vivid and
_Kummel)
phony orchestras.. Stern .said -of. WNEW-TV, N.Y.; to WUHF, the].
him, “‘He’s never made fun of experimental. UHF station. starting "Having been syndicated in many film actor) but has managed some- exciting and the fact that it was a
Row to retain its basic. elements repeat performance didn't dimin‘music, only of himself.” Benny ac-. ‘mext. month on Channel. 31 -{n. the
cities for the past two years, “Mis- {and is’ as entertaining today, with- ish its-entertainment punch.
eepted. with a brief informal: talk,. ‘same: market.: If, in. the course of
colored with some witticisms: “I'm the -hourlong program,: 2-’ viewer ter Ed” is how a CBS-TV network ‘in .its framework, as it has ever
The show is packaged handbeen...
Somely and is always on the beam
referred to as the Van Gogh of the |
was able to tell. anything. about the project: .The half hour situation
violin,” he said. “They. say of me,: plans, prospects | or problems. of comedy. fs slotted at a time (6:30/
Even as tviewing- tastes have despite the varied musical mood
‘My- God, he's lost his ear.” Les.:
this first: U in N.Y., then he was Sunday) when the whole’ family can ‘ebbed away from the situation changes. Bell has a good thing
.famazingly lucky, ..beeause.- there catch it and offers entertaining fare comedy towards more violent and working for it in this series but
dramatic -programmirg, “Ozzie & it did come out Jooking a little silly
‘| couldn't. “have. “been. ‘more - than: ‘for this audience.
MAKE .A FACE
Harriet” have held their, own ef- in the brush- with Miss Clooney
-} three minutes actually devoted to
With Bob Clayton,. others.
|. Pegged. to. the talking ‘animal. fectively.. They have six sponsors over whether her tune choices, “If
| th? subject.Producer: Art Baer:
‘gimmick, in this case a horse, Ed and a new slotting of 7:30 p.m. on Love Were All” and “Just Im_.|
Instead: “New ‘York Debut—21, ‘Tuns through the usual . course’ of Thursday.. It is a show. that has agine” were pegged directly at her
‘Director: Seymour Robbie.
30 Mins., Mon.-Fri, |12:30 pm: . os prepared» -by- Mel. ‘Baily, was.'a.} animal -jokes at. the expense of. developed with the times, moving: recently announced split with Jose
| paean to the. world of radio” and the Ioveable quadruped,. but is not with rock 'n’- roll through Ricky. Ferrer. Maybe Bell wants a hus-PARTICIPATING
-and’ this ‘itself: is not bad,-but|entirely: limited to the one joke and keeping up to date in other band-wife exchange via telephone
ABC-TV from. N. Y.
‘The daytime tele treadmill ‘has| tnat‘wasn't the point. Besides, the ‘pattern. Also supplied by scripters aspects through ‘David
and
of and not tv.
Gros.
footage,
both sight.and sound, ‘was. Lou: Derman and Bill Crewson. is course O & H..- Situations remain
a new exhibit with the start of
‘Make a Face” in which.a contest-' -familiar—too much so:.Again there ‘some humorous: -material in the entertaining and wholesome, giv- |
ant has to line up three .moving -was_a répeat of the famous Hinden- family. comedy .groove and. several ing the steady viewer a feeling that UNITED NATIONS REVIEW
-thelts to make-a complete. physiog- burg. burning broadcast by Herb: ‘sly one-liners. for the grown-ups in he knows the Nelson’s as a neigh- | With Stanley Burke
nomy. It’s a game, that carries with. ‘Morrison, Neville Chamberlain an-: the audietice,
bor and providing the occasfonal Director: Ray Daum.
‘it a degree: of skill since the car- nouncing.. England. was’ at .war,|.: Season opener had- Ed wanting a looker-in
something
to identify 15 Mins., Sat. 6:30 p.m.
Arthur
Godfrey
at,
FDR's
funeral,
"toons as they appear on the belt
son. Several jokes .as-to the patter with as well. It is a formula that CBC-TV (film)
. nave. numbers. on them ‘so that by: and so on. In. describing the his- of’ four. hoovés. and. such were appears infallible—a living, growProduced
by
the
Canadian
quick: observation, an. agile eyed tory of tv, Baily and indie WNEW- passed: and finally the. horse, ~who’s ing family of real people in situa- Broadcasting Corp. in New York
contestant can.call- out. the: right TV -rang. non-partisan praise for given to calling tis ‘owner -on the tions: an audience ean. appreciate. via UN television, United Nations
numbers. The emcee. is. Bob- Clay- other commercial- broadcasters-and ‘phone, succeeded ‘in.getting: the
Producer-director. Nelson kept Review, a 13-week skein, got away
ton who: does his work personably. their. stafférs by pointing out D-: master to buy. him a. “gon. ” The the opening seg of this season mov- to a weak preem. Opener was so-so
On the opening show,,. they had. lustrious moments. This much: by |new addition turned out: to: ‘bea ing smoothly as he and a neighbor approach to a run-down on the late
23-year-old shetland. pony ‘and was (Lyle Talbot) set out to learn some Dag Hammarskjold via an inter- bad luck in lining up the gifts with -WNEW-TV is. commendable.
the winners. A sailor won-a supply.| ‘Several FCC commissioners and returned -after eating ‘the neigh- new dances to surprise their wives view by CBC’s UN man, Stanley
of women’s blouses and-an electric staffers, including chairman -New- bors’ crop of prize apples: -It- has who were. chairing a women’s club Burke, with a longtime Dag friend.
_ blanket and had he been luckier, ton N.. Minow, made smail contri- it’s funny moments ‘and -Ed ended: dance; .Performances were simple If the string is to do its announced
Canadian
ansles
might have won the surprise pack- butions; ‘basically as: ‘Marrators of up happy after discovering the:‘age. ‘and direct; the humor mild but job—bringing
age consisting of an electric range.: history as .conceived: by ‘Baily. problem.
. amusing | and the overall effect’ from the UN headquarters to CBC
Just the things a sailor, needs, you ‘Their knowledge and talents were
“Alan. Young is the nag’s owner: ‘solid,-.If could have done without screens—it will have to get closer
-know. The other. contestant, ‘going thus misused.
and his wife is played by ‘Connie the canned laughter though, which than it did on the curtain-raiser.
“out -for. along: period of travel in} ‘Mark Evans was’ “host of this off. ‘Hines. Larry Keating and ‘Edna ‘only intruded. Others who added Show was also marred by muffled
1Europe, won ail kinds of furniture. |target 60-minute program, ‘With a. Skinner are the. neighbors. All per- to. thé happenings were Mary Ann sound and weak editing. Camera * The’ show ‘is no different. than. -dramatic delivery, much like that ‘form in true. situation comedy Croft; Miguel Landa, Juli Reding work’ was adequate, however.
Primarily a gab stanza, the show
‘many ‘of the. other. quizzers on tv. of Bill Stern delivering one. of his style, mugging |and exclaiming ef-. ‘and ‘Lola Valadez, who all terped.
It’s not '‘any- more. entertaining nor ‘verbal... vignettes about a sports, fectively.under producer-director capably, “The: Adventures of Ozzie will have plenty of talk throughis it any’Iéss and it seems to have. personality, Evans tended to OVEr- | Arthur. Lubin’s-guidance. “Mister and: Harrjet’’ continues as a well- out but watchers would appreciate
come: from ‘a beltline -.~assembly state. the -“emotional - inipact of | Ed” is a eute show in the family rounded show. with no signs of some action whether on film or in
faltering.
Kali.
studio.
Gorm.
' Kali:
Art. . J entertainment scheme.
plant.
Jose. ” simple: fact. .
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ot since the discovery of overalls in Mrs.

news is that one of the most beloved and most |

' Murphy’s chowder or the untimely

popular entertainers of all time is back to make |

demise of Cock Robin has there been such impatience for an answer.
But this Friday evening, millions of Americans
will finally learn the truth about the puzzler
that’s plagued them all summer long. The question: With this season’s change. of.:sponsorship, will-or won’t Dinah Shore give us the old
‘“‘Mwah!” kiss we know so well?

We couldn’t tip off the answer here if we wanted

the new TV season official.

“The Dinah Shore Show” will be aired on NBCTV, in color, approximately every fourth Friday :

from 9:30 to 10:30 p.m. (NYT). It takes neither
clairvoyance nor network ego to predict it will
be among the freshest, brightest and most in-—

ventive series on all television; for Miss Shore’s”
programs have always been rich in taste, talent
and surprises.

to, for even Dinah and her staff haven’t yet re-

ABOVE ALL, this is awoman whose zest. hasn't

solved the issue. Torn between the desire for an

_diminished a bit from the time when, as Frances

all-new look and their affection for the familiar

Rose Shore, she served as cheerleader for good

sign-off gesture, they'll probably make their de-

_old Hume Fogg High School, in Nashville.

cision at the very last minute.

And even if she does retain the kiss-throwing,
hints Dinah, she may change the ‘““Mwah!”’ to
‘“Moo!’’—in deference to the American Dairy

Association, one of her new sponsors. (The
other: The Sperry and Hutchinson Company,

distributor of S & H Green Stamps.)
Just between us Shore fans, the truly important

It’s safe to say that if all Southern gals were
that happy and outgoing, Terinessee Williams
might stillbeworking.as a‘shoe salesman.

Indeed, about the only thing that bothered the
ebullient Shore girl even a teentsy bit was the

tendency of certain schoolmates to convert
“Frances” to “Fanny,” a name that never sat.

well with her. (Little could she have foreséen.

that in the:year 1961 a movie musical’ unabash.
“edly bearing that title would break all existing
records at Radio Citys Music Hall.)
BE THAT AS iT MAY, Dinah’ s remarkable tal-

ent as a-singer continues to be.parlayed with an

Small wonder that NBC isso proud to havé been

associated with Dinah across these seasons.
There’s no one quite like her. A Gallup Poll
last year named her. one of the world’s ten most

admired‘women—the only show-business per-

. enthusiasm that never runs down. ‘Her excite: .
ment over a new song; a new. piece of choreog-

This season, Dinah’s series will be produced by

raphy or a new dress is.a contagious thing that

31-year-old George Schlatter, who ‘produced

| inspires everyone working alongside of her.

four of her shows last year. Like Dinah, Schlat-

‘As one ‘fashion expert put i
itnot longago: “In

ter is an innovator who wouldn’t touch an ordi-

today’ S. fashion world there: are.still a few girls

who can look at ball gowns the’‘way a little girl
looks. at her firstdoll.baby. Dinah. Shore iis one
of them.”

nary idea witha ten-foot mike boom.
ONE. OF THE MANY unusual features on the

premiere (whose: guest list boasts such names as
‘Nanette Fabray, Al Hirt and George Montgom-

Yet, forall her: determination to. look her sar-

ery) isa sketch involving six visitors whose

torial best, Dinah’ fyuncanny sense ‘of showman-

‘names would mean little to the average viewer,

ship:makes her’a performer who's willing to try
anything that’ Hlmake a good. show even better. .,

but whose faces will be instantly recognizable

-Aneat example of
¢ thiswas her lastSeason’s closer—the final show for. the automobile. sponsor

«shed served on TV fora full decade. Through
‘a montage of‘kinescopes ;and tape; viewers were
treated to arapid--fire reprise of Dinah’s familiar
opening lines from each of the:season premieres
as wellas a lightning quick procession |of the
kiss--tossing sequences over. the.years.
An overly vain performer: would: never have.
dared such astunt. After all, theoutdated coif-

fures: and dress styles—to say nothing of the
fuzziness of some of the early kinescopes—
weren't terribly flattering. But: Dinah. guessed
—correctly—that viewers would find the whole
thing jjust zas.hilarious’ as shed found it in the
‘pre-program run- throughs. _

_as belonging to the most ornery villains in TV.
Their lachrymiose ‘plea: Will they ever get to
-wear white Stetsons? Will they ever be allowed
to shave before going in front of a camera? And,
with. the anti-Western campaign threatening
their *very livelihood, where will they find an
alternative?

We won't reveal the sketch’s denouement here,
-but we might point out parenthetically that
Dinah’s a pretty good hand at alternatives her-

elf. It’s not every singer who looks just as much

/ at home on_a dairy farm (surrounded by lush
fields of Green Stamps, of

course) as she does behind the |
wheel of a smart you-knowwhat. Wonder how many gal-

Jons a cow gives to the mile.

om

NDICATION|

TETY -ARB
Variety’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study

7% depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market.

- sir different markets are covered.

This week

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as. the.
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com§ petite programming in the particular slpt, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
exact picture of the rating performance o syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
i strength of particular series. Various branches of. the industry, ranging from media:

SAN FRANCISCO
RK.

TOP TEN NETWORK
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will findthe charts valuable. a

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a. minimum: of 247 markets. The results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Varirty.-Coupled with: the rating. |
performance of the top tén network shows on the local level, the VARIETY-ARB charts }
are designed: to reflect the rating tastes of.virtually every tv market in the U. S:.
(*) ARB’s. May-June 1961 survey covered a. multi-week period, : Syndicated shows
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or. special program. are listed, with the
multi-week rating of all programs in the time period given.

STATIONS: KTVU, KRON, KPIX, KGO. *SURVEY DATES: June 17-- July 14, 1961.

SHOWS
STA.

AV.
RIG.

||RK.

TOP ‘SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
STA.
DISTRIB.

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

AV.

RIG.

AV.

‘TOP. COMPETITION
PROGRAM |
“STA.
World Sports we. eeebeoeeee KGO
NewS
.....-...cecceces KPIX.
News, Edwards vecees . KPIX
wo Faces .
seeee Ce ceeees KRON
M Squad .
eeeceeee soKPIX
News .........%. eadevee
KPIX
News, Edwards ccawevee KPIX.
Closeup; Silents seceeveneKGO

SH.

AY.

—_

1. Perry

Mason

2. Checkmate

‘Sat. 7:30-8:30)......... KPIX

(Sat. 8:30-9:30'.......... KPIX

2. Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30!....KPIX
2. Have Gun—tTravel (Sat. 9:30-10:00)...KPIX
3. Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00'...... KGO
8.
8.
4,
4.
5.

1. Divorce Court. (Sat. 6:00):...........

Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00)...... KRON
My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30:....KGO
Alfred Hitchcock (Tues. 8:30-9:00: . ... KRON
Wagon Train :Wed. 7:30-8:30'........ KRON
Gunsmoke /{Sat. 10:00-10:30)........ KPIX

5. What's My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00)...KPIX

..

KTTV Prog S20
Gems

14

‘61
“€5|

. Huck Hound. (Wed. 6: 30).. sesocecss KTVU... . Screen Gems
: Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00)...... eceeeeeesKRON....-Ziv-UA
4. Yogi Bear. (Mon. 6:30)....... ‘view becs KTVU. cece: Screen Gems

13
13
12

39
38;
46;

This Dawson (Thurs. 10:36) ......... _KRON. «.. ABC
San Francisco Beat (Sat. 1:00)...... KPIX..... CBS.

11
i

Navy Log (Mon.

10

28

2. Manhunt (Tues. 6:30)...... re ob wees _KRON..~.. Screen

26
26

5.
5.
6.
6.
6.

7:00)...:..:...... ... KRON....

CBS

M Squad (Tues. 7:00)........ eevee .~ KPIX.....MCA
Twe Faces West (Wed. 6:30).........KRON..
. Screen Gems
Best Of Post (Wed. 7:00}....-....... ‘ee KRON....
Tightrope (Wed. 7200). . 2... 0e eee KGO
..Sereen. Gems
gs. (Thurs. 6:30)......:..-. ve...
KRON.... Ziv-UA
You Asked For It (Thurs. 7:00)...,6. Kevu. ... Crosby Brown

6.
6.
6.
6.
BNEREREL
6. Death Valley (Fri. 7:00)....:....... KRON:...
6. I Married Joan (Sun. $:00)
eee +.KG O.....

US Borax
dnterstate

10
10
0
10
10 10

37

Fight

see

5

ee eevee “ee weee .KGO

37| Cannonball
..... eee ee KTVU
29} Sea Hunt ...:..........-KRON
33)

29)

Huck

Hound

Tightrope.

........:..KTVU

....:....-.6- KGO:

29| Best Of Post:........... KRON:

31) Quick Draw eteeeeceees KIVU
31] Lock Up
=. c. cc... -,. KRON

10

45|

10

Dang Robin

..... becveee KRON:

4511 Love.* Lucy’:been ecwnceee

1X:

¥
e

“*

ST, LOUIS

STATIONS: KTVI, KMOX, KSD, KPLR.

1. What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-16:00)....KMOX
2. Gunsmoke -(Sat. 9:00-9:30).......... KMOX
8. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)......KMOX
4. Groucho (Thurs. 9:00-9:30'....... -e -KSD

4. Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30'...... ..KMOX
5. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 8:00-9:00'...... KTVI
6. Real MeCoys ‘Thurs. 7:30-8:00)...... KTVI
6. Naked

City ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00'..... .. KTVI

7. Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00)
8. Have

Gun—Travel

............ KMOX

(Sat. 8:30-9:00)...KMOX

8. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:30'...... KTVI

*SURVEY DATES: June. 17-July 14, 1961,

( 1: Twe Faces West (Thurs. 9:30)..:..... KS D...... Screen Gems 23..

%. Trackdown (Sat. 9:30)............ ... KMOX.... CBS
3. Sea Hunt (Fri. 10:00}..........veeees KTVI....s Ziv-UA

17
15

| 4. Brothers Brannigan (Mon. 10: 00)..:. _KTVI..... CBS

13.

4. Death Valley (Sat. 9:30)........,... KSD...... US Borax
§. Highway

Patrol

(Tues... 9:30)........KTVI..... Ziv-UA

5. Panic (Thurs. 10:00)............5 «+ KTITVI.....Screen

Gems

5. Third Man (Wed. 10:00)....-...... ~KTIVL.....NTA
€..Pepeye (Sat. 11:00).............5...KMOX....UAA KING
-%. Dang Robin (Sun. 10:00). ....+0.+¢+.KTVI.....Ziv-UA.

7. Jim Backus (Sun. 9:30) ........,...°KSD......NBC Films

13

10

Wrestling.
eee eceees KPLR
News, Weather...
ee KMOX:
Jack Paar :..... eee . 1... ESD.
29] News, Weather ...5....KMOX
-Jack Paar 2... 5..6..4.....KSD
27} Trackdown
...:........KMOX

21| Moore; Playhouse ......KMOX.
22| New§, ‘Weather wees ee ce KMOX

10

Jack

10
9

56!

8

18}

8

~ 14.

47 Closeup: Silents vetoes -KTVI
35|
36|

Paar

:..........5.:KSD

Jack Paar

.:............KSD

21| News,

-_

Weather. ....... ..KMOX

.

Detective Diary’ ........KSD.

St. Louis Hop
Sundya News:

..........KSD:°

..:.......-KMOX
| News, Weather .........KMOX
151 What's My Line ........ KMOX

__.

Sod

BAKERSFIELD
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
6.
7.
7.
7.
7.

et

Bonanaz
(Sat. 7:30-8:30) ........... KERO
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)........ KERO
Hawaiian Eye (Wed. $:60-10:00)...... KLYD
Tall Man (Sat. 8:30-9:00)............ KERO
Laramie (Tues... 7:30-8:30) .......... KERO
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).....,KLYD
Naked City \Wed. 10:00-11:00)...... KLYD
Route 66 iFri. 8:30-9:30)...
........ KBAK
Bachelor Father (Thurs. 9:90-9:30'..KERO
Deputy (Sat. 9:00-9:30)...
.......... KERO
My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)... KEY
Surfside 6 (Mon. 8:30-9:30) ... ..... K

1,
-2,
3.
4.
4,

Best Of Post: (Tues. 7:00) wee
.
eens ».. KEROG.....ITC
KERO..... Screen

Two Faces West (Wed. 8:30)........
Pioneer; Angels (Sun. 8:30)..... ».-.California (Wed..7:00).,.............
Sea Hunt (Tues. 8:30).......... neeae

Gems
KERO.....Roeb.; NBC
KERO....: NBC Films
KERO..... Ziv-UA

4. You Asked For It (Sun. 8: 00):eeseees KLYD,.

17
15.

14
18

- Crosby .Brown 13

5. Award Theatre (Mon. 7:00). reece KERO.....
°§, Yogi Bear (Mon. 7:00)
............ .KLYD.....
5. Jeffs Collie (Thurs. 7:00) ........... KERO.....
6. RCMP; Pageant (Sat. 10:30)......... . KBAK.. -

Screen Gems
Screen Gems
ITC
NBC Films

12
12
12.
11

55 |Quick Draw. wheeeves e e KLYD
31/ Nelson Family seaceees KLYD
34) Sullivan’ ..:..; eoeeee ee KBAK ©
34] High Patrol wceeeesecees MLYD |
29 | Gillis 2.05... aciceesee KBAK.
$4] Love Lucy .............KBAKMeet the Press ......... KERO
33} Yogi Bear ..........06- KLYD |
33 |Award Theatre ".........KERO~
‘33 |Huck Hound ...... J...:.KLYD
$1 ‘Roaring ’20's. Leceeeete. KLYD

STATIONS: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC. *SURVEY DATES: June 17 = July 14, 1961.
1. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)......... WHDH
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30° .........WHDH
2. My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9: 30).es WNAC

3. Flintstones

(Fri. 8:30-9:00). ......

. -WNAC

3.
3.
3.
4.

Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10: 00). .- WNAC
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00) ...... WNAC
Untouchables (Thurs. 9:30-10:30)..... WNAC.
My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00)........
.WHDH

3.
5.
5.
5.
§.

Candid Camera (Sun. 10:00-10:30). :? “WHDH
Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9:30)....... eo.
WHDH.
Naked City (Wed. 10:00-11:00)....... WNAC
Price Is Right (Wed. 8:36-9:00)..
.. WBZ
Thriller (Tues. 9:00-10:00)

1. Gunsmoke

(Sat.

2. Peter Gunn
3.
3.
3.
4,
5.
5.
6.
6.

10:00-10:30'......... WwIw

‘Mon. 10:30-11:00)....... WEWS

Naked City (Wed. 10:00-11:00)....... WEWS
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)...... WEWS
Untouchables ‘Thurs. 9:30-10:30)..... WEWS
My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30). .... WEWS
Adv. In Paradise ‘Mon. 9:30-10:30!...WEWS
Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10:00)..... WEWS
Candid Camera (Sun. 10:60-10:30)....WJW
My Line :Sun. 10:30-11:00)
taco WIW

7. Real McCoys

2, Leck-Up

L Life of Riley; MLBB (Sun, 2:30)..... WHDH....NBC Films
(Sat. 10:30).

20

3. Brothers

Brannigan (Thurs.

12

........:..05 . WHDH....Ziv-UA
10: 30). ae-WNAC. .

.

CBS

. 4. Interpol (Thurs. 10:30)..........2.-. WBZ....--ITC
4. Yogi Bear (Fri. OB

é. Whirlybirds

rrr ere

i

RAG

Screen

11
Gems

(Fri. 7:00)......-.:....- WNA .C..+- CBS

§. Quick. Draw. McGraw

(Non. 6:30)".

..WNAC..

. Screen

19

11

11
Gems

10

“S. Resewe8(Tues. 7:00)..........4. sec WNAC.... SoreenGems 10
5. Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00)..
.WBZ......U.S. Borax
:.Deputy Dawg (Sat. 6:00)............WHDH....CBS
(5. Mr. Ed (Sat. 7:00)....-..... evcseeeee WBZ......MCA

. Blue Angels (Sat. 10:30)........... HAW...

i Walter Winchell

NBC Films

(Sat. 10:30)......... WEWS....NTA
2. San Francisco. Reat: Gun .... tees WEWS.. . CBS

3. Divorce

(Fri. 7:30; Thurs. 10:30)...
Court (Thurs. 7:30)..

a

(Tues. 7:30)......:.WJW......Ziv-UA.

5. Tallahassee 7000 (Sun. 10:30)...... -. WEWS.... Ziv-UA
5. Third

Man

T. 5e Yogi Bear

(Fri.

10:30)

..... seveeees WEWS....NTA

(Thurs. 7:00)..... wees .KYW.....

(Thurs. 8:30-9:00)......WEWS(Continued, on page 56)

16 :
16
13

30 | Brothers -Brannigan’ oes WNAC
34! News;. Weather ........:WBZ
. Huntley-Brinkley. wee cee WBZ.
39 Death Valley Days.......WBZ

29 |.News; ‘Weather

Huntley-Brinkley

Screen Gems

12.
11
11

10
10

10

.........WBZ..
WBZ

53 | News; Sports; Weather.: -WHDE| News-D, Edwards .....
36|Whirlybirds .. <.......:WAG:
59 |Movie; Ed; Golf.:.. ill WBZ

- 421 Mike Hammer ......... _WNAC

-WEWS
| walter Winchell Loeeece
40|
ol ops: Angels ......./.... WwIw
CBS. Rpt; Source; Kaye: -WIW

Rawhide

3. Mike Hammer (Sun. 10:30)...;.....- ...WEWS....
4 Bold Venture Tues. 10:30). oer ... WEWS.... SIV ATA
4. Sea Hunt; MLBB

10
10
10

65 |Premier
46| Fight .....0...... ween WNAC
32] Interpol
.....0.....6...- WBZ

..

.......0.ee WwIw

Guestward Ho> we cep ecees WEWs
35. Donna Reed coreréesees WEWS
25{My Line
.
.. WIW.
25 | Moore; Playhouse 90.. 7 WIW

33 | ‘Bugs Bunny Seeeeee pees WEWS
21|My Line
...;--.. vee WIW:

_ 23] Dick Powell Theatre. 2. WIW
34. Camera;

Sports

........WdW

News-D, Edwards .......WJIW
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TELEVISION

ADLAI STEVENSON REPORTS
With Arnold MSMichaelis

Producer-Director: Alan Neumai
30 4fins.; alternate Sun., $ p.m.

REVIEWS

Wednesday October 4, 1961

ABC FINAL REPORT
Producer: Frank LaTourette

Directors:

Jack

Sameth,

GARRY MOORE SHOW
With Julie Andrews, Alan

Garth

Dietrick
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11 p.m,
ABC-TY, from N. Y.
At a time when the television in- SUTNOCO
dustry is suffering slings. and ar- ABC-TY, from N. Y.

Carol Burnett,

Marion.

PERRY MASON
King,

Lorne,

_, Durward Kirby, others
Exec Producer: Bob. Banner.
+ Producer:. Joe Hamilton
Director: Dave Geisel
; ‘Writers: Vincent Bogert, Coleman

,

(The Case of the Missing Melody)
With Raymond Burr, Barbara Hale,
‘William Hopper, Ray Collins,
William Talman, Karl Held, Constance
Towers, James: Drury,

‘DIRECTIONS "62.
With EH. Wallach, Dr. ‘Mortimer
Ostow, Ray Bogusiay.
-Exeo Producer: Wiley Hatice

Director: Lloyd Tweedy
Writer: Mare Siegel
30 Mins.; Sun., 1. p.m,
Gall Patrick Jack- ABC-TV, froni N. Y:

—

“others
rows for failing to meet its social
(Esty)
Exec Producer:
Jacoby, Arnie Rosen, Norman
“ABC Final Report” fs straight,
Purpose of ABC-TV’s new religiresponsidilities, this series of interBarasch,. Carroll Moore, Woodie .
has. solid video journalism, conforming
views
with Adlai Stevenson
Producers: Arthur Marks, Arthur |‘ous: series, “Directions. '62,"" is ‘to
Allen
drawn a commercial blank. It must to all the specifications for a late
Seid
| show the place of the three major
be depressing to network execs to night wrapup of the news. As the 60 Mins., Tues., 10 p.m.
‘Director: Marks
western-world
faiths in. modern
2t advertisers’ brush not only for latest news stanza on network tele- S. C, JOHNSON; ‘OLDSMOBILE;' | Writer: Jonathin Latimer
‘| times, and -if Eli Wallach's ‘cogent
an outstanding public service ef- vision, this show is bringing into R. J. REYNOLDS:
60 Mins.; Sat., 7:30 p.m.
fort, but one that is likely to score play ABC’s international staff for CBS-TV, from N.Y:
{opener on the Jewish perspective.
i PAR ICIPATING
consistent page one news breaks multi-point
coverage of the do- (Needham, Louis &. Brorby; ‘D. P.! OBSTY (filo)
in the 20th century is an indication,
Brother; Esty)
mestic:and world scene, thus preas did the opener.
“Perry Mason” shows a remarkGarry .Moore bounced off the able durability It’s a who-done-it the show will be taking a strong.
In this series Stevenson, the U.S. sumably giving this final edition
ambassador to the United Nations, an edge in direct reportage on pad and sailed. into orbit for his:: with legal: terms of references and stand. for traditional beliefs. Actor
fourth CBS-TV season: with all the’ ,a pro team behind and before the ‘Wallach took:on the. opening. subwiil be giving his views in conver- late-breaking developments.
sations with Arnold Michaelis, a
The
network .debut
for this insurance an hour show needed.: icameras that. puts the run-of-the. ject, “Man's
Undetstanding
of
skillful
interviewer
who
uses
@ series did. not turn up any sensa- He’ll no doubt miss ‘the ‘lush lead- ; mill crime. mellers to shame.
Himself,” with: great enthusiasm
polite and formal probing tech- tional scoops, but it was far-rang- in of Red Skelfon, who moved up ; Coming out for another season.and
articulation
(backed
.by
a
fine.
a half-hour so. as not to get caught |,
nique. Probably the most articulate ing and tightly organized newscast|:
The Case of. the. Missing Melody”
personality in a leading Govern- that delivered the goods clearly in the middle of: the. “Dick: Powell i preem started slow, but soon built Marc’ Siegel seript), quoting. ‘from.
mental role, Stevenson’s conversa- and snappily. Reports were. picked. Show” and “The New Breed.” The! to an. interesting outing.
With |the Torah to ‘demonstrate similari-.
“Ichabod
-And
mer
segue
from
tivnal prose could eyen make the up from Washington. where John
“Mason” looking
safe, . CBS-TV ties between. the thinking -of ancient
revital of his breakfast menu sound Seali garnished his report on the won't help fatten his Nielsen
To say that Moore's. inaugural ‘Should continue to have a strong |wisemen: and. modern psychiatrists.
siznificant. But on this show, Ste- Syrian -revolt with a rather safe
‘opening for its Saturday night and explaining how basic. Jewish
yenson
is speaking
clearly. and prediction that the U. S. would -was typical of what he has ‘been rating. derby.
forthrightly on the most critical recognize the new .regime shortly serving up is. a..tribute any hour |
beliefs can be used. effectively
The Jonathin Latimer script—as_
show
would
like
to
have.
Addi;
issues now facing the world.
and where science editor ‘Jules
per usual for ‘the series—offered |2ainst, the’ sever crises of con~
tional to his regulars, he had the j.
On the opener, after some pene- Bergman made.a more speculative
guest star artistries of Julie An- many suspects in the killing of a | temporary life.
about
a
spectacular
trating remarks on the changing prediction
drews and Alan King to comple- | blackmailer. The actual slayer was.
Wallach: also. effectively handled sirueture of the UN and the possi- space feat due shortly in Russia.
ment Carol Burnett, Marion Lorne ‘ unveiled in’ that inevitable court-. an interview with’ Dr. Mortimer
bilities for Russian acceptance of! 4 brief, pointed. story on the new
and Durward Kirby. What filled} room scene, where Raymond Burr, Ostow, practicing: psychologist and
the new U. S. disarmament plan,; French crisis was delivered by
‘chairman of the committee on: psy-.
the hour was a fast-moving ex-;as Mason, never loses a case: In- [Stevenson was joined by Secretary Jack Begon, ABC's
Paris corre-.
travaganza of music, comedy and; triguing aspects of this outing, as’:: chology » and religion of the Group
of State Dean Rusk for a further spondent in a chat with John Mac- production
numbers that would doj with others, were not .the -inevi-;j‘for. the Advancement of: Psychiatry:
discussion on the future of the UN | Vane, in New York. Flashing. a

and

the

progress

of the negotia-: photo of

tions with the Soviets on Berlin.
Getting both Stevenson and Rusk

Begon

on

the screen

justice to a special. “Miss Burnett |table developments, but the .sur-{of. the Theological- Seminary of
is fast becoming one of tv's top| prise elements, as the screen “un- America. Ostrow drew comparisons
and as-for Miss An-|yeiled clue after clue, aS: Burr} between the teachings of Freud

while his voice was coming in from
comediennes
Paris was not the best. possible SO-.

for the opener gave Michaelis, the !jution of the problem.

drews, she can do. just ‘about any-; saved his -client and trapped the: and Judaism in-a way revealing to

thing to -bonus her fine singing. :: killer.
laymen.
exec producer of this series with
Closing segment of this show King’s
monology ‘rippled
with :
Stanley Frankel, a strong sendoff consists of a fast film rundown of Jaughs. Moore gets into the funny : In-the preem episode, the Killer | Talk segs were spelled affectively.
by folk. singer Ray Boguslav. .
:
Was
a
fetching.
doll
with
some
nice
for a bi-weekly series that should lyaried news and feature’ items, business’ only. when’ the ‘occasion:
pipes,
portrayed
by Constance’;
Wallach will appear’ during .tlia™
prove of prime importance for the ;i Don Goddard handling the com- demands ‘and otherwise
handtes |i Towers. She had cause for com-! first
third of the season devoted public's understanding of U.S. for-! imentary briskly.
‘himself with the calm demean of : plaint. She had gone years with)
to traditions: and problems. of.-the..
eign policy.
Herm.
Since last. April, ABC-TV has! an
accomplished
emece.
Miss!that man and he treated her casu- rJewish
faith with Catholic
and
been breaking in‘.this late news Lorne will be an in-and-outer this:
‘ally and that man was a no good ‘Protestant. shows to follow.
concept
via
a Washington-New
season.
.
Heim.
THE MAGIC LAND OF ALLAKAblackmailer,
to
boot.
What
her
fate
|
Bill.
York. hookup under Sunoco's bank- }
ZAM
‘in those circumstances would be:
The oil company has re-' ' ADVENTURES. IN PARADISE
With Mark Wilson, Mani Darnell, rolling:
wasn't explored, but it could be atained
its sponsorship with thei‘(Appointment at Tara-bi)
—
.
Bev Bergeron, Mike Wilson
theme for. the web's show follow- SING ALONG WITH MITCH
show
going:
network.
Herm.
With Gardner McKay, Guy Stock-.
: With Mitch Miller, Diana ‘Trask,
Producer: Dan Whitman
ies"
“Mason,” called “The Defend- :
well,
James.
Holden,
Lani
Kai,
.
Leslie
Uggams,
Louise
O’Brien
Executive Producer: Mark Wilson !
‘ers.’
Don. Dubbins, Sean McLory, Su-,
Prod.-Dir.: Bill. Hobin
—
Director; Andrew Sidaris
A WAY OF THINKING
Direction by Arthur Marks was
san Hampshire, Ben Wright, Ted
‘Assoc, Prod.-Writer: Gordon Cofler
30 Mins.; Sat., 11 a.m.
(The Mechanical Mess)
pointed: Burr was his usual comde Corsia, John McLiam,
Music: Jimmy Carroll.
KELLOGG
With Dr. Albert Burke
'| Producers: Gene Levitt, Art Wal- petent, forceful self. Barbara Hale, 60 Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m.
CBS-TY, from H’wood
Producer: Paul Noble
‘William Hooper, Ray Collins, Willace.
‘Leo Burnett)
PARTICIPATING
,
Director: Al Kassel
‘|liam Falman, the regulars, and the
Director: Felix Feist
“The Magic Land of Allakazam” : writer: Burke
NBC-TV —
Writers: Irwin Winehouse, A. San- guest players, lent their talents in
Mitch |Miller has come a long
moved into its second season of | 30 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.
ford Wolf
: a pro fashion.
way since he launched his: first
cireus
last Saturday
(30). This: CHASE M ANHATTAN
60 Mins,, Sun.: 10 p.m.
Neat twist was the headlines of “Sing.Along” LP on the Columbia
‘ WNEW-TY, N. Y.
Holiswood originated show-is seen:
PARTICIPATING
jazz
musicians—in
an
off-beat ; label about three years ago. In ad(Bates)
way. They were respectible jazz-. dition to making 14 “Sing Along”
locally on vidtape and even though
“% Way of Thinking” is a pom-. ABC-TV (film)
it's bilied as a children’s magic:: pous title for this half-hour of Yale | Somewhat of a dud in its pre- men, the leader of the band -bent disks that have sold: about 6,000, 000.
‘vious two seasons, “Adventures in on marrying
the girl he loves.. copies, he’s developed a tv series
}professor
Dr.:
Albert
Burke.
‘|
series, Jeaves much to be. desired.
be, “Burke's: Paradise” showed little. improve-. Opening scene, when the bride ran that. started out on. an alternate:
Tihe tricks are about as magical as; better. title would
‘“So
You're:
!ment
in
starting
its’
third
round
!
out
on
her
bridegroom,
had the week basis last year and: has: now
>
Way,”
or,
better
yet,scrambled ezg and the subtlec,
Sun. (1): on ABC-TV.
For the |:jazz combo rendering .a= cool ver-. ‘landed. a weekly spot in the un-"”
with which
they are performed ‘Tired of Fantasied. ,
Burke,
is
a
single-minded,
in-|preem
story
was
a
trite
affair,
the
|
sion
of
“Here
Comes
the
Bride;”
in enviable. position of trying to knock
isn't.
formed realist who projects with {Physical backgrounds were often ;church.: Final scene had -the wed- off. “The Untouchables” on “ale
The show is set under the big, a lot of charm sparked by a dash | stagey and the. performances were ding © consummated,
thanks - to other network.” He may do it.
top thereby giving the opportunity ;3of hostility—“Listen, you guys, it’s Vhardly inspired.
Burr's Mason, who is no square. .
The series is continuing along. its
to get some “animals into the pro- like this no matter what you think,
Unless subsequent episodes beHoro.
happy and bouncy: way. The songs.
ceedings and there is, in addition jand here’s why.” In the fall opener come less contrived, show more |.
are mainly old, solid and familiar...
to ringmaster Mark Wilson, a clown ‘first time with a sponsor), Burke action and develop more authenAnd the chorus. is loud. and robust.
named Rebo, a leggy femme assistwas cheerless, with strong. argu- ticity “Paradise” will likely have HERE’S MORGAN
ant and Wilson’s young boy help- ment, about automation and the its troubles ratingwise. Formerly: With Henry Morgan
The smell of success, though, is
inz out. It’s just unfortunate that genuine challenge to U. S. ‘labor in the 9:30 p.m. Monday slot, this 90. Mins.; Mon-Sat., 10:30. p.m,
throwing the show’a little off gear.the magic segments of the program
| It’s: getting a bit too big and losing.
and management in the readjust- hourlong filmed drama series ‘has. PARTICIPATING
aren't screened with more finesse
tsome of the simplicity that made. it
ment to am advanced machine age, been movedto the’ Sunday 10 to KCOP, Los Angeles __
because the format has the makIf Henry Morgan can edit out. a family delight in previous excure-.
‘and the running start the Russians 11 p.m. segment. Here it’s. up]
ings of an entertaining kidshow.
NBC’s:’ “Show
of . the the. mechanical irregularities and sions. Big fault is that the produc-.
have in this inevitable way of eco- against
Week.” the CBS “Candid. Camera” self-conscious insecurity that char- tion numbers look extravagant and
Moppeis in the audience partici- nomic life. .
pate in some of the “tricks” and
Sponsor Chase Manhattan Bank ‘and “What's My Line?” as well: as acterized his first show. on KCOP. expensive and not exactly in keep>
some silly blackout sketches that! is handled by Ted Bates agency, Metropolitan. Broadcasting’s “Open (thus putting his nervous audience ing with the easy mood-that a‘singdidn’t seem to amuse the kids in where the current buying philose- |. End.”
at edse) and yet preserve its wry,’ along: should have.. Visual values
Inaugural
installment - spelled irreverent wit and fresh, spontane- are needed; of course, but not that.
the studio very much were thrown phy calls for a show, or shows,
in as gap fillers. For the kids at} somewhere in the schedule that out the efforts of a convicted mur- ous spirit...
Also more
consideration
. if he can do all much.
home, the camera betrayed much may attract the “quintile” of light derer’s soh to save him from the that, stand the ‘smog: and the free- should. be .paid :the ‘sync-along.
gallows by seizing the daughter of: ways, and not mind missing all Diana .Trask, Louise O'Brien and
.of the goings on and it needed a viewers.
Bill,
the officer in charge of the execu- sorts of L.A. -style diversion be- the. ‘soundtrack eould have worked
good stretch of the imagination to
tion as a hostage. On paper such: cause he has to. work five nights a better ‘together.
be believable.
What
continually
On the other
a plot sounds like a suspenseful week from 10:30 to midnight, he hand, Leslie Uggams, more relaxed .
promised to be fun often turned MAYOR TREE.
With Harry Reasoner..
fyarn. But -the hoped for suspense might become a late-night. fixture ‘and. léss mannered than in previ-'
out disappointing.
Kali.
Producer Director: Ray Abel
became
painful waiting
as. the: like his predecessor, Tom. Duggan. ous “Sing Along” shows: was.right
Writer: John Mosedale
script moved aimlessly toward: the One thing, at any rate, is certain. on the button.
.
NBC
NEWS
AFTERNOON
RE- 39 Mins., Thurs., 9:30 p.m. _
| inevitable denouement.
Morgan’s: observations
and* com-|-: Miller's. hosting. was. punchy: and.
PORT
WCBS-TV,
N.Y. (tape)
—
_ Gardner McKay remains skipper ments are superior to the run-offriendly’ and delivered with the air
With Sander Vanocur
With the research done by Olga of the.schooner Tiki on. which most
Producer-Director: Ralph Peterson Bendyna, writer John Mosedale of the..action takes place. Although the-mill operators of these shank: of man who’s riding a winner: : He
is.
Gros. :
5 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 4:55 p.m.
prepared a clever, irreverant in-' handsome. of physique he gives the of-the-night gabathons.
Ninety-minutes-nightly Is a hellBRISTOL MYERS
.
troduction to the entire history of: impression he wouldn't know the
NBC-TV, from Washington (live, the New York miayoralty. Harry ‘difference between the fo’cs'le and ‘uva strain ona humorist of Morfilm)
Reasoner narrated and did justice the after hawser space. Guy Stock- gan’s style. For that matter, it’s a WATCH. MR. WIZARD
{Young & Rubicam)
to the literate script. Whole job: well, the new first -mate, gives a helluva straint on anyone, but. some With Don Herbert, Irene ‘Strom,
Brad Herrman
“NBC News Afternoon Report,” ;might have been sketchy but it was similar impression. ‘Required read- eomics find it easier. than Morgan}
éndure the span. by blocking. it Producer: ‘Herbert
the daily five-minute strip that: be-+ entertaining.
ing for these Iubbers. should be
723.
out with artificial formulae. Mor- Director: Frank Pacelli’
gan
Morday
was
clean
if;
The
covered
the the “Bluejackets’ Manual.”
chronicle
30 Mins., Sat; 12:30 p.m,
sketchy reportage. Sander Vanocur, ;‘growth of New York and, with it,
Susan Hampshire ‘tried to be gan cannot allow himsetf the lib- GENERAL ELECTRIC
‘erty of the easy rut for fun and
a

a rising star in the NBC News de-! the office of mayor. It would seem. nonchalant

as. the hostage

while

ard = tke web’s
White from the program that the prob- |‘guest star” Don Dubbins ‘changed profit—he’s kidded others for doHouse correspondent, is the regu-- lems of the Mayor repeat them- moods like a ‘chameleon depending|?ing just.that in the past.
lar fronter, and his work is confi-' selves. in an ever-widening arc:;upon whether. he was. brooding
The first show was pretty ragged.
dent and precise: he writes as well i‘ corruption, mismanagement, boss- about pop’s fate ‘or should. he suc- with some clumsy interviews and
as delivers kis own copy.
[ism and frustration. These points cumb to Miss. Hampshire’s blonde maltreated guests. But the better
Pauline Frederick, from the UN, :‘were laid in rather subtly, but charms. Felix Feist’s direction evi- portions. were rewarding and promin New York, backstopped on two: ‘ effectively. After a few poor mo- dently found the hackneyed story ising, and these included Morgan’s
or three items in equally compe- | ments at the outset, the editing too much of a hazard.18-minute opening monolog and his
tert stvie. If there is anything to: took on a high gloss;. director Ray
. Withal, . 20th-Fox ° TV,
which revealing chat with. Don. Lopper..
counia.n about. it is the Bufferin iAbel laid it together perfectly, arid;turns this out. for ABC-TV, oughta Local L.A. tv needs a wit-commencomercial out of the parent Bris-: his pictures (stills, lithographs, old |be able to do better than this. But tator of Morgan’s calibre, but.he
tol-Myers shop. The hard-sell blurb newsreel shots) were well -sup-: .despite its. ‘mediocrity, “Paradise” mav have to lure and develop an
t-Yension’ Tension! Tension:”) was ported by the musical background! had a flock of participating. spon- entirely different audience than
and conducted’ by Al-: ‘sors'on the. opener ranging all the the ane that, for five vears, faither:aeah t» tive viewers the “jittery arranged
Stoop’
tat Bufferin is supposed | fredo Antonini and the CBS Con- way from:-: dog food to cigars.
fully dug Duggan... And that won't
ta divgel
eirt.
cert Orchestra.
Art..
be easy.
Tube. Gilb.

partment

NBC-TY, from N.Y.
_ (Young: &: Rubicam)

.; Watching Mr. ‘Wizard: is always
instructive,.
This: 10-year-old kid.
stanza was seen. ‘Saturday. (30),
when Don Herbert. and ‘one’ of his
two juvenile aides, Irene Strom,
gave a once-over to spiders. and
their silk spinning habits.
It was simele. -instruetions, al-.most like. that done in a good
biology class.. A:low budget: show,
“Watch Mr. Wizard” has‘ to use
sometimes’ less ‘than exacting props

to. illustrate a biological, -chemical
or: physical’ law,. but it. gets the
‘point across: just the’ same. ‘Att.,

_ Wednesday, October 4,196)

Paar Different

Newsman
ei

Some day the
TV industry: will not around a “must” image of a restrained
only look back upon the J ack Paar epi- “reporter” speaking in a sing-song caas much concerned with presodes (notably Cuba and Berlin) with a dence, and
mixture of horror and amusement, but
also recognizing his activities as.a landmark in the ‘puberty-stage of the whole

‘television medium.:
‘We hope SO.
Paar is the first sign, erratic or not,
that TV’s voice is changing, that it has
at. least ENTERED the awkward stage
and may some day ‘grow up.

senting a personal image as a great

expert as with conveying facts.

The labored sophistication and pontification of the Murrows and Severeids
has bécome a gruesome pattern, and
people rightly find Jack Paar a welcome change
human being
the news—in
an occasional

when he steps in like a
and fumbles around with
the process turning over
human interest diamond.

For. J ack: Paar, with dll his faults,

But above all, Paar is distinctive

has great popularity. and great critical
attention, too, largely: ‘because he deals
with subjects in the news in a different
oway..
He is a long overdue beginning-ofa-change from the traditional God-like,.
stuffed shirt, experts of the airways.
Somehow TV. news. has developed

among the long gray line of TV ‘“‘personalities,’ news and otherwise, because he has one quality otherwise unknown to the silver tube—and that
is, if

you will excuse the expression, GUTS!
He’s the only man in the medium
today, right or wrong, with any real

guts.

?
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THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
| NAKED ciry
Off Your
Hat Wher | a
Allen Funt, With Ronny Howard,: Don Knotts!(Take
Frances Bavier, Terry Dickinson
Funeral Passes!)
Angela
Cartwright and guest,
Paul Winchell (zuesty
Bill Dana
"Exec Producer: Bob Banner
Producer: Aaron Reuben
With
Paul
Burke,
Horace
MeProducer-D.rector: Sheldon Leon- Producer-Director: Julio. DiBene- | Director: Robert Sweeney.
Mahon, Harry Bellaver, Nancy
ard
dotto
41Writer: David Adler —
Malone, Lee J. Cobb, Geraldine
39 Mins.; Mon. 9:30 p.m.
Writers: Jack Elinson, Charles Musical Director: Irwin Kostal
Fitzgerald, Alfredy Ryder, others
GENERAL FOODS
stewart
‘39 Mins., Sun, 10 p.m.
Producer: Herbert B: Leonard — ‘|

THE DANNY THOMAS SHOW
{CANDID CAMERA
With Marjorie Lord, Rusty Hamer, ; With Durward Kirby,

Be Mins.: Mon. 9 pam.

GENERAL

CBS-TY
tin

tee

Thomas
of havi

sane

{CBS-TY

CBS-TV

(film)

(Benton

.

Director: Jules Bricken

& Bowles)

Writer:

Anthony

Spinner

Andy
Griffith for the season’s:60 Mins; Wed., 10 p.m.
With Arthur Godfrey out as “secretary
general"
-of
“Candid preem episode of his series whit- ‘PARTICIPATING
—
tled away at some American wood-* ABC-TY (film) _
work. There were the molded tin--.°“Naked City,” preeming for. its
tv at the ‘some way of working and the West types of good ole apple pie,. the second hour long season, showed

fila.
Beoc ou & Boieless

Darnnm

a:

‘lp ARTICIPATING -

PoOOoDS

i

*

has
the dis- Cuimera.’ the series has adapted
two v ersions ;the troika system. It’s a cumber-

faniiy

on

MY THREE SONS”
‘(Birds and Bees)
ae
With : Fred MacMurray, ‘William©
Frawley, Tim Considine,;. Don
Grady, ‘Stanley Livingston, .MuTiel Stewart,. others . ~

Exec Producer: Don Fedderson
Producer: George. Tibbles
Director:. Richard .Whorf.
| Writer: Tibbles
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8. Pam,
CHEVROLET .
ABC-TV (film) |

4Campbell- Ewald) L

A ho-hum half-hour ‘opened ‘the.
gene
fire,
Reruns
of his old obviously thas a point in objecting bully and the boy, the fishing hole. continued
evidence of being
a
second season of “My. Three Sons”.
“Dyan
Fromas Show” appear in ito the Soviet’s troika proposition rand a vall: to. patr iotism, “MilHons’
for charity, “but. not one cent for superior crime show. Opening out- Thursday (28). night ‘on: ABC-TV. a
to rdaytin es 3 nile the new segsiat the UN
‘ing Wednesday (27) night had a Theme of telling junior. the - facts
presiie ga
HON ssason on CBS- | The system as adapted by “Cam- tribute!” ,

TL

Mor.

are

5 at

to

wast

9 pam.

That's

interesting

pera” has three personalities behind

Before the half-hour: was up, the seript with some deep

item >, desk palavering before and after

overtones,

of life has been. milked to distrac- ..: -

|

ty ‘screen’ resembled those. littie* guestars who added dimensions’ to
tion and the initialer, in treating ~~
tapestry
scenes
hungscenes
in carry-.
many their roles, and ckean, clipped di- the there, added. nothing to dissihomes, the
gremins ost oie heing a rather!j:>@
Durward
Kirby, who was. American
aesli atm: au tie situation comedy |prought in as Godfrey's ‘replace-’ ing the inscription: “God Bless Our rection which caught the tragedy pate the. boredom.
¢
P:ment,
the
program’s
originator Home. * David Adler's script. was.: of a man, twisted and -tormented. | Assets of the. ‘show’ remain. its
*
woeas
sth.
plays a singer-{ Allen Funt, and a guest in the that homespun. The show, carrying.
the long title characters. and players. Led by
clieistes
acd
the
opener
had|cie of this season’s preem—Paul.
There were tads Ronny Howard.
Fred MacMurray, the people’ are
Inc.
tie ted
as vosbetween
in] Winchell.
and Terry Dickinson. Now that tad of “Take Off Your Hat When a likeable and attractive. That. ‘praise.
‘the
of
most
do
Funt
and
Kirby
Dickinson was a mean bully who Funeral Passes” opened conven- | 80es for the big mutt, too; a.mém-..
oon sater’s would-be
his efector
Pheoftiaas MEP
a governess Of vork on the introductions and they forced’ Ronny .to pay milk money. tionally for a crime series: a ruth-|. ber of the all-male family. No one:
te Pee flear
If was a one-joke |pem to be alloted alternate sen- to. pass his block. What: to do? less holdup of an armored truck, expects anything big to. happen. in
avium
och. the
war.
hinged
of ltponees in the patter with the cam- Father Griffith learns- about his
, this’ situation comedy series. but.
Biest
BSb
dose
diminez’
Danaiora bouncing from one to another.. son’s -predicament .and tells ‘him°‘cops and gunmen killed. “Narra-| fhe. wrinkles in ‘the proceedings "
at
Rie oe ists Recent routine. i]t adds up to a confusing way of that it's better to fight than pay. ‘tion, though, held promise of other should produice laughte: ripples.
tribute.
tel's
him
of
a
bully:
boy
Tit tee
so eed
some
lau: shame
traflerizin=
a sequence,
.
things and the Anthony Spinner j. William. -Frawley,: as. grandad,.
tanec but the Jack Elinson
When the show gets down to its whom he once had to lick. Episode script delivered.
supplies . the abrasive;. portraying Creation Steuart script, was @¥t-Candid” eases, however. it still winds up ‘with-.the lights shining
The Spinner teleplay spun a the toughie in. -bringing .up the:
and predicta vs right through thejjholds up. Funt has a talent for. ron Ronny‘s black.eve and-his new- . tragic web, the threads pinpoint-. kids, ‘while a golden heart: gleams
‘Iv-found
self-respect.
supvporeds
taist ending of the | qream ing up whacky situations and:
Tim. ,.Considine.
-Don.
retains ~ his
country: ing the tale of a strange lhiood, in- through.
eee hati. an equally bad ac-Jine- inyartably bald up to salid |! Griffith
“flicted with guilt about informing. Grady and Stanley Livingston. ‘the
Ceo as Dana's in another lan- lauzht material. Winchell, too, hed =bumpkin ¢harm.. Don. Knotts as: his ‘and
kids
in.
the.
family,
were
in:
fine.
driven to'a suicidal climactic
|
4 200d DIT In which his ventro tech- |partner is propérly . worried and
act. The windup left a feeling of form in the opener,
Voricerind that ke was given nique was put to excellent use via. i funny: reacting to-his cues..FrancesTeleplay: liad the pr oblem center’
than
greater
theatrical flourish
Alwast
nothing to shuw his: stuff fa tiio-"ae phone conversation done Bavier as Auntie Bee is warm.
Chip
(Livingston:, - the.
The sweet molasses the story truth, yet it had echoes, reverbera- around
woh, Thomar proved an amiable { solo. If other guests do as well, the
tions of a twisted, tormented spirit youngest. of the trio... Father Mac- :
lead and even
managed
to sing |.eries wil have a strong founda- ‘poured dripped ‘slowly, leaving the’
worried -about .the
that sought the forgiveness of the Murray: was
streen
sticky
before
the
final
Genbor at the piano with same Ition bur somethigags shoul d be done
ann
birds and bees. phase: of his .upFleeting appearances |ahout the multi-hosted introduc- | eral Foods commercial... All tnat. devil.
cuanetence
was laeking on the screen was.that
Gros.
Lee J. Cobb, as the guilt-ridden| bringing. That led to MacMurray
his wife! tions,
as
Lord
be oN ar: rie)
“God Bless. Our Home” inscription. informer. turned in a masterful attending an after-school meeting
a: t Ry six ibener aad Angela Cart S
|The episode was like a cover. pic- performance. Geraldine Fitzgerald, : on. the problem: -and the kids missrirakt
as
fis cht:‘dren
seemedjiure of the: old Satevepost, the as his wife, lent a fine cameo, takenly -believi ing he was romanti-It stacks up a weak RAWHIDE
ganda
small town, the picturesque jail- “Naked City” regulars. Paul Burke, 'cally interested. in the. lecturer,
Salado)
Rio
at
_Uncident
e:fort for prase time kickoff.
;
Kuti.
With Eric Fleming, Clint Eastwood. :ers, ete. And Iook how long the- Horace McMahon, Harry Bellaver,. - Muriel Stewart, a real laoker.
: The twists-and turns of the plot
Tom Tully, Sheb- Wooley, Paul Satevepost. existed without a style" and Nancy Malone were ‘their usual
were forced and the ‘laughs obBrinegar, James Murdeck, Steve change!
Horo.
‘competent selves.
viauis.
' Horo.
THE MARK EVANS SHOW
Raines, Rocky Shehan, Robert °
| The Spinner teleplay, if the: au-.
With Mark
Evans, host-narrator; | Cahal
_
| THE REAL McCOYS:
a
‘thor would dig deeper into the
Jay Carmedy, Martin Weldon
Producer: Endre Bohem
With
Walter
Brennan,- Richard main character, might well have. WAGON TRAIN
Producer-Drector: Stuart Cameron Directer: Ted Pest
Crenna,
Kathy
Nolan.
Lydia stage or screen possibilities. When |(The Captain | Dan Brady Story) 60 Mins.. Sun., 7:30 p.m.
.
Writer: John Dunkel
‘Reed, Michael Winkleman, “Jaze- Cobb, the central character, | was) With Jehn ‘Meletyre, Joseph CotWITG-TV, Washington (tape & 69 Mins, Fri. 7:30 pm *
‘ocus, the s~all screen had a
. ten, Robert Horton, ‘Frank McDarwell, Henry Jones, ‘others
film
|
~
_
PARFICIPATING |
dimension usualy. not associated |
Grath, Terry Wilson, Scott ‘Mil‘| Producer: Danny Arnold.
Billel as a “Sunday magazine
CBS-TV (film).
Horo.
ter, others:
! Writers:
Jim
Friizell,
Everett with a crime series.
supplement’ ior the Washingtun = -'There’s still some production
r: Haward .Christie
Greenbam
:
tiewers, the “Mark: Evans Show" is steam in CBS’ popular hour oater.
. ;‘Director: Virgil Vogel:
the local conimunity interest sez- “Rawhide.” as the chronic cattle Exee Producer: Irving Pincus
| THE SYNDICATE
Writer: Gene L. Coon
iet? of Metropoliian Broadeast-: drive .pushes intofits third season. ,Direeter: David’ Alexander
With Len O’Connor,; Robert ‘Ken-/ 60. Mins.. Wed.; 7:30 p.m.
30. Mins,; Thurs., 8:30 p.m,
ing’. “Inmnertant
Nizht’
weekly
nedy,. Peter Hackes, Virgil Peter-| | PARTICIPATING
o
Opener
guest-featured
Tom: PROCTER: & GAMBLE
four-hour pubaffairs experiment.
NBC-TV (fim):
-Tully
as
the
grizzled,
drifter
father
.
ABC-PY
(film).
Premier
Sunday
o«l
was
4a
drover
Romdy
Yates
. .ampton>
:
‘This stalwart ‘out of the Revue
gipooth packacse of four “seenes” of young
Back for their fifth: season of-Director: Dave Gray
stable is now. in its’ fifth year and
focusing on D. C. area prolect ‘Clint Eastwood', who turned up
to the embarassment of his son at cornfed. comedy, “The. Real. Vc- , Writer: Walt Grisham
im:
awe,
afitro.
=
st
-| there: doesn’t seem to™ be any sien
per nae anole vb. eee the outset of a cattle drive in Rio Coys” were the same ol’ homespun { 3:
ee
Ohi
(color) :P
of a. letup. Even’ .Ward | Bond’ s
cago ot tually
per- Geath last year couldn't: slow. up.
ropolitan Broadcasting ard well-/ Salado. In a stanza that projected folks they've always been in .the WNBQ,
inaugural episode Thursday (28)
If WNBQ,
did nat
ac
Pt

beac

ut

of te

show,

the ithe filmed sequence.

Permanent

f

known

radio-tv

personality: here, More

believability in settings than|

the program brings a fresh talent ‘theme. the old man got -himself 6n ABC-TV. For. this: auspicious |form the daring in exposing

t» the area in Martin Weldon, for-. Killed involving
his son in the kill- occasion. writers’ Jim Fritzell and jOganizational structure, the a
me: WNEW news director and now'ing of a Mexican. revolutionary. Everett (Greenbaum whipped up a |Mess operations and fhe prigc?
heid

of

news

and

special

events, Lowkey

dressing on the series,

momentum for. by. bringing in’
the ithe
John McIntyre the scries was able

in| little heart-varming

to continue with a solid, if not as.
bulky, a citizen to fill the key role.

yarn in which | Characters of the C ee
veek. of wagon ‘master.
Richard Crenna |S¥udieate im its special
last wee

for Metropolitan. & well-grounded } faet, acould continue te be its Walter Brennan,
and Kathy Nolan went back east|at least it tackled. something no} “The formula plotting: continues ~newsman.
Weldon projects com- strongest interest.
to. visit the other station -has yet been willing to relate different: stories of -the.
1-i-forn-eye-ay
petence and authenticity in his!
Notably low-keyed also was vio- l fro

|

handling of the news feature por either with all brutality bloing |folks in Weet Virginia.

tions

drama

Jay

critic

Carmody,

of

the

-

either

long-time
.
Washington
| clean.

Star, praves a witty. urbane inter-;

.

nor

Waal,

the

thours.

click

standard

Featured

they are

of western

-besides

guest

After Evans performed the open- |Tully
were
Edward
Andrews,
inz intros of himself, the program,
; Carlos Romero Alex Montoya and
Weldon and Carmody, the show j John Pickard.
Biull.
launched

cs

to touch.

And

if the 30 minute move westw ard via prairie schoon-

swanned becuz |Program imparted no new informa- er. Qpening tale for the T96}. seas.

eoaness y great-erandma ‘McCoy,

Performances and direction were

viewer, slated for biweekly appear-'at

ances.

off-screen

Jed MeCoy | tien,

nothing

that

hasn’t already
1 the cousins
had.struck it| been documented in the press. or
anhabenebody 4
wuz. workin’: at:-.a.| rumored. about, at Ieast it had the
new ‘paper box. factory. -Jed had. a: courage to present the Syndicate. as

son,

scripted. by Gene

L. Coon,

was eoneerned ‘with an. old-fimer
hero,

played by guestar.

Joseph

Cotten, who wanted to go back
west as chief scout for McIntyre’s
talkin’ about -washin' . machines, ::deemed saner to speak of if as a train. That ‘his methods. were’ out-.
and could: -imperil the lives:
clothes dryers, tv's an’ all them | myth. That in itself was a great moded
of the travelers was finally imother new-fangled things. An’ it ‘public service.
pressed
upon -him; but only after.
was
real
totichin’
when
Kate. The. outing was not really an
perfidy of his. Indian. buddy
(Kathy Nolan) tole great-grandma! expose but rather a roundup, or some.
was.
revealed.
that “we.folks ain’t doin’ as well | sum-up, of available information|

four-door seedan an’ they wuz all|2 real thing, when it is generally

into its planned format
12-14 minute segments.|
gave Arena Stage, well- DIVIDED WE SFAND
reputed theatre-in-the-round here.
Cotten: did: a ‘neat job as. the vet
as you folks so we only ‘brought j about
the
Syndicate,
naming
a boost by interviewing attractive Producer-Director: Ray Stewart Ray
Stewart,
Barbara yew this cameo.” An’ I declare,‘ names. Itwas a good research
job, and Mcintyre. ‘Was again. crisp. ‘and.
Zelda Finechhandler; Arena’s pro- Writers:
concise.
Among the ‘show's other.
Janes
great-grandma.
liked
that
best.
imaturely
presented,
with
a
single
ducer-director. They talked enterBrennan still has a- field day point ta make. Addressed*to. the regulars. Robert Horton, as. scout:
tainly about Arena’s past in hum- 60 Mins., Mon. (18), 7:30 p.m,
Fliat
McCullogh;
and Frank McWHC,
Pittsburgh
(Film?)
with his role. as. grandpa. Crennz |apathetic citizenry, .the paint was
ble locatiens and its impending
Six months of painstaking writ- puts lotsa, ‘bucolic flavor into: his } expressed by Len O‘Connor, as the Grath .as Charlie Wooster,’ were
move ta expansive new quarters.
Weldon then took over with an ing, filming and research has re- role as. gramp’s. son-ifi-law while ; payoff
to
the program,
thus: especially good. interesting session on phoney med- sulted in one of the most powerful Miss
Nolan (gramp's daughter) |“Langh if you want to, but you're ‘In kicking off’ the new. season,
documentaries in Pitt. tv history. looks and talks like she knows : paying for it.’ About 10c: on the producer
ical cures—from copper bracelets
Howard
Christie anfor arthritis to electronic gadgetry While the subject matter (Protes- the difference between a .whiffle-4 dollar at any restaurant or night- ‘nounced, “We will ‘have more ‘big™
for cancer—-as a preview to a con- tant Religious Experiences) may | tree and'a wagon tongue. Jane Dar-‘ elub, whether syndicate-owned ‘or name” guests this year than in any
ference on medical quackery to be seem to be narrow in scope, this. well provided a nice cameo ‘of her! not,. as he noted earlier. He -esti- Previous season.’ aOkay. . Gros,
held here this week.
His guests show is able to reach out and grab own
as great-grandma on. the | mated. that-the Syndicate was stealand demonstrators of the quack those elements who need enter- preem show.
.
jing about $2,000, 000,000 per. year in.; tended simile): * showing the hier- _
‘tools were
Oliver Field of the tainment with their religioso.
Yup; this -is the kinda program: Chicago,
‘| archical order’ ‘and the. breakdown. Ray Stewart presents the wide folks'll look at’ when they're fin- | Attorne
American Medical Assn.. and Dr.
.
y General Robert Ken
Kenneth Milstead. Food and Drug appeal of a Quaker wedding, faith ished. with .the :chores—an’ even | nedy | appeared in a. brief inter- of activities. It was all there ‘was.
a set, but it was an impressive ,
Administration.
healing, foot Washing
and love
$s;
G’s sive
‘plugs |
|i view with Peter Hackes from Wash- for
foo
ae
teu
wer
c
nobtre:
one.
Some footage was used for.
.\ profile of the National Cathe- feasts along with communion seryington to state that public aware- token illustration, but. none of it:
drai
under
construction
here ices, ordination ané the baptismal
Gilb.
ness
of the
crime organization. was hew, exclusive or of the. “‘be< _
work
showed excellent camerawork and Stewart’s. probing camera
could help to undo it, and to re- hind-the-scenes stripe. |
well-done
background
talk
by| grabs fast and holds hard from
mind the good citizen that. every
“Len: O'Connor ‘is ore of. ‘those: .
Evans and engineer William Feller the opening minutes. His narration |.
‘illegal bet -he places contributes to. rare local newsmen who gives the
detailing progress on the grandoise 1s sineere and ‘moving. No mes-|corruption.
O’Connor
reported very strong impression ‘that. he
» gothic structure.
} Sage as such is attempted but this |London, Oct. 3..:
Final segment consisted of a: show is a professional job by a - fhe. Channel Islands halfway that there was probably no na- knows firsthand whereof he speaks. jo.nt Evans-Weldon interview with; highly skilled ty artist who has between: Britain and France) ‘will, tional erime syndicate, since there Except that he’s ‘articulate, he .re-".
personable.
young
potato
chip | found - religious backgrounds form after all, be having British coni-. appears to be no national board of sembles:.a. hard-boiled. cop : whose
maker
and
mayor
of
nearby|a very appealing canvas. His first mercial tv. The islands’ Parliament directors, but that there was a close attitude is one of a they-can't-push- .
Alexandria. Va. on problems con- |shows along these lines were “Why. has now voted favorably on‘a pra- liaison ‘between the underworld or- me-around ° untouchable,
the a
of all the major cities. |fect narrator. for the program.
fronting the D. C. suburb.
j is a Nun” and “Sign of a. Priest.” posal by the U:-K. postmaster-gen| ganizations
©
Frank Jordan’s news staff put eould have. been hoped, however,,Front -ta't to finish, this rates ;Here again Stewart proves that le eral to set up. a transmitter there,
av anen
answer to Federal Com-:is a very gifted young man in proA month ago.the request was together an elaborate organizational that he: had read. the continuity’
m
a
Corts. ssion’s) current {ducing a network worthy: reli¢‘ous turned down: by five votes to three chart of the Syndicate, very much from a. Teleprompter. rather than
community needs query.
Jay.
| documentary.
Lit.
‘ike that of big” business (an in-) from sheets
of paper. .
Les..
{one member on holiday).

of four,
Carmody

Channel IslandsTV

|
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REVIEWS

off about the pinch, and Drake. unfair ‘and unfanny, and fhe seg-| tem from. a dramatic and audlence- falling short on romarice “Evans.
GERMANY, FRIEND OR FOE?
and a henchman, Diego (Milton ment closed with satirical comment ‘impact standpoint. Whether: the grimaced -and. ogled: embarrassing-:
With Joseph C. Harsch
Reid:, went off disguised to the on news: items, some. acid, some added economical burdens of. the |lya French ditty, which
Director: John Haggarty
Generalty- speaking, in. twin radio-video parlay will make ‘was
thieves’
haunts to scotch the plan. alkiline.
. unannounced,
unexplained,
Writer: Haggarty
They pretended to be anti-Drake fect, the problem of translating it more generally worthwhile must and - incomprehensible to .non-line
60 Mins.; Wed., 9:35 p.m.
members of his crew and willing ‘the written article into visual terms still be determined, however, It’s guists, and-Miss Leigh brought the
ANGLIA TV, from Norwich
wasn’t solved. Until it is it won’t probably with. regard to these bud- ‘affair to amer eimul close with a
Tiis hour was an attempt fo; to help in the robbery.°
assess
British reactions to GerRingleader of the. gang was a be the Hime, the place, or the -getary considerations that the cur- snatch of “Aida,” which is quite
Otta. trent experiment has béen recorded ‘unsuitable for her lyrical pipes.
many, at a time when German ' comely. Woman (Katharine Blake), eamera,
in three versions: for double radiotronps are being NATO+trained in and it later appeared that she had
This ‘sort of. musical ‘anthology.
j video use; for ty-only; and for seemed devised to: please few of.
Wales and local protests have hit been tipped off about the treasure CALL OXBRIDGE 2000
the headimes.
An off camera comby a Lord in the Queen’s en- With Richard Thorp, Elizabeth Al- radio only.
the people little of the time. The
The total cost, according to its
its idea’ was obviously. borrowed from
mentaiz was provided by Ameri-! 'tourage, in debt to her for gam- |. Jan; Noel Howlett, Scot Finck,
Can
cereespondent =in
London, bling. All was uncovered in a fistpopular ...“Music: :for
Jennifer Kennedy, Brian Nissen, makers, is naturally higher than BBC-TY's
Joseph C Harsch, and the docu- ! tight, and the jewels saved.
Miranda Connell, Jean Conroy, for the narmal video. show (shoot- You,” but they‘ haven’t ‘borrowed ;
nentars was too blatantly geared| Simplicity was the keynote, and
Freda Bamford, Diana Beevers, ing took about a month), but. the |the formula’ for -success.
Evans _.to a fore:tn market, pointing out tthe success.of the series will deRobin Wentworth, Arthur Love- price was not “unthinkably” high- made a stodgy emcee, and Jack.that Ficet-Street
was the centre’ pend on whether there’s still a
grove
Brenda
Duncan Peter |.e
Parnell conducted :an augmented
of the Britis?) Press as if no one : market for mindless kid's stuff.
‘Lawrence, Coral Fairweather . ‘While. producers showed. great orchestra, with- a bank of strings,
aeaet Tt
.courage in staging ‘The Persians,” which reduced. every item to’ a
had heard of it.
Robert
McDermott
| Writer John Keir Cross had a flair
rather than a variety show or the | co mon denominator of. dullness,
But the prozram was defeated for atmosphere,.and his scripting} Producer: Rex Firkin .
j like, for this experimental first,
before it st:arted. It asked a ques- Was taut. with the exeeption that | Writer: Diana Morgan
:
tta
it must be said that thanks to.
tion tmat cad’ have an accurate the gal-thief turned up. as one of| 5 Mins., Sun., 3:15 p.m.
anster,
and
could only adduce the Queen's attendants in the cli- Associated TeleViision, from Lon-. ‘adroit writing and staging effort THE QUIETEST REVOLUTION.
the
Greek
classic
was
never
dull
seatteped bis of vidence that re-. |
With Alan Eden-Green, Malcolm
without any attempt at ex- |].
max,
That consi st ent high-rater, ‘or static, and that while a healthy
quired more searehing analysis. It pisnation.
Muggeridge, Derek Hart
The
helpful
actor.
“Emergency Ward. 10,” has proved. portion of the general video audi- |.
thus
gentl
circled the subject
Director:
Kenneth Corden.
Johnny. Fatfotum, also revealed|
there's a vast market for surgical ences. will inevitably find the gowithout
scorins
any
emphatie
Producersi Gordon Watkins, Peter
himself as a .hopeful
playright|.
ing.
heavy,
this
visually
and.
dra-.|
probes. It’s’ also built up a steady
points.
Batty ©
called William Shakespeare, which fan-following for its regular: body. matically exciting video version
Aftes
one
of those
pointless , Was good fer ah unintended laugh.
f doctors ‘and-:nurses.
One- of should win over an encouraging ‘30 Mins., Fri., 10:35 p.m.
roundups
of
men-in-the-street— | Terence Morgan made a dashing
them, Dr. Rennié (Richard Thorp),. new percentage of its audience BBC-TV, from Londen .
whose views ranged from “let ‘em
This ‘stimulating discussion was
' figure as Drake, and other thesp has been extracted from the. hos- to the cause of Greek classics.
all come” tu the “only good Ger-.: Support wus okay. Peter Graham- pital program to star in this: auxili- |. Audio-visual impact has been sparked off.by'a letter written. to
one”’—historian |
man
is a dead
Scott. directed speedily, although ary skein. about a doctor’s general achieved by taking full advantages: ‘the London Times: ‘by Malcolm.
A’an Tazior chipped in with some
ne could have done with more. cone ‘practice.
With. both scripter and of the twin-tracked system inter-- Mug¢eridge, in which he attacked
about,
siixhtly oif-focus comment
viction in the fisticuffs.
Oita,
| producer experienced in the parent ‘laced with effective bits of camera- public relations: men, saying they

German
‘“Yespousibility
for
a
couple of |iwars, which was true,
but obvious.

THE

TIME,

THE

PLACE,

AND

The easygoing attitude of the 1 THE CAMERA.
British towards ‘their late enemies With Bernard Braden, Nan Winwas indicated by a German whe
ton, Alex Jacobs
—
now runs a pub in London’s much- | Producer: Philip Barker
bombed East End and found the |Director: Michael Style.
: dockersy charming, and a British ; 50 Mins., Sun., 5 p.m.
Legion
official neatly cancelled |Associated Tele Vision, from Lonthat by c'aiming that exservicemen
don
el
eae
OS
couldn't torget so easily.
Intendéd to be a light-hearted
The
most
cogent contribution survey of current trends and social
came from the West German corproblems, this magazine turned out}
respondent of The Guardian, Ter- H
aimless assortment of trivia,

|seties, the tone and verisimilitude.
stay roughly the same. But it’s on
a far.more placid level, the stethoscope being a less exciting instrument than the knife.
Rennie joined Dr. Graham (Noel
Howlett) to help him eope with his
swollen list of patients. He lived
in with the family, consisting of
wise and efficient mum (Elizabeth
Allan), charming daughter (Jennij fer Kennedy), and impecunious stu|dent son (Scot. Finch}, all destined
to be regulars in the series—which
may be, on this showing, a fate
worse than death.
Rennie was introduced to the
mysteries of form-filling for the
|National Health Service, which he
‘couldn’t fathom, and had odd encounters with mildly complaining

work and direction. Lensing was ought to be identified, like lepers,.
very mobile where needed, dra- with clapper and bell .
In the studio, he was put face to.
matically static where suited.
- Performances
were
uniformly face with Alan Eden-Green, presi«
dent
of. the local P.: R. Institute,
outstanding, Musft by Jean Pro-

dromides was.jikewise always right /with Derek. Hart, one. of the intere.
in highlighting .dramati¢c moments viewing team of BBC-TV's “Toand generally’ “backdropping as night” magazine program, as emThe half-hour was -an- offwell as enriching the general im- [¢ee.
pression.
Direction,, as
noted, {shoot of “Tonight# and seemed.a
broke with epera-operetta con- handy wax of aining arguments that

ventions in this-highly mobile and couldn’t
“Rounded” vexsion «which created’
effects by plachetthe spectatar, as’

be “Properly

discussed:

within {ts nornial“@ght schedule.

it were, in the center of the action, ‘as

Said discussion-wasn’t as exciting

it ‘promised. té be, for Mug-

ence Prittie, who came up with
|abekind
an of column. phe flapped in
which evolved a¥ound him via the geridge, otherwise urbane, tended
thoughtfvl eriticism both of the the. bfegze, ih Rout tié foundation
But it raised:
above-mentioned combined sound-. to ae his punches.
Germans, who tended to shrug off or: “aif
opinionated*pergonality.
ota. of-controversial dust,
eA sex
maneuvers
past crimes too easily, and of th ‘Which, ; : Conmsideng tha —: ex-Daily
* settling. it.
Muggeridge
popular
British mewsheets,
who
Express editor, Arthur ‘Christianwa, sed.Ss sending of. local politie:.
‘pert Jose Bernhart.
seek out a Nazi angle to most Gersen.vis the show’s ae iser, was both
journalists
to
the.Central
man
news
stories.
He
clearly,
! disheartening for the present and a | Patients. ‘Chief incident coneerned ALL KINDS OF MUSIC"
ince Federation, with expenses
wha
thumbnailed the tricky nature of
paid
by.a
public
relations.
outfit
that
the
corner
may
be
turned
|
3
pretty’
girl.
whgse
nephew.
had
sign
y
: swallowed a ring, and this estab- With Wilbur Evans, Adele Leigh,
the new relationship.
employed by Welensky.
.EdenShots of a segment of. tie: xfer:
sed that Rennie was amorously| Beryl Grey, Bryan. Ashbridge, Green claimed that: such visits also
Acker Bilk and his Paramount
man fleet calling at the ‘port 6¥ - ‘The Lak RR Binet ree ness ‘fnclined but little else.
Jazz Band, Cleo Laine, Kenny took’ in -encounters ‘with’ colored
Great Yarmouth closed the ‘shew: tive = ort “ef.Ways. by: “Bern
“<The low. temperature: of this
African leaders and that no. limits
Baker, and Jack Parnell orch
together with more repetitive anv: -Braden= whe otcagiépally burst 2 opener might be due to the faet
were. put on what the travellers
glib “I-like-you-no-like” “
rva- with camments of” his’ -éwn..it was largely introductory, Producer: Francis Essex
could
see.. Which didn’t entirely
might
“have
been
better
if
he'd:
:
tion from those oddballg-in-the-.
oat it seemed.to need a more dra- 55 Mins.; Tues., 8 p
answer Muggeridge’s |charge | that:
been more forthright: thr
street.
ta
: fatic core to bind it together. Associated TeleVision, from. Lon- such ‘junkets were dangerous in’
on
The hour was adequately seript- this. providing some equivalent;
therwise, the scripting of Diana
essence, and tended: to. usurp. .theed by John Haggarty, who alsa di- the “editorial style of @ newshpet'(: Morgan
was accurate
domestic | This musical ‘potpourri came
of. parliament.
rected
competently
but without} or,rotogravure job. Tod .often, heFbackchat,. and Richard Thorp was back to the fall schedules without function
Muggeridge plugged away at ‘the.
rmiuen startling juxaposition of*fact did seemed to be involved in ‘the /personable as Rennie. ‘Noel How- making much of a dent. As emcee
integrity
of P. R. men, claiming
‘Wilbur
Evans.
indicated,
nothing
or image.
It was concluded, : 7 program, except as a Studio linki “atlett (who seemed to be’ making. up
unate, as |his lines as he jrent arene and, different was to be expected, the. that they were mercenaries at the.
First. item was_
service.
of
the highest bidder. He.
format
stayed
the
same—but
he
ifthe chaos-of} on certain accasions, was
Elizaa foe to others—and that wout
lavis, {beth Allan, ‘and Scot Finch. filled shouldn’t have sounded sa pleased said: that.‘the Portuguese Governhave stunned a soul.
[@)
fin the formula Graham family ade- ‘about it. Music is divided into ment would -have no difficulty in
*-quately, and Rex Firkin’s produc- three classes, jazz, light, and clas- hiring a flack to put a gloss on. AnSIR FRANCIS DRAKE
2th
gola, if they. ‘spent enough. money.
part’‘om ‘the - sleeps ue ‘tion ambled. What “‘Call Oxbridge sical, and. allowed. a third of the But when. he affirmed that a come"
With Terence Morgan, Jean “Kent,
each.
Francis
Essex
Sedid hardly: {2000” seemed to need was a blood program
Philip Guard, Lawrence David- trations, the shige
pany producing a badly-made autoe °
“transfusion.
|
.
Otta,
linked
the
‘segments
by
using
varison, Katharine Blake, Larry Tay- be classed..as a segap,- &followu
.ous forms of lighting as a. motif, mobile. could do the same .thing,
to the current canttpversy abo
lor,
Barry
Shawzin,
Duncan
Eden-Green. éasily .rebutted. him.
from
winking
°
electric-light
bulbs
LES PERSES
Burns,
Howard
Lang,
Miiton pay-in-the-slot turnstiles for ladies’
to
flaming ‘torches.
But
this If the product -were bad, no ‘one
lavatories similarly added little (The Persians)
Reid. Michael Crawford
could put itin a favorable light for
seemed a producer's
ck,
With
Francois
Chaumette,
Maria
that was new to press arguments.
ong
Director: Peter Graham-Scott
_Meriko, Maurice Garrel, Rene attempt to bring cohesion where
The half-hour closed: on a “dear ;
Writer: John Keir Cross
More offbeat, and a more invitArrieu, Claude Martin, R. T, F. none existed.
30 Mins.; Sun., 2:45. p.m.
old.
pals”’ note—and. that was. its
ing idea, was a swift survey of the
First representative of jazz was
- Philhannonic.
Associated TeleVision, from Lon-' up-and-down
career
of French Director: Jean. Prat:
Acker
Bilk’s. traditional
outfit, chief fault, It didn’t rouse the
expected’
passions in the speakers..
don
chantoosie
Edith Piaf, complete Music: Jean Prodromideés
clad, as usual, in striped vests and
This filmed skein—produced in with film of her last appearance be- Adaptation: Jean Prat
curly-brimmed derbies. They were ‘Derek Hart was ‘fine as chairman, :
and
the
‘direction
was$ fluent. .
association with Associated-British |fare her recent illness at a Paris -88 -Mins.
‘| booked for a.couple of sprightly.
at their
Elstree
studios—revives | musie-hall.
The idea was some_Otta.
‘ Radiediffusion..- Television Fran- numbers, and led in to an ineffec-.
the old doublet-and-hose shenani-|\ywhat
muffed -because the comtual spot of jiving from anonymous
caise (tape)
gans associated wiih earlier Brit- mentary was written in off-the-peg
The French Welevision network terpers. The level was raised with THANK YOUR. LUCKY STARS:
ish sponsored series like “Rob | Janguage—Piaf
being
“in -the (R.T.F.) deserves the highest credit Cleo Laine, who gave out a. haunt- ‘With Keith Fordyce, Brian MatRoy” and “William Tell.” On that shadows,”
and
suffering
from for this excellent first European ing “Love: Him Song,” a good bal- | thew, Don Arrol, Valerie -Maslevel, its achievement was consid-|*heartbreak"—and
Sally Morton experiment
ters, the Viscounts, David’ MacWith a _ two-tracked lad which had, however, little to
beth, Al Saxon, Patti Brook,
erable, its for figheed having | delivered it as if she was reciting. video presentation. Show combines: do with .jazz. Then horn-player
elbow-room
for fights and snarls,
°
—
Se
.a normal image and soundtrack Kenny Baker: provided an _ agile, |. Clinton Ford
the Director: Philip Jones
with a second aural track designed but fussy, solo of “Mack
25
Mins,
Sat.,
5:50
p.m.
inelnde a ree eee ole Sind.” in which interviewer Alex Jacobs to be. piped to: listener-viewers at ‘Knife.”
The light-music
part miade a -ABC-TY, from Manchester
P.
!tintended to be the skein’s
ordi- home via radio. It is slated for unand convincing sets for the sleabier! nary chap, and showing
it) asked a veiling in France: on October 31, good choice in Richard Rodgers’
‘This skein is an attempt. to
neglected
“So
far,”
sweetly
sung by capture the ‘disk-trade and.is slotwhen
RTF's
radio:
and
video’
nets
parliens Of Eivabethan London—
muscleman
irrelevant
questions
ted
in to a time-spot. that overlaps
soprano
Adele
Leigh,
who
joined
.
and got stupid answers.
There- will ‘combine in ‘the first experiDrawback
with
this
initialer, ‘
1d the st
Evans in a couple of duets: from . With *BBC-TV’s rival “Juke Box
ment of its kind and scale.
Jury,”
where. a. panel of celebs
“South
Pacific.”
Evans
had
starred
Not stereo, as normally thought
1 vote some of the latest issues hits
that
the.
clationship
between moppet, making deliberate mis- of, with tracks rendering right and in the London legit production.
Drake and the Queen wasn’t clearly ;takes which were immediately cor- left screen sound, this production
The classics were represented by or misses. -Gimmick-. -of “Thank
defined, though it was presumably ; ected by said’ kiddie; this had has. normal. front.and center main arate
excruciating version of Boro- Your Lucky. Stars” is: that estab-.
intended thst it should be a theme! [re
“Prince Igor” chorus, deliv- | Isihed stars. perform. their: latest *
track with another ideally set be. some charm, but little point.
of the half-kours. Jean Kent,
hind Hstener-viewer (where radio ered by a lacklustre chorus parad- waxings and: then present their
Braden also delivered a strong. receivers should be placed). This ing behind four braziers.and read- own: private’. tips: for. future: starElizabeth, had little to do but purse
her
lips
and
iook
ambiguous, |attaek on teenage disks, calling “presents an obvious dramatic ad- ing from the score.
~ ".
This bit of dom, who do likewise.
In the one caught, Don: Arrol,
‘which she did efficiently, but the ;them muck and singling out Clar- vantage as well as l‘mitation,° but. idiocy was somewhat compensated
authority and sexual power of the |e2ce “Frogman” Henry for special natually allows’ currently extant’ by Miss Leigh’s return in a Mozart familiar as. last season's. emiceé. for.
monarch remained a cipher.
| dispraise, although he has more tv and: radio sets to be employed aria, “Voi che sapete,” which. was the “Sunday ‘Night at the Pal-.
without extra expense to -home the ‘musical -highspot of .the show, -ladium” skein, proffered “Every-.
an attempt to steal gems that vigor, but might’ have been more owners of both. items.
“it” being”
despite
the undistinguished. or- body ‘Likes: It’—the
Drake had won from the Spaniards }carefully aimed.
Freneh staging. ef “The Per- chestral backing. Ballerina Beryl you-know: -what, curvaeeously repand intended for the Queen. JonnA would-be jocular summing-up sians” shows without the shadow Grey, partnered by Bryan Ash- resented—and then, after an innie Factcturm ‘Philip Guard), ore: af the results of Britain’s entry ef a doubt the great additional ‘bridge, gave the pas de deux from sipid chat with. one of the joint
. of an acting troop, tipped Drake’ into the Common Market was both’ possibilities. inherent in the .sys- “Les. Sylphides” competently, but”
(Continued. 0on page. 54) | Loe

Tateres aye

oe

and the production values-—shich |,;AnOtNer
goodIdeathatwentay

dubbed. “Tohony Factotum.” was WP"Tsnte Rea Hiding:Hood 1 2

..
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_ because

L oledo is
y different from
uiladelphia...

and because people are diferentin different markets ». » Storer programming is different! We put together a
flexible format to fit the needs of each community... making it-local.in every respect. Result? Both
WSPD-TV* and WSPD-RADIOt rate first in Toledo... WIBG dominates Philadelphia in all surveys!
eee Further evidence that Storer quality-controlled, local programming is liked, watched and listened to.
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FIRST 106 YEARS
Hartsfield Era)
Mayor William B. Hartsfield,

Paul

Baugherty,

narrator

Wednesday, October A,1961

REVIEWS
HAWAIIAN EYE

| LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
With Rebert Conrad, Anthony Eis- With Jerry Mathers, Tony Dow,
Williams,
Connie}
Hugh Beaumont, Barbara Billley, Grant
Stevens, Poncile. Ponce, ©‘others
ingsley, others.
Producer: Ed Jurist
Producers: Joe Connelly,, Bob

"Foreign TV Reviews

Producer: Neal Van Ells
Continued from page a
Director: Paul Landres
Director: Harold, Lemmond
Mosher.
Writers: Laurence Marks, Darryl. Director: Norman Abbott
30 Mins., Sun. (17), 10:30 p.m.
hosts, gave: a plug. to one David “reverse periscope” ‘used:by. archeHickman, Gordon Hunt
IRVINGDALE DAIRIES
‘Writers: Connelly, Mosher
Macheth, who warbled a: pleasant Ologists in such: cases, made for a.
60 Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.
WLW-A, Atianta (film).
‘130 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
“You’re Free.” Herein was the remarkably ‘suspenseful .._stanza,
fault of the’ whole idea, for not heightened by the. fact that audi-'
Participating
William B. Hartsfield served At- PARTICIPATING
only was Macbeth's offering bet- ence was witnessing ‘an important :
| ABC-TV (film)
Janta as mayor for some 23 years ABC-TV (film)
Of course, there’s' the old show
and stepped out of picture in elecThe getaway outing: of the. re- ter than Arrol’s but he was also event. Show in fact was a tape of.
tions just coneluded and let five biz maxim “Never rewrite a hit.” ‘turn of “Leave It. to Beaver” on a better-known figure in the disk a live pickup originally run off.
As long as a show seems to he dofield. It was rather. like a British ‘as part of RAI’s’ newscasts. Imother aspirants fight it out.
ing well, it rides the same groove ! ABC-TV: last Saturday night (30) -heavyweight
saying that. Floyd | portance was likewise tipped by.
Hartsiield, a colorful figure, who,
to the extent that the entire time was routine fare. The series, which Patterson -would be a star some’ -the presence, among: bystanders,
durinz his time in office saw Atperiod dissolves in a sea of famil- debuted :four years ago when the| day
| of Italian Prime Minister Amintore..
lanta emerze from country town
iarity.
There seems little. differ- title chafacter and his old brother, |. ‘Similarly, Valerie Masters, a Fanfani.
status fo the center of a metropolience between this. season's. edition Wally, were just kids,is now ‘in- soso thrush with some verve, came'}
Technically, show | was .- uneven, tan area of more than a million|
|of “Hawaiian Eye" on ABC-TV volved -with adolescent growing out with “Birmingham Rag,” and. but roughness of certain images,
people. did most of the narration
Wally,
still pinpointed Al Saxon as her tip. ‘such as those taken. throligh perifur this program, which consisted fand that of any other season in pains. -Beaver _and
‘which it appeared.
played, : respectively, by
Jerry ‘of stardom. Saxon proceeded to. scope as it broke through the
largely of film clips, most of it
It remans the glossy, well-knit Mathers and Tony Dow, are now |provide the show’s musical. high- tomb’s ceiling .merely heightens
made by Hartsfield himself.
‘yand
easily
recognizable
private
spot. a sprightly version of “There, | dramatic effect and realism. There
12 and 16 years of age.
Incidentally, this is the second ;
/eye-adventures
.skein.
populated|. ‘Mathers. had little to do in ‘the: f I've Said It Again.” The Viscounts, ’, Was @ certain staginess about ‘the’;
in a series by WLW-A, a Crosley;
{with attractive people, spiced with Saturday opener, which hinged on: i with one previous disk hit, ‘deliv- |‘proceedings
which
smacked. of
station,
and a big improvement:
sex and gore and fulfills its run of his parents’. concern over: the pos-! ; ered their latest, “Who Put the | overproduction, yet. the total .efover the first one.
Bomp?” , and from the depths of | fect was engrossing. Direction. and.
.; Miltown functions...
sibility ‘of Wally -marrying at. an.
Featured in the show were film:
The initial yarn had Grant Wil- early age. Their tredipation was their vast experience suggested
| cutting: were well-coordinated, and
that one Patti Brook would make
a: filmed ‘insert: explaining. back-:
shots of what has come to be ‘jams taking the lead in a case!
known as Atlanta’s finest hour, the :; which involved an authoress of an ;| early age. Their trepidation was it. She proceeded to prove that] drop of Etruscan civilization propheightened
by
the
friendship
of
|
three days of festivities attendant! exposee type’ novel seeking. pubthis:.was
entirely unlikely’ with |:erly prepared the spectator: -for
; Wally and hig girlfriend with a “Heaven is Being With .You.”
upon the premiere of. David O. licity through a stolen script.
It
-what was: to follow as. rigging.
Selznick’s “Gone With the Wind” devloped that several characters young married couple.
The show was. coyly: produced, ‘progressed.
The. situation was pat, ending with mediocre comic interpolations
at Loew's Grand Theatre.
-“Tomb,”. shown as an. Italian
would have liked to do away wtih.
Mario Fabrizi, and awful entry at.the Pisa Prix Italia, imAll-in-all the documentary owed both the work and the authoress. up with Wally stating his prefer- from
{ts punch to Hartsfield, who re- That’s where Williams made him- ence for the single life. -.The. form- bonhomie from Keith Fordyce and: pressed .most foreign observers and
i
counted his years in office {1937- ‘self useful to the harassed litera-. ula ‘script provided a few chuckles, Brian Matthew, who hosted, somecritics with its high video values,
but not. enough to elevate the show times perched side by side like a| though the Italians seemed -Iess |
61), his work to make Atlanta a eur.
,°
run-of-the-mill .status. The ‘couple of roosters.
commercial aviation center (its airThere was the comic relief by 'from
excited, perhaps. because RAI-TV‘
port is among the 10 busiest in Poncie Ponce, the song interludes ‘cast, with, Barbara Billingsley and |}.
has: staged several such live -pick- |
the countrv:; how he straightened by Connie Stevens, and Robert .Hugh Beaumont as the boys’ parups
in the ‘past, in its valuable exe.
PERSONAL APPEAR ANCE
out city's finances and police de- Conrad and Anthony Eisley assum- ents, -performed capably.
ploration of. new video possibillpartment:
spearheaded
annexa- ing the top roles at various times.
Considering that the program With Johnny Mathis, Andre Tahon ties,
Marottes, Jack Douglas & Reiko,‘
tion movements that kept city from The
initial yarn
had
Virginia: was filmed in advance of its showLeon Grieg and Ballet Mondial, |
stifling because of lack of grow- Gregg playing the writer, with: ing, producer-writers Joe Connelly
<a .
Peter Knight orch
PANORAMA
.
vote
ing room.
support in. various capacities byj and Bob Mosher uséd poor judg- Director: Mark Stuart
‘With Richard Dimbleby, .Ludovic. « It was pretty obvious that Harts- Arthur .Franz, Anne Whitfield and ment in posing the question of 55 Mins., Tues,
8 pm
Kennedy,
James
Mossman,
Robin...
whether:
Maris
or
Mantle
«would:
Robert
Elenstein.
The
filming
on
field was most proud of the naGranada TV, from Manchester.
Day .
tional
image
Atlanta
has
won the Warner lot by & ‘technical staff;hit 60 home runs: this year. since
Although Johnny Mathis. was.
through its civic attitude toward that knows its way around the that figure was .reached by the the chief viewer-bait of this vaude | Producer: Paul Fox
40 Mins., Mon., 8:26 p.m..
progressive
improvements
and serial contributed to a smoothly former earlier in the ‘week,
| show, it packed-in one or two other: BBC-TV, from ‘Tondon
‘ Jess.
produced show.
Jose.
strides city has made.
enticing acts, but without shaping |- For long hailed. as the most: incl- 7
Hartsfield, like many another
them into a satisfying whole. The sive current-affairs program on tv,
Atlantan, feels that peaceful inproduction -was remote, seeming, “Panorama” returned to. the sched-.
tegration of city’s schools this year
‘afraid to involve the. personality ules after a seven-week holiday.
was the crowning achievement of
of Mathis beyond’ his classy vocal with a typical up-fo-standard entry,
his long career as mayor.
| offerings.. It had polish, :without: taking the Berlin crisis as its cenWa warmth.
Irvingdale
Dairies has signed
terpiece. In. fact, the theme was.
for complete series of 13 projected
Mathis kicked off with’ a swing- pegged to President Kennedy’s.
[. ..
. JFK R port
Du Pont Show of the Week
episodes
in station’s “First 100}
ing “Let's Love,” which -Jed in to UN. speech, delivered. earlier the”
Years” series.
. Luce.”
‘The Hfe’ and’ times: of Ernest* -NBC-TV’s global ~news staff did a pleasantly offbeat duet with a same: day. ©
another solid job of wrapping ‘up puppet
and
his
7. Ludovic Kennedy, at: Lake SucHemingway
were’ “encompassed in
,the achievements of the first eight.
in
C¥eess, quizzed British €oreign Sec-.
a brifliant: kaléidoscope of still: :months of President John F. Ken- “J’attendrai”
SHORGAS BARN DANCE
French. His other “songs eye. ‘a rétary: Lord .Home,~.and
AdlalWith The Happy Wanderers, Les shots, film clips an commentary on:i nedy‘s administration. -It's was the fair view of his range,-g
Stevenson on the German problem,
Lye, guests
last Sunday
night’s “Du Pont. 10th’ in the “JFK Report’ stanza “Maria” through Poachers. Pet’: eliciting firm responses: from: both
Director: Biil Sweffield
Chronicling and this series represents a cumul- and “Misty” to an ebullient send- ‘of them. Each insisted om Western.
Show of the Week.”
30 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
ative, in-depth study of American |
against Russian threats,
| Hemingway’ 's cayeer from his early politics. in the most critical period| off with a sizzling “Day In, Day ‘solidarity
SHORGAS
LTD.
-Out.” There wasn’t much. impact ‘and emphasized that:our rights in
x
-CION-TY, Ottawa
~.
gears to shortly'
before his “recent, of our nation’s history.
in Mathis’s -personality, but he Berlin would. be :maintained at: all
Eluedowner aimed -at the rural death, this’ was. “yideo’“portraitute | . Last Thursday’ s (28) report was’ made up for it with his immacu- ecosts..
Although. the jnterviews.
erowd,
“Shorgas
Barn
Pance”
‘a comprehensive survey of domes- ; late warbling,: which would have added little to what vtas known -beseens to be an odd setup. Armed at its very best, vivid. in# detail, tic and international issues which delighted admirers. Peter Knight's: tore, they. served as .an authoritawith corn plus ¢. and w.. tunes, sensitive in approacH aha exciting | have felt the imprint of Pres, Ken-!. outfit backed him with zing.
‘| tive gloss on-the situation.
:
show is no more likely to collect in its overall pace. nedy’s policies. In its examination
‘The show's other major delight |. ‘Most intriguing item ‘took: James
No ivory tower author, Hetitogan urban,
gas-burning audience
of the progress.made by the new] was an. elegant. puppet-show de- Mossman to the part of Poland that
than the bankroller, subsidiary of way was ‘involved in virtually all|! administration on the home front, | vised and string-pulled by French- once belonged to Geimany: Here
Conswner Gas Ltd., is likely to ‘of the history-making evenfs of. ;NBC correspondent ‘(Martin Ag-|.man Andre Tahon. This, had lots: ‘was. an unusual look at one aspect
sell mans pipelines of its commod- the first half of this century. The} ironsky interviewed the majority ,of charm, and included a delight- of the problem, bringing out Polish
ity alons the county line. First of interplay of Hemingway, as: man. and minority leaders of the House! ful love scene and a ‘captivating ‘animosity towards Germany and
a 39-week skein. opener (16) used of action, and Hemingway, as au- and’ Senate. While these legislaencounter between a caterpillar) the practical impossibility: of ‘ree’
its regulars, The Happy Wabderers thor, provided the central focus of tive. wheels may be the: keys to
and a snail. In this tired old field, vising the: Oder-Neisse line. Cities.
and emcee Les Lye, plus & & w. this show in its documentation of ‘ Congressional ‘success, they unforTahon
seemed to have the knack like Breslau had now been partially:
t
chirpe:
Maisie
Billings and a the author’s career from the First tunately iere not too illuminating
reconstructed and re-populated: by
of injecting novelty and humor.
square dance group called The. World War through his ex-patriate about. the fate of the President's
Jaunty and well-dressed Latin! Poles, and its German origins were
days:
in
France
and.his
involv
Wazon Wheelers, recruited from
[solely represented by remnants of:
program
despite
Agronsky’s
sharp
American
terping
came
from
the
ment in the Spanish Civil War |i‘line ‘of’ questioning. But asking a
the Ottawa Square Dance Assn.
Mossman :ably conBallet Mondial, led: by Leon Grieg. architecture,
Show was anaemic, sans show- through his participation in. World |politician in public view about. With
a sprightly Foutine,
the ‘ducted the tour, which took in:a’.. .
far
manship
and spark.
Except for
‘!reminiscence
of
Auschwitz, mem-..
what -he thinks of his own accomHemingway’s relationship with|plishments is not lfkely to be pro- dancers were zestful and spirited, -orial to previous German Anhuthe sound of The Happy Wander‘and Grieg himself came up with a
ers, longtime staff group at local his father as a young boy in the ductive of frank answers. Still on
manity.
good solo. indie AM-FM station CFRA, there midwest was caught in superb the home front, the show also
Jack Douglas and his Japanese | This session - closed with a ‘yisit:
was nothing to keep the dial- montage of still shots, a° technique brought to the cameras .a quartet wife, Reiko, had an. act which ‘to. West -Germany, where. Robin
‘that
was
used
throughout
‘with.
switcher from being activated. Les‘
of cabinet members for brief sum- should have wittily guyed the dif-|-Day pinned down Defeiise Minister’:
Lye, also CFRA staffer, coilapsed striking effect in exploring some: marizations of their official tasks. ferences between :East and: West.:| Strauss to -admit that he didn’t.
as a comic, his attempts at wit ot Uie deeper aspects of Heming-.want nuclear Weapons and
was
given
with insufficient’.
The stanza was at. its very best It was
The author's experi-:
Gribbling to nil each try. Dance. way’s life.
rhappy -with the current NATO arpunch, and their two spots were
‘rangement that allowed him only
group
appeared
to be Ww alking |ences in the First World: War were ‘in its coverage of Pres. Kennedy's
might-have-béens which. might ‘still|
; the: means of delivery.
Over Ber-:
around as though asking. “When is: etched in a few powerful battle- ‘foreign .policy.. Here, the show
be sometime. Reiko'’s booming. Jin and-the Eastern.frontier, he wasthe music going to start?” There: scene shots and his postwar days brought into. play NBC correspond“Come
on to My House”. startled; less forthcoming, except to indl-ents
from
varous
European
centers,
was only a shy suggestion of terp- ‘in France were marked by a series
-and their duet of “Poor. Butterfly” cate that his attitude’ would be
ing. Maisie Billinzs, guester, was of fascinating clips of Gertrude: to- discuss the successive crises in
F. Scott
Fitzgerald
and the U. S.-Soviet relations. A group had its moments.
more intransigent. than that-of the.
given nathing to do while warbling Stein,
The show was thus above-aver- other Western Powers... less. emo-.Joyce.
The Hemingway jof foreign journalists. from. Engher two c. & w. bits. Station’s James
owner, E. H Bushnell, came.on in passion for bullfighting was turned | land, France, India and Japan con- age in its. components, but needed tionally ‘involved..
the pieces pulling together. Mark
‘The: program, ‘hosted with suitthe “guest chef” Spot wearing an, into a powerful sequence candidly :' tributed valuable observations on
tuart’s direction, helped by taste- able gravity by the weighty Rich-:
Jadian headdress given him years showing “death in the afternoon” Pres. Kennedy from an outsider’s
ful designs from Bernard Carey, ard Dimbleby. was thus’ a confident
point of view.
azo by a mayor somewhere in Ok- ‘in one of Spain’s arenas.
and ‘responsible | survey. of the
Throughout, the words of HemPres. :-Kennedy’s image was ef- was safe, but ponderous, Otta.
Iahoma, then went to the barbecue’j:
crisis,:up to the best standards it.
pits fired by gas’ from which the! ingway, as spoken by. actor An-‘ fectively: thrust into the show via
LA
TOMBA
DEI
GIOCOLIERI
has itself established.
Paul Fox’s
studio audience would he fed dur-| drew Duggan, gave a.poignant.film
clips. of various -addresses

|

TT ele F ollow-Up_Comment

.

ing the after-show off-air studio!edge to the images on the screen. !/made during the. presidential race,
Barn :The use of the author’s prose was: before Congress and, most recentdancing
which
“Shorgas
Dance” is to feature each week. particularly moving in the Spanish ly, before the United Nations. An
Stanza is badly in need of smart ;Civil War sequence and very effec-; interview with. Defense’ Secretary

(The Juggler’s Tomb).
Director: Enrico Moscatelli

Writer: Emilio Ravel

—

produetion,

which.-made

effective.

| use of mars, was | outstanding.
Otta,

33 Mins,

RAI-TY (tape)
The exciting possibilities of onthe-spot video at its best and most
CJOH-TV's first
were
exemplified Howard -B. Koerner,. exec . in.
from its new building and studios.;ireported on life in Paris and the; weapons if and when necessary. functional
Finally, Vice President Lyndon | this Italian (RAI-TV) entry. depict. | charge of new. ‘product acquisition,
Station’s
been
operating
from); rise of Mussolini.
Julian Claman, as writer, produc- Johnson gave. an overall view of. ing. the opening of an ‘ancient |has been elected. veepte of Offici al
cramped temporary quarters in a
director of -this show, the Kennedy administration, end- Etruscan Tomb it the countryside |Films:
onetime lumber yard since preem er and
He'll continue. in ‘charge. of new
last March.
Stint was to have charged this hour with a sharp ing: soberly that he. did not know. north. of Rome. Several European
gone, via tape, to other indie tvers blend of images and ideas. He suc- whether there would be peace or nets have already asked for tapes |product, where the. syndication. firm
and are inserting it into their up-j| has reportedly budgeted a. $1,000,in Cornwall and Pembroke but a ceeded in recreating the man with- war in the near future.
If slightly. |000 for new series and coproduetion
. As anchor man, Edwin Newman | coming. schedules.
—
fiassle with the musicians’ union out destroying the symbol.
As narrator, Chet Huntley con- ‘handled his assignment in excel- abridged in length, item might |deals.
(AFM: confined it to the Ottawa
an
interesting
half-hour|
Prexy Seymour: "Reed ‘says ‘the
area.
Station
reps
expect
the tributed a:commentary style that lent style. His commentary was make
more.
suitable
for erisp and frequently witty, but al- entry for Yank markets as. well. |plans include both fictional and inwrinkles to smoothen and future is perhaps
Opening of tomb, preceded by a/formational series, “as long. as
shows to get wider exposure.
straight news than this type of bio- ways. penetrating and right to the.
Herm,
Gorm.
graphical study.
Herm. - point...
preliminary 9.0. of its insides .by they’ re entertaining.”a

preduction

manship.
This was

techniques

and

show- tive

in the

coverage

of Heming- | Robert | McNamara

again. brought.

iw ay’s brief career as a correspond- jinto sharp. focus America’s capacity
show: ent for the Toronto Star when he'and determination to. use nuclear’

Koerner’§OFStripes

Wednesday, October 4 1961

--Paar’s BlastatPress& Solons
“Continued from ‘page 1

WOAU's WEA Pest-’50sPhiladelphia; Oct. 3.

-In its fourth film buy of the year,
WCAU-TV has purehased the M &

about, time somebody. on.tv blasted “Kup,” Paar said, “y remember a A Alexander package of post-1950

‘Previous purchases this year
back as openly.vigthe ae a mn couple of years ago when you were films.
Hugh, Downs,
Paar’s regular -fo
{xed
up {n
som thing ‘rath
. include the -post;1948 Columbia

‘Mexico City, Oct. 8.
ernment does not wish to “exagJorge Ferretis, Film | Bureau gerate” its intervention in the tv
chief and head of the Mexican medium, and he expressed hope
closed that the Chi columnist’s ‘al-j. uct.
There are 26 films in the M & A censorship division; Luis M. Far- that executives will watch pro‘leged. backsliding, .‘strictly. of. a Alexander group, which are sched- -ias, press chief for the Department grams so that these are “adequate”
personal nature. ;
wled to start’ on the station this of State, and managers of: the for all audience levels. The goal ig
“Mr. (Jack) Gould,” Paar con- ‘month, The films, produced be- three major: television - channels toe reduce little by little programs
tinued. further, “objects to me do- tween 1950 and 1959, include “At here, headed by Emilio Azcarraga, where violence, crimes, morbid
ing.a show from Berlin with com- Gunpoint,” starring Fred MacMur- have agreed to a “total recon- themes, sexual problems etc., are
of Notre struction” of: Mexican tv program- “expressed in a crude and open
mercials,” _He: noted that in’ the ray; “The Hunchback
violence and manner,” Ferretis said.
Times’ Sunday. mag section, one Dame,” with: Gina Lollobrigida and | ming. Morbidness,
‘Anthony
-Quinn;
“The
Last
of the sex themes are to be eradi@ted
had to.get a story by ‘passing “a
Luis Farias also asked for “less
girl with her fanny in a‘rather odd:iBadmen,” with George Montgom- as much as possible, and toned violence and sexuality” and mere
culture and use of Mexican perposition. .". . a girl in a-slip.. .. |ery,. and. “Tall. Stranger,” with. down.
‘American series stressing “real- formers.
Between ‘a’ story about Russia-. . .| Joel McCrea-and Virginia Mayo,.ism’? and shown here in dubbed
how..we. got girls with no brasAzcarraga,
spokesman
for tv
sieres and. panties,.with everything
Columbus—Budd
Gillis,
pro- versions, which allegedly have execs,. said that all programs will
showing that can possibly show gram manager at WLW-C, ‘Colum-. ‘affected children and youth, will be reclassified and. suitable hours
... That’s all in the N: Y, Times.” bus, became director of special be programmed in late evening ‘sought for more adult fare. He
Paar then made other references broadcasts. on .Sept. 18, and also. hours so that they are seen by} added that tv must not only proto Times” ““feminine foundation” Will serve as assistant to. V-P. Wal- adults only.
vide entertainment for children
advertising.
ter E. ‘Bartlett _
Ferretis stressed that the gov- but for aflults as well.

on the latenight NBC-TV. strip, pleasant” Hesomething
rather un
|‘then©publicly -.dis~

took bpen exception. to. the: host’s |P

series. of attacks on. Monday. (2).
“J

don’t think

what

Berlin was wrong,”

you

did: in.

the mildman-

nered Downs said, “I think part of.
what you did. tonight was. wrong,
and -J’ll tell you why. When you
slap at: injustice or inaccuracy. or.
lies in the newspapers, - in the
American press,
“your right but I
as an important
medium - ... but

this.is not only
think your “duty

‘person in this
to attack:on the

basis: that you did a guy like Kup-.
cinet, who is'a ‘friend of ‘mine, I
-think it’ off-base .
When you.
attack” injustice, ‘when. ‘you ‘attack
principles: that ‘are’ wrong you do
so more effeetively by not putting
dt ana personal. basis. That’s what:
grieves me .. . you. don’t: need it.”
Seconds before on ‘the Monday

.telecast,. Paar

had

attacked

|:

the’

Chicago Sun-Times coluninist: Kupcinet,

once

‘constituted
persanal

his friend,.. in. what

one .of the "strongest

Milifications

heard on ty.
_ Paar began

.

-€Ver - to’ be

ca
his series

;

,
of ‘dia. as

2

“tribes against all those who criticized his’ doing. a. show -on the}
East-West border of Berlin last
month: by first teeing off on tv].
‘columnist. Jack Gould, -whom he.-|
called “the: Nick: “Kenny of the.
“N.Y. -Times.” He’ declared that.

Gould “led this literary lynching
to a great extent, prejudging what

-he thought I aid from inaccurate |’
news reports.”
;
“Mr. Gould,” said. Paar,-“threw.

many low blows at me and I have.

stepped. aside, and they
have|
curved, and if Mr. Gould will look.
_he will discover hefore this show|:
is over he has . ‘given © ‘himself: a
hernia:”
;
Then -he ‘challenged. “all ofthe:
members of: the Senate -who raised :
.., their. loud: voices about this inci- |"
dent. All of them together do not 4:
have the..decorations. of ‘this one.
* fine. Army: officer,’’ Col, John Dean,
“who was -temporarily jettisoned .
from. his’ Berlin post. for allegedly |.
mismanaging. his: part in the Paar
businéss. ‘Dean |_ was later. -reinstated.

.
Paar stopped long ‘enough .to |
“¢ompliment.. syndicated columnist |.”
David: Lawrence, who praised the
tv host for his. enterprise ‘in going:
to Berlin and taping a program at:
the horder. -:
Paar then. evoked images. of. his:
past ‘attacks ‘against members of
the press: “I -have: pointed. to you
that no one else .. .. (what) no one.

else has. ‘ever done’ before, and
that is I have’ made. Walter Winchell; Dorothy Kilgallen, Lee Mor-:
timer’. and ‘the rest of that ilk a |
‘Taughing stock ‘in: . this country.
They -have been. de-fanged. .; and:
. wisely they. don’t. even, mention me
‘anymore.” | &
“Some. ‘members of: the Fourth | ©

Estate,” Paar continued, “‘act like
yembers: of ‘the: Fourth Reich.”
..“The Senaté,” he said ‘seconds|
Tater, “if they have nothing better’
‘to do, can. investigate. me all they; wish; but I will not be tried by]
-them, nor will.I-be tried. by the
yellow journalists of the. press,”
*
Paar
charged
Senator © Mike |
. Mansfield was “so. quick to speak’}

-, Without knowing the facts” of how |) ‘#
‘Paar arranged and lensed’ his. Ber-

_

lin programs.
Paar. said that. Life mag -had
“supplied him” with a.rumor. that |:
he, Paar,..had tanks, recoilless
rifles, battalions -of soldiers to use:

for the lensing,

Then the NBC-TV F

personality. hit .out.at Newsweek as
a. Magazine “not. noted ‘for its. ace
‘euracy.”
:
-“T’m gong ‘to take up. the Jour- :
nal-American now,”
Paar. said.
‘It pretends to have _great}
‘morai overtones..on the editorial
|
page, and sometimes in its- tv col, umn it takes strong moral stands.
.To me it-is one: of. the most irre-Sponsible. papers perhaps in the]
country. It is
is also a warmongering |

¢&

. Bewspaper . ... and when they don't | 'have a warmorngering going .on |
then they have got some sexy trial
that they aré milking pretty good.”
At
a relatively incidental.
swipe at the Chi. ‘Tribune and the |

“Jate Col: McCormick, he -took on |.
-Kupeinet. of the Chi Sun-Times. as |'
“one of the guys I replaced on this]

_-show before: me which had no au- |"
“dience, no rating, no sponsors . ..

|.

run. completely, “by: news: colum- | °
ists.”

.

Addressing’ himselt. -Gireetly to!”

Reforms For
To Curb Violence, Sex

re

Pictures ‘and Volumes 1 and 2 of

the Warner Bros. post-1950 prod-

RADIO-TELEVISION
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“ARIETY -ARB
VaRIETY’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research . buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will findthe. charts valuable;
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
Over the course of a-year, ARB will tabulate a minimum. of 247 markets. The '
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows im the same particular markets. This: week
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating
six different markets are covered.
‘performance of the top ten network, shows on the local level, the VARIETY- ARB charts.
In the syndicated program listings of the top 1ten shows, rating data such as the
are designed ‘to reflect the rating tastes of. virtually every tv market in. the. U. 5."
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com(*) ARB’s May-June..1961 survey covered 2 multi-week period. ‘Syndicated ‘shows.
| petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
exact picture of the rating performance of sendicated shows is to refiect the true rating:
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special. program. are. listed, with the |
- strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging | from media. -multi-week rating of all programs in the time ‘period gi)ven. 7

*
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vitality

and originality. has been drained
from the stanza.
Equally significant is that the
two other series designed to vest
the current season with scope and
much-needed. balance—namely the

New TV Season: Help
Continued

no

eee een eeesen
8 GMB....

a

burning the midnight tungstens in though
its back-to-back slotting Westinghouse specials on the three
desperate skull sessions.
—
with “Perry Mason” is ranked as networks. and the “DuPont Show
It’s an interesting commentary one of the classic scheduling boo- of the Week” on NBC—have their

Bob Untouchables) Blows Stack
Continued

from page. ,

thing for a sponsor one week and

the

network

end up. with

the

next, you

nothing.

”

One

“Dy the- coniparison, it's’ the. fact |
that
otherangle
shows and
may:we'll:
overdo
violence
b the
iti -

soon
exam-

en
eS
Se
eeae.
-ng
.me,
Mee
ae
oe
hee
on

a

cluded.

in

the

blame. ve

e

_

e

ple of acquiescing to demands was | Stack has refused all offers’ by.
{the name change of characteriza- indie film producers to make a ‘pice
‘tions. “We can’t use Italian names ‘ture of. Elliot. Ness or an “Une
but, by. the same token, we can't touchables” film. “Why
would.
havea show full of ‘Smiths’ ” Stack people pay to see- on the screen
CBS-TV
“Defenders” Saturday.
‘ence hosannahs. While “Defendexploded. “We actually. have less what they see for nothing each
.
* ers” will make it, the Allen show’s ——- Continued from’ page 26 Gen. demands made on us than any week,” he commented in reply.
night series, which is figured to. ‘in trouble. The quality that “apother show,” he said..
But Stack is anxiously looking forsurvive ag one of the few plusses |plied to Allen when amore crea- the. program two days a week, givStack believes a solution to the ward to making a film, and’ will
of the
current
season.
(Even itive show was emanating from New ing the’ educational strip an.airing problem of agencies and sponsor begin production next. June
on
Monday through Saturday.. Mon- influence on a show can be solved : “Hide and Seek,” for Langford
day’s -.discussion
underscored
a by the creation of a liaison staff.| productions. “It’s. a war picture,
half-hour rather than an hour for- “It will be completely separate ey
from the creative end of the show, |:

production genesis in New York.
that the one new program to bow eet
boos of theoe semester).22 In juxtaponm?
:
with elements of freshness in story
approach and solid dramatic values
is a New York origination—The

‘‘reverse
sition to plight
“Defenders”
there’sAllen,
the
of Steve
:whose comeback (via ABC) was.
_ pre-greeted by industry and -audi-

mat: There: also was talk of the
three webs commissioning an out-

p.m.,. considered ‘prime. viewing
: time for. youngsters.

To sell your product in the big

%,

The Northwest's fret TV
station,

KSTP-TV

come

bines maximum coverage,
top entertainment and su.
perior service to dominate

this market of 810,800 TV

»

families and over $5 Billion,
in spendable income.

One of the’ complicattons is that
{5 to 6 p.m, is programmed locally
by. stations. Because of time dif-

| ferentials,-.though,

execs: thought

this slot the most feasible for.after
school viewing for a nationally
‘[telécast series: As to the feasibility

of delayed telecasts locally,

one

listening

to

sponsor

legitimate

FILM: RACKS FOR SALE-—

|G elght-shelf steel film racks, |

needs and complaints and working
out a method to satisfy them be- |
fore presenting them to the cre-}|' eight
ative minds. It would be a buffer |:
between the two factions. In this wide.
manner, the creative people would
devote all their energies toward
one goal while the Hiaison staff
could adapt or modify the sponsors ideas to fit into the corporate |:

idea, or image, of the show.”.

F

“in

every

show.

I had

been

rently envisioned.
Earliest preem
‘date for’ the’ proposed series was

‘James

Stanton,

T.. Aubrey Jr.,, CBS-TV;
W. Sarnoff,
Robert E.
» David C. Adams, NBCTV; Oliver Treyz, ABC-TY.. _

AVERY DAY

Wa COSTUMES

_ BWest at 8, NVC. “Tol.PL.7-5060,

-main at approximately. $130,000
‘per week, and, added Stack, ‘“‘We'll
‘No producer
be dong, a lot of night shooting to
maintain our schedule.”
‘has yet been.
Comparisons with other shows].
“are objectionable but the. biggest | Big Wilson’s

fear for the “Untouchables” is. that.
there

shows.

or. director:a i|
named- for]
Broadw ay. ”

bow.

will be a surfeit of similar

Not. that we are worried

on
A
Toon
eS
aSe
eC
SR
LRBS

X\BROOKS|

told

I could host a few or have only a
few lines and a couple of scenes.
in. about 12 or 13.of them, But! %J
which would be needed for any de- I will be the lead in-all 26.” Budg- |.
layed telecasting of a strip, as cur- et on the “Untouchables” will -re- |
Jconsidered to.be in. January.
Those . attending Monday’s meet-

feet high and three feet
$25 each.
" JUdson 2-5477

SON EVERY CHANNIL

New demands for Stack’s serv-|
ices in the series necessitate he be |.

network exee commented after the
meeting
that not all affils are
equipped for vidtaping, equipment

ing included Dr.. Frank

100,000 WATTS. * NBC
MINNEAPOLIS « ST. PAUL

Sony
non

Execs Ponder Kidvid

|side .educational tv -programming
{course to produce the series. Slot
‘|talked about was between 5 and. 6

(Northwest market, KSTP-TV is
@ triple-threat performer, -

lees
tem
agentes
wie tore

ine

.

a
en
rnae
a
eS
tng
ere
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= [FrenchTVNetwork Sets a Classy

Nineteen: tv:
stations have become new “sponsors” of the Television =—

soformation Office in the lest four. months.

$7

Tone as Prelude to 2d Channel

Continved from page 33 mamas

TIO didn't list the total number of stations now supporting the trade might pe considered: by the video
unit, designed “to educate and“inform tv's: ‘eritics and friends.” But’ webs in anhy- move: to mollify
among the new members are WPRO-TV,, Providence; WTEN,. Albany; | Minow & Co.
WTIVD, Durham-Raleigh; WWL-TV, New Orleans;- WHO-TV, Des|. If the networks engage in a
‘Mginss
Lake’ City; WRGB, ‘Schenectady and KDAL-TV, | fandem effort in the éducational|
h JUTY, ‘Salt
|
recommended,’
field, as Minow
then an ambitious effort along. the
"The long-pending plans to construct. a central headquarters for aBe. fines of “American School of the |.
This year the BBC "celebrates:
TV" s presently scattered. complex of. huildinga in the west 60s, N. Y..,. Air” is entirely feasible, according
-are finally. taking shape. An initial set of offices have now been marked to Levine. Even the "hurdle of its 25th year of television and the
up for early demolition to make: way for the 40-odd story building due: ‘sponsorship. could now be sur- fascinating. story is told In a book,
on the. block. square site at.66th St. and. fronting on Lincoln Center. | ‘mounted with :the cooperation of by Gordon Ross called “Television
(W. H. Allen;
$2.95).
It’s. estimated that the new office. building and studios will be ready ‘nunierous
forward-looking
.cor- Jubilee”
Twenty-five years is a pretty hefty
by:early 1964,
a
; porations, Levine said..
period to cover especially in such
Radio conditions must naturally |aP fast-moving and widely faceted
One’ of 24 ‘Canadiaris indicted’ by the ‘US. ‘Justice ‘Department on
‘the findings. ofa grand jury in an alleged $7,000;000 stock fraud, John. be emphasized in regard to the industry .as television, and Ross
20-year run of Columbia's “Ameri- has done a commendable and painAdaskin, is best, known to: Canadians for his “Opportunity: Knocks,” a
radio show conducted by. the Canadian Broadcasting Corp, He is also can School of The Air:” The .an- staking job.
the executive secretary of the Canadian Music Centre, which: provides nual budget probably never ex- He has had access to thousands
aid. to Canadian composers and-is supported by CAPAC—the. Canadian teeeded $250,000, which would be a of r2wspaper clippings, plus the
-. Assn: of Publishers, Authors and Composers—and the Canada Council, piddling sum. in television.. The BB archives: and has talked ex‘significant aspect.of the “School”
a federal agency which hands. out annual ‘bursaries. _
haustively -with
BBC ©pioneers,
Jseries was that it gave CBS a.
performers, officials and techniThe Associated Blind has gotten three hours of late ‘Saturday night- ready-made rebuttal to much. of cians. The result, though neces“Sunday morning time in New York City.on Nov. 25 to presenta full-: the criticism -which was, in its day, sarily skimpy, brings out the flavor
acale tv variety show ‘to raise funds. WABCTV, the’ ABC. flag, ds going pretty similiar to the complaints of the early pioneering days and
now directed against tv. Moreover and. patience and dedication that
.-to carry the special ‘stanza. .
'
Al Hollander, until recently program. ‘manager of. the same. station, the series was a major asset. of has been necessary from ail conCBS in fits own: station relations. eerned to put BBC-TV on the
Was retained by the association as 2 paid consultant. for the.stanza.
If it took and kept the network, off healthy. footing that it now enjoys.
;
With nearly a. million copies. of the first two: volumes
| print; Ran- the hook, it. did: the same for its _ The early days of the Baird ex‘tam Books plans to publish. a. third collection of Rod Serling’s stories. affiliates. At the time of its.cancel-. periments are the springboard of
giaesd from the: teleplays: he- has written for. CBS-TV’s: “Twilight lation by William. S. Paley there the Ross narrtive. He tells of the
were 500,000 school-aid brochure
ne
first. television
program
from:
‘The still-untitled colleetion will be. published next spring. containing being printed. each season.
+ exandra
Palace
with
Cecil
at least six stories from the series. In- April, 1960. Bantam Books pub-The. late Lyman Bryson, first as Madden, still very active with
ished: “Stories from the ‘Twilight. Zone” which. {s. now in its eighth | Director ‘of Education for CBS, BBC-TV. That program for the
Laie
nting, with: a total of 500,000 copies ‘sold. “More Stories from the later as a.consultant and invariably benefit of Radiolympia was in
ilight. Zone” was published . last. April and ‘is already fn its. fourth as the moderator of many of its Aug., 1936 and the official opening
‘printing, with 400,000 copies sold.
public service discussion programs. was on Nov. 2 of that year. It was
‘Twas the prime “apologist” for the tthe world’s first regular tv service.
‘State Dept.'s four-month program of study in broadcasting, mostly series and, not without some emMiekey Mouse, in a film, had
at Syracuse U., has drawn: 20 international broadcasters. Group will|;
ment, explained its cancel- just used the words “I tink ah go
be trained in U.S. radio-tv practices hy. Kenneth’ G.. Bartlett, director, lation to the educational fraternity.
home”
ala
Garbo when
news
and. Eugene. S, Foster, chairman of the Syracuse TV-Radio Center. . CBS had braced itself for an attack
‘came that Alexandra Palace was.
‘Selected by the U:S: embassies, the 20 participants arrived in Wash- by critics and pedagogs when it
to close down, BBC-TV had gone
ington over a month ago. After the. ‘Syracuse program, the Broup. will ‘slipped. ‘out “from the “School”
te war. It- reopened as an entergo on to a seminar at Purdue. Course ends on: Dee. 21.
series but managed to escape al- tainment entry on June 7, 1946,

-

Paris,

Oct.

3.

With the second video channel
in sight, and pros and cons still
on as to whether it will have
commercial interests, the Radiodiffusion
- Television Francaise is
‘Cleaning up its program content
on the present nationalized single
web. New and better shows are
promised with talent also being
brought in and a balanced hoped

for

between

culture

and

educa-

tional aspects and entertainment.
First. steps, according to good
sources, are doing away with oid
nondescript feature pix, ordinary

documentaries and kines and vid-

pix. Back on a 50-hour-a-week
sked, the new entrjes promised
are the following: a streamlined
variety show “Carte Blanche” to
be run. by people like Jaeques
Tati and other names and keeping
lup proven live talent shows and
dumping others, more camic ones,

several live legit: classics

as well
as boulevard. comedy,
alf done
by either state theatres or special
casts; new quiz shows, literary
adaptations, -better feature films,
and others.
Opera and ballet will also have
their place in this new scheme
as well as noted film directors
like Jean Renoir, Robert Bresson
and others presenting their best
works both on the tube and in
person. More recent pix like “L’
Avventura” and good oldies like
“Arsenic and Old Lace,” “Alexandre
Nevski,”
“Shoeshine,”

“Dead

of Night’

end

others

are

also due
Nature and cultural and news
pro
s will alse figure large
in this attempt to balance the
one station before the second bows
‘| and from then on it is a story of in Feb. ’€2. If the seeming poA study guide. for use in “schools has been.prepared: by CBS-TV in| most unscratehed.
tential comes over it could set
A point, about. all criticism of triumphant progress.
connection with this season’s-“CBS: Reports.” The guide, relayed to
broadcasting’s
failure
to.
“provide
Ross deals with all aspects of the tone of the new web too.
schools and colleges via CBS affils, opens on the Oct: 12 preem episode
drama,
news.
’ for this season, ‘Eisenhower on the Presidency.” It has some “Behind. for the kids”. must be emphasized: BBC-TV-—variety,
the Scenes”. comments and a resume listing the topics. covered -by this applies to children: under 12. The book brings to life such stand‘Eisenhower. It winds up. with suggested classroom questions and proj- ‘It is then that the parents worry. out. programs. as “This Is Your.
ects, based on the episodes of “CBS Reports.” Series: exec Produce.’ When the children are cover, 12 Life” and “Today.” It deals briefly
‘|with Eurovision, and the Royal auums Continued from page 29 amma
Fred W.. Friendly penned a Short introduction.
‘| Family and parades all the great’
*ithe Parent-Teachers. Council in names associated. with it from the ‘evening, stoutly championed the

Jovial Minow

re Editorials Suicide?
; Continued from ‘page 2.

which‘ ‘they were. active earlier.

early

ones

like

Leslie

Mitchell

‘Sométhing more with: regard to to the present stars such as Cliff
‘|the “School..of The Air,” although Michelmore;, Tony Hancock. Eamfunds were available for freelance. mon Andrews and Richard Dim-

cause of broadcast editorializing.

Said
trade

best

Minow:
“It is no great
et that journalism at its

cdntains

strong—and

offen

writers, and.the bulk of the scripts bleby,
were -assigned, when Levine as
Well illustrated, and with controversial — points of view.. If
the producer ran short of funds plenty of lively anecdotes “Tele- you are werried about ratings, then
cast
editorial
function?.
Does
it
-eoats tothe troubles of the Polk
‘he was able to turn to the. Diyision ‘vision Jubilee” not. only holds no-' I ask you whether anyone receives
County Supervisors, the real work ‘not strain -people’s. credulity to ‘of program Writing, thén the larg- Stalgia for many but Jocks ahead. more attention than someone who
promote unbiased: news coverage
was. done by honest, hard working on the one hand, and therr assume est writing staff in the industry to the future and it jis a -worth- is embroiled in heated debate or
‘reporters—not editorial writers.” a strong.editorial stand on. the (five editors, 10 scribes) and have while addition to the bookshelves argument about an issue of genus
In his‘ attack, ‘the -newscaster : other?”:
jaeripts
turned
out by weekly- of everybody who has ever looked- ine importance to the public.”
eited: the. finding of. an Indiana U.
And MecGannon viewed broadRich.
Van Dyke signed off. his key- ‘salaried writers at no cost to in.
professor that stations don’t cover noter by telling the. news directors: budget, It follows that nothing of
casters’ opportunity to editorialize
as “news” the very topics: they “If. it is- important that: we take ‘the sort would now be possible.
i“one of the greatest single shale
tee off on editorially. .
lenges” confronting the industry.
staff writers nowadays Anglia Gets Assist From
‘a side—it can also become im- Network
Hardly anyone reads newspaper
“Sometimes,” Van ‘Dyke sald; portant ‘which ‘stde we take—and are almost exclusively intent upon.
Commonwealth Visiters editorials these days, so there‘are
“the station -manager.—
like the this it would. seem. Teaves: us Jess the. production of on-air promo |:
“hundreds of thousands” of folks
newspaper :
publisher — produces ‘than ‘free.
London, Oct. 3.
plugs. >
out there in virgin territory who've
editorials on a- ‘whim—he sees a
“For when. all the. ‘words are
| ‘Two Commonwealth visitors are | never
been exposed to such a thing
problem. and. proceeds to -editori- spoken
— when. those who don’t
on .temporary assignments with

Deep Freezes, - from

the. vicuna. and thus weaken the whole “broad-

alize. Thus the. public has. not. share my views have been given
been prepared—has .not been eqtial Hime there is© one very

Magoo? TracySales{Anglia

given the information -or back- simple an
Chicago, Oct. 3.
inescapable
differ-|ground necessary,”
UPA’s
“Mister ~ -Magoo”
has
ence between editorializing in the
added
14
-markets
and
“Dick
The ex-RTNDA prexy. also hit | broadcast media. One isn’t licensed
.
i Tracy”. 16 in the past six weeks,
“out at what he called the “split- | by the government.” |°
| bringing their.totals now te 131
personality” aspect of the editori-|
alizing problem. In some stations,.
Atiania -— wGsT Radio. owned | and
a2 78 respectively. The animated
editorial policy
is ‘entirely .in and. operated by Georgia Institute cartoon shows’ are distributed. by
Inc., a
‘management hands, and managers. of: Technology, has signed ‘a con- Television . Personalities
also prexied . by
‘more frequently than not ‘are void tract to carry Metropolitan Opera sister-company
of news -experience,
+}broadcasts. live. from New:: ‘York Henry’ G: Saperstein.
Three stations purchased both
He then | posed ‘this question: ‘each Saturday afternoon;‘of the
“Would. a station involved in FCC} 1961-42 season, according to Jack’ series: during the selling period.
Amarillo,
hearings. editorialize against Chair-' Collins, station's ‘general. manager. They ate KFDA-TV,
maz, Minow? Or if in all honesty Phig. will Mark second year WGST Texas; KOCO-TV, Oklahoma. City,
‘it ra to come out for Minow,. has carried
Met under Texaco. (
and WRAL-TV,
Raleigh;
would *t this be misunderstood. Sponsorship.

Television

as an editorial, broadcast or print-

in

Norwich. ed, MeGannon opined.

They are 20-year-old Julie Coker
from West Nigeria Television and
Anton Bowler, program: director

of HSV-7 Melbourne,. Australis.
: Miss

Coker,

who

has

joined

Disagreement
to
McGannon’s
position came indirectly via a question (submitted in written form before the discussion) which rhetoreieally queried, who needs editorials?-_they aren't any good, do-no

Angla for three months. training good, and nobody listens to them.

McGannon
said
broadcasting
in: tv production, ‘has been an announcer for WNTV since the sta- would be a pallid affair without
tion opesied in 1959. She also had editorials, which can be wielded
her own children’s program. and to make the medium deserving of
doubled as a disk jockey on West the prestige implicit in the term.
Nigeria Radio. Bowler will renain | “power of the press.”
in Britain indefinitely and has ; een
“Amen,” Minow said, when asked
assigned to.direct some of Angia’s to comment on McGannon’ 8 Telocal productions.
marks.

NEW YORK'S FINNET TELEVISION STUDIOS: Studio! (4,000sq. ft:}—Studio5(7, 000 sq.ft.) — both equipped with cameras and
¥.21, N.Y.'sLEhigh&-1000,
ns acs, METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING, 205Kant67thStreet,N.
audio console. Forinformation, writeor phone: LOUIS
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WHA-TV télecast: “Suburban Living.” on Monday, “Opera and Arts,”
Friday and. “Heritage; Richard Rogers,” on Wednesday ... “Young

From The Production Centres
Continued

foc a
Dickie

six-week sertes on
Hills and Syd Green

from

page

Moderns & Books” back on WTMJ-TV Saturdays at 1:45 pm.... On
WITI-TV at. 10:30 a.m., “Teens Talk” program, Dr. Jack Wilson, Industrial scientist: and host Paul Mundie sparked panel of five high school
students in “Careersin Science” rundown . . . WRIT, Milwaukee's

Associated TeleVision, starting Oct. 12.
have cooperated on the scripts:., .“Sweet

"YY Sour,” a mew late night revue, started last night Tues.) on Southern
TV. Clement Ireud, owner of the Royal Court Theatre Club, and Sheila
Matthews are the star.
.. Adam Faith was the first guest star in *“‘The
jiliy Cotten Band Show” when it returned to the screen last Saturday
(gu: . .. Patricia Marmont took over from Jean Kent in the “Debt. To
A Spy" 27) wher Miss Kent was whipped into hospital for surgery
.
. BBC’s Home and Third programs start a series of drama tagged
“From the Fires.” First of the series, skedded for Oct. 9, will be
T. S. Eliot’s “The Cocktail Party.” American plays will be omitted
because
IN

copyrisht

problems

BOSTON

WiiDH-TV’s

7

@

prevent

use of major

|™

a

a

ER

Prepared.
by 10.NBC_ corresponBalaban stationin recent “Iceberg Meltdown” as tiein with 10th anni dents, “Memo to JFK”. was issued _
of Milwaukee's Southgate Shopping Center, received 5,000 contest en-| this week by G.-P.. Putnam’s Sons.
tries from gilessers of -exact “meltdawn” day, date & time,
An. enlightening survey and. anal~
|ysis of the ‘major segments of

28

IN

PHILADELPHIA

oe

e

_.

|Slobal

geography,

it is perhaps

a

Jack Wyland, publicity director for the WFIL’ stations, upped to shame nat ne ena ek beeen
director of ‘advertising and promotion . .. Bell &- Howell, sponsor of}
ore tot vite Isne’ Qu are de.

ABC’s “Close-Up,” to receive the 1961 Human. Relations Award. at |fe tion in’ Br: AL Na. ua 10s oF

the Bellevue Stratford Hotel" (15) . . . WCAU-TV program director ;CU f0n in Graz,
Nasser - uss oT
John O, Downey appointed to the National Brotherhood Week com-' half a-nation, the death of the
mittee : .-. Charles F, Wister, formerly of WIBG, joins WCAU as) United Nations’ most august Swede
account exée, replacing Paul Abrams, who goes to CBS spot sales, in ,474 the existenceof a Chinese wall

works.

New York ... Taking part in the Phila. Drama Guild’s “Plough and‘in Berlin, Germany. Yet all the:

A
.

the Stars" at the Plays and Players (19) are Jack Whitaker, WCAU- | commentators, entwining historical
TV's weatherman and sportscaster; John Edwards, WCAU and WFLN; |background and relatively current

@

peomdlion manager Bob Cheyne guested Dick Van ‘Dyke

Jim Bowler,

WPEN

news commentator; ‘Joseph P. Early, WRCV,

and |facton Allies, neutrals and the Red

and hosts Andy Griffiths Wednesday
‘4) at the station and on press freelancer Jay Cossey ... In cooperation with Dropsie College, WCAU-! Parts of the world made no €Trors °
roumis tor the “Andy Grifiths Show” preeminz Monday (9) at 9:30 p.m. TV preems “Sunday ‘Seminar.” a series on Hebrew philosophy (8) .., . |i" anticipating at least thr ee of the
... Johnny Pierson inked to announce the Bruins hockey games for Nat Wright, farmerly of. WWDS,. Washington, D.C., added to the WIP jfour aforementioned facts and, as_
:
7
‘| the book (313 pages) is already:
in’ «
WHDIL-ITV: and Johnny Most will play-by-play for the Boston Celtics
|staff.
its second printing, some effort is
Davkeiball games . . . Jne Costanza, WHDH-TV
publicity director,
| being made to bring the situations
turned tv producer with “Down on the Farm,” half-hour film on the
up to date. 2. 6
Rad Sox farm team which preemed at 1:50 Saturday #30) . ..
Mass.
‘Minnesota pro’ football Vikings receiving $125,000 for tv rights to! “Memo to JFK,” which most likeSenator Ben W. Smith Jr., up from Washington to du a special “Report
from Washington” at WBZ-TV studios Monday :2) ... WBZ-TV’s Rex games carried over territorial network. Web includes all of Minnesota,.,ly will -be read by the ‘insatiable
Trailer arrived in Boston Sunday 11) with the “Wagon Train for Mass. | North Da:kota and South. Dakota and part of Iowa. Area within 75 President, provides, it seems, as
Asso Retarded Children” aiter 159-mile, six day trek across the state miles of Twin Cities.is blacked out during home games ...KMSP-TY,
many fresh: insighls as it does old
Fox-owned -Twin Cities station, has purchased
five post-1950 M-G-M
.-. WBZ-TV's promotion department tying in with NBC's. “Wonderful
ones. There“is in the book a sense
World of Coir” show with coloring eontest for moppets in the Bostn iifms for early.showing .:... WICN-TV reports 150° audience gain t

IN MINNEAPOLIS

Surtay

Advertise:

TV's “Jack

|...

LaLanee™

Lalanne

Products

now

show, which has become

advertising

Wood

to do the rele

vith

Chuck

ratinys . . . KTCA-TV,

K.

Wheeier,

general

stations

since 1952.

names

competition.

In

are semi-finalists in the National Merit

March,

the

Station

will announce

!John Rich (Germany), Irving R.
|Levine (taly), John --Chaneellor

‘But

and

cumstances

wd

:

W.

iv

interesting’ came

~

CBS

‘|.Sibly valid judgments on the nature.

or any?of the newly “Balkanized”
parts of

media be apprised. in lthe world: Hangen’s sense of frony

advance.

:

most

insight into the ‘state of, our Ally,
and from Welles Hangen,who addi-.
. |tionally supplied some vivid, osten-.

would

other news

the

from Joseph C. Harsch on Britain,
{“ho. provided more than ordinary

Rub Booking Raids

Po

CBS

knew

that

if a.epitomized

raid. were made. it would have to; porary
be made before the program went | tics.

the best in -contem=

journalism

on

:

world poli.

ember. Otherwise there would be | y Sander, Vangous, who covers the

in Nov-|
|
.
.
pavere' the:
the bookie raids. Garrity.
did on the air—scheduled
credit CBS men with introducing
‘|Government agents. into one of nothing to raid. Faced. with the i up’ President Kennedy's reaction to”
.| the raided spots, a key shop, early
proceeding
with that.
the |lems
74 actions
of the
prob-”
in September ... .-“and that ended prospect
raid withof the
probability
mappedupen
out some
in the:
previous.

the

of the winner.

IN CLEVELAND

Pol-

Office of Civil ‘Defense. jand Wilson Hall iLatin America).

t he -blessing of the Minneapolis

hs

manaser of WWJ-TV
..
Broadaay beat reporter gets t

has joined the news staff at WIR... WJBK is saluting 180 students | CBe wag ornity, Hatly denied that

Scholarship

‘rent failings of U.S. Foréign

36-week

shelter lovated in. department store window on Minneapolis’. busiest |!Russia), Cecil: Brown. (Japan),
; shopping corner. Trangard is doing hourly newseasts from the shelter. |James Robinson .(Southeast’. Asia),

an additional asstotmient on Friday and Saturdov nichts when-she will |°
Few ew piass and movies in the 11:25 p.m. spot just prior to. “Nightwateh Taeaire,” Which ske al-o will intro. Mis. Eder will ‘interview.
=
stirs in her five-minute spot. Her sponsor will be Bank of the Commonwealth
Rumor has it that Miss Eder may also be commuting to raided, 12 persons atrested
NY. to participate as a panel meniber in a new tv show taking shape. ! $7,000 in- cash seized. U.S. attorney in:-Boston
... David White. cormer news director of a station in Jackson. Mich., f

from 49 Michigan schools who

offering

tary commemorating 100th anni of signing of the. Morrill land grant
act ....WLOL news director Rod Trongard spending-five days in bomb

of WWJ

was
and

tv station;

we24s.been

has been p.omoted t) seneral manaver of The Detro't News, owner of . Project
the stations and a neaspiner, Wheeler is succeded at the stations by
James Schiavone, vito. since 1957,
Shirley Fder. WIBK-1V's Hollywood

educational

Pertinent chapters were pres...
awarded grant-in-aid by American Association of Land Grant
ollezes and State: Universities for production of half-hour documen- |Pared by Ed Neuman |:'France),

91, 8:30-9; Dave flew to Holly-.

Connors,

manager.

local

economics course for studentsat eight Minnesota colleges. Intercol-. icy, but the fome is not without. its
{quota of .hopefulness.
of Minnesota
i¢#e instruction is first of its kind given here ... . Uniy.
Un.

IN DETROIT...
Edwin

of frustration at the past and. cur-

for its smalliry show, “Lunch with Casey,’ on basisof August. Nielsen

on WNAC-

the top-rated early:a.m.

Boston's own Dave Rodman,
WNACty show an the Bo-vton martiet .
;
TV “iso mea” reporter, is featured in the “First Wages" episode of

the *Rideman” on WNAC-TV, Monday

...

...;

a
Bill Gordon, WEWS-TV me, is back on radio with a three-hour night- |the*contract between the enforce- we were being observed by CBS
ly show on WERE .. . Mary Doerr, wife of Bob. WEV.S promo-pub| ment agents and the Department or of allowing the alleged violators was wnapters. A thee foeword
chief, gave birth to their first. Stephen Phiilip. She's former local ed- |-0f Justice.” ~
of the law to go unpunished tas |hand NBC “president” Robert. E,
itor of TV Guide... Chuck Goerth, assistant flack at.KYW, goes to!
The Boston Globe said, howwriting staff on Steel Mazazine ... Tam Conway, WJW-TV producer | ever, it had interviewed a number
.
;
“o:
!
;
,

the former course.
CBS ‘agents |Kintner and an introductory: chiap-

of

and ho-ho man on "Ernie's Plave™ show, hospitalized, tried out laff lines

residents

in’ the’ area

whojintroduced

Ianager is Dick Conrad of WCAR, Detroit. He replaces Bob. West, who at least 45 minutes—"many. said |and
Went to WOBN-FM . . Bob Neal of WERE did the play-by-play-on the an. hour’ —before .the
actual |
154th Yank game wit1 Maris trying for the homer record, on ABC-TV,
but it wasn't carriea here ... Florenee Hall ankled WJW-TV flackery |° The Globe reported that resi-|
to drumbeat for Howard Marx ad agency ,.. Rod Rodd y new dj on.) dents said the crew in an open

KYW

Government

agents Con munications was ore rad’ tyBill McAndrew. NBC News’ chief.
tai . i CANGTEW,
vee
al
am, *
oe be
;

said the tv. crew was at the scene |into
the key shop early this month

or nurses, now has huge batch new material... New WERE production

ended
:

fn

NBG

the contact.”

Bonus

cellently written.and

Plan

_| good reading.

convertible Coinera men toreed mee Contin fone)
Mass. Ave.

nizhts, here trom KQV, Pittsburgh.

|

IN MILWAUKEE...

that

-Lin. front-of two

of the afterwards tenable

raided establishments .and
a. series of’ shots there.”

NBC::to

hold

7

all of it makes Art.

————>>————E_-

on. to first

an

1

,

toak !place in ratings and salés, without | FCG P I ogram Forum .
The an irreversible cut in daytime rate! —
Continued from. page 29-mmmal
raid had not yet taken place.”
}elassifications, we therefore now;
:_.
Oe

Lynn Fontanne received the 1961 Gimbels Fashion Forum Award.
on the Milwaukee Journal station WTMJ-TV
“or the most distinguished cur tribution to the world of fashion by a Wisconsinite.” Presen-.
tation was featured during a fashion show of Amerjcan, Italian and
French styled clothing. The show was part of Gimhbel§ Fashion Forum
dinner... Vance Packard, author of “The Hidden Persuaders,” “The
Waste Makers,” and “The Status Seekers.” appeared on “Mid-Day”
program of the Milwaukee Journal Station WIMJI-TV, after addressing
students of U. of Wisconsin, Milwaukee ... WMVS-TV. the Milwaukee
Voeational and Adult School educational station and WHA-TV Madison
(Wis.) as links of National Educational Television (NET) now broad.

CBS ‘Plays

Officials
comment

It Cool

where

the .raid came
Dwight Strong,

find.it necessary to makea ‘tem- lonty be illegal but -highly undenot!Porary change in station compen-|sirable as; . ; public policy.”
(only) to the bonus | “WBC ‘said the new form wenta
tip on- sation relating
*

woul d

of CBS.
on

their

long way towards setting up a more.
from, although . Programs.
.
a:
executive direc- |_ The network, he said, will con- flexible framework for. outling pro-

tor af the New England Citizens !tinue eating up all prodyction gramming proposals, but it added
Crime Commission, admitted he:costs on the bonus shows. .The that failure to.make clear that the
had . previously discussed gaming ‘hardest
The

arrested
ever’

11

men

in the

filmed

by

and

first

one -woman;,When,”

a. tv.

bookie
crew.

to sell

programs,

desig- ‘FCC: is not’ requiring stations to.

| nated for the.bonus plan are “Say. carry certain programming would

conditions in Boston with CBS.

cast “Prime Time.” a new NET feature. WMYS-TV broadcasis “Prime
”
:
,
:
:
Time.”
hoth Mondays and Fridays at 9 p.m., ‘and 8 p.m. Wednesdays.

rai d “Young

were : These’

“Jan
Dr.

Murray

Show,”

Malone,”

Roots,” | “Make

|amount to “an-indirect: cohersion”

“From|and

Room

“form ofcensorship.”

For}

CBS. sald. many of the programming questions proposed by FCC
jury after an all-day hearing’ in Scott, on. the telecast, and the required. too mueh detail by broad.
| the .federal. buildinig at Boston
NBC
station relations
:
c department,
n
casters: and ‘skirts censorship:
amwans Continued from page 29 ==aaman Saturday .30). Meanwhile the. role in
a followup letterto stations,

ordered bound‘ over for the grand !Daddy”

News Directors —

and “Here's Hollywood.”

. The FCC and NAB, plus repres 7
vey was infl
y
. {of the ty cameramen and reporters ‘charged that during the last year sentatives of a cross-section of *:
ed on * newscasts Angwes, ead in the raid was debated “across |there as been “bargain basement broadcasters, are slated to hash
over the new form at a special

all” to “almost

total contro} by | disclaimed ‘any

friends of management, ‘sales aids

and agency dictates.”

1

An incomplete

study went into!

the

knowledge that :in its‘morning plan, has gone even meeting Friday. (5) afternoon.

had. tipped off his agents further than ABC by cutting rates |

CBS

"| about. the gambling. operations.

,neatly in half, reducing compen-

4S the ‘issue began to take on ; sation by more than 50% and cori-

problem of- slanted
network
{|the momentum of. the Jack Paarjpletely destroying. the concept of
problen
canted . Network |in inci
ity |
quarter-hours sales through
the sale
documentaries, while another is-}i2 Berlin incident, Garrity made| 40ar
Het.
sue examined was that posed py |4 statement: “Approximately one, Of single minutes at a fiat rate in
Stations reluctant to editorialize | month ab the Cofimbta wer0ad |a rotating plan.
reminded their sta- |
against p
casting
System—CBS.
News—!.. NEC ‘brass
1

EMMETT KELLY
Mgt.: LEONARD GREEN
300 MB. Sist St.. New York
PL 2-1764

rolicies “far
fear ofrotatiction
te./of. {MadeJustice
available
Department
. tions
that the ABC dueandto CBS
affils.
ice information
i to the ion’
iit had; “share”
the “CBS
Comn
ions.
SHal the€ losses en
|

le
1
pederal

:

ommugieations

Com | developed

concerning the opera-!Teductions”

and

the

|.

“ABC one-|

Committee was composed. in addi-| tion of a gambling establishment third rate” in the daytime.

.tion to Heckman,of Bert Cannings,
advised it was bringing; did not accept the bonus. plan |
Big Wilson refuses to be i CFDF, Dick John, WKY-TV; Roger this“CBS
situation to the attenton of| ‘share-the-cost” idea, the alterna| Sharp, formerly of KOTV; Bill
tives are to cut back daytime.-rates
i considered for the remake. Henry. .WFLA-TV and’ Charles the Department of Justice. as a across
the board or cut hack

|of “Gone With The Wind.” IShaw, WCAU.
|
NEW cliy’ Rockld. County
Outstanding
House landscaped
compl. panelled
beautifully furnished
2 terraces Swimminglake
Fireplace Bar 4
Bedrooms
Wall
to Wall
Carpat
242
Franch Baths 9 Months Lease longer

considered $209 — C-5i WA
| Weekends 914 NE 44519.

7-3057

:

Raleigh—-North

has scheduled

the

Carolina State
first

morning

football game in the history of the
| Atlantic
Coast. Conference.
N.C.

‘ties

in the

shown:

It

key shop
requested

would

be substantial rate and compensation:

information i cuts.”

as to whether a raid would take
‘State Wolfpack will play Univ. of place on the. establishment and | Houston — Formerly. with Oklathat’ it be- advised when:it was |homa. stations, Ronald (Ron) -C.
1! South
Carolina
Gamecocks
at
10:15
a.m. Nov. 18 instead of normal. afto take ‘place. ‘They were informed Stone has joined KHOU-TV here},
that -we would
investigate
the as day news editor. Stone was. winternoon
time
in
order
to
allow
fans
{
4.
to watch. traditional Duke-North| matter and if the circumstances
| Carolina Univ. game on a national! warranted a raid would probably

tv hookup.

'*

Mgt. William: Mectls’ Agency

public service, although pointing
out it-was intending to produce a “drastically” on daytime programtelevision show in. which a great ming: or, last, adopt a “CBS:+type |
deal of film showing the activi- of rotating. minute operation with

:} be made

ner

of the United

tional coverage

but that under no cir- homa in 1959.

Press

award

Interna-

for Okla-}

.

Westchester

30 minutes

fo Tiniey

Squart,

a}
One

of the

finest bomes.in the ‘Westl. Unbélfevable detall—Lururious Baths! Huge rooms through-

- ont —Ovywner refused $200,000 cash not too|
_long ago .. . But with his passing hig estate
might consider. $85,000—land worth
- $80,000
roo.)

.

also other prime

lastings.
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‘Tooter
BetVs.FriaSean [rxcna
Gets Friendly Heari a1 Congress
‘Washington, Oct..3.

+

[$1,900 Debt nkrapts)

A fullscale Congressional afring |
of ‘the musicians’ gripes about foreign-made soundtracks
appeared
to be a near certainty with the
disclosure of secret -minutes: of re-|
cent
closed-door | talks. ‘between:

Proposed Ainendment Would Extend

ATTALLWANS

ASCAP Prexy's Term Maximum
There’s an amendment

-Puccini’s Ft.Knox

. BY EDDIE ‘KALISH
Rock ’p’ roll may have muddied]

copyright scene but the
indie DiskerBok Thiele| the
rent folk boom has made that

The longhairs. aren’t being
short-changed when it comes

cur- |

nag- |

to “opera

excerpt

usage

in

An. involuntary petition in bank- ‘ging sinus ache a full-blown mi-j. films. °
Rep. John Dent: (D.-Pa} and ‘tooter- ruptcy was filed in N.Y. Fede ral graine. It's. all got. to do with
It’s. understood that. Steve
: offielals.
Prime topic was rua-. «Court Monday. (2) . against ; b public domain tunes. Under exist- |. Parker, who
produced “My
Thiele; who’s riow an indie- Visk: ing copyright laws, a: tune is proaway production, but both AFM
Geisha, ” which stars his wie
and the Musicians Guild: had. their producer. His creditors are Morris’ tected for 28 years and renewable
Shirley MacLaine, for ParaDiamond,. on a claim. of $1,000; for another. 28: and then_it’s..p.d.
- Oars. in: as..well.’
mount ‘release, had to pay
While ‘prospects .remain’ excel- Frank -‘Military, $700, and ‘Walter { But, -as. it develops, an artist or
between $75,000 and $106, 000
lent for. a. formal investigation by Basil (Budd) Hellawell,. $200. AL j whoever. can.then take said p.d..
for. the use of two arias from
Dent's.House Labor. Subcommittee are indie-disk promotors,
tune and change # few.things here ]_ ‘Puccini’s “Madame Butterfly”
jnto the runaway production issue,
Before going into indie- disk ! and there; create a new arrange-:
score inthe pic. The Puccint
this is more fuzzy from .the law-|.production, Thiele had. been artists jment or new lyrics or even just ‘aj
‘copyright is handled by G.

brewing

at the American Society of Composers,
Authors
& Publishers
which would change the rules governing the election of the Society's
president and the length of his
term of office.
A petition signed by 87 ASCAP
;members
from east and
Coast
branches asks that the president,
as before, shall serve one-year
terms but now be re-elected indefihitely providing he’s okayed by
two-thirds of the board. The rule
now
governing
the presidential
[‘erm states that he shail not be reelected for more than three suc
{|cessive terms.
The rest of Ariicle 6, Secticn 2
of ASCAP’s bylaws states, “In the
event of failure to elect a president

maker’s viewpoint than the. foreign !i & repertoire chief for .Roulette bar or a few words, and he’ can} ‘Ricordi.
soundtrack
problem. Latter,
he’ Records.
Before
that he
had. then copyright that new material. is
¢
Hanover-Signature.
believes, poses a more ¢learcut |prexied the
It gets even more -complicated
case of a foreign import: cheating disk. combine which folded.
4 because, if someone isn’t careful,
.American: workers. from their jobs.
at the end of any such vear, the
he
may be changing someone:
—the jurisdictional area. Of °‘his}
office of president shall be deéise’s arrangement of the ‘p.d. turie
clared vacant until the next pres‘probe. °
yand is therefore liable to be sued
_ Tip-off
to Dent's preliminary
ident shall be elected.
for violation of a copyright, the
feelings came with a comment. he!
“Pending such election the first
| arranger. being the plaintiff. ‘The
‘made to. Cecil Read, of the Ameri-|'
v.p. shall discharge the duties of.
new matter must be contributed |
“ean. Guild of Musicians. ‘Read said |
! president. The office of president
‘to the eriginal tune, as best as can
. his group had. no objection to com-}
Shall earry with it such salary that
‘be determined, or that new matter|
_peting “with the recordings ‘or thet
‘the Board of Directors may fix
| isn’t copyrightable.
‘
“-gomplete tv productions - coming. .
‘from time to time.” This remains
|. What it all means is that, as the.
The United Artists Corp. and its'
ithe same. The ASCAP prez’s curfrom abroad.”
folk craze gains momentum and disk company arm, United Artists:
Tent salary is $40.000 a year.
This brought. the lawmaker's ‘ad-{
FCC Hearit
mgs
jfolk artists come ‘to diskeries_un- ‘Records, are working hand in hand
monishment:
“You have got to
; Stanley Adams, who now prexies
der contract, this. copyright situa- on exploitation of three films to!
_ASCAP, is winding up his third
niake wp your minds ‘that you do} ‘The American Federation: of -tion begins to take on importance.
:term at the end of this year. Unobject to competing until you put |Musicians held a brief last Friday -In most recording éontracts there ‘be released this month.
The pix are “Paris Blues,” with--der the old rules ASCAP would
competition ona fair basis.
You, (29) with the Federal Communica- has. generally. been 2 . standard
_do mind foreign production. - Foul tion's Commission supporting: that clause to- the effect that if an artist Louis Armstrong, Paul Newman, ihave to find itself a new prez.
have to come out openly.
fal
|
CarThe amendment
has been apagency's rule-making proposals for. recorded a song of his own that Joanne Woodward,.Diahann
roll and Sidney Poitier, and the: proved by the board and it will be
must say you w ant the same equal improved .radio-tv programming:
was a folk song (p.d.) or a tune
opportunities and competition as ;| The document -was filed ‘as part derived from one, the record com- score by. ‘Duke Ellington; “Town. Submitted to the membership as a
in baseball, with only nine men on:, of the’ current rule-making -pro- pany would get that material at.a Without Pity,” starring Kirk Doug-;: whole ‘sometime in November.
each team.
| ceedings’ before the* Commission. 4 reduced: royalty or even royaity las, and featuring music by Dimitri
Tiomkin;
and
“West
Side
“IF you get down.to a cost basis,
;. Particular
approval. was ac- free,
Stery,” starring Natalie Wood, and
you can compete. fairly only on this; corded’ the FCC -proposai that liBut all that’ss been changing over featuring the Leonard Bernstein
_kind of basis. Say there, is'atwo- cense applicants reveal their plans. the. last five or six years. For one
Stephen Sondheim score.
reel film mnade in Country ‘X’ and! +4 use: local musical and| dramatic.
going into the same market as. ‘our | talent:in- programming arid the ap- thing, artists are now copyrighting
their arrangements, and publishing: mint ee direction caivtanee.

UA&lts Diskery
h Jomt Push On |
3. 0ct. Film Bows:

ARM Pitches.

‘Live Music’ To

film of. a‘comparable length. and|

plicant’s .obligation ‘to’ determine
y
pre
gen
subject; they both ought to start} the availability ~ of .locgl *talent. them. As).such they are now. en-out on the’ same basis.” —
i The brief calls broadcaster charges titled-to the royalties. due tiem as |&™ of the. disk’ company, the abel
Also tsaditionally the ns geared itsproduct in conjime:
After music
union
execs. Tes | of censorship intrusion a “smoke- publishers.
counted their
complaints,
Dent! sereen” ‘and asserts. that the book- highest. percentage an artist gets Jast week released the original
on .a disk. is 5%. With folk groups : soundtrack album of “Paris Blues,”
‘opined that “tariff protection can; keeping
‘hardship
complained coming into prominence and selling tiein
ith R ‘22-clty
view of
’ be obtained only.on music in mo- |
| about. with respect.to the proposed
pre ial sin
tion. Pictures and possibly on dub- new rules is “a. burden voluntarily records for big profits to diskeries. the fiin In addition,
some
of
the.companies
have
found
m.
20
addition,
&
special
Sin~
bing
and’ unavoidably assumed” by li- | themselves paying artists copyright
Read's: main beef was foreign censees..
‘(royalties
for
uncopyrighted
p.d,
matracks. stored in libraries. A pro‘The. AFM brief charged that “a terial on top of this 5% , thereby Royal’ with Loufls Armstrong and
Gucer, he contended can. spend garbage heap of
cans - not. violating the traditional - ar- an all-star combe, was rushed to
‘tapes.
$125 and ‘get 300 ‘hours of. music
and unregulated Madison. Avenue rangement ‘but making the artist radio. stations for tie-in purposes.
to: score his film: AFM stopped assumption and. dictations. of pubhappier by giving him: that little _ For “Town Without Pity,” the
“Jnaking film’ soundtrack. libraries
lice needs” has blacked out live bit extra: If an artist isn't big diskery will release this week the
in 1950, Read added.
music as a means ‘of. local, self- enough, he may have to settle for | title song sung on the soundtrack
' He credited “radical policies”: of: ‘expression in community ‘broadby Gene Pitney on the Musicor
AFM. to the tcoters having. re-: casting. It continued that the AFM the old royalty ‘clause, but more label. The disk has already been
-couped half: of the tv scoring. But hoped that “the trend toward auto- big ones are coming along ail the. {released in Germany, where the
(Continued on page 62)
labor standards ‘were scaled down mated programming. may ‘soon be }
|picture had its worid preem and
‘fn this effort, he told. Dent. The slowed down, or even: halted,” —
UA claims a sales there of over
Musicians Guild rep. said further
.100,000 copies. °
The
brief,
‘filed:
by
Henry
Kaiser,
:
action is meeded. He ‘Tecited. the
On the “West Side Story” push,
musicians’ plight thusly:.
—
; AFM. general counsel, also assertUA Is getting some disk help from
“Prior to
this time, we attempted ed that the musician has been kept.
Columbia
and. Capitol. Columbia’
to record music for tv film on.same. from making “cultural ‘contribu-|
has the soundtrack set and Cap
“basis as: pictures. On that basis you: tions: to his. ‘community of .which
Teleased an interpretation of the
he.
is
capable”
because
of.
‘the:
would run up ‘with a figure of $2,-'
score by Stan Kenton. UA also has
500 to $3,000. for a’ picture. About wedding of.entertainment and ad-|
album by Ferrante & Teicher. On
three years ago, .we cut the unit vertising “without. programming
A series of concerts exploring

Int] JanFete
Set forD.C.in ’62

‘Hentoff, Condon Hosting
TapedRadio Shows For
Worldwide. Syndication
Nat Hentoff,
jaz critic and
writer, and Eddie Condon, dixie

land bandleader and
will

each

be

starred

club owner,
on

weekly

hour-long radio shows which will
be syndicated on tape throughout
the world. Both shows will be distributed by Troubadour Productions.
The Hentoff outing will be called
“The Sound of Jazz” and will cover
ali types of jarz, with emphasis on
the modern sound. He will host the
series and will feature a different
jazz name guest each week. Condon’s: show will be titled “Eddie
Condon’s
Dixieland
Bandstand”
and will, natch, specialize in the
-dixiestyle. Format will have Cone
don playing old and rare disks
and reminiscing about bygone jazz
eras. “Sound” will be produced by
Troubadour and “Bandstand” by
Bill Salach, a retired dixie trumr.
|. ‘Troubadour will handle all sales
in the U.S. and Canada while its

representatives in Europe and Ause
singles end UA is pushing tralia will handie sales abroad. S.
“Story” with three singles, one by |EF. Shifrin, Melbourne, Australi
Ferrante, & Teicher, one by Jay & will rep the shows on the islan
The - ‘ Americans: and another by continent and American Music EdiRalph Marterie. Each offers a difwill
handle
‘under the sponsorship ‘of the Presi- ferent version of “Tonight,” ballad tions,. Germany,
Europe. A translated
script of
dent’s Music Committee,
high-lighted in the pic.
each show will be made available
| those ‘yet ‘discussed: or: ‘employed
The . concerts will include per- .Pointing up the importance of to ‘stations in the various countries
-|by the FCC and suggested:
formarices by many major. figures in the tie-ins, Fred Goldberg. exec dithe segs can be dubbed in the
1) greater use-‘of the. FCC's j the jazz world. There wili also be a rector-in charge of exploitation, so.
proper
language
if desired.
In
power, to revoke licenses; .
concert utilizing a symphony: or- advertising and publicity for the some cases, the shows will be aired
2) actual-‘denial of license - -re- .chestra and ‘leading jazz instru- parent company, revealed that the in English and in other instances,
mentalists as well as an evening entire field force of UA, including in nativestongue.
newal in -appropriate cases; aad
3) an ‘exvress requirement. that of jazz ‘ballet and dance, a chil-. 14 regional men; is now working
@ren’s
concert and a chamber mu- on special music tie-ins with radio
Mills Musie prexy Jack Mills, is “all tv programming proposals-must:
en. route to Europe to set up, for include. some. live, local. musical sic concert, .A number of compo-. ‘and tv, as well as theatre displays,
sitions
jazz composers commis- window. displays, ete., in each of
“the first: time, branches in. France’ Programming.
sioned by Broadcast Music Inc. the areas
where the films ‘are |
(Paris) and’ Germany (Cologne). .
will
be
premiered
during the festi- scheduled to open.
In addition, he will also establish al.
London, Cct. 3.
_jval. Displays of original :manu‘ branch in Tel Aviv, working in‘con-.
“Mills Pacts Mailman.
‘seripts, items of historical. interTwo Gold Disk champs meet at
junction -with ICLP (loosely tranShepperton Studios on Monday (9)
slated for. Israeli. Composers}: “Martin: Mailman, . ‘Ford Founda- est, and. other jazz memorabilia,
iwhen Bing Crosby will present
League & Publishers):
In turn, tion: composer for two years, has art and. ‘photography. exhibits, :diswith two gold
groups,
together ‘with|
Ed Rothberg has joined L. P. ‘Lonnie Donegan
Mills will represent ICLP globally. ‘siened “a: loneterm ‘pact with Mills cussion
Chewing
’ The Israeli counterpart ‘would be ‘Musi¢. A. piano suite and several screenings of motion pictures deal- Sales Corp. as eastern promotion idisks for “Does Your
administered by I. Myron, writer of choral selections are now: being Te-. ing with jazz music and perform- | representative. He will serve as ‘Gum Lose Its Flavor?” ‘Pye) and
“Tzena,-:Tzena;” an Israeli “hora,” leased by: the firm and in prepara-: ers will. also. form part of the pro- : liaison between L. P.’s local dis- |“Rock Island Line’ :Decea). He
‘tributors, handle all special dealer;becomes the first Britisher to earn
‘which. Mills projected into a. “hit tion’ is Mailman's . “Alleluia”: for grams.
in the U.S.:. For Mills, the ICLP .chorus:and band which will be per- |. A planning committee has been !tieins, as well as taking care of iithree such disks, “My Ojid Man's
hookup: provides a great melting °‘formed by. All-State. ‘groups at the formed ‘to assist the President's tall Yradio-tv promotion on the. Riv- [A Dustman” (Pye) having earlier
pot. of: many nationalistic compos- Florida - _Music Educators. Conven-" ‘Music’: Committée’_ in organizing ;e side, Popside, Washington and. sold 1,000,000 copies.
the project and includes’ ‘George ;
‘ Offbeat lines which are distributed { - “Rock Island Line” was a hbest‘ers and lyricists who. have. settled tion in January.
seller six years but. at that stave,
Mailman. ~is - comiposer-in-resi- Avakian, of RCA: Victor's artists & ‘nationally by L: P. Sales.
in the Holy Land.
.
was formerly
with, , they didn’t give Donesan a dick
As regards France and Germany, dence and associate professor of: ‘repertoire: staff; Nesuhi. Ertegun,! ‘Rothberg
Music
Sales
and
Pan- on account of him switching to
Mills heretofore licensed his songs music. at —East. Carolina -Coliege, ‘Atlantic Records veep; John Ham- Florida
individually; never through “any |‘Greenville, North: Carolina and: for mond, Columbia. Records a&r. pro-! American in Miami handling sales'‘the Pve label. Now they've come
‘one agency: Mills has branches in. ‘the. past.two summers has been ducer: ‘Russell Sanjek, BMI's pub-‘ and promotion for seven years. He through.
: Britain, ‘Spain and South America. rasident ‘composer -at ‘the Brevard licity' chief; ‘composer
Gunther also served with Cosnat in Phila-; ‘Crosby has won more rolden
‘He will be gone a month,
iN. C.) Music Center.
:
I delphia,
disks than any other entertainer.

‘cost down to where itwas $400 to: Standards

500.

to ‘protect. the

public:|;the entire jazz scene is being
planned for next spring in Wash‘ington.
"The First Inter‘national Jaz Festival,” it will be

the

‘and community ifiterest.”
It: went on to.say that achieve$ “We could ‘make. a. better -prod-'
uct. Over a three-year period we. ‘ment of program -balance in ‘the
public
‘interest. may eventually re(Continued. onn page 64):
quire more specific, sanctions than

Jack:Mills Establishing

3 New Branches on His

Month-Lorig 0’Sea Tour!”

Bing Hands Donegan —

Couple of Gold Disks

- Rothberg to LP.Sales
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REVIEWS

igs’Elvis’ Soundtrackers, Cole’s
‘Story’ Top Current LP Releases

[Top Singles Of The Week
| (TF
he ‘Best Bets’ of This Week's 100-PlusReleases)

“KING OF KINGS” (MGM). The cludes “My Blue Heaven,” “Tempsoundtrack for Samuel Bronston’s tation Rag,” “On the Sunny Side
Biblical epic, “King of Kings,” has of the Street, “Parade of the Woodbeen fashioned into a deluxe packaging entry which should parallel en Soldiers,” “Dizzy Fingers” and
.
. the film’s b.o. wallop. Miklas Rozsa others.
JACKIE
XKANNON:
“PROSE
has
written
a richly
textured
FROM
THE
CONS”
(Roulette.
This
Hollywood score and has conducted
with vigor and color, sometimes is an off-beat comedy item recorded
live
and
featuring
the
convicts
employing choral effects to - build
impact. Boxed set includes a bound of Southern Michigan Prison. The.
book with photos of the pic stars material, written by Jackie Kan-|
non, Eli Basse and some of ‘the
and. production notes.
ELVIS PRESLEY: “BLUE HA-; prisoners, ts delivered by the inwith
Kannon
acting
as
WAIT” «RCA Victor). Still a one- mates,
man disk industry, Elvis Presley in- straightman in some cases. It was

vades .a new

teftitory in {taped during an entertainment ses-

musical

BEN

|

| sS
|.

THE. FABULOUS
(Chancellor).

—

_

‘LAWRENCE WELK
Proudly

Presents Another Dot

Hit:

some amusing sequences that are
entertaining in their offbeat set-

coup,”

“Send

Vous

the

ting.

Way,”i BELLY

a

For Me.”

.

paze

valume

brochure

the

itém

with l side

and

including

a 24-!sounds

like

of Cole photos andiNewhart’s

articles on him.

Biz”

Agent”

bit, for

an
“A.

Lincoln

&

the Mexican

‘of

(Mercury)

organiza-

fees.

labeled. exorbritant: by producers, |
and with |‘composers Setting short:

ducer Antonio

Matouk, spokesman

Press

appear.

routine without the same.

,

are under

MAD ERA:

_

have

quiet

way

by David

Wiley,

who}

atin

Ameriean

click

via

New!

warfare. A civil defense booklet on !thing and she makes
home

LP

“THE

protection

VOICES

comes

OF

with

BOB

the | thing

BAL-|

Latino

punch

of

James

.
+
........:. GOODBYE: CRUEL WORLD
Valerie

Darren’s “Goodbye Cruel. World”. (Aldont) isa colorful”

*

CHIP FAYLOR

(MGM)

it, too.

The

songs

the lingo

are

*

Pa

seeeeees IF YOU DON’T WANT

2... ccc cece

ME NOW:

c cere svete es ene Sad Songs

Chip Taylor’s “rf You Don't Want. Me Now”. ( Kiiollwood*) ts a.
toe-tapping rocking item belted in. attractive ‘style by | this .back-.
woods-flavored performer, “Sad Songs” ( Bourne*) - is a relaxed:
_ slice very easy to take..

al-

%.

“*

BALLARD ..5..¢.-....5...6. BIG RED SUNSET
(King) .........6.. Can't You: See, I Need A Friend

Combo Review

Hank. Ballard’s “Big Red Sunset” (Suffolkt).is a
& blues number delivered in authentic, harsh-grained
performer and The Midnighters combo. “Can't You.
A Friend” (Ha-Lot) is a typical hard-driving. bluesy
for spins in specialized | areas.

an exciting

origination but the

hurdles

IDO, IDO, I DO
at Because

ballad with a wedding ceremony idea slanted for the romantic.
teenagers “Just Because” (Northern*). is a snappy number with
good chances.
:

“QUE
pamphlet, but there’s special dra-; BUENA
ESTA ... ELENA!!”| ways had the short end of the take.
HANK
ma in having it spelled out in a | Columbia),
Elena Madera is a!

reads this script with no attempt |york's Palladium, where she broke
*o heighten the terror of nuclear jin as a dancer. Her singing is the

‘Back’ Street?

McGuire Sisters’ “I Do, I Do, I.Do” (Aldont) is a. sentimental

Tyrie.

contract and

From

thythm number with a fresh idea that could hit big with the.coke.
set: “Valerie” (Allied *) is in a familiar groove with a cliched:

Under current situation . ‘Matouk
BOMB FALLS” (Tops). |impact. His conceptions range from
that
publishers’ providing
international
situation !folk songs to the making of the ‘said
for ‘picture use:
have]
music
growing more acute, the title of lepic film, “History of Mankind.”
this set should attract plenty of at-;There are some laughable ideas charged 50° commission and. don’t
tention. Of course, there’s nothing transmitted
but not enough to nhig Mexican ‘ditties and scores.
Composers who turn out material
in this narration
which
is not give it a sales‘roll.

fyENA

............. Theme

JAMES DARREN
(Colpix) ....

‘or producers, said: that chaotic
and “monopoly” conditions that|.
have existed in the past: will. dis-

Bob

*

McGUIRE SISTERS ...............+.
(Coral)
CE

often

énd of take.
‘New firm ‘will also regulate use
of international music and promote
use of Mexican.compasitions.. Pro-

«

Clebanoy's “Prelude from | “King of ‘Kings*” (Robbins*), from
the M-G film score, is an impressive instrumental offering -based
on a solid melodic motif. “Theme from. Back: Street!” -(Northern*),
from the U-I film score, is in a swinging groove.

tion is:‘outcome of alleged abuses
of. private publishing firms which

fluctuating

*

of an excellent Frank ‘Loesser melody. “Viennese
(World*) is a pleasing orch and choral entry.
*:

outfit. will handle all music used

‘charge

*

CLEBANOFF ...... ‘PRELUDE FROM ‘KING OF KINGS’.

“IF THE
With
the

readily available in a civil defense;

The Fabulous Four's “I’m. Comin’.Home” (Rambedt) ‘s a lilting
ballad with a nifty lyric framed in highly appealing vocal setting’
by the rocking combo. “Everybody Knows” ( Debmar*) is routine.
°
*
*

arrangement
Nightingale”

the}

Assn. of. Motion

| in Mexican. pictures.
Decision to form new

Joey

of

Section

Picture Producers plan to set up the’

example.

offshoot

Mexico City. Oct. 3.

Composers”

Mexican Music Publishing Co. to
-protect interests of composers, New

of similar attitudes. His “In-

Show

es eeees mM ‘COMIN’ HOME
' Eve rybody. ‘Knows:

ceneereeseere

(Reprise) . . The One I Love Belongs To Somebody Else

Union of Film Production Workers,

“Non Di-|but stronger funnymen- have made

nifty packaging

bound

(Epic).

ae

Frank Sinatra's “I’ll-Be Seeing You” (Williamson®) is a swinging
workover of a great oldie. due for across-the-board: programming
by the jockeys. “The One. I Love Belongs: To Somebody Else’
{Kahn-Bantam*) is a nifty slice for broad aeceptance. .

|- Carlos Gomez Barrera, head of.

Aime. Beau-|Carter has a comedic point of view

mentiear” and “Wild Is Love.” It’s! more
another

LAUGHS”

FOUR. eee
eco

*-

items,
such
as
“Rock-A-Hula THEMES” (Roulette). This package
Baby”
and “Beach Boy Blues,” features the jazz themes from the
among others.
upcoming: ABC-TV network adyen“THE
NAT
KING
COLE ture show, “Straightaway.”' MaySTORY”
(Capitol.
This is the nard Ferguson has composed the
definitive triple-LP wrapup of Nat music for the series and in this
Cole’s career from the time he be- set his 13-man orch plays the score
gan hitting in the pop field back with solid and driving style. There
in the early 1940s to the present. are 10 tunes, arranged by Willie
I:’s a sock songalog of hits eulled Maiden and Don Sebetsky,. featurthe
high-pitched
Ferguson
-from the last two decades and new- ing
ly delivered by Cole’s smoothest sound and a pulsating beat. The
s:y!e. The Cole hit. parade opens themes are slick and mingled with
with _, piraighten
Up .and
Fly improvisation. It’s a good set that
Ristht,” and winds a fascinating could catch on, particularly with
Way through such hits as “Nature the acceptance of the series.
Boy,” “Mona Lisa.” “Too Young,”
JOEY
CARTER:
“LITTLE

Along

BLUES

MexicanPicComposers
Producers Form Own Pub HUGO WINTERHALTER, ORCH. wees. BELIEVE IN YOU |
(RCA Victor) ........5....... Viennese Nightingale
Hugo Winterhalter’s “I Believe ‘In You” ‘(Frank*), from the.
Co. to Correct: ‘Abuses’ | “How.
To Succeed in Business’’ legit score, ts a rich instrumental .

but does offer

“ilawaiian Wedding Song,” and, as! MAYNARD
FERGUSON:
usual, scores
with the rocking “‘STRAIGHTAWAYW’
JAZZ

Darling. | Je

BOY

THE LENNON SISTERS FRANK SINATRA ..¢..0ceeeuees PLE: BE. SEEING you
Singing “Sad
Movies"
B/W “I

Blending straight melodic ballads
and some rocking novelties, Presley does very well on the traditional Hawaiian tunes, “Aloha Oe” and

/ omewhere

YOUNG

Here Comes The Night

’ for solid impact. “Here Comes The Night” (Aberbach-ProgresstvgTriot) ts another high-powered -vocal entry with: chances.. .
*
eae

7

sion at the jail and finds prisoners. Don't Know Why I Love You, Like
Iampooning rehabilitation, prison I Do.”
administration, some aspects of life|
on the outside and various prison
activities.
It isn’t a particularly

package

......s0eeeeee02---

.2,.cescecceeecesees

Ben E. King’s “Young
Boy Blues” (Rumbalero- Progressivet)
{s an emotion-packed ballad belted ina potent blues performance:

his song assignments for
his latest
Hai Wallis
pic, “Blue
Hawaii.”
Right off, Presley handles the island songs
with an extra. edge
that'li give this set a big sendoff.

hiiarious

E. KING.

(Atco)

of |

; JAIME & DAVID TRIO
vocal :‘Rancho Presido, San: Diego

barrier;. Putting the accent on modern
LARD” ‘DOT). Bob Ballard. ar-|and she throws in some English for’ Latin sounds, the Jaime & David
ranger for the Lawrence Welk ithe gringos here.
Lou Perez's

®

THE PLAYMATES
(Roulette)

solid rhythm
styl¢ by this
See, I. Need:
number due.

oe

2.0.6 cere cececeeieneens WIMOWEH_
Seeececcccescceee One Little Kiss

orea, has blended a choral ensem-|orch supplies the Recess
rhy- Trio is breaking: it up in this inThe Playmates’ “WWimoweh” (Folkwadst) brings back this. folie
ble with a swinging band for an ore pepper.
Herm. . time lounge, with bigger prospects
obviously ahead.
Instrumentation.
hit of some years ago in a firstrate vocal.arrangement -that should:
appealing program of songs. The
jis limited—Jaime (Moran plays
rack up a’ new round of spins. on all market levels. “One. Little
arrangements are fresh without beconga drums, David (Béjorquez! is
Kiss” (Planetary*) is a nice teent- angled entry smoothly handled,
inz tricky and the dozen excellent'
‘£
on piano, backing by ‘bassist Vic
standards include such evergreens ;‘Ember Records’ Kruger
range
a Raed Foolish Things,” “On Aj In for U. S, Disk Huddles : Gaskin — but scope and
DINAH
WASHINGTON
SEPTEMBER IN THE RAIN
aren't. Big local following is now
iaw
Boat To
China.” “Button Up
(Mercury) -eoeeneee Wake The Town & Tell The People.
Your Overcoat,” “Me and My Sha- of teKruger, managing, director ‘snowballing, as result of previous
: Dinah Washington’s “September In: The. Rain” ( Remick*) brings.
dates around San Diego ‘and -Ti-|.
dow” and others.
.
+
ords International, arrived in New. juana home base,
‘back this oldie with @ slick modren pop rendition due for a bigshare of spins. “Wake The Town dnd. Tell The People” (Joy*),
& SASCHA
a
i
Md
?
BURLAND
ORCH ” York yesterday (Tues.) for-.a twoSWINGIN’
On
instrumental
side,
group
can
THE JINGLES”|
\ oie in Gotham, the midwest!
a standard of more recent vintage, also’ cones: back in a firstrate
,;settle into a silky romantic. groove
(Riverside:.
}
production which could hit oid:
Riverside.
This is a elever jazzi jand Florida during which time he} or explode into a sock version of
exercise on a group
of widely|
©

known

tv show

mercial

jingles,

themes

and

Sascha

com. | Will negotiate with several Ameri-} “Sonny Boy” or “Whoopee,’
diskeries for the distribution’ o¢ most-requested ‘standouts.

Burlan qd, can

two
The

: vocals call to mind the Four Freshwho wrote most of the material in} rights to their platters in Britain. .
its

original

form,

has

here

trans-

Meetings

have

been

set

with

the

; men,

with

a

‘contemporary.

King, Rondo spoof. of the Martin Denny and
Milt Gabler, |
Arthur Lyman bird-calls-of-the- islands genre.
- Don.
McHugh

er jazz variations performed by a| ords International},
firstrate combo.
The themes and;and with musicmen
range

from

“Chiquita

Banana” to “What My Line.”
AL “SEARS:
“SWING’S
THE
THING” (Prestige-Swingville’. Veteran tenor saxist Al Sears, onetime
niember of Duke Ellington’s organization, steps out here with a small
combo
in a nifty instrumental
workout in a jazz groove that's not

| Buddy Kaye

and Jimmy

Fabian’s “Tongue-Tied” ‘(Roosevelt Rambeds) is a raucous ‘swiftie
strictly for the teeners and they will make. much of it.’ “Kansas
City” (Loist) has been a-hit. before and it could come back in
this new teen interpretation. :
s

JOYCE PAUL
(Dot)
Sr

LongplayShorts

*

a

Joyce Paul's “Captured”
(Lowaryt), a number which is ‘tailoredalong the lines of “Fever,” is. belted veryy effectively: by this songstress. “Cold, ‘Cold Heart” .(Aciuff- Roset, a standard from Nashville, gets a ‘standard tocking |slice. .
i

tv» far out but definitely not corny.

either for dancing or listening.
Amongx the highlights are “Moving

production sometime next. year . . . Eight new Red Seal LPs are on
RCA Victor’s schedule for October. Included: are Van: Cliburn, Jascha

Stanley

Radulovic,

owner

of N.Y.’s

Cafe

Renaissance, will give. a

The Sears quintet plays with a| “Oliver,” the Lionel Bart tuner now running in London, tomorrow
firmly swinging
attack, suitable (Thurs..). David Merrick has optioned the musical for a Broadway

Out.” “In a Mellow Tone,” “Out of |Heifetz, Vladimir Horowitz, Pierre Monteux, Lucas Foss, Morton Gould,|
Now here”

and

“The

Thrill

Is, Daniel Shafran and soprano Galina Vishnevakaya. .

HENRE RENE ORCH: “DYNAMIf DIMENSIONS”
‘(RCA Victor.
Ths . is another firstrate addition

.

peececcceecrencreccerecae CAPTURED
‘Cold, Cold: Heart

JOHNNY BURNETTE wee GoD, COUNTRY AND MY BABY
(Liberty) .
bene ce wecee epee ees, Honestly I°Do
special preview at his club of British Decca’s. original cast album of

Gone.”

-

FABIAN -recep aedeesecseccvegeceseces TONGUE-TIED
(Chancellor)
spec eceeerteeec cee es. Kansas: City.

jazz

formed into hipster’s version of |managements of 20th-Fox Records; feeling that belies their numbers.
Madison Ave. with some hard mod-|'already contracted to. Ember Rec- |Group also scores. with gentle
jingles

Lt

A seven-volume

series of classical -favorites, entitled “Melodies

Johnny
Burnette’s | “God, Country and - "My Baby”
(Nex
Phoenix*}, pegged to the current. call-up. of the- Armed Forces
reserves, is an okay patriotic, romantic entry which this. singer
handles ."for maximum impact. “Honestly I Do” (Simon- Jacksont) :

is a conventional

of LeROY- PARKER

|'the Masters,” is being released by Capitol this week. Cap's distributing
arm will launch the series with an eight-week introductory price. of |32.98 for monophonic and $3.98 for stereo: In addition, dealers will be

(Challenge)

ballad.
......0

*

cece

*

ccc eceteeceee

I. KNOW

.........6.000e000++, From. This. ‘Day -

LeRoy Parker's “y Know" (Conradt) is a catchy. rhythm | ballad
with a fine lyric projected skillfully by this: new Singer. “From
‘This. Day” (Fomm-Jaft) is an okay rocking: ‘ballad’ ina more. ‘TOUtine melodic setting.
».

t» this label’s Stereo Action series. |permitted to stock up. to five copies of each title with full 100° exA
the striking
sound
effects. {change privileges . . : Kai Winding’s first release for Verve, a big band.
ai:ned at the stereo buffs. are here,| LP of Latin tunes titled “Kai Ole’,”” will hit the market Oct. 16.
‘.
*.
but Henri Rene has not per mitted | The Modern Jazz: Quartet left Jast week for a two-month. tour of
GOOD LUCK ORVILLE
them to get in the way of the music |Great Britain and the Continent. In addition to its British -concerts, JERRY SIMMS
in this tasteful rundown of a doz- |the MJQ will perform in Austria, Denmark, Sweden, Germany, France, |
(Dual)
...,.00...002000e80-2 Treasure. Supreme
er, >tungards by assorted instru- | the Netherlands, Switzerland, Spain and “Portugal. It's’ group’s fifth
Jimmy Sims’ “Good Luck “Orville” ¢ Sidmoret} is an amusing |
nmontal ersembles ravping from big; tour of Europe in the past six years ... Peggy ‘Lee teamed with jazz
entry about the Wright Brothers with offbeat chances. “TreasureFoofs tysm 9) eoambos and inclvd- j trumpeter-arr an¢er-conductor Quinev- Jones for an LP called “If You
Supreme ¢K-Mt) is @ so-so. sentimental entry.
Herm. iy ee
esd dra, Ree les 9 on 1 Go
Ella Fitzgeratd, currently wut on Vecve with “EHa In Hollylett speuker to right, repertory in- | wood, * does a shot at the U. of Oklahoma Oct. 9.
*ASCAP. {BMI
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Tooters
|
Head Vows Clean SweepOf ‘British Disk Best Sellers Monterey Jazz Festivala1046 Click:
MatineeSessions Swing High at B.0.
Mex R’nR's ‘MusicalHoodlums’
—+
YOUNGSTOWN HOTEL
‘/EMI’S GROSS SALES
London, Oct. 3.
Johnny Remember Me. Leyton

|. (Top Rank) °

- ‘Kon. Tiki

“Mexico City, Oct. 3.
Latest’ manisfestations. of -pugnacious: Venus’ Rey, head of .the

Federal] District Musicians’ Unton,
ds an ll-out. attack against. -youth‘ful -r’n’r combos. ‘He said’ he
“plans to. ban.rock and-rollers from

;+s em eeoe +++

Bhadows.

(Columbia)
—
. Wild In Country © .» Presley
(RCA) Michael .........;
.. Highwaymen

~ STIMULATES rE 3

By RAPLH

Ya

. (HMYV)

You. Don’t Know .+s.. Shapiro
(columbia).
ea

sy

Peteeden tae

os.

Fury

:

-

SOAR TO $230,000,000

London, Oct. 3.
Trading profits of Electric &
Reach. for the Stars .. Bassey.
|
Musical
Iz:dustries.soared
by more
Youngstown,
is
organizing
the:Pick|-.
tures, radio, television, . etc., . be(Columbia) ©
cause they. are- not union members, Ohio. ‘Supper Club, with member- |. Get Lost .. 2-26... sees. ..Kane ‘Ithan $2,500,000 to a total of over
fringe benefits,”
thig
.
1$22,840,000
and.
the
dividend
is “cultural
ships
‘of
$10
per
year,
to
encourage
'- (Pye)
and ‘furthermore make ‘no efforts
year turned out to be money make
Jmore “nights out.” Though. mem-|
Hats Off To. Larry... . Shannon ‘| being maintained at 17142% accord- ers. Sunday afternoon drew al-fo join.
ing
to
the
report
by
chairman
Sir
bership
will
be
limited,
each
mem-|.(London)
Some rock and roll units, liearmost 6,000 people for a $17,900
Michael Row Bost... .Donegan Joseph Lockwood. Sng of the drastic measures planned ber. will: receive 12 complimentary
and Saturday
5,500 for
Sales for the last year exceeded gross
against them;. are willing to pay meals a year—one -for:-each month,
$16,500.
tix at $1 account| $230,000,000 almost $38,000,000 bet- |ed for theStudent
jnitiation fees. and. union dues, but ‘and: 12 free films a -year—one- for.
lower gross. The afterter
than
the
previous
year.
Profits
each
month,
at
the
first-run
Palace
Rey and union members seem op‘before tax, however are only $280,- noons were scaled at $2.75 and
posed to this.. They want the kids Theatre. In "addition, members also
$38.75 while the nights ran from
| 000 up to over $15,000,000, as much
to stop playing the rhythms, which get free parking from 5 p.m. to 1
$8 to $7.50. —
‘lof. the- increased trading profits |#3
then could do.a fade, or be taken. am. at the Downtown Garage,
The opening show, even though
were
absorbed
by
increased
deprenearby.
up. by bonafide musicians, in. good|
it started 15 minutes late, came
ciation.
. The free dinners and free movies |
union standing.
Apart from. its other widespread out only five minutes overtime as
are really .“twofers’—because: the
Rock ‘and .rollers are the prob- free dinner requires that members |
-lactivities EMI is a leader in the the Terry Gibbs big band wailed
lem. children: of: Mexican music.
Barcelona, -Oct. 8.
disk manufacturing business, con- through a fiag-waving perform‘be accompanied by one guest, and|Jast week, for example, the 7:30 ‘just pay for one of the two meals}. Italy dropped out of the ‘popular. trolling, among others, the Capitol ance of “Flyin’ Home,” the Lionel
p.m.
Rock Program,
emanating (maximum value on a free meal is song. orbit with a thud ag a Cata- label in the US.
Hampton classic.
from Televicentro every Thursday,
The Gibbs band opened—and
$6), and. Pick-Obio Supper. Club lan audience estimated at. oyer
‘was suspended. About 100 ‘hood-:
8,000.
voted
France
the
winner
‘of
closed—the first evening’s concert.
members are given.a yearly’ pass.
Jums leaving the studios molested that entitles. them to two adult. the third ‘Mediterranean Song FesBig bands kave been traditionally
serjoritas, pilfered stores, broke off admissions a month for. the Price tival (Sept, 23-25). French ‘tune,
part of the Monterey scene and
cay radio antennas and otherwise
“In the Palm of Your Hand,” came:
| this year was no exception. Gibbs
of oe
.
disturbed: the peace.
jin ahead with a direct audience
has a 16-plece swinger. Organized
‘vote. of 3,500. and. French singer
. Authorities; who ‘slapped “fines!
by Gibbs as a “kicks” band in
{ Robert: Jeantal was also given a
‘on, around 20 teenagers, told ‘Tele-.
L.A. which has worked only seve
vicentro to suspend the program.
‘| prime nod for his vocal presenta-_
eral short engagements, mostly off| ton.
There’s little Nkelihood for its re-.
nights at jazz clubs, the band was
appearance,
despite fact that it:
being featured in its first major
‘Spain slipped into. second place
- ‘was: highly popular and enjoyed
tongue jazz presentation. It came
on.the strength of Jose Guadiola’s
@ high: audience rating..
eatchy Spanish :tune
“Presenti-.
The Record Industry Assn. of
A Continued
vontinued on
on page 6
64)
{miento” (Foreboding), closely fol- America has revised its regulations
In musical circles, from diskerles ..
lowed by the Greek entry “Da governing the certification of Gold
to musicians,the charge has been}
grisa
Matskia”
(Grey -Eyes). Record Album Awards to. enable
made that Mexican rock-and-roll-}"
Greece, which walked off with fest multi-record sets to fualify.
ers are but mere carbon copiés
honors -last |year, was popularly
‘of Elvis Presley and similar Amer-|- Until. now, the standards fora
‘The “American Society of ‘Come. Tepresented by Alecos Pandos and|
ican singers. Their “Mexican. coun-.
gold record album award called
° terparts such as Cesar Costa, En- posers, Authors &- Publishers has Angela Zilla. The Greeks took for a minimum unit sale of 500,000
shelled out $500,000.in awards to fourth place with “Myhta” (Night), albums and a minimum factory.
.-Yique Guzman, Fabrizio: Alberto
1,386 ASCAP authors: and com- while the Hispanio: air “Vagabond”
‘billing of $1,000,000. As changed,
Vasquez and Al Suarez, among
- Philadelphia, Oct. 3,
catalogs has a rounded .out the top five.
others; merely
plagiarize US. posers whose
the criterion now. is only for a
‘The stalemate between the mue
“unique prestige value for which
| minimum
factory
billing
of sicians and the management of the
songs, which are sung here in badly
Countries
participating:
included
adequate compensation would -not
'$1,000,000..
translated Spanish versions. Some:
Philadelphia Orchestra resulted in
otherwise be. received,” .and to France, Italy, Spain, Greece and
The. RIAA board, in voting this
already.- dub the youthful singer-|
writers whose works are. per- ‘Cyprus. ‘The. fest took place. this change, took into. consideration the the cancellation of the opening
musicians ' “rebels of song.”
year at the Sports: ‘Palace when it.
pair.
of concerts, Sept. 29-30.
It
formed in niédia not surveyed by
One diskery head, however, said
was found that the pop song event ‘fact that some of the more popular marked the second time in two
the Society.
multi-record
sets,
whose
price
that there is a craze, unfortunately,
The panel, which. considered: the during the past two years. had might be two or three times that years that a contract hassle has
‘for, the rock: rhythms. He added! awards in the pop field, comprised turnéd |away overflow, ticket-seekdelayed the start of the season and
of a single LP, might not reach the the third time it has happened in
‘that ‘Mexican’, publié. taste js “de- ‘Haydn Proctor, ‘Justice. ‘of -N. -Y.4 ers..
required unit sales volume while the orch’s 63-year history.
teriorating”. with rock and- roll}
—
Supreme Court: Dr. -Marshall. W. |
attaining
the
necessary
dollar
sales
combo ‘units finding .wide- acStearns, professor ‘of English at |
Despite the contract holdout,
figure.
eceptance despite their “vulgarity. ” Hunter College and: jazzologist;
the musicians have played two ene
.The
requirements
for
certificaRey, who is. dubbed a “mortal ‘Paul Whiteman, vet orch leader,
The Orchese
tion by RIAA of a pop single for gagements for free.
wenemy” by rock and rollers, insists. and Frank L. Walker, vet: record
a gold disk award remains, as tra under Eugene Ormandy made
that he'll sweep the Mexican mus- ‘Indastryite.
an
appearance
in
New
York ‘Sept.
before, at $1,000,000 in retail sales,
ical scene. glean’ of the “musical | The penel.for: the’ awards: in ‘the
;28) to play for ‘the U. N. at a Dag
is equivalent to.1,000,000 copies.
hoodlums.”
standard: field consisted of Dr. Saul
Hammerskjold memoriai. The men
Caston, director ‘of ‘the .Denver
. Mexico ‘City, Oct. 3.
and Ormandy linked forces again
“The broom against all foreign
Symphony; Harold . Hooremans,
last night (2) at the Academy of
president of the American Guild Musicians will continue to funcMusic for the first Pension Founof Organists. and member of: the tion.” That was. the comment of |
dation concert of the year, with
music faculty at NYU; Dr. Herman Venus Rey, head of the Federal
Rudolf Serkin and his son Peter
Neumann, director of music of ‘the District Musicians’. Union, in an-|Clara
Ward. and her gospel as the piano solosist.
Municipat - Broadcasting
System ‘nouncin
suspension. of orchestras group will celebrate their 30th
A Federal mediator was called
and president of the National. of Chu ck Anderson, Chico’ O’Far- ‘anni with a. gospel gala in the in to try to settle the dispute over
and
Mariano. Philadelphia Arena Oct. 9.
‘Indianapolis, Oct. 3. : Assn.,for American ‘Composers.and rill, ‘Bebo Valdes
he weekend ‘after a series of meet_ Others on the. program will be ings:called by Local 77, AFM, the
With a.$34, 449 drop in.take for) ‘Conductors; and Walter Hendl,.as- Merceron.
frandstand. attractions at the Indi- sociate director of - the. ‘Chicago
the Dixie Hum- Philadelphia Orchestra Association
Around 200: foreign | musicians James Cleveland,
the
Nightingales, and Mayor Richardson Dilworth
‘ana State. Fair at Indianapolis, in. Symphony. |
R
‘the
face
ax, “Rey ming Birds,
. the panel: are to}| will ultimately J
‘Woods,
Roberta
Martin had failed to reach an agreement.
the nine-day event which -closed:
The awards by:
said. His aides are revising mij- Maeco
“Sept. 7, Robert H. Weedon, Fair ‘be made for. the. distribution .year. gratu.y and union- documents of Singers, Prof. Alex Bradford & The men boycotted the rehearsals
-director in, charge of publicity’ and beginning .this’' month. ‘The fund. all musicians. employed in the His. Men of Song; the Imperial last week when they voted 84 to 8
Singers and. the Gospel
Clefs. against returning to work without
amusements. said.- “It’s time we: for the awards was niade available entertainment. industry.
Mary Mason |and Mary Dee will a contract. The orchestra offered
take a serious look. at the enter- by: writer. members’ of ASCAP,
‘Most: foreign. musicians are tak-.
tainment problems.”
.
emcee.
‘to reimburse them for making the
ing the Rey edict philosophically,
.Miss Ward ‘and her: troupe are trip to New York for the HammerThis year the Dick ‘Clark show
although they. have a lot of cham__ drew. 11,593, paid. admissions for a
already ‘set’ for a college tour|skjold concert, but the offer was
pions: on. their. side. Even Juan
“net gate of $28,528. The show, exnext January.
Lastiturned down and the .musicians
Jose Osorio,, who ‘heads the na- beginning

working in nightclubs; motion pic-

Youngstown, O., Oct. 3.

Pick-Ohifo. Hotel, “in ‘downtown |_

(Decca) ©

os

.

J. GLEASON

Monterey, Oct. 3.
The fourth
annual Monterey
Jazz Festival hit a gross last weeke
end of $104,000 for five concerts,
It was $10,000 more than last
year’s take.
The two afternoon shows, which
traditionally have been the fest’s

GallicTue Wins
Spain Song Fest

New Rules Help

~Multi-Disk Sets
Nab Gold Award

1386;Tunesmiths
Split5006 ASCAP:
Prestige’ Melon

PhilSymph, Tooters
In Contract Deadlock
Over Scale Demands

HexicoCityMasicians

_ Prexy Bans. 4 Foreign
Orchestrasin ‘Purge’

CLARA WARD’S GOSPEL

Indiana FairReeappraises
Name Talent Policyin View
Of 34G Dropin 1961 B.0.

GALA IN PHILLY ARENA|

EB. MARKS GETTING
~ SCORE OUT OF ‘KICKS’

cluding
operation. of the mamtional Mexican Musicians’ Union,
moth Coliseum, cost $20. 000... The}
guardedly dubbed Rey out of line.
4azz concert starring. Duke. Elling-|. -E, B. Matks ‘is stepping: ‘up its The. national organiaztion is not
The score of the:
ton, Al Hirt, and George Shearing, legit activities.

Broadway-bound

tuner

“Kicks: &

year they grossed $500,000 in their |volunteered

personal

appearances.

On

disk ‘end they've recorded
sanctioning | the local unign’s clean |. Dot, Savoy and Vanguard

to play the date

the|their own time.

on

Union spokesmen

for!said they feared acceptance of any
andj|money from the Orchestra Assn.

netted $9. 642 from 3,728 paid cusj copped a gold disk for their :might weaken their position at the
Sweep in this. capital.
Savoy single of “Surely God Is ,bargaining table.
:tomers, while: the cost of the ‘en- Co.” has been acquired by the. BMI
_Manuel Villarreal, general man- Able.”
The
musicians
reduced
their
tertainnient
alone was. $9:000: publishing house. which is also
_Andy- -Griffith’s four shows. drew’ handling the. seore, to “The Con- ager of Columbia de. Mexico, which
original demand of $10.000 for 2°
to do. arrangenection” : and is. dickering. for the |hired ‘Anderson
15.796 persons who paid.a ‘net o
40-week season to $8.000. Management countered with a two-year
$39,000, while the fair paid $25,000 music -of another undisclosed off- ! ments: and -instrumentations, .cate‘to the entertainment for the shows. Broadway ‘musical. “In the ‘past the gorically said that the latter’s
/ “The expense: figures: do not house has published scores by such |gortally papers permit him to}
For
‘Far:
Out’
Material
!37Sicer
season aa 36.460aay
in Mexito, and that. his sus- |
include abott $1, 500 to aperate the tunesmiths ‘as.: Rodgers. & Hart,ie
Jac Holzman, Elektra Records weeks the second year. Managepension
by: ‘the local union -is
Coliseum for each performance. Franz Lehar, Oscar’ Strauss’ and “illegal.
prexy, is forming a‘ new label. |ment's best offer so far has been
”
‘
Taking this. into.consideration, the. Robert Stolz.. Kicks” is the: w ork
Tagged Horizon Records, it will be |2" $8 weekly increase the first seaTirso. Rivera, deposed ‘head of an experimental counterpart to |50n and $5 weekly the second year.
.
_Clark-show made about-$5, 000. the of Oscar Brown Jr.
The “Kicks and °Co.” deat “ine the city union, said there are no Elektra.
jazz .artists. lost: money, and. GrifHolzman’s object is to
-_-_
ee
other’ tunes. -by! “just: motives” for clearing’ Mexfith’s performances netted ‘about cludes several
use Horizon ‘for his more
far out.
Many of them: are’ fea-. ' ico of foreign -musicians.
$8, 000. Weedon. said one solution Brown.
ventures to avoid cluttering the Cap Ups Al Lindenauer
may be to get “less costly: ‘shows tured on the singer-composer’s Co- | Anderson: loses: contracts w ith parent catalog, s gvnich is primarily
Of. Columbia’ totaling around $2,400, a
that. will put: more people in--the lumbia -album, “Son and Sout
folk-oriente
line,
with
too,
‘the 16 songs. in. the tuner, Marks according to’ .diskery, which did much
Coliseum. ”
unrelated
and = specialized’
To Planning Director
Tennessee-: Ernie. -is immediately. ‘putting - ‘into: print not. reveal, amount paid arranger material.
Last. year,
Alvin A. Lindenauer is taking
Ferd’s: shows alone netted the fair. the title song; “Mr. Kicks.’” as well annually. |
‘Plans eall for Horizon to be re-: over as director of organizational]
“Love Is Like. a New-Born.
|a
$23,000, -a. jazz concert ‘earned
Odd part about Anderson and leased regionally .and in small | planning at Capitol Records.
He
$1,500, and’ Pat.: Boone brought a Child, ” “Ernest's Theme.” .““Hazel’s other barred. batoners is that they quantity. The first platter in the|assumes
responsibility for
the
$5, 000 profit. Receipts. ‘for ‘the Hips” and “A ‘Wonderful World of| had been unmolested for five years line, for example. will be put out [entire organization structure planin 1960 ° were. Grey.’ .
‘or more they have been in. resi- in only four keys, Los Angeles, San jning program, including improveColiseum --shows
The Burgess. Meredith. "starrer, ‘dence in Mexico. Anderson had Francisco, Chicago and an eastern ; ment of systems and rrocedures.
$112,403, as compared. with $77, 000
produced ‘by.. Dr. Burton Charles a special permit .to work here, city as yet undecided.
in 1961.
Only 1.000; ;Lindenauer succeeds Larry Roba
Weedon said. the Fair Board D’Lugoff: and Robert Barron Nemi-: granted by the national: Musi- copies of the disk will be pressed. ‘bins, who resigned to join Boeing
-..spent the. first half -of the.: year. roff, apens in Chicago: Oct. 9 at the cians’ Union, and also has a card. Initial. release -will be “A Night ;Aircraft in Seattle.
booking the shows, pointing out new. Aire. Crown Theatre.. Tt will, as-an active, full paid up member. with Nicole.” a platter of far-out;
Before joining Cap in December
that few top entertainers want.to remain there.for a minimum of six |. The Dept. of State asserts, that poetry in the sexy idion®t read by |last: year, Lindenauer was in the
play state fairs anymore,.and that weeks, by which time the. produc- the:‘matter.is a union. affair. and:a French accented femme, Nicole imanagement engineering field for
many fairs have gotten-completely ers ‘hope that a Broadway theatre while : Osor’3 disapproves of. the ines ‘It will be out in Novem- j eight years as a civilian employee
cS
tay
ESTO
FE
SOE
Wore
ERT
ESSE
-- , will become: available.
te
: ere
away from entertainment,
ber.
of the Army and Navy.
Rey- actions,
::mo
"oe
...

Elektra Forms Horizon

ad
Po
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12 PAIRED CONCERTS
ALBUM BEST SELLERS
SET FOR ATLANTA| RETAIL
(A. National Survey ofKey Outlets)

VARIETY's RECORD T.LP.S.

Atlanta, Sept. 26.
his LastNo. wks.
Twelve pairs of concerts will
wk. wk. on chart
be presented during 17th season of.
Atlanta Symphony, of which Hen- |
1 1 iu JUDY GARLAND. (Capitol).
ry Sopkin -is conductor. All ‘con-

(Tune Index of Performance & Sales)
This weekly tabulution is based on a statistically balanced.
ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major
cities, and music programming by the major independent radio
stations.

‘This Last No. Wks,
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Wk. WE. On Chart
i
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TAKE GOOD CARE OF MY BABY
Bobby Vee

3

3

3

4

8

Label
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CRYING

Ray Orbison ................-eeenee: Monument

|certs’
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2

#5

8

5

#11

“6

6

ecw

Dick & Deedee
Bob

....... Gece

See

7?

#15

3

8

7?

5
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___ Bobby Darin

Ray Charles
__

_

9

2

13

344

..

LET'S GET TOGETHER

;

___ Hayley Mills

it

14

4

22

3

20...

Sue Thompson.

13.

—
.

«8)~S~=«Sti<ié

ee
eee
eee

TTT:
WHO

”

PUT THE BOMP
YOU ‘LOOK

OD

Lettermen

Le

10

Jive Five

_

.

30

z

Lee

@

9

28

.....

.

30.6

Dorsey ...

.

«35.
.

~~
. Dot.

#18

. ...

«+9

36

2

#=—

1

. Edwards

Lee

Paris. Sisters

...

..........-.c.ceeee Gregmark

DON’T BLAME ME
Everly Bros...

__4 Brook Benton

27

#2

29

50

2

...

Chantelles

3

14
#8

Dowell

BLESS YOU

2

—_
.

I
4

cc lc

Margaret

....................--. ..- Victor

... see

—

YI

—

1

HOLLYWOOD
oO
Connie Francis ................ See MGM
BIG BAD JOHN
—_

—

1

Lee

..... 1.

se...

Lee

44.

—

2

45.

—

Connie

cc cence uaees Col.

a
cece
caw ceeaes Decca

.

Lance
nee eeeees access ABC-Par

Francis

...............ccceceeee: MGM

STICK SHIFT

___Duals_.

2

eben
eee eteene

edaires

we

Jarmels

9

Len

cee

eee wenescccaceses Laurie

CANDY MAN

____Ray

23

Orbison

ce aee beet eee
eee eee Monument

HES LATEST FLAME

___ Elvis Presley ee

29

50

40

:

eee eee Jamie

10 A LITTLE BIT
BIT OF Si
SOAP

__

49

OT

peeepenees ....Sue

ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN

CV

42

cece

#£DREAMBOAT

.

_

cee

+.

Paul Anka

20

eee eee ee eee eee Decca

~~ KISSING ON THE PHONE
41

46

OS

FOOL NUMBER ONE

__ Brenda

—

48

ee eens Kapp

ANYBODY BUT ME-

-

47

cee eee eee

1

42-43

46

—

ecw cc ee cee ees Atlantic.

#12 #£ASTRONAUT
____ Brenda

14

_

Victor

£4™MISSING YOU
__ Ray Peterson

2

Lee e eee eee

Dunes

£#WHEN WE GET MARRIED
Dreamlovers

16

48

..........-..-.se.ceee-

Heritage

4
—_

9

10

15

-18

8

are losing

The Astronaut (KL 1238)-

RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)

_

Somebody Loves Me (CL. 1642)
SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia)
Original
Cast (KOI, 5450)

74
_.

18

20

11

bes9

11

22 .MITCH MILLER (Columbia)

20°

22

22

24

23
7
24

18

*

ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi Fi):

¥ellow Bird (1004).
Tv Sing Along ‘CL 1628)

8

LIMELITERS (Victor)

#4

DAVE

+2

KINGSTON TRIO
Close-Up (T 1642)

Four Preps On Campus (T 1566) -.

37

25.40

7% CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)

28
27
ee,
27 33

8

More

.

are fairly|

other instru- ;

ments are also. being discovered |f
like the mandolin
and_ similarj
-

The publishing ‘of. folk antholo-|
gies and instruction books on. play-,
|ing folk music are enjoying an up-!

‘surge.. From

out

of dusty

28

«23

29

19

30

34

353

36

-8

.

31

_

/

9

U.S. BONDS (Legrande)

8

EARL GRANT (Decca)
Ebb Tide (DL 4165)

folk artists, and seem eagerly seek-.

ing out this type of talent. But its:
| the artists that seem’to be enjoying:if.
it the most. They have become pub- :
| lishers, a&r.men.-producers and in!
-4} general just plain: business-minded |
i| and, .in' some cases, are sapping }
some of the control of: diskeries, |
publishers and others as they help
and:in

some

cases bur-

—

#\LIMELITERS (Victor)
©
Tonight: In Person. (LPM 2272)
BRENDA LEE (Decca)

_._,

All the Way (DL 4176)

22

BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
Bobby Darin Story (LP 33130)
PAT. BOONE (Dot)
.

34

32

21

35

46

3

18

Moody River (DLP 3384).

36-29

EDDIE HARRIS (Vee Jay)
Exodus to Jazz (3016)
—
HIGHWAYMEN (UA).

Highwaymen

37

(UAL 3125)

_

RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee).
Knockers Up (JLP 2029).

37

closets|

ing. and the concert scene is seeing. 4
a heretofor occasional! date turn in-!
to burgeoning business all over the+-ecountry. Particularly big on college |
campuses, folk music has been car- |
ijried. into. many: aréas by the Stu- |
dents. where it might never have:
been as big, and. thus” throwing }
|.open the concert doors. Attendance
i! of as many as 20, 000-25.000 people !
have -been attracted by a single |
folk outing...
|
Diskeries are doing well from
the boom, if they have some salable !

_

Dance Till Quarter to mhree (LLP 3002) _

44.
oo
33° 30

$2

“heing
discovered
suddenly | 38
jare
valuable source material and re|
'|search' works concerning foreign,'
historical and. any kind of folk ma- ; 39
terial are g atly in demand. ..
New artists are rapidly develop- cess
: ‘40
aeepee:
cee
ao

to broaden

Greatest Hits (E 3942)

DAVE BRUBECK: (Columbia)
Time Out (CL 1397)
;
°-4 PETER NERO (Victor)
New Piano in Town. (LPM 2383).

Z|

deliveries aré even farther behind.

string varieties.”

(Capitol

CY
5
SS
A

out |

‘hard to find. Banjos have ‘to be
ordered at least. five weeks before

and

GARDNER (Victor)

____Ain’t That. Weird (LPM 2335)
##$6 FOUR PREPS. (Capitol)

| they are needed and in many cases |
enough of them

° :

JOSE JIMINEZ (Kapp).

#7

.
14

.

up with a click’ platter.
Headaches of a more pleasant |
variety have .also. been triggered |
J by the folk boom. The. manufacturers of ‘folk instruments, -especially banjos, h&ve found the de- |
mand exceeds the. supply. Guitars
tare fairly. plentiful but the ones

demand

:

(LOC 1058)

Slightly Fabulous (LPM 2393).
21 25
27 PAUL ANKA fABC-Par)ss
Sings His Big 13 (ABC 323).

on that fringe coin that can add |

in the greatest

¢

_..

Sinatra Swings (R 1002).

17.
—

PD. Tunes.
diskeries

.

FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) |.:.

Y

Scat bands usually play on the
1 off nights...
’

{time and

.
os

EXODUS (Victor).

| Dec.

Continued from page 39 ima

-.

Original Cast (E 3946)
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
_ Soundtrack

1617

Name Bands to Milw.:

-

—

.

(Dot)°

CARNIVAL (MGM)

.

Milwaukee, Oct. 3.
George Devines’ Ballroom here
has the Harry James orch booked
for. Oct. 7; Wayne King's. band,.
Nov. 4; ‘Eddy Howard, Nov. 18; Guy.
| Lombardo. Nov. 24; and. the Glen:
‘Miller orch under "Ray McKinley,

—

WELK

Come Swing With Me Cw 1594)

13

-{| Pawn shops and the like can't ‘find:

ec eee canes ceceeece
-TeTrace

© . . 0.

Jose Jiminez

_

48°

o

Le

Jimmy Dean

41

ec cl ece eee cess Dot

#=#IJSUST DONT UNDERSTAND
Ann

39
—_
49

ccc

SWEETS FOR THE SWEET

_

—

Epic

-_

«ow.

_G Cleffs
Drifters

38

...............000005 ..

#IUNDERSTAND

+

_

21

|

BERLIN MELODY
Billy Vaughn

37.

Dolton

.......................----5mash

Tony Orlando.

26

—_
Seaeee
eee eee ee eee

WOODEN HEART
©.

#3

36

eae cece eee eeeee Carlton

GREAT IMPOSTER

34

—

Hi Fi

|

Lc

Fleetwoods Se

33.645

35

_

eee.

LOOKING
IN MY EYES

Joe

—

-

...-................ Mercury

__ Bil Black ... 2.2.22.

; _

-

. esses esse sees eee WB

MOVIN’

7

13

—_

....

#FRANKIE
#6
AND JJOHNNY

98

37

a

LAWRENCE

a,

season.’

nate ce eeaeee Crest

ILOVE HOW YOU |LOVE ME

;

__

~

. 1...
cc eee eee .."Beltone.

YOURE THE REASON

;

3719

......-2.. 022-205. Capitol

ONE TRACK MIND
Bobby Lewis.
‘ Bobby

34

Det

MORE MONEY FORYOU AND ME
~— =C*«s=<(isé‘«C

10

appear !

will

(LPM. 2370)'_

__._- Your Request (CL 1671)

18

“fl director. since it’ was founded..
William
Herring, former . man-

Fury

BIG COLD WIND

___Four Preps

7

32

of. ‘Atlanta

finale of

for Everyone

KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol).

Going Places(T1564)

65 ‘MITCH MILLER (Columbia)-

|

Tickets for 12 concerts go for |
$30.90 in mezzanine;. $30.90 and
$22.66 in orchestra;. $19.57 in’ balconv: $9.27: and $7.21 in gallery.
Leslie C: White is new mana‘ging director of Atlanta Sym-! on
phony, a. 98-piece. group, which
]}was. organized and nurtured- by
Maestro Sopkin, who has been its

oa

__)Pat Boone

933

31

Guild

5-6 in

14

12

a|

engagement as guest star March |

29Choral

%

21)

Grieg|

play

.ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
_ Something

17

10° 21

0 ......................Beltone

DOES THE GUM LOSE ITSFLAVOR

#+#§

;

30.

play the

.

Jump Up Calypso. (LPM .2388)

4

,

—
si‘ “

.

HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)

18

110410

88 i

another’

Andres. Segovia will

8

CAMELOT (Columbia)
Original Cast (KOL 5620)

6

__

ee

Lonnie Donegan eee

_

ee

return

Feb.

:

YA YA.

_

36

ee ee eee
eens-ABC-Par

THE WAY

33

23

thumper. will appear ta
Plano Concerto March

April

|

Bipkin,. wilt |

relinquished
‘lager of Symphony,
cee we eee e reac eeeaee Capitol. tT job now’ filled by White to accept
directorship
of
Winston12
£4URT
|
Salem ‘Arts Council.
___Fimi Yure ...........,...--. scene eeee Liberty
}
Atlanta . Symphony's
budget
#8 MY TRUE STORY
TO
crowds $250, 000 mark annually.

na

#3

19

54.

fills. the

Another pianist, seymour
be the guest: Feb.
Rudolph
Firkusky, 23 ut

Guitarist

featur:

will be. [

will play Bruch |

#=11

;

-

settee coer
ete ese ene: Cadence

Stern

&

39

.
_ _ Yellow Bird (DLP 3389)
8
6 88 NEVER ON SUNDAY. (UA)
ss
=~ Soundtrack (UAL 4070)...
‘9
8 .37 ° GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES. AY
ee
Various Artists (UAT, 3122) .

{

Isaac

12

7

nh

14-

2

4

6

re }

1-2.

8.

8 JOHNNY MATHIS. (Columbia)
'
Portrait of Johnny (CL 1644) .

-

will “be |
wilt

17

18-16

92

ee Laurie

YO

-Entremont

11

7

21

_

£RUNAROUND SUE

Barry Mann

17.

e

cw ee enc ew cece sees eeee Parkway

Johnny _Tillotson

_

i6

ee wees Vista

wee weee wee we ces Se peeeaee Hickory
Lk

___Dion

_.

15

cee

#£BRISTOL STOMP

dd

_

eee

|

Dovells

it

~~

ce

SAD MOVIES

_

12

cece wee scenes UA

Piattzorsky.

Concerto No...1 ‘when. he
8-9 .guest spot.
,
_

Cee eee ence nce eneeee Atco

1... cece

Dec:

Violinist

eee ... ABC-Par

~

Highwaymen

or

i

the
Orchestra ‘Jan.
11-12.
Another all-orchestra program,
ing Cesar Franck’s' Symphony,
given Jan. 25-24.

.

tee

Lee

£4MICHAEL

_

io

ccc cccancees Liberty.

YOU MUST BEEN A BEAUTIFUL BABY

Philippe

artist

Judy Garland at Carnegie Hall (WBO 1569)-

3

:

David. Bar- Dian wil
i
tsraeli > ianist
play Rachmaninoff’s Concerto No. 2 with »

ee ve care eee t ences Monument

£HIT THE ROADJACK

_

Gre

Dec.

ST

Moore

2

Handel’s
“Messiah”?
featuring
the.
Atlanta Choral -‘Gulld, will be presented }

=

9MEXICO

Cellist

affered

£=THISTIME
HIGH

at . 1,850-seat|]

turn to play with symphony. Nov. 17-18. . |;
An
all-orchestra
program
will
be!

ec cece c cece tec acenes Victor

___Troy Shondell_ Late eee
ewe eee cae Liberty

MOUNTAINS

given

Pianist

Ruest

#8#£4LITTLE SISTER
____ Elvis 3 Presley

are

‘Tower -Theatre. ‘House’ is’ not
large
enough
to : accomodate
season ticket buyers, necessitating dual. concerts.
Kickoff will come -Oct. 19-20,
when soprano Lois Marshall and
| | mezzoseprann
Wolf,.
| Beverly
Bellini's!
| featuring .- duets from
4) “Norma,” -will star with, sym: |
phony.
.
|;

41
42

28

.

2

|

41

ROBERT RUSSELL BENNET. (Victor)

Victory At Sea, Vol. NI (LM 2523)

17

42

6

- 26

27

RICKY NELSON: (Imperial)
.
Rick is 21 (LP 9152).
60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victory
Various Artists, Vol.. III {LOP. 1509).

.

48

#4

—

1

ROGER WILLIAMS Kapp)
Soaring ’60s (KL 1251)
AL HIRT

(Victor)

He’s the King

43
.
44

—

1

-—

2

45.

—

46

39

47

—

.

—

Soundtrack (WB 1322)

6

SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
(OL 4180)

° 8- LA DOLCE VITA (Victor)

Lo

.

—

Soundtrack (FOC

1

1)

GLORIA LYNNE (Everest)

;

49

|

(LPM 2354)

JOAN:BAEZ (Vanguard)

Soundtrack

48

|

Joan Baez (VRS 9078)
MOMS MABLEY (Chess)
Mom at the U.N, (1452)...
GONE WITH THE WIND (WB).

%
-

a,

#®#£«x°\AL HIRT (Victor).
Greatest Horn in the’ World (LPM 2366)

—

This Little Boy of Mine: (LPBR 5131).

=—

1

OLDIES BUT GOODIES (Sound).
_ Various Artists, Vol IIf (OS 5004)

50

-

i

den. the ever-flexible. music Scene.
mos

eee

_

STAN KENTON (Capitol)

eo

Kenton’s West. Side Story (T 1609)
wy

cd

‘tenon ob anaa

seumawermee

a erne

MUSIE

Wednesdays October 4,1961

Tnside Stuff—Musi

“Follow

the Leader,”

Capitol Reshuffles Sales Staff:

Plane Crash; Mate Dies

Goyak To Coast As Tallant Aide

“Midland, Tex., Oct. 3.
presented by the Northwestern .U. -Workshop Theatre, won the first
annual Broadcast Music Inc. Variety Show Competition. Rusk ‘will get
Charley Appiewhite, disk and
$1,000 as author of pein spn eae
the winning production ‘nitery singer, suffered a badly frac-and. Northwestern’s
Workshop
ea
will
ge
.

Bill Tallant, veepee and national
sales and operations manager of
Capitol Records Distributing Corp.,
has reshuffled his field sales force.
Pete Goyak, who formerly guided

- Honorakde.mention awards. went'to Michael Small for “The Happier |tured ney ed tnieened tapieien os
A
by: Cap

& ‘Bells Ine. of. the --Williams ! a result'of:a

plane crash indr here

College Dramatic Assn., and to Peter Pergman and James Massengale it st week (a3), ‘Killed ‘in the crash
“for “Booth Is Back In Town,” presented by the Yale t Dramatic Assn. iwere
|‘? whis wife, Nancy, and Midland
ec
Judges were Jerry Bock & Sheldon Harnick, who wrote the Broadway ;

tuners,’ “Fiorello”
Engel

and

“Tenderloin”;

composer-conductor

Lehman ;oilman . Robert H. McGannon..

‘CRDC

activities: in midwest’ ter-

. The. singer wavered between life -ritories as regional manager, will

Stephen. Sondheim, lyricist. for “West: Side Story”. and “Gypsy”;

Harold. S.. Prince, Broadway producer; and Robert B. Sour,-BMI veepee;‘and death in a local: hospital for ‘move to Cap’s Coast headquarters

in charge of writer relations, Rules for the 1961-62 competition. which |several days. He was manager

of a3 exec staff assistant to Tallant.

Closes May 15, 1962, are available irom Sour. at BM!'s New York: base. .
‘the: Gaslight Club, Dallas, for the
ipast eight months:

Bob

A’ bankruptcy

Keels, previously

a regional

Herbert Nelson,.a writer-composer-producer and -disk company. efi- court oath had closed the club manager in charge of independent
distributors, succeeds Goyak. CRDC
trepreneur via Panorama Records, is branching: out into legit acting. peast. month.
|
.- He-will play the role of a Dutch dentist in the Graham

“The -Complaisant

Lover,"

in

which «Michael

i)

iCharley Applewhite HurtIn|

a musical. revue writtena ‘Jim “Rusk and |

Hunting Ground,” presented

63

Greene comédy:

distribs now will work with the
regional manager in their area.

In another

move

affecting

|

‘Redgrave: and-. Googie |

Withers «star. .Show. is due: ‘to open ‘on Broadway at the. Barrymore
Theatre Nov..1.

In order: to get. into- the. legit . end, “Nelson. had. to. undergo a name |: §:
alteration. When he joined Actors’ Equity, he discovered that there |was already an actor by the name of Herbert Nelson. According. to
Equity rules he had to.change his name—and he did that by. altering:

his first name and. willf
from now on, for the theatre at. least, be known

|

-as Bert Nelson.

Singer Jimmy. Demopolos, who. once recorded for Sam Phillips’ disk

Freal]

operation, has taken a fling at ‘the. jazz idiom.
He’s published: a qpaperback via his Mark III Enterprises, based in Memphis, called.

i10ug

‘Jazz-isms.” It’s a 500-word dictionary of jazz words and ‘terms from:|
.the cool, hot and dixie vernacular. The book is selling for $1 a copy..|.-

Demopolos is. now. in New
. singing career.
.

York .to enhance his publishing

at builds

|?

Alan Wagner, director. of. program ‘development for: ‘CBS-TY, is the

|

author of “Prima Donnas and OtherWild
W
Beasts,” a‘new book dealing

the

Ie s2aCoh 8
way. Can

HIT PICKS OF THE

WEEK

| “HE GIVES” (Southern, ASCAP)—Bob | Wilson:—DECCA 31293
Deeca disker Bob Wilson gives it all he’s got on “He Gives,” an infec|
tious, hand-lapping -revival-rock tune.

opera commentary series on WNYC, N.Y.

Dot Records and ABC-TV have. come. up with a promotional angle :
for the network's new

is

Strong Di.® €aptivar.

MUSIC yENDOR—

“with backstage events, humorous and otherwise, in the opera.
-Book will be published next. month by Argonaut _Books, ‘Wagner,
who joined CBS-T¥ from Benton. & Bowles about six months ago,
also has. a Sunday ayem

.."

icely along

and/or:

“Margie” show, a situation comedy bowing Oct.

12. Dot has extracted the tune,. “Margie,” from the latest Mills Bros.
album and has ‘pressed it on- two sides of a 45rpm platter for use by :
ABC. program. ‘managers.-‘The tune’ will be used on local live.tv dancing | }.

parties ‘and the station affils. will also tie in with Total music
3
shops. i
on window ‘displays. :
First step in the new Lynn Farnol. pr. deal with ASCAP ts Stanley |
Green's chore of putting together biogs-of. the Sociéty’s: members,
‘ Including. “anecdotes suitable for newspaper stories.” Green is special

staffer on the Farnol-ASCAP hookup.. Richard F.
director in the ASCAP homeoffice.

‘Frohlich

{-

is pr. |

“Robert Stolz’s 1935 pop, “Salome,” isenjoying a European evivak:-{
‘E. B: Marks Music, which has the tune in the U. S., had Jimmy Ken- | 'f
nedy write a “modern” lyric, and itis now labeled “Romeo.”
”

Columbia Gets AndyWilliams,

H

Louise O’Brien; Other Deals|

- Andy. “Williams, who has. been. by ‘artists & repertoire producer
clicking on the’ Cadence Iabel. for Clyde Otis for the singles and LP ||
several years, has switched to Co- fields. For a time,
Heywood. :

‘Jumbia Records. His first single,a

‘eoupling of “Fly By Night” and grooved _his. ‘Reshoard, °work
“Danny Boy,” ‘is being. released RCA Victor. .

for |
|

this week: In. addition to his Col.

dick chores, Williams: will. continue {| —
in the nitery and tv areas.
“The. Four Volces,. pop. group,
Also joining the Col. roster is:
Louise: O’Brien. Thrush, who is fea- have been. pacted by Madison.
tured

on

With

NBC-TV’s

-Mitch,”

“Sing

will record

Former Columbia waxers. have club |:

Along

‘dated

under

im ‘Las Vegas,

Boston, : Pitt

|.

the ‘aegis of artists .&- repertoire and elsewhere and toured with.|
Pearl Batley. They have also ap- |
producer ‘Al Kash a.
‘peared with Lena Horne.
‘Liberty: Eddie. Heywood

Eddie Heywood .has joined the °
Liberty

stable. He'll be recorded

Mirresonic: BIL Nalle

‘Bill © ‘Nalle, ‘whe supplies ‘back-. 7
| ground music on NBC-TV’s “Young | .
‘Dr. Malone” series, has been signed |
‘by Mirrosonic. Records. He'll do al.

[cene McDANEELs|
NY. BOARD
TOWER ||NARAS’
| SETS TRUSTEE PANEL}
HEAR THIS!

series of pop and. jazz organ al-|

bums, .

* The board

JSTRE NGTH|
FAMOUS Music CORPORATION

MEW
Write

of the east coast branch. They are

George Avakian, Joe Csida, Nesuni/|
Ertegun, John’ -Hammond,. ‘Alan.
Kayés and Henri Rene. The board
also named Gunther. Schuller and

HIGH

FIDELITY

-Loogplag

Record

AMERICAN,
‘Ja

RELEASES

|}

a

Albums
.

2

.BOB

| Decca’s
New

“Singing

Sensation

the
GIVES” be growing is notional popularity with the Di's, is openingat

'}Bob: Yorke as “alternates.

RECORDS.

EVERY
MONTH.
fora
complete catalog . of

|

| (NARAS) has set a panel of music

{bizites to serve as national trustees |

| WORLD'S LEADER IN AUTHENTIC |
|
FOLK MUSIC’:
FOLKWAYS

of’ governors of the

Assn. of Recording Arts & Sciences

INTERNATIONAL:
INSTRUCTIONAL,

Te
LITERATURE.
‘FOLKWAYS RECORDS & SERVICE CORP
|
117 Wart 40m at. WY. G.. 36, ° >

whose recent big hit “HE
(summer Town Casino
TOWN CASING im Buffalo: Octeber 16th. BOB epened ot the GLENCASINO
golden fene, immense

The election, was held in’ con-|
junction

with the

adoption

of

a

Buffalo} $/7 and created quite « sensation with hie cultured voice of
ledies end the mane
flawless beauty. His dynamic personality created quite a pubating stir with the

néw national constitution .which
vests all matters of national interest in a national board of trustees
comprised of six representatives

where he
ugement hod to demand his return. BOS, « “Tep Drawer” song stylet, tevred the continent

wes outstandingly occlaimed.

—

—

Big

Wilson

| nounced

‘Capitol,
[RCA

_

-

Jand

two. fzm. the newly-incorpor- 7

has- an-| ated Chicago chapter.

Present indications point . to. a}.
he will consider {board of trustees meeting to be
held
early this month in HollyColumbia and
3} wood when numerous matters of

Vietor for his. first

importance to the Academy

will}

be discussed and acted upon dur-'|, f.

Era Bb ected three aay conta
rab

BOB whose olectrifying and sexy rendition of ballads and sensvovs

+ thythm tunes is fabulously unique.
_ January BOS amrceaie tour the Supper Chi‘Crevit in Europe begining In the Scandinavian
. Comstsion down through the Mediterranean including
For Further Information write, wire fo
' This fe on alert tip for Booking. Agente of the Sup- :
Grand Central Stetion
per Club Circuit here and eabroad/Hiten Cheine and .
Box 3746
others. You might “as well start bidding fer BOS
New Yerk 12, New York
WHSON, « beeathtching new song stylist with the
or call: Riiwelander 4-1906

teach from'.N. Y. and Los Angeles|

Ff.

GOLDEN
r
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a

TONE.
a
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gional managers,
Ear! ‘Horowitz,
formerly sales manager in Chkcago, has been promoted to regional
manager on the Coast with headquarters
in Les
Angeles.
fie
replaces Gene Sapak,
resigned.
Sacceeding Horowitz in Chicago is
Bruce Masterton, formerly Dallas
sales manager, who will be replaced
by
Charles
Bratnober.
(Continued on page 64)
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Wednesday, October 4, 1961
Pete Seeger departs an U.K. con-|!
cert tour later this month, opening
Nov. 1 in Usher Hall, Edinburgh.

Philadelphia

Monterey JazzFest
———

aS

Continued from page 6 Se

Stan Kenfon plays Sunnybrook,

; over very well and its success here semble. playég with tight perfecwith a flap of paper which acts
as a vibrating reed. Drake calls ‘it Oct. 7. . . Limelight Productions } should help its Verve LP which | ti on and inventiveness, was missed
Joa Mathews, Capitol’s eastern;
..
by a large portion ‘of the crowd as
}“‘an
aborigine flapperigine.” . . "|set Miriam. Makeba at Irvine Audi- has just been issued.
promotion chief, branched out into : Steve Lawrence’s “In Time”. has
Standout attaction of the Friday a traffie jam held up their arirval.
'torium, Oct. 6 . . .. EHa Fitzgerald,
the area of diplumatie relations by: been banned ,by the BBC on the
jpow vacationing in Europe, makes night concert, however, was the| by almost an hour. The Johnson
thrownmiz2 a cocktail party Sunday grounds that the melody line is a
her
annual
appearance:
at the return to the main jazz arena of set was repeated again on Sunday
{!- fe: his Bronxville neighbor, little too much like Tschaikowsky.
veteran violinist Stuff Smith in an afternoon’s: show.:
| Academy of Music ‘Oct. 13...
the UN
ambassador for: Somali
exciting series of duets with Dizzy
Problems besetting the Festival .
Pye Records launched its new Lineup at the Erie Social Club in. Gosi Grant set for. two. single
cludes Barbara Buchanan, Oct. 7- Gillespie and Ray Nance. (Elling- |’ office—as usual—ranged. all the.
singer,
Nick
Villard,
ex-seaman,|
re! Aases by 20th-Fox Records . .
.ton’s
violinist-cum-trumpet: play- way from fouled up hotel resere.
'8; Adam Wade, Oct, 13-15; Chord;
with
a
party
yesterday
(Tues);
E. B Ma:ks Musie has acquired
|ettes. Net.
20-21;.
Matt
Monro, | er) which was part. of an allign- vations to getting the lady harpist.
for the U.S and Canada the Eng-j| aboard the Athenie,.the ship on
ment of swing era saloists tagged from the afternoon shows a babyJohn : Oct. 27-29: Toni & Jan Arden, Nov.
lish song, “You Don’t Know,” from }iwhich Villard served ...
. Freddie Gray playing the Modern Mainstream. The audience| sitter so she. could make. rehearsMichael
|
Barry
of
the
John
Barry
Seven
re-/
3-5.
Lorna
Music Ltd...
.
ate
it up and were carried to new als.
Warwick Room . .. Norma MenOlatunji, Columbia disker, opens corded one of his own composiCritics and reviewers for almost”
doza replaced- the. ailing Joannie heights when blues singers Jimmy
at Birdland Oct. 26 for two weeks. tions, “Spinneree,” a ditty’ with
Rushing
and Big. Miller “came on-+} 100 papérs were representéd and
j Lynn with Three Guys &.:a Doll,’
Johnny Cash set by Pathe-Amer- an Italian flavor. Barry used the
j who just started their fifth. vear at stage. and shouted the blues gor the photog scene resembled “La
|
monicker.
Michael.
Angelo,.
which
iea for a nationwide personal apDolce Vita” dn real life.
the ‘Marlton Manor , . . Olatunji several numbers.
pearance tour after the first of the;lhe figures is as Italian as he can;
Horn player Brian Firth| jreturns to Philly for: the Asia- . Saturday afternoon’s show. was
year in connection with openings }get .
in broiling
sunshine
Africa show at the Commercial presenteq
of ' Five Minutes to Live” in which and saxophonist Billy Lowe of the;
which moved the male audience
Museum, Nov. 3-4.
Cash
makes
his starring
film ;Dave Mason orch at the Majestic,
to don Bermuda shorts, the gals
debut ... Bobby
Vee,
Liberty Glasgow, are in hospital following
got into slacks: and halters and the
a
car
crash...
The
John
Cochrane
|
disker, goes on tour after the first
whole affair looked like a’ cross}
of the year to promote the 20th-: i Quartet and. the Dizzy Gillespie
|. between Jones Beach and a BroadSan Francisco, Oct. 3.
Sextet
are
coming
to
Britain
for
Fox fiim, ‘Swingin’ Along” ..
way
opening. Visiting celebs: from: . Tex Beneke leading the Glen.
Neapolitan singer Enzio Lembo at the Harold Davison organization.
Archie Moore
to Newport Jazz Miller. orch; and carrying vocalist:
Brookilvn
Aeademy
of
Music’s
Festival producer George Wein Ray Eberle and Paula Kelly and.
“Neapolitan Festival of Song’ Oct.

New York

BENEKE’S CLICK IN SF.
CUES BAND ONE-NITERS:

Nermar Hits ‘AmPar,

Maxine Brown & Her-

tee
creer
aly
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Mgr. With-$250,000 Suit

were on hand and critics and pho- the Modernaires, grossed a fat.
Hollywood
12-13
togs representing papers from San. .$5,700 at the Fairmount Hotel’s
Normar Records has filed. suit in Francisco,
Jane Morgan will do a “Lillian
ABC-Paramount took over dis-!
L.A., New York, Rome, new ballroom Sept: 29 in the: first:
tribution of “Johnny Remember | Russell Salute” at her Cocoanut N.Y. Supreme Court against Ani- Stockhom, London, Hamburg, Sid-.
hotel dance. one-nighter in: this
Me™" cut by Johnny Leyton in a “Grove show beginning Oct. 12. .{Par, Maxine Brown and her man- ‘ney (Aust.), Boston and a dozen
territory. ‘in. years.
Ann-Margret,
currently in 20th’s ager Mal Williams for an injuncdeal with Leonard G. Wood, manother US cities watched Duke ‘EFI ‘Promoter. Lou Robin, of Conénjoining the singer from waxazing director of EMI . . Rex K.: “State Fair.” planes to Nashville ‘tion
lington’s -performance.
certs Inc:, presented: it with Artie
Travis is the winner of. the first + from the pic’s Dallas locationing ‘ing on any other label.
The
Saturday
afternoon pro- Samuel, ‘Downtown
Center Boxprize of $250 in the Nathan Barkan: on weekends to cut her new RCA
According to the complaint, Nor- gram was titled “Ellington Carte | office owner, and’ drew © 2,000 at.
Memoria! Competition for 1961 at. Victor album which is set for re- mar inked an exclusive contract] Blanche” and its entire production $2:85 per.
the U of Oklahoma College of Law’ lease next month .. . Steve Sholes, with Miss Brown in October, 1960, and: content was left to the pianistSuccess of the operation, which
for his paper entitled “Boy Meets : Victor veep and Coast manager, with options of one year each for leader-composer to devise: He of- was Tun like a Swing Era junior Girl—Copyrizht of a Plot” .. .'has torn up Rod Lauren’s contract -four years. The diskerv picked up fered a reprise of familiar Elling- ‘prom,
has stirred Samuel and
Disneyland
Records prepping
a- and is signing the singer te a new the first.opsion in February, 1961 ton melodies from “Fhe Mooche” Robin to plan an entire series for
promoativnal
push on “Professor: one that provides for Sholes to be + but claims: that Am-Par, with full and “Creole Love Call”
(which: later this year.
Ludwiz Von Drake” singles to tie a&r man on all his: LPs and -gives knowledge
of the contract
and date
back some
30. years)
to
in with “Wait Disney's Wonderful |Laureh a bigger percentage . . - their rishts, had the chirper record “Suite Thursday”
(written in 1960 [3
- Franz Waxman
will score Jerry tunes and is distributing them.
World of Color’ NBC-TV show.
‘for the Monterey Jazz Festival)d.
Kai Winding Septet plays at State :: Wald’s “Adventures of a Young
The complaint’ further charges and “The Girls,” a 1961. creation;
Teacher, Colleze, Slippery Rock, Man.” Prior to actual. scoring» Wax- | ,that Am-Par, in violation of the by = Ellington’s.
alter-ego,
Billy
Continued: from page 83 ——
.
P2., Oct 10 and at Heidelberg Col- man will compose a‘two-hour suife, plaintiff’s pact with Miss Brown, ‘Strayhron. The “Mahalia”: number —
J
comprising
10 distinct
sectionsf [entered into an agreement with is ‘one of the most effective Ellingleze, Tiffin, O., Oct. 14...
Jackie
Latter had been a salesman in.
dramatizing
a portion
of Discus
Wilson, Brunswick disker, ‘returns. each
Records, which
recorded {ton miniatures to date.
CRDC’s San Francisco. branch...
|
j Ernest Hemingway’s life.
to the Ayollo Theatre Nov. 3.
ther disks that. are released: through
Ellington,
incidentally,
was]:
In other branch. changes, Tom
.
.
ary
Cara Williams will sing a pair ‘of', Am-Par.
|
realy
the dominant. personality Beckwith, formerly ‘a: salesman ‘in.
yy.
songs in “Pete and Gladys” tv segs. | Normar claims thatthe singer's tfor the five-concert weekend. He Indianapolis, replaces Kansas City
London
Vic Damone etched “Tender
Hayley Miils’ secord disk, “Let's. Is the Night” for a Capitol single |lservices are unique and is asking} not only appeared twice (all: of. sales: manager Dick Ware, who has .
1$259.000 damages. The suit also the Saturday afternoon program been called to active duty with the
Get Tozether.” from her film “The,
. Reprise’s prexy, Moe Ostin :seeks
to enjoin. Williams
from was his and he did a concert bit} Army resérves. In -St. Louis, Hal
Parent Trap.” bows on Deeca on’_ signed jazz pianist Marv Jenkins.
Sunday night with his orehestra) | Gold, formerly assistant sales man- |
jclaiming
any contract with her.
Friday igCharlie Drake uses}
. . Walter Scharf filled in for|
| but he was emcee of all five shows, ager in Chicago,
replaces sales.
a “new"'-sound on his latest disk,'- ;David Rose while latter was on a'
|
working
from
a ‘separate stage manager Jim Blackwood, resigned.
“My
Boomerang
Won't
Come , European
tour and penned for
Bob Setzer, with.C&C Distribut..{ and occasionally playing the piano
Back.” It’s a cone of stiff paper! “Bonanza”
ty scores.’ He
just
| with musical assistance from:bass- Ing Co. in Seattle. for’ the’ past
rn}
wound
“Pocketful
of Miracles”
-{ ist Aaron Bell and drummer Sam} several years, -has. been named.
and starts “The Errand Boy” for; —_— Continued from page 59 su
‘sales manager: of CRDC’s Seattle
Woodyard.
OF THE Jerry Lewis.
Saturday night was the biggest branch, replacing :Ralph... Wilson,
have upgraded this. to where. they
resigned.
Before joining - C&C,
crowd
in
the
four-year
history
of.
are budgeting $100 to $1,500 in
the Festival. A full sell out for the Setzer was a salesman with CRDG
the major tv productions.
Chicago
evening show was an. actuality|-for 10 years.
“We have eliminated in the maWild Bill Davis current fortnight ; jor studios any use of foreign track early Saturday morning. A total
resident
at Basin
Street, Chi, by contract. There is another group. of 7,300. seats ranging from $3.00
x
Milla p
through
Oct. 16 . . . Muggsy of ty film producers who are not ta $7.50 tabbed. out -at a gross of
Spanier into Iroquis Hotel, Lon- under contract. They are put ina $32,000. In addition there was an
Tt
don, Ont., Oct. 16 fot a week . ~ {competitive advantage so they have. estimated overflow crowd of 3,000 }
Jazz pianist Billy Taylor inked to the right to use this foreign track. that wandered, seatless, around the
an exclysive Mercury
recording The gains that we have made in grass lawns and oak tree: clusters
DOES
Your
contract. Taylor’s first album, cut the last two or three years will be of the Fairgrounds. Music from
‘CHEWING GUM.
inside the arena was clearly audin N. Y., features tunes from the}

CapSales.

Tooter Beet

WEEK.

CONNIE
FRANCIS
HOLLYWOOD
DREAMBOAT |
K 13039
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FyA OHI. REMINDERS ,

up-coming Richard Adler musical,
“Kwamia,” in which he did the
score ... Rex Allen, en route to
Hollywood after benefit performances in St. Loufs, Mo., feter last
week with a “Rex Allen Day” in
his home town of Wilcex, Ariz.
Folk-thrush
Bonnie
Debson:
signed with Prestige International
Records . . . Folksingers Sonny
Terry & Brownie McGhee, currently on British concert tour, skedded
for the Coventry Festival of Music,
Oct. 15
. Platters set for fortnight at Social Ritz Club, Mexico

City, Oct. 19...

Ewan MacColl &

Peggy
Seeger’
open.
CanadianAmerican
concert
tour
tonight
(Wed.} in Winnipeg. Pair skedded.

for PM-West segment, Oct. 13.
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VAN DORN SISTERS.

lost.”
Read

offered three

possible ap-

proaches ta lick the problem: {1)
High import taxes on foreign li-

ible

and,

largest
history.

although -this was

the

crowd
in the Festival’s
and one of the largest

in the history of the Fairgrounds
itself, there was almost na trouble..|
Some $5,000 in mail orders were
country or the foreign nation.; (2: |returned due to the sellout.
labeling tracks as of foreign origin
Chief Charles Simpson. of the
so that ‘we could do our own. pub-; |Monterey department had a full
[tic relations job on the sponsors”; squad circulating and there were
(3) A “fool-proof” way, he said, only: three arrests in all through- |
lis via the U.S. Copyright Law, As fout the full evening.
with bookbinding and printing, the
' Standout performers on SaturU: S. requires an affidavit that the 1 day evening included singer Carwork was. done in this country. Ap- }imen McRae, who ‘hushed the caply the same requirement to tracks, | pacity crowd with her delightful,
d the use of. them would be moving and masterfully showcased
curbed for tack of copyright pro- series of ballads, and trumpeter:
‘tection. Sarme method would stamp Dizzy Gillespie...
out the runaway problem, Read of- | Dizzy Gillespies’ Quintet, which

brary tracks. with the duty pegged

on the production cost either in this

fered, but he noted that the State

|Dept.

was

in

exceptionally

fine

form,

LOSE its FLAYOR

&

Lennie: Donegan and -His
kiffle Group—DOrT.

“ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY
(With

A Dixte

Melody)

Judy Garland—Capitol
Aretha Franklin—covumbla

MILLS MUSIC,. INC.
1619 Broadway
New York 19
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You'll never forget Iti

“Johany

Remember Me”

by.
- JOHN LEYTON

]

#10287

is against such proposals. | played a “Suite” made up of GilAnother indication: of Dent’s pen- -lespie compositions cued info vari-

chant.on the track issue came when
the lawmaker remarked caustically:
“This Government of ours has developed. into a State Dept. Govern-

ous geographic locations important:

in the development of jazz from |..
Africa to the West Indies. He |was in superior form and so was |:
ment.”
his group, combining showmanship
Phil Fischer, AFM _ interra- ‘with first rate musical ability.
A BLEND OF THREE BEAUTIFUL VOICES
Gillespie’s set .was climaxed by
tional rep, made no distinction .beWITH FACES AND FRAMES TO MATCH
tween library tracks and importa- the appearance of vocalist Joe Car-|.
tion of foreign tracks for use in roll, reunited with Gillespie for |.
Sept. 25-Oct. 8 Tidelands, Houston: Oct. 14-Nov. 3 Playboy, Chicago; |
tv films generally, AFM is. against the first time in some years. GilNov. 4-11 LaRue's, ladfanapolls;
Nov. 15-28 Earl's Ciub, Dajias;
both, he said. Now over 60% of lespie and Carroli broke up the} ‘
‘Isuch
tracks
come
from
abroad, { Show with a wild display of vocal
Dec. 1-15 Brown Hotel, Louisville; Dee. 30-31 Pere Marquette Hotel,
Fischer
complained.
‘pyrotechnics that had the audience:
Peoria; Jan. 9-29 Playboy, New Orleans; Feb. 22-28 Flamiago, oe Sioux
John Tranchitella, AFM Holly- laughing and cheering for all they
SINGS
City, Nedraska.
wood local :(47), complained of the were worth: Saturday night’s show
Personal Manager—PHIL BISCH
:
failure of his union’s campaign of also included a long. set by tbe
: lodging| protests with sponsors of George Shearing Quintet and an-| programs using foreign canned mu- other with the Shearing group
BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY
joined by the brass ensemble. The
sic. He told the Congressman:.
“We thought that by appealing audience gave everything Shearing |
to the sponsors. they would pro- did a heavy mitt throughout -the |
ATCO #6206
JOE GLASER, President
test to the producers. I think the evening.
745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600
Trombonist J. J. Johnson's open- |. ;
‘|producers turn off their hearing
CORPORATION
aids as far as the citizens of our ing set, a series of compositions
HOLOING
CHICAGO e MIAMI e HOLLYWOOD e LAS VEGAS « DALLAS * LONDON
and arrangements for brass en-t
country are concerned.”

HEADING FOR THE TOP!
l BOBBY DARIN ;
“YOU MUST HAVE BEEN

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
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[ABEAUTIFUL BABY”
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{Miami Beach Hotel's CafoShows,
Oncea Stunt, Become a Habit

OhiKeyOne La
Turn to Names |toBolster

Florida seems to be leaning more

Chicago, Oct. 3.

The proliferation of key clubs

in Chi appears to be approaching
a point of diminishing . returns.
Operators of two of the newer en:
tries have added name entertain-

-

-Chicago, Oct. 3.

|

| . The.‘Cart, a south-Loop dinery, is |

after

opening.: The

Vaude Revival’

shortly

former.

cur-|-

rently. features: Dakota Staton and

the

|HOTEL,

lattér: Nick Noble.. However,

Gene McGuane, owner of the Holi-|.

day Club, said that-his. spot.is pick-|_
irig up rapidly. after..a slow start|.

‘Monroe

4

numbers...He

. ‘At Pa Els

rig Lansburgh, who operates
six hotels -which underwrite

someone had suggested that it.
’ would be a major disaster to

- London’s night life if the air: eraft was involved in an accident.

RADISSON

.atacks

in goodly

up: as

just

Aircondition Co,
- Conclave Gives
ActsHotDates

-what. the doctor would order for this ].
kind of -lavish and tony room..
Monroe reeled off sure-fire number

$10,000inRed| 2

New -York

-PLaz a 1-8166

NY. NiteresSee

‘One of the longest running convention
jobs for talent can be
}found at St. Croix, Virgin Islands..
A group of acts has“contracts for
Lup to-12 weeks during the conven‘tion -of: Fedders
air conditioner
dealers and distributors who are
|meeting
in.
weekly.
groups in ‘St.
|’ October. in New York is expectCroix and Grape Tree Bay Hotels.
ed to be one. of the biggest months Altogether, around 3,600 will be
}
of the year ‘according to hotelmen. hosted by the company.
An average 95% occupancy is an-| The trip is part of an incenitvye
ticipated which means virtually program given annually by Fedders Corp. Under the sales plan,
complete sellouts during most days. dealers and distributors meeting
Of course, the entertainment marts. certain quotas make the trip with
are expected to reap a tremendous: all expenses paid. It’s one of the
-boons to the island’s commerce

Club with ory a keyboarder and.

The Palace Theatre’s single week:
_an occasional singer and, on the.. of vaudeville wound up with proother extreme, the Playboy Club moters Sid Bernstein & John Drew
. with seven variety acts. The older taking a licking of about $10,000.
clubs have.the advantage of having The single week of headliner Ray |.
piled up memberships when there’ Charles, with support from Sarah

Banner October

were fewer of the. keyspeaks to ‘Vaughan, Larry. Storeh and the
choose from... Too;.they have had Johnny Conrad: Dancers, resulted
an opportunity to build up. loyal- in a gross of $40,000.. “A. $50,000
ties before any serious. competi- take was’ needed to ome out
tion came onto the scene.
ahead.
Despite. the: current setback of ~_- There. are several reasons: for
the new. key clubs, there. is talk the short. coin drawn by the bill.
of .‘more-specialized. keyspeaks in It's. figured that if the session were.
the planning stage. A Negro club. held before the. schools. opened,
4s projected. for the south side and {|the take would have been heavier.
a club for “performers: and friends But even at that, a good first’ stiow.
of the performing arts”: is’ planned might. have pulled: them .far over benefit from
[the profit -ntark.
for the near. north side.”

TVNamesHelp 1-Day

the influx of out-of{inasmuch as: this convention takes
place after the Fedders selling
‘The opening of the. layout was | towners.
The
major
reason
for the uipbeat ‘season which is prior to the start
|-marred .by the’ lateness of ©-the

| headliner, and_the raw. and. unre-" are the World Series. games. which
hearsed condition of the orchestra ‘start today (Wed.) at the Yankee
which ruined the’ first appearance Stadium, and the convention of the
,of. the other acts.: The bad word- Order of the Eastern Star, the
of-mouth _Teacted uifavorably’ on. femme Masonry organization. Also
‘the gate. _
| throughout this. period is the con|' During the run, Charles: was late” stant arrival .of out-of-town buyers.

NM. State Fair Rack Up |
New ' Attendance Recor

Albuquerque, Oct., 3. ‘for no. less than. six performances
The 1961 ‘New - “Mexico . ‘State’ ‘and Miss. Vaughan failed to show}
‘Fair pulled more than 500,000 iup for- one show due to laryngitis.
persons
in its longest.” ‘run in: ‘These were: conditions which made‘
history, to set..a new gate tally for” it hazardous for. a customer asked
an exposition in the state. More to. shell out up to’ $3 admision.
than 75.000
patrons
—including’ 1 Bernstein & Drew’ underwrote
four SRO

houses—

were

occupancy, a condition which start- Will continue until Nov. 25,

clocked:ithe ‘venture with payment of a lit- ‘wave. Hotel ‘business, earlier in the
year, indicated a banner annum.

-for the nine-. day rodeo. cotipe- |tle: more than: $25,000 for the show,
titions in the fair's:: 12,000-seat ! with- ‘Charles - getting $15,500: for
Tingley
Coliseum,’ which © “were .; the week, This sum. included the.
coupled with appearances -by tele- orchestra and the Raelets, a fourvision, .film and recording . head-. girl ‘vocal’ group. Also under’ the
|terms: of the deal, the. Palace got
liners... TV comic Andy. Griffith, dn. a:‘the first $20,000. and supplied the

of the resort. season.
James J. Grady, who has hooked
this convention for several years,
has slotted two orchestras and
seven acts for the run of the show.
Included are The Renards, comedian Buddy Clayton, Lillian Hol-

The upbeat has- already started. and, Rex Owen, Joska de Barbary,
Hotels have a comfortable rate of Rieo & Charles Rayo. The group
‘started to work Sept. 5 and most}

ed around the middle of the month.
‘This reversed the trend of the summer .vhich.was downbeated considerably by the unusually. long heat.

‘However, the bottom dropped
in. June and continued
September.

out

until mid-;

| The influx of citizenry is bene-|
fitting‘ the ‘cafes. The largeseaters
|: are well-prepared. The Copacabana

two-day booking, pulled two ‘¢a-, picture, “Fhe Mighty Crusaders,” |:
has
Joe: E, Lewis who holds an
Dennis “Weaver: . which was universally slammed.
pacity . houses.
especial lure for the sports. eletv’s
“Gunsmoke’” | Other expenses, including adver-|ment as well as buyers. The Latin
(Chester of
series) in a single day booking; tising, put. the break-even point: at Quarter continues with its big

on the final night of redeo, drew’; $50,000. There was ‘to have been a! show, and the International is open|
a full house, and Lorne Greene ‘percentage. deal beyond. $50, 600.
ing »‘tonight (Wed.jawith the Ritz
The showing of Charles at. the ; Bros. and June Vafil topping the
and Dan Blocker of tv's “Bonanza”
&:!
series—in'a two-day stand——pulled -‘Palace has caused Bernstein
‘bill.
:ta abandon four nights of.|
:
one _full
house, and another ‘Drew
. concerts -in. Chic
. > The Blue Angel and. Basin St.
‘crowd of 7,000..
. mas -week. However,
Chicago during
Christ: ‘East also have been registering exthat was-also:|
The Andrews Sisters, skedded ; made difficult’ -by -promoter :Hal |Pansion at. the boxoffice, and_ the.
three nights, had an average of:i;
Zeiger who played. Charles recent- Lhotel spots are doing quite well.

the
the

1 “Cavalcade”
program, had been
considering ‘dropping the venture

_ switched to a later plane after

present

320. zE S4th Street,

still doing great biz—the Gaslight |

which hotel business ‘depends. Mor-

covered by chance that they

same plane last Sunday (1) for
New York.
But
Ofner
subsequently

after number.”
Rees, Vakuery.
Mgt. IRV SIDERS |

and he “would not get on. the name
talent treadmill. an
‘The old line key clubs here are

William. Ofner (Pigalle,
Room and Society) dis-

‘were. both booked on to the

Minneapolis—“Vaughn

fans were

Siegi Sessler. (Siegi's Club)
. and
- Stork

VAUGHN MONROE

to” name. ‘talent

London, Oct. 3.

_

inaugurating a‘ live entertainment {*
policy: with folksinger. Katie Lee

ers to bolster the declining lure
and thrush Toni Lee Scott as the
-of the implied -exclusiveness of- ‘opening “attractions. _ The -pair,
the keyspeaks... The. resistance to ‘along with the Al Nutting Trio, are.
the. new clubs indicates that the ‘in Yor an indefinite stay. _
*“exclusive”. factor is being diluted
Owned. by. longtime boniface ‘Ben
as the number of the spots in-|,‘Orloff, the spot becomes the only |.
creases.
It’s now not so-much a club with. variety: acts in the neigh- |
Matter of which .lockIoungé ‘you|-borhood with exception of.the sup~{.
belong to: (and. go -to), ‘but how “per clubs in the Conrad Hilton and | many “you belong to. (and don’t|‘Blackstone hotels. Aimed .at) the].
go to). .
late-nighters, the club's first: show
Both the Shh Club and My Lady will go an at 11:30. Pm |
Fair (a key club for women)
FLAME. ROOM,

turned

to free entertainment as the seasons wear on. The “Cavalcade of
Stars,” which was only a promotion
stunt a few years back, has now become an important crutch, upon

A Nice Regar d

Chi ‘Spot Bows Talent

this season, but lately has started
to re-sign talent, and will resume
with this gimmick this season.

As it works, the guests of all the
six hotels aligned with the group
are entitled to a free show. to be
given in the auditorium of the
Deauville Hotel.
At the same time, the Fontainebleau is working on a format which
will also supply entertainment free
to its guests.
Now being transformed into a private club, guests
will have the privilege of availing
themselves to the entertainment
in the La Ronde Room. The publia

will also he admitted to this inn,
but will, of course, have to pay the
prevailing tabs.
There are also othe? plans similar to Cavalcade in which other
hotel groups participate.
The net effect of aii this is to
get the former nitery customers
used to being entertained gratis,
according to talent agency reps.
With all this entertainment going
on for free, it will become increas- ,
ingly difficult to get vacationers to
shell out the normally huge tariffs
prevalent in the Miami
Beach
niteries,

As it fs, only a few stars can
pull in the Florida Gold Coast.
Many who did business in former
years, have become doubtful draws
in the past season or two, and thus
‘the talent buyer’s job has been
made more difficult. Now with the
competition of free entertainment,
the niteries find their supplies of
headliners cut considerably because
it would be foolish for the operators of other hotels to buy acts that
have appeared free at the Deauville group.
| The present trend in the Miami
‘Beach hotel spectrum seems to indicate the Grossinger and Concord
idea of entertainment will be more

widespread. For the price of the
weekly room and board bill, there
will be. a certain amount of free
;entertainment
available
to
the
guests. At the Catskill inns, the
|
guests cannot pay for the entertainment, and can see shows even if
Hollywood, Oct. 3.
they do not buy a single drink. Just
Kingston Trio and Les Baxter’s: how much the hotels will veer in
band plus a chorus grossed $38,- that direction isn’t known as yet,
889 at $4.75 top at Hallywood Bowl -but the trend seems unmistakable.
‘Saturday night (30) with total at‘tendance of 12,706. The Kingstons
(newly realigned-with John Stewance.in and Daye Guard out), get
60¢
Baxter, ‘with a 44-man orchestra
and eight: vocalists, was.in on a
flat deal.
Lou Robin promoted.
The . Bowl got 10% of the Bross
A strong finish with nearly 15,000
as rental.
customers on hand to view the
iwindup of the six-day bike race
i Thursday midnight (28) at Madison

Kingstons-Baxter Fancy

$38,389 at H’wood Bowl!

Strong Finish Helps Cut

6-Day Bike Race Loss
To 256 at N.Y. Carden

Square
Film, DiskStars Head
loss to
Carla Victims’ Benefit:

Garden, N. Y., reduced the
about $25,000

for the run.

With this deficit, it’s indicated that
§,000 persons each evening.
ily’.at McCormick Place in. that |¥ .yThe cafes also have been bounc{‘without
Red Skelton, in ‘his ‘first fair!
the opening night’s mis:eity,’and claims that -his contract [mee
pack folowing re victimized |
Dallas, Oct. 3.
booking, and sans cowboy compe- .; to repeat. Charles in about a year,
ihap which
cost
the promoters
film and recording stars about $30,000 there might have’
tition, filled the hall’s reserved|precludes -his playing in’ Chicago |by the extreme heat, but ‘only beheaged the talent lineup for the
geat. ‘section. ‘at. both a matinee {for any other promoter.
;
cause the mercury delayed the start Dallas Times Herald benefit for been a small profit for the first
‘and evening show. He headlined
‘of the garment industry season. A’ victims of hurricane Carla -held ven running. of this event in 22
variety bills on the final day. (24)|
[slow ‘season on Seyenth Avenue is Sunday (1) at the State Fair Music |~
of the 11-day exposition...
“A misinterpretation of the bluereflected in the boites,
Hall.
Eptire
cast of. 20th-Fox prints caused the track to be cone
Fair .manager Tex: Barron, in.
“State Fair” film was on hand structed in the wrong direction.
a preliminary report, Said total
| including Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, Carpenters
of 504,500. persons -.paid to -get
had
to rebuild
the.
Alice Faye, Tom track, which delayed the meet six
Jose
Ferrer,
on grounds, against -- 469,750..at |
.
Chicago, Oct. 3..
Ewell, Pamela. Tiffin and Ann- hours. Some 5,000 customers got
nine-day 1960. show. : Pari-mutuel
Jazz. pianist: Ahmad Jamal has
Margret.
refunds.
racing, -with 12. events daily,
‘shuttered. the Alhambra, ‘his. plush
Frankie Laine, now at the Statler
The overall
gro
_
Wakefield, Mass.,; ‘Oct. 3.
grossed $3,969,286. chandle,
as
against $3,555,305 in "1960, Craft’s no-booze Moorish-styled. nitery, and |. Pleasure ‘Island completed: its Hilton. Empire room, also appeared ¢149 999, Sports Tntermational the
‘at
the
event
which
was
scaled
to:
‘will
‘take.
“at
‘Jeast
:
a
month’s
vaca20 Big Shows: “in ‘first .appear‘promoting organization. guaranteed
third season Sunday (1) with a
ance at New Mexico Fair; grossed tion.” Tradesters figure that Jamal 25% gain in attendance over last. ‘$4 top. William J. Harris, pee of"the Garden $25,000 plus another
Local 147, AFM; provided a
$26,000 fo r expenses such as ushe
$130,000 for the:run.
‘is weary of both operating and year, and began: working on plans piece. orchestra. Its fee was covered :‘ers, tickets,
ete. The contractor
Next year’s fair is also _planned
for a new. format: next season. The through a grant from the Record-:iwas to get $120,000 for building
performing
at
the
club
and
that
the
31. days, Sept. 13-23, according. to.
park, which had been open week- ing Industries Trust Funds. Scenic jincome from the spot -was nowhere ends since Labor Day, is abandon-.
State. Fair. Commission
designer: Peter. Wolf contribbed the: ihe rack i a
are eecins
{near his potential. from club: and ing its circus theme, which was the
Howeyer, SI said the results were
concert bookings. He is. reported big gimmick this year, in favor of sets.
;
.
sufficiently gratifving to indicate
from off the television)
\to have in excess of $100,000 tied names

Ahmad Jamal Also Geis
"His Fill ofBonifacing PLEASURE IS. TO PEG

‘FORMAT ON TV NAMES:

_NED ebpy's ASSN.POST...|
Kansas:

City,Oct:3.

up in the - operation,

which

has. scr eens.

Missouri. Restaurant owners, .in been open about four months.
With 2.1 tryout of & name personconvention at the Hotel President
‘Jamal is the third musician in ality, in this case -Chuek (Riflehere

last

Tuesday

(19), ‘elected

the last year

to have found ‘that

_ Ned “Eddy as president. He-.is one. ‘bonifacing’ and. performing’ don't.
of

the

threé

brothers

operating

mix. Dinah Washington

took. over

. Edilys’, the town’s downtown night. the. lease on the southside Roberts:

club. ‘and. restaurant,: and -has ‘Jong ‘Show Lounge in July and default-:
been active:.in the association. He ‘ed on if. -six weeks later. Earlier,
. succeeds Arthur ‘Schneithorst, St. Sarah Vaughan.had taken over the.
same spot as manager’ and resident:
‘Louis
About 6,000 Persons attended the: attraction and listed about two.
mon

" r

woe 1!

We

that the event can be successful

FOx, Det. 5; Stageshow

in

New York, and it will promote an-

lother race if proper dates can be
a
Detroit, Oct. 3.
man”) Connors at the park for six | Fabian and. Ray Charles will |booked. ©
nas
days, racking up 57,000 paid ad- headline the first stageshow in twa}.
WARWICK’S MGT. DIVISION
missions, smashing all records with years at the 5.000-seat Fox, beging
Warwick
Records, ‘headcd
by
the -biggest Sunday ever, 10,000, ning: Friday (6) for ane week. Bilf}
the park. mranagement decided to. will also include Gloria Lynne, the |Morty Craft, has started a persenal
go on # name kick for 1962. Pleas- Earl May Trio, Timi Yuro, Shep| management division which will be
‘ure Island, according to its man- & the. Limelighters, Dave. Aster,|heages by Wynn ‘Brownie! Lassrer.
Lassner has long heen in the
agement, is the second theme park the Rockets and house orch.
On the screen will be “Thunder ;field and has operated niteiies as
in the country on the profitside.
well. |
Disneyland, of course, being first. ‘of Drums” (M-G). .
Berres
, os
<P

Po tee

eta

are,

“

3 Sows

we recany

y

>
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Don't Hoarse Around With ‘Chicago
Throat, Medico Warns
Chicago, Oct. 8.

Lines Up Band Roster|
.

Entertat

,Iast week.

"Vaud, Cafe Dates

Syracuse Hotel Room

Syracuse, Oct.

Persian

Terrace

of the

8.

Hotel

Syracuse here opens its fall season|
tonight (Tues.) with the Pee Wee

However, for the first ‘Hunt orch, Group is booked until]

That mysterlous disease, “Chi-| four days she mugged beHind Kay

cat)

Throat,”

cepted

excuse

a now

widely-ac-|Atmen’s singing and finished up

for cancelled

per-|

alibi for below-par opening night
shows:, is a technical fictlon and
may be fust a case of the oldfash-

Top

Lineup

For

‘Dallas,

is currently min-j}top

the 1959

all-time

twice in her last two ap-;acre

pearances

at the Palmer

House.itwo

permanent

miles

showplace

from

midtown

just

throats

wherein

Chi’s: theme which will be carried out in

use of drugs.

er.on

show

due to.a

sax,

pianist.

te
eeore

Vern .Smolik,

Singing. pianist. Kitty Kaye,

injury. Replacement

of Iron

ager, talent booker and former pre

day House, Milwaukee, Oct. 16.....

The mag-

come long over the years without:
Top show lure is the touring na- -istrate set Oct. 9 as a further hearanyone questioning its medical tional company of “Sound of Mu- iing date, although the comedian.
he was leaving for San Franvalidity.
sic,” starring Florence Henderson Hsaid

.

“This is not to say that these and John Myhers, set for 24 per- fcisco after. winding up the Jersey
performers have not been ill,” the formances in the air-conditioned, booking Monday (2). —

Chicago

after.

six months at Somerset Inn, making first tour. with new combo. It:
features Marty Conn, her biz man-

.°. . Jerry Vale

drummer, who

Rusty Warren opens at the Horizon Room, Pittsburgh, Oct.
9...
Guy Mitchell into the Southern.
Club, Hot Springs,. Ark., Oct. 19
'..~. Gorme & Lawrence into Blinstrub’s, Boston, Oct. 30... George
‘Kirby into the Alamo, Detroit,
Nov. 8.

weather took the rap, and the list : scores of special events and activi-| ‘hotel-room and held in.$1,500 bail.
for illegal

10. Field’s re-

starts at the Mardi Gras, Baltimore,
Friday (6). Enzo Stuarti to the Holi-

lcotics charges‘in his Philadelphia

of performers so afflicted has be-: ties during the 16-day run. |

auto

is Duke

Lenny Bruce, 35, who twas apRodgers and June Valli: has a permanent investment of
are among the singers who in re-; over $35,000,000. The 1961 fair pearing at the Red Hill Inn, Penn'sauken,
N. J., was arrested on narcent months have been hampered ‘will have an “Exposition of ‘Music’
sore

Oct.

places the Buddy Harlowe Trio.
bassist Bill Warren, trumpeter. Art
Singer Johnny Barracuda out of |y aocey, Chuck Logan on drums ; .-.

serious

Jimmie
by

starting

-the African Room

Philadelphia,
Oct. 3.

Dallas,

:>

added to the new Latin Quarter |nicht shows. Crew consists of lead-.
show

’ Narcotics Rap

attendance

Country’s.
istering to Carol Channing, who;Trecord
of
2,801,305.
has been hit by the legendary af- | largest state fair, situated in a 20D-

fliction

Irving Fields Orch and The Arnauts: orch

Lenny Bruce's

Oct. 38.

State Fair of Texas, opening its

many of the singers and ; 76th annual 16-day run Saturday
who come to tha Windy;'7),
has a strong entertainment
lineup that expo officials hope will

Dr. Treobald

touring to nearby

the Queen Elizabeth, Montreal . . . |hookingfor -bureau,
rebuilt five-piece.
Alpine™ Village’s two-a-

the Rainbow Room. of the Hotel.
is in for -an indenite stay.

a throat specialist who|

Pennsylvanians

Maltby’s big band comes in New
an hie , ke, t Sh Sh 4Y$ |jand Arena: Monday (2) for 12-day
Year's Eve. for a one-week stay. hem Mot : ue hit te wr 13 stanza , . . Herman Pirchner’s reLennié Herman band has been
m
Hotel, wasnington,
«April ~/ modeled Eldorado.Club reopened
- Dave
inked for 10. weeks beginning April.| - : , Patricia Marand, current at by DeCaro Bros. ‘Trio
24. Tony Aprile Trio is current in the Pierre Hotel, moves Nov. 6 ta |Ennis, who set up his own. band-:

:

16-Day Texas Fair Run} Combo

when
it comes
to aggravating
throat conditions,” says Dr. Pierce
treats
actors
City.

Talent

current week , . ..Fred Waring’s.

opens

A Lester Lanin troupe will fol-

‘Sound of Music,’ Ice Show:

jioned jitters.
“Chicago’s
atmospherie
condltions are basically no different}
than New York’s or Kansas City's

Theobald,

to the ringsiders,
sy

Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers for

de Espana

tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Chateau
Cantor's Memorial Auditorium Oct,
of low Hunt, opening Noy. 14 and re- ‘Madrid ... Bobby Darin and Allen
maining -until Dec: 80. Richard & Rossi inked for fhe a
ee _ “Ice Capades”. glided into Cleve-

With her regular dispensation

furmances tand the most frequent |“diamonds”

‘New York
Los Chavales

Se:
aetalee
—eel

is taking fling as

skin-beater again. Trek: includes.
one-weekers
at. Toledo’s§
Town
House, Chicago’s Palmer House ang

Baker’s Keyboard Club in’ Detrojs
before -Miss Kaye opens at New
York Embers Club Oct. 23.
,

-.-Houston

ae
Dee
ee

|

te
eee
Seme

_ Herb: Shriner.currént at the Cork

|

Club... . . Over at the Tidelandés

. Johnnie Ray set for three weeks

the singing: Van ‘Dorn Sisters and

throat doctor explained, “but the 4.120-seat State Fair Music Hall.! Detectives who broke into! at the Living Room, Chi, starting comic:Don Sherman opered a two-.
causes are medical and universal. There's been a hefty advance sale : Bruce’s room. charged they found Oct. 18... . Nick Noble opens a frame stand. ... Shep Fields ard
stay-at
My
Lady ‘Fair his orch signed to play the Srn
five glass syringes, four hypoder- month
Actually Chicago ts no windier of ducats, scaled at $4.95-$1.65._
women’s key club today (Wed.) ..:

than any other city near a large
“Ice Capades,” the 2ist edition ; mic needles, a box marked Methebo-:lv of water.
‘of the John H. Harris touring icer, ‘drine with 36 ampules,
and a numas the Windy City because of its 2 5.000-seater, with tickets scaled
wind
velocity, but because
50 ,from $3.50-32. The extravaganza.
years azo most of the traveling{2
‘regular here, annually draws

salesmen in the midwest worked; more than 100,000 patrons..
pe

out

of Chicago

salesmen,

Hence

and, like many;

they

were

garrulous.

the Windy City.”

Asked

about

the

psychological

implications of the mythical
drome,

Dr.

Theobald

certainly is a factor.
he

explained,

these

“the

performers

Special free shows again are nu-

‘merous.

An

old fiddlers

‘the ; bandshell
J
| festival

in

and

the

contest

a gospel

huge

Cotton

in

song.

Bowl

syn-?are due Oct. 9. Annual Texas Mu-

said that

it. Sic Festival'on

Oct. 10 will bring

of Musicians

upon

Cotton

for

Bowl.

a

pageant. in the :they

The

Gil

Gray

Circus.

the condition of their vocal equip- 4 three-ringer, ts set for the bowl
ment, afid their emotional prob-/0 Oct. 12. The Dallas Symphony
lems

are

Carol

Channing

Despite

likely to center

her

throat
made

there.”
: Orchestra

on

Oct:

(Continued

on page 68!
”

orch

Carnival in El Paso Dec. 28... °.
The Bobby Doyle Trio current at
the International Club Lounge.

plays Roberts

Hollywood

The detectives said |

carried

the

comedian

on

a

J
{

pleaded being too ill to leave bed.

“| Promotional Problems In

opeing

;

.

'
of

@

Tokyo,

Promotion
Bodine

bye

Ice”

Club,

’

he broke

EE

in

Mort Sahl added four cities to
his tour which tees Oct. 13.in

Ltime, under

sponsorship

iurl’ Shimbun.

Such

of Yom-

Caracas,

sponsorship

‘here

named on

as

sponsor

application

must

into

Tamanaco

ti

.., . Frank Sennes re-

|}.

Dec.

27

lt

Strip Oct. 5.

to Finance

Ministry for allocation of foreign
| currency and greénlight on visas.
In most cases, sponsorship is by

Kansas City

}.

casting web.
oS
Bogdine said situation is slightly.
improved this trip because
he has
Korakuen Ice Palace, where show

ville, they head for Houston and
the Shamrock for two weeks, then

is installed

ta... Ella Fitzgerald and the Paul

weeks,

|

Eddys’ :ending Oct. 12. After Nash-

han-

Smith

Trio

into

the Music

Hall

Thursday (5) for a one-nighter...

still somewhat in effect because
‘| Yomiuri. owner Matsutaro Shoriki
tertainment

Dizzy

Gillespie currently

at the

Mardi Gras Room ,, . Irene Young
over the piano in Le Bistro |.

en-/ took

area since he encour-

of the Hotel Muehlebach, replacing

aged building of same years ago
and because it contains home’ stadium of his Yomiuri Giants. Ree
| stricting promotion opportunities

Sir Judson Smith, who stayed |]
through the summer, and has re- |!
turned

to

Fort

Lauderdale

...

Garmel Quinn follows The Gaylords |:

further is fact that Shoriki is also| into Eddys’ .. . Johnny Desmond:

board’ chairman of Nippon Tele-| opens at Cabaret Riviera
‘| yision (NTY).
.
.
- ‘following Ted Lewis.
On inquiring if “Holiday” could
a
.
| get another
sponsor next. time
Cleveland
around, Bodine was answered ‘in

the .affirmative, but was told that,

CURRENTLY
{Opened Oct. 2—2 Week Eagagemeant)

MISTER KELLY’S
CHICAGO
Opening Oct. 23—2 Week Engagement

SKYLINE HOTEL
MONTREAL Management: MCA

© CONVENTIONS
reat Pitts to KC.
Toronto to. Loulsville.

TOURS and QUICK DATES

sey |ae
u PoDee
Lo
ar

|

Entertainment
‘8700 I. Livingston Ave,

ee
ee
a

ieee

13, Ohio Columbus.
866-6381

.. Exclusive Agency

For the MARAMOR
_ Columbus, Ohie

to Juarez, Mexico, and the La Fies-

dling promotion rather than the
Yomiuri ‘sponsor.
But snags are
‘is paternal figure at Korakuen

® CONCERTS

|} E

Gaylords, Ronnie & Bert,
one. of three newspaper empires dueThe
for a recording session.in Nash-.|'
1or semi-government NHK
broadville, following their stand. at

for six

oe

© TOP SUPPER CLUBS

for |]

opens Le Crazy Horse on Sunset

be

AcTe

oF LASH COMBOS
|
Servicing

.

Hotel,

Venezuela,

three weeks

ji is needed before. a show unit can
‘|.come

orch

NAME

e NAME
ACTS
@ JAZZ
a 4 BANDS
FLAG
CH

Madison,
s., 1/0
playing here is bemoaning a local Brooklyn. They’re
situation whereby a show spon- Peoria, Omaha and Salt Lake City
sored by one major newspaper is |. . . Rusty Warren booked {nto |
Hotel’s
International
virtually cold-shouldered in ‘press Shamrock
space by rival sheets. Practice car- Club, Houston, Nov. 2 for three
||.
‘ries over to tv stations in which stanzas... . Frankie Laine swings
newspapers are major stockhold- | from current stand at Statler Hil- |}:
‘ton, Dallas, to Purdue U., Lafay4i ers.
| “{oliday” unitishere for fourth ette, Ind., Oct. 6-7 ,.. Ray. Anthony
and

WE NEED

-2

Saturday (30) at Coronado, San |.
Diego, opening Oct. 7 at’ Moore
Theatre,
Seattle.
a
.

unit

Eee
ie

ey

BOOKING?? |

Hot |

17... Jimmie Rodgers added Fair- |

Clarence

on

Southern

mount Singers to act.

Sept. 286..

manager.
“Holiday

at

.

Quartet

Springs, Ark., with stand at B&B
nitery, Indianapolis, starting Oct. |.

Japan Leave “Holiday On
Ice’ Unit Publicist Cold
3

Brubeck

Oeepee
sAcewetel

. mark at the Houston Stock Show’

and The. and Rodeo. —
Four Freshman do joint gig at nS
Pasadena Civic Aud Oct. 21...
Margaret Whiting follows Oct. 9/}
Dave

"stretcher to headquarters, when he:

13, elementary

condition. School kids’ day at the fair,

every show :

Basie

police said Bruce was in bed claim- Carlin set for the Embers, In-}
, ing to be ill, but that he refused to ‘dianapolis, Oct. 9-22 . . . Furness
tlet a police surgeon examine him. Bros. play a week at the Iroquois |}
REX ALLEN’S RODEO STINT
.
San Antonio, Oct. 3.
- At the -hearing, one, physician Hotel, London, Ontario, Oct. 9...
Sonja Stevens down for the Town
‘testified he had
been
wtreating
Rex
Allen.
westerii star
of
&
Cauntry,
Winnipeg,
Oct.
30
for
|
;Bruce
for fever
and -migraine
motion pictures and teélevis{on,.
headache . and
had _ prescribed a fortnight ... Hi-Lads into the has been signed to star.at the 12th
tMethedrine.
Another
physician Vapors, Hot Springs, Ark., Nov. annual San Antonio world char-.
23 for a week.
;
|testified he had’ prescribed Dolo{ pionship rodeo Feb. 9-18.
=
:phine, whieh the. police described
Last. year he set an attendatice

“After all,”
;together some 4.000 high school. 'as a narcotic.

livelihood
depends

Count

Snow Club Oct. 13-15 ... Burns &

Sets 25 showings in the Ice Arena. ‘ber of ottier vials-and tablets. The

“Besides, Chieago is not known

Sammy

Watkins

Oct.

6, |

ocasons, FUN-MASTER
"> PROFESSIONAL

_
GOMEDY MATERIAL
- For every breach ef theetricats.
“WE SERVICH THE STARSI"

Hom Sage BE

$3 Parody

Books, per

e 8 Blackout Books

No. 4 for

Bk, .....818¢

1-2-3 Each

$30-—No. 5 for $30

$250

+o Sapir fe Sgramenice” ©
o Minstrel.

(white

face)

Budget. $28 ¢

§.

5

BILLY ‘@LASON

ip SHA Asian! fete

|

St... N.Y.@, 1 $s §-1316.

frain. yeu)

organized new

§

‘Korakuen Ice Palace, most suit- orch for weekend dances in Statable Iocation, would then not be. ler-Hilton Terrace Room, reactivat-

| available.

oe

Ella’s: $13,200 Sellout |
.
‘Berkeley, Cal., Oct. 3.
’ Ella Fitzgerald was a sellout at
the. Berkeley Community Theatre
Saturday .(30). Singer drew an.-at-

tendance

ing entertainment policy after quiet
Durin
other week days

-‘}summer.

Watkins

crew

a dinner

- . « Chirper
Barbara
iibert
‘brought back floor. shows at La
'Pine’s Restaurant which also plans |:
series of Monday night chamber
music concerts by symphonie mu-.

of 3,600 at $4 top fora ‘sicilangs ...

$13,200 gross, including 100. pit
seats.
Concert was promoted by Dana
| Attractions, operated ‘by Bill Lockwood and Tom Sternberg.

becomes

musie only trio as an éxperiment.

Dakota

Staton

and

Three Sounds Trio doing a bash at |
Public Music Hall Oct. 8 for David
Dorn, local promoter ... Jimmy
McPartland trio back at Kornman’s

Front Room... Leo’s Casino has

Ian
em
re,

_ K Continental Excentrics ke

_HIILD OVER AGAIN

AMERICANA HOTEL
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
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BUDDY HOWE
President. of G.A.C.’s

Personal Appearances Division
o

0

oP?
.

How to launch a star and
keep it in orbit has

been Buddy Howe’s forte-at

G.A.C. for the past 16 years.

Building an artist’s career through
personal appearances at night
clubs, concerts, one-nighters, club

dates and fairs is his unique

specialty and the prime responsibility
of his large, well seasoned and
highly successful Personal

Appearances Division at G.A.C.
There’s a long list of successful artists
who credit their good fortune
‘to their own talents...and Howe!

GENERAL ARTISTS

CORPORATION

A Subsidiary of Baldwin-Montrose Chemical Company, Inc.

640 Fifth Avenue e New York 19, N.Y. « Circle 7-7543
New York

Chicago
Beverly Hills
London
Rome
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are. most

numbers,” aside from “Swan Lake.”

Ice Reviews

Adding to interest is the music;|
from recordings supplemented by
& local band, can be heard what

is a champ on single blade skates.
Trainer Darlene plays the straight
Portland, Ore., Sept. 28.
“Holiday On Ice of 1962,” pre- woman nicely.
contingent |
The
laughgetters’
sented by Morris Chalfen; with}
Alice Quessy, Jinx Clark, Dorothy headlines Paul Andre with slapstick and pratfalls.. Pantomimist
Guos,
Werner
Muller,
Tommy
his]
Jackson
Jr. develops
Allen, Williams Family
(4), Joe Joe
bicycle
routine. for
Jackson Jr., The Ungers (2), Dar- breakaway
belly
laughs.
This
edition’s
produclere & Junior, Paul Andre, Tony
& Donna LeMac, Rosita Percelly, tion numbers include “Jubilee of
Ray
Balmer,
Alfredo
Mendoza, Jewels,” “The Magic Toy Box,”
in
Jon LaDue, Glamour—‘Icers” (24) and “Hawali!t The Magic Isles!”
and ° ‘Ice""—Squires (12); choreoge the first half. “Cowboys and Chorraphy and staging, Chester Hale; ines,” “Revue des Ballets,” -and.
costumes,
Freddy
Wittop;
vocal “Southland U.S.A.” are on after
arra: gvients, Charles Cassey; mu- intermission. .
sical direction, Ben Stabler; sets,
Fleshy blade work and precision.

Holiday

On

Ice

of 1962

Ted Meza. At Memorial
Sept. 26, “61. $3.50 top.

Coliseum

The 1961-62 season
(17th ediOn Ice” is packed with spectacle,
color, comedy, music and fancy
skatesmanship that should insure
hefty
returns
from
the
family
trade. Icer has been a regular returnee
here for the past nine
years and was the opening show

for the Memorial Coliseum last
fall.
The new frosty frolic has many
new acts, production numbers and
refreshing change of pace. The few
rough spots will no doubt wear
smooth
with time. Curvy Alice
Quessy scores with her acrobatic

and

hula numbers.

She sells the

llMike(‘Tightrope’) Connors.

impressive . large-scale

may
be every hit
Irving Berlin was a
excellent anonymous
accompany.

Ages On theMove
J : Turns Show Biz Sensation

On Routine Mexican. Tour

tune -since |. Michael Frank Bartig, recently
boy..

Some

at General

Artists Corp., opened|

voices also his own agency. .. Sam Gutwirth
J amp.
resigned the Eddie Jaffe office to

.” Mexico: ‘City; Oct. :3.
Probably’ the. most pleasantly
surprised actor in the world today
is Mike Connors, star ofahe “Tightrope” video series, whose Mexican
engagement -has snowballed into
one. of the biggest star making
projects south of ‘the border.
It all began quietly enough a
‘few weeks back when
Connors
came down for what Marvin-Fisher,
j his Mexican rep, thought would be

‘open his own pub-relations plant
. Joe Glaser, president of Assoelated. Booking Corp., spending
more time in his office and expects.
to put in full-days shortly. He had
been injured in a scuffle with holdupmen... Bul Peterson and Birney
Golden, ‘of Circle Artists Corp.;
back in New York following a sellLondon, Oct. 3.
Jack Benny, George Burns, Sam- ‘ing trip in New England.
ja ‘routine’ affair.
Connors. was
my. Davis Jr. with Lionel Blair,|.
‘booked for engagement..at: the La
Maurice Chevalier, Shirley Bassey,.
.| Fuente ‘nightclub and... the Blan‘Max: Bygraves & the “Do-Re-Mi”
quita Theatre.
company and Frankie Vaughan are
‘From the first: ‘both theatre and
among
artists. appearing at the
by the Glamour-“Icers” (24) and: Royal Command Variety Gala to
nightclub patrons went for the
“Iee”-Squires
(12) -are surefire. be held Nov. 6 at the Prince of
Armenian. and his song and music
Excellent musical score gives the
routine...The original four-week
Wales Theatre,
tricky choreography a heavy ascontract. has been renewed for an’ Staged by Robert Nesbitt for
tion! of Motris Chalfen’s “Holiday |Theatres
are
now.
attempting
to
‘other:
two. weeks
and nightclub
producer
Bernard. Delfont,
the
sist. Eye-popping costumes are acgala will be attended by the Queen participate in the concert bonanzas and theatre impresarios doing sellecented by vivid lighting. Vocal
out
business
would
like to. keep
Mother.
Queen Elizabeth
-and with periodic one-week bills. The
arrangements and taped material
Fox Theatre, Detroit, has booked the actor down here for a month
are plus factors for the two-and-a- Prince Philip will be in Ghana.
or.
two
nore.
. Davis hag obtained teave from Ray Charles for week of Oct. 6.
half hour session.
Feve.
Of course, prior to his personal
a Las Vegas. nitery engagement to Rest of the bill {gs still to be set.
work the Command Performance Charles played the Palace The- appearances Connors made a hit
with
homescreen
audiences. via
atre,
N.
Y.,
last
week.
}and'
will
make
the
return
trip
to
Holiday on Tee
{the U. S. in just over 24 hours. | Charles has shown considerable his “Tightrope” series, This in(Korakuen Ice Palace)
cidentally ° rechristened ‘here a8
Blair
is
planing
to
‘
|
Meantime,
strength
on
the
concert
circuits
as
Tokyo, Sept. 26:
“La Cuerda Floja,”: which means
have others in the jazz, folksinging
Marie Carr production with Liz Vegas for rehearsals with Davis.
The Crazy Gang, with 10 previ- and other orbits. The theatrical “Slack Rope.” This is in the MexiKaufmann,
Liesl
Ellen,
Michel
can:
tradition. to distort film and
Grandjean, Bobby
Blake, Betsy ous command. shows, is making bookings indicate that there is a tv series’ titles.
Marie its farewell appearance. Burns and belief that these personalities: can:
Lohn,
Sam
Huston,
| Jo
Reportedly earning $1,600 a week
Roddy, Jack Rose, others. Directed Miss .Bassey. are among 14 per- sustain a full week..
their ' As has been evident for -a_ long in theatre and club. presentations,
by Michel Bagneris.
Orch under formers who are making
‘Connors had to:take it easy for a.
Jacques Mettetal; scaled from $.56 Command debuts.
time, theatre owners are not averse |few days -because he had strained

Int] Galaxy For

‘Command’ Gala

Theatres Eyeing
Concert Gravy

frozen dancing and is a cinch for to $2.22.
better things.
Jinx Clark also clicks, particuTo the credit of “Holiday onlarly when she teams with Ray Ice” unit incumbent at this city’s
Balmer for solid duo thrills. Tom- | Korakuen Ice Palace for six weeks
my Allen dazzles with his spinning. before moving to other Japan keys,
Werner Muller has the stubhold- the show is staged and costumed
ers gasping as he unfolds an excit- with care beyond mere. exploita{ng stilt and broad jumping stint. tion of graceful mobility on ice.
Cleveland, Oct. 8.
Adagio team of Robert & Rose- While production is not overwhelm- |
‘Exactly one year and approx!marie Unger glide with grace and ing, it offers
a -package
with ‘mately $1,200,000 was spent by
style with lifts and tosses looking enough interesting items to susMorris Wexler in rebuilding his
easy. The Willlams family, featur- tain reasonable attention..
27-year-old Théatrical Grill Club
fing
eight-year-old
Debbie
and
At about two hours plus a 20- which was destroyed by fire. Jonah
younger
brother
Robbie,
team minute
intermission;
show ‘ runs Jones’- jazz quartet checked: in
with mom and dad for a sock some 18 minutes too long for Monday (1) to preem what is probstanza. A skating chimp, Junior, comfort.
Several numbers could ably
the
city’s. most
palatial
*be cut without bloodletting.. But Tmusical supper club..
i when pace lags, amusement can be
Rated
as
Cleveland’s
richest
had by watching look of wonder nitery-restauateur, Wexler erected
on a child's face.
three-story building in downtown
Highlight of the evening is a section as his headquarters. On
25-minute rendition from “Swan first floor is Theatrical Room with
Lake,” starring lithe, lovely Liesl. ‘raised stage for series of jazz band
Ellen, which
projects
genuine attractions and name personalities:
feeling of the ballet.
Perhaps. from: time to time. It was premost exciting pleces of business viewed last Friday. (29). for press,
are comic acts during costume the town’s brass and favorite cusTe comptetely Kew
changes, They are fast-moving and tomers.
Following Jones comes
Hazel
HOTEL AVERY, with
seeminngly on brink of disaster.
vate bath and TV
Sam Huston is standout here with Scott and trio for week of Oct. 9.
!
w atl rooms, will
‘ingratiating personality and blade. Billy. Maxted & Dixieland sextet
Pe make your visit to
‘gymnastics. Elegant beauty is dis: tee off a two-weeker Oct. 16. Sam
7 Sosion
played by. Liz Kaufman, who skates Butera quartet, which usually accompanies Louis Prima, is set for
.| with easy assurance.
Chi ingandenter
In addition fe numbers by male early November. Prima may fly
in
to toot his trumpet for “a few
soloists—who happjly register
days” .during Butera’s run.
‘| a virility lacking in many of their
Sensibly
erced, toot
Pianist Ellie Frankel, whose trio
Avery facilities,
8
Ste,
dancing counterparts—the show's
very &Wesblagton
impact comes from the massing of moved into the W einberger BrothSppetite Secten Common
skaters, colorful costumes. and ers’ Hickory Grill while the Theat-

|to changing policies. at any time/his vocal chords deing one-encore
during the year if there’s the pos-! after another. He found time to

sibility of coming out ahead. The! wax .“Crei” (I Believe), in Span-~
Cleve. Theatrical Grill
theatres have been open for one-j ish for RCA Victor Mexicana ‘and.
bookings: For example, The} this: was rushed through: producReopens As Plush Spot;_night
Lone Ranger is doing a series of |tion and distribution, with platter
one-day. stands at a variety of east- | exceeding sales chalked up by.
Jonah Jones In Kickoff ern and midwest bookings set by) Juan Mendoza “El Tariacuti” for

BOSTON'S

we 29008

a
33Z

General ‘Artists Corp. ‘Agencies| this melody. Odd note, in waxing,
also hope to get some of the ty ‘Connors’ singing. is interspersed "

cowboy personalities to hit” the
one-nighter. route following dates
in fairs.
However, the ‘operators Tegard
the full week bookings as a better
bet not only because of the longer
dates but because of the fact that
they often can use a stough-of picture
during
that
engagement

'with: bangs from. his pistol.
| ‘Topping it.all off, the only burlie
}house operating here, the Tivoli,
features a skit with contract comic
under - phoney
billing. of Mike
Harapos. (Tatters) Mike) doing a
hilarious skit called “El Flojo de
la: Cuerda.”
This is a Spanish:
play on -words.on “La. Cuerda.
whereas they need prime. product. Floja” which defies . translation,
but. means literally “The Cowardly
otherwise.
The Charles bookings at the Pal- One ofthe Rope.” ~
.Connors has signed one. contract
ace and Detroit Fox will be studied
by thesgtremen
throughout
the in:‘Mexico. with producers Antonio
Matouk
and Gregorio- ‘Wallerstein,
country. If money can be. earned
in that direction, other tries will to do .an. episode starring him as.
a
police
agent. Actor returns here
he made.

in December for chore.

Hal Zeiger Promoting

“THE COMEDIAN” |

B’klyn Par Xmas Show ||

New York Newspaper Reporters

DETROIT MAYOR FUMES

stories,

Snievepest'e Connie Francis ‘Piece
Says. Cop Was Paid Off

Thank

For making the 1960 BYLINE BALL A HUGE SUCCESS

interruptions.

BILLY GLASON, 200 W. S4th 88.
New York City 19, CO, 51316

ACTS ‘WANTED
Private Parties and Night Clubs
‘Send. photos,

"for

references,

thea

wire T°

quick bookings

Name. acts needed Oct: 23...

Jan. 15-25...
_ Kansas’ Mest. Beautiful Night Spot
_ CIVIC: PLAYHOUSE, ies Ken.

COSTUMES
Gowns and Costumes.
‘INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED

-ed that the Post retract this state- “Dobie Gillis,” will be emcee for

(proceeds to Runyon Fund and N. Y. Cardiac Center)

political,.

$35. YR—SINGLE ISSUES $4
NO 6.0.D.s

Detrolt, Oct. 3.
- Singer Connie Francis looms as
Continued from page 66 —
‘an interested bystander in a torrid
dispute between Detroit’s5,Mayor, give a musie apectacular - ‘with.
Louis C. Miriani, and the Sa
ay “1812 Overture’—punctuated -by
Evening Post over the purity or cannon blasts and. celimaxed. by a
| corruption of. the Detroit Police fireworks display.
‘Department. Mirlani has demandDwayne’ Hickman,
CBS- TV's

The Wonderful World of Show Biz

|

.. $25 YR—SINGLE ISSUES $3

‘Music’ Icer

;

song

ef the News, Vignettes, ete.

past the Brooklyn shows have been
|Sid Bernstein and others.

poemettes,

Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views. |.

few years, is going into the Brooklyn Par for the first time. In the

Alan Freed,

one-liners,

‘personations,

package labeled. “Oldies But Good- |}

tes.” Unit will comprise performers

‘promoted by deejay

|

titles, Kecklers, audience stuff, mone [|
logs,
double - gags,
bits,
‘Hipressions and

holiday show starting Dec. 22 to
Jan. 1.. Layout will be promoted
by Hal Zeiger who will bring in a/

who have had disk hits in the past.
effective props, some quite élabo- rical Club was being. rebuilt, will and have developed as entertainers
rate. “Alice in Wonderland” and retunr to Wexler’s place as its since then. Package hasn't yet ‘been |
house
bandmaistréss.
“Aladdin and His Magic Lamp”
Building includes a 85C capacity assembled as yet.
Commerce Club Room, a Caucus
Zeiger, who's been promoting
Room for biz private. parties and. packages nationally for the last|&

the nitery dining room,

aly Resl Monthly

proressio AL GAG SERVICE
THE LATES
E GREAT!
THEE MOST-UP-TOORTEST..
ao
Now In ts 133rd Issue, -contatning
°

The Paramount: Theatre, Brooklyn, has signed for its Christmas|

ment which appears in the Sept. the bowl’s “Teen Night, U.S.A.”
110
23 issue in an article by Dean Jen- on Oct. 18,, when teenage girls-[}
nings:
'|from.110 U. S. cities will: appear as.
“In Detrott a police détec- |contestants for the title of Miss|F.
tive threatened to. take - her |Teen-Age America. Hickman will}

Thanks: EILEEN BARTON, BRENDAN BEHAN, FAITH —
DANE, HARRY HERSHFIELD, FRANKIE LAINE,
(Connle Francis). to headquaralso emcee the selection. and cor-|
ters because he would not beonation of the winner Oct. 20. in
DOROTHY LAMOUR, LOBATA DANCERS,
‘Heve that she was 18. The manthe downtown
Dallas ‘Memorial |f
agement, she says, solved that
|
Auditorium.
TOM POSTON, ELIZABETH SEAL,
7
entirely different picture.”
A Western Music J amboree, starThe - incident occurred on. Feb.
‘ring Sonny James & Cowboy CoKULDIP SINGH.
| 26, 1957.
-|pas, is a gratis Livestock Coliseum

- MADE TO.ORDER
©
W, 44th §¢., N.Y.
C15-4660|
~

HARRY GREBEN
At

203 No. Wabash
Chicage, ii...

“WHITEY” ROBERTS

1961 BYLINE BALL (Nov. 4) NOW BEING CAST.
INTERESTED ACTS CALL CIRCLE 5-3838. JOIN
THE TOP NAMES IN ENTERTAINMENT FOR
THESE IMPORTANT CHARITIES.

crisis by paying off the cop.”
Entertainers must be at least

18 years old, according to a Mich-igan’ Liquor Commssion ruling.:
Miriani termed the Post statement “completely false.” He added
|

that sworn statements of the manager of the :saloon, where Miss

Francis was appearing, the police
and ‘Miss. Francis’ agent “show an

PROUDLY: REPRESENTS

“ALWAYS. WORKING

show on Oct. 19. Hank Thomipson|
& his Brazos Valley Boys, .also
Lawton Williams, Horace’ Logan,

BE FUNNY. for‘LESS MONEY |

The Beavers, George Kent, Marsha

list

Send for free comedy

or

send

$18 and

material

get

the

price

very|

latest gag-fles, skits, parodies, bits,.
Lynn and The Country Gentlemen | monoloys,
dialogs, ete. (worth thousands if you hired the top gagmen who
are in the jamboree.
write It).
Ed Bernet and his Dixieland !
UNLIMITED
Seven will play twice daily on an poe106 W. LAUGHS
45th Street, New Vork City .
al fresco sfage.

_ Wednesday, Octoher 4, 1961 ‘ a _
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“Miss Bassey ts the unusual.

among chanteuses—she really -

sets out to sing songsin most

effective, melodic Manner, and

achieves the end résult with a

Progressive crescendo of fa-.
vorable ‘impact... She hits a
spontaneous -enthusiasm -that

inspired - hand-to-hand Tes
Sponse from the firstnight oute:
. fronters,
oo
;
“Her voice Js true and ave
thoritative.

“Skillfully

Lo

.

lighted,. coming

on in eclipse’ to. twilight spots ©

lighting, as she croons “Lovely

Way. to Spend an Evening,”

Miss -Bassey thereafter, for
nearly-.an hour, proves that it

is indeed ‘all of that.

Culling’.

from Gershwin to Porter ta.
Styne she also whams. ovel

Lionel Bart’s click ballad, “As

BAS

Long As He Needs. Me,”. from

‘the current London musical,
“Oliver.” “Romeo” (by Ross.
Parker)

and

tle) are

interlarded

“Til]”.. (another.

effective ballad heard too lite

Porter's

time We

the

sentimental.

Miss.

“Everye

Say -Goodbye”

saucier

Brown.”

between.

__

“Please

Bassey,

oe

and your wonderful staff.

and

Mr.

handsomely

Accoutred, ‘is.'a canny pere
‘former with .a fine. sense of. ..
audience
values and good”
change of pace."
—«- Abel,

Phote by PETER FINK
ina¢me TT ts

henyou NEAL LANG
“YOU'LL NEVER KNOW”
Latest UNITED ARTISTS Record Release

(

Personal Representation: JOCK JACOBSEN, LTD.

Westcemls House, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C.2, Engtand
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7

Gate of Horn,

Chi

Chicago, Sept. 27.
*Troudle In Tahiti,” a one-act
(seven scenes) opera by Leonard
2rnstvin,

produced

by Alan

rose,

Dow

Ian

&

Sylvia;

Fontainebleau,

‘Miami Beach, Sept. 30.
George Arnold. (G.A:I.) produc-

M.B.

‘land the soprano is Mirella Cari who
get. together in some highly. lyrical

under

‘Town& Country, B’kiya
- Billy Daniels with Benny. Patie

a handicap.

Caught

after! ren, Vic: Charles,

Ronnie

They blend voices weil and _porE
Meren,|tray the needed emotions of the

$3 anintmtm.

top form. Based on what'she
did, she «dettes.
seems

material

Gireiysion.

to

need

some

2
.

|. The Town & Coiintty ‘Club, in

several night's absence.because of! Rom Dean, Bobby Argus, Jacque-{scene. Bruschi paves the way with.
laryngitis, she still hadn't regained
; line Varona, Tongolele, Les Ron-|an explanation of the plot. of the ;the’ far reaches

$2.50

1961:

moments’ from that seldom-heard ‘Sonny. Sands, Terrace & Elita, N ed.
Co
Harvey and Frank Martinez Orchs3:
_ |tion of “Saucy Scatidals” with Sid opera.

Other singer, Irene Reid, worked ' Garson & Chico Chico, Holly War-

Rib-

nausical accompaniment,

Mrtler,

but a major defect fs his striving;

for volume which creates a waver
in his voice. Otherwise, he goes.|

over well.

bach, « Byron Belt; directed by
Richard
Tyler;
with
Alexandra
Hurt, Frank Curroll and Amanda
Ar

ci. Ww.ednesday, ‘October 7,

REVIEWS

CLUB

(14);

of. Brooklyn,

has

choreography, Ron: segment, and backs the singers on been. one of. the unusual spas in
piano.- When. necessary, he
a. huge musical direction, .Len: provides -acecompaniment on the :metropolitan area, ©. .It’s:

.interesting Meren; production:supervisor, Phil: the

Her “Love far Sale” has! Richards;

$3.50-$5 minimums.
=
{oboe and the accordion. He's an structure which has. grown from
2
|
all-around help here. Bob Gregory, . very humble genesis and during its
This
G.A.E.: (George
Arnold)
the other member of the ensemble, :!day has: played the top names at
tempt to bring serious drama to
package:is a handsomely mounted’ chimes in with opera excérpts. ex- top: prices. ‘(Jerry Lewis' at $40,000).
its cabaret setting is artistically
melange that bears
|dn interna|cellently as a special presentation | and has gone into lowpriced shows.
Leonard
an unyualified
success.
tional touch in its ‘staging ideas, :outside
the major work..
; Operator Ben Maksik- again.
Berns:ein’s one-act opera “Trouble
erry
Citron,
at
the
ivories,
is
a;.ranging
from
continental
to
Carib.
|
The problems involved in the: iseems to be toying ‘with- names. He
and
In
Tauiti’
is
physically
aesthetically a natural
for this fiashy. and highly interesting enter- |bean fo New York in background ! presentation of ° talent are com-. istarted this séason with. the eurclub's intime and arty Jayout and tainer, and the Bob Ferro Trio’ themes. It proves again that the paratively
few. Bruschi:seems to rent showing
of Billy Daniels, and:
several good ideas, but she repeats.
the same phrases until they lose;.
their force.
This portly Negro]
singer seems to be capable and}
| should shoty better form when her;
, pipes get back to fighting weight.

ee
pe
en
ne

The

Gate

of Horn’s

second

at-

should do well with the spot'’s|@0es well on the showbackine.

folk song

ani

clientele. The

director

Richard

For

Tyler

Daitson;

huge LaRonde room stage—which:'! have some favored sources for the has a_ few’ headliners .inked. that

Jose,” -| boasts.. the. only

have|

fty-loft on the : acquisition of good. voices. still ‘should make the borough cognizant.
hotel-eafe circuit here—can easily: waiting for a major break. Two of the ‘spot,
_
so
_
‘| frame_a full. scale musicomedy.
those he has played are un-! | The layout topped by: Daniels,:
| Current installation is a smooth! ' singers
der consideration by. the Metro- and with Sonny Sands and Terrace

have

treated the production. with reHoiel Roosevelt, N.Q@.
spect and have made no apparent
New Orleans, Sept. 30. | running affair with ‘the basics for | politan Opera. What's more, there.
concessions to the showcase, and ;
Monique
Van
YVooren,
Three! solid revue entry once it works /
it comes off as well-staged, disare no royalty problems involved
Bees
&
a
Honey, Leon Kelner,into a.tightly knit. groove. Show!
eiplined and dramatically potent.
both talent and music are
‘Orch (121; $2.50 weeknight mini:| was introed a-week ago, but-in| ‘and
plentiful.
Openins night auditers gave it a
initial form was a slow moying|!
great mitt, but some elements of mum, $4 Sats.
.
——
-Jlayout that -had “little lift and")have
Of ‘course,
Sacco and Bruschi.
the club's ethnie music following
created the .atmosphere in
may tind the pop opera format and°*
of blonde Mouione Ven Vooren to PArith’
insert
Nith insert
of four competent: which
™
O°" this policy can; be presented.
Bernstein’s earnest handling of the
spy
i ea? plush nocturnal; . acts, tightening
sshtening
of
hasi, produc | It's
collaboration
La Scala.
Seymour
Weiss’
of
basic
- d. a lasagna,
and ofafter.
‘such
plas’s theme too demanding.
rendezvqus Thursday
(28). Her; tion values and elimination of a;
as
;
Alexandra Hunt, as the puzzled! opening
performance proved a tri-{¢lutter of singers, it is now an: ethereal entertainment comes more
upper-middleclass suburban house- ;
wife wio finds herself separated{U™Phant one with audience re-! attractive package.for the fall crop
;earthly maneuvers. : Bruschi
also
dancing.
from her husband by the morning,‘sponse enthusiastic and- solid. It{ of tourists
Jose. —

newspaper and the world down-|
town, has a superb concert-trained
sopravn
voice. An excellent actress, she runs the play’s emotion-

was a field day for the room’s reg-: The glittering costumes and eye-

ulars. Although -Miss Van. Vooren:

filling collection of dancers and

was en a solid hour or more, she|Semi-nude showgals, : plus. accent
never tired and neither did the ©” novelty in acts, seem to gear
it for the latter type of patrons.
:
al gamut from pathos to serio-com |tableholders:
Miss Van Yooren has .a good:' “Opener has a Jamaica theme,
ely with often electrifying results.

heavy. on percussion accomps, and
She fs also considerably abetted by} tune selection in varied languages : a throbbing sesh of hip twistings
her

savvy

stagemanship

her jin which

Beverly Hills, Ciney

|

_ Cincinnati, Sept. 23.
Carol Bruce

Al Fisher

&

& Elita in support, carries a’ good

quota of :éntertainment. .: Daniels,
assisted - by accompanist
Benny

| Paine, is ‘able to. project. into the
far reaches of this kingsized room.

His “Black Magic”.is still potent,.

and’ his voice stirs:the customers’ .
to ‘a ‘hearty. response. ‘The. Negro singer weaves. a‘songalog that eme .

braces’ ‘strong. rhythm. tunes to
downright . sentimentality.“ with .
.Paine pitching in for harmonic effects. It's a session that makes its’

mark ‘here. —
Loe
- Sonny’ Sands is .a: veteran comic:
who should know his way ‘around

‘most rooms, especially. this..one
with Irving Actman, .Where he has performed. several |

Lou

Marks,

Moro-

times.

As he discovered alter show’

Landis Dancers (8). with Neil. Pat- .caught, a comedian can underplay

she serves
up generous.
rick, Gardner Benedict Orch 110), . this: room. only slightly and heyond
portions. of l'amour. She makes. an and torso .writhings to cap the. Jimmy
Wilber Trio, Larry Vin-ithat takes the chance of losing -his
in. sultry, lush looking
intimate act. with her gown, and ; number
$3-$4 minimum, $1-$1.50 _auditors;:
-Tongolele. Her terps are more in cent;

and

ettractiveness.

Frank Carroll handles the role
of the husband, who is a tiger in femme foibles. But she-plavs al-| the south seas genre, but with cover,
He underplayed fhe room greatthe office and on the handbail ways to hommes with socko re- ‘some wild bongo beat backing they
ly even ‘to the extent of not being
and charm, plus
court and a spayed tomcat at home, sults, warmth
‘Carol Bruce bows to Greater
take on a.sizzling equatorial look.
audible in spots.. The customers _
with dramatic and vocal authority. showmanship and fine thrushing.
Cincy.
cafe
society:
in
this
session
Most lavish production number ,
lost interest almost immediately,
Nightelub
singer ‘Amanda
AmFrom her opener, “I. Love Being: is a French-moad sét befitting the with an easy win. Known for her although
there. were
mometits
brose does an effective "job as a. Here With You.” to her exit .via a Fontainebleau. name.’
visits’ in- musicals,. the charming
Costumes
:
‘When
it was evident-that many of
one-woman Greek chorus, articu- rousing “The Saints Come Marckh- and ‘a fountain-pool center-stage. songstress sparkles during her 40
lating
Bernstein’s
commentary ing In,” Miss Van Vooren is in ; set-the mood for the period cho- minutes on the boards: Al Fisher his lines had basic merit, In.-thathe -was.a-lost'cause.
=
with an astute wryness and whim- full command ‘with a varied cata- reography, Adagio duo. of Bobby & Lou Marks, also-first time start- mood,
sicaiiiy in a sort of bop-opera log of tempo and style. She also Argus and Jaqueline Varona, in ers at this: northern
Kentucky . The openers aré Terrace & Elita,
a
gvaceful
terp
tandem.
who
have
Styie.
Shows top artistry and linguistic near-nude pose, come .te life from ‘plushery; share top. billing. Their
Producers Alan Ribback
(alsa ability
‘in a medley that includes pedestals. to work out .okay lifts , comedy efforts hit a snag opening a well-designed’ turn.:-They. move
the owner of the club) and Byron “Fascination” in French: “Arrive- ard tosses.
night, maybe due to the sparse. as- lithely and their dances show skill
ee
They hit :their
Belt ¢2 local longhairimpresario)
derci Roma”
in Italian: “Havah
Finale has.a combo “West Side. sembly, ‘biz here hurting from and discipline.
re
mo
have put together a polished and {Nagilah” in Yiddish and “Mack The ; Story” and. “Slaughter On 10th -night games of the hot Cincy Reds mark,
exciting presentation. Tyler's di- Knife” in German.
Ned
Harvey
showbacks
with his
and
crusade
against.
gambling
in
.
Avenue" musical base, with Ronnie

rection is crisp and without waste!

iac¢ustomed, excellence’ and the
The supporting act, Three Bees:! Meren, Ron Dean and two other
ithis.area.
Miss. Bruce, ‘a stunner. in form-' 'Frank Martinez Orch ‘supplies a
| fittting> white
Wille beaded gown, warms. good ‘brand. of Latinisties. Josg¥
dow is no Ionger startling (it was] Failla) mesh their voices beauti-! staged street fight to highlight | Up..quickly with a cheery “Hello|
written in 1952+, it is still pungent ; fully with the star's to win a nice} build to curtain.
Friends” opener and greets. ring-

movemert. While Bernstein's por-| and a Honey (Harold Crane, Sieve male dancers hitting. off some.sock
trait of the clouded picture
}
> win-| Harun, John’ Pacquette and Joan |knee-slides- and on
effectively

response. They're -young, talented|" Sid Garson has played this room’| siders. during a cycle of ‘show Thunderbird, Las Vegas
and sing with finésse.
Las ‘Vegas, Sept..29. ©.
‘before and clicks again with his‘ tunes, employing dramatics.in her pote
Leon Kelner’s musical crew. gives assortment of ventro aides. These ; selling.
Heavy returns on “A , Ancvews Sisters (3), Larry Dansingers with an interesting cata- top support to the acts and loads. include Chico Chico, for the insults. Gypsy
Medley,”
“Please Mr. iels, Harry Nofal; -Ice Cubettes
loz of numbers from north of the| the floor during -the dance - ses- exchanges, and some well handled Brown” and “Cry. Me A River,” (141,.Garwood Van‘Orch (12); praburder and elsewhere.
Mor.
sions..
aan
voice tossing
vocalistics.
Hally plus a-high hat and cane finish of 'dueed by Marty Hicks; ice staging
$4 miniminn.:
Show runs for. two weeks until. Warren, in the middle. slot, is an “Old New York.” Arrangements -by George Arnold;
RB & B. indianapolis
Oct. 11.
,
Liuz.
attractive blond’ soprano with a ‘by Lyn Duddy
are directed by
Indianapolis, Sept. 26.
!
Experience . has saturated: the.
‘bent. for hitting the growly -low- : Irving .Actman at the 88 in splenAres
Bros.
(31; Billy Moore:
tones of.a blues singer. It’s an i did — backing from
the Gardner Andrews. Sisters with “showmahOrchestra; $3 corer, plus two-drink - Ritz Carlion, Montreal ' odd effect,.but smart in its getaway Benedict crew.
se
;ship savvy which keeps. the trio a
Monireal, Sept..25. .
from the. standard high-soaring ar- _ Fisher’ & Marks, in black ties,
mineMUwn,
Micheline Bardin, Johnpy Gal- | rangementis.
failed to come through with a 20- top-level attraction—in fact ‘the .inThe Ames Bros. displayed hefty lant, Paul
Notar Trio; $1.50-$2
Vie Charles {s first of the solo minute routine _of: crossfire: gags, dividual voices seem. better. :than
drawing power as well as a smooth cover.
acts and: sets a warming tempo hoafing, singing and clowning...
ever, and their harmony.is second.
way with a song in a big opening
with his artful puppets collectjon.
Dick Haymes & Fran Jeffries
is a “shy” clown and Marge Cameron: are due for ‘to none. In their current outing at’
at Charlie Burkett’s B & B night}
For the opening of the new sea- Best of the trio
T’bird, the :girls mix nostalgia’
ciub here and soon were turning| son in the Ritz Cafe, the manage whom -he coaxes into a funny the two-weeker opening Oct. 6.: ‘the
routine; brings it all off with when the Reds are home for World with many. new.: and very. funny’
them aways.
: ment stays with the usual femme
;-bits which. adds yp to a. sparkling
While they favor their disclicks. vocalist formula which has clicked smooth, skillful. showmanship.
Series' games.
Eleanor. Powell, slice’
of entertainment. At the first
_ Choreography by Ronnie Meren,
they had the plate jumping with over the past decade but this time
‘Koll.
show, ‘they: were -having so. much.
nostalgia at show caught. getting! with something of a novelty twist with staging assist from Phil Richfun—and
so jas the -audience—
‘ards,
«is
-imaginative.
Heavily
impressive audience participation; —a dancer turned singer. -°
—
| they-ran about half hour. overtime.
Embers, Indpls.
with their ‘sing along” deal, feat-| Entertainer in question is Mich- seored production is handled in
and oftimes moving.
Show openers Ian

a charming

)

Git
wen
ae
a

& Sylvia are

pair of Canadian

folk

uring

mainly
oldies
everybody eline
Bardin
who
hails from:
knows. They also gave the crowd
France and was last seen in -Monits fili of request numbers. most of treal as a terpster with the Paris
them from the same category.
Opera Ballet in ‘48. The switch
Main prodiction effort is the from ‘ballet to thrushing has been
“South Pacific’ medley in which
a gradual one with Miss Bardin}
brother Joes’ bass is outstanding. but only receritly has she put: the
especially in solo, of “Enchanted
emphasis on-her singing in a proEvening.” They also weave a set; fessional manner. Femme is a perof spirituals together with lots of: ~onable brunet and combines her
Tiythmie bounce, in addition to |double talents nicely. With more
their single pep numbers.
experience she should be a cinch
Boys
have
a_
well-developed [| for any of the better rooms...
—
sense of fun and are quick to catch
A breezy opener is followed a
the pulse of the audience. which
hit toe quickty by a ringsider rouadds an entertaining plus to their line which would be more effec-

excellent manner by Len Dawson
and his orch.
St
“Scandals” fs in.for. two weeks,

with options.

= = —

Lary.

Indianapolis, Sept. 26.

Stagg McMann,
Stan Wilson;
caver, $1.50, $2 (Saturdays),

- The: sisters. wrote their own act,

‘with an: assist from. Jack Baker, .
and it’s a well-staged turn with ~.

no! sood pacing. : They
¥5)s NO |
doall the song
, s
expected of them, such as “Bei

minimym,

Bill Ball has put together.a win-|Mir Bist Du Schoen,” “I Can
ning combination of musical and Dream: Can’t' I?” “Down In. The. .
comedy acts for his.current bill at Valley.” and “Pennsylvania -Pol-.
Cari, Bob Gregory; Aldo Bruschi; the Embers. Both -Stagg McMann ka”—in. fact ‘they. wind up the
no cover, no minimum.
and Stan Wilson work in both: de- session with: a medley of. their
partments, but with a difference. diselicks, getting finé “sing along”
mo
a
The. cultural. explosion that has
McMann, .a master.of the soft -cooperation,
been:in process
for years has touch, opens with a low key turn At one-point they.even use ‘the
caused cafes to look for unusual that drops the noise level séveral.| bouncing ball gimmick for novel
angles in presenting entertainment. degrees when he starts talking like effect. They. make onstage costume:
One of the-more unorthodox spots a timid: professor on a lecture plat- changes, .getting plenty. of laughs —
their’ flapper-era
routines.
vocal skills. Their clowning gets tive later, Her English is okay and is In Boboli, named after the gar- form. But the celebrants pay -at-. with
lauzns ant helps keep all in good {intros, although somewhat on the dens in the Pitti Palace in Flor- tention and get his quiet little Garwood Van's. .orch (12), with
jokes. He also plays. the harmonica, ‘Wally Weschlerat the 88, gives:
Spirits.
Bille
Moores’
orchestra | taiky side, are bright and cheerful. | ence. (It's in Yorkville.) |
gate them solid backing.
Corb.
Dee Pn,
A quick costume change and a |. It started modestly with a- few breaking into his numbers for- his splendid support...
song-and-patter based on the at-|nights weekly of.operatic presenta- humorous sallies. For gimmicks. he | Larry. Daniels, held over for the’
Living Boom. X.Y.
iributes
of La Bardot scores, and | tions, and néw is on this policy for Makes like the Harmonicats, play- third’. change . of headliners,.’ gets.
Pw Hers five, Irene Reid, Jerry a reprise from “Irma La Douce”: six nights weekly.
Verdi and vino ing “Peg o’ My Heart” on two har- 100°0 extra:.added_ billing. -The:
Ferro
Trio; $4.50 rates plaudits.
Citron,
Ba)
‘act is ‘basically -the
are mixed in delightful, proportions monicas and gets a-bagpipe effect. ‘eomedian’s
sever
dened
by attaching an inflated toy bal-. same. as it: was -on the previous.
Bpererresppe
j
| Miss Bardin smglls her song of-/by Arturo Sacco, who used to be Joon
to another fnstrument.
|-bill; but- he: adds. and subtracts ..ac+
.
e
, fevings with a few: terp routines} the maitre at the Blue Angel,. and
Wilson is more an_ extrovert cording. to’ the mood. of his: audiRoy Hamilton. is infrequently :and convinces despite the small] his partner Aldo Bruschi, who's in
seen

He

in the New

is a ot

York

Ind with

cate scene.

a big voice

floor.. Fartiewarly

effective

urinhibted

used

and he booms out a number with off.
a lot of asneitivity and feeling. In.
Miss

his buw at Danny

Siesel’s Living

can-can

Bardin’s

,

In Boboli, N.Y.
| ‘Vincenzo De Siveria, Mirella

is an|chargeef the show.

as a

beg-

performance

as

°°

4

oe,

type, who. tells lustier stories and
Sings and plays the guitar with a

6 _ Bruschi has: developed’ a “knack swinging tempo. In..this he is as‘is |°f Presenting the longhair material sisted by a Mexican guitar-accom-

one of liveliest to preem the Ritz |to diners.

It has to be done easily panist with the. improbable. name

Room. he stows a passion for the | Cafe, and initial biz has been. good. |ad sracefully, the tunes cannot be of Lenin
stenda.d

tune.

terpretations

are

Many

novel

of his inand quite

Music, as usual, is in the capable

hands of Paul Notar and his group

intere-:'n-; he handles the slower: with
EY abers

Prnintiv,

ceiving

some

of

88’er Johnny

«ating.

,

Gallant

.

[t00. heavy.

What's

|cerpts’ presented

more

alter-|done as lightly and as gracefully
as possible.

Bellini's

Castro

who

gets

the ex- salvo for his flamenco solo,

also have. to. be
“La Sonnam-

a big

ence, proving he’s oneof the -bet-.
ter standup yock-pullers. =
| The- George Arnold ice revue
holds over. but it’s so pleasing’ to
the ear.and-eye there’s doubt that :

The -anvone:.who has. seen it before

audience would have. heard more. will complain because of the repi-.
“Wilson displays class both in his
jis. rhythm numbers and.In his ballads. .: This. Marty Hicks production

tition,

oo

and “Hawai- in. until Oct,.13 when Gogi Grant
ther: the festine of a spiritual
i Miss Bardin is in until O*t 19. |bula” fills the reauiremonts easily. like “Scarlet Ribbons”
, Corb, 4
Hanalteu is a good performer, !
,
Newt. 1!Fhe tenor. is Vincenzo De Siverio ian Wedding Song.”

Teturns.,

Dulter

NIGHT CLUB

Wednesday, October 4 1961"

Radye’, ‘<x:c:

“Stardust
ot em is her
of “ ay Jt With

and | |
' Kansas. City, Sept. 29. - laituations after ‘tightening
‘The Gaylords (8), Billy Williams : polishing some. of the rough spots,
Orch (6); §150-$2. cover,
mo .|Outing. has fast pace, sex, ‘lively {
inusic, and ‘top talent offered in|. 3
good taste:. Comic Ray Conlin. Jr. :
starts. with. tongue ‘in. cheek «one- | {2
liners and stand up “delivery, ‘but aE

Vocals | by a ‘duet. are seldom
‘heard =here,. but. the. Gaylords,
‘Ronnie & Bert, make it an éveriing.
of fine singing in their: first. stand
at _Eddys’ restaurant... -Their .48.
minutes ‘is- songery at its best, and
the first-nighters ‘took it for ‘what

it. was;.top entertainment.
Working mostly the ‘Nevada and:
- Coast spots, the Gaylords are nev-,
‘ertheléss strong on the basis. of:
their recordings for Mercury, and:
‘draw strongly on these for the.
show.
-Opening with
‘Volare.’
-”
they do “From
the Vine
Came the
". Grapes”
and “Little
Shoemaker”
= with.much of their: TtaHian. flavor“-" Sings:
. They: switch’ ‘to
westerndike
.“Take’ Good Care of. Her. ”” a. spirit“wal type, ‘Fall Oak Tree,"“ and @&
Hebrew “happy: song.” “There, are.

some.

broadened -impressions

of

other vocal -"groups, a 1929-er. as
‘then, and as now, and *O: Sole Mio”:
in Italian, as a pop “There’s .No
Tomorrow"), -a.Ja- Elvis, and. sung
‘straight. for’ a sock: finish.
The ‘singers ‘are: abetted.” by

Jimmy

Hendrickson

sitting’ in at

the piano with the Billy Williams
orch,: and -by their electronic Sys-. tem: which
makes: their vovrals
sound recorded. There is a change.
of pace in some: ‘comedy in Italian
‘dialect, and they ‘keep. ‘it. all. informal and. chummy: ‘Music of this

calibre is ‘a potent nightclub ‘com

modity..

They stay through Oct. 12, ..

71

Henny
Orch;

Chicago,

Sept.

29.

Youngman, Jimmy Blade.
cover weekends, $2.50.

weeknights.

40 minutes is normally
as more than .adequate,
not enough to satisfy the

Henny Youngman
works with
such authority in the classic stand‘Lit was
up comedy genre that he may as
first night audience which loudly well have a patent on the approach. .
winds: with solid returns,
clamored for other favorites that ;He’s worked enough class supper
-Blonde looker. Doreen. Cannon
had been omitted. Ernest Dunstall], clubs so that his white tie and
has a slick and proficient modern
her arranger, sits In at the piano: tails costume no longer has the
jaz ‘stint on: toes. Shapely. femmie |
of the Sydney Simore orch to pro- i|
comic incongruity it once had, but
garners hefty. applause. Her ‘chirp-.
vide precision accompaniment.
a
this soup-and-fish getup still gives
ing is on .the: throaty side, -howFor the first part of the program,
him the hilarious appearance of an
‘ever, and: is. outclassed -by her
the Talk of. the Town continues:
;audacious sea Jion and has the cus-toe -work.. ‘Bob’: Hart stores with
its presentation of Robert Nes-}
‘tomers yocking before he starts
‘some ‘better. than average singing
bitt’s
lavishly
mounted
“Ten —
his routine.
‘of standards: aud pop stuff. Jo| O'Clock Follies,” the only change'
Anne Duprez “grinds, .bumps,. and
being the addition to the cast of! He opens his turn at the CamelStrips her way down to pasties i E
‘the Trio Morlidor doing their =lia House wearing a feathered turand. G-string.: Her’ turn, could.’ be
famed golliwog act. Both, produc- :ban and a special-material number
‘eliminated “as -it.- puts’ the show |
tions are handsomely showcased |apparently written for his formalSlightly off balance. :
by the Simone orchestra; Ido Mar- ;attire show at Gotham’s Persian
tino & his Latin Rhythms take! Room. There are a few new. gags
Jerome Roberts. gets . the ¢uslively care of the rhythm dance;‘{n his routine, but it's mostly his
tomers. off’ their mitts. with his|EDDY and SHERWOOD
‘machine-gun
virtuosity with his
:
Baritone
Nelson
and
Soprane
Gale.
sessions.
Myro.
ballet work Aneluding. leaps, spins,
catalog of updated Joe Miller bits
and turns.. Donn \Alberto.. works ‘are at the Maramor in ‘Columbus
this week. Second time this year.
that keeps the customers yocking.
with the line in. four production. Palumbo's Philadelphia, . next.
:
Sands, Las Vegas
He sings a few parodies that build
‘numbers that, nearly overcrowds
jup to one-line gags, and plays a.
Las Vegas, Sept. 27.
the ‘eleyated stage. All eight girls |"
Dean Martin, Brascia & Tybee, duet with the violinist from the
are logkers with the nudes and |
Sahara, Las Vegas
Garr Nelson, Copa Girls (12), An- house orch. (House fiddler plays a
| showgirls
taking... the spotlight.
Las Vegas, ‘Sept. 26.
tonio Morelli Orch (21); produced complicated glissando at the end of
Costumes .are fresh; “choreography.
Stete Lawrence, Eydie Gorme, by Jack Entratter; choreography, which Youngman plucks one string,
topdrawer, and ‘sets outstanding.
Moro-Landis: Ssowgirls & Dancers Renne
stage direction, ;then upstages the house man for
Stuart;
Herman. Jobelman’™ ‘Qrech_
(5) (18) Louis Basil Orch (19);. pro- Harold Dobrow; $4 minimum.
all of the applause.) He's: done
backs the: show and sets the tempo ‘duced by Stan Irwin; stage ‘direcsolid biz previous times .in this
Sy
Lein; - choreography,
‘for dancing seshes. Kitty Nelson |-tion,
Dean Martin is back at the Copa jclassery, and opening night cus‘chirps nicely. with. the. band.. Ava “George Moro; $4 minimum.
Room, again demonstrating he’s |tomer enthusiasm indicates similar
Williams registers ‘with her piano
one of the heavyweights in. Jack |response this time.
and songs’ continuously. in: the} The return. etigagement ‘to. the. Entratter’s Mneup. His effortless
Jimmy Blade orch still plays one
“Congo Room of. Steve Lawrence & ‘approach to the whole idea of ;}of the most danceable beats around
‘Lamplighter: Room.

House: nearly ‘full. when: caught Eydie Gorme showcases a perfect being onthe stage is yockable ,town and back Youngman’s croonmatriage, both privately and pro-

and business should be. on the
Quin. :Te upbeat for the" next four weeks.
Feve.

Cabaret ‘Concertheatre

er latest major recordin
nd
| regarded

REVIEWS

Drake Hotel, Chi

st in Me,"

_ league, with Jayout ready for “lass | =

Barelay: Hotel, Toronto

fessionally. The handsome, vibrant.
couple breezes through. a most
satisfying 55-minute song ‘session,
solidified by topdrawer vocal ability, ‘outstanding arrangements and
ad-lib ~humor.
- Miss
‘| seemingly

stuff—he imasn’t changed

his act:ing

and

much and “he doesn’t have to, hav- pertly.
ing become somewhat of a living

legend in Vegas.

compact

concertos

Mor.

ex-

Village Vanguard, N. Y.

Marfin
sings parts
of many
Anita O'Day with the Don Abney
‘songs, with rarely a finish, with Trio, Bobby Timmons Trio; $2.50
“The Billy. Barnes Party” with|:
:. Toronto, Sept. 27:
Billy ‘Barnes; Joyce Jameson and
Larry" - Steele presentation. of | Gorme’s gowns are a decorative. his highly engaging “somebody cover.
wrote this song so I might as well
Ken Berry; $3.-30 cover,:
—
“Smart. Affairs -of 62," with Carlos plus. & Mike, Roz Croney, “Amanda Thig-* * Tn duet, they offer “A ‘Lot of sing it” attitude, and’ had _firstBack in the States after a tour.
“The ‘Jocal kids care at. it: again. | pen, - Willie’ Lewis, Beige Beaits. Livin’ To Do, * “This Could Be The. nighters consistently. happy. Ken of England where she found herLane at the 88, and the Antonio self more popular than ever beThis. time around there are’ only. and - Beaus. (9),. Modern. Harlem
Start of Something
Big”
and
orch
(21) give ideal cause of a film showcasing in
“three of them, Barnes, Joyce ‘Jame- ‘Girls-4
Larry Steele, .emcee; “Make Sameone Happy,” Lawrence Morelli
|
.
on and Ken. Berry. Years: back Percy -(Curis‘Orch
12); $1.50 does “‘Begin the Beguine,” and “If blending.
Bert Stern’s “Jazz On A Summer's
The best exponents of the mod- Day,” Anita O'Day is-as trim and
‘there was. bright | hope for:. them. cover.
‘| Ever I°Should Leave You” during|ern dance in the biz, Johnny Bras_and so it’s rather sad to. report
as perky as ever. She’s a delight to
his wife’s absence
for costume
cia & Tybee Afra, balance the bill,
that. they are’ back at their. old
As stager of his 75-minute. night. changes; among
her solos
are again presenting 2 most exciting look at and to listen ‘to.
stamping
ground,
The. Cabaret. ‘club. ‘and also. -producer. and songA song stylist of the first order,
“Granada” and “You Don't Know
session of anatomical artistry. The Miss O'Day can tackle a standard
Concertheatre. And, unfortunately, writer, Larry Steele relies upon a
“What Love Is.”
its a reminiscent shaw.
.
| formula of spéed,. color’ and: vir-:|
Highlight of the - turn’ is the cia & Tybee, exude. poetic motion |
| that marks it as her own. “All
They. ‘get offto a. bouncy start tuoso-:' -entertainment. This: is: evi-.|
with a.“Short Histery
of The Re-: dent in-his “Smart Affairs -of ’62:” |. “Saturday Matinee” bit of special which is imaginative . and stimu- | of You,”
“Bewitched.”
“Speak
by -Lyn lating.
" yiew,” (TEE -you want. to ‘see. the.
A production number built around - ‘material: whipped .up
Low” and “Sweet Georgia Brown”
in which
He’s a handsome virile perform- come before her first getaway and
world, do a review, ) :and that’ said. ‘two of Steele’s own songs—‘You Duddy and Jerry Bresler,
‘the
star$
reminisce
about
weekly
er; shes’ a shapely brunet beauty they’re all knockout.
* and. ‘done, it might: be “expected Can’t do a Show Without the Girls”
In the re
-that they. move forward. But no,: and “Modern Harlen Girl"—with. movie dates and.present very fun- of the chssic exotic type: Both turn she does ‘‘Come Rain or Come
it’s. their. lot ‘to go’ back .almost the. ponies. on, plus the .showgirls ny -impreshes ‘of film faves. Strong move with feline fierceness per- Shine” and the “Lady Is A°Tramp”
‘endlessly. : It’s silent: movies;. the and the dancing. boys, makes a’swift ‘support is given. the team by its fectly dovetailing their outstand- which has the customers asking
‘conductor Joe -Guercio,. fronting ing musical
arrangements:
This for more but by this time she’s
‘Great War, The Minstre) “Show | and eyefilling startoff.
‘and the: 20s that take. up most of |: Second production ts. “Native the. 19-piece Louis “Basil orch; is an act which would be a done her bit and rates a rest.
. their” energy.
‘Joyce Jameson's | Girl.” - Also written by: Steele, it’s drummer Jerry Gilgor, and trump- memorable conversation piece for
The Don Atmey group does an
any program.
“Butterfly”. is fun. but Hermione a montage of moods of-the Carib- eter John Frask..
okay job on the backing. Abney
A new Renne Stuart production sets a good pace with his key‘Gingold did. it better years ago bean: islands, complete with: cock- | The “Southern “Belle” holdover
as a Grasshopper in “The Almanae fights of ‘Haiti, the intrigue of the ‘Moro-Landis preduction number is number featuring the fine baritone boarding and Richard Davis’ bass
Review.”
: ‘Bahamas, ‘the limbo ‘dance of: Ja- a--graceful: splash: of beauty and voice of Garr Nelson and the terp- and G. T. Hogan's drums help out
Numbers from both of their’ Maica’ and carnival time. in the, color featuring exciting chirp Bar-- ing of the dozen Copa Girls is a nicely.
bara Hines, the Randy Van Horn pleasant curtain-raiser.
former stage successes are brought Dominican Republic.
The decibel count goes way up
foward, including -“City of . the’].
Sammy Davis Jr. opens Oct. 18. when
Bobby
Timmons’
combo
Finale -reprises. ‘You Can’t Do Singers. 44) and. the 18 ‘“Most
Angels,”” “BRoolin’ Ourselves,” and ‘a. Show. Without.:the Girls,” with. ‘American Girls‘In The World.”
Duke.
takes over. Timmons’ piano, Ron
Package,
produced
by. Stan
“The. Thirties,’”? from the first, and dancers:: again. doing hot. hoofing
Carter’s bass and especially Tootie
“Matinee” | and. “Where is the and. climaxing with “The Push,” Irwin, is in for four weeks. Kay
Heath’s drums are hit loud. and
Left Bank, N - W.
_ Duke,
Clown”. from -“The People” show: another .Steele dansapation | crea- Starr returns: Oct. 24..
Danny Apolinar Trio, Cal Bos- hard in the buildup of ‘the cool
The three performers ‘are cer- _tion. Sandwiched. in the. session
rhythms.
They
all work
with
tle; $3 minimum, $4 weekends.
tainly . likable, : capable and ‘as: are-Carlos & .Mike, a fast ‘dance |
great effort which makes it also
eager -as ever to please. ‘There is. .act,-. complete- with imitations: of |. Talk of Town, London
an
effort
to
watch..
In
one
set
-A fortnight. playback of key=London, .Sept. 26..
a warm -intensity to ‘everything Jerry. Lewis . and Charlie Chaplin;-}.
were some overlong compositions
_ Dorothy Squires, with Ernest board clown-whimsist Danny Apo- titled “Autumn
they do. But. their material. seems ‘and torch’ singer ‘Amanda Thigpen,
Leaves,’
‘“Goodlinar is boniface Dick Kollmar’s
‘Jimited: and insular; and they have -who. rated ‘a begoff ‘opening “night.. Dunstall; Robert .Nesbitt’s “Ten
bye” and “So Tired.”
Gros,
- added nothing” new to their tech- |. Willie Lewis.'a comic. garbed as'| O’Clock Follies,” with Michael smart choice for untying the fall
season at. his westside cozery, bal‘Déesmond,Pat
Ferris,
Josephine
‘nique...
-a chef, and Roz Croney as.a limbo:
Widelands,
Houston
ancing
the
bill
with
holdover
Cal
Blake,
the
Trio
Morlidor;
choreBarnes can tinker .with a@ piano dancer also- score, ‘Pace and colorHouston, Sept. 25.
aiid dress a: song. ‘with casual. dash. ful : costumes-are incorporated ography. Billy Petch;. décor, Tod Bostic. Sesh provides a neat comDon Sherman, Van Dorn Sisters,
Miss Jameson ‘is still vamping and ‘throughaut; with “Smart Affairs. ‘Kingman; costumes R. St. John. plement of pop-and-offbeat musi-Burt cology that’s in fine harmony with Don Cannon Orch (6); no corer
. Mugging.‘expertly, and’ Ken Berry of 62” in. for five weeks at the ‘Roper;. _ orchestrations,’
or minimum.
‘has the wholesome, healthy quiet _Barclay Hotel. “It’s. an. ear-and-eye: ‘Rhodes; Line (31); Sydney Simone the Bank’s 60-seater diningroom
Orch:; Ido Martino & his Latin intimacy.
Jook: atid dancing manner of a flash: act,.-with. plenty of dame a
Don Sherman, the latest cf the
Apolinar,
who
developed
his
young .Gene. Kelly: Perhaps. it’s |-peal in,“pelvic. movemerits, plus int Rhythnis; $6.15 ‘minimum.
brand
of tony capering at the comedy ‘vriters to try it before the
‘unfortunate they: weren't: around: singing and showmanship of Steele.
mike,
seems destined for a wider
Dorothy
Squires,
the
new
‘headdowntown
Duplex.
and
_
fortifies
30 years ago;—they have’ sach' a.’
.There ate some 25 people in ‘the
genuine fondness
for-things- far group, and: the Perey. Curtis Orch ‘liner. at the Talk of the: Town, ‘is the image with .a. Napoleonic hair- show biz horizon. He is low-key
draws
vyocks
accents chucklesome vocal fo- in delivery, and
Oosnmepem:
.-—+
: do,
past, - it’s: ‘become a. fixation _ with | is augmented by four musicians one of. Britain's. top recording inten
(evergreen- throughout his 30 minutes. Most
them.
.|} who travel with the unit: Band artists, and that’s'.a reasonable rays via both w.k.
John. “Poot: “produced, “and | Bob of 12 is conducted by Steele during ‘guarantee she will have a big showtune). and obscure titles. for of material is fresh, and even the
Rogers directed. Show: fs set. for. floor. ‘show.
McStay. | following ‘to support her three “I’m-having-a-ball” impact. Extend few borrowed bits have been reweek's engagement in this theatre that to the imbibers, and especial- nevated.
‘an eight-week engagement. . .
———_
Sherman says that the peopie
restuarant.
The
opening
night ly the ‘knowing repeater trade
| ovation may not haye been a true whetted by Apolinar’s stand here of Alabama have nething against
‘.
“Houston, Sept. 27.
Negroes—they just don't like the
| guide to the response she will get last. winter. He is well supplied
Ho Ti,Portland:
E
Ruth Olay, :Bill. Gannon Orch. subsequently, but’ “was indicative with. satiric throwaways, and tan Greyhound Bus Co. Another yock
Portland, Ore., Sept. 26.
& $3 .cover.
grabbed
is. his beatnik
giving
of her popularity,
also suit the oceasion (or request)
““Midnight. In “Paris” with “Do-'|.to
Khruschev
— “Nicky,
- There are no frills ‘to Miss: with more conventional spoofery. advice
reen Cannon, Ray Conlin Jr.; Bob
Thrush. Ruth. Olay, a master of Squire’s act. She -is a balladeer,. ‘as per his rock ’n’ roll rib. That leave the wife home. She's goud
Hart; JoAnne -Duprez, Jerome. Rob- blues: with a beat, is a song stylist who likes to belt her numbers, and one, though, sounded a bit too for the farm vote, but.
erts, Don Alberto Line (4 dancers; with anh unusual feeling for a tune.. that is accentuated by the high close to: the real thing—or maybe
Perhaps sharpest and. funniest .
2 showgirls; 2. nudes); produced She ‘has full control‘ of pipes at all volume ‘p.a...system, which made
it’s because the beat sounds ridic is his phone call from Francis"
and created by.Al Learman; cho- times; and. can purr or belt with a large. part of: the routine an even when it’s in earnest.
Gary Powers
to the Pentagon,
reography ang staging, Don Al-. equal: ease; ‘yet some. of. high’ spots assault on the eardrums.. .That
which doesn’t do much to ease the
Apolinar’s sidemen — _ bassist Government’s wounds concerning
berto; costumes,‘ Helen; Herman are her sultry, low-down numbers. apart, she -has a sincere feel for
Jobelman. Orch ¢5) with. ‘Kitty
‘A tall, striking brunet, Miss Olay her songs, an easy ‘way with an Buddy Monticellf and drummer the incidént.
Opening the show and sharing. Nelson, Ava Williams; $1. 50 cover, comes on with “Hey, .Look...Me audience, and a pleasant. and un- George Curnolés—pitch in a strong
$2.50 Sat.
oe
Over,” then- runs through “Goody, : obtrusive personality:
As a disk rhythm assist and are very effec- top billing with the comic are the
-Goody,” in a fine and unusual ar-. star she keeps. mainly:to pops and tive in the patter-and-music by- Canadian Van Dorn Sisters, Ollie
{blonde),
Lee
(brunette)
and
‘Ho. Ti bossmen Norris. & Lee. rangement; “My Man,” “My Baby standards,. with a windup medley .play.
‘redhaired).
Sisters are
Bostic furnishes a pleasant res- Marie
‘have -a. variation “in ‘their ‘show. ‘Just Cares For Me”. and another of oldies with which she has been
pattern with: a Las. . Vegas ‘type unique arrangement:.of. “Old Man associated. It is a solid 40-minute pite at the keys and vocally with lookers, but more on them in New
his book.of now. and yesteryear Acts. Word on this show should
ver. Tevue, Al Learman ‘imported Donn River,” among other tunes, She’s. show for the aficionados,
_.
' Miss Squires starts off power- pops, ranging from melody to jazz get around, and seems li'cly te
‘(Alberto to ‘assist in packaging the ‘on. mike. “42 minutes.
‘70. minute’ bash -set for four ‘weeks
Bill. Gannon. ‘Trio: again excel-. ‘fully with “Sunny Side of the overtones, and all of it suiting the pack ‘em in for next 1wo irzmes.
Orch
ifs excellant
mood
induced Don Cannon
with options...
‘lent in backing. Show Plays ‘two Street,” from whieh she segues coffee-and-brandy

Hollywood, Sept. 22..
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Skip.” " Skylante Inn, Houston

The. ‘overall. offering is major frames.

- Skip,

smoothly in to “Do I Worry,’ fol-

by this chi¢ intimery.

Pit.

as usual.

Skip.
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CURRENT BILLS |
WEEK

OF OCTOBER

4

.

Lavin, Held
&P

THUNDERBIRD. George DeWitt, Richie
Bros onBer}
Vaughn
Quartet,
Ruth
ahon.

SAN JUAN, P. R..

CARIBE HILTON. — Noreen
Parker.
; Jimmy Nelson, Miguelito Miranda Orc,

October 4, 1961

. ' Pebito Arvelo Orc.

SHARTERHOUSE—Tobaco ‘Munez Ore...
Tico

MATT MONRO
LIANE
| Songs
‘| Songs
35 Mins.
130 Mins, -Roundtable, N. Y.
Viennese Lantern, NY
|.
.
Matt Monro, ‘a British ‘singer
Liane, who is a staple in Vienna, °
Laucel de’ Arce. Ballet » Cesar Concepcion
‘AUSTRALIA
Jones
who. just passed’ his 28th birthday, is making her American debut with ©
SHERATON
BLAC KTONS —- Fernanda Orec., Joe Vallejo
MELBOURNE
:Tivoir -- Frank Berry. !
to. his. diskclick trailer, an
INTERCONTINENTAL—Pearo
Geraldo. lived ‘up
engagement
at’ Max |Loew’s:
at Gregory. Jodie Gray, Howard Hardi~, | Montel, Franz Bentler Ore.
‘|Henry Boyer Dancers, Charlie Fisk Orc., “My Kind of Girl,” in his U, S. de- Viennese
‘oe
Chisolm.
Bill
Christopher,
Ha. ves
Lantern. .The’ boniface
LOS’ ANGELES
Joe Blanco Violins
Weber, De Jong -& Dee, Trapinos, Maria
Mon- had seen her during his’ recent.
BEN BLUE’S — Ben Blue’s “HullabaLA. BOTELLA—Hal Hester, Duke Dorel. . but at New York’s Roundtable
Bianche.
Ken
Mackey,
Adrienne
Erdos,
loo.” with Cully Richards, Harry Clexx,
LA CONCHA—Jadin Wong, Noro Mor- day (2), In the past year, through his: European travels ‘and pressed: her
Lewis Dunn
sid Fields. Allison McKay, Dona Adams,
ales Ore.. Humberto Morales 5.
_
SYDNEY
ifivoll —
Don
Tannen.
label releases here of. into. service for his Yorkville in-..
Juy Healey Dancers. The Domestxels, Ivan}j. QCHO PUERTAS—Aida. Irizarry, :Luis & Warwick
Lucia
&
Rostra.
Four
Kovaes.
MecKav
“Girl” and “Portrait of My Love,” stitution.
Soledad, . Rafael -Kalaf.
Bros
& Reomavne,
Daniele Dorlee, Hal Lane & Or
e seems a breath of*
GROVE :-— Johnny: Mathis, |
Roach.
yokarde Rodrigues, David Fuller: COCOANUT
a.Monro following began to build Al .Wién. She -has a deep. husky
Dick Stabile Orc.
Tito Leo Ars
Rob:n Hardiman.
Jand word started ta spread that voice, delivered in easy and charmCrescende--Woody Woodbury.
DINO’S — Betty Bennett, Jack Elion |
BRITAIN
there was a new singer. around ‘ing’ register, and -prajects. a‘ feelBLACKPOOL .Opera House!--Cliff Rich- | Steve La Fever.
with a definite “Sinatra sound.” “Jing that she likes singing and music
Le Crazy Horse—-Le Crazy Horse Revue, |
ard
& Shadows.
Richard
Hearne,
Ivor
Tummy
Fields. Clark
Bros., {|2d Edition. Clare Nevers. Diane D'Orsay, | .
Emmanuel.
In his initial Stateside showcas+ as well as ‘an international. reperSaundra.
The
Happy
Jesters.
1... ky Latinas, sath Hampshire & Case).|
ing, Mondo does display lots of the tory that makes her. a. performer
George
Mesheil
Singers.
Malealm
God- | SLATE BROS.—Kay Stevens.
Girls
Cholr, i STATLER HOTEL—"Piaymates —in New
dard
Dancers,
Tyidesley
Sinatra phrasing technique but he who. should reach. -aut. beyond the.
'
.
Paris,
Sept.
23.
Skinnayx. Ennis
Orc
York.”
dimamv (uesisies Dancing Waters.
‘Trio,
MeCann_
SUMMIT --Les
- Johny
Hallyday, Brutos | (5), }has: much to call his own, and that limits. of. this neighborhood. In-__.
BLACKPOOL
-:Tower
Circus'—Chartie ! THE
Sisters. Knie’s | Slavpy Winte. John Anderson Orc.
could get him plenty of work on deed this spot seems to have a hisCaroti
& Co. Schickler
Roland's } | YE LITTLE CLUB—-Pegesy Taslor, Rudy. j: Boby Lapointe, Gillian Hills, Baby: the tv guestshot and nitery cir- tory of. performers. stepping into
Aumnals,
4
Palacios.
Circus
Twins, Christiane Legrand, Nou-‘Tigers, 3. Elwardus, Berostnis, Rudy Horn. . Render, Juve Felix, John Kitzmiller.
posheriés.
Among
He’s a cleancut looking the . midtown
Moni the Elephant, Captain Damion’s Sea |
vean Olympia Ballet. (91, Pierre euits:
PALMER HOUSE
—
Carol Channing.
“CONDADO
BEACH —. Jo. Ann ‘Val,
Mattison (3), Ben Arden Orc.
ueralt Pepito Torres Orc.
MUSIC HALL—Mathurins, Istvan Rabov- : PLAYBOY CLUS—Wes Harrison. Lewis
EL: CALY PSO—Una Collins, Jerry Maeky, Naval Choic, Everett Morrison, Corps he Christie, Ada Moore, Casey Anderson, | son, Esso-ElB
de Baliet, Rockettes, Raymond Paige Orc.
Teri
Napoli,
Harold
Harris Trio, Kirk
PLAMBOYAN Evelyn ‘Souffront, Bette
Stuart
Trio;
Bob .Davis
‘Trio,
Claude Martin, Freddie. Guilerrez, Hector Escabi,

NEW

YORK

CITY

|

House Review

Olympia, Paris

LAS VEGAS.

Lions. 2 Lotandos. Lilian Kenny, Sydney
— The Kaaearo, Trio Faber, Our Samm),
Licie Jermm:
& Cirenseties.
SLACKPOOL ‘Winter Gardens Pavilion)

Dallas
Buys, Suki
Suzie&
- ft.onnie »
Donegan:
oneka
Miller, Cil & Freddie
Laved
John
Tiller
Gif—
Norman
Vaughan,
Ge cls
BIRMINGHAM
-Hippodrome: — Charlie
Diake, Atbert & Les Ward. Sprinzfields.”
Pavcivttia Brectin
sHippodrome-—Emile
Ford
BRIGHTON
& Che kKirates. John Levtan, Joan Small.
Afi Field. Two Munros. Fordettes
LIVERPOOL
-Empirem—Nina
&
Fred-

CARVER
Randolph,

| Youne
|

HOUSE
Lon

—

Treniers,

Fontaine

Barbara

Dancers,

Mari

Orc.

DESERT
INN
—
Louis Prima,
Keely
Smith, Dick- Humphreys,
Sam Butera
&
Witnesses, Donn Arden Dancers. Cariton
Haves Ore.- Lounge: Michael Kent Dave

| Etatr, Van Gordon,
;

Malta & Fer-

nando,
Ghezzis(37,- Dumaine,
Zauomit & Desrauz, Golden Strings

thap and, though, his somewhat others who have made this leap are.
stocky build may keep him from Vicky Autier -and: Marguerite
becoming a femme teener’s
sex ‘Sierra.

symbol, he has a stage demeanor
The monomonickered Liane perand a singing approach that will forms in the tradition of Viennese
carry him through. ‘Fortunately, predecessors in the U.S. She seems
, ate. ,ensen,
Belatedly,,.rock
and
roll. has {he’s not pegging his. act .at the reminiscent of Greta Keller for
DUNES.-"Philippine
Festival’’ Babby :
‘its. first,.- and probably juve set, although his. single clicks one, and there are traces of many.
jTonzaleys. Katy De La Cruz, Pilita Cor- . spawned
French .star. Tall, blonde, attest to his. popularity in that. of the mannerisms of the continenrates. Shirley Gorospe, Elizabeth Ramsey, “only,
Bil Reridieé Orc. Lounge: Masaka Nua Ha:{|
tyoung and thin, Johnny» Hallyday market, but at the adults, which -‘tal chantoosies. who are ‘constantly
waiiail Rev., Billy Andre,.Fabulous Tones,
lleoks |to remain primarily local. and. should interest the nitery’ owners, ’ invading
this country. ‘Liane
Dennis & Rogers, Joseph Mack Four.
ers.
Valeob:
Mitchell
Trio. M
&
because ~they’ re the people. who: : doesn’t. perform. in. new.. directions,
Wo nters, Rrsan Burdon. Vie Perry. Salici | EL CORTEZ —Johnny Ukulele, Princess: may have a short but solid career
I.ei Momi. Kahala Twins.
Piuovets,
‘Tbree Sonnettes.
spend.
las
‘long
as
his
youthful
following
‘but
the
path.
she
-has ‘choseni
is pro-.
FLAMINGO-—Pearl
Bailey, Bill Bailey,
NEWCASTLE - ‘Empire:--Craig Douglas,
Kart Denver Trin, Redb Storm and WhisCarmen De Lavallade. Louis Bellson Orc: > L&gis.
His repertoire,
except. for. a. ‘duttive of some delightful: moments .””
pers. Rev Overbury & Suzette. Bobby Pat- | Lounge: Lionel Hampton. Betty Reilly.’ !
breezy
special’
material
opener:
in’
which
brighter
days.
of.
Vienna’
With
times
better
his
fans
may
tes.
Poppets.,
Os
Pazos
&
"Poodle;
FREMONT—Joe King Zanilacs, ‘Newton |
‘give this three-week, $2.50: top called “I’m a Limey.” and the re-: seem: to he the leitmotif. Most of.: * Bros, Make Beleves.
RB.
NOTTINGHAM ‘Theatre Royal:-—Georze |
GOLDEN
NUGGET—Judy Lvnn, Jimmy | show good biz, but adult trade apprise of “My Kind of Girl,” which... “her tunes are staplés in several
Michell
Minstzels.
Telesision
Teppers,
Wakehh. Wanda Jackson. -.Sneed Family.
but she makes
them
- pears limited: Even. a. claque could ineidentally, gets a ‘solid’ ‘audience’ Janguages,
Jesize
Crowther.
George
Chisholm
& Joe Wolverton,
Annie Maloney,
Jerrers, Penns
Nicholls. Peter Crawford
HACIENDA — Four
Tunes,.
Johnny - not ignite the: audience fully.
mitt when announced, is: made up! ;seem: fresh. She is known to the
Tow
Two
Puates.
Jackpots,
Mitchell 1 Olewn, Keynotes, Cathy Ryan, .Grover —
Hallyday is practically unintelli- of standard stuff. -“Let’s: Face the disk fans via platters and should’
Sods
* Shore 3.
Music,”: “Like Someone In Love,” do more. while on this side of the
Last
FRONTIER — Lou
Moscont vr. :' gible, what with michophone busVirzinva
Rae. Fritz Becker.
Now."
“Cheek
to’ ‘Atlantic:
i ging.-using the electric guitar, and “Why: Not
Jose.
MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Modelsrotating his pelvis af times. If he ‘Cheek, “I Have Dreamed, °- “Its:
“Of ‘ul.’
NEVADA—"“Les Girls De Paris.” Jose has some showmanship, the drive,
All. Right With Me” and “The:
‘COLL
EARY
&
KE
ANE
Duarte, Moon Puppets. Kay Brown, Vido
‘and. .musicianship
of iParty’s Over”. give him a song. ‘Songs :
t dynanism
Musso. Juhony Paul, Sparklers.”
NEW
FRONTIER
— “Holiday in Rito.” tis
NEW YORK CITY
that ranges through. the.
American
counterparts
are {round
Mins.
Ink Spots. “Hot Lips” Levine, '
BASIN
ST
EAST- Don Rickles, Billy Lounge:
|rhythm, ballad and Latino beats.’ ::30
:mussing.
He
is
noisily
supported
Fired Kushon.
Black Angus, Boston
os
E kst.e
Quime-. Jones,
The “Sinatra sound” keeps crop-.
3
Wi
, Harry EdiRIVIERA — “Irma TV.a Douce.” Juliet - by the Golden Strings. with. three
'
Lyric:
baritone, and pianist John
pon. tine Greece
ilhams
mry
i Prowse, Clive Revill. Stuart Damon, Jack ~ electric guitars, a sax. and drums.
ping up every now and then, but:
: Colleary: and tenor Marty -Keane,
BLUE
ANGEL--Phylits
Diller,
Adam; Catheart Ore, Lounge: Vagabonds,. Arthur-:
-Divector Bruno Coquatrix. sens- Monro interpolates some: interest-: ; who have both been working solo
Scare, Stevens Bros.
Janmv Lyon Trio. | &
Bonnie
x BON SOIR
Greenwich Village. US.Aw : SADDLE CLUB—sackie Lee. Cochran,
'ing the falling off of .vaude pull ing vocal ideas of his own which: ‘around .New England. spots, have
Bae
Burnes,
Jimmie
Daniels,
Three}
SAHARA‘ —
Sieve Lawrence, Eydie
tnakes it.a parlay that’s quite likeFiimes.
Gorme. Moro andis Dancers.. Louis Basil" ‘and the lack of top ‘names—who
comboed their vocal falents, which
and: limit their ;able.
CAMELOT -- Bobby
Van,
Belen
Gal. ! Ore
Lounge:
Ray
Anthony,
Freddie t fear ‘overexposure
are considerable, ror. an act. of:
lasher, Martlvn Lovell. Ronni Hall, Karen ,
} Bell: Deetv & Bill.
‘ appearances—has tried. to mix a]
He’s
backed
inthis
setup
by
‘a
NDS
-Dean
Martin.
Garr
Nelson,
:
;
tunes : from. the musicals OF new, ;
Tharsesi,
Ri hart
Blair.
revue quality. into the shows. The, 12-piece orch, built up from. pia-! ‘and old vintage.
CHARDAS. -Lils France, Tibur Rakossy. George Zk. Copa Girls, Antonio Morelli
D: k Marta. Lia Della. Elentai
Horvath.» Ore
Counge: Dave Burton. Morry King.
“Mixture clitks at times, and the inist Jack Kelly’s trio and batoned
CHATEAU .MADRID — Ios Chavales _ SHOWBOAT—Tex Williams, Wade Ray. -show is bolstered. by a few good
| They're. both young and person-.
by Munro's landsman Ralph: Doi-;
E-o0ana
Pupi Campo Ore.
> Twin Tunes,
}able. smartly attired- in diriner..
COPACABANA — Joe E Lewis. Adam?
- SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Spark? .-acts -while the poorer fillers are
limore. .The sound, although — a:
i jackets; and bring a Slick show
W -de. Paul Shelley Ore.. Frank Marti Ore. ; Kave.
Red
Marshall,
Danny
Jacabs “camoutlaged a bit:
bit
too:
big:
at
times,
gives:
the
sing|
:
Taffy
O'Neil.
Rudenko
Bros.,
SHpperettes.
;
EMBERS
.- Jocv Bushkin Three, Rud:
{biz air to. the -room.”
They run °...
Charlie
.
?George
Redman
Ore.
Lounge:
Brutos: get the most from the Or a strong _ musical setting in
Ei idradege Four. Ray Bryant. Three.
through highlights from “South
Teagardéen, Barbary Coast Bovs.
HOTEL ASTOR--Eddie Lane Orc.
audience.
Italo
group
has
four
which
to
move.
.
Wing | STARDUST—“Lido de Paris”; Lounge:
HOTEL
LEXINGTON—Virginia
Pacific.”
“Call
Me
Madam."
“Kiss.
a
Alternating in the spotlight vith
Liiizan Knight. Denny Regor, Tony Drake, Bills Daniels. Happy Jesters. Peggy De , grotesque muggers ‘surrounding
‘Me Kate,” “Most Happy Fella,”
Castro, Micki I.vnn, Del-Martins.
Tess
Cahot Ore
;Blase. blonde singer. Their timing, ‘Monro
is the Derothy. Donegan:
THUNDERBIRD—Linda
Darnell. Larry
“King
and
J,”
and
wind
up
‘with
HOTEL
NEW
YORKER—Milt Saunders !
$ Daniels.
musical
flair Trio, holding
Harrv Nofal, The Henrys, Gar- .inventiveness and
over for another.
Ory, Veena Lee. Joe Furst
_
.
\ doing requests of anything the cuswood
Van Orc.
Lounge: Lancers, Edi
build. this. into a yockladen entry | week. She’ll be replaced in the,
HOTEL
PIERRE — ‘Steppin’ in Society’
Domingo & Norma, Frank Gusto.
tomers
ask
for.
Night
caught,-the
Putricia
Bright. ‘ack
Haskell,
Patricia
frame by. Cootie Williams’
TROPICANA—"Folies
Bergere,”
Cor: that is a‘heuse natural. Other plus | next
M:raod, B&M Hoggett.
two were kept. busy with requests.
Bassey, Emil; ¢tte_Riedinger, Pompoff, Thedy & Fam: }
: factors in the session are Pierre | combo who'll stick with ‘Munro;
HOTEL
PLAZA—Shirley
ily, Pinky &. Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny !
Coleman Ore. Mark Monte Continentals.
; Etaix, Ghezzis, Malta & Fernando until: he finishes out his- three- !j}for “Bye Bye Birdie” numbers
Costello. Trio. Martelli, Mme. Baron BalHOTEL
TAFT— Vincent
Lonez
Orc.
and sang almost: the entire score:
!
and
‘Daniel
Janin
orch.
Etaix
is
a
let.
Florence
&
Frederic
&
Dancers,
Ray
week
stand.
Gros.
Milton
HOTEL
ST.
REGIS—Patachou,
from “West Side Story.’” - While.
Sinatra
Orc.
Lounge:
Jerry
Colonna, ;fey workman
Kiy Trie, Milt Shaw
Ore
called to repair aj
Varel .& Baillv, Al DePaulis 4, Duhonnet
Colleary. stays at ‘the piano, ‘Keane
HOTEL
WALDORF-ASTORIA
— Gene‘mike
when.
it
goes
dead
on.
dead3,
Paul
Goupn
4
|TERI NAPOLI
vieve, Emil Coleman Orc
sings from about. ‘the room, at
HOTEL SAVOY
HILTON—Gunnar Hanpan, risible doggerel singer Baby: j Song’
SAN FRANCISCO.
gs
customers’ tables, from: the ~-bar,:
sen Ore. Rav Hartles.
Lapointe. He is proper and -dedi- ;19 Mins.
_BLACKHAWK—Joe Loco Four.
June
INTERNATIONAL — Ritz
Bros.,
and other vantage points.
Their
BLACKSHEEP—Bill Davidson Ore.
tcated, but-has a way of ruining: Playboy Club, Chicago
V. th. Mike Durso Orc., Aviles Orc.
EARTHQUAKE
McGOON’S—Turk
Mar
|
big Irish‘ voices fill the room for.
LATIN
QUARTER--Dick
Weston.. Wazhis clothes and building ‘up expert. ‘Teri Napoli is an attractive and!
phy Ore.
zan Troupe, Harrison & Kossi, Dorothea
: fine .effect..
While this act ts
FAIRMONT
HOTEL
—
Billy
De
Wolfe..
+ sight. gags as he tries to fix things. °‘ promising young songstress: appar
MeFarland.
Ronald
Field, Jo Lombardi j
tailored to this room; it would ke.
| Ernie Heckscher Orc.
;
Orve., B. Harlowe Ore.
yf: He emerges a fresh, new comic ::ently trying to revive the RedH
AY 90'S—Ray K. Goman, Bee &
| standout for smart hotel. rooms ..as
LEFT BANK .-€'al Bostic, Danny ApoliGoman. Joan Brant, Marah Gates Bnew talent.
‘Momma era of song. She renches well asJv spots, vaude and cafes.
far.
.
HUNGRY !—Phyllis Diller, Joe & Eddie,
LIVING ROOM — Rov Hamilton, Irene
| Apollon.

Milt. Herth,

Henri -Rose,

(S5', Daniel
$2.13 top.

Janin

Orch

(183;

Bobbt

|

Cabaret Bills.

a

:

| Malta & Fernando have. @ group}across her ‘songalog of belters. with }.

Clancy Knight. Olga Sbragia, |Dick. Crab| of well trained canines acting like a good deal of maturity and show-|
tree Trio.
JAZZ WORKSHOP—Bobby
Timmins 3. people
or other animals for the ‘manship. She also.gives evidence
NEW FACK’S——Barbara McNair, Salmas
ROUNDTABLE
—
Dorothy Donegan,
iusual sock results. Janin. orch, well ef being able to handle ballads and . KIKI & THE
! Bros.. Vernon Alley 3, Mel Young.
Matt
Monro,
Jack
Kelly 3.
ON THE LEVEE—Joe Sullivan. Orc.
arranged, does good. interludes’ on would ‘do well to work a few more ‘Songs, Dances
SAHBRA — Yaffa
Yarkoni,
Rachel &
PURPLE
ONION
—
Smothers
Bros.,
Zilitla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh
| stage and fine backing work. Nou-|of the slower numbers into her {40 Mins..
Freddie Paris. :
& Mizrachie, Leo Fuld.

Reid, Bobby Ferro, Jerry Citron.
NO. 1 FIFTH AVE. — Stan Freeman,
Liza Stewart. Hankinson
& Silver,

Guy.

PAPE BOYS (1)

| Stardust Lounge; Las: Vegas
Ballet has -some | repertoire.
Kiki Paige, brunete tooker, is an.
Miss Napoli has. a nice rocking
a good.‘production.| free and: easy. way with such. nym- | excellent singer who alse excels
HARRAH’S
(Reno)—Kim
Sisters, Sons
lin
the terp department, and regisflair in. ‘some of Arthur _Pias- [
bers as “Goody Goody,” “Good
note, Ivan Nepa & Sonia, Kostya Polianof Golden
West,
George
Rock,
rt
v
Man Nowadays” and “Yes Indeed.” ters strongly with impreshes..
Timers.
Windsor
Trio,
Abble
Nea),| schaert’s choreographic ideas.
UPSTAIRS
&
DOWNSTAERS — Philv
Red Coty.
Baby Twins are a pert team who |She also shows a distinctive deliv- | ‘Miss Paige has surrounded herBruns,
Ceili Cabos
Rex
Robbins,
Steve
HARRAH'S (Tahoe) — Teresa. Brewer.
Rolunu.
Donna
Sanders
Mary
Louise
Dave Barry, Dorothy Dorben Singers & ,are all right in boites but lost on ery ima chanted rendition of “You
self with some topflight musicians,
Wilson Lovelady Powell. Freddie Webber. Dancers, Leighton
Noble
Ore, Lounge:
a. big stage in their watered down: Made Me Love You.”
Mor.
| plus. singer-guitarist Joley Marino, Jim Sheridan. Bill McCutchen, Milrad& Al
Hirt. The
Lancers.
Skeets
Minton.
cooch bit. Gillian Hills-is a thin but }
Colston.
to’ form a:fast-moving, highly: en~
Dave Bergman,
Lisa Alonso, Rudy RoVIENNESE
LANTERN — Sarah Rubine,
arte.
shapely young actress who tries to ‘YAN DORN SISTERS. (3)
tertaining: new act. Pat Smith is.
Liane. Ernst Schoen.
HOLIDAY
— Nick Lucas, Joe -Maize, ‘sing.
Her cooing and squealing | Songs
VILLAGE
BARN
—
Dory
Sinclair. Charles Gould, Tony. Lovello. Revue.
on - bass; Autie-- Goodman, -altos.
Raiph
Pote.
Susan
Brady.
Joe
Shay,
MAPES—Roberta
Linn.
Malani
Kele may be suitable for a parody film
Luther McDonald; trombone:
30. Mins.
Tommy Zang. Lou Harald Orc.
Polynesian Rev., Norman Brooks, Betty Lc it goes awry on a house stage.
Tidelands,
Houston
Boone
..Stines, drums;. and -Clyde .
VILLAGE GATE—Pete Seegar.
AYr
VILLAGE
VANGUARD — Anita O'Day,
Christine Legrand is a French}
RIVERSIDE
—
*Minsky’s Follies with.
Polish-born Van Dorn_ Sisters. Pound, .88.

TOWN
& COUNTRY
— Billy Daniels,
Sonny Sands. Terrace & Elita, Ned Harvey Orc. Frank Martinez Orc
Two GUITARS —Alya Uno, Sasha Poll-

Bobly

Ogre.

Timmons

3

CHICAGO
BLUZ ANGEL—~Pablo
Candela Limbo
, Calypso Revue,” Lydia Lora, Raphael Hernan.

Lora

Christo,

Lord

Mike,

Jeanne

Seuratt, Solea Caro. Tito Perez ore.
CLOISTER — Phil Tucker, Ronny
&

Jean.

Eddy

CONRAD

Subway

Del

Orc.

HILTON—“Ooh

La

Ls.”’

Dor-

fan Bros:. Margie Lee, Dru & Landell,
Lothar Weidemann, Brigitte Voit. Inez &
Gordon,
Boulevar-Dons
(3).
BaoulevarDears (6>. Gay Claridge
Ore.

DOWNSTAGE

ROOM

(Happy

Medium)

Tania Velia
RAKE..-Henny

“oungman,
Jimmy
Bloke Orc.
EOGEWATER
BEACH
—
Churumbeles
De Espana, Dolores Del Carmen.
Don
Carey

re

GATE OF HORN— “Trouble in Tahiti,’’
Atiinda
Ambrose.
Frank
Carroll
and
A:+,andra
Hunt. Ian & Sylvia.
LE BISTRO--Harold Ward. Dave Green,
S.: Creazory, Guy Viveros Trio.

LIVING

Joe

ROOM

Parasliv

LONDCH
Eddie H:
MISTER

Seat, Marx
ft.

Trio:

—

Roberta

HOUSE—Ramsey

Sherwood,

Lewis

Trio,

+ Trio. Larry Novak Trio.
KEULYS— Jerry Lester, Sandu

&

Frigo,

Marty

Rubenstein

365 CLUB—Jenny Mack, Paul Gray, Vol- | Veau

Roy

Palmer

Orc.

RENO-TAHOE

|

Bert Wheeler, Lou Levitt Ore. Lounge:
Kay
Stevens,
Newton
Bros.
WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe) — Gaylords.
Andrini_ Bros., Kay Martin, ‘Roy Aubrey,
Bobby Pages. Manny Lopez, Magic “Vio-'

looker

Olympia

girls plus acceptable. little

+ interludes

with

scat singer with a too high pitched ‘now citizens of Canada, have been |

voice and local at best.. Dumaine,
Zammit & Desraux act as stage
‘managers who form the show. into
lins of Mexico. Ron Rose.
a
sort of video: audition and ‘Tradio
‘MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
AMERICANA—George .Arnold Ice Re program ‘affair, a_vue, Phil Richards, Marjil Lee, Shirley
In the filler-field, Van Gordon.
Linde, Jqghnny Bachemin, Johnny ¥lana- is a juggler who tries to clown too
gan, Michael Meehan, Lolo & Lita. Mal
much. Ghezzis, however, are a feroMalkin .Orc., Ice Models.
CARILLON—“Cherchez

. ‘Les

Femmes.”

Sue
Carson,
Tanya
& Biagi, Jack
Sally Jenkins, Jacques Donnet Orc., Line

Among the ‘star’s outstanding
playing U.S. for only four months, songs: are a “Get To The People”
‘and they seem destined for .big: medley, an “Old Song” medley,
things. Girls. have looks, are su- “My Buddy,”’ “Ace. In The’ Hole,”
perbly gowned and harmony is ex- “Rill Bailey." and “Mr.: ‘Banjo.” _
}cellent. If patter seems
a bit Singing partner Marino scores with
forced,

nobody

show

tunes

cious knockabout acro act with de- “Rampart

termined pratfolls and teetering on
ladders that. get.-squeals and applause. Sheer brute falls replace
the more measured .slapstick of

seems

to notice,

‘or care. Girls run through ballads,
and

Street

rousing

closer,

Parade.”

Other

tunes: are “Small. World,” “April
Showers,” “I Wish You Love,” and:
a.“Wizard of Oz” medley featuring, “Over the Rainbow,” “You
yore..°.
Made Me Love ‘You Cha Cha Cha,”
The
Olympia,. however,. does and. “When I Fall In Love.”
.
EDEN ROC—Duke Jenkins Orc., Monroe |
Kasse 5. Mal Malkin Orc., Luls Varona
have’ enough
acts and a fluke
Girls’ arrangements are firstOrc., Barbara Russell, Leslie Hudec.
FONTAINEBLEAU — “Saucy Scandals,” headliner to put it over despite rate, and staging has. been careVinnie. Sid Carson & Chico Chico. Holly
some weak spots..It boils down to fully organized. Delivery- is. pro-1
Warren, Vic Charles, Tongelele, Ronnie
a: need far ‘more headliners and fessional, as they have consider-.
Meren, Ron Dean. Bobby. Argas &: Jacqueline Verona. Les Rondettes (12), Ziggy better acts, not. the dressing up
able experience in Canada,
and

CASTAWAYS—Preacher Rollo 8, Jerry
Geraldi & Lesley, Ralph Font Orc., Candi
Cortez, Bob Rhodes
“DIPLOMAT—Mandy Campa Ore., Van
Smith Trio.

eee
eee
ae

a medley sung in Italian.©
A stylishly dressed. * act’ with
plenty of color and movement, it’s

highlighted by Miss Paige’s devas‘tating -.vocal’ impreshes of -suchchirps as Dinah Shore, Mary Kaye,

Lena. Horne, Ethel Merman, Keely
|. Smith and Judy Garland.
Act
and clever. arrangements
were written by Alan Copeland of
The

Modernaires.

Despite her youth; Miss. Paige: is.
a ‘show biz veteran, having joined
her family’s uncycle act. (Paige,
Lane, Frank Sextette.
{aspects of forcing vaude into a need only a small break in this. Jewett, & Kiet when. she was 4...
. SEVILLE—“Caught in Act.” Jack .DeDuke.’
Mosk. - country.
Skip:
Leon, Ferry Haven, Jerry Newby, Linda! tevue format,

Rf
aef,
4

4
#
ai
{
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:
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NY. City Council Votes to Repeal

PrinterInHouseRejject, 173166,
Federal Advisory CouncilofArts}

TAngna Enters to Dallas
As. Artist in Residence
Dallas, Oct. 8.
“Angna Enters will be artist in
‘residence at the Dallas Theatre
Center- during ‘the 1961-62. season..
.|She will assist the: center’s. director,
Paul Baker, in mounting ‘productions...
'

78

. 5% Legit Tax; Isaacs Sounds Off

+
The
N. Y. City Council
last
‘Washington, Oct. 3. +
Thursday '28) voted for repeal of
Before: adjournment, :the ‘House
Carnegie’s John Totten
the city’s 5°¢ tax on Breadway
“rejected by.a-close 166-to-173 roll ‘Julia. Wooten Managet
Miss Enters; ‘mime, actress, artist
-eall -the ‘Fhompson:- ‘Bill establish-.| ©
theatres. The measure. recom‘Goes to Lincoln Center ||!¢git
-and: author, will also teach. at the
mended hy Mayor Robert F. Waging a Federal. Advisory Council onJohn Totten, house manager at,ner, now needs the endorsement
London, ‘Oct: 3: s Baylor Univ, Theatre, Waco.
the Arts. The measure has ‘long|
“Julia Wooten will: be company
Carnegie Hall, N.Y., since 1927, |o¢ ‘the Board of Estimaté. If
oe been. strongly’. supported by nugoes in like capacity to the new okayed there goes to the “Mayor
‘merous. segments
of the- enter-: ‘manager: for the Old: Vie. for its
| Philharmonic Hall at Lincoln Cen- for a public hearing, with his astainment -industry,
It. hady ‘the | North. American tour opening. Jian:
ter. The job starts next January, |cured approval.
t
{1s
in’
Boston
and
continuing
for.
.- personal
backing of Presiden
the hall being due for oecupancy
‘five. months. The Sol Hurok manThe
Council
ycte was 21 In
; Kennedy.

For Old Vie'’s.U.S. Tour

BigSeason For

TG-ATS Subscrip.

Fhe proposed Council: would he agement is again the sponsor. The}:
“purely ‘ ‘advisory,”: with no power i'American company manager ‘will |
.
..- or funds ‘to. dole: out subsidies or. ‘be Les Appleby.

by the Philharmonic Symphony in | favor,

with

one abstention.

The

‘the fall of 1962.
latter registered
by Herbert
B.
'.. Totten started at Carnegie. in. Evans, who vas newly electcd to
The. ‘troupe's repertory will an-|
11903 as an usher at $1 a perform- the Council the same
day the
-Other. federal: aid. . Instead, “pro-:
“The 1861-62 semestér looms as a *anee..- Thus, he has a 58-year span imeasure was up for vote. Lifting
ronents ‘of. the: ‘bill: sought -‘official : elude “Romeo and Juliet,” ‘“}ac‘and “Saint -Joan,” ‘playing banner season for.the 22-year-old:- of service, unusual if not unique in ‘of
'
the 5% levy will give Broadway
federal. recognition of.the nation’s
Theatre-- house management.
‘cultural: resources.
The ~ Council, ‘the Hub and Washington prior to | Theatre Guild-American
| productions additional revenue of

eregemene
see
a

|

with 21 mémbers. to be appointed ;3, six-week engagement at the City i.Society.. The organization, with its
by the President, would serve as a { Center,, N.Y. The tour will extend |roster of subscribers increased to
coordinating group between pri- i-to"Los Angeles :and include a stop- a high. of around -127.000 in 20

OFBway Penny’

Wilmington’s QT.
Legit Buildup: At

A Toronto Fold:
‘Jane’ Flops, Chi

et

ap

approximately

$2.000 000 yearly,

on the basis of recent annual gross
income.

°
vate and ‘governmental activities in over at the. Seattle Exposition 62. cities, figures TG-ATS business on
Broadway producers have pub.the road. this season will climb to
the arts.
;
licly declared that scratching of
la record $4,700.000.
Opposition to the. bill. followed :
the tax would not result in lower
_ The
anticipated
. subscription |_
a familiar pattern. There: is. a.
boxoffice prices, but that the re' Bross, estimated by. TG-ATS. exlarge: bloc of Congressmen not inmitted levy would be applied to
, ecutive director Warren Caro, rep- |
terested ‘in the. performing arts
pension coverage
for all legit
resents a-jump of. nearly $500,000|
who suspect show biz of being load-unions. League of N. Y. Theatres
_over. the $4.205,264 shelled out last|
ed with. Communists.and/or Gomofficials also figure that repeal of
. season. by 119.974 TG-ATS.~sub-mie- -Sympathizers.° Also, some
the 5 tariff by the city would be
i-seribers. That membership figure
legislators never pass an orportun-|
The regular road hikes sched- beneficial in its drive for eliminaihas been increased by approxi- ‘uled this season for touring edi- tion of the Federal 10° admisity to make fun of anything arty,|
considering such -a- stand: ‘to ‘be|
mately 7,000 this semester.
.
tions of two successful off-Broad- sions tax.
pepular With their rural constitu‘Among signifjcant developments way praductions have come a cropAlthough he supported repeal of
encies,
din
‘the
TG-ATS
setup.
this
season
the
tax,
Councilman
Stanley M.
‘Wilmington. Oct: ‘3.
per: One of the entries, “ThreeRep. Howard W:- Smith’ (D-Va),
.. Veterans of show business tradi- . is the extension of the subscription penny Opera,” collapsed after the Isaacs, minority leader and Refor ‘instanee,. jumped on the uncer-- tionally label the cities. they play period ‘in--Chicago from: three to
publican-Liberal,*
criticized
the
first
two weeks of a contemplated
_tain definition of art. It hasbeen: according ‘to -the. quality and en- four. weeks, resulting in longer. 35-week
cross-country trek and the jpercentages ,of boxoffice receipts.
suggested,. Smith ‘said. during. de-: | thusiasm: of their audiences. Thus,- minimum ‘stands..for many shows’ other, “Hedda Gabler,” failed to that go to theatre owners, authors
Date. on -the. measure, that. poker!
and stars. He claimed that only.
one place may be.remembered, un- ibooked there. With the. reopening get off the ground.
-playing® is “an: artful occupation. |
!favorably, for its ‘indifference; an- 9of the Pabst Theatre, -Milwaukee ' “Threepenny,” whith costarred 46°O of the gross is left for the
"Is the bill.” -he asked,‘‘going’
:is
back
on
the
subseription
cireuit
‘Gypsy Rose Lee and Scott Mer- production. The City official also
. locked to warmly” AS a.
“ta subsidize poker players. that get;:other
(Continued on page 78)
_after a-lapse of one séason,.and in rill, closed last Saturday night (30)
“player's °‘town.”
: inte’ trouble?”
:
Cleveland
the
subscription
‘period’
at the Royal Alexandra Theatre
If a program that has ‘been de-.
‘| veloping” quietly here for five or. “has been reduced from two- weeks in ‘Toronto after playing a fort-|
{six years. bears. fruit, Wilmington-‘to. one week, but the number of night. of a three-week - booking
there *has there. ‘The touring version of the
has a good chance of. becoming a! subscription bookings
musical
|-favorite stand, for the avowed goalj been increased: from six to eight.. six-year-old off-Broadway
| of the. program is,to: build knowl." ‘Aiding in the promotion of ‘sub- was capitalized at $35.000, with
edgeable and ‘appreciative.-audi- scription sales for this. season, ac- provision for 20° overcall. The
rs cording to Caro, was the cocpera-. flop venture is figured to represent
ences ,for.the future.
The reversion of the Mineola
1 With this aim in mind’ Dr. Cc . tion given TG-ATS on the. grass- 3 lost considerably more than its
Pitlochry, Cet: 3.
(L. I.) Theatre to a legit policy
roots level by local civic commitinvestment.
Robert.
Kase,
chairman
of
‘the
de-.
The ‘play - 48 no longer “the
with the opening there last Friday
tees.
These.
groups.
include
the
-The
Toronto
closing
marks
the
. thing,” according. to: enlightened . ‘partment of. dramatic arts at the : Playgoers of St. Louis, headed by.
has |!29) of “Androcles and the Lion”
second
time
“Threepenny”
University of Delaware, approached |
‘theatre chiefs: here.- -The stomach
Richard §S. Jones: the. Cincinnati failed to repeat its off-Broadway |in the affernoon and “Hamiet” in
of the. playgoer. matters as much in. “William H. Doerflinger, manager }| Civie Committee, headed by Mrs.
An
earlier |the evening gives Long Island
out-of-town.
days when audiences-can be held! iof The Playhouse, ‘several years°; Jules: C. Fern; the, St. Paul’s success
touring production. of the musical its first regular. legit house in 30
| ago. He proposed that some tickets:
eartive by the tv fireside.”
|Women’s Institute, headed ‘by: Mrs.- folded in Los. Angeles last Decem- years. Louis M. Simon, managing
for.
all
Playhouse
productions
be
John. .Henderson, director -“of:
Agnes Kennedy Ridder, and the) ber after a 12-week Coast run. The producer of the 1.220-seater, and
“ Scotland's . Dundee Repertory: :made available to students at. a ‘re--

Student Cutrate

Re
cay
aOE
Re
RE
9el
|

Mineola Film Theatre

Trick Behind Ticketsim
Making ItGay Evening, ~
PlayAlone Won't Do It,

Theatre, said. here: ‘that: ‘theatres: ‘duced rate. Long a prominent: fig- |
no ‘longer. survive by sticking ure in -university drama --groups,.

--@an

te the prewar system’ of, the play- ‘Dr, Kase saw ‘such a program. as a
and nothing else: They must pro-: means of initiating a lifelong inter-vide. what he called” “an evening | est in the studentfor the great.
out.””
}: classical and. ‘contemporary drama‘‘Theatres,. he said, mist’ offer the tists.
customers’ meals,
Recognizing the appeal of the.
decent foyer:

Has Converted to Legit;

Booking Touring Shows

(Continued. on. page

80)

K.¢. STARLIGHT SEASON.
WAS BEST IN HISTORY
Kansas City, Oct. 3.

- space, gaiety in place of drabness,. proposal .and. its long-range value |- Although an official audit is yet
-ample:car park facilities, and. good | to:-The.Plarhousé, Doerflinger took tobe made, indications are ‘that

loss on that. presentation is figured||Dr. Frank A. Calderone, president

.|to

]

have

run

eround

i of

$135.000.

The two unsuccessful road com- ;his

the

chain

name,

of theatres bearing
are
responsible
for

Tpanies were presented by Carmen ;{ bringing legit back to the house,
‘Capalbo and S’anley Chase, PYO- ;which gave up live shows in favor
dueers. of the off-Broadway edition; of films in i929.
Approxi: tace?v $40.000 has been
of “the musical. The music for
“Threepenny” was written by Kurt ‘spent on getting the house into
for
theatrical
bookings.
Weill and tke book -:and lyrics |shape
adapted. by Mare Blitzstein from ; Dressing rooms and the backstage
bo <a ha.e been modernized, and if
‘Bert Brecht’s original textz.in turn
-borrowed from John Gay's 18th| the venture is successful the front
-of the house will be refurbished at
century “Beggar’s Opera.”
Nees
see
The “Hedda” tour planned. by ry the end of this year. The theatre
David Rass has been scratched. A ; has already booked one regular
revival of the Henrik Ibsen: play, touring entry, “Taste of Honey,”
in which Anne Meacham starred, ‘ scheduled to begin a’ six-perform(Continued on page 78)
jance stand Nov. 8.

_ licensed bars, with adequate’ sérv- to the idea at once, but. both men|.the 1961 season will prove. one
ice at fair prices.
|realized the difficuities : that. lay OF the most successful in the 11“Only four .theatres in Britain, ‘ahead in implementing any.‘such. year history of ‘the al fresce Starlight Theatre in Swape Park. ‘Un-.
to my knowledge, : provide these ‘plan.
“Producers. official receipts for the nine “shows
.. Facilities”’ he said: “And ‘it is sigAs. Doerflinger says,
nificant that their. attendances have. don't like to go into. discounts, espe- and 11 weeks are. $700.453, with ‘a
total attendance of 370,158. That
increased: -year by. year... ‘Two .are. cially . they" re
-getting
sellout.|:
‘fn cities—the Mermai
in- London, houses.’ ” ~The student. ticket. pro-. is. about 3.000 Jess than attended
The “Hamlet” and *‘Androcles”
the 1960 season, but a new scale
and The Belgrade, in oventry,
gram ‘has been tried in a few places
offerings, produced by the Phoenix
. “The other two are in the coun-" in‘the country, ‘but has not been ac- of admissions ‘more than. made up.
Theatre,
Jaunch
a _ state-wide
the
difference.
try—the
Royal
Shakespeare, at . cepted
generally, - for
various
tour under the sponsorship
of
. The season. encountered rain on
~ §tratford-on-Avon, Eng,, - and. the reasons?
‘the
N.
Y¥.
State
Council
of the.
its.
opening
night
when
the
weather.
Festival Theatre ‘here in Pitlochry;
With hard work and enthusiasm. forced calling off the initial perArts
at the
Mineola
Theatre.
Scotland.” ..
-A
breach-of-contract
suit
for
|
(Continued on. page 78)
formance af “Destry Rides Again”
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;.quent judgmentof this matricide. Couple,” You Will Never es,honely.” nately, as. a very reluctant. reue
tie world
front an
of‘note,
;””cording
to a lengthy program! - Outstanding in a distinctive
Not
the oe
Type.” “Come
a-Wan-|and ag BORE
a bewildered Bt!
boy. That
white
folks.is done
And inthere’s
the revue -takes its title from’ Company is.A..Papathanassiou as “You're
er Had
ose,

erement

of truth about all races,

. + 'Liebling’s New Yorker mag- | Orestes’.

creeds and professions in another ; 27. 0° profile of about a deeade ago

mother,

(

P

off during

Miss

Papa-.

fhe

paternalism.

At

other . popularity

courses,

German

neo- : helpful: As Orestes’ sister, Electra,

times, however, Davis has merely ' Nazism, Dixiecrat- politicians, pos- | Miss .K..Pappa’s controlled
indulged an actor's craving for secsive but frigid wives, adult edu- |contributes tense urgency.
a fai.

ehunks

juicy

part.

with

of solo pyrotechnics.

huge

cational

programs,

subversion

in!

The Greek

Tragedy

blaze

Theatre's

!Hollywood, arty foreign. films, beat-{ use of its Chorus is of itself a the-

Despite these overblown pas- nik ballad singers and teenager: atrical event. The arts of dance,
Sa..cs, the author-actor gives at neuroses.
{music, pantomime and. the spoken
¢r ule, winning and even im-j}
Practically all the sketches could ; word, fuse into an impact that

First Time.”

se

4?

Dag

2 Ue

Bares

.

«-.

ay

wept

re

8 tre *

apparently . titil-.
}lates’ the mother. instinct ‘because. —

Facee ou, 207 nie"ygems"Gee ‘character
| Barbara development
Cook ‘shows assplendid
Liesl,
‘qualified

approval.

|

7

me

Carole O'Hara, ‘Nancy .Radciiffe,: Joanne’

Spiller.

a

Lo:

| the mousey

Anatol from

one of his predatory

Neither a’ smash, nor a
chance
of betoming:
The Gay Life” isa better than. ‘the best
oo,
a
“
middling
musical with a. good ‘popular.
chance for a sticcessful Broadway .. Jules Munshin {s_ effective: as.
run. It is serviceable, rather than Anatol’s buddy. Loring Smith: does
distinguished,
as to cast, book, . well with a thin role as. the hero’s
score, choreography and other pro- future ‘father-in-law, Among Anaduction values. The show has more tol’s -sweethearts,: Elizabeth Allen,
attraction for women
playgoers as a very direct. Hungarian, has the
Meatiest. ‘part and: she: makes: the
than for men...
:
The first official tryout perform-. most of it. Her madcap gambol ance. last :night (Mon.) before a with the. dancing ensemble in the

‘ ¢

audience of 2,081, served

Theos

_

maiden who turns into |.

a -fierce’ female -wrestler to win -

‘women. Her voiceis the best in
the company and three. of her
songs, “Magic Moment”
“Some‘| thing. You Never Had. Before” and
dud, “Who Can? You Can” seem to have

pressive performance. In a smaller, |stand substantial cutting and.point-! sustains the high reaches of play
a cucuve part with several chal-|ing, as well as more expert staging | and performance.
lensing shifts of mood. Miss Dee jand. performance. Although there - Booking
the Greek Tragedy Thegives a persuasive portrayal ofjare
occasionally .amusing
ideas, ;-atre into the City Center was a
ti.» diffident girl who is eager|there’s not a single big laugh in| great idea, but the stay
is too short.
to be the preacher's disciple and|the show, and only a few com-{ °
‘Georg. _ OO
capacity
Beeb

.

Seat e ootcin, “Fone a! a’Ted -the femate viewers show their un-

‘Russell Goodwin, Tony La
Lambrinos, Carl Nicholas, Hal Norman;

hand, altuuwueh in one such scene ,no dancing.
Dancers: Kip Andrews, Karoly Barta,
, thanassiou’s performance, for its
Sterling
Clerk,
Thacher
Clarke, Ray
the auther makes acid and illumi-"
‘The cast of six young ‘men and ‘ majesty transcends the barrier of Kirchner,
Lauis Kosman, Michael Stuart,
reiing
fun of racist thinking :tyo
girls hustles
through
the: language.
Gerald
Telijilo;
Patrick
King,
Arlene.
Avril,
Carolyn
Clark,
Marion
Carol
.
and the fanitiar Dixecrat arsu-: somewhat
innocuously satirical: AS Orestes, D. Veakis' has a! Flemming, Leslie Franzos, BettyFels,Jenkins,
ment
that
“sensible”
]
c
Negroes : shots at such contemporaneous
tar-; directness and passion that com- |Doris Ortiz, Eleanor Reiber, Aura Vainio,
|}
3
Jenny
Workman.
really prefer segregation under: gets as the cold wat, do-it-yourself pensate for a sweep
that might be
soutnern

Drv:

Chane via
ie
Maes
“I Wouldn’t
Marry You.” “Forr ‘characterization.
Clytemnestra. j Chance.”

Although .. transistor

‘ radios -are
remark by the preacher, “You spout Chicago. It consists. of 23 : available for simultaneous
English
fen ,a disgrace to the Negro pro-' (iotches, nearly all with the same | translations by.Helen Conn and
es5:0n.
‘general point of view, plus twe or. dames Dimitrie, they can be
At times the play gets out of :three incidental musical bits and; Switched.

hing:

. Wontinued on-page 78},
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Stratford (Ont.) Company Disperses for: Various
| Dates in:Other Languages |in Both Hemispheres

\Lostae Betierd.
Last Year’s ool

BerlinCultural FslvalRoling
Despite Crisis; Negro Soprano Stars

Manteo, N. C., Oct. 3.. J.
“The Lost Colony” surpassed its|
1960 attendance record this. year,
7 rawing 40,296 payees. Last year
-—|the ozoner attracted 36,176: How-.

Berlin, Oct. 3.
The lith Berlin Cultural Festival
(Sept.
24-Oct.
10) is rolling.
Stratford, Ont., Oct. 8:
“| and ‘caused a drop in attendance
“Despite the political high tension
. The “close of. the. Stratford.
‘| in. 1960,
in
our
city,
there
were
no cancellaShakespearean
Festival - season
The Paul Green historical drama, |
tions,”- said Dr. Gerhart von Westhere
Sept.
23. was . followed |:
Vienna, Oct. 3.
oldest of. the outdoor productions,
erman,
the
director
of
this. annual
by. the ‘annual exodus. of .the}
was presented nightly except SunThe: 160-year-old Theatre an der festival.
‘Detroit, Oct: 8...
company to other jobs in “legit
days this season. In previous years Wien, dark since 1955; will be re‘The
N:
Y.
City
Ballet,
under
the
The
traditional
opening
concert
“ard television... A few of the 52]:
the show ‘was also. presented ‘on. opened for the 1962 Vienna Festiof the Berlin Philharmonie Oractors and ‘actresses, most: of whom ‘direction’. -of George - Balanchine, ‘Sunday nights.
val. The theatre, opened in 1801 by chestra,
‘will
open.
Masonic:
Auditorium’s
this
time
under
Karl
had worked together through nine
General Manager Sib Dorton at- “Magic Flute” librettist Emanuel
weeks of rehearsals. and 14 weeks ‘annual concert series ‘Oct. 13. Next tributes the increased attendance von Schikaneder, is being refurb- Boehm, took place Saturday (23)
will’
come.
the
-Mazowsze
Dance
night
at
Highschool
of
Music.
» of actual playing time; are Moving.
-Company of Poland, Nov. 3."
: to several factors, but the most im- ished to house an opera company Soloists were U.S. Negro soprano
‘on. to Broadway. assignments. .
Also’ “scheduled is .the.: piano portant was the weather, with. only {during the festival season next Gloria Davy and Hungarian-born
Britishers ‘Paul Scofield ‘and his team,. Pierre Luboschutz and Genia one complete rain-out in. 1961. May 26-June 24,
pianist Edith Farnadi. W-Berlin’s
wife, Joy Perker, have .xeturned: Nemenof,, : Dec. 1;‘ violinist Gino ‘Next year will mark. the 25th anni‘When. the Vienna State Opera
Mayor Willy Brandt made
the
to England, but will be in. New Francescatti;
was: destroyed during World War
Jan. 12;
soprano. versary of the drama.
opening speech.
- York next month fér, Scofield’s ‘Mary Costa, Feb. 2;. the ‘Boston}.
II, its company moved into the TheMost important festival event
étarring -stint in ‘the Broadway’ “Pops” Orchestra,
atre an der Wien: and remained
Feb. 12. and|the
presentation of “Man for. All Sea- “Artur: Rubinstein, ‘March |23. there until its new
house was took place Sept. 24, when
-goris.” Also set for the Main ‘Stem
opened in 1955. The old house new opera house “Deutsche Oper
‘The Boston Symphony, directed’
Berlin”
was - inaugurated
with
_are Douglas Campbell and. Edward
was then to have been torn down
+e

iN.Y.CityBallet toOpen:
- Auditorium Season, Det.

ever,

a

hurricane

destroyed. sets:

OldVienna Opera House

To Reopen for ’62 Fest

Miracle Worker’

by Charles’ Munch, ‘will -open. the |.
-|/Masonic Aud: “symph- ‘series, Oct,
“Douglas Rain “has two tv assigt-. 20, and other bookings include the
ments in Toronto. He’ll appear in Berlin Philharmonic, Nov: 10; N.Y. |.
‘the: CBS-TV production of “Duch- City “Opera,.presenting “Madame.
Madrid, Oct. 3.
ess of Malfi". and: “Sleep of Prin- Butterfly;”. Nov. 17:- Walter Suss-|.
oners.” Also set for “Duchess” are kind: ‘and the. Toronto. Symphony,
William Gibson’s “The Miracle
and: ‘Jan..3, and the Philadelphia. Orch, Worker” was received with rousing
Leo ‘Ciceri, John. Vernon
Michael Learned. William. Needles. With: ‘Eugene. Ormandy conducting. acclaim late last month and shows
strong ‘signs’ ‘aS a smash hit for the
has a role in a .video version of: May 2. 1961-62 legit-season: Maribel Ayuso
“Elizabeth ‘the- Queen,’ iv “in -which
Lin. the role of moppet Helen Keller
Pat Galloway. will also. appear.
Jis being hailed..as the discovery
prior to going into -George . “Me| of the year. Lola Cardona-is Annie
Cowan's production of a new CanaSullivan, and the parents are pordian play, “The Day of. the Dodo.”
trayed' by Maruchi- Fresno and
Bruno ©Gerussi plans doing .a
Andres Mejuto.
~
play at the Crest Theatre, Toronto,
Gibson actually: {nuagurated the
‘and will follow that with television
“Actors "Talk: About’ Acting” by legit season in Madrid when ‘his
‘work and a picture. assignment |for
opened
the National Film. Board. Max Lewis, Funke. and John. E. Booth “Two -for the See-Saw”
Helpmann, Hedley: ‘Mattingly and (Random : House; $6.95) is ane of at Teatro Recoletos. a month ago.
It.-is
still
holding
strong.
the:
most
unique
ard
valuable.
reZoe Caldwell will appear in’ the
The Lorca family had.a fallqut,
CBC’s school. production: of “Mac-. cent books on the. thespians’ craft.
Funke, the. drama editor ‘of the with Luis Escobar, director of the
beth.” .Miss Caldwell will ‘spend
‘Teatro
Eslava, as a result of which
three months in Toronto and then N.Y. Times the started there as a'|
two’ Lorea plays in- blueprint—
a few weeks in: New: York before high school correspondent in. 1927),
“Yerma”
(as a. reprise) and “Dona
returning . to hér native Australia and: Booth, «former Times staffer:
where: she'll play.-“Saint Joan” at: and- freelance drama writer, have Rosita” were giyen hasty caricellation.
.
the Adelaide Festival of. Arts, fol- edited and arranged 14 interviews . At the state-subsidized Espanol:
a
‘lowed bya sixmonth ‘tour. of Aus- with prominent players"from
|series’ of tape recordings. At first impresario Jose Tamayo is bringtralia in the same. ‘play.
‘ing back Marquina’s “Sunrise in.
i
glance,.
their:
tome
of
469
pages.
The Canadian Players will again
Flanders” in advance of the perenacquire several. ‘members ‘of the imay. seem. .prolix.. Perusal, how- nial .hit- “Don Juan Tenorio.’? Maever,
indicates
they
-have
selected.
Stratford troupe for its two tours,
drid
.theatregoers,
howeyer,
are
“one in ‘Canada and the other in wisely ‘from. mountain of. material.

-A Madrid Smash

Holmes, who'll, be: in. “Gideon. ”.

‘ActorsTalkAboutActing?
_ (Tapes in
i Book Form)
And It’s Never.Dull!

but natives

urged the city

fathers

;Mozart's

“Don

Giovanni.”

Prof.

urs
y a
s i¢
Carl Ebert, former head of Staedto buy ands preserve
the landmark

as 4 monument of the towa’s theatrical history.
Among performances

tische
(Municipal)
Opera
here,
now Theater des Westens, musical

scheduled ; theatre now, did the staging. It
was his last local assignment before his return to the U.S.
Ebert said: “Berlin was once,
by the State Opera. The presenta- befere Hitler, Europe’s if not the
tion, to be conducted by Herbert
world’s leading music center. The,

for presentation at the theatre during next year’s festival is.a performance of Beethoven's “Fidelio”

von ‘Karajan, will commemorate the | inauguration

world

preem of the work

same theatre 156 years

of

the

new

Berlin

at the | opera house may have been a his-

ago.

Say: Argentina Should

torical moment—it

the

beginning

may have been

of a new

musical

era in this city.”
Gloria Davy sang the title role
jin Verdi’s “Aida” four times last

and this week at the house.
Send Legit Cos. Abroad; [week
She’s hung “Aida” ‘around 50 times
before, but always ii: Italian. This
Question Which Plays:ti
me. she’s going to sing the part

_Buenor Aires, Oct. 3,
in German.
‘The Argentine
government is |: ' The Santa Fe Opera ensemble
becoming legit-conscious. A meet- performance
here
Sept.
26-29,
ing,. attended by theatrical tradesDouglas Moore’s “Ballad of Baby
ters, was held recently by the
; Doe”
and
Stravinsky's
‘‘Per‘Cultural Division of the Argentine/
isephone”
and
“Oedipus
Rex,”
Foreign Office to discuss methods {latter
under
composer’s
conof
promoting
Argentine
legit
‘duction,
at Theatre
des West‘abroad.
|
ens.
It’s
the
first
time
since
1910,
The dissemination of legit in-!
when
the
Metropolitan
Opera
formation to foreign countries and \*
the possibility of sending legit | guested in Germany, that a com|
plete
foreign
opera
ensemble
pereompz2nies abroad were discussed
rmed in this country. An allow-.
Itis not easy to edit, with. approyal anticipating. his.announcement to at the meeting. Producer Cecilio'i anee of more than $100,000, which
the U.S.'Set for the €anadian tour
stage “Hamlet” as freely adapted ‘Madanes talked about the reactionof “Saint Joan’: and “Julius Cae-. of theatre people,. considered com- by. playwright’ Buero Vallejo.
to his Teatro Caminito production}made this German trip possible,
{primarily
comes
from
private
gar” are Claude. Bede, Nelson Phil- ‘ments and ad libs:
Team reflects. spoken. view" of | Multi-faceted. Tamayo will. open of Conrado Naxle Rolo’s “Difficult American donations.
_lips, James Peddie; ‘Joseph Rutten:
“Widow”
in a Rio de Janeira- openhis
Bellas
Artés:
salle
in
Dec.
iwith
John: Gielgud, Alfred Lunt, ‘Lynn
and Gary Krawford. Mervyn Blake
air theatre. .
Fontarine, Helen. Hayes, Katharine “Caligula” of Camus and follow:
and. Maureen Fitzgerald: will tour
‘Cornell, Paul Muni; Bert. Lahr, Sid- ‘with Valle Inclan’s Spanish classic | Inactivity of ‘Argentine - cultural
‘the U.S: in “King Lear! and “The
Palabras”
(Divine. attaches .ahread on behalf of this
|ney Poitier, Jose ‘Ferrer, Vivien “Divinas
| country’s legit Interests was critiLady’s: Not for.Burning.” Blake Leigh, Anne Bancroft, Morris Car- | Words).
‘will Jater make a picture for the
With the season only, faintly‘ bud-|-cized by Carlos Faig, president of
novsky, Shelley’ Winters and. ‘Mau-National" Film Board. and conduct
ding,
.
prolific
playwright
Alfonso
|
the Legit ‘Critics’ Assn. There was
reen. Stapleton.
From such. -disWashington, Oct. 8.
.Paso started. things moving. at the considerable discussion on the ada Shakespeare lecture seminar at
parate Sourcés, vital pro. opinions
‘Teatro Goya with the first of four visability of. sending legit com- State College,. Stevens Point, Wisc.,
“-This city’s home-town pride and
are naturally filled with sharp concomedies ready for Staging. before panies abroad and whether the j/joy of the dramatic arts, Arena
in the spring.
trast; ‘also. with considerable. repe-. Guy’ Belanger will do two tours ||tition..To editors’ credit, they have the year ends. With his* weighted Plays, if such a move were made, |Stage, dedicates its .new theatre
through. the Province of Quebec ‘preserved vivid: reactions of ° all ‘social comedy “Las Buenas Per-| Should be by new or established next Monday (9) and opens its new
‘sonas” (Good People) [in. which authors.
season Oct. 30. The schedule in“with
La
Theatre ‘Universitaire ‘participants,
together
with © ilcludes English, Russian and Amer‘Canadien company. He'll. appear. juminating personal characteristics. Angel Picazo’ ‘plays the role of a
f
Fo ur
jean plays.
first in “L’Annonce faite.a Marie” . Nothing -better about the Lunts | priest for the first time in his long Chi’s Co
mpan OF
ro
The 11th season is the Arena’s
and then in “Le Cid.” Louis Negin is. in ‘print than these interviews, career. costarring with. Maria Amy
first in its new and permanent
will appear in “‘'The Chairs” at the: ‘capturing in typically: overlapping '-paro Soler Leal], Paso turns to
-other.
marquees
for.
“Vamos
a
con|
building in Southwest Washington,
‘Charles ‘Playhouse, Boston. Alfred. dialog, the. professional perfectione Potomac River. In its rent. .Euringer. will direct plays in To-. 4sm. of :this. century’s prime acting ‘tar mentiras” {Let’s Tell Lies),
Chicago, Oct. 3.
“Con..el pan debajo brazo” ( Bread
‘ed cuartens last season, Arena had
“ronto “at Trinity College. Victoria team.- , Gielgud: 'S ‘comments
are). ‘Under His Arm) .and a fourth
The Company of the Four, a non- :95% capacity.
The new building
College. and Forest -Hill Collegiate
(Continued. on ‘page 78)
{which Guillermo. Marin and Grac- professional acting group which ;iwill seat 750.
and Eleanot. Stuart will return: to
‘}ita Morales have- in rehearsal, has been operating. for several
The opening production will be
.- ‘Montreal to resume her post as at
on Chicago’s south side,}Bertolt Brecht’s “The Caucasian
“{“Juegos para Marido’ Y Mujer” ‘years
teacher’ at the National Theatre;
(Pastime for Husband and Wife). has opened its new season with aj Chalk Circle,” in’a new transla‘School. _
Equity off-Loop con- tion by John Holmstrom, playing
With “Fiesta de Calidad” (Char- temporary
Of the ‘stage nianagement: crew,
ity
Benefit),
playwright Calvo ‘tract. The company had a growth through Nov. 26.
‘Tom: Bohdanetzky’ will .stage’ man-.
Slated for White House Sotelo opened the first. of. two he in patronage and favorable critical
Slated to follow are a double‘Washington, ‘Oct, 3. | will launch this year at the Teatro attention the last two seasons and
age: the Canadian Players’ -Cana-Jaequelirie - Kerinedy. showing Lara, while his. second “El Avion it is employing three professional bill of “The American Dream,” by
dian tour and Peter ‘Mannering is
at the “Manitoba Theatre. Ventre what: she meant when she said: she ‘de Barcelona” (Plane from Bar- actors for the first time in its! ‘Edward Albee, and “What Shall
te act and direct until’ next. ‘June. wants to. make the White House: a celona) is in rehearsal to follow- initial production of Gogol’s “The; j We. Tell Caroline,"by John Mor‘timer, Noy. 28-Dec. 25; “The Mad‘showplace. for-- American ‘cultural “Good People” into the Goya when ‘Merriage.”
” by Jean Gi4 artists, has invited. in stars of. the’ the. Paso play expires. The off-Loop status will obtain Perens
21: “The
‘American "Shakespeare
Festival
“Native plays are’ thus expécted only fer the two-week run of the jMoon in the Yellow. River, ” by
| Theatre and Academy of. Stratford, to be in the theatrical forefront |show, subject to renewal for the
Denis
Johnston.
Jan.
23-Feb.
18;
Conn.,' .to entertain after an of-

PREPARE OPENING OF
NEW ARENA STAGE, D.C.

Trying Off-Loop Stand jb:

| Shakespeare Excerpts.

: NEWnC y DIRECTOR;

until well past the year-end holi- ‘Second production if the company

dinner . tomorrow
night days. The bariquet honors Suda| (Wed):
| nese_president: Ferik Ibrahim: ‘Ab-!-boud, here ‘on.a visit..
A special stage will be set -up in
‘the East Room- of. the Executive
‘Mansion... Portions will be played|

. ‘ficial

“Misalliance,”

by

G.

B.

Shaw,

‘is able to manage it financially. Feb. 20-March 18; “The Burning of
|The only other established local the Lepers,” by Wallace Hamilton,
! group: under such a contract in: :March 20-April 15; “Uncle Vanya,”
' Lorraine: ‘Hansberry,) ‘author. ‘of
: olieago is Playwrights at Second , by Anton Chekhov, April 17-May
Kk ‘Raisin in. the. Sun,” _ has taken
ity. A sister group, Second City,!{12; and “The Time of Your Life,”
over a5 a. director of ‘ ‘Kicks &.Co.,”
fk signed to a cabaret-theatre con- by =filliam
~ the new Oscar. Brown. Jr. ‘Tousical.
Saroyan,
May
15tract with Equity.
_ She -succeeds Vinnetté .Carroll,
10.
The Company of the Four gives June
“
. London, Oct. 3.
who left the show after the first from “Macbeth,” “Henry ¥,” “The
Zelda
Fichandler,
the
Arena
“La Bonne Soupe,” by French |‘five performances per week of each |founder, is producing
preview last: Wednesday (27) -over Tempest” :and Troilus” and Cres-|
director.
jaywright
| ‘show, using the John Woolman. The
‘what reportedly were “artistic dif- sida.” The cast will include Mar-. (originally
Belgian)
plays will
be cast
from
Payne
ferences” with the ‘Management. garet Phillips, Hiram Sherman, Felicien Marceau, whose
Garson | Hall near the Univ. of Chicago. Arena’s resident professional comCover, ‘Donald |Davis, Kanin ada tation, flopped in Broad- The shows generally run two weeks ‘pany.
Miss Hansberry’s husband, Robert - Franklin
Alan Schneider
and
F.
‘Barron Nemiroff, “is. co--producer Julian Millere, Carrie Nye. ‘and Ted way. last. ceason, ‘isslated to open |
éach. Scheduled for the coming Cowles Strickland will again do
van Griethuysen..
‘with |‘Burt Charles. D'Lugoft.
in-two or three weeks here in the ;Season, in ‘addition to the Gogol|
‘the staging.
Tickets are scaled
The new -‘stager is being assisted |- No one can recall’ ‘Shakespeare. West ‘End. Kitty Black’s British ifarce, are. Lillian Hellman’s “The :ifrom $3.95 to $2.
~
Foxes,’
Albert
Camus's j
by Marie “Andrews. who has. di- or-any other playwright being per-| adaption is. “niore literal,” accord: |Little
rected off-Broadway and in summer | formed after a state dinner in ‘the ing-to her, in following the Mar-| “The Just,” Denis Johnston’s “The
| White. House. ona previous occa- ceau . original:
Meon in the Yellow River,” a
stock.
Lily Pons Concertizes
- 'Kicks” was to. have opened. ‘its. sion. This is the second dinner of - Some of the “party” groups, in| Christmas pageant from the York
Dallas, Oct. 3.
tryput stand this Saturday: (7) at: the. first full: social season of the ‘New York, looked with jaundiced. Cycle, and an original play.
The Company is offering $250 7 Lily Pons, former Met diva. will
the. Arie Crown Theatre. but the Kennedy. Administration. Classi- eye on the playwright’s reputed
_-break-in performance has’ been: cal music was siing after the first. “coHaboration” during the ‘Nazi |plus travel expenses to the author be heard on Feb. 3 with Dailas
‘Symphony Orchestra. Performance
postponed until next Wednesday
(Davis and Miss Nye are cur- -eonflict. but, separate and apart. Whose. work is chosen.
is benefit for the Symphony.
(11); As of-now, the musical has rently appearing in. off-Broddway: from such ‘organization. and charity
Miss Pons ‘sings at a benefit
Lee ‘Grant -has been set for the
“no. theatre booking in New York: shows; -but are being excused. to party cancellations, the U-S..verfor the San
Francisco
“The. production. has. been. capi+ bar BedWhite House appearance. sion just happened to be dull and only femme role in “The Captain :concert
Opera
in that city this week.
talized at. $400,000:
expired of normal boxoffice anemia. t and the Kings.”
—E

|WARM 1ABONNESOUPE’
FOR LONDON’S WEST END.

and Petruchio and also to the fancifully, with quite a few panto- Jamation,. but Attle | powerful ;
{teamwork which this Royal Shake- mime touches.
spe
Benthall has apparently tried to
‘Several scenes ‘come ‘off reason- .
speare company uses.
|
Maurice Daniels, in his re-direc- hide the ‘shortcomings of the play ably well, such. as the early exentertainment
and
though
not tion, has approached the play with with decoration and bold red light-. changes between King John and. August for the People
likely to lure the masses, it may’ gusto, at times. excessively so. ing, but destroys. the impact by Philip of France, the by-play be-..
London, Sept. Fa.
Stage Co.. in association with} be considered
good enough to There is too much. broad slapstick ‘setting the play too far back on ‘tween the Duke of Austria (played
Caroline Swann, presentation of comedyjustify a transfer to the West End and knoekabout ‘business, with the stage and by an error in mak-. on the first night by Roger Grain-.~
drama
in two
acts
(with
prolog
and
it has concluded its four: characters. falling down, endlessly, ing the angels, who contend: for ger owing to thé sudden’ {ndispoepilog?,
by
Nigel
Dennis.
Stars
Rex |after
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legit.
ton, Monday
(25),; one,
$5,385;
The tour ‘of “The Tenth Man” }
Last week, $75,914.
HARTFORD |
“Mary, Mary” and “Sound of
American, Roanoke, Tuesday (26),
got ‘off to. a: strong start in WashFlower Drum
Song, Bushnell one, -$5,000; Page, Durham,- N.C., | Music” rejoined “Carnival* in the
Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter
ington. and “Sound of Music” and (MC-RS). Previous week, $38, 056,
‘Wednesday. (27), one, $3,581; Camp.|ssellout category last week, while Garden (MC) (48th wk; 380 p)
the “Gypsy” road company, headed Ford's, Baltimore.
‘| Theatre, © Camp Lejune, N.C., “Camelot,” although not capacity, ($3.60-$9.40; 1,404; $68, 000) (Tamby Ethel Merman,. went clean in- Last week, $46, 230...
| Thursday (28), one, $4,615; Ovens, continued as the Main Stem’s top- ny Grimes). Previous week, $45,_ Denver and San Francisco, respec: ;
‘Charlotte, Friday (29), one, $5,000; grosser. The season, which started
tively.” “There was .one touring’
Civic. enone. Saturday, (30), one, rolling last week with two preems,
“LOS ‘ANGELES
Last week, $53,136.
casualty,
“Threepenny
Opera,”
picks. up additional steam this
Guys
and
‘Dolls,.
Philharmonic
$44,223.
Closed Last Week
~ which ° folded . ‘Yast: Saturday (30)
‘frame with the bow of three more
(MC-RS)
(2d
.
wk).
($5.90-$6.75;
after two ‘weeks in’ Toronto, . its.
Rhinoceros, Longacre ‘CD) (2d
| shows.
2,670; $83,400) (Dan Dailey, Shelley
first: road stand.
wk; 16 p) ($6.90; 1,101: $37,000)
A Berman,- Constance. Towers).
Pre- Dallas Civic Opera Will.
Estimates for Last Week
(Zero Mostel, Alfred Ryder). Pre_ Estimates for ‘Last Week
‘vious ‘weék;. about: $77,800 ‘with: .
Do.3 Works This Season. Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), vious week, $12,748. Ended_ tw2-Parenthetic designations for. out: . Civic ‘Light |Opera ‘subscription. .
{CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), week return engagement last Sat- . Dallas, Oct. 3.
Last
week,
around
$79,500
with
|town shows are the’ same as for t-:.
; The Dallas Civic Opera Co. will MC (Musical-Comedy)}, MD (Mus? urday night (30) and began a road
of. except that hyphenated
Fi
CLO. subscription.
-Broadway,
| offer three productions of two per- cal-Drama), O (Opera), GP (Op. tour Monday night (2) at the Al. fT with show classification indicates|(Repertory),
DR cazar Theatre, San Francisco.
formances. each this fall at the eretta}), Rep.
NEW HAVEN .
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Last week, $13,920.
Reading).
Also, pricés.on. touring shows in- |: "Shot inthe Dark, Shubert (C-T) State Fair Music Hall. -New -sea-. (Dramatic
Other
parenthetic
designations
Greek
Tragedy
Theatre,
City.
elude. 10% Federal Tax and local ($4.80; ° 1,650; $27,300)...” (Julie son includes “Thais,” Nov. 3 and refer, respectively, to weeks played, Center (D) (2d wk; 16 p) ($3.95;
12; - “La Boheme,” Nov. ‘5-10, and
Harris).
.
tax, if any, but as on Broadway
number
of
performances
through
3,090;
$60,000).
Previous
week,
“Tucia
‘de
Lammermoor”
Nov.
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of | Last week, $27, 108 for five perlast Saturday, top prices (where about $54,500 for “Electra.”
taxes. Engagements. ‘are jor single formances. . after opening here’ 16-18.
Last week, around $40,000 for
General
manager
“Lawrence two prices are given, the higher is
Wednesday-(27). to. two endorse: week unless otherwise noted.
and
| ments (Johnson, Journal -Courier; Kelly says the company is already for Friday-Saturday nights and the double-bill of “Choephori”®
“Eumenides.”
Foreign -language
BALTIMORE .
;
lower
for
weeknights),
number
of
at
work
on
the.
1962
season,
when
Leeney. Register),
gross and stars. troupe ended two week engage‘Everybody. Loves Opal, Ford’ s
{four operas are expected to be of- seats, Capacity
(C-T) ($5.43; 1,819; -$49,966). Prefered. Nicola. Rescigno is. artistic Price includes 10% .Federal and ment last Sunday (1).
“ PHILADELPHIA
vious week, $5,855 for five per5% City tar, but grosses are net;
Cook. for ‘Mr. . General, Forrest director: and Jean Rosenthal ‘is.
Opening This Week
‘formances, | ‘Playhouse, Wilmingi.€., exclusive of taxes.
|(¢-7) ‘(ist wk). ($4.80-$5.40; 1.378: lighting director. :
Sail Away,
Broadhurst
(MC)
a ton.
Asterisk denotes show had cut$50,724).
(Bill:
Travers).
.
Previous
$8.60-$9.40; 1,214; $58,500.
Last week, $6,768 after ‘opening
rate tickets in circulation.
Bonard Productions, in associahere Sept. 25 to three ‘unfavorable: week, $10;711 for- five performaBye
Byé-Birdie,
Shubert
(MC)
nces, Shubert, New Haven.
tion with Charles Russell, presennotices .(Cedrone,. Evening ‘Sun;
(76th wk; 599 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,461;
tation of musical by Noel. Coward.
Gardner,
Morning “Sun;- ‘Gavin,
} ; Last week, ‘$5,860: for seven ‘per.’ (Pigures denote opening dates)
$61,000). FBrevious week, $30,482 "|Budgeted at $400,000,
_formances "after opening here
News-Post). ©
;
a
cost ap_Baicony. Rep. Desree InSauare -3-60)
Exits next Saturday (7) to tour.
Sept. 26.to three mixed opinions
' Blacks, St.Es (5-42-61).
‘proximately $235,000 to open last
Connection,’ Wing ep) ‘9-12-62.
Last week, $34,648.
. {Gaghan, News;
Murdock; In-.
night (Tues.) and ¢an break even —
‘BOSTON'.
.
Dream.& Bessie; Cherry Lane. ‘G1-6D.
_. Fanfasticks,. Sullivan St. G-3-603..
Caretaker, Wilbur (CD-T). Gd wk). quirer;.Schier, Bulletin).
Camelot, Majestic (MC) (43d wk; at around $47,000
4th: St. (9-23-61).
_Last week, $29,816 for five pre($4. 95-$5.50; 1,241; $33,699) (Don- |. Blood, ‘Sweat and Stanley Poole, '” Ghosts,
Happy Days, Cherry Lane: GTS),
o 345 p) ($9.40; 1,626; $84,000) (Julké
‘ald Pleasence, Robert Shaw, Alan Locust -(C-T)' (2d wk) ($4.50-$5: -' Hi Paisano, York ($-30-6D.
Andrews, William ‘Squire).. ‘Previ- views.
.
Krapp’s& Zoo, East End (9-12-61).
| 1,419; $42,000) (Darren McGavin).
. Bates). Previous week, $10,084,
.{Qus
week,
$74,462.
Caretaker, Lyceum (C-D) ($6.90Mary Sunshine, Players 118-59),
Previous. week, $6, 813.
_ Last, week, $10,184
Last week, $81,742
‘Mlsalliance, Sheridan Sq.
-Gi). $7.50; 955; $32,582". (Donald Pleas.Opening Window, Marquee.ea
e1) he
Last week, $10,245..
Kean, Shubert (MC-T). (3d.wk)
ence,
Robert Shaw, Alan Bates}.
One. Way Sendulum, E. 74th St. @-18-6D
‘Carnival, Imperial (MC) (25th
$6. 50-$7.50; 5,717; $65,000) ‘Alfred . How to Succeed in.
Pirates of Penzance, Phoenix (9-6-6D. wk: 196 p). ($8.00; 1,428; $68,299)
Roger
L.
Stevens,
Frederick
‘7 Premise, Premise (21-22-60).
Without Really Trying,. 7
Drake). Previous week, $62,141.
Brisson
and Gitbert Miller presenMaria Alberghetti). PreviEye, Provincet’u Playh’se (€-12-6D, | (Anna
(
-.|(MC-T) (4th wk) ($6-$7.50; 1,878; Red.
Last week, $65,568:
_
ttation of play by Harold Pinter.
Sap efLife, 1 Sher. Sq. doz).
ous week, $68,312.
364) (Robert Morse,. Rudy Val- -|: Threepenny Opera, dé Lys (9Capitalized at $45,000, opens te-. “Kwamina, Colonial {MD:T). ‘Ast tel
Last week, $68,368.
_. Urider- Milk. Wood Qep.) Circle 329-6),
night (Wed.) at a cost of about
wk): ($6.50-$7.50: 1,685; $62,000). ‘lee). Previous week, $43,262. . SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Come Blow Your Horn, Atkin- $42,000 and can break even at
Previous week, "'$44,331, .. O’Keefe, ‘||. Last week, $60,001..
Many ‘Loves, Living ep) (10-10-61)..
son, (C) (82d wk; 253 p) ($6.90- around $15,000.
"Let. It’ Ride,. Erlanger’ acer) L Jungle, Living (ep) (10-12-61).
Toronto...
—
$7.50; 1,090; $43,522).
Previous
Cave Dwellers, Mews douse
- ‘Last week,. about $24,500 for five (4th wk) ($6-$7.50; 1,894; $67, 600) |. ‘Marry
Stoones, Gramercy ao 16-81),
Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole,
. -week, $16, 197.
“performances after opening here. (George Gobel, Sam Levene), PreDifffrent, Mermaid (10-17-61).
Morosco (C) ($6.90-$7:50; 999; $41,‘|. Bast week, $24, 111.
; _ week, ‘estimated
, ednesday
under _
(27). ‘to’ -two |favor-|vi
960) (Darren McGavin}.
}
0-24-61).
_.able reviews (Doyle, . American;
Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) (36th
American Savoyards, Jan Hus (10-26-81).
Roger L. Sfevens and Fields Pro.O Marry Me, Gate (10-27-61).
. Maloney,. Traveler), .‘two yeés-n0- ‘Last week, $28,788 - aaimed by
wk; 288 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1,615; $59,- ductions presentation of play by
“Ge Show Me Dragon, Midway (10-27-60).
500) (Phil Silvers). Previous week, James and William Goldman. Cap(Durgin,. Globe; - Hugs, Herald) theatre.
Buskers, Cricket ‘(1 028-61).
__All In Love,: Martinique
-(10-30-61). .
-and.two unfavorable (Maddocks,
$38,481.
italized at $100,000, opens. tomorGo Fight City Hall, Mayfair 11-2-61).
Last week, $48,213.
= Monitor; Norton, |Record).
SAN FRANCISCO
Tow night (Thurs.) at a cost of
“Shadows of Heroes, York 11461).
wk)
(8th.
S)
(MC-R
n
;
Apple.
Living
.Theatre
(11-15-61).
about $86,000 and can break even
Gypsy, Curra
:
Country,
Music
Box
{D).
*Far
Red
Roses, Greenwich Mews (1 20-613.
£($6; 90-$7.25; 1,758; $71, 000) (Ethel.
CHICAGO .
at
around $17,000.
(26th wk; 207 p) ($6.90/$7.50; 1,101;
CLOSED
—
"Best Man, Blackstone’ (D-RS) (ist Merman). Previous week, $71,361.
Other Theatres
‘Thracian Horses; Orpheum
(9-27-61); $40,107) (Kim. Stanley, Steven Hill,
wk) ($5.50-$5.95; -1,447;, $45,000) |_
closed’
last
Sunday
(1)
after
seven
perLudwig
Donath).
Previous
week,
Last week, .$71;520,
,
Alvin, Ambassador, ANTA, Bar(Melvyn Douglas, -Frank. Lovejoy,
forma
$14,379.
rymore,
Beck,
Belasco, Biltmore,
t
ath
A
Ave,
eNorth,
Madison
Ave.
(9-27-81);
James Westerfield). ‘Previous week,
Last ‘week, $18,808.
closed Jast ‘Thur:
@8) after two
ST. PAUL
Booth, 54th St., 46th St., Golden,
. $32, 110 with Theatre Guild-Ameri-.
‘ performarices.
‘La
Plume’
de
Ma
Tante,
AudiHudson,
Miller,
O'Neill, Playhouse,
: *Fiorello, Broadway (MC) (96th
can Theatre Society subscription, |
™ | torium. (R-RS). ($4.40-$5.50; 2,697; |
ose.
wk; 763 p) ($5-$7.50; 1,900; $59,ete Hanna, Cleveland: .
Previous
week,
944:
448
$79,000).
|
London
Shows
000).. .Previous
week,
$26,840.
“Last week, $21, 821. for’ seven per:.
Moves Oct. 81 to the Alvin Theformances’ with TG-ATS. subscrip-: for seven performances swith. TG(Figures denote opening dates)
subscription,
Auditorium, . Affair, Strand (9-21-61). |
atre.
‘tion. after.opening here Sept. 25 to. ATS
‘Denver.
Last week, - $32,732.
‘three endorsements (Cassidy, Trib-.
Last week,. $52, 49 with.TG-ATS.
“Y unie; Harris, Daily News; Norris,
Beyond Fringe, Fortune (5-10-6
From the Second City, Royale
Billy -Liar, Cambridge
7
> Sun-Times) and one lukewarm Te- subscription...
‘(R) (ist wk; 7 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999;
Bird of Time, Savoy eal
Lendon, Oct. 3.
view (Dettmer, American).
- Bye Bye Birdie, Ber eaestre (6-15-61). $41,158).
“Sloane Street Southwest One,”
‘TORONTO.
7 ranifasticless, Apollo@Bye ‘Bye Birdie,.Erlanger (MC. | L
Opened Sept. 26 to two favorable an intimate satirical revue openeepers, Arts1 $61),
EF
Threene
nny
.Opéera,
Royal
AlexRS) (4th ‘wk) ($6-$7; 1,380; $43,000).
reviews
(Kerr, Herald
Tribune; ing tonight (Tues.) for a three-day
- Fings -Aln‘t, Garrick
1-60).
gollty FParty, 8 i Martin’
s (-17-61).
Previous week, $46,780. with’ TG-. andra (MC-RS). (2d wk) ($6;- 1,525;
| Nadel, World-Telegram), two yes- charity run at the Carlton Tower
Irma.
cor Tyne -17-58
-$43,529) (Gypsy Rose. Lee,
‘ATS subscription.
no (Taubman, Times; Watts, Post) Hotel is being considered for a
ieeeputer. vere. Criterion -OU 80).
Merrill). Previous: week, $17,an - LetYourself Go, Palladium (5-19-61)... and three unfavorable (Chapman, .
Last week, :
$48, 105 with TG-ATS|M
possible West End transfer. .
‘Lord Chamberlain, Saville (6-23-4D.
for seven: “performances.
subscription.
-|News;.Cdleman, Mirror; McClain,
P
(7-27-61).
The show, with a professional
Luther,Phoenix
Last ‘week, $17,997. Tre. 1. -Miracte.
Worker, Wyndham’s :G-9-61.
air
Lady,.
Muvert
(NMIC-RS):
Journal-American).
~My F
cast, is being staged by Broadway
tap,
Ambassador.
(11-25-52),
‘here Saturday. (D..
Last week, $15,366 for seven per- director Alex Horn as a theafre42a wk).arty50-$6.60; 2,100 $71, 500) |:
of Mee.Bunny Duchess (7-18-61).
‘formanceg and one previéw.
1: Music Man, Adelphi (3-16-61).
(Ronald Drake,-. ‘Caroline. Dixon),
in-the-round
presentation.
The
Larie (4-30-58).
WASHINGTON
- Previous. week, $44,00
New 48-30-60).
. *Irma La Douce, Plymouth (MC) script and lyrics are by Peter
‘Tenth Man, National (D-RS) Oliver,
. Last week,. $47,700;
One For the Pot, ‘Whitehall (8-2-61),
Townsend, with music by Malcolm
|
(53d
wk:
420
p)
($8.60;
999;
$48,250)
- .One Over Eisht, Duke York's, (4-5-6)...
($4.95-$5.95; 1,683;. $41,335).
and
decor
by Loudain
(Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quiiley). Sireom
.Rehearsa s Globe @8-61),
‘Bast week, $34,547 with TG-ATS
- CINCCINNATI
SainthilL The company includes
Previous week, $32,098.
Music ‘Man, Taft (MC-RS) $4.50- subscription: after opening tour}
Nicholas
Parsons,
Gillian
Lynne,
ch week, $38,568. .
ket
(5-12-60).
$6: 2.510: $72,000). Previous week, here Sept. 26 to three raves (Car-|. found of Music,
Patricia Routledge, Joanne Rigby,
Palace (5-28-61).
ry, Mary, Hayes (C) (30th wk; Tony Tanner and Robin Palmer.
-.. | mody, Star; ‘oe, Post; Donnelly,
$56,838, .Murat, -Inianapolis,
Stop the -Werld, eens (7-20-61),
. Whistle In. Derk, T.
. Moyal (11-61).
; News)..
238.2)1$6.90-$7. 50; 1,139; $43, 380)
Last week, $61,133.
. Wildest Dreams, ‘Vaudeville : 18-3-61).
(Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry NelYoungs In Heart, Vic. Pal. (12-21-60).
‘WILMINGGTON .
4son; Michael Wilding). Previous | OFFER COURSES ON LEGIT “CLEVELAND
_—e_sawi;~.
- SCHEDULED OPENINGS
week, $43,058.~
Taste of Honey, ‘Hanna (p-RS) | Soya. in. the Attic,."Playhouse
Do Re MI, Prince Wales (10-12-61).
Isabel Halliburton will present
Last week, $43,430.
($5.50;. 1,515; $48,500) (Hermione (D-T) ($4.85; 1,252; $23,900) (Con- |. One ‘Day of Year, Royal E. 0-23-61).
two separate projects at the AcCLOSED
Baddeley, Frances Cuka). Previous |stance Bennett, Scott McKay, Anne |:
*My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) tors Playhouse, N.Y., for six suc-:
Ths
Pity
She's,
Mermaid
(6-29-61);
closed
week, $39,647 with TG-ATS subs-: Revere, ‘Patricia Jessel}.
Y last Saturday 0) after. 57° perform- (289th wk; 2,302 p) ($8.05; 1,551; cessive Mondsy nights beginning
Last week, $16,511. for: five per-| .ances.
scription, National, Washington...
$69,500) (Michael Allinson, Margot next Monday (9). One will constiLast weék; $23, 555. with TG-ATS fa vances. ‘with: TG-ATS subscrip-|'
tute workshop classes dealing with
Moser). Previous week, $41,111.
“Broadway conductor ‘Lehmann
The Director in the Theatre. Jossubscription. after opening . here. tiom, ©
Last week; $43,405.
—
eph Papp will conduct the first
“ Engel will undertake his first direcSept. 25 to three raps (Anderson, |' Purlie Victorious, Cort (C) ({st session.
SPLIT WEEKS
'jtorial -assignment ‘as stager of
Press-News; Hoyt, Plain Dealer;
($6.90-$7.50; 1,155;
The other venture will be Miss
Spaeth, . Heights Sun-Press).
‘Fiorello .:(MC-RS). Previo W s Hope. Abelson’s contemplated wk;
Halliburton’s presentation of the
yy.”
week, $26, 266, Biltmore, Los Broadway . production of “Siegel
DENVER.
Opened last Thursday night (20) fourth in a series of lecture-discusStreet,” a ‘musical ‘with. score by
| Angeles.
Last week, $28,524 for seven Earl Robinson: and lyrics and book to five endorsements (Chapmin, sions by Joyce Henry on the Busi‘Sound of Music, Auditorium
News;
Kerr,
Herald
Tribtr e; ness of Off-Broadwey Producing.
{MD-RS)
{Florence
Henderson). performances: Paramount, Omaha, by Lewis Allan,

Off-Broadway Shows

London Charity Revue
May Move to West End
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SouthAfrica DiscoversCritics
And Also Bromides ‘AboutEm

: offers student. tickets for opening

{ night. (Monday) and for Wednesday
matinee. If. the production moves
in on Wednesday, as many do, then.
student tickets usually are offered.
for opening night and the Saturday:
matinee,

—

|

- Shows Out ofTown
Gontinued from page Le

The Gay Life

‘Ing: suits. “requirements.

LEVISON

fluential critics pan a show: they
can sign its. death-warrant, ‘especially in the case of locally-wrfitten material unfortified ‘by the
blessing of overseas: approval. The.
biggest flops of the past year have.
been
the
Johannesburg-penned
the South African press of more ‘musicals, “Platonic Nymph” and
space to dramatic reviews. Conse- “King Of Diamonds.” By~contrast,.
quently, the position of the aisle- a rave from Sunday Times senior
sitter has grown in importance.
drama critic James Ambrose
It’s the same old story as in the. Brown helped the Kushlick-Gluck-.
rest of the theatrical world. Having man stable register a winner. with
achieved new stature, the South
“The Women,” staged here for the.
African critics are now subject. to
third time.
the traditional boosts and knocks
Actress-producer Margaret Inof the trade. Producers love 'em ;8lis, one of South Africa’s ‘best
when the reviews are good and: known theatrical personalities. and
hate ‘em when the reviews are bad.- |a member of the Board of National
Inevitably, the public attitude is | Theatre
Organization,
expresses
that the reviewers are hatchet men,
the familiar opinion that actors and
ezpable of ‘verbally chopping a; ‘actresses will accept adverse no-

Johannesburg, Oct. 3.
The legit critic has made it in
South Africa. Increased theatrical
activity, ‘particularly in this city,
has resulted in the allocation by

~ Actors. on Acting

7

i

Tax Repeal

|

Off-B’way Tourers

o-2

we 8

Harold :

° Play effece
production Clurman has staged the
Prices -have been. $1.33. to $1.50 “Come-A-Wandering”
:tively,’
Bone:
‘for a dramatic. production; $2 for a. number is a rollicking standout.
musical. These compare. with the
Jeanne Bal, as an. adulterous
Leave ItTo Jae
general aGmission range of $2.65 to. woman, effectively sings ‘Why Go
$5.50 fex'a dramatic production; $3 Anywhere at All,” which also may
Chicago, Sept. 6.. |
to $7.70 for a musical. When pos- have possibilities: of going some-. - Bi Rach, in. association: with Charles
A. Comiskey & Joseph R. Vaughn, presensible, orchestra or mezzanine seats where: Yvonne Constant. is funny | tation of two-act Q0 scénes) revival of
are offered, before using the bal- as a French toughie: Anita Gillette the musical comedy by Jerome. Kern
with book and lyrics by Guy Bolton ‘and:
cony area. On a sellout, sometimes. is hampered. by. an ill-conceived, P.
G. Wodehouse. Staged
by Jay Harnicks
‘standing room is made. available to curtain-up fake. suicide scene.
- settings, Robert. L. Adams; |choreography,
Larry. Stevens; lighting,Al Millman; are
‘students.
..
' Choreographer
Herbert Ross, Frangements and: musical direction, Joseph —
Features Kathleen Murray, Dore ‘The offer.is open to all students ‘costumer
Lucinda
Ballard and|:Stecko.
othy Greener, John Stratton, Ray Tudor,
‘of all grades in: Wilmington and scenic designer Oliver Smith comJames Moore, Caroline
orth. Opened.
surrounding areas. In addition to bine for a near showstopper in Sept. 5, ’61, at. Prudential -Au Vtorlums.
Chicago; 35.40 top Friday-Saturday nightss
the University of Delaware, high- “The Liebchen Waltz,” midway in ‘$4.50
woeknigh ts.
schools.and some grade schools are the first act..The dancers change Ollie Mitchell’ ...........- “Ronn Hansen
now
participating.
Doerflinger’s. ‘partners in an intricate, exciting: Matty McGowan .,...<.. ‘Douglas Alleman.
‘Stub Taimadge ....
James Moorecontact at each school is usuallya‘{routine made
colorful’ by red Stent Murphy ....... Ric‘hard: Stadelmann :
teacher of drama or English litera- gowns and black evening clothes- Peter Witherspoon......Charles Grunwell
| Bessie Tanner ........-. Caroline’ Worth .
ture. Dr. Kase continues to be. the and the setting of light. blue and -Flara Wiggins ......... Dorothy Greener
Howard Talhot ...........
David Crane
principal liaison’ with the Uni- white...
Jane Witherspoon...... Kathleen Murray
production to death.
.
versity.
|
! tices from critics whose. judgement:
Hiram Bolton ..... secees-- Paul Bowers
But, as elsewhere, a sex-angled| they respect. but resent a play be- | When it appears that the theme ! Smith earns additional: applause. Billy.
Bolton .......2..... _ John Stratton
for.
other
settings.
of
‘Anatol’s
play can still weather a barrage of °
Hon. Elan Hicks .......... we» Val. Bettin
ing sacrificed for the sake of a wit- of*the play or musical might not apartment and a Vienna street. on ‘Harold
“Bub” Hicks ......... Ray: Tudor
critical raps. Despite tepid notices, :
) ticism. If plays meri. adverse criti- -be. suitable..fare for. ‘youngsters,. Christmas. Eve. The designer has '_ Others: Robert Wolf, Dan MacDonald,
such recent productions as “Cham
Gary
Blohm, Frank
Giordano,
James
- |cism, it should be constructive, she Doerflinger reminds. the teachers mixed drops, sliding panels and. Linduska,
Ron Beatley, Sandra. Serena, .
Ppagne
Complex,”
~Marriage-Go- !
‘|
; turntable
adds, although it isn’t apparent. ‘of this point, but in all cases leaves
settings for dramatic’ Patricia: Ruehle, Marjorie Hrunek, Michele
Round”
and
“World
of Suzie!
Evans, Lee
eery. Mimi Fomane.
‘| the decision up to the school.
‘just how that should be defined.
scene changes. Jean Rosenthal’s:
Wong” with their emphasis on biPetrina
Fry,
acvress-wife
of |
lighting is effective throughout. .
kinis and lingerie, have been hot Brian Brooke who has been touring
Although nat without certain
b.9. entries.
Director Gerald Freedman has: ‘ enduring ‘charms, |.Jeromie: Kern’s
the Republic and the Central AfriIn a survey of managements, the:
done’ well with what he has. It is “Leave It to. Jane, " first produced
can Federation with his successful
Kindest
crilicism of the criticsj production of “Roar Like A Dove,”|
‘obvious that: some cutting is neces-. in: 1917, is only a museum piece at
anmems Continued from page 75 aaumam | sary, with the first act running an
comes from the Kushlick-Gluck-' :: offers
mid-century. That it hada run of:
another familiar theory. She
man team, ‘which presented two.
hour and 40 minutes and the sec- two ‘and a half ‘years. off-Broadway.
crisp,
witty,
intellectual
and
neatly
:Says that reviewers here rarely
hits in succession, a revival of “The .
‘take note of general atidience re- pointed. A great service is per- ond and final act an hour, the crea- doesn’ tnecessarily make it a proms
Women.” -and “Dear Liar’ with:
in ‘setting
down
what tion of another top tune or two, - ising entry for Chicago.
:
faction but merely. air their. own formed
Jerome
Kilty and Cavada
personal views. She believes that amounts to Muni’s summary of his plus a couple of sparkling dances |. That also goes for most: other
Humphrey. Leon Gluekman, -who in a country like South Africa, with long theatre and film career; and: and better costuming of Miss Cook
hinterland
cities,
since
there
isn’t
will direct the African musical,
its limited theatre public, the thea- the deeply-felt reactions of Car- would make life even gayer for all’! the latitude outside New York for :
“King Kong.” when it transfers
concerned when “The Gay Life”. mere curiosity-seeking in the theatre would benefit if dramatic. criti- novsky. and Poitier are monuments
from England to Broadway, figures' cism were
. Tew.
abolished .altogether. to players who. have risen in roles reaches Broadway;
tre. This Chicago. production, -built
that the general standard of critiwhere
restrictions,.
at-times,
would
The boxoffice is the biggest -baro| around a-nucleus: of the off-Broadcism has improved greatly during'
mave confounded lesser talents.
_
meter.
she
maintains,
and
the
pub|:
way
cast, is like a fraik element in
A
Shot
in
the
‘Dark
the past few years, but adds that
-- Most disappointing -entry,- posthe Chicago Loop.:.
New Haven, Sept..28,
the level is seldom consistent and, lie should1 speak for the theatre, : sibly, ‘comes from’ Miss Cornell,
Leland. Hayward presentation of. com
Bill: Rach and “his producing
that there is still not enough praise :
whose report; with ‘comments from edy-drama in three acts, adapted.. by
for good shows and outstanding
her husband, Guthrie McClintic, Harry Kurnitz from the French “L‘Idiote.”’ , cohorts in the successful tunetent,
by Marcel
Achard.
Staged
by.. Harold | Chicago Melody :Top, ‘have painsperformances.
.are somewhat strained in formality. Clurman;
settings
and
lighting,
Ben
There is no question here of payMisses Stapleton and Winters are Edwards; costumes; Noel Taylor. Stars. takingly mounted the show for aHarris; features William Shatner, |downtown presentation in. the beola affecting local criticism. Some : mummame Continued from page 73. eee
outclassed: in: this formidable com- Julie
‘Hugh Franklin, Diana van der Vis. Gene. ‘lief that, against today’s headlines,.
managements think they have been
pany, but because of their position Saks, Lauise Troy, Donald. Cook.. Opened
placed in an awkward
position, |cited “waste and extravagance” in in” contemporary theatre, © their Sept. 27. ’61, at the Shubert Theatre, theatre. ‘audiences would welcome:
New Haven; $4.80 top.
however, by reviewers who are alsoj advertising ‘shows, and condemned
views need not be discounted. Paul Sevigne~« Seca sevcce William Shatner : an escéape into. the comfortable
playwrights
offering
scripts for special allocation of tickets ‘which, ‘Lahr’s: assessment of. comedy and Lablache ....:./......... Hugh’ Franklin good ‘old days. Their thinking -may
consideration. Doubt is expressed ! he said, “obviously go to the black his unusual - position as a great Antoinette ‘Sevigne.. . Diana van der Vlis ‘have some validity, but “Jane”. is
More.
sssaeccscceeessceces Gene Saks
reality
as to whether the man on the alsle,;i market.”
‘clown gone “legit” give him an his- Josefa Lantenay .:......... Julié Harris. ‘simply too removed from
and too lacking. in’ substance: ‘to be
no matter how hard he.triés to be!
Beaurevers......Louise
Troy
|toric niche in ::show biz, making Dominique
Benjamin
Beaurevers. ee... Donald Cook
No
Place
for
Ignorance
objective, can divorce his critical
his presence here obligatory and Guard edecceesscseceesees Pierre Epstein absorbing.
reactions from the personal feel- | {Councilman Isaacs has appar- welcome. ©
’ There is generally: ‘merit in: the
ings of an author who has had‘his .‘ently been getting coaching on
Curiously, one actor who. influ- | “A Shot In the Dark” is a sure- ‘easting and. in: Jay. Harnick’s re-.
play accepted or rejected by the| Broadway theatre economics, but ences comments of almost every fire hit, a must-see that has bub- sourceful staging for: the make-.
obviously
hasn’t
yet
mastered
the
management. in question.
“speaker” in this report, is Marlon bling. good humor, sparkling dialog, shift arena theatre..in- the audiNo rules or regulations exist. as : ‘subject. There is no specific ‘per- Brando, who does not have to be bright
staging ‘and outstanding torium of the Prudential Bldg. Of:
to what the critic may or may not! centage of the gross that goes to interviewed in person to emerge as performances.
Playwright Harry the four principals taken fromthe: °
shows~the. share varies accoré:
say. Free seats are sent to ail dail- fs
the one trouper who has colored an Kurnitz will enhance his reputa- New York comzany, Kathleen Mur-'
ies and Sunday papers, both Eng- ing to a number of variable fac- entire generation of stage inter- tion as a wit with this adaptation ray and John Stratton best comlish and Afrikaans, irrespective of tors. As to the respeetive percent- pretation. While “The Method” and
of Marcel Achard’s* Parisian suc- municate the manners.and mannerthe language medium of the play, ages to theatres, authors and. stars, The. Actors’ Studio get plenty: of cess, “L’Idiote.”
isms of thé bygone ‘era in their
and to the Jewish weeklies. A critic: they vary widely and, in alt in- attention, these influences for the |”
sketchbook portraits of the “colWithout considering .how much
would be free to write a notice stances, are established by. nego-. ‘first time in.a general sweep. of |
Jege widow” and the. football hero.
“A
Shot
in
the
Dark”
owes
to
the
even if not “invited,” but manage- tiation,
theatre reporting assume a proper | original French, .it’s evident again Miss Murray alone manages: to bé
ments reserve the right of admis- | (There are good and bad theatre frame. of" Teference.
Rodo.
‘that Kurnitz knows how to create: both plausible and satirical.
sion and, theoretically could stop deals. As for percentages to aulaughs and -where to.spot them. ’ Ray- Tudor makes a funny carhim from entering the theatre even thors,
any management
would
The characters are human. and the toon of the country bumpkin, but
though. in possession of a pur- jump’ at a chance. to get a musical
situations are bélievable...
Dorothy -Greener
resdérts to a
chased ticket.
show by Richard Rodgers and Alan |
The play is primarily. a. three: vaudeville exhibition, irrelevant to
Such
a
situation
has
never Jay Lerner for 20% of the. gross, |:
act interrogation; as a: French mag-- the play, in making a bid as the:
arisen, although some months back while.a script by fictional Joe Blow =—aas Continued from page 73 =m
istrate seeks to determine whether chief crowd-pleaser.. She addresses.
M-G-M_ stapped sending compli- wouldn't: be worth 1%. Similarly, |
mentary tickets to Percy Blakeney Ethel Merman is obviously a bar- ended a 340-performance run Sept. or not to hold a murder suspect herself. more to the audience’ than
for trial. It is by no means routine to the play.
3
at
the
4th
Street
Theatre,
N.
Y.
(ex-broadcaster
Percy Baneshik) gain at 10% of the gross plus a.
James Moore and Caroline Worth
wh) combines film reviewing with share of the net, whereas any sane Signe Hasso. had been mentioned hearing, however, and therein lies
considerable of the play’s merit. are ‘commendable choices ‘for the
as
star
for
the
tour.
legit for The
Sunday Express: producer would pay ‘ ficttonal. Bes-.
The body of a chauffeur for a tertiary Jove interest, and do well
Blakeney subsequently poked fun sie Blow to stay avoay, from the
French bigshot has been found in. their musical. numbers. Most of ‘Jane” a Flop in Chi
|
at this move in his column, but theatre.
-Shot in the maid’s room,. with the ‘the character parts are well in
_ Chicago, Oct. 3.
latest reports hint a truce.
(Politicians are. always. welcome
maid
lying unconscious and nude hand, but the male chorus, sup“Leave
It
to
Jane,”
the
offAmateur Woollcotts
in the theatre, but they belong out
Broadway import staged in-the- on the floor. She is. the obvious
A recurring complaint against
front, not backstage or in.the office. round at the Prudential Building suspect, and it is her questioning posed to represent a. football squad,
the Johannesburg reviewing setup
‘looks anemic.
)
| Auditorium here, will fold this| that constitutes the meat of. the.
The settings are modest, a few
is that openings are frequently at
1 Friday (6)«after an unprofitable play, with a satisfactory climax all fences, benches and sprigs of oak
the mercy of inexperienced junaround...
.| five-week. engagement.
.fjors, When Brian Brooke's producleaves, but.” Robert [,.. Adams. is
] It is the third ‘off-Broadway |. Julie “Harris, best. known. for able to make them convey @Len
tion “Five Finger fxercise,” with
show. to. do poorly in Chicago sombre and mousey ‘ delineations,
three actots were imported from
borate’ decor. - 303.
elabora
shines forth as. a topflight come- -of- more
in the past year, the previous
mama
Continued
from
page
73
England,. was rapped by a. cadet
.
| ones: being “Epitaph for George dienne, Conversely, Donald Cook, |
writer on The Star, a group of ‘in‘which
the © University noted as an expert farceur “In
‘ dignant first-nighters attempted to as his principal aides, Doerflingér ‘ Dillon,”
‘Choice’ Replacing Toys?
hit back. Paul Bothner, head of the has made it work -here. Not all Theatre of the Univ. of Chicago debonair, rakish roles, gives-a perFor Toledo. Subscription
Bothner group of companies, dis- producers were receptive to the ‘had brought in, and a road: com- formance of real depth. For Miss
idea—some
still
are
not—but
he
pany
of “Fantasticks,”
which| Harris, the part of the maid re_ ° “Toledo, Oct. 3.
tributors of RCA Records, and his
The © Totedo | Civic: Playgoers
ex-actress
wife
Cynthia
Klette, has built up through the-years a finished in. the red both at the quires a variety | of emotions, all
bought space in morning and eve- broad appreciation of the value of Del. Prado Hotel and at the Con- of which she expresses skillfully... Assn., Aaunching. its 1961-62 :‘mem-.
Cook still plays. a rake, but this bership ‘campaign, has announced: a
ning papers and quoted favourable the student ticket program. During rad Hilton. Boulevard Room.
the past season, for example, one
‘Nevertheless,
Bill Rach, who time it’s on a ‘higher plarie.
opinions expressed by well-known
a change in one of the four sched-. [Review written before Cook’s uled offerings. Instead of “Toys
theatre-lovers, but the rebuttal ap- producer added a performance; just: produced “Jane” in Chicago, using
students, - of “The -Miracle four principals
sudden death of a heart attack last in the Attic,” the group will bring
from
the New
parently had no effect on the box- !for
Worker.”
York cast, says he is. seeking a Saturday (30), The star’s under- “Critic's Choice," starring Betty.
Office and the play was a flop.
The advance agent of each pro- two or thtée-month lease from ‘study, Joel Thomas, ts playing the Garrett and Larry Parks, in March.
The most controversial Johannesburg critic is The Star’s Oliver duction is queried, and if his ‘re- the Prudential. to bring in another ‘part pending the engagement of 4) The season. opener will be “The
is favorable—most © are. off-Broadway. show.
Rach,
who permanent renlacement.—Ed.)
Walker, tagged by many in the sponse
| Music Man,”.-Oct.’ 24-25, foHowed |
William Shatner, third member ‘by “The Best’ ‘Man” in January and
profession
asa
many-headed | these days—Doerflinger sets ‘aside ‘along with Charles Comiskey and
Irving
Vaughn
operates
the
Mel; of the top trio; impresses: favorably “The Miracle Worker” in February...
threat, since he ‘sits in aisle-seat | for students a certain number of |
judgement
on theatres, concerts, ‘seats on advance sale and his. esti- ody ‘Top Theatre in Hillside dur-; as the conscientious. young .magisJane: R. Marks, of United Perand pictures. plus dispensing ring- |mate of the expected. house for that ing the summer, wants to pro- trate, and there are commendable forming- Art, Inc. is in town to
‘| duce in-the-round: shows in the] portrayals by Gene Saks as the -help launch the campaign. ‘Toledo 5
side-table verdicts on nitery acts. particular production.
Last year, the number. of stu- Loop during. the winter season. magistrate’s clerk, Hugh Franklin ‘ploneered in the organized audi ‘
Such ubiquity, requires him ‘to asThe Prudential Auditorium will |as.a judicial colleague, Diana van rence Plan fourlyears ago.
sizn assistant reviewers when there dent seats ranged from about 3,500 |.
=
for
eight performances of “A Mid- revert to a meeting. hall room,|der Vlis as the magistrate’s: wife,
are first-night conflicts. On the:
‘Loulse. Troy as spouse. of the |.
Sunday Times, shows are. often re- summer Night’s Dream,” with Bert. with a Platform. stage.
Glenn,
‘Jordan.
will,
be
general
:
French
aristocrat,
and
Piérre:
Epviewed by a youthful critic who is Lahr, to approximately 75 at one/|
| director of the. ‘St.. Paul Civie
Regina Wallace filled in for Mar-| stein as a court guard.
himself an asviring playwright and performance of the sellout musical,
Opera
this
season,
‘but.
will
finish’
—
Ben
Edwards
has
created
a
serv|gery
Maude
in
the
Broadway
pro-|.
. amateur actor, having appeared in “My Fair Lady.”
| When a production is here for a | ‘duction: of “My Fair Lady” the last | iceable and properly drab setting, |the stint in ‘time for musical: stock
several colle -e productions.
assignments:
next:
summer.
and
Noel
Taylor’s
femme
costum.
|
In most cases if the more in- week’s stand, Doerflinger normally. ‘two weeks,
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"18-35, who can sing and have that also do eomedy routines and Liverpool Troupe Hit
comedy ability.. Mail photos and other vaude acts for this Generesumes c/o above address..
vieve starrer.
Mail
photos and}
“By. Baggage Car Delay,
:
Pitsburgh, Oet. 3. .
1
“Bella” (MC). Producers, Lance resumes ¢/o above address.
“World of Suzie Wong” (D): Pro-.|
Theatre Outlook, a professional.
Barklie & Ned Hendrickson (80 W.
ducer,
David
Kitchen
(118
W.
79th
nonprofit
company
‘from Liverpool,
3d St., N..¥.; GR 5-7188). Available
Poulneting are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- parts: "leading femme, comedienne, ;St., N.Y.; TR 4-7760). Parts avail-. Eng., had. to improvise costumes..
way, and touring shows, ds well as ballet, films, industrial and tele solid: voice both belt and legit; | able for young, attractive Oriental and sets for the first performance.
recently. of its. scheduled .
viston shows.
All information has been obtained directly by the femme, willowy but sexy, strong!;{femmes for a 20-week bus: and here
VaRIETY Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re- soprano. Call above number for ; truck company. which opens ‘Oct. 16-week tour of the U. 8. A bage
28. Call Ed Douglass, above num-. gage car containing: the scenery,
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
audition appointment.
‘ber, 11 a.m.<3 p.m., Monday-Fri- costumes and. personal belongings
The arailable roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi“Looking
Glass”
(improvised ! ‘day.
of the company failed to arrive.
tiors to the list will be made only when information is secured from
OM | children's theatre). Producer, Ste{from Montreal in’ time for the
responsible parties. Tike intention is to service performers with leads
°
OUT OF TOWN
provided hy the managements of the shows involved rather than to |ven Mellow (864 W. 5ist St., N.Y.:| troupe’s. preem -performance.at the
JU
6-4596'.. Parts available for
CHICAGO
‘
Tun Q@ wild govse marathon.
This information is published without|
‘Hamlet Street Theatre of.the Pitts<
“Medium Rare” (R). Producer, burgh Playhouse..
eharge.
; male and femme actors with background in improvisational work. Robert Weiner (234-W. 44th Str.,
The company of 22: ‘arrived Sept,
In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes vroPart available 19 in Montreal from England. The
ductions annoxeved fur later this season, but, for which, the manage- Call above number, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. N. Y.; LO 3-4370).
will. be performed for a male singer 20-25, virile. Call | Hamlet Street’ enagement: was: to.
ments, as yer, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa-| daily. Show
for appointment.
‘have opened with “The -School for:
tiozs are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D’ Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, ; weekends at Judson Hall, N.Y., be- above number tor
TORONTO
| Scandal,” ‘but: because of the. delay
(3D) Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic : ginning Oct. 28.
“Shadow of Heroes” (D).
Pro- | Premise (improvisational group). |in -the arrival of the baggage car,
Reading.
ducers, Warner LeRoy & Paul Li- Producers, Theodore J. Flicker & ithe group: substituted a new play,
+
bin (21 E: 63d St., N-Y.; TE 8-5188).
;man, 19-21, tall, handsome, cat-. Available parts:.man, 35, tall, hand- ‘Mority Shaff (c,’o the Premise, 154) “Four Men,” by. Andre ‘Pavis. The
AL: 5-9692).. original © schedule at: the Hamlet
,like, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium some, gaunt; man, 55, thin, dig- ‘Bleeker St.,. N.Y.:
‘Parts available
for male
and} Street Called ‘for. six’ performance
Ntheight, fair;.girl, 18, spiritual qual- -nified; woman, 30-40, warm, strong,
femme
performers
to‘do
impro-{Of “Scandal,” then four’ performity, eet beauty, fair; girl; 21, attractive; character - ‘men, 35-45;
visational show at a theatre to be {ances of “Men,” followed. by two
Tay
ragile; gir 18, all- American type; ‘boy, 7; character
woman,. 50's;
BROADWAY
boy; 19, sincere. All roles are Ne- men 45, big, rough; man, 30, sen-- established in Toronto within the|}more performances: of. “Scandal.”
“Carnival” (MC. Producer,!gro. Mail photos and resumes to sitive; 10 non-Equity non-speaking next few weeks. Mail photos. and| Except for - the: ‘opening-.night
resumes c/o Zey Putterman, above -Switeh;. the original schedule: was.”
David Merrick (246 W. 44th St. ‘above address.
roles.
Mail photos and resumes address, or call him at above: followed.
N.Y.; LO 3-7520. Parts available|
»
c/o Mary Jordan, above address.
.
|. In addition to the two. plays being:
for two midzets or two dwarts, | “Time Is a Thief”
(D). Producer, Qpen call for non-Equity males-and |. number,
Beverly Zarling (489 Fifth Aye.,!
‘presented here, Theatre Outlook:
male or femme, who ean play the; 'N.Y.;
. STOCK
YU 6-4284). Available parts: femmes Friday (6), at the York
“Lwill
also present -.: “Coriolanus”
trumpet. Mail photos and resumes
MILLBURN,N.
J.
male
lead,
55-65,
large
character
Playhouse
(64th
St.
and
First
Ave,,.
‘elsewhere on tour. The company,
ininvliately co Robinson Stone, ;
“Music. Man” (MC). Producer, ' which will not. play New. York, is
man;
fermme
lead, 50's.
small,! N.Y.*.
above address.
| proud, character woman: character |. “Whom
the Gods Love”
(D). "Frank Carrington: (Papermill Play-' headed by Eric Saltnon. The. tour
“Isle of Children” ‘D},
Produ-* man, 50’s small, meticulous, chat-; Producer, D'Arcy Productions (66. house, Millburn, : N.J.). Auditions: is slated to- end:‘with a. four-week

CASTING NEWS ©

|

cers, Lester Osterman & Shirley;|

Bernstein

(3559

Cee

Broadway.

femme,

45, plump;

char-, W. 46th St., N.Y.; JU’2-4860, Ext.

‘tomorrow

N.Y.: ! act@-fhan, 30's solid, rugged; man, ‘63: Part available for young, Latin

Part available for a14;. 30's: tall, wirey; two juves, 12-14..type

femme,

for

lead.

(Thurs.)

for

Equity

singers,

Equity: engagement:

at

11

a.m.;

girls.

‘16.

year-oid st slim. Cones sensi- | xfai1-photos and resumes, through’ through agents only, c/o Scotti at 2 p.m. and boys, at 3’ p.m.; child
singer-dancers, not under 14, males
iv, must be experienced
actor. lagents only, c/o above address.
{ D'Arcy, above number.
Cul Nicholas Gras, above number,
fur interview
a
a

Jennie”

appointment.

(MD-.

2d

(488

N.Y.).

TOURING

parts: male lead, 30's, tall: fenrme,!replacements

s)prane;
sonality:

small.

lovely,

for girls, 7-16,

and

N.Y. LO

3-7520).

Parts

and: Peggy
Shields, .above “number.
| Open call. for.. singers tomorrow

“Bozo’s Circus”

Continued ‘trom’ ‘page Lk} =a

Columbus Civic Committee, headed
by. Mrs.. Robert .G: Kanéngeiser.

Television

available

lyric; boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. ' for two male fire jugglers. Contact

femme. 50's, strong per-| characters.
Mail
photos
male, 50-60, timid; three: resumes to above address.

eo.

TG-ATS Season

—

burge-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad-j Ave., N. Y.!; casting director; Eddie! .“Carnival” (MC). Producer,
Way, N. Y¥.; JU 6-4886:. Available! Blum. Auditions for possible future David Merrick (264 W. 44th St.,
2:), etherial.

oe.

ety Arts Studios (225 W. 46th St

Madison

Studebaker

—————_

-|and femmes at 4 p.m., all at nt |

_Sound of Music” (MDI, Produc:
ers,
Richar
odgers
sear !

Producer, New-| Hammerstein

the

dancers, men, at 10 a.m. and girls, | Theatre, Chicago, beginning Dec.

Apply

Subscription offerings this sea
.son, covering shows..now on the

road.and others scheduled to. ents
bark on tours later in the semester,

(children’s show

men, 35-45, businessmen; femme,|
“Put Ht In Writing” (R). Pro-| (Thurs.): tenors, 2:45 p.m.; barion, WGN-TV)... Producer, include “Sound of Music,” “Bye
voluptuous model: character man,' ducer, Robert Weiner 1234 W. 44th! tones, 3:15 p.m:; sopranos, 3:30 locaHy
Telévision
Productions. Bye Birdie,” “La Plume de -Ma
59-60, non-singing; high wire act,!st. N. Y¥: LO 3-4370).
Parts: P-m. and girls, 7-10, who sing and McGinn
‘410
S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago; , Fante,”
“Flower.
Drum Sang,”
one man and one women; several! available for male and femme re- 40 point work, 4 p.m., alt at the
small male and femme roles. All: yye types.
Maiti photos and’ Imperial: Theatre (249 W. 54th. St,maiW4A.2-1000!. Casting director Laura ; “Gypsy, ” “Irma La Douce.” “Une
must

sing.

Mail

umes, tthrough

photos

agents

cand

only,

res-! resumes

c.0

above

address.

Hitt accepting photos and resumes. sinkable _Molly Brown,” “Music
of all types of circus. acts c’o above Man.” “My: Fair Lady. ” “Fioretlo;”:

| N.Y.).

above

Music Box Theatre. Producer, Al

'| Reiners tBox 395, Hyannis, Mass.).
Photos and resumes being accepted
“No Strings” (MC:. Producers,
OFF ‘BROADWAY
Rivhard Rodsters & Samuel Taylor!
“All Kinds. of ‘Giants’ (MC). of male and femme chorus, danc{488
Madison
Ave.
N.¥.;
MU:Producer, Noel Weiss (c/o Savan- ers and dramatic performers for
8-3640:.
Auditions
for
dancers: i Levinson Agency, 20 E. 53d St., three ‘musieal ° comedies and two
Equity call Oct. 17, boyat 11:30'N.¥.; PL 2- 1360), ‘Available parts: musical revues that will be toured
am. and girls, at 2 p.m.; open call: : character comedian,
40-50; man, in a package company this winter.
Oxt 19, same schedule as Equity :25; man, 25, under 5 feet; 6 inches Company will perform in Florida
calls, both at the Alvin Theatre: tall; soprano, 18-22, pretty. All ‘and other states in cabaret-style
(25) W. 52d St., N.Y.).
must sing. Mail photos. and resumes theatres, Auditions will be held in.
acidres

“Place

Without

Twilight”

(D).|or call, above information. .

Producers,
Robert
Fryer
and
“Attitudes”
(R),
Lawrence Carr, in association with |Michael F. Goldstein
John Herman
(234 W. 44th St.,|St., N. ¥.; SU 7-4774).

N.Y.;

LA

4-2844).

Available

parts: able for male

| New York by appointment only.

address.

Include

availability date i “Taste

of Honey.” “Toys in the.
\-Attic,” ‘Best Man,” “Tenth Man’
and.
“Rhinoceros:
” The lineup also
“Lamp Unto My- Feet” (reliat- |
ous-dramatic
series).
Producer,:includes. a number. of pre-Broad~.
way:
tryouts.
CBS (524 W. 57th St. N. Y.; JU
It's figured most. of the touring
6-6000);
-casting director,. “Paula
Hindlin. Accepting photos and re- - straight plays among the TG-ATS
‘sumes of general male and female entries would. not have undertaken
dramatic talent, ¢/o above address. road ‘hikes without the assurance
. of subscription support. The 20
No. duplirates.
in Chi area.

(30 Rockefeller. Plaza, ‘cities comprising the TG-ATS net-.

NBC-TV.

work which operates’ under the
auspicies of the Council of the Live
ing Theatre, are Baltimore, Boston,

Producer,
“With Love” (R). Producer, Herb. N. Y.; CI 7-8300). Casting. director
i
hotos
(10 W. 65th! Rogers (Mayflower. Hotel, 61st St.
Rick Kelley is aor Pn pmme
Parts avail-|and
C.P.W., N.Y;
CO
5-0060).

and femme

dramatic

actors Pos available. for musical combos

shows.

performers

for. several..Chicago,

Cincinnati,

Cleveland, °

Mail. information to him, Columbus,. Deriver,. Detroit, Kan-

No duplicates.
54S City, Los Angeles, Louisville,
«dramatic. series). : Milwaukee, +* “Philadelphia.. Pitts -

| c/o above address.

“Naked City”

i

OUR BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA CLUBS

Sold $130,000" Tickets To
“eK EAN”?

Producer,

Herbert’ .B.

‘Screen’ Gems,

711

Leonard .

burgh, St:

N. Y.; PL 1-443), Accepting pho 224 Wilmington.

Chicago;
WHmale 6000) vision. of. Arthur Cantor, Inc.,
: Parts
available
| for.
femme performers, all ages and: ‘which will: have offices .in New"
York and: Los Angeles for the han-.
+ types, for 39-week series of rine |
workshops plus. four.to six prime dling of publicity for | industrial
Must be clients.
1 time .original dramas:
7 co" Chi. Mail photos and resumes —_———_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_
;c/o Don - Dillion, above address.

|

Creative Arts. Workshop. -| for Teens and Young Children’

.

(Premiere. Season—Joha

BOSTON CLUB
49 Portland Street

Wanamaker membership agent)..

PHILADELPHIA CLUB
1435 Latd Title. Bidg..

;

7-6895).

RITA FUCILLO, Director

me

Omaha”

oo

Ballet: cerita
"Ceramics .....

aor

7

(featur--—

Creative Crafts ..... B. W. Smidt ..

Producer, Creative Mart
(507 Fifth Ave., N.Y.;-OX.'}

rs

Available parts: two at-"}

two young

men,

|

Cabaret

Leceweee HL Yurchenco
...:
G. Bernardi
- Saturday Classes—Registér- Now

|

||

‘| Clark Center

West Side YWCA

51 St. & 8th Av. N.Y.

Trudy Heller’s Versailles: (9th !]
6th Ave., N.Y.). Jazz singers:

Cl 623700 Ex..32 .

REWARD

FOR BEAUTIFUL BLONDES

; |and instrumentalists and hip’ com: |.
ics and comediennes being ‘inter- |}- Revion. will, care. for your ‘hatr free
| viewed. For appointment. call Dori. |: in’ exchange | ‘for -six. days’ a ‘year’
Davis. (TR 4-2234),- Tuesday-Fri‘of your time. For. information ‘call f
days, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.’
at Miss Martin—JU 6-1355.:.

Washington

Also 9 club. performances of “BYE BYE BIRDIE” entirely sold out—over $72;000

T. Hill

. Modern. Dance

early 20's: ;

Square.

Singers. |

| Managers, Judy Rutherford & Kel-|

LAST MINUTE GROSSES—"KWAMINA,” BOSTON CLUB ORDER OVER $40,000

N.: McKenzie
S$. Zacharias

Modern Jazz veseeeeese
eT. Hill

tractive girls, 20-25, one a model *,
type;

aE Wuller
‘G. Englander _L, -Hauptman

| Mail photos and resumes c/o above: - Painting
§i| address,

St. &

JEROME ROSENFELD, President

me

“Mademoiselle
‘ette).
Films

NEW YORK CLUB
850 Fifth Avenue

Paul. : San

Washington

+ tos and resumes of general malei. .
!and female dramatic talent: by: miail| Broadway’ legit pressagent-pro-.,
| ducer Arthur Cantor, in an expan- .
‘ only, c/o above address.
‘|) WBBM-TV, Chicago, (630 N. Mc- sion of his Pp.a. activities, a
.
iformed with Don Bishop a new
diiClurg Ct.,

while it was still in rehearsal.

*BOSTON SHOW ofthe MONTH CLUB $87,000
PHILADELPHIA THEATRE CLUB $43,000

Louis, St.

Fifth Ave., Francisco. .‘Toronto,

| sey Marechal

(1 Sheridan: Square,

‘N.Y.; YU 9-1334). Spot open for :a —

THEATRICAL “OFFICE.
JO SHARE
—

femme singer with a strong folk+
3% reoms, unfurnished, all facilities, J:
‘background. Familfarity with an | alevator
ete: West 55th Street, near |
| instrument .preferred but not necSixth Avenue, New York. $108 per
month. Phone JUdson 2-29¢9.
:
essary.
Call . Miss
Rutherford,

above number, tomorrow {Thurs.),
iL a.m.-2 p.m.

|

7

Box

13, Variety,

434 W.

46th

New York 36,N.Y.

st.

‘Wednesday, October 4, 1961

THE SPRINGFIELD UNION, MASS.

by JOHN M. GORDON

.

"The Music Fair stage has been trod by some of the
top stage performers
but none hes been seen ‘Doin’

What Comes Naturally" more effectively than Miss
McGuire, the sister In the middle of the famed singing
trio.. Those who may have seen the production in New
York may have some doubts the Annie of the original

performance could be surpassed. It Is by Miss
McGuire. On opening night she virtually stopped theshow with each of the toe-tepping, ear pleasing songs:
“Miss McGulre, not only sings with the quality that has
come to be associated with the sister trio, but she acts

her part with all the finesse of a seasened actress. She
lives the part of Annie Oakley and her performance Is

the finest of the season at the Music Fair.

Musical

‘Comedy needs what she has to offer and ably demon-

‘strates in "Annie Get Your Gun'.”

Dear Phyllis McGuire,
af

:

We want to thank you for playing the lead in our

production of “Annie Get Your Gun”

for five glorious

‘weeks this season while the lovely McGuire Sisters were

ik

HARTFORD TIMES,

~ West Springfield, Mass, .

on vacation.

|

You were magnificent!

“We've seen many Anale Ockleys but there has
never been.an Annie: like Phylis McGuire.
She's a gal who actiolly lives the. perk her.
first musical comedy |role—and projects her
emotions In a manner thet hes her audience
cheering over her successes and tearful et her

setbacks... Phyllis McGuire. belongs in musical
comedy, but it's too much te osk thet she step
out of that million. doer combination which.
she's sporked for quite a few yeors.”" WIDEM

LEE GUBER, FRANK FORD and SHELLY GROSS
The Musie Fairs, Producers

|
a

|f |

PS: Looks like the erltics loved you foo.
PPS. Please come back next year.
g

HARTFORD COURANT, Cons, by MAUREE BOWE
Westchester and Paoli Local
MISS McGUIRE .HITS. ‘BULL'S EYE
AS ANNIE OAKLEY

"As the pistol packing Annie Ookley, Miss McGuire (of the famous
- MeGulre sisters) Is @ sure-fire success.

“Phyllis. McGuire, this year's Annie Oukley of
"Annie Get Your Gun’ now playing at the Vaifey
Forge Music Fair, last night blasted. her way

audience's enthusiasm.”

into the hearts of an overfiow audience of first
nighters with a -command performance that
ended with a standing ovation.

R.-H. GARDNER, The Sun, Baltimore

"Comely. Miss McGuire, the middle sister of

such an abundance of native talent and exhuberant: personal charm that one wonders

the fomous singing “Macs,” proved te be.a first
class pro in the ‘summer round’ as she handled.
her job with. all the stage: finesse. of an ‘old
frouper’."

7

Her obvious delight in the

__: zesty role and her breezy rendition of « song immediately captures the
ih

"In what.Jpresume fo be the first stage role
of her career, Phyllis

McGuire succeeds with

why she waited so long to take the step. Miss
McGuire who combines

a natural flair for

‘acting with an excellent voice is fruly first
rate.”

WILLIAM ESPOSITO,
Holyoke Transcript-Telegram
“GREAT
"This girl is great. The Berlin tunes, wriften

especially for leather-lunged Ethel Merman,
proved no
them out
round the
drew wild
audience.”

obstacle for ker. Phyllis belted
in fantastic style and bounced
stage with grace and zest. She
applause from the first night

Wednesday, October 4, 1961

InsideStuft—Legit

=
: Robert Paine-Joan White
Will Retain Stockbridge
Stockbridge, Mass., Oct. 3:
The ‘Three Arts. ‘Society ‘Inc.,
which owns and operates the Berk-

in which

Léna

Horne

will|December

by

Avent in Manhattan where he

shire Playhouse here, has invited

Broadway producer Leonard S&S. Human Pattern,” which Richard WwW.
Field planed to London last Satur- Krakeur
intends presenting
on
day ‘30) to cast players for his pro- Broadway
in
association
with
posed presentation of “The Com- David Kaufman.
mentator.”
“Sing Muse,” a musical by Joe{
Alexander H. Cohen’s upcoming | Raposa and Erich Segal, is planned
presentation of “Nine O’Ciock Re- for off-Broadway production next|
vue,

Estate of comedian Frank Fay, rho died last week,. is decribed as
in good order, including his val
lecooperative apartment at.470 Park

Robert Paine Grose and his actress-wife, Joan .White, to. return
next summer for their third season
as co-directors of the theatre.

The Society will hold its annual

meeting Oct: 7 to formulate plans

for the 1962 season at the Play- Coast, describes him-as beginning to show weakness but insistent upon”:
Feldstein,/ house and the Playhouse Drama making the journey. (Drake “is the former partner of the late Billy ~

Robert

|School.
star in the second half of the pro-! with Bill Penn staging.
ram,
will spotlight the Delta}
Charles Lisanby is designing the!
hyhtm Boys, Don Adams
and:sets and’ costumes for the off-!
Augie & Margo in the first part of |Broadway musical, “All In. “Love.”
the offering.
Ronnell Bright. will|
Jerry Jarrett, a member of the:
be the star’s keyboard
accom-!cast of the Broadway production of
“Fiorello,” has succeeded Sorrell
panist.
Edward

Choate,

business

:2: at the Alcazar

Theatre, | Kirkwood

Jr.’s

;

B. Van. in the Pine Tar Soap business). Actor-like, Fay dreamed to the
last of one more show. He had the rights to “Halligan’s Halo,”.a hobo
outside # church situation which he hoped might be another “Harvey.”
- There was a memorial mass for Fay at St. Malachy’s, “The Actor's.
Chapel, ” off Broadway last Friday. (29) and Billy Gaxton
¢
was.:on NBC
one. night to talk about Fay.

Medium Rare.
(HAPPY. MEDIUM, CHD

man-!Booke as Tom Bosley’s understudy

left New, in the musical.
ager for “Rhinoceros,”
York with the production last Sun- | Myrna Loy will make her Broadday tl’ for its opening Monday | *2y legit debut as star of James

night

lived ‘until making his ‘Peeent journey

to Californis where his adopted son, now 23, reside “ahe comedian
had not taken a drink, according. to friends at the Club, for
some 26 years. His health had been uneven for ‘some yeattPbk he:had
survived a cancer operation and got around okay until recently, He.
participated in a benefit on Long Island about five weeks ago.
,
Lamb Bill Drake, who saw “Faysie” off for his final. trip fo: the

Judges for the Midwest Playwriting Contest; the deadline of. which:
has. been extended to Oct, 15 by the Stratford. Investors

of. Chicago,

include Dr. Walter B. Scott, professor of Dramatic Literature at: North-.. |
Chicago, Sept. 20.western Univ.; Bernard: Sahiins, co-producer: of “From thé Second -From.a standpoint of profits and -City,” currently . running on Broadway, and Glenna Syse, drama critic

adaptation’ of ‘his

novel, “There. Must Be a Pony,” consecutive performances, ‘“MediSan Francisco.
jnovel. Alan Pakula plans producing um Rare” is. probably the most
Replacements in the Broadway !
|successful legit revue in modern
of Music” ,: on Broadway.
production
of “Soun
‘of: Chicago annals. It has. played 64
An
off-Broadway
revival
include
(9)
will
weeks, given: over 760. performnext
Monday
“Golden
Apple” is planned
by
Marthe Wright for star Mary Mar-!
ances at the rate of two a night,:
| Dorothy Olim and Gerald Krone. .
tin, and Donatd Scott and Eliza-;
and is still running indefinitely.
Jan Leighton pinchhit for Gene
beth Howell for featured players .
How-to account. for its durability,
;Rupert in the off-Broadway pro-;
Theodore
Bikel
and
Patricia
|
duction of “The Fantasticks”. last j when at the outset the consensus
Neway.
gave it. little hope for survival, is
eek,
Jimmy
Wax, British producerjiwsThe staff for “Write Me a Mur- of course a topic of considerable
and authors’ agent, is in New York’ i der” includes James Awe, company : discussion in the trade. A- possible

of the

Chicago. Sun-Times. The

Stratford Investors,.a group

of legit

backers, with headquarters in Wilmette, Ill, is ‘offering a prize of. $250
to the midwest playwright submitting. ‘the ‘best :
‘full-length. script.
‘The contest is open to all persons 18. years of age or older who live .
din tna students in the states of Hlinols, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin.
and
Indiana.
Actor-singer Michael. Sinelatr, who came to the U. S. on a Fulbright’
scholarship from his native England in 1951,-has: been awarded a
Ford Foundation grant through the New. Dramatists. Committee as a.
director-observer. The grant will enable Sinclair to go to ‘the -Coast
to sit in on rehearsals of “The Captains and the Kings,” which Joseph

for the opening tonight (Wed.) at | manager: William Dodds, produc-:answer, suggested by a fresh look Anthony is staging for an Oct. 80 pre-Broadway. opening at the Curran
the Lyceum Theatre of “The Care-;j tion stage manager; Rohert Milli, lat the show, is that it is just chic Theatre, San Francisco:

taker” by his client, Harold Pinter. ‘stage manager, and Adrienne. Lur-!enough and at the same time just |.
an | aschi, assistant to pro dueer-director | cornball enough. for the local and
Franz
Allers,
conductor
{visiting trade. Indeed, even though | -Bob Fosse Wins Award
musical director of “Camelot,” left George Schaefer.
for West Berlin last Sunday (1)
A double-bil] of William Saroy- the sketches : derive "from several
Of 6c for ‘Hero’ Dances
to start rehearsals for the Oct. 25‘ ays “Talking to You” and “Across smart New York revues; “Medium.
preem of “My Fair Lady” Thea-' ;the Board on Tomorrow Morning” Rare’s” greater: affinity {is clearly | An arbitration decision, unanithe unsophisticated.
The. mously supporting Bob Fosse in al.
ter Des Westens there.
lis scheduled for presentation by with
ispute over the use of
his dances

nNY.RepTheatre Gets
Mixed Response inMex.
| Mexico

City, Oct. 3.._

.
Julius Epstein is in New York: -H. Sheldon and Barry Gordon at broader. performanees bespeak it..
or. “Broadway -production of pate rnd tose
Only four remain from the origi- in
fran Hollvwod to begin writing -the East End Theatre, N. Y., be-!
oethe ‘New
oT
1?
was
:
the book for the musical version ' ginning Oct. 24. Arthur Storch is ‘nal cast, and it is good luck that.
he Conquering Hero,”
resulted the Palace of Fine Arts here. got
-|Jean Arnold and Tom Williams are in an award of 6c in damages to. mixed. public dnd. critical: accent
of “Tie Night They Raided Min-" ‘to direct.
the
choreographer-director.. The
sky's
A Broadway production of |among them. Both | are performers }amount was all that Fosse had re-. ance. |Tenéssee Williams, repreDavid Hays is set designer for’ “Midget
on Stilts,” by _Emor 1Of. high promise, and each has
sented by “Sweet Bird of Youth’:
oe
oiigrown in: satiric stature since the quested to vindicate his rights to and “Suddenly Last Summer,” wag
*Sunday in New York.”
and
Mirlam
Balfe,
|Rubio
The American Creative Theatre. planned by Jeff Britton, with Am-! opening. They now carry the ma- ownership of his choreography.
especially ‘singled out and panned
Fosse
claimed
that
the
managewill present Rev. Alvin Ben Mor-: non Kabatchnik as director.
a jor ‘weight of the show. Judy Befor the “decadence” of his themes
at the, t “The Martyrdom
ine*s “Out of the Box”
of Jan Hus, " ment and James Inman have also. ment of the musical had no right! ‘and ‘sordid: characters:
to
use
his
dantes
after
he
had
been:
remained,
and
it
is
well
that
their
Eleanor Gould Theatre, N.Y.. for; written by Fred Guiles from a|
‘parts ‘have » been expanded. They fired as the show’s choreographer- | The: acting, staging, sets, lighting
five performances starting tonight: | story by William Gyimes, is sched- ;
and special effects were, in the
(Wed.}.
luled to be produced ‘by: Gyimes.’ are proficient dancers who contrib- director prior to its N.Y, opening. main, described by local critics as.
Eugene Stuckmann has joined; next year at the Jan Hus Audi- ute. besides, the needed aura of The stager-choreographer, who re- “discreet and functional,” with theceived
his
full
contractual
compenyouthfulness
°
‘and
vitality.
the
production of “The
Com: torium, N; Y¥.
None of the. replacements im- sation of 142% of the gross as|. level highly professional, . Attendplaisant Lover.”
‘presses, although Linda Donovan choreographer, was replaced in the ‘ance. for thé.‘six-day: engagement :
Allan Lewis, "currently ° a Jec-!
:and Bob Dishy- suffice in most of dance department by Todd Bolen- ‘was chiefly by the American, and
turer on the contemporary . drama_
‘their scenes. Cindy Whitsell and. der and as stager. by Albert’ Marre. foreign colonies, with a sprinkling
at ‘the New School, N.Y., is execu-;
of Mexican high society, politicos,
‘Denise Foster are below par com-|
“Hero,”
produced
under. the|
tive director of the New Drama-:
edically. Bert ‘Vallencourt was ill. management of Robert Whitehead | actors and military brass.”
ti:ts Committee
for the 1960- 61!
Since the plays were presented | .
{the night the show was caught and and. Roger L. Stevens, folded last
sec son.
Baliet Des Danses.
Bovd Dumrose will design the! (THEATRE
CHAMPS-ELYSEES) , was feplaced by an apprentice. Per- January after seven performances in English, audiences: came mostly ~
jhaps partly because some of his at the ANTA Theatre, N.Y, The from the upper levels of Mexican.
sets for “Poppa Is Home.”
Paris, Sept. 21.
numbers. were dropped, the. show dispute stemmed from the altera- ‘people, and between the acts there
london producer Anna Deere!
aside from Basque companies,
Les. ‘|tion of two of Fosse’s dance num- was sharp. discussion: of the ‘plays,
Wiman arrived in New York last’ France itself has rarely had any seemed. tighter.
bers in the show. The arbitrators with sentiment divided.
Monday ‘2: to 0.0. the legit scene-'rotkiore dance groups.: Now under.
-“Sweet Bird of Youth” had le
were Herman Bernstein, a BroadThe Leatue of N .Y. Theatres 1S-the Ministry of Culture’s auspices ;

Dance Review

5

Touring Shows

asking Broadway producers and this lack has been corrected. Re-pressagents to honor a unanimous:
sult is a new group with folk sings |

f Figures cover. Oct.

way: general

3-15)

decision by its board of Sovernors:and dances from various: French |
Advise ‘arid. Consent—Shubert,
that
Irving
Cheskin,
executive :regions. It is elegant and diverting: (2-83;
Loew's. Evansville, and. (9); Para.-Municipal,.
director of the League; Ruth Green,! but lacks verve, dynamism and Roun: _ Anderson, Ind.
ia
‘harleston (12); Nemovial: seeyten (13- 14. _
assistant executive secretary, and: ‘ special aspects for. foreign spots.
Best . _Man—Blackstone.. Chi (2-14.
Mike Kavanagh, executive director | Jacques Douai handles choral|- Bye. Bye , Birdie mot Y. Coa. }—Shubert, |
(9-14
the *Boston
c2%5.15,Bye

Palau

}Singing and Therese
of the Independent Booking Office.|
be added to the second night press |dance segments. Singing is beguil-.

liv’

Richard

W.

Krakeur. will

ing and dances do have a color and-

be’ folk flair but. get repetitious.

disector and Paul Morrison set desisner for Irving H. Cooper’s “The!
a

.

_ Mosk.

Birdie (2d

Quebec

Co.)—Erlanger,

(2-4);. Capitol,

Joseph

L.|ready been given heie in. Spanish

Ottawa

BROOKLYN OPERA COSTS UP

| Salmagei

“Nervous

mec” in film version recently, Both.
|stirred up considerable comment

because
of their. controversial
themes and characters,

With ‘$500 |

The Repertory Theatre

Guido

Salmaggi's

“Brooklyn

special permission of ‘the adthori--:

ties, -admissions ranged from

Auditorium, ‘St. P, (9-14).
fyower
Drum. _ Song—Hanna,

Rochester, Oct. 3.
Convinced .that
enjoyment
is—

meee
+Ve
omen

; what

Beautifully planned summer theatre
‘with national reputation located in

patrons

really

want,

a

(2-14)

Cleve.
.

Gay Life -(tryout)—Fisher, Det,
Gideon {tryouts—Locust, phy

Ro-:

| chester promoter plans an active
legit season here with a series of:

that ‘borough

is

proceeding’

with

“Gypsy—Biltmore,

L.A.

(2-14).
(14).

~ Marvin. Schwartz, son of the
late" actor-director-producer Mau-.
tory ‘but Salmaggi reports the Yice Schwartz, will appear in .the
production costs up $400 to: $500 Yiddish production ‘of “Back Lane
, per.
That’s threatening with a Center,* scheduled for a Nov ll -

scale top of $3.15 and no. subsidy

opening

Due to internal changes, here's an
opportanity to pick up a going theatre business geared to unlimited.
& Co. (tryout)—Aire Crown, Chi ;
warm weather, back-to-school and.
potential. Initial investment can be
| Herva Nelli; Oct. 28 “La Boheme,”
end-of-summer
problems: ‘and |
worked out. All replys answered
Boston } with
(tryout)—Colanial,
Francesa Roberto;. Nov. 4,
lively
interest
in
the
local
Inter-.
@-14,
quickly and confidentially.
with Joann Grillo. La Plume de Ma
ante Paper Mil- “Carmen”
? national League baseball team.
Box V-3131, VARIETY
waukee (2-7);.Music Hall, K.C.
4),
Mrs. Jackson, wife of Matt Jack: | ‘Miracle Worker—Playhouse. oshtabula,
154 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.
{ SOR of the Rochester Times-Union : O. (3); Ohio Theatre, Mansfield (4); HartSCHEDULED B’WAY PREEMS .
Stanley Poole, Morosco (10-56).
a
‘sports department, got her start ey4). Columbus — (8-7); Shubert, Cincy
Milk & Honey, Martin. Beck. (10-10-61.
j working with the Famous Artists . Music Man—American, St. L. (2-14),
Everybody Loves, Longacre (10-11-61)..1
(2d Co:}—Her
Majesty's,
Playhouse,
&
summer { Music Man
‘+ Country
Let It Ride, O’NeiH (10-12-61).
.
| Montreal (2-7); Memorial], Burlington, Vt. |.
How fo Succeed, 46th St. (10-14-61.
theatre group in nearby East Ro-; (9); Palace, Albany (10); Loew’s, Sytafrom 20x23

ani

Ratner’s

Restaurant

CENTRAL
t Bix. E. of Cooper Union
ond Ave. af 7th St.

chester which started {n 1950 ard :cuse

to 60x90

tye
oe Co tpale
Taeatad
oe
Sambo?
Mercian
ee he

Ble. atot
Watet.

on Premises

PLAZA
« B. Birns, Mar.
Al 4-9300

folded

in 1953.

Then

j§|

tvor

‘sires larga prowentan
theaition ose New
York Civ
ro oconversion Inte 24) seat
“rae er Long bike leay
" Trudaine
3i5 East Sond. Ste N.Y.C.

Balding—REgent

"g-2947

(11); Capitol,

Allentown,
came: work © Lyric,
Altoona. Pa, (14.

lat the Auditorium here. with Bob

i Corris. On her own but with some :
excellent schooling from Broadway ;i‘

oy. Fair

Lady

(2d

Co.)—Shubert,

Rhinoceres—Alcazar, S.F.
Shect

Happy:

Milky

Williamsport. Pa. (12);
Pa. _ 13) Jaffa Mosque,

Life

Chi

(2-14).

.

(tryout)—Hartford,

§| producer Manny Davis, she has + Leas ¢
‘Shot hethe Dark (tryout)—Walnut,
|-had success with a replay
of “My Philly
|(2-14
Fair Lady?’ in 1959, “The World 7; _ Sound: oF‘Music (24. Co.)—Auditorium,
of Suzie Wong” in 1960, “Gypsy”. i Denver (2-4); State Fair Music Hall, Dal-.
) las (7-14),
and “Flower Drum Song.”
Taste
of
Honey—Nixon,
‘Pitt. (2-2);

i| With The Play of the Month. : Roval
Alexandra, Toronto
‘Tenth
Man—National,
; Series as a promotional

-- THEATRE WANTED
OFF-B'WAY

Play-

‘we. seek ts a paragon. of beauty,
brightness and charm.
(Steno }
and. typing are helpful—but not J.
essential.). An exciting future J
‘awaits her as. GAL FRIDAY of

a real estate. executive.

REHEARSAL SPACE
40 ROOMS

at the Folksbiene

Gypsy (2d Co. SyMtncate Tndpls. (2-433 | of any: kind.
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N.Y.).
“Music Man” at the Auditorium’:
Kean (tryout Shubert, Boston @-7)s) Oct. 14, “Rigoletto” with. Frank |
recently, and it clicked .despite. Shubert, Philly .(10-14),
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Opera Co. which operates Satur-.
th
days at the Academy of Music in orchestra
in
the balconies
‘to $4. for ghoice
seats:

Gy}

Dennis, Montreal (6-1-4.
‘May Jacksgn
n Plans Big . 8 Everybody
Loves Opal (tryoud)—Wilbur, |!some caution this season, per the
- Boston. (2-7), moves to N.Y.)
maestro.
It’s a seventh season
Sked for’Rochester Aud. Fiorello (2d Coa. +—Orpheum, Mpls. (2-7); for.
the meat-and-spaghett! reper-
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ATTENTION:
Summer Stock Investors
or Producer

|

engage-

| Added To $3.50 Top Saturdays.: |ment. was ‘generally a ‘success. By

-Complaisant
‘Lover _(tryout»—Colonial,
Boston (11-14).
Cook for Mr. General (tryout)—Forrest,
PhiHy (2-14).
‘Evening WIth Yves Montand (tryout— |
Capitol,

manager:

Stein, theatrical attorney, and com-|as.“El Dulce.Pajaro de la Juvene,
/poser Ray Henderson.
|tud,”..and “Suddenly Last SumeCincy|.

device toi

Ford’s,

Balto

(9-14).

Wash.

(9-14).
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Bye
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“Irma
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Douce,” “La Plume de Ma Tante,” qv
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Seasons, ANTA,.

Silence,

Her,

Music

Biltmore:

(11-22-61).

Box 21-30-6D.

picture
Pageant

Sunday in N.Y., Cort (wk. 11-20-61).

=

BEAUTIFUL
PUERTO |RICAN. GIRLS

(10-26-61).

Garden of Sweets, ANTA: €0-31-6D.. .
Complaisant Lover, Barrymore ‘GLLep
‘Gideon, Plymouth (11-9-61).
Gay Life, Shubert (11-18-61)..

a,

* Birmingham /11); High School, Huntsville,
Alo. 12): Memorial, L’ville (13);. Indiana

Rose

Shot In Dark, Booth (10-18-61).
.
- Cook for General, Playhouse (10-19-61).
Kwamina, 54
(10-23:
if
Vves Montand, “Golden 10-24-61).
.
We've Come Through, Hudson (10-25-60).

ean,

(2-7);

|spur ticket sales, there are plans,
“Thurber
Carnival—Coffee,
Florence,
to bring such shows as “Carnival,” ' Ala... (2);° Foster, Tuscaloosa, Ala. (3);
‘Columbus, Ga. (4); Tower, Atlanta
|a tryout engagement of Tennessee.: . Royal,
(5-7);
Municipal, Pensacola.
(9); Lanier
4 Williams’s “Night of the Fguana,” : High School, Montgomery (10); Temple,

Way,

1,
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154 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y. .
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At Nine O'Clock, Golden (12- 26-61).
Night of Iguana; Royale (12-28-6}).
. Funny Thing Happened, ‘Alvin 5-3-62).
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Ted Adare is planning off-Broad: |
4-. _., invests. In’ Mutual
way productions this season of two

plays with

tentative

titles.

One

-

-Pands ... through.

_

& CO. bi
“The Unsinkable Molly Brown,” - ‘Toys in the Attic—Ford’s; Balto (2-7);; is “Middle November,” by Samuel |; [" =J. BERMANT
onal, Wash. (9-14),
F, Shay, and the other is “He:-and.| :. ;
“Do Re Mi” and others here this’, Nati
. Write Me a Murder (tryout)--Shubert,|

season.

. Bloomington

(14).

IN.H. G-7); Wilbur, Boston (9-10.
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Allyn &.Bacon (OC)

-

was held

t (

Boston

which

last |Switzerland

Herald-Trav- |were

MM eancer research in children. Ruth|

ven

Kinder,

wathan

Boston .Herald-Traveler,

.
“San Francisco, | Gonde Nast (NYwi sd 134 |Was chairman of both events.
‘This. is still the delightful town where. the winter spends the summer |Cartis Pub. Co. (N.Y.)..10%4 Ga. Kayos‘Obscenity’
‘and when winter.comes has nothing to use for:an encore.:The idea. of:|Ginn& Co. (N.Y.).. wo 2574—1t2.
Fuit
rvate ta) S
Court
wearing. a strawhat to.a strawhat theatre would only: be done.‘by a/Grolier (OC) .......... 54144214 Jud rte tha c.. superior he,

.,. beat, unless the dicer were ‘lined. with mink.

~

where

the

youngster

this

summer.

Kelne, former

manager

William

vacationing

Holden’s

son

— 14 |eler, realized $500 donated to blood |Both were badly cracked up.

Book of Month. ..,.......23¥4-

.

at the club,

| year, according to club prexy Hank |and .actor

....34144—114 |Santosuosso,

| American Book (AS) ....65

8

‘fing, the annual Jimmy Fund party E
as result of a bad auto crash in

(As of Oct. 8, 1961, closing)
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By Frank Scully

k

ace aria, planning Of precious)
senior editor of Printers’ Ink, has
joined Arthur Wiesenberger & Co.

prominent Wall St. investment
{House and member of the N.Y.

| Grossett, &. Dunlap (OC)2234—.14 it
UCBS. Georgia's.
_<€P
literature
ruled
obscene literature

But. natives insist: they like it that: way—sunrise -at 3 pm., ‘the raw |Harcourt Brace (OC). ..42%4+4 34 law unconstitutional and quashed Steck Exchange, as executire
"winds; the: fog,: unpredictable: changes: in. weather but rarely. in tem-| Hearst (OC)
.......... 2314
editor. Wiesenberger’s
expanding
‘perature.
Holt, R&W (NY) ee eee 39 +1 1
an indictment returned under the ‘ publication activities will be under
Deodorants sell here less ‘than -‘any!“place else, not’ merely ‘because’ L.A. Times Mirror (00). 34+ %) ‘Rohert A. Werner, a stockholder |Kelne’s direction.

people shower. more often, but: ‘because they don't get warm enough |Macfadden (AS) ........ 94114 in. Mid-South News Co., of KnoxThree book publishers reeeived
' to sweat.
McCall: (N¥)..
oe 28 — %! ville, Tenn., had been indicted and|honorary degrees of Doctor of
_ The papers ‘try to heat things up ‘with circulation wars: but the. end McGraw-Hill Wy) sees 3p 14
‘result. seems to take readers. from each other: The dailies have long | New..Yorker (OC) .......94-—
diminished .in number. The three afternoon papers are now one— | Pocket Books (OC)'..... 2324-2

The News-Call

Bulletin, a Scripps-Howard product

with touches

of |Prentice. Halle(AS)

Te ged with “unlawfully. bringing |Humane Letters at Staten Island's
obscene pamphlets, magazines and !(N. Y.) Wagner College: Cass Can:
;
;

field, Harper & Bros. Storer B.

hooks nto.the state,’ (Georgia),

.....M0A4F1

-Hearst features like’ Walter Winchell, Inez Robb and Harrison Carroll. |Ran’m House (NY) = ..3134—114
tans en ids on result of si- 4
Wevb
t.. N 9.; an@
Vvic_N-CB also carries Ann Landers and two local wide-angle gossip cols— |Scott Foresman: (Oc) 2914 % statGs tant raids on Atlanta yews- Lib
eybright,
New
American

Arthur Caylor ‘and Jack, Rosenbaumi-—both pretty good but not as hot | Time Ine. (OC)’ ........ 891442. ;5 ale ti
ede te ak er. Officers
as, Herb: Caen. Marsh: Maslin does their book ‘col called “The Browser.” 1, W. Sams (OC) ......46 +4 jeollected
a j uckload” of Books,

"Chronicle Leads, Counting. Hix’.

_ |Western Pub. (0) .....74

Being alone in the ‘afternoon’ ‘field, their circulation “tops. either of |:
the morning dailies. That .is, within ‘the city. limits. Overall. the Chron- “NY—N.Y.
‘OC—Over Stock
the Counter.
Exchange.
‘dcle lead
lation by about
19,0
‘
ic ‘the Morning “pattle still rages. 100. er: between the. Chronicle | -AS—American

obscene.

(Conn rarer »
died at Norwalk
N.Y. Times’. Gerd WileKe did a
a
feature ive the quietly _celebr ated

aT:
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Stock Exchange. 4

At the request of Mrs. Marjorle it anniversary of S. Fischer VerSaville, woe
of California ag of Erankfurt, which ist Hit.

and the. Examiner, with the Chronicle having held the advantage for'|:.. _ (Supplied. bylBache & Co.)©
some time now. Herb Caen; who was: batted back. and:-forth like .a
|
ee

tennis ball‘ for a while;.seems set now to stay with Chronicle. They |

rary.

George H. Waltz Jr., freelance

Ree rie
erotds
ihey alteved vores |Mriter and former editor of Pop-

wall St. Journal’s Sun. Paper

cmonda suenesst cee

ee

nie Jer’s restrictions, latter on ethnic

give him big type. (11/12). and “wide. range. He is“ being syndicated}
Wall St. Journal will start a new in March 1961, will act as Awards |grounds.
well, an oddity -becaiise. syndication was one of the rivers whose | national
Sunday - newspaper
in
| Chairman again in 1962. Winning | ABC's William H. Lawrence de‘directional currents had previaysly flown: only from east to. west. - !about 90 days, it’s reported. Called. entries in newspapers, magazines, |
livered ‘the dedication. address at
‘The. Examiner's opposition to Caen is Dick Nolan. He also enjoys l National
Observer, it’ll’. handle and in tv and radio were later |the new quarters of the Minnesota

:"1-point type, well leaded, so a full column ‘isn’t: really so much. key- "business and

= pounding as it seerns, His m.e. plugs him-on tv. ~

Olitical. features and.

"go in for general news briefs.

.

entered
in the National
Federa-|Press Club in Minneapolis’ Radis
of Press
Women
contest, {son Hotel on Saturday (30). Shel-

.tion

Though the Examiner is.the Hearst pilot paper. (the Senator gave}.
Company
will, simultaneously: where they piled up more points|don Peterson is the incumbent prez
-§t to W.R.H. as a toy in 1887) no Hearst name appears on its masthead. | print: the Observer in .all WSJi for. California than any other state iof the club.
or editorial page any longer. It still, however, boasts that if is the | plants—and- on the same presses
“
”
monarch: of the dailies.” That. could. be,- considering how ‘motheaten : which turn out the business daily.

achieved.
Mrs: Roger

Starrept

Tho
mas Wiseman,
hig
man, longtime .LonWilliams }don -Evening

mete Cheoniele ppecomne ite.voice of the: west;” a less: vulnerable 'New sheet will probably go for 25¢ ji, taking over the directorship
of |Columnist, and more recently Sunbooks: day Express film critic, will now
boast than

moving .in-among crumbling

Hills

in‘|the Beverly

co
royalty. It is in ‘its’ 97th: a Underst
0a WSJ is already:

year. Both are sold for a dime. except in hotels where the rap is’.12c. |the orersto of WSs is

Ceovcial | and authors

, —quite a-nipup from much better papers which sold in various ‘parts. staff for the ‘Observer.
‘of the country for a penny 50 years ago.

Circle;

group founded

and

{concentrate

Who Thinks For Himself ‘Any Longer. oo
.
Cooke. ‘Unloading
‘TheE. and’the'C. banner the .same. stories ‘in’ about the same| * Tack Kent Cooke of Toronto, BHC. “differs from anost Meee
_ type: with slightly different. wordage day- after day. We may not be a-tyho has become a U.S. citizen by |groups
in underwriting
fairly
regimented peasantry but it’s unsettling to.see with what, uniformity:
ecial bill in Congress. and.-is!|heavy
purchases
(about
‘editors. frontpage the. day's. news on the. assumpion all: of think alike. imoated to be trying to,buy into apiece Pe each speaker's books
As: for. wired Hollywood’ features, the Chronicle has Hedda, The!y, s. tv, has sold -his two remain-| and distributing them as gifts to
a * Examiner,

Lolly and the News-Call. Bulletin. ‘Harrison Carroll -whose

;

a

- ‘base is Hearst’s L.A. Herald Express. There. ds little to:‘choose between jing
mags—monthly,
Liberty
and bijweekly
Sattirday Night.
Former
is| |members.
Harvey

their animal. crackers.

'profitable, but- SN is not,.

Regarding tv, it’s: mostly commentary. ‘Dwight: Newton -has -a page,

Purchaser

‘ef the Examiner, Terrence O’Flaherty has two columns in the Chron-| pyoplicshi

,

solely

on the latter

‘directed for seven years by Hen- chore. Dehn, we London Daily Her|rietta Jelm. Mrs. Jelm resigned
when she became west coast public |4!¢ film critic, has authored a
rélations
director
for
Doub
new book of verse, “Quake, Quake,

Associ

(

Quake,”
published
by Hamish
|Hamilton at $1.75.
The fall issue— the frst — of
Contrast, a glossy 76-page job,
jis a new television quarterly published by the British Film Insti-

|tute at 50c.

Bambi Oy Associates wagenciska—z| .,David A. Swit, Atlanta Associ-

of. toth: is Fengate|jhandled

Duell,

ned

Sloan &

Pearce

ated Press staffer, has resigned to

join the news service of the Asso-

dele and: Harriet Van Horne comes to the N-CB via. New. York’s. Bishop, a masined By promoter: publicity, resumed ditto forMere- ciation of American Railroads.
un-World-Telegram. O'Flaherty puffs local product, the others cater|
j who intends to, enlarge SN’s staff |Pub. Co., which now publishes the|
ween,
AUanta
Constitution

to the networks.

Washington

correspondent

Albert

Fengate’s prexy is Ar-jtrade books not only y of DS&P Riley has resigned to work in the
‘Both the Examiner and: the: Chronicle feature doubletrucks of writers yarn Size,
Edinborou
gh, ex-prof and edi-jbut
atso Appleton-Century-Crofts
|
P
Congressional liaison office of the
|tor. of Saturday Night, which was.'and Better Homes & Gardens.
lu. S. Department of Agriculture.

on: their editorial pages. The Chronicle has an edge here and this may

Peadable 0 amy dvenca® Resor’ eeiation fa. Bene with thom eee founded in 1877.
years. Another local boy whe :thinks big is Art Hoppe. Stan Delaplane, |
now. ‘widely syndicated, is their. local boy. who now. enjoys the swidest | Blum’s

|

syndication...

‘6

{

1

17th. ‘Theatre World’

Eeonatd

©. Levinson,

having|Formerly with the Thomasville

|eaten his way through Italy on a/(Ga.)
‘local cookbook project, is in Lon-| Ala.)

Times-Enterrrise,
Dothan
Bagle and Macon Nevs,

,Daniel Bium’s ” 17th volume of - don on another book idea, titled |Hiley joined Constitution in 1945
“Theatre World”
(Chilton;. oy “Pardon My English,” and due |as assistant city editor. Riley will

Who's. Counting Except Honest Abe? |
The Chronicle ‘also: has. a hot feature ‘called.‘Morning Report.” Tt. covers 1960-61 seasofi on and off !pack in New ‘York Oct. 16 for the be succeeded by Ted Lippman Jr.,
on tour, and at Shake-! ysual literati pitch attendant to|who has been on Consti staff for
“ds by. Abe Mellinkoff. He. has his say in 120.words or less and it’s high. Broadway,
speare Festivals in U. S..and_ Can-| pig just published “Wall Street: A |
five years as copy editor, reporter
‘jn. humor’ and. résearch, He .noted recently _ that Khrushchev’s tast ada. With John Willis as assistant |pjn:orjal History” (Ziff-Davis).
land editorial writer.
.. billet ‘dur: to our Mr. K. coritained 3,281. words and called East: Germany | editor, book is in traditional for-|"
Tim Taylor is being replaced as | Noel Meadow is compiling a
a “democratic”

country.15

times..

' “But Mr.. Khrushchev.” wrote Mr. M., “should: Know :we. Atnericans Mat, carrying cast and staff lists,|night club: reviewer for Cue mag | book of similes, which hasn’t been

replacements.

(to some

degree),iny tugene Boe, formerly of the|done since the late Frank Wilstach.
World-Telegram
‘& Sun. |At least half of it revolves about

are campaign-hardened when it comes to advertising: I know. lots’ of
obits, and. Blum’s customary bio INLY.
‘people who can-sing a. beer commercial -backwards and still drink
‘section in. which outstanding. play-' Taylor
‘nothing. but bourbon.”
\ers are thumbnailed alongside vir-i «

. ot

ankled

has: been city editor at the ‘Chronicle sincethe: end of {tual unknowns, with almost equal | Cone

post to work

on

the

show

”

is.

“My

biz.

Title

Life

of

Among

the

new

The

tome

Similes.”

Book Tox.x diree- * nid Annenberg” Haupt, editor

~

However, our mah in San. Francisco, Bill Steif, must have his own |SP8C#
for both
categories.
tor of sales of Paperback Library,|and publisher of Seventeen’ mag,
.Tome‘s.
annual
selection- of. He
was assistant circulation man- |heading the New York USO’s magapipeline to Moscow because. he was heading for: Berlin. for a holiday | «“promising personalities” includes ager
of Popular Publications for|zine division in the USO’s 1961
right after Labor Day. — fundraising drive to expand facili-.
The Chranicle alsa catei's to: culture chumps ‘with features on: books. Robert Goulet. James MacArthur, |the past 10 years.
Deants
PCoaney
June"
Harding.
Dr.
Carroll V. Newsom resigned |ties both in the U. S. and abroad.
by. William. Hogan .and on records with .commentary by. Ralph J.
tiusmann and {28 President of NYU to become|
Charles E. Hoefler named busiGleason. :Their . best. pull on the page’ opposite, however, are Drew Bro Sy Tell R
‘Pearson and. Abigail Van: Buren, though I suspect a character who is } ‘Nanev yarne uit. ‘With many ‘ho. |Scuior veepee of Prentice-Hall on| ness manager of Gentlemen's Quarphotographed. ‘in a derby and wears hornedrimmed..cheaters, billed tos and reasonably. complete nea Jan. 1,
terly by Bernard J. Miller, pub-

"as. “Charles McCabe, Esq.” is not without. his. followers. He

sonal statistics, book continu es to’

thinks

Boston Herald columnist George

|lisher of the men’s fashion magalast

‘culture should. be discussed while ‘sitting. on a. curbstone—with, ‘Tm. serve as useful stage reference Frazier’s Yale frosh-son, George }zine. Hoefler first joined GQ
;i
B
IV, is still nursing a fractured skull | March as promotion manager,
afraid; his
bowler
being spat on
by. passing’ “‘outlanders. The Examiner.:seeks to match all this ‘splendor in printer's’ ink ; item and general casting: aid.

with ‘a’ book column. by Lester Gorn, a piece.of Jim Bishop, a lonely |
hearts item

ae

by Monique Benoit, which is as:French as you.can. get in |

an old Spanish town. and Washington features from Rith Montgomery

‘and Géorge Dixon. A: piece bylined by Barry. Goldwater and written

—

The

story :of Ohio and Ohioans |

entertainment
world,
by the senator’s $3,000 a’ month ‘ghost, ‘Steve. Shadogg, is:
“also an in
and’the
present,
is told in
the past,
1962!
. Examiner. feature.
Engagement Calendar Year Book i
. Local Girl Makes Bad
” On Sept. 18 the town’ $ opera company. will hold a preem. of ‘Norman published by the Ohioana Library, =
“Dello .Joio’s. “Blood Moon.” a-.romantic version of .the- life of Adah. nonprofit
Jocatedthea- in i
Columbus. organization
Among the Ohio

Isaacs Menken, 4 19th century actress who -hopped from here.to New
Orleans, New York and ultimately to Paris:‘to get away from her mixed

racial. background. There

Dumas,

tre guests included are Doris Day,
|B
1G,
]

himself part-Negrp, helps get over Bob ope.4 G, Field, Elsie Janis: |8

the worst :prison in the world,. being born inside the wrong-colored skin,

SUC ICE

TERSgs serena

~

Ohio In Show Biz’

Lewis, the three. Frohman: brothers,

i

Backstage with
John Gielgud
8
}
:
un .

re
Helen
oat

Ha

oe

as

oi y

:
,)

L

«

veseeessping
DULL
Ly

Anne Bancroft, ~
Paul Muni and io
And of course: there is. Turk Murphy: at Earthquake McGoon’s and:
Among those who have -contribWild Bill ‘Davison at the Black Sheep.
juted articles “are Brown, Lewis, |
- Legit runs from Ethel Merman in “Gypsy”. at ‘the Curran to. oldtime |Charles: E; Frohman, Grace’ Goul-!
nie other great
-‘meller 100 miles down the coast in California's first theatre-—at Mon- der, Louis Seltzer and more.
|
terey. Strawhatters encircle the vivacious. ville and seem todo‘ all]
stars as they
Tight, though traffic out-of- town is -more congested than a Buy with
double-pneumonia.
‘Boston. Press Club has formaily.
discuss
eting
What, No Spanjsh?. Saturday. the columnists lay off and the niteries splurge. The town

{Joe FE.’ ‘Brown, Howard

Thurston, | j

has a Jot-of them, not merely: the -hungry i and- the. Purple Onion. Julia Marlowe; Mrs. Leslie Carter,
They are‘ 4ll over the place-—from Buddy Hackett. at the Fairmount Tyrone Power,. the Gish Sisters,
to the Stardust Motel, which features no names,-only “entertainment.” the Nugents, etc:
47

Hub Club’s. Facelift

All the papers ‘are: friendly" to. show: biz—for ‘a ‘price, of. course:
‘The Chronicle heads pix.as “general”. and. “international.” Ours are
general. The foreigners get special subheads: °Italian, Swedish, Japanese, French, Polish, Russian. I saw. a :house running Chinese pictures
-. but it ‘wasn’t listed’ in the. papers, and with. the. international situation.

“being more ‘sensitive than Jack Paar I. ‘didn't feel Tike asking if.the:
- ‘Pix were from Formosa cr Peking.
©
The Chronicle urges you to “go toa movie tonight” and the Examiner, not:.to be outdone, urgeés,.“go out to a-movie tonight.”
Obviously: in this field of- expression ‘neither ‘is. striving for originality

any ‘more than Hollywood: itself is,

reopened after extensive renovation. Function: room of the club,
at 40 Boylston St. has ‘had its
walls
adorned with “newspaper
Wallpaper,”
made up. of newspapers from scores of cities, shel-

Jacked and painted. Bar area with
“city, room”

lighting

and

eae
:

their Passion,
“profession, =

—seminenmansie
seeW
srysstterStan rte”

| and art

and JOHN E.BCOTH

set’ off

$4.08, now at yeur keokstere

in a walnut hue, ‘is decorated with

framed newspapers dating back to
-Colonial times.

-In canjuriction with: the Teopen-

RANDOM HOUSE
.
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Wednesday, October. 4, 1961
American Guild.of Musical Artists,

London

pany to ‘headline in Barcelona dur-

Hollywood

and Don Conaway, national execu- |
ing the annual Catalan Fiesta de |:.
la Merced.. Other events include| :. Raoul: Levy in from Gotham:
from | tive secretary of AFTRA, will plane { |
(HYde Park 4561/2/3)
‘Tthe Third Annual Mediterranean
Sunday (8)-to Rome to represent
Actress Sylvia Syms and her Song Festival and the Third Int’)
Martin: ‘Manulis returned | from
the Associated. Actors & Artistes
Marilyn and Hs: Gardner “pourhusband
have
adopted
a
baby
boy.
Europe.
‘Film Congress.
‘of America as advisors to the .U.S.
ins” for comedian Buddy Hackett delegation to. the Diplomate! Con“W. H. Jamieson, Rank’s -rep inf. Spain has authorized hard ‘cur- Jules: Strickland rejoined Jay.
at their new Old Greenwich 'Conn.! | terence on the International Pro- Latin America in town for busirency purchase of projectors, cam- Faggen praisery. —
ds
tection of Performers, Producers of ness huddles..
‘Paul Anka skied to Paris to Join:
era equipment and photo lenses in
Jue Levine. after 44 years in‘Phonograms ‘&. Broadcasters.
Beverley Nichols is writing a the amount of $437,530, and has DFZ. -on “The Longest Day.” —
Bdston has beconte a Gotham res!l- |They’re due back about Oct. 26. a ‘ballet for’ Anton. Dolin called, also ‘authorized the sum of $150,Bert Fink joined Cleary-Straussdent with a co-op on Sutton Place:
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erators previewed Universal’s were - adaptations ‘of works by -Fire).
Syracuse. Unterfort; now in his
“Back Street” as guests of produc-: James. Joyce, Bert Brecht; Ibsen
In-and-out: Gina Lollobrigida to 25th year here, has managed every
By Hobe Morrison
(
for ‘vacation;
Joan downtown. theatre with the. exceper Ross Hunter last week at. Cen- and: Kafka—which ds, not ‘a bad Switzerland
John Patrick, of Hasty Hill Farm,
Blackman; Tommy Sands and’ wife tion of Loew’ 8 State.
tury Theatre. Hunter~ checks in parlay.
Suffern, is on the road with his visit;
again’ next’ Wednesday (11) «for{: Among. the revivals’ was’ a pright Nancy Sinatra for quickie °
pre-Broadway comedy, “Everybody
world
preem
of “Back Street,” new version of. Shaw‘ 's “Mrs. War-, Jacques ‘Tati. due in; Herb Mead‘| Loves Opal.”
along with John Gavin, Virginia ‘ren’s' Profession,’ which will go ows here to touch up -script on
Other Trish “classic” “Capri” for CalVic and Martin
Lee Bellaver, of Tappan, daughGrey, Universal's .ad ‘director Phil touring.
By Ernie Pereira
ter of actors "Harry and Dudley
Ransahoff; Mel Ferrer to YugoGerard; and .designer Jean Louis! _°
(Tet. 774156)
‘Bellaver, is touring with the busjslavia and~. “The Black Lancers”
at United Artists Theatre. ‘Hunter's
|»
London’s Lord Mayor, Sir Ber- and-truck company of “The Musie
production of “Flower Drum Song”
-{location; ditto John Drew Barryds set, to. open at:Chicago Dec. 22.
more; Kurt Frings; Frank Folsom: nard Waley-Cohen and Lady .Wa- Man.”
-~ Dublin, Oct,.3..
ley-Cohen,
flew in from London
Ted Yates, the NBC-TV produeWalter Koppel, Real Film topper,
Private: poll conduc. te a s in on film biz; Gloria ‘Swanson; on their Orientour,
er whose camera crew was roughed
- among eritics present (and un- . -| Guy Williams in for.‘“‘Damon and ~
Brizal
from
Europe up recently in Grosse Point Park,
published) showed. ‘these. re- .. Pythias”; Yul Brynner ‘and Harold:
‘21
for two Mich., is a resident of Snedens
sults:
‘By. Dave. Jampel -|Hecht due in; and Akim Tamiroff. months in “Kowloon, then moves Landing with a couple of legit
Best: femme’ acting, Eithnee.
over to Hong Kong island for a irons in the fire.
(Press Club--211-3161),
- Dunne in “Mrs. Warren’s Pro| similar run:
Broadway producer Ted Ritter,
“Last. Sunset” (U): opened strong- . .fession.”
.
a
Australia-bound
British
pop of Palisades, is in London for the
Jy at Hibiya.
Best direction, Louis ‘Len- |}.
‘|singer
Tony
Brent,
who
records
presentation
of “The Deyil’s Palm,”
“Woody — Weodpecker |-- Show’"|
‘By “Guy Livingston
ton, “Voices of Shem.” .
for Columbia, in brief nitery en- by Robert Crean, but he’s due
bowed here on NTV ‘Saturday eve
(423 Little Bldg.; ‘DE. 8-7560)
Best | writing,. Mary °“Man‘gagements at Golden Phoenix and back for the Oct, 19 stockholders’
slot. with first of 52 episodes::‘Milton ‘Berle booked’ for Blin- Maxim’s before resuming his trip meeting
‘ning. “Voices of Shem” (which
of Theatrical
Interests
Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK)
..| strub’s Oct. 6.
is, actually, an adaptation).’
to Australia and Japan.
Plan, of which he’s president.
expected. to erect tele center at _ ” Best adaptation, Hugh Leon-.
‘Bobbi Baker set for |the Revere
“Guns of Navarone,” originally | Because of lack of interest on
site of former Hardy: Barracks. ~: : ard,-“The. ‘Passion ” of Peter : Frolic following return, from Euroset. for four-week run, now in its the part of local firms and other
Benson
Fong here. on vacash.
| ‘pean -tour. |
Ginty. me
sixth week and may do two more. potential participants, the proposed
_and_ plugging “Flower Drum Song”.
George Frazier returned. ‘to the Film
. Best: drama. criticism, dihas already
grossed
over revival of the Rockland County
: §U) before’ heading for Hong Kong. . vided equally among |all: ‘the
Boston Herald after 20 -years to $100,000: on first-run at King’s and Fair has been abandoned.
It was
-- Young
and
Rubicam «board ; grities: voting,
2) write. a daily column on the town. Broadway; but take is still belaw to have been held on the old fair
‘chairman Sigurd S: Larmon in for
Sammy ‘Dale fronting the orch “Ben-Hur’s” 358G, all-time high grounds at Orangeburg, owned by
goodwill visit prior ‘to. agency. tie- on
‘at the. Statler. Terrace room. for. for Hong Kong.
Manhattan realtor and Nvack resi-up with Dentsu.
writers who were - represented . in- Show
Toppers ‘salutes. to .eom-|
dent Irving Maidman.
Harp| soloist: Mildred .Dilling. cluded Oscar Wilde and Yeats, but posers.
“Exurbia ’61,” a topical revue,
here. for. month of -concerts,. re- there was-no-: O’Casey. . O’ Casey is “Route 66” troupe. puliéd out of | —
will be presented Oct. 28 at the
¢itals and lectures. under U. S. still . feuding with -his home ‘town’ the Madison Hotel for Baltimore,
Elmwood
Community
Playhouse,
‘State Department banner: |
‘and’ won't-permit ‘his. plays ;-to ‘be after shaoting. three tv .shows in
Nyack. Former dancer Geraldine
Keiko Kishi‘to join cast of.Eu-. produced by: pros there. When an. Boston’ and Gloucester.
‘Continued from page 1 m=
Harris, wife of Broadway general
Tropean. stazs. for ‘‘Rififi in ‘Tokyo, hd | 0" Casey: play. appears in Dublin’ it} - Adela: Rogers St; John in for
manager Joseph Harris, is staging
skedded: to. roll. Oct. 23 for Cite lis. played only by. amateurs (via tivo days of press rounds on “King years ago and his murder remains
the dances; Katy Felier, wife of
Films under Produeer Jacques: ‘Bar.. early’ contractual error he does. not. of Kings” Oct. 2-3. Film opens unsolved.
Beating of Kahane
recalls a Broadway scenic studio exec Peter
\eontrol amateur: rights: of. his own roadshow at the Saxon Oct. 25.
‘similar attack on Joe E. Lewis in Feller, is doing the costumes, and
plays), and there. were no amateurs
Bradford
Roof Theatre
vying
Donald Jennings, of the Lyric Theduring. this Festival. with the legiters presenting thea- Chi in 1927 in which Lewis skull are Piermont, is choral director.
was
fractured
and
his
throat
Sidelights |
“|
tre-inT
den
Harris and Mrs. Feller are
By Red O'Donnell
“There were a-half dozen Ameri-| in
Teim-theround
with Toni Arde
“Pajama Game” current; “Stu- ‘slashed. Lewis was said to “ave residents of New City.
(1100° Broagway; AL-5-5401)"
can actors involved in. the activi- dent.: Prince,” with Carla Alber-- been béaten because he left a
Art Linkletter in for a day.- ~ Hes: -George. Mathews ‘flew in:from|ghetti, Oct. 23-Nov..25; and “ Til’ nitery owned by one mob to work
Connie ‘Frantis here for a. week; New: York‘ for. the male: lead~'in Abner,” :.with Dagmar, Nov. . 27- in. another spot.
The routine that Kahane feels
“Joan of the Stockyards,” the: cast Dec. 30, “booked. |
slicing MGM platters.|
By Bob Rees
may -have’ precipitated the assault
The Wil-Helm. Agency: placed of which also -had- Jack Aranson.
involves a conversation between (4009 Xerzes Ave. So.; WA 6-6955)
and Herb Moulton. - Anne ‘Stock‘Loretta Lynn. with Decca...
~Hotel Radisson Flame Room has
Capone and his accountant concernRoy Acuff &.Smoky Mountain: dale, daughter of the’ U..'S. Am- |
ing his income tax return. At one Kirby Stone Four through Oct. 19.
bassador to. Ireland, was in “The
-Gang at Vegas’.Show boat.
- By Jerry. Gaghan
noint the .accountant says: “Mr.
Conway Twitty played one-nightThe Lone Ranger & Ca. booked Temptation. of Mr, '.0,” as also
‘for annual. Tennesseee ‘State Fair.. Claire Marshall,. ‘from. New York:| (319 N. 18th St.; Locust 4-4848) (Capone, on your income tax form er at Excelsior Park Danceland
Don & Phil Everly in. from LA: American femme. Sandra ‘Gardner “West “Side Story” set for the. you can’t charge. off as entertain- Saturday.
‘& N.Y. ‘for.Warner. Bros: wax: ses-. had the lead ina: minor-key “Miss ‘Midtown Theatre, on. hard ticket: ment this item: One St. Valentine’ s| Ella Fitzgerald: with Paul Smith
Julie”:. . Tom Stix, New. York policy, ‘Nov. 7..
trio set for one-Highter at Minne~
Dav surprise party.”
sion.;
‘Tom. Marchisello, operator
of
Chet. Atkins & Boots. Randolph: television exec, “just happened” ta
‘On St. Valentine’s Day in 1929 apolis Auditorium Sunday (8).
Morris Chalfen, Minneapolis pro- spotlighted’ at Carousel. in Printers be. vacashing here, so went to all. Andy’s Log Cabin, in ‘Temple Hos- seven members of the Bugs Moran
the-plavs.. . Arthur Dreyfus, Hol- ‘pital for surgery. |
gang were lined up against the wall moter of “Holiday on Ice” show,
Alley.
Frenchman
Alan
Gileti,
Veteran mikeman Dave Overton Tywoodite, "missed: most .of -the| Elia Kazan met. local press and ‘in a near north side garage and inked
teedoff. new daily music show ‘on. ‘plays -becausé he. was huddling highschool editors to discuss machine-gunned_to death in. a jur- world skating champ.
_éaz pianist Barbara Carroll is
with Brendan. Behan.: Dreyfus is “Splendor in the Grass.”
| ialctional dispute with the Capone
WSM.
‘Morument : artist. Roy Orbison. scripting and will direct.a film vertopper at Padded Cell this week,
Barney Sackett, WIP legit critic, ™mo
winged out for . personals in Aus sion. of .“The Hostages,”. ‘to be doing | his after-the-curtain inter- |
+Buddy DeFranco-Tommy
Gumina
quartet moves in Monday (9).
tralia..
| filmed Tocally: .; .:Phil Stern, .Hol- views at the Beef ’n’ Bour bon: resSoprano" Roberta. Peters. signed: lywaod leriser, in for a few. days of taurant.
St. Paul paper manufacturing
exec John H. Myers elected prexy
for = appearance with ». ‘Nashville golf with ‘another Hollywood. guy|. ‘Ronny Graham doing .a “rewrite
of Minnesota
Orchestral
Assn.
named. B. Crosby who claimed (ha!). job. on “Let.It Ride.” the George|
Symphony. | ~
- Victor -“Borge skedded: for one- that he. wante dto be incognito. . -Gobel-Sam Levene musical at the’ no Continued from page 2 suum which sponsors Minneapolis Symcnighter - next anorith at. Ryman’ Oscar Lowenstein, London produc- ‘Erlanger. _
presidents, assorted guys and dolls phony.
Return of legit to. Minneapolis
er, will take the Brecht play, “Joan|. Ferruccio. Tagliavini
to sing|
_Auditorium.
—all news familiars and all subVeteran comic. Clift’ Winenill in of the. Stockyards”. (starring-Sio- with the Philadelphia Grand.Opera
jects Of: some fascinating anec- shapes as huge success with better.
xeturn engagement |vat downtown ‘bhan MacKenna) | to’ Loridon.just ‘marking .his first. appearance in dote.: .
than 5,000 season tickets sold for
-|as soon’ as he.tan. find -a- theatre. “| this country in 10 years,
Wheeler's: total. recall gives his six show slate at Orpheum theatre.
ainbow..Club,: °
‘Snooky. Lanson in. to confer with Which. wont" be: easy. , . Ken Ty-.
Jackie ‘Mason to’ headline the reprise of over a half-century a Season preemed Oct. 2 with “Fior“WSM. executives. Scuttlebutt has’ nan, in to do the plays, was ‘steer- show at the Trade Council. Reunion ‘contemporaneous feel rather than ello.”
“him joining the station, as. staff: ing away from confabs" between of. the ‘Allied. Jewish Appeal ‘at imusty. nostalgia—in fact even the
Mantovani’s fifth University of
his: American ‘wife. and Loewen-: Philmont .Country -Club (Oct. 9). - Jnostal gic has: verve and bounce at- Minnesota appearance will intro
-- voealist-dj.
Merle Travis signed. ‘as’ ‘regular. ‘stein, - Latter. will produce. her. first |. Wilfred Pelletier named cénduc- tuned*fo the 1960s. It’s a fact— University Artists Course celebrity
on. WSM’s “Grand ‘Ole. Opry.” play in. London: shortly. . . ‘Thé tor of the Professional Training Or- and name-filled—memoir of parti- series Oct. 18. All previous conPlans .to move to: Nashville. next Louis Ellimans.- (he owns virtually chestra of the New. School of-Mu- ular interest to the show biz-liter- certs by popular British batoner
jall the theatres in Ireland) house-. sic. He fills: post held by the late jath bunch, and that means that the were sellouts. Other guests in upmonth from..Wést. Coast. Tennessee State U. “freshman guesting Sylvia (Mrs, - Leonard) Alexander: Hilsberg. « .
(civilians will go for it in a large coming series will include Jose
Te Sh,
-tAbel. ——___—-——___--___..
Obrey Wilson ~signed .recording Lyons. uy
Clubs here inaking bids: ior ‘show jmanner alse, a
Greco‘and Genevieve.
night
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OBITUARIES
DONALD

COOK

! continued at the head
died ment,

a son

and sister

JOHN ‘HOBART
* John ‘Hobart; 50, writer and the-

fornia for years was found dead fo in’ that city. Bince ‘his duilargehis Pacific, Cal., home. Sept. 14. from the Navy at the end of Worl

He had

been ill with bronchial War IL-he worked with both WST
pneumonia. He long had ‘been re- and WSAT. He'was best known for
tired, but during :the ‘20s led a: his. play-by-play: descriptions of

Sjatre critic, died Sept. 24 in San series of concerts with the’ Fair- sports: events. |
Francisco. After graduating from: mont Hotel orchestra. which, were | In addition to announcing, Brown _
Princeton in class of 1932, Hobart popular in San Francisco.
also served as a. time salesman for “

of manage-

Donakii
Cook,
69. actor,
O->
Lotn News Haven, Conn. He
aufferesd a heart
attack in his
hee,
room
shortly
befere
his
seoeduled matinee ‘appearance in
‘4 Shot in the Dark" at the Shu--

i took to journalism and eventually
|. - Seiger ‘was a member -“of the
Note of condolence: was sent to’ | he came. legit reviewer for the San Fairmont Hotel orchestra when the both stations.
Mrs. Wilby, the widow, by Francis ; Francisco
Chronicle. During
the hotel opened in 1907 and took over.
‘CARLO GLEIFFL
Haimon, former New York v.p.. of! war, he served briefly on the. Stars ‘ag: leader. before: 1920. In 1925 he.
“Carlo. Galeffi, 76, -Italian. operathe Motion Picture Assn.-of Amer-! land Stripes.
went to Europe and broadcast from
‘tie
‘baritone,
died™ in’ Rome. Sept,
ica, in behalf of himself, George!
both London. and Paris. .
bei:
Theatre
there.
The
play, Schaefer, Si Fabian and Arthur L. | For the past several years, HoSurviving are his son and: a sis-_ 22.. He made his début ‘there in:
1907 in. “Aida” and-sang-in the
All worked together five pea had lived in’ Rome, where. in ter.
Wiiett atso stars Julie Harris, js Mayer.
|first’ performances of “The Girl of
scicduled for a Broadway preem years in War Activities projects: addition to other writing: he conthe Golden West,” , Giannl Schice.
Said Harmon, in part: “‘Bob's blunt | ducted the Rome Daily American’s |.
Ja‘ey this month.
,
“BILL MINSHALL
Lend
Me
Your
Ears”
column.
He
chi” and “Tabarro.”
He
began
his career
with
a talk and direct action created a!had been ill for some time, but had
Bill Minshall 35, a former WHAS,
‘He .was’ heard’ in some of: the
short-lived
vaudeville
act, Later facade of brusqueness, belied by ‘recently. recovered sufficiently to Louisville; -Ky., news editor; .died|
more
famous opera ‘houses of ‘the
heart, genuine under-:
he organized a little theatre group his warm
ispend a Convalescent vacation in Sept. 25 in Peoria. Ht. apparently world and. was noted for his porand studied drama. In 1925,. he standing and capacity for. sincere ;i his home town, where he died of a the victim of. a heart’ condition.
trayals | ‘in. "Rigoletto" vand “La
friendship.
He
was
intensely
loyal
jomed
Mrs. , Minnie
Maddern
An autopsy will tbe. held. He was ‘Tosca.”
heart attack.
_|with WHAS
radio .and tv” news|
Fiske and a company playing the to his friends, completely devoted.
Survived by a. brother.
‘| from 1954 to 1938, serving ffirst | as a .
road circuit in “The Rivals.” He to the south and to his country.”
In
addition
to
his
widow,
-Wilby
.
ROBERT W.. CRESSWELL.
reporter-photographer.
made his Broadway bow in 1926 as”
:
PAUL GANGELIN
He left WHAS in May, 1958, “tol Robert W.. ‘Cresswell, 64, director
John
Roberts
in “Seed
of the is survived by two dauehters, a sisPaul Gangelin, 64, vet ‘film-tv
of a musical and ‘ticket agency,
Brute” This was followed by a, ter and two ‘grandchildren,
become
news
editor
sf
WIS-TV,
writer, died “of a heart attack in
died’ Sept. 15 -in Edinburgh. -He
role with Pauline Lord in “Spell-}
Hollywood Sept: 25 after having Columbia, S.C.. Latér ‘he. went: to ‘joined the ticket and music agency
SEYMOUR
NEBENZAL
bound.”
been active since 1922. He entered stations in .Clevelarid and. ‘Peory,: of ‘Rae, .Macintosh .&+ Co. Ltd. at’
Seymour Nebenzal, 63, U.S. film : film shortly after-graduation from where he was with WMBD radio.
In more than three decades on
-Edinburgh as ‘manager in 1939, and .
the American
stage he has ap-; producer, died Sept..25 in Munich, }the U. of Wisconsin,
and
had He came to Louisville .after five
peared in numerous productions’ Germany. He produced the Ger-! worked in both Hollywood and years as. news editor at KGLO, -became. a director after.the war.
Until : recently he. was musical die
Mason
City,
Ia:
_
| London...
. {vector of the Southern Light Opera:
His wife survives.
Among ‘his screen credits were |
: Company.
such films as “Cover Girl, ” “Par- |
STANLEY A. ‘BUCHANAN
Survived by. his wife and daughSecret
Treasure,”
“Nazi
? Zan's
Stanley .A. Buchanan, 71, a for-| ter.
and
“Under —Callfornia
iAgent”’
mer Alberta film censor and thea- |.
Skies.” He also turned out many
DICK: LASHLEY
16 in we
tre- manager.
died Sept.
iftelescripts for Flying A Produc-.
‘HH. OT. (Dick) Lashley, longtime’
Lethbridge, Alta.
From. 1914 to
tions. Member -of Writers Guild
1919 he was a member of the pro- Greenville, ‘S.C., theatre operator, | ..
October
‘of America, West, since 1940, he vincial
government’s
‘three-man was. found. dead of a bullet wound
had served on the Council.
board of motion picture ‘censors, Sept. 15 in that city... A coroner
Surviving are his wife, son and ‘|and from 1919 to 1924 he managed ruled that the wound was- self=
In Philadelphia by proclamation of Mayor Richardson Dilworth.}.
@a brother..
an Edmonton, -Alta.,. theatre for inflicted. A, native of .Goldsbor: 4,
the Allen -Theatres, later taken N.C., he was city manager for
WILLIAM D. WEINBERGER
over by Famous Players. He. re-|:
(Continued: on Page 87)
William Dozen Weinberger, 72,
with many of the top femme stars, man murder film ¢elassic, “M,” |
tired from the Lethbridge, Alta.,
chaifman of the board of the Jew- Herald after 32 years,’ most of
including
“Skylark, " .with
Ger-: whieh starred Peter -Lorre,: Nebish Theatrical Guild. died of a them as circulation manager, in
trude Lawrence; “Private Lives,” -enzal left Germany when the Nazis
heart attack Sept. 30 in New York.
with Tallulah Bankhead, “Paris |‘took..over and went to Hollywood.
Weinberger, together with the late | 1956
He
returned
to
Germany
after
the’
Survived ‘by his’ wife, ‘two daughBound,”
with
Madge
Kennedy: :
Sime
Silverman,
founder of
=
Continued from page.‘T —,
ters and two sons.
=.
“The Moon is Blue,
with Bar--: war and founded the ‘Nero ‘Film.
VaRIETY; and William Morris Sr.,
Company
in
West
Beriin..
bara Bel Geddes, “Claudia” with
‘One: dealer reported daily rentals
DOMENICO. A. BOVE
Born in New York, he began !1 founder of the talent agency bearDorothy Maguire and “Love Me
of
$50.
per set...
:his career as a film prodtcer ‘in ing -his name, helped form the |" Domenico: A. Bove, 71, violinist
Little,” with Joan Bennett.
‘Bob Dunville, ‘Crosley Broad: -:
with the. ‘Philadelphia. Orchestra
He ‘appeared in numerous films,. Berlin. In addition to “M,” hei Guild.
Weinberger, a friend of many in! for 41 years, died Sept. 19 in | casting. Corp. . “chief, engaged the.
_—
ve
including “The Man Who Played’ produced such German films as
“~
the theatre, was prominent in the Somers Point, N.J. upon. retiring Terrace . Hilton's 400-seat ballroom
God,” with George Arliss; “Public -“Ariane,” “West Front 1918” and ;
insuranee business. He was. a mem- from the’ ‘organization | in 1956, he to host tv parties’ ‘for series games,
Later
he}
,“The
Beggar's
Opera.”
Enemy,” “Showboat,” Viva Villa,”
excluding Saturday and -Sunday.
“Patrick the Great,” “Our Very. went to Paris where he produced i ber of the N.Y. Fite Insurance Ex- played during the summer: with-| Eight sets are. used.
|
presi and was the only honorary the. Ocean. City, N.J.,. Municipal
Own” and “Bowery to Broadway. ” -the films, “Mayerling’’ and “Bepresident.
of
the
National
Assn.
of
orchestra. During his early career.|. Joe: Alexander, |area. - director of
ee,
He also appeared in a series of;. trayal.” Nebenzal went. ta Hollywe
me
Theatres, -installed ‘tv. sets.! Public Insurance Adjustors.
he was the protege of Mrs. Joseph. RKO
radio and tv shows, including
NBC’ s°‘wood in 1940 and produced: “We
Survived
by
a
brother
and
two.
Are
Young,”
“Summer
W. Drexel, widow of a Philly bank- in lounges ‘of the Albee and -Palace. °
domestic comedy “My Son Jeep.” ; Who
.The Cincinnati Gas &.: Electric
sisters.
Storm,”
“Whistle
Stop,”
“The
er,
who
gave
him
a
$15,000.
StradiHis
wife
and two
brothers the. doors
its downChase” and “Heaven Only Knows.”
varius. and established .a fund: for Co.
town‘opened
auditorium.
to theof public
for
survive.
In 1951, he produced a second DR. J. CLARENDON McCLURE
his education ‘abroad.
telecasts - of.'series games.
Banks,
.
Dr.
J.
‘Clarendon
McClure,
.82,
English-language version of “M,’’
Wife, son, two daughters, two
ROBERT B. WILBY
noted composer, organist and one- brothers and two sisters survive. auto. dealers and business firnis.
Robert B. Wilby, 73, for years: : starring David Wayne. While. in
| have more tv:sets. in display. wintime accompanist for such. singers|
dows.than in. former years.
as Lawrence. Tibbett and Rosalie
CAROL M. SAX
Engagement of “Advise: and: Con’.
Miller, .died recently in. Mobile,
Carot M. Sax, 76, a theatrical | ;
Ala., after a long illness. He also producer, died Sept. 28 .in’ New sent” at the Shubert will havé an.
extra perfor mance Oct. 8 night.
. taught piano, voice and organ.
York. He had been a. professor of
‘Cincy fans are’. delighted that.
Mrs. . Ed:yvard MacDowell,
the _art at the Universities of Kentucky
Waite. Hoyt, ex. Yankee pitching
composer's: widow, invited him to|
and Iowa.
oo,
great.
and* a- 20-year. veteran in
the - colony at Peterboro, N. H..
In: 1918, Sax established ‘the -broadcasting Reds games .on local
October 3, 1957
'{where in ‘two summers he wrote
Vagabond Theatre. in Baltimore. | Stations, will get: his first World
this Choral Mass in G, “Judas and
te
eye
He «also founded
the Romany
the Master” and his Miniature Or- Theatre in Lexington, Ky. In 1929, Series break. on the- air, sharing:
‘the. NBC’ radio announcing stint.
a prominent figure in theatre ex-}Hollywood. be served as an ex- gan. Suite. -Among his works. and he produced a season of American.
res
Lo
hat
_ {arrangements is music for the: Jewhibition in the south, as well as inj ecutive producer with Metro.
plays with an American company
ish ritual and religious works in
national film trade affairs, died in
‘in Paris. ‘Later. he. was managing: _
use in many. churehes.
.
his sleep at his home in Atlanta
LOUIS GOLDSTEIN
Pin wife “and two brothers. sur- producer of the Manchester Rep: |:
Sept. 25 after a long illness...
:
ertory Theatre in England..
Louis
Goldstein,
64,. former |
Wilby retired In 1957 after near- ! film-tv executive, died Sept: 28 in vive
—
Continued from. Page. 1
His sister survives.
iy 50 years in show business. He t Los Angeles. In 1952,.he founded |..
JUANITA HANSEN
problemi of fiction vanquishing fact
was the longtime partner of H..
GILBERT FORBES.
‘Hygo Television Films with his|. - Juanita Hansen, 66, silent screen
‘in: tv: dramas hasn't become: so
Kincey in the operation of Wilby. i ne
Gilbert. Forbes, .57,. newsman,
Jerome Hyams. Previous- actress who started.as a Mack Sen“widespread or acute” as to war-.. As
Kincey Service Corp. which, as an:
correspondent. and first tv
: he was with the international: ‘hett bathing beauty and graduated. war
Tant .adoption .of:-format rules.:' /.%
affiliate
of
United
Paramount, : department
>
of Columbia Pictures. a leading Jady with William S. ‘newscaster in Indiana, died Sept. “However,.. ‘should there be’ any
grew to be a chain of more than -He retired in’ 1959.
18 in Indianapolis affer a long -ill- indications. - that
‘|Hart, was found dead Sept. :26 in
objectionable .
15) theatres in Alabama, Tennes-.
After serving in World War I,»| her -’ Hollywood ‘apartment. Death. ness. He had. studied piano and. ‘practices of this nature have or
see and Georgia.
combined his music with newscast. ‘may become. -prevalent,
he'-represented
the
Inter-Ocean
:
;
was
apparentiy
.due
to
natural
_ seriaus .
Wilby was one of the founders:
ing for radio stations in St. Louis. consideration will be given to ap- of Theatre Owners of America and‘: Film Company .in Trinidad. and!-Causes..
and Joliet; Tl. in the .1930s. He ‘propriate. ‘steps to cope with the ©
:
Venezuela.
In
1925,
Goldstein
One:
of
motion
pictures’
most’!
its predecessor, American Theatres
in! situation." °
WMBM,
Indianapolis,
Metro
and ‘opened. ex: beautiful blonde actresses, she also | joined
Assn., and was an exec participant - joined
1937 and- brought his news show
changes in Central America. Later, i Starred - in serials and performed
After. FCC staffers: looked over
to
tv.
‘he became manager in Cuba. He; -her own stunts. She subsequently |.
kinnies ‘of: “Untouchable”. episodes, _|;
He is survived by his wife, the. Commission. cam2 to the-con: became Latin America sales man- appeared
|
in
Broadway
musical daughter. and ‘son.
In Loving Memory
| ager for Columbia in 1933, later comedies, but her career was cut
clusion that the opening épisode.
>managed
the Milwaukee
branch. short
of..the
series,
dealing
essentially
when
she
was_
severely
B RUTH HAVRILLA MURPHY | ‘of United Artists. The following
MARIAN ALTA:
:
‘with the actual exploits ofthe late.
i scalded in a hotel shower accident.
Marian. C. Hyland, 60, dramatic
year he rejoined Columbia, seérv-'| In recent years she had worked as
‘T-Man, Eliot Ness, gave an “alr of
(Killed in auto accident
soprano known. professionally as eredence””. to later. shows.
ing
as distriet
distributor. for |-3_ railroad train order operator.
Oct. 6, 1958)
Marian Alta, died Sept. 10 in Phila. Brazil and later as South American
delphia while visiting: there. Mrs.
| Sadly missed by Husband, Mom, i supervisor.
;
EVAN J. MAGEE
Hyland lived in Los Angeles.’ “She'{ .
His wife and two -sons suryive.
B Dad, baby son Michael, sister Joan @,
-Evan J. (Monte) Magee, 56, free was a member of the. Metropolitan’
lance radio and tv performer, died Opera Co. during the 1920s before.
‘Wfe'lt always cherish you in oor hearts’
_{at Butler, Ala., of a heart attack appearing in light opera, and sang- mean Continued from page li
MARION SELEE
Marion
Selee,
mezzo-contralto ‘on ‘Sept. .30. A singer-pianist, ‘he the female lead in the originat'via taped pro- Broadway run. of the “Vagabond. to the “dream” hotel envisionedby
and actress, died Sept. 17 in New| was eperforming
| Greene.
in the film trade's division of the York after an illness of several grams,
on: Mobile,
Butler and King.”
War Activities Committee during |months. She was.a cast member of ‘Thomasville, Ala., radio stations,
The first floor of the proposed.
A: son and. sister survive.
World War It.
{ skyscraper’ will house a theatre resfo
ee
eee
“Threepenny Opera” for 2,400 per- at the time.of his death.
Shortly
following
graduation formances' at the off-Broadway
taurant, .casino, double bar with
‘In. earlier days he was a vatdeNATHANIEL ‘H. FREIBERGER
from Georgia Tech, Wilby, who Theatre De Lys, from its opening villian and fronted regional dance
Nathaniel H. Freiberger,. 65, an stage, a dining room and a conven-.
was born in Selma, Ala., became: in 1954. She left the production bands on the Texas-Louisiana hotel executive with Washington Thea- -tion hall, with the caSino being of-the manager of the Atlanta Opera |last June because of failing health, circuit. Later he soloed oh many ‘tre circuit in Cleveland, died there. fered for lease. Capping the tower
House, a one-night-stand operation. fone of two remaining players there Southern stations as well as KFWB, Sept. 24. He manged the Astor hotel will be a.-penthouse, cocktail:
He later became associated with |since the opening.
-Hollywood,. and had appeared on Theatre and. other film ‘houses in lounge, and: dance floor.
The theatre restaurant, Greene
Southern Enterprises, under Y.|
A graduate of ‘the Juilliard network radio programs.
his hometown.
Frank Freeman, then became an'School of Music,: she -hegan her
Surviving is his wife, Virginia.
Survived by wife, two- daughters, ‘said, will be built around. a “super
independent
exhibitor, and later!concert career: in the 1920s and Magee was ‘a native of Groveton, one brother, four ‘Sisters.
| sized” stage with dressing rooms
aligned with Kincey and Par.
‘| located ina basement. below. Show"
.
sang with the N. Y. Opera Comique, Texas,
Upon the 1950 divorcement of Cincinnati Summer Opera and San
room will feature.six-private boxes,’
JOSEPH N. BROWN .
Pa: Theatres from Par Pictures. ‘Carlo
"RUDY SEIGER
Opera
Company..
“Three- Joseph N. (Bill) Brown, 49, Salis- each ‘seating 10. persotis.
both Wilby and Kincey sold out ! penny” was her first legit show:
‘Construction is- ‘expected fostart
’ Rudy. Seiger, 73, violinist and. bury, N. C., radio personality for
their interests to Par: Theatres but j Her husband, actor-singer Tom orchestra leader in northern Cali- a oumber of years, died Sept. 19 ! late this year.

MARIO LANZA

(Henceforward . . . October 7 Is MARIO LANZA MEMORIAL DAY
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‘Untouchables’

Vegas’ New Hotel
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_Wednedey October. 4, 1961

WB's$5,500,000MFL-Bid
.

Lady for-A Day,” Damon ‘Runyon
| _|comedy.

Awaiting

release.

| “Sergeants Three” (UA).

“| Sinatra - and. friends. in’ the

Continued ‘from page tt

OBITU ARIES"

Frank

1939 |

“Gunga Din,” transplanted from
Continued from page 36
gongs are ‘added, Lernex. & Loewe ‘have. played - ‘them straight: One ‘India and reworked into’a Western
adventure.
Awaiting release...
Greenville Enterprises, a Wilby- {all aquatic sports, died Sept. 21 in
would be -comipensated' extra.. La- such .instancé: was’ “King: and -1”.
wh ich, as’ 4 matter ‘of fact, had
“Back Street”. (Universal). Ross ‘Kincey subsidiary.
Toronto. Survived by two’ sons.
var represents. both: .
already: been filmed previously. as Hunter’s' new version of Fannie
He also had managed theatres in|
—
Other elements: said to ‘figure in. “Anna and the. King of Siam.” —” Hurst - novel filmed first in. 1932 ‘Raleigh, Salisbury and Burlington, | LeonardB. Woodfield, 71, fermthe future of “MFL” on-screen, . . Even Lerner & Loewe expressec: and again 1941, Awaiting release. 'NLC
{erly European manager of ofices
of the New York Times.
c:ed
“Babes in Toyland” (Buena
whether via. WB or somebody. else,'
‘themselves ungailantly—‘vis-a-vis
Sept. 29 in New York, after a
W. KNIGHT WILSON
include (a) Lerner probably offi- ,the French, which spurned. “Gigi Vista). Walt. Disney’s new look at
-in France: although. that film is. a. the ‘operetta first filmed in 1934
‘Jong illness.
W.
Knight
Wilson,
74,
conductor
|
ciating as ‘sereenwright; 4b) ditto as : click ”with’. $7,000,000 . domestic Jwith Laurel and Hardy. Awaiting
of the. Regina ‘Sask.) Symphony
Nathan
Jon.,
ivtired
musical
the film’" producer;. (c), having Rex‘ gross to date. |
| release.
Orchestra for more than 30 years,
Harrison ‘and - Julle . Andrews ° reNot included in the ‘list‘are such’ died Sept, 13 in Toronto.: After a arranger. died Sept. 10 in London.
{| projects on the planning. boards ‘as ' distinguished
musical
career in He worked for many West End
create their Stage: originals, to. con-.
__‘|Columbia’s:. Hammer. version. of ;Scotland, Ottawa and Toronto, he theatres, including the Stoll and
form with. the.. “all-British”. aura |
*
|“Phe Phantom of The.Opera,” pre-|moved to Regina in 1923 as con- Hippodrome.
en
—er
(Eady Plan) ‘thinking. This ‘would ‘
=. ‘viously filmed in.1925, 1930 and in j ductor of the Capitol Theatre orer
Continued from ‘page 2
—
Frank Brugler, 54, head of FDB
. 1943; 20th’s’ still iffy remake of chestra and a staff member of the
‘more than: offset the “doped” castFilms, distributors of foreign fii:ns
ing - of. Cary: ‘Grant: ‘and Audrey. ‘Lincoln. Center ‘next. fall and. ‘the Leo ‘McCarey's 1937 comedy. “The | Regina Conservatory of Music.
in Australia. died Sept. 9 in SydAwful. Truth” ‘tentatively called |- “Survived by a son.
.
Hepburn, obyiously costlier; mar-- ’ Philadelphia - Orchestra, with 20. “Something's Got to Give”), _and |
ney. His wife and two daughters
quee names.- Along with the- stage. dates, expected to follow, the now : American’ Interhational’s. “Metr 6survive.
MAUDE N. HARTWIG
originals,. probably. Sterling Tol-- city-owned Carnegie. Hall ‘in -Man-: polis, * based on the 1927. _ Fritz
1s Mrs. Maude Warren Hartwig. 80.
| Wife of former Judge Jonah J.
Joway
would also be
recruited. |-hattan faces a prospective loss ‘of . Lang lassie,
‘who
with. her husband
Walter!
Harold - Freedman
‘Brandt
& entals that. is ‘thou ht to run! -Perhaps the biggest single .im- founded the Ogunquit Me.) Play- :‘Goldstein, president of the Grond
Brandt). agented the WB: deal; rep- ne a $250000, . on Prscat: can- ‘petus to the new remake kick has: house, died Sept. 30 in Forest: 1St. Boys Assn., and wh. in show
biz circles, died Sept. 30 in New
un
P
been the success of Metro's 1959. Hills, L.I., after a long illness.
resenting
both. ‘Columbia, Broad.
“Ben-Hur,”
which
Variety
esti- 1 Mrs. Hartwig, who. helped found York.
casting System .and the -George cellations alone.: _
Bernard Shaw estate. Based on the; It's. believed the Phiiharmonic- mates. to. gross $33.000.000 in ‘the’the Playhouse in 1941, was asso- |.
Johnny Gale, 50, stage director
i domestic market, compared to $4.-: ciated with the theatre until 1951
Jatter's. “Pygmalion,” ‘the ShawTheatre
<ince
around »$175,009 {000,000 for the.1926. version. In’ She also presented plays at the; ‘at the Windmill
F-+tate.: will get, the same woe
SCC ope P aid. Carnegie
annual: rental. .
1942,
died Sept. 26 in London.
:
addition to the roadshow “Ben= Portsmouth {N.H.) Theatre.
the” top of. the gross on the film.
on
th. |Har,” last: year’s release. sked -in_. sale, separate. and ‘apart ‘from’ the+
Tania Gates, 44, wife of Larry
$5.500,000 and. 47155 terms.
Meanie neal wit ./cluded. only, three remakes, Metro’s
.CARL RIECHMANN
Gates.
legit-{film-tv.
actor,
died
“Adventures of Huc|“Cimarron.”
“Lazar, who closed the $2,000. 000 | -eonie to deadend: ‘One recordCarl Riechmann,
78, longtime |Sept. 26 in Beverly Hills.
| kelberry’ Finn” and Disney’s “Kid“Camelot”. film ‘sale recently, also “ing session. has already:been
organizer of the West German film
none
napped,”.
of
which
was
notand
conthis
week’s
‘scratched
to: Warners, While. heretofore: ‘peri- |.
industry, died recently in Minden.
Wife, 29, of singer Charley Apably successful.
looms} certs: look off. - Wages, travel
pher ally concerned. now
West Germany, of a heart ailment. plewhite, died Sept. 23 in a plane
Doing quite. nicely. “currently,
more importantiy in the L&L-fu- | pér diem, day off. and in-.
-Riechmann played a major role erash near Midland, Tex.
{ure with WB.on. “My Fair: Lady. aan
sistance-on one-year not three- |however, is- Warners’ “Fanny,” in the development and. politics of
¢ ‘Camelot, *" concurrent, is also by |. year’ deal’ represent .802’s dis- .- Josh Logan’s Straight version (of the West German film industry-for
Albin Skoda, veteran actor, died
man
-- .|
his musica
y,
Lerner ‘& Loewe, and this ‘film: sale.]four decades. He was one of the
agement.
|serarate Pagnol films ‘cirea 1933), ‘founders of the Rheinisch-West- Sept. 22 in Vienna.
js probably No. 3 in the Hollywood. 7 parity with
“Manhattan's. -longhair
colony : which also provided the. basis: for falen Assn. of Exhibitors.
"3 gweepstakes. Rodgers & Hammer-:
stein’s “South Pacific” reputedly -turmed out Monday (2). at 5 p.m. for- {Metro's 1938: “Port of Shadows.”
While producer Ross Hunter has
went’ for* $2.270:000° :to 20th-Fox.. Buided tours: ‘through °the skeletal.
MACK DISCANT
Ingrid Wildenauer to Al Stewart,
.the second: top- price, ‘and: their Philharmonic. Hall, first. unit of: been notably’ successful with his. Mack Discant, 45, songwriter. died
“Oklahoina” was a: $¥.000.000" sale.. ‘Lincoln Center, due’ ta: open Sept. ‘|plush. ‘reworking of ‘such ‘sudsy. irecently in New York. He was a! Seattle, Sept. 21. He's production
menager of KOMO-TVYV. there.
23;
1962.
‘It:
gives’
every.
hint
of
:
classics
as
“Magnificent
Obsession”
“Guys and. Dolls”: and “Life With’
lyricist. who wrote many tunes
Roseanna
Costello
to Joseph
Father”
also fetched $1,000,000. being @ ‘reniarkable. structure, with :‘and “Imitation of Life,” experience ;with various composers, several of
Lopez Jr., Sept. 24, Flushing, N.Y.
° price tags.. Incidentally, the latter perfect-view . Seating. from main jgyaerally. proves that: ‘spectacle which were recorded. He also did
She's with Celebrity Service.
adventure . films
have _ the.
Mes: a: b.o.. disappointment in« film. floor, loges. ‘and. ‘two erracés. and.and
many English lyrics to Israeli pop
Carol Bainbridge to John Gillie,
version, also from the. Burbank. ‘notable ‘in provisions for promenad- igreatest chance. for b.o. favor in tunes.
London, Sept. 23. Bride is the stop
stable. Samuel’ Goldwyn did “G&D” :‘Ing at each level. Five-window box: modern. versions which make use.
His brother and sister survive.
daughter of bandleader Roy Wellis;
office
will
be
behind
the
hydraulic
of
:new
techniques
in
scope
and]
“gnd “Oklahoma'":’;.in Todd-AO, also
he is assistant manager of the
. Dramas, updated. or not,
went: through -Magna
Pictures lift. which is to. say, under the ‘color,
Quaclino’s group of restaurants.
have been. more. chancey, while | - . SAMUEL LIFSCHEY
(George P. Skouras: and. eventu-. ‘auditorium.: An extensive cafe. will ‘few’ classic comedies. have ever| * Samuel
Lifschey,
72, violist,
Rosette Sion ti Donald E. Bish=»p,
ally 20th-Fox in. conv entional Cine- be opposite...
“ equalled, let alone ‘exceeded, their died Sept, 14 in Philadelphia. He Sept. 28, New York. He is with
Rental. for ‘the. hall will he. $1.185:
‘: maSeopel.
_
retired -six years, after being a Arthur Cantor’s flackery.
original versions,
_evenings, °“with: afternoon
rates, :
member .of the Philadelphia OrNotice of Objection
Barbara -_Heusinkveld to Wally
‘twilight: and - morning rentals. from;
chestra for 30 years. He also served Phillips, Chicago. Sept. 22. He's a
‘Levin ; ‘filed -his “notice- of.. ob-$350 to. $750 depending. upon hour|.
With the New York, Cleveland and disk-jockey for WGN radio there.
-Jection” last: Friday. in anticivation ‘and: day of week: Lighting... -elean='|
Detroit Symphony Orchestras.
Linda Schmidt to Eddie Hubof. finding:.that “better” offer. in.
Hammar skjold
ing, house. ‘programs and billpéstWife and two sisters survive.
bard, Chicago, Sept. 23. Both are
721. days. “He-Indicates he’ has . a -ing aré included: in - yentals but. sam Continued ‘from page 2 ——
with station WGN there; she’s a re“number. of. handsome. bids.” aa
boxoffice service : is ‘extra; $50. a
ceptionist. he’s a disk-jockey.
FELIX: HUGHES
- In addition, it is no secret: that. ‘day, .to- $180 for three’ ‘weeks’ ‘ads. coln Center. which is-of course the
Renny Lister to Kenneth Cope,
Felix Hughes, singer and voral
aes time flies item of all.
:Levin has.a personal ‘stance ‘on. the vance sale of tickets. “
instructor, died recently in Los London, recently. Both are appcur‘entire operation, . in light of .CBS, =
The pre-season Pension. Fund! ; Angeles. . He was a founder of the ing in a tv serial, “Ccronz:tion
————— =
tecause .of its original $360. G00|
"benefits ‘tend to exhibit some of.| Cleveland
°
Symphony Assn: and Street.”
financing of: the stage production".
Carmen Guzman to Jesus Galinthe’ “mysterious ‘dullness which be- | was one of Lawrence Tibbett’s in(100% bankrolling for 40° of the :
do.
London,
Sept. 28. She braadsets) performances
of* any kind structors. He was also a concert
ownership), and .the ‘L&L-Moss’
casts dailv from London for Radio
given -for charity. The orchestra:| violinist.
Conunued from: Page. 1 —
Hart angies.. He Rad ‘personality’: _
_|Madrid.
He
is
technical director of
His wife survives.
- did not seem up to-its own usual
lashes with all,-CBS: also. bought aH ‘the freedom. che needs to tell” vibrancy. The attack-.in. Beetho-| | Radio Barcelona.
cut Lerner’ &- Loewe’s dominant ©
Regina
Shea
to Lieut
Robert
_
ARMAND
BUISSERET
any almost story: imaginable. ©
-ven's Fifth, that. old -warhorse,
holdings in “MFL,” via-a $2. 000, 000.
‘Armand
Buisseret, 77, former: - Fresneda, Ridgewood. N.Y., Sept.
“different”
‘capital gains buy of Lowall |Corp. 1 But there's: still’ a big emphasis seemed unintendedly Wesendock:j
orchestra leader whose string en-j | 30. Bride is with C¥S-TV progiam
;
loose. The five
(L&L's: music pubbery, -ete.):.Levin- ‘on remakes, current and upcoming, ‘and
displayed . the ;Semble had ‘played in and around |department.
Songs Wagner)
himself sold off, for capital gain.: only one of w hich: (Phe Children’ ‘Ss. beauty
and-force of Miss Farrell’s|the Chicago area for more than: Ann Handler to Al Rafkin, Stuearly in the run a large slice of his: Hour”) ‘might be: described as “tak-:‘voice but lacked the full-throated |
‘25 years, died Sept. 25 in Minoe- | dio City, Cal., Oct. 1. Bride is a
“share but is said to. still own -10°%t
former model: he is director of
j quoa, Wis.
ing. advantage of - ‘the screen's. new ’ fire of which she is capable.
of ev erything. .
CBS-TV's “Verdict Is Yours.”
freedom. The. _rest;, "for. the. ‘most.
It is now a truism that. Leonard | His wife and two sons survive.
Connie George to Harry Osman,
He. says he ‘will “continue: to dis‘part,” ‘are taking: advantage. ‘of the::.Bernstein is.as-much personality as.
‘|Annapolis, Md., Aug. 28. Bride is
.. euss” for~ the next. three weeks :
.
FRED PISANO
.
conductor. He has the. gift,. rare
- better. bids. If he can’t come. up "sereen’s. néw physical dimensions. 'among his ilk, of easy palaver from _ Fred Pisano, 75, vet: vaudeville ; Secretary to WRCV program manager Bob Benson, he is WRCV-TV
with’ any, WB has it.’
The $50,000,000 list ts comprised the podium. With much grace and. performer, died. of a heart attack, t
‘Incidentally, the WB deal is for of 1Q pix:
;
{sincerity he dedicated the séason’s Sept. 28.in New York. He headed ; director.
seven years orily, unless:.the S20.
“Mutiny on The Bounty” (Metro). ;opener. to Dag Hamarskjold and a comedy turn billed as Pisano &
-000,000.. .gross isn’t recouped, ' ni An elaboration of two Nordoff and !; George Judd. Latter has been,. all Co. which toured the major cir-|which: ease Warner gets. an addi- Hall -novels,-.while ‘the original!too
briefly,: the Philharmonic’s |cuits for years,
.tional .five years. "Phen. all rights 11935. version’. stuck only ‘to. one. | manager -only to. die .someé -months | Wife. and daughter survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Irv Brodsky, san,
revert...
New York, Sept. 26. Father is with
+Shoating.:. mo iago at, in the. stabbing phrase of |
,
Pay—See Angle
John.
F.
“Jack”
Barry,
68,
who
ABC
network’s press deparjment.
' “King of Kings” (Metro); ‘pro-.' ‘ Bernstein’ s, “the impossible age.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lars
Larson,
. Another: unique. _-angle in “the duced in Spain by Samuel Bron-~ of 36.” Bernstein elected to. de- {organized and was principal instructor
of
the
Publix
.
Theatres
daughter,
Seattle, recently. Father
deal, from: reports,.is the tv: vér- ston, based on. the same New Testa-:: scribe both. men as “saints”—nat- ,
‘sion. Because: of.CBS’ ownership, “ment facts. and figures |which. Cecil urally a word but little heard in a Managers Training School in the is art dept. assistant at KOMO-TV
_ilate. 1920s, died Sept. 24 in Or- there.
- this cropped up. perforce:' ‘There. B, DeMille used: in'‘the- 1927 ‘silent ‘concert hail:
lando, Fla. His mother died a few | Mr. and Mrs. Carmen Bacecari,
will be’ no tv. version permitted of film. Awaiting release..
7
|. As to Philharmonic program days
earlier, also in Orlando. His } |Son, Las Vegas, Sept. 19. Father is
the film’ to.CBS or anybody. “If.. ‘Four Horsemen of The Apoca- ‘credits
°
one, of. thé most amiable
leader of The Characters, a muhowever, pay-television should lypse” (Metro), originally filmed in “examples-of its public relations, two brothers survive.
sicomedy group.
evolve as-a dominant. new means of-:1921 starring. Rudloph Valentino. |wnder the David M. Keiser regime
Eily Malyon, 82, longtime stage
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Ronalde,
‘film’: “income and gross revenue, Updated
to World.. War
Two. 138 the listing in- full of the. mem- and screen. actress, died of eancer daughter, Guernsey. C. I., Sept. 24.
then - tollvision” bookings will be: Awaiting release.
:
| bership, and -with first .names
Prior to Father is the whistling enter!>i>
er.
permitted. . The" condition of «the - “State Fair” (20th-Fox).. Remake . given, not ‘initials only...as with -Sept. 28 if Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Durell, twins,
‘b.o' economy will be evident within -of .Rodgers &+ Hammerstein :musi- :some symphonies. The’ whole occa- .going to Hollywood in 1936 to en‘that forthcoming seven-to-12 years." -calized version of 1945, which was sion reflected a certain managerial |‘ter films, she had-appeared on the son and Gaughter, Dalias. recently.
| Father is: booker there with RowBroadway stage for. years.
_ “MPL,” which passed. ““Okla-. ‘based on a 1933 Will Rogers star- |neatness which suggested ..that
ley United Theatres.
.-homa!’’ last July as the champ ” rer. Shooting.
: |Judd’s. suecessor, Carlos” Moseley,
Fred Heath, 53, film technician,
‘Mr. and Mrs. Jack Berry. ds ugh‘longrunhing musical, has grossed ° “Cleopatra”. (20th). . ‘Joe Mankie-- has matters in firm harid: Moseley
‘died recently in London. He was ter, New York. Oct. 1. Mother is a
Nearly $18,000,000 -on Broadway witz-Elizabeth. Taylor-Todd-AO ver-.' may not be-the only managing di-|
ithe longest-serving
employee —-of former casting director at Young
“and, from its multiple global.com-* sion of basic.:story filmed. by De-| rector of a symphony to have him- -4+Humphries Filzn Laboratories, join- & Rubicam; father is a tv producer
punies, has earned over $30,000,- ‘Mille. in .1934,. Gabriel .Paseal. in’, self: been a concert pianist. Or ‘is ing the business in 1922. Survived and performer.
000, A VarieTy
Page -1.. lead 1946 (based on G..B. Shaw’s “Cae-. he?
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Papp. son,
iby his wife and daughter.
streamer last spring. singled. out isar and Cleopatra”) .and‘‘an-: Italian: More’ “Wagner, the. Tmmolation:
New York, Sept. 27. Mother
is
‘Lady’ ds the ‘fairest’ of them. all.” - quickie rroducer im -1959 (“Legions °‘Scene: from “Gotterdanimerung”
Roy K. Marsh, 69, singwriter, actress Peggy Bennion: father {s
Intratrade, the dedl ‘is surprising , af The Nile"). Shooting.
. ‘served Eileen Farrell for. her sec- died Sept. 20 in Phoenix, Ariz. His producer of the N.Y. Shakesreare
in-light. of the: general. disappoint-| “The Children’s Hour” (United! ond ‘half appearance. ‘The fourth dunes. include “I Never Knew,” Feetival, +
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ennis. scn,
‘T.cnt.of filmusicals in. the foreign. Artists),. William Wyler's: remake {item.of the program “was. ‘Strauss’ “Caribbean Sea.”
“The ‘Ozark
-Markets in recent years. In some ‘‘of his own 1936: version {These ;“Don -Juan.” With Bernstein also, ; Trail” and. “IT Can't Stop Loving‘ Philadelphia. Aug. 26. Father ;s
.WFIL-TV's “Sawdust Sam.”
countries, either. because of down; Thrée™) of Lillian -Hellman’s ‘play: ; waiving compensation for the occa- iYou Now. ”
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Tight .antipathy to the

musical | This. time with “lesbian |element. |:sion, the
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Fund
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Car: .ty,

. Oct. 1, Father is a
"$26, 600 and season 120 was: off on! ” Williarn Rest, 75, for more than: go,” ¢
_deundtrack - or: because. the Yank Awaiting: release...
a personality and Jocal
iciom in sons-and-lyric, was “lost”
“Pocket£ul. of Miracles” : {UAD: ‘a genteel, if perhaps not.electric: +30 years. effitial surveyor of the; WAAF 1 ¢ io
iCanadian
National
Exhibition
for
politico
there.
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A MULTI-MI LION
SMASH!
Hammerstern’s

Rodgers and

“The Sound of Music”

more than 1,0 ()0.0 00Original, Cast_Albums:sold*
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More than $11,000,000 intickets sold
to more than 2,000,000 happy fans
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Ey
In AllTheatres After This Season|
.

Segregation in professional. legit+
theatres in the U. S. is in its Jast
Will Coward Assent?
season: Actors Equity and ‘the
League of N. Y. Theatres have |
Usage of. “S.0.B.” (spelled
‘agreed that. beginning next June
. out). and.an even earthier term
. for: ‘derriere, (as. they say in
1, productions will not play houses
racticing:
segregation.
Each|French)
in Noel
Coward's
oking
contract. will. contain{ _-“Sail- Away” lyrits poses. a
clauses providing that no discrimi‘little .problem ‘for the Capitol.
nation or segregation will be prac. |

ticed

against

any

performer. or

patron at the theatre by reason of
race, color or creed. -.
‘The combined move :by Equity

Records’ original cast. album:

Washington, Oct. 10.

_ Attuned Keesely

By JOE COHEN:

Nick Keesely, the tv-radio
factotum at Lennen & Newell,
says you have to travel to
Europe to find the right blend-

The: youngsters 6f America have
the entertainment

again assumed
initiative. with

their

development

of The Twist and their elders are |
now adopting it with an avidity]

ing of U.S. music as radio fare.
Just back from an auto tour
of the centinent, Keesely avers
the boys who are programming

that indicates this form. of shakes
.| may become. the new terp mania on

Joe Csida, in charge of ‘the. | ‘a worldwide basis.

_

U.S. Information Agency Direce
tor Edward R. Murrow’s cry for
more network documentary footage to help spread the good word
about America overseas resulted in
President Kennedy's lending a personal hand. He calied the network
heads in for lunch.
But reportedly no firm assur-

ances were given that the desired

diskery’s eastern operations:
First indications that The Twist| U.S, tunes for the radio stafilms would be forthcoming as the
is being picked.up universally are
web chiefs pointed to commercial
‘and liaison on Cap’s legit LPtions overseas, eschewing the
seen in New York where mature
deals, says he will probably
distribution rights which tie their
Top 40 formula, have achieved
elements are coming into storehands.
‘ask Coward's okay -to tone
and
the League::‘followed the
a taste and balance far superLeague’s acceptance “in principle” |. ‘these’ down, for two ‘reasons.
front cafes such as the Peppermint
On hand for the two-hour long
jor than in the States.
.
Lounge and the Wagon Wheel,
. Yast May of the union’s ‘resolution
One, to get air plays, and, two,
luncheon Thursday (5) were, in
to eliminate segregation. in the.
both on West 45 St., off Broadway,
perhaps more importantly, is
addition to Mr. Kennedy, and Murtheatre, The. desegregation agreethe fact that.a recording is a tin the roles of voyeurs and as inrow, LeRoy Collins, president of
frequent. participants. It’s become
ment. applies. to theatres in the
very intimate, in-thé-home enNational Assn. of Broadcasters,
-U.. S. and. Canada where. Equity
a sporty thing to do—watch youngand the three network heads—
: tertainment’ medium. —_
members
perform.
Because - of
sters dance
The ‘Twi:
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board
_existing contracts for .this season
|rock 'n’ roll. rhythms. by two live |
: chairman:
Leonard
Goldenson;
with theatres practicing segrega‘| combos, :five men each. who play:
| AB-PT prexy and William S. Paley,
tion, the cutoff date on booking
uninterruptedly.
“Watching
the
CBS board chairman.
such houses. could not be earlier
teensters gyrate to the wild and |. The" recognition last season of
The confab was described as
than the start of the new: semester,|
athletic rhythms of The Beat ap- the Broadway and road theatre by | “very congenial” and a “simple
‘next June 1. —
pears to be a new kick. The kids. the National Labor Relations Board exchange of ideas” with no decileap ‘uninhibitedty in. frenzied has paved the way for.an open door sions made one way or the other
Out-of-town ~theatre
operators
Ac- on the documentary issue.
‘twists wherein -the: derriere is employment policy in legit.
had already been informed of the.
|
flung widely and wildly in one of cording to a spokesman for the
‘Washington, Oct.:10..
League’s intention to unite with |
Murrow, it was said, voiced hope
Equity in a policy of legit dese- | Cultural -exchanger. Sol Hurok, the. most interesting—to. put it ‘League of N.Y. Theatres, NLRB i the networks could let USIA use
gregation. Committees comprising |twice in this city last week, ‘pre-. mildly—terp dey elopments in the regulations now apply in ‘all con-|the reels of unused footage shot
tracts with theatrical unions.
representatives of-Equity and the | dicted a renewal of the East-West last decade.
for documentaries now lying fal-In. some spots the telders are
With the Labor Relations Act to
League have been meeting. to. re-! agreement which allows Soviet. art(Continued on page 79)
solve problems that might: result! ists to tour the U.S.-and vice versa. adopting this dance with their own support them, legit producers figfrom
the desegregation
move.
Hurok said conversations with modifications, which are consider- ure they now have the ammunition
‘Equity has also been assured the | State Dept. Officials, ‘diplomats, jably less athletic, but -not - too to wipe out: such long-opposed “il| legal” union practices as the closed
cooperation of the stagehands .and.U.S. theatre leaders have con- |.
. (Continued.
ontinued on
on. page 777)
shop and featherbedding. To what
-vinced him the cultural exchange
(Continued on page TI:
extent they'll be willing to tangle
agreement, scheduled to expire in.
with the unions, particularly the
| January, will- get. an. extension . in
stagehands
organization,
consid| Spite’ of. new political crises.- Nego-eréd the toughest in the fteld, retiations on the agreement. get ‘unmains to be seen.
Philadelphia, Oct. 10.
‘der way next: month.
As it.stands, employers can hire|
Lenny Bruce, who was arrested
: The impresario, who - currently:
non-union
members, who would :in his hotel room here 12 days ag@
has. under’ his wing the touring
then be éligible to join the respec-! on ‘narcotics charges, was continLeningrad Kirov’ Ballet, also called
tive organization having jurisdic-|
ped in $1,500 bail for the Grand
Stockholm, ‘Oct 10.
for larger Congressional appropia- |
A documentary on recent events ‘tions fo aid the exchange program | Ingmar Bergman is shooting his. tion. However, the unions are not! Jury following a stormy hearing
in Cuba, produced by the Cana- and said the U.S: should not send new film- “The Commmunicant,”” required to take in the employees, |yesterday (Mon.) before Magistrate
dian .Broadcasting Corp.: for syn- any second-rate ‘acts abroad.
in which he once again deals with but in practice nearly always do, | E. David Keyser,
,
@ication through the new Imnterproblems
in modern if only to -be able to enforce its| The comic ser
blew the whistle after
“The $2.5-million awarded .annu- religious
national
Television
Federation ‘ally .by Congress to’ subsidize U.S. |times. The film will be set in the rules and ta get the dues,
the judge’s decision and charged
(Intertel), has been: pulled:back performers and. groups. working | countryside” and: the action will
he had been offered .a chance to
from circulation. due.to a- procover about two hours on an All
fix the case for $10,000. When he
(Continued on age 72)
Fidel Castro slant.
Show, titled |
-|Saints Day. Present plans call for
.
refused the price, it was lowered
“Cuba Si.” was slated for showing
70 days of shooting, ‘more than he
to $5,000 and later to $3,500. The
inthe U.S. Oct. 15 on the Westhas ever YTequired before.
The
offer was made Sept. 29 at the
inghouse outlets and several other
reason is that all the exteriors
Red Hill Inn, Pennsauken, N.J,,stations; including WABC-TV, N.Y.
will be. shot in central. Sweden,
Hollywood, Oct. 10. {where Bruce was appearing at the
which
syndicafes
‘Westinghouse,
where, at this. time of. year, it is| “Brighter Day,” CBS-TV daytime i time. He named a local attorney
-the Intertel shows, is substituting | A gold medal, under Congres- bright. enough to: shoot only about soaper originating here, plans to‘ and a bail bondsman as the alleged.
one. of its own
documentaries,
sional grant, is on the agenda of. three. hours -daily.
use four blind actors in two UDp-: fixers.
“Postscript. To Empire,”. :to fill the U.S. Senator. Jacob.’ K.. Javits, for.| “The Communicant” deals most- coming episodes, Idea grew out of;
Reports of-a fix drew a capacity
Oct. 15 vacancy.
{Jazzman. Louis .Armstrong,.
‘ly with four people. A fisherman, a fan letter. A woman, in passing,: crowd of newsmen and broadeastvon Sydow, mentioned that she has seen a blind ers to the hearing, and the comic’s
CBC said-the decision. to hold. As with the recent moves, also portrayed by Max
‘the Cuban show was’ purely: an ‘under Javits’ proposals, for Simi- reads in a newspaper that the. actress: in a local interview show | after-trial blast got wide -circula{nternal matter, not dictated either | Iar honors te .comedians ‘Danny Chinese have atomic bombs and and wondered aloud whether shei tion.
by the Canadian government or Kaye and Bob Hope, this would want to destroy the western world. could be employed.
i Bruce
was arrested Sept. 29
ressure: from the U.S: The hour- be Governmental recognition. of | _As fear and anxiety fill the fish- One ofthe situations in eighter |when police broke into his hotel
ong show, filmed by Eugene Law- Satchmo’s patriotic and humani- erman, his pregnant wife, por- Day” involves a woman who
shuns;
(
:
rence,’ will be. brought “up to. “tarian @ork on a national and in-' trayed. by Gunnel Lindblom, : is marriage because she has to take j
Continued on page 68:
date” by shooting new film, if a: ‘ternational level. The Hope-Kaye ‘able. to convince him to turn to care of her blind mother. Episodes «Canadian. crew is: “allowed . into proposal was not: acted upon be- the. village priest for guidance.. being fashioned for the Oct, 24 and:
both World Series
games,
‘fore this
-Congress © adjourned. The priest, portrayed by Gunnar 25 telecasts will undescore the re-'
“Cuba
|.
New
and, color,
Tatertel isa producing combing (George M. Cohan and_ Irving Ber- Biornstrand, is unable to give him -sourcefulness of the blind, . their. monochrome
“made up.of CBC, Associated Re- lin. are only: ones to get such. ‘gold ‘advice and his personal conflicts ability fo get on in the world. The |) York-Cincinnati,
were
taken
j-become more manifest, most par- blind actress, Macia Blakesley, in'
diffusion of: Entland, . the Aus- ‘medals.)
ZOOMARRep. Adam Clayton’ Powell first ticularly his retationship with a. the episodes will be depicted teach- .
‘tralian Broadéastin
Commission, }.
iz
blind
eight-year-olds |
‘ Westinghouse and. National
Educa- brought up the idea of.a ‘Congres-. homely school teacher, portrayed ing three
‘thew to read braille,
(Continued. on. page -77)
tional Television.’
(Continued ‘ on -page 59)

See Closed Shop

Ended in Legit

US-USSR Swap
Goes On—Hurok

|Lenny Bruce in Philly
Alleses 106 ‘Fix’ Offer
To Quash Narcotics Rap

Fission
ion
Phobia As

Canadian-Produced .|
TV Show Pulled Back
As Too Pro-Castro’ |

‘Bergman Theme}:

Nominate Satchmo For
Congress’ Accolade

CBS-TV Soaper Finds

Roles for Blind Actors

with TELEVISION
LENS.

MISCELLANY

', Wednesday,. Ocicher

BerlinCultural Fest StillDraws

~ And NowComesMissTeen Age

Big Names Despite City's Crisis| ,
By HANS

_

in

‘these

HOEHN

barbed

the

|Hammarskjold Tribute
Into Foreign Languages
Ber-

wire-surrounded

West

lin these days, according to foreign

“Ole.”

a

South

starring Yma
names
alone.

[|

Shangri-La For StatusSeekers

NBC TeleSales handled the overseas operation. The U.S. Informa-|
tion Agency had requested’
the

prints before hand, and then Tele- |
Sales director Jerry Madden. got
fiesta: Voice of America to.tape fresh’ HARRY

American

Sumac,

NBC-TV’s “Death of a Stateman,” the tribute to Dag Hammar- |"
skjold shown on Sept. 25, was immediately taped into five foreign | '
Janguages and within 36 hours 80 [|
copies in tape (and kinnie) were
dispatched around the world.

any of these- narration

would make a hig head!ine
but put together it makes

for a sersational festival.
More than 1.000 artists from ell
over the western world are par-.,

ticipating in the festival. The biggest.ersemble came from Ro:zne.
the Opera di Roma with 215 sineers and stuge technicians.
Next
biggest is tre Santa Fe troupe.
with about
100 people. Cliarter

in. Arabic,. Thai,

Jap-

HERSHFIELD

Palm Springs Season Opens With Splash; ‘Booms With |

trested

with

totals 180 as con-

146

last

vear.

All

Cov toun Petels report ‘brisk hiz.
Wiile the big events are nearly all
se'd mat.
The revwulyv-opened Deutsche
Oper Berlin registered three big
events drring the first fest week.
‘Continued on page 72)

NUDIES & STRIPPIES
GIVE FILMS BAD NAMES
Atlanta. Oct. 10.
Journal took occasion
to compliment—editori-

Atlanta
this week

aily—motion

picture

industry

for

its firm stand
against
making,
booking and showing of “nudies,”

latest

Menace

scene.

Under

to plague

cinema

caption, “Promise

of

a Cleanup.” Journal said:

“The rest of the country should
appiaud the attempt being made in

Hollywood

to wipe out the rash of

New Hotels, Golf Courses

Famvus cartoonist. beloved raconteur and popular. columnist of the
Sunday, Mirror, says:
.

anese, Spanish and Portugese.

' “Naturally, at my

aze,

’

I like my!

{singing straight, with the lyrics in-} ‘Susskind’s ‘Sinatra Clan’
‘By PRANK SCULLY
but above all with: per fect |
File Marion. Davies Will; telligible,
Palm Springs, Oct. 10.
pitch:
PAUL ANKA has all these|
In HubLopoff: ‘AnInsult’ Palm Springs opened the season:
Sister, Niece, Lederer Tops;
Boston, Oct. 10.
| With. a splash, Some well-dressed”
| manship.
“I like PAUL ANKA.”
WGBH-TY, Channel 2, Boston's: nobody fell. in a pool. It was: at
Widower’s Lifetime inst
edueational station, cancelled its ©
requisites plus versatility, an affable
‘personality,, puise and real show-

Santa Monica, Cal., Oct. 10.

Marlene Biffs
|Oscar, Deathbed
& Bible Awards:

Marion Davies left bulk of her|
Flancs brought them to Berlin. The:
number of West German and for- $8.000.000 estate to ‘be divided ;

eien newsmen

events grow.

Now web is o.o.ing the ‘Miss. Teen Age America contest for telee.
casting next year. The Dallas event, a GAC package, takes place Oct. 20-21 and the web's -special .events producer Paul Levitan.
will head a contingent of execs to see whether. the web will pick.
up the Miss Teen Age America contest in '62. If the deal goes.
through, CBS-TV would own the telecasting rights ‘to the contest,
picking up a longterm option; starting in
-,
CBS-TV also has an. option. for the fortheoming Mrs. America |
contest, to be held in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., for daytime telecasting
on Thanksgiving Day. Option won't: be exercised unless ‘sponsorship
is’ fortheoming for the. daytime special.

Soviet-menaced.

visitors. They refer to the current!
Berlin Cultural Festival ‘it ends’
Oct. 10
which
is drawing |big
-names and groups. Tnese include.
Igor
Stravinsky,
the
Santa
Fe
Opera,
the
Roman
Opera
with
eae
Corelli, . Gloria
Davy
“Aida” . Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
“Don Giovanni”,
Bayreuth’s Wie-,
Hand Warner, . Karl Boehm. Wer-:
ner Egk. Les Ballets de Haiti and

<A curvaceous. beauty may well replace. the wk. CBS-TV eye.
logo. Web, for years now, has been telecasting the Miss America
Pageant and Miss Universe. contests. Each year the ratings °for.

Berlin, Oct. 3.
It’s rather amazing what is being

offered

Tl, 1961

equally between her sister; a niece
and nephew, according to a will
filed for: probate in Santa’ Monica

Superior

Court.

Her

widower,

the opening of the Spa—dadn old.
| scheduled showing of David Suss-:
;Indian swimming hole which had
kind’s Open End show, “The Sin-!
“its facelifted a year ago.and is.
J atra
Clan:
What
Makes -Them.
Run?”
and_ substituted . another now ‘the -most luxurious’ - kursaal :
that Khrushchey never saw. SameOpen End, “A Question of Mixed
- $2,000.000: have gone into it and
Marriage.”
—
there
is more to come. A big hotel
The Clan show was previewed
on

receipt by

the station,

Robert

[isto.be built on the back lot.. The

‘place may end. up. with ‘tea dan- L. Larsen, program manager said." sants: yet.
“Not only is the subject matter
The opening of ‘the Spa. “was
the income from $1,000,000 trust
trivial, but the. way in which it is:
Oct. 24 issue of Look carries an presented is in poor taste and an. timed: to entertain: visiting: tv-crit-.
fund, lifetimé use of family home
‘ics who had been flown in. by CBS,
in Beverly Hills, another house extended piece setting forth the insult to any audience, " he stated. |
-| Cliff Brown, of McFadidén'& Eddy, .
and property in Palm Springs.
| “views of Marlene Dietrich. Her re-!
prez of the Press Club, acted: as©
Major portion of estate was left
emer
me
wees
marks:
on
all
sorts
of
serious
and
Ravi
Shankar
Trio
From
‘{host. The. network: then’ “took « the
to Rose Douras Adlon, sister; Mrs.
writers down: to- the Desert . Air
matters include same
Patricia Van Cleeve Lake, niece, frivolous
Hotel, which is 10 miles south at
Academy | India Presents a “Bash’s
wife of actor Arthur Lake; and: tart te to uit about
Rancho Mirage: It was ‘here that:
Charles
Lederer,
nephew, ‘the° A
s, to. wit:
Bob
Cummings: Shot .much of his
writer-director.
.

Capt. Horace G. Brown, was willed

Small

bequests

also were

“Top”

br

Amusing & Amazing Music’
}
‘new

{ “Top. brass Biblical characters,
rang- ° riests,
d characters sufferin

from the fo

=|

By ROBERT J. LANDRY

ing from $1,000 to $5,000 were from the following sad or tragic afmade to “friends and acquaint-. 'flictions: drunkenness, blindness, !

ty series.

It is a:unique hotel,

|:really a-motel for. those. who own

“their. own: planes.: You taxi up to
Brought: to the States by the the door, check. your. plane and
ances,” and late: star also in- ,deafness, dumbness (single or com-' asia Society to-introduce Hindu.
then. have your” baggage: ‘delivered
structed that a trust fund be estab- ' bined,
insanity, .
schizophrenia,
music
on
college campuses,
the.
to- your quarters.
Us
lished for her three stepchildren, !‘mental. disturbance played in ‘suc- three musicians from India gave. a .
The word. motel, incidentally is.
Brown’s offspring by. a previous * cessful pictures. The more tragic performance at Town Hall, N. ¥..'
:a
dirty
word
at
this-end
of Coach-.
marriage. Her attorney, Greg Baut- : the affliction; the more certain the that was so lively,.so amusing and °
zer, was instructed, too, to prov ide Academy Award. The portrayal of. so dynamic that a tradepaper re-. ella V alley. - Everything fis a “ho-:
tel,”
and
“inn,”
a
“manor”
-or ‘a
fer her household stat}
t these afflicted creatures is consid- viewer must ask, why only college
“villa.” Many may look like motels
'
ered to be particularly difficult, ‘campus dates? =
-but the word is proscribed.:. Post-

smutty films.
This is not true. It is more dramaThree musicians, in native cos- ing of.prices is also verboten after
“A specific move in that direcA Greer Garson Bldg.
tic,. therefore more effective.
'tume, removing «their shoes as
tion is the appointment of.a six“As the voting for the Award is _they: step up to a carpet-coyered Oct. 1, and neon. lights" completely Albuquerque, Oct. 10.
man cleanup committee, headed by
|
(Continued on page ‘20).
i Actress |
Greer Garson had a com- done exclusiv ely by people belong-' stand, dispense truly. exotic enter- |
ee
Y¥. Frank Freeman, board cnair,ing to the profession, it is under- :tainment. The surprise lies in the:
man of the Assn. of Motion Picture , a eh cityhalere
' standable that those people should -. rhythms, which are amusing: and ; STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE.
station named ;
Producers.
Mexico town of Pecos.
ACT OF AUGUST. 24th,1912, AS
confuse the.actor with the task. The‘ in the humor.when the sitar, a kind
“Industry spokesmen ¢laim that: Entire population
AMENDED
BY THE
ACTS. OF
public. does it constantly and un- of three-in-one super guitar, and
(584)
of
the
vil£y-by-night operators are responsi- _lage and others attended
derstandably. SO. (Some critics do two-drum tabla compete musically |° MARCH 3, 1933. JULY 2,:1946 and.
the
ceree for most of the filthy pictures ‘mony in the small
JUNE
11,
1960
(74
stat.
208):
showvillage about it, too, which is completely un-un- one topping the other: This. ereing ‘the ownership, management.
that are being made in Southern
| ates the equivalent of an India|: and
109 miles northeast
circulation of ‘Variety, pubs
California. Most of them are little que, to dedicate the of Albuquer- derstandable. ).
new building.
“If the Academy Awards were. to; bash that one easily imagines wowlisted. weekly at New York, 2
N. ¥4 :
more than filmed burlesque or j Miss Garson and her
fur October 1, 1961.
husband be taken seriously, like. the N.Y. _ing the customers in certain U.S.
peep shows. They are turned out! Buddy Fogelson operate’.a
cattle |Critics Awards, there would be, at hotel rooms or jazz parlors, if the
‘1. The names and addresses. of
with no particular talent and for ranch near the
thereof
had_ the, the publisher, editor, manuging edie:
community
in the ‘least orice in a. while, an- award , managements
buck. purpose of making a fast rugged. countryside
tor, and business: manager, are:
in. ‘northern. given to an actor who played a: ‘Sheer audacity to book the trio.
Ravi Shankar, .younger brother ‘Publisher—V- ariety, Ine, 154 W. 46th”
‘New Mexico.
mediocre, bad or uneffective part.
“It's well the industry sees -a :
street, New York 36, N. ‘¥.
Building, to be™ tagged Greer briiliantly in. an unsuccessful pic- of the dancer, ‘Uday Shankar, who
need for policing its own backyard. | Garson Memorial
“.Editor—a bel Green, 154 West 46th .
Bldg., contains ture. Lately a new kind of award: was.a sensation in the U. S. about | stveet, New York 36; N.Y. |
Otherwise the welfare of the en- ‘city hall, two
15
years
ago,
{is
the
sitarist
and
a.
municipal offices, has ‘been’ added—the
deathbed *
i Managing Edltor—Robert: J. Landry, -"
tertainment
medium
ma
be kitchen,
;‘Kitchen, jailand garage .for a new award. Lucky is the actor who is. musician of extraordinary -virtu-|. Aw est. 46th Street, New York 38,
¥
threatened.”
As for -his echo. on the moN YY,
too sick to watch the proceedings ,-osoty.
’drums, if Kanai Dutta is not one’ Business: Manager—H: weld. ‘Erichs,”
on television.”
nee est 46th street, New York 36,
of the world’s great masters of

10/11
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VARIETY
154 West 46th Street

rhythm, ‘he’ll defy parallel for
2 The:-owner
1s:. “arlety, , - ‘Ine,
ithe average memory.
The third’
1sa West 46th St.. New-York
36,
member, N. C. Mullick, carries the N.¥u Syd Silv -erman,, 154 West: 46th’
6
3 ' drone-tone base which is typical of ; SL, New - ‘York 36, N..¥.: Estate of
i Indian music (introduced to U. S.' Sime Silverman, 154. W est 46th St.,°
, !New ‘York 36, NeY. Harold Erichs,, .i; “Sing As We Go” by Gracie ' yia- the “Apu Triology films).
Seated cross-legged, the three f154- yest ‘46th St. New York. 36,
{ Fields (Doubleday; $3.95), is the
jx. ¥
Abel Green, et West 46th
apparently
think
nothing
of
a
solid
‘brief but heartwarming autablog: :
i,8t.” New York 36, No .
jraphy of one of show biz’s best- 135. minutes of wonderfully. melodic, - 3. The known bondholders, mort.
-semi-improvisation.
As
the
ear
iloved. entertainers—the Lancashire ,
:fagzees and’ .other security holders:
;

-GRACIE FIELDS’ WARM

| _BIOG, ‘SING AS WE GO

ETY
Please send VARIETY for

|
:

nc.
New York 36, N. Y.

“readily grows aecustomed to. the: !owning’ or: ‘holding 1 per cent,. :or.ilass who slugged and sang her way |
| Up from the shadow of the Roch- ‘Asian music, delight begins to inore of total amount of. honds, mort(dale. mills to become one. of the sprout. ‘The music forms are called| ganen. or other securities are: None.
. Paragraphs 2:and 3 include, in
|last of the of the truly great music- “ragas” and “talas” and only a|| canwa where the stockhoider or £e-.
Bombay musicologist can.explain '
jhall ‘performers.
: curity holder appears upon. the bakes
that.
It’s
not
necessary
to
know:
| “Our Gracie,” her- Mum
and.
of the company as. trustee or in any”.
Dad, her family, . her three hus- the details. The entertainment is other fiduclary, relation, the. name of
standout.
the person or cor poration for whom
| bands - feach
devoted
to Miss;
such trustee is acting: also the state-.
Fields in his special way, for which
meénts in- the -twwo _paragrapha show...
the lady. pays sincere tribute in
the affiant’s full know ledge and hee ©
her pages), her vast public, stretch| lief-as to the circumstances and cone New
Orléans,
Oct.
10.
jing to all parts of the world, the
‘ditions
under. - which
stockholdlers
A concert by Dizzy Gillespig ‘and ° security - holders who do not
'' members of Royalty who have hon,;ored her with medals and Orders ° scheduled to be held tonight: appear upon the books of the com-and Command Performances—all , (Tues.) at Tulane U. here was can- :pany. as trustees, hold stock and
these people comprise the charac- '‘celled Sunday (8) when college 'securities in a. capacity other than
‘ters who embellish Gracie’s story. officials learned that the band’s 1th: it of a bona fide: owner. |
average number of copies
} In the last analysis, however, |pianist was white. The officials’ of-6..The
issue of this publication
. this is not an. account of spectacu- | action resulted from a state law.|°soldeach
or distributed through the mails _

Gillesnie’s Dixie Nixie

lar

rise. to glory by

istricken

youngster

a poverty-' prohibiting Negro. and whites from:°or.

with. a clarion- herformang

smile; it is, ;

iVoice and a sunshine

on a stage together.

The white pianist is Lalo Schif-

rrather, one of the few accounts of } rin, who

has

been

with

Gillespie

jwhat it meant, in Gracie’s time, to: for a year. Gillespie refused

to

i} seratch.one’s way. upward, as a substitute. a Negro. piano player.
‘performer, through dank, cold lit-, Tulane authorities said they had’
_tle theatres; past conniving, cheat- | scheduled
agents; surviving years and, assurance

j_ing

(Continued on page 79)
Say

8

the
that

| mixed band.

Cr

cae |

wee

otherwise,
to paid subscribers
| during
the
12. months... preceding |
the date shown above was .......

Harold

|:

Erichs,

Business

Manager..

Sworn to and subscribed before
me.this 2&th dayeot Septernber, ‘1961,
Joseph ‘Winters

concert with the
_ Notary Public: 31-9710300it wouldn't be a: 1 . (My commission expires March: 30,
962. })

:

Wednesday, October 1J,196I _

.

~~ ABashLeagueDilinger Case ~
Minneapolis,

Oct.

Spartacus ,Advanced Prices
Ons REFUSAL ‘UncutAnother
Change In N.Y.’ Old Ways
“UFRULE FI

16..

Jack Mitchell, hol:jupman who had been sought in five states
-mfter escaping. ‘from’ Hennepin -¢ounty jail here, was nabbéd two.
days later in the lobby ‘of the Aster’ Theatre in downtown ‘Minneap-

+

-olis.

An FBI agent arrested Mitchell as ha was ‘buying a’soft’ drink
‘shortly béfore the end of the first feature; “The Walking Target. ”
‘Three other FBI agents had.been searching the theatre auditorium
fu fugitive, who missed. the. second feature : “Three Came to

- ¥-Bombed Pearl Harbor’

-

Ror the second year in a row,
|
‘the ‘Aeademy .of Motion Picture
| Arts .& Sciences. appears to have
given the brush to the New York
importing fraternity’s request for a
Mitchell thought it was a shame he coyldn’t see. the end. ofthe - change in the‘ eligibility rules gov-.
picture. .When the FBI man'said the film wasn't very good, anyway, . | erning the foreign language-Oscars.
Mitchell replied: “Yes, it was, They shoot’ some: cops.’
_ In New York Friday (6), Richard
The ‘usual plot twist; a jealous girl. friend had tipped off the
-Brandt, repping the Independent
Henhepin county’ sheriff's. office on: Mitchell’s »whereabouts. Her
Film’ Importers ‘&' Distributors of
blonde rival had accompanied Mitchell to the theatre.
.
America, released the text of. letter
he has sent to. the Academy blast- |
‘Ting its lack. ‘of good faith. in re-|.
fusing - to consider such -changes. |
_| According to Brandt; a similar re| quest last year was: met with a
“verbal agreement”
that. certain
‘regulations would be. changed this
year
Academy reps_
reportedly|
-l’stated that while al] the changes
Prospective Blessings of1962.
S

Happer ToneofMth’sSalesStaff

-Pepped_ “As” ‘The ‘Hustler’ Does Well—Counting
By VINCENT ‘CANBY

_ $25,000 Producer

“ments at 20th-Fox,, the: sales peo‘ple. seem. ‘remarkably confident.
One key distribution ‘exec, bouyed
up to no little extent by the top biz
being turned in by “The Hustler”|
_in its first .engagements, reported
that the company. has set. firm
dates for all -24 of its 1962 re- .
leases, as well as a half dozen. of
‘its first 1963 releases, _
.
The 1962 sked of 24 ‘pix. is. ex.
elusive: of the first Todd-AO hard- ~

*. IFIDA. wanted could not be made,.
‘some of the present highly’ re-.
strietive regulations would be Te-

Fee {1

‘Los. Angeles, Oct: 10.

Despite. uncertainties .that. may:
‘exist. in some of the. other’ depart- |

-Producer’s fee. of $30,000 is.
demanded

of 20th-Fox

In Su-

for. special ‘engagements

the end of the year.

_

towards

cluded in a four-pix deal with,

"Among~ the eompany’s . special
‘hopes for the ’62 sked ‘are‘“‘Tender|.
Is The Night” (Feb,), ‘Satan: Never

Sleeps” (May) and:“‘The Lion,” on

CaponeEstate
Tn New Warning
On Portrayals

the: list’ for Christmas, 1962 release.
“The
Jackie
Gleason
starrer, |.
“Gigot,” now in final post-photog-| |
~ raphy work, is not.set for release
until early 1963, but. could. be.
“moved : up to” summer. or fall, -if|

blueprint.

playoff uncut in the New
York
exchange territory (circu:ts inciud-

ed! entirely at advanced admission.
This, according to Manhattan film
‘veterans, will stand as unique in
~Gotham cinema annals.
The réJease, just out of the DeMille with a gross of nearly $1,-

Deal
was
made_
through
Topaz Film Corp., which holds
U. S.. rights.

‘Month To Dicker ,
Given Hochstetter:
On Spanish Pact

300,600 in just over

pa

a vear

(both

hardticket and modified roadshow),
continues in Times Square as of
today tWed.i at the -RKO Palace
for four weeks, day-dating the first
|two frames at the RKO Albee in
Brooklyn plus 16 outlying houses
in the first swing.
Film is primed for the circuits
around Thanksgiving, in each case

Oct.

-W

oge 1 ehayrman ‘°,the“Keademy's tend the Sept. 30th deadline now
Voge

foreign

film award

.committee,

fixed in the current

| Brandt -says. that “it how seems

accord

loop

as the iwhat

that there was no intention of the |pact termination by either party.

~

to date.

It’s not

clear

y yet

the policy for the remainder

|time limit for a request of formal? of its N. Y. playoff will be.

It appears the circuits and Unl-

Academy, making Bey canes ins As a result, MPEA. negotiator|j versal are of a mind on the “psy-

at
”’
of advanced |
dimigsion
cooperate. However, a few reports ; Leo Hochstetter will have an extra’ 1cfor“Syartecus
from our ‘members did reach’ the month in which to reach an entente ; ;ing hopes thus to impress on nabe

press and these few articles should |with director general of cinema! audiences a sense of the extraorindicate to you that our membet-| Jesus Suevos. The American. repjdinary about he pic, with conse-

| ship is ‘at the boiling point in regards to this matter.”
L.A.: Self-Interest

[ict

Quoting the Academy’s

appears fully determined to utilize |quent b.o. measuring

the added bargaining time in Mad- Projected aura.

up

to the

answer rid to augment film import licenses!

and eas wouldote eri for th aperting conpanes.|AGENTS
EMBATTLED
VS. ACTORS RATIONALE

to IFIDA: that the: Academy's‘‘in-

. | ‘

requested by IFIDA, Brandt says +Metro, Fox, Warner Bros, Columbia
i
d
has {and Paramount.
ne
rs that the Academy : to | Film sources indicate that MPEA

correct what the Academy itself: has |Will probe

every tangible formula.

considered. unrealistic and unsatis- |for a bonus license mechanism that

Hollywood, Oct, 10.
Negotiations for a new contract
to supplant present pact which ex-

factory.”
will satisfy Iong standing local pires Dec. 31 will start tomorrow =
Main point in the. ‘TFIDA. cam-|claims for American help to the as reps of Artists’ Managers Guild

|Spanish film industry without tak- and Screen Actors Guild huddle
rules loosened to include in eligibil- {ing on a compulsion pattern for to thrash out details.
Chicago, Oct. 10.
|
ity
all.
foreign
language
films.
re|
distribution of native pix in other
Talent agencies, it’s expected,
handling of “Gigot,” however, won't
-Chi attoriey Harold.Gardon, who. leased in the States in the calendar |markets or investment (direct or will offer stiff opposition to some of
-be: tackled until the first print ar-.
was: represented the Al Capone es- year.. These would be in addition to jin coproduction) in Spanish film- SAG's proposed changes in present
_orives -in the homeoffice. and execs.
state in’ suits ag: inst..Allied Artists those films selected for considet‘a- |making operations.
regulations. John L. Dales, SAGhave a chance to look at it.
(for “Al Capon ‘y and’ ABC. (for tion-byyindustry-government groups}
It is expected that formula will
The 1962 sked will. include a “The: Untouchables”),. has served in the foreign film-producing coun- |play a key role during the negotia- exec secretary, has aiready warned
members
to expect a tough battle.
number of “smaller” pix which notice on AA and-a dozen. exhib- tries. As the present rules stand, ting month of grace. MPEA is rePrincipal debate will come over
were completed last. year or early ‘itors’ that. he -will institute suit. if the five nominees are selected only signed
to active collaboration. SAG edict several weeks ago ban_ this year under the leadership of Capone fs. portrayed in the upcom- from this latter group. of pix. And |Spain,in principle, is of a mind to
ning talent agencies acting in dual
:’ former studio. head. Bob. Goldstein. ing “George Raft Story.”
never. can one country be repped|yreward collaboration with extra role of producer and actor’s rep.
_but which, for one rédson. or anIn..a letter’ to AA dated last by more than one film, even though ticenses.
Negotiators, _therefore, That dictate virtually ended the
’ other, have been withheld. These Thursday" (5),, Gordon ‘said: that -he it may-(as Italy did last year) have |will axis on the search for a formvast ty production operations of
‘include “Madison Avenue,” “Swing- ‘would sue for “appropriation. of: font
perio
i good pix in one ji1,- ‘that will not become a pre- Music Corp. of America, largest
ert
ing Along”: and “Lion of Sparta.”
the property rights belonging to
of agencies granted waivers in past
Next : year’s roster also includes ‘the -estate. of Alphonse (Al)* Ca-|
to act in dual capacity.
na
.
- ‘a May. reissue of the 1957 version pone in his name, likeness, per-} ever since the foreign language
Oscar was “instituted, the winner
‘of “A Farewell to Arms.’ -Pic, -Sonality and. -history.”.
- ‘which originally ran: 159 minutes, : Gordon has been a. fronttunrier has turned out to be the only one
of the five nominees that has actu.. ras been cut approximately 30: min-; in these .“appropriation” suits in
ally had commercial release in the
-utes down to:'a more wieldy-7Tun- -contrast.to the standard defama‘altion of ‘character action ‘against U.S.. prior to voting time. This bening time.
ae
motion picture producers ‘and pub-. ing the case, the importers feel
Trade Mark Registered
lications, The current issue of the that all the other: ‘commercial reFOUNDED 1905 by SIME SILVERMAN; Published Weekly by VARIETY, INC
Northwestern Law Review has a leases might as well have a chance.
Syd Silverman, President
Importers also feel -that politics
154 West 46th St., New Hattnes
36,|
N.oe
JUdson 2-2700
‘|lengthy article by Gordon in which: inevitably: plays a part in the way
-he explains that the compensation
each: country selects its Oscar rep
6404 Sunset BoulereenP aOllywood G-1141
f
for property rights is more: easily now, and this automatically elimiWashington 4
‘determined than for the hurt. feel- nates some worthy’ contenders.
1202 National Press Building, STerling 8-5443
. Madrid, Oct.. 3.
Chicago 11
ings implied: in defamation of char- _ Thus, the importers say, the films
‘Sarita Montiel, ‘who ‘recently fin-:
400 No. Michigan Ave., DElaware 7-4994
acter.
from which the Academy selects
{shed “Sin’ of Love”. for producers
London, $.W.1
-its five nominees do not necessarily
49 St. James’s Street. Piccadilly, HYde Park 4551-2-3
Benito Perojo and -Cesareo GonON USSRPIC
‘represent the cream of foreign film
-zalez, signed last ‘week with Cata- | - TEAM. "ANEW.
‘SUBSCRIPTION Annual, $15; Foreign, $16; Single Copies, 35 Cents
output for
:
any specific period.
lan production banner Baleazar to:|
‘ABEL GREEN, Editor
appear “in an 1850 costumer ‘late |- _ Kingsley & Frankel ‘Handling
‘Summer To. Remember’
next month. The. untitled. vehicle, || Volume 234
120
Number 7
produced ‘by .Francisco Baleazar,
Kingsley - International,
which
will be directed by Alfonso Bal-:
cazar from a ‘story—songalog now joined forces: with J. Jay Frankel’s
_{ being tuned and |-dialogued_ for the M.J.P, Enterprises earlier this year
th Fi
R Vy
|| eae =)||
68
Music .....,..-....2.46- 54
the Soviet-produced
_ Spanish-language. star “by Aroza-' to. release
“Ballad of A Soldier,” _will do‘ the |
mena.
_ The producer expects to ‘budget same again ‘with “A Summer to Re-:
Hollywood,
Oct.
10.
Chatter
..........
Sees
7
Oleteatics
Reviews ..... 7
at around $300,000—making this ‘member,” Russ winner at. the Strat-.
Mirisch Co., which originally had.
Film. Reviews ..........
6
Pictures ...... 1.0.0...
3
one of the: costliest productions of ford. (Ont:) fest-in 1960.
.. ....... 0.00... 27
The film, originally. titled “Sér- blueprinted “Hawaii” for two parts | House Reviews .......... 68 | Radio
the year. In addition to her. fee;
em,
aan
on
wo
separate
|
Inside
Music
............
57
Record
Reviews
.......
.
54
Miss ‘Montiel draws a: percentage yozha,” stats Serge: Bondarchuk
evenings,
has changed
Lorma
o| Inside Pictures .......... 26
Television ......
. ...-.
7
of the world take.
A minority and Irina Skobtseva.
a single film basis. Dalton Trumbo;||
Jnside Radio-TV ........ 50 | TV Film...
...... 32
. French co-producer will. provide |,
:
4 WHl_work cicecede Dan’ Taradash,
Inside Vaudeville
....... 64
Television Reviews53 1... . 36
‘the male “Iead..
9
aracas
International ............. 69
15 | Vaudeville
Unit Reviews .. ....... 68
:
“Sin .of Love” producers, howwho withdrew from project on his _ Legitimate
61 |:
ever, claim first option. rights. on
Council of. Motion. Picture Orown
volition
following
change
in||!
Yiterati.
................
77
|
Wall
Street
.............
18
“her services under .a -three-year- ganizations will hold. annual meét-: concept after having worked on
-old. contract that is: valid for one ‘ing: of the ‘membership, board and this approach. for past year. Fred
;
More vehicle and they aré’pre- exee committee in New York Oct. Zinnemann is. set to direct James.|
pa
DAILY VARIETY
pared ta challenge the Montiel- 23.
Michener bestseller. which rolls in||} _
Cuptsned Oe eee Pacem Ae
Balcazar agreement. 1 Agenda is now. being prepared. lepring of 1963.
|
=
-

some other product set for that |
period is: delayed. Decision. on. the

paign has been.to get the Academy

IFIDA’s continuing beef ts that|Crecrt
for, PBA pact-makers in

SALARY,GLOBAL cr
FOR SARITA MONTIEL

Dalton Trumbo WillScript ||} —22™:
‘As Taradash Takes Powder |:

With

‘Hawaii’ Re-Vamp!||
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COMP0’s Annual Oct.3

2

16
with a two-week lock-in.-In. This.Is, it’ gs
until this year. About six years ago, .
Spanish film authorities and the: ; ventured, is another
innovation. A
the Academy’s formal decision not.
‘to make any changes was given to Motion Picture Export Assn. have | comparison is suggested with Metexchanged letters agreeing to ex-!ro’s “Ben-Hur,” which played ‘‘seBrandt..
lected” sifes in its first tand only)

studio.
“Clover claimed that ‘after ft
‘had. completed | “Wizard. of

_ cause _or ‘justification.

As the trade has been witness,
the N. Y. playoff pattern is going
less and less by the old book.
Clearly, the showmen are trying
to counter attendance trends that
just don’t conform to erstwhile

Latest innovation attends “Spar- ~
tacus,” which Universal has ‘set to

Mifune..

| Oscars, negotiations, were delayed

Sam. Katzman, as: amount” BSsertedly due on two unproduced pix which had been in-.

, ticket dates on “Cleopatra,” which,
and for. which plaintiff was to.
' if-all goes well, the company. hopes
receive. $25,000 producer -fee.
to. préem. next October. Also not: . apiece, studio. informedé Clover.
included is Darryl Zanuck’s “The - it didn’t intend to produce: the
‘Longest. Day,” which may be réady - additional pair and gave no

Hollywood, Oct. 10.
First release of newly-formed
Parade Releasing Organization,
prexied by Riley Jackson, will
be
the
Japanese
pic,
“I
Bombed Pearl Harbor,” produced by Toho Co. Ltd., Tokyo,
and
starring
‘Toshiro

. Because it was then. too late to}
7 make any changes before the 1960

perior. Court action brought by
Clover. Productions, headed. by

Baghdad” and. “Pirates of Tor
tuga” for 20th on an agreeMent entered into May, .1960,

IMPORTERS

o

PICTURES

|On Tollvision
Pickuson That Other’ Organization {Harling
UnitedArtistsiongransnisSeis
Outlook: Bad: But At B forBeefed-Up Pix With Ideas
Which Makes HisFardrums Hum) Least Not Operative
‘New Orleans,-.Oct.

10.

United Artists?” longrange proStretching a bit, Philip Harling.
duction-release. plans, embracing.
reported .. a. silver lining in an
a’ minimum of 19° “top. quality”
riestdent cf Theatre Owners of
otherwise ‘admittedly.
glum-fores
New Orieans. Oct. 10.
|] films. in 1962, 15 in 1963.and 12.in
may have seeced an Inshot eriea,
exhibition .tollvision outlook. The
Outgoing. TOA prez Albert
11964, were detailed: for. the: trade.
aha
owe dwar
nay be
tis trace
| bright: spot, the told the ‘'POA}.
Pickus
toid
the
canvention
press
in New ..York. yesterday
acth bis rae t Suncay :§°
riod Fe!
directorate, is that as of now no
.
New Orleans, Oct. 10.
kickeff yesterday ‘Xon.) that
to the TOA diestere’«
rere. Withfeevee—air or cable—is. operative |. TOA
‘board,
via
resolution, ‘dtTues.) by United Artists managethe cxhib org “thas never been
ment
team-in
its annual ‘progress
er
Cpe
tometer
vf ne rival
paid
tribute
here
.to
-the
late.
‘in the U.S:
su Strung,” numerieaily
or in
exeb
vedwy Ailicd States Assn,
Harling, who heads ‘the exhib: ‘Robert W. Wilby, pioneer Dixie report” on the ‘State of the comterms igh, stature. °
.
ke aestacci
fete baad ‘thatay ay.
body's
anfi-toll ‘committee, said exhib and a TOA founder, who pany. .
He ised a number of
“UA. prexy. Arthur . B. Krim,. in.
ahi ee?
er
rinaad) Sarto a exhihi- |
things are ‘more or less pending died in Atlanta last month.
“efforts by TOA, ‘inter
ce coer leuc er:
resh than| contining
while .the courts consider TOA
He was a co-founder of Wilby- giving the -titles and ‘production
auspices. (and in. many. cases the:eFoetiur
| chiding pressure on producers .. and supportive briefs in both the Kincey circuit (Georgia, Alabama.
Spy
etd. Conn. theatrecuner | and @istribs for mure product,
.Hartford and ‘Little Rock cases. Tennessee, Florida ‘and the Caro-| casts) of the 46 pix. emphasized
“because
eyen
56
more
pictures
that
these were simply the nueleus
eQores
ef
eanrstico «eaiment to:
‘“Phese decisions by the courts linas), and at one time was .a
“toe
iss
cfc
ceennetitien. | a year could change the whole
determine
what our
next ‘partner in the Paramount chain. of the UA forecast, and that each
twill
“tmosphere
of
our
business.”
year’s
sked would be. supplementMint
OK ee has beet méing for!
J legal steps. will be,” he said.
He had served on TOA's exec
-;ed by a‘number of other: pix, bring- ..
breaike ‘_ rade pubuiaty mmliwaze.
i “One ‘point of emphasis:
the committee until his death...
ing
the
average yearly total of res_
Sid
te
imeed for financial assistance to
Jeases to an“anticipated figure’ be-~.
Sve
Lave explored with every
publicity,
+ caver costs. ‘counsel,
tween
30
and:33.
farcechooqcinMany the campetder:
etc.) entailed by the campaign.
‘At. the ‘moment, - he. -said, the
Gf fia se.eerings. Like el our)
He sounded the familiar clarion
1962-64.
production
sked .reps’ a
Gis
HPS SON. en
10 “Ch tribation,
‘to arms lest exhibition meet cerNew Crleans, Oct. 10.
probable: negative investment’ of.
Voorit
oT itsiad Fit “igh Vo sO we
: tain doom.
“The | longer we are
TOA
beard,
in
pre-conyention
a
;
approximately
$150.
000,¢00..
The.
Coda 1
iu rat “learh ai. G ty: em ey ‘aluute ,
in grips. with. our. opponents the
Hollywood, Oct. 10.
: 1962. slate. alone—the. one, obvi+—
the taeis..
parey over the weekent, picked .better. are’ our chances to come
Life on the 20th-Fox: lot, which i ousiy, furthest along—reps an:.ineT is poe: “edure is) tynical of Jchn
I can only reH.
Stembler,
prexy
of” ‘out ahead .
TOA S Get teithes, und inhe mratic
that to the best
of my has been a ghost town for feature-‘vestment. of about $53.000,000:
Georgia Theatres, Atlanta; to’ _‘peat
Krim
also. reported that the
CONT Fasl
fet viver
trade
greuns
for
the
past
two
knowledge the only way to stave production
s.hich we sti crying in the trade head the exhibitor erg: for '61-'62. foi what 1 ‘consider to be. -not months since Henry T. Weinstein’s- company, by: mid-1962, will. have.
p-ess
abet
the
Gm
sividaen—
He succeeds Albert M. Pickus of ii ineritable,- is ‘to fight the menace
“Tender
Is the Night,
wound, played off ‘all its “straight. second
shooting, will come into its own. teatures” and plans to handle..no
“athGat C.er tot:Yering talenia tbe Stratford, Conn., who served tivo l tof toll) w herever it appears...”
more in this category. - Instead,: fie
fatts and
oestsbush
methods
o
terms and now becomes board ; In, another ‘report to. the board, starting Oct. 23 when two produc- said, the company will. supplement. :
hee ir t ce prekigu.”
‘A. Julian : Brylawski, who heads tions now on location in Texas
Jits
sked° with “exploitation and
and
Michigan
settle
down
in
BevEniertnoe vas Pin enourh, con- chairman, vice George Kerasotes, | the TOA
Jegislative ‘committeé,
sidering Siicd’s almost proprie- the Wlinois circuit operator:
noted’ an. “all’ quiet” along the: Hills for studio interiors and finial: idea”. pix. Asked to define. the.
+
difference
between “straight sec
camera
work.
.
tary interest fram the e hibition
Other
than
minimum:
Stembler for several years had Potomac.
sige of © “e Issne.
been assistant to the TOA presi- ‘wage action, he -said: no legislaOnly production activity. since°- ond. features” and “exploitation:
asa rated as dency. He joined Georgia Theatres | tion affecting .the. film: industry -middle of August has: been five:and idea” pix, spon-to-depart CA:
An ew
a “ror Cay 3” cf Natic nal ARied. . afier World
War
II, became
a was .passed by, the just-adjourned
tv series. -Two new pix, ."State |veep Max . Youngstein “described
“Exe.
“Weth on’y a * geny exceptions.” said _veep
in 1951, and was named ,‘Corgress.: He felt, “however, ex- Fair” and “Adventures of a Young; ‘the latter as such films;
Piesus,
“..e Rave consistently re- president of the company three' hibition had nothing ‘ta. fear | Fair
” started by taking. off for. |plosive Generation,” “War “Hunt”
ceived the mect sunipathetic and vears later. He is the 12th -‘man |!this subject from Congress for’ location
background
footage in lor “Land of Destiny,” films which, .COO pe rate
re. aption
trem
the to head TOA.
‘the next four or five years.
Dallas and Mellon, Wis.,- respéc- 7 thoug h low in budget,. have inherhaier &hn cempenies. I crecit this
tively.. Both units are. due back: ent qualities: that: make them po-.
.
,
te ceneral rm cesniticn in the in| Oct. 20 but: won't resume. lensing ‘tential ‘first features.
Ge-ty that te talk to exhibition |
‘until following Monday, .Oct. 23. | ‘Main idea, said Youngsteiin, is
to ‘get away from the connotation
earns to istk to TOA.”
“State Fair,” Charles. Brackett ' that low. budgets mecessary mean
He stressed the need for TOA
! production. being directed’ by Jose’
‘B" quality.
UA, he added, has
support of the uely-formed ACE
[ABOUT ASSASSINATION OF GHANDI]
i-Ferrer with Pat Boone heading a ‘in
:
the nast-had considerable critiFifins, exkib-hacked
production
big name cast, will have been off
(Continued on page 20)
setup, and ssid it “represents one.
the lot. five weeks. Following coni- |
of the most censtructive steps our { A little secrecy may be necessary
ry|about, he. ithe reporter) would cer- pletion of camera work, there wil]
incurt y cin take fo ease the prad- in any -business’ tfor legal if no tainly ‘understand.
be. weeks of recording four orig_ U.S. to Europe
ue
shertace ”
TOA
has
5.600
| Meanwhile,
however,
Random | inal Rodgers & Hammerstein tunes
other reasonsi, and particularly in
o “tes
diz the - new
outfit.
and:
House’ in a move. apparently un- as well as five. new ones by Rod_. Richard Basehart
-kus declaied TOA should be Motion pictures where the pirating, {known to Robson has been sending gers. Pic is slated for Easter re-“Max Blouet.
pi epared to come up with addi- of subject matter has not been ex- |out releases touting the new novel }lease.
Arthur Cantor
|
tional und erwr-ling—as per insist- !actly unknown. However, a VARIETY |and. fact that the company. will be
“Young Man,” ‘Jerry Wald Pro- |. Guy De ‘a Passardiere
spending something in the neighence
of its prespective
tepkick,:
George Foley
;reporter is hardput to understand
duction starring Paul Newman and
borhood ‘of $23,000 in point-of-sale|
Xlax Youngstein,
Jimmy Gardiner.
Mark Robson's | advertising. Just in passing, the re- Richard Beymer is being -directed: . Harry Guardino
While progress, Pickus said, has|‘ producer-director
by
Martin
Ritt
at
Ironweod,
Mich.
been mace on the product and toll--‘ recent coyness anent his upcoming leases have noted that the book is Sked ‘has been set back week .or |.- Chariton: Heston
Morris Lansburgh
vision
fronts, these remain
the! pic, “Nine Hours to Rama,” based. about the nine hours preceding the }
‘so due to bad weather. Unit will
thorny problems facing- exhibition. |
ona novel by Stanley Wolpert and: assasination of Ghandi, and the have been gone four weeks, is due | Peter Levathes —
Marijane Maricle.
He noted
Coast preduction
has which
Random
Howse publishes events leading up to the murder. back and resumes same time as
Bill Mark
pickcd up in the past year and: early next year. Is it only a Rob- ‘Obviously. Random House doesn’t
Mack Millar
intend to hide any of ITS lights “State Fair.” —
augurs a better 62, with some 160} son publicity gimmick?
Yvette Mimieux
Only: other pic set to tee off
pix announced as “probable” for
In New York 10 days ago, Robson under a bushel. In fact, says RH |
Pat
Newcomb
Cerf, he regards before end of the year on 20th’s
the coming semester as against the disclosed the title and starting. date prez Bennett
Alex. North
118 pr omised for this year.
tNoy. 1 in Bombay) but said word “Rama” as “our most exciting first California headquarters is Wald’s
Herman
Robbins.
Respecting paysee, Pickus told on the subject matter would have novel from an author since ‘Snake “Mr, Hobbs Takes A Vacation.” |
F Pit? »8).
‘Dorothy Sandlin
This is tentatively slated for mid-.
the beard that exhibition's princi- to await the novel's publication.
pal effort was still to get congres- He added that when the reporter | At least one reporter still doesn’t November, contingent on. James |.
oL. A. to N.Y.
Stewart's availability, .
sional action outlawing the incu- eventually learned what it was all understand.
Martin Balsam *
bating medium. “If. it ever gets
Edward Binns
started,’ he warned, “we are in
Sandy Cummings °
real, real had trouble.”
.. Brandon -‘deWildeAs to film censorship, Pickus|
-Mildred. Dunnick
averred a positive step to combat
George Jessel
the Comstocks
was
made
with
Howard W. -Koch
TOA’s new and experimental Film
Rioul. Levy
Content Informational Service. Via
New

Athert

ME]

©C- leans, Oct. 10.
Pickus.

| cut woing

TOA’s Bow To Wilby

‘TOA Never So Strong’

|

ATLANTA’S STEMBLER
SUCCEEDING PICKU

DESERTED 20TH LOT |
COMES ALIVE OCT. 23.

Badly-Kept Secret

[-

Uneasy In Their New Screen Fashions,

Exhibs Still Think ‘Adulthood’ Pays |

synopsis and various ratings, when
available. this membersaip hand-

out attempts to furnish exhibs with
a reliabie guide to a pic’s suitability
for
various
audiences.
Pickus ssid the service has received favorable comment from
several state legislators, and his!
impression is that the service ts‘:
proving cut as a buffer between
exhibs censor advocates.

the first blow.” This confidence
bases. p
in TOA’s new Film
New Orleans, Oct. 10.
force callides at times with the Content Informational Service, not
Hollywood’s current fashion —
parochial interest of U. S. exhibi- ‘only as a guide to exhibs but in
moral controversy—is -to exhibi-. tion. Sueh understanding doesn’t, fetching favor with powerful lawBy JACK

tion like

PITMAN.

a daring dress

to a re

spectable woman. She yearns for
it but is afraid it may embarrass
her in publie.
If the cinematic
audacity
(to
some) of recent vintage has meant
j Shot in tne: arm business generally,
lit has also developed as the cause

YOUNG PLAYERS FLYING :
‘of palpitation for many a theatreTO TOA IN NEW ORLEANS |
man. It’s not just the fear of cen-

that

the

mindful

interests

of

producers

of the global: market per-

however, -help. the local businessman selling screen entertainment.
_ Taste the Test

Other exhibs. here

tend

to the

view that it’s. not so much.-story
theme as the lack of. tasteful treat-.
ment that’s primarily. responsible
for getting the industry blackeyed. A circuit exec
harks to

“Gone With the Wind,” contend-.
ing it-was plenty advanced for its

time
(39° release), but fhat it
Hollyv ood, Oct. 10.
Hollswood caravan of 10 new- sorship—but will they now turn had .the mitigating values of-responsible’
‘treatment and ‘sock .pncomer plavers being groomed for !away in droves, with a resultant
stardom kv various studios planes ! tarnished image for him ‘in his|- tertainment. .
Whether
‘Hollywood's trend to
io New
Orleans and the annual
the new ‘showmanship makes for
Theatre Owners of America con-} own community?
new
censorship.
is, of course, the
The
TOA
assemblage
itself
isn't
Vention
today
-Tues.).
Special |
American Airlines non-stop flight!i reacting for-the-record - to so-called nervous. question in New Orleans...
has been arranged for the trip by| taboo product, but many an exhib Officially. optimistic is E. D. Martin, head of the exhib: body‘s cenHerb Steinberg as courdinator. He
here is making no bones about his sorship committee. He figures the
embarked Friday as advance man.
Sunday’s board. ‘Industry now to be “in. the quiet
Martin Rackin. yireduction head , private anxiety.
for Parar ount, will be abeard the: ‘meeting—again, unofficiaily—heard. eye of the censorship hurricane,”
from “the front
special
with
Annette
Funieello a number of.-fears expressed to ‘| freshly-emerged
‘of the storm—the 1961 legislative.
iDisney),. Joyce
Taylor
+MiGM),
James Darren iCelt. Carol Chris- this point. Much of the. foreboding sessions.”
tiansen (20th-Fox), Stella Stevens ;is that recent Production Code: . His “weather”
report—to the
He
n
1):To-*: ‘Eine
'Par ay
(homosexuality
is TOA .. board—conceded
that the
liberalization
Diana McBain and Peter Brown
can. only encourage coming. fall-winter state legislature
now
“in’’)
‘WB.
-ren Batkin sUA-".ir sch
production’s boldness and trigger sessions will ehurn the storm up
who is coming on from Houston, la-fresh public reaction—and not again,.. but. (continuing the meta‘where
<ie
lives, to join the |just from the energetic Comstocks. pe that the backlash” of the
festivities.
There is, to be gure, awareness } sae 8
"2

s.Severe than

Alex. Nicol

Phil Paladino
Geraldine Page
George Raft
Nicolas. Reisin!
Jules Schwartz

makers who could otherwise cause
‘Madeleine Sherwood.
trouble. Martin’s second reason is | Spyros P..Skouras.
that no films of late have stirred
“Rip Torn
controversy “and none are on the
Richard F.:-Walsh
immediate horizon.”
Other industry circles can argue
Europe to U. 5:
that. It. seems 2 euphoric view in '’ Hans Busch
light of some major releases down |- John Butler
for the next sixmonth. The N.Y.
John Crosby
trade screenings in recent weeks
Harry Field
haven't disclosed an appreciable
Ruth Gordon.
decline In Hollywood’s bold story-.
Marcia Hale
line thrust. At least one upcoming
Hurd. Hatfield
release from. a major company, in
Laurel Hurley
fact, engages in some Hispano verJock Jacobsen
balizing deemed offensive in the
Garson .Kanin
extreme for certain. ethnic audiJohn Krimsky
ences. .Several phrases related to|
Leonard L. Levinson
fernme anatomy are pure scatology
Le Theatre d’Art Du Ballet
in. south-of-the-border lands, not
Michael MacLiammoir.
to mention Spanish-speaking. au- | Santa Fe Opera Co.
diences in U. S.'
Don W. Sharpe
This is not to say forthcoming | Willard Swire

product is laden

tionships,

with illicit rela-.

excessive

brutality

and

the like. Comedy, as VARIETY has
recently. documented, is resurgent.
?But there will be enough “adult”
footage around to make Martin’s
forecast seem a very chancey one.
The TOA board, by the way, decided the Film Informational Serv-.
ice is a good thing, even for an
annual nut_ of $5,000, and extend-

ed it for one yeah.

ve

+

°

Alan Webb

—

N.Y. to L. A,
Eddie Albert
Joe Csida ..
‘Jerry Devine

Dave Gerber

-Joan Hackett.

Claire Leonard
Mort Lindsey
Don Quinn.
Ann Shoemaker
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PICTURES

ER AGAI
~ BonsignoriAlso
AlsoDiscovers
Disc Tahiti lie‘AECENT DIX |NewTicket for PeterLevathes;
AllBigProduction Policy Ensues

ALTNETWORKS!

Secure. In. Faith That Natives
Natives.Won't ‘Succumb’ To!
a
Outsiders (It's, Vice’ Versa)—Seeks Distrib Deal:

+

t

Goldwyn’ s $55,000

“Film: exhibitors of ‘high station

“Lawyer Image-Makers _

at’least. one.“‘Almmaker is. con«
| are frankly alarmed over the pres- i
.fident that: Tahiti will remain :un- |
Amerivan Bar Assn: has reentation. of. modern-era theatrical.
spoiled for. a’ good many more|. elected its. legal. advisory” comfeatures on prime television: time
years — ‘come
jets,
increasing
mittee on television and motion
. Saturday nights. Indications are
hoards ‘of tourists or’ Metro’s free_
Pictures.
This
is
the
unit
whose
wheeling (and. spending) ‘Mutiny:
that fierce hostility within: ‘the pic
trade—theatremen ys,. distributors |
-on the. Bounty” troupe.. ‘The opti-| unpublicized.: function. is to promistic filmmaker is. -Itafian-born,
—lies ahead.
tect the lawyer image in tv’ and:
‘Umberto. Bonsignori’ ‘who. ‘spent af. ‘screen fact and -fiction,
.. Ben Marcus, chairman of AHied.
year.in Tahiti recently filming the |:
‘States. Assn., . said ‘the film com- |:
a
Co-chairman
are
Paul’
Dthe. fictionalized.
indie ‘Maeva,’
-| panies: in peddling their libraries
story of a. Tahitian girl and her ad- O’Brien, in New York, and
to: tv “are creating their own com° Martin’ Gang, in Hollywood.
-Justment to a- changing world,
petitors” and those who deny that
tv is hurting the picture business:
-The moral of the film—and the}... Committee members: include
_
are “whistling ‘in-the dark. "
-basis for Bonsignori’s confidence—
‘Theodore -R. Kupferman, who:
is thatthe Tahitian soul is a prac- |”_ has billing as. coordinator. of
Albert Pickus, president of The- ©

Hollywood, Oct. 10.

ficially naming him 20th-Fox executive production head ‘in charge of

Samuel Goldwyn launched
20th annuaF Motion Picture

Permanent

Charities

Negotiations
are
under
way
whereby Peter G. Levathes is to
be given a new five-year pact of-

all

filmmaking

in

the

U.S.

and

abroad, in addition to retaining
his title as tv production chief.

drive

with a contribution of $55,000,
annually the largest donation
ever received from a single individual.
Producer to date has canted
up a total of $550,000 since organization was formed in 1942.
This year’s goal will be upped
from
skedded- $1,250,000, to
$I,300, 000, according to camFaign chairman David Lipton.

New ticket would replace sevenyear

agreement

with

five

more

years to go. Currently, on existing
contract, he’s prexy of 20th-Fox
Television
Corp.
He © assumed
charge of feature production June
18, when prexy Spyros P. Skouras
appointed him temporarily te succeed Robert Goldstein.. Latter was
shifted back to London as Euro‘pean production head. He was on

the BevHilis lot for about a year.
tically. ‘indestructible combination
| ‘atre Owners of America, put it this Levathes is known to have the
of eommon. sense and. appreciation | ithe. “Silents Please” tv show,
way:
“Distributors.
are
cutting;
support of both management and
for the. beautiful things in-life... It. - and. Arthur H. Schwartz of the
‘their own throats .if they intend to!
the
board.
“isn't the natives who crack up. in
Schwartz & Frohlich firm.
| stay. in the motion. picture. business
He met last week with the 20th“. encounters: with visitors-from. the
as we. know it today.”
—.
Fox executive committee headed
“mainland, but. vice versa. |.There
--NBC began the Saturday: night
by vet william C. Michel, reportare some. Metro. execs: who Amight |
‘exposures with “How to Marry a
dio operations and preagree.
Millionaire”
Sept.
23. ‘followed !
‘sented aHendéel of the 15-18 new
.
" Bonsiznori, who. came :to-this
with “The Snows of: Kilimanjaro” |
‘projects for 1962, starting Janueountey’ after the: war to do. grad:|.
‘Sep t: 30. These went on at 9 p.m.
ary, for approval. Overall budget
uate work. at the U.. of California,
oer were followed in many cities.
should hit between $40,000,000 to
served his ‘apprenticeship in the}:
.
Seranton, Oct. 10.
by local: exposure ‘of a second.
$42,000,000.
“film. ‘industry .at- various ‘major
major feature at 11 or 11:15 p.m.
Sale of Hal Roach Studios at
In addition to titles, story and
‘studios before: branching: out’ to
The network ad splurges have been ‘Culver City, California to Wenrob |money okays, Levathes ‘also offered
_form his: own. Crown :Films in ‘Hol-|.
‘big and hard hitting, underlining a :
number
of other pacts for official
‘Ine. of Santa Monica, Cal., for $2,Iy wood. for the production of com-:
|“Night, Out at Home” with the box
nod. These include stars, execs, di:- nércial.
.and
educational. ‘Pix.
' Producer-director |‘Mark ‘Robson |in. the living-room. ‘This: obviously :106.000 is believed likely following |rectors, writers and producers.
:
Maeva:"* his first- feature, Was pri- appears to be quite well adjusted... isa slap: at the theatrical box- . a Fereral Court hearing in this
Levathes
has made no bones
vately” financed. bya
new: cor-! : In a period: when many U.S. film-: : office...
about his future thinking in- proleity Nov. 21.
“poration, Cascade. Films, ‘set up in! » makers privately—but.. sometimes +. . Marcus, ‘yeached: ‘in. Milwaukee,
Roach is a. wholly-owned
sub-; duction affairs. All “B’ pix are
“New
York in” conjunction ‘with, ! publiely—bemoan
their
fate . at: “ said theatre business is affected !isidiary of Scranton. Corporation, ithing of the past.
‘Samuel. Benson.
Pie, which was. ; having
None of the 15-18 to be started
to: work
within ~ the : “considerably” by the tv program- !
shown out of: competition. at the! f°confines of .the Production: Code,: ming. The way to combat this, he: .wWhich is in reorganization under from, now on will cost less than
‘recent Venice fest, is how in. the©, while ‘‘dirty” foreign films come ; added, is for exhibs “to put to-.the Bankruptcy Act. Attorney J./$2,000,000 and some wil! go to
- market for. a distrib,
Produ¢ers joining the
iin and clean.up at the domestic: gether all ‘their p s ible strength, ‘Julius: Levy and John F. Murphy, |$4,000.000.
" Bonsignari, who ‘appears. to have! boxoffice, Robson. expresses him- ‘to. operate on a Bon basis, to ‘the ..trustees.
petitioned Federal lot will have to fit into new adjust- gome of the easy optimism: of the self as heing quite ‘satisfied, or at :; merchandise much stronger and to .Judge John W. Murphy for perimis-; ment which calls for more stories
‘Fahitians -he admires, has never. least’ appreciative. of the Cade's :
‘ insist that the producers give us Soin to sell the 14%2-acre property. ;aimed at teen-age and adolescent
“been to the.island before he set| intentions -and effect.
The trustees recommended
ac- ‘trade. Studio reportedly is at peak
bigger pictures.”
out, complete with ‘cameramen and
jefficiency but, it is stated, unless
On
the whole,’ he thinks, -the.
Marcus footnoted that he hoped. ‘ceptance of the offer by Wenrob
‘two assistants, to make his picture.
-Code’s. influence is .a- “construc: the experience of the past two Sat- :‘unless a better one develops at j‘those working on the lot now ac-. Unfortunately, he admits, his pre‘the hearing. This is believed un- jtually produce they will be dropped
tive” one..
Commenting on an-!
conceptions -of. Tahiti were more. other © ‘Hollywood: ‘producer’: who} -urday evenings. will serve as a les- ‘likely,. however, since the trustees tions the payroll. Likewise, adéithan a little “literary,” and .after! has been particularly. bitter. about son to the film companies—that is, report they interviewed “countless” tions to staffs will be made as debeing.on the island a couple of:i the success of foreign fiinis in. this. Will have: enlightened them as to -other possible prospects without;| mand develops. This outlook heigins at the administration building
weeks he. scrapped the ‘script he} country,. Robson said tersely, “He |tthe b.o.. damage caused - by the getting a second firm offer.
.
jand covers every depariment on
brought: with him and. started: on}1 ought to Jearn how to make. films ;i tv'ers..
Contacted. ‘In Stratford, ‘Conn., | Attorney Jack L. Rau is listed '
another.
-aS president of Wenrob,
which ; the lot.
|himself.”
Pickus in commenting. on the con- ;
Casting continues as a roadbleck
Because he was his own. script |
‘plans
to
use
the
facilities
—includ‘In New ‘York last. week, en route , petition said -hé “heard from peo-.
jin getting any number of slated pix
‘weiter, hawever, there were no fan- i
ito. London and on the last lap of |ple around the country and they’ ‘ing seven sound stages—for pro- 1off the ground. Latest is “Davs of
tastic. cable charges back and forth;
:duction
of
both
theatrical
and
tv;
-a round-the-world
trip, Robson
tell me it’s murder.” He related. a”
between Tahiti and Hollywood. He,
associated
with the |Wine and Roses,” Martin Manulis
'was.in a-somewhat more mellow friend of his called to invite him to :‘films. _Also
‘production which awaits Jack Lem-=
. took. six: months to ‘work up the,
is Louis:
than on his previous’ visit, a. house party to catch the color-‘prospective’ purchasers
:mon winding “The Dangerous Sinew.. outline, and another “Bix. mood
when he caused ‘quite a stir by Teception of “Kilimanjaro,” stir- ;Snader.
ence” for Sam Spiegel in Europe.
months in. shooting.
blasting” the industry- for. letting ring memories
of the Tuesday | ‘In a reflection on the unsettled !iSeveral setbacks by Siegel heve
The result. he feels, is an. hanin’ the industry,
the! ;caused another delay for Manulis
itself get hung up by stars who. night gatherings for Milton Berle: ‘conditions
“est attempt ‘to show an island girl's ; demand $1,000.000 per picture. or when . he’ reigned as “Mr. Tele- ‘by
;
Sens state no attempt was made |
;who now hopes Lemmon will be
relations: with the ‘world .around
Scranton to produce “because !‘available in January. Under Lem‘delay a $3,000,000 shooting: sched- vision.”
“her; including her own people ‘and!
‘they lacked the required working «jmon's contract with 20th-Fox and
tule
4vhile they go -hunting -inthe: off-islanders with whom. she}
-Pickus
said.
a
protest:
to
the
dis|
capital and competent -personne]l,
‘Africa. - - Such things ought~to be:
-has'.a few Tahitian-type™ liaisons. said now and. then, he thinks, and j tributors ‘is in. order, along with land because such an enterprise: ;Manulis, he is to start “Days” as
“Using a ‘cast of locals,’ Bonsignori -he reported that.on his recent stay}: the plea to refrain. “from. creating :iw puld have been‘a highly volatile:‘soon as he is through with Spiegel,
iThere is no firm date. Lee Remick,
says ‘he found. himself -shooting. iin Bombay he had found the same. {another Frankenstein that could ‘and speculative nature.”
who will co-star, also is on cai} des
what. in. effect. was reality, though ;|'“star-blocked” situation there as destroy all of us.” The
trustees
state
they
have
been
:
pending on Lemmon’ $-availability.
his ‘story’ was fiction, resulting in| has arisen in Hollywood.
| Albert Sindlinger, researcher of iable ‘ta lease to Metro-Goldwyn- ‘Blake Edwards. director, ditto.
“a. sort: of’ Pirahdello-style ‘conthe b.o: ups*and downs, was con- Maver but that the income from |
‘This:
was.
rather
‘a
ruefyl
dis}
Lemmon’s Terms
fusion .be{ween fact and fancy.
i!-tacted at his home base in PhilaLemmon’s deal calls for $250.060
Someihat . enigmatically . he adds| covery. since his. next directorial j délphia. A quick check of .condi- ‘these arrangements does not at
‘present take care of maintenance, plus. 10° of the gross while Ed|effort, “Nine Days to Rama,” to be

Scranton Corp.
|Sale of Roach
Studio at $2-Mil:

(Mark Robson Is
One Producer Who.
Praises The Code:

|

|

that when he came back to the|

the night of Sept. 23 revealed | insurance and taxes. Real estate wards pact provides for straight
States, he himself‘was in a.bit of a shot:almost entirely in India start--|.tions
next month, will be utilizing| to him a drop of 10% to. 15°o in taxes are Hsted at $3.800 monthly $150,000 for direction. Pic is budgquandary, and in Tieu- of going to. ‘ing:
‘important: Indian players in addi- ‘the national theatre business, Sind- ‘and personal property taxes at eted at $2,500.000.
a: psychiatrist, . he went ‘back® to
First film to take off after the
i tion to Horst Bucholtz and Rob-- linger. said he'll wait another: ‘four: 1$1,350.
‘Tahiti. for six months and -“got. it|
new
discovery,
“Valerie: jor five weeks and ‘then set out to
The $2,100.000 would be paid on turn of the year will be Irwin Alout of. my system.’”
“He's okay. son’s
determine .the “characteristics” of jthe basis of $105,000 immediately, len's “Five Weeks In A Balloon.”
Gearon.
He
doesn’t
intend,
‘h
ve
_ Row.
the audience: This would include a (another $105, 000 at the closing and ;Jerry Wald’s
“Celebration”
will
' Carefully pointing out that his ever, to get stopped either by
check on the number of normally|{the remaining
$1,890,000 within probably follow.
‘pic isnot an “‘exploitation” film,. he | problems, or. even ‘by competition’
However, in line with Levathes’
| from offbeat | pix: from abroad.
{Continued on page 77)
nine months.
describes “Maeva” as “glorifying
policy to concentrate on story val-gex, that is, the natural manifestaues and casting attuned to young
- tions of sex in love." He feels that
audiences. “State Fair" and ~Adone
of the
more unattractive
ventures of a Young Man" are
aspects of: films. today: is that. sex
currently in production in Dallas
is too: often identified, with. prosti- |.
and Ironwood. Mich.. respectively.
‘tution,
dopé. addiction,
sadism,
Former has in cast Ann-Margaret,

|

crime

and

other.

anti-social: -be-

havior,
His film, he feels, is a!
breath of. fresh, air, not only cine-.

Recent. F ilms on TV Slaughter B.O:
Rap s WB on ‘Fanny’, U on Popcorn

pes Oct. 10. .
matically, but philisophically.
Here to.address an exhibitors’
' Pénding the conclusion of-a dis- meeting: ‘devated to the rebirth of:
‘trib deal on “Maeva.” Bonsignori is the North Central Allied unit. in
making plans to leave. for Japan in this territory, Marshall. Fine of
January: to do for the Japanese lady Cleveland, ‘National . Allied States
pearl -divers what he did for a president, expressed alarm over the
Tahitian
teenager.
As
with. inroads that, he said,. are being
“Maeva,” whe. plans.to shoot: the done to the: hoxoffice ‘as .a ‘result
Japanese speaking their -own. Jan- of the release to television of the
guage and: will eshew-subtitles in various film companies’ backlog of
favor of a sort of stream-of-con+ pictures
and their showing
on.
sciousness: soundtrack: -“narration. prime tv time.
If this is as successful as he hopes,
“Many theatres are facing ex-.
the patron will come out of the ‘tinction because. of this developtheatre saying: “I’ve just.seen.a ment.” he declared, and there will
. Japanese film, and. darned: if I he wholesale shutterings if:pay ty
didn’t understand every word that develops. and’ presents feature picWas said!”
s tures first run.”
~-

Fine says he believes and. hopes
that

pay. tv

is far

away: on

the

horizon. ‘The ‘big. problem for exhibs‘ now, in. his opinion, is that
many erstwhile: theatre patrons are

sitting _home, especially on weekends, seeing free such outstanding
pictures as “How to Marry a Mil-|
lionaire.”
However; when Fine goes to New
York this month. to confer for Al-:

lied States with all companies’ sales

regar ‘ding getting a share of coneession shares along with its film
rentals and Warner Brothers’ stand
on “Fanny” when it’s not presented as a kiddies’ matinee attraction.
Even though another picture is
used as the matineee attraction
whene “Fanny” is shown at night.
the company said it will demand
a -percentage of the matinee receipts. .
“The boxoffice {s being hurt badly by the release of 16 m pictures
to schools, clubs and other organizations before they reach the theatres 35 m, permitting many people
to see them free,” said Fine. “This

heads, he ‘said he will principally.
discuss other present pressirig and
alarming exhibitor problems. .
These, he explained,
are’ the
roadshowing’ of ‘pictures’ only in
large cities “unrealistic” terms for threatens

pictures, Universal's announcement

to

put

out of business.”

many

theatres

Pat

Boone,

Bobby

Tiffin. and Tom
er and

Parin.

Pamela

Ewell as the fath-

Alice

Faye

“Adventures”

has

as the

Paul

mother.

Newman,

Richard
Beymer.
Daine
Baker,
Susan Strasberg. in addition to EIt
Wallach, Arthur Kennedy. Jessica
Tandy,
Ricardo
Montalban,
Dan
Dailey and Fred Clark.

These are thé first two

pix for

which Levathes is personally responsible since taking over. Third
will be “The Lion.” which producer
Samuel G. Engel starts shocting
Oct. 30 in Kenya, Africa. Bill Holden and Capucine are co-starred under Jack Cardiff direction,
Then, next month there will be
itwo more to get aun. “Nine Hours

formerl« “Taw a® Darkjto Rama.”
(Continued on page 77)

FELM
King

! but his followers in great numbers | be differentiated,
‘performed

Samuel
Brenston's highpowered re-do of. Gospel. A big

pieture, ‘worldwide..

Wakhevitch:

editor. Harald

: ¥Yordan

Jesus
Mary

Christ.

Kress:

...0...
Jeffrey Hunter
ne wee Siobhan McKenna

Herodias

we

) Hurd H tfield
Ron Randell
Viveca Lindfors

teens

Rita

Gam.

Mary Miapdulene ........ C.rmen Sevilla
Salome a
Brigid
> Balen
Barabbas
= ee waa eee Harry Guardino

Judas
Hercd

Ant:pas

Caiphas

‘

a ae ceeee
........6.-

Rip Torn
Frank Thring

—__liww aweee

Guy

Realfe

Nicodemus
=...
ae
Maurice
Muorsac
Herod
gk ee cee
‘Gregcire Aslan
Peter
gwen
eee
Roval Dano
Balthazgar
sa ne nner Edrice Connor
Jchn the B.ontict .
Robert
Ryan
wes
Geaige Coulouris
Camel
Diaver
General Pumpey .. Conrado San Martin
Joseph
lass nee e
Gerard
Tichy
Young Jchn .
ows... 2.
Jose Antonio
Good Thief ......-..cceceee Tuis Prendes
Burly Men .....-..-c
eves David Davies
Cuspar
ween
eeee eee eee- Jose Nicto
Matthew
..............
Ruben Rejo
Madman

.....

......

¥ernando

Sancho

Thomes
. see
Michael Weezer
Joseph of Arimathea . Felix de Powes
Meichier
. Adriano
Rmoldi
Bad Thief
weeeee
Barry Keezan
Sime of Cyrene
Rafael Lurs ¢ Ive
Andrew
Tino Barrero

Bhrd

“Man

Franciseo

during the!

controversy and stimulates attendance. But the Gottfried. Reinhardt

The spotlight must swing back to

Samuel Bronston, ' production is attempting to go}
approach is. camera-eye, ;who has madeit big with this one.” much: deeper than that, to probe}
into issues of human conduct at
moments of stress, of human frail-

what will photograph. This. passes _His assoctiate producers are Alan
. over the question of interior faith, Brown of .the U.S. and . Jainesfrom whence comes healings and Prade§ of Spain.: (A considerable
presents the Saviour as having the number of the production assist»

music. Viklos Rozsa.
Previewed
Sunday
act. 8 st Teeus
State, N.Y.
Running
time,
168 MINS

Pontius P:lie
.........
Lacivs
.
-saceaaee
Claudia
—w ss esa wee

miracies

—

‘ early phase of the movement. The‘ the producer,

Metro itcle se at Samuel Bronsten proAuction
Cestars vetfry Hunter, Srbhan
McKenna.
Kokert
Rven.
Hurd
H:.tfieid,
Ren KR. ace. Veveca Lindfors. Rita Gam,
Carme:
Se vHia.
Brigid. Balzan.
Harry
Guardins. Rep Yorn. Frank Thring. Guv
Rolfe
Screenpi..
by
Phihp
Yordan.
Directed by N.choias Ray. Camera (Techpicolor.
Franz
F. Pluner.
Milton
Krasner. Manuel HKerenguer: sets & costumes.

George
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for the modern audience. Christian and. Lee LeBlanc should be re-|girl. Obviously provecative, adutt}]
teaching is that not Christ alone |marked, though they cannot here.“|.stuff that attracts attention,. stirs

of Kings

(70M SUPER-TECHNIRAMA
TECHNICOLOR)

boxoffice

7

REVIEWS

Moran

Carefully, reverently and beautifully made this refelling of the
ministry
ina
agony
of
Jesus
Christ is a major motion picture

by any stand-i1d—as a prvduction,
aS a scrirt, for maste:ly management of sccres bv its director, end
as an enterizinment with the sta

in his

hands

and ants

and‘eyes

presence. One miracle is shown as.
a blind. man. shuffling

along

the

siah’s Jove-one-another creed.
team’s more inspired decisions.
It is beceuse “King of Kings” Is. When the Salome scene was shot
inherently a powerful sermen con- at the Sevilla studios in Madrid in
tained in a melodrama that its the summer of 1960 a great many
boxoffice prospects are so. good. protection shots were taken of the
There is excitement and there is 16-year. old
Chicago
schoolgirl,
cempassion. Foremost among the Brigid Bazlen, who had somewhat
Flayers must be Jeffrey Hunter as daringly been selected, it being
the Saviour. Did ite not carry con- her screen. debut. The director's
viction one may only imagine the. pains have paid off, with a susembarrassment. But he does come
pected assist from film editor Harremarkabiv close to being ideal. old Kress. To pun, they skirt the
Here, of course. it is necessary to danger of the veils of opera. Acrecognize the almost insuperable tually the sequence is tightly cenGifficulties in casting and direct- trolled and Salome is a believable
jng the role.-There are more con- little itechibay..She’s portrayed. as a
cepts of Clirist than there are Biblical juvenile delinquent, who
artists—ranging all the way from
bellydances rather than jitterbugs.
the brutal realiscm in a Mexican
Entirely plausible, considering that
chapel to the blonde. aimost chore- she was the seed of the sensual
cgraphic vision of 20th Century
Herodias ‘Rita Gam) and the prodmodernity.
uct of the corrupt puppet court of
Hunter's blue o:bs and auburn
her stepfather, Herod Antipas. Not
bob «wig, of course: are strikingly a professional dancer. Miss Bazlen
pictorial. The director and his cam‘she’s the daughter of the Chicago
eraman,
Franz F. Planer: at the
outsef, later Milton Krasner and

have

obtained

very
tender
and
touching
moments. The handling of the Sermon on the Mount which dominates
the climax of the first part befcre
intermission is wonderfully skillful
jn working masses of people into
an alternation of faith and skeptl-

cism

while

cress-Gutting

personal

movement
among : them
of : the
Seviouc ene his disciples. The uneven teriain, rocky and barren in
the feresround. yet vith a broie
vista hevond, captures and incor-

porate.
Bit
back
ser). o.

the sense

of both

history

_. Of cun.se, thase in
¢ could hardly hear the
“3 micronhones.

There ix cure to be some denomlnationzi discussion of the miracies.
These picsent an innate difficulty

Glamoreus remake ef the Fannie Hurst: soaper, dressed to
kilL. Strictly
for
women
Promising b.o. candidate.

were Spaniards.)
_
In the long cast- “costarring”
mention. goes: to 13 plavers.. Of
street and accidentally colliding : these the Misses McKenna, Gam
with the shadow of Jesus, the cure _ and Bazlen have already. been menfollowing withoyt any act of faith _ tioned along with the Christ figure.
whatever in the blind man, a sert 1 Off-type for him ‘is Robert Ryan as
of radipactivity kind of miracle.
John the Baptist,.and he makes an
But these are questions for the attractive character of the holy” lesser: sordid values for, boxoffice Running time, 307 MINS.
. |.
religionists rather than the ticket- man who recognized the Redeemer. strength.
Rae Smith. .:........,. Susan Hayward "
buying public. Suffice that Ray has on -sight.. The Spanish. actress, | The Silvia Reinhardt-Georg Hur- Paul Saxon ..... eevcesseses John Gavin
‘Liz Saxon
<..ci cece... -- . Wera Milex _
Seville, is an _effective. dalek screenplay,’ based.'
respected reverence and taste.
— Carmen
on an Curt Stanton ........... Charles Drake
foo. ees cece ee . Virginja. Grey
_Shrewdly selected excerpts from .Mary Magdalene, although the role adaptation by Jan Lustig of Man- +»Janie
Dalian. .............. Reginald Gardiner
fred Gregor’s. novel, “The Yer- Caroline ... .......... Tammy Marihugh
the.Gospels have been telescoped ‘isnot fat.
Paul Jr. 2. cece cece ee
Robert Eyer
into the Sermon on the Mount se- -. .For sheer villainy it {s apparent dict,” dramatizes the story of a Fe
rs. Evans
..
acecce Natalie Schafer
quence. With the Beatitudes, the . that the Australian, Frank Thring, military defense attorney. who, ‘in Miss Hatfield ........... Doreen. McLean .
the thing.He suggested as much attempting to properly perform Mr. Venner |<... eeeesees :.” Alex Gerry:
Lord’s Prayer, and many a parable is
Penworth -........- . Karen Norris
woven into a pattern of Christian when he played Pontias Pilate in his task (defense of the four GI Mrs.
Charley Claypole .......... Hayden Rorke
doctrine,
this tradepaper critic “Ben-Hur.” He’s now seen as a rapists tacing a death penalty), “Marge Claypole ........- Mary Lawrence’
.
Airport
Clerk: ...........,: 4Joe Cronin kind
of
Jukes
family
potentate
must,
against
his
will,
bring
about:
dares to forgive Yordan for: the
‘Hotel Clerk -.........4..../ ‘Ted Thorpe
liberties. transitional devices and with strains of homicide, incest, the destruction of.an innocent vie- . Proprietor ......... acwees -. Joseph: Mell
superstition’.and
plain
nastiness.
Saflor)
«sce
eeeecesee, Dick Kallman
tim
(the.raped
girl).
of
her
own
transpositions he has.-employed for.
Shawroom Medel ....... ~ Joyce’ Meadows
he has been wonderfully faithfut His old role of Pontius is played humam fallibility and the fallibil- Paris Airport Employee. Lilvan Chauvin.
by
Hurd
Hatfield
with
a
nice
blend
Harper’s
Bazaar
Models:.
Vivianne Porte,
ity
of
German
witnesses.
whose
in spirit, Will all the clergy also
.,' Joarne Betay, -IsabeHe Felder;
of aristocratic. Roman boredom, pride, hatreds arid insecurities—
fore:rve? One cannot guess.
Melissa Weston, Bea Ammidown
ambition
and
detached
amusement,
all
normal
emotions—lead
them.
to
]
oo
:
.
The crucifixion
has been photographed for the theatre screen on .. He and his Claudia ‘Viveca. Lind- lie, exaggerate or conceal on the ' This is the third time around on
fors). are leaders of the career stand.
_
a
a variety of occasions, including
the
screen
for
Fannie’
Hurst's:
ald
A picture that raises important,
recently in “Ben-Hur.” As here - diplomacy set of their day.. Their
tearjerker. ‘Thanks to the -glamore .
handled the brutality of the pun- ‘performances singly and jointly hypothetical: moral arid judicial
of producer Ross Hunter,
ishment is not glossed over. and are always strong. It is ene.of Miss” questions must do so in terms of ous touch
yet neither is the horrer piled ‘on, ‘Lindfors’ top exposures in some rounded; dimensional characters if boxoffice success. seems assured.
time.
it is to properly communicate its.
Latin fashion. The story-line is
-A
‘woman's
picture.of the old
. There is something of a conven- message or register: with impaet.
very successful in keeping the balsudsy school, the Universal release.
ance
between
Jewish. :zea‘otry, tion in- meledramas of Scriptural “Town Without Pity” fails in this
Roman severity. and the gentle origin of having one Roman com- regard. The spectator never truly figures: to bring out the hanky
‘and little understaed)
gospel of mander--with intimations of de- -feels a strong sense of. involve- brigade: Ladies are- apt to ‘enjoy
_ tency. This time the job belongs to. ment with or without concern for every moment of romantic misery
universal brotherhood,
—
‘Ron Randell. He is never con- the principal characters, most of
There are interesting touches ‘verted but he is troubled. \Yean- whom never really come into focus,. but ‘men’ who tag ‘along. may be’.
during Christ’s missionary, ine‘ud- while the actor impresses the view- ‘ The directorial approachi§ simply. ‘miserable
.
ing the constant references to him er. The same may. be said for the too diffuse. More-is bitten off than . In a cinema era given to. stark,
as “Rabbi.” :That may smite cer- brutish, muscle-bound Barabbas of the story can devour. Side issues,
realism
and
brutally
frank
themes,
tain bigots rather hard.) Itis made Harry Guardino,; .who makes a some of. considerable significance.
cure

in themselves, others of absolutely

no

relevance,

are introduced and

‘dismissed. The audience is not'permitted to
characters,
is wasted
-More than

Jong and wisely upon the meaning
race in “Ben-Hur.’’Against that -him. ‘There are no 30 pieces of
of his meanings, has planted plenty
are the mosaié of detail, the strong” siver shown. a second’ significant
of symbois
along the path yet . story-telling pace, .the. accumula- : omission along .with the unseen
avoided the banalities of religious
tion of performance ‘values -from. head of Jahn. The. Baptist.) Guy:
calendar art. The total screening
the » uyers. There is no scene-. Rolfe is properly cowardly as the
session contrasts with the three stealing but there are many scene- ; High Priest playing. footsie with
hours and 30 minutes of “Benenriching performances. Siobhan Rome.
oO
Sot
Hur,” This will make it easier on McKenna as the Virgin Mary in-. :
.Some special admiration
.may be
theatre managers and les derriéres. fuses a sort of strength-through- _ owing to the dialog which compassivity. infinitely sad yet never . promises Scriptural and everyday
The sweep of the story presents
& panorama
of the conquest
of surprised. The irish actress and ‘speech with only one or two lines
Judea
and its persistent rebel- the director have been knowing in- . that fall falsely on the. ear. Withliousness, against which the implti- deed for Mary must meet the ex- out having the verbiage count in
eation of Christ's preachments as- pectations of the Marians as well . hand as this review is. written, it
sume. to pagan Roman cverlards, as the common run of spectators. . would seem probable that there
is
the reek of sedition. All of this is She is close enough fo the symbol much more talk than is typical: of
reh in me's¢rem-., action. h ttle at a million altars to satisfy fone - epics. yet talkiness is avoided. In
and clash. But author Philip Yorpresumes
to think)
the. devout
casting, the emphasis was: on actdan astutely uses the bloodthirsty
while contriving to bé a recog- : ing experierice an d it shows in the
Jewish patriots. unable to think nizably warm, living woman. The finished result.
.
except in terms of violence, as. Irish touch for the Jewish mother:
The final tribute to “King of
telling counterpsint to the “esmay have been one of the Bronston. ‘Kings” is not that it succeeds as

Berenguer,

Baek Street
(COLOR)

ties impending the desired path of
..
Hallywood, Sept. -21.
justice. In this it does not succeed
_ Universal release of Ross Hunter pro
Stars Susan
Hayward,
John
and, in failing on its elevated ; duction,
avin,
Vera.
Miles;
features ..Charies
thematie plane, it also betrays it- Drake. Virginia Grey, Reginald Gardiner.
Directed
-by
David
Miller.
Screenplay,
-self on the commercial level..
Eleanore Griffin, William Ludwig, based
— Being not the artful, lofty.‘film on ‘the novel by Fannie. Hurst:' camera
(Eastman), Stanley Cortez: editor, Milton
it was intended to be, the Mirisch Carruth:
art: director, Alexander: GolitCo.-Gloria Films presentation, shot zen; music,
Frank. Skinner: sound, Walin Europe for United Artists re- don’ O. Watson. Frank H. Wilkerson;
director, Phil Bawles. Reviewed
lease, will have to rely on_ its assistant
at Screen Directors Guild, Sept.:21, ’61.

ture and stamina of a roadshow.
For erdinary purposes and people
it surely steers a faetful course
betueen Christian and Jew, dozma nictoriallv
clear that crucifixion pretty good case that sedition freand drama.
was routine in that day, the scene quently
hurts ~ only itself. The
a veritable
orehard
of classic heel in Christendom, Judas"
Runnin« 168 minutes, filmed In being
Technicelor
70m
Super-Techni- crosses.
: Iscariot, has been written and is
Fama, “King of Kings” has wisely.. It will probably be remarked. ' played by Rip Torn as a blundersubstituied
characterizations
for that “King of Kings” has no single ‘ing beob seeking to test Christ's
orgies. Nichoias Ray has brooded scene comparable to the chariot ~ divinity quite as much as to betray

Manuel

|

is upset

zero in on the‘ eentral
because too much time
.on invidental . business.

layed. pictorial beauty, handsome

once the serious mood. people .and. production. valués. He

by

comedy

‘stuff

that

story.
Director. Reinhardt

has dressed. “Back Street” to. the

but -it” isn’t necessarily the story.

is guilty. of
several unacccuntabie lapses, most that will

attract the people. - It’s
‘the almost outrageous glamour of ©
destructive of which occurs d
‘ing a sequence. in which patheti- the thing.
oe
ce =
uUur-.

cally warped, but serious:testimony
:is greeted by waves of idiotic
. laughter from the courtroom throng.

. ‘The..Eleanore.

Griffin-William

Ludwig.screenplay has Susan Hay<
ward tin’ the’ Irene Dunne-Mare.
is illus- garet Sullavan’ role) and John’

‘The lack af perception
trated by the fact that the theatre
‘audience

Gavin (in the John -Boles-Charles

is not finding this amus- ;Boyer

part) sharing

the

lil-fated, :

"grand-scale, extra-curricular. roe
- Kirk Douglas does an able job mance destroyed by the ‘latter's.
: as the defense attorney. Likewise’ cranky, alcoholic,” but adhesive
,E. G. Marshall as the prosecutor... . wife, Vera Miles. The yarn is never.
; There is an especially earnest.and fully plausible, nor are the. chare...

-intense portrayal of one.of the . acters ‘especially the’ sour wife). . defendants by Robert Blake. The Drama is full of coin
cidence, .the.
. others—less prominent—are skill- ‘dialog full of gush.
=
jfully

it succeeds in touching the heart.

delineated

Frank

Sondock.

by . Richard
Ha¥ward emotes up a‘storm .
Sutton Kaufmann,:.48
and Mal. ' Miss:
the suffering heroine. Her fans.

Christine ©

knows ‘whose rare combination
and sensitivity

the ending before it begins, there ,beauty

of
of ‘sensual ‘wi be -pleased.. The -range
mark’ her Gavin's expression is narrow, but

he needn't ‘fret.. This handsom¢
‘as an actress to watch, handles her yaung.man
is well on. his. way ‘to
,assignment—the victim—with sin-

is surprising suspense.
- In short,a big picture.

|

to the daysof the sereen’s glamour
merchants, he has ¢onsisténely par

serves no necessary funetion in the ‘teeth. The story is: commercial,

spectacle. It does that, too. Rather! Jaeckel,
Though: everyone ‘naturally

Hunter ‘is ‘probably the. inost sige.
nificant- exception. A. ‘throwback

becoming a number .one romanti¢e

: cerity and animation. Other key
. lead in motion pictures..
‘roles are capably dispatched by

Land.

;Gerhart

Town Wi tKout Pity

Lippert,

Hans

|Karin

Miss Miles

{is a skillful, accomplished .actréss.
Nielsen, ‘She does all that is humanly. pos-..

Hardt, Ingrid van Bergen. ;
, Eleanore
van Hoogsfraten, Max isible with. her. role.
Haufler and Siegfried Schurenbere. i Support.is quite satisfactory,
a German town, when the of-"
assists coming
does reasonably ‘most’ prominent
;
Barbara
Rutting
fenders
are American
GI's.
i well: by an overemphasized part— | from Charles Drake; Virginia Grey,
Faulty direction fails to realize
'
Reginald’
Gardiner,
Robert Eyeran
aggressive
local
newshen.
'..
:potential. But surface, provocaTammy: Marihugh. David “Mile
|| tive theme values. for b.o. im- | Among the generally competent ‘and
behind - the -scenes
contributions. . ler’s direction milks al] the pathos
{ petus.
j one stands out, both favorably and possible: out.of the tale..The abund-.
‘unfavorably. That is Dimitri Tiom- “anee of .stagey clutches, clinches

Rape and its repercussions in

.

- Hollywood, Qct.. 6.

‘kin’s music. His title tune, a rock

‘ United
Artists
release -of. Gottfried
: Reinhardt production. Stars Kirk Douglas. °
Directed
-by
Reinhardt..
Screenplay, -

’n’ rollish ditty with lyrics by Ned

‘and climaxes. may séem artificial, .
‘but Hunter's “Back-: Street” is,

Washington ‘sung.by Gene Pitney), cafter-all, an artificial world into

haunting re- which customers will be coming
of its ° ‘escape. Miller has: only done his
ef
;
bréed.. But a. ob:
where
sheer _ -But the true starsof this. pliefossip
columnist,
Maggie
Daly)
{ture are the artisans, designers and
one
melody
bewas
able to seem precociously at Academy Awards Theatre, Oct. 6, ’61.
‘gins to grate on the’ spettator’s ‘craftsmen behind the scenes. Came
adept at bellydancing, thanks to Running. time, 112 MINS. |
nerves. Too much of a good thing. _eraman. Stanley Cortez. has conthe coaching of Betty Utey, who is Major Steve Garrett
Kirk Douglas
sistently: kept his Jens flattering to
”
ube.
Major Jerome Pakenham. -E. G.. Marshall
Mrs. Ray.
—
Technicalities

in the

court,

Silvia.

ip urt.

the-

salem and thé Judean villages all
lend their usefulness to the unfold-

heviteh

of

the

rates

tale.

George

-Music,

the credit,
too,

plays

based -

im

ta sz cm Ls

and
a

a

vital:

part as background and underscore

is an

astonishingly

a superior

example

‘the ‘players: and astonishingly ap-. :

.
state oceans
-eosee--.- Robert Blake
‘
Richard. Jaeckel
Frank Sutton

_ Engineers Laurel Stand
|
.

seseseede dseeececes-° Mal’ Sondock
Inge...
1.66 wedeweee
Barbara Rutting
“aA

Karin
Herr

+ eeeeeeeee

Christine. Kaufmann

Dr.

Steinhof.......:.-.»-. Hams Nielsen
.......Karin Hardt
Trude."
sheteess Ingrid van Bergen

Frank: Borgmann
Mutter.

Borgmann

......

ae

Gerhart

aan

9
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Cyril

‘

; preciative of .the: Eastman. -tinted
:Scenery, be it. seascape, still life:

: or one of the sumptuous, luxurious -

‘by. Alexander. ‘GolitJ. Staud, veep and { sets designed

‘director of Research. for Eastman: zen and furnished by-Howard Bris-

Wah- . Frau. Steinhof

major one it is, for sets and costumes.

Hurdalek,

Lustig of Manfred:
Vérdict’’; camera, , frain,
Hermenn
Haller; usually

Hasse;
editor,
lacklustre
art
director, .Rolf ': Zehethauer;
music, .
is reached
1 Dimitri Tiomkin: sound,.Helmut Ransch;. point
_ asst. director, Eva-Ruth Ebner. Reviewed |’repetition of this

royal kitchens, the streetsof Jerument

Reinhardt,’ Georg

on adaptation by Jan
Gregor’s novel. “The

Lippert 1 Kodak,
;

was presented the Progress
; Medal Award of the Society of Mo-

Women are: going to be impressed__
Television En- 1by the parade . of . high-fashion
(Tues.) in the: gowns designed by Jean Louis.:
about,”
of the SMPTE’s 90th con- , The. wardrobe will be talked

Eleanore van Hoogstraten ition. Picture. and
Dr. Urban .......
....
Max Haufler
© Burgermeister...
Siegfried . Schurenberg {gineers vesterday

for the physical action and the:
-eourse
metaphysics, both. That’s Miklos | At face value, “Town Without:vention at the Lake Placid. Coun-|
and perhaps talked right into an
Rozsa‘s special bow.
_ Pity” appears to be.a straight court- try Club. Essex County,:N.Y...| Academy Award nomination. ~~
Dr. Stattd was: cited for his “‘con- | Frank - Skinner’s .rhapsodically Typically in a production of such raom .drdma treatment of a gang
immensity there are ali sorts of -‘Yape case and its repercussions on tinued outstanding. technical ton- roma! tic. score is an important, in-:
to
the.
engineering gredicnt. Milton Carruth's editing
wonderworkers behind scenes that’ a German community incensed over jtributions:

do not get adequaie netice. The _the fact that the rapists are Ameri-|phaseses of the motion picture and| knits the story with. logic and
| proper pace. ©
“Tube. —
special effects of Al C. We:don can GI's and the victim a local itelevision industries.”
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that the. Mexican fan enjoyed, ‘tne ; Breakfast At Titfany's

| Aualfabeto—
The Illiterate One)

\gluding: bitsof business with.Can-|._

(COLOR) .

EICAN—COLOR)
|titifias apeinga slinky, walk, and}
Mexico Gity,-Oct. 10. [his
terpsichore foot work in

Kept boy. wins kept girl in
Columbia Pictures release. of Posa|®@ dance scene. The Victor Herrera amoral Manhattan free spirit.
International prodtction, Stars/camera work in‘ color is well done
tale jpowderpuffed and purified
arte Moreae Ganting a) tenes with |While the gound has no fiaws.
. ‘for mass. consumption. Sleek
production
values,
bizarre
m0 Oren, Carlos Agowts Fei
|
azhis one will do bonanza box-|
|
office
throughout
the
Spanish-lan-|.story and some topnotch sact- |
ar
‘Directed by-|guage market. And indications in|
ing,
especially
by
Audrey
Hepdo. Screenplay, Jaime Salvador, “from
burn, make it. bright b.o. conI -by Marcelo Salazar. and “Juan the way: the pic is developed is a
pezy additional dialog, Carlos Leon; tip-off that Posa.Filmg plans to].
tender,

amera, Victor Herrera. At Roble, Mexico,

ining emer36MIN, =n

dub: it’ in English. for worldwide|

|rélease, —

Emil,

tick kick

Hollywood, -Oct. 5.

i Soviet Film Week In Paris é3
‘Three Tales of Checkhov

handed

propaganda.

It attests to

the growing, new individualistic
Paris, Oct. s.th Soviet film. Pie stands a chance
_ Mosfllm production 2n8 |release, soy for special situations abroad but
(RUSSIAN—COLOR)

Klaviia

Mikhail ‘Yanchine,
, Eugueni
quent Bustignesy, |}
cha Barsov, Nikoat“Flotaikov, Nikolai Nikitine. Dorected

by

Paramount release of Martin Jurow-

Marie

uta),

aparidze

does not seem to have the fillip
for arty houses.
Aliocha

(Leonide

Bikov)

is

a

worker with an outfit working tha
steppes of Russia in search of oik
“Marto. “Moreno “(Cantinflas) . has
A Matter Of Who
and minerals. He feels he does
-tome back to.the Mexican fold in.
GBRITISH))
not quite belong. He’s absentmindthis one, winning back the. respect
N
Olonovskt
(Sovcolor),
| Blake Edwards. Screenplay, } George Axeled in his work, and a general sad
Pilatr
eh
hcnem
Pivtr
nav
and
“and adniiration of his Mexican
{r
based on novel by Tru man Capote;
Somewhat .. confused - drame
Joseph Martov: editors, V. Dorman, 8. sack.
camera (Technicolor), Franz F. Planer;
Then love smites yia the
..fans who had felt let down by the
rdon.
at
Marignan,
Paris.
_about ‘the World Health Oreditor, Howard
Ho
Smith; music, Henry Manperson of a sharp-tongued, comely
recent few efforts of their. *“com- + gankzation,’ Presence of TerryReviewea”
at
stud, Oct8aam, McGarry,
TA
daughter of a stationmaster.
He
eviewed nt
at studio,
unning . |®
;
‘mon man”. idol and clown.
|
Thomas in lead role has its
finally wins her after fighting a
oa This film shows beyond a:-doubt
problems: for, though -playing .Holly,otlgnety feseee Audrey Hepburn Painter. wees
+ SUIT
andguent Eustigneev surly fellow worker.
A VENGEAN
‘that Cantinflas is the top mimic
it reasonably. straight, this . ‘Paul arjak eaaeepeseeees George Peppard
ae ane scesoceee peeedeee Patricia. Neal Touramov - hoeeesacnce
ikhail Yanchine
While this has a sentimental apand comic in Mexican pictures. It]
comedian automatically proDoe. Galightiy” stereasdeces Buddy Ebseo |wite ollie rudmilia Keestkina proach, it is never mawkish, conduces some yocks which don’t
-Fepresents his best effort in the
a J, Bermahi wreeteseees
okey. nen Degtiarey ce cceseavecee Gueorgul Vitsinetaining
refreshing . observation,
last few. years. Also, it stands up|" fit easily: into a film hinged’
Jose de Silve Porriera-.. seer ‘flallon
Woman ....0.- Anaviesin Guerguievas
movement
and _ characterizations.
on.a smalipox epidemic.
‘well with his earlier buffoonery of
Fiteany (Clerk, 2->---++-3, Jobn. McGiver Vanka
wecececccn.e. Sacha
g
The comedy pokes fun at cultural
about.a decade back.: The truth ist |
ag.
Wildwood
..
.
crothy
whitney
|
aliakine
...........+.
Nikolat
Plotnikev
Rusty.
Trawler
..c.eseses
Adams] | iain,
brarian
.-..-scccce
eeeeeStanley
tivie Aliman
Nikititch OOO
cu seewoceneens Nikolal Nikitine radio programs and over-dedicated
London, Oct.. 8.
’ that. Cantinflas’s ‘Mexican
fans]! Metro- ‘Telease of a (Walter Shenson | Sally
S:
-Tomato wp ewcceccaase - Alan Reed
.
.
——one
,
workers though there is the aside.
(they. are legion, as attested to by ‘Milton
Holmes Foray Films production.
Stripper .......,...° Miss Beverly Hills! . Three - of Anton
Checkhov’'s about the glory of the work, ‘etc.-four houses doing peak. biz. with Stars Terry-Thomas, Aléx WNi¢ol, Sonja Sid
“Arbuck ...........-. ‘Claude Stroud.
emann.
Directed ‘by - Don
Chaff ey. |
short stories are here adroitly
-.” this). were somewhat disconcerted
Film is technically excellent.
Screenplay . “by
Haimes; nndapted- -by
‘by his Dr.. Jekyll-Mr. in trans: ‘Patricia Lee, from: story by Miss Lee,
Whitewashed and “solidified. for, adapted with one in color and two Done by two new directors, it
formation of personal ity: n recent: Paul Dickson: caniera, Erwin H
3| the | screen,,
Truman
Capote’s in black and white. Two are ex- shows a modern, spirited type of
“gcreen roles.
music, prawin Astley: editor. Thea- “Breakfast . at Tiffany’s” :emerges ‘pert in creating incisive looks at film. The hand of propaganda is
an. untofventiénal, but dynamic. First character switch was ‘Mario Besarnden. Running time, 92: MINS.
light, this being an apparent proof
Terry-Thomas j
people without pathos or ridicule
-Morano's disassociation from Can-|: Michele Seren Ziemann entertainment that will be talked while one overdoes the sentiment. of the thaw in Russo pic making.
‘tinflas, the comic, to: become a-man |Jami
Kennedy ........02..20..+,.
Alex Nico about and, .resultantly, commer- It looms a possible special entry
Mosk.
.
cnenaese
of business affairs, including diver- Sister, Bryan.
“Honor Blageman cially succéssful. Out of the elu- abroad, but limited ag a sketch
but curiously’ intoxicating
sified forays. in fields far apart Panoviteh woe peg eeeneeetin ay, Deehy | Sive,
film.
Best
chances
seem
to
be
for
Capote fiction, - scenarist -George
Reliye Noechi
from motion pictures. The’ second, Eid voces Clive Marton »| Axelrod
has developed a surpris- ‘Separation and use as supporting
(White Nights)
and rudest shock was his role: in. Foster a .
wee
~ Geoffrey, Keen
ingly moving film, touched up into fare or for tele.
““
OOF
MROMAR
“wsccvcvcvcccensee
a
.
Benson
(RUSSIAN-COLOR)
Around the World in 80..Days,”|finkers ooUco7023: Eduard Linkers a stunningly visual motion picture
_
All
are
made
by
different
people.
Paris, Oct. 3.
which his fans. did not like or Dr. Blake: ....ceccccccee, mncent Ball
Mostilm production and release. With
experience: by the screen artisans Two women come off best. “A
.
pper :..... de ecaepecns
i2el
Ripper
understand: ‘They ‘were also Cooper sre eee es eeeeneeet
il Wheeler assembled under the aegis of pro-| Vengeance,” of Irima Poplavskaia, Ludmilla Martchenko, Oleg Strijanoy, M.
Peklhoban. Written and directed by Ivan
fina by.a. sprucely dressed CanOEE
eee
from story by Feodor Dostoyevsky.
nflas who spoke English, abandonThe. odd: fitle
his item
r. |ducers Martin Jurow: and Richard eoncerns an oafish older man Pyriev
camera Goveolor), Valentin Pavlov: edtto a younger woman
Shepherd. and surveillance of: di- married
tor,Y. Fogel.‘ At Marignan, Paris. Runwhose
attempt
at
avenging
a
rector Blake Edwards.
ning time, 95 MAINS,
hag been his trademark-in Mexican].
y
me
Capote buffs may find some of friend courting his wife backfires, "Nashtenka ........ Ludmilla Martchenkoe
Poplavantaia 7 Vengeance),
(Vanka).
Screenplays,
Misa
Stars Bote
(Antoutea), .
ori
Kol-Audrey Hepburn, .George Pepparar fea- ‘Andjaparidze
kh Oganizsian
pen, Mar-| founoy (Vengeance), Se
| tures Patricia Neal, Buddy
anka) from les by Anton
eckhov;
tin ‘Balsam,. Mickey Rooney. Directed by.

—_——

‘| Richard

times

Shepherd.

productiori.

Mi

Anloutt gvievcrer >Ruavala Blokng

ing the incoherent double talk that! siinea by”‘th.nee thet WHO

pictures ever since. his early days. |stands for World Healtt{ Organiza-

“Aniouat,” of Marie Andjaparidze,
And ‘then. there’s the third’ char-| tion.and the plots concerns a topic. Axelrod’s fanciful altarations a bit is a slice of life in a rundown
acter still. to tbe unfurled in Mexico, that is unlikely material for enter-. too: precious,’ pat and glossy for hotel. “Vanka,” of Edouard Bot-

‘comfort, but. enough of the origias exemplified’ ‘in: “Pepe.”
{ tainment—a smalipox. epidemic. AS nal’s charm, and vigor have been
‘Therefore, iri ‘more ways ‘than! a straight drama this: might De. retained-to
make up for the liberone, this latest film is a -revindicaties taken with character to erect
tion inthe eyes .of ‘his Mexican acceptable but the casting of Terry- fans.’“Once: again :Cantinflas is the! Thomas in the lead automatically a marketable plot.
What makes “Tiffany’s” an aprepresentative of the poor but. hon-! produces some’ uneasy yocks..
pealing tale is its heroine, Holly
.est.. Mexican. underdog,. added to
. There isa lot of red herring, and |}! Golightly, a charm
“wild and
which he’s an illiterate. It is true! the plot itself is.confused. It does ‘amoral “free spirit” with a latent
that Cantinflas does. not. wear the.
|
romantic
streak.
Axelrod’s
oncelow-slung, baggy pants of ‘his not add. up as an ‘entry likely fo n, “+ Hghtlv erases the amorality
earlié: efforts,. but his costume] have much popular ‘appeal, Though;and bloats the romanticism, but
does have enough raggedinéss about |.the. wisdom of the Terry-Thomas retains. the essential spirit (‘a

t ope acceptable. eavicusly his casting is questionable, the thesp|i phony,
we

shirt. and pants

is a concession

but a real phony”) of the
character, and; in the exciting perto ‘himself. cannot be blamed. He. plays’ son of ‘Audrey’ Hepbsrn, she comes:

his international. prestige. And pos-| the World

‘gibl
a
Story

h

Health - Organization.' vividly to life on the screen. Miss

b
de t
official, ‘a germ detective” as he.
English
" ma ete dub describes ~ himself, comméndably
line 4s unpret entious,’ yet straight, But the. immaculate. Englishan, derby-hatted’ and: carrying
in the. development via the acting an umbrella. through all crises, is
of. Cantinflas and his. supporting |} ound to bé.a figure of fun and

Hepburn’s expressive, “top “panana
in.the shock départment” portrayal

charoy, is a tale of a little slavey
mistreated by his employers.
“Vengeance” has a true comic
sense that smites pettiness without becoming absurd or moralistic.
“Aniouta” touches human misery
in a knowing way. ‘“Vanka” has
has a flair for showing true childish hope and despair.
Acting and technical credits are

Dreamer

Roomer

.........--.....

Oleg

............2200,

Strijanov,

M. Pekihoban

Faithful transcription of a Feodor Dostoyevsky story, this relates

the tale of a lonely dreamer whose
brief

interlude

with

a

girl

gives

him the only solace in his lifetime.

Though dramatically right and well
acted, film is somewhat slow moving in its series of incidents. Hence,
it appears mainly a specialized enfine. This is a well balanced try abroad on the Dosteyevsky
episode picture. Color is used in name.
A young daydreamer meets a
the comedic
“Wengeance”
only.
Checkhov’'s world of the petty and girl on a bridge one night in 19th
Century
St. Petersburg
(Czarist
harsh ts well drafted on to film
without any untoward propaganda. Russia), They become friends and
he
sees
her
for
five
nights.
The
lad
Mosk.
}
tells her about his dreams and she

is. complemented by. the. reserved,
capable work of .George Peppard
as .the young ‘writer° whose love
‘ultimately. (in the film, not .the

|

explains

Searlet Sails

abofit a man

she

loves.

Love blossoms for him and she almost accepts him. Then the other
man finally shows up and he rea- players, a comes. out with strong Terry-Fhomas, umderstandably, can- book) enables the heroine to come
Mosf im production and release. With lizes he has wasted his life.
Auman
Siron’| not resist’.getting .as many yocks
Ivan
Pereversev,
Serguel
Martinson,
€omic overtonés which bring plenty|as ‘possible. They don’t fit in hap- to realistic terms with herself.
Oleg Strijanovy as the dreamer
Nicolai Volkov,
Orotchko, Antonia
Excellent featured characteriza- Kontcha Kova. Directed by Alexandre has the right inflections while Ludof laughs. Cantinflas is a. misfit
Screenplay, A. Yourivski, A.
-gaddled with the name of Inocencio. pily all the tthe with the smallp Ox tions. .are contributed by ‘Martin ‘Ptouchko.
milla Martchenko is perfect as the
Nagorni from novel by Alexandre Grine;
| Balsam
as a Hollywood
agent, camera (Soveolor), G. Tsekavyi, B. Yakou- romantic girl. Color has the right
Prieto, y Calvo, and he.gets a letter theme.
I. Moronov. At Marignan, chromo aspect. Well handled, this
from the capital city advising him| ~The death of an oil man on a Buddy Ebsen as Miss -Hepburn’ ‘Ss: chev; editor,
Running time, 86 MIN
:of- a $160,000 legacy left him. by plane arriving at London Airport: deserted husband, -- and ‘Patricia Paris.
might find a niche for itself in the
Lonmgrene
..:......6.5Ivan Pereversev
(R USSLAN-COLOR-SCOPE)
Paris, Oct. 3.

|

is deceased uncle..

is.traced to smallpox. Two men are

‘Neal: ag Peppard’s

wealthy “spon-

coe
vitally. interested. ‘in. the death,.
Mickey: Rooney's _participa- ap Only twocenclo cannot tead. ‘Dis-|Terry-Thomas, ‘because’ disease is sor.”.
tion asa much-harassed upstairs
inefficiency, and distressed by ‘his! ‘his WHO business, and Alex Nicol, ‘Japanese’ photographer adds an
Amability to: -read and write. Tno-| wha isthemang partner, ihe lat- unnecessarily incongruous note to
_ eencio decides that ‘he will’ go to;
with oil-drilling.
tests the proceedings. Others prominent
“gchool: and Jearn to read his: own gong Miele E . Th
Re join and valuable in support are John
letter so that he need. not submit! forces to find the germecarcie be: McGiver, Vilallonga, Dorothy Whitney, ‘Stanley ‘Adams, Elvia Allman
it to prying eves of strangers ‘or eause’ everal other. cases
nelghbors: Lilia Prado comes into}.
s
d the ¢ner te- and Alan Reed.
Cinematically, the. film is. a
‘fhig life ‘As. ‘the love interest, arid ported in Europe an
& two are.
the love. ‘scenes ‘between: the two ‘convinced that there isalink: The: sleek, artistic piece of .craftsmannotable
for
have an. innocent 'sort |of naiveness dead man id
fongh” cn we ‘Ship, ~ particularly
Frank.F. Planer’s haunting Tech‘that, fs charming.
:
- |shipping magnate. (Guy Deghy) aré nicolor ‘photography and Henry
Ultimately, Tnocenclo learns to: also involved in. a complicated plot
-.-: Pead, only to find that the letter fs -which leads to the Swiss Alps and. Mancinit’s memorably moody score.
The. -latter’s “Moon River,” with
lost:.It had fallen aut:of his. pocket

Philippe
Aigle

Serguei Martinsan

«.-...-.

Nicolai

DTT Anna

Volkov

home

show-| lyries by Johnny Mercer, ds an-en-

U.S. art sphere.

Mosk.

Orotchko

Made for moppets, this is a simple tale with a.moral. Good color
work and technical values help. It
looms only for juvenile showing
abroad.
Supposedly taking place somewhere in England, it concerns a
daughter of a toy maker and the
son of a nableman. She has been
told, as a child, that her Prince
Charming will come for her in a
boat with red sails, and he leaves

i
ae)
spe
(abe
we
oe

an only slightly dramatic
‘in a bank where he had wheedled down. ,
himself tnto a.
a sortgt porter’s toby

..s...-.0-.0-

Neighbor IIN

|Mary ......60..0.. Antonina Kontchkova

to take to the sea. He

be-

comes a captain, hears about the
-ehanting tune with’. great commer-. girl and falls in love with her. He

Voskresenie
* (Resurrection)
(RUSSIAN)

Paris, Oct. 3.
Mosfilm productian and release. With
Tamara
Skomina,
Eqgeni
Mateev,
L
Zolothoukine,

L.

Joukovskala,

B.

Sez.

Directed by Mikhail Chveitser.
Screenplay, Eugeni Gabrilovitch, Chveitser from
novel by Leo Tolstoy; camera, E. Saveliev;
editor, K. Aleeva.
ar _Marignan. Paria,
Running time, 160 MIN
Katioucha’............. Ssramara Skomina

Nekhliodov ocesesaneces
Eugeni Mateev
Prosecutor
.......00..
L. Zolothoukine
Missy 2... cc cece ee cance
L, Joukovskaia

- The Russfans are tapping their
pre-revolutionary literary heritage

Terry-Thomas’ s performance 1s cial prospects. Othiér ace contribu-|puts up red salls and comes for for film subjects and doing them
allen
o
the ands. of a crooked
with taste and flair plus a feeling
attorney via a bank emoloyee who| Skilifully smooth. while Nicol plays tions are those of are directors Hal |her for the happy ending.
‘had. it’ in. for Inocencio since. ala
‘bewildered
but’ determined ‘Pereira and. Roland Anderson,.set|. 431m admits that man needs il- for the times and characters. Alt
ke atm
the “ilitar-| Ametican ‘oil man .with: a firm ‘decoratots Sam Comer and- Ray |jusions and miracles but makes its
praetical,joke atmed_at . iter: touch.. Miss Ziemann -has..little to Moyer, editor Howard Smith and|noint that these must be created ready done by U. S. producers
‘Tnocencio and his Blanquita dre] 40. but look suspicious anid attrac- ‘wardrobe désigner (for Miss Hep-| with his own hands. But fairy tale, (three different versions), this Leo
falsely. accused. of: stealing ta are tive. She achieves both, feats: satis- burn! Hy -rt de Givenchy.
strictly not for adults. Color is Tolstoy tale still holds dramatic

of the bank president's. wife. Rut factorily. Guy Deghy. is an. appro-|
there’s the. Inevitable hapov end| Priately. :sinister tycoon while.

with the: villian seeking. to con Ino-|.Honor’ Blackman,’ Richard Briers,

cencio’s. money getting ‘his come] Clive. Morton, Geoffrey Keen and

uppance. and Cantinflas’ setting the ‘Mincent

Ball. are

|

girl, And Inocencio pledges a ‘Rood thesps who are ‘on ‘hand in support:
part of hts ‘fortune to.build ‘more _ Don Chaffey -sfeers the film
Tural -schools.
through -its somewhat involved
“” Another rood point. about: this} piot with a ‘somewhat stolid towch
film ‘is that Cantinflas does. not hog| which does not sufficiently hold.

more

even in this than in most flavor with possible arty chances

Russo pix. The scope is well ufil-

abroad.
Main drawback is a tendency to
treat this tale in a flashy modern
“Three. Penny” Opéra’? was the.
camera “style
which
sometimes
opening
attraction. .at Denver’ Ss.
makes the drama lose force. But
Alieskine Linhov
newest (and fourth) art. theatre,
its insight into character and its
(The
Love
of
Aliocha)
the Capri Cinema, which is the
faithfulness to Tolstoy’s work give
(RUSSIAN-SOVSCOPE)
city’s smallest ‘theatre, seating only
{this a solid base.
_Paris, Oct. 3.
ats
-Mosfilm pypoduction and release. With
The black and white lensing has
Lew. Sher; president of Art The- Leonide
ikov,
Alexandra
Zavialova.
atre Guild, which operates a ehain .Youri. Selo Directed by S. Toumanov, a fine crisp quality. Acfing is excellent.
Scenes of the seductions,
of 17 other art houses around U. S. |G ‘Choukine. Screenplay, B. Meteinikov:
was in Denver for the opening. |ere ee
eee tore ene, with naked desire overruling all
responsibilities,
are done with a
Bill Ramsey, who manages’ the |9T MINS
feeling for sensuality rare in Russo
pix.
Vogue, will supervise ‘the Capri. | Aready 0000000000. 00000.. Youri Velov
After fine filmic adaptations of
The other two art theatres here
A simple, fresh film about a Checkhov and Dostoyevsky, Tolare the Esquire and Bluebird, both
operated
by - Fox Intermountain young worker’s love affair, this- 1s stoy gets treated right here.
Musk.
refreshingly
free
from
heavyTheatres.

other- proven|

the ‘camera,.lets such good veteran| the balance between: drama and
“actors.as Angel Garaza arid Carlos} comedy. However, Erwin Hiller’s
‘Martinez Baena- ‘contribute. to the/ lensing is-‘admirable, and the, artdevelooment of. the storv. via’ their| work -and editing are -both sound.
“own. scenes.: Grandma .Sara-Garcia| There is .the..inevitable pop song’
_turns:.in an excellent job as alover the. -eredit titles which -has
“hard-working, old “aunt who: takes|absolutely: nothing to do with the
in:-washtng. Lilla Prado as the love | film itself. Written by. Bob Russell
interest is) a charming n-«rtrer to: ‘and surg -.by: Roy Castle, it does
Cartirflas’s sh Tovemakine,
—s_-j not: sound ‘a. likely candidate for
All in. all,. this. As -a- Production} the parade.”
a
Rich.

_ ‘Tube.

ized. Thesps play in a broad style.

- Capri’s First: ‘Three Penny’

. Denver, Oct. 10.

[|

osk

company’s. ather art, theatre, the |AMG! oo" jiegghGiatte Biker

Wednesday, October 1, 1961

Mr

Exhibitor:

make anote

Whotovor o>

you do today

to secu eo your Warne:

presséc os

on SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS. /t contains
what many in the industry fv. already
called “The most ingewvices 3nd oggressiv2
SelIING CBINGAIGN
yepla

Read it very caretuis
Fut it to work.
~
©

we

oa

WARNER BROS PRESENTS an ELIA KAZAN production’ SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS” starring NATALIE WOOD with PATHINGLE

AUDREY

Wednesday, October 11, 1961

CHRISTIE and introducing WARREN BEATTY written by WILL |AM
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VARIETY

GROSSES

Newcomers Little Help to L.A. Biz;
‘Blues’ Fair $24,000, ‘Fear’ Slight
116; ‘Spartacus’ Hot $11,300, 51st
Los Angeles, Oct. 10
first-run biz is down again

Y. A
te

co

to

\e

alitin.e

low,

none

Key City Grosses

of

four

cepeners showing much prom“Paris
Blues”
looks
fair
$23 00 in five theatres
whire
“Scream of Fear” is shaping for

dxe.

goft $11.000 in two houses.
“Romano?
and Julhet,’

out’ in
first general release, should do a
blar:y $10.000 or close in two situations. © Tso-Way Stretch” is light
at

Iri~

in

first.

Hoicc\ers are headed by “Fanny.” playing in 15th week at Hollywood Paramount, in second round
in two cther heuses and first week
at Beverly, looms slow $20.000 or
close,
“Spartacus” still is very
goud at $11,300 in Sist week at
Pantages.
“Ben-Hur” ended its final 98th;
session of tive days at the Egyptian
with e@ rousing $19.50C. for a staggering $2.215,300 for the full engagement.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum,
Hollywood, Fox Wilshire, Loyola -Metropolitan-FWC:
(2.213: 756, 1.990: 1.298; 90-$1.50)
—'Paris Blues” -UA' and “Matter
of Morals’
UA>.
Fair $24.000 or
rear
Last week. Orpheum with
Vogue. “Armored Command” (AA),
“Argel Baby” :A.A', $7.300. Hollywood with Warren's. “Guns of NavBrone”
5th wk.
“Queen
of PiTates” ‘Indie' :-2d wk?’ ‘Warren’s’,
$6.600. Fox W:!shire, Loyola with
State.
Pix.
‘Pit and
Pendulum”
(Al), “Day Sky Exploded” tIndie',
$27 .500.
‘825: 90-$1.50) —
Iris -FWO)
“Two-Way
Stretch’
‘Show)
and
“Kian
in
Cocked
Hat’
‘Show.
Light $3.000. Last week, “Thunder
of Drums”
M-G), “Jet Storm ‘Indie) ‘2d wk', $1.900.
Warren's, Hawaii, Wiitern ‘Metropolitan -G&S-SW)

$1.757;

1,106;

2.344: 90-$1.50'—"*Scréain of Fear”
(Coli and “The Trunk” ‘Col). Soft
$11,000 or close. Last week, Hawaii with Beverly, “Carry On Con-

stable” ‘Gov), “Carry On Admiral”
‘Gov?

«m.o.s’,

$4,400.

Wiltern

with

Hollywood
Paramount,
Baldwin.
Los Angeles, “Fanny” ‘WB) (14th
wk. Hollywood Paramount, Ist wk,
others), “World by Night” (WB)
(Ist wk), $27,600.
Hillstreet, Vogue (MetropolitanFWC)
:2.752; 810; 90-$1.50) —
“Romanoff
and Juliet”
(U) ‘lst
general
release)
and
“Sergeant
3s a Lady” «U). NSG $10,000 or
ess.
.

State, Pix ‘(UATC- Prin) (2.404;
756; 90-$1.50) — “Pit and Pendulum” tAI) (2d wk) and “Day Sky
Exploded” (Indie) ‘2d wk) (State),
“House of Usher”
(AI) (repeat),
(Pix). Mild $8,800.
Boliywood Paramount, Baldwin,
Beverly, Los Angeles (State-Metropolitan)

(1,468;

1,860; 1,150; 2,019;

90-$2)—"“Fanny”
(WB)
(15th wk,
Holiywood
Paramount;
2d
wk,
Baldwin,
Los Angeles;
Ist wk,
Beverly) and “World by Night”
(WB)
(‘ist wk, Beverly; 2d wk,
others). Slow $20,000 or near.
Crest (State) (750; 90-$1.50) —
“Invasion Quartet” (M-G) (2d wk).
Busy $2,400. Last week, $3,800
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50)
—‘‘Rocco and Brothers” (Astor) (3d
wk). Nice $5,500. Last week, $7,200.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,316; 90-

$1.50°:—"“Loss of Innocence” (Col)
Se 000
Wk). Tepid $4,500. Last week,
3,000
El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$1.50)—
“Big Deal on Madonna Street” (Indie) ‘3d wk). Drab $1,400. Last

week, $2,200.
Chinese (FWC)
——“Young

1,408;

$2-$2.40)

Doctors’. (UA) (6th wk).

So-so0 $7.200. Last week, $7,600.
Fine Arts 'FWC) (631; $2-$2.40)
—“Never on Sunday” (Lope) (46th
wk)
Okay
$4,800.
Last
week,
$4.700.
Pantages
(RKO)
(1.513; $1.25-:
$2.75)\—“Spartacus” (U) (5lst wk).
Good $11,300. Last week, $9,800.
Egyptian ‘UATC) ¢1,392; $1.25$3.50) — “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (98th
316.400Great $19,500.
Last week,

Music

Hall

(Ros)

$2.75) —

“La

Dolce

(3th wk).
Strong
week, $8,800.

(720;
Vita”

$8,500.

$2.40‘Aster)

Last

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,026,500
‘Based on 22 citues asa 248

theatres, chietly first runs, tncluding N.Y.)
Last Year
$2,155,800
‘Based
theatres?

on 21 cities and 207

Hustler’
er HepHep 1161 6,
mcy; Blues
blues 96
Cincy;

Wednesday, October 11, 1961

‘Hustler’ Sturdy 11G,
Omaha; ‘Plus Two’ 9G
Biz is limping
first-runs
this
“Hustler”

new

is

entry

Omaha, Oct. 10.
at the downtown
week
although
a

powerful

at Orpheum.

proving

“Twenty

Plus Two” is fat at three houses.
“Man-Trap”
shapes
dull at the
Omaha. “Question 7" is stout in
second round at Dundee. “Thunder
of Drums” looks good in second at Estimated Total Gross
This Week ......... $517,300
State.
‘Based on 31 theatres)
Estimates for This Week
Last Year .......... $537,700
Admiral, Chief, Skyview (Blank)
(Based on 24 theatres)
(1.239:
1,000;
1.200;
75-$1)—“
“Twenty
Plus
Two”
(AA)
and
“Wings of Chance” (U). Fat $9,000.
Last week, “Paris Blues” (UA) and
“When
Clock
Strikes’
(UA),
$11,000.
Cooper
(Cooper)
(687;
$1.55Adventure”
Seas
$2.20—“South
(Cinerama) (12th wk). Good $5,300.
Last week, same
St. Louis, Oct. 10.
Dundee
iCooper)
(500;
$1.55Best showing of new product
$2.20\—"‘Question
7” (Indie)
(2d
currently is being made by “Pit
wk). Stout $3,200 after same in
and Pencalum,” which looms pofirst.
tent at the huge Fox. ‘Thunder of
Omaha (Tristates) (2.066; 75-$1)
Drums” is a meek entry at Loew's
—“Man-Trap”
(Par). Dull $3,000
Mid-City while reissue combo of
and will last only six days. Last
“Apartment” and “Elmer Gantry”
week,
“Francis
Assisi”
(20th), shapes fine at the St. Louis. “Paris
$7.500 at $1-$1.25 scale.
Blues” is shaping mild in first
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; $1- holdover
round
at State
while
$1.25\—“Hustler"”
(20th).
Stout “Francis of Assisi” is in like cate$10.500. Last week, “Come Sep- gory in second
at Ambassador.
tember”
(U) (3d wk), $5,500 at “Ada” looms fine in second at

Reissue “Damn

Yan-

Pit’ Potent 186,
StL; Drums 46

Hustler’ Boff

kee’ and “Pajama Game” at the
Valley and oldie combo of ‘“Solomon and Sheba” and “Kings Go
Forth" at Grand rate so-so.
Estimates for This Week
Albee ‘RKO) (3,100; $1-$1.50—
“The
Hustler’
‘20th’.
Lively
$11,000. Last week, “Young Doctors” :‘UA) :3d wk’, $7,000.
Capitol
(SW-Cinerama!
(1.400:
Boston, Oct. 10.
$1.25-$1.80)—"‘Guns of Navarone”
A pickup in first-run biz is dis(Col) 113th wk). Okay $6,500 finale ‘cernible at the boxoffice this week
of potent engagement. Last week,ii as fine autumn weather set in with
$7.000.
a touch of Indian Summer bringEsquire Art (Shor) '590:; $1.25): ing the patrons in from the outly—“L’Avventura’ ‘Indie) (2d wk. |
!ing regions. “The Hustler” is the
Fairish $1.200. Last week. $2.200
biggest thing~in town, with a sock
Grand ‘RKO) ‘1.300; $1)—’ ‘Sol- !gross at the Met. “Seven Women
omon and Sheba” (UA) and “Kings ‘
jFrom Hell” looks okay at ParGo Forth”
(UA) (reissues).
Fair ! amount.
$5,000.
Last week, “Imitation of |
Holdovers are doing well with
Life” \U) and “Sapphire” \U) tre-; “Paris Blues” boff in second round
issues), $4.500.
at Memorial. “Thunder of Drums”
Guild
(Vance)
(300;
$1.25)—
looms good in second at Orpheum.
“Two Women” ‘Embassy) ‘5th wk). |
“Never On Sunday,” into the PilFair $1,300. Last week. ditto.
grim on rerun, shapes nice. “After
Hyde
Park
Art
‘Shor)
‘500; ‘Mein Kampf” looks nice at State
$125)\—“Rules of Game”
(Indie). [ in third. “Two Women” is rated

71G; Hub; ‘Hell

Sock $17,000

So-so $1.200.

off and Juliet”

Last week, “Roman-!
‘U) (m.o.), $1,100.

prisk at Kenmore
“Cold

Wind

in sixth frame.

in August”

is snappy

Keith’s Shor’ (1500; 90-$1.25)— |at the Beacon Hill in third. “Guns

“Paris Blues” (UA). Bright $9,000 |of Navarone” shapes strong at Gary
or over. Last week, “Come Sep- | in 13th week.

tember” (U) (6th wk), $6,000.
Palace (RKO) (2.600; $1.25-S$1.50)
—“Exodus” (UA) (subrun) (2d wk).
Firm $7.500. Last week, $9,000.
Twin Drive-In (Shor) (600 cars
(Continued on page 24)

‘From Hell’ Hot $8,000,
Seattle; ‘Drums’ 314G
Seattle, Oct. 10.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (B&Q) (1,170; 90-$1.50)—
“Saturday Night,- Sunday Morning’ (Cont) and “Room at the Top”
‘Cont) (reruns) (2d wk). Fair $4,000.

Last week, $5,500. “Splendor in
Grass” (WB) opens Oct. 11.
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1.50)
—“Cold Wind in August” (UA) (3d

iwk).

Lusty

$10,000.

Last

week,

mn (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,354;
$1.75-$2.65)—“‘Windjammer”
(NT)
(reissue) (22d wk). Oke $7,000: Last

The Fifth Avenue
is holding
“Guns of: Navarone” for a good
10th
session.
“Romanoff
and
week, same.
Juliet” is hep in second at Music| Capri (Sack) (900; $1-$1.50)—"“La
Box. “Seven Woman From Hell’: ‘Dolee Vita” (Astor) (m.o.). (Sf wk).
looms nice in opener at Coliseum. Good $5,500. Last week, $6,500.
“Thunder of Drums” shapes slow
‘Exeter (Indie) (1.376; 90-$1, 49)
at the Blue Mouse.
“Purple Noon” (Times). Fourth
Estimates for This Week
week ‘started Saturday (7). Third
} Blue Mouse. ‘Hamrick) (739; $1- was: slick $7,000.

Fenway

$1.50}—“Thunder
of
Drums”
(M-G). Slow $3,500. Last week,
“Come

September”

Washiagton, Oct. 10.
Nobody's shouting, but a slight
pickup is evident on mainstem
this stanza. Virile initlalers are

Broadway Grosses

Cincinnati, Oct. 10.
Perky new entries. “The Hustler.’ sound at flagship Albee, and
“Paris Blues.” bright at Keith's,
are bolstering first-run biz here
this week with little downtown lift
from World Series visitors.
“Ex- |$1 top.
State
(Cooper)
(743;
$1)—
odus” shapes for a sound second
of Drums”
(M-G) (2d
week subrun at Keith's. “Guns of “Thunder
wk).
Good
-$3,300.
Last
week,
Navarone” holds okay in rounding
out 13-week run at the Capitol.
1 $4.000.
Subruns
of
“Parrish”
and
“Oceans
11” look strong at the

Tuin ozoner.

D.C. Better: ‘Hustler’ Wham $18,000,
‘Sun’ Lively 156,‘Bobby’ Good 11G

(indie). (1,350; $150)—

counted
on to curb the recent
downbeat.
‘The Hustler’ at the
Palace is rated wow, while the
Capitol boasts another sock entry,
“Bridge to Sun,” which preemed
worldwide
here
with
customary
hooplah.

“Greyfriar's Bobby” shapes good
in first round at two houses. After
“Mein Kampf” looks biggish for
first Plaza week.
“Paris Blues”
still is brisk in second at Keith's.
Estimates for This Week

Esquire.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Arthur) (2.970; 90$1.25)—"Francis of Assisi” ‘20th)
(2d wk).

Fair $7,000.

Last

Ambassador,

Metropolitan

(SW)

(1,480;
1,000;
$1-$1.49)
— “Greyfriar's Bobby” (BV). Fair $11,000
or close. Last week, “Come September (U) (3d wk), $4,000 in 5
days.
Apex
(K-B)
(940; $1-$1.25) —

“Two Womep”

(Embassy)

‘6th wk).

Oke $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
Capitel

(Loew)

(3,420;

$$1.49)—

“Bridge To Sun” (M-G). Sock $15,000. Last woek, “Scream of Fear”
(Col), $5,700.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,839; $1-$1.49)—
“Paris Blues” (UA) (2d wk). Brisk
$10,000. Last week, $14,000.
MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.25) —
“Pure Hell” (Cont) (4th wk). Solid
$3,500. Last week, $3,800.
Ontario

week,

‘K-B)

(1.240:

$1-$1.49}—

“Loss of Innocence” (Col) ‘2d wk).
$8,000.
Apollos Art (Grace) (700: $0-$1.25) Okay $6,000 after $7.500 opener.
Palace (Loew) (2.390; $1-$1.49)—
—“Virgin Spring” (Janus) )2d wk).
Good $2,500.
Last week, $3.000. micreg (20th). Wow $18.000 or
ERsauire ‘Schuchart-Levin) (1,800; near. Last week, “Invasion Quar90-$1.25)\—“‘Ada”
(M-G)
(2d wk). tet’ (M-G), $5.300.
Playhouse ‘T-L) (459; $1.49-$2)—~
Nice $9,000.
Last week. $10.000.
(Col) (13th
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; $0-$1.25'|— “Guns of Navarone”
“Pit and
Pendulum”
(AI)
and iwk), Tepid $3,000 after same as
“Armored Command” (AA).
Fine ‘last.
(T-L) (278; $1-$1.80) —
$18,000.
Last week, “Trapp Fam“After Mein Kampf” (Indie). Tall
ily” (20th), $12,000.
Leew’s Mid-City (Loew) (1.160; $7,500. Last week, “Cold Wind in
60-90).—"Thunder
of Drums”
August” (UA) (3d wk), $2,800.
(M-G).
Sad $4,000.
Last week,
Town !King) (860; $1.25-$2)—“La
“Nikki” (BV), $5,000.
Dolce Vita” (Astor! (12th wk). LegState
(Loew)
(3,600;
60-96)— gy $5,060. Last week, $5.500.
“Paris Blues” (UA) and “Three on |
Trans-Lux (T-U) +600: $1.49-$2)
Spree” (UA) (2d wk).
Mild $9,000 —"“Guns of Navarone” (Col) (13th
or less. Last week, $12.000.
wk). Fair $5,400. Last week, ditto.
Pageant
(‘Arthur)
(1,000;
90Uptewn (SW) (1,300; $1-$1.49) —
$1.25) — “Watch
Your
Ster” “Fanny” (WB) (subrun) (4th wk).
(Magna). Good $3,000. Last week, Okay $5,000 after $6,000 in third.
“King
and
I” (20th)
(reissue),
Warner (SW) (1,440; $1-$1.49)—
$3,200.
“Come September” (U) (4th wk).
St. Lonis (Arthur) (3,800; 75-9C) Fancy $9,000
after $10,000
for
—“Apartment”
(UA) and “Elmer
ird.
Gantry”
(UA)
(reissues).
Fine
$8,000. Last week, ‘‘Guns of Navarone” (Col) and “Two Rode Together” (Col), $8,000.
Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 90$1.25)—“Fanny”
(WB)
(subrun).
Fine $4,000. Last week, “Love and
Buffalo, Oct. 10.
Frenchwoman”
(Indie) (5th wk),
Few bright spots loom here cure
$1,500.

‘HUSTLER’ HEFTY 136,
BUFF; ‘PLUS TWO’ 56

rently,

‘Assisi’ Modest $6,000,
Port.; ‘Guns’ 5146, 11th
Portland, Ore., Oct. 10.
Mainstem is bogged down with
longplaying
holdovers,
reissues
and modest product. “Francis of
Assisi” is not so good at Orpheum
for opener. “Guns. of Navarone”
moves into an 11th and final round
at Fox. “Spartacus” holds steady
in 14th inning at Hollywood. “The
Lovers” opened. at Paramount, but
was pulled by the law after two
days, with “Not Tonight, Henry”
returned to house for a fancy 5
‘day run.
‘|
" Estimates for This Week
Breadway (Parker) (1,890; $1$1.50)—“Romanoff and Juliet” «U).
and “Fox Fire” (U}. (reissue). Slim
$5,000. Last week, “Thunder of

with

biz

generally - quiet.

One of strongest big pix is “The Hustler,” which is rated brisk at
Paramount. “Two Women” also is

fine in opener at Teck while “Saturday
shapes

Night,
Sunday
Morning”
lively at 450-seat Cinema,

“Twenty Plus Two” looks dismal
in first at Lafayette. “Thunderof
Drums” shapes mild on initial
week at the Buffalo while “Francis
of Assisi” is slow at Century, also
in first.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo

(Loew). (3,500;

'75-$1.25)

—“Thunder of Drums” (MG) and
“Soldier of. Fortune” (20th) (reissue):
Mild $10,000 or over. Last
week, “Paris Blues” (UA) and “Secret. Deep Harbor” (WB) (9 days),

$10,200.
_

Center

t(AB-PT)

(2,500; 70-$1)—:-

“White Christmas” (Par) (reissue).
“Mighty: Okay $8,500. Last. week, “Gigi?

Drums”.
(M-G)
and
“Fate of a- “Man” (UA) .(3d wk). Crusaders” (M-G), $3,400
(M-G) and
“Don’t. Eat Daisies”
(U) (6th wk, Okay $3,000. Last-week, ditto...
Fox (Exergreen) (1,600; $1-$1 49) {M-G). (reissues),: $5,400 in 5 days.

$6,700.
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870;
$1-$1.50)—“Seven
Women
From.
Hell” (20th) and .“Pirates of Tortuga” (UA). Nice. $8,000 or -near.
Last week, “Paris Blues” (UA) and
“Flight That Disappeared’” (UA),

Gary

(Satk) | (1,277;

90-$1.80)— | —“Guns

of. Navarone” (Col) 11th.

“Guns .of Navarone” (Col) (13th wk). Tall $5,500. Last week, $5,700.
wk). Strong $14,009. Last week,
Hellywoed (Evergreen)
(2,000;
$15,000.
$1-$1. .49)—“Spartacus” (UA) ath
Kenmere (Indie) (700; $150.—
‘wk), on popscale. Lusty . $3,000 |

‘Century (UATC) (2,700; '70-$1}-—
“Francis of Assisi” (20th). . Slow
$7,000
or
close.- Last
week,

“Scream of Feat” (Col). and “The
Trank” (Col), $5,000

“Two Women” (Embassy) (6th wk). Last week, $3,100.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$1)-= ;
‘Sunny. $8,000. Last week, $8,500.
(AA). and
Musie Bex (Hamrick) (840:
“Twenty Plus Two”
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- ' $1.50)—“Tender’ Trap” (M-G) and.
460. $8.
“Red Cloak” (AA).ovimial $5,000
Fifth
Avenue
(Fox-Evergreen) $1.25)—"The Hustler” (20th). Sock “Bad
(M-G),
Day
Black Rock”
or’ less. Last
Armored. ;
(2,500; $1-$1.50)—“Guns of Nava-|$21,000. ‘Last week, “Secrets ‘of reissues). Slow $3,000. Last week, | Command” . (AA) “and. “Serengeti”
rone” (Col) (10th wk). Good $6,000. Women” (Janus) and “Atlantic Ad- “Red Shoes” (Ind) (reissue), $2,900. | (AA), $5,200.
venture” (Indie), $9,000.
Last week, $6,300.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-}. Parameunt {AB-PT). (3,000; 70Musie Box (Hamrick) (739; $1-| “Memerial (RKO) (3,000; 90-$1.49) | '$1.49)—“Francis of Assisi” (20th). $1) — “Hustler” (2t0h).
Bright :
-$1.50)—“Romanoff and Juliet” (U}. “Paris Blues” (UA) ‘and “Secrets NSG $6,000. Last week, “Scream |$13,006 or. over. Last week, “Seven
(2d wk). Hep $5, 500. Last week, Deep Harbor” (UA) (2d wk). Hotsy ‘of Fear” (Col) and “House of ‘Women From Hell’ (20th) and.
$15,000.. Last week, $17,000.
$5,300.
Fright” (AI), $4,800.
“Pirates Tortuga” {20th), $12,700.Orpheum. (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1 49)
_Music Hall (Hamrick): (2,200; $1Parameunt (Port-Par) (3,400; $1-| Teck (Loew) (1,200;: Oe.
$1.50) — “Spartacus” (U) (3d wk), |—“Thunder ‘of Drums” (M-G) and: $1.50)— “Not
Tonight, Henry” “Two: Women”
(Kmbassy). |
Okay $6,500. Last week, $7,700. . -|“Boy Who Caught Crook” (ndie) (Indie) and “Blonde Biackmailer” $4,500. Last week; “Purple Noon” "
wk). Good ‘$9,000. Last week, (AA)
Paramount
(Fox-Evergreen) sis
(5 days). “The ‘Lovers’: (Indie) (2d wk), $1,000
(3,000; .$1-$1.50)— “Paris Blues”
Undie) pulled by law, and this bill | Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$1.25)
Paramount. (NET)
(2,357;
70-. brought back as replacement after —“Saturday Night, Sunday Morne.
(UA) and “Flight That Disappeared” (UA) (m.o.). Mild $5,000 in;| $1. 25)—"“Seven Women From Hell” coropleting a successful run a few ing” (Cont),
Bright $5.000. Last.
9 days. Last week, “Francis of As-. iIndie) and “Pirates of Tortuga” weeks ago. Fast $5,000. Last week, |week, “Please Turn Over” (Col):

sisi” (20th) (2d wk), $3,200.

$1-|

l.

(Continued on page 24)

(“Question 7” (Indie) $4,300..
.

(Sth wk), $1,700,

VARIETY

Chi Boosted byNewPix: ‘Hustler
Boffo $36,000, Truth’ Sturdy 226,
‘Blues’|Brisk 156, Sept.’ Lush 186
» Oct. 10.
“The Hustler” and
ante
“The Truth”
are pacing a batch of fast new
entries
this round, the session
shaping a moderate improvement
over the doldrums of the last four
weeks. “Hustler” shapes boffo $36,000 at the Oriental. “The Truth,”

—

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; ‘Le.,
without usual tax.
Distributors share on net take, when
playing Ppercentage, hence the
ted figures are net inSome.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include U. S. amusement tax.

day-datirg two houses, is pulling a
great $15,000

at the Loop

and

a

‘Hustler’
Leads indgls.,
Lively$8,006; “War 4G

PICTURE

GROSSES

iI

NY.Ofih
BatBreakfast Wow

$178,000, ‘Mark’ Hits Mark at 156:
‘Hustler’ Great $58,760, 2 Spots

, Oct. 10.
Biz ts considerally
any Lauproved at
ea couple of frst-runs here this
stanza.
“The
Hustler”
opened
nicely at the Circle and will pace
city. “Seven Wonders of World”
is taking an upswing im 17th week
Too much World Series opposi- ,Holds on until “Devil at 4 O'clock”
at the Indiana. “Great
War” is drab
eat Loew's on opener. “La Daice tion in the afternoons and too many (Col) opens Oct. 18.
DeMille (Reade) (1.463: 90-$2.75)
Vita” shapes okay at Lyric in overly-extended longruns are being
—*“Blood and Roses” (Par). Opens
d.
blamed for the generally offish today (Wed.). laste week, “Spartaappearance of Broadway film biz cus” (U) (53d wk), held with big
currently. A couple of newcomers $15,000 in final stanza after $18,000
$1-$1.25)—"Hustler”
(20th).
for 42d week. One week over a
will register in with some big to
$8,000. Last week, “Seream
year’s run here hit $1.365,000. a
Fear” (Col) and “Trunk” (Indie), wow totals, hinting of better days mighty take fer this opus which

$3,250.

to come as a whole floek of new started out on hard-ticket buat has
Indiana (C-D) (1,300; $1.25-$2.50) entrants tee off this session.
been on a lower seale and four-a—‘“Seven
Wonders
of
Worid”
Standout
of new entrants, of day for several months.
(Cimerama) (17th wk). Strong §7,- course, is ‘“‘Breakfast at Tiffany’s”
Embassy
(Guild
Enterprises)
000. Last week, $5,000.
with new stageshow which is go- (500; 90-$1.75)—-“Carry On Nurse”
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 90-$1.25)— ing for a wow $178,000 opening
(Indie) (reissue) and “Carry On
“Romanoff and Juliet” (U) (2d wk). week at the Musie Hall Pic drew Sgt.” (Indie). First week ending
Oke $5,000. Last week, $7,000.
long lines the first four days, the tomorrow (Tkurs.) is heading far
Leew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-$1.25)
Hall having a tine several blocks Sturdy $11,006 or close. In ahead,
—“Great War” (Lope) and “Sea- in length
last
Saturday.
“The “Cold Wind in August” (UA) (10th
son of Passion” (Indie). Drab $4.- Mark” teed off at the arty Sutton
wk), $6,000 to wind a solid rua
000. Last week, “Invasion Quartet”
¢ith big $15,600
bere.
(M-G), $4,500.
“The Hustler” held with a Snack
Henry
Miller
(‘Gilbert Miller)
Lyrie (C-D) (850: $1-$1.50'\—“La
$46,000 at the Paramount in sec- (800; $1.50-$3.50)\—“La Dolce Vita™
Kansas City, Oct. 10.
round &t the United Artists. “Big
Dolce Vita” (Astor) (2d wk). Hep ond session and a sock $12,700 at (Astor) (26th wk). The 25th round
Best
the
new
week
offers
is
Gamble”
shapes light at Woods.
$5,000. Last week, $6,500.
the arty 72d St. Playhouse, where ended Saturday (7) was big $20,To
the Sun”
shinning|
“Come September” looks busy in “Bridge
day-dating. Over at the Brocklyn 300 after $21.000 for 24th week.
sixth Chicago session. Of the long- brightly at the Capri. Also new,
Paramount, where it wound up its Stays on, natch:
é
e
a9
e
runs. “Guns of Navarone”™ is hefty “Young
Doctors” looms mild at
first week yesterday (Tues.), this
Palace (REO) (1,642: 90-$2.56}—
in 15th week at State-Lake while Plaza, but will hold. Paramount
money-getter hit a huge $37,000 or “Spartzeus”
(U).
Opens
today
“Never
On Sunday” is solid in also is modest with “Portrait of
e
?
oe
near. This is remarkable money (Wed.) at regular scale for house.
. 35th lap at the Surf.
Sinner” and “Anatomy of Psycho”
for this 4.200-seat house, whieh
Last week, “Sapphire”
(U) and
Hardticketer “La Dolce Vita” !s on opener.
r}
?
Ol
Mild trend also is
boosted its top to $1.75 for the pic. “Earth Is Mine” (U) (reissues),
ending up a 17-week run with a shown by “Alakazam” moderate at
“Guns of Navarone” looks like okay $11,000 or close after $13,000
snappy final four days at the Todd. Uptown and Granada. Holdover of
fine $26,000 in current (16th) week for epener, over hopes.
Toranto, Oct. 10.
at
the Criterion. It’s being replaced
Estimates fer This Week
. “La Dolce Vita” at the Brookside
Foram (oss) (813; 90-$1.80) —With long Thanksgiving week- eeer
5
ee
Carnegie
(Telem’t)
(495: $1.25- is rated nifty in third round, and end being observed in Canada, and by “Devil at 4 O'Clock” Oct. 18. “Picnic” (CoD) and “Twinkle and
$1.80'—'Truth” (Kings. Hot $7,000. stays on.
the general exodus from the city “Blood and Roses” comes into the Shine” (Col) (reissues) (3d wk).
Last week. “Pig Deal on Madonna
resulting from it, biz shapes spotty DeMille today (Wed) after “Spar- This stamza finishing Friday (13)
Estimates for This Week
Street” (Indie) (4th wk), $3 500.
Newcomers,
however,
are , tacus” held with big $15,000 in looks to land okay $9,000 after $9,Brookside
‘Fox
Midwest
- Natl. here.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900: 9):S1.80— |Theatres! 1800; $1-$1.50! — “La perky, with “Francis of Assisi,” | 53d (final! stanza. This gave “Spar-! 500 for second week. “Bridge To
“Come Sr>tember” (Co (6th wk) "| Dolce Vita” (Astor) (3d wk) Nifty “Greengage Summer”
and “The tacus” a mammoth $1,365,000 on Sun” (M-G) opens Oct. 17.
Good $18.000 or over. Last week,! $4.500; holds. Last week, $5,500.
Truth” getting off to good starts. !its run of ene year plus an added
Paramount (AB-PT’ (3,665; Sle
$19.000.
“Claudelle Inglish” is only fair. week. Pic tees off at the Palace $2)—“The Hustler” (20th) (3d wk).
First holdover
round
completed
Cinema
(Stern)
(500:
$1.501— . Capri (Durwood) (1,280; $1-$1.50) “Guns of Navarone”’ is leading the today at the usual popscale.
The reissued “Earth Is Mine”
Monday (9) was great $46,000 after
“Man in White Suit" (Cont) and —_—“Bridge Tq Sun” (M-G). Bright city if holdover on 10th week.
in for 4-week run. Last “Come
“Kind Hearts ard Coronets” (Cont)
September,” fn sixth, is and “Sapphire” held at okay $64,000 for opener, which was best
(Continued on page 24
(reissue). Nice $3,800. Last week, |Week. “Romanoff and Juliet” (U) still great. “La Dolce Vita” con- $14,000 in second round at Palace.
i7th wk), $3,000.
Oldie
combo
of “Picnie”
and
tinues fast in 16th round.
(Continued on page 24)
“Twinkle
and Shine”
centinued
Empire (Durwood) (1,200; 90c-$2)
Estimates for This Week
+.)
okay around $9,000 in third frame
—‘This Is Cmerama”
(Cinerama)
Cariten (Rank) (2,318: $1-$1.50) at the Forun.
—
(reissue) (Sth wk). Oke $4,500. Last
—‘Guns of Navarone” (Col: (10th
“La Dolee Vita” held with big
week, $5,500.
wk’. Swell $13,000.
Last week, $20,300 in 25th session at the
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) $15.000.
Henry Miller, and is now in its
—Raisin in Sun” (Col) (2d wk).
Danforth,
Humber,
Hyland 26th week.
“Francis
of Assisi”
Brisk $1,800; holds. Last week,
(Rank) (1,330; 1,231; 1,357; $1- looks fair $9,500 in 11th week at
Detroit, Oct. 10.
$2,000.
$1.50) — “Greengage
Summer”
the Rivoli where “West Side Story”
Upsurging biz this week is being
Baltimore, Oct. 10.
Paramount
(Blank-UP)
(1,900: (Col’. Nice $15,00v.
moves in on Oct. 18.
helped
by
Ray
Charles-Fabian
“Two Women” is the top news $1-$1.25) — “Portrait of Sinner”
t
Eglinton (FP) (918; $1.50-$2.50)
“Town
Without
Pity”
was
here this week. It looms sockeroo (AD and “Anatomy of Psycho” —“Windjammer”
(NT) (42d wk). launched yesterday (Tues.) at the stageshow being the first stageshow in two years there.
It is
at the Mayfair and looks as though (AN). Continues dual policy here, Good $7,000. Last week, same.
Astor and Fine Arts. “Back Street”
doing great paired with “Thunder
it will be there for a while. “Scream mild $7,000. Last week “Man-Trap”
Hellyw
tees off tomorrow (Thurs.) at the
of
Drums”
in
second
week.
of Fear” is meek in first at the (Par) and “Steel Claw” (WB), same.
Capitol and Trans-Lux 85th Street.
“Bridge to Sun” also looks hot at
Town. “A Thunder of Drums” louks
Plaza (FMW-NT) (1,630; §$1-$1.25) $7,000. Last week, “Ballad of Sol- “Splendor in Grass” opened yes- Adams.
tight at the Hipp on Opener.
“Gteyfriar’s
Bobby”
dier” (Astral) Gd wk), $6,500.
terday (Tues.) at the Trans-Lux
—“Young
Doctors”
(UA).
Medium
“Paris Blues” is ax in secon.
shapes fast at Madison.
“Trapp
Imperial
(FP)
(3,343;
$1-$1.50)—
52d
Street
and
the
Victoria.
round at the New while “Come $6,000, but stays. Last week. “Trapp “Francis of Assisi” (20th).
Family”
looks
barely
good
at
Fair
King of Kings” preems tonight Grand Ci
September” shapes down in seventh Family” (6th), also at Granada, $13,000. Last. week, “Fanny” (WB)
(Wed.}
at
the
State,
after
several
week at the Stanton. “A French $12,000.
sizzling

$7,000

at Carnegie.

Reissues are plentiful this stanza.
“Seven Wonders of World” looks
hefty $15,000 in first Palace round
on popseale. Cinema
tandem of
“Man in White Suit” and “Kind
Hearts
and Coronets”
shapes
pleasing. First round of Monroe
pair of “Anatomy of a Psycho”
and “Naked* Road” looms neat.
“Paris Blues” rates snappy in
second Roosevelt canto. “King of
Roaring 20’s” is modest for same

Sar’ Bright 106,
KC; ‘Sinner’ 76

Assisi’ Fair $13,000 fn
Toronto; ‘Sept.’ Het 126;

Guns’ 136, Vita’ 816

|$10.00:

Charles-Fabian Boost
‘Drums’ Mighty $30,009,
Det.; Pit’ Sock 156, 3

‘2 Women’ Smash $8,000
Balto: ‘Drums’ Sad 456,
‘Fear’ $4,500; ‘Blues’ 5G

(9th

Mistress” looms nice in first at the
Rexy (Durwood) (850; $1-$1.50)—
five West “La Dolce Vita” laoks “Come
September”
() 9th-final
steady in sixth at the little “Never wk). Good $4.500. Last week, $4,000.
On Sunday” is ending a record
Uptown, Granada (FMW-NT) (2,47-week run at Playhouse.
043, 1,217; $1-$1.25)
— “Alakazam.
Estimates For This Week
Great” (AI) and ‘Sword Sherwood
Aurora
‘Rappaport)
(367;
90- Forest” (AI). Moderate $8,000. Last

$1.50)\—“Fire

Under

Her

§&kin”

(Union). Oke $1,500. Last week,
“Nana” (Times) (reissue), $1,500.
Charles (Fruchtman)
(500; 90$1.50\—“‘Fanny”
(WB) (12th wk).
Down .to oke $3,000. Last week,
$3,500.

$1.25)\—“Pore

(20th) (3d wk).

Hell

St. Trinian’s”

Lusty $4,500. Last

week, $5,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (1,641; $1-$1.50)
—"“Come September” (U) (6th wk).
Great $12,000. Last week, $13.000.
Tivoli (FP) (935; $1.50-$2.50)—
week,
Uptown,
only,
“Marines,
Let’s Go” (20th) and “Battle Bloody “La Dolce Vita” (Astral) (10th wk).
Fast $8,500. Last week, $10,000.
Beach” (20th), $4, 500.
, Tewne (Taylor) (693; 90-$1.25)—
| “Lone, Short, Tall” (FD) (3d wk).
Fine $5,000. Last week, $6,000.

|"HUSTLER’ ACE NEWIE
INPROY., SMASH 116)

Cinema (Schwaber) (460;. 90
$1.50).—“L’Avventura” (Janus) (2d|.
wk). Slow $1,400. Last week, $2,300. |

Five. West (Schwaber)

wk), $7,000.

Intermational (Taylor) (54% $1-

(435; 90-}

$1.50)—"French Mistress”. (Cont). |

. Providence, Oct. 10.
Majestic’s. third session of: “La

(2,300; ‘town. Top newcomers is Albee’s
(Rappaport) (2,30

“The. “Hustler,” wow in opener.
§0-$1.50!1—“‘Thunder
Light’ $4,500. Last week,. Elmwood’s: fourth’ ‘round: of “Spar“Thiet of Baghdad” .(M-G), $4,000.
tacus” -shapes..okay...
Little (Rappaport) (300; 90-$1.50)

-(M-G).

-——''La Dolce Vita” tAstor} (6th wk).

Good $2,000. Last week, ditto.

—

Criterion

000.

Uptown (Loew) (2.543; $1-$1:75)
Fair

|

Estincates
ferThis Week.

(Moss)

(1,520;

Meanwhile, “Pit and Pendulum”
stays smash in third round at
Pahbns. “Paris Blues” looms torrid
in second session at Mercury. “La
Dolce Vita” is big in 13th week at
Kritm.Estimates for This Week
Fox
(Woodmont
corp)
(5.0413
.75-$1.49)—"Thunder
of Drums”
(M-G)
(2d wk), with big boost
from Ray Charles-Fabian stage-

show.

Wow

$39,000.

$1.25- and “Indiscreet”

1$2.50)—“Guns of Navarone” (Col)
(16th wk). This session ending tomorrow

{(Thurs.} looks to hit fine.

1$26,000 after. $25,000 for 15th wk.

|Hustler’ Paces Pitt,Powerful 146;

Last

week,

Majestie (SW) (2,200; $1.25-$1.50)

(WB)

(reissues).

Oke $12,000. Last week, “Long,
Short and Tall” (indie) and “Behind Great Wall” (Cont), $9,000.
Palma (UD) (2,955: $1.25-$1.49)
—“Pit and Pendulum” (AD and
“Day Sky Exploded” (Al) (3d wk).
Great $15,000. Last week, $17,000.
Madison
(UD)
(1.408;
$1.2541
es
Bobby” (BV)
“Flight That Disappeared”
‘+(UA).
Fine $12,000. Last week,
“Fanny” (WH) (12th wk), $9,000.
Grand Cirens (UD! (1,400; $1.25~
$1.49)—"Trapp'
Family”
(20th).
Good $10,000. Last week, “Francis
of Assissi” (20th), (8th wk), $7.000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25-

From Helf Rousing 96, Bobby’106’©:

Albee (RKO) (2.200; 65-$1.25)—|-

‘Mayfair (Fruchtman) (7505: 90- “The: Hustler”. (20th) and “It ‘Takes
$1.50)—“I'wo. Women”. (Embassy). |& Thief” (GE). Sock -$11,000. Last}
Pittsburgh, Oct. 16.
_Socko $8,000. Last week, “Young ‘week, “Big. Gamble” (20th) .and}:
“Four ‘new entries, rating from
“Angry Silerice” (EP), $4,500..
“Doctors” (UA) 3d wk). $4,000.
. . New. (Frachtman)
(1,600; 90+} Elmweed (Snyd er) (724); -$1. 25-| boft ‘to good, are sparking biz.
“$1. 50)1—-“Paris Blues” (UA) (20 wk)... $2)—“Spartacus”
(U). -(4th
wh): this round at Pitt deluxers. “The
Hustlers” at: the Fulton tops the
‘Slow $5,000. or less, Last week, Okay $5,500. Last week,. $5,700. .
city with a wow take. “Seven
"$7,000.

Playhouse (Schwaber)' (355; .90-| —

Estimates fer This Week
Aster (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2}—
“Town Without Pity” (UA). Opened
yesterday
(Tues.). In ahead,
“Young Doctors” (UA) (7th wk-5
days), fair $14,000 after $15,000
for sixth week.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $1-$2. 50)
—“Thunder of Drums” (M-G) (2d
wk-9 days). Looks only thin $13,000
after $19,000 on opener, below
hopes.
“Back Street” (U) opens

“Drums”
and
“Secret
Monte
Cristo” (M-G), mild $14,590.
University (FP) 61,556: $1-$1.50) tomorrow (Thurs.), day-dating with . Michigan (United Detroit) (4,036;
Good |Trans-Lux 85th Street.
} $1.25-$1.49)— “Oceans 11" (WB)
—The . Truth”
(Kings}

Neat. $2,500, Last week, “Romanoff "|Dolce: Vita”. 4g still the falk of the — "Ada". QH-G) (4th wk)...
$6,500: Last week, $6,700.
and Juliet” (U) (9th wk) $1,000.

. Hippodrome

days of previews for the crix.

‘Gateway (Associated) {1,900; $1$1.50)—“Seven Women from HelF’
(20th). Rousing $9,000. Last week,
“Scream of. Fear” (Cob), $3,600.

| Pern (UATC) (3,300; $1-$1.50}— $1.50)\—“Bridge
to Sun”
“Paris Blues’ (UA) (2d wk). Fine |Hotsy $15,000. Last week,

Women From Hell” shapes big at $9,500. Last week, $13,000.

"La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (8ed wk). Gateway,
“Two
Way
Stretch”
Shadyside (MOTC) (750; $1.25)
Torrid $15, 000,with second session looms lofty at. the Squirrel Hill — “Truth” (Kings) (4th wk). Firm
$15,200.>
B b
$2,000. Last week, $2,800.
,
‘while “G
rated
is
Bobby”
r's
reyfria
Squirrel Hill SW) (834; $1.25)—
Rex (Freedman) (500; .$1.50)— | State’. (Loew) (3.200; 65-90)— good at Stanley. .“Paris Blues” looks fine in SEC-: “Two-Way Stretch”, (indie).
Big
“Thirst” (Indie) (reissue). Warm. “Thunder of Drums” . (M-G) and
“The. $4,800. Last week, “Raisin in Sun”
$2,000: Last week, “Kanal” (Kings) “Magic Boy”. (M-G). Dull $6,000. ond round at the. Penn.
‘| Last .week,. “Paris Blues’ (UA) and Truth” remains firm in fourth at (Col) (6th. wk), $2,800.
(2d wk), $1,500.
Stanley (SW) (3,700; $1-$1 50)—
‘Stanton |(Pruchman) (2,800; 90- “Boy “Who. Caught Crook” (HA), | Shadyside. “Never on Sunday” on
reissue date ‘looms only fair at the “Greyfriar’s Bobby” (BV).
$1.50)—“‘Come
September”
Oke
M) $6,500.
ith ive. Fair: $4,500. Last. week,
Strand “(National Realty) (2.200: Warner. ~
$10,000. Last week, “Pit and Pen65-90)—"“Scream” of Fear”: ACol) ft
$6.00
+ dulum” (AY) f2d wki, $5,500.
’ Estimates for This Week
Warner (SW) (1,516; $1-$1.50)—
Trunk”. (Col). ‘Slow |: Fulton (Associatéd) (1,635; - $1-|
Town (Rappaport): (1,125;- 90: and “The
$1.501\—“‘Scream . of Fear” (Col.) $3,000: Last- week, “Pit: and Pendu- $1.50). — “Hustlers” (20th). Wow ““Never On Sunday” (Lope) (re-|
Last week,
Slow $4, 500. Last week, “Two Rode: Tum” (AI) and “Capture. That Cap- $14,000. Last week. “Come Sep- issue). Fair $6,500.
Together” (Col), $6,000.
sule”- (Par). Gd wk), $4,500.
—
+“Gigi’ (M-G) (reissue), $5,000.
$1.50) —“‘Never on .Sunday” (Lope)
; sano Okay $1,700. Last week,

Vtember” (Up (6th wk), $5,500.

(M-G) (2d wk), $7,500
United
Artists
(UA)

(M-G).

“Ada”

(1,667;

$1.25-$1.80)—“‘Guns of Navarone”
(Col) (14th wk). Fine $7, 000. Last
week, $7,200.
Music
Hall
( Cinerama,
Inc.)
(1,208; $1.20-$2.65) — “Windjammer” (NT) (reissue) (3d wk). Okay
$11,000.
Last week, $11,200.
Trams-Lux
Krim_ = iTrans-J.ux)
(1,000; $1.80-$2i—“‘La Dolce Vita”
(Astor)
(13th
wk).
Big $6,090.
Last week, $6,300.
Mercury (UM! (1.465: $1-$1.80)—
“Paris Blues” (CA: Qd wk:. Tore
rid $14,000. Last week, $15,000.
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~ AmusementStarck“Quotations: EVEN THOUGHPAR Changing
cingEcos of Cinerama:
Week Ended Tues. (10)
ed on Royalties Alone:
N: Yy. Stock Exchange |
~—ASSUMESCOSTS;
7
1961

fWeekiy Vol.
y Weekly Weekly .Tues.

_
High. Low
“2734 19734- ABC. Vending rie

wet. |
< Change

Close .. for wk. |.
1914
+ 3% . Famous

‘High Low.
2036 . 18%

mo, Producer-Distrib-Exhibitor

Devers Canadian Corp. |
| has resigned because of the intraBy GENE ARNEEL
[to fake over on a franchise basis.
2734 17% Ampex :...., 922 207°. "1958 20%
+ %. mural rhubarb over the outfit’s. “In the greatest individual comThis and more of a mouthful of
4214 3214 .CBS ....5:,¢ 652. .35 -. 8234..: 3433
42°: . | fimaneial: support of the Para-| pany theatrical expansion since intelligence came from Reisini in
353g 2138. Col Pix,sees ‘104
Hd - .dmount-owned International Tele- television started its onroads on the tourse of two interviews over
3315%e_si‘“i‘
D308
meter system in ‘Etobicoke, ‘foron38
474° 32°. Decea J2....:269.
35%
...
36%
the film boxoffice, 15 Super-Cine- ‘the past week at his offices on
36%
34%. 8634. 4-234 jto. suburb.. As- exclusived in rama
4614 2656 Disney. 2... 54
installations are to be built Park Avenue.
11934 .9734. Eastman. Kdk, 316° 10234
100.
2 1%. | Vartery Sept. .20, Canadian in- in as many key cities, all sched10k
Change of Character
vestors are dissatisfied with the
514° +
+: 357
5%
7°38 .47% EMI
uled to commence
operation in
To start at the beginning. Rel13%.
1256. -1234 pe. . | home toll experiment and as a re- 1962. The cost is officially
1713: -125R Glen Aldem..{290°
put at sini terms Cinerama
a company
-| sult of this Paramount is on the
9-278 28%
8042
+1
3518 (1573 Loew's ‘Thea. 108
which had been living on rovalties
“17% | verge of paying all charges despite at: least $20,000,000.
“7634 863g MCA Inc.:.. 68.
7634
-8774° 7634
Super-Cinerama units entail ar- alone and is now producer, dis‘| the fact that. Famous Players owns
481.
«47840
496
1033 411%" MetroGM.. 290.
chitectural and cinematic depar- {{ributor and exhibitor. ‘Originally
the franchise.
—
2534
‘+1%
287%.
4134 253, NAFI. Corp.. . 255.
27...
there
were
two
companies
in914
516. Nat. ‘Thea.
. 110
+ i.
61%
M4 7, 6%
Norman S.. Robertson, director tures from the conventional, Each volved, Cinerama Ine. and Cine23%
2173 1654. Outlet _. - #3410 (26% 20°
+42% J of the Canadian firm for.20 years, building is to comprise three walls rama .Productions, with Stanley
with
the
fourth
wall,
from
floor
8534 5333. Paramount. --100..,
5734.°.-53%:
—2
55%.
: ‘turned ‘in his resignation because
Warner and Reeves Soundcraft in
(23%
22%
211%
2533:.1734 Phileo....05.:444
he was given only 50% of his own to ceiling, being the screen itself. the stockholder driver’s seat. ConThe Wolf Corp., New York real
«6196... 18614 +196.
+614
Polaroid |eos. 183
227-175
way. He wanted (1) that Par, as estate
concern listed on the Amer-| trol of the surviving Cinerama Inc.
64% BTC 2G
655g 4916 RCA
..6..5 329-. 57M
51% owner ,of FP-C, pay all the
will con-{is now firmly in Reisini’s hands.
/1834 1034 Republie .... 127
1%
= 13%. 12%. 1234
expenses for. “Telemeter and (2) that. ican Stock Exchange,
owns 600,000 of the outstand“92° 7494 Rep, pfd. ..°°15° 1758 -°. 163%
165% =—1% | Par give FP-C stockholders the full struct the-theatres and is now in He.
ing 2,800,000 shares
and holds.
36°. 2614 Stanley. ‘War, 73) Ba
‘33.
34
+114 { information about losses to date. ‘|process of acquiring sites. Cities options
for 200,000 more.)
Jalready
selected,
according
to
Jo8414 2734. ‘Storer :.
- 63
293%.
30%.
30%
+
Barney Balaban,
presideat
of
The exhibition ’end of the busi-.
"6514 307s 20th-Fex ....°200
33%
3034. - 3314
+2% _ |Par, agreed that Par would take seph Wolf, president of the build-.
— 16 ‘over the Telemeter. fiscal obliga- ing. company, includes New York, ness already is extensive, ‘thera
3156
407i 29'> United Artists 103- 3214
31%
TT
fale - | tions. But, according to: Robertson, Boston, St, Louis, -San Francisco. now being 29 regular Cinerama
«©8034... 73-9434° 5234 Warner: Bros, 498
198.4 9714 Zenith ......-110.. 18344 17334 188%
“+1054. | Par-is disinclined to publish the New Orleans, Phoenix, Miami and houses in operation in the States
and with opening dates already set
and. figures anent. costs so far. |, Seattle.
The deal provides that upon con- for seven more. There are 27 now
American Stock Eschange ce a
7 +: facts
Robertson, who is also chairman of
be going in the fereign market with
struction
the
theatres
will
81%
416 Allied. Artists
6 >. —% ‘the North American Life Assur- |
634
B76
specific dates set for three mere.
—%.
9,
8735. BalM’nt. GAC 15
B38.
ist4
974°
ance Co. of .Toronto, asserted the {taken over by Cinerama Ince. on a
These, of course, are in addition
—%
| 2
134
Buckeye Corp 215.0 24
414..2
run of. Telemeter, as put on by long-term lease basis.
to the aforementioned Super-Cine10
Year
Span
39-1 = | -franchise-holder-FP-C, has resulted
24%3 “934 Cap, Cit. Bde.:-76- 1978. 91734.
ramas
and the Itineramas.
The first Super-Cinerama thea-;
214%
45g. Cimerama Inc. 741.
1834
1834
2212
16.
‘in.a deficit of $2,00,000 so far and
Reisini revealed he’s now negoDesilu. Protis. 23°
84
MN
= =8%
9
8
1673,
| continues to. Mean a weekly loss of ‘tre was constructed 31 weeks ago
tiating
for the debut of Itinerama
in
Denver
by
Cooper
Foundation
474. Filmways.~.
958
| 38
T
634
+. 58
614
$11,000.in England. Germany and Italy,
Robertson’s. main. beef. is that ‘Theatres and has proved a mam14%
12!» -Moyielab ..... 24
16
154%
18
— 34
with the offering to be just as it is
moth
success.
This
is
particularly
—%
18°... 1534: 1654
2534... 814 MPO Vid. ..: 29
| Par in effect has a Telemeter pilot|
in France. He said he envisions the
-, |in operation in the Toronfo suburb. impressive Since the picture on
Nat'l, Telefilm 78 214
2358
Boa 24
2%
been the 10-“year-old start of the California Itinerama
10's" | 334. Reeves . Bdest 97
5%.
5.
5
= &
and-if all goes well the worldwide -view has
in February or March, 1962, and
(Reeves Snd..: 749
6
-10'28%
+ Te ‘|benefits will accrue to Par alone. |“This Is Cinerama.” Cooper is now jit will be at this time that Yank
7
844.
‘Screen ‘Gems 23
22
=*20
2458
27
23°
+h
j Meanwhile,
he avers; FP-C has about to open another unit in Minexhibs will be invited in
His
|°
28%
30%.
— 3a | been paying all the ‘bills. fo: the neapolis.
281%
4233 1134 Technicolor . 483
' Prime mover in the expansion! theory in this regard that “it's
=s- 3: ‘Teleprompter - 36
—ilg
1538
165%
-81
153%
| pilot.
i dangerous to become rich aione—
J. .J.- Fitzgibbons, president of program is Nicolas Reisini, presi- let others join me.”’ He states {t's
614° 288 Tele Indus... 50.
27% 863
3%
-| FP-C, on the other hand identified: dent .of Cinerama, who has even not right for other theatremen to
‘1 Telemeter as an experiment which more elaborate plans. These in- find themselves in the position of
* ‘Week Ended ‘Mon.(9.
[he feels. certain will. be a payoff elude the presentation of Itine- being “innocent bystanders” ard
rama in the United States, just as
+ Ex-dividnd..
proposition as it is expanded..
he certainly doesn’t want that they
t Actual Volum.
The line from Par in New: York it has been set up-in France with consider him a compctitor.
“(Courtesy of Merrill, ‘Lynch, Plerce, Fenner: &
b Smith, Tne:).
' | is-that there never was any thought ‘offtimes SRO results.
Assure Product
Itinerama
is
the
compressed-air,
| of :making money with Telemeter }structure
that’s
The Itinerama installations are
_ Over-the-Counter Securities oe
‘in its) present stage—catering .. to inflated balloon
carted
on
huge
vans
from
city
to
to
be
placed
in all cases at least
Bid “: “Ask.
{less than 6,000 customers in Etobicoke—but the hope is the profits city for the showing of Cinerama | 50 miles away from permanent
pictures.
{
Cinerama
situations.
forthcoming as. the sub2314
— 4: - ‘willbe
Four Star Television .....6...c..seee08 218
Reisin{ reveale* this week to a‘
As for, production, Reisini says
-scribers increase.
;
20°
.
Gen
299
Aniline
&
FA. .s..0...0004
deeet eee 21270.
Meanwhile;. Robertson’s ‘-bowout VaRIETY reporter he has ideasi he can guarantee the right kind
_
General
Drive-in
1734
Lease bens epteepenetedes
16%.
—
| from-the board has served to spot-. which .ought to be especially pro- iof supply of Cinerama_ product
| light an uypleasant (for Par) ‘situa- vocative in pic exhibition circles.°_With a blueprint calling for two
ted etetesensses
yw:
Studios: seener
* 58.
-Gold. Medal
tion that has been simmering for The Greek-born exec disclosed his;:pictures every 16 to 18 months.
King Bros. ele eet Sbeeees ives rans
1%.
178 some time: Although the majority ‘company has specific plans to rig First two, being co-made with
‘Magna’ ‘Pictures -vesvenstscesecueeviersbec!
Ble
4
%,
+
owner of FP-C, Par is nonetheless up an Itinerama theatre in Cali- | Metro, are “How the West Was
Metroniedia ‘Inc. reeeernenrresee stents 1414
15%
considered as outsider by pational- fornia and he thereupon will in- Won,” at a cost of $12,000.000. and
B55
Official Films . veespeetteegesesatenees “BIB
“op. Sa ‘istic Canadian stockholders of this vite U. S. theatremen to a tour of; : “Wonderfull World of Brothcis

6178

4134

America.

Am Be-Far Th 92

Corp.

lade

49°

°° 464

teseeaeuscasesedeenes

44%

—

45

378

.

| inspection
of the operation.
He: :Grimm,”
with a $5.250:000 negReisini insists the ‘fizures
-Robertson, who had been: on the lthen: will ask same theatremen te : alive.
board 20 years, is a respected join him in Itinerama operations are realistic, not inflated
and M-G
split the
“te:
Wometco . ‘Enterprises Sepa ve ceeveneececee LE:
2614.
figure. in north-of-the-borde:
fi- in their respective locations—they i Company
"production outlay 50-50. the Cine63%
Wrather Corp... viagleetaeQebeesecd sesee
TH
—- 44. . nance. .Minority holders are not|
rama
money
coming
via
a
512.00,
| likely to permit his: resignation -‘tojthe eight hockey games—carried
(Source: National Assn. of Securities Dealers Ine.) .
‘“|.go unnoticed. General feeling ‘is!by Traris-Canada Telemter—were 000 loan from Prudential Insure
ance,
Cinerama
has
the
distribui that there's -bound to be more re-| purchased by an average of 21%
j Hon rights for its own theatres,
percussions. .
of subscribers at $1 per game.”
iM-G elsewhere.
‘Speaking from Toronto. Famous}
A well known independent theaReisini bought back the first five
Players-Candaian. president J. J.|tre organization leader. this week \ negatives
from Stanley Warner for

Sterling. ‘Television. .
U.

A,

Theatres

cscevhrereteantitterneese

238g
G14

‘theatrical empire.
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:Reisini Slant: Cinerama - |TOA'SNEW REGIME
~Stock-Up on‘Confidence.’ ~ PRETTY MUCH THE OLD

Fitzgibbons said-he regretted‘‘that |said he was riled over distributor|
impatience’ and misinformation” |practices, notably the licensing of. ; $3,000,000. This was covered hy
New. Orleans, ‘Oct. 10. “Thad. Jed to Norman. Robertson’s |features for prime-time television, {a Prudential borrowing. of which
‘Except . for .John Stembler as- Yesignation from the FP-C board.|with this coming on the heels ofa $2,400.000 has been repaid.
to- presidency,
all -key Patience. and perserverance were. (sgmmer-long theatre product short- |
the: cending
Cinerama . Inc. stock on
“American: - Stock Exchange
last execs of ‘TOA ‘will repeat for ‘an- necessary »in ‘bringing about “our ‘age.
other
year.
These
include
H. F. modern conveniences including: the.
week continued as ‘one of the most
In many eases, he said, the;

Not Metro Whispers

Morris Goodman Sanguine
About Latin Republics;
Television Still Minor

Kincey, S.-H: Fabian, Joseph G. telephone, radio and television |it-|weéekend
pictures on tv, while
‘It. ranked. fifth, on the: entire list. Alterman, - ‘Herman - N. Levy and. self.” he said, adding.that he's con- older, are. nonetheless better than
-::
‘with 98,400 shares: exchanging. Myron’ N. Blank.
vinced that the feasibility of Tele- ‘thefeatures in theatrical exhibition.
Three new. assistants, to. the prez meter will be established ‘ultimate-|“We might as well give up Saturchands and closed -at $21312 per
are John Go Broumas of Chevy'| ly.
‘share.
‘|days and Sundays, so far as the
‘Chase,
Md.;' E. Lamiar. Sarra of | Fitzgibbons acknowlédged that'theatre business is concerned,” he:
Film exporter Morris Goodman,
. Cinerama is by fai this” ‘year’s:
prize baby. of all: amuserént secur-. ‘Jacksonville, Fla.; and Robert ‘W. the run: of. Telemeter in Toronto commented. He made it clear small i back in Manhattan after a tenSelig:
of
Beverly
Hills.’
Two
‘freshweek
South American swing to set
ities, for the aforementioned. clos‘would be of benefit, on an experi-; theatres are. the ones being parplaydates for various pix, finds the
ing: quotation is. up’ from a year" S. man * - vicepresidents. are -Horace -‘trienta] basis, to the system around | ticularly -hurt.
Denning
of
Jacksonville,
and
T.
G.
jthe
world,
and
confirmed
that
Latino
economies fairly stable and
Jow of $4.6212
The lesser outlets also are being
Paramount, as owner of Telemeter,|~‘murdered” by trade practices con- says that ought to reflect at film
Wall Street interest has stemmed Solomon of McComb, Miss."
‘New
executive
committee
them:
|
i
is
bearing
all
costs
as
of
last
Jan.
1.!cerning
the
big
epics
which
play;
.
boxoffices.
in part from speculation about: a
Television impact is just starting
_merger with Metro. While it’s-true bers are. George Aurelius, Phoenix; |' Fitzgibbons “further ‘stated that ithe downtown showcases on a roadthat these two outfits have: a‘ co- Will J. Conner,’ Tacoma;. Kelly. ap important expansion. in pro-!show basis. Spokesman said the to be felt in Uruguary, with two
production and co-distribution deal: Crawford; Raton, N.M.; - Robert ‘gramming at the Toronto suburb {distribs are demanding two weeks | non-government channels operaunderway, there’s nothing in the Davis, Sherman, Tex.: Lloyd Frank- was planned for the coming fall Jof running time for these in low- |tive and receiver sales upbeat, and
‘wind. concerning. a. -merger,. ace. lin, Clovis,. NLM; “James Gaylard. ‘and winter. Five regular season |key theatres ‘which simply cannot lis burgeoning also in Ecuador, but
cording to Nicolas Reisini, presi- Jr., Troy, Ala.; “John Krier, Salt home’ games of the..Toronto Ar:|afford to keep a feature for this to a Jesser extent. On the other
hand, film biz is over the tv hump
oon and
chief_stockholder . of Lake City; Chris - Gorder, Poplar, -gonauts would be- carried and. ne-? ‘length of time.
{Mont.; Harry Mandel, ‘N.Y.; Jeff gotiations were in progress to ac-i
Harry Mandel, president of RKO, in other countries, such as Peru.
rama.
Reisini atiribites the stock’ ‘up: Hofheimer, ° Norfolk: ‘Ted’. “Mann, quire the right to televise all 35{Theatres, says he's a firm believer jEconomics are spotty, he indicated,
games
of the!in the theery that the film indus- |but “basically conditions are not
. beat more so to confidence in the ‘Minneapolis; David Milgram, ‘Phil- away-from-home
company for having delivered: ‘what ‘| adelphia; L..€, Montgomery, New’ Toronto Maple Leafs of the -Na-/try, faced with the prime time tv i Da
on
Saturday
nights,
Goodman set dates primarily for
was earlier promised,- ‘such ‘as new ‘Orleans:. Harry Nace Jr., Phoenix; tional Professional Hockey League. features
- production, expansion in the field ‘Spiro’ J. -Papas,-: ‘Chicago; Tom ¢ He said that “sports have heen “should sell harder.”
the indie “Story of David,” last
‘of amateur camera. development, Smiley, ..Denver; .Richard Smith, among thé most. popular attrac-|
“It's a matter,” he says, of‘ stint by actor Jeff Chandler, which
the inflated balloon Itinerama prés- ‘Boston; “William© Thedford, “Los. tions on Telemeter.
The first of “what have.I got in terms of prod-; Irving Starr and William
Goetz
entation -plus the blueprints for| Angeles; Preston -R.. ‘Tisch, NY
the 1961 season's. football games uct and -the best way it can be. produced in association with ABmore Surer-Cinerama theatres. in Roy.
Richardson. Norfotk;
and (Sept. 10). was _purchased ‘by 16% | presented.
Let’s not worry about |PT. and Universal's independentlyUnited. States and abroad.
Earl Hendren, Erwin, ‘Tenn. *
Vof£. subscribers. at $2... -Last year,| what anyone else is doing.”
’ made “Blast of Silence,”
- active issues on the erstwhile curb.
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ar4.O'CLOCK UPTS FROM COAST-1DGOAST WITH ATREMENDOUS EXPLOSION OFDATES!
OPT ARI SAUTE
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In the great high-adventure tradition of “The Guns Of Navarone”
and “The Bridge On The River Kwai”, Columbia Pictures presents

{

SPENCER TRACY and FRANK SINATRA in the Mervyn LeRoy—

Fred Kohlmar production... THE DEVIL AT4 OGLOCK”
Co-starring KERWIN MATHEWS, JEAN PIERRE AUMONT, GREGOIRE ASLAN, ALEXANDER SCOURBY, BARBARA LUNA’

Screenplay by LIAM O'BRIEN, directed
nd byMERVYN
N
| Leno,» rode byFRED WiKOHLMAR IRR

EASTMAN COLOR

NEW YORK, tron. PHILADELPHIAFox,.10SANGELES,Warne
orBevery. DETROIT,Grand
Circus... CHICAGO State Lake...SAN FRANCISCO; St. Francis...CLEVELAND, Palace...BUFFALO,
Century... NDIANAPOLIS, Lyric...PITTSBURGH, Gateway... SALT LAKE CITY, Uptown& Dut... NEW
ORLEANS, Orpheum...DENVER, Center...CINCINNATI, Keith...SEATTLE, Fifth Avenue...BOSTON,
Orpheum...DALLAS, Majestic...WASHINGTON, Trans Lux & Playhouse...SAN ANTONIO, Majestic
HOUSTON, Majestic...DES MOINES, Des Moines...MEMPHIS, Maico...ALBANY, Palace... TOLEDO,
Rivoli...OMAHA, Orpheum...OKLAHOMA CITY, Center... CHARLOTTE, Manor...and many
many more.........from COLUMBIA.

&

*VARIETY'® | LONDON orrica |
7m. Jeren’s. Street,” Preonditty.

INTERNATIONAL

0FinBizAssn.UpsFeeFor|

Triple Threat
London,

Joining; Blow To Fly--by-“NightProds.

Oct. 8.

Warfield Productions, the outfit
headed by Albert
KR. (Cubby)

1960-61 French Cinema Trade Below

Broccoli, has played it safe in reg- |
istering ‘three variations of 2 title
| of an-upcoming film with the Brit-

Rome, Oct, 3...
ANICA, -the. Italian Industry.
Association, ‘has ‘raised.its -mini-

15

LastYear But Big Pix Still Click

Paris, Oct. 10.
"lish Film -Producers. Association.
Resultz are in for the 1960-61
The
project. is Hsted in. the
‘Question 7”. ‘Awarded
film fiscal season, and, if the
BFPA’s current. titles register list|Shepperton To Leave
> mum
membership
requirement |.”
take was under other years,
“61 Catholic Prize. as “Psychorama,” “Psycho-rama, ”
Brit. Film Prods. Assn. itoverall
‘to. a $50,000. capitalization
by
wag primarily in the general
and “Phych-orama
.
Rome, .Oct.- 10:
London, Oet. 10.
- prospective joiners. : Move is part .
film
category
because
the big
“Question °“Seven”
(DeRocheShepperton: Studios has given name pix and blockbusters got as
ef long-predicted attempt to- thin
notice of resignation to the British much or even more patronage than
ranks of fly-by-night. producers | mont) was awarded. the 1961 Cath1 Film Producers Assn. and has been heretofore. It’s taken to mean that
‘eurrently inflating’: ANICA ranks.” olic. Film Office (OCIC) Grand
accepted into membership of the patrons are choosing their screen
Decision ‘also anticipates a similar. Prix at. ceremonies held this week
_at -Assisi..- ‘Pic had previously reFederation of British Film Makers. fare, and it is mainly the star or
legislative .move., to be included. -ceived.the OCIC kudo at this year’s
‘| Ag a result, there are now two ma- exploitation
in future Italo film. laws to guarproduct
that
now
Berlin Film Fest.:. American: pic|.
jor.
studios in each camp.
antee a certain production . Jevel won out over ‘nine other finalists.
draws money with others doing
for _companies. ‘competing .” . for Jury members gathered. at Assisi|’:
-Shepperton and the Metro-Brit- only fair to below standard takes.
ish studios at Elstree are now
Italian film aid: ‘benefits.
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) led the U. S.
‘|. included reps..from. Italy, Luxem- |.
members of the FEFM while Pine- product, about 700,000 attending
ANICA, at the same recent burg, France, Egypt, ;
; Belgium,
wood
and Assoclafed British Els- and an extended first-run still in
meeting, also
re-instituted _the. Germany and. Canada.
7
‘|tree are within the British Film store.. It was followed by “Goodtitle registration office. abolished
Assisi was also the site this:week|| |
Paris, Oct: 10. ‘| Producers Assn,
~
bye Again” (UA) with 302.569 cussome: time. ago, effective ‘Nov. 183.: of the official. unveiling of ‘Francis
‘The. commercial: fate abroad of
Also. contemplated)
were
some’ of .Assisi” -(20th),. held before a: the Spanish
“Viridiana,” | The switch in membership by tomers while also in a _ second
film,
is
the first major first-run status. Other big grossers
suggested ‘changes. in. ‘the current’ gala gathering on the day com- ‘which won the ‘Grand Prix at the Shepperton
“Psycho”
(Par),
“Exodus”
structure
of ‘the. Venice
Film. ‘memorating. the’ Italian
patron: Cannes: Film’ Fest and was then change to have taken place since were
Fest, -designed to obviate. recent Saint, at‘national’
national holiday.
accused of blasphemy by the Vati- the federation was formed some (UA), “Alamo” (UA), “Let's Make
Love” (20th), “Magnificent Seven”:
years
back.
Lauder
and
Gillfatt
‘friction -‘caused by -fest’s ‘selection
can which led to a shakeup in the
‘UA), “North to Alaska” (20th),
system:.as. well .as:-by. its-14-.
Hispano. governmental film ranks left the BFPA to join the FBFM
Pic. competitive Mmitation:
and a complete ban ‘on the pic, is in the early days and Paul Soskin | “The Unforgiven” (UA!}, “World
of Suzie Wong” (Par), “Don’t Give
‘Elaborating on. the Venice. con-.
‘not yet clear. It’s reported that not subsequently transferred.
Up Ship” (Par), “The Apartment”
Eitel |
a ‘troversy, “ANICA. topper
‘only are diplomatic pressures on to
(UA) and “Midnight Lace” 'U:.
Monaco said’ that ‘while ie. was}
ikeep the subject from being shown |
.
French
product
was
Ied
by
all-in favor of the events. main- |
in other countries, but the co-proBrigitte Bardot in “The Truth”
taining its artista -imprint,. hel:
ducers are at odds --over who has
followed
by
a
sketch
item,
“The
would:: prefer
the
competitive.
foreign sales rights. A lavender|
“.London, Oct. .10.
French Woman
and Love”; two
ranks to be widened to inelude|
‘copy ‘has been here since Cannes.
war
pix with
“good
German”
‘pix: currently .relegated to “In- | ~ Because FIDO (Film. Industry| Sales deals have been handled by.
Defense.
Organization)
has
declined.
“Rhine
Crossing”
and
formation
Section,”
confining.
local. film salesman ‘Francois Ger“Tax for Tobruk.”
There were
future Info: Sections ‘merely to. ‘to. match an offer of $1,000,000,. gely..
a
-parcel.of
.70°
feature
films:
ds
also
some
comedies,
costumers
and
, Oct. 8.
films which had ‘received prizes
Film is ‘still listed as opening|
likely to. be bought ‘within the:
The Fourth weeand TV-Film the inevitable Eddie Constantine
‘at other film events.
next few days by Associated Tele- here at two theatres, the Biarritz Fair (MIFED). gets going here next pictures.
Monaco also felt that" each Vision. .
and Ursulines, as an Ursulines reIngmar Bergman's “The Virgin
Monday
(9), and runs
through
‘country or .each ©country’s . film
- Phil Hyams, former -Eros boss, .‘| lease. ‘Insiders maintain that it
Spring” showed bis as did “Mein
organization .should
personally told FIDO that. he had. received probably. will not get a distribution. Oct. 20. According to the MIFED Kampf,” “Saturday Night, Sunday
!
organizers,
large
numbers
of
buyassume .the. responsibilty -of. .se- an. offer of more than $1,000,000: visa or. censorship nod, but this-is:
ers and producers have already Morning,” “The Teutonic Knights”
“lecting films’ apt’ for Venice. from 2. commerical tele company, not confirmed so far,
notified their participation at the and the British “Blind Date.”
screenings: Venice would then be. but would refuse to sell-if FIDO . Meanwhile,
the. coproducers, twice-yearly affair. Last one was
There was also a big rise in
entitled to veto’such films. “openly ‘would pay his company,. ‘Stratford Unici-Films 59 of Madrid and Gus-.
Italo and French-Italian coproduccontrasting -with ‘that. ‘Festival's Films,, an equivalent amount.: The tavo Alatriste of Mexico City, are held in April
tion
take, led by “Rocca and His
Milan toppers note a sharp rise
; objectives. ”.
;
FIDO. board decided it would not purportedly on the point of court.
Brothers,” “The Night,” “L'’Avven-—
_ “EE these concessions are “ grant=. pay. -an “exa erated” | rice for actions: Alatriste claims that Uni- in. attendance by Far. East film tura,’ and “Two Women.”
men, with all five major Japanese
““ed,”. Monaco concluded, “ANICA
P
J ed,.since ‘the ‘pic was forbidden in companies
the films,
osAgee
U. S. and French pix about held
(Nikkatsu, Daiel, Toei,
will fight within, the International
The. ‘Hyams. brotheré—Phil and Spain, ‘handed over foreign rights Toho, and Shochiku) being repped to their usual level, wh le Italian
‘Producers Federation for a re- sid.— were founder investors to. him’ under his Mexican tag. But
pix forged ahead.
British
and
for
the
first
time,
together
with
a
duction in the total number - of
Independent : Television Pro- now -Unici claims Alatriste does
West German
entries
fell. No
film fsstivals,- ‘and a just recogni- gramme: Company, :forerunner..of.’ not have its” permission and wants large delegation from India. Afri- Russian films showed well at all
ca,
Latin.
America,
Philippines,
“tion for. Venice. and. Cannes. ”
-] Associated: .TeleVision, and it. is: to Stop the film’s sales.
Ceylon, ‘Singapore and Hong Kong this past year.
believed they still: retain a sub-|- * Gergely. recently advertised: that |will
will also be represented, as well
stantial holding in that commerical ‘only he had Western European and as industry representatives from
: ty. ‘company.
| Western. Hemisphere sales rights. other areas.
| -If. this package goes to ‘ATY, it. Film also has been reported sold
As preyiously detailed
in
could. be the second major films: for the U. S. to Ed.
gsley. It
for ‘ty deal: within -a few weeks. |still-has a slated opening ‘date here Variety, the fourth MIFED also
It is ‘understood that George Min- | for: Oct. 13. Since there is a film will feature a “summit meeting”
-ter, whose Renown Pictures. Corp. accord between France and Spain, of video and. motion picture officials to discuss the future technical
Rome, Oct. 10.©-}went into | voluntary. | liquidation there could be no repercussions wid- practical. applications in botb
London, Oct. 10.
earlier-in the year,’ is making ‘«. here but it looks unlikely to affect
A one-day strike last week in the
felds of magnetic tape. Fifteer
‘Italian press | is up in arms| deal. with Associated-Rediffusion. the U. S, release.
|
wientists
from
10
countries
will
Metro-British
studios
at Elstree,
against: reported French threats to} .The sale.of these two packages|.
| attend the symposium as well.
rand an overtime ban which was
‘stop the importation into Italy of could: ‘represent a major. setback|:
Also slated to be held in Milan
|restricted to the day of the stop-“Thou Shalt Not Kill” (Col), Bic for. FIDO, which .was set up..a’
| during the Fair are the now-tradifew: years: ago to halt. the sale of
produced in Yugoslavia by | Italo ‘feature pix to the nétwork.. Since.
tional
high-level
film
industry,i page, was followed by a warning
gatherings in various sectors and |to3producers by. Sir Tom O’Brien,
filmmaker
‘Moris.
Ergas.. and | its: formation, it: has. paid substan-|
{onan international level.
jgeneral secretary of the National
“directed. by Claude . Autant-Lara, tial: amounts. to ‘producers and
distributors as | compensation. for |.
Assn. of Theatrical and Kine EmFilnt, which deals with the con- keeping oldies . oft the. air “Waves.
“*
London,
Oct.
10.
Ployers, and a counterblast from
scientious’ objector theme, -appar; An fmplied invitation to’ the
producers.
Lord Archibald. head
ently --is displeasing to the. French:
-Assn. _of
Cine and
Television:
jof the Federation of British Film
authorities, and to Culture. Minis-{Technicians to amend its memter Andre Malraux in particular.
: Makers, declared: “If vou can ine
bership rules has been made by
It received a. mixed but. generally|British film producers. Last week
terpret the statement, I will comlively, favorable reaction at the. rethey put on record:a statement of
ment on it.”
London, Oct. 3.
cent ‘Venice Film Fest:
principle which
declared:
“No
Sir Tom declared that redundanA unique departure from conmember of the industry who is a
‘Local protests,. which: ‘have. ‘al-{
“Amsterdam, Oct. 10.ready reached parliamentary ‘inter- }- Mare Spiegel and ‘Herman Timer, film -producer or a producer-direc- ventionin film booking {s currently ley dismissals had led to the strike
-Togation level, stem from. the slow- “who have jointly. operated the tor — or production executive, and -being tried out in Britain by the and the overtime ban, and he felt
down in -the concession of an im- ‘Cinerama Theatre.in, Rotterdam, | is therefore functioning as an em- ‘Disney Organization in connection-‘there was scope for. producers to
port permit for the film: as: well as with outstanding success, ' have ployer, :should ‘be: a ‘member of with “Parent Trap.” It is a two-‘
from a recent article in Paris’ Le been awarded’. the .contract’: to. ACTT -while functioning in that pronged innovation affecting both; do more than send telegrams proLondon and the rest of the country. testing that agreements were being
Canard: Enchaine, in: ‘which ‘it's supervise ..the. Cinerama presenta- capacity. ”
The question, which has caused
In the London area, the film broken.
stated that Malraux, apparently not tion at the Varietes Theatre, Brus-.
He added: “It fs with
satisfied with having . kept. “Kil” ‘sels, from next. December. The considerable controversy in recent will start a conventional three-9. great’ reluctance ‘that I say that
from winning the Gold Lion. at. “contract for the latter deal was years, is the subject of an. impend- way London release on Oct.
Venice
(French originally’ had. ‘confirmed by Bernard G. Kranze,| ing lawsuit. It was brought to 4 on the Rank circuit playing the;‘the agreements will centinue to be
thead by the ACTT overtime. ban “northwestern
area,
the
north- broken and in a more serious form,
threatened to boycott fest: if pic vicepresident of -Cinerama, Ine.
“was shown), had. now ‘threatened.[
‘The. Spiegel-Ilmer operation in- Which was slapped on the British eastern area and the South London unless employers devote less time
Studios
by
the
union.
during
the
districts in turn.
Three weeks: ‘to the trivialities of the industry
in now funning. its
Rome again, “If the film is ‘shown Rotterdam
in Italy,” ‘says’ the article, “the ‘third: triplescreen ‘program, “Cine- summer. One. acute ~ case which later, it will follow a similar and show more concern to the huFrench-Italian - coproduction.. pact rama Holiday,”. ‘which opened ‘ear- ‘has subsequentally come to light,: pattern on the National circuit man problems of those they emlier last. month. It is. the only’ ‘concerns a- producer member of in London, thus becoming the
will not be renewed.” —
ACTT who was prohibited from first picture to play two main ploy.”
Local: sources, including: ‘Rome’s. theatre. in Holland showing the viewing rushes. of the. ‘day's. work outlets in fast succession.
|
Lord Archibald stated that 117
influential: indie -daily “Messag- Cinerama process. The. two initial in the studio -theatre after. the
Meantime,
the provincial re-j; employees at Metro had been de‘gero, are particularly worried by : presentations, . “Seven Wonders of: stipulated time for work to: stop.
lease. is to be on the blocked
the World” - and “This - Is Cin-.
indications: that. the Italian authori-.
‘There’ has been strong feeling territorial principle, . starting off clared redundant, but that was a
‘ran for a total of 61 weeks
ties are’ seemingly. bowing to the -erama,’
and grossed upwards of $510,000; among filmmakers that producers. this week (2) in the South Coast, 'Seasonal hazard, and warning had
Gallie threats.
The local sheet
with:
the right to hire and fire Wales and the West of England,;
an unparalleled: sum for such a
ibeen given at a labor relation®
sports
proof -that
the. local
Should be-ineligible for full union | and subsequently playing the Mid-|
‘small country. ~
meeting with the unions, without
distributor of pic: first applied for
membership
and should not be lands, Lancashire and Yorkshir
‘The project has. now received
import permit for “Thow Shalt Not increasing support. from -travel {subjected ‘to union conditions of Scotiand, ete.
’. provoking comment.
He said he
Kill” on Aug. 7.
The - Foreign bureaus—122..are linked now as’ employment..
The upcoming. lawMain advantage of this form 'would prefer a stable labor force,
Commerce ‘commission, which acts against 41 _previously—and audi-° ‘suit, which was the subject of an ‘of booking is that the Disney outrather
than
recruiting
temporary
on such matters, falied:to take a ences are -brought ‘into the city interim: action for contempt of fit will be able to make maximum
~ decision in meetings held Aug. 24 by cars: and. buses at the rate of ‘court. against the union’s ‘secre- use of tele and newspaper adver- |workers during the peak months,
and Sept. 4, while waiting. for an 1,000 a: day. For the current at- tary, George Elvin, a: year or so tising on a regional basis, instead | particularly as the temporartes,
okay from ‘the Ministry of Enter- traction,’ a “holiday tie-in has been|ago, is being -brought by Roy and
of dissipating a large measure .‘who lacked a studio background
tainment. This was granted Sept. Set with Swiss Air, which is offer- John Boulting. It is possible that of the campaign in ares where {and often were a source of con14 via.a cable stgned by Entertain- ing vacations °in Switzerland as” this’ action may be heard before the film is not scheduled to open stant trouble to the regular staff.
‘ment Undersecretary Renzo Helfer. prizes.
At the moment,
there waz a
the end of ‘the year, but no date for some weeks.
For example,
Yet. t6- this day, despite meeting | - ‘The; Cinerama. Theatre in Rot- | for. a.hearing has. been.‘Bet.
when “Parent Trap” opens in the basie. labor strength of around
held Sept. 27, the long premised. -terdam. bas. been the most success
‘Midlands
|
on Nov. 18, there will 4,000 iw British studios, recruited
- go-ahead ‘has not been accorded by. ful operation in Europe, other than |;
be a concentrated campaign on from the three main unioijs, but
the Commerce people. Messaggero ‘the..Casino, London, which -has.
j. the Midlands commercial tv outlet there are peak seasonal-rushes that
‘suggests this unusual delay. is due been - featuring the. triplescreen
| a8 well as in local daily and weekly - demand the employment of the
te pressure from Paris,
4 process
for some seven years.
—
short-term additional workers.
newspapers,
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O’Brien, Film Producers
Clash Verbally After

«Ban Not Kill inert

1-Day Elstree Strike

Brit
ritishFilm Producers
_ Ask Union to Keep Pix

Makers Out of ACTT:

Marc Spiegel& Imer’s
Varieties, In Brussels,
--C’rama: Holland Click

Disney Org Tries Out
Area Blanket: Booking
On Trap’ in Britain
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in its 9th week of shooting

out FILM
presents a spectacularpicture produced by

RORY CALHOUN-YOKO TANI
THE GREAT ADVENTURE OF"

THE GREAT ADVENTURE OFAN ITALIAN INCHINA

A film by HUGO FREGONESE
Directed by PIERO PIEROTTI
FROM

THE MOST LEGENDARY JOURNEY IN HISTORY=
VENICE TO PEIPING OVER THE GREAT CHINESE WALL

} for general release:

February 1962

Worldwide Sales
|

|
JOLLY FILM 7, Largo Mes

o, Rom , Italy—Tel. 863,621 - 867.893- 841.744— Cables:

Jollyfilm - Rome

VARIETY’S’ LONDON ‘OFFIC _49 St. James's Street, Pieeadiity mo

Interna tionalSound Track]

‘US.PixStillPace Japan
Tokyo, Oct. 3.
’ Sixteen. foreign feature pix were

released in Tokyo during Septem-

ber with “Guns of Navarone” (Col)

and “La Grand Olympiad” Ctalias) |

Paris
Young film star. Jean-Paul Belmondo and oldtimer Jean Gabin paired
in Henri Verneuil’s new ‘A. Monkey in. Winter”. based on a book “by
Antoine Blondin. Theme is of alcoholics of two generations.
Simone Signoret content: with playing. opposite: Sir. Laurence Olivier. in.
in the British pic “Term of Trial” which Peter Glenviile directs, She
has opined she would have played: a. bit part to be in a pic with him
Also ga-ga’ for Gabin . . . Raymond. Rouleau tried to stop the
National Opera’s “Carmen,” which. he directed, from ‘going. to Japan
-for 10 shows on the principle that he had not: been consulted and had.
moral rights on. the show... However, .it- seemed that the hecessary
papers had been signed and as a cultural gambit it-was on its way ....
Bourvil.set for Yves Ciampi’s first.pic on his home: ground: in ‘six
‘years “My Associate, Mr, Davis.” ‘Ciampi hhas. made pix in Japan, West.

By TRUDY

Nine of. the imports. were ‘from |.

QUINN BACK 10 WORK
INFILM, ‘BARABBAS’

| the U.S., two. each from. Britain
and: ‘Ttaly and one each from.
Russia,
‘West.
Germany
and|

‘Yugoslavia.

Rome, Oct. 3.

GOTH

E. Berlin, Oct. 3.
Siegfried VYoelkel, choral director of the East Berlin Opera House
held a press conference % explain
the drastic changes in repertory
and scheduling necessitated by, the
cinderblock wall separating “ths

Anthony Quinn has resumed his
1 starring role in Dino DeLaurentiis’ two sectors of this politically-tor‘production of “Barabbas.”” Actor tured city. Most of the chorus singtook leave of absence from pic to ers (and principals, too! live in

Austrian Actor
BlastsGerman
Pix Wage Plan|

fill a
| Spiegel

French ‘pic producer Ray. Ventura prepping’ “William. the Conqueror”|.

may also be denied a showing in Paris in-spite of an announced open-

Cnel Dilemma of Felsenstein
As Head of.Fast Berlin’s Opera

doing ‘top biz.

Germany, Africa: and Scandanavia before this, all French. coproduc. tions. This one is based on a Chilean. novel’ about: a man who becomes|:
-a big ‘business magnate by: using a. false,-supposedly
rich American |.
character as his backer. . Robert Dhery’s pic “La Belle Americane” |:
had a midnight preem so’ ‘that all the thesps in plays: could seé it . .°<
which he would like to do with a Yank major. The script is now ready
.4in English and French and he ‘envisages doing..it ‘in. Yugoslavia and
thinks Burt. Lancaster would be tte ideal William. The: success of
“Guns of Navarone,” “Spartacus” and “Ben-Hur” in.Paris have Ailm-*. Makers thinking in “super” proportions: of late.
Spanish; “Viridiana, ** which won the top prize at the Cannes ‘Fest
last spring and was then attacked for blasphemy by the Vatican, leading toa shakeup'in the Spanish film setup and being forbidden there,

é

ENTERNATIONAL

Rothenburg: on Tauber, Oct. 3.

_ “The
German
salary
system
treats. actors and. actresses. like
chunks

of

meat in

the’ butcher

shop—they’ re sized up and _priced
like a piece of beef.
It’s not
only bad for actors’ morale, but it
also certainly cuts down on their

glamor

and

appeal

at the boxof-.

fice,” charged. Austrian-born actor
Karlheinz Boehm.

commitment
with
Sam
in
the
Jordan-based

“Lawrence of Arabiz.”

West
work

Berlin. They will not now
in East Berlin. Moreover

there
are
currency
difficulties
Estimated that four more weeks. added.
of shooting remain for “Barabbas”
Wagner’s “Tannhauser” schedunder the direction of Richard uled for this fail will not be preFleischer, with Quinn and Silvana sented earlier than next spring
‘Mangano the only topliners still at because of task of casting it.’
work. Shots remaining are the
Walter Felsenstein, artistic diopening
sequences
including rector and general manager of the
Christ’s march to Calvary.
East Berlin Ofera, is in a peculiarFilm is for Columbia release.
ly ticklish position since he lives in
| the fashionable part of the anti-

Japan’s Pix Biz

Red

sector

and

his family

is em-

barrassed. It’s another case of politics making art difficult. Felsenstein himself has. contracts to pro-

duce opera in Hamburg at a salary
of 12,000 D-marks per production
but, although he has worked harmoniously in Hamburg heretofore,
this is now a true dilemma. ComTokyo, Oct. 3.
Picture
attendance
in Japan pounding his hesitation is the fact
_ Louis Dolivet and Yank writer Philip Yordan on doing a British sketch: he would. never make a film for a
that about 90% of the talent whic:
dipped
sharply
during
the
first
six
in ‘a. Panavision pic ‘being prepped. by the French busiriess group ‘German producer under the re-|
“defected” (or, rather, just stayed
running the Itinerama setup in: France eee Peter Ustinov. in for opening. cently-enacted salary séale. Under months of the year despite record’ home in West Berlin after Aug. 131
film
production
of
301
feature
pix
of his “Romanoff and Juliette’ ‘(U),.
terms of this classification system,
during the period. Monthly falloff have been eagerly snapped up by
Irwin Shapiro, Yank foreign. film distrib, back to the: U. S. after a which was brought into being by ‘compared with same period last the Hamburg management,
Felsenstein’s dilemma
is — prolong ‘stay in. Europe. ... Diane Faith, American: actress, stateside. after the German -producers néarly a year was from 10.1% to 17.9%
dubbing some pix. in Paris and Rome . ... Ed Sullivan taping a. show year ago, the actors are graded ac- with revenues dropping from 1 5° fessionally and personally agoni7at ‘the nitery Moulin Rouge via the’ Intercontinental TV Ampex ‘setup cording to. their importance in a to 6.5% (difference between at- ing. If he breaks his own Hamburz
he
may
thereby
“headquarters in Paris . . . George Marton, literary and. play agent in /picture. Even the leading. stars are}‘tendance and revenue figures is commitments,
_Paris,. proud of advance notices on “Kean”: for which stepson Peter put into. yarious categories with. a explained by increase in admission break his artistic ties with the west
.. Stone did the book from Alexandre’ Dumas as readapted. by Jean-Paul ‘top fee of about $35,000-.for a film. scale). Decline is attributed mainly altogether and he forced to have
". Sartre original. Marton and wife head for, N. Y. next month: for: the . The -classification system
has to increased inroads of tv and a his future existence behind the
Tron
Curtain.
The
Communists
_Broadw ay preem.
, been widely publicized in the Ger- ‘higher economy
standard which
‘man press. Hence, a film patron permits pursuit of other diversions. would almost certainly treat him
Rome
lavishly, as they do honored artists,
Joften knows just how much a star)
Attendance for Jan.-April period,
Mel. Shavelson says: so many pix are shooting In Rome, he can’t even.
‘is . supposedly: “worth” to a film: according to figures of Japan Mo- but the decision would have heen
get a ‘tripod—mueh. less a camera—for his upcoming “Easter. Dinner.”
forced by exterior force.
The. .star is‘ sealed from. 325,000
Picture
Producers.
Assn.
Result: he'll have to-shoot much of pic on Coast, after’ getting-in in- down to about $2;000 for his role. tion
Meanwhile, all over Europe the
(Eiren) was 309,480,000 less than
dispensable backdrops: here. -Producer-director-writer even tried to
‘Bochm
claitmed
that
‘even the same period of 1960. This is a cancellations of the stage plats
borrow ‘some material from Delmer Daves, who: just: left Italy. . after|
of
the Communist Bertold Brecht
though the producers tontend the decrease of 14.6%. the biggest fallJocationing here. With “Lovers Must’ Learn,” ‘but. found equipment
has assumed the dimensions of a
salary scales are cutting costs on off since the last World War.
already'd “been
|
spoken for! “Easter. Dinner” goes -to Paramount, as.
wave.
‘German productions, the opposite
At present there are six major
“does ‘another pending production, “The: Iron Men,”. which Galatea
Felsenstein as director of Comic
results since. the. stars Iose their film producers — Toei, Nikkatsu.
- Films produces with: Martin. Poll as exec. John Cassavetes still brush- *
East
Berlin's
prestize
b.o. draw by this grading system. ‘Daiei, Toho, Shochiku and New Opera,
‘ing up script on that one, but due ‘here. any day now,
_ Psychological Mistake - - Toei, an affiliate of Toet. Shintoho, |house. revortedly won't move to
|
MPAA prexy Eric Johnston sent a special thessage to Mayor of Cas-| -“[t's'a psychological mistake “for.
East Berlin. Felsenstein, an Ausanother major, suspended onera- trian citizen, has been living with
“tellaneta,’ where monument to Rudolph Valentino —was inaugurated.
the public to know. how :a star is. tion in June because of _—
his family in W-Berlin for many
“this week, to be read during urivelling ceremonies:. ..,. shooting: starts classified,”
Boehm
said.
“The finances..
<i this week here on “Joseph Desa.’ Columbia release being shot here German
years. Although he eventualiy may
industry~ doesn't. know
Feature production of the six settle down in W-Germany or Aus‘by: Edward Dmytryk; with Maximilian Schell, Ricardo Montalban, Lea how to-create stars-and the glamor.
‘Padovani, and Akim. Tamiroff..
. Ava Gardner paged by Galatea Films; surrounding them. An actor makes companies for the first six months | tria, he does not intend to give up
‘of year, with comparable
1969
for starring-role in “TI: Sclacalli” (The: Jackals), . which Terence Young:
his association with the E-Berlin
four or five films, and then if he:
As slated to direct in Italy and France.
Sophia ‘Loren. and Vittorio; has -a: flop they -let ‘him. fall .and ‘figures in parenthesis, are: Toei, opera. As to his own words, he has
56,
(54);
Nikkatsu,
51,
(53);
Daiei.
DeSicaz at work on director's episode for “Boccaccio. 70" in lower Po
found
there artistic possibilities
forget him, moe
50, (40); Toho, 36, (39); Shochiku,
- Valley, and: may- be visited. there by Embassy’s Joseph E. Levine, who |
‘Not only that, he said, but some 38. (45). and New Toei, 37, (27).:| whieh he won't have. anywhere
“has pic.for most. areas, during his slated upcoming visit to Italy...
else.
*
producers are making secret deals,
October Ist was. final date for submission of Italo pix for Foreign Film paying an actor that, they really Shinto figures are 32. (29), One ;
indie pie was produced.
Oscar consideration . .. Italo authorities designate candidate, though.
want more .than. theYsalary. scale | industry is trying to combat the
.. there's some ill feeling here about how selection is effected: last. year,
allows:.
situation by moving toward block-for example, commiittée. passed up “La Dolce Vita” in favor of “The |
; “Since I have. made“films. ‘Yn. the buster productions: such as “The
Great. War”... ‘DeLaurentlis releasing “The. Best: of Enemies” here
U. ‘S., German producer has. of-: Life of ‘Buddha’ (Daiei) and “The
October. 27th, while “Barabbas” goes out December 15th. » « both items fered me three times the amount{
Last War” (Toho) as well as drivof course get Coiumbia distribution outside Italy.
of my’ scale. to.make..a film in ing ‘to boost experts
Liz Taylor, whose contacts with: the local press have been none: tooGermany, ” he said.
.
frequent, not to say non-existent, made a. point ‘of accepting an -inviAmsterdam, Oct. 3.
“When. Boehm: finishes his role |
tation as guest of honor: at benefit soiree sponsored by the: Rome}.
Holland is now seeing iis third
as one of the Grimm brothers. he
Press Assn. She received a special “Silver Mask” for her recent film planes. to Tokyo to make “Rififi in
Cinerama
program,
“Cinerama
‘work .... Jacques Tati starts his. next feature in April, he disclosed Tokyo" ‘for Metro, and ‘is conHoliday,” which opened earlier t‘is
here ..
he’s prepping a new version” of: his popular’ “Monsieur Hu- |
{month
in
the
only
theatre
in the
tracted .for two- German-Amerilot,” after doing. caine stint in Germany, Sweden, Holland, and Por-.
‘country playing the three-screen
can co-productions. in 1962. Howtugal.
process.
It
is
the
Cinerama
Thestre
-[ever, .if offered.only the German |
jin Rotterdam, operated jointly by
London
} scale for making the films. in Ger- |
London, Oct. 10.
| Mare M.
Spiegel
and
Herman
. William Holden and Trevor Howard for male leads in. “The Lion” many, Boehm says he would reA proposed’ new rule governingi IImer, who have had record-breakon location in Kenya, starting Oc}. 20. .Sainuel G. Engel. is producing fuse ‘it.
film
festival
presentations hasjling runs for the first two presenta-:for 20th-Fox release . : .-1l ye ‘ old’-Pamela Franklin, a pupil at bn-}
‘been suggested by the Federation tions.
English ‘ballet school, has: been given the juve lead.
Continental
of British Film Makers. It is ad- - Between them, “Seven Wonders
actress Erika Remberg in ‘Anglo: Amalgamated’s latest ‘Edgar. Wallace
-vocating that. all films made in the of the World” and “This is Cinethriller, “Candidate: for Murder,”'w hich started at Merton Park Stulanguage of the home country at a jrama” ran for 61 wecks to gross a
dios this week. Also in the cast are Michael Gough and: Vanda Godsell
competitive event should be sub- ; total of $510,000, an unparailed
. Comedian Terry Thomas and screen writer Alan Hackney are again
titled in one other language. There jsum for such a small country. Now,
teamed in-“Operation Snatch, Md currently in the works :at.the Associated|.
have been frequent cases, notably
; with
increasing
support
from
British: Elstree Studios . .. : Metro has confirmed Nov. 15 as the launch-|
in Cannes and -Venice, at. which |
travel bureaus—122 are linked now
- ing date. for’ Samuel Bronston’s “King of Kings” at:the:Coliseum.
‘French and Italian films have been
jas against
41 prev iously—audiLondon, Oct. 10..

ing. It may have been Spanish. diplomatic pressure

or local Catholic

demands; but pic could be withdrawn from cireulation .. . John Spires

Boehm, here for his starring role
now heads the. Metro tv film bureau here. . He originally did similar’. in the Metro-Cinerama co-produc-work for MCA here..
British ‘director Karel. Reisz, who made the tion. of “Wonderful World of the|
hit “Saturday Night, Sunday Morning,” in to confer with local. producer: Brothers Grimm,” declared -that

Down Sharply.

Tieuns Help ‘Cinerama -

Holiday’ Ton Two Sister
Films in Holland Preem

iBrit. Film Makers Fed.

Sugsests New Festival
Rule to Carb Entries:

UreeChange For
- 2d Brit. Features

‘{shown without subtitles and are
;ences are brought in to Rotterdam
therefore difficult to understand|
i Vv cars and buses at the rate of
for
viewers
without
adequate
1,000 a day. For “Holiday” a tie-in
| the Board of Tradé to reconsider. ‘|knowledge of the lingo.
has been set with Swixs Air, offerthe position of second features in
One indirect result of the appliin Switzerland
as
relation to. Eady coin. ‘ Both. the cation of such a rule could be the ing holidays
‘Mexico - City, .Oct: 10: British Film Producers Assn. and- limination of last-minute entries. prizes.
As
a
result,
the
advance
take
has
“La.. Dolce. Vita” has run- into the Federation
of British :Film
‘some. morality: difficulties in the ‘Makers are proposing that the, It has been a commonplace at ‘shown a marked upswing, - and
‘Venice, for
example,
that. the:
still wide-open Ciudad Juarez. Re- ‘scale of levy should.be calculated |-Jtatian participants have only beeni bookings are currently running 4’ 9
ports’ from there -indicated that ‘at two and a half times the gross, completed a.day or so before actual:above the two previous films.
demonstrations.
against
picture up to $42.000 or based on the labor presentation.
But if they were
were . instigated by various ‘social: costs of ‘the production, whichever obliged to be subtitled, they would
organizations. . Most active~- anti- is the lower.
have to be available three or four
picture eampaign. was Girected by
With. the Eady levy - currently | weeks ahead.
That also would
Tokyo, Oct. 3
the: Juarez Cathelic Lady’ s. Society, running at over, 40° of the gross,{mean that the selection committee
Daiei completed the shooting of
which. picketed. the Variedades this would represent a bonus to} would have adequate time to view
its
blockbuster
($1.500.000:
“Life
Theatre with signs urging people second feature producers in the? the finished product, rather than
region of 100%..
to bypass ‘the-picture..
‘take it on trust after seeing the of Buddha” after 154 lensing days,
and
has
shipped
the
footage
to
Picketing, however, got the ~
- die
It is recognized ‘within. ‘the in- first reel or two.
rector opposite reaction, with the] dustry that this would be. a power- |. The Federation is also urging the Technicolor in London for proecessing.
Japan
has
no
facilities
for
boxoffice mobbed by. cash patrons: ful incentive for a section of the International Federation of Pro70m _ film.
Director
eager to see the Italian film.-Hap- “film making .industry, which has.: ducers to enforce .a limitation of processing
py about. the whole thing is the been experiencing -difficult times. two pix from any one country, as Kenji Misumi will follow the film
management: of the cinema.
Extra It is believed that th2 proposal, proposed in the draft rules fast to London for supervision.
Picture is set te» bow here on
showings had to be added and the if approved by the BOT.. would year. This is a matter which will
‘pic was held- over for an extended stimulate production of more sup- be considered: by the administra- Nov. 1. No overseas deal has yet
|
been
made,
tive
council
in
Paris
next
month.
run.
wy
porting features,

RANK WOULD CHANGE |Pickets inJuarez

GAUMONT-BRIT. SETUP}.
. London,. Oct..10.-

“The: two’ organizations

represén-

Pe British producers, are to urge

‘Boom ‘Vita’ at B.0,

ready controlling
Already
con
g 57.2%87.2% of
of the}
the

voting strength. of Gaumont British

and more

than 41°. of the. capital,

the Rank: Organization has put forward proposals to G-B shareholders’

that, if accepted, will- result in the
‘cinema -chain becoming. a wholly-

. owned ‘subsidiary.
Announcing

this’ at the group's

24th annual general meeting, John
Davis, deputy chairman and managing director, said he was not: pre‘pared to elaborate on. this.. pre“liminary announcement until shareholders. had time. to study the pro‘posals.

To. ‘date,

the

Gaumont British

. Chain. consists of 72.theatrés, 16. of
- which: are closed (two being converted into ‘Dowling. alleys),

Daiei Winds Filming,
Of $1,500,000 ‘Buddha
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...for Motion Picture and Equity Talent
Baum and Newborn are the key men who head up G.A.C’s
thriving Motion Picture and Equity Division.
Together with their large and well-seasoned. staff, headquartered on both coasts, they are responsible for. the
successful careers of a most impressive roster of today’ 8
performing and creative talents in this highly specialized
area of the entertainment field.

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
A Subsidiary of Baldwin-Montrose Chemical Company, Inc.
640 Fifth Avenue * New York 19, N.Y. * Circle 7-7543
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British Pay-After You-See |
Idea |Sereen History M useum Takes Shape;
Its Hall T00 Tiny For Oscar Awards

London, Oct. 10.
Pay-after-you-see-tv. could be the new - pattern of British television if a new private’ British company, Tolvision Ltd:., can sweet

falk the Pilkington Committee

in its favor. against: the advocates.

|

‘of ‘the coin-in-the-slot method. Tolvision.claims to be geared to
start operating: within a year of the Government giving its okay.
‘Phe company, formed. with. ‘a nominal capital of $280 has five. di-.
Yectors. R.. Sternberg is ¢hairman. and managing director. ‘The.
‘other four. directors are G. B. Drayson, M. ‘Fox, W. King and ‘two. "

” - Americans, M: -Fox. and R: Hermitage...

..

-Anaheam,

ct.10.
10. {chairmen appointed
Cal., Oct.

for one

year,

Summarized reports and reeom- Current head continues through
(sa
SpecialJudgeAs
He said it was agreed to
mendations from 15 of 40 com- Jine.
miitees and sub-committees’ were |!accept all committee reports for
Theatre Fights Ft,Wayne. hi eard. .at .recent Disneyland gen- ;careful study at the next Commis-

On Threatened Revoke’

Robert Hermitage-told. VARIETY: “This: ds a- purely British undertaking, but .it will benefit from the: technical knowhew that’s been
the outcome of seven. years:‘exhaustive field experiments. by:‘Tolvi-

eral “assembly session of. the first|sion meeting.
recommendations
that’:
Hollywood
Motion
Picture
and | Among
With more will be studied is a possible muFort Wayne, Oct. 10.. -jiTelevsion convention.
sion:-of America.”
-Otto Grant, an attorney, has been.than 275 registered for the three-{seum radio station.
: The system. would operate’ with. & normal television set but by
appointed special judge in the in- day event, special feature of which! Film, currently being shot by
means of. auxiliary. apparatus. viewers. would be’ able to select the..
junction suit of the Little Art was the ‘unveiling .Of a detailed |Jack Copeland as both a television
new programs. Three channels would provide: programs of events - Theater, Inc., against-the City of imodel of the. proposed $4,000,000! half-hour and an hour-long theatthat the public would normally have to pay to see, ‘and such. proFort Wayne, 'to bar the City from ;building itself, Museum chairman /rical on the museum pruject, was
grams would cost around 35c. each. There. ‘would also. be a fourth
suspending. its theatre license for :Sol Lesser declared. “the museum | authorized. Malvin Wald is seript{showing “obscene” films, ‘particu- is closer than ever before to reach- jing and much of the convention
‘The. ‘system, “which. will ngt carry: commercial advertising, will,
groundbreaking next itself was being photographed fer
larly “Hideout in the Sun’ and; ‘ing actual
ifgiven the go-ahead: start in the more: thickly -populated .areas,
inclusion.
j"*For Members Only,” dealing with|i April.”
aim at.a-minimum of 20, 000. subscribers and, in time,” spread. tova
business sessions,
- Aside from
nudism.
national Network.
highlights
of
the.
meeting
was
the
-Grant was named special: judge

Coronado Fest
Sans Hollywood

in the case after Jerome J. O'Dowd, building model, unveiled by Mauthe City, filed an affi- reen O'Hara in-a ceremony attendchange of venue on ed by stars and civic dignitaries.
the. customary ground of “bias and ‘Built by 20th Century-Fox draftsprejudice” on the part of the’ Court. man Harold Fuhrman .from archi- |
The appointment was made_ with tect William Pereira’s plans, it rethe agreement of both plaintiff and vealed: several new ideas incorpoBy JAMES MEADE
defendants in the action. Technical- rated in design and facilities of
“Albany, : Oct. 10.
_ Coronado, Cal., Oct. 10.
lly; Gerald Allen, manager, is plain- the project. Pereira earlier showed
‘Coritinental. ‘Distributing Corp.,wd
Bishop William A. Scully,’ of the’ tiff,
Y: but actually it is.g the PLeroy conventioneers colored slides of
The lure of a non-competitive
Walter. Reade’s indie distrib: firm
the projected structure at break-; festival having failed to draw. any
which has been notably successful. Albany Catholic Diocese, issued a Griffith circuit. .
fast, pointing out each area in th €; major American studio product,
The action for a temporary. and building:
Via a string. of European (mostly ‘statement .‘frontpaged (5) in The
Among them, he noted
urst
annual
Interinjunction was. filed the theatre auditorium is planned Coronado’s
_ British) ‘releases, is currently hold- Evangelist: ‘that “We are shocked. permanent
national
Festival of Films
got
after. Mayor Paul M. Burns, a de‘ing talks with some
important
to. learn. the highly. controversial fendant.to the. suit, threatened to to.seat 500 people, indicating it under way today with only indeHollywood producers and ‘may. well
will not be suitable for Academy
have “something in. this line for. motion. picture;-'La’ Dolce Vita,’ ‘is revoke the theatre’s license for Awards and. other industry events pendent U. S. productions along1963
reléase,"
Irving Wormser, to be presented in Albany. Oct. 18.” showing “Hideout ‘in the Sun.” In. as had once been considered. New side major foreign efforts.
Festival started when the city
_- Continental prexy,. told the trade
The Hellman Theatre, which, ‘has the action, Allen charged. that the design point is the restaurant
* press. at, luncheon: in: New York: been presenting” Cinerama Produc- ordinance. under’ which the Mayor which he described as a “Farmer's and the Chamber of Commerce
asked
Don Larson, whose agency
is. emipowered .to revoke theatre Market format’ with several dif~ Monday (9).
7.
handles their advertising. to devise
‘Continental, the most active’ of tions: since its. opening dn. May: Of lTicenses ‘is unconstitutional. -The rerent eating rooms designed after |something to get Coronado a wider
City ‘answered the action by filing
the: 'U. S. indies (and the only- one |tamous restaurant film sets.
|
a- demurrer, alleging there was. no particularly mentioned the “Cae. spot on the map and riore tourist
‘With -its ‘own -exchanges—10—.
business. Larson a film buff, procause for action. Judge Lloyd S. |
around the. country; holds some’: . A ‘Sobering’ Impact
bah” or the. “Moulin Rouge” res~ {.poSed
the festival, though San
‘however,
in
Superior
‘
4
Hartzler,
distinct advantages for. domestic
taurants. Sound stage itself, where -; Francisco also has one. and a3
~ Burlington. Vt., Qct: 10.
Court No. 3, overraléd the demur- !there will be facilities for actual !
. producers,
Wormser - indicated.. ..
Ao ‘elergyman-film. critic has
: here, snubbed by Hollywood.
rer
and
the
case
remained
on
the
. This lies in the comparatively low |., declared hete. that’ the. Italian
production,
will
have
one-way
Larson was given $6,500 tu start
overhead and slow. playoff patterris | film, “La Dolce Vita,’ is ‘about. ‘|court. docket.:The City then asked stass with observers seated above in contrast to six-figure budzets
{the change of venue.
which insure maximum
care. in. . immorality “Of sweeping’ pro-4it looking down on the activities. of foreign fests but he is a hard
Meanwhile,
Mayor
Burns
ap- There will be seating for 350-400 worker -and hopeful of building a
playoff. As. ‘another Continental ‘- portions. ‘but is. nevertheless 2
pealed to E. H. Kilbourne, -pres- on either side of the stage and a better shoe string.
‘exec. put it: “It’ may. not be that | highly moral. movie.”
we. give the producer a larger| _. During. a visit, Rev: John. Jident of Loop Realty Inc., to. have running: narration explaining what | Screening lineup in Hotel del
the Griffith firm relinquish their |fis happening
percentage than: the majors, but.
except
for times. Coronado's Grand Ballroom this
Fry, who. reviews films for the
what. cones off the top as: ‘ex-.
“magazine - Presbyterian. -. Life, -|lease- when a pre-paid rent period when
actual filming sounds are‘ weck:. Sunday “The Cow and I”
expires in November. Kilbdurne| cut in: Other features include Spe- | (France); Monday “The Twili shit
penses’ is much less, So: his. sharé . said of the. Italian: ‘production: |
indicated: he’would probably do so. : cially. designed exhibit areas on! ' Siory ” (Japan) and “Sea Gy psies”
.of the gross is bigger.’
“It - does” not titillate. It is.
‘raised platforms, library and ar-/ _ {Philippines};
In terms of hard figures, the . ‘always distur bing, '- sometimes
Tuesday
“The
nauseous .and, in a. suicide-:
_ chives areas, etc. Pereira also said !, Judge”
exec: estimated that ona success(Sweden);
Wednesday
murder. sequence, horrifying.
they are leaving provisions for the| “Hollywood,
ful” pieture, ‘the:‘producer would.
the Golden Years”
People will not be fascinated
museum to be doubled if. neces-! iC. S. and “Come Back, -\frica’”’
‘gtand .to.gain:.as*-much ‘as 10%
-by. the lewd. scenes; they will
sary and noted there is now park- 'U.S.): Friday “Tooth
more from the Continental method
and Nail”
ing available for 1,000 cars. Build- : ‘France: and “Night Tide’ iUS),
“than from..a-major, the number of -be sobered. by the ee of
-” Portland, Ore., Oct. 10.. ‘ing will :be readily accessible by and Saturday “Simitrio” (Mexice).
. sin—sordid and inadorned. ".
dates: played being equal. ;
‘District: Attorney Charles E. Ray- ‘public - transportation, as well, he i
Saturday Oct. 14) the American
"Purpose “of the press -Iuncheon: 1
ymond and police officers: raided said.
.
Society of Film Editors will conwas to disclose Continental's slate last’ year: ‘advertised ‘the final days
‘the
Paramount
Theater ‘shortly
Ralph Edwards emceed unveil-! duct a seminar after tuo fifms on
of 13 releases for the 10-month. Jof “Search for: Paradise,” before
after opening yesterday (6) fo ar- Ing. ceremonies, introducing Acad- technique. Panel will be
sathor“period from November. . through opening: with: the. Italian film.
rest manager M. M. Mesher, pro- emy
president Wendell
Corey, critic
Arthur
Knight;
director
“next Séptember,. three: more. pix.
‘Bishop Scully, ‘former episcopal jectionist Lloyd Robinson, and con- member of the museum .commis- Denis Sanders; UCLA
professor
than the company’ has. ever re- chairman’ of. the Committee of the
‘fiscated. the French: import “The
leased in a comparable ‘period. National Catholic -Welfare Confer- Lovers.” The film played the Guild sion;,; Assemblyman Charles Con- Colin Young. and film editor MarDirector
Vincent
‘Continental's investment in the 13 ence for “Motion: Pictures, Radio Theatre. about a year ago.and the Yad, who displayed the pen Gov-! jorie Fowler.
ernor Brown used to.sign the Mu- i Sherman also is expected for this.
films, via coproduction, preproduc- and Television and as such, for 10
city: law authorities then wrangled
Most of promised celebrities are
tion distrib. and. outright deals, years, head of. the: Legion .of De- with Guild Theatre manager Nancy seum. enabling .act and which now
“._eomes close to-$3,000,000, .Wormser cency,. said that: the..film is “re- Welch: who .was.’ arrested. and -the is in’ the museum | archives: SAC i expected to show for invitational
prexy .George Chandler, - Ernest} official
reception . Saturday
at
said.
-volting” and “not one to be placed picture pulled: after about. two. Debs,
chairman
of the
L. A.|6:30 p.m. Roster includes Brad; ‘One. of the. pix, “Waltz of. the before a ‘decent American boy .or.
weeks.
a Toreadors” - starring Peter Sellers ‘girl. . 4 even ‘adults will,find it] Last week, the Oregon State. Su- County Board of Supervisors ant! ford Dillman, Stuart Whitman,
tributed as one of the project's! Barbara
Eden, Michael
Ansara,
‘and Margaret Leighton and now } nauseating.”
preme Court handed down a ruling firmest supporters: Johnny Green,' Ken Scott and Carol Christensen
shooting in London, is’ the first.
that completely freed Miss Welch. head of the music committee; Les: nlus Swedish actor Gunnar Hell.
“Just.
pass
up.
thisone
for.
.the’
under a new ‘three-pic deal: .Con- |
then booked ‘the film into Tremayne and Alice Rheinhart, of ‘strom. star of “The Judge.”
_, inental has. <just..concluded with ‘good’ of your soul,”” ‘Bishop. Scully. ‘Mesher
his: Paramount. house starting Oct. the student. workshop committee;!
Screentngs at 6:15 and 9:15 p.m.
.: Rank and producers: ‘Julian Wintle. continued. ‘“‘La Dolce: Vita;’ trans4. Mayor Terry Shrunk and Mesher Mrs. Florence Wellborn III, presi- | seven nights offer 1.200 seats at
‘lated,
:‘Thé.
Sweet
Life,”
is
a
hor- Leslie Parkyn. ‘Other acquisitions
had verbal barrages, but the :film dent. ofthe women’s council, Max! $1.50 and
Tible
“deceptive,
Misnomer.
”
$2.25.
Non-theatrical
Not previously announced include.
.[ opened on. scheduled.
Goodland. general manager of the :documentaries will be seen in frea
“Harold Lloyd’s -World.-of Came-.|It played. for two days and 20 museum: and organizer: of the ‘con-, matinees Monday through ‘Friday.
dy,” a. compilation. of comic. epiminutés.: Mesher’ and ‘Robinson. vention
and
Bonita
Granville.
‘godes from various Lloyd oe
were released on -bail: with court Lesser spoke briefly in thanking
Parma’s ‘Pass’ to Coronado
Terry - Thomas’. “Operati
action. set for tomorrow (Wed.). ‘the commissioners for their. aid in
Hollywood. Oct. 10.
Snatch. ” now. :shooting, ‘and “Ri |
representing
, BabopSealy§‘AdviceTo z|davit
for a

-Continental Seeks
Hwood Product} :

Flock: For Soul’s Sake,

Pass UpLa Dolce Vita’

:NeyPINCH OF MANAGER|
FOR SHOWING ‘LOVERS’ |

‘NEW HARDTOPPERS FOR |

DETROIT'S LIVONIA

fifi for the. Girls.”

TOA BoardPushingFilm

Detroit, Oct. 10.
‘Two theatres. the first.hardtop-

Mesher -booked

“Not

Henry” as.a replacement.

Tonite,
—

:

| pers: to be built in the Detroit area |

Company; More Capital.will be constructed: in the suburb
Livonia..
ao
~And Safeguards Sought| of‘One
of the. theaties: will. be ‘part

the project, particularly tributing|

‘Weekend

Pass.”

first

feature

Orville Caldwell. assistant county! produced by a new local indie
‘}administrater, and Debs.
He re-|firm, Parma Productions, has been
‘I vealed the model igs to be shown | accepted for screening
at the
all over the world as an interest|!Coronado
(Cal.)
film
festival,

stimulant for the project. Arthur |Oct. 8-14.
explained the model. Also
Film's cast includes Paul Von
were Edward G. Robinson, | Schreiber,
who’s
also producer,
-Hoilywood, ‘Oct. 10:
Harpo Marx, Gladys Lloyd Robin- and Jane ‘Wald and Suzi Carnell.
‘Judy Garland will do a. second son and Mervyn LeRoy, latter a!
New Orleans, Oct. -10. jofa $5 million shopping center and pic for: Stanley Kramer, after long. member of the commission.
TOA board voted to continue full: Iwill: be -operated - by . Nickolas. absence from screen and following| In a private interview, . Lesser;
support—financial as. well as ‘other 1 George Theatre. Enterprises. ‘which her 10-minute -stint in.“Judgment told Vaniety the closed session be- j
—for Ace Films, the. exhib-under-.| has. four..other. Detroit-area. ‘thea-| at:Nuremberg.”
—
{tween Hollywood Museum Associ‘written. _production arm that’s al-]tres. It ‘will include.a double audi-:
Actress is set to costar with Burt. ates and the Commissioners: reready: incorporated but. still ineu-|torium in which two separate films|.‘Lancaster in “A Child Is Waiting,” sulted in approval of several poliUnited
Artists’
Los
Angeles,
bating: in other respects: This is ‘can-be shown. simultaneously. One rolling. in January.. for United cies, among them the operating j Seattle and Salt Lake branches won
the’ enterprise with: which . Max |auditorium will .seat 1,600; the Artists. release. She and Lancaster ‘ Corp. which will handle actual the company’s 10th anniversary
| other 1,400, and both will be. served. were together: also. in:“Judgment. ” building details. While a separate sales drive in their respective cateYoungstein . will be. connected.
-Object: of the resolution is to lby a‘single. box office. The double |.
corporation for legal purposes, it: gories.
encourage more ‘grass-root invest- theatre will -be. called the Mai: Kai:}.”
Jis composed of the same officers| Runners up in their respective
-Inent. by. theatremeén. Just. about (means ‘the finest” in Polynesian |
and directors as Hollywood Mu-jgroups were Dallas, Kansas City
-all.of the “guarantee”. money be- Theatre. and will: ‘have 2 ‘Polynesian |
seum Associates but allows them !/and Milwaukee, with Jac ksonville,
-hind the new. setup’ comes: from motif. A Polynesian ‘restaurant: also
a
Hollywood, Oct.’ 10.
to proceed with contractual obliga-|Denver
and
Minneapolis
taking
. five “major circuits, though legal is. planned. It will.open din ‘April, "Sam: Katzman is. back at the old itions on the project. Meeting also third money. Six month drive ran
1962.
safeguards are. provided'.so that’
stand, Columbia -Pictures, after ari|i approv ed a $9,000-a-year public. re- Jan. 8 to July 1, 1961.
small exhibs won’t be at a dis-| ‘The second theatre will: be built 18-month -hegira during which he! lations budget, with an independAl Fitter led in the division cateadvantage: in ‘buying releases.
by a- group composed - ‘Of. Adolph produced .two films for 20th-Fox. ent firm to be selected for the post jsory and Ralph Clark took first
Si Fabian..of Stanley. Warner;: and Irving Goldberg, Eugene and
Producer will turn out -two pix, and one person selected to service prize in the district clasisfication.
who presided over the ‘formation: Richard Stone, ‘Lew: Wisper and first to‘be “Outlaws of Duke Coun- |
each of the committees in a pr. |Wmners were selected on the basis
of the riew production company, William M. Wetsman, .all long-time: ty,” under: his ‘Four Leaf Produc- capacity.
Lesser said the session 'o* t!:e greatest nin er of billings
spoke to the TOA convention yes- Detroit: exhibs. This. will be a 1.500-. ‘tions banner. .He previously was , also ‘approved
all committee
and total collections reported for
terday. (Mon.) in support of. the seat house. scheduled. to open next }with Columbia for more than. 14‘ciar:-en
having the power
to.1’ “~ branches, distr icts and diviventure.
years.
May.
"form their own committees, with ‘sions.
‘ .
since

the -end

of World

War II,

?

Try

LANCASTER’S UA FILM: Pereira
on hand

‘LA, SEATTLE, SALT LAKE
TOP UA SALES DRIVE

| Katman Back at Col

Wednesday, OsicherU1, 1961.

PICTURES
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‘Come, ‘Guns’ ‘Vita, Doctors’
Pit ‘Fanny’ Rank 1-2-3-4-5-6;
After Labor Day, September Slows}
By

MIKE

tively. Based ea wi accrace of
key

situa@ticns,

the

‘A sort of “super” three-year
sales drive, covering both do.. mestic ‘and foreign divisions,
was descrjbed yesterday (Tues.)
by’ United Artists exec veep
Arnold Picker. The three-year
drive, for which $150,000: has.
been set aside for prizes and
-bonuses, will be in addition to.
the

WEAR

VARIETY's
regular
weekly
bercffice reports are sir marized each mcsth, retrospec24

- Fells.ofthe Sell

seurce

Geta cCustetute an adequate
senting cf current releases
tut are «et, of ccnrse, fully
“definitive.” An inder of relative grossing strength in the
UL. S.-Ca.ada
market,
this
merxthly reprise does cot pre-

company’s

regular

annual

strength: that the ple- was also |
sales drives. and will reflect
opened in Brooklyn.
- the sales accomplishments over
“Cold Wind in August” (UA), ' the three-year period judged
which likely will be heard from |
as. a: whole,
additianaliy, did well enough. the
- Details of the drive are now
first week out in distribution to

any

extent it wouhd

up .1ith ‘in|

being

worked

out. Purpose

is

to dramatize the company’s
upcoming: three-year release:
|TN
12th place once. and eighth position |° sked, all the top pictures of
- which .are either finished.
or’
in ancther week in VARIETY weekly
“in active preparation.”
surveys.
one

rating. “Francis of.
(20th), fairly new, copped

weekly

Assisi’

Shangri-La forStatusSeekers
| ———ees

Continued. from

page 3

forbidden at any season of the “move on. Some: of them: continue.
|.on until they. reach’ Florida.
year. |
' They’re really ‘high class. gypsies
A girl in the cast- of the new
Bob
Cummings
show. is _ealled in the retirement age. Some have
Hank
Gogerty.
She is: Roberta: their Cadillats painted a shocking:
Shore. Hank Gogerty is: an. archi- ‘pink to match the trailer. Some ‘of —
tect and happens to own the. Des- the trailers are built’ like ©actors °
ert Air Hotel. He also happens to dians and open up at least 15 feet:
be 2 bachelor. But this-is a little | Wide | and twice or three times as
Bob Cummings joke. He takes the, long as. that. Those who stay have
names of his friends and ‘hangs! |trailer camps. which cater to them.
them on characters in his show-on |Bing Crosby owns one called Blue:
the theory. that his frie1ids will not! Skies. But.this year the convention
. Went. to Las ‘Vegas. . Got. a. better
‘sue. Strangers might, if, only: for+
‘the nuisance

value

.

j offer.

‘No Gambling
There has been a longstanding
Exeept for the police round-up
‘feud between Palm Springs and
see several’ other new, promising
t
twice
a
year,
‘of a half dozen ‘bookPalm Desert because any time a!
tend ta express total rentals.
pix Jaunchhed, including “Breakcelebrity is worth -a wire story it: ‘jes, there isn’t much evidence of
*fast
at Tiffany's”: (Par),
just
|
gambling.
around
Palm. Springs of
is datelined ‘Palm Springs”: reAlthough
given the ysual lift; ; launched at the N.Y. Musje Hall; !
gardjess- of: where the. celebrity. recent years. Most of it is confined
over the Labor Dav weekend, trade “Town Without Pity” (UAT, “King! —
-Continued from “page 4 o_o
-to.
golf
matches.
For. those who.
;happens to be shacking up. This|.
at first-runs in September was of Kings” (MG), and. “Blood and
cal and: ‘financial ‘success with. the |‘was true when Ike was President |‘ean’t stand: life- without ‘gambling,
hampered
by the usual seasonal
Roses” (Par!.
©
tit
is
only
an
hour’
s
jump by plane
jthough he actually lived, and. is.
“exploitation and idea” films.
influences «resumption of -school
planning to live again, at. the Et fram: this spa to Las Vegas.and end of vacations: and some
Queried.as to whether. the.aban{Dorado Country Club, which is At this:season of the year, howJukewarm
product.
Again,
the:
donment of “straight second fea-! ‘on the outskirts of Palm Desert. Lever, natives find little need to
exhibitors fuund that the several j
tures” meant-‘that VA. would’ no}A modest little bungalow is being !:make the jump. Having had no
big grossers were plenty strong |
longer be a supplier of “the kind built for him at a cost of $100. 000.:: tourist : business to speak. of from
but that the lesser product fell off
sharply. It was a case of not enough
} May. to.October théy feel they get.
14 Golf Course
of product exhibs generally ‘put
‘all the.-gambling they. can stand
on the lower. half of double bills,} There are now 14 golf courses |
| by. just. being in business in Palm
-in
the
resort
area
and
around
them
Will the {dope addict pic, “The exec veep. Arnold Picker ‘replied|\real estate prometers have built Springs..
12 September Toppers
Connection,” have “an aphrodisiac “you'd be surprised to. the extent. ; homes ‘which run from. 330.000 to! “For years there has been talk.
. “Come September” 'U)
‘effect
upon—or
excite
lustful to ‘which exhibitars around the! $150,000. The places are probably ‘and architectual ‘plans for a six-_
2. “Guns of Navarone” 'Col)
thoughts: in—the normal adult” of. country are -turning away from worth
half that if it weren’t for story hotel to replace the ancient
3. “La Dolce Vita” ‘Astor)
"|New York State? This actually is. double features.”
He added that
.| Desert” Inn.
The” late Marion
4. “Young Doctors” 'UA)
what. the N.Y. State Board of UA is not trying to dictate exhib;‘the status-seeking factor.
Some
notables have. been used}: Davies,: when she bought ‘it. four.
5. “Pit and Pendulum” :AI)
Regents is being asked to decide policy, but just taking a Jealistic.
_
years
ago,
first
caused. such plans
6. “Fanny” ‘WB.
in the petition, just filed by Films Niew of current market. trends. for come-ons and finding the fringe:, to be published. She. sold the Inn
7. “Spartacus” (U)
Around The World ‘with the board, David Picker, assistant to prexy benefits of a golf course. chiefly
two years ago for $1.700,900 to: the
8. “Ada” -M-G:.
that asks the Regents to review the Krim, noted that more and moré noise have moved up into. the hills.
of. .these,! Alexander interests and’ they . an9. “Honeymoon
Machine”
|turndown given the picture earlier. exhibs are preferring to bill top; |Bing. Crosby is one
nounced . that. they. were’ - going:
?*M-G:;
by the: state's film licensing. divi- old pix, instead of “B's” with their |though on the other hand ‘Frank.
“skyscraper:
keeps. piling “money into: through - with. ‘the
10. “Two Women” (Embassy).
sion. ‘Ignored as an issue appar-| good new ones to make. an attrac- ‘Sinatra
|
his place, which-is on the apron of. against the mountains. ” “However,
Il. “Exodus™ :UA‘
ently is the soundtrack repetition tive double bill.
‘they have. opened this year, ‘using:
(the
Tamarisk
golf
course.
|
;
12..“Thunder of Drums”
24 times of a sordid four-letter
-In commenting | ‘on the kind of
i.the. same old bungalows ‘but with |
| Each year a big new hote: opens.
‘M-G)
word.)
planning which has .allawed UA
anew furniture.
} The petition, prepared by at- !to.
!In fact this year there were two. ;
blueprint
its
sked.so
far
in
ad-j
—————
torney Ephraim London, points out}| Vance. Youngstein. suggested that |Last. year it was Irwin Schuman's ' The. Racquet’ Clu, no longer
This year the - Trinidad, -‘owned by. Charlie: ‘Farrell, who
sturdy films ta go around, With :that under the N.Y. ‘edueation Jaw: ithis had not been ‘done just “to .Riviera.
some first-run situations having to; , whieh governs film licensing) “ob- 'make things easier for ourselves. bed opposite. Smoke: Tree | Ranch,: Stays on, however,:for 1¢ yearsJean or 1eissues to tide them over, : scene” films are defined’ as those | More importantly, he said, it. would ,‘opened, followed by Holiday inn,;‘inva managerial role. has spent. a
;
“Come September” -«U), which} : which “taken as a whole” have the|‘allow the kind of advance plan- which has 100° rooms and cast million in new ‘bungalows.
$2.000.000. It is owned by: Milton :
started Gut in No. 1 spot the final ‘aphrodisiac‘and lustful effect. The |
Its. crosstown Yival, the- ‘Tennis
;ning of ad-promotion required to
week in Aucust, was b.o. champ’ State's licensing division refused an get the most out of -any single Hicks, the driving force behind the- Club, has. new owriers, ‘too. It was...
‘annual
$1000,000
pro-am
golf : sold by’ Mrs: Pearl: ‘McManus. last
last month, amassing more than‘ okay for “Connection” because of picture.
tournement.
$1.570.0G0 in key eities covered by,‘the use of a-four-letter word in the
!-spring,-one of the old. time JandBright Confusion
WaRIETY.
Pic held in first place ‘dialog and because of one quick
Among the oldies ‘the topper is: -owners of Palm Springs. It has a
‘Without naming names,. he said€very> week of September. “Guns: shot of a still from a girlie mag
-E]l Mirador. It is owned by. Rav -better location: than the Racquet”
cf Navarene”
‘Col+, winner
in. showing a nude lady with her der- {that.“vou: and I know of some Ryan, a playboy friend of. Bill Hol-! : Club; which is. where
the wildAugust, copped second position.
‘riere quite prominent: The division campanies. who have some of the. den’s. They share a safari opera- | winds. blow, but the B.C. collects:
“La Dolce Vita’ tAstor) showed -ruled that these two elements arej brightest’ ‘ad-pub). guys in the bus-. ‘tion in Africa.
ET Mirador has :most of the picture stars.
liness cn their staffs, but who.
‘been air-conditioned this: summer
As for night clubs -the Chi Chi
great strencth in winning third ;“obscene. ”
positicn, landing more than $600>
London is denying they are ob-' i don't get a chance to see some and announces it will stay open all is the only one that can: Jay. claim,
600 gross during the month. It is’ "scene or indecent * ‘within the mean- | pix until two days before they: year after this.
_to‘such a billing. For the first time:
This’ leads ‘te ad camthe “most smazving showing by a: :ing of the Jaw.” The attorney also;open.”
in its 25-year history the nitery
Currently, the main drag, North
foreizn-lancuage pic in many years ‘charges- the division has -exceed- paigns and trailers that: sometimes + Palm Canyon Drive, is torn up in: Stayed open ali summer, using a
in the U.S. “Young Doctors” 'UA: ‘ed its authority and acted “incon-! t bear’ little relation. to the finished :
j front of the. El Mirador. and for Gay '90s sort of show. It switched
:
product,
‘sincethe
‘material
has
omnapwound
up in teurth ¢pot. although sistently, arbitrarily and capricious-:
half the street’s length. It was to - to'weekly attractions on October 6.
been ‘prepared. “blind.”
gcing as high as third in weekly ly."
be put in high class condition. dur-.. The first . starred ‘Dofothy .DanIt's UA intention, he .said, to
surveys.
If the Regents uphold the ruling
ing the summer months, but from dr. edge. Many other hotels: use. aets,
“Pit
and
Pendulum”
(Aq) ‘Of the division. London states the have all pix completed and in .the the looks of it right now it will still piano players, singers, guitarists.
copped fifth moneys. starting out in. ‘case will be taken to court in an homeoffice at least six months prior be a mess by the time snowstorms and _yodelers, but Chi Chi’s, which
this position the first week of the: effort to have ‘the state's film. li- to release. The 46 titles listed for start. driving tourists in from the can ‘seat .750 in its Starlite. Room, .
still remains the only big leaguer
month and never relinquishing itsi:censing power declared unconsti-: the three-year period are all said ‘east.
:tutional on. grounds {1} that appli- ;to: be either finished,. shooting or
in town.
hold on this “pot throughout Sep-;
Though the census: lists : about
tember
“Fanny”
‘WB?,
second-i feation ‘of the sections of the law “in active: preparation.” None of
‘But to- picture people. from Hel-¥3.000 as the town’s population, the.
place winner in August, wound up!requiring prior submission of pix them, he said “‘is still just raw maJywood who are: sick of the song,.
place
jumps
to
50,0006
or
sometimes
sixth apparently having finished [violate the First and Fourteenth terial.”.
“Smog
Gets In Your. Eyes” and
The peak;
‘All of the 1962 sked, except three 100,000 over weekends.:
most of its main key city first- run|Amendments; (2) that personal and
‘solvent
industrialists
from ‘the
rights are denied;
(3) pix,. are finished shooting, and of load of winter visitors comés after . North and East, Palm Springs redates after the opening week of ! property
definition of obscenity is too vague those three. two are now shooting.. New: Year's, but there are a lot of” mains a good. ‘place. to sleep in the
September.
tourists
who
come
in
October
and
:
and general, and (4) that the licens- and .ene, Frank Sinatra’s ‘‘Mansun.
“Spartacus”
(TC),
which
was
‘ing fee is an unconstitutional tax churian Candidate.” starts at the open their winter homes’ for the ; Alarmists have reported. seeing
fourth in August. captured seventh.
{first of the year. One of the 1963 school year.
i smog coming up the pass on.occa-.
place. “Ada” -M-G). a newcomer, jon the freedom of expression. |
Over 3,000 Pools
sked, “Taras Bulba.”is now shoot: sion. Could be. The stuff is almost:
teok eighth spot although rising
ing..and all the remainder.are exThe number
of pools among }j
as high as sixth position during
i human. It too likes fresh air,
~“
pected
to
be
in
the
can
by.
midthese 13,000 is in excess of 3,000.
the month. "Honeymoon Machine.” '
1962.
However, the town hasn't got .a
also from Metro, finished ninth.
It. too. is a new entrant.
‘Asked to comment on recent re- publie pool for the poor or -the;
alignments in the company’s do- transients.' Like every place else.
“Two
Women”
(Embassy),
which has looked like it would | Samuel Goldwyn will be in New mestic sales setup, ‘Arnold Picker ‘it has slums. It’s called Section: 14.
flatly. that none
of the ‘Negroes and Mexicans are herded|
score once it got out into more i; York from-the Coast this week and stated
in there. Indians may live anygeneral circulation,
wound up 10th }next with his agenda in¢luding dis- changes—modification of divisionHollywood, Oct. 10.
been where. They own ‘every other. sec]
and rose as high as eighth place | cussions with Columbia .execs on district managerships—had
James. A. FitzPatrick, _ travel
new
overseas
dates
for
his.
“Porgy
done
“to
cut
costs,”
but
rather
retion of land.
for one week.
“Exodus”
‘UA,
film.
‘producer,
has closed a deal
now winding its engagements on - and Bess. ” Production jas yet to. fiected a new emphasis. on the |. ‘North Palm Canyon: Drive is get- ‘with ‘Technicolor for a program of”:
initial
first-runs
via hard-ticket,j‘open in England, France, Italy (ex-. homeoffice as sales h.q., since sev- ting to look like the Coney. Island. 8m color. travel pix for sale’ with
and. Australia, eral key mepr. from the field were
Gropped to 11th position after be
cepting
Milan)
of the Mojave Desert, though hot> company’s ‘new
Instant “ Home
P
ion afterbeing |cepting
has -been introduced in how working
out of the h.o.
dogs there cost .40ce. South Palm. Movie Projector. Tabbed “Famous
on M0
top for months.
Drums,"
another
from
Metro. ; international keys:
He further ‘stated that the com- Canyon Drive is trying to offset ‘Cities. of: the. World; each reel
rounds out the Top 12 list although j ‘Producer plans a trek to Europe pany had no intention of cutting this. It has new shops like Saks} willbe 50 feet running. four ‘and
only in circulation two weeks in‘ ilater this year in connection with. down on the number of domestic
Fifth Ave., Hagerty’s, Robinson’s, one-half minutes;:and. will be dis, the new showings.
the month.
branches. Board chairman Robert Bullock’s, Desmond’s and,. not: to tributed is cartridge form, for in-.
Benjamin noted that. if he were be exclusive, Woolworth’s. It took stant insertion jn. projector.
“RomancH
and Juliet” ‘Ui,
Woolworth’s years to get in but |. Subjects: will be lensed by Fitzstarting a new distribution: comASTOR JOINS IMPORTERS
"Never On Sunday”
‘Lope’ and
pany from scratch today, he would here .they are. So is Travelodge: | Patrick, -who previously produced.
“Claudele Inglish” «WB. a newie.
‘Chief
conversation -piece for. more than 300 “FitzPatrick TrayelKingsley
and. Peppercorn
As | probably set up an organization.
were the rurnuer-up films for the
with .fewer branches, but that it newcomers these days is whether|talks” for Metro. over a 30-year.
Treasurer, Secretary
month.
to
build
a
fallout shelter or a pool. period, ‘in both 35m and ‘16m, with
}would
not
be
feasible
to
cut
down
A batch of new product. launched
Astor Pictures has. joined ‘the now. Krim explained that the ‘pat- They. cost about the same but there reels then reduced to 8m. Producer.
Jate in the month, augurs well for
tern
of
UA’s
business
relationships
is
rarely
land
enough for both, ‘has already eompleted” the. first
Independent .FiJm . Importers .&
October.
“Paris
Blues”
¢UA)
London,.
Yeoms as ene of the more promising |Distributors of America ard will with exhibs, set over the years, It's part of the war psychosis. It’s nine, °.cities . -inelyding
would
be
upset
to
the
detriment
of
generally
agreed
that the overhead Paris, Stockholm,
Copenhagen, ..
neweome:r s. It did well enough thej|be repped at IFIDA meetings : by | ¥
first week launched to take second} prexy George Foley and exec veep both UA and: its customers if it on an.H-bomb.is so high a pilot Rome, Berlin, Athens, Istanbul and
tried to change its basic domestic
would be fired for wasting it on Cairo. He leaves after first. of year
place in VarieTy weekly list. “The ;Alfred Morton.
13,000 people. But fallout is differ+ for a swing through. Africa and
Edward Kingsley, prexy of Kings- setup now.
Hustler” (20th) -aJso Jooks like a
has
been
repotentially big grosser based on|ley
International,
In addition to the UA execs listed ent.
Europe for other cities.
The season usually starts with
jts showing at the N.Y. Paramount, | elected treasurer
of IFIDA. for above, Bill: Heineman, veep: who
Pix will be shot at 16-speed. for’
an artyhouse and in Brooklyn open- |coming year, and Carl Peppercorn, relinquished his duties as active a caravan of hundreds of deluxe | projection at same. speed; which:
Ing wecks. It gave the Par flagship ,Sales. chief. of Continental Dis- sales chief several months ago, par- trailers, They come in September, | allows ‘more pix, Standard 35m op-new erates at. 24-speed. Titles: will . be
¢
its biggest week in three and. a: : tributing, reelected -secretary of ticipated ‘in. the -briefing. with the hold a convention, exhibit
models, stage square dances, and ; super imposed. .
jother toppers,.
half years, und dixplayed such: ‘the indie org.

The month of October, too, will :

UA’s Longranging

‘Legal Brief Ve.Censoring.
Of ‘Connection’ by Albany!
Ignoring “That Word’!

EUROPEAN PLAYOFF

FOR GOLDWYN’S ‘PORGY’|

‘JAMES A FITIPATRICK’S
TECHNI TRAVEL ANGLE

| Wednesday, October. 11, 1961

a FILMS OFWORLD WIDE FAME.
yuaW OF WAR

THE WORLD IN MY POCKET

(LO! DE GUERRE)
Starring MEL FERRER, PETER VAN EYCK, MAGALI NOEL,

(VENDREDI 13 HEURES)

Starring ROD STEIGER, NADJA TILLER, PETER VAN EYCK,
JAN BANNEN,
Produced

JEAN

:JEAN DESAILLY, IDA GALLI, ANDRE JOCELYN

SERVAIS

Prodyéed by STAR CINEMATOGRAFICA, ROME, RICHBERG FILM, MUNICH,
COMPTOIR FRANCAIS FILM, PARIS

by CORONA, “CRITERION, JERREDI/PANTA..
Directed

‘English, French,

by ALVIN

RAKOFF

Directed by BRUNO

Itallan, German—Wide

English, French,

Screen

“HERCULES CONQUERS ATLANTIS

PAOLINELLI

Itallan—Wide

Screen

|HERCULES in the CENTER of the EARTH

(ERCOLE ALLA CONQUISTA DI ATLANTIDE)
_ Starring REG PARK, FAY SPAIN; ETTORE MANNI,
.
-LUCIANO MARIN, LAURA ALTAN™
_ Produced by SPA. CINEMATOGRAFICA, ROME, COMPTOIR FRANCAIS.DU FILM, PARIS |
DIRECTED.-by VITTORIO COTTAFAVI — .
Enotish, “Franch, Italian—TECHNICOLOR-SUPERTECHNIRAMA TQ

(ERCOLE AL CENTRO DELLA TERRA)
Starring REG PARK, LEONORA RUFFO, CHRISTOPHER LEE,
GIORGIO ARDISSON, IDA GALLI
Produced by SPA CINEMATOGRAFICA, ROME
Directed by MARIO BAVA
English, italian, French—EASTMANCOLOR-CINEMASCOPE

“THETHOUSAND EYESOFDR.MABUSE |NILSHOLGERSSON’S MARVELOUS JOURNEY
‘Starving DAWN ADDAMS, PETER. VAN EYCK, GERT FROEBE

Starring MAX VON SYRDOW, ANNIKA TRETOW, SVEN LUNDBERG
Produced

by KENNE FANT/NORDISK Had
STOCKHOLM
: Supervised by ALBERT LAMOR
Based on 1 the Novel ‘by
byBite MA LAGARLOF:
ected
by K
English, French—EASTMANGOLOR- AGASCOPE; HELEVISION.

Produced by CCC- Filmkunst, Berlin
Directed by. FRITZ LANG
Produced by cece: FILMKUNST, BERLIN

|WIVE L'AMOUR VIVE HENRI IV

“THE GIRLINTHEWINDOW
{LA FILLE DANS LA VITRINE)
_ Starring MARINA VLADY, ‘MAGALI NOEL, LINO
Produced, by ‘SOFITEDIP’ ZODIAQUE-FILM, PARIS,
;
_ Directed by. LUCIANO ‘EMMER
French, Halian—Wide

Starring DANIELLE DARRIEUX, MELINA MERCOURI,.
NIGOLE: COURCEL, DANIELE GAUBERT, BERNARD BLIER
‘PIERRE BRASSEUR

VENTURA

NEPI- FILM, ROME

‘Produced by HOCHE. PARIS and DAMA CINEMATOGRAFICO,
ected by CIAUDE AUTA
; French, "tallan—EASTMANCOLOR( DYALISCOPE

Screen,

“WMAN CALLED ROCCA

| LADY OF LUXURY

(UN NOMME LA ROCCA)
Starring JEAN- PAUL BELMONDO, CHRISTINE KAUFMAN,
"PIERRE VANECK:
Produced by FILMS DU CYCLOPE, PARIS
Directed by JEAN

{FEMMES DE LUXE)
Starring BELINDA LEE, SYLVIA KOSCINA, ELKE SOMMER,
GINO CERVI, WALTER CHIARI
Produced by DARIO SABATELLO, SERENAFILM, ROME

_

BECKER,

French, Halian—Wide

ROME

i
d by GIORGIO BIA
English. French, Itallan—EASTMANCOLOR

Screen’

ARMY NETWORK CALAIS.

| THENEAT CORPORAL

: (FERRO. E FUOCO.IN NORMANDIA)
(LES CHACALES MEURENT A L'AUBE).
. Starring GERT FROEBE, HELMUT: SCHMIDT, INGEBORD. SCHOENER,
JACQUELINE BOYER.

(LE CAPORAL EPINGLE)
Based
_Script

on JACQUES
by CHARLES

Produced

by LES FILM

DE CYCLOPE,

Famous

an@ JEAN

PA RIS

French, Itallan—Wide

Directed by PAUL MAY

Produced by BAVARIA. FILM,. MUNIC

PERRET’S
SPAAK

Novel
RENOIR

Starring JEAN-PIERRE CASSEL

‘1.

RENCONTRES
=
(tS
Starring MICHELE MORGAN, PIERRE BRASSEUR,

Directed

Screen

by JEAN
t

RENOIR

| THe GIRLFROM HONGKONG
“Starring AKIKO WAKABAYASHI,

GABRIELE FERZETTI

=

Produced: ‘by FILMS PROMOTION, PARIS
‘Directed by PHILIPPE AGOSTIN

=Produced

by NERO-FILM,

BERLIN,

French, Htallan—Wide Screen «.

HANNS

and NEVE

Directed

by FRANZ

German,

LOTHAR, HELMUT GRIEM

DEUTSCHE
PETER

FILM-GESELLSCHAFT,

MUNICH

WIRTH

Itallan—TECHNICOLOR

THe FLEDERMAUS

THE G00D(DER
SOLDIER
SCHWEIK
BRAVE SOLDAT. SCHWEJK). -

Starring’HEINZ RUEHMANN, ERNST STANKOVSKI,
SENTA BERGER.

Starring CATERINA VALENTE, PETER ALEXANDER, HEIDI BRUEHL,
BOY GOBERT
Produced by SASCHA- FILM, VIENNA

. Produced by ‘CCC-FILMKUNST, cate
Directed by AXEL
VON
German, Walian—Wlde- Screen”

Directed by GEZA

|

|

VON

CZIFFRA—TECHNICOLOR

In Preparation:

as

FRITZ LANG'S INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION

THE MOON OF THE DUSERA
_

In the English Language

THE TEMPLE OF THE DARK GODDESS

Produced by Serena-Film, Rome/Eichberg Film, Munich/Criterion-Film, Paris

‘OMNIA DEUTSCHE FILM EXPORT GMBH

QMNIA-REGINA EXPORTATION S.A.

Munich 22, Herzog Rudolf Str. 1
Tel: -223791-93 ® Cables: SOMNIAFILM. MUNICH
Telex 05/22807

Pacis, 44 Champs Elysees
Tel.: ELY 61.73, BAL 86.44
Cable: OMNIAEXPORT PARIS

. CAROL HELLMAN, President
ee,

U.S.A. Representative—EMILE J. LUSTIG
120 West. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y¥.
PL 7-939
390-92
Cables: LUSTIGFILM ‘NEWYORK.
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PICTURES

New Wail From SmallBurgBerger:
Metro’s $1,800 on ‘Ben-Hur’ Cited—
Against His Net Lossof $430

” SHIRLEY CLARKE’S: NEXT

- Boston Lawyer Producing
.
World’ In Harlem

‘Cool

_ Director. Shirley Clarke, whose |

first theatrical feature,

“The Con-{.

nection,” is currently causing a stir

Compounding the complexities ‘Incident to: previews and premiere
of “King of Kings” over past weekend: period was installation at Metro

in New York State censorship cir- homeoffice of a new switchboard making completion. of. calls. extremely
cles, has been signed. by Boston
y.
lawyer. Frederick Wiseman to di‘Accounting keeps track of -sales: Phyllis Friedman; -of ‘Continental

what they do and paying such rect his projected film version of
Distributing’s accounting department, has just’ ‘become engaged to Dou;rentals.”
Warren Miltér's novel, “The Cool ald Schwartz, a member of the company’s sates staff.
Minneapolis. Oct. 10.
:
Youth has put new life into Al-’ World.” Wiseman also has. acFilm companies themselves are’
Paris literary agent George Marton, longtime |‘Buropean story editor
Going much more than television lied States and the body will .ac-. quired the rights to the Miller-Rob- for 20th-Fox, due over with his wife Oct. 29 for the Broadway legit
competition
to hurt small town complish more than ever before, ert Rossen stage adaptation of the premiere Nov. 2 of “Kean,” book by Peter Stone, his stepson..
;
theatres, comprising 90% of ex-. especially in combatting “nasty” navel which had a brief Broadway||
A VARIETY reporter, ‘finding 20th’s* fourth ‘floor ‘ad-pub | department :
hibition, and“to put them out of. trade practices,.it was declared by run.
completely
deserted
last
Thursday
(5)
afternoon,
had
not
chanced
upon:
They
Pic, which will be made on a low!
business, it was charged by *iin-; Fine, Marcus .and. London.
of the exhibitor- budget ‘and limited partnership ar- :a- grim scoop .; . Staffers were holed up in 4-side office watching the
neapolis circuit owner Ben Berger- detailed many
|World Series ... “W. H. Smith, company. secretary and a director of UA
at an exinhitors’ luncheon meeting | helpful things the organization is:| rangement, 1s scheduled to be shot}
in Great Britain, in town’.
. Johanna Grant has been retained. by. Lo‘doing.
on Harlem locations in the spring
called ky h:m.
}
[Pra x <foordinate national. ad-pub work on: Michelangelo Antonioni's
They're doing this by demaniling- They and Berger dérided Thea- and summer of 1962;
“La Notte,”
tre
Owners
of
America
as
an
oretifi 50 to 96% terms for boxoffice :
George Raft personaled the RKO. circuit: last week. for AA's “King”
pictures and refusing to’ release. ganization which never makes a
Tot the Roaring Twenties,” in which he does not appear. AA, its
seems,
suci: films te these small town the-_ move to help-the small exhib. “If
{figured the public identifies him with. that era . .. Director Delbert
atres while still hot and abie to ‘you want to be a country club
Mann’s fourth for Universal is to be. Ross. Hunter's. “The Chalk Garden”
»member,.
join
TOA,”
said
Marcus.
profit from their original high
“El Cid” is down for Dec. 21 openings at the Goldman in Philly
Tressure exploitation, he declared. _ Incidentally, three’ of the terriand the Roosevelt, Miami Beach . .. Harold Roth, Sam Bronston’s.
tory’s leading. exhibitars—Edmond |
Luncheon meeting was called by Ruben, Harold’ Field and Ted|Sornestie sales rep, on a southwest trek in ‘eannectiqn’: ‘With ‘ EL Cid”
Tun. to ascertain if there is suf- Mann— are TOA members an
‘dates
Hollywood, Oct. 10.
I Top Argentine director ‘Leopolde Torre-Nilsson in town.
ficie.t s ntzment in the territory will have nothing to do with NCA.
4
| Merger
Glenn Ford, who winds 22 years: ‘negotiations between the agencies. of George Rosenberg-Coryell and
to br.n¢ hutck to life North Central
t

Glenn Ford Reiterates His

“Stick With the Majors’|.
Advice to Performers

At the meeting's conclusion, a : With Columbia after. he completes :
committee was named by Berger;j:‘Experiment in Terror,” reiterates ;% Ziegler, Hellman & Ross have been discontinued:.: ... Bernard Hearn,
and including him to appoint a . his view that every star should have general manager of the local indie artie,- Bleecker. Street Cinema, is:in:
Gent, Frank Manske.
L. A. scouting new offbeat product and-to try. and latch on to’ various
pro tem board of directors which !
The more than 30 Twin Cities will call a convention of Minnesota :a home studio no matter. what his t silent classics still in the vaults of the ‘majors...
A new process called
anc rearby
exhibitors
attending .and North and South Dakota ex- ‘status or importance in the indus- } Supramotion is being used to create thé animated effects for Jack &
be neeting set wheels in mection hibs to reorganize NCA, elect of-' try. During Gower St, lot tenure, Terry Curtis’ Montauk-filmed horror pie, “The ‘Flesh Eaters.”
has had five different contracts
“to revive the organization waich, ficers and map out plans for fight-! he
| Janus Films, indie outfit which hit. it ‘big ‘with a string Of ‘Ingmar
and made 60 features.
uncer
belligerent
Berger's
long- , ing the film companies.
‘Bergman pix, is forming a. subsid to handle its own. 16m distribution
“TI have gone through the phase .
time pres'dency, was national Al. American International has. set. Basil Rathbone and Pete Lorre
of .free lance and. I don't recom- to: join Vineent Price in “Tales of Terror,” an omnibus of three short
licdd States’ mort militant unit and:owve
mend it:to- anyone, A major studio’
Wich
csain will be its affiliate ‘
‘Poe stories. Company is also seeking-Boris Karloff. for the scare: pie
i
is ‘an anchor and security, both of i
and a “tirehall.”
. Vitalite’s Sig Shore off on a cross-country’ biz junket.
: which. are terribly: important to a 1”
Berger end Ablied States’ exec‘Mrs, Robert S. Benjamin, the former Jean Kortright, whose Dutch
star.”
utives.
here
for
the
meeting,
Having formed Newton Produc- :forebears sided with the Tories in the American’. Revolution ‘and re-.
stressed that organization is neces- |
turned to England following defeat’, subject of a Sunday Times feature,
‘tions with Al Rothman. of Loeb &
Bary to ficht the tilm companies
Loeb as veepee and Alex Tucker, : “devoted to gowns. and causes,” ‘She's the- wife ‘of the UA board chair
se that “unfair and injurious trade |;
Practices” and adverse legislation | Universal, via its key city ex-" : Secretary-treasurer, company’ has
Arthur Canton, head of the N. Y. office of Blowitz-Maskell and. pub:
inviting
exhibs to ;five pix commitment with MGM:
sich as dasiitht saving time can changes, ' is
which can run over a five-year: rep for Janus Films, leaves tonight ‘Wed.) for: Stockholm to see -Ing-:.*
be contatted successfully, that ex- glimpse extracts from most of its’
»mar Bergman and Svensk Film heads re upcoming Janus cainpaigns. on
period..
forthcoming
top
product
as:
show-):
ets singh ean get nowheres in
Bergman's “Devil's .Eye” ‘and “Through. A Glass Darkly” . ... John
cased in a 55-minute trade “trailer” ! Star now regaids MGM as his. ’ Huston
sohing their probiems.
has sent local tradesters invites to lunch Monday 416) ‘at the:
‘home base despite appearing in:
Allied States leaders here to -narrated by sales chief Henry ' Hi); “Pocketful |‘of Miracles” for Fran-! j Ambassador Hotel in Vienna where he's shooting. “Freud”: for U-I, but
impress
upon
the territory
the Martin. Film has already had ex- ‘ton
(Frank
Capra-Newton) and, forgot to include carfare ... John O'Rourke: has ‘been -named. Astor
posure
in
several
éxchanges
and
Ere.t need for organization were
' Pictures’ co-op ad manager: . Gilbert Miller and Bingo ‘Brandt have |
‘United: Artists, to be followed by ,;
Fiesident
Marshall
Fine.
Cleve- was screened this week at the TOA ; “Grand Duke and Mr. Pimm” for: , appointed Jack Alexander sales manager on their.’ ‘upcoming Italo jmconvention in New Orleans.
‘port,
“La Notte Brava.”
Jand: Bourd Chairman Ben Marcus,
‘Martin
Poll and: same ‘distrib.;
The six releases excerpted, and
Milwauiee. and Executive Direetor
: “Duke” is due to start next April |. Canflict over screenrights ownership of. “Becket”. has. been resolved.
representing an aggrégate negative }
—perhaps.
Word from within is that Jean Anouilh, author of the leeMiiten Lundon, Detreit.
‘in France with Hope Lange co-- cost of nearly ‘$18,000,000, are “The.
Berger's Viewpoint = .
starred and Peter Ustinoy or Alis- giter, signed a.deal with Hal. Wallis. Warners at one. time’ was identiLast Hero,” “‘Cape Fear,’ “The:
-fied
as
the
buyer’
“Thins are cetting unbearable.” Outsider,” ‘Lover’ Come Back,” :Stair Sims as third principal player.
-Walt Disney’s. “Greyfriar’s Bobby” got an unusiial endorsement. from |
Bircer. whe hes varied interests “Flower Drum Song,” and ‘Back: ‘In all probability David Swift will _the Legion of Detenéy. Catholic reviewing group recommends -it for
including a $750,000 dining-nitery Street: This trade trailer pitch has ‘|direct.
Newly-formed |Film
Negotiations are under way by '“the entire family as superior entertainment”.
lavout here in addition to his been employed before by other!
Projects -Inc., in which Rie Eyrich .and Harold Flender are teamed, Newton for two pr operties, He has
shethouses,
told the gathering.
shopping around for a distribution deal. First. pic, “Eighth. Avenue,”
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“Stull operating nine small town
starring Eddie Albert, rolls here Noy..1
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and
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the second.
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made abroad.

Jungle”... Barbara Eden with Laurence Harvey in George Pal's “The

Circus of Dr. Lao” for Metro . . ..AlP starts srooting Edgar Allan
pictures ef the kind they need to
So far, director Irving Levin has
| Poe’s “Tales of. Terror” Nov. 24° as. Vincent Price starrer with Roger
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for such pictures many months af- tered in the annual San Francisco.
| based on life of Dr. Tom Dooley, for. reasons: of ‘casting»
Harry
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companies will suffer:
The small: :'Japan), and “The Last of Mrs. decade ago, is back in harness via
a new slot at AA. He’ll survey op- now has two film companies. doing their pre-camera warm-ups there:
exhibitors must get top pictures at Cheney”
‘Germany’.
portunities for diversification by Col-David Susskind’s “Requiem for. a Heavy weight” and. Ely ‘Landau’s
fair prices while they” re still fresh.
The Jatter is something of a. the company, reporting directly to “Long Day’s Journey into Night”.
20th’'s. géneral sales manager
in order to exist."
Glenn Norris mixing business with business in New Orleans this -week
Marcus and Fine disagreed with | twist. being a German film version president Steve Broidy.
British.
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anent
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for: ‘of Frederick: Lonsdate’s
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Plus Value...

Little Messages To Film Producers

STRANGER DROPS DEAD

-

AT
WALL AND BROAD STREETS
© A producer of feature films is.not [ust one sort of person.

He

is allkindsof.people—flushed with youth
or wise with years.

He may have started as a lawyer, an agent, an office boy or
a television comet. “A preducer may be.a sometime (or still)

actor, a former or. present director, a graduate choreographer, or his own author. What peculiar and special background is yours?

“2 @ But all producers have certain problems familiarly known
as M-O-N-E-Y,

This automatically conjures a picture of a

banker and about bankers producers are sometimes (like
other people) a bit fearful.
@ Relax. Bankers are not zombies, not thinking machines, not
slide-rules in. starched linen: They are human

beings who

“are turning constantly to business publications for Informalon. In brief—bankers are “impressionable.”

In brief—they

are devoted readers of VARIETY.

®@ Which is one added: reason for advertising here. Don’t let
‘it be you when an-important Somebody breaks in, when your .

name Is mentioned downtown, to ask “Who He?”
“'@ Spread the word abouf YOU among-the Money-Bags.
be a stranger.

Advertise yourself in

Don't

<
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“Hustlers” 120th)
expectancy.

Blues” |eae Gano Muste all ‘Rocke |

"

‘fast

tet .M-G>, $5.500:

"

Sley) +7000;
of Drums”

UCol). Dull S4,-

at

Tiffsny’s”

-Par)

and. new

Continues

indef:

starts»-Friday

Suburban’ “World” (Mann)

(8003

Guild ‘Guild)
(450: $1-81.75'— | $1 95,_~Watch Your Stern” (Mag(Indie) (2d wk». This,

; “Question. 7"

“d-final wk... “Modest -$2. 500..
Stillman
‘Loew)
(2,700;
S$1- | taceshow, Tetial session. ‘ending {Session finishing _today
*:
‘Wed:! {Lest. week, $3,200.
St.30: — “Great War” 'Lope} and‘ today ‘Wed.
is heading for ai :looks to. hit big $15,500 to top |. Uptown. (Field) -(1. 000: “$1. 25\-—
‘Sesa~on Gf. Passion” ‘Lope’. Poor wham $178,000 or close. Holding, | opener, which was $14,000..
“Cold Wind in |August’.r. “(Lopert)
$3500. Last week, “Invasion ‘Quar- |naturatiy. Last. week, “Come -Sep-|__
Murray. Hill *R&B) (565; 95- + (3d wk Brisk $3. 500. ‘Last week,

Kiker’

in 3 ears.

Last

UaA+

$3,700: $1-$1.50¢—

of Fear’

Westwecd

Art

“(Art

j na)

tember” (U: (4th wk: $146,000, for |$1.80)— ‘Guris of. Navarone” ''Col) ‘$¢ Ou0..

Theatre’ a hichly successful run here.

416th. wk).

This round

ending to-; " World

.-.

:Mann)

1400; 85-$1. 50)—

99-81 80-— Guild) "858: $1.25-$1.50\—“French|
Riveli tUAT). 11.545; $1. 50-$2.50) | morrow (Thurs.) looks to hit good “King and 1” (20th) (reissue). Sture.
+M-G:
2d) \fistress’ (Indiei. Mild $2,300. Last _“Francis of Assisi” 20th) (11th |$6,000 after $8,000 for 15th week.
tidy $5,060. -Last week, ‘‘Love and

Last’

week,

week, “Big Deal on’ Madonna,wki.
This week finishing tomor-j Molds, with “Call Me Genius”:tf Frenchivoman”
Street” ‘Indie) (m.o.), $1,700.
| row (Thurs.) looks to hit fair $9,500 |(Cont) due in on Oct. 16.
. $3,500.
Paris (Pathe, Cinema) (568; 90-j

World
R&B-Pathe:
‘463:
99Si &--CERriacve’ «Indie. -2d wks}
Furm $4.06, bast 5
u cek, £4.50.

National Boxoffice Survey

‘izes ’ Brisk $18,060,
Denver; ‘Trap’ Slew 76:

as

(Kings) (2d

wk), -

$1.80)—“The Truth”. (Kings).(16th | .
|wk). The 15th frame ended Sun-.
day (8) was okay $6,500 after $7.-|
(Continued from page 10)
120th). :Solid. $17,000.. Last ‘week,
Baleony” (Cont).opens.‘Oct.Toman “Pit and Pendulum” (AD and “Cape
Plaza ‘Lopert) (525; $1. 50-$2)—'.‘ture That Capsule” (Indie) (2d wk),:

.

|

Biz Continues Sluggish; ‘Hustler’ No. 11, ‘Blues’ 2d,
‘Guns’ 3d, ‘Vi ta’4th, ‘Spartacus’ 5th.

BOSTON

|

“Never On Sunday” (Lope) 52d'$13.060.
.
The 5ist’ round completed j ° Pilgrim (ATC) .(1.909; 75- $1 25—
wk).
{Monday (9) was great $9,000 after: “Neyer On Sunday” (Lope) trerun).
There ze tue newcomers here |
$10.000 for 50th week.
‘and “Clock Strikes Back”> (Indie).
ecurrentiy but biz is a bit: Ghiish.!
With many key cities covered by |climbing to 11th spot while “Fran68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecher) |
Good
$7:000.. Last ‘week,
“Dr,
B:+t bet ix “Paris Blues,” reted VariEry
this stanza waiting for!cis of: Assisi” (20th) rounds out the | '370;
$1. 50-$2) — “Fanny”
WB).'
- Blood’s Coffin” *UA) and “Snake
tos at Paramount in first. “Man- the arrival of more new, strongitop. 12. films.
i(subrun).. Looks like good $7,500:
i Woman” 1UA), $8, 000.
-.
_ Pan's EBES <coW in Cpener at tre product, film. biz continues. slug“Fanny” (WB), long high on the; in nine days ending Friday (13).
Teerver. “Spartacus” still is strane gish. The few new entries show list; “Never
On Sunday” (Lope). “Joker”
(Lope) did ‘$4. 300. in —'‘Saxon. (Sack) (1,100: $1.25-$1.80)
‘Goedbye Again” (UA) (4th wk).
_in secend at the Centre. “Claudelle promise but obviously exhibitors ' and “Romanoff and Juliet’ (U) are; eighth week.
“Bridge To- Sun’,
Insiesh” is beading tor’a sad totel wre clamoring for additional big|the runner-up pix..
(M-G) opens Oct. 17, day-dating | Fine $11,000. Last week, $12,000.
in third at Orpheum.
‘State.
(Trans-Lux)- (730; 75-$1.25)
fare. With five. days of World §
Series | we‘Breakfast
at
Tiffany’s *
(Par): ‘with
Forum.
—"After Mein Kampf” :(Brenner) Estimates for This Week
cames in the current round -for’ panes as one of the most promis-| Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-§1.80)— land‘
‘Tread Softly Stranger” Indie).
Aladdin
«Fox!
‘S00;
Si.45i— mest theatres, this is figured’ an-ing newcomers,. heading. for aj‘’The Mark” (Cont) (2d wk). First
.
‘“ wham gross opening week at N.¥.: Session ended Sunday (8) was rous- 43d. wh). . Nice $4,000 again. Last
"Pen-Har”
1-G? «2d wk
Sim added handicap.
$2.200
Last weck, $4.600.
Bright new entrant, “The Hust- ‘Music Hall. “Bridge Fo Sun” 'M-G) ,ing $15,000,. being helped by fine week, $4.200. .
—— yo
Centre «Fox? (1.270: $1-81.45-—
ler” :20th+, is new champ at the :also looms as having a great ‘poten-j ‘reviews and word-of-mouth for this’
“Spartacus”
«U>
2d wk
Goad wickets, with better than $200. 000 j
tial. being: torrid in Detroit, sock unusual pic. In ahead, “Two Wom$9.000, Last weck. $12.00,
grossed in some 11 keys.
‘“Paris' ‘in. Washington and bright in ‘K.C.; en
(Embassy)
(23d wk), $8, 000
(Continued :‘from ‘page 10)"
Cooper
‘«CoGper'
&14:
$1 65- Blues” (WA), which was second lastj “Seven
Women
From
Hell’| after great longrun here.$2 70—"This is Cinernma” + Cine- round, is holding onto this spot.
‘120th: -also. holds
considerable
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540: |each side: '90c.)-—West: “Armored.
Command” (AA) and. “South: Sea
ramat
30th
we,
Big
$10,300.
Last
=
«Guns
of
Navarone”
(Col)
is
fin-|
$1-$1.50)
—
“Splendor
in”
Grass”
a
ys
promise, being lusty in Pitt, okay
Pp
7
7
Denver.

Oct.

18.

“CINCINNAT”

Week, Soot
on.
._
ishing third, ‘same a3 a week ago!in Boston. and fine in:Seattle. “Pur-|(WB). Opened yesterdav (Tues.). |
aie
ans
gn Denver "Fexs +2482: $1 25'— although closely pressed by “La|ple Noon” (Times? hints possibili- {In ahead, “The Risk” ‘Kings) (2dFurs’
a: "Pj“Worn
Sag on
oe Neue
Hell” (20th)
Han-Trep”
‘Per:
and
“Oil
Town”
Dolce
Vita.”.
This
Italian
import;
ties
for
‘arty
theatres;
still
being
|
WK-10'
days),
fair
$6,500
after
$B,irates of Tortuga” ‘20th),
ndie'. Slaw $7.00 or near. Last: ae
| $8.000.. East: “Parrish” (WB) and
o

sud

week.

end

$. 500.

Iva

“Long

;

ae

near.

yemen

Rope”

again

Embassy)

20th:

-Yd

is winding up fourth,

pesition

wk.

S

‘it’ was

t

partacus”

in

*

last

week,

(U) is edging

the:smash in sixth week in N. ¥.

-

|., “The

Mark”

(Cont)

up tor» big arty theatre

[500 for opener.

is” another

|:

entry, being ‘big

72d

“Oceans

‘St. Playhouse

$1.50-$2)—“The

i.

(Baker)

11”

(WB).

(440;

Hustler” (20th) (3d

a

B):

Strong

¥ Sky

$5..000..

Exploded”

).

tsubruns). .

Last . week,

Day.

Undie)* anid.- “Jet

Denham. ‘Indie
860: 9125. fifth place as against eighth of!in: first N.Y. ‘stanza. “Greyfriars | 0
Second round ended: Mon aY | Storm” \Indie), $3,000.
:
“Romenoff ana Juliet” iC. _2d wk last stanza. “Pit and Pendulum” : Bobby” ‘BY?}, ‘also new, fine in!‘9) was amazing $12.700 after $34.- | Valley: ‘Wiethe). 1.200; $1-$1.25)
Geed 85.000. Last weck.
s7.qe0, | ‘AL is, copping sixth spot. It Was: Detroit, good: in. Washington and: :600 in first, head atime high for | —"“Damn
_
Yankee” (WB) and :“PaFaavire

ard
VEO

«Fox!

600:

S1—"KRing

fifth a week ago,

|

, okay in Pitt.”

gross” here. ae

I% -26th: treissuer om. -2q
“Come
September’.
(1), for| “Ada” (M-G), fair in: Toronto. | Trans-Lux 85th
Mild)
$1.800.)
Last)
week, Many weeks on top and first Jast{looks nice’ in St. Louis. “French; gy 25-$2)—“Young

$2 200.

0

Orpheum
RKO: :2.6¢0;
$13. -"Claudelle Inclich’

2d “kb. Sud: $3,500.
£3
$5cae (00
“Paramount

$125 —“peris

Indie?

§1.25Ww:

Last. veek,

round, is ae

seventh | money, eres

©

any prev

| jama Game” (WB). (reissues).. Mild.

St. (TI) (550: $4.000. Last week, ‘King and ¥"
Doctors” (WA). (20th) {reissue}, $4,200:©

(Cont), modest in Cleve-| (7¢p -final wk).

laving
concluded
or about
to fin-j;lend.
shapes neat in Balto. “Pure
ish ‘ts first big key city engage-| Hell: St. Trinian’s” also from Con- iar

This session finish- Ca } Ol
LGar
meee S00 looks like fairy -Carl Olsen fo Manhattan

ments. Hae eee of Drums” :M-G?|tinental, looks lofty in Washington “Back Street” (U) opens tomorrow |Artists branch manager jn Minne:
,
:
_
.
i xm one eighth spot despite |and Tororito.
(Thurs) day-dating with Capitol.
|apolis, has been prompted to the:
many lack-Iustre. dates.

41S:

:2.100;

Blues”

90-

'U4' and

“Two Women”

Claudette Inglish”

*WB), fair in

(Embassy) is eap-- Toronto, shapes sad: in Denver

World

(Perfecto)

(390;

90-$1.80)

|newly created

post of

istant. to

and|_“rust For Sun”. (Films Around |the ‘General sales.manager's office,
“rhe Sergcant Was a Lady™. Us. turing ninth position. It was 10th Cleveland. “Scream.of. Fear” ‘Col
world) (15th wk). This stanza fin-}per James Velde, UA veep. in
be: $18 C00 or near. Last week, last week. “Young Doctors’ 'UA).: -leoms
‘Venn

Grune”

Dectars”

(CA) oid “Hippo-

Incie', $10,000.

sixth

iplace.

a week. ago.

mm

is taking

“The, Truth”
z

2

re

meek in four Keys.
10th, {Complete Brxeffice Reports

(Kings)

is

bd

eo

Pages 10-11)°

a

|

are

rae

+

eet

‘ishing tomorrow (Thurs.) is head-| charge of domestic sales.
on: ‘ing for solid $6,000 after. $5,500 in|
Olson will make his h.q. in the

/14th week,

Ne ¥: homeoffice. ae

;

:

°
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Mgr.Eads‘Guilty’

‘Unworkable As Prohibition

American Int’ Prez Tires
OfExhib Condescension;

GENE KELLY, FINEARTSMAN

Vy; U. of Pittsburgh Hoods. Its Dancing. '
Alumnus

Expects Appeal
‘Oakwood, O.,. Oct. 10.

Far Hills Theatre, only

Pittsburgh,

Raps Lazy Showmanship

Oct. 10.

Tt ‘ts now Dr, Gene Kelly.

The

New

film and'tv star was honored by his!

film : alma

James

Orleans,

25

Columbus City Council Rejecis Woman Member's
Censorship—She Will Seek Public Vote

Oct. 10.

Nicholson, American In-|

Columbus, Oct. 10. “to force a publi- vote. She has the
president and. peren-|
of
neinerors
relizious,
-Cify Council of: this Ohio Cani-- backing
-nial
TOA
luncheon
host,
baited’
tal:
last
week
by a three-to-three civic, and womens’ clib group~. ske
Dayton, --is expected te appeal |‘the ‘awarded the degree. of Doctor of :
the hook for exhibs who turn to; ‘vote, killed a proposed film cen- said. Couneilmen
vkho voted
decision of Municipal Judge Fred- :
Fine Arts at the school’s ‘com-,; his company only out of . despair !sorship ordinance
sponsored
by “acvainst the bill cit. Ythe high ost
rick Howell ‘finding Edward
M.
rather than in natural course of iMrs. Golda May Edmonston, only of court battles over the vrop. aa,
.t mencement. exercises,
Fads, 31-year-old. manager, guilty
biving
product.
He
asserted
AIP
i
woman
in
Council,
but
she
is
hopthe infringemert on an individual's
Speaking. of Kelly, - Chanceller:
of: exhibiting an obscene film,, “Phe. -Edward H. Litchfield. said: that he noi only has come of age after: ling the issue can be decided upon rights, and basie auont tion to censorshin. Council Pr: “dent William
‘by
voters
in
an
initiative
referenSins.of Youth,”-on Jan. 30. This had’ “demonstrated that the ‘dance
“seven years, per its current and !qum to be submitted possibly next. M. Ticks, wha voted f-© the biti,
was the first of four similar cases: is not only a happy ‘game but a hu* future release schedule, but chided :May or November, 1962. One coun- spid the need for it wes because
against’ the
manager,
which i jhan. necessity and ideal for crea- - the major companies for sloughing icilman, William P. Hoermle Sr.. of a
miror‘ty
oo
hibilars)
touched ‘off a counter-suit)
by ‘tive’ exploration and a _ vibrant: |fall-winter period “when we have! ‘who declined to vote on the sub- “profiting
on
ohve anit
who
,
-Adolph Herman, ‘president of the’)‘spirit.” |
“place
the
dollar
above
the
vids
”
‘ject,
caused
the
deadlock.
Hoermle
Far’ Hills- Theatre ‘Inc., seeking.’ Kelly, who. graduated in the class.:had’.our
li¢
morals.”
best grosses.”
Implica-| !said he is for state-wide censor$1.350.000. damages from four cityj of 1936, was very active in Pitt: ,tion plainly was that -AIP puts’ ‘ship, and called Mrs. Edmonston’s
Rebert L. Var Hovde. another
officials and. 12 citizens who filed |theatrical. circles by starring and; ‘pest foot” forward. at time when proposal “as unworkable as promemher
of
Council,
in
yoting
affidavits of complaints. against the | directing in ‘the school's annual ;
azainst
the bill. seid, “There
ig
| “Cap and Gown" show... He also:
various films.
—
|
cos
e city
Oo
only one truly eTective measure,
The other ..film ‘on “which Eads | played many of the smaller night |
He also needled exhibs for not |
:a year, for enforcement. and said -and that is an economic bovcott.”
has been charged with violation: of ;clubs on week-ends and was one! making sufficiently with the show-: this amount was needed more,
—
‘the anti- obsvenity laws “are: “The, agent's best ringer: on his cireuit : manship, citing fact that marquee }
urgently for welfare and poor re-;

house

mater, the University of Pitts- ' ternational

in this city, a suburb. of burgh on Tuesday. (3'. when. he. was

majors allegedly do. not.

aptehe city.$200,000 te$300.00

Immoral Mr. Teas,” on Sept..6; and |of.' ‘amateur” shows. Don D'Carlo,! gimmick for “Pit and Pendulum” }

the double-feature offering, “Twi-j the agent, said he had to give Gene - was used only by 15% of situations |ef.”
Jizht Girls” and “Fast Set.” on Sept.}‘two dollars every time he sent him ; booking the film. He said socko | “Tf we

FRIEDMAN’S

brought

prohibition

back

Dave

872 POST

Friedman,

ex-Paramount

‘biz resulted where gimmick was to Columbus, people could go over ad- pubber, latterly in film distrib10. As.a result of the citizen pro-'{ out --but “he was: worth it.” ©
Kelly, later: in the day, was the’ used.
ito. nearby Bexley. and buy their ution in Chicago, has heen elected
tests over the type of films: being!
His partner, Samuel Arkoff, told |baoze. They could do the same third vicepresident of Publicists
olfeerd. City Council ' alsa asked : guest..of honor at ‘the opening .of
Law Director Francis ‘Me¢éDaniel ‘to: Pittsburgh's. Press Club, the oldest convention AIP is gradually uplift- lthing if they wanted to see a film
He ex-ithat might be banned in Columdraft a city ordinance against. ob- |
‘chartered press: club in the United ;‘ing its quality sights.
.
| pressed irritation with exhibs who | bus," he pointed out.
films which would be easier ‘‘States:
Mrs Edmonston said she was conto enforce than ‘the’ state statute | Here he spoke of his new film look down on company’ and “who|
under which..Ead has .been cited. [.“Gigot” and politely refused to do would deny us equal terms and|fident she could obtain sufficient
playing time” with older majors.
Signatures on initiative petitions
This proposed ordinance is expect- |‘ ‘a little dance on the table.’
ed. to also cover: Magazines -and,
books, it was indicated..
scene

Tlarry ‘Wright, -altorney for Eads,

‘a¥zued' that the manager -was- not].

|:

guilly: as..charged ‘in. that he did
not ‘know contents of the “Sins of
Youth” film, and -also that the
anti-obscenity
law. was: “unconsti-

tutional.
‘though

Judge

Howell

said .that

Eads’. testimony did not re-

veal whether he actually’ saw

the

release,
still; “the circumstances
connecting the ‘defendant. with: ‘the | |
. same speaks s0 loudly that if is
“unreasonable to conclude. other-

Howell. set Oct. 204.
wise.’ : Judge’
an a. hearing date for ‘considering
‘a motion for a new. trial; He also.

set Nov..13

as .the trial date on.

the-

“The

movie,

Immoral

Mir.

~Teas,"
and said the other... two.
‘cases would be tried’ in succession.
City Solicitor

Francis

McDaniel,

busy. planning a defense against .
the $1,350,000 damage suit filed: by.
the theatre owner, is also working
How- 7
on the proposed ordinance.
ever, he- said he was awaiting the] ‘outcome: of the Ohio Supreme
Court: case involving “‘The- Lov-|
ers.” which ‘had ‘been. appealed by
‘the Art Theatre, Dayton.
The de-:|
cision in Columbus is expected by
-Oct. 17.: One’ of. the major probJems in prosecuting cases under:
the state obscenity laws is the wide

difference of opinion on what con- |:
stitutes. *‘obscenity.”
Mayor William Keyser of Oakwood said the
state no longer enforced the laws

on Jewd films, and “it's up to the
communitics
to’ protect. thern- |
selves.”
Herman’s damage _ suit.
against: the city. charged: the -city
‘officials “conspired together for.
‘the purpose. of ‘injuring the’ thea- |
tre's’. business.”
This action is
. pending.

‘UP FROM DISTRIBUTION,

PAIR RUN 12 HOUSES}
San

Antonio,

Oct. 3.....

Bob ‘Hartgrove and L. M.. Crim
Jr. have added an additional four'].

theatres to their circuit: Acquired.
are’ Alamo, Mission; South -Loop |
and Rigsby Drive- Ins. previously.
operated by the Statewide DriveIn‘ Theatre Circuit.
.

The duo were: previously in ‘dis.
tribution in Dallas and. are back
in theatre operation and now have.|”
12 theatres in their ‘holdings..
Hartgrove and Crim
reported
water damage:to the theatres in}.
Freeport . ard Corpus Christi but
no harm. was: done to the screen
towers.

TIE-IN. BETWEEN. STREETS
‘Hollywood, Oet, 10.”
Reopening of New Warner-Holly-"
wood. Theatre
with
Universal's
“Back Street” Oct. 26 will be sponsored by Hollywood ‘Chamber of | -

Commerce. Move, according to its} -.
prez, Carl H. Anderson, is a staged
tribute to Ross. ‘Hunter, producer

of film, and the theatre.*‘for their}
contribution
toward . bringing
glamour to Hollywood’ Blvd.’"

Theatre for past eight years and{.
‘one-half was the home of Cinerama.
and is now undérgoing a $250,000
facelifting for: new first-run opera- |tien.

POPPIN:

Profits pop. ’way up when you sell Pepsi and popcorn!
Your Pepsi-Cola bottler will show you how to make
the most of these two money-makers. Call him today!
a Pepsi-Cola” and Pepsi” are trademarks.ofPepsi-Cola Company, Reg. U.S. Pat. Off,

Local

872

covering

‘Publicists

film

Assn.,

exploiteers

East),

east

of

the iMississippl.
Friedman
most
recently
had
been ad-pub head of Chi'’s Essan-

jay Films.
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.

Tells Hollywood Its Stills Don’t Sell:
Television Ballyhoo Called Smarter
+

,

Hollywood,

| Quintero’s Film Firm

Ort 10.

Television i- fortang cheed in
Newspaper
space throughout
the

country.
upon

per

his

Stillman

return

tional trip on
Sinatra's Essex

Tel

frem

a

Allan.

Jose Quintero -has
|

his

behalf of Frank
production, “Ser-

geants 3." He reports picture editors running tv photos instead of |

feature
Made

pix because
avanable

Ailan

letter are not!

to them.

tiet vith newsmen

Seme

100

of them

| direction

in ten:

in

color and he took aioenz sufficient
glossies of niost shots to distribute
on the spot ta eators. He said reaction was overwhelning from the!
Rewspapers
vue
complsuined —bit-j
terly cf inek oF quintity and qual-|
ity in stills vsuaily sent. eut br:
film compenits.

of “The

Roman

rehearsal

“Look!

Through”

legiter.

.

New Orleans, Oct. 10.

,

Wednesday, October Uy 1961

Inside Stuff—Pictures
.Arthur Florman. prexy of Florman & Babb, distributors of- motion
picture stuaio equipment, passes on to VARIETY a copy of a letter he
has sent to the Egyptian Ministry of Culture and ‘National.:Guidance
turning down a bid to supply approximately. $500,000. in equipment for
a Cairo studio.
The contract
| plier to submit
plant or branch
omy, '3) doesn't

in any

submitted to Florman. include.a
a statement to the effect that he
in Israel, (2) doesn't in’ anyway
deal with any Israeli companies,

Israeli companies,

clause asking the. sup(1) doesn’t possess any
help the. Israeli econor -(4) Hold any. shares

—

Florman comments that his reasons for rejecting the offer have nothe
ing to do with his sympathies, but that he “will not submit. to: black

| mail on any. level—personal, national or hemispheric.”

Flush with financial success a.Jl-| He concludes: “I hope you will publicize this’ so that those who pres-

ently do ‘business’ with the U.A.R.. may” reexamine their motives and
Motion Picture In- their
consciences,” There is also a P.S.: “The equipment probably will
ivestors is mulling—and looks: to be supplied by the U.S.S.R.”
| approve—formation
of .a . Smali
When U. S. press agents take on aroyal client there’s. nothing gauche.
Business Investment subsidiary opin heralding that fact, as witness this decorous pronunciamento, “Th
jerating in a broadly-defined entercabinet of This Serene Highness, the Prince of Monaco, announce
i tainment spectrum. : Outfit would
‘teday the appointment of the Allan-Weber public relations firm to han|make loans, .invelving equity in dle press relations on the American continent of ‘Ais .‘Highness .and
|make | cases, to venture. ranging
‘His Household” (caps theirs; in the proper places). “That's slang —for
from television-and Broadway state
Grace Kelly and Prince .Rainier, of course, Rupert: ‘Allen and Lois’
‘to kiddie parks and amusement.

| beit modest,

Spring of Mrs. Stone” for Warners, is now directing the in-

t

mere

producing company,

Quintero recently completed

Major cites hetween Sept. 11-29: !
with a 3.000-p.cture display of. stills*
he tuck cuing “Sergeants” film-

ing

own

J Q Productions, to engage in
motion pictures, legit and tele‘vision.
'

promo-

|Mation Picture Investors
Byes Own Diversification;
Reade: ‘We're in Black’

formed—

|

We've Come

Warners Disarms
TCA By Agreeing|;

| centres.

Weber

have. show biz backgrounds..°

- Subsidiary: would operate “under.
Seems to be getting de. rigeur that a picture must have its own handthe 1958 Federat Small Business out stationery.. Now it’s Albert Zugsmith’s “Conféssions-of an Opium
Investment Act,
Under this, the Eater,”. with letterhead. featuring a bamboo curtain-Chinese junk-.
New Orleans, Oct. 10.
'-gavernment matches private smalF bosomy Chinawoman motif—all quite irreleyant to the. Thomas DeTrip was the first taker as a full:: Warner Bros. upset the script of biz loans up to $400,000, with pro- Quinéey
tome . . . Even more stimulating is the Allied’ Artists puffery.Y,.
Promotionar act.vity By a HoHy-:
vision for escalating. credits.
| detailing the signing of “three expert hatchet wielders and throwers”
Albert
Pickus
for
his
TOA
board
.
woed sili min and kept Allan on.
and
four
stuntmen to play “Mongol heavies. * No word on Formosan .
Walter
Reade
Jr.;
president,
inhere
‘see
separate ;
salary to Sinatra a&!most two months appearance
! formed shareholder meet that MFT opposition via the UN rostrum.
bevoud the Auewt 3 end date of story.
| board was considering the project
“Sereennts”
pleauction.
In- each
Perhaps anticipating the outgo-' ‘Directors. met afterward for wh
eit} he set up mejor cisplays tor
°S’Wonderful
was to ‘have been firm ‘aecisfon
ing TOA prexy’s: angry wordage.
newsmen and also held similar dts_ Kansas City, Oct. 10.
on whether go ahead, but. result.
anent Warner's hotly. denounced
Wis se-si¢ens af tnajor colleges
not known early: Subsid could be}
_
Fall
season is being sparked
Photographer
neted
producers stand on matinee percentage, the, ‘formed under one of four differby a special ““Wonderful” camFai¢iv zne ainple attention to the film company last week ~backed 'ent ‘plans, per ‘the act.. One: such
paign by Commonwealth
TheVine Of Sts in selling their pix down from its insistence that terms ;plan would not require stockholdatres, following a series of two
Tse psaiiused tu an instance in Bos;
er
okay,
but
other
three
would.
meetings
between
managers
apply
equally
to- specially-pro-:
ten
ahere
two
columnists
he-—
San Francisco, Oct: 10.
| Shareholder opinion was informaland home office execs just
meaned tact their motion picture grammed moppet. matinees.
ly sounded at the MPI session and
Plans for a new theatre for
completed. .The institutional.
Coincidence or not, the timing ‘was unainimously in favor’ of. diyeave tues
Jeokinge far worse than.
-campaign being promoted in all. \downtown
Frisco’ replacing. the.
fhe ty puce, Lleming it on the was thought shrewd and took some |versification move. MPI is pre- |:
of the cirecuit’s indoor theatres
‘thuge’ Fox’ are in the. works accordquabty of pix they get.
‘ot the steam out of. what Pickus! ; pared to set up’ the new company
is based on the slogan, ‘‘Some- .
ing to Eugene V.. Klein, president:
;had prepared as a sharp attack on t with initial | capitalization - up to| - thing Wonderful Is Happening
Not Thought Out
“the company. The WB action, how-. ; $1,200,000. °
at. the Movies! Take Someone. lof. National. Theatres - & Television
Frequently, he said. they com-{Ine. Circuit feels ‘it needs a. Frisco.
Tonight!”
Pliainca pix sent them were not ever. didn't entirely conciliate the, ‘Reade cheered holders with news
exhib body. One of Pickus’ intend: |
h‘MPI in black. first -time since
sunable for newspapers and mae
outlet, but: ‘must - have’ a different
Managers are being supplied
t
Giten they were “flat. uninterest- ed points in his original report founded over two years ago. Profit | with
trailers; lobby posters, ‘_ {setup than the over size Fox now .
rapped
Warner's
alleged
lack
of
'first six months: of fiscal year;
ing. showing too much separaticn
staff
buttons
and
ribbons
and
offers. .
betucen
major
cnaracters
and courtesy followinga series of talks .ended Sept. 30, was $16,934 respecial néwspaper ads. to help
“The Fox’ has done fine .business
EhoweG no planning.” He pointed on the disputed -clause between;‘flecting return .on loan to Pathe- |. carry out the “Wonderful” im- |
~—$600.000 last year. but it costs so
ce.
ot
.
» t e often. hired | TOA-and WB. In his prepared text, .: Alpha Production of “Deadly Compression. In addition, individmuch to run we-ean't afford it,”
c: hy Curing p:reduetion and rarely : Pickus was to inform the board’ . panions” and from Allied Artists | ual managers
are
applying
; reissue paekage. MPI board subsecre
9 a
the said. “Even though the movie
even
sriity to pick out ‘that Warner's, “with complete dis- i
their own
versions
through
theatre. business is..good,:the big
shots best qua!tified. In the case regard for TOA, released to an- “quently decided: on further exJocal stories, teasers and adapold mastodon houses like the -Fox
Gf “Sergeants.” he said, Sinatra other trade organization its version - ploration. of a plan to capitalize the ' tions of the idea.
of
our
understanding.”
—
jare
not: profitable: -for us.any longoe
: subsidiary ‘at. $1.200,000. If plan
worked closely with him in plenRichard: Orear, circuit presi-. ter. It has 5.000:seats and must be
nmig
srecial offstage production: As it turned out,-the distrib was . ultimately adopted, would require
dent,
said
the
Present
season
“4
staffed
accordingly.. Now we build
Photecraphs, allowed him to de-° sticking to its guns, but what ap- | stockholder vote,
is ripe for the campaign since
1,200 to 1,500.” ~
a velop
his own work and then kept peared to rankle :TOA more was
a
wonderful
seleetion
of
pic‘Klein’s solution to the white eleFim cn to personally select the the alleged favoring of rival exhib|
tures is available for the fall
phant problem is to adapt techbest work. He said he took 20.000 body Allied States Assn. Pickus, in |
bookings. . Kickoff of the camniques from shopping ‘centres: and.
pictures enteio, the .largest num- ‘his prepared text,. didn’t refer by
‘paign was a series. of stories ‘| arive-ins:’ The new Frisco - house
her he has taken in any job to hRame to Allied, but the facts are}
in local papers highlighting
{which he is planning ‘will -have a
date. AGritionzlly. he asserted, he‘ such that the ‘reference was ure.
the
fall product
with the
drive-in garage. under. it with. esMorked clesely with publicity peo- * mistakable,
Corinthian room of New York's
“Wonderful”
tag. ~
calator to the second floor theatre.
ple on the picture which he feels;
As for Warner’s relenting, it!'Park Sheraton Hotel was chock full
Honor for placing: the first [Tt will be located on Market Street .
is) a prime point in gaining full made the announcement from N.Y.!
‘of distribution execs last ‘Thursday } ‘such story went to Ray McLain,. Jon the space now cecupied by the’
benetit trom stills.
last Thursday 15: in identical. let-i
(Crest. Theatre and .two. adjacent
Fox Theatre, Sedalia; where the
Allan aiso reported film critics ters to various exhib bodies. Over;‘(5)—all as guests of RKO Theatres.
‘Stores in. the 900 block, right next
That.
told him their first impression is the signature of sales chief Charles , Occasion was the circuit’s. salute ’ story appeared Sept..17.
|to the Loew's Warfield.
ar
keyed
a
campaign
which
‘has
fiom the stilis and noted “first im- Boasberg, company disclosed that to division managers,. managers |.
stretched
to
papers
.
throughIf. Frisco voters do not decide
pressions ire lasting.” He said henceforth “this matter will be set- jand assistant managers who copped
out
the
Commonwealth
5-state
at
the
next
election.to
take
over
Public image is the same and de- tled with each exhibitor involved
jrecognition
in
&
showmanship | area ‘surrounding Kansas: City. iy Fox for. corivention facilities
cried hed use of stills by theatre- on a picture by picture basis when
idrive.
jat_a
price
tag
of.
more
than
$1,000,men, noting particularly that black the contract is negotiated. ”
Winners were Sig Wexo, in the
000, the .huge’ structure will be.
ard white shots are used frequentiyv | Exhibition voices, ‘ organization| razed .
managers
catecutside
theatres
showing
color’ ally and individually, .econtended in-town division
a
6 think it's'a good deal for the
films when color should be used. that the. cross-the-board clause was i gory: Jay Golden: out of town divi;Sion: manager; Lou Grossman, in-|.
city,” Klein said, “but the people
Photog will also be used on punishing the whole of exhibition
;town manager; Bill. Hastings,. out
“who would: pay the Dill should. de-.
S:natras next indie, “The Man- for the sins of a few theatres.
ie
of town manager; William Bielm.
-eide on it.”
|
,
churian
Candidate.”
with
same | _Boasbtrg’s missive went to TOA,
in-town
assistant manager,
and
FIefs Si Fabian’
Nene aenew Frisco house is part ofz
ectrvities to be planned.
Mean-!
Allied States, Congress of Exhib-|{awrence Blanchard, out of town}
e $20,000,000 expansion. program
wile. he leaves Tuesday to bein | itors. Metropolitan Motion Picture.
assistant manager.
‘New Orleans, Oct, 10.: of. National Theatres. The firm now work as stil supervisor on Haro:d Theatres, N.Y., Independent TheS. H. (Si} Fabian, president of fowns 220. housés in 17 states, 50 in
While the luncheon. was in good
Hecht’s “Taras Bulba” in Argen-— atre Owners, and Southern Califor!part an occasion for applause for Stanley, Warner and chairman - of j the Bay: Area and will build 29 new
tina.
nia Theatre Owners.
RKO's
outstanding
showmen, it the American Congress of Exhibi-| ‘ones shortly including five in the
was, too. 4 tribute to Harry Mandel. , tors special committee in charge or Bay Area.
é
- 9 9
Dp.
president of the chain, and Matty
No Meat on ‘The Bone?
|
p 20% in
New Orleans, Oct. 10. |Polon, v:p. and second in command. against what he termed the indus-' National Theatres, Klein says ‘and
‘It was, also.. anather demonstra- try’s “really only one problem that/aqds that shopping centres offerBaltimore. Oct. 1.0.
TOA convention, here isn't im- tion of distrib. execs’ desire to gét
bears. down upon us all: What ¢an|ideal location for new houses since
“Never On Sunday” 'Lopert) end-! pressed with that apparent modijthe
parking’
f
together. with theatremen. ‘in the ‘we find to put-on our screens.”
ed -Mon. Oct. 91 a record breaking | fication by Warner Bros. last week
Fabian said the produet. shortage |at night, ng facilities are unused
field.
57 weck run at the Playhouse, 356! of its controversial new ‘gross redemands
the
attention
of
every
exMore and more the brass from
ecat art house. Film opened Novem- ;ceipts” clause. The WB move met
‘tthe film companies are playing the hibitor for it represents the “suber 17. 1960 to smash business then- rejection here as “not enough.”
preme danger to the very existence
setticd dowt to steady boxoffice | Exhib body's legal advisory coun- igetting-to-know-you game. with the of the theatre industry. * A suffithet only fell off the last few weeks cil, with TOA board backing, is |ifield men who exhibit their. product. cient supply of. features, he added,
Fire Sends Hickey Oft—Pitt Fetes
of run.
: advising- members not to sign any| Luncheon was indeed: a testi- not only would reverse the down-|.
;
Delayed ©
;
Only other film to come close to WB -contract containing the dis- monial to: Mandel, who ‘succeeded ward: boxoffice
trends .but also
longtime
prez
Sol
A.
Schwartz,
now
{puted
clause.
It
contends
the
en“Sundzev” ut Plaxhouse was “Room
would reduce industry friction -and|.
Pittsburgh,
“Oct.
10.
“as
clause should
be deleted, |Columbia 'studio v.p. Polon,
at the ‘Fap” which ran for 27 weeks. ;:tire
likely eliminate “the bulk of trade}.
. Bernie Hickey, ‘the. former. FulA nuriber of patrons returned for: insisting that the seeming modi-|€mcee, Tead. the wires, sent by Ben practice evils.”
Joshua: Logan,
Roy
second viewing and one man saw fication hasn’t.rendered it less ob- Kalmenson,
Exee rapped the distributors for ‘ton theatre manager ‘here, had to...
Charles
pass
up two ‘testimonial -affairs. ‘in:
:jectionable
from
an
exhib
stand|
Disney.
Milton
Rackmil,
-jt 15 times beeause he “liked the
selling their library pix to tele;Simonelli. Jerry. Lewis, Jerry Pick. point.
music.”
vision bécause this: means killing his honor when fire. broke. out in
'man, James Nicholson, Sam Arcoff.
the. -Manchester, N. H., amusement
off
their
audiences
for
-tiew
pictures
| Council feels that WB has mereAbe Schneider. in theatres. As for ty. he said both park owned by. the Shea circuit; ———{ Iy_tessed exhibition a bore “that {Barney
Balaban. and
Steve
Spyros
Broidy
Pil hetwork and ‘independent station and he had.to rush: up there to: aidshould not be picked up.’ Com.
Skouras.
7
pany had consented to deal on a
operators, via the Saturday night the insurance adjusters.
Both the dinner on Film. Row
a
te
on
per-|- Speaking, of showmanship, Man-jprime time showing of features,
.A} Pict ure-by-picture
basis
their . dependence and a luncheon at the Variety Club
special |del pledged that the- RKO exhibi- have mirrored
jcentage
releases
where
RACIO CITY MUSIC BALL
-programming such as a kiddy ma-; tion end “wants to. give the dis-|ypon the film industry for the. kind were cancelled. The Variety Club,
Rockefeiler Center @ Cr 6-4600
Itinee was involved. But the coun- jtributors a run ‘for: their. money.” jof shows they cannot. create them- howerer.. is holding the offer open.
AUDREY HEPBURN
when he comes homie to see his
Albert A. List, head of the RKO selves, |
pci thinks this should also extend
“BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S”
Co-stsrring
to al] other provisions included in _parent Glen Alden~ outfit, testiC. of E..has made good progress daughter, a novitate in a conyent

‘Klein:‘NeedNew.
House on Market’

oy

BIG TURNOUT INNY,,
FOR RKO’S ‘SHOWMEN’

Product Pancity —

Sunday's’ Balto Ran

. ADJUSTMENT ALL ROUND

New Yor K Theatre

GEGRGE PEPPAND « Patricia Neal Buddy Ebeon
FSartia Balsa: 2nd MECKEV ROONEY
Ovected by Bishe Edwards -A Jutow- Shepherd Production
A Patarro.ct Pr'sase m TECHMICOLOR
On Stag: “WINGS CE GLORY ‘-Gela exciting spectacle

|

|| Warner’ s definition of “gross

re- moniated Mandel as a. “tremendous |with its projected production pro-|
asset: and outstanding
executive pram, Fabian reported, but the outnot only to RKO. but: to: the entire. fit still needs ‘more money. and
industry. *
jmanagement,
—

ceipts’”"—eancessions, ‘auto parking
charges, playground facilities, and
so on.

here. Hickey is the Chief assistant
Barker at the. Variety Club. here.
and. would. ‘have been: the next...

Chief Barker if:he hadw't left town.
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TV Dilemma: WhereTo,MacDulf? :|OVENTURECERS . (Chi AFTRA
Network.

television- exécs

have

got that

frustrated

feelin

Panned by the critics, pummelled by pressuré groups and penn
in: by inexorable

trusters.are
shambles of
“In what
after noting
“not offering

commercial

considerations,

the network

brain-

in a programming dilemma as they look beyond the
the current: season into the. future.
_
direction should we turn,” one. network -exee asked
that the critics are blasting the current shows but”
any specific recommendations on how. to Improve the

Avain Goes After

Stations; Questions Renewal
TAKE ABEATING) NBCOfLicenses
on Pubservice Record
By GEORGE

ROSEN

At the rate things are “going this
Chicago, Oct. 10.
_image ‘on the‘ tv screen. “If. we stress the action-adventure shows,"
season, it could well be that the
Chicago Chapter of American
Both in Love With Amy
he said, “the moralists come down on us like a ton of bricks: for. {national Arbifrons and Nielsens
Federation
of
Radio
and TV Artists
Hollywood,
Oct.
10.
corrupting our youth. If we. turn to more situation. comedy, we
has
acted
again
to biock
ithe
Both
CBS -TV and Bob
already: are hearing an outcry from ‘parent-teacher groups about 7 | will beat FCC chairman Newton
license
renewal
of
the
NBC-owned
‘|
Minow
to
the
puch
in
spelling
the
Hope,
in
association
with
.
video’s vacuuity,” —
stations
here,
WNBQ
and
WMAQ,
NBC-TV, have disclosed plans
“And to top it off,” he. said, “if we make. a. ‘stab. at handling
doom of. the action-adventure-vio.on the alleged basis that they aré
‘adult themes in’a * sophisticated way, then we are in danger of.
| lence shows.| Thus far the ‘firet } to film pilots with “Amy”
not serving the local publie intitle.
Hope-NBC’s
is some
. getting clobbered “trom within. Many of -otr. advertisers. and some..
Arbitron ‘samplings -have
terest. A petition which the FCC
years old, while CBS’ under
‘of our affiliates are frankly not happy about that adult’ kick and” | few.
received
today (Tues.) asked that
come in (and the general consendevelopment by. Hunt Strom‘would prefer that we stay in’a safely uncontroversial groove.”
public hearings be held in ‘Chi to
sus is. that the national Nielsens
‘berg Jr., is in undeveloped
- “So where: to, MacDuff? Who's got the answer? We can't stay
determine
whether
or not the
exclusively with the ¢lassics. because’ that's - a sure route to ths {will in the. main reflect the same} “stage. but wearing the same
stations deserved to retain their
‘mausoleum. And how ‘many operas can. we put on before we ‘| nosecount. and: pattern), and the
Bame.
licenses
when
they
come
up for
‘conclusions
are.
unmistakable.
—7]
exhaust -both our audience and the repertory. Everybody's in the —
James L. Saphier, tv agent
renewal this December.
act, but who's got the answer?” was the parting shot of the network {the adventure-violence -shaw ap-.
for Hope,
said
before
de-.
.
|
pears
on
‘the
way
‘out.
_exee who apparently was being paid only.: ‘to: ask. the-‘questions.
Ray Jones of the Chi local
parture for N. Y. to whip up
said he constructed “public inWith the whole industry—or at : interest in sale, he had ‘long
terest” as bigger and broader than
| least, the Madison Ave. segment— i. had property, written by Hank
Garson
and Bobby
O'Brien.
“the mere carrying of some seryice
‘all tensed
up as the tv horses go
announcements
or
occasional
round the far bend in the three- |. “Amy” is the first of properweb race for audience leadership, |’ ties being prepped by him in
special events.” He said, “we bethere’s enough evidence on-hand |. his. deal with the network.
lieve it encompasses coverage of
- Stromberg called it “pure coto suggest that the sun has already
local events, development of local
set on the hourlong vidfilm entry
incidence” but said would not
culture affording the opportunity
dedicated to action-adventure (“Adaffect his plans to prep a pilot
for local talents to find expression
By. FLORENCE LOWE
ventures in Paradise,” “Surfside
for his series.
before the public, and providing
+
6,” “TT Sunset Strip, " “Untouch-.
local advertisers with a showcase
General. David Sarnoff.can ad
lables,” “Hawaiian Eye,” and even
for their
products.
The
NBC
Nb. statistics. on ‘anything electron-|
such brand new entries as “Corstations fail in those consideraJ. -Harding. has. been. ‘rupters, "Cain's 100, 1) te87th Pre-|
ic’ from the number of color tele- ' Alfred
tions, but the network is pulling
‘vision sets -in American’ homes to ‘named director. of sales planning cinct,” “The Investigators,” “Folmillions
of dollars out of this
the. timetable. ‘on launching the j for CBS News. Post formerly: had low the Sun,” “New Breed.”)
market annually.”
Arst space - eommunications ‘satelIt could be that the national or.
been held partially Jy. Bob Lang,
“Is
Chicago
to get all of its cul- lites. But’ he. doesn’t ©know. the.
the’ 24-city Nielsen appraisals of:
ture, all of its thinking from New
‘exact number’: of tv: receivers in resigned. Lang, in addition to sales
‘the
new
season
may
reverse
the
York
and
Hollywood?
Can’t the
planning, had» been administrative
‘his own home! Story,
particularly
the
24-city
second largest city contribute anyA contingent of the Women’ s. v.p.
breakdowns which find all three
thing
to
the
United
States
of
National Press Club made this dis-|- Prior to his appointment Harding networks. locking. horns on prime|_
America
besides money?”
The
covery last Saturday ° (7) wher for two years had been sales .man- time. programming. But insofar as {|
talent
union
made
a
similar
appeal
Business of $2,500,000 from four
they came to:lunch at the Sarnoff |ager of public affairs programs for the ‘national ‘Nielsens. are confor public hearings in 1958, which
home in: mid-Manhattan ‘and stayed CBS-TYV. In: his new post, Harding cerned this is considered highly advertisers in the past few days caused the Chi NBC licenses to
t
ress
confer-. will act as liaison between. CBS unlikely, since the expanded .over- helped give NBC-TV’s entire schedbe detained 14 months until the
ule
a
99%
of
SRO
status
for
the
for
an
-imprompt
u
press
¢
|
News
and
the
sales
division
of
the
ence.night’ Arbitrons now represent a last quarter of the year. The vir- Commission
handed
down
the
web. Post vacated by Harding; that
In. New York on a newsgatherof coast.- to -coast: tual SRO (the remaining 1% is opinion “on a comparative basis’’
.of sales manager. of pubaffairs pro- cross-pattern
ing. weekend, 35 members of the.
viewing
‘habits.
—
‘the
o&o’s
were
meeting
their
obliaccounted for by openings between
sramming for the web, is. unfilled.
distaff side of. the’ Washington
. Such being the case, ABC stands Xmas and New Year’s) goes for gations. New petition attempts to
“as yet
-. —press corps wefe personal guests
|°
{to bear the brunt in the action- both day and nighttime program- show
that
“on
a comparative
-of, General and Mrs. Sarnoff dur-|
adventure downgrading. For it’s the ming.
basis” they are not.
ing. which they lunched and went:
‘|. very shows that, over the course of . Four advertisers—Mead Johnson.
.Comparative - breakéown,
as
on an escorted tour of: the wired:
the: past few years, played such a Block ‘Drug, Mogen David (which ;; noted in the petition shows that
for-sound, 28:room Sarnoff home;
| key role. in proj ecting ABC. inta one switched much of. its business from| WNBQ broadcasts 10 to 15 hours
learned the. facts. of communicaof. tv’s: biggest success stories, that daytime news} and Jolinson & John- a week more than two other statlons in. space;-and decided. they :
are. now operating against the web. son—bought the. few remaining: tions in Chicago but is live less
“never had it so good” ‘at press
What -were the ABC Gibralters of availabilities
in
the
Saturday ;ithan. 10%
of the time.
Other
conferences.
| two-three seasons ago have been movies, “International Showtime,” stations are live from 22-12% of
Highlight of-.the-at-home press
reduced. to pebble-size in. the Ar- “Cain’s 100,” “Wells Fargo,” “87th the time, on basis of a year long
party—a “first” for the. Sarnoffs— |
bitrons,
Precinct, " “Tall Man” and wo in|
survey. “WNBQ has found it caa
was a preview of the newly .com. Not that this comes.as too great: laws.”
make bigger profits by carrying
“pleted “Trophy Room" containing|
a revelation to the ABC hierarchy, . In addition to the $2,500,000 in|network and film and not bothermemorabilia of. the General’s 55| Early Arbitron jubilations .for
prime time business, there was an- ing with local programs,” Jones
for
even
before
the
new
season.
‘years in. communications, from the: NBC-TV’s nighttime programs has
other $1, 200.000. as reported last said. “I hasten to point out that a
famed Morse key which tapped out. -clied:a ‘hike in rates.on six of the preemed, both . prexy - Ollie Treyz
and program chieftain Tom Moore week, for Sander Vanocur’s after- broadcast license isn’t a hunting
‘the news ‘of the Titanic.. disaster hourlong participating programs..
.
|-were going on record that, at least ‘noon newsstrip. It came from Bris- permit.
It’s not issued so that
to. the -recent, precedent-breaking
: Apparently: the early rating re- insofar ..as ABC
was concerned, ‘tol-Myers, and for which Mogen stations cam find more and more
tribute. ‘by 36. members of. the US.
shifted
elsewhere.
“+ sults put the NBC-TV- stanzas in “things are gonna be different next: David
ways to economize for bigger profSenate.
question higher up the audience. year.” (As a prelude to the “things
its every year.”
. Briefing his. journalistic” “guests ladder than some of the web’s:ex- ‘to come,”’-ABC ‘initiated some fullJones said the three live shows
“ ‘on his 55 years “between the ‘tele- perts expected. “Big surprise” of hour counter-programming this-seagraph key and the satellite,” Sarn-. the season are. the relatively. high
(Continued on
on page 553)
son, notably with Steve Allen and
oft observed ‘that communications. ‘returns: for “International Show- the “Bus Stop” anthology series,
. has come full-circle from its.most + time’. on' Fridays at 7:30 p.m.; many
but unfortunately these too are
‘ primitive form. between man --and thought that. this would be a quick.
man, to “man-to-man communica-| bomb, but. ithasn’t turned out that’ faring second or third best in the
national
‘Arbitron. count. )
_tions In Space, whet. each “person ‘way...
Fans watching. the fourth quarEven the 10-foot-tall “Untuoch‘will be able to receive and send
-A
single
minute
“97th
Precinct”:
ables”
(though
the new season’s. ter of the N. Y. Giant-Chicago
messages: ta. any individual. on
earth through “roads. in the ether. ” was raised’from $32,000 to $34, 000. segs don’t kick off until tomorrow|.Cardinals football game on CBSSame ‘holds. for “Thriller” ‘and night) is taking the Arbitron count’
‘TY Sunday (8) saw four minutes
Sarnoff speculated on the -politi“Captain of Detectives.”: “Caine’s against the Mitch Miller show on
First major firm commitment
.¢al potential of* global .communicaHundred” went up froin $30,000 to NBC—the same musical entry that, | and about seven seconds of the
for the ’62-°63 season by NBC-TV
tions as he. envisions it. “Science
Football League game
$32,000. per minute participation; in a Friday time slot Jast- season, American
is a weekly hour stanza by Mere‘and technology are marching very.
of
fast,” he -stated. “The real: prob- “Showtime” from $25,000 to $27,-. propelled “TT Sunset Sfrip” into a between Houston and Buffalo be- dith Willson, the composer
ing carried on ABC-TV, and they “Music Man.”
_lem. is the use man will make of It. 000. and the Saturday. night feature | decline,film. setup -had a Second raise—
Some “other | documentation
to didn’t have to switch dials to get
Not
only
wili
Wiilson
produce,
(Continued. on page 48).
_Jfrom $32,000 (after: a raise. from. cheer a Minow: NBC’s Perry Como|’
but he'll front the vehicle. It'll
this double feature.
| $30,000) to: $34, 000.
I taking the Wednesday night play |
probably be. done live or on tape,
American
Telephone
& Tele| . The raises. ‘became effective: on away from “Hawaiian Eye,” 25.6 ta
and
obviously will have 2 musical
new. business coming -in since last | 16.5.. (Similarly ABC's action-ad- graph, which supplies the cable peg. Could be that NBC-FV was
E.Week, but, for ‘all practical pur- venture “Naked City,” though this lines for all the tv webs. made the stimulated into the early Willson
poses,. they: won't ‘mean anything ‘one has some.superior values as a error. Hard by a CBS commer- firmup partially as the result of
until the- beginning . ‘of the first. ‘drama entry, suffered at the hands cial. AT&T got the video signal the rating pull of the “Sing Along
from ABC mixed up with the CBS

Women’s Press Club Orbits Thru
Gen. Sarnoff’s 28-Room. Town House

Harding’$CBS.News Slot

It’s997,Pure SRO

Status for NBC-TV
‘TnFourth Quarter

EarlyNBCRatings
‘Invites a Higher
Rate For Shows

|

What Was That ‘Bus Stop’

Promo Doing on CBS-TV?

AT&T Garbles Up Cable

NBC Sets Willson
As ‘62-63 Entry

ABC's 3386For:

‘Palm BeachGolf

quarter, of 1962, because the fourth. ‘of NBC's David Selznick special.) ,

CBS.
Consequently,
quarter of this year has NBC-TV |: :‘“Surfside Six’ came off a poor sound on
along with the AFL game viewers
nighttime .almost ‘entirely sold ‘out.
«
third against Danny Thomas at 9 also saw the ABC logo and a proABC-TV will be swinging on the.
(see separate story}.
and Andy Griffith at 9:30; nor was motion for ABC’s “Bus Stop” on
fairways with the. top -golf. pros |"
NBC’s “87th Precinct” a match for CBS.
next year,
In. -addition ‘to teletwo comedy segments.
casting the. Bing. Crosgy Pebble-|
In cases such as these—and they
‘beach Tournament Jan." 20-21, the |:
“Adventures In Paradise,” shift- are rare—the networks have no
web Has now. picked up the rights |
ed to Sunday night 10 to 11. took a recourse, it seems. Even if the
Hollywood,
Oct.
10:
‘tothe Palm. Beach Classic which|
drubbing from “Candid Camera”. ABC feed has interrupted a CBS
Tom : McKnight
and:'Warners
also will be .covered live’ over. a
commercial on the Giant game,
and “What's My Line.”
‘weekend, Feb. .3-4:.. Rights, line: ‘have agreed to a-mutual séparation.:
would have been out the
’“Follow the Sun,” Sundays 7:30 CBS
charges, ete., for a 60-minute Satur- He left lot ‘after producing several
money, not AT&T. It appears that
to
8:30,
was
no
match
for
either
the
of
‘studio’s
tv
shows.
In
his
10:
day coverage anda 90-minute SunAT&T
does not promise perfect
day tournament session is costing months ‘he- produced five segs of}, Walt Disney.show on-NBC or “Den- performance in its contracts.
the web $338,000.
It's. currently “Roaring 20's,” wrote original story nis the Menace” . and Ed Sullivan
Fortunately,
since there was no
for four, produced. two episodes of on CBS.
looking for -bankrollers.
loss of a commercial, CBS is per“The Tuesday. night at 9 “New fectly willing to let bygones be
each. of
- The earlier Pebblebeach: Tourna-' “TT Sunset Strip; "one
‘ment. has already been sold. to “Hawaiian ° Eye,” vUgurfside 6."": -| Breed” fared a poor third opposite bygones. But the question is—what
Minnesota. Mining & Manufactur- | He is now negotiating for an-| NBC's Dick Powell anthology and if it happens again; who is going
ing. and Gillette.
tother. production, berth.
(Continued ‘on. age 50)
to pay?

TomMcKnight ExitsWB

we
.

oP
*

er
oe or ee Le

With

Mitch”

weekly

hour.

Herald-Trib Shopping
Around For TY Critic
The N. Y. Herald-Tribiine is understood to be looking for a fulltime
critic
in tv to backstop
the new radio-tv editor Dick Doan.
New man will limit himself to program reviews, while Doan, who
now handles reviews as well as
straight trade news, will continue
digging the news and doing the
overall industry analyses.
Marie Torre is the third member
of the frontline radio-tv staf at

the Trib.
nm
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TV Bingo

Washington, Oct. 10.

IN NEW YORK CITY .

King Cole Is
‘A Merry Old So
°

1,

Ya.

First part of a projected three-volume history. of British broadcast

ing, “The Birth of Broadcasting,” by Asa Briggs, due from* Oxford
It will degrade
programming
London, Oct. 10.
7
os
|d
ul
}Univ. Press this month. While largely concerned. with the BBC, it is
quality,
make bookkeepers out of
Man who stands to gain from |
also a general history of broadcasting internationally. Prof. Briggs is
gshowmen and disk jockeys, impose
the Equity-commercial tv dis- |
wxye
*Dean of the School
of Social Studies at the new. University
College .
huge administrative
burdens on
pute, which threatens. to kill
With 6006 A Year jot Sussex,. England, and a prof of modern history at the Univ. of Leeds. ~
hard-pressed stations, push onelive entertainment on the indie
“Ottawa, Oct. 10....|- Joseph Stamler, v.p. and general manager for WABC-TV, -N. ¥.,
third of radio cperators into the
channel, is ex-ABC-TV booker,
.
7} mnamed chairman of the N. Y. radio and television industry’s campaign red, and really just won't work out
Cliff Castle. He claims ta have
Even’ though “Mr. Cole won't{for B’nal B'rith -youth services, Mortimer. Weinbach,ABC -v.p. and
at all.
rock ‘n’ roll,” he now makes over |. general counsel, is heading the
: campaign’s labor relations division and
Cevised a method
presenting
Thus the chasm of differences
bingo on tv and radio which is’
$600,000
a
year,
Nat
King
Cole
told
|
Howard
W.
Cosell,
ABC
sportscaster,
is
chairmanning
the
sport division.
hetween the industry and Federal
being studied by. network ex- -|the press in Toronto last week),
|. Carolyn Miller, secretary to: ABC ‘news chief Jim Hagerty, will
Communications
Commission
ecutives as a possible fill-in.
while
there
for:
the
tv
special
his|
marry
Chuck
Howard,
of
Sports
Pragram
Inc.,
Dec.
9.
She'll
continue
yawned even wider as a “reprecompany Kell-Cole:
was co-praduc-: tg work for Hagerty ... Arnold Panken, of Film Programs Inc., proCastle‘s project doesn't resentative’ panel of broadcasters
ing
with
CBC—with
the
idea
of}
ducing
the
three-hour
telethon
for
Associated
Blind
Inc.
over.
WABCquire an Equity membership.
|
sounded off, in a quiet gentile way,
Actors’ strike or not, he says, |re-selling it in the U. S. and Eu-| Tv, N. ¥., Nov. 25. Show has-been titled “Box 20/20”. ..: ¥ves Monabout the new programming-logrope.
Stan
Harris
produces
if.
_|tand,
due
to
open
on
Broadway
Oct.
24
in
a
one-man
show,
will
topline
bingo will be onty by 1962.
= 3
fing requiremerts now under ruleKell-Cole. also plans a ‘theatre; a Timex special over ABC-TV Nov. 26 ... Charles Bickford inked as
making consideration. One by one,
film, “Adam,” with Cole and Sam-' the first star of ‘House of Seven,” new hour-long: adventure. series
the 15 participants made it plain.
my Davis Jr.;.“The Merry World’ peing projected by MGM-TV under a production deal with. Project III
that they want little or no part
of Nat King Cole,” a tv. special’; Enterprises.
The pilot: will roll early next month with addition of two
of the propesal.
With his, 11-year-old daughter: more stars needed to camplete the permanent cast .. . James Garner,
The special face-to-face session !
Natalie; a movie starring Dorothy : formerly of “Maverick,” guesting with Bob Hope on.NBC-TV Dec. 13.
pith FCC. preduced staged and}
Dandridge: and another co-0ro-1
Wacky Millar flys to London to huddle with client:
Bob. Hope, current.
arranged
hy National
Assn.
of ?
duction with a Mexican firm,))y timing “Road to Hong Kong” there-with Bing Crosby, and will be.
Broadeasters, was cordial enough.
starring Cole and Mexican actress: joineq by his wife to celebrate their 34th’ anni, doing the Paris-Rome.
But. exeept on secondary points.
CE
oo
.
.
in a paper bit thereafter.
is a partner
wale aise
nothing resembling a meeting of
mj
“arta
Rico:
~|
Lawrence White, CBS-TV daytime program v.p., off to Coast...
minds occurred on prograni report L
i]
rs
!
issue—probably the most crucéal 1
3
a piece of a middleweight,
ene. visit ... Gertrude Berg off to Coast to continue filming on her new
Johnson.
and inflammatory before the ComLondon, Oct. 10:
_:
1CBS-TV series, “Mrs. G. Goes to College’. : . CBS News corres-_.
mission at present. The praposed’
It’s still a deadlock in the Equity ,
—
pondent Nancy Hanschman
‘is the subject of a-nine-page picture story
exhaustive
detailization
of pro- and independent tv. dispute al-- Y
P .
|3
Jin October issue of. Coronet.. She’s also featured in the “People.
on
Zrammine, past and future, built though the showdown
date, Oct.
the Way Up” department of Satevepost
... . Rosemary Prinz, of CBSaround
tke concept
of promise 31.
draws
nearer.
The
actor's
TV's daytimer “As the World Turns,” to Illinois next week for a role
versus performance, and itemizaunion, although it has been of-'j
in “Two for the Seesaw". . .. Phil Silvers, Nancy Walker and other-cast —
tion of ¢fforits to meet the com- fered an S82 dollar minimum for
members of “Do Re Mi” wiH present a half-hour. segment of the show
munity needs. embodies the es- a walkon role of Jess than 10 words.
on the Ed Sullivan program Oct..22 . : . Ossie Davis, :star and author:
sence of what the industry fears is still sticking out tor a further
of the Broadway Iegiter, “Purlie Victorious.” has a Iead role in .CBSabout
Chairman
Newton
Vinow $20.
TV’s “Defenders” episode this Saturday ‘7) ,. .. Pyramid Books is.
(although genesis of the rulemakAs of now, no further meet-|.
lissuing a paperback titled “An Age of Kings,”: which will be released —
ing as well as its first version came
ings have
been
scheduled
but
; Oct. 17 to concide. with the preem of ‘the British series by the same
before Minow took over the Com- insiders are predicting that a settitle on educational tv stations throughout the country . . - KSEX,
mission . helm». The bogey is of tlement will be made. But if the |
Corpus Christi, joins CBS Radio, leaving ABC Radio : . . Weather girl
course, FCC dictation of program- deadlock continues, Britain's five' CBS-TV, in the wake of ABC- Gloria Okon, who also: has veer a. spokeswoman for Arnold Bread. is
ming, or, more simpiy, censorship. other “entertainment” unions have TV's announced plan— to go it alone;
.
sinow selling Westclox. She
just. cut.17 commercials
for radio whic
.
pledgee support and will not han- : and. produce . tri eerie 1 will be heard across the country . . . Sherril Taylor.and Jory, Nodland,
An NAB Switcheroo
t juve
afternoon strip, altered — ©ipres and exec v.p. of Taynod Productions, packagers ‘of .“‘Kukla&
i
It was stressed repeatedly that dle any “blackleg’® shows.

ni

)

.

. Briggs

is

ritsh ComITV |

Still Deadlocked |
On Equity Demand cup factory in Puerto Rico
and has! cgs.tv

star Andy Griffith checked into town last week for a brief

Get Prime Time

t

each
broadcaster
was
speaking
only for himself. But there was no
disguising

the

fact that

it was

an

NAB affair. and the consensus that !

emerged

amounted

to a complete |

slots of the Leonard Bernstein €on-' Ojjie have shifted. their Chi offices from the Wrigley Building ‘to
certs this season,
=
.mew and larger quarters in Lincoln Towers . . . WBAI-FM. general
The -hourlong concerts of the manager John .F. Day announces the. second “get-together,”a fund

MUTUAL'S ‘BIG LIE’ AS New York Philharmonic ‘and the! paising affair for the listener supported outlet. at the Village Gate Oct.
People’s Concerts of the 93 |”. yictoria Larkin, real-life. and ‘stage daughter of John Larkin,
REBUTTAL TO REDS aYoung
monthly basis in prime early eve" | CBS-TV’s “Edge -of. Night.” Victoria, who will be. three years old “in

Philharmonic will be presented 0M, joined her father in-a dual farewell appearance yesterday’ (Tues.) on
gEwitcheroo from the early Assn.:
Mutual Radio network intends.’
stance of qualified endorsement of
ning time: starting at. 7:30 p.m-| January, played the baby role on the daytime serial. Larkin, who has:
the new
reporting form — both to have the last word in a weekly:
with
the Communist: Sunday afternoons had been the starred: as Mike Karr in the soaper since the show debuted in -April,
from the theorectical and practical argumert
switch :'56, is leaving the series to pursuehis career in Hollywood . ,.. Dr.
world via a new 25-minute show... previous ‘slot. . Slotting
stzndpoints.
makes the series of six hourlong George D. Stoddard, chancellor and exee v.p. of. New York U:. has
Only
pcople not represented titled “The Big Lie,” starting - concerts available at a. more con-/|been elected chairman of the board of. directors of.the. National EducaOct. 14.
oo
. i
were the “bad guis” of the indusWith former Newsweek editor: venient: hour .for family viewing, | tional Television and Radio Center. He succeeds Ralph Lowell, chairtry who flout the NAB
Codes,
Phil Clarke handling the finat|including the kids. sponsors: Shell|man of the Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Co.; who. was elected first
don’t subscribe to NAB at all, and
- ©
.
,
say, web will monitor .and tape|Oil and Ford Motor Co. concurred chairman emeritus of the Center's board,
indulge in vast programming and
ae
Actress Gladys Austen and husband Ed Linder, writer-director, on
through
the
week’
English-! in the change.
cominercial excesses.
language broadcasts beamed. by | -Pullout of ABC-TV fram any| Mideast and European junket to 0.0. ‘possible locations for tv: film
But they were frequently re- Red stations in Moscow, Havana, |. concerted three network moye to| series, “Vera Wallace, Private Investigator”. . . Kenyon &. Eckhardt.
ferred to by both the Commission Bucharest, Sofia, Peiping and else-|program a daily children’s hour, an |chairman William Lewis named to the honorary committee of USO's”.
and the industry panel.
Minow, where, then rebroadeast the tapes. | educational show for juves, on ajSalute to Mary Martin slated for Nov. 14 .... Writer Doug Stone has
rotating basis among the webs, has |joined “Candid Camera” staff. as an idea man ... Actress Casey Peyin the midst of the point-by-point Saturdays with rebuttal,
demolition of the revised programShow, slated for 12:05 p.m. in left CBS-TV without any definite }Son, wife of CBS-TV exec Bob Peyson, has joined: the Dale’ Garrick’
CBS-TV, though, is.work-. International agency and will handle all video casting in the New ‘York
ming
and
log forms,
told the New York and 8:05 p.m. in the plans.
broadcasters, in a slightly agrieved west, will be produced. by Frank ing on a number of possible ideas {Office.
_
wae
§
(Continued on page vee
WNBC newsman Gabe Pressman is addressing the “St. Joseph Men’s.
tone, that all Commission was try- Miller.
ve
iaiaiithat itl
Club in Bronxville Tuesday (17)—subject.is the coming local. elections
ing to do was protect the good
°
‘|... Russian-born Vadim Gontzoff, Polish-born Alexander Urban and
euys from the bad guys in broadNew Yorker Bernard Whitefield are to. be. announcers with WTFM,
casting. Broadcast chief Kenneth
the new FM’er starting here . ... NBC News research supervisor Bare
Cox repeatedly said all FCC was
bara Loeb engaged to sales engineer Mike Gordon .’.'. Sidney Carroll
trying to do was shape a reporting
hired by the Theatre Guild to script a tv version of Booth Tarkington’s .
form move reflective of a station's
good deeds.

But one of the panelists pointed
out that it’s difficult
to swipe at
your mother-in-law without hitting
jour wife too, and upshot of the
new forms amount to unitive burdens
on
the
vast
majority
of
wholesome, civic-minded licensees
(Continued on page 52)

(BS-TV's Daytime

Fashions Special
First CBS-TV
daytime special
slotted for the new season is an

hourlong
jons

to

preview

be

of Parish

sponsored

by

—On

By BILL GREELEY

Not since the second-string Com-

munist

leaders made

a command

appearance at Foley Square a decade ago has the U..S. Courthouse

) rehearsal

monitoring

and

“Claire Ambler,” to be taped later’on“by Maurice Evans and Janice
Rule... John Daly to address the 57th annual conclave of the National.
-Audibon Society in Atlanti¢ City, and his topic ‘he’s a member.of the.
President’s Water Pollution Control Advisory Board) will be. “Clean
Waters, a Challenge to America.”
|
es
,
Bud Palmer signed by NBC-TV to handle play-by-play. this season

‘for the Saturday pro basketball telecasts ... . Hurd Hatfield gueésting on
related today’s (Wed.) Joe Franklin WABC-TV. cross-the-boarder..-... After

to Cali-.
production nebnosing so’ carefully completing his “Spiral Staircase” role, Eddie Albert hopped
.
|
spelled out by. witnesses ‘Just might fornia over thee weeekend. |
be a major

contributing

factor in.

the video wasteland he so deplores.

‘{(N HOLLYWOOD

.

|

_-And the worship. of products,
Sam Balter wound up 16 years at KLAC as sports director to berth
and coddling of the viewing public
“prepared statement” as at FCC’s
up at another station . . . Ken Grossman, former picture . studio.
in the name of same, raised eyeprrgram
hearings. featuring two
production exec, was named manager of Creston studio
. producing
brows and ‘questions.
Is a happy
‘animated cartoons for tv .,,. Hunt Stromberg Jr., prepping “Amy” for.
weeks of testimony by. major. tv
show: framework for miracle fabCBS-TV,
It’s
a
comedy
about.
a-moppet
.
.
°
Bruce.
Buell
rourided.
out
sponsors.
rics, breakfast foods, soaps, tooth20 years as announcer at KFAC ... Jerry Zigmond, who transferred:
The scripts were without laugh | pastes
and
cookies’
important

echoed

sa from

the drone of the

from Paramount’s theatre department to the. AB-PT video wing, likes
banality?
Is the change of pace, Sezze, “the track is faster”. ,: Dinah Shore.is one of.
that an advertiser gets the few stars sticking with live tv. Says those little boo bdos give.the.
in all—took the. more sales out of selected web
shows flavor...CBS-TV has assigned Bill Warren to.develop a pair of
their belief in
programming
than run-of-station

tracks, for a change, as ad wigs! enough to demand

from

practically every

fash- |work sponsor—41

Lever

-

Backed ThOtemhesreMalvdinesoson AvABe.uzFrsaonw?ts

|Foley Sq.Addenda: Have Sponsors

| stand

to

confirm

major net-

the. fact

Bros. Show will be telecast on a! the status quo and gravely outline spots are argument for supervision
weekday
afternoon
sometime
in; the need for advertiser mother-- and censorship of. what the public
March,
hoed of much of tv’s programming. views?
What happens to a tv diDeal with Chambre
| rector who has--to. horse around
Syndicale' But in spite of the preparedenss
;
de Haute Couture, an association! and the virtual, unanimity, there |with details like seeing to it tat
of distinguished Parisian design- iwas a feeling among
tradesters the heavies smoke the’ competiOr who's
ers, was negotiated by Larry White, who followed this phase of. FCC's tion’s brand cigaret?
programming
study right, the critics who praised a
CBS-TV v.p. of daytime program- two-year-old
ming. Program, to be vidtaped in that the boys may have backed “Playhouse. 90’ production. or the
(As advertiser who tried.to keep it off
Paris, will show the dresses being |themselves into a buzzsaw.
modeled at Paris’ leading salons!one listener to WNYC’s nightly the air and finally settled for withas well as at Paris social events: full rebroadcasts put it, “ ‘Good. drawal? — After “Iceman Cometh,”
where the new fashions normally' Taste’ has become .a dirty word.’). who’s the real chicken, viewer or
.
would be worn.
Special.will be
For the sponsors, after all, were advertiser? —
On the other side of the coin,
produced by CBS-TV’s program° talking to henehmen of Newton
department.
_ |[Minow, who could logically con- 40 Video’s current economics {up

Web has an option for the “Mrs. ‘clude

that

advertiser

“do's and |500% in 10 years, according to one

Ar-erica” contest as.a daytime spe-;dont’s,” “tobacco policies,” “Edicial. but is holding off en any com- itorial policies,” “guides to. good
mitment until sponsors are sizned. taste,” script approval and editing,

witness)

make

magazine-concept

hour shows. His last one, “Gunslinger,” had a. short life hefore they.
‘pulled the plug... Judy Canova is making a tour of the camps to cheer’

up the new draftees:., Mary Markham couldn't sell her. new. panel
| shows to the nets without a pilot so. she'll go ahead and make them
on her own
a

IN CHICAGO

..

«

-

|

John Bell resigned as néws directorof WIND. He's being succéeded
by Frank Goerg, who comes in from Westinghouse's Pittsburgh station,
KDKA ...-Jiny Hanlon, manager of promotion and ‘research for WGN”
Inc., has. been elected trustee to the national board of Academy of-

TV Arts and Sciences, vice Ned Williams, who has gone into retirement.

... Jerry Harper joined WEBM-TV as staff: announcer, filling the spot. .
vacated by Ray Rayner when he shifted to WGN-TV . .. Fairfax Cone

of FC&B

addressed

the

Chi Broadcast

Ad

Club: yesterday (Tues.),.

opening the new season... Fay Witter, of WGN-TV’s operations staff,

leaving after 10 years with the station to go into the insurance biz... .:
‘Patrice Munsel will guest on WNBQ's “Artists? Showcase” ot: Oct, 22° *:..

selling . unrealistic?. But’ again, .» Val Bettin will portray George Bernard Shaw in this
:
(Continued on page 46)
‘(Continuedon page 50)

‘week's outing —
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‘RADIO-TELEVISION

TV.S BigSticks—HowHighIsUp? |WERSr
MOBILIZE |Beadle’s Bid For WorldTV System;
Washington, Oct. 10.Tallest man-made. structure: in the world ‘is the 1,676-foot antenna tower of KFVS<TV, Cape. Girardeau, Mo. But it’ll soon be
eclipsed bya projected 1,'149-foot shaft to be construeted jointly

by-DRBL-TV

and. WT¥M (EW), Columbus,. Ga, “as ty antennas get

higher and higher.
‘Federal Communications. Commission: reports i0i antenna’ towers
over 1,000: feet tall operating in.the U. S. Height of.the Columbus
tower, ‘which has been okayed-by FCC and Federal Aviation Agency,
will be.greater than that of the Washington. Monument: (555 feet)

and Eiffel Tower (984 feet) combined. -

—

~

Urges Better U.S. Understanding Of
A FNAL THRUST «BBC More Even Program Exchange
“‘Wshington, Oct. 10.
‘The television networks are mak-

jing’.a hard pitch in their uphill
-| battle to retain option time. After
filing comments with the Federal

‘| Communieations

Commission].

+

Global TV: English

London, Oct. 10.
‘The: ‘English . language
is
most likely to be chosen as
-O£ the 101 tv.towers in this country .1,000. feet or. more, i1 extend.
the lingo for world tv when
over 1 500 feet. Construction’ permits have. been-. granted for. 13
it. comes, forecasts Sir Robert
more tv towers over 1;000: feet, and applications: are-pending for
Renwick, chairman of AssociNov. 3.
another 19..
ated
TeleVision.
' Already
Disputing. ‘the network contenWhy: SO. high? Becausé. video theoretically is ‘Hmlted to the. horl-.
most big video nations use it,
tions that. option time fs definitely
zon, and the higher you. are, the broader the horizon and, the serv.in the publie interest, KTTV, L.A., | he says, and even Russia ts
_ice. area...
‘showing interest with 82, 900
urged junking not. only time op‘tioning but “less. formal exclusive . English teachers.
Importantly,
Sir
Rohert
dealing arrangements” also.
holds, the international interKTTV, operated by the L,A.
ehanve
of
programs
Ww
AL
seop-| Times, spearheaded the Iegal batresent a major point in securtle against time optioning. It aping
world.
peace.
| pealed FCC's decision last year-

Cluster’ of antennas on top the Empire. State Bldg.extends, that
‘structure’ s. height to only: ‘about. 1,500 feet.

‘stoutly defending the practice over

the weekend, the webs now are.
| gearing for a last-ditch stand—
‘+ special oral arguments before FCC.

By ART WOODSTONE
American
television
entreprenuers need an education about the
British Broadcasting
Corp. and

that’s why Sir Gerald Beadle fs in

the United States.
Beadle, who retired in June as
head of BBC-TYV, is here on a tour
for his old company. He is charged
with making “BBC understood to
America’ and encouraging a more
even exchange of tv programming,
on the grounds that U.S. telecasters
‘currently supply more
programming to England than England cana
sell in return to the United States.
It was Sir Gerald, in making his
maiden speech on the three-month
American tour, who called for a
slicing a half-hour from the. three|:
“global network” in video ta pro‘hours permissive option time <for.
vide “material of the highest poseach broadcast day segment but
sible standard of Interest” which
still upholding the. practice. as in.
will lift national, color and linthe public: interest.
guistic barriers. “Fo an important
-On its own, the ‘Commission last
extent,” he warned, “ia worid tv
The ‘television. industry has. re-+"—=
| spring .asked the ¢ourt of appeals|{system) can give us all something
acted. angrily. to: at least .one .of|
.[-here to send the case back for
of that sense of world citizenship
‘the. blasts from motion picture |
review—a move that looks like the
without which the human race is
“eompanies: about how. the Satur-|
‘beginning of the end for option
surely doomed.”
Smith-Corona.
typewriters
are
day night feature film showings
timé. Chairman Newton Minow’s
Relaxing briefly after making the
“on. NBG-TV have hurt ©theatre “making - a -special pre-Christmas appointment swung the balance of
push :on Dick Clark’s “American
speech before 200 members of the
"boxoffice:
Hollywood, Oct. 10.
Academy of Television Arts & Sci4 on FCC. sentiment. against the cher| Bandstand”°starting © Dec.
Council of. Motion ‘Picture. Or-. ABC-TV. -Buy. is.:for .13° quarter. ished network. proceeding.”
Statisticians for the three major ences in New York, the former
‘ganizations . sent: an irate letter hours..-over five weeks. through
Under FCC’s order,- comments |
BBC officer had time to explain
to Gen. David Sarnoff last week: BBD&O: '
on the legal antitrust issue were networks are currently knee deep the nature of his visit.in a little
about the way NBC-TV. was pro-'
‘Smith-Corona also: used ““Band- | ruled out. ABC however, made this in figures to be contributed to detail. “I came here,” he noted, “to
moting
the -two-hour ‘Saturday -stand” for a back-to-school. cam- oblique reference to whether. the Directors Guild of America Pen- get BBC better understood . .. We
night feature film airings. Sarnoff paign ‘for.
practice ts illegal (as Justice Dept. sion Plan for 800 employees in all always hope that Amercan teletypewr
parts of the U. S.
Negotiating vision will carry some of our prois the chairman of RCA, the. parent, September, no iters in “—e -contends):
corporation of . NBC-TV.: = .
OTE: option: time, after rendering group has approved four-year pact grams.
with
DGA,
retroactive
Jan.
1, 1961,
|
commendable
service
to
the
industhe counter-com-.
-In. essence,
“Tt is not the case that we are
-try-and tothe public. for more than which calls for nets paying 5% of controlled by our government,” he
plaint to the COMPO charges, is
directors
and
assistants
salary
into
20
years,
is
to
be
abolished
.
..
it
_ that COMPO’'s exec .veep Charles
said.
“Something the Americans
is to be hoped that any ‘such de- the fund, as against 244% by em- particularly seem to be suspicious
‘McCarthy “had a nerve”. making
cision would be predicated on the ployees.
any: complaints
whatsoever, «-be-|
of is an organization they think is
merits, uninfluenced by any. misNow. that pacts have been sig- government
cause his org represents the very }
controlled
evead
taken opinion that FCC’s hands natured between parties concerned, though it is only state-owned. It’s
game major motion picture..com.) are tied by-antitrust laws.”
George Sidney, prexy for DGA, has very
panies .that have all along been
difficult for Americans
to
|
ABC
.deseribed
option.
time
.as_
called
a
National
Board
one-day
“selling their recent “productions|
separate this.
“the keystone to the survival not sesh for. ratification of the agreeto tv. Moreover, what right ‘has|
“There are fi more American
only of ABC and the network sys- ment, .as approved by NBC, CBS
COMPO. to complain against a] ~
programs being sold in England
tem but the-entire system of broad-| and ABC. Meet will be held here
- competitor, . ‘said ‘one observer; it’s |.
than there are British programs
Oct.
21
at
DGA
headquarters.
casting
as
it
exists
in
the
U‘S.
like Macy's complaining |that Gim- |. A hike « of $1250, 000 . ‘in the
sold and shown here.”
‘budget: of CBS News Division for today.”
bel’s is in business too.
Attending will be Joe YoungerSir Gerald said that “internaNBC, .-in its brief, ‘obviously man, western exec secretary; Nick
.MeCarthy: said to '‘Sarnoff in a, the 1961-"62 season has been. aptional television is such compulsive
letter. dated Oct. 2. that he ‘was: proved by the CBS board of di-. didn’t like’. the way the Minow. Burnett, eastern secretary; Sidney, viewing that itcan probably always
Commission
went.
about
having
the
who will preside; George Schaefer,
protesting
against
the alleged rectors. Total budget. of the diget a sponsor.”
“attack” by NBC-TV on the motion vision remaing. hush-hush, but it’s case remanded after the decision. head of DGA, East; and.reps from
This complemented the theme of
Six cities, including Los Angeles,
‘picture Industry in ‘an ad. carried said to. be the’ largest in the history sustaining the practice last year.
his
speech earlier that Thursday
‘Proponents of the: practice are Detroit, San Francisco, Chicago,
Oct...I in the. New York Mirror. -lof the division..
(5). “The big function of gtobal
called
upon
to
defend
it
without
which
-encempasses,
Philadelphia and Washington. All
“In urging the. public. to stay | Division;
television as I see it,” he told his
:. home on Saturday nights. to view both CBS radio and tv, is under-|: knowing the direction of the at- told there should be about 30 or audience, “will be to show live the
big events of the world to the
ald ‘motion pictures,” wrote ‘the stood planning oyer. 2,350 hours ‘tack, the- web griped.. FCC never more on hand for the discussions.
said why it wanted to review the -- About $2,000,000 annually will peoples
of the
world--political
~ COMPO ‘exec, “the advertisement of -news, public affairs’ ‘and indeliberately. attempts to minimize formational programming. About. case. NBC attacked the FCC move: accrue to the Pension Fund from. events, events concerned with the
of industry,
comthe. attendance at motion picture 650° of these- hours are for the tv ‘on legal. grounds that once a de- various payments. Film directors development
theatres on one of the two. nights (network and about 1,250 for the cision is handed down by an. _and assistants total 1,400 members. ‘merce and transportation, natural
military
events,
social
in the week on which theatres. radio network;. the remainder are ‘agency reconsideration’ and re- telefilms included; balance of 800 events,
‘versal fs not cricket barring a basic rep live tv division.
events ... The fact that these (are)
rely for their greatest. ‘support. for: WCBS-TV,.
‘For. the’ September, °-*61-Sep- change in. the facts. As for option
Moreover, the NBC . executives
.It was estimated 95% of direc- all live broadcasts makes them imte
miber,
.*62season,
the
news
ditime’s public service value, NBC tors. and associates work on free- measurably mere interesting and
who. inspired and approved this ad
deliberately misled the public by j: vision’ will.produce. 28% more tv ‘averred it enables to webs to en- lance basis in both tv and major popular.”
Speaking of such events carried
(Continued on page 52).
{Continued on page 50)
and” indie studios.
(Continued on page 48)°
on Eurovision in .the recent past,”
the Englishman noted that the ratings for them “were astonishingly
high.” This, he felt, would make
them excellent buys for American
tv advertisers, he implied later.
Getting America to participate.in
global. live tv, once transatlantie
(Continued on page 48)
‘By MURRAY: HOROWITZ
man’s band—and. all those ‘com- dramatie climb in the number of
ABC-TV now has sponsorship oft
mercials. radio
sets
and
Hayes
underlined
ail four of.its.network newscasts, ; Arthur. Godfrey began his 33d
Following the broadcast,- web’s the web’s programming appeal of
making for a sharp: contrast with year. in radio: this month and. for. ‘press department issued: ‘this, re- mame personalities, plus informa‘Jast -year when the. web had- only a man who .swims in. success, lease, as if to top the billing of tion. ‘People, more and more, are ABC-TV’s Bid For
“one newseast and that. was unsold: knows professional losses and.-near Hayes and Stanton:
.
|coming around to our type of
J. B. Williams, for its. Sominex death, he bounces. with an un“Last month during the course radio,” averred Hayes.
and Geritol products,. has come in| common. exuberance,
| ofthe CBS Radio Affiliates Assn.
“You're the best thing that ever
for a full. buy. of the Alex: Dreier
You-: could ‘almost see his. smile -meet,'a-number of key. affils in- happened to radio,” Dr. Stanton
five-minute 1:25. p.m. -news.. trip and ‘freckles: in. his. CBS Radio. dicated . to. CBS. president Arthur ‘told
Godfrey.
“Looking
ahead
ABC-TY is planning to extend its
out of
Chicago. -The 26-week broadcast... of Thursday (5), cele- ‘Hayes ‘that: they: would. like: noth- ‘what do you see?”
{weekdsy
daytime
network
proeycle
buy was. ‘placed - through brating °his .32d anni. He intro-: ing better than for Arthur Godfrey 7 “I feel a little guilty: about what !
;Bramming schedule with the addiParkson ad agency..
duced his. guests. Buffalo -Bills, ‘to ‘travel: his ‘Morning program and | happened
when
television came: ;tion of a half hour starting at
ABC-TV has also pieked - up .a Carmel Quinn; Arthur Hayes. and do shows from their areas. Hayes along. I neglected radio...” God- |10 am.
It’s understood that the
new regional sponsor on its 11 p.m. | Dr, Frank Stanton. He had trouble and Godfrey promised they would frey responded: “For awhile we additional hour may kick off some“Final Report” -strip.. Internation- explaining: Stanton’s.. full duties take the requests under considera- did simuleasts and, big name that -time early in 1962. At-the present
al Auto’ Sales & Service, for. Volks- -anid admonished Stanton to play it tion. Result: Godfrey, on Oct. 15, we were, we played to the cameras i time, the network is in operation
- wagen, is buying.a regional hook-: straight when the CBS. prexy, made begins (a. three-week flying trip instead of the microphones. The from 11 to 1:30 p.m., 2 to 5 p.m.,has- ‘equip...
‘up in:the. south.
Sunoco
through seven states,- accompanied pedple got wise and some of them: and 7 to 11:15 p.m.
bought the’ ‘show in the’east. ABC: |:' "You: make: the ‘decisions. “I'll by key personnel of his morning went to television. Now, in order | If and When the extra network
TV's news strips at 6 p.m. has also’ tell. the. jokes,” Godfrey cautioned. radio stanza."
to win an audience ... you got time is launched. It wiil likely indrawn ‘néw business from John- ‘Pity William: S. Paley, chairman |. In his 32nd anni,._broadcast, to give them something. The way _clude
a
15-minute
news
strip
son & Johnson. The “American. ‘of. the. board, couldn’t make it. ; Godfrey asked’ Dr. Stanton “where we do it, we average about four: daily. That'll give around
the
__ Newstand”. show .at 4:50 p.m. ds" ‘Trio of” ‘Godfrey, Hayes and .Stari- ate -we going in radio?” He got or four and a half hours a. day clock coverage for the web which
. Over half: sold out.
ton; which could be billed under an affirmative
reply from
Dr. on each of our shows. We work,now has no other morning netIn addition te bankrolling ‘the. the “New. Acts of - Radio,” - talked. Stanton: -applicable. to the whole like dogs on. these programs and | work news stanzas but does have
‘Dreier show, J. B, Williams is:also about the sound medium—its: past, . ‘radio. broadcasting industry,.a re- we try to produce the very finest | four
new
shows
dotting
the
-buying various quarter hours-on ‘present and: future. Interespersed ply soundly seconded by. Hayes. entertainment of which we: arej{afternoon and evening schedules
‘were. ‘songs, music ef Dick Hy-. There was a recitation of thePaitin
ABC-TY’s.daytime plaa.
{Continued
on
page
50)
running
to
11:15
p.m.
ARCA
Wilh
Raney
el

TV ComesToDefenseofSatNite
Features ForArmchair Viewers

InRetaliatory BlastatMcCarthy
°Smith-Corona’ $WV Buy.

Webs To Give 0%
Of Directors Pay
To Pension Fund

\Record(BSNews
Budget For 2350
TV-Radio Hours}

|Stanton. & Hayes °A ‘New Act’ Click
ABC-TV's$
‘Sweep onNews! As Godfrey Marks 32 Years In Radio
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The Flintstones |

How do you top 10 winners like these?

, Octeber 11,1961

e

The Untouchab

Here’s how:
To follow in the footlights of ten of
_ ABC-TY’s top programs (each of them in.
first placein-their time periods*) we've got
a bevy.of stars and future headliners wait-

ing in the wings. .
‘Will they measure up to our big ones?

Jt won’t be easy. But we think the new-.
. comers (and the established favorites soon
to start their new 1961-62. series) show

the kind of style that. will make it.
To see how well they do, keep your eye
on: ABC-TV. Which is just what the audience is doing.

ABC Television

*Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, Averaze Audience,

"week ending October 1, 1961, 730-11 PM, Mon.-Sat.; 6:3011 PM, Sun,
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LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION

Four Star’s Record (After Taxes)
Net of 647G; $24,193,715 Gross}

VARTET?

. Wednesday, October i, iser°

StationWithDietQuacks’

| Otto Fenn. as Stylist
. ‘For Van Praag Prod.
‘Van Praag Productions has hired
photographer, ‘stylist and interior
designer Otto. Fenn as design and
fashion consultant on ty commer-

Hollywood, Oct. 19.
+
Four
Star Television
for the |
fiscal year ended June 24, 1961}
As one of the first to kick-off
earned a record net profit after | “Ripcord” promotional stunts,
taxes of $647,422. This compares
W™ICT, Memphis, arranged to.
with $317.506 net profit of the |receive its opening print of:
series by ‘drop
previous fiseal year. The climb in ! the Ziv-UA

Get it?

profits was 104°¢ and the increase :! shipment vida sky diver. The
free-fall Postman landed in an
jn gross revenues 60°¢
in
West
Memphis
Earnings per share for the fiseal ; airfield.
where WMCT relay personnel
year ended June 24, 1961 were |
redeemed the fil:a and rushed
$1.06 based on 411.250 common,

|cial productions, .
‘Prexy William ‘Van Praag Says
the purpose of Fenn as a staffer is’

to provide.for blurb and other. film.

clients the same high fashion styl- |
ings and ‘interior. designs typified
‘by ad. and éditorial spreads in such |
publications as Vogue, Glumour,
Harper's Bazaar, House Beautiful
and Town
wo & Country.

S6's $2665371;
4% Profit Gain|
Cesana’s Daytime |

it to the station for airing.
shares vutstancing versus 66 cents
The “Ripcord” sky-diversion
in the previous fiscal year based |
was featured on the station's
on 480.000 shares outstanding. The’
news shows and landed in the
increase in cutstanding shares re-j
lecal press.
flects the sale of 120,600 shares:
to the public in Septemben
arid the

isstiance

of 11.250

‘for Heatter-Quigley
jn August. 1961.

196i)
shares

Productions,

in-:
Gross
revenues,
primarily
ecme
from
Four Star’s network

television film series, totalled a
record $24.193.715 compared with

Washington, Oct. 10..
‘Broadcasters airing phoney dietary panaceas might face a rap
for practicing medicine without a license, according to a leading
expert on nutritional quackery.
Dr. Fredrick J. Stare made plain that at the very least he didn’t.
think stations which broadcast utterances of diet. quacks. should.
have their licenses renewed.
In a speech to a medical quackery conference here, Stare issued
this call to Federa] Communications Chairman Newton Minow:
“You could catch some fish, Mr. Minow. Not’ only could, you
catch them, you SHOULD catch them unless ‘our radio wayes are
‘to be used in part for. harmful, false, and misleading nutritional
propaganda.

“Mr. Minow, if-you do not know the identity of such individuals,.
of the radio stations which permit the spread of this misinformation ..

in an important area of health, they can readily ‘be supplied in. Tesponse to an official. request.”
The physician didn’t explain: why .such. information; -has not been:
supplied by AMA to FCT voluntarily. Short-staffed FCC, and its..
watchdog Complaints and Compliance. Division, relies to a large _
extent on unsolicited information and could accomplish little: in
the way of uncovering wrongdoing without such public cooperation. .
‘The quackery conference, first of its kind, was sponsored jointly
by American Medieal Assn. and the Food.and Drug Administration.
Stare levelled this attack on bogus diet hhucksters using the air-...

In its first annual report as an]
independent
company,
Screen
Gems last Week announced a net
“waves:
|income of $2.665.371 after taxes, a
“I think (FCC) should take a long. hard: look before renewing. the’.
whopping 64°C profit gain over. the
licenses of stations which permit nutritional misinformation, to be
iprevigus year when: the telefilm
poured out to. an. unsuspecting: public.
j house hit a healthy $1,620,017.
“As an example I will comment briefly. on’ “such individuals who
was. originally
a wholly
purr their melodious incantations. of nutritional nonsense over theowned subsidiary .of Columbia Pic-| ° radio waves. These programs may be several times a week, and
Hollywood, Oct. 10.
tures, and Abe Schneider is prexy
widely: used.
“According to the last information I had there ‘were about’ 60
‘TAP, in a thrust at what! ‘shows on the air for the fiscal '60radio stations carrying. such progranis. Considering the size of ‘the:

| Seg:5-Year Deal:

$15.141.060 in gross revenues received in the previous fiscal year.
Prexy Richard FE. Powell said the;
Giversification
program
already Cerp.

Television Artists & Producers! or poth SG, he -said, had more

being implemented

in the current

it cons#lers a big potential daytime j61 year than at any other time in

audience and the frequency of contacts, this is a major source of
fical
year
should
enable
Four
market,
has signed| its history,
much misleading information on nutrition.”
Star te continue its growth trend. syndication
Renzo
Cesana,
the
Continental,
to|
Gross
income
for
‘the
last’
fiscal
Four Star’s diversification pro- a five-Sear deal-for'a new series Year was $55. 821.052, as. against the
fram inciudes: planning for syncalled, “Ladies! The Continental. ” | previous $41, 690.462. Earnings in
dication of Feur Star's film library
the report. were equal to $1.05 per]
TAPC
prexy Bruce Eells “has
ef approximately 1.100 films for’
‘share of common stock, of which}
committed
his company, to begin:
hoth domestic
and international
there are now 2,538,400 outstand-| ‘
markets; entry of Four Star inta with, for 130 half-hour episodes at* ing. Previously earnings were at 64
the production of technical, in- a budget of $500,000 to $600.000 cents a. share. (Columbia retained
dustrial and scientific films; into for production. Series, one of the ‘all but 288.400 shares in SG, put"paddies, His character; as he oper=“live” and educational tv, and the few made for possible syndication! ting the rest on the open market.) EVERGLADES
With Ron Hayes, John Doucette, | ates on the. good side of the law,
entry of Four Star into motion as a firstrun daytime strip ‘with
is that of a tough,: hard-driving,
Barbara
Collentine,
Gordon
Cas-:!
femme
appeal,
now
is
being
aired
picture production.
| cantankerous, private’ ‘eye.
ell, Mark Sites, others
For the °61-62
season,
Four by KTLA, Las Angeles.
Jack. Herzberg, John | ‘The. preem, : titled - “Wizard. of
~ |Producers:
Star's roster of web series in- ! Series will be available on tape
Florea
‘}Ice,"” had murder and mayhem cluded: “The Dick Powell Show,”: or film. It can be sold on a na-

__Sdn Reviews

“Target: Fhe Corrupters,” ‘Robert

tional,

national

| British ATV, Rank Prune
‘Ghost Squad’ Segs to 13,
marketing.

spot and

syndica-

Taylor's Detectives,” all hour en- ‘tion basis to meet any
KTLA
also
has
tries; and “Mrs. G. Goes to Col- requirements..
Jege,” and “The Rifleman,” half- .agreed to yield the show should a
national
or
regional
advertiser
London, Oct. 10.:
Among new series
hour series.
“Ghost : Squad,” the Associated
being developed by Four Star is _ want to go elsewhere..
Eells
has
made
a
deal
with
John
|TeleVision-Rank
co-production, has
what's claimed
to be tvs first
hourlong
comedy
series,
titled Guede] Productions to act as pro-|been-pruned back to’ 13. segments

“Effect Savings of 8506

Director: Herzberg.

Writer: Stuart Jerome

-

30 Mins., Mon., 7:30 p.m.
Distributed by Ziv-UA
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
|
WNBEC-TV, N.Y. (film).
~
(Needham, Louis & Brorky)

aplenty. The. violence ticked away ~

at a fast clip and the story was so
overplotted ‘that if -the viewer:
‘blinked any eye -he. might, miss
some display. of: gore. The.days ef

“Highway:

Patrol,”

in

retrospect,

‘-fseemed less. violent and the stories._
“Since every other tv cop ‘has a: , of that’ winner of yore seemed
‘gun, why not at least start a new! straighter and more interesting..
duction
consultant
for
the
series.|from
the
projected
26,
a
move
*McKeever and the Colonel.” : ‘Show is not the same as the Conti- ;which will save the preducers about half-hour cop series without one? | There was one sequence which
‘nental did on his late night series ;,$850.000 production . costs. Inde- This gunless cop gimmick worked had Crawford pulling the hair of a
thears ago, although
the Conti- pendent Television Corp., ATV’s pretty well at that in the initial gal. Now this gal, played by Lola
“nental’s romantic touch has been|wholly-owned
selling
subsidiary, episode of “Everglades,” the Ziv- Albright, was no innocent. daisy.
Veerrving
figures that the series. can enter UA syndie package, first seén. on She was a double-crosser, diamond:
Trying to service the daytime 'the U.S. market as a 13-episode WNBC-TV. in New York Monday. hijacker, and a killer. She had the
i Jewels in. her apartment, -hidden,..
| rarket is a recognition by TAPC {summer replacement and thereby} (9).
A distinctive young actor named!:and Crawford had the job of findof the tough nighttime syndie sit-|make some coin. But ITC sees no
hair?
_uation. Cesana, of course, is re-|future for. second run sales, so Ron Hayes ésSayed a policeman on ling. thém.* But | pulling :
available for p.a.s and considers it: uneconomic to make patrol in the swamps for Everglades
“Crawford” ‘also liked” women,: as:
An 85°C penetration of the top. ‘ ported
jCounty, Fla., and it was his job to
‘commercials, another selling peint | 26.
;evidenced
hy
the
first
episode,
SC markets has been achieved by ;‘offered by the producers.
Connery. . .Chappell, producer. of capture -a convict escaped. from a ,There was another gal, ‘apparently
the three first-run series: of ZiyTAPC made the $2.000,000 Mat-;the series, says there is no ques- road gang. He did it with persever-:‘knowledgeable about the under=
tel Toy-ABC-TV “Beany & Cecil” tion of animosity between. ATV and ance and, finally—since it’s too, {world, who: tickled the piano. at a
UA.
much to ask. tv to completely: avoid;
Conipany reported that “King. ' deal, with the series slated to be- | Rank over the production: The de- a slug match—with some reasqn- “ nightelub.. Brod and his partner-—
cision to stop, he says,.-was. taken
of Diamonds.” first te enter the, gin on ABC-TV on Jan. 6.
ably well justified
force. John —a young ‘man portrayed by Ray
\jointly by both. companies. “Ghost
szles race, has registered 48 -out!
Doucette, an old pro at B pictures t Hamilton—vied |‘for a whirl with.of the top 50 markets. Together
and tv feature roles, played the!|her inthe ‘last few. minutes of the.
;
the three series to date have tallied
Florida cracker criminal with a ; opener.
more than 400 salcs, aceording to
is
slight New England accent, but he’ ‘The. ‘wholesome half-hour
Ziv-CA.
Qthers
in the trio are
was convincing nevertheless as 2 slotted at 7 p.m. by WABC-TV,
“Ripcord” and “Everglades.”
family man. who ran. off: only -to | N- Y., in time for the. young set to
In New York. all three programs
he near his dying father and impov- |wateh a fractured version of “Peter
are on web outlets, with ‘“EverGunn. +” minus “Gunn’ $s” sheen. —
Schaefer Brewing has mse
TORONTO SEGS erished wife and child..
glades” and “Ripcord”’ on WNBC- ;more
y
!
T
There was perhaps a shade “too
pix on WCBS-TV, N.Y.
Toronto, Oct. 10.
TV, and “Diamonds” on WABC- :
much innocence in the way ’.cop
‘complete its third year out as.a
:
,
sole sponsor of a cinematic special, |. First Screen Gems tv stanza to Hayes pursued his law ~enforceltitled “Schaefer Award Theatre.” be produced outside the United ment job and too much turgid talk
| Slotting of the pix are keyed to States’: went into production here toward the middle of the half-hour,
a week ago. It’s a daily five-min- but it was one of those plotting.
; holidays.
uter on tape called “By Pierre and dialog jobs (by Stuart Jerome),
Upcoming
sre
“North
West
;ounted Police” for Wednesday Barton,” titlist being a name col- considering. this is “another one
umnist here:
of those syndicated shows,”. that.
tlI), the Paramount pie starring
First 20 segs are done, and the offered a few surprises and some
, Gary Cooper and Madeleine Carstrip is being’ syndicated through- aesthetic satisfaction. “Everglades” |Hollywood, Oct: 10..
WILOS-TYV, ABC-TV’'s affiliate in ‘Tol, slotted at 11:15 p.m., subbing out Canada. Herbert Sussan,. new
Asheville, N.C., finally made up; for the “Late Show™ that night. SG exee producer in charge of in its opener -was certainly a ‘notch ]- Wrather Corp, registered net inor
two
above
the
standards
of
its
iis mind last week to string along ,
' Others for the vear are “Blood on
come of $122, 996 for the fiscal: year
new program
development, Pro- |
with the network's new anthology the Sun,” United Artists, starring duced the pilot and will. supervise breed.
_ This item, turned out by Schul- ended June 30, 1961.. .Comparative
series.
“Bus
Stop.”
After
the | James Cagney and Sylvia Sidney, |/the series. Jean-Claude Tramont.
berg.
Productions
in
the
real
Everfigures are “‘hot- ‘available ‘because
premiere show fast Sunday (1). the Gal,”
Nov. 22; and “For Me and My| i, the “Barton” regular producer-. glades, suffered, when it suffered
station decided to cancel the show
jal,” Metro, Judy Garland, George director, (As Jean-Claude Schwartz at all, from excessive talk and then the 6rganization. of Wrather Corp.,
beeause of its “adult” story con- ‘Murphy and Gene Kelly, Dee. 11. |he. directed the NBC-TV: “Ahmal
as.
presently constituted, occurred ;
from the effete theme song, which
‘Deal for *62:is understood close | & the Night Visitors. ")
tent and the use of such profanity

Top 50Markets
Dig Ziv Entrie

Schaefer Beer Dickers
|eansneta'on Now.sn at Bea
Ath Annual Encore For

WCBS-TV ‘Award Theatre’ |SG ROLLING ON

Wrather Corp.

Asheville Station To
Restore ABC ‘Bus Stop’
Bat At a Later Hour:

Nets $122,996

jlate in June, 61.

_[ would be better done without. |
as “damn” and “hel” by some of ; to negotiations. Agency is BBD&O.
- Earnings per. ghare |
for the fiscal .
the characters.
WLOS-TY v.p. and!
year were seven cents based ‘on the.
general
menater
Theodore = A.:
KING OF. DIAMONDS.
Eiland seid the diatog and plot: cials on the station, starting with
1,750, 000 .comnion shares: outstands:
{Wizard of Ice)
handling was in “had taste” in a four in ‘59, to six in °60, and nine
Ving at. June 30, 1961. Prior to the:
With : Broderick
Crawford,
Ray |
i-me
period
when — substantial
‘June,
61 reorganization, the comABC-TV's current medico adven‘Hamilton, Lola Albright, John ‘
numbers of children and teenagers
|ture hour, “Ben Casey,” has. been
Anderson, John. Marley, Joan ‘pany’s various holdings were. priucre in the audience.
'
.vately
ewned and operated as sepe
sold in 15. Canadian markets by
Tabor, Sid Tomack, others
eame “up |
WLOS-TYV.
however,
_jarate entities, Alsa in June, 350,
ABC Films.
i Exec Producer: Maurice Unger’
with the idea of switching the
000
‘shares
of common: stock |were
Syndie firm reports —the first Producer: Unger
“ius Stop” showing at 9 pm. to|
sold, the first offering of the com
‘eight markets sold. were to,-Ford | Director: Jack Herzberg
10 p.m.. when the kiddies are pre|pany’s
stock
to the public.
Colbourn and | Motor of Canada and Colgate-Palm- Writer: John Robinson |
sumably tucked away, and bring-! : EF.L. (Spike)
-Company’s principal - properties
—
ing
“Adventures
in
Paradise” Sandy Frank have been signed by | olive Ltd. Markets include Halifax, Distributor: Ziv-UA
|are the Disneyland Hotel; Stephens ©
forward from 10 p.m. to 9 p.m. Tulsynd as account execs .. . John |.Montreal,. Ottawa, Toronto, Winni- 30 Mins.: Fri., 7 p.m.
_|Marine, Muzak
Edmonton, ~ Vancouver and PIEL’S BEER
Corp., and the
While
listener
reaction
to the. Willis, director of news and. special peg,
events at KHJ-TV, Los Angeles,| Calgary. .
—
-_["Lone Ranger,”
“Lassie” and
evisinal =cuncelk.tion |announceWABC-TV (film)
_
Since initial sates, ABC’s Cana(Young & Rubicam)
7 ” “Sergeant ‘Preston of the Yukon”
ment was mixed, a sizable number will host and narrate “The Story|
manager. William
Broderick Crawford has & ye- series. Report stated’ that “film:
of sicwers oc
jected to te Stition’s Of” documentary series being pre-|dian division
decision because they telt it was. ‘pared for Ziv-UA ... Gerry Cor-| Hannah. has peddled the series to hicle in this new Ziv-UA first-run rental income from our tv and mothe responsibility of parents to de- win, vet vidfilm sales exec, has |stations in Sudbury, Barrie, .Kitch- entry which does him no service.. tion picture properties. during the
cide on children’s tv fare and did_ been appointed midwestern sales |ener, Regina. London, St. John’s, Judging from the opening episode, fiscal year . . ..accounted for 35%
not feel it wes the station’s right. director of TEC, currently selling |Newfcundland, and St. John, New the Crawford ef “Highway Patrol".‘of the company’s’ total gross into erercise censorship,
l“Nahalia Jackson Sings.” . ..
|Brunswick,
now is. nearly as “heavy” #s the icome.”

ae ee ihe odeber of cig as “BEN CASEY’ SOLD IN

15.CANADA MARKETS|:

~~ ‘Telefilm Chatter

LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION
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The TapeThatWasn'tThere
‘Chicago, Oct.. 40.
- WBKB, the ABC-TY o&o in Chicago, blew an opportunity. to .
do at least two Bob’ Newhart’ comedy specials locally from tapefootage the comic-had. recorded at the station. before he became
a national name. Newhart, now an NBC-TV pactee. was under con-.
tract to WBKB for six months in 1959 and was-used experimentally

|SINDIE
E
FAMINE WGN-TV’s Rags-to-Ric
~ CAUSES ANKIETY Among Top6 IndieStationsinlS.
By LES BEOWN

|Bing Sells KFOX to Chi

- Chicago, Oct. 10.
“Stations across the country are;
in. a couple of daytime formats. But mainly the station. left him
The Chicago indépendent, WGN..| worried about. the bottom falling
‘alone to itfcubate a. comedy show of his own. |
TV, is enroute to its greatest year
It didn’t. work. out, but -when the comic's contract: ran. out’ the ‘Jout: of the first-run- syndication | - Syndicate |for $1,000, 000:jto date. Having posted an SRO
market. Worry, as yet, hasn’ t transstation. was left with. a couple of reels -of taped performances. It
Hollywood, Oct. 10.- | fourth quarter in the period from
should have been a natural to edit them ‘into a couple of specials,
lated itself into. triggering new |- Group headed by Bing Crosby {3:30 p.m. to signoff five days a
but when the unused tapes ° were dug up
v
they were found to be,
product in the. ‘market. What the. ‘sold KFOX: and KFOX FM, Long :; week, and with the remainder of
alas, accidentally erased. .
lanswer will be remains. to be seen, |Beach, to a Chicage syndicate for the schedule about three-quarters
[Be
000,000. Buyers headed by Eg-, sold, the station now appears a
| but it’s -a. confused, complicated:
‘mond ‘Sonderling also own stations cinch to top its previous best year,
| situation at. this: point: in Memphis, Oak Park, Ill. and, 1960.
“Number of syndie houses, ‘be-. ‘Oakland.
' According to a WGN source, the
Station was sold, according to Tribune outlet is now sixth in the
| cause of the altered economic syn-.
Basil
Grillo,
prexy
of
KFOX
Inc.,
nation in gross revenue, ,tops in
die ' picture, are thinking in terms
because of death last April of Ken- :
‘the category among non-affiliated
: Safeway Encroachment on s & H Green at Dinah. Shore j ‘of introing first-run specialty shows yon
Brown, who had directed op- i‘stations. In Chicago, it rates secfcr the mid-year go-round. Roster erations. and other owners couldn’t
Time Creates a
: Tizzy
;ond only to WBBM-TV, the CBS
in this possible area includes MCA devote enough time to Long Beach ;; anchor, in gross billings.
TV,. Filmaster, and oue or two transmitter,
So tight is the prime time com_ The NBC-TV affiliate in- esver |
|-others. .
mercial schedule that the station
KOA, has got a problem.
So has
is
using spots in a pubaffajrs entry,
Thinking among .some -syndie
the N..Y. agency Sullivan, Stauffer, |.
“Your Right To Say It,” which it
execs is that the traditional. firstAnd it all re-|- .
Colwell &. Bayles.
had previously intended to sustain.
volves. around the rights of S&H |. “Johnny. Dollar,” a CBS Radio :run syndie properties’ are too exEven its cultural lineup is better
Green. Stamps, © One of the major jadventure. series on ‘the air since:: pensive. to be supported by the. cure
than solvent. “Plav of the Week.”
sponsors . on
‘the - Friday night|
; 1949, is being converted into a tv rent depressed market: Why not
‘which went begging last season
Dinah: Shore stanza. . |
‘show by Project. III.. Plan is to’:
and was a red ink entry all the
itome ‘in the. market. with a. “DiSeems. ‘Safeway Stores in Denver : turn the. show into a half-hour seway, is sold out this quarter in its
vorce Court,” a sports show, or
—they -“handle Gold Bond ‘stamps tries to .be filmed and distributed ;
some - offbeat. ©specialty
series, |
new Saturday night slot. “Robert
—has a..52-week contract. for‘ the by .MGM-TV
under. its current
budgeted at a production price that |
Herridge’
Theatre”
likewise
is
adjacencies at 9:30 and 10:30 to- agreement with Project JIT for. a
can support? Westinghouse
SRO, and “Great Music From ChiMiss Shore's. NBC-TV feed. Safe- total of three hour-long and three | stations
Broadcasting, for example, had: a ‘Lake Minnewaska, N-Y., Oct. 10..
|
SRO,
is
whalf
sold
on
Sunday
- ‘way also has. the local break dur-. half-hour series for next. season.
In one of the few instances of nights.
°
*. {ng the hour’ show, and asa rule,
night series which might ‘supplant a broadcaster talking back pub-, Station’ manager Ben Berentson
‘.4s understood to have planned to. wards, Freddie Fields and David
pix. The. enterprising chain came licly to. Federal Communications ;‘describes the business breakdown
Begelman, - has already prot : in. with “PM East, PM. West” as
- ‘plug its stamps.
as.j Commission
chairman
Newton jasabout 85% national and only
SSC&B. tried..to get: Safeway to ‘pilots on‘ two other ‘series ” 66 1- the answer. It is this type of thinkMinow, Frank Shakespeare Jr., v.p. i
} local, with much of it coming
move out of the KOA slot for the That Jazz" and “House of.Seyen.”” ing that’s gaining momentum.
- and géneral manager of WCBS-TY, !
ra the New York agencies.
Ha
preem of Miss Shore's outing. last.)
_ Only Syhdie ‘houses: slated to N.LY., warned against Government attributes the szeles bonanza
t2
Friday (6), but to no avail. Com-'
come in with a midwinter first-run control of programming.
‘promisé—and so far it is not a
“the strongest program schedule
‘syndie entry are Ziv-UA and InShakespeare delivered his warn- lever thrown against the networks
‘permanent compromise—was_ that
‘dependent Television Corp. Both ing as the keynote speaker at the -by an independent” and to the
‘. ft would keep the three holes but:
houses are playing their wards: close N.Y. Area Conference of American
would not plug Gold Bond Stamps: |
4 solidification of WGN's
national
to their chest. ITC has a ‘roster of Women in Radio & Television, hel
When Miss Shore’s show. comes |_image. Just as a for instance to
product produced: by Associated here at the Wildmere Hotel.
up again’.next ‘month, ‘it’s, any-]*
‘the
way
things
have
been
going,
| Television of England, its: parent |. Said , Shakespeare,
in
part: ©the Seven Arts feature films solid
body’s* guess right. now. whether
eompany, to:draw from. Understood. “Broadcasters are now
increas- _81 of the 84 possible minutes per
Safeway. will ‘again offer the same|Ziv-UA is. planning to release Da» ingly fated by specific program
compromise. It’s understood that,
vid Wolper’s “Story of .. .” series ‘suggestions publicly made by the' week ton basis of a six day spread)
.the stare chain in Denver got a bit] ,
and. the Jack. Douglas “Keyhole” yery commissioners who will de- before the show even went on the
miffed when. the:- problem. first |.
lair, and national sponsors quickly
skein. That's it.
cide his fate. Only last week, Mr. 1 grabbed up the MCA oft-networkk
came ‘to -its attention, .because ‘it |’ “Best: of Groucho” and’ “The
The lowered midwinter first-run. Minow stated his preference for
‘was learned that a ‘major. rival Deputy” and a “regional sale on.
‘hourlong
shows, “Cimarron City,”
there, King’ Super Markets, which. “Royal. Canadian Mounted °Police” |schedule is‘ only matched by- the news on television between 7:15 “Riverboat” and “Aquanauts.” °
?
does handle: ‘S&H Stamps, “wanted ‘were the keys_in giving NBC Films |slim. fall release schedule. This fall : and 11 p.m.
American
Tobacco latched onto
to plug up the holes they. hoped: the- best. sales. gross in the history t only six first-runners of the. tra:i- “Tf Mr. Minow can persuade his:jthe experimental “Newsbreak'"—a
Safeway was:going to make.
. .. of ‘the ‘web’s syndication dealings. ditional variety were: jntroed. The . fellow comimissioners, what is to |"20-second news flash tied to a 20-With “Safeway .staying, S&H- has For .the ‘fiscal: quarter ‘ending Oct.. drop is* dramatized: by .a recent
4 prevent a disarmingly simple ques- second blurb—for a firm 13 weeks,
& kick, too—even if Gold Bond 1, NBC Films'says it hit $2,000,000. study ‘done. .by a concerned. station tion in the next license application::and
suth
syndicated
fare
ag
stamps. are never: plugged .in: Den- |: Ironically, the larger NBC syndie group. The study found ‘that:
go round, State the amount
of °_Huckleberry Hound” and ‘Mister
ver.- Part.of the purpose of ad- arm, California National.” Produc- 1956, 29 new. first-run properties time devoted to straight news be- :
:
Magoo,”
which
led
their
time
pecame
into
the
market.
pre is to. see {tions, was folded. earlier this year}
‘yertising on Miss Shore.
tween the hours of 7:30 and 11:
that the. local. S&H. outlets;.nat- because. syndication’ was se badly{- -Tacking down the °56 entries, |tp:m. And what broadcaster would ‘riods against network conipetition
urally, get increased biz, ‘which: is- off. After. giving up production of. company by company, study listed| fail to recognize the real intent of last season, have a waiting list,
(Continued on page 48)
hard .to do if. Safeway is in there. first run syndie ‘properties, NBC ABC Films with three entries; CBS:| such a question and act accordingly|
Also, NBC tries. to. give 10-min- -ereated NBC- Films. in, its stead as'. Films, with two; Flamingo, two: as a prudent businessman to SafeGuild, three, Television Progranis |“guard his investment?
ute product protection for its net- a rerun sales org.
three; MCA,
three{
work clients, but, even:so, the so- [ “RCMP”: was bought: in 87 mar- of America,
; “We in broadcasting must speak.
lution rests. in thé hands- of KOA |kets by the McCuller. Co., and the NBC Films, two, National Telefilm “out to safeguard the freedoms in
syndie release of the old Groucho Associates, four, Screen Gems, two;
and. S&H's agency, SSCEB. «
which we believe. I hope station
_| Marx and.‘Deputy” network shows, and Ziv, five, Now all the. network
managers
in every part of the
| which got off to fast. sales starts, |subsids are ott of the first-run half-.
gave. ‘the film ‘division its big} hour syndie -market. No Ionger in country will seek opportunities to
address
their
communities
and
‘the
regular
-first-run
biz
are.
Fla|
| quarter:
take their case to the real final
‘What- the-“gross will mean
to; mingo. and Guild. NTA, in the wake
Nestle
and
Polaroid
have
court, the people. For we in the:
of
financial.
trouble,
isn’t
introing
NBC Films in terms of.a net. return
, teamed up as. sponsors of CBSprofession have the duty to state:
the three-month fiscal period:: any first-run product: TPA. has
q for
TV’s “Thankgiving
Parade Jublj been acquired by Independent Tele- ‘the case.”
has not been divulged, but: eos |
lee,” an 85-minute show present=
. Shakespeare in his address Sat- |ing parade pickups in New York,
vision. Corp., a functioning syndie:
stripped. away all’ production’ cots |
‘and responsibilities, it’s likely to outfit today. Ziv, acquired by Uni- urday (7), titled “The Challange: ; Philadelphia and Detroit.
Show,
Washington,, -Oct. 10.
In its first. -business. ‘day of: the’ ‘mean a’neat profit to the new NBC |i ted Artists and now called Ziv-UA, Public Interest, Convenience and 'to be done by CBS News Special
is the. only one maintaining its new
Necessity,” hit back at critics of! Events, will be telecast from 10:30
_ session, the.-U.S..-Supreme .Court. arm for the period.
tv. He quoted volubly from an !to 11:55.
‘Meantime,
Morris
Rittenberg, property pace.
“nixed Public Service Television's
.. appeal: from- the: ‘Federal: Commu- ‘who last week was named prexy of | ‘TV Stations, Inc., representing address by William S. Paley, board: Bob Keeshan (‘Captain Kangoroo! and his friends for the third
(Continued on page 50)
‘nications. ‘Commission's - ‘decision: NBC Films, made. several appoint-|.a large group of stations iin the buysuccessive
year
will
appear
as
stripping it'of Miami Channel 10,: ‘ments in ‘the sales department. Bill ing of properties, is .more ‘than
Barring an unlikely reconsjdera:. -Breen, who has headed sales” for|‘concerned. about.the situation,: TV
hosts. Paul Levitan will produce
‘tion of the case by the high court, ‘the org but with a lesser title, was. ‘Stations was instrumental in trigand Vern
Diamond
will direct,
into the
the. action scratches ‘the National “upped to. its :national ‘sales’ man- gering “Beachcomber”
Agency for Nestle is MeCann-Erick
RN
Oo
Airlines ‘subsid- from regaining ‘the ager. Salesmen now are Cliff--Od- ‘market, the newie from Filmaster.
ison. Doyle Dane Bernbach is the
. lucrative outlet. . The FCC derision, a den 'southwest),- -Bob Blackmore Outfit also has tried to do an eduagency for Polaroid.
handed down July, 1960, voided the (northwest), Dick- Baldwin (north cational .job..among “regional. and
Taking as few chances as pos1957 channel grant to Public Serv- |¢central states), Bill Wineberg (south local advertisers, but its effect in ; Sible in letting the now-alerted
“ice and disqualified it. and two central states),:Bob Brenner (north- bringing. any significant amount of | WCBS-TV upturn the rating reother. contenders: from making a’ east); Henri: Pofenius (southeast), product. out in the tharket, is neg- sults of the New York primary
future bid for the channel.
ligible. oy and all report to’Breen.
jelection coverage last month,
‘The Channel: 10: affair was the
‘There are even more syndie sales WNBC
is understood to have
most celebrated of the wirepulling |
“execs who-blame TV Stations, Inc.; Jupped the budget for its coverage
Gene Ploinik is moving from
"ex parte cases. exposed ‘by the
.| as well as stations, for the current of the Mayoralty campaign in New Screen Gems to King Features
House. . Harris- -Subconimittee.
depressed status.. Prices. have been. ‘York ‘City from $70,000 to about Syndicate as head of promotion
Shenanigans centering. around ExDavid. ‘Savage. -has become presi-: so-driven down that first-runners no $85,000.
;‘Commissioner - -Richard_ A. Mack “dent: of a new tv outfit, Universal longer bloom. There are other fac- - The NBC flag is going on the and publicity of its tv department.
For four-and-a-half years head of
": Were. given a special hearing: by the ‘Entertainment’ Corp. UEC will tors, of course, such as the inair to deliver the returns starting SG publicity, Plotnik wil ialso ba
FCC
after the. Harris . hearings. ‘produce and “distribute. video and ereased network option time,: ‘the
at 7 p.m., right after the polls! involved in program development
Only. applicant. given clean bill of theatrical: films, first tv venture Joss of many major regionals... ete.
close on Noy 7. Besides bringing for King.
health ‘was L..B.. Wil son.
oo:
being |five-‘minuter™ called “Tips, ‘Some syndie execs also are of the back Chet Huntley and Red MuelKing has several cartoon pilats
_ 1 and “Tricks,” now in production. ‘opinion that the action-adventure. ler and a flock of: other NBC news- in production, al) based on the
Filmivideo’ s ‘Kiddie Cainera! ne Savage, lately -a veep: at the format, the -traditional half-hour men for’ the local political event, newspaper strips handled by the
“Kiddie - Camera,” » a. ¢hildren’s. Lynn Backer ad ‘agency, was once series, has had it and. a-new ap- WNBC-TV
has also hired Ed syndicate. It also is working on
newsreel’ series, featuring «activi- ‘in film . proeurement for NBC and proach to product is needed. -Cur- |Newman.
some documentarties for next seas
ties and achievements of. ‘children, was’ exec
veep of Bernard
E,. rent thinking among the suppliers |. WNEC cost of covering the Dem- son. King tv arm is headed by
is being readied by Filmvideg. Re- ‘Schubert Productions,
1
«
is to. try to ‘specialize # the low |ocratic primary (won by incumbent 1 Al Brodax.
leasing: Corp.’
Savage is Hining: up. a sales staff cost field for first-runnergs — at Mayor Robert F. Wagner over j SG hasn’t yet picked Plotnik’,
Series: is slated. for syndication. ‘for UEC
Teast in this: period,
Arthur Levitt) ran to $60,000.
replacement.

‘Denver's BattleOftheStamps
JohanyDolla? lato

“TV as MGM Series’

‘Shakespeare V
Vs..
Minow: ‘Gotta Talk;
Un—& He Does

Project Ii, headed by Blake Ed-| Specialized. syndie target, a late/

‘Groucho, Deputy
SparkNBC Films

$2,000

S

‘Nestle &Polaroid
Buy Turkey Strut

High CourtNixes
Miami TV Appeal;

WNBC- V's $85, 000
BUDGET ON ELECTION

PLOTNIK EXITS SG
FOR KING FEATURES

| ‘Savage’$Tips & Tricks’.

—_
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What may well turn out to be a landmark in television drama will take place on Sunday
night, October 29, on the CBS Television Network. Sir Laurence Olivier and Julie Harris,
supported by one of the finest casts ever assembled, will appear in a magnificent two- hour
production of “The Power and the Glory.” They are part of the unprecedented array of
performers, producers, directors and playwrights whose talents will be on display during
the coming weeks. In the course of this notable dramatic season the network will present
six original Westinghouse specials (sample: “The Dispossessed” with Ralph Bellamy, Dina

Wednesday, October 11, 1961

7

..

are

Merril, and Earl Holliman), four adaptations offamous classics ¢
on. The Golden Showcase
(sample: ‘The Picture of Dorian Grey” by Oscar Wilde); and Leland Hayward’s “The Good Years”
a brilliant evocation of the century’ s early years. And. beyond these” glittering highlights
viewers will be enthralled week in and week out by The U.S. Steel Hour, Armstrong Circle
Theatre, The Twilight Zone, The Defenders and Theater.
G. E.
A kaleidoscopic world of drama
unmatched ‘in television and. offering still further evidence
evidence: that

the CBSTelevision Network has the flair, balance. and quality to DOMINATE

$5

TELEVISION

36

REVIEWS

VARIETY

THE ALVIN SKOW
t DICK VAN. DYKE SHOW
’ With Rose Marie, Morey AmsterWith David Seville
dam, Mary Tyler Moore, Richard
Voices: Ross Bagdasarian, Shepard
Deacon, Larry Mathews, Stacy.
Menken, June Foray, Lee Pat-.
Keach, Michael Keith, Barbara
rick. Johnny
Mann,
Bill Lee,‘
Eiler, Mary Lee Dearing, Fred
William Stafford. Res Dennis
Sherman, Eleanor Audley
Executive Producer: Herbert Klynn :
- Producer: Car] Reiner
$¢@ Mins.; Wed., 7:30
‘
Director:
Sheldon Leonard
GENERAL FOODS
‘ Writer: Reiner
CBS-TV (animation)
30
Mins.,
Tues.,
8 p.m.
rm
‘Ee .teu & Bowles!
PROCTER & GAMBLE
With cartoon shows in boomsCBS-TV (film)
ville.

subject

matter

is

getting:

» Benton & Bowles)
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USO—WHEREVER THEY GO!
(DuPont Show of the Week)

With

Steve

Lewrence,

DINAH SHORE SHOW
PERRY, como’s. KRAFT MUSIC :
With Nanette Fabray, George MontLL
gomery, Al Hirt Combo, others. With: Frank Gallop; Mitchell Ayres.
| Orch,
Ray
Charles
Singers,
Producer: George Schlatter
,
Director: Dean Whitmore
|
| Peter Gennaro” Dancers; ‘guest:

Eydie

Gorme,
Jack Benny,
Danny
Thomas,
Danny . Kaye,
Lena
Horne,. Bing Crosby, Bob ‘Hope, Writers:
Charles -Isaacs, “Johnny | Buddy Hackett, Fran Jeffreys,
Frances Langford, Merle -‘Obe- \.. Bradford
‘Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle
ron; Dick Powell, others
‘60 Mins.; Fri. (6), 9:30 p.m.
‘| Producer: Nick . Vanoff .
.
Jesse |AMERICAN DAIRY ASSN.; S&H ‘Director: Dwight Hemion
Producers:
John Aaron,

i

Zousmer
Writer: George Foster
60 Mins., Sun., 10 p.m.

i Writers:

GREEN STAMPS

‘TNBC-TV, from H’wood (color)
«Compton;

DuPONT

Dinah

NBC-TV (film) .

Shore

SSC&B)

should

Goodman

Diamond,

Jay

Ace, ‘Selma:

Burton,

Frank

_ Peppiatt, John Aylesworth
60 Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.

be. selling KRAFT

FOODS’

|

|plenty of milk and green stamps NEC-TV, from’ N.Y. .(color)
harder to find. “Tne Alvin Show”
_
t‘BBDO)
Those mast favorably disposed
tJ. Walier ‘Thompson )
is pegzed to a group called the
season on her irregular series |
The: dedication of the “soldiers |ithis
comedy
t Frida?
to
half-hour
situation
Chipmunks which yvas a big disk
night NBC-TV shows.|
One.:of. the key reasons for
rida;
wha brought cheer;:0
sciler on tee Liberty label and shouid find “The Dick Van Dyke , in: greasepaint”
‘Having traded in her Chevrolet Perry. Como's .durability is his
which new fines ittélf starring in Show” a satisfactory. addition .to and laughs to the GIs in touring;
for a couple of new bankrollers.| predictability.
Starting ‘his sevshow
a
half-hour’
variety-type
the network primetime roster. But :ithe “wartime bases,. hospitals and }4
‘not been slowed down at. all. enth year. of full-hour shows and
Wedresday
evenings
-7.30ove:
for those tor whom yet another,‘ canteens was memorialized.on Sun- ‘she’s
the CLS ve. with Rs iecstible
On
the
contrary,
the
first
of
her,
his
third:
ander.
the Kraft banner,
blind, harmless, “happy. show for|‘day night's 8). DuPont Show of the|
Jeader Alvin cetting tep bling.
“10 hourlong stanzas ‘travelled at.a ;€omo ‘keeps ‘sailing along in this
lt will ke ana tough nut fer these
happy people” jis about. as com-! i Week on the. occasion of the USO" Ss.
pleaxartt, - en-mated
iellous
to pelling as a popsicle at the North’ '20th anniversary. The hour tribute, bright. and. breezy: clip, setting ‘a; time slot on a fixed course with.
.in which,
incidentally,
ex-Presierack $fit urinevw that they ere slotted
regard: for transient’ fads,.
Pole. this new
series could noti; dents Truman and Eisenhower par-ithigh standard for the subsequent : no
arainst such stalverts as “Wasan
imercurial ratings or ‘the shifting:
exactly be regarded an. exciting |'ticipated, represented a blending;‘shows to meet.
Train” ard the new Steve Allen
|
The
kickoff
was
sparked
by
a;
'
competition.
Like Ed Sullivan;
experience to be awa}ted with im-;} ‘of vintage footage recreating key
cpus, Tiere max be sore interest
patience each week. As situation; ‘entertainment
*Como has: developed an audience:
segments
by
top! series of .¢lever song and comedy |
here
tor
t®e
vounger
set
wha
comedies go. it is about par. but it;‘performers in World War II and
haven't
gezcucted
ta the
oater
:routines and the tandem talents | loyal” to a status quo in which
could be carried beyond its poten- . the Korean’ conflict, along with;
Jeagues,
but
ter
the
craduates
highly” professional brand of
ti: 1by the bright and talented cast ‘snecially filmed footage of con- tof Miss Shore and guest star Nan-}.4
“The
Abcn
Show”
doesn't
efter
iette
Fabray. . Miss Fabray was: all; entertainment, js dished up ‘strictly
assembled
by
creator-producer- : temporary USO. units performing :
‘over the place. popping up in a}‘according to ‘a well- established |
very much.
‘writer Carl Reiner.
in Germany, Labrador, etc., with:
Fermit
i hasicatly
ai variety
different
bits and; ; formula.
Watching tomedy pros like Van particwar ‘accent on a Steve L aw- |half-dozen
show with the nurhs singing tunes
-On. his new ‘season's kickoff.
Dike, Morey Amsterdam and Rose
rence- -Eydie Gorme unit in Ger- ‘sketches. all hitting with the exeep-}.
in different settines and perfermtion of her flamenco takeoff which; Tast Wednesday «night ‘4), Como
Marie at work, one wi hes they did. many.
ing binckeut end jonger skits. The
‘was
pointless.
Her
opening
“You're,
d¢livered
another - one: ‘of his
not have to be shackled and hem—.
show deesmt lack humor. but it’s
“USO —- Wherever They Go!"*§
\Beautiful” number and a mermaid |stick standard: variety stanzas. If.
med in by trite story-lmes. The:
Fietivy week
funny. stuff. spiced
‘spanned a-wide range ‘of show busi-: ibit registered strongly as did her; there was any theme to the hour,
premiere.
Crisis:
Van
Dyke. a
with sieht cacs and the byplay beness luminaries: — war-front Vig- -socko Tonghair styled duet with it was pegged to ‘the World Series.
cemedy
writer. and Mary Tyler
tween Dovid Seville. a songwriter
nettes starring. among others, Jack Miss Shore the current rock ‘n’!4. couple of. comedy
and song
kumen vhoa sot of manages the Moore, his wife. had misgivings : Benny. Denny Kave. Fratees Lang- . roi hit. “Who Put The Bormp In! routines were. baseball angled and
four. arg tee misbehaving of Al- about attending the. boss's party ford, Marilyn Monroe, Merle .Ober.the past season's home-run race
j;The
Bomp-a-NeeBomp-Bomp.”
because
their
son.
Larry
Mathews,
.
wm and his cechorts, Its all ani“en. Joe E. Brown, Dick Powell,
A
solid
Jaughrag
| justified ‘the .guest spotlight .on
mited nicely and the voices are had not eaten his chocolate eup- |Debbie Reynolds, Marlene Dietrich, of “Open End, ” eet et aitthe rib Roger Maris- and | Mickey Mantle.
effective im the varietv of their cake, an indication he might be Bing
Crosby
‘and
Bob.
Hope.
consisting of Hollywood's! | Performers they're not, but
‘ -the :
coming down with something. That Throughout. there was. a running panel
ranges ard characterizations.
Perhars one of the more suc- this tepid situation played as well then & now continuity :with vir- hardest -working western’ heavies, Ifad ite kicks Onatincleet: élouters
cessiul clenrents of the show didn’t as it did is a credit to the verve tually all of the stars joining in- Jack Elam, Leo Gordon, Jack Lam‘ Another Como. guest, Fran Jefinvolie
the clipmunks but a nutty - and ‘appeal of. the star and the the USO: tributes in recalling per- bert. "Red Morgan, Bob Wilke and|
impressed strongly
with
imenter instead. He seems slated pretty Miss Moore. and the comedy sonal, human interest experiences. Al Wyatt. Wirdup of the discus-ifreys.
stylish’ song belting
on
savvy of director Sheldon Leonard,
on was.a
parody
of video’
la |some
te Lecome a regular on the show
As
a
“thanks
forethe
‘memory”
sion mayhem’
wa + paroy
Oe the
s wild
xo Moon at All” and “I've Such
in which
six
aleng with a knowing but down-. who is experienced at these mat- | paste-up posie, it undoubtedly had west
a
Lotta
Living.
To
Do.”
Once
Tube.
heavies, getting a chance to play
tredden assistant. For the opener ; ters.
warm moments for the millions. of
the. baseball
angle was
the heroes in gleaming white garb. ‘again,
they insinted baseball in a Fome- j
ex-GIs who were tuned ‘in. Stripped
nonetheless got trounced by George used in Miss Jeffrey's intro .by
tinces an. using fashion.
They are:
of
the
bulit-in
patriofic
fervor
and
,
N.Y.’ Yankee
sportscaster. Mel
animated
hemans.
In all it's a FRONTIER. CIRCUS.
wing was decked out ! Allen.
It. was a contrived : -bit:
Chill Wills, John
Derek, ! wartime dedications and tensions :eons
miidly diverting shaw, with the With
trampeter. i which added ‘nothing. Much better
Richard
Jaeckel,
Aleo
Ray, ‘and viewed ‘strictly on its merits. as ;| Al Hirt, Dixieland
munks
deing
all
the
General
and
primetime
Sunday
James
Gregory, Bethel Leslie, |bigtime
Foods conunercia!s. designed to fit
CBS’ pattern of trving to innovate

a comedy

and

light

rial

appeal

I

procramming

{night commercial tv, it’s better. to ;contributed

‘ others

Producer:

Richard

‘L[have left it a memory.

Irving

Rose.

imace alon? y‘th their other mate- :Ditector: William Witney
It's

is

Hmited

dubious.

and

Kali.

Writer:

Samuel

A. Peeples

some

flashy

musical |?
as the
swinging
songalog
delivered
by Miss
Jeffreys
in a. “‘duetting

jnumbers
and
joined
with
“Miss
routine with Como.
Shore and the rest of the cast on a.
Comic
Buddy
Hackett, “alse
‘tswinging production routine set to

a lullaby theme. Another number,
pegged to a physical fitness idea..
With 'Lillian Gish,
Gig Young, also was executed with some cute
‘CBS-TYV (film)
Eddie ‘Albert, Elizabeth
Mont- choreographic patterns.
Someone at CBS must have figgomery,
Jeffrey
Lynn,
Edie
Miss Shore handled a couple of
Adams, Frank McHugh, others/>song assignments with ‘her usual:
;ured out that a show that could fit
warmth, wirding uv with a sure:two program categories (for in- | Producer:. Fred Coe
60

Mins.,

Thurs.,

;PARTICIPATING

7: 30

.

‘THEATRE

p.m.

| (Fhe

’62

Spiral’ Staircase)

:

guesting. had a very uneven night. ..
A ‘sequence teaming —Hackett: and
‘Como -in-a romp through ‘the

studio audience, climaxed by a
rendition -of “Take Me Out to
‘The Ball Game,” was a laagh
shut-out. Other clowning bits by
Hackett also failed to. score, but
Boris Sagal
ifire flagwaver in “America. Amer- he finally. hit his stride in‘a. hot-.
' stance , circus aneand western),
inst d:| Director:
western’,
Inst€ac
Writer:
Robert
Goldman
(adapted
.
-ica.” Her lead-ins to the commer- dog vendor's. rountine. Peter Genof one, would have twice as good
1
li
l
from Me: Dinelli screenplay)
icials. with an assist from her. hus- naro, topping the regular dancing
a chance of grabbing that juve-, 60. Mins.; Wed. (4) 10. p.m, ‘band. George. Montgomery. were troupe on this ‘show,. turned. in
“Festival, 1991" turned out to be
smartlv conceived to get the most
an- ‘excellent: ‘hoofing . exhibition
a stirring salute by WNAC-TV to adult audience at 7:30.
| NBC-TV, from N. ¥. (color)
out of her past Chevrolet identifi- that “was one of the session's
the Boston Arts Festivel. some-: aa . brainstormed by Samuel

FESTIVAL 1961
Narrator-Cepzocucer: Victor Best
Producer: Eob Ferrante
Director: Fony Lang
Music: Harvey Siders
30 Mins.. Wed. (4), 6:30 P.M.
WNAC:TY. Baston

times

called

Lennen & New ell
i¢ation and, at the same time. es- highlights.
|
Como ‘fully. retains- his per“Outlaws” | The first of the eight. David. O. ‘tablish a new commercial image.
Herm.
‘sonality trademark as. the. inforsell the 294 ABC's “Ozzie & Harriet.” The ;Selanick features remade. for tele-

the city’s cuffo

cul-'

feopics

tural combo of the arts. in ite tenth theory

year. And it wevld well
idea to other RKO General

have

NBC’s

ta prove the

*@¥aust-- and - sagebrush

station

cities v hen ther run this documertars feature en WOR-TY,
New

York, WHBQ-TY.
TV, Los Anseles

will

against

+ mal, --unhurried host. The. quintet
of scripters gave him. an .opening
gag.’ since there's to be no more
Cor- violence ‘on television, Ill. stop
coran. Sammee Tong. Jeanne Bal, | hitting the high. notes” or words
Joey Faye. Anna Shin
.]to- that effect), which was . not
Producer: Everett Freeman
|] topped .during the rest. of. the:
Director: Ear! Bellamy
hour. Como. however. delivered a

saga ‘is! vision as hour dramas and as part |.

strictly a potboiler, and its only |of the once-monthly “Theater. 62”
FATHER
‘4ving grace is that it doesn’t pre-.on NBC-TV was “The Spiral Stair-j;| BACHELOR.
With John Forsyth, Noreen

Memphis. KHg-;'e7d to be an) thing more.
| case,” ‘and as seen Wednesday (4)
and CKLW-TY. | The new series might have been ! night it was a rather pallid. thrill-

Detrait-Wincser. [t shapes as truly
}
an ambessador of cultural Boston |

more appropriately. titled “Circus
Wagon Train.” although the simi-

er-less imitation of the. ‘original...
There are some implicit prob-

ends where script quality lems in adapting any famous mo- i Writer: Dan Beanmont
begins. This is pure escape stuff, tion picture for tv, and the prob- i30 Mins. Tues... 8 p.m.
nerrator Victor Rest cuiding view-:
so’ that the outrageous coincidence, lems ‘Are compounded when thei
| AMERICAN TOBACCO: ers on a tour of the 18-day Boston
the implausible motive and the ifamous . original ‘was a suspense

fn

the

fine

arts

field.

with

host|larity

Arts Festivel.
monochrome character who is the , story: ‘11 The producer of the tv
He infervtewed
visitors to the
“embodiment of evil are: all in-, ? stanza might rightly assume. that a
painting estih, the most controbeunds. On its own terms, as. 4: . goodly share of his potential nightversial of 2!f the festival precer talow form of the morality play, it’s . time audience.. saw. the original
tions, 6nd cat frenk ansvers. He
| and, for them, and those they may
not badly done. —
talked with cefounder Nelson AldChill Wills and John Derek are, ‘have spoken to about. it, the ‘thrill,
Tich on bew the event became a the senior and junior co-cwnets’ of ;‘to: borrow a ‘phrase, is gone; +2)
reality from
a conversation
he-- a big top show that for some rea- ' however invidious, the carbon detween Jcraene Rosenfeld) and his son chooses to tour where the cac-! 1mands comparison with the origwife aver a Gerace aga as they tus grows, The third running ehar- | inal, and in this instance the: carwere walking throuch the Public, teeter is Richard Jaecxel, a cocky ‘pon, because it was thinned to an
Garden. Viewtrs rot seme great’ hut likeable youth. whose function| hour's length... was pale. sticking
cleseup shets teken by Bob Din-in the scheme of things wasn’t es-| mainly to the broader elements of
neen and Ruse Ponkins of some of tablished in the initialer.. He made plotting and passing lightly over
the architecture]. projects and the only
token
appearances.
They uhatever subtleties there were inihandcrafts disnlay including the |stack up as a reasonably interest-. tially.
There was -an abundant cast asworks of more than 125 artisans. ‘ing threesome who should have
Two exnerts, Sem Hunter, direc- ' strong appeal with the younger | sembled for this live tv remake
tor of the Rese Art Museum. and viewers.
| of the film.. It included Lillian Gish,
Peter Grinre. professor of Art:
Aldo Ray, guesting in the open- Gig Young, Elizabeth Montgomery,
both of Prandcis U.. exolained er, was a drunkard whom Derek Jeffrey Lynn, Edie Adams and
nodern sculpture: and there wes.found in a sagebrush gutter and Eddie Albert.. Miss Montgomery,
music, drzma. beet. modern dance. :‘signed on as a flunky to the lion; witH -the face of ‘an angelic ‘injazz wit
hichlights:
hichlivhts tamer. Just happened that Ray 1 genue, was excellent as the mute
from “The Pl-w~ of Daniel.” Mia ,was once the top lion tamer in the girl who was to be the last victim.
Slavenska apd Fdvard Villetla in + business _and that: his new boss, of the killer; there are other mute
a “Don
Ovixate Pace de Deuvy:"; James Gregory, had once been his female
characters
on ty. every
Maria Te-ief and Francisca Mon-' funky. Gregory who was incapable week this season who might take
cion in “T':e Fivebira” and Rollins’ of anything but wicked acts, taunt- a lesson from her, Lillian Gish
Griffeth ond his orch in an in-- ed him and finally locked him in was the hysterical mother of. the
formal p™. irz7z concert rounding: with one of the big cats. It- proved killer but the grand actress was
out the salute to this unique event; his undoing. Ray ended up getting a bit much in the role and thus
Albert
secn this vear hv 600.000.
: back. his nerve, his self-respect, his a disappointment. Eddie
Hardly
threatening
as_ the
For those who missed it. ane ' skill and’ Gregory’s wife and job in was
those who wondered about it. the the bargain. Ray gave a perform- killer. Rest of: the east was com-.
show was a rire wav to cateh un inj ance worthy of a better play ‘and petent.
Color values in this live prothe cemfy cheir rt home. Fine nre-* somehow made it all seem credible:
duction with well svnehed ard an. | Except for a fistfight in the be- duction were unusually good, the
pronricte weaciea should sel] the * s-: ginning, the outing has practically. consistency of tint and sir hue

tival coast to coast.

Guy.

tno violence.

Les.

jwas nearly perfect. —

Tt.

ABC-TV (film)
|

(Gumbinner:

:

See of Songs. in

his usual ‘ace

ARMOUR | Plues ‘for ‘the Kraft product
continue .to be

FC&B)

| eye-appealing

among: ‘the | most

on. “tv..

Herin.

“Bachelor Father” has had a
:
checkered career in television but | AMERIC AN NEWSSTAND.
somehow a ways

shows

up

at the

With: Roger “Sharp, -‘Dave’ Jayne,

start of a new season. He’s in one;
Bill Lord ©
of the ABC’s weakest nights and ! Producer-Editor: Fred. Sheehan

will have his rating troubles. John |Director: Mac Hemion :
Forsythe

come

is as exemplary as they

as the harassed

PARNCIPAYING.

a 50 pm

head of a ‘ABC-TV, from. N. Y.

household and must have a wide
“American
Newsstand,”* ABC's
appeal for middle-agers who: would | youth-slanted “news strip ‘abutting
covet him for a rendezvous. Strik- \Dick’ Clark's. “American
‘Bandingly masculine and a polished per- |
stand,” is a firstrate journalistie
former he is flanked by regulars effort. Although ‘the newscasters_
|Sammee Tong as an Oriental house- handling this show are still in their-

boy and Noreen Corcoran, a demure

20s,. they. are performing with a.
niece
with
whistle-bait. ‘physical - confidence :and smoothness
that:
gifts.
would do credit to some. of their
It was Sammee’s -night to touch
older. counterparts.
off the laughs and he delivered a
The age. of. the: on-camera. per-

full eargo. With
tions and witty.
Beaumont, he
English lesson’

vast facial contorwordage from Dan
struggled .through
to help out a Chi-

sonalities .is actually. the

chief

youth angle of this show. Basically,
it’s a-straightforward rundown of
‘the
top. news delivered by 26-yearnese girl friend. His ‘instructor,
Jeanne Bal, a looker from one of old Roger Sharp, anchorman who
has
developed a very savvy Spiel-.
last séason’s casualties, caught the
fancy of Forsythe and that took ‘ing attack. . He’s ably backed up
by
two
recent college graduates,
care of the romantics. For young
‘uns there was a moral: don’t cheat Dave: Jayne: and Bill Lord, who.
handle
the
feature stuff.. On-one
‘on exams, George Washington: may
be. staring down on you. from: his of last week’s shews, Lord. did a
neat
United.
Nations vignette. in
portrait on the wall. Joey Faye
made a small part stand out. Good, interviews with some of the young. ‘girl
guides..
Jayne
wrapped up. the
clean family fun that the KenSeries. - baseball
events.
nedys and the Minows would |like’ World
Herm. .
Itheir youngsters to see.
Helm. ) briskly.

TELEVISION REVIEWS —

_Wednesday, October.i, 1961
: STRAIGHTAWAY

. (tHE NEW BREED.

WHERE WE STAND; ‘WAR. OR.
PEACE. .
With Leslie Nielsen, John. Bera(The Leather Dollar)‘With Brian Kelly, ‘Sohn’” Ashley, °dino, John Clarke, Greg Roman, With © Eric Sevareid, - moderator;
David Schaenbrun, Alex Ken. Byron Morrow, John Clark, June
Luther Adler, Robert Blake
. Dayton, Susan Gordon, Charles
drick, Howard K. Smith,. Daniel
Producer: Josef Shaftel
Director: William Dario Faralla | .Aldman, others
‘Schorr,- Richard. C. .Hottelet,
;
" Marvin Kalb
Exec Producer: Quinn Martin .
Writer: Tony Barrett:
|
Producer-Director:
Walter -Grau- Producer: ‘Don Hewitt
30 Mins.; Fri,, 7:30 p.m. ’.
+ Co-producer: Av Westin ..
man
AUTOLITE, MOBIL
_
| 60. Mins., Thurs, (5), 10 p.m.| Writer: Hank Searls _
ABC-TV (film)
2
160 Mins., Tues., 9. p.m.
| CBS-TV, from
.N. ¥.*. London,
..(BBDO, Ted: Bates) _ Washington
PARTICIPATING.
J udging from the title, visteaight‘ABE-TY (film)©
Utilizing
the “Small: Worle”

-MES. G. GOES TO COLLEGE

37

|
SOUND

OF THE SIXTIES
(The First Day)
With John Daly, kosf; Andre PrevWith Gertrude Berg, Sir Cedric : in, Vic Damone, Art
Carn>y,
Hardwicke, Mary Wickes, Sk:2| Gozgi Grant, Pat Harrington Jr.,
‘Ward, Marion Ross, Pau! Smith,
Touy Rardail, cthers
- Aneta Corsaut, Sarah Selby,
| Prouucer-Writer: Dsre Schary
others
: Wiliam Graham
Hy Averback'! Musical Director: Herry Sosnik
Producer-Director:
‘Writers: Cherney Berg, Gertrude ‘60 Mins., Mon. (9), 10 p.m.
WESTINGHOUSE
Berg
‘30 Mins.; Wed., 9-9:30 p.m.
NBC-TV, from H’wood (tape)
‘GENERAL

(McCann-Eric;.36a!

FOODS

-“Sound of the Sixties.” created
by Hubbell Robinson:
and written_
(Young & Rubicam)
‘The - ‘illiterate, flatfooted cop. ig!j technique - in linking | New York,
something: for the auto: enthusiast. |
produced by Dore Sehary, was prepasse, obsoleted by Freud.. In order} | Lonidon and. Washington via videoA tentative nod launches “Mrs. ;
sented
Monday
nizht
19)
as the first
‘This
new .series
on ABC-TV]; to track down, anticipate the moves
jtape and audio. circuit, CBS-Tv iG. Goes to College,” the CBS
in the series of Westinghouse hour
preemed last. Friday (6) and. judgof and negotiate with that new And! “brought tagether” seven of its! Wednesday night vehicle which!specials on NBC-TV. A variety show

away”

sounds like

it should. be

CBS-TV

(film).

TV i

ing from. the ‘opener, it. looked” like. of criminal—the: psychotic kidnap- erack cor: respondents and commen-| reunites Gertrude Berg and Sir}theimed to the premise that sounds
.
anybody's anthology skein with the. per or. ‘psychopathic
killer — ‘you tators fast Thursday -night (5) for.Cedric | Hardwicke. theres laughs and sights are closely associated
i‘ith the way Americans live, it was
two ‘series stalwarts, : Brian Kelly’
‘and. John

need. a: team of handsome, college-

jan ‘assessment, of the current state

Ashley- strictly in’-low bred. and Brooksy-talloted” plainof the world (with filmed segments

‘key subordinate roles while: guest‘ers Luther Adler and Robert ‘Blake
carried the: dramatic load capably.
Basic ‘premise. tor the -series. is
supposed to be the’ adventures’ of
“two young ex-Marines who as custom auto’ mechanics are placed - in
/ various’ ‘situations.
|The preem

clothesmen.- ‘That's: the. premise. of. depicting: the moods
“The

New.

Breed, "

8

would-be.

in. the “key

capitals

|ane fine

chemistry

principals.
Story
of. the people { faltered at midway,
as : a

‘preface. ‘ . sampling

of

the twoj2 wholly unimaginative, superficial,

pretentious and frequently baffling
hour which offered up abovt 10
good solid minutes of entertainment. And when it was entertaining it had little or nothing to do
with the subject under discussion.
As a matter of fact this may go
down as the first show in which
fhe commercials (and the offheat
casting of Schary himself) packed
|more thematic values than the program
|&
With John Daly serving as host
‘and commenting as though it were
all something
of great mament
until he, too, probably realized how
sully the whole premise was and
shifted to a natural stance, the show
highlighted such personalities as
Art Carney, Tony Randall, Pat Harrington Jr.. Mahalia Jackson, Andre
Previn,
Vic
Damone
and
Gogt

line. though,
and a further

is needed.

‘Miss Berg is a fine ftrouper.
to the discussion).
fier cadences make lines and sitmade its”. debut on ABC-TV last.
The’ hour program, “Where We:
iuations sing. In. the first outing,
Tuesday (2) night. Take away. the « ‘Stand: War Or Peace” was at once :
she was introduced as a widow,
gimmick, ‘and . it's a pretty routine ‘a
provocative
and
enlightening ! her
+
children grown and married,
four, with correspondents David:
using
her new
found
time
to
‘stanza. failed- to establish the Tra-. ‘cops-and-robbers game.
]Schoenbrun, Daniel Schorr, MarFor
. tionale’ for the. leads, and their| The introductory chapter had at vin Kalb and Alexander Kendrick pursue a college education.
' ¢onnection with the custom auto least one strong suite, suspense, but | accembled in London,.Howatd K. her it was. a dream of a lifetime.
spent
years
and
years
field consisted -of a few shots: of the ‘denquement ‘was so hokey ‘that Smith in Washington, and Richard ; having
. their garage {evidently the: world’s’ {it vitiated the value of it. In the LC. Hottetet: -and Erie Sevareid, the | getting a high school education at
;
night
while
bringing
up
a
family.
cleanest), with a couple. of fairly in- show's favor is that it. was largely. program’ 5 moderator, in New York. !1
Sir
teresting cars in: the background. non-violent, .but |always potentially |. For all the NBC vs. CBS intra-; Who’s her .class advisor?
Cedric Hardwicke, of course. He
‘But. that was. it.. The- burden of violent, ‘which may be the: answer| mural. travails and
compétitive. :
the show was. placed on the dra- to the excessive bloodspilling which - taking-sides,..one would have. to| portrays a visiting British prof;
intellectual,
cynicism
matic. shoulders. of Robert Blake, Minow says gotta go from now on. look far and wide: for.a-more dis-.' sardonic,
hiding a profound
respect for
who.asay oung Mexiean fighter had Through the last half of the seg- cerning, probing ©and
articulate:
‘learning—and
a
soft
heart
which
‘ment
a-‘madman
ran
about
witha
a. number* of. personal’ problems, |
group than these seven CBS parto be stirred to come
out
‘not the least’ of: which was a-man- prinied grenade, eltching the safety: ticipants, all highly conversant in ‘has
:
:
of
hiding.
lever,
leaving.
the
viewer
toanticiager, played | in. excellent fashion
Grant.
.
world: affairs. ¥or :these are men:
a fine setting for a
by Luther ‘Adler, who: bet. against’ pate the blast, But when it finally. of. deep. pe:sonal convictions. with ! .That’s
In exploring the “sound of leis‘the kid. in_his big fight. This con- ‘did. go off, it was well out of harm. the ‘ability to transmit their own: series and when the show opened ure” it came up with an obvious
flict was: finally resolvéd happily
‘In the- episode, Leslie Nielsen’ estimates with knowledge and un- with. Miss Berg taking leave of and
unfunny
do-it-yourself
skit
her daughter, mounting the col- which
for all concerned | and the -series. -and his fellow “new: breed” detec- ‘derstanding.
must
have
embarrassed
liege steps. and sitting in her first Carney.
-heroes’ returned to the |garage to: fives: pursued the Psycho (him with
In
venturing
into
the
Ina day and age when network !: Classroom,: the promise. of a c'ear
await the next adventure. ~~
the. grenade) who had kidnapped
sounds of the late "60s. it. subjecttv is-stillbereft.of strong-mindcd‘ -hit- was there.
_The memorable ed Tony Randall
The script. by Tany, Barrett °was the. daughter ‘of a doctor.to avenge
t>
an
equally
analysts or. outspoken- commenta- ” Molly Goldberg would haye a ball
“about average for. a. half-hour :an- his own daughter’s death. Seems
inocuous push-button skit.
tors, a program such as this takesi with humanity at college.
That
thology -effort, but .it- failed -to-es- ‘the doé had got tied up in a trafSandwiched in between were the
on’ added. distinction, reflecting as j. plus Sir Cedric as an occasional
tablish the. stet characters either as! fic jam on the Los Angeles Freefew rewarding moments in spelling
‘it does the. personal views of au- foil—-dream’ casting growing
out out the “sound of musie’—<Andre |
individuals or in: their supposed f:wat. and couldn't reach .the dying
-thorities in each of the key areas,|of the legiter “A Majority of One.”
-...Yoles as doctors of motors. ‘Pro-- child in. time, so the ‘psycho: rePreyin’s 88ing: a Vie Damone-Gogi
with each .-and. every ‘one of this!
It was: a sinking feeling when Grant dueting of “Make Someone
duction: values ‘were on a par with. created the: ‘situation with the doc’ S.
‘CBS team -holding strong convic-.other filmed ‘series although mod-' ‘own. kid -at. stake: If he didn’t make vone ‘backed up with telling argu- after the. half-way mark, cliches |Happy”; a formally-attired chorus
‘fn story line,
characterizations !'with a roundelay of tv commercials;
jit in time, ka-pow. 7
est in scope.
and
situations
crept in.
With j a foursome from Julius Monks’
_ Autolite and- Mobil aré splitting |. ‘Nielsen ‘and the boys, with sen:the ‘three that had at different:
.
“the.
tab on this series and. it. should |timental.
¢
-help: from one of those timies. covered ‘the Moscow beat— 'so many elements going for the I"‘Upstairs at the Downstairs” in a
show,
more
was
promised
than t hilari ous.
“be a-natural alliance..for the spon- | “archaic’' overweight
Satirizatior
of
Sovietcops .who; i Kalb, Schorr and Kendrick—were
realized. The weaknesses weren't!
sors.. An ‘interesting. note’ in one work the school .crossings, stepped |
‘adamant for a more-positive stand -.that strong to rob. the preem of:i‘styled commerciais, and a Mahalia
of ‘the Autlolite commercials. “Was into, to resolve the ugly situation;
by the Western powers, unwilling ‘overall enjoyment, but principals ‘Jackson hymn for the fiisie
_the way in ivhich it. bragged ‘about. :and..in their: efficient hands. the
| Harry Sosni provided th» fine
to accept Khrushchev's statement |i
lib
1
0
fine
"the fact that Ford was now: ‘using | dramatic’ tension.fell. apart. They
Rose.
of the Soviet-Union’s strength, and jeu
such caliber,
Somefreafer {Fausical backgrounding.
supporting
p'arers, pins
deserve
“ Autolite spark plugs. exclusively in saved the day quite implausibly.
‘| for calling his bluff. The. European originality, than was offered.
.. all ‘their cars while neglecting “to|. .Nielsen is all that his. role de- correspondents reflected.a much
THE HATHAWAYS
Horo.
“mention .that -Autolite is now a mands,- which Is- pretty standard ‘more aggressive attitude than that
With Peggy Cass, Jack Weston,
4
subsidiary of Ford, having - been: ‘stuff, ‘and the other. running char- “emanating: from’ Washington. —
The Marquis Chimps, others
bought from Chrysler earlier this. acters’ offer’ little interest. John.
Producer: Ezra Stone
The instantaneity of this kind of , THE INVESTIGATORS
, year.
Syd. }Clark gave :a good performance as round-table ‘talk, sparked by men ; With James Franciscus. James | Director: Don Taylor
Philbrook, Mary Murphy, guest| Writers: Hugh Wedlock, Howard
.;|the* crazed man and Charles Ald- -of “searching. minds, provided an,
Snyder
was credible as the =doctor. ‘hour that was both rewarding and}
Ronda Fleming, others. .
1,2, 3—-GO!
So ‘|man
39 Mins., Fri., 8 p
Susan
Gordon
did
little
more
than
‘Prdoueer:
Michzel Garrison
‘compelling.
Rose.
With. - Jack
Lescoulie, Richard.
RALSTON-PURINA, & PARTICIDirector: Joseph H. Lewis
run tears as the kidnapped girl,
Thomas
PATING
which ds
1 probably just as. wies
‘Writers: John Gerard. James Gunn
Producer: Jack Kuney .
MAKE THAT SPARE
ABC-TV (film)
60 Mins., Thurs., 9 p.m.
es.
.-< Director: Charles N. Hill .
| With Win -Elliott
(Gait Bascomh & Bonfaqlid
-|
PARTICIPATING
Writer: James Ambandos ©
.Producer: Jim: Colligan
ABC-TV, deserves a measure of
|.CBS-TV (film)
30 Mins.:. Sun., 6:30 p.m.:
| CALVIN J
‘& THE COLONEL
4+ Director: Jack Sameth
credit and ‘admiration for being the
Production
gloss
alone
won't
NBC-TV, from. N. ¥;
With the voices of Charles Correll, |:‘15 Mins.; Sat. following the. fights:
| first ret to try animation comedy
save this new CBS hour gumshoer.
This -new
child-slanted show| Freeman Gosden, Virginia| BROWN - & WILLIAMSON,
‘in frime time, but perhaps this
‘As it stands on the opener, “In- isense of enter prise got the best of
Paul
BRUNSWICK.
will. nat get FCC Chairman New- |. ‘Gregg,. Beatrice Kay,
Frees, Barney Phillips, Gloria ABC-TV, from N.Y..:
‘| vestigators” has script and casting | good judgment when this segson
ton Minow. off ‘television's back..|': Blondell
problems that make it substandardi the network decided t9, gn into
The first. offering last“Sunday (8) “Producers: J¢oe “Connelly, Bob.7 _f Bates, McCazin- Erickson)”
who-doings even as a video pot- prime time with a situation com-

“had a

thinking man’s crime meller which

markedly. uneven: quality.}..

“Make ‘That Spare” js a bowling! boiler.

Mosher

Writers: Connelly,. Mosher
Animation: ‘Creston’ Studios.

‘| show

with (a

twist.

Instead .of
| © Initialer

{edy that stars three chimpanzees,

for

intrigue

featured

who are treated as “children.”
“Tne Hathaways” -seens to be
a one-joke affair that can't possibly
depth
and
Rhona
Fleming's
fishnet:;
tion, the ‘program has contestants'
‘eyes, but still managed no original- ido anything but wear thin ‘ong bePARTICIPATING |
| vie for prize money ‘by trying to’,ity or real excitement. As insur- fore the end of the cusrent se3son,
to entertain. the kids, it ‘fell hack ABC-TV (cartoon) .
“to a’ literal cliff-hanging. formula |. _Amos nh’: Andy. are. back but. this: shoot for five classical spare pat-: ance investigators. James Francis- FS well may be that kids will like
and, in seeking. to-éducate them, ‘time. instead: of: ‘worrying the ‘terns. It is spotted .directly after;cus and James Philbrook ‘the in- the chimps regardless of how abthe “Fight of the Week” eaclr: ‘ evitable video pair with an inevita- {surd their activities on tv are. but
. it employed .‘a. sequence’ “with . Suthey W probably bother Saturday eve on ABC-TV so its{ble assist from Mary Murphy) on Friday nights this vear the kids
- prenie .Court Justice William’ O.. NAACP
Douglas: that was clearly. bevond the ASPCA. In their resurrection, ‘time varies from week to week |ttacked a murder syndicate by un-|also have a thing called “Internathe. understanding. of children.
the, coniedy team,.so- long. popular depending on the ‘length. of the. dercover work in a dance studio tional Showtime” to chonse at 8
Initial segment of the preem. on. radio. and tv and. who: in Jater fight. .Last Saturday (7) it went. front. While victims, heavily in- p.m. The latter, on NBC-TV, also
sured by the syndicate, were drop- offers animals, much of the time
on at 10:30.
‘involved: a lesson - in. -mountain |
|.- The. winning |contestant: gets. to ‘ping dead all around (one poor guy if not al!, and it bridges the openclimbing: This ‘may not Wea -cen-]°years touched’ sensitive, points’ betral area-of education for children ‘cause, of their Portrayal of. sterto-- geome back the following week to! ; was parboiled in his steam bath), ing of “Hathaways.”
Picture Elinor and Walter Haththis ‘side|of the Alps, but: it did. type Negroes, have ‘been put into defend his.title.and all shows are Franciscus framed the murder ring
provide an. opening for some.:ex-. the ‘guise’ of ‘animals to cash: in.on- broadcast live from the Ridgewood via romance with Miss Fleming, away 'Pezgy Cass and Jack Weston,
two good actors: as the “parhead
of
the
dance
studio
front.
As
Lanes, Queens. N.Y.- Win Elliott
citing shots: of mountaineers scal‘tv’s: current eartoon trend. Nothing’
an .added stimulus, his tumble ents” of three animals, Charley,
‘hosts the’ quickie (15 mins. when
“ing: dangerous, péaks. ‘Interpolated |
Enoch and Candy, who get fed at
turned
out
for
real,
and
the
hour
much
else
has
changed,
| caught) °-which ‘shows
among the film’ elips were.some
only one
wound with slow fade to bailful the table, have their own bedrooms
make believe mounfain climbing.| ‘The plot . and . characterization: match per. seg. His ‘announcing yearnings between hero and heavy. and enough intelligence to hang
by Jack Lescoulie and his 10-year- ‘are cut -from the same cloth and is affable and helps build ‘some.
Even the hook of suggestive “do not disturb’ signs outside
old sidekick. ‘Richard’. Thomas, a even though they're on screen this excitement. He offers ‘some tech- footage came off as obvious and them. ‘The initial plot on Friday
natural child -performer with an. time. out as a slow-witted bear nical data for bowling buffs during. absurd. There was one hard close- i61—by writers Hugh Wedlock and
| (Calvin) and a crafty fox (The Col- the. match and in.interviews with -up.cut from bosom to derriere that Howard Synder—was not the- least
entirely .wirining manner. ©
Closing: section — of the show anel) the cartdon series smacks of the players afterwards. These in- | probably covered:90% of the male ‘ingenious. Here is some of, the
showed the yopng boy-on: a. hike bygone. days. The Creston Studios, ‘térviews also spotlight talk ‘about| and feteshists, but left the ankle dialog: “You are being very unfair
with .Justice: ‘Douglas - at the- foot however, must-be complimented the: contestants’ ‘families and. in- men snubbed for sure (once again to the children,” or “Where is he
of Mount. Adams in the ‘state -of for: its” nifty animation efforts but ‘terests outside bowling. °
an appeal to mass viewing). And ithe chimp, naturally’ going? I'm
Washington.
Douglas’ ‘comments ‘much. of its’ good work is dissipated: _i “Make That Spare” is in ‘it's;for spelling it out, the clutch scene not through talking to him yet.”
while walking with .the.lad-had a in the use of a Jaugh track. By second network season’ this year between Franciscus and Fleming
The Hathaways are obviousls not.
‘ rugged, inspirational quality but the .sourid of dt, the track loved. and has picked up a second spon- followed by himself .in a -morn- human humans, or they wouldn't
were hardly: designed for children: the ‘show,
‘sor in -Brunswick Corporation, a after,
bareshouldered,
on-phone talk to their pets that way. All that
What
‘ehild. could._ understand
| - The -series-opener, | called “The: manufacturer of bowling materials. closeup, was more crafty than craft. forced humor (backed by a bad
Douglas’ reference to the moun- | Television Job,” had to do with the so it would appear that the audiFranciscus and Philbrook (latter taugh track) won't help. If the
tain range. as. “a great. spiritual lazy. Colonel béing forced into a ence’ for bowling. shows is there. in the background this time) didn’t “Hathaways” gain permanence on
resource” or’ his plea to: Ameri-. job delivering tv sets and how he, and. “Spare”. won't disappoint the shape as strong enough leads to ty, itll either be because producer
eans to “give their ‘country some. through ..some. fast talking, gets fans. In it’s short span it captures cover
the
weaknesses.
Casting Ezra Stone has learned how to
_, of -the indomitable .spirit .of :the Calvin to do the. heavy ‘work— and ‘the. excitement. and afmosphere down the line {except Miss Flem- handle them more intelligently or,
‘of..the lanes and fs an overall ing, preem only) lacked the back- as said before, chimps, regardless
“mountains.” Excellent philosophy. without pay.. “Familiar?:
effort.
Returning
co- stop punch that helps so many of how they are abused by us homo
But not. ‘prepared ‘by anything that . No matter how you slice.it, it’s . ‘pleasing
sap-iens, are of infinite interest to
‘went before on| this show.,
—
still: Amos.“’n’. Andy, aand - times ‘Sponsor fs Brown & Williamson. . other action-adventure akelns
Bi
sioall fry.
Art.
:
Gros,
"have changed.
Kall,
Herm.

- and. did riot emerge with any fresh
= approach |to the problem of pro* gramming for children. - In. aiming:

| 30..Mins.;

Tues., 8230 ‘p.m,

having regular

match. competi. plush. interiors, violent murder in {

83
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How Do You
Measure
Television?

‘re a5
Wi =e

On the bias, obviously. But whose? That of
neose-counters Who equate big numbers with
stature? That of tv critics who prefer to kill
audiences instead of bud guys? Or something in

between?

°

| \
ae

ae

—\
ie
a
pattt

=

One yardstich we suggest: the distance from a
station to its community. Corinthian has always
believed that local programming is the shortest
distance to its viewers.

A look back at highlights of the past season’s
Jecal affairs programming-—-in prime time—is

informative: In Tulsa, a candid study of a local
John Birch Society leader and a report on
“Tornado Alley.” In Houston, a look at emer-.
gency hospital procedures and a teenage spec-

; ;

tacular. In Sacramento, Civil Defense and a full

|
|

hour nen-clinical approach to VD problems. In

|

Indianapolis, a report on flood control and a.
siudy of Indiana highways. In Fort Wayne, the

work of a schoo! for the mentally retarded and a

|

tt
'

att

program with the Fort Wayne Philharmonic.
|
;
.
Enlightened Sponsors are discovering the value

KOTY

em

«LUNSA

©

KHOU-TV

li|
i

of such prograiiming--but, sponsored or not,
Corinthian stations are continuing these local
efforts on a monthly basis in prime evening time.

When the instrument is Corinthian: television,
twenty-one inches reaches from station to commeunity—and from seller to buyer.

Responsibility in’ Broadcasting

©

THE CORINTHIAN

Houston
©

KXTV .
"SACRAMENTO -

©
#

WANE-TV
Fort WAYNE...
- WISH-TV

=

INDIANAPOLIS -

WANE-AM
Fort WAYNE
WISH-AM.

INDIANAPOLIS

Represented by H-R

STATIONS
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[FESTIVAL

BOB CUMMINGS SHOW
| CHECKMATE
;
‘With Anthony George, Doug Mc- With Murvin Vye, Robertd Shore,
(Pirates of Penzance)
Clure, Sebastian Cabot, Ralph
Joanna Barnes, others
With Erie House, Marion StudProducer: Robert Finkel
Beliamy, Chester Morris, others
-holme; Andrew Downie, Harry.
Director: Don Weis
“Mossfield,. Irene Byatt, Howell, Producer: Richard Berg
Writers: Mel Sharp, Mel Diamond
Glynn, Alexander Gray, others. Director: Elliot Silverstein
Writer: Richard Fielder
}30. Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
-T Producer: Tyrone Guthrie ...
7
Ed. Sullivan Show
. -,Stickly' under the seasoned’ Director: Norman Campbell
60 Mins., Wed., 8:30 p.m.
KELLOGG; BROWN & WILLIAMIt's possible to go in and out.of | Wrightson’s guidance, although be-- Writers: Gilbert
PARTICIPATING
SON
:& Sullivan
‘West Berlin without creating an.' times the songstress
took command 993 Mins.;. Mon.. (2), 9:30. p.m.
CBS-TV (film)
CBS-TYV (film)
;
international incident. “Ed Sulli-! with her own disarming but au- ‘TRANS-CANADA TELEPHONE ‘“Checkmate” operied its second
iLew Brvevett; Ted Bates3
‘van did it with spécial' show for: thoritative manner;' ‘and dueied -.CBEC-TV,. from Toronto .{tape)
in a new!
season
on
CBS-TV,
Here’s been a cChaca-.sr shift

leading;
thd. GIs at the -Sportspalast ‘the “with the beatnik-bearded
wondered. often, |

first part of which was shown on. ; man.

(One

man

.

(McKim)

ose

has

Wednesday

‘since the Hotel- Pierre's. Cotillion!
Kickoff of “Festival,” a 39-week |startlingly
Room, where he probably first un- |Series-of operettas, plays and bal- -_

CBS-TV Sunday. (8). ©

night

berth, with. a. for Bob Cumming; in ths sea-on's

fine teleplay

that

:

suc- |String of half-hour
7

‘ceeded in spite of the continuing
his stat eside -veiled the ‘beaver, why the person- ‘lets -‘variously: sponsorcd’.
©
presentations, giving-something for :able Wrightson. needs that hirsute» “The PiratesofPenzance” starting ‘private. eye. interest rather than

-It. was ‘just lke

everybody,

except

cor

that

the .GIs ; appendage, .although. on

him

it hew program

to mask

<

shows

Wis

buat nok

ldent.ty

;

; heavyweight dramatics,

a.

a

In plaice

of his former role ay a
sterling :rapher, he’s now plivin

format oi-the ‘ecuss- because of it. With such
lguestars as Ralph: Bellamy
Chester Morris
performing

seems to be a more appreciative -looks. good.)
~, country
Canadian
-Broadtasting
.
‘audience than the civilians in Sul| Show's” backed by -Alfredo An- Corp. network of 45 tv. stations.
livan’s .audience at home.
The ; tonini's CBS orchestra, again’ as'a Taped. at the CBC studios in
boys loved
every. ‘minute and |pubaffairs stint in cooperation with Toronto, with the original cast,

enough

pheotuze
a troue

and. bie-shooting,

lady-killu.d pilot, a
type that inovitsis
ecomes invoived in imorowble adand with a
_ ventures with beautiful vomen

the ! breezy

script that stood up well under not
roaréd continually whith should : the N.Y. City-Board' of Fducation. “Pirates was a tv version of the ‘too careful scrutiny, “Portrait of i The kickotf show wes a- imorobs
put the 40th Armored Berlin-Com- “The highschool outfronters who ‘stage production which hada lim- a Man Running,” as the opener was able us they come, but the scvpt
ted
run
of
six
weeks
at
the
Stratmand in. Sullivan’s pocketif he
|titled, hinted of serious television had the light touch and liitaing

. comprise -the studio audience. (and

wants it,

+ford

(Ontario!

Festival.

as

pro-

‘pace to make it a winning coinedy
‘romp. The yarn had Cummin.s,
:as hero Bob Carson, mixed up in
‘a proxy battle between a blonde
iand some stodgy execs for contral
of a corporation. Guess what side
(.ieminss was on. Creeurints won
the
day with his customary aplomb,
der to keep sucha show on a soine+
‘thing for-everyone basis, then’ so ‘handling the wittei<ns and executing
the doubie-takes with a
be it. “Checkmate” will be a sight
°
‘fer sore television eyes if it main- breezy flourish.
'
Murvin
Vye. as Cunminsy’ note
‘tains the level of the initialer..Rich- -

drama of perhaps the old “Studio
One” stripe. The outing, despite
certain script inconsistencies, was
one of the artistic highlights of th
current premiere crop.
tal which featured. Armstrong's tip- cher “request” medley at least had Jin the mixed ch orus; plus. the or- | If it is necessary to sustain the
ithestra
which
is
made.
up,
.of
running
private eye business in ortop trumpeting, Bob-.Lewis,. a-sly an air of authenticity. :

ia few of whom foiled forthe song‘The show got off to'a-nifty start.: stress, in the ‘cafe ringside manner). ‘duced by Tyrone

Guthrie

with Louis. Armstrong and combo: wére an attentive audience. They [.: (All the. principals can be seen
:, strutting through “Sleepy Time ‘also: appeared show-wise-and: privy ;at the Phoenix Theatre, New York,
’ Down South” and a hot instrumen- - to. Hildegarde’s repertoire. so that ‘until Oct. 21, but with cast changes

“’magicomedian,
kept the boys happy : She flashed
some decorative
- with some folksy -patter and’ then ,8loves and kerchiefs—her profes‘Maureen O'Hara. warmed ’em up " sional -trademarks-sgifted by fans,
with. a pleasing interpretation ‘of “and ‘disclosed she is’ planning a
“Hello. Young Lovers.” The Blue- ‘business excursion into- the :moubell. Girls from Paris’ Lido: nitery ‘choir endorsement. and. possibly
got off a terp sequence which -also-manufacturing: via “celebrity”
didn’t. come over too well on ‘tieups. It's a natural for her. She
camera.
= °
BT
-“also.'' heralded . her’ forthcoming
The biggest ovationof the even- “charm” ‘book... (Doubleday)
but

‘course,

of U.'S.

‘sponsible

for

the:

- York

New

the

musicians:

setting up
stage

Re-.
of

opening,

‘whieh goes on an American tour
l'after- its. Phoenix Theatre closing,

iwas Norman Campbell, siagér, and .ard Fielder’s play about a no-holds- i so-bright sidekick, is a good foil.
‘Louis Applebaum, musical direc- . barred political campaign relegated ‘Roberta Shore, another revwiar on
tor... Both also supervised
the the Checkmate regulars to yirtually ithis series, didn’t get a chance on
: Stratford (Ontario) Festival tape
‘after six. days of rehearsal ‘and re;writing between the Startford clos-

a bystanders’

involvement

first outing since Joanna
their ‘the
justified, : Barnes took over as the romanti¢

role; in fact,

was

barely

Herm,
which was one of the weaknesses of : interest.
‘{the script. The other major flaw {
| ‘About 10 mins. was cut from the was
that
Bellamy's
character
i;THE CONCRETE CURTAIN
,;CBC-TV.. version,
this including changed abruptly, from that of an With Dr. George: Thema.
FCC
ane duet by Marion Studholme absolutely ruthless campaigner who
Commissioner
Robert
Bartley,
-and.Neal
Finn
directed
a
very
and .Andrew Downie, plus: chorus. wanted the governorship above all
previous. hits.
“Stupid Cupid.” : ‘palatable. three
General Laurence Kuter, U. S.
table.
three-quarters of an.hour: lrepeats,.. but ‘dialog was left else,to that of a gentle, even idea“Lipstick On Your. Collar,” ‘“Who’s
Senator Edward Lenz, Dr. Gene
Abel. ‘alone except for snippets. Al- listic; pater familius. But Bellamy’s
Sorry Now,” *Everybody’s Some: .. Sunday midday.
Davenport, Spencer Allen (host)
|though. pre-dating tv, Gilbert & ‘|performance was so persuasive that Writer-Producer: James Dutson
body's Fool,’ “Where The Boys
___
WCBS
Views
The
Press
_
Sullivan, still proved themselves the sudden metamorphosis wasn’t
Are” and a German lingo rhythm |I FCC: boss.
Director: Robert Schnorf
Newton ‘Minow may rgood frierids of this medium of too jarring.
item. It- was a pop potpourri that
60 Mins.: Thurs., 8 p.m.
“the ‘boys ate’ up and which went. {have made ‘in. some instances -al- ;communication,
their “Pirates” | AS governor running for reelec- KMOX-TY, St. Louis (film & tape)
over much better than Van. Cli- jready: has made) prime time looker- story line being integrated. in the tion, Bellamy staged a fake assas;Ship
a
Nielsen
wasteland
so,
perThis CBS-owned outlet scored
burn’s ‘keyboarding of ‘Polonaise.”
dialog’ and necessitating only cuts |Sination attempt for publicity pur:
Although
the Chopin piece .can al-: i haps, the pendulum ‘is ‘swinging in jin. the. songs to bring it within the |Poses. That was when the Check- with. another community-directed
reverse
and.
the
Sunday
onetime
most be considered a. pop item, the
| required ‘90-minutes—with no in- mate sleuths got called in — An- opus with this assessment of what
‘intellectual
ghetto,” 'termission interruptions—and with thony. George and Doug McClure,
audience didn’t take to it: easily -.-noontime
lthe citizenry may expect in the
‘and there was a scattering -of ‘rates.major attention. It does if ; commercials at a minimum.
{with Sebastian Cabot sitting this
It vas
informative,
analytical
fouahing through
the. presenta- incisive,
‘Full Stratford’ cast was used in. episode out. Bellamy wanted them event of a nuclear attack
,
half-hours like. Charles Colling-'¢ BC-TV: tape, plus two-act setting as secret bodyguards, but since he ; spectacular, in a subdued and intion.. ~
;
I
‘Comedy: team of Rowan & Mar- wood viewing the. news is a:sample.} a nd costumes, with Louls Apple- arranged the _ shooting himself jfo-mative wy, with the main pore
- tin: was more to. their liking. The {. [. Past. Sunday gave the. eagle. eye! baum ‘conducting the 26-man Na- there was of course no need for!tion emanat:ng from St. Louis U.’s
‘ng went to. petite Connie Francis,

‘didn't plug. the: title “because it ling and the N. Y. opening.)

whose clicko. MGM disks’ probably: “has none as yet.” .Fred. Stamer ac* @id all the trailer. -work that was comped at the ivories: Ned Cramer
needed.to make her a hit in Berlin.
‘She went through a medley of her -is producer, Ethel-Burns associate;

i. .

sale

‘

.

|

American tourist. in Germany’ bit ito. the columnists — political pun-j
was. funny and was pointed
.right {dits, ‘not the Broadway brand. Him-|

tional .Festival Orch...

bodyguards.

Why

they’ve

beeninuclear

medicine

Jab

With gay G&S music, humor and called’ into the picture was never
; Desloge Hospital.

at

Firtain

at their GI target. Enrique Del. self a” seasoned’ -newspaperman, |improbable characters: throughout, | satisfactorily explained..
Successful aspect of the program
Ray: .wasjuggling
with
some
Collingwood |-{and presumably Bar-;"Piratés of Pénzane’ was highDUDup nextand.
Whe
SOME crack-.!
C]
Turned out. however, that some- :“was in
i
“Tt:
I
tory
‘
erjack
Armstrong
rethe ready-made
laboratory

(bara Kerr. who gets: billing as his|tighted

by: Erie House's .patter- one really ‘did try to knock off the! seyting and a co-host ‘Dr. Thoma)

turned for the closer with a snappy assistant) ‘knows ‘his’ newspapers song, “I Am the Very Model ofa rGovernor—his campaign manager,! whose props included mice. rats,
version of ‘When The Saints
© | and. newspapermen, from editors ta Modern . Major-General”; the solos {Chester Morris, who was in league |gamma rays, a box of cobalt, gei-Marching In."
This. was. marred _reporters, from: past lore to present ‘and duets of Andrew Downie and ‘with a crooked businessman Bella- : ger counters, several assistants and
only by the fact that the camera tday columnar opinionators,. ~~". -. Marion ‘Studholme; the “For I Am my wanted to wipe out. The boys jsundry devices for researching rastrayed away from the tootlers: for
to the N.Y: Post’s:James a Pirate King”of Harry Mossfield; ;caught up with him in time, paving : dioactive materials. Thoma, a na'. an overiong .runthrough of the A.Pointing
Wechsler ‘as the only one of tio the “Paradox” trio by Byatt, Moss- the way for a good histrionical ! tionally renowned authority on the
Gros... {American
. show's credits.
editor-columnists (the field and Downie; the rousing and |scene ‘in which Morris bared his : biological aspect of radiation, discounter-marching
-. of tortured soul to his old friend jcussed
«
and demonsiraied with
is Ralph ‘McGill of the cross-stage
Dick Powell Show. ~*~ Jother
“The Police Chorus,” ‘led by How- Bellamy.
;
|charts, motion picture film and sciAs good .as the premiere in- ‘Atlan tte. Constitution), Collingell Glynne.” All were’ in. good} The production had real class. ! entific equipment to show viewers
-wood’s
conclusion
‘is’
that’
newsstallment
of the. new.. hourlong
the -pirate, ‘police and there were stout performances :the total result of “faliout from a
.editors and: publishers need voice, including
““Dick: Powell Show” was, the ‘sec- |papér
|
and femme choruses. It shouldbe /by Bellamy and Morris, with some jpomb blast.” He used lay terms,
ond entry in the NBC-TV-skein
was. | not runin up, warning. flags when dis-. mentioned .that the Campbell-Ap- potent support from the minor. punctuating each experiment with
even superior. This was.“‘Ricochet,” (senting with .some. strong opinion,
‘plebaum duo last year transferred players. McClure and George, a : the technique of a “pro” telea.drama of deep insight written by. as happened in the past week with
-Guthrie’s Stratford. pro- couple
of geod-looking heroes,!caster.
The end result was a
_Adrian Spies and directed by Marc both John -Crosby (in his -home ‘Tyrone
duction of “H.M.S. Pinafore” to were painfully out of their dra- (vivid picture, and a vital one at
sheet,
the
N.Y:
Herald
Tribune)
' Daniels, which had throughout the
matic
element.
Les.
|this
time.
CBC
tape:
—
McStay.
stamp of. honesty and believability. . and the Chicago Sun-Times. vis-aAnother segment was devoted to
In contrastto the puff and the pif-. vis-a Joseph. Alsop column. Ob-|
NITESPOT
¢
; Behavioural Research which hag
fle that's been emerging from the. ‘serving that neither’s opinions. can| LIVE& LEARN’
With Joey Russell, Al Jarvis Orch . bearing on the program's over all
‘Hollywood vidfilm vineyards ‘this. ‘be “fatal or. destroying to. either (Critics at Work)
content: There were brief inferseason, the ‘Dick Powell. showcase ‘subscribing syndicated sheet.: and With Michael Hornyansk y. Gordon |: Al Kennedy, guests
4views with citizens-on-the-street te
rates. hosannahs, for it makes. no abjuring this type of left-field cen-|. Wood, Jim Terrell; Collin Park- Producer: Phil Corvo.
sample St. Louis opinion on “fall~
‘compromise’
with its tv -atidience, sorship,, it was -his .considered.
Director: Jerry Moring
er, announcer...
‘willing ‘to .concede

that there’s a

opinion that the column, especially |Producer:

Betty Zimmerman

‘place for fine, mature story-telling. when dissenting, isa healthy thing. 30 Mins.; 12 (noon) Sun.
treated -on an adult level. Qualita- It presents the- other face of the CBOT, ‘Ottawa _
|

‘Writer: .Bernard Dumoff

out” and

60 Mins., Sat., 11:15 p.m.

civil defense.

Filmed

comment

by NORAD"s

commander
in
chief.
General
‘| PARTICIPATING
{Kuter, gave further insicht on the
tively, : it’s. head: and . shoulders: coin. In fact, he points to. Louis-} “Live&. Learn” preemed its sec- | WHNB-TY, Hartford (tape)
This. weekly one hour segment |srim picture. The General's reabove all. the new Coast-originating - ‘ville, a. one-publisher city, where’
shows; the “Ricochet” drama on a Barry Bingham (bnth the: Courier- ond season (1) aimed at general is not. by the farthest stretch of ;plies to a questioning newsman

pat, ‘with the best of “Playhouse Journal. and the Times) does give audiences, unlike its original for- the imagination the answer to Mr.j produced much unwelcome news
0.7
_. {dissenting viewpoints untrammeled mat a year ago when it was de- Minow’s challenge for local pro-j|for the city’s inhabitants. When
__ Nan.Heflin as the star played the | space,
spa
which is at. least the next signed to assist university stu- gramming. But it shows that there ‘asked “In the event of war, will
is talent on tap for locally orig- St. Louis be a target?” the North
role of an army sergeant, with 19 ‘best thing .to having an “opposi- years. of. service behind:-him, who- tion” ‘sheet .in ‘a single-ownership dents only. Show is. still click as inated shows. All that it takes is |American Air Defense Commander
{extra meat for. students, but Betty initiative and digging. Nitespot is; gave a blunt “Yes.”
He further
found: himself. taking..a. bum rap,: town.’ .
facing disgrace and court-martial
‘de- ‘Zimmerman. has. given it touches more than palatable entertainment |pointed out that the city would be
He.-t eed off. with Wechsler’s
-becausé.of.a plot by an evil, gold- but ‘as‘a Post: columnist: by citing. that turn .it into first-rate Sunday fare. From the standpoint of being |hit by not one, but two bombs with
_-bricking private in .his platoon; his: exclusive §2-mjnute ‘interview noon item for any viewer. First. ; a locally produced show, it is much {a total power of about 18 megatons. There were other appailing
‘How he stood up’ to it provided the with: the - President’. wherein he ‘13. stanzas of the. new skein are more than that, it is meaty.
. Joey Russell, comic emcee, has:facts which any mind woud tend
story theme for this emotional, yet | “dared” Pravda:to reprint some of on critics and criticism. and opener
‘had
.
Carleton
University
profes-.
been
around
television
and
night
|
to repel—but they were facts from
straightforward portrayal’ of an! srK’s opinions. Surprisingly. the
“honest, yet ‘simple man of ideals. ‘Russian: mouthoiece. did.- including. sors. Michael Hornyansky and Gor- club circuit quite awhile. A warm! a top source.
;
on

Out ‘of Heflin’s .performance. emerged: a- real and. understandable

Wood, gabbers for the series, personality with a quick ad lib he

complete
text by
of the
Khrusch-| and station. staffer Jim Terrell to
‘chev
opinions
Mr. apt)
Kennedy.
as the average man critic.
This’ was great newspaperman |_thesp
‘As a run-through, stanza criti‘-'"brought to life within the hour.
stuff
as
Collingwood:
developed
his eized
a dozen. items, from theatrical
span the feelings, values and-standthesis that. from the era of the}

-

man, and the tight, realistic writing.

film (not named), teapots, sculpture,
ards of a sergeant, an ordinary
creat editors’ (Bennett. Pulitzer; television
. -Yegular army.man who took his job
continuity to Norman
seriously and: lived his: 1ife.honest-" ‘Hearst...WilHiam Allen. White) -the Melaren’s
animation
‘“Leops.”’
star
reporter
had
become
the
“nerMain point was. to illustrate the
, ly. w
, ‘ Rose,
| sonality” ‘of ‘the. newsnaper' field: show's: belief. that a “Critics’ busi-

‘Ainerican Musical Theatre

Hildegarde

columnist. taday hasn’t

key officials in the hour-

Communications Commission, who
advised citizens on how they would
be informed in the event of a
bomb
attack;
Missouri
Senator
Long
went
all out
to request
On stanza caught, Russell had ‘Whole-hearted cooperation in the
.aboard the lead trumpet man from icountry’s Civil Deferse program;

entertainment, most solid. He ban-

‘tered with them, crossfired some

patter, holding a skilled rein to
keep divertissement on a _ nicely
paced route.

_ Collingwood wondered whether the nessis judging” and a critic should a mame

and Earl Wrightson,

Other

‘paraded before the camera a series {long feature were Robert T. Bartof personalities that offered varied : ley, Defense Commissioner, Federal

band, a Calypso

trio, an i:and

the

station's

vicepresident

displaced ‘not. be. influenced by personal feel- Irish comic, and a femme singer. | Gene Wilkey faced camera: tat the

“latter: hosting the .second of his. both the editor: and re porter as the.

-ings,. emotions -or. prejudices. Com- All turned in good performance in
“American |Musical .-Theatre”. se- “telamor” :bvliner, *
ing shows will concern criticisms
respective departments.
He cited. Walter “Linpmann's of motion pictures, literature, op- their
‘mésters. on WCBS .(N-Y.), made
_ Spotis a good example of a low
their 45 minutes. spark and spar-.|: ploneetine (1931). the first. political era, terp, others. Miss Zimmer- nut, locally produced live show.
._kle. The “incomparable” chantoof-.!’ column. Then carre Drew: Pearson man's production. was’solid on the ‘Al Jarvis orchestra backed up the
what teé-off: andif it holds to this level, turns .and also provided its own
- Sie from Milwaukee did a generous ;.* sho - was to: Washineton

slice. of her. nitery. repertoire; |Winchell : ‘was. to Broadway,”
reminisced professionally and: not
{Continued: on page 46)

“In

Sunday. noon should get big attention on CBOT,
‘Gorin..

iclose)

to

editorialize

on

“our

chances for survival.” and introduced a member of tie Joral Civil
;D2‘ense office (Col. Wm. Pasehall

! who offered helpful advice to every

{hor ehold,

sperialists in. musical numbers. All|institution.
to. good results.
Eck.

every

employer,

every

;
Bob.
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Crisis

Between

ie if it means tearing yourself -away
*]

from the TV set for a few hours—a sug-

Covers

are fond of calling ‘communication.’ ”
Such failure, in this case, is highly unlikely, It
would
be nice if we could be just.as sure about

gestion no network should ever make lightly—.
‘we urge your reading of a brand-new. book entitled “Memo to JFK.”

few things are less positive. Indeed,.so complex.

It’s a volume (published by G. P. Putnam's

have issues become that even the most obvious.

Sons) in which nine overseas correspondents
and one Washington reporter take a good hard

assumptions are suspect.

look at world problems im arenas they. know as
well as their own names.

The names all belong to NBC newsmen, ‘but

even if they didn’t, we'd recommend this as
a work whose

importance .and soundness

is

matched only by its ue
readability...

the rapport

among -nations -and. peoples. But:

FOR EXAMPLE, does Communist influence in
a capitalist country wane during a period of
prosperity? Not necessarily, writes Irving R.
Levine. Present-day Italy is experiencing remarkable industrial growth, but Communism’s

continuing hold on an important segment. of
Italian voters has to be President Kennedy’s

major concern in that nation.

Having said this, we should immediately add

Can the current impasse in Germany

that it’s one of the least cheerful books you're.
likely to read this side of Salinger (J. D., not

solved? Well, it almost.has to be, but John Rich.
(since transferred to Paris) reminds us that the
four former allies now. in: Berlin haven’t:been

Pierre).

As Washington reporter Sander Vanocur puts
it in the volume’s final pages: ““The correspond-.

be re-

able to concur on even the simplest issues. West

ents who have contributed to this book are,

Berlin’s big prison of Spandau, for instance, Is
maintained for only three inmates (Rudolf

individually, delightful fellows. Collectively,

Hess, Albert Speer and Baldur von Schirach) ;

they will drive you to drink....You have read

yet, the four powers haven't been able to agree

their chapters. If you are cheered by their cu-

on moving the prisoners to less expensive lodg-

mulative effort, then somewhere along the line

ings.

there has been a failureof what the sociologists

Is peace for our world possible? Writing from-

Wednesday, October 1], 1961
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of Afro-Asian needs is highly overrated.

Russia (before. coming. home. to.preside over

“Today”, John Chancellor: insists that genuShortly after the Congo won independence, it’s
“ime ‘peace is not. Our refusal. to. acknowledge
_ pointed out, the Soviet Union sent her a large
“this, he says, “has allowed us tothink that de-shipment:
of wheat as a gift. What the donor
fense could. be puton the expense account, and
that freedom was deductible.”

: 1sit important for‘an. American ambassador to
have a fluent knowledge. of.the other nation’s
_Tanguage? Well, itdepends. Tt would be help- 7

“ful, comments Edwin Newman (who caine to

“Today” from. Paris), if-the otherwise able.

didn’t know was that Central Africa tribes

-rarelpeat wheat and that there areno flour mills
at

all in the Congo.

ENCOURAGING, TOO, is Wilson Hall’s report
that, despite the general wave of unrest south
of the border,. there are Latin Americans who

don’t hesitate to come to our defense, even at

James Gavin were as proficient i
in French as in.
English. Yet, reports Cecil Browti from the Far.
“Fast, Japanese bureaucrats were. far. from de-

In addition, ‘there are our long-standing ties

‘Yighted. by: our assignment of Japanese:-born

‘with the French (dubbed by Ed Newman as “‘a

Edwin Oo. Reischauer to their.country. ‘He.
‘speaks Japanese,” read:a cartoon. caption at the
time of his appointment: “He knows too.

valuable if troublesome ally”) and the British

much.”

an anti-American meeting.

(whose continuing friendship—says Joseph C.
Harsch—requires only that “‘wé treat them with
‘respect and consideration’’).

And just: because nothing can be taken for

One healthy factor not mentioned by the re-

granted in international. relations, there are no

easy answers. But what our reporters: have done

porters in “Memo to JFK" iis the professional
dedication and insight of these self-same corre-

in

“Memo to JFK,” as NBG News Chief William.

-spondents and their colleagues in the NBC

R. McAndr ew explains iiri his introduction, is:

‘News organization. But NBC President

‘to make an uninhibited examination of Government policy since World War Il, “and sug:
gest. how the. Administration. can fortify 1
the
‘position of the free forces in the cold war.’

Robert E. Kintner’s preface to the book makes
the point for them.
“Mankind? §saving grace, writes Kintner, ‘may

FOR. THE CHARACTER of these: suggestions,

be that our technological capacity for mass communication has kept pace with our mastery of

we recommend a reading«of the book itself, for

the means of mass destruction. ... However,
our

they are not programs that can be wrapped. up

highly advanced techniquesof communication

in a sentence or a few.par agraphs. ‘None of our

canbe no better than the men who use them.”

reporters. has charted. an instant-Utopia.

Ther e are, however, a few comforting elements.
in the generally chilling picture, ssuch as: the

observation by Welles Hangen. and. James Robinson that Russia’ s vaunted'‘understanding”

Responsible electronic jour-

_nalism has never had any place
fora Hildy Johnson. And today
the hyperbolic Hildy couldn’t
work his way in with a crowbar.
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ARIETY -AR

Variety’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research
Berean, bighlights the tup ten network shows on a lecal level and offers a rating study
+h >
,
a
n diente
,
week

This

particular market.

in the same

cop t nd :a:oreao shows

ped: ve: fk
‘
’ a

erent markets ave Come
I the sundiected prbyram listings of the top ten shows, rating.data such as the
Soreorrg share of audience, coupled with data,as to time and day of telecasting com-.
ac

etc

cy mengramming

in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an

buyers to local stations and/or advertisers. to. syndtcators willfindthe charts: valuable. . ;
Ou
‘er the course of a year, ARB wilt tabulate a ‘minimum. of 247 markets. Theresults of that tabulation will be found weekly in. VARIETY. ‘Coupled: with the rating:
performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the VarieTy-ARB
U.
in the charts
r
8.
the.
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv ma ket in

(*) ARB’s May-June

1961 survey covered .a multi-week period. -Syndicated. shows

}

Fascrctoan cece af the rativa pertormance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating . sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special. program are listed, with the |
eat
of partiewlar serios, Various branches of the industry, ranging. from media -multi-week rating of all programs in the time. period”given. .
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the only New York Indé pendent
to“provi de live tel evision news on ar gular basis as part
of its service. to the cormmunyt ty. One more. important. r easonW hy: wrx is New York’s
e

pres tige independent,

Where are your
60 second comm

NEW

PRESTIGE

YORK’S

*

erel

als tonight

INDEPENDENT

atl

ion

WPIX-11 servi ces New Yorkers by deli verin move)Re "

THE
KAY
STARR
ENGLISH play of nostalgia, given in-ean acrid.
eh which
‘wouldn’t
win. any
MUSIC-HALL
With Kay Starr, Ted Ray, Deryck:! prizes at a song-contest ‘but -was
Guyler, Jack Billings and George !perfectly tuned for the job:in hand.|
_ Otta.
Baron,
the
Gallowglass
Ceili
q
Band,
Gladys
Henson
Happy
Wanderers, Beryl Stott Singers,
‘'TRUMPER’S
PRIIrving Davies
Dancers.
Woolf. COLONEL
VATE WAR
Phillips Orch
Producer: Richard Afton
li,
George
Tovey,
William
45 Mins,; Sun., 7:30 p.
e
Gaunt, Frederick Schiller, Carl
BBC-TY, from London

With Dennis Price, Warren Mitch-

history ‘of the. cartoon, begun by
|local star penman Vicky and con|tinued with a -stheolroom lecture,
mildly instructive but take-it-orleave-it. . The fault here was that
the theme wasn’t defined closely
enough, 80° that no single point

tween

no

valid

connection

Miss Starr and

be-} petent

the attempt

at Edwardism

military characters

ences and then selected three an “intimate - and contrasting porpaintings. suggested by what each. ‘trait of the business of living. It
|.did more for. transatlantic under-

had told him.
First victim

was a man brought standing than many more porten-.
up in a Manchester tenement dur- tous quizzes,
‘Frank Rossiter, a salesman and
ing the poverty-stricken ’30s:' On
fiilm he described life as he re- a teacher of other salesmen, lived
emerged with clarity.
{membered it, and in the studio with wife Barbara and a. couple
Berger confronted him. with two of kids in the country 15 miles
tnese: dere
algo. condticted.
one of ‘paintings by Picasso: and Bruegel from ‘Chicago. Mitchell,. who exPp
ry
and
a drawing by Kathe Kollwitz, truded himself throughout, cap-:
about whether an artist should.
‘partake of: politics, pegged to the chosen to match the ‘memory. The. tured them at work and at play,

Duering, Ronald Adam
.
disarmers, .two
The format of this one was cal- | Writers: Barry Took, Hugh Wood- ‘sit-down nuclear
of whom,
actress Vanessa
Redculated to provide an exuberant
house, Bill Craig, Dick Yosburgh grave and: director Lindsay Andersetting for the appropriate
per- Director: Stuart Latham
‘son,- were
represented. Atricar
Producer: Peter Eton
writer Noni
Jabavu_ -opine
a
sonality of Kay Starr. It was a
they shouldn't do-it; but write a
pretty tepid and halfhearted affair |30 Mins., Fri., 8.55 p.m. ch t
|
Granada
TV,
from
Manchester
symphony
instead,
like
Beethoven.
for local consumption, but it might i This skein, planned to show the ‘Evelyn Waugh’s son, Auberon, arhave more impact in the States,
:funny underside of war, made a/gued that an artists’s opinion: was
where forced recreations of such
imiddling start with this opener, no more valuable than a butcher's
things as the English pub wouldn't i*Operation Lubenski.”
Idea is to|—-which could be taken in a difseem so contrived. Generally, there|{put a bunch of fumbling and incom-| ferent way to. what he intended.

seemed

Kteviews —

le levision

‘orel gn

1961;
Wosinste, oeober11,

,

| VARIETY

REVIEWS

TELEVISION

44

in the| Vanessa Redgrave said Dante and

{kind of heroic fix familiar from| Michaelangelo

about the.
man plumped for the Kollwitz as Barbara. complaining
the closest equivalent and inter- high cost of. grocerids,. Frank
teaching. pupils how ‘to: effect a
estingly aired his reasons.
It
The same procedure was fol-. sale with. an ‘unwilling’ buyer.
lowed with an engineer who had was an unbuttoned and relaxed afalmost died from lack of oxygen fair, ‘with revealing glimpses: of. :
‘during R. A. F. service, and opine djthe Rossiters’ home, entertaining.
that a painting by Altdorfer re- neighbors for dinner, taking. the

minded of his previous feelings.: children for a walk in the .woods,
Berger filled in with well-phrased talking shop. and talking abaut the
discussion of the. pictures, and
closed by showing a Claude: Lor-

raine landscape, which he invited.

cared all right, so viewers

to. link with

their

own

atmosphere. which,| all those war reminiscences.
|why shouldn't she?
She sounded |
in any case, wasn't consistent andi In this one, Colonel Trumper|as if she would have: ‘been good past.
In fact, the progranr was a stimWas conveniently forgotten at the‘
-tDennis Price) was: detailed to{to listen to, had there been the ulating way of putveying art on a
end of the show.
trescue a vital professor from a. {time.
And Anderson ‘said that the level that wasn’t too abstruse for.

After a jolly dance routine de-> ’Polish jail—time, 1940.
With the;subject. couldn’t really. be disvised for the line by Irving Davies:‘help of a longsuffering Cockney |cussed in this. way—which showed the: non-addict, combining it effortlessly. with. the human ‘story
on the theme of “Back in the Old; |private (George Tovey) and a fatu-{sound judgment.
and indicating that the right picMu-ic-HaH.” comic Ted Ray pro-; :
1
iliam
Gaunt), wh
uar-.

vided pitiful crosstalk with Miss:ious suba TN
Starr—forgetting

athout disgetes.*; tet-Fhe
show closed with the quar
from the rave revue, “Beyond

that, with gags, Trumper landed and made his way

- breeds

._
~:

.
|

ture could move the right man at
reminisced
the right. time.
Otta.

the Fringe,” sending the whole|.
thing up ina ‘potted arts program
Also involved in this segment was: tending to be electricians.
Of!
Mecalled: “Tantrum.”
This had its THE GENERAL STRIKE
Deryck Guvler a spruce straight-: course, they rescued the wrong!*
Narration: Brian Cobby,
moments, and was. an apt comment
mn with nothing to feed.
fman, a_ professional safe-cracker |on
Reid
.
the whole.
Otta.
Then came the English pub in- +, Warren Mitchell), and only re-.
Producer: Jeremy Isaats

familiarity

affairs’ of the world, . Mitchell
didn't present facts, but people.
The: other figure’ was
Ed Balchowsky,-.a- city-dwelling
artist
whose attitudes. _were quite dif‘ferent. from. the conformist Rossi«
ters..
He’d
fought .in
Spain,
‘travelled to. Mexico, . played Bach
with one hand (he'd lost the other
‘against Franco), and was finding.
solace wtih his latest girl-friend.
A third-generation immigrant, he:

indifference. ‘to the prison, gaining entry by pre-

|

Robert

volubly about the pioneering spirit .ef his’ grandfather
and the gradual despair of his
father as the business of his small.
shop dwindled - through big-store
competition.
The film switched from. Ed‘ to
‘Frank and back. again in a. subtle

terivde, with snatches of “Knees !stored themselves to favor with the }
-| Director: Peter Bradford
Up Mother Brown” and “Lily of : boss when he lost the key to a safe, | CITIZEN JAMES;
Writer:. Henry Fairlie
attempt. to illustrate the variety:
T.22una” with Miss Starr behaving :‘commanded to be:opened by Win-} j With Sidney James, Sydney Tafler, 60 mins., Wed., 9:35 p.m.
‘of American experience;.:and. yet.
like a tourist amongst strange na- , ston himself, and the prisoner came
Arthur Brough, Patricia Hayes, Granada-TV, from Manchester |
managed to suggest its similarity
tives. She paused to render an: in useful.
| Cameron Hall, Bob Todd, Sidney
After initial amusement at old- with that of other -non-Americans.
e octive “Nightingale Sang in Ber- i It was
a simple tale, which
- Vivian, Charles Lloyd Pack, Ber- time newsfilm passed, this serious Its most. striking .achievement,. for
ks'ey Square” and 2 street-enter-;:seemed to need a deeper cutting | nard Hunter, Roger Avon, Penny program on the. general strike of. those’ who’ weren't familiar- ‘with
tainer group, the Happy Wander-' edge to make an effect. In addi-;- Morell,
Michael
Peake,
Alec 1926—whiech lasted nine days and Mitchell’s earlier’ outstanding ° proe:-. came up with period terping.|, tion, the central three figures made|* Bregonzi, Loelia Kidd, Herbert split British loyalties‘.in
two— grams, was its complete informaliJack Billings and George Baron’ .an ill-assorted team. adequate in-; Nelson,
Stan
Simmons,
Totti came through strongly. First class ty. By. using. a smail hand-camera,
flitted through a further bout of. ; dividually
film ‘editing, spliced neatly. with he'd got -life in the. raw,. Otta, .
but jelling only fit-{° Truman Taylor
80-9 tapping, and a limp sketch in- ‘fully. Dennis Price was suave ‘aS: Preducer: Duncan Wood
still shots, plus a. concise, fact-}
volving Ray, Gurler, 3tiss Starr! the
packed commentary and. a careimmaculate
Trumper, . but:y‘riters: Sid Green, Dick Hills
and a stale idea fell flat. A jaunty should broaden the character for {25 Mins.; Mon., 7:30 p.m. ©
fully assembled sound track for
With “Hattie
Jacques, “Bernard
was pro-' this context.
in-.icumental
interlude
the silent celulloid, made this .an
George Tovey andi BEC-TY, from London.
Bresslaw, Hyida. Baker, -Frederviled by the Irish Gallowzlass :: Wiliam Gaunt had their moments ' Sidney. James returned to the enlightening — and entertaining—
ick
Peisley,
Harry
Korris, Leigh’
Ceili Band.
including
accordeon °,in support,
and the quartet of: ‘schedules with a slight twist on/| ! hour.
‘Madison, Johnny
Vyvyan,: Eu-and fiddle-with-a-horn, who backed /
Documentary set out to. estabthey
wrote
[the
if
the
;
Scripters:
layabout
as
character
thing
he
estabgenie
Cavanagh.
Mi:ss Starr in “Phil the Fluter.”
quarrelling amongst them-!jished in last season’s “Citizen lish the causes and to show the ‘Producer: Ernest Maxin
Tue latter only came into her! lwere
effects of the strike which ended
‘selves.
Stuart
Latham directed }‘ James” skein.
Instead. of empha-own in the final segment, which'
in total defeat for the unions at Writer: Norman Hudis’
* sis on the fast buck, he was billed
Otta,
was content to let her deliver a with leaden hand.
the hands of. the government: un- 45. Mins.;, Sat., 7:40: p.m.
as
a
battler
against
|
bureauracy.
ABC-TV, from Manchester —
sengalog without frills This she:
der Stanley Baldwin. Coalminers,
| This attempt to give the character
This series returned ‘to ‘the ‘fall
di confidently and well, with a TEMPO
already living on staryation pay,
‘With
the
Earl
of
Harewood,|™0re
point
didn’t
entirely
come
schedules
at a: peak’ viewing: hour,
memorable “Three Letters” as its|
were asked to take a cut in wages
hishspot. plus a deepfelt “Lone- | Michael Flanders, Jonathan Mil- ioff.. for it awoke memories of his (up to 40%) and work longer having made its mark, last season: .
|
ler,
Peter
Cook,
Dudley
Moore,
|
previous
association
with
the
Tony
on
Sunday.
afternoons. Scripted by”
som»
Road”
and the inevitable
hours. The miners’ ‘union, backed.
“Wheel of Fortune” But the show || Alan Bennett, Laurence Olivier, |Hancock ‘series, which had a rich|‘by the Trades Union Congress, de- the writer of the queue-forming
“Carry
On”
movies, its humor. ‘de-.others
{quota
of
social
comment,.
not
apwas a jumble of bits and pieces;
cided to fight and the national.
pends largely..on/a bunch of far-~
; broached. in the present script. strike began..
and they weren't knitted tozether |Editor: Kenneth Tynan’
cical:
types.
falling. through, °in,
Also,
_
James’
°
partner,
‘Sydney
i Richard Afton’s dated produc- ! Director: Reginald Collin
It became a battle :of the “clas-.
and -out: of the . “furniture. - Be-.
Taftér, was far too similar in man- ses” among which. great bitterness
tiun.
Otta.
50 Mins.; Sun., 5 p.m.
nerisms . and .idiom to provide existed. The middle and-upper set cause it. stuck tao closely to the
; ABC-TV, from Manchester

“OUR HOUSE

BBC-TV's

JULIETTE GRECO
With Henri Patterson ensemble
Producer: James Gilbert
3) Mins.; Sun., 10:45 p.m,
BaBC-TY, from London

fortnightly “Monitor” much of a foil.

were determined
that the workers

‘which
covers
current developIdea of this opener was that would not get the upper haad sof
{ments in the arts claims a viewer- | James and Tafler, apartment-shar- pitched
in to
ketjy, essential
ship of around 3,000,000. Its come ; ing buddies, were disturbed by a services
running,
There
were
parative
success
has
depended :' street-lamp
that
shone
through some stark pictures of them “enlargely on a cunning use of. the |their window and prevented sleep. | joying’ themselves driving busThis filmed half-hour made aicamera as a visual reporter and; After the ‘electricity off:cial had
trains, -enlisting as special.
successful stab at packaging the ,on the personality of its emcee, :refused-to turn it off James took police and even emptying garbage
elusive offbeat style of Suliette |Fue Ne inten who, though many |pot-shots at it with | an airgun, bins. Ironically,: the. unemployed
Greco,

a

mixture

of

naivete

and

in

s

interviewing

jintrusive,

mannerisms

| missed,

but

at least treats the arts; bedroom

found:

a target

over the road.

in

a went.to. work too—weekly

The lat-

sophistication
which
is strongly
as if they needed no apology. Iter’s occupants fired 'back—and:
linked with the feel of Left-Bank,
“Tempo.” the new counterblast this made a fairly hilarious epiParis,
Producer
James
Gilbert :i skein from the. commercial -web. 'sode. An attempt to get a petition
provided a framework that allowed twas both unimaginative pictorially ;:sifned
by other
street- dwellers

national
‘assistance: money at the time was
70c for a wife and 15¢ per child—’
they were glad of the. money.
A tiny city was set up in Hyde

Park from where essential supply.
Miss Greco to roam around a set’ and seemed afraid to treat a cul-'also produced some simple yocks, Services were kept up, a move
evocatite of the Seine. She linked | tural subject for its own sake, pre- jand the couple were eventually which broke the strike in the end,
each item in beguiling Enylish, |ferring to translate throuch per-" jailed for disturbing the peace.: and the footage recalled. many

reminiseing about her home in the jsonality rather than discover for| Climax was a light that glared into scenes of Army and Navy guardRue
Verneuil,
which was illus- |itself. It wasn't helped by a shai-|the prisori-ceil, bringing ‘similar ing docks and railroad services,
trated. and skillfully setting the ,low and diffuse presentation, for, |trouble.
.
land policing London. The program.
scene for her chansons. With her|having
captured
bigwig
Lord
Sid Green. and Dick Hills com- stayed impartial but hardly showed
striking looks, enhanced by black |Harewood as host, he was allowed !piled an. adequate script, but one the .suffering and
misery
the.
sweater and a subtle use of herjonly to chat with Sir Laurencei without: a cutting edge.
Sidney miners and their families endured.
expressive
hands,
Mi+s
Greco|}Olivier and then disappeared for: James growled his way through it, This was. its.only major fault.
proved a standout performer in|half an hour.
—
land proved once again that he is a.
‘Watt. | |
rer limited field.
The Clivier item opened ‘the * natural comic in the Damon Run-

In fact, for those who

like this |show.

The thesp

is organizer

ofjyon

tradition,

given

the

right

sort
of thing
French
lyrics,

and
don’t
mind|an upcoming fest at Chichester. a: British scribe. ‘Duncan Wood proMiss Greco .just {country town. where a theatre is: duced ‘with excellent pace and
aiiout summed up the small-scale |being constructed. to Olivier’s own. flair, and the skein promises. well
but typical artistry associated with specifications. This unusual struc- ‘on a low er level than it might.

a

Paris

cellar-club.

She

evoked /ture, represented by a model and.

Otta.

past
love
in “Fls‘appelait”
and }prefilmed shots of work. in prog“Coin de rue” and present delights |ress, was discussed by Oliyier ina

in “Il n'y a plus d'apres.” Accor-|diffident

sort

of

way,

and

his|DRAWN

FROM LIFE

d-onist Freddy -Balta, from Henri}|soundtrack musings on what he ; With John Berger .
Patterson’s
lilting
group,
rein-|was going to do with it were both !Producer: Patricia Lagone’
forced the mood with a musette |repetitive and ‘unhelpful. Prodded |Director:.Mike Wooller
W :itr, ard, as a climax, Miss Greco! along by Harewood, the session |29 Mins.; Mon., 10:30 p.m,
witsked off to a reconstructed }shook off a few
sparks when. Granada TV, from. Manchester
Cb
St. Germain,
where
ker ; Olivier explained the theatre’s pe-|
From time to time, an effort is

ED AND
:-FRANK Producer: Denis Mitchell.
35 Mins.; Wed., 9:25 p.m.
BEC-TY, from London
Last winter Denis Mitchell

‘old: formula, this initialler:made a
repetitive impression. Indeed, the
opening

theme

was identical

with

that of the last skein—someone
assembling a housefull of lodgers©
to help pay the rent:
Amongst those recruited. were ~
a. ham’ actor. (Bernard Bresslaw),
a provincial: escaping from a nagging ‘sister-in-law, and thé plump °:
and. bustling. Hattie Jacques. .sole.:

survivor from the previous. airings.
Events took in \collapsing beds,
collapsing . stairs. and . tottering
cupboards, and the writing lacked

Norman

Hudis’s .normal: flair. for

the belly- laugh.
Bresslaw, a
pondérous.. comic:
who specializes in dim wits. ‘forced.
his luck toa much, ‘coming .out

incurably dim and. slowing. the.
pace of the Segment to an-amble. |
‘Hattie. Jacques could do little with‘
ner thin material; she. exploded—

but. there wasn’t any fallout. The

only. bright episode was the arrival
of the loquacious sister-in-law in:
seatch
of her erring: relation.
‘| Hyida Baker haridled a five-minute
fast - talking
monolog
which’
‘aroused
some
spattered: yocks,
more from the speed of ‘her: de-.
took:|. ‘livery than ‘its contents.. Ernest

his camera‘ to the States and. came|:Maxim produced bluntly, :.:. Otta.

up, with an hour-long documentary |
on Chicago, sufficiently probing to ‘OUR KIND OF GIRL |
arouse objections from native Chi- With Alma Cogan, Gary Miller,
Mike & Bernie Winters, the Dal- ~
cagoans.. “Ed and Frank” was ane
las Boys, -Alyn. Ainsworth: Orck
of a couple of offshoots of that

journe -, the other being a lopk-see: ‘Birector: Rita Gillespie ©
at Princeton, Kentucky and shown 30 ‘Mins.; .Thurs., 8 p.m.
. Associated . TeleViston,: from “Lone
on successive evenings.

don.
More placed in conception, and.
by
“Ed and |: A. bubbly and. vivacious per-.
the Frank” was a masterly close-upa of former, Alma Cogan. disported. her- .
mils;
tune
ta the repertoire,'and players who would open the|same field with one of the most two. kinds of life as lived in Tli- self as the centrepiece of “Our |
*Arcnimy Leaves.” with its French ;season next year didn’t kelp.
enterprising ideas yet. . Art-critic nois. The film, brilliantly. edited. Kind of Girl” but without. commuBric.
The
next ‘section,
linked
Dby|John Berger quizzed a couple of by Mac Errington, eounterpointed|.nicating the effervescence. Reason
(Continued \on page. 46),
It Wao a carefully judged dis-! Michael Flanders, was a potted:. ordinary guys about past. experi- the two subjects, the result being *

creer

as

a thrush

had

begun

10, , culiarities, and his enthusiasm for|made

yeirs ago. There she serenaded an‘the enterprise
ant,

and closed

with

the only

fa- Hack of concrete

came through.
news

about

to

popularize

painting

A |means. of lectures and illustrations. more limited in range,-

plays|“Drawn'

From

Life’

enters

‘bought Seven Arts’Volumes I& I
ARUET

“When you'recommittedtoheavy movie scheduling, you'vegotto
fopproduct
deliver

“This calls for the best feature films available and Warners’ ‘Films of the 50's’

“qualify handsomely. When you tell
TVbuyers you've signed up for
‘Seven Arts’ features, they instantly connect the name. with the most outstanding

movies on TV today. Result, we entered Fall with a sold-out situation.”

Warner’s films of the 50’s..
Money makers of the 60’s

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

on

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
Motion Pictures—“Gigot”, starring Jackie Gleason, completed shooting
in Paris... Gene Kelly directing...

Theatre—“Gone with the Wind” in preparation...

Television
—Distribution of films for 7.V., Warner's “Films of the 50's”...
Literary Properties—“Romancero’’ by Jacques Deval...
Real Estate—The Riviera of the Carribbean, Grand Bahama, in construction...

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue

YUkon 6-1717

CHICAGO: 8922-D N. LaCrosse, Skokie, Il. ORchard 4-5105
‘DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive

ABams 9-2855

L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564—STate 8-8276
EE

}

For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. ‘Films of

the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)
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ple disclosed that the vacant room
(e,understood, waz Rose’s.
us Pinter built up an ominous|
mood, dripping with strange terror, |
and he reinforced it towards tthe
end when a colored man appeared,

Foreign TV Reviews
Saas

Continued

from page. rm

caught, was gimmick, which Is mimicry.
She
barren format, and |impersonated : Louis Armstrong,
insistenee that she i Eartha Kitt, and Shirley. Bassey

for this, in the show

the limp and
Miss Cogan's

was
enjoying
herself.
so
shouldn’t
viewers.
When

f rom TheProduction Centres
‘Continued. from page hail

dignified, to tell.
eet coin tothe ied,totell Rose |ot “Repertoire Theatre” on WBBM-TV ... Leon Racusin notehed 20
years. as a WCFL sales exec.
‘ ‘world of the Paperback,” a series.
seenelad the* Noce and his that originated on WBBM Radio, has been plucked for the. educational

why! with some accuracy, but, the takethey: offs needed an extra ‘bite or .a blindness was transferred to Rose radio network. It's packaged by the U. of Chicago . . . Bill Friedkin,
for a horrific curtain.
writer-director. ‘at WGN-TV, authored the lead article in the October
touch of satire to make ‘a: strike.
“The Room” was thus a parable, issue of The Californian. on. the Death‘Row ordeal of Paul Crump ,.. them.
The rest: of the show was subAfter bouncing into “S'wonder- average and drabiy produced -by seeming to say:that if ome were ob- | Lee Phillip and Irv Kupcinet will co-host the telecast of. the Lyric Opera,
ful,’ Miss Cogan introduced lan- Ronnie Lane. Colored’ singer-Wilf livious of others disaster would. en-: Ballfrom the Conrad Hilton this: Saturday (14). That will defer Kup’s
guid warbler
Gary Miller, who Todd: was ‘acceptable in “Make
syruped
“Accustomed
to
Her' ‘Someone Happy,” but.comie Gate obvious: parallel. Pinter went fur- tor Carter Davidson addressed the Indiana |Assn.,of Broadcasters last
Face” straight at the camera, and_ _Eastley
purveyed
pierhead
gags ther into. the underside of fear in] ¥&&
then joined the star in a simper-: :which spluttered.and died without this’one, and seemed to overload
.
ing “Small Talk.” Miller, who has! trace of a ripple.. The Londonaires. the terror at the expense of the| JN LONDON
a ‘well- oiled set of pipes, needed '‘ didn’t live up te: their sophisticated
sortNight Out®oend “Bisthday
Robert Hudson, recently-appointed BBC radio ‘commentator, -has
to distinguished between assurance‘‘handle in a dance duet, and other
Nie
been chosen to cover the Queen’s visit to Ghana and Sierra Leone. jn
;terping was milk-and-water stuff.: Party.
and conceit.
|December . . . Westward-TV. signed Muriel Young and Pgt Raymond
Comedy was allotted to Mike &
In fact, personality was closely} But it made a memorable pro- for a new femme program . .. BBC-TV formed a Travel and ExploraBernie
Winters,
normally
com-! ,rationed in this show, and ‘whoever | ram, and it. was brilliantly di- tion Unit within the tv talks dept.Unit, which is responsible for the
rected
by
Alvin
Rakeff,
who
em:
fae
petent providers of average idiocy,!
experi-

weren't,

it didn’t

help to remind

7

4dventure Series (slotted for a full year), ‘comes under the
| phasized. the macabre with chill- |“
but on this occasion Winters pre-' Bersuaded Miss Martell Tateely to
\
enced eye of David Attenborough.
‘This year’s: theme for the
tended to be a dog, complete with blame.
Otta.. [re totes such an cineheeeen Granada (scientific) Lectures, organized. ‘by: the. British Association
lead and collar and a flea, and the
Catherine Lacey was fine as Rose and sponsored. by Granada-TV, is “‘Communication in the Modern
act required reporting to the Soas. was Kenneth J. Warren's burly World”. . . Newseaster and scientific correspondent David. Lutyens
ciety opposing cruelty to dumb ane.
|and iHiterate Bért. Daniel Massey left Independent Television News: for a job in Boston, Mass.’ His new:
imals.
+and Judith Conrow scored as the line: selling nuclear physics-apparatus . ..... George Black, program.

The Dallas Boys acted out ‘“WwWho:
| querulous and quarrelsome couple controller of Tyne-Tees-TV, stood down in: favor of his brother Alfred
Put the Bomp?”.and should con-,;
in search of- accommodation, and |-.° . Joseph Cooper, TWW compere, named as the 1961 winner of the
Television Playhouse
centrat@e
on
their voices
rather
Thomas Baptiste made
a_poignant Ambrose Fleming Memorial Award which is handed out by the Bristol |
than their grimaces.
They also’
Harold Pinter, author of “The;.:
impression as the: colored man.
[and South West Centre of the Television Society.
joined Miss Cogan in a number . Caretaker”: now on Broadway, has.
about Red Indians which should: been given a good share of smallhave been confined to the reserva-: screen time by Granada TV, with
tions
mixed results. “The Room,” which.
Frank. Sheldon, producer. at GTV9. rushed to Hopetown. Hospital

-0%. |IN MELBOURNE ;

Tke show, in fact, strived to. occupied
this “Television Playcommunicate
jollity at the ex-: house” hour, was probably his most
pense of being professional, which -: successful tv production . yet, alwas a pits, for Miss Cogan, prop-! though the meaning of the play, in
erly handled and controlled, has a: ‘literal terms, was even less explicit
winning way
Rita Gillespie di-! than usual.
rected without distinction.
Theme
concerned
an_ elderly.
Otta:
couple, Rose tCathérine Lacey) and:
Bert ‘Kenneth
J.. Warren), who
rented a room in a lodging-house.
SIESS MATES

With Sam Kydd, Archie Duncan,| With his customary vein of. menace
Ronald Hines, Michael Balfour,°‘and comedy, Pinter touched in the
Frank
Atkinson,
Arnold
Bell,‘ ‘non-communicating relationship to
Wik-am
Sherwood,
Sylvia Os-. intriguing effect. When Bert went.
joff to do his work as a van-driver.
borne, Anthony Smith
Writers:
Talbot
Rothwell, - Lew. a young couple arrived to inquire
ijwhether the house had a room free.
Schwarz
having -been
told there.was
a.
Producer: Eric Fawcett
mysterious figure in the basement.
39 Mins.; Tues.. 8:55 p.m.
Rase wes worried, insisting that
Granada TY, from Manchester
Following the same pattern as they Should speak to the Jandlord,
TIM UD
couldn't find. The. couservice
situation-comedies'
like

“The Army Game,” “Mess Mates”
couldn’t add much variety. of its
own. This comeback show was a

|

highly doleful affair, raising only
dim grins: of commiseration for a‘
hard-working company working in!
a vacuum.
Basie characters
comprise
the that

TAYLOR, SHIRLEY’S
.

suffering from pneumonia .. . Corinne Kerby, top -paid
‘hostess, working on new-style variety show “Let's Make

London, Oct. 10.

|two-year contract as producer with Granada TV, England . .-: Harry

Vacuum: created. in Iris Produc- | Sutcliffe, Pye Records exec and onetime English comedeian, inked for
tions ‘ABC-TV's production divi-| regular appearances on GTY9
Tommy Hanlon who came. over..
sion) by Brian Tesler’s elevation to!to start afternoon women’s session: “It Could-Be You” for.GTV9, has_

ABC-TV

program

controller

has}

Continued

had show bought. by TVT6, Hobart. It’s now ‘screening. every State -

now been filled.
in Commonwealth . «. Horrie Dargie and quintet with ‘producer: Fan
Ronnie Taylor has been appoint- |]Holmes. set for trip. to Snowy: .Mountains to film special. segment for .
ed supervisor of light -entertain- coming edition of “BP Super Show”.
ment and Lloyd Shirley ‘becomes |
supervisor of features and ad magIN DETROIT.
azines.: Both these jobs were previously held by Tesler.
Bob Zak, former ad ageney writer, is the new assistant promotion.
George Brightwell is now pro-|manager of WJBK-TV, succeeding Donn. Shelton who moves. to WITIduction ° administrator ° and is re-|TV, Milwaukee, another Storer station, as promotion manager .. .
sponsiblé for casting. music and |Bruce MacDonell, WXYZ-TV writer, posed as a “patient’’ at Brighton

script

departments.

Additionally, |Hospital. for ‘Alcoholics to obtain material. for 13 half-hour episodes of

he is to act as advisor on light en- |“Alcoholic Hospital” to be presented on. WXYZ-TV Sunday afternoons
tertainment, admags . and features. | aS a. public service program .. . ..New WWJ-TV program is. “Saturday
Night Square Dance,” with Bob Maxwell as host, an hourlong series

in: the 11:30 p.m. spot..A WWJ-TV.

Ww Followup Comment —

public affairs program:

“Rails or

Roads” will.be featured on WTTJ-TV, Washington. “A Look at America”
series. Michigan Congresswoman. Martha WwW. Griffith will. introduce. the Michigan made program.

IN PHILADELPHIA
..

from page 33

orbit he cited Joseph Alsop!
Kintner—‘“the
latter
truculynt Captain Biskett ‘Archie -‘and Robert
Dunean', commanding a down-at-: ‘now on an another. network,” ob‘served
Collingwood
not
toa
archly,
heel cargo-ship and given to slow- ,
burning Scottish rages, Croaker imore with. laconic casualress. He
‘analyzed the “crackling” style of
{Sam Kydd! and Twinkle (Michael !
Balfour}; a couples of incompetent ;‘Hugh Johnson, Dorothy Thompson.
mutelots, and Dapper Drake (Ron- “the early Westbrook Pegler who
aid Hines:, a mate who’s always -was great: when he was exposing
but whom
on the make. In this one, the mate ‘crooked unionism”
disbursed cigars and whisky at cut ‘Seripps-Howard, he said. cancelled
prices, and it was eventually dis- -when he started writing from home
covered to be stolen. Biskett- was jand digging it up from the trunk.
under suspicion, but, before the| When the “if on the one hand.
enquiry, the stuff was concealed,' put on the other hand”. ovinionin the port officer's headquarters ating asserts Itself. said Collingand he was thus saddled with the iwood. not-for nought is the Luce
blame.
:CHnnving Service, as cited in Editor

ABC-TV
a. Date”

BRITISH TY POSTS ‘with ABV2 producer husband Oscar Whitbread ...°. David Baker,
former HSV7 producer and Pacific Films director, . sailed to take up’

on a. rail” “because. of an ‘integration column that would not have|
Roland Fiere, who just finished his 1ith consecutive summer as
rested well with his readers).
musical director of the Starlight Theatre, Kansas City, Mo., has taken

New York-is'no problem “being charge of “Opera Auditions” on -WRCV-TV, ‘sponsored jointly by NBC
a ‘six-ownership ‘metropolis,” but |224 ‘the Philadelphia Lyric Opera Co. . . . Captain Kangaroo (Bob
Collingwood
concurs with
the Keeshan) and his “Fun With Music Concert, ” with the Baltimore

American

Society

of.

Newspaper

‘Symphony, play the Academy

of Music

(21):.-. , Ed

Harvey, host ‘of.

Editors about: the growing
im- WCAU’s “Talk of Philadelphia” to deliver a: sermon at. the Wayne
portance of the columnists: as “dis- Presbyterian Church (15) ..... Thomas B. Jones, program director of senters.” As more and more cities Triangle’s WNBF
Stations ‘in ‘Binghamton, N.Y.,. named
executive

become .single ownership
umnists

the col- program manager of the WFIL ‘stations : . . Frederic L. Karch, with

could be taking. over

on

WCAU

for

11

years,

appointed

to ‘newly-created,

post

of: coordin-

the Ioyal opposition viewpoint
ator of radio and television éducation for the Franklin Institute .. .
For. the come-lately newspap er- Pete Boyle, longtime tv personality, giving talkson-“You and Your

men and flacks who feed meretri-|C2™” illustrated with cartoons and slides, to women’s clubs: throughout
eious ‘blurbs. to catch-all byliners the area.
on an another type of column,
Collingwood -views on_ the. IN HART F ORD eee

these’

This torpid shred of plot wasn't |& Publisher. correct that’ 31 syn- press constitute a liberal education|

WTIC-TV-AM-FM has moved into a new. home, “Broadcast House.”

given much verve in the script of ‘dicated columnists in 307 papers in the best traditions of the craft.| first complete building in downtown Hartford's. Constitution Plaza, a
Talbot Rothwell and Lew Schwarz, 'have experienced total kill; not to ‘He’s more glib.-in .front of the|redevelopment area. Building was purchased for the Travelers Insur-.
whose feeble gags were of the face- mention the many times they’re|telens than many. an ink-stained| ance Co. offspring from Constitution Plaza, Inc., a paper organization:
making variety. The actors accord- edited, curtailed or disclaimed..
.jvet is’ at the typewriter, regard-|of the Travelers Insurance Co., for $2,045. 000° last week..
Bob.
ingly
tended
to overplay
their
For the Chi-Sun-Times to edit less of the fact that Collingwood’s| Steele, sports director of WTIC-TV-AM, just completed his’ ‘25th anni.
slender hands,
although
Ronald 'Joseph. Alsop (“who scored 100 in rehearsed ad libs are all neatly| with the station .
-Barry Barents, WHNB-TY |newscaster, named”
Hines managed 2 certain breezy | English ‘eomposition when apply- plotted on. the Teleprompter, _.
|vice chairman of Connecticut Safety Commission . . . October has been
charm as the get-rich quitk mate ing for Harvard College”) is falla“
Abel.
[named “Broadcast Month” by area radio and television. stations. : ..

and Archie Duncan exploded ade- \oheas said Collingwood, as he com-| ~
Varied station promotions are underway. as the result of a-suggestion :
quately zs the Captain. Sam Kydd
Here's Hollywood
by William Savitt, co-owner of -WCCC. :
Special. tabloid tagged :
this show,.the poor man’s ver-|“Broadeast Month” published by Hartford Courant, Sunday (8),
and Michael Balfour had little to pared4 fhe origina! jin, dhe NY.|
do—and
looked as though they neratd-2ribune
‘sep
, is the sion of “Person to Person” is in-| conjunction with the promotion .. . National Safety Council presented.
“The style is the| teresting much of the time, and the|WTIC-TV-AM with “Public Interest” award, It was 10th win for
knew it. Eric Fawcett’s production the Chi version.
was overemphatic, but, with this man himself.” said the commenta-| addition of new co-host Jack Link- WTIC-AM, first for its tv sister.
script, any production would be. tor, which was.a classic quote, ‘and letter can only help keep interest
he believes that the man (column- reasonably. high. Of cqurse, “Here's |JN CINCINNATI .
Otta.
ist) should not have his “style” im-|Hollywood,”
7
an NBC-TV daytime}
paired by some meddling blue- ‘cross-the-board half-hour, is essen-|__A telephone connection wit permit Big Jon Arthur to do-his’ daily:
THE FRIDAY SHOW
tially a televised fan magazine, but WKRC radio and ty programs from a fallout sheltér while occupying:
penciller.
With Lena
Martell, Wilf Todd,
While. verhaps it is to the grudg- because of Linkletter his portion |it for a week with his wife and two children ... .“This Fascinating
Gate EaStley. the Londonaires,
ing admiration of the Trib that it of the show,.at least on Friday (6), World” weekly series tagged alternately for a year by: the Cincinnati
the Bryan Ryman Dance Group,
at
least permitted Crosby to run was -hip: ‘Relatively unobstrusive Gas &: Electric Co. and Central Trust Bank . .... Taft’s WKRC. radio,.
John Harvey, the Echolets, Ed- |
intact, and then its own footnote; (compared to many other daytime which.carried Cincy Reds baseball all season, was granted last-minute
win Braden orch
or
the
Post permitted an Eric Seva- emcees), young Linkletter visited permission to carry NBC's World Series programming, aired here by
Producer: Ronnie Lane
WCPO-TV's A] Schotielkotte following his 11
reid column to run “although it Bob Fuller of “Laramie” and asked |Crosley’s WLW .
30 Mias., Fri. 7:30 p.m.
later
mowed
it down editortally,” some leading questions. Fuller, for p.m. news show with a sports nightcap in tandem with staffer. Jack BBC-TY, from London
example: responded that all the|Moramn ... Bud Chase, former WCPO and WKRC personality and
Collingwood’s
point
is
that
unThis sleepy vaude show was the
nojse about cutting out violence | lately with ‘International TV Programs in Latin America, has refir t of three which boasted new- trammeled exvression by. political
columnists
is healthy
for the was in a sense “cheating the audi-|turied to join the Ralph H. Jones “ad agency as a copywriter.
comer Lena Martell as its star. A
ence.” The NBC-TV western star
looker, the girl is resident thrush American viewvoint.
The Charleston (S.C.) Evening later backed ‘off a bit,but it's off.
at a London nitery and has a promeat
elemen
such
as
s that.
Ising set of pipes which lack in- Post's position is that the column. make ements su the show it is|
Town is still playing host.to the “Route. 66” crew which has ‘Deen
dividual flavor.
Slotted in to a is an extension of the editorial some of the time and. can be all of | object of attention from thousands of teenagers. whe have followed the |
less prominent
spot, she might position but the Cleveland Press’ the time.
troupe whereyer they go including the motel where star George Ma«
have nicely registered. Given the! Louis Seltzer observes that, despite] - Helen O’Connel, the other host, |haris is staying. ‘Crew plarined to do one. episode here. Now they’re
burden
of the show—and
much the difference of ovinfon with the handled the second interview on |doing three. Will be here until middle of next week, Mrs, Milner and
Phone:
acclamation from the. stu- lettres none of these subscribed-| Friday. It was with Jaies Gregory |family are with star Martin Milner, keeping house north of the city
dio audience—she hadn’t the poise ;‘for columns shorld be withheld or} of “Lawless Years,” once another}~ _ «Jimmy Dean will. be a guest on the “Buddy Deane: Show; ” WIZor technique to carry it.
[tampered with. This is where Barry |NBC stanza It was okay, but Miss. Ty, vomorrow. BobbyRydell: was.i. recent. visitor .“.-, Seek C é, WITH
She gave out “Gypsy in My; Bingham. desvite his closed-towti| O’Connelf tended; ikenyany, jadies. fa
leaves station’ alter fouryears,-comes Oct? “Bi f Mroneve. to
Soul” and “What Can You Do With: (Louisville) Iso concurs. Not solon tv, to Be “somewhat -the- pro:
am director... sakes aver § tay 79 a.m Sloe a vox
Foxx.
a Mar?” with a supple sense of Fhe Tayarang pithlisher who fessional .charnier, a distraction is ‘otheraddition’ to. the,
» WINN roster. He's
ie"Epa to 2a.m. :
timing, and then went in to her feared (“being ridden out-of-town from ntatters of momient, ' Art.
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NOW PRESENTS
THE ASPHALT
UNGLE ano
THE —
~ ISLANDERS
BEST-RATED GROUP
OF HOUR SHOWS

NOW AVAILABLE
IN SYNDICATION!
The Asphalt Jungle stars Jack
» Warden as police commissioner,
Arch Johnson his chief inspector,
Bill Smith as the rugged young lieutenant. Every episode cracklesawith
action, real human problems. Topquality production values. Famous
guest stars add to the drawing power of this absorbing series based on
the book by W. R. Burnett and the

hit movie by M-G-M.

| |The Islanders, two men, a girl,
~ and a sturdy seaplane. William
Reynolds, Zack Malloy, and Diane
Brewster fly their plane all over the
Dutch East Indies in search of adventure, mystery, and romance.
Top-name guest stars‘ and absorbing stories make the series a family
favorite.

TELEVISION
MGM Television, 1540 Broadway
New York 36, N.Y., JU 2-2000
Chicago: Ed Montanus
467-5756
Culver City: Charles Alsup
UPton 0-3311

—
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> ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

Women’s Press Club
Sis

Continued

werVv

from page 27 Guamash

=

Continued from page 33 ae

VarIEeTy-ARB’s weekly chart offers a day-by-day analysis of the top feature evening slots in a
like a knife. How we use It.
Latter has been expanded to a full
particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, |daytime feature- slots compete ‘with nighttime pix
counts.”
‘hour this semester.
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is confined to the top rated.
Commenting on the current emThe problem with daytime, as:
feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured
phasis on launching
a man
in
Berentson assesses it, is that inde-:
period usually covers three or four weeks. Other data such as the time slot and overage share of
space, the RCA topper observed,
-|pendent stations are bucking the
audience
is
furnished.
Top
competition,
and.
com
petitive
ratings
also
are
highlighted.
“The sum total of our knowledge
hetworks’ bargain basement. Still,”
13 infinitesimal compared to the
all. save one of WGN’s half dozen
@ Stations: WEIL, WRCY, WCAU © Survey Dates: May 15-June 11, 196! €aily
sum. total of our ignorance.” He Philadelphia
kidshows ate sold out for the
indicated that any expenditure to
COMPETITION
‘|quarter, including the newly. in.
Average
Rating:
W
close this gap was justifiable.
|stalled.
“Bozo. Circus,” which sur>
STATION &
Average Share: 33
Other Highlights
PROGRAM
AVG. RATING | | prisingly. filled up the sponsor list
Other highlights of the Sarnoff MONDAYS 6:00-7:00
| before it had even established a.
press conference:
Program: EARLY SHOW
track record. That's of course the
Popeye
WFIL
1. There should be a United Najgeneral hangup ‘with live -pro6:00-7:00
il
May'15 “MONTANA”
tions channel in any system of satgrams. Berentson. says, “They usu-.
Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith
Show
WRCV
ellite communications that is de,ally kave :to prove. themselves first,
~ 1950, Warner, 7 Arts, Ist Run
6:00-6:15
4
veloped so that people all over the
with ratings, before sponsors. are
May 22 “THE UNDERPUP”
,
world could view the proceedings
jinterested:: Otherwise they're an
News, Wea., Sports
WROV
Robert
Cummings,
Gloria
Jean
of that body simultaneously.
unknown |quantity . and- considered
6:15-6:45
12
.1939, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat
2 The 100 Ib. low-level experi.|a@ greater. ‘gamble: than. film.”
May 29 “VELVET TOUCH”
. Huntley, Brinkley
WRCV
mental satellite now being develNevertheless, _except-Yor the
Rosalind Russell, Leo Genn
oped at RCA laboratories for the
6:45-7:00 —
19.
| summer -when-the station has a
1948, RKO, C&C, Repeat
government
will
be ready
for
{ heavy schedule of baseball remotes
June
5 “GOLDEN EARRINGS”
launching by next summer.
(which, incidentally, have .already
Ray Milland, Marlene Dietrich
3. Sarnoff predicts a two-year
been renewed: for next season), it)
1947, Paramount, MCA, Repeat
timetable
for
fhe
synchronous
1 telecasts nearly six hours of live
high-level- active repeater satellite,
programs per day. during the week,
corresponding
with
the
govern‘|including news and the. cartoon
Average Rating: 12
COMPETITION’
ment’s plan to launch the Saturn |
shows.
with
wraparounds,
and
STATION: &
Average Share: 38
rocket. Latter would be the first
around threé hours per day on
:
PROGEAM
AVG. RATING | weekends. ‘The. station is also’ wild
one with sufficient thrust to orbit |TTESDAYS 6:00-7:00
a satellite
the required 22,300] program: EARLY SHOW
jabout color. In -all, it will have
Popeye
WFIL
mules above the equator.
telecast around 1 500 hours of tint
May 16 “TARZAN & THE LEOPARD WOMAN”
6:00-7:00
12
this year.
.
4 The fascinating prospect of
Johnny Weissmuller, Brenda Joyce
“instant
mewspapers.”
via radio
It's

ig what

WCAU

WCAU

facsimile

transmitted

to

Show, Memor.

1946. RKO, Banner, 1st Run

satellites

May 23 “DIAMOND

frum ground stations in countries
throughout the world was envis-

.Victor

FRONTIER”

McLaglen

1940, Col., Sereen

aged by Sarnoff. He added to this

Gems, Repeat.

‘May 30 “MARRY ME AGAIN”
the possibility of a global post ofRobert Cummings, Marie. Wilson
fice service via satellites, as well
1953, RKO, Medallion, ‘Repeat.—
as global tv and radio
June
6 “CHINA”
5. He pointed out that the comLoretta Young, Allan. Ladd
plicated concept of satellite com-|
1943, Paramount, MCA, Repeat |
munications was merely an expan-}
sian
of communication
- by - dots,
from the dots of the Morse code
Average Rating: . a
to those of space communications.
‘Average Share: 35“After all.” he added, “a satettite:
{n the common
sense is nothing:
‘ WEDNESDAYS 6:00-7: 00
but a high antenn3.”
Program: EARLY SHOW
6. Coming down to earth and the
May 17 “THE BRIDE WORE BOOTS” |
near-future, Sarnoff predicted that
Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Cummings
the current estimated color ty au1946, Paramount, MCA, Repeat
dience of 5.000.000 will be doubled
May 24 “DRESS TO KILL”
within one year
_
ee

5

‘News, Weather
6:30-6:45

WRCV
12

Huntley, Brinkley’

WRCV

6:45-7:00

Winding

up

the

May

respondent for Newsday. cast shadow of more problems for President
Kennedy. “We are going back to
Washington
with a message
for

June

President

Kennedy.”

she

1941, 20th Fox, NTA, Ist Run.
31 “FIVE GRAVES TO CAIRO”
-Franchot Tone, Anne Baxter .
1943, Paramount,. MCA, Repeat
-% “ROAD TO MOROCCO”
.Bing Crosby, Bob Hope
~1942,- Paramount, ‘MCA, ‘Repeat

told the!

jeneral. “We'll tell him to take!
a leaf out of the Sarnoff book and
move his press conferences from
the stuffy State Department auditorium to Secretary -Rusk’s pent- THURSDAYS 6:00-7:00 |
house. It's lots more fun this way.” Program: EARLY SHOW

WCAU

PROGRAM

eaumus

Continued

from

pase

:

29 saa

transmissions are perfected -it’l! be }
soon. both he and President Ken-j|
neiy agree: is one of the subjects
that Beadle is trying to accomplish
here. The other, naturally. is getting America to buy some Englishmade entertainment programs for;
regular airing. The entertainment
programs for the present will be

delivered

.

a,
PROGRAM
6:00-7:00

FRIDAYS
Program:

an

exclusive

“But

we

have

agree-

a_

|

close

arrangement with CBS on public
affairs,” he added.
Sir Gerald leaves New York on
or about Oct. 20 to go to Chicago,
where he'il make several speeches
He'll probably return to New York
up

his American

tour

9

Share: 29

6:60-7:00
EARLY - SHOW

19 “STAR OF INDIA”
‘ Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace
.1956, UA, UAA, Repeat ©
May 26 “THREE BLIND MICE”
Loretta Young, David Niven
1938, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat
June 2 “RING OF FEAR”
Clyde Beatty, Pat. O’Brien, Mickey Spillane

1954, Warner, 7 Arts, Repeat

June

to the tv industry and hefore gatherings in midwestern halls of ivy.
to finish

Repeat

Average Rating:

|

9.“MOON’S OUR HOME”
Margaret Sullavan.
1936, Paramount, MCA, Ist Rua

WCAU

in

Average Rating:

Crogramming

entertainment

at.

the same time, yet you should alwavs be able to find ‘something
more substantial if you want. That

is whys we need a third channel in
England.”

June

~

1951, MGM, M&A,, Alex, Repeat
9 “SPELLBOUND”
‘Gregory Peck, Ingrid Bergman

1945, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat

the

window

under

the ‘shows.

the new

ar-

_ |fangement -was. the .purchasing of.

WRCV

| Syndicated shows by the sales de- ©.

14

partment if they came in ‘partially.
| or fally sponsored. Warren. bought
only three new syndicated series

-

STATION &
AVG. RATING

“Dick Tracy” and. “Super -Car.”
The . programming
was’ slotted :
where it. was deemed. strongest.”
against the competition, and it be-”

fell O'Rourke: to sell it, which he.
did.

WFIL
11

Show
6:00-6:30
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Z

News, Weather
6:30-6:45
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a)
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- Sat. Nite Features
.

—
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4

News, Weather
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6:30-6:45:

‘Huntley, Brinkley
‘6:45-7:00

10

WRCY
15

-RCA’s own answer ‘to McCarthy
‘| said in effect that the pictures
being ‘shown on NBC were ‘bought
“at substantial prices’ and ‘sold
by the motion picture industry.

And

cgnsidering what. they

the

ty

industry, RCA

cost

declared,

‘|it should: be: perfectly understand-

able ‘why the tv industry. should”
want to. promote. tv viewing - as

'| effectively as possible.

RCA denied’ that the ad in the

9

Average Share: 43
late December.
Commenting on tv in his own
FRIDAYS 11:15-1:00
country of England. the BBC-TV: ! Program: LATE SHOW
ex-boss
noted
that
conimercial }
May 19 “HERE COMES THE .WAVES”
video there “is doing very well,
Bing Crosby, Betty Hutton
but if you lump BBC and it to-.
1944, Paramount, MCA, Repeat.
gether, I would say that vou get
too
much = entertainment:
more
May 26— “ARMORED ATTACK”
than 50° of what we do is enterDana Andrews; Anne Baxter
tainment,
and perhaps 80°
of
Date Unknown, 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat
commercial
tv is entertainment.
2 “PANDORA & THE FLYING DUTCHMAN”
June
The trouble is that both channels
Ava Gardner,. James Mason
are

| strategically “program:

claiming that. the. pictures to be:
Shown on Saturday’ nights . .. ..
Huntley, Brinkley
WRCY
are of. ‘recent production. Such a.
6:45-7:00 13.
-elaim is preposterously false,”
This. “preposterous” angle really
" got- network execs burned. Not.
only does. COMPO rep. the majors,
but the majors. have been demand‘ing high prices from. tv. on‘ thegrounds that the post-’48s are hit,
COMPETITION
.
'.
STATION & . Teasonably fresh-on-the-mind -fea4 tures and, ‘thus,. are --worth the
PROGRAM
. AVG. RATING | price.
-

May

ment with NBC-TV in America on
the delivery of hard news from}
abroad.

”

1 “IF YOU KNEW SUSIE”
Eddie Cantor, Joan Davis:
1948, RKO, C&C, 1st Run
8 “SEALED VERDICT”
Ray Milland, Brod Crawford

Average

of the. managerial ..echelons.

‘}One of the first practices to. go out:

11

COMPETITION

doel McCrea, Brian Donlevy
|
1946, Paramount, MCA, Repeat

WCAU

WRCV
3
WRCY

| made for a significant realignment

‘| this year, Ziv-UA’s “King -of ‘Dia
{monds” and the cartoon packages,

VIRGINIAN”

1948, Paramount, MCA,

or tape. since

has

film

June

they are not of great moment.
Sir Gerald recalled that BBC
presently

on

June

Show.
6:00-6:30
News, Weather

Popeye

Repeat /

of the

the corporate “level and this has
Berentson . became station mane
} ager. and. Jim O’Rourke sales _man| ager, and the. program department
under Ed Warren. ‘was: given the:
| auconomy to purchase, ‘prepare and-.

;

Average Rating: 10
Average Share 37,

1938, Paramount,
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George Raft, Dorothy Lamour, |Henty Fonda
May 25 “THE

Popeye
6:00-7:00

’. Huntley, Brinkley

string-pulling

Chicago: stations to..work. more’ at

STATION &
AVG. RATING

6:30-6:45

May 18 “SPAWN OF THE NORTH"

Boadie

15.

[day-to-day

.Lloyd Nolan, M. B.:Huges

odtdoor, roof-

} of WGN, as has: been documented at
before, is Ward L. Quaal,,.the im‘| age wizard who has stewarded the
{Station for five years and who Tecently was upped by the: Tribune.
Co. ‘to exée veepee of. WGN: ‘and.
JKDAL Ine. -With stations in two.
markets to look aftér and. new
properties to. pursue,’ Quaal -Jast
summer removed himself from the

COMPETITION

WCAU

top session, Bonnie Angelo, President of the Women’s National
Press Club. and Washingtorm cor-

Behind. the rags to riches story :

WRCV

6:00-6:30

|

(Continued on page 52)

} Mirror was an attack on the -picture industry by ‘implication ‘Or.
| otherwise. The answer ti COMPO >
COMPETITION
|
. declared that the ad merely sought
7
STATION & — to promote viewership in. “affirma-"
PROGRAM
. AVG. RATING | tive terms,” playing on the: unique

Jack Paar
11:15-1:00

Worlds Best Movies
' 11:15-1:00

WECV
“6.

‘WFIL6

in-home values of video: Idea way
that if motion picture theatres,
can provide the :widescreen then the tv” industry. has
| the right. to muster: ‘the.- support:

j uniquely,

| of the armchair. Denver—Paul

sistant to Hugh

Blue becomes’ as-

Terry, the presi--

dent of KLZ Radio here, filling the:vacancy made when Clayton Bruce.
‘| ankled to get to a Beirut, Lebanon,|

tv station as operations manager. .
Blue has been a KLZ-TV commen-j tator..
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at the St. Louis: Uniformed

National Assn. of Broadcasters annual cross-country
fall: conferences’
Fireman’s Championship Rodeo at
have been telescoped into one instead of two-day sessions for reasons.
the St. Louis Arena. —
no
:
of
economy
and
efficiency.
An
NAB
spokesman
said
the
two-day affairs
Godfrey is due back in Gotham,
.
.
a
Nov. 6, to resume his Monday in the past often dragged. |
.
Another
feature
will
be
LeRoy
Collins.
Many
broadcasters
attendin
through Friday. “Arthur Godfrey
Ti
BD erences will get their first face-to-face glimmer.of
| Time” from the web base. The 50- re eet
Onlie
the
oe
_
president.
re
new
‘minute morning
strip began—as].
B
Fine.
Schedule kicked off yesterday (Mon.)in Dallas. Then St. Louis,
Continued from page 29 meee | Godfrey put it—“when I walked 13: Salt Lake City, Oct. 18; San Francisco, Oct. 20; Boston: Nov: Oct,
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work's London
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contended that any move
kill time optioning would be

Shakespeare

tition,hesaid BBC-TV had’ dane| ® “Serious abuse of the administra-| chairman of CBS, made in 1946,
2 much better job in the last few}
so have we.”

#¥E Process.”

Some-

the Commission
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would surely come, but it would} Judgment to the licensee.” But this) torference. —

appropriately
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WRVR, N.Y. FM outlet, run by the Riverside Church; has issued’a

affirmative steps} tations. there would be no raorejand perfermers.in alk formes of comedy. Subject matter of essays,

to take”

of free ‘reason: for a Federal commission te |™semalogs, improvisations, and seenes from theatrical works wilt ine”

measure

then there is{Cluée commentary’ om contemporary Ameriean mores and politics, .
broadcasting
—
| choice in selection of programs and) utate
to mon-| 6

opportunity

he stated; competitive

one to regulate newspapers or |Name talent and talent representatives will assist in the selections.

that 625-lines was the pattern of} network program sources and non- magazines

the future for British tv and color; network advertisers.

was in the offing, too.

50-pound

in ’61: “Were it not call for “New Voices of Comedy.” Station plans
a five-hour program.
this necessary limitation of {by the same title on Dee. 12. Auditions are being seugkt from writers.

Mel for

G on
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bullish om the chances of commer-; to insure some

cial radio.
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delivered
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the| ane
halfservyears forbefore
take aboutwas 10wired,
country
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tation called on the |Shakespeare
ice; until then it would Be a rich

for the -
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lege of independent programming |anq must be policed to prevent in- edly had good results last year.

On a more serious}
governments.
note, he forecast that tolivision|

man’s service.

is doing Barnumesque: exploitation

struments, climaxing with a packaged family first-aid kit, which arrived
conclusion | the date oftthe premiere. For “The Hathaways,” a chimp show, WBKB .

to -underscored - Paley’s

Sir ‘Robert smiled, he] f05S out option. timeas against the! that the regulation of broadcasting
Brifain had eompetitive} Public interest and “as a Srst eslcrows solely from the fact that

times,
wished

again

ing gag reminders of the premieres to the various tv editors. .
For “Top Cat,” for instance, the station sent. out symbolic trash.
cans (large size), packaged ‘smartly and delivered -by Marshall Field.
& Co. For “Ben Casey,” it was a.daily mail ‘delivery of surgical’ in--

_

Stressing the value of compe-} “™nifestly unfair” and amount to |}=——= Continued from page 7
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Chicago,
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“Regulation,”. Shakespeare held, the auditions.
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is conducting-.

be. limited ‘to the bare

| Veterans Hospital Radio & Television. Guild. (Bedside Network) willl
drive Friday night, Oct. 20,- with supper.
and: dancing at the United Engineering Center, 47th St. at First Ave,
=
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.
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NAB-FCC’s ‘Moment ofTruth’

broadcasters. of the country “feel|

=

very deeply about the FCC pro-.

posals.” -Also, in was, plain that
Jmuch. of the proposed new paper: |work wasn’t necessary for the re———
eee
Continued: from page 28
sponsible: industryite at least..
just to get at the “irresponsible. tastes of a limited group ina com-'

Tokyo-to-Britain
Link on Olympics

———

*.

Downes

Radio Review

~

munity.”

fe...”

Mex-Texas Link
On World Series

JIM LUCAS SHOW
Producer-Director: Sy Krayitz
Four Hours;. Mon.-Sat., 6 a.m.

London, Oct, 10.

PARTICIPATING
The session, open to the public, On the same general theme,
WNBC Radio,.N.Y;
and press, was slated for three. NAB-TV Board . Chairman Dwight nr
After his first week on the. air
hevrs Friday (6) but lapped over a Martin came out. for junking the |
categories
of
programs
set
forth
eranted
the:
haift-hour as Minow
{as the new morning deejay replacextra time for the broadcasters to ‘in the proposed form for breaking
ing Bill Cullen, it is obvious that
‘down the broadcast week.
—
air all gripes possible.
Jim Lucas’ value fs strictly prom-:
In line with the’ so-called “narDodge Censor Issue
Mexico
City,
Oct.
10.
|issory:
Entire week on the new
The
informal
confab
was re-; ‘pative” approach—which the pan- - Luls: Gutierrez, manager of the | WNBC Radio program had no parstricted to the actual provisions of -elists appeared to favor, Martin local office of Television del Norte, ticular format;
‘one
day Lucas.
the pronosed new
questionnaire- said the only purpose the cate- operating Channel 6 in Monterrey, |ambled, the naxt day he: hardly.
tettucational,
ete.’ could
for applicants and the revamped |Sories
said that “a definite link up’. be-, talked af all, one second he was

fp23ing+

definitions. in!

be as

woyld

D’seussion'serve

requirements

come

‘Instant. television ‘of the 1964
Olympic Games in Tokyo is now
very much on the cards.
BBC-TV. research engineers are

the
el
Octet
Re
neGai

now: actively pursuing the prospect. of using’ strategically placed

satellites to give direct transmis
sions ‘from Japan to Britain.
At this juncture it.is premature
to estimate how many satellites
would have to be in orbit or what
the project would ‘cost, but the
tween Mexican and American tele-| flip and the. next he. was limiting BBC is. confident. that: if the idea.
vision will be. achieved via pact|himsélf to introducing the next can be put. into operation, the
being worked out with Channel 5 record In the flat way of a staff. viewing
public would ‘stay out of
; announcer. Evidently, he and his.
in Weslaco, Texas.
bed to see the intsant show irreIt is claimed that link between station are feeling out a production spective of the hour of transmis<.
Mexico and the U:S. has approval plan.
sion. ‘As radio listeners. have freof the Department of Communica-}
Lucas seems a pleasant enough quently stayed up. through the
tions. Initial telecast exchange in-| fellow, and this in time might night to’ listen to.a hoxing match
eluded a special deal for World |serve him well in morning radio in New York or L.. A., the BBO

of the “theoretical, lezalistic aspect ; a narrative programming form.
of the furms was ruled out. sensi-| Coming out flatly against the
needs
reporting
rebly enouzh, since this would have: community
brouzht up the censorshiv issue -‘quirement, Willard E. Walbridge,
WTRK-TV,
Houston,
voiced
conand endless forensics. Besides, this:
subject was amply covered by the: cern. that info. garnered by some
€CC
(certainly not the
mountains of comments filed with; :future
FCC on the rulemaking last week.! present one, he stressed) might be
wielded
to
impose
a uniform proHowever,
NAB
executive
v.D.
Series. coverage. While Gutierrez} where the present competition of ‘firmly believes that ‘sports’ enthusiVincent Wasilewski managed to in- gram policy on a licensee, thereby claimed -that. other program
ex-j| Other, better established pleasant asts would miss their sleep for the
placing
halters
on
broadcast. freeject the argument that the FCC ef-|
change
is. to be effected, no confir- fellows, unfortunately for WNBC, thrill of seeing instant coverage of
s
fort to require
exhaustive
pro-! dom.
‘mation
of
this
could
be
obtained
| is keen, WNBC Radio faces a great the games. .
Grandiloquently,
Walbridge
said
gramming data from licensees and}
either from the Department of |Problem, the. morning being as
applicants was not in line with; that FCC in effect was “asking. us. Communications or NBC which has important as it is commercially to
‘for
our
life
story”
in
requiring
|
Association’s orizinal proposal early ;
the Weslaco channel as an affiliate |any. radio station today. Cullen,
in 1969 for a narrative form of pro-, them to detail how they are trying

Accas GetsGrey Nod

station."
‘who was a master at the art of ingram
reporting.
Wasilewski
re-: ito help serve their. communities.
Monterrey’s Channel 6 Is inde- formal radio entertainment, which
ferred to testimany, during FCC's: ‘He told FCC that so civic minded pendent, not alliéd with Emilio |Lucas has not yet shown: he. {s, had
‘are
broadeasters
that.
it
would
take
1931
programming
hearings.
in;
Gene Accas, . formerly veepee of
to chronicle
the philan- Azearraga’s Telesistema Mexicano. —even after ‘six years on the air— |
whieh the late NAB prexy Harold weeks
a yery difficult time getting. him- network. relations: at. Grey: ad
Foatlows first espoused the concept ;‘thropie endeavors of his and other It. is known that Azcarraga has|self a decent morning audience. agency, has taken over as veep
like-minded outlets. And it would: sought a deal to permit hookup for
of “cammunity needs” reporting..
One point of view is that-Cullen, in charge of radio-tv programming,
Wasilewski’s statement was, in: take months for FCC to read such special American sports and major bar none, was the liveliest, best He replaces Bill Craig, resigned.
Sketchy data wouldn't telecasts in past. few years. . Al-|
effect, that FCC had taken the ‘ball:‘chronicles.
For the last year, Accas, onethough Azcarraga is beaten out by deejay in the business, but some-|.
from Fellows and run the wrong, be accurate, and since the only
ABC-TV. exec¢,..has. been
station, Gutierrez how he couldn’t beat the big guns time
way.
The NAB exec’s position. in} way a true picture of a broadcast- the Monterrey
handling
‘some of. the. responsi«
said the videotapes of the series of WNEW, WOR and other New.
{ts-lf, marked a reversal of field— ‘ers service to community ‘could
bilities
in -the programming de-.
York
outlets.
It
may
be
that
the
were
being
released
to
Azcarraga’s
at least from the initial statement !: be por trayed was through “volumicontinuing
in.
partment
while
problem’
goes
beyond
the
“sound”.
nous” recounting, the community ; Channel. 5, since the baseball tourfrom NAB in July on the revised!
prozram report rulemaking. This |needs Fequirement might as well ney is. considered a public interest of one morning show and_ has to ‘media as web relations chief.
Craig,
a
former
Practer
&
Gam-do
with
the
whole
of
the
WNBC
transmission.
NAB pronouncement termed it on: be discarded.
-| ble video exec In daytime shows
sked, but that’s just a thought.
a Minow. calling. the ats
the whole as a “net Improvement” |t iG
Incidentally, Cullen in his last has said his future. plans call for
over the present form. Since then, , ending
‘tex ted nd t a0 S00
Murray Gross To Metromedia:
week (he resigned finally because a return to the ‘program producMurray Gross has joiried Metro- |he had enough of getting up at tion side.
matty. to a stance of qualifie
sponsible against the irresponsible. media Inc., parent company of 4:30 or 5 a.m. six days a week for
Metropolitan Broadcasting Co., as; six years) was just fine. He had |

As Craig’sSuccessor

ny
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ne
ek
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Cn
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ee
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p
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by degree NAB has been singing) #OUP,Felierated, tat Commi
Even

the

cornerstone

of

CBS News Budget

the!“ would have hoped,” he added, director of advertising.

FCC proposal was attacked at the |we Would have received the supFriday session—that proviso call-| Port, of the responsible. Hapoel
{ag on broadeasters to report how; erst No
NAB prow on ois.
they are going about meeting the| | fe
hed't
p “fs ' the
programming needs of their com-,
Collins nad
to. say was
that
tne
munities.
,

always demonstrated. a flare for
’ He moves over from. Television ; disarming honesty and his laughter
Bureau of Advertising where he iwas real. He outdid himself in =e Continued from page 29 Sema
has been: director of sales develop |these respects before he said s’long.
programs,.compared ‘to last season.
ment since 1958.
|If€ the 67 hours of the “College of
the: Air” and the 23 hours of

Art.

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

McGannon’s Gripe
Biggest industry man
on the
panel, Westinghouse Broadcasting
prexy Donald H. McGannon griped
about
the
itemization
of civic
wheels
eontacted
in efforts
to
seek out locality broadcast needs.
There are many ways a broadcaster can go about this job aside
from making contacts, McGannon |SATURDAYS
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Athens, Ga., Oct. 10.

J. Leonard Reinsch, executive}
director of WSB-TV and Radio, has
been named chairman of tha 1962
Georgia Radio. and Television In{| stitute to be held in this city, home

59%

of the University of Georgia, Jan.
23-25.

ers. Holder is president of WEAU, |
Athens.
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PICTURES
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Louisville—Robert ‘O:. "Franklin

of WAKY,
the McLendon radio
| Station here, He came to the sta-

WRCV

MARTIAL”

for the radio. web. :

3
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PROGRAM

David Niven

pubaffairs.

WRCY

COMPETITION

|
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of unscheduled news specials, of

3
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.
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Average Rating: 7
Average Share: 58
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Church Vidfihn
CBS’$2,000,000 [canada
On Abstract Art Hit:

British:TV “Aug.Gross

53

(BCs$ Expenses Up 7% But Revenues
Down 157, InLevelling-Off Period

Eondon, Oct. 10.
The British government will.
collect
$1,705,200 in tv ad
‘duty for August according taoissued
by Media. |
' statistics
Ottawa,’ ‘Oct: 19:
Records Ltd. .Coin is 11% of
lsion network (CTV) will seriously
Ottawa, Oct. 10.
“Disgusting waste “of money” . “the $15, 498, 000 spent by adThe
Canadian
Broadcasting : damage the national tv web before
1 and: “unadulterated tripe’. were} vertisers on -vidplugs;: thereCorp. spent $100,952,825 during its;jit (CTV) even*ually falls apart
. fore
total. agency
tv
ex| two ‘criticisms ‘blasted at A ‘sample } *penditure for
August. -was-- fiscal year ending. March. 31, 1961, |were voiced by J. A. Ouimet, CBC
Los5 Angeles, ¢Oct. ‘tp.
He
Failure to produce a program of of a television film skein. produced: " $17,203,200.according to the corporation’ § ‘an- | pres., in his annual report.
nual report. This was a 7.4% in-; ! said, “The future role of .:the secIndividual
station
breakby.
the
-Anglican
Church
of
Can-|
tv films-for CBS has cued network
ond network and of ad hoc televcrease
over
the
previous
year.
CBC
down
‘shows
Asseciated-Redif.
.to ask damages of. nearly. $2,000,- ada. ‘One .of a° ‘13-seg -30-minute : fusion
‘reaping
most with.
reported net
operating
require-; ‘sion networks is, in the corpora000. from vet radio-tv ©operator|series called’ “Comment, and ‘Con- {
- $3,886,400 for
the
month. ‘|ments of: $59,288,476, .a 13.4% in-jtion’s view, cloudy and uncertain.
Harry Maizlish and others jin Su- vietion,” the film dealt. with: miod- 7
crease, and said- this reflected a:There is every indication that
‘Other stations’. figures read::
-perior Court action which. charges
levelling-off .of advertising reve-| Pressures for the splitting of naAssociated -Television
(Lon-ern: abstract. art:
breach of. contract.
nue. The year’s gross commercial |tional-service networks will mount
don—$1,044,400,
ATV
(Mid-.
7
Later
in
the
conference:
of
‘the:
include . ‘Teleworld
. ‘Defendants
{revenue
of the corporation was j during the coming yeah”
Yands)—$1,962,800;
ABC
TV
Film. Productions. Inc. Video’ In- church’s executive-council, a -for-| (MidIanc s)—$627,200, ABC-TV
“There are equally clear indica-| $37,601,000, a drop of $561,000 or
commended’ ‘the |.
ternational Productions Inc:, Rich- mal. resolution
1.5%.
from
the. previous year's}‘tions.” the report added, “that the
(North)
—
“$800,800;
_Grandaard S. ‘Feiner, individually "and as work. of the: broadcasting division | TV—$3,024,000; ‘Scottish-TV—
take. CBC. reported an 18.3% in- | corporation and its affiliates will ©
of
the
church.
Introducing
the
|:
prexy’ and director’ of Teleworld;
crease in its previous fiscal years t resists them.”
$887,600; - TWW
— $1,100,400;
Maizlish, individually: and as di- motion, W. C. Burgoyne, editor of |. Southern-TV—$865, 200;: Tyneadvertising revenues.
rector and. secretary of Teleworld the” St. . Catherine's, Ont., (daily) . ‘Tees-TV—$652,400; -“Anglia-TV
Of CBC's total expenditures,
and ‘as prexy and director of .Vid- ‘Standard, claimed tne film. would: 000 800; _ Uister-TV—$170,158.8%. was listed as cost.of pro‘collect.
an
audience
butprobably
|
‘e0:. Col Dolgin, individually and.
___._|grams..
The corporation
spent|.
as director of Teleworld and.as di- would not do much for. the church. :
mee
|
$43,394,652 on sustainers and $19,| There ‘seemed to-be. no great de. reetor and vp of: ‘Video.
~~” 1389:599 on bankroHed shows,
‘‘fense ‘of the picture except varied
‘CBS. alleges
that’. _defandants * comments that: the church had- ‘to.
WABC Radio, N. Y. flagship of
The
president reported
that.
failed to produce and ‘deliver cer-. be ready to. speak, its...‘mind . on
Canada’s new, non-CBC tv stations :the. ABC Radio web, marked its
tain films agreed upon in.an agree- anything.
did not divert a major portion of. 40th birthday last Friday night ‘6}
‘ment signed Dec. 29,1958. CBS
He said, duringiwith a blowout at Freedomland in
-CBC's -audience.
Bob. Lang, who. recently - exited
says it. paid defendants $47,746
{the year the work of 19, 572 Canand sustained damages of ‘$147,746. :
| CBS. as “administrative v.p. of the adian -writers, speakers |and per- the Bronx where over 24,000 sta-.
‘news. operation, . will probably be formers -“was seen .and heard. on tion listeners were cuffoed into the
WNEW, N.Y.,. 4g saying. aur’ re- joining ABC’s executive news staff. the corporation’ s facilities.
amusement
park.
All that was
. | voir to. its. French-accented. late- Lang is currently on vacation in
-CBC'’s new FM web, connecting needed for admission was any kind
is due
to return Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto, was of birthday card saluting WABC,
evening ‘disk jockey, Jean Michel, Europe. and
who's" been a romantic. voice . for Shortly for talks with ABC’s new: operating satisfactorily, with suc- the oldest continuous. commercial
cess of. a new ‘shortwave service radio outlet in N. Y.
chief Jim Hagerty.
j the station for the past 18 months.
Station execs have also planned
Hagerty has been -a longtinie to: Canada’s far north sending netHe's being ° replaced “by. Bob. friend of ‘Lang and it’s. under-: work shows seven hours a day another birthday party for ad
CBS-TV's. morning. minute plan ! Howard, a ‘staff: disk.Jockey. ‘who'll
from CBC’s DXer at Sackville, agency execs in the tonier atmosstood
that’
hed
like
to
use
Lang
is. currently enjoying
an ‘SR
j take .over. the. Il p.m. to: 1° a.m. | for administrative liaison between.
phere
of
Tavern-On-the-Green
status with a total of 28 different’ “Nightly ._assignment..
:
—
-the news and. sales. departments...
Fears “that Canada’s new televi- Oct. 24
advertisers participating.
Morning minute plan. which. was

‘Damage SuitVs.

As ‘Disgusting Waste’

WABC RADIO IN
40TH ANNI HOOPLA

BOB LANGDICKERS
“ABC EXEC NEWS SLOT

Michel| ExitsWNW

Morning Minute Plan
Gives CBS-TV an SRO;
28 Particinating. Clients!

started

in February

/

«of: this. year,

e

opens. the web’s 10 a.m.. to noon,
Monday-through-Friday . ‘period.

com- |
‘~ Under the. ‘plan. ‘sponsors’
mercial messages rotate through.
‘alt four of the programs, “Calendar,”. “I .Love Lucy,” -“Video
|’:
Village.”‘” - and “Your Surprise
Package.”
Advertisers’ participating ‘inthe

plan include: Church ‘and Doight,
Gold
Seal;. Bon’ Ami, “R. .T.

French. Morton. Pie, Dow. :Chemi- |

eal, Vick. Chemical, Alberto-Culver,

Noxzema,

Standard Brands, Hartz
‘Scott _
Mountain,
Mentholatum.
Paper and Armstrong Cork.’

MeGee’$ Moxitor’ Slot
In Bid to Hypo Ratines|
Because. of the way. NBC-TV' s |
“Today” has increased the ratings |
now .that newsman. John. Chancel-}.
lor has. replaced Dave. Garroway
“as host of the. morning. stanza, |
NBC Radio has the idea that use|:
of a.newsman might also elevate
the ‘Monitor’ ratings.

‘NBC Radio and NBC. News be-|

gan a three-hour’ experiment.

last

- Sunday '8) when Frank McGee was |
made: anchorman of the final week-

.end-portions of the network radio

|

feed..

Between 7 and 10 -p.m..Sundays,.
‘McGee

‘backstops ‘a

‘of. news

information:

multi-variety |

. The

Jate

news by McGee, who. also indulges
in. some of the more traditional
“Monitor” banter, will back-up the

_ . regiilar. NBC Radio coverage of.
“World |
features
like
’- Sabbath

News.. Roundup,”

Hour"

“News. On. the

and. “Meet. the Press.Moe,

» Sunday”

_ Monday

ChiiAFTRA
—

Continyed from. page 7 ——

.

recently installed by WNBQin. uding a Sunday afternoon net- |.
" work music origination, were just
a _smokescreen at: license. renewal

time. “They did the.same thing the} ~
‘last time their: license ‘application
went in.” he said... “and as ‘soon as |it was’ renewed they dropped all
the shows.”
- Sanford. (Bud) Wolff, attorney
for: AFTRA Jocal, said he believed
the current FCC, with. Newton:

_ Minow ‘at the. helm, . provides at.
for
the}
" “different -atmosphere”
petition . than did ‘the 1958 com-{at least, he. said,, AFTRA:|
mission,a
expects.an-opinion in less than 14 |
‘months.

a

Big -Wilson. has: an-

4 nounced

. that he will not:

| have a pre-- Bway tryout
Jat New Haven this’ year, ~

Tuesday.
Wednesday’ ~
Thursday. |
Friday —

Saturday
“Average
ef
oe
wed
ge
ene

This is N. W. Ayer’s forecast of the relative strength
of network programming, 7:30-11 -P.M.,. as we think
it will “appear when the December Nielsen figures for

“competitive markets are in.
The complete figures, including estimates. for each
nighttime network program, are published in Television
“Magazine for October.

N, W. AYER

& SON, INC.

RECORD REVIEWS
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Top Singles Of The Week.

Xmas Salute Top New LP Releases|

“BEHIND
\ and “If You Go” are especially @Xx-:
BOB
NEWHSRT:
THE
BUTTON
DOWN
MIND” 'citing but there's lots to like. ‘on |
the other bands. as well.
(Warner Bros.)
In this third LP
“BACK STREET": (Decca). This”
efort, Bob Newhart buttons down:
is a soundtracker from-.the’ -upty commercials, a rocket scientist, coming Susan Hayward
starrer,
a travelog talker, a counterspy, pic “Back
Street... Composer. . Frank |
making in darkest Africa, kiddie Skinner has-pulled out alt stops to

Wednesday, October uy,1961

(TI
he‘Best Bets’ ofThisWeek's+100-Plus ReleasesJ
ba

SILVIO SILVERA. cove cece cc vceeee. BRIGITTE "BARDOT
(Barclay)...

s.eeo

ccc

seec

cece.

Silvio Silvera’s “‘Brigitte Bardot”,

e.

Tumba:

(Plan Two*)

“Lele

is. a rollicking.

carnival item up fram: South America with a clicko stopof’ ‘on the '
Continent and due for.a similar spinning spread in the: U.S:.
Its rhythmic excitement, enhanced by whistles, shouts, etc. will
hurdle the Portuguese - lingo barrier. ““umba Lele”: '(Matador*)
has a.fot of rhythmic: passion, too, but it wile take second place to

fit his score into the sentimental
ardot.”
mood of the pic and the audience,
e
"Cae
especially the femmes, will prob: |
‘ably
go
for
the
tracker
as
a
weepy
|
ee
|FERRANTE
& TEICHER:.. 2... cc ccccees.
.. FONIGHT
. dites and Newhart, a comedy pre‘
memento.
Joseph
Gershenson
gives
!.
LAWRENCE WELK
|
(United Artists)...... we eeeeeewvee ss Dream of Love
cisipnist, made sure that it worked:
Ferrante & Teicher’s “Tonight” (G. Schirmer*i, is another. hit
live before he put them into the the score a ‘fullblown interpreta-; Proudly Presents Another Dot Hit:
instrumental out of their duo keyboards enriched by an. orch’ and.
groove,
They work there. too, tion leading the Univ ersal- Internay —; THE LENNON SISTERS
tional Orchestra.
aud this LP will continue his hot- eee
Singing "Sad Movies" B/W
“I
chorus to give it solid. spinning potential; at makes. a potent. ex
.
|
we
selling streak.
LOUWIS ARMSTRONG: “PARIS » Don’t Know Why I Love You Like | . ploitation tool for the “West Side Story” pic in which it is highlighted. “Dream. of Love” (Arlou*). builds: up a romantic: moo®
.
MITCH
MILLER
&
GANG: ’ BLUES” (United Artists). Although 2: 1 Do.” |
in rich keyboard terms that the late-hour programmers will. dig.
“HOLIDAY SING ALONG WITH: Louis Armstrong is featured in
*
s
*
Mitch Mil-: this soundtrack package, the main includes
“ML Cabaloo. Blanco, ”
MITCH"
Columbia’.
tv shows,

ete., in ribtickling

terms.

M>st of the material bas been testet in his latest round of concert

ler’s sing along disk and ty fans ‘eredit

belongs

to Duke

Ellington

composed the score. Armwill run to this new package for = who
The’ strong is repped on only a few
their
holiday
celebration.
Christmas songs. as presented in sides but Ellington is the one. who

“Pastures. of Plenty.” “Viva La|FATS DOMINO......+..¢.+:-++++4++-WHAT A PARTY ©

Quinca

Gone.”

Brigada”

and “Delia’ S|

(Imperial) .............-.+24+++.+.Rockin’

Bicycle’

Fats Domino’s “What A Party” (Travist) .is frisky, flashy and

DAVEY
BOLD: “THE
BOLD.
rocks with a rhythmic bounce that’s ‘sure. to ‘continue. his. long
this winning choral reading, will; carries the musical ball with his weeHUMOR OF DAVEY BOLD” (Norstring of clicks. “Rockin’ Bicycle” (Travist) moves: at’ a, freekeep the whole family happy and: vivid compositions. old and new.
wheeling pace that will get it a good spinning ride, too.
man). Here is a comedy item, reEltington’s
jazz
touch
is
still
in
the
add gaiety to the Yule season.
*.
«©
*.
corded
live
at
the
Celebrity
Club,
Song sheet Iyrics, as usual are en- forefront on his newer tunes while closed, and the repertoire is made “Take The ‘A’ Train” and “Mood : St. Louis, which contains enough ROSEMARY CLOONEY eee dees GIVE MYSELF A PARTY
to hear: material to titillate just about any |
Indigo” are delightful
up of stuff that people automati(RCA Victor)If 1 Can Stay Away Long Enough..
‘ listener.. Davey Bold is. the comic |.
;
cally start singing around Christ-. again.
‘Rosemary: Clooney's. “Give. ‘Myself A .Party” ..(Acuff-Roset a
and his routines; some interpretaJOHNNY JANIS: “THE START
Bright lettering job on!
mas-time.
puts her back in the country-styled groove: with this Don Gibson...
the cover and Miller in a Santa OF SOMETHING NEW” (Colum- oy tions of borrowed material and | tune and she could swing to. the. top on its infectious beat. “If I
original,
cover
suburbia,
Claus cap will help push the album - bia). This is Johnny Janis’ debut some
Can Stay Long Enough” (Treet} shows off double. tracking to_
doctors, homos, cheating,
’LP
for: Columbia and it should: wives,
over the counter.
golf, airlines, moppets, and on and
advantage as the thrush works through a. pleasing ballad mood.
t
serve as a good jumping-off point.
CHET
ATKINS:
“CHRISTMAS *
*
Janis appears to have had a solid on. He also tinkles at the piano,
WITH CHET ATKINS” (RCA Vie- |
musical orientation for his phras- sings occasionally and uses. the | CHICO HOLIDAY. ce eee. .GOD, COUNTRY AND. MY BABY
tor:.
audience for ‘bait. It’s an uneven|.
(Coral)... 2.6. ccc ccc bee cece ecb
ce ee:«+i
a0. Fools ferent

Chet.
a dif-: ing style smacks of .musicianship.
moodAtkins
for presents
his Christmas

salute but it, too, will find its mar-| There
ket for a good

this album

sales run.

presents

In fact,

Atkins

in tv.)

moods—one is on an electric guitar for the pop Yule tunes and the'
other is on an unamplified classical guitar for the more traditional
offerings.
In either form, it’s a
Foeper
appreciation
o
on. :
Proper Anita
appreciation
of the seas
The
Kerr Singers
in ths :
background
keep
the Christmas,
spirit in proper prespective.

also appears

to be a jazz

base in his background
which
helps him bring added flavor to his
offerings whether they're set up

along

rhythm

or

ballad

lines.

Among the tunes that should have
particular appeal for the spinners

ome

but amusing package

one

can't

continuous

fail

to

recorded

monolog

reach the

as

Chico Holiday's .“‘God, Country and My. Baby” ( New Phoenix-

which

Sarah*)

listener]

sometime.

“Fools”

CONWAY TWITTY: “THE CON-|

RAY

A Chance

On -Love.”

BOGUSLAV:

“CURFEW

NOT: RING TONIGHT”
RAY CHARLES: “THE GENIUS- SHALL.
t(Monitor).. Add..Ray Boguslav to
SINGS THE BLUES”
‘Atlantic'.! ihe list of folkniks who'll do well

Tiere are -many potent sides to: ‘in the disk sw eepstakes. Having
Ray Charles but his blues side is:‘ apprenticed inthe folk field as
probably the best. The singer can: guitarist
with
Theodore’ Bikel,.
pack an emotional quality into the!} Martha Schlamme and the Belagrooves that’s hard to match.
He!
i fonte Singers, Boguslav. was able
gets his blues message across in

“to develop

a good folk feel. It’s

vivid terms that demonstrates his.
quite apparent here as he rolls
authentic musicianship.
Seven of:
through a wide folk variety that
the 12 blues sides are of his own}
composition but the whole pack-.

tion.

patriotic

Phoenir*)

flavor and an. exciting vocal

is a_ big balled with small” spinning.

|
PEPE LA STAZA.........--e

*.

. _ MARIA
(Everest)
MacDougal: Street
‘pone
La Staza’s
Stasa’s “Maria”
“Matic” (G.
(G. Schirmer).
Schirmer*) .is a ton ballad. ouf of.
Pepe La

scece eee eee ,

the Leonard Bernstein-Stephen Sondheim score for. “West Side
more sharpness. and twang in his
Story’’. and it’s delivered with a dramatic impact thats’ sure ta
style. His tumes run the gamut
get it strong play. “MacDotugal Street’ (Rumbalero- Triot) uses
from ballads -to fast-paced upNew York's Greenivich Village: as the scene for a routine ballad.
tempo numbers. that make “Touch” | but the singer. passes through hacia tea
a good dance item for the r'n’r set.

. Twitty’s vocal. stylings range from JO ANN CAMPBELL. wee be eee meen se eee
. almost completely western to pop.
(ABC-Paramount) .
Mama ‘Don’t. Want
His
electrified . guitar
provides |
Jo Ann Campbell's “Duane”. 4 Moorpark: is. presented with
traditional backing along with a].
a rocking blues beat that the vocalist builds into a hot slice:
studio orch complete. with fiddles.
“Mama Don’t Want" (Winnetont? has: a sprightly.-rocking sound
It's a well-rounded set that at.
The set.
times reminds of Elvis. Withal.
it’s | : that should. go far with the.

an overall solid showcase.

_%

Gros.

THE VIDELS. eee ce ree eee ees
(Kapp) .

Longplay Shorts

ave packs a wallop that is sure t¢
|
rub off with a strong sales reac- }

a Gramatic,

(New

chances.

WAY TWITTY TOUCH” (MGM).

This teener item features the singare “This Could Be The Start. of ‘ing and guitar playing of Conway
Something,” “It’s The Talk of
4 The Twitty, a rock ’n’-rollerreminis-|
Town,” “The Nearness of You” and cent of: Elvis Presley but with
“Taking

-has

to make it a winner with the teeners who are about.to be drafted.

i eo

ae

A ‘LETTER FROM ANN
This Year's. ‘Mister: New’

The Videls’ “A Letter From ‘Ann’. (Starfiret' is. delivered. with.
a flasky rocking beat and vocal- lead that brings: it over: with a payoff sound. “This Year’s ‘Mister New! * -(Ffoel+) -rocks with an,
ecsy beat that can win some spinners. |

LARRY
ELGART
ORCH: “VI--:
SIONS” (MGM.
This is a tuo-.
wav musical experiment by orctr;

xk

Broadw "ay producer Saint Suber has contacted to use a. portion of a: MARY PETTI........ (HERE AM 1 BROKEN ‘HEARTED.
leader Larry Elgart and composet-: pylan Thomas. Caedmon recording in his forthcominz play, “Look,
(RCA Victor)......«
',Just-For A Boy

arranger Bobby Scott that comes; we've Come Through,” by Hugh Wheeler. Approximately two minutes
ol. t Scott has whipped up a SCOFE |of the disk will be used in the play. Show is slated to preem an

|

Mary Petti’s

(“Here Am nh Broken: Hearted"

(DeSiylra, Bron

& Henderson*) places the-oldie in. a tiew.dramatic rocking groove
that joins the folk style and the! Broadway Oct. 23... The latest in “do-it-yourself”. records, “Let's
with a blues shout and.a-recitative that. will bring the kids to its
jazz beat into an instrumental of-'Taik About Riding Techniques,” has been made available by. Miller's
. side. “Just For A Boy” ¢Triot! is: Fut.of the vocal frenzy that
fering that's continually stimulat-. Harness Co, The set of four LPs is narrated by Kenneth C. Bresnen, | should make‘ the juke crowds happy. °

inz.

The

interpretation

marks

a

horseman

and riding master.

dopa "hhaenavon te his wo nae ae Decca is following its August album promotion with a séquel: called i THE

moves away from his dance tempo: "fore Blue Chips. ” Included in the program are 15 LPs .
-Father '
to a more serious and more excit- : Joseph Dustin.is on a deejay trek of key cities plugging. his "Riverside

GLP * ‘Songs Father Faught Me”. . .“Top Ten Dance Party,” the “live”
MGM is givin
delivery.2 special
ing
package
emotional :teenage tv series, syndicated by Victor.& Richards Inc.. a New York
ld
itd eer
io
| packager, is starting its seventh year. Series, featuring current albums
uridup.
eserves
FERRANTE & TEICHER:

SIC FROM

WEST

SIDE

hits

a strong

“U-;

STORY”|

|and singles,
V&R.

has. been’ produced

from

its inception

by Alan Sands

for

TREASURERS...

(Crown)

oereenrvere

eo.

I wiiK WITH
2

© ©

ee

©

Be we

Be

ww

Oe

8

AN. ANGE L

«Story of Loye.

we

The Treasurers’ “I Walk’ With An Angel” (Sylvaniat) struts
with a sharp rocking tentpo and a lyric angle that can’t help...
but get the juve set to spin it payoff proportions. ‘Story of Love”
(Sytvaniat) i just. another. adolescent: plea. on.the ‘“we? re. too
young to love” theme but it
fee
prove its point.

in honor. of’ the forthcoming’ third ‘American. tour. of the’ Berlin

CARROLL. .ace wes eee wv e.82 © © 8 oe Oe oe GEE DAD
(United
Artists:.
Ferrante
&. Philharmonic: (Oct. 27-Noy. 22), Angel-is issuing two new albums re- ANDREA
Teicher have virtually become the! corded in Europe. by the orch ‘and its musical conductor Herbert ‘von |(Epic). .........2 00008. The Charm Ou: My Arm
definitive pop interpreters of mo-{ Karajan.
Westminster disker Fou Ts’ong, who defected from ComAndrea Carroll’s “Gee Dad” (Allied*) isa rhythmic: teenagers®
Here again, |Munist China in 1957,.due' here in November for a series of concerts:
tion picture music.
chant done in a vernacular that the kids understand and enjoy. their keyboard stature is affirmed ,and tv guest shots ... Dumont Record Distributing Corp. of Boston is
There’s a glossary on. the jacket sleeve for those wio.aren't up
as they go through Leonard Bern-|the winner of Artia’s summer dividend program. Prize..is a trip to
on the juve jive. “The Charm On My Arm” (Joy*) is. another
stein’s “West Side Story Music”| Europe for the winning distributor. Donald. Dumont and his wife,,.
-effort to win the juves but this time © $ with a simple ballad idea.
that includes “Maria.” “Tonight,” |Jane, including stops in Moscow, Leningrad, Prague, Paris and London.
and it could work.
te
“Somewhere” and “I Feel Pretty.” |Peter C. Sutro, Artia veepee, will act as guide and interpreter. . . Dre
Assisted by Nick Perito’s orch, the} , Leonard Carmichael, secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, received: MERV. GREEN. -SCREEMIN’ MEEMIES FROM PLANET: xX
piano

team

instru-|from Dr. Peter -C. Goldmark, president and director of research of. the

(Carlton)
Lovely Bunch Of Cocoanuts
mental stride.
The “West Side. CBS. Laboratories, the 3343 rpm LP record on which Dr, Goldmark
‘Merv Griffin's “The. Screemin’ Meemies From . Planet ‘X’”
Story” delineation covers only one jand his associates first succeeded in recording 16 minutes of sound
(Pambill* ) has a catchy novelty flavor that’s not. too far out. for
Robert Merrill ends a one-month concert tour to open his 16th j
side of the platter so the team has
‘the spinners to enjoy and build into a teenage fave. “I've Got A
Ron
gone to other pix and Broadway | consecutive season at the Metop Oct. 23 in “La Traviata”. .
Lovely Bunch Of Cocoanuts” (Warock*) gets an -okay ‘cockney
for a presentation of equal satis-! Husman debuts ‘his solo album for Capitol this week ... Artia Records
interpretation that will please the programmers who go. for. novis
releasing
16
packages
for
October
.
.
.
Yogi
Yorgesson’s
.
‘clicko
faction.
Included are “Camelot, |
elty plays.
comedy singles have been packaged into’ an LP by Capitol.
“Carnival,”
“Fann y."
“Gigi,” |
=
Columbia Records has introduced a-small variable-view device on
“Around
the
World
in Eighty
BELL... 2.65.6. 0 eee ves e ees s + QUARANTINE
Days” and “Three Coins in the the album covers of several important new stereo releases to dramatize DENNIS
i
the
stereophonic
movement
of
sound
on
the
recordings
themselves.
Fountain.”
(Imperial). .........+..3....++..The Last Goodbye.
PEGGY
(Capitol-.

,

_—
;
! The device, called a Vari-Vue, contains pictures which appear to flash
LEE:
“IF YOU
GO” | back and forth as the album jacket is moved.
The Netherlands.
Count this album as! Chamber Orchestra, under'the direction ‘of. violinist-econductor Szymon

one of the best breaks arranger- |Go'dberg, is making its first Continental tour of the U.S. Orch records
conductor

Quincy

Jones

has

ever; under

the Epic banner.

‘+ Dennis Bell’s
juve

“Quarantine”

set. because

will

break .out. in: the

flair and

attractive: bounce.

2

had.
By having Pegs, Lee as his}
Jorge Mester, conductor of the Greenwich Village Symphony, will
interpreter, Jones’ work seems ‘to, conduct four performances of ‘the opera “Salome” in ‘rrieste during |REG
stand out as it never did before. |November. His most recent recording is of the Menotti Piano’ Concerto
Aad Miss Lee apparently is com-| for Vanguard .
. Jay Ward Productions has set up recording and
pleiely at home in his musical for- publishing - outlets “for the original music from'tv’s “The Bullwinkle
mat
The groove here is mostly Show.” A projecteed LP release has already been taped by composertorch but there is enough melodic ‘conductor Dennis Farnon. . The Don Ellis Quartet will make its New
variety to hold interest throucn- York debut at-the Five Spot in Greenwich Village Oct: 17. ‘Combo’s
One
The Lat’ i9 ::oods of “I Get: first album for Prestige, entitled “New Ideas,” will be reieased this
=Alung Without You Very Well” | month..

(Sheldont)

of its lighthearted

“The Last Goodbye” (Sheldont). is a| routine ballad effort with,
slim spinning chances.

OWEN ORCH. «02-6. ee eer eee TEEN DREAMS
(Palette) .........3.2....+20. Bye Bye. Blackbird-

.

Reg Owen & ‘His Swinging Strings’ “Teeax Dreams”

(Zodiact) ©

‘4s in the lush orchestral vein but. it also has @ thythmic. drive
that the teeners can take. to. “Bye Bye Blackbird’: (Remick*) |
flies at a bright instrumental pace that. “Programmers will find|
easy to spin.
Gros. -

'*ASCAP. {+BMI.ay

.
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ION KICK

Cadence, MercTapTeenMktWith Upels5RIDIN [VictorGoes Back in ‘Groove’ With
New 7-Inch,6-Tune. LPPackagees) GOSPEL TRAIN New4c Lineto Revive Singles Biz

‘Cadence. Records. has. come up+
with: yet another angle -on the sey-|
en-inch. disk and Mercury Records
_has earboned the idea. The plotis

¢

JohnKurland ExitsVictor

to make an album out of the plat-]

By

EDDIE KALISH

. With trends in pop tunes having

For Col:Pub Chief Postckscset
inte,tote ovens

ter instead ofa single. Called by
Cadence .the “Little LP’ and by}. John Kurland has. taken over as
Mercury the “Compact.6, ” the new.| director: of public relations: and in-|
‘package features a six tune disk at: formation services at Colursbia|
Records.. He exited’ his post. aS
$3 speed..
Both -“albums” retail at $1.68 |jalbum administrator at RCA Victor

|‘ing in another

Ina move to revitalize the singies
business, RCA Victor will launch
a new line at the end of this
month to go out at a suggesied
Division Chief (reine price for retailers of 49c.

iUA UsEddie Mathews
To A&R

-Eddie

direction back into

Mathews

is taking

over

Going rate for singles now is §8e,

musical “lore. It hasn't begun. to supervision of the artists & reperhit the charts yet; but gospel ma-. toire division of United Artists Rec-

|terial.is experiencing a resurgence
| of Jate..
-

ords.

Don

Costa's

contract.as

except for Sam Goody, New You°k
Giscounter, who dropped his #:king price down. to 56c¢ last month,
Victor’s
new
lowprice
singles
line will take on an old name. It
will be called Groove, a tag Vic{tor used for a rhythm & blues
subsid label which it dumped scveral years ago. The Groove iing
will be handled by Victor distributors and even though it’s going to consumers at 49c, dealers
will have a 33% markup and distributors an 18% markup.
The project, like Decca’s attempt
in the 1930s with a 35¢ label. is
aimed at expanding the existing
market. The Victor decision to kick
off a lowprice singles line ‘:.s
pegged on the fact that singics

UA

ea&r chief expired the end of Sep-

| with: this in mind, ‘plus other tember and he exited to set up his
and .feature
three
full-length |to assume the Col assignment..
‘tunes: ‘on each side. The songs do. ‘Kurland, who will be. ‘responsible |pop factors, Columbia is reactivat- own production company. (See szep-

not contain. new material but are’ for the co-ordination. of public re- ing its Okeh label dormant since ‘arate story.)
pegged to-elements associated with lations and -information, will’ re- ‘1954. -The label will feature gos-| Mathews, who has served as UA’s
the. particular artist in: the. pack- port: to. Debbie Ishlon, veepee in|pel and rhythm & -blues material ‘national promotion director for the
age. So far Cadence has produced |charge of creative services, In.addi- but won't be geared. for this: ma- past year-and-a-half, will supervise
* two sets by. the Everly Bros., two. tion to Kurland, the: department| terial alone.
Col will’ primarily. all activities In the a&r division
-by’ Johnny. Tillotson’ and one by. now has’ Bob. Corcoran -handling| use Okeh to ‘build new.artists in and will concentrate on singles and
- the Chordettes. Mercury plans disks. pops and Jack -Frizzel on Master- the entire pop field, ‘covering rock artists relations.

~ Seekosa a
BetterVoiceFor.
ARMADAA

by Brook’ Benton, the Platters, works.
‘Dinah
Washington,. Patti - - Page,.
’ Devid- Carroll and. Jose. Melis.’
‘Emphasis is being. placed on the.
Adea. that .the package is a “real
‘LP” and is. being. ‘pushed solely
in the direction of the teener mar-

;

ket.
To play up teen: appeal both
sets are “packaged in .a special|
way. . The presentation has been
designed: to. stress 33 -and ‘keep
ayvev
from. the
old -EP_
Jook.

-

t'n’<-roll

and -any thing else

that |: ‘In another

appointment in the

a&r division, Art Talmadge, company’s veepee-general manager, set
blues. tunes will play an. active Nick Perito as musical director.
part ‘in the Okeéh catalog and Col.

} figures ‘to feed more of this ma-

| terlal .into: its namexake and Epic:
labels. as well.
‘Perhaps. one of the motivating

forces in the diskery’s move re‘|sulted from the success of such
ttees specialty gospel labels as King and
ARG.
Savoy. Another factor is the erow:
!

‘Disks. are enclosed ‘in a; clear}
“plastic: wrapper so ‘that ‘the platter
is visible on one sidé while a color| The: “Agen. of: Record

Year Contract,

business

First Time, Cheers
NY. Philharmonic:

was

at an

impasse ind

something had to. be done to revive
the market. —
The Victor execs feel that the
49¢e price may be the answer—that
it may take the youngsters a.uy
from their transistor radios und
linto: the record stores. Thev aiso

.
Ra
0
Manu- ing
statureis of
Ray Charles
whose
material
strongly
Sy both
on
of
cardboard. insert is on the. other. #facturers - “and = Distributors
d
arty
both on
believe that there is a need fcr a
The Cadence insert has on its front }America (ARMADA)
has set up. disk ane.i pereone
a picture of the artist -with: the; two new. committees, one to. rep-|_ Such labels as Atlantic, which
’ Orchestra members of the N.Y. new kind of phonograph that w:ll
titles and on the back features. a’; resent . distributors,
the. other has a catalog of-Charles perform- Philharmonie¢ late last week. rat- appeal to the kids and they hove
biog and vital statisties.. Idea here } manufacturers,
‘|ances ag well-as thé gospel work. ified the “last offer” of manage-. that the 49e disk may give the
is that the insert. can be removed | The. distributors . committee will | of other artists, -ABC-Par (currently ‘ment, as previously recommended | manufacturers a cue to think along
those lines.
“and cut up or whatever and disk:jbe: chaired by. William Shockett,| Charles’ company). and Riverside.

by the ‘exec board of
with Amos; ‘Hellicher and Robert |}are. also moving with the trend On American Federation of
|Chatton serving as members. The.|'the charts, several tunes have ap- Last week’s cancelled
-The “Little LP” idea was given.‘second
committee,
representing |peared which are’ strongly influ- session. for Columbia

- will. still bave a jacket.
*
Tested. the Idea.
both

a direct

mail and

store

test. manufacturers, cwill be chaired

The former was made in the form i Ewart . C:.° Abner,

by|enced

and- ificludes

both

in ‘style and

content

by. this musical, form.

of.an ‘offer from the diskery toi Leonard Chess and Al Bennett.

|.

The Folk Explosion.

Local 802,

Musicians.|

|

‘Contemporary Sound’

recording
The new Groove line,
was held !to Victor, will be based
Monday (9) and regular rehearsals temporary sound”’—pop,
‘for the weekend concerts were on |western, rhythm & blues.

yesterday

(Tues.),

Staff and or-j will’ be on new

according
on “Concountry &
The pitch

artists who

can

over
7,000 teeners. ‘around the. - Purpose of the two conimittees,
country, mostly on the basis of the: ' aecording
to
Art.
Talmadge,

ly one of the biggest aids chestra lost one week of schedule. |‘ bring “the youngsters back to buyin gbably, oneof
of erospel is
A chief gain for the Philhar- jing singles records.”
‘diskery’s files on Tillotson .fans.’ ARMADA prez, is..to allow ‘org’s |'the current folk explosion, In monic ‘in planning ahead for the
There'll be. no new artists &
Store... fests. were conducted. in.members the opportunity to pre- their. quest for new material, many N.Y. World’s Fair period and the |repertoire or merchandising sctup
Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, Pa. : :sent ‘their views on industry mat- |an ardent folknik has begun to dig move next September to Philhar-| designated for the new line. VicIn “discussing the idea Archie :ters directly to ARMADA through ‘back past the blues and ‘work monic Hall in Lincoln Center is a ‘tor’s already established team will
Bleyer, Cadence prexy, said that tthe: committee representing their songs.to the: root. of it all. and three-year contract. This is a new |handle it and it will be up to thcre
he figured the 45 was “definitely :particular “phase of the industry, what’s. being rediscovered is, of aspect, although the symphonies of brain-trusters to decide whether
going.” He felt..that the big LP thereby setting up. direct line of course, gospel.
Chicago,
Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, the new artist debuts under Vichas lost much of its status as aj communication. between the. mem-d
A sort of gospel train got roll- Boston ‘and Detroit have three-year tor’s 98c banner or Groove’s 49¢
gift item ete. because of.the deals| bership and. the exec. board ‘80¢ |ing-some years ago when the. be- contracts with their locals.
standard. Groove’s a&r decisions
‘and discounts. at: which it’ can be! the association officers.
ginning rumblings of r&r began ” New scale will be $190-per-man will be supervised by Bob Yorke,
bought and. added that this “Little
veepee in charge Victor's creative
basic
for
first
two
years,
$200
the
.{to be heard. in the Negro commuee
anranemomentes
Sanat
-a
—S—
LP” would give teeriers.a compact
nities. .Its.rise was meteoric, how- third year. Per diem for travel department.
yet rounded assortment in a pracThe material for the first release
‘ever, and as white performers be-. goes up from $15 to $16 and travel
tical size which they are accushas not yet been selected but the
gan. to ‘add their interpolations to pay willbe $10 extra weekly..
tomed to at a: price that. he -bePackaging
has already been cast.
the material, the gospel sound got
Union wins 25% boost in relieves . is. attractive: to them in |.
l lost. in. the shuffle. What seems to’ hearsal
and
overtime
pay. and The Groove disk will have a.ioure
terms of value.
‘Two mustie publishing. firms are’ ' replace it was a country-western. _Philharmonie assumes the sole cost color identifying mark, and the
The “Compact 6” will feature ri” ‘Warner Bros.. because a pop | influence. Thus today’s. rock 'n’ lof Blue ‘Shield, and Blue Cross sleeve will have a perforated tzg
full-length
versions of previous. : standard of theirs licensed to War-jroll would séem a rough amalgaannouncing the 49e price—which
insurance.
. hits and will be recorded by Mer- :: ners for theatrical film. use:is now mation of this. early r&b styling,|
dealers can remove if they want to.
“We are now in a position to
cury’s top artists.
The Chi ‘disk- 'i being ‘heard on tv via rerun. _
{Continued on page 60)
plot the future developments of
ery credits Cadence with the idea:
‘Broadway Music Corp. and Jerry .
the orchestra with a freedom not
{Continued on page 59)
possible before,” commented man| tajunetion to: restrain. WB. “from
‘| aging: director Carlos Mosley.
} licensing the-.use =of their tune,
ake Me Out to the ‘Ball Game, ”
Philly Indefinitely Off
in a film titled “The. ‘Winning |
Philadelphia, Oct. 10.
| Team, * for television, according. to
With the cancellation of a sec-.
la suit filed in‘New York: Federal +
Despite groans of a sales slump
-ond pair of concerts over the week’Court.
‘end the Philadelphia Orchestra de-|from many areas of the disk indusThe: complaint charges. the tone | The annual Audio Engineering clared in newspaper ads that there |‘try, Capitol Records apparently
Don’ Costa is setting: up his own! ‘was licensed to Warners for use ‘Convention opened Monday (9) at would be no further programs un- isn’t afraid to come forth with
indie. ‘production ‘company. During only in the film.and for exhibition : ‘the Hotel New Yorker, N. Y., and til the: present negotiations with upped-price deluxers. With the rethe past several years, Costa had. in motion picture theatres in’ 1952, °will continue through Friday (13) Local 77, American Federation of jlease of “The Nat King Cole Story”
been pop artists and. repertoire-:and the ‘license was not included:: By the end of.the proceedings over Musicians, are completed.
‘and a package of Dr. Otto Klemchief for
ABC-Paramount
and for. television: Plaintiffs, say they ;100 papers relating directly to the|.
Both the Orch management and :-perer eonducting Beethoven's nine
United. ‘Artists Records but he now reserved. all-other rights for them-' audio engineering field will have
symphonies on the Ange? label. the
the musicians said the next move
feels ‘that the a&r man is losing. ‘selves, and. ‘current usage is. in- “been read.
parent. Cap company now has four
was up to Robert W. Donnahoo, rehis identity because of the inereas- alleged: violation. of the ‘music , : among. subjects being covered
multi-disk packages running simul‘gional director for the Federal
taneously.
ing practice on the part of record-.
firms’ copyrights.
‘ia the rreet are studio equipment, ‘Mediation and Conciliation Serving. companies. of purchasing. ‘in-’
Suit seeks to enjoin ‘Warners: -psychoacoustics, music, loudspeak- ice. Donnahoo has scheduled no The other two are “Judy Gardependently. produced masters.
‘from infringing on plaintiffs’ copy- “ers, ogeanography and underwater meetings for. the early part of this land At Carnegie Hal]” and Jackie
-As' a: result, Costa says, compan-!
‘tights and to award any sums found sound, microphones and.earphones, week, but expected to bring the Gleason's “Lovers Portfolio.” The

TWO MORE PUBS SUE.
OVERTVTUNE RIGHTS

Slate 100 Papers
‘For Audio Meet!

‘A&R Man LosingIdentity, . |
Asserts Don Costa Who's
_ Establishing HisOwn C

jes have

Cap Hits Happy Groove
With 4 Upped-Price Multi
Disk Packages on Mkt.

limited rosters of artists. to be due by way of damagés..’

‘sound reinforcement,
audio instru-

with’ which --to ‘work,’ this in turn’
Similar ‘suits: have been filed by
makes it.more: difficult. for an a&r’ ‘E B. Marks, and Sam Fox _Music. _
Ian to ‘take ‘advantage of . much ;
j
New récording matérial that: ‘comes!

Col.Names G. White .
Natl Field Promo Mer.

ments,

disk recording

and

repro-

disputants ‘ together

before

weekend.

duction,’ tape recarding and reproduction, amplifiers, FM. stereo mul- {
‘tiplex and stereophonics.
|

Pianist Sondra Bianca

thej Garland and Gleason items have
been sent to market at a suggested

list price of $11.98

while

Colce

is

a-$19.98 item and the Beethoven
‘I box is out at $50 in its limited edi-

tion form.
‘Representatives from such firms |
Joins Col Record Prods.
The multi-disk venture is already
as RCA Labs, CBS. Labs, Capitol,
September.
Bell Telephone Labs, .GE, Philco: ’ Sondra Bianca has: joined the} paying off. at least as-far as \il's
By: setting up his. own. produc-|" Granville ° White | -has. been “set _ | Ampex, Hudson. Labs. U: S. Naval: ‘special -products division of Co-; Garland’ s “Carnegie Hall” peckirsce
tion company, Costa feels. that. he: as manager. ‘of national field pro- Research; C. W. Shilling Auditory: ;Jumbia
Record
Productions
as yis’ concerned. The set has zlre: dy
Columbia ’ Records Research, ‘Wurlitzer, Sperry Rand, administrative assistant. She will ipassed the 100.000 sales mark and
will have a greater opportunity to, ‘motion’ ©for
‘work with ‘many mere. artists -and: Sales Corp.. Formerly.’a salesman as: well. as Columbia,
Haryard. be responsible for client service tis still going strong. At $1182 a
‘to. develop new’ talent: Further-! with the. Chicago branch, he: will . Hunter and Syracuse Universities, !-as well as assisting in the selec- |crack, that adds up to a lot of billof material -for premium ing.
more, he will now. be free. to. be-| be -responsible for the. ‘field. ‘pro- -among
others
are _ Presenting |‘tion
work
in the procurement
and
‘come involved -with -special: proj- motion of. all Columbia. and Epic, ap ers.”
This month, Columbia. too. is
*
ects, sueh as. composing -for ‘pix.. product and. will serve. as liaison;
On -Thursday- (42) the banquet editing of tapes and will arrange going in for a multi-disk push. (.]
sessions.
tv and Broadway. One ‘such project between ‘the company. and radio! speaker will be John S. Cross, a clients’ recording
is coming out with a four-disk ceStation
personnel
and.
disk
jockeys.
,member
of
the
Federal
‘Communi.
he is now working. on-is a. musical
Miss ‘Bianca is a concert. pian-;luxer called “The Fletcher isens
based on Wiltiam Shakespeare’ $: “Al. White: has‘ been with |“Col ‘since. cations ‘Commission. ‘Various .ex- ‘ist. who.has been featured in cur- 'derson Story —A Study in FrustraMidsummer Nicht’s’ Dream.” John. 1958. ‘when it assumed. distribution |hibits of andio equipment. are also [rent Epic and Harmony catalogs. ‘tion.” Its suggested retail price will
‘Lehmann. will be his lyricist.
'be $15.98,
‘in’the ‘Chicago “areas
i being shows.
Both labels are Co} subsids.

_along.. His. confract with UA as its
‘p&r

chief. expired. at. the

end. ofj

AO

.
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ANDY WILLIAMS FiybyNight
and Danny Boy carves@)

_#HIS FIRST COLUMBIA RELEASE
a

Rap
seas
nl
%4opted
*

‘Andy Williams
a

|

Foie

“FLY BY NIGHT” C/W “DANNY BOY”

co... MSRE99/BLSO AVAILABLE ON SINGLE &

|
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Inside Stuf—Music

\ChiAFM Insurgents Move to Block

- British Disk Best Sellers:
‘London, Oct. 10.
‘Michael sabes ze. ' Highwaymen
(HMV) . |

Mario. Del. Guercio, Ted: Eddy and -Frank: Davis. have Written’ the.

‘Kon Tiki
ce eee evee’ Shadows
Republican ‘campaign. song for Louis J: Lefkowitz’s drive in“ New
York's. mayoralty campaign this -year. ‘The song, titled “How Can You. ~ Columbia)
Miss?” was originally scored in march.time. has also been. done in Dixie- “Johnny. Remember Me. Leyton
(Top.Rank)
.
.
Jand style,-and with Spanish words in Latin rhythm. There’ have: been |}
Wild In Country .. Presley
‘5.000: records pressed, and the™ Republican sound trucks. will. start.

playing the disks. later: this week.
‘The tune came

to the. attention

57

“ARCA)

,

.

0, Happiness
of: Republican fundraising: commit- a Walkin’ ‘Back to

Shapiro
tee chairman ..Wrede Pétersmeyer through: Gustave S; Eyssell, ‘presi- _ 4 Calumbia) -~
Jealousy. <.....s0000-++-Fury
dent of Rockefeller. Cériter, who ‘heard Del Guercio. singing it in .an-

_
Proposed
$500 Wkly.Petrillo Pension
Chicago. Oct. 10.
An insurgent group within Local

10, Chicago Federation of Musi{Mexican Actors Assn.
‘cians (AFM), will try and block a
to sive Jocal piesident James
Organizing Diskeries .C.movePetrillo
a Hfetimne pension uf

.Mexico: City, Oct. 10.
$500
a week.
The
€&-: ear-c'd
“«Deceay
7
adjoining shower stall at the Westchester Country :Club.. The three
The: National Assn, of Actors union leader has heen president of
Get. Lost ‘ae eo eee eo
en ene . Kane
cleffers are ull members. of the. ‘American ‘Society. of Composers.
‘is
extending
its scope to include Local 10 since 1922.
SS
,
Authors &- ‘Publishers. They ‘turned. over. all rights to the song tothe. i -{Deeca).
At press time today :Tut. . the
“Yowll Answer To Me.. :Laine:. “|recording artists. Jaime FernanRepublican. ‘Campaign: committee.
dez, union official, has signed up rebel group of approximately 360
' 'Fontana)
RCA ‘Victor, with. contract regu- musicians was convening in ari-’
You Don't Know......Shapiro lating control of artists working cipation of the jocal’s annual rece t- Capitol :Records “will publish a- six-page daily newspaper at “next |
-¢Colurmbia)
ep
me
for the firm.
ing later in the dav in an atter> t
‘month’ s Country Music Festival. in Nashville: (Nov,1-4)...The tabloid: | Wild. Wind .yieeeeeTevton
Fernandez ‘said that all- disker-° to mobilize its forces,
Pre+
‘Size paper, to be. called.. The ‘Festival ‘Times, will ‘be published every
{Top ‘Rank)
Jies will have similar agreements. attempts
‘almost
innualy
=
-morning during the canventior. All the. news. copy for the paper will
Union
will
supervise
artists’. splinter groups have been vere
be written and edited by Cap’s press relations. manager. Fred Martin.
‘,
] contracts, whether the performers ridden .by the Icc2als hoerd
ef
-Planned now are. stories on ‘Broadcast Music Inc., the ‘Country -Music
tare hired temporarily or on an directors.
Assn. and. WSM; radio station. home of the “Grand Ole Opry” and |;
exclusive basis.
The union will i The dissidents are heeded hy
sponsor of the Country Music Festival.
alsodicker on salaries and deduct ', two members of the Chicazco Ss:n‘phony and two dance band mem‘The Country. Music Assn: has lined up a roster of falent: for its third |
_
According to the. union, control - bers.
Sam
Denov.
a symphony
anni banquet in Nashville’ Nov. 3. Already signed for in-person. ‘ap-f performers wil] react to benefit -member, said that the pension WS
Vinton,
Va.
_ pearances. that night aré’ Homer & Jethro, the Jordanaires, the Anita
of diskeries
and
entertainers. “unfair and unrealistic’ and ti:at
“Kerr Singers, Hank- Thompson: & his Brazos Valley Boys with Wanda, Editor VARIETY: .
"| Latter. ‘will have no problems in it was
preparing
fer
further
. Jackson, the Nashville Recording All Stars and Bill Purcell. In addition, _-In- the Sept. 6 issue of: VARIETY +obtaining fees for their services | nepotism, by the “Petrillo clan”
: ‘CMA‘s recently, founded Hall of Fame is. to receive its first three names you carried ‘a brief. note of the! sinee this chore will be handled -The Denov group wiil suggest a
.. that evening. New CMA directors | will also’ be introduced.
a
| death: July. 9 of a onetime” promi- by the union.
‘$5,200 a year pension.
nent yaude and. musicomedy song-.
This marks the first time that
| and-dance :‘man, Hughie’ Flaherty.
elements differing with the nowerMills Music is getting. its first’ tv airing of one of its opera copyrights An interesting angle in connection
'ful president have open!y criticized
-.on ABC-TV next Sunday’ (15), The opera is “The ‘Thief and the Hang-. with Flaherty’s. death in Brooklyn
| bi. There have been numeroazus
aman” by Abraham Ellstein with a libretto by Morton Wishengrad: at the age of 81 is the fact that for
sub rosa attempts to stir un eppo~ The tv- ‘praduction, whieh is on tape, features Rosalind. Elias, .Frank many years prior to his passing he
‘sition, but none has succecded.
i Levin,” and Norman. Atkins, -Oreh |is ‘under . the. direction : of Sylvan
had encouraged. the belief the. ?
A member
of the dissenters
“Levin, ? |
was already in the ‘grave.
|teoned the Petrillo leadership in

Late Hughie Flaherty
Concealed His Identity
As Widowerof Ada Jones ,*

‘Flaherty deliberately elected to
‘| “play. dead” -because he was. married from Aug. 9, 1904, to May: 5,

PaulTaubman JoinsNGMRaster,
‘Tubby. Hayes to Epic;Other
Conductor. - arranger - composer

‘1922, to Ada Jones, the most popular woman rec rding artist. of the
early days, andthe chosé not to be

He. long.-had

been’ etched.

Frank

pestered -by fariatical admirers of. his own

+

Beinhorn-Shafer SetN.y.
Jazz Concert Showcase

exclusively under the RCA Victor |.

_recent

years | as

a “do-nothing

2d-

‘ministration.” The spokesman sa‘d
: that the Tocal was “infiltrated” with
:Petrillo’s friends and relatives and
ithat Petrillo would hand over the
London, Oct. 10.
Sinatra’s “Granada,” on: ; presidency to one of them “like a

Reprise label, has made ,crown” when he retired.

Petss]io's

|the late comedienne, seeking locks! the’ British top 20 in one week: son, James J. Petrillo. is financial
‘|of her hair, the location of her. giving added impact to. the biggest :secretary-treasurer of the union.

‘Paul Taubman has joined the MGM |
label:

PyeSnubs UK. .
Distribs With Hot
Sinatra Label:

-| grave, and the like.

A few of herjsnub

a small

farthest-out idolators still. refuse to. handed. ‘out to

diskery
the

big

has, ever
U..

dis-

believe she is. dead. .¥Flatherty |tributors. |
naturally wished to-avoid the atten- | Pye, which releases Sinatra's. la-.
“A. new. concert series ‘to feature. ‘tions of these gentry,:and when! bel (one of the Hottest prestige

Roaring 20s Back As
Harry Rey Returns To

banner.
_ |Also added to’ the MGM. roster :
has newspapers. in Huntington Station, '
“were singers Chip Taylor, Hoagie up-and-coming © Jazz -: artists
'properties to cross the water), did
‘Lands,. Johnny Rhythm and’ ‘The been .put .in’ Motion’ by Joseph. N: ¥., where he had lived,- printed, ‘not. offer’ Reprise to the distribs
Beinhorn and Jerry. Shafer. The. erroneous reports that he, like 4although they were clamoring for|:
‘Squires.
.
| programs will be presented. ‘Satur- ‘Ada. Jones and _ their daughter,. rit. Instead, stepped-up direct sales
London, Oct. 10.
- | day evenings. at ‘Judson Hall, -N. Y:,+Sheelah, had died, he willingly! methods were used.
Enie: Tubby Hayes.
A major tieup between the May
a small auditorium across. from let the. errata. stand.
Some ‘15 ‘ Reason for the snub, says a Pye'.Fair Hotel and BBC radio starts
Tubby Hayes, tenor
sax man.
}years ago, when 1 wrote: a series
|exec, was that leading distribs had:‘next Tuesday (17) when Harry Roy
* from’England, recorded in the U.S. Carnegie Hall.
last ‘week. for ‘the Epic label. He | Set so far are the Horace Par- of magazine articles about Ada|refused two labels offered earlier-‘reintroduces his Tiger Ragamuffins
as in New: York on an- exchange land Trio, Oct. 21; the Don Ellis. Jones, I unwittingly: accepted the! by Pye on grounds that they had ‘ after a 14-year absence. The stary
deal to play. the Half. Note in Trio, Oct. 28; Cecil Taylor, Nov. 4; |statements:at their face value and |:“no room for new. labels.”
Ac-: ‘dates back to 1927 when Bert Am‘Greenwich Village. Zoot ‘Sims. will ‘the -Sal Fisch Quintet, Nov. 18: | reported Flaherty dead:
reording to the exec, Pye’s Golden brose inaugurated a series of danve
play a: date in England on the ex- and the ‘Ted Curson Quartet: -Nov.
The fact that he was “alive be| Guinea series (loWpriced albums}
' music broadcasts from the May
change. ‘The LP cut by Hayes here 25: Other--concerts, - with artists came.a carefully guarded secret of |were even returned from retailers Fair Hotel, and three years later

Lendon’s May Feir Hotel

will be released by Epic after the

first of. the year. Meantime, Epic.
ts releasing a Hayes-album this:
week, which he cut. in England for
Philips to which he is signed. The}
‘“-get is titled “Introdueing Tubby

yet to be: announced, will be held
through Jan... 27. ‘Some of the
groups will: do repeat perform-.
ances and the programs ‘will also

a few record collectors: when Mil-|after big distributors had refused iyas succeeded by Roy. who conford N. Fargo, a member of the-!to handle them and certain “pres-\tinued the series until 1937.

faculty of. the Eastman School of igure’ had been applied.
On the initiative of Edward J.
‘Music at Rochester, N. Y.,. discov-:
First ‘Reprise album release is:
satirist, ered: him. (Fargo is establishing an; dué here on Tuesday (17) when six sand Harry Lee Danziger. the no
, talgia of pre-war years will be .re{Ada Jones Memorial at the school, |disks will go
out— “Sinatra!;vived when Roy and the Tiger
Hayes. wo,
{working on ‘a life of the come- { Swings,” Mort Sahl’s “The New:
‘ Ragamuffins,. playing the music of
dienne, and trying. to get one good 'Frontier,” Sammy Davis Jr.’s “The
the °20s, will be featured nightly
Capitol: Russell. ‘Moore
copy of every one of the thousands | Wham’ of Sam,” Calvin Jackson’s
_in- the hotel’s Candlelight Room.
‘“Big’ Chief” © Russell’. Moore,
of records she made.)
When: he ““Jazz
Variations
on
Movie
| On the opening night and sukseAmerican.’ Indian trombonist, has
approached Flaherty, the old man Themes,” “The Ol’ Calliope Man at
‘quent Tuesdays, the BBC Light
- been. inked by Capitol. ‘The jazz.
at first denied having been Ada the
Fair’ and
Tonv
William:
performer has made appearances
Jones’ husband, but, attracted by ~ “Greatest Hits.”. These will also be Program will feature direct relays’
from the May Fair from 10:40 p.m.
in. Europe and. North Africa, perFargo's: obvious sincerity, broke Sold directly to retaiJers.
_to 11:55 each night, and the broadformed in the Festival.of Jazz. in
down and admitted the. facts.
Paris and was.a member of. the |.
casts will cover the entire music
Flaherty, who was born Aug. We
Louis -Armstrong band: ‘Supervis- |.
program at the hotel.
'
1879, in- ‘the | ‘District of. Tralee,
ing his sessions will be ‘Tom: MorIn addition to excerpts from the
County. Kerry, ‘Treland, had quite a
gan, artist and repertoire producer
. Candlelight Room, the airings will
career. of: his own.
He lived .in
“London, ‘Oct. 10.
at: the diskery.
I
‘Include the music of Peni Latu’'s
Lawrence, ‘Mass:; aS.a boy and be“ Decea Records :infroduced.. ‘yet
j Paradise Islanders from the Beachcame an expert on. Various types of | United Artists Records’ release
Atlantic: ‘Ada Lee
=.
| another low-priced ‘label here yes- dancing. In.1S00 he moved to New; of “Michael” by the Highwaymen .-comber, and pianist George WorAda-.Lee, a pop-jazz chirper, has
from
the
Candlelight
dis booming on varied fronts. Disk, ‘thington
been inked by Atlantic. Her first teray ‘Tues.). offering a strong line- York, became a partner of Biliv: ‘which . is nearing the 1,000,000-.Lounge. The radio series will te
‘album: for ‘the label will be “Ada up of U.'S. talent. Called Ace of Farrell. and met Ada Jones at a: mark in the U.S. (UA claimed 970,- ‘hosted, by Jimmy Henney, who will
Lee Comes On,” a set of standards. . Hearts, ‘the: first release (of: 12 al- theatrical rooming house on East’
10th “St.
He :‘appeared with the ‘000° copies sold as of the early: ‘interview various celebs visiting
_done up in jazz flavor.’
features,. among
others,
| bums)
Byron Spahn. traveling tent. show;a3‘part of the week), has passed the the hotel. His first guest will be
Bing.
Crosby,
Danny
Kaye,.
Peggy
and the James Kennedy Repertoire ; 200,600 ‘sales. bracket and is: top-- Bert Ambrose.
:
Antler: -Tke Cole, . others
ping the British charts.
EMI is.
Sharing
the
Candlelight
dais
Tke Cole,. Ike Clanton, the Van- Lee, .Louis. Armstrong, Judy Gar- company.. In 1903 he appeared in handling the “disk for UA in Eng-:
‘with Roy will be Boscoe Holder
guards. the Flaim Bros., Robin land, Carmen
Cavallaro, Buddy. “The ‘Belle of New York,” with!
and
the Pinkerton
Boys,
with
|
Lee, Walt Conley and Ivy EHen. Holly, The. Ink “Spots and: the.or- Elsie. Janis, and had the title role
a0“in its first. week of release in’ Sheila Clarke, playing Caribbean
ords,been” signed: by Antler Rec- iginal sound: track Of: “The Glenn. in. “Jack: and. the Beanstalk.” ; Canada, through Compo, it passed Style music,
1904-5: he toured the country’ na
ords
‘Miller Story.’ *
; the 40,000 mark, and, according
to
star of “The Forbidden: Land,”
The new albums,. which’ ‘retail at
;S:dney Shemel; director of. foreign |
slat $3.26, ‘represent Decca’s seeond with Ethel Johnson. Later. produc- |'onerations. it’s also beginning to:'
feature the.-“work
‘Theodore. het

of. a

'DeccaLaunches
Another Cut-Rate |
Label iin Britain|:

K'S ‘MICHAEL’ NEAR
1,000,000 U.S, SALE

Ln

cut-rate venture in. the pop $field. ‘tions in’ which he appeared were jbreak in about a dozen additional |‘Decca Grooving Oldie
Crosby’s ProjectLabel | The
with
Blanche
diskery started the. Ace of. “His . Majesty.”
eas.
At the same time, Shemel re.Clubs series early in-1958 mainly. Ring, ~The - “Rounders,”
Jelson-Levant B’casts
Cutting LP For LifeMag to ward off’ the threat. of. the rec- “Simple Simon,” “The Filibuster” !it ported
that a second UA single,
1492, 9° &

‘Bing -Crosby's
disk. company, ord clubs. ‘A: new- market was: and “In Africa.” .:
“Town Without Pity,” from the | Excerpts of “The Kraft Music
with
Al
Project: Recards, is. cutting an LP opened, and now. Pye. ‘and ‘EMI
In 1912 he met: his second wife. ’ soundtrack of the film, has passed |‘Hall’ radio programs
have
titled, “American. Heritage. of Folk (Electrical. and .Musiéal Industries). Hanna Annie’ Lockett, .who sur- . the 100, 000 mark in Germany. ‘Jolson and Oscar Levant
been put in to the groove
by
Song”. for Life magazine. Life will have followed suit with Golden. . ‘vives him. In 1916 they teamed as
Decea_ Records.
‘offer the album to readers in a Guinea and Encore: In Pye's ¢ase a dance pair, Flaherty &- Stoning.,:
The material, made up of n.usic
special. promotional deal. When. the! ‘Golden. Guinea has become the. and the partnership continued in
Nine. years ! Bob -Thiele has been named; ‘and conversations between Jolson
“mag promotion winds up, Project backbone of the company, selling vaudeville until 1932.
’ will market the. LP independently. more than 1,000, 000 in. the first 18 after Ada Jones. death, he married aitist & repertoire head for. Im- ‘and Levant, was cuHed from 25
i broadcasts that were aired in the
Miss. ‘Lockett. .During their pro- . pulse Records, the Am-Par
Project’ has: also ‘completed two months..
jazz’
& Jabel. He.takes up his duties next ; early 1940s.
LLP s for Doubleday & Co. which: it.
Initial pressing of the new. Decca’ fessional ‘association, Flaherty
will offer in promotion deals. to! eaat in
Reve. 100.000. according |.Stoning appeared on bills -with Monday 116).
is akev
cording’ such stars as Jack Bénny, Belle’
‘book club members. The albums, °
, to sales exec S. A. Beecher-Stevens.
Thiele comes to the label with.
MCRAIN PLAYS SHAMROCK
“Twenty Six ''Avademy
Award j.In Nis. opinion, increased availabil- Baker and Sophie Tucker.
He re‘ta Jong a&r background.
Houston, Oct. 10.
Winning Songs” feature Jane Wil-| ity of cheaper albums will not’ deSo completely had the’ erstwhile j cently had his own outfit, the Han-.
Don
McRain’s
orch
is tak.ng
son, Stewart ‘Foster and the Rob- tract from normal business owing song-and-dance. man. concealed his; over-Signature: Record Corp. and iover the Centinental Room po
ert .Thomas- Singers. The. album to. the fact that both Clubs -and. fassoclation with the top recording I before that was a&r head at; dium at the Shamrock Hilton Ho‘sale “rights. revert. to Crosby's Hearts. consist. entirely -of . reissue: comedienne of 50. ‘years ago. that Roulette.
He was also chief of itel on Oct. 19. For years. that
diskéry.° ‘after the Doubleday pro- ‘material. ‘‘The public is still pre- none. of the newspaper obituaries ‘Dot. Records Eastern Division and { bandstand has been the domain of
motion ends. and Project will | pared -to pay between $4.80 -and mentioned his- -having been -mar~ was aér topper at Coral for seven ||Paul Neighbors, Shep Fields. Hen‘then market the packages itself..4 $5.60 for new items,” he =says. ©
ried. tu. Ada Jones. © Jim, Walsh.* years.
.
ry’ Kifig arid Stoan-Krueger bands.

‘Thiele Joins Impulse
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+
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7-33-6
Introducing the measurements of a little lady that will
make it big — 7 inch size, 33 speed, 6 complete tunes —

now available at all of our distributors —two by Johnny
Tillotson, two by the Everly Brothers and one by the

the new Cadence Little LP, New LPsize, new LP price,

Chordettes. Each contains six of these artists’ big hits.

new LP package! The Cadence Little LP comes in a thick

such as: POETRY IN MOTION, NEVER ON SUNDAY, ALL
| HAVE TO DO 1S DREAM, WITHOUT YOU. The Cadence. .

transparent plastic jacket that contains the record and

a full color cover-insert—a new advance in record packaging. The Cadence Little LP has been successfully. test
marketed. In a recent direct mail offerto over 7,000
teen-agers across the country, The Little LP brought a

Little LP retails for $1.69. It has been developed with
the same careful attention to quality and detail that we

apply to everything we produce. We at Cadence believe
‘that our Little LP idea can be a stimulus for the entire

phenomenal sales return—along with some great “rave’’

industry. It provides every retailer with the opportunity

letters from the kids about the Little LP idea. A storetest in Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, further

to pick up additional.sales in a.new price.line and hold:

confirmed the fact that the Cadence Little LP is :produced right, packaged right and priced right for the big
teen-age market. The first five Cadence Little LP’s are

a profitable mark-up. 7-33-6 may not be the measurements of Brigitte Bardot
—but they are the vital statistics of a little lady that can be a big sales attraction.
Place your order now for the CADENCE LITTLE LP.
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PeterDawson's Career

\Like Vaude and Radio, BandsHave
| Spanmed History ofDisks
From Cylinders To Stereo Had Their Golden Yrs.: Chas. Barnet
Aces, Lous
.
Arey

New York

Mills Bros.,

with

By JIM. WALSH

the

ge, Bill: Sny-

‘Danny Winchell bet up a pub- der, the Banjo
Barons and Rafael
relations. firm - called Danny .Win- Mendes will all be on the third

Cdamal

By

When Peter Dawson died ‘Sept.
27 in Sydney, Australia, his pass-

DAVE

JAMPEL
Oct. 10..

Tokyo.

a,

:

:.

{exception
of resnondi ~ to re.
t quests for his identification faves
isuch as “Cherokee.”
“St aiiner,”

|“Redskin Rhumba” and “Pompton
of singles for jukeboxes re- ing at.the age of 79 got little at-. hard blowing bands” will” neue t
chell Inc, . . . The Ranisey Lewis. series
leased by Decca-Cora] ,.. Bobby tention from the American, press. again reach the popularity they en- !Turnpike.” Barnet smiled, “those
Perhaps because the- Australian
!we
haye to perform as is.”
joyed for about .15 years starting;
L.A., held over through Oct. 22.,. lywood today (Wed:) after an Aus- bass-baritone never visited the US, from the mid-1930s. “The day of; Barnet finds his audiences today

Trio, currently at the Black Orchid, Nee, Liberty waxer, returns to Hol-

; Dick and ‘Bob. there was little nor no realization ;the dance bands based on the con-! ‘are generally more adult than in
i
‘years past. Many listeners express
Sherman,. whose father, Al- ‘Sher- that. his death marked the end of {cent
of jazz is going, going and;
‘man, penned a tune for Maurice the most: remarkable ‘of all re-: ipresently will be gone,” said Bar- i‘surprise that he is still active. For
San
Francisco,
remain
there Chevalier in a pic, composed three cording careers...
;the younger set, the Barnet band
net, here with his spouse andi
through Oct. 22... Kai Winding. tunes for “The Castaways” which
But it is true. Dawson was the mother on last leg of a global va-- iis new all over again. “Where has
‘this been?” they exclaim.
and. trombone septet to play Sullins the French ‘singer is recording. only surviving performer who be| cation.
College, Bristol, Va.,
21.2%
Songs are “Merci Beaucoup,”” “Bn- gan. making two-minute wax- cyl‘One reason for the surprise ele“Ty would saythat like some other:
Phonodisc,: a Canadian diskery, re- joy it,”. and “Grimpons” .-. .-Con- tnders. by the “round,” kept going
jment,
Barnet pointed out, ix that
leasing Allen Swift’s “Look Out temporary Records released. “Ernst through. the~era of single-faced forms of show business — vaude- “record companies at pre<ent «are
ville and radio—the band has had:
Below” there. It was released in Toch’s “String Quartet,” op. 74, and’ ‘double-sided
78rpm_
disks,
not interested in recording big
the U.S. by Kapp.. . Chirp Jeannie published by Mills Music , . . changed from. singing into a horn its golden. years,” reflected Bar-. ‘ bands.. They say there is no szles
.Thoimas set for Fr eedomland, N.Y,; 4 Sonny Stitt, Verve waxer, to appear to a mike and was still making net, who fronted one of the most’ ; potential in them.” This, despite
Moon: Bowl, ‘Saturday (14) and Sun- at the. Art's, | ‘Louisville, Ky,, Oct. records when mono LPs began .to swinging assemblages. “And while :ithe fact that the big bands were
bands are. still here and will al-. Barry Sisters open at: 20-21, =
day !15).
be succeeded by stereo:
His. re-.
ways be. here.” he told Variety, . once the meal tickets of the diskCamelia Room of Drake Hotel, Chi, ;
Gary (U.S. Bonds). will headline cording career, during which his; ‘it will never be like tt was. Dance : eries.
‘Oct. 20.
an oldfashioned U.S. Bond sales: voice lost almost none of its origi-7j music seems to be headed hack to |
Pearl Bailey, Pete Fountain, ‘Guy: drive in Harrisburg,’ Pa. tomorrow nal quality, «covered a Span. of 57
the days of commercialism.”
“Hille”
B. «
Lombardo, the Ink Spots, the Four (Thurs.). staged by. the- United years.
Bucking the tide of spotlighted
States Savings Bond Division. of
.Dawson was born in 1882, in vocalists and combos, the fit-look- :
HIT. REMINDERS,
the ‘Treasury Dept. ......- Connie Adelaide; Australia. Dawson ar- ing Barnet remains very much in
Francis, MGM chirper, at the Latin | tived in: ‘England in 1902, aged 20,
the band biz..
‘t Casirio,. Merchantville, NJ. Oct. on the: day the Boer. war ended.
‘ Seml-Annual 1-Nighters
.
-119-Nov,.1...... Ann. Richards ‘waxed
» DOES YOUR
Two
years:
later
he
was
en| Jimmy MeHugh’s-“I Couldn't Sleep
‘Twice a year Barnet takes a 17- |
CHEWING GUM
ronele|
[a bier Last Night”: for Atlantic : gaged. ‘to. make Edison Bell cylin- piece band on a tour of one-nightLOSE
ITS FLAVOR
ders
.
and
Gramophone
disks
and
‘Elgart will appear at:
ers—mainly colleges and concerts
. os
La
almost
at
once
became
an
estabLennie Donegan and His
ollege,
Salem,
W..
Va.,
Roanoke
—and plays the West Coast beShien Grovp—DOT
lished.
favorite.
among
the.
platter
| tomorrow ‘(Thurs.) and” at the W.
tween more lengthy hops from his
ROCK-A-BYE YOUR BABY
“| Va. Institute of Technology, Mont-. and. roller fanciers of the time. L.A. base. When not working unCWith A Dixie Meledy)
‘gomery, Oct. 21:, ... Paul Horn, Edison Bell apparently ‘had: not der the Barnet banner, his musiJudy Garland—Capitol
|composer-musician whose publish- then developed a system of mak- cians pad their pockets by playing | 4
Aretha Frankiin—Columbls
ing
permanent
master
cylinders,
ing company is a Jimmy McHugh.
record sessions and tv and film |
SHOES
.| Music subsid, pacted a five-year for. Dawson, who told the story of studio dates.
biw LA FEMME
contract with Columbia. His. first his life. in an . autobiography,
“We've had to reorganize our
Lennle Martin-Robbee
: release will be.“Phe Sound: of.Paul. “30. Years of Song,” recalled he thinking,” Barnet explained. “The
Jonce worked. steadily for nearly a old idea of maintaining an orchesHorn.”
MIELS MUSIC, INC,
Publicist Joyce Ackers shifted | week, recording «# comic song, tra 52 weeks a year is almost im- |.
T619 Broadway
New York 19
‘| her. base of ‘operations to: Paris, “John, John, Go and Put Your jpossible today. That’s true, too, for
A
_ Fe
-| wheré°- she'll ‘represent Sarah Trousers On,” over and over, to Basie and Ellington.
supply
the
demand.
The
recording.
“Then
there’s
the
economic:
Vaughan,: the Al Grey-Billy
|aqueeze,” he noted. “That's all part
Mitchell. Sextette,-.the Charlie |was in addition to concert work.
Great Score from
After several years ‘of free-: OF the scene. The salary demands,
Parker ‘Music’ Co. and Mayhew

Cannonball

Adderly

and

quintet, ‘tralian tour ...

which. opened at the. Blackhawk,

Crates ae Be

MOST RECORDED

MOST PLAYED
SONG OF THE YEAR

Wu
RIVER

from the Paramount
“BREAKFAST

TUM

UN

AT

Picture

TIFFANYS'

COMING! * SeatSexe

Music. She'll also write a: ‘monthly |ianeing, Dawson “signed up ex- cost of traveling and the whole excolumn for Metronome’mag. . ...|clusively, with Gramophone (‘by |pense of the operation are now ! °

The

‘that -time

better

-known

as

| “His

much

higher.”

ra

artists& repertoire man- ‘Dan Terry |fiiliate ‘which made the cheaperjthat makes it possible. to whip a
| and radio. interviewer Béa Kalmus.;Zonophone ‘record.. He: had’ mar-|band into. shape on short notice.
“To. )-RCA Victor disker Timothy. Tied a well known soprano singer,;He said, “you can. take a green
| Hay starts. a promotional tour of !i Annette Noble (who died in 1953), (band one that. might have taken
Po the northwest this week for his and his brother-in-law, Tom Noble, {four months to get the sound—and

|new slice of “That's. What Girls |Who -had been ‘a recording expert |get it in just two or three days.

RMU

RNAIE

newly. formed Cinema Records

Are For.” ..

.Anita

Bryant, Co- |‘for Edison, Edison Bell and Pathe, |You can take the band into a re-

.| lumbia - thrush;. guests. én “The | got -him a better contract that in- |‘cording studio and cut four sides
~ | Bell Telephone Hour” Friday (13). fale a 5% royalty on record. ‘in the allocated time that would
be. better

‘Dawson's repertoire was largely

| co nel
FRANCIS
Sings

THE

GAY

LIFE °

will be. headed by society song- Master’s: Voice,” because of the|
Barnet praised the quality of to- °Lyrics.and Music by
| stress Allison Assante, orch leader. familiar. dog. trademark) and its af- | day’s musicianship, a high standard| ¢ HOWARD DIETZ and ARTHUR SCHWARTZ e6

.

HOLLYWOOD

| Satchmo’s ‘Aecolade.
|—

Continued from ‘page |

‘| sional Medal of. Honor. for ‘Arm-

strong and, on July: ‘21, 1959; was

advised. by Hugh. L. -Elsbree,
rector of

than

anything

bands

can

the

do.

so-

So it

-His current book is updated to
helped -record comic sketches and
sang. popular songs.’ Under the contemporary jazz trends with the
alias of Hector Grant, he duplicated. Harry Lauder’s songs success-

fully for some of the minor com-|'

di-: panies.

Legislative. -Reference

called road

the virile, basso sort of thing, but |gets downto arrangements—having
in his early recording days he (the book

Dawson

and popular

°MAGIC MOMENT
© WHO CAN? YOU CAN!
°SOMETHING YOU NEVER HAD BEFORE©
°OH MY LIEBCHEN
© COME A-WANDERING WITH ME
© WHY GO ANYWHERE AT ALE
© FOR THE FIRST TIME
©THIS KIND OF-A GIRL
COC
"aust PUBLISHERS HOLOING CORPORATION

-

also sang comic

songs

under

the

as-

sumed names of Will ‘Danby and.
‘Will Strong.
} “the Congressional Medal of HonDawson: wrote
a great many
or is restricted to individuals ‘en- songs under a dozen or more pen

: Service, Library of Congress, that

gaged in. combat - with an enemy
| of the United: States. Such medal

names, .the best known. being J. P.:

McCall. --One of his compositions, |
“Mandalay
Scena,”
consisted of
is therefore confined: to the mili- ‘varied
musical settings of “On the
.jtary and could not be awarded Road. to Mandalay.” He recorded
| to-Mr. Armstrong, a civilian. How- this in 1956 in both mono and
“| ever, there are. two precedents in stereo, and the stereo version was |
{| point where the Congress has seen oneof the frist. to be publicly dem-

DREAMBOAT

"| fit. to honor American musicians

onstrated. in England

ample

of

the

new

as

an

ex-

recording

‘by the grant: of: medals: 1. ‘Private method.
.
Law 536, 83d Congress." Author- ; ‘Dawson’ went home to Australia

x.13039

| Izes the President to. present a about 10 years ago, but occasionally returned to England.
In his
gold ‘medal to: Irving Berlin.: 2. Jlate years he estimated he had

Private. Law. .727,. 74th -Congress. made

3,500 records

which

sold: a

‘Authorizes the President to pre-. total of: 13,000,000 records. Some-

sent a gold: o> medal to George: ™. thing must have been wrong with

}Cohan...

his figures, .for they average out
[only about 3.500 copies per. platter—-well below the. 5,000 mark,
which -used to .be considered . the

“break even point.’
jazz historian, Marshall their ability to capture the full
and voice.”
author of the Story of fidelity of music
Jazz, takes notes for his new| Which ts the “right” ‘Contibook on jazz and the dance; nental for you?
The ‘400°—3from an interview tape that he} speed. 4-track stero and mono
plays
back
on
his
Norexrco:recording
and playback,
com‘Continental’ tape recorder. Dr.| pletely self-contained with dual.
STEARNS is Director of the IN-|record/playback
preamps,
dual

Noted
' Stearns,

Continued from page 5 ——

and his SENSATIONAL

HAMMOND

ORGAN GROUP

BOOKED SOLIDLY THRU 1961
Warner Bros. Records

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, President
.

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Yo. PLAZA 49-4606

CHICAGO ¢ MIAMI « HOLLYWOOD

e LAS VEGAS ¢ DALLAS « LONDON

‘and ‘congratulated

Bleyer for his |
introduction. In .a ‘statement the:
‘diskery said it was “pleased to
STITUTE
of Jazz StupIEs
andjpower amps, two speakers and
Join with Cadence. -in this: most
Associate Professor of English at |stereo. microplione. The ‘300—
progressive step.” It will release it’s
HUNTER
COLLEGE.
“I.
make | 4-track stereo playback; mono“Compact 6” line soon and feels that
‘constant
use of my. NORELCO work |
20 ‘playback. 3 speeds. The
it will help bridge the gap between
tinental’ when doing field work | ‘200’—4-track mono reccerd. playsingles and LPs in ‘both. price. and
for my books and articles,” states |back; facilities for stereoplay‘quantity... It was also felt that the [ ‘Dr. STEARNS.
“Here,
the
most ii back.
The
*100°—100°r
transisidea could help, convert mes |, significant
jonifica
feature is three speed |torized, battery -opera ted, 7-Ib.
buvers. to the album.
.yersatility.
i
_iportable.
Records.
plays
I find that the ex i up to 2 hours on one reel. back
All
‘This plan: has been used before
-: for Samplers and giveaway .items
{but never as a straight retail pack- |
yage. More. “Little LPs” are due in
. fa month or so.and all- will be

directed at the teen pop market.

tremely. economical

17a

speed i are products of North American

is ideal for recording interviews Philips Company, Inc.. High Fifrom which
I later take ma-{ gelity Products Division. Dept
terial needed for my work. The:3_L10. 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville,
other speeds. aree exeeptional tor |Long’ Island, New York. (Adv.)
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VARIETY
RECORD LLPS.
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales)

| (EddieWhite Named US,
Rep of Japan’s Yamaha —
Co.;Eye 2-Way Song St.'
‘White, a composer-pro- , .
‘ducer who recently. returned from,;
a visit to Tokyo, has tied up with
i the Yamaha
Co. there and will 3
}act as its U.S.- representative.
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EDDIE HARRIS (Vee Jay)
Exodus to Jazz (3016)
AL
T (Victor)
. He’s the King (LPM 2354)

JOAN BAEZ (Vanguard)
Joan Baez (VRS 9078)
RAY CHARLES |(Atlantic).
What'd I Say (8029)
GLORIA LYNNE (Everest)

This Little Boy of Mine (LPBR 5131)
LA DOLCE VITA (Vietor)
Soundtrack (FOC
(FOC 1)
1
‘STARS FOR
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SOME NIGHT (Columbiay
Various ‘Artists (LM 1).
MOMS MABLEY (¢
(Chess)
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—

_

39

| Jackson: and. others .presently on;
its roster and will. be hunting gos-| . 41
pel groups for all its labels.
Soli
| Rabinowitz will. be the Col. pro-j]°~
42
; ducer handling Okeh product.
Okeh' dates -back to. 1920 with:
General. Phonograph
Co., -which:
3
was part’ of German Parlophone. f
|In 1924 General was :sold to the;
44
Columbia Phonograph Co. and in!
1934 Columbia and Okeh were
bought by: the American Record
45

an

;

—, 29
.

4) Taberacle and Marie: Knight, both ; .
gospel oriented. Cot has. Mahalia ;§ -40.

to

PETER NERO (Victor)
New Piano in Town
‘AL HIRT (Victor

—°

.

(MGM)

SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (OL 4180)

8

37

will be. geared

CONNIE FRANCIS

7
'

|

month
at the start
singles, starting with
ia about a month.

Knockers Up ‘JLP 2029)

.

38

©

More Greatest Hits (E- 3942) |

{tential chart. factor and certainly|

bought

_

RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee)

8

24

In.1938.CBS

—°

Dance Till Quarter |to Three «(LLP 3001).

40

Co.

. °

‘Time Out (CL.1397)

38

can and activated Col. and. Okeh.
Latter continued ‘until discontinued in 1954.
Okeh specialized in jazz and pop
in the 1920s cand 1930s. ‘In the
fiearly 1920s it was the first to go]!
#tinto so-called. “race -records,” the
forerunner
of r&b.
Production

BRENDA LEE (Decca)
AH the Way (DL 4176)-

9

ae

currently being booked for nation- |]

an album Consideration. The Okeh !
move is not ‘Specifically aimed at | '
4 gospel,- ‘but ‘among
the
artists, |
{lined up for exposure on the reac- |i}
‘tivated line will be the Voices of:

Yellow Bird (1004)

‘FOUR PREPS (Capitol)
Four Preps On Campus @ 1566) |

_ Sings His Big 15 (ABC 323)

22.

30

ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi Fi) ©

7

6

__.
37°

29.

',

Ebb Tide (DL 4165)
28 PAUL ANKA..(ABC-Par)

ot

What it all adds up to is a po-

~-

MITCH MILLER (Columbia).

7
13

‘in gospel.
31 0 41
An example of the trend is a!
a
. it package called | ““Wasa’t That a,
if 32 36
i Mighty. Day?” This is a Musical. ;
'dramatic presentation of the Na-!
tivity from a Negro folk-oriented |
38. 25
point, of view, written by poet-!}
.
playwright ‘Langston Hughes.
It}
46
is presented in dialog, pantomime ° 34
.
and sung: by an all-Negro cast of;
he Singers and: actors. and is:
‘35 27

gro and white audiences.

—

_

RAY CONNIFF (Colombia)

1

wide appearances. before both Ne- j

_

Somebody Loves. Me (CL 1642)

18

i)

Slightly Fabulous (LPM 2398)KINGSTON TRIO. (Capitol) a
JOSE JIMINEZ (Kapp)

a

Continued from page 55 mame

3122)

LIMELITERS (Victor).

The Astronaut (KL 1238)

20

=

Various:Artists (UAL

_ Close-Up (T 1642).

«(15

.

Going Places iT 1564).

«38
-

14

Religion Kick
—

Sinatra Swings (R 1002).

_

13

19

vo

2388)...

17 15 SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) ~
_
‘Original Cast (KOL 5450) ~
7 (15 LAWRENCE WELK: (Dot)

=

.

HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) '—
Jump. Up Calypso (LPM

:

been a

(CL. 1644).

.MITCH MILLER (Columbia) ©
Your Request 1CL 1671)

@7

ji that a similar pattern could evolve :

____ Ike & Tina Turner

~—

7

ee

See Similar Pattern

__.Ricky Nelson . ...........:....ebeeees Imperial

40

6

16°

ITS FLAVOR

Ray. ‘Orbison eee eee eee
....sJonument
HOLLYWOOD"
7
Connie Francis ..........-.---+-----+--- MGM
ANYBODY BU EF
r ME
Brenda Lee
....
2... sec eee cc cece ceeeee Decca
YOURE THEREASON
Bobby Edwards scene eaten eeceaee . Crest
THE FLY
;
:
Chubby (Checker scence enter eecates Parkway
SWEETS FOR. THE §SWEET
.
Drifters ............-+-, Cae enverceccs .Atlantie
Everly

_
330

10

for. Everyone (LPM 2870) °

NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA) |
Soundtrack (UAL 4070)".
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbiay

Yellow Bird. (DLP 3389)-:

ee eee eee ects eee eres Dot

WITHASrT you

#2

34.24
—

6.

of Sand.”
'The
Indianapolis
plant
was
launched
by. Victor Aug. 5, 1939/1
and now manufactures 65,000,000 ;.

.

|

9

stone platter to roll off the press ![
‘17
was Eddy Arnold's. “One Grain

to 70,000,000. records

Terrace

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) . .”

5° 2

§

On the college campuses, where!
folk- music got its snowball roll- |
MORE MONEY FOR YOU AND ME
.
ing, interest’ in _ 8ospel -musie¢ is:
Four Preps
Lee eee eee e eee ewe sweeee Capital
trapidly growing.
It is needless to,
WOOQEN “HEART
-{jdemonstrate what the collegiates.
Joe Dowell
oo.
cece
cee cc eee ees ‘Smash
‘did for folk and it seems likely:

Johnny Tillotson

88

ee te ween

I LOVE HOW YOU LOVE ME
Paris Sisters...
00...
ee cee eee Gregmark
LOOKING IN MY EYES
Chantelles te
pee
eee eee eee eee .... Carlton
MY TRIE STORY
a
Jive Five .. 0.0.0...
cece eee eeee eees Beltone

Lonnie _Donegan_ bce

28
28

41
_
42
_
43

cc cc

had

16
6569

Something

8

RCA Victor's Indianapolis: plant |
‘hit the 1,000,000,000 disk: produc: |
tion mark last week (3). The mile- |:

—

..........-..- Sea wee eens + Capitol

who

CAMELOT :(Columbia)

a

depart-

Billion Intdpls. Disks |

.

LOOK

Suzuki,

5
8

| mingled with: the blues and c&w !
22
23
attitudes.
oe
es
ern
3
Y¥AYA.
,
| What's emerging today in some
Lee Dorsey ... .....-+se-e
eee eee ee Fury
23-29
ifolk and more sophisticated clubs |
5
ONE TRACK MIND
Friis a fairly authentic gospel. sound. !
____ Bobby Lewis | eee
eee
eee
Beltone
‘Concerts in Madison Square. Gar- . 24° 21
2«04+~=|S BERLIN MELODY
|
fden, the Apollo, theN . Y. Museum !
Billy Vaughn Le ccc ee reece eee e ccc eeeeecee Dot ‘Ti of Modern Art. and in many’ other
25. 81.
;spots where genuine - gospel has i
EVER LOVIN'
,
*
‘tbeen performed, ‘are
attracting:
Ricky _Nelson sete eseees vec tcerccces Imperial
26°26
|more and more whites. Gospel has:
2
FOOL NUMBER ONE
.
‘also been getting more airing on:]
os
Brenda Lee
©...
cc ccc ce ae ee cee: Decca
itv and in radio there are sev eral ‘] 2% = §639
WHO PUT THE ‘BOMP
' stations which. feature it.
vo
Barry Mann
.......
eee
eee eee eee) ABC-Par

_

33

:

Lettermen

I UNDERSTAND

3.

:
28

THE

G Cleffs

29

,

music

Judy Garland at Carnegie Hall: (WBO 1569).

Original Cast (KOL 5620)

Portrait of Johnny

Sea-|

disk Jockey on KANTO, Tokyo,

Jimmy Dean ..........--. gece
ee cenenccees Col

3,

is

22

Fumio

eeee cece ewes eee eee eee -UA

JOHN

;

19

21

BAD

nine

_

40

.

a

ment stores, plus control of 500
music store outlets. General professional manager of the Yamaha.
publishing eompany in ‘Japan ‘ts!

Lecce ete wees aet essence Liberty

LITTLE SISTER
a
Elvis Presley .Lene
eae ce seees ace geeee Victor
¥OU MUST BEEN A BEAUTIFUL BABY
Bobby Darin
6d
cence
seer eeceeee Atco
LET’s GET “TOGETHER
Hayley Mills .. 2...
ccc
ccc cc ees Vista

BIG

and

3

4

Lark} for the Oriental market.'!
Although’ White’s main. ‘area of |
activity for Yamaha will be the!
exporting :of American copyrights|
and: catalogs to the Japanese mar- !
ket, he'll also bring in Japanese :
‘pops and.classics for .U.S. exposure. |

schools

2
3

The Yamaha company is prexied i

7

Sue Thompson ........5--..+s---+-+er: Hickory
BRISTOL STOMP
Dovells .. wtb t eect
este tees seeeee: Parkway
MOUNTAINS HIGH

Arch ‘and

1 12 JUDY GARLAND (Capitol).

.

by
Genichi Kawakami who. also|
heads
Nippon
Gakki,a
large
manufacturing concern.
In addition, Nippon ‘Gakki operations involve ownership of 1,200 music

MICHAEL

7
17

ee eeee Monument.

;
;
cece eters ences . Liberty

aveee e

Highwaymen _ see

i8

‘|
1

peeewccsewes «s...-Monument

MEXICO

Dick & Deedee

19

|

CRYING

Bob Moore ........-.. Weeees e

?

|outfits (January,

c ese wes ee eee esaees Liberty

Ray Orbison ween

12

who. ‘has been named’
‘a veepee in Yamaha
firm, has.
- already signed Paul Anka’s. Spanka i
| Music
catalog
and
tunesmith’s '
|Aaron Schroder’s three publishing:

'

1

”

; White,

This Last No.“Wks.

1

This Last No. wks.
wk. wk. on chart

.Eddie White js starting his own!
“open door’
policy as far as:
music biz ties with Japan is con- ;

|cerned.

ms ween’ ta’,.luftan is based on a statistically balanced
ot
& sules, patioval’y, as reported by key outlets in major-~oot:s8
ated 1
MUS
Programming by the major independent radio
reir

Wk. Wk. On Chart

RETAIL(A National.
ALBUM
BEST SELLERS
Survey of Key. Outlets )-

|{ -

|
a 0.

=
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.

Soundtrack (CL J
1655)

—

5

GUNS

GEORGE SHERING (Capitol) ©
Mood ‘Latino (T 1567) ©

OF NAVARONE

(Columbia)
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" | FREEDOMLAND ENDS. No More Bidding for Entertainers
2D SEASON IN BLACK
InLas Vegas, Says Sahara's Irwin
Pinch InFrisco AfterPhillyRap},

Lenny Bruce's Obscene all age
By. RALPH. J. GLEASON
:
San Francisco;Oct. 10.
* Fresh. from

his’ appearence

in

| Houston’$ CorkClubFees:
Top Texas Privateries|

. Philadelphia court yesterday (Oct. |.

Freedomland, Bronx, N.Y., which].
had been ‘a weekend operation for
he past. few weeks, will close for
the season Sunday (15). This sum-;
mer's operation is regarded as hav-!
ing been generally successful, and
the park will come out ahead. Last}
year the ‘operation incurred losses
jbecause of huge building costs and

Webb & Knapp Co. Buys

—+
Bidding for acts is new virtually
{unknown in Las Veras according
‘to Stan Irwin. predecer for the
Sahara Hotel there. ‘he was in
New
York
last week
paundcring
: acts
and
shows.
He
siid that

Yonkers Track Contrel:

9).-on charges of illegal possesion|
of narcotics, comic Lenny.. Bruce
“Austin, Oct. 10:
Recreation Corp., ;;even if a uew and hot ycrtcrmer
a price policy regarded |as having | ‘International
has ,to return to: San Francisca to
;operator of Freedomland amute- ' develops there is only about a
Houston’ 's Cork. Club {is the. larg-. been too high.
appear here on -his ‘second ‘rap...
ment park in the Bronx through: $5.000 difference betuecn the tid
Inauguration
of
name
talent
and:
Bruce was ‘arrested. - Oct. 4: at est private; chib- in Texas, accord-.
This
bands contributed to the success-. Webb. & Knapp, has arranged to; of one hotel and another.
the. Jazz Workshop
for «using ing: to the - ‘membership fees paid ful season. However, the major réa-' purchase 1,665,701 shares of stock i {s negligible in view of the $26 009
obscene. language in a public per- under the recently enacted. license {son for: the improvement was the: in the. Yonkers Raceway from the: latitude in vogue
arvind
1935
formance. The Jazz Workshop. gig
one-price admission of $2.95 day-;Tananbaum Bros. and other track! when bidding for acts- was at its
was Bruce’s fourth nitery. appear- and permit: laws. Liquor control. time and $1:95 evening. for all at- stockholders.
Yonkers
Raceway peak.
board:
administrator
Coke
R..
Stevence in Frisco in as ‘Many years
tractionssin-the
in. the park.
‘| stockis selling for about $6.25 on |’ The reasons for this are varied
and. the first, one which ran afoul ‘enson Jr: said the annual $2 mem-|
-{the
American
Stock
Exchange.! according to Iruin. Many of tke
bership fee was paid on 5,258 ‘Cork
of the Jaw...
RC’s buy, approximately one-third ; top performers feel comfortable in
‘This time troubles mounted. for: ‘Clubbers, bringing in: a total .of
jof. the outstanding stock, would
certain rooms. They do not desire
the comic. Right. after gajning ‘a. $10,512 to the state. The. fees were
give it the biggest single holding ;-to change and have no hankering
continuance. -of ‘his ‘obscene lan- due as of Sept. 1, Liquor Control
in the track.
l to go elsewhere.
Some acts, he
guage. rap. till next Monday (16) Board officials ~said they “antici-.
William
Zeckendorf
Jr., IRC |said, have developed a loyaity to
Bruce
was
summarilly- ejected pated a number of Jate returns.
prexy,
said
the
deal.
was
a
step
in
j
th
e hotel management for whem
from ‘the. swank. Clift Hotel. as
Stevenson said s0 far more than-|the projected expansion of the they work. Also, with some hotels
“undesirable.”
$420, 000 has been -paid ‘the state as
company into’ the entertainment dropping names in ‘favor of revues
“His “neservation: -ran. -out,” a result of new licenses and per-|
legit
shows, ~ competition
field.
He said. a study was’ now and
manager Dwight Hart of the Clift mits levied by the. Jegislature. He |.
‘underway of the economic feasibil- among the remaining inns has
said. “How can it run out before. said the -bulk of the $420,000 came |
diminished further.
ity
of
enclosing
the
200-acre
Yon“cheékout’ time?” Bruce responded: ‘from the private club registrations:
Two days ‘of the World ‘Series in kers track in a geodesio dome that
Brenda Lee will get ‘her first
as he! posed. for photographers:.
.
The: Houston. ‘Club showed. a fee. New. York was enough to make
: “This -morning, after that big ‘paid ‘membership of: 2,853,. accord- bonifaces. there recall. with delight would make it operable on a year~ booking at the Sahara with Jack
traumatic thing last night,. -this ing.to the board’s records: and the the days when Gotham had three round basis for a variety of sports, Wakefield in support in December
for two weeks at a period when
guy comes to my room,” .Bruee’ River Oaks -Country ie a _tee major -baséball teams which kept { spectaculars and special events,
the inn is sold for the Sahara
said. “He says-I got to leave the. paid membership of 897.
. | the classic in the metropolis during
airlines Christmas
party.
Some
‘hotel—‘we don't ‘want'people like
‘its entirety, sometimes for the full
3,000
reservations have already
you here.’
,
{seven games.“What am I doing: ‘wrong? I'm
(Continued on page 68)
‘Last week's ‘biz for a ‘couple’ of
not drinking up here. I’m. not.
|.days preceding the start of. the
committing adultery..I’m not hav- |.’
classic on Wednesday (4) was heavy.. - Danny Thomas will be guest of
ing'a big party, Pm. just sleeping. |
Wednesday. and Thursday. were honor at thé Jewish Theatrical
‘Maybe he’ thinks:-I'’m
cooking
-|very
heavy and trade has. been ‘Guild’s
entertainment
industry
Las Vegas, Oct. 10.
‘chickens or something,’ -but, the’
good since.- There is, of course, no. tribute dinner in the grand ball-|.
Although
the
casino.
at
the:
Caronly feathers’ are in the bed.
more
baseball
until
next’
season,
roor
of
the
Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
“Your clothes are.on’ the floor,’ ver House was closed Monday (2). the -éeries having ended in Cin- N-Y., on Feb. 11. Supporting orBloomington, Iil., Oct. 10.
the. manager says. ‘Look at the “for auditing and reorganization,”
Jack Benny’s appearance as solo
ganizations for the event include
(9)..
Monday
on
cinnati
room.’ ‘All right I says, Look: at the show. policy is.nof affected. The|‘For the World Series the .N. Y.
Actors Fund, American Feder- violinist with the Bloomingtonsare. toplining. in- the show-. cafes had ‘some of the year’s heav- ‘the
the room, I havén’t had a chance|’
ation of Television & Radio Art- Normal Symph Sunday (8) resulted
to Pick. them: up. I've been sleep- room.
fest name artillery. .The’ Copaca- ists, American Guild of Variety in a capacity audience of 1,375 in
The hotel, in the Negro’ district bana with-Joe E. Lewis, the Inter- Artists, Catholie Actors Guild, the Scottish Rite Temple Audi_ ing.’
"We don't take your. kind’ of of. Las Vegas, features a bar, res- ‘national headed by. the Ritz Bros., Episcopal Actors Guild, Motion torium here. More than $21,000
people. here, the. manager. says,’ taurant, showroom. and .casino. Chateau. Madrid topped by ‘Los Picture Relief Fund, Negro Actors was. raised for the benefit of the
Bruce related in his version. of Billy ‘Eokstine owns 12%:.of the ‘Chavales de Espana, Basin St.-East Guild, Will Rogers Memorial Hos- local orchestra fund. Previously,
the. story, ‘He wants me to leave. Operation, which opened with, fan-| with Don Rickles and Billy Eck- | pital and the Yiddish Theatrical the largest amount raised here for
‘right now. Right: this minute. Or fare July 1.
stine, and. the Latin. Quarter rely- Alliance. Dinner ig pegged at $75 an orchestra benefit was $5,000.
:he'll call the cops.
A State. Gaming: Board “spokés-. ing on its. tremendous institutional ‘a head.
Benny, who has made 22 other
“ “So okay. What: kind of people | man said the closing was: “purely pull virtually did eapacfity busiDinner chairman is industrialist concert benefit appearances, raised
“am I?” Bruce asked rhetorically: voluntary,” and it is expected the ness.
showman Harry E. Gould and the more
than $2,000,000 for syme
“I. don't: even. have Hquor in my casino. will .‘reopen “within a few ; The: hotels are still hitting close dinner chairman is theatre owner
phonies and varied philanthropies
7 Continued on page 64)
” days.”
.
oo
Harry Branat.
‘(Continued on ‘page 68).
over the past five years.

|World
Id
SeriesHit
Home Run With
— Cafe, Hotel Biz

JTG’S DANNY THOMAS
DINNER SET FOR FEB. 11

VEGAS CARVER CASINO
‘CLOSES; SHOW STAYS

‘Jascha’ Benny Raises
216 For Ilineis Symph

AMERICA’S FASTEST GROWING AGENCY

ila

AMERICA’S TOP CONCERT ATTRACTIONS 1 a
~ BROTHERS| KINGSTON— IMELITERS BUFFALO
FOUR
BILLS
Representing Exclusively

TRIO
Oct. 4-5-6-7-8

‘al Over
eaveeaty eter eal
wong SasOME I. - Includi
Inea

i Mie eSdomy
_Baenegie
Tesh
ief Butale.

°

—

College Conference
at Virginia U.

$1—Woreester

Nov: 1—White Plairis, N.Y.

Randolph-Macon
Det Vermeat

‘Nov:: 23—Dee. 2—Juarer, Mexico

TV Guest Star. Appearance

Personal: Managementi

Coca-Cola

9 u a

t

{|

“FRANK. WERBER

EDDIE CONDON

+

PETER APPLEYARD
‘Quortet

BARBARA CARROLL

_PETE FOUNTAIN.
Quortetponmy HACKETT
HAC

:

ew Vox:
!

Southern Universities
College Conference

Pheenlx

Conn, Sympheny

February 15 — 3 Weeks.

Returning Cocoanut Grove, LA.
—January a

Bell Telephone Hour — Oct. 13
“TV.and Radio Commercials for

"HENRY RED. ALLEN

21 Nisgara U.

18—New: Haven

U. ofHowste

‘Misetedippl, State

Personal -Managemsnt—MORT Liwis

- Oct. 13

‘11—Mosque Thect., Newark
16—Syracuse
v

veee

Rites: Brunswick
Washington & Lee U.

with Arthur Godfrey
State of Virginia

- 29—Hartford

ary.

as tanatate
: TieChee,
ct
|

ofCurrently
Music onMan
four

Special , guest appearances

Sty

.

.

CURRENT CONCERT TOUR

Oct. 28—Providence.

GeetWaitVirstala©

_/Mluatesipnl
Memphis State,

AilantaGheetian
Mewar

Belleee

Auditorium
‘Beston, Mass,

Gana oon
wee!

GROSS
$47,000!
—
7

.
6-7-8
DONNELLY
MEMORIAL

| Montclair Sato Teacher Ue careers
| t:Sein
farce nn

Entra

SEPT. 23—HOLLYWOOD BOWL

Tour of Europe

‘TV and Radio Commercials for
LEM

Also Representing

NEW LOST CITY
RAMBLERS
ISOBEL ROBINS
THE FOUR SAINTS
MUGSSY SPANIER

"EDDIE. HAZELL

Tre
ADAM KEEFE
“MABEL MERCER
PETER. NERO.

Oct. 19—Auburn U.
Returning 1962
Shoreham Hotel—Wash., D.C.
Colontal—Teronto

Nationwide college concerts
and concerts for N.S.P.B.S.Q.

ROSETTE SHAW
STEVENS SINGERS
TEDDY WILSON
Trio

KATStent

| INTERNATIONAL TALENT ASSOCIATES, INC.

_ 65 East 55. Street
Tr New York 22, N. Y..

BERT BLOCK

Pres.

.

LARRY BENNETT
_™. Pres.

Telephone:
PLaza 1-3344

ToS

VAUDEVILLE

U.S. Inmigration Service Aids AGVA,

“urea dist’ ard also frozt Dlackietep ss B Amorican Federrion of
Mats: bers
Loaeal O77, Bere
As
mere ciere elss in US.
these tvo
Woes
ase workime
band-in-hand
PM uswt. to vadien use of union entet a. ners
The Filipino troupe was importelo ieee from Manta. When they
onened without joining AGV.A, Irvin Mazzei, western regional chief
or the talent union, blacktisten the
siev
He pointed out that all foreizn troupes which enter America

“THE COMEDIAN”
The

Only

Real

Monthiy

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST

—

Now
in its 133rd
Issue.
containing
stories,
one-liners,
poemattes,
song
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, monc-

legs.
parodies,
double
gags.
bits
ideas,
intros,
Impressions
and
impersonaticas,
political,
irierruptions
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views
of the News, Vignettes, etc.

$25

YR.—SINGLE

$35

YR.—SINGLE

ISSUES

$3

ISSUES

$4

Foreign

BILLY
New

NO C.0.D.‘s
GLASON, 284 W.

S4th

York

5-1315

City 19, CO.

St.

ee

eee

Immorality Crackdown
Boston, Oct. 10.

New-York

The vice .crackdown on Boston
union, as witness the Filipino unit,
‘night spotsis continuing with com“Philippine Festival.” produced by

Steve

Parker,

new

ensconced

:plaints

in

filed

with

the

_

Las
Vezas.
juined AGVA
this country.

tel, Evansville,

here from the Orient are exempH-'voked.

Police

Commissioner.

Leo jHare, betrothed to-non-pro Edward

Charge Politics

Reno

AnJFKOk'aysOt.
NY. World's Fair
race

‘them beyond that, for—working in
iconjunction with Japanese gevern“ment—it must aseertain that the

‘talent

is above

reproach

morally.

Immigration also insists that nitery

‘ops here pay roundtrip transportation in advance to the Tokyo tal-ent

and

guarantee

wages.

plays Heldelberg College, - Tiffin,
Q., Saturday (14) . . . Mills Bros. |;
‘join’ Ken. Murray show opening |
three stanzas at Sahara, Las: Vegas,
Nov. 14 ... . Tico Robbins orch
and Betty Tyme current at Brazilian Room of Beverly Wilshire Ho~.
e€

+has the backing of President Kennedy. But this may tend to per-

Jacqueline Fontaine signed for|

Champagne
Restaurant
swings into
Oct. 19 for

Robert Wagner. and

Anthopy

&

Room of Fontainebleu
.. . Ella Fitzgerald
Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe,
three frames. . . Ray

Beokends

‘The Deceptive Artistry]
of
The Amazing:

switches

|

by picturing any Federal participation in order to puff Wagner's

Tony
Room,

Bennett

into

. PRESENTING

the Living}

Chi, Nov. 6 for two weeks

|. . . . Palmer House has set the fol-.

lowing bookings: Allem & Kossi,
Noy. 23-Dec. 9; Jaye FP. Mergan,

The New York Republican went
on to. say that. Kennedy kmew all

Dec. 31-Jan.

21; Nat King Cole,

|:

too: well that two Democrats (un- March 26 for three weeks, and.
named) were responsible for block- ‘Buddy Hackett, Aprii 25-May 9...

SOM
edo

ing legislation which would have

Le

Jehnny Desmond

NN

.
UN

tt

| SANDU

considered legislation in the last

CURRENTLY

government.”

‘ Opening Oct. 23.
2 Week

Engagement

SKYLINE HOTEL

KELLY’S

MONTREAL

CHICAGO.

of talént

gratifying™ and the eyent “will do

|
ee

mapa
ee
mone
ene

session authorizing studies as to }
‘the nature and extent of participa|}
tion in...
the fair by the federal

Opened: Oct, 2

wealth

In his letter to Wagner, the Pres- |
ident said the pledges of participation from 62 nations were “indeed

credit not only to New. York City
but the nation.” He went on:.
“As you know, the Congress has

2 Week Engegemeat

Sam. Lesner, Chi Daily News
", . . Terned her debut at Mr.
Kelly's Into @ ‘gala’ last Monday
night with ker outstanding singing.
style."

.

He

noted

that

,

State

Secretary

Dean Rusk and Commerce Secretary Luther Hodges
lent the Ad-

*In anticipation of favorable ac-

tion on this legislationI transmitted to the Congress an appropriation to make a study of this matter.
T know that Congress will give this

‘matter its “fullest consideration at
the next session,” Kennedy wrote,

Jhas

|f

-

great potential

for promoting

|international good-will and under-

AUNT

WESTON +> MARTHA
Comedy Ventriloquism

HELD OVER

LATIN

QUARTER

NEW

YORK

Management: GEORGE SOARES
4208 Ef Jardin, Las Vegas, Nev. Dw 4-2182

standing and should do much to
promote
additional travel from
foreigen countries. These .are objectives in which both New York
-and Uncle Sam can join.”
In the missive to “Moses, Kennedy simply said he could:be sure

Where do the doves
come from? |

vMO NNE

Where do they go?

Picture for Allied Artists

fair.

“A fair of the magnitude and
|character which. you have planned |

Managemani: MCA

Buffalo, New York.

In Hollywood, California making: a Motion |

}

|ministration’s endorsement of the

adding:

. ° ."

DICK

| Mc VAN’'S |

at the Riviera,

provided U.S. participation. A state- K. C., until Oct. 21... . Monique
ment of support-at that time could Van Veeren down for the Black- |}
-have saved the day, while with Con- stone Hotel, Chi, Nov. 13 for three
gress a
ned, nothing can be weeks. =
.
done about it, Javits said.
Claney Bros. & Tom Makem play
Javits disclosed he had asked the Crystal Palace, St.. Louis, Oct.
repeatedly for White House. en- '23-Nov. 4, and the Gate of Horn,
dorsement, but always ran into a Chi, Nov. 7 for a fortnight...
wall of silence. Nonetheless, Javits Jee Conti into the McCurdy Ho-|f
said he was delighted with the Pres-.
idential
support thrown
behind:
the 1964-65 project.

Re

GEORGE

‘A DOVETAIL RHAPSODY’ |

Chicago

prowess. In other words, Kennedy
allegedly was using the fair to
muster votes for Wagner’s tough
reelection . try.

|

“CONFESSIONS OF AN
OPIUM EATER”
Starring VINCENT PRICE
Thank you MR. SPEIGALMAN oad MR. SEGAL
for letting me have my release from

CLUB ALAMO.
—_
Petreit, Mich.
se that
| may moke this motion picture

of Presidential support for. the fair,
“which under your direction and
leadership will be, I am sure, most

successful. You can be certain of
.|my continued interest and the sup- |:
Jport

of

the

Administration.

|

VAL GEORGE |

'-EarlHier Sen. Jacob Javits (R., ji. A. and Pacific Coast under auN.Y.) said Kennedy was making Spices of French government.
a political play out of the fair issue

"A

|

Hollywood

of the exhibition; but leav- fortnight
..
, “Tiare
Tahiti,’”’
ing unresolved the issue of partici- troupe of Tahitian dancer-singersinstrumentalists, arrive tomorrow
‘Thurs.) from Papette for two-week
to be at the ribbon cutting... —
‘'{Seuth Seas promotional tour of

Charlie Dawn, Chicago's American

for two

[the “Sound of Musie” legiter, has quet Club, Dayton, until Oct. 20,
booked for a -nitery tour.'

port

i

23

Boston }been

pation and extent thereof to Congressional studies. He voiced hope

“Another
Carroll .
that’s good Greatsville!”"

Oct.

weeks, and to. Eddy’s, K. C. Nov..
Marion Marlowe, who is leaving 10-16... . Belle Barthat the Ra-.

Robert’F. Muses, prexy of the from Harrah's te Empire Room of
{World Fair Corp., stating his /sup- Statler Hilton, Dallas, Nov. 2 for

| Herb Lyon, Chicago Tribune

a

has |filed)
complaints | Goldberg . . . Noami
Shelton
fied by fact that U. S. Immigration ‘SuHivan’
Red. Skelton inked fora thrée‘against the. Tick Toc and Vaga- ‘moved from the London
Chop
Service backstaps AGVA. Accord- bond
on Tremont St.. and . the House,
Detroit,
to the nearby weeker at Fahoe.Harrah’s starting
He follows Louis Prima
ing to law—serupulously ‘policed ‘Crawford House, Scollay Square, Caueus Room ...
Paul Dooley Jan. 3.
in Harrah's,
‘by AGVA—ne foreign performers among others.
opened Monday (9) at the Left ... Ray Anthony
Reno,
for
four weeks on Nov.+27
can come inte the U. S..and take i - Five ferames and two men are! Bank . ..Chuck-a-Lucks
inked for
The Afro-Caribbeans move into!
jobs if those jobs can be handled under indictment as a result of 2;
March date: at Playboy Club in
by American citizens.
In most raid Sept. 9 on the Stage Bar. the African Room Monday (16)... New Orleans, April in. Chicago,
Jerry
Vale
to
the
San
Su
San,
instances, regardless of the type They are charged with lewd and
and.August in Miami... Arthur
ot Far East act, AGYA claims it ‘lascivious ‘behavior and participat- Mineola, LI., Oct. 20 . . . Shura. Lyman: set for two weeks at Mapes
Devorine new planist at the Playcan provide a U. S. citizen who can ing in an immoral show.
Hotel,
teeing off Nov. 9... . Pat
do a counterpart.
Byrne has assigned assistant dis- bill ,.. Ponsette Room tn the Ho- Collins in same spot Oct..26...
tel. Wellington
opens
tonight
Joe Maize set for reprise at HollHowever, here in Hawail are ‘trict attorney Joseph Nolan to pre- ‘Wed.’ with pianist Stanley Par
three Japanese niteries which do ‘sent the Stage. Bar case to the
.. Carmen Micheline bowed at day Noy. 23 to Dec. 27.
import acts from
Nippon,
with ‘licensing board and indicated the : the Chardas last night.
AGVA’'s blessing, for upon arrival ;‘evidence’ would be “sensational.”
‘the performers automatically become union members, paying $75
initiation fee and $18 for six’ Frankie Laine into Rafael’s, Al- |.
months dues. Presently there are
bany, N. Y., Oct. 17 for one week
-14
such
Nipponese
performers
... » Frankie Avalon booked into
working here.
,
Three Rivers Inn,- Syracuse, Nov.
'
The Immigration Service polices
10-19 . . . Kai Winding Septet |

1York Mayor

veer

v s

Board. against. four big Dates

Uncle Sam’s role in the big event.
- Kennedy
sent letters to New

MISTER

-

' then
back to the Roundtable, N. Y.,
include the King Edward} Oct. 23-Nov, 18 .. . Dave Astor
All those
troupers
intimers and several smaller cafes, Hotel, Toronto, Nov. 27 and the! jays the Holiday House, Milwauprior to. opening in .resulting from earlier raids.
Monticello
Inn, Framingham,
'kee, Oct..16 for two weeks . .
Jan. 18
. Hildegarde Dick. Gregory
.
set for the Cres-.
District. Attorney
Garrett 4H, Mass.,
pacted for the Mt. Royal - Hotel,
Tie pressures brought to bear
cendo, L. A., ‘Nov. 2-19,
Byrne
said
he
will
seek
to
have!
xsontreal,
Nov,
28...
Heda
Hare
on foreign nitery talent: coming ‘the license of the Stage Bar redaughter
of
publicist
Spencer

Licensing

| petuate the political. rhubarb over

ve

and

Vaude, Cafe Dates

4 More Spots in Hub

‘to play niteries are now Joining his

Re
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Police FileComplaints
plaints Vs.

AFM in Organizing Foreign Talent),
Fisnolulu, Oct 19.
Niece unit af Pilkpisoa perform.
Siled as “Might in the
eos so
Pha cores” has foirei American
Ga
oof Varie’: Actusts en masse.
Cor
rientiv, The Reef, loea’ cafe.
has boon removed fram AGV A's

Fe

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
Joe Glaser, Pres.
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Sammy D.avis
American legend. s nearly every*
knows that he doe that-his audie .
thing 50 superiatively d, of couse,
af
“ence won't mind,
;
we don't.”
‘News’?
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VAUDEVIAE
never guess where I’ve been,” he
told the audience, “I been busted.”
“We read about it in Philly,” a
| patron remarked

Lenny Bruce’s §. F.Rap
————

“Continued

“No,

from page 61

no,”

Bruce

said, “I mean

Inside Stuff—Vaude
- The Paramount, Brooklyn, will not play a-stageshow this Christinas-

now.
Right now.
Right after New Year’s. season, according. to Gene Pleshette, managing. director
rvom which they sell in the hotel. _ turned: to the elub, came over to the first show. I.just come from of that iouse. He explained that the possibility of nabbing some: big
-ie mover says what kind of: Bruce: and this reporter and said, the stationhouse.”
And then ‘he pix at that time of year is causing. him-to pass: up stageshows for the
people I ata. but finally he agrees; “They want to make a bust.",
launched into a long description of first holiday period in some years. The Hal Zeiger. stageshow, “Oldies
tu I>} me siay until checkout time. | “You're putting me on,” Bruce
the entire affair, including several But Goodies,” to play Dee. 22 until New Year's Day, will be at the
Bis deal. I think I'll go to the Y.: replied.
“No, I’m serious.” Auer- lengthy speeches centering on the Fox Theatre, Brooklyn, and not at the Paramount.
I know thew il take people like me _bach said, whereupon Bruce rose biblical theme of “Let he who is
With only two previous professional engagements under their belt,
in at theY
iand walked outside the club to ‘without sin amongst ye, cast the
.where Officer Ryan was standing. first. stone’ and aimed at Sgt. the Four Saints, a singing group, headlined. the ‘bill at the swank~
Changes Hotels
Empire
Room of Chicago’s Palmer House last week. Although: it was.
“Cold night,” Bruce said hugging ; Solden. and Officer Ryan who he
Avtually, Bruce checked out of.
only a two-night fill-in (for Carot Channing), -headline status at: the
mentioned by -name.
the Cliit and dtwn the block into a trench coat around him.- “Yes,”
posh
supper
club is a booking that most. veteran acts ,would like to
.
Bruce
failed
to
show
in
court
the
the St Francis where he stayed Ryan said Iaconically and added
next morning, being tangled with have on. their record.
throughout the remainder of the “The . sergeant | would like a word
Booking
break
for the youthful quartet: came about as Miss. Chanthe"
management
of
the
_
Clift,
; with you.’
Ja‘7 Workshop
engatement.
but Auerbach got him a continu- ning (who had been held over for two weeks) had to fulfill’ a concert
sgruce was busted after his first — Bruce, Officer. Ryan, Auerbach
commitment
last
Friday and. Saturday (6-7) at Purdue U. Group,ance.
on
his
$367.50
bail.
walked:
show on the second night of his and this reporter. then
‘Meanwhile for the rest of the consisting of Doug Evans, John Howell, Bob Erickson and Jerry Du-':
week-long
engagement
at
the down the block to the call box |week, the shows at the Workshop Chene, had previously played only the Racquet Club, Dayton, and the
Workshop. A uniformed Frisco cop where Sgt. Solden was calling for continued in Bruce’s usual fashion Padded Cell, Minneapolis.
was piesent throughout the show | the paddy wagon.
without any particularly evidence
and when Bruce uttered a vulgate; “Youa ve understand. we're taking that he had toned them down. Ac- - With current emphasis upon the Soviet’s “Troika” ideas gs to the
Solden said.
“Why?,”
in,
term for homosexuals. decided to ‘you
tually, some. critics remarked that United Nations, oldtimer Jess Freeman rattles off vaude turns of past’
“Qn
a
violation
of
: Bruce asked.
hal him -in.
‘Police Code 205, using obscene Bruce’s word -usage was no worse 50 years which operated as troikas, to wit: Gordon; Reed &. King;
At the close of the show the
(nor any better) than that on- Spissell Bros. & Mack; Kelly, McDevitt & Lucy; -Stepp, Mehlinger’
language
in
a
public
performance.”
audience
filed out
of the club
stage at the Contemporary Dancers & King; Three La Maze Bros.; Vardon Perry’ & Wilbur Parisian
‘Uplift In S.F.
(Brace was not arrested on-stazeTheatre where “The. Connection” Trio; Taylor, Kranzton
& White: -Brahms, Fitz & Murphy Bros.;
“We try to elevate this street,” opened Friday.
as some papers have reported it',
Weston, Fields &. Carroll; Conlin Steele and: Carp; Edwards Ryan. and
and Biwe sat in a corner with Set. Solden remarked... “I took exBruce. himself says. he will take Tierney; Welch, Mealy and Montrose and Dixon Powers and Dixon.
I took offense because the case to the Supreme Court if
-ception.
two friends.
When
the club emptied = Art. you broke the law.. I mean it sin- necessary and points to the victory
I can’t see any way you for the defense in the Frisco trial on a door charge for the. first time act and -the youngsters return forAuerbach,
club owner, and Sat. |cerely.
Our several years ago involving Law- in its history. Tab was $2.50 week-| trick and fancy riding with others.
James Solden and Officer James } can break that word down.
Ryan entered the club and walked lsociety isn’t geared to it,” Solden rence Ferlinghetti, . as publisher, nights and $3.50 for the weekend. | Latter included Nancy. Sheppard,.
through
it to the dressingroom |
added with unconscious irony.
| performance in a club at $2.50 and The Sunday matinee was also can- 32-year-old beauty who has long
“You ‘break it down by talking $3.50 per person admission and a celled because the house. was. -too -been ‘acknowledged the Queen of.
seeing
and
back
out.
without
‘the Rodeo circuit and who stunned.
about
it,”
Bruce
said.
stage performance at similar prices small.
Bruce in the corner.
. Workshop” owner Art Auerbach cowpoke followers here by anAfter a semantic dialog between ‘is part of-his argument.
.f.er a short time, Auerbach reHe also
Bruce and Solden on the morals claims artistic privilege and offers says he is filing a complaint with: nuncing her retirement after the
and meanings of words, the paddy. other arguments, some of question- the American
Guild of Variety final perfromance. ' Her. successor :
BILLY
wagon . finally arrived
and the able value, including his claim that Artists over Bruce’s failure to ap- may well be young Ja Ann MeEnaney, a Missouri gal whose debut
sergeant said “Mr. Bruce if you the cops use language that was as pear.
,
,
PROFESSIONAL
‘|here was socko.
will please get in.”
And Bruce bad throughout -the booking procCOMEDY MATERIAL
was hauled off.
|
The five standard ccowhoy come
ess at the Hall of Justice.
For every branch of theatricals
Auerbach immediately made bail
petitive events, cutting. horse’ cqnFrisco has long been noted as a
ewer
>
“WE SERVICE THE STARS?’
for him and Bruce -was back at liberal city which makes the curtest, .grand
entry, high .school
35 Gag files $15, plus $1 postage
: : the Workshop in time for a 1.a.m. rent pinch the more surprising.
marching. hands,
visiting rodeo
FOREIGN: 35 for 530
show.
queens, parade. of Ak-Sar-Ben’s Instead, the latest Bruce episode
»3
Parody Books, | per Bk.
‘$19 ©
His opening line, as he walked fits into the. pattern now developLivestock
Show
champions
and
«5 BI cxsut 3~ “<s
rar. |
22
-onstage with the trenchcoat still. ing in his career.
clowns Wilbur Plaugher and Jimmy.
He has. been
No. 4 for $35--No. "5 for $480
By GLENN TRUMP.
|
* Minstrel
«white face:
Budget
$25 ¢
‘wrapped around him was “I better busted on his last two gigs (Philly
4+ Schumacher rounded out the nighte “How to Master the Ceremonies” e keep the coat on this time!
Omaha, Oct. 10.: Jly programth.. Latter was especially
You'll and Frisco) and ‘an attempt to pre$3 PER COPY ...NO C.0.D.’s
Robert Horton, star of tv's ‘““Wa- outstanding with his general fool‘and Allen Ginsberg. as author of sent him in Los Angeles, rumor has
BILLY GLASON
‘the controversial poem “Howl” in it, was discouraged by the author- gon Train,” admittedly is eager to ishness:at quiet moments. and“with

stasons

FUN-MASTER

{TV's Rob’t Horton Ropes

55,724 Into Ak-Sar-Ben
Rodeo Show in Omaha

200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C. 1%, €0O 5-1316
We
TEACH
M.C’ing
and COMEDY:
-Let
a real
Professional
frain
youy

n Exciting

.Which the same language was used.
The whole question ‘of the dif-

gerne

tt any—between

FIVE

THE
RUNABOUTS
INSTRUMENTALS — COMEDY

VOCALS —

COLUMBIA RECORDS Newest Release:

“PINKSOCKS”
ano| “PUSSYFOOT”
Currently

SOIREE CLUB
New York

Exclusive Bookings ;

Agard Theatrical Agency
247

JERRY
West

Cleele 53-4648

HUGGARD y
St., New. Y

ities in informal ways.
When asked pointblank

if they.
a complaint on Bruce, Sst.
Solden and Officer Ryan said they
had had an anonymous phone call

Bruce’ 's had

Cirae. 53595

the night before.

However, Auer-

bach’s doorman corroborated witnesses who said there were no
complaints from the customers and

———
TT
saree
TE

no walkouts.
Throughout: the rest of Bruce’s
engagement, cops would drop in

doff his western

togs in favor of his barrel work during the Brahma
musical comedy.
But he's picking bull riding.
ao,
up some extra shekels along. the.
rodeo trail until that haprens.
He proved he has plenty of western |
savvy at last week’s -Ak-Sar-Ben
Rodeo..
~
;
Receiving 100° billing, Horton |.

attracted
mances

55,724 at the 12 perfor-

compared

to 52.551

in 11

shows by the Ben Hur Chariots
8
st week.
House seats only 5,200. |
Ininitables
Horton,. who will also play San
Cont Excentrics &
periodically and seemed to enjoy
|Francisco’s Cow Palace Rodeo later
the show.
As part of the evidence in his this month, has assembled a clever
‘| behalf, Bruce will be able to offer 17-minute act with the assistance of
a tape recording of the show in |his pianist-conductor, George Annis, and truly charmed ’em at Akquestion.
‘Sar-Ben,
He sings five or six
' Doesn’t Show Final Nite
songs in good voice but it’s his
‘Bruce failed to appear Sunday between-numbers patter. that gets
(8Y for the final night of his six-day to the aud.
engagement at the Jazz Workshop.
Also on the ‘program were the
On Location"Recordings
‘| Bruce’s manager, Jules Buccieéri, Zoppe-Zavatta riders, two. families |] ig SAN FRANCISCO—Contact:.
arnounced before - showtime that of five adults and six kids who first|
R E I£ E H AM EL
Bruce was “exhausted.” The ad- came te,this country for Ringling.
neer
|}mission charge of $3.50 was canros, Circus many seasons back:.
“hungry 4"
celled for the night and the Ben It’s a socko equestrian display,
rat taneel Arti seule
Webster Quartet did all the shows. with Joe Zoppe’s backward somerowet MArket|
Ww
Crewe
Y
Ferree,
Sea
Franeiseo,
att.
|
Bruce was in on a flat fee basis sault from one horse to another:
of $700 per night, and the club put the zinger.
Earlier, same families are: on as.
4 the “Hoot Fields. and the McCroys”
for an outstanding knockabout act|{
COST UME Ss
that utilizes all types-of arena gim- |:
‘Gowns: and Costumes”
micks.
The Kirby Kids, with 11-year-old
INDIVIDUALLY . DESIGNED |Sandy
doing
a Roman
jump
MADE. TO ORDER
through a rin of fire aboard four
110 Ww. Ath S., N. Y.
CI 5-4660
ponies, are another excellent. -kid [

HELD OVER AGAIN. °
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

—————

AMERICA’S. NEW.
MIDDLE AGED
COMIC

er
=
=

.

"

:.

B&B.

Thank you TURKEY !
- BOSPHORUS
‘impresoris |
S. ARSON

ISTANBUL,
Hilton Hotel.

NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV
COMEDY °> ORIENTAL MYSTERY

Press Relations
SID ASCHER

516 5th Ave., New. York 36.
MU 7-6367-—

. PARTICIPATION -° MLC...

“DOC” MITCHELL
Back From 6 MONTH TOUR of EUROPE
and the NEAR EAST
Now Availible-for. Limited American Dates
Contact: M. S. GORDON, 1446 Lenox Ave. Miami Beack 3% Florida
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Lasers Gt Ress Pies

Manchester, N. H., Oct. 10.

|.cessions

with: a. loss

estimated

at:

The nearby Pine Island
Las Vegas, Oct.° 10.. | Court by attorney. Tom Foley; the $500,000.
Drive-In theatre escaped damage. .
Operators of the picketed Silver Strip operators contend that union [. No one was injured in the blaze,

Slipper on the Strip charged Fri- members have attempted: numerwhich was believed to have been
day (6). that their $500,000-a-year ous tactics to discourage employ- started - by sparks from a workbusiness was being jeopardized by ees from. working and customers man’s welding torch. The park reunion demonstrators and obtained from patronizing the place.
cently closed for the season.
“Robert Schulze, president and
a court order against alleged: har
|
agsment and intimidation of -‘theif general manager, contends ‘that his

Pitteburgh, Oct: 10.
“With these conditions I wouldn't
have another show in here for ‘all
the tea in China.”
So spoke a bitter Paul Waters
Wednesday
(6) as he tried to get
his first
Home Show in the new
Pittsburgh Auditorium ready for
jpublic showing.
Waters was
so.
burned that he said he would cancel contracted shows in the build‘ing for the next three years unless
the various unions showed a more

‘Snafus Mar Bow
Of London's
New:
Establishment

*}eontract with the unions does not
customers by. the Pickets: 7
Judge. George Marshall .signed, expire until March, 1962,
» Because ‘of :separate contracts
the restraining order against Culinary Workers Local 226,. Bartend- -with. AGVA, the Musicians -Unien,
ers & Beverage Local 165, and the. and the Teamsters Union, the show j:
‘Central Labor. Council .and. set a starring Hank Henry is not affecthearing Wednesday (11) on a show: ed by the ‘strike, and. the: restau- |;

cause ‘order against the unions.

Home Show Finds No Hospitality In
Pitt Aud’s Jurisdictional Dispute

NH. Park’s 5006 Fire
"A fire which -swept the Pine
Island amusement park. here last
week. destroyed a number of con-

From Interfering at Silver Sli

65

civic . attitude
torium’s

toward

the

Audi-

problems.

Waters declared he was a manager. of a trade show association

it is a knotty problem in this strong
union city. There has never been a
question about the building being
100% union. It is just what unions
are going to be represented in that
100% that’s causing all the trouble.

Welk Unit’s Toledo Date
Toledo, O., Oct. 10.
Lawrence Welk, who broke a
boxoffice
record
at the Toledo
Sports Arena last June with $27,
000 for a one-nighter, is sending
his troupe back to that spot Oct.
15 for a single show but he won't

be there himself. Among those whe
and show managers’ organization, will be on hand are pianist-accorand he “intends to write to all of dionist Jo-Ann Castle and Irish
_|them and let them know what goes singer Joe Feeney.
efforts to secure a preliminary: in‘London, Oct. 10
Other bookings for the Sports
on here. I.wouldn’t want any friend
junction. against the demontsra-.
London’s. most: widely publicized. of mine to walk into something like Arena, according to manager Andy
tors. ‘The order also prohibits the|
nightclub | venture the Establish- this.”
Mulligan.
include “Holiday on Ice,”
Pickets from
marching. on the.
ment“in Greek St.,:Soho, opened
The Home Show was hit by every Nov. 26-28, and Victor Borge is
Slipper’s private property. —
‘Thursday night (5). to. chaos, con- craft in the city which were deter- down for a tentative Nov. 30 date.
In the complaint filed in District |
fusion and: disorder. Hundreds. of
to. get their members repThe opening of Greta Keller at) members, who had paid subscrip- mined
resented ‘on every job in the buildIthe. ‘Waldorfkeller, a new entertain- tion dues well in advance, were unSs
Sy
Se
etre
eee
ing. Every exhibitor complained to |!
ment room in.the Hotel Waldorf- ‘able to. -gain admission, ‘and table.
Waters but he was powerless to do
| Astoria; N.Y., Monday (9) ‘points
in the main
room was re- anything. With the unions swingup. the fact’ that hotels, generally, served
space in
the
0
for a handful of life mem-. ing away, all the exhibitors could|
going in for a. multitude of bers and VIP guests. .
.da was roll with the punches..
| Great: Keyboard Stais. tj/are
: smaller rooms in addition to major
.There were no reasonable faciluture Looms Dark
rooms.. In virtually every de| uxe ities for the press which was
Since all. union demands were
{| inn in New York, there are not only ‘jammed in the .back of the room, met on this show, no strike action
the large’ dinner and entertainment: mainly unable to.see and occasion-. is expected for the present but the |.
}operations but: ‘smaller rooms to. ally unable to hear. The Tingsiders, future looks very. dark unless the
support the main event.
°°.
however, seemed to be ‘enjoying NLRB and the city administration |
One. of the reasons for the rapid the satirical show that was being can resolve the disputes on & pergrowth of supporting operations is Staged.
manent basis,
reduction of the federal entertain- , ‘Behind the new venture is Peter
John L. Shelton, president of the
ment ‘tax from 20% to 10%. This Cook, known for his contributions Pitt stagehands local, has sent telemade: it feasible to start new to’such revues as “Pieces of Eight,” grams to Governor David L. Lawlounges and small. bistro-type en- “Qne. Over the Eight,” and, of rence and Mayor Joseph M. Barr
course, the current smash, ‘Be- urging them to settle the stagetertainment plants.”
|
‘Miss-Keller’s opening at- the Wal- yond the. Fringe.” Partnered *with hands’ long: dispute with the electricians’ union. During the recent |
dort is an indication’ that singers
(Continued on page 68)
‘| “Ice Capades” and the United Fund
of reputation will ultimately make
tv
show there were many argutheir. way into ‘the. hotel lounges
ments but nothing serious.
jfor. stays of various lengths.’ Miss
Mgt.: STAN GREESON
Shelton
said both shows could
Currently .
Keller, it’s recalled, ‘had her own
have ground to a halt because of
}/room at the Algonquin Hott, some
the ‘dispute. He stated, “Because of |
years. back.
: Chicago a
"The Beverly Hills Country Club,. a consciousness of the importance
| Southgate, _Ky., is now slated to of the United Fund campaign to
close Oct. 19 as result of reform the citizens of this community and
politics in-the northern part of the -because of our civie obligation, and
“state. Spot has been buying acts not because of a capitulation on
on a two-week margin with no. one our part,:we permitted the telecast
Represented Exclusively by
‘| signed the current bill of Dick to go on as scheduled. However we
Represented Exclusively by.
“London; Oct. 10.
‘Haymes ‘& Fran:Jeffries and Marge are determined to have our work
: Before. he ‘finished - his seven- ‘Cameron. °
jurisdictions and our contracts honweek engagement at the Prince of
The cafe has been the target. of ored in the Civic Arena.”
| Wales Theatre last weekend, reform elements because of casino
The ticketsellers’ union almost
J/Sammy. Davis Jr. gave.aa midnight. activities. Drawing from the grea- kept the Auditorium from opening |
| show Thursday. (5) to aid theatrical ter Cincinnati area; the Bevhills Sept. 17 but allowed the building
‘charities.bought talent for a full year ahead, to open on schedule beeause it was
The idéa to tage. the. perform-. ‘but has been playing off its com- “their civic responsibility.”
65 E.55S¢..N.¥.22
Tel. PL-1-3344 |
{ance stemmed from requests from.|.mitments during its present difThe NLRB is now weighing most
| stars of other West End. produc- ‘ficulties. .
of these jurisdictional disputes but et
a rant remains. open.

-At that time the unions will ap-

_ pear to defend themselves against |.

Greta Keller's Bow At
Waldorf, N-Y., Spotlights

‘Trend to Smaller Rooms

RCA VICTOR’S
_ Newest Piano Star

| Oneof America’s

PETER
NERO

EA

|

HAA
i

REFORM HASTENS FOLDO-

OF BEVHILLS IN CINCY

LONDON. HOUSE

AGAIN!

*

|DAVIS’ LONDON BENEFIT
FOR THEATRE CHARITY.

ila =

International : Talent
Associates
:
dnc.
“iE.55 $1..N.Y.22 Tol. PL1.3344.

Talent

Associates

_}| tions who had been unable to seé
| him. Bernard Delfont provided the |:

“ACTS WANTED
Private Parties and Night Clubs .
| Send. - photos, - references, then wire
__ ‘for quick bookings
Name acts needed Oct. -23.
be

- Jan. 15-25.:

-

Kansas’ Most Beautiful ‘Night Spot.
_ Civic. PLAYHOUSE, Wichita, Kan. a

theatre and staff without charge.
{
Davis, who is: playing: Manchester
this week, is ‘giving. a. onenighter
farewell performance ‘at’ Liverpool
Sunday (15) before returning to.
the U:S. fora Las ‘Vegas engagement. _He will be back in London
for one day to appear in. the Royal |:
Variety Show Nov.. 6.

“A MUST:

The magical antics of Ron
Urban
in
Ashton's

"Holiday in Rio’.”
RALPH PEARL
LAS VEGAS SUN

CONCLUDED

7 MONTHS Las Vecas

NEW FRONTIER HOTEL _

.
:

-

ARIETY
“Comic with’ slick: material, Alex-

Aa

Currenily {3 Weeks)
BEN MAKSIK’S. .

arider is a personable youngster
“who can mug and deliver delayed °

TOWN and COUNTRY CLUB

action jokes with English aplomb.
He’s got a nice act for the smart
rooms and. hep-set..He throws. in
a bit of song and. dance routine

-“The Billy Daniels Show”

‘working some

commercial bits and

* rounds off with a series of topical
. routines for TV and ‘Clubs.

. 4 Aléxandér has. lotag material that
. hits the high spot 8.”

‘DON HEARN:
Washington, D.C.
“Some People, Some Places—Any. one in the market for 30 minutes
’ ‘of first-rate comedy. would do well
. to climb the Casino ‘Royal stairs.
‘either tonight or tomorrew .P.M,
and see Lou Alexander. He’s a.
personable ‘and: laugh:“Provoking
young man. ”

.

Brooklyn, New York
..“Ron Urban presented one of the best
magician acts to .be. seen here.
doves and dog popped - out of just

&F uture Engagements :

-

“Oct. 23-29

about everything.”

TOWN. CASINO
_

‘HOLLYWwooD” REPORTER

“buffele

“Magician

Nev. 30-Dec. 13°

Ron Urban Je one

_constant show ‘stop pers in

for:

THE PLAYBOY CLUB
dune. bth (3 Weeks} CHICAGO

Personal Management: ‘PHIL-WEB-ATTS., INC.

y Ash-

Frontier.”

LAS VEGAS
And

of the

ton’s ‘Holiday in Rio” show at the New

STEUBEN'S

—

‘: 420 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y. | Plaza. 2-3490
. ‘STUART WERER, Pres.

“Ron

Urban, bis multi-colored

and
his French
poodle
packed house many great
‘Gene

LAS

REVUE

doves

gave
the
surprises.”

Tuitle
VEGAS. SPOTLIGHT
-“Patrons at ‘the New Frontier are
‘finding -a highligh: of H-in-Rin Ron
‘Drban, who ‘mystifies with legerdemain.”

George Jackso
‘LAS VEGAS HERALD

EXPRESS

NIGHT

CLUB

Ritz Bros. (3), June Vallé (with
Phil Della Penna): Boots McKenna
Rerue (9); Mike Durso. and Aviles
Rhumbas orchs; $7 minimum ($10

premiere

dinner),

With the Ritz Bros. marking a
fall return

REVIEWS

Wednesday, October i, 1961 |

‘labed with Nick Perito on the ar-

Jaternational, N. Y.

after their blockbuster

a plural pianos with’ William Roy.
‘Basin St. East, N.. ¥.:
“|The keyboard. datking was light
Billy Eckstine, Don: Rickles with
| and breezy and set the tone for the -Key Howard - Trio, . Quincy

rangements) is topdrawer musical.
backstopping. Her repertoire, chief- |ly rhythm ballads of the genre of
“This. Is It,” “It’s All Right With

the happy

‘Me, ” “Nobody Till Somebody Loves

You,” “I Am Loved”

shenanigans "Gros Jones Orch (18); $3 music charge.

—_—
Chi Chi, Paim Springs

and “Lotsa

Loving To Do,” is. strictly from the

Palm Springs, Oct.

pro leagues. Her couture is poor.
She’s not the bouffant type; a ‘more |
sleek and sophisticated and sub- |"

"Basin St. East. has a high megas. ,
ton rating these: days in. the en-—
tertainment

world.

It’s

been

get-

Dorothy Dandridge And Her man ‘ting a series. of blasts’ that conStar Review, Kevin & Colleen, sistently generate excitement and.
Luror Gali Gali, Bill Alexander's top business as well. The new kayOrch (8); , $2.00 cover,
‘|out has Billy Eckstine, who ‘seems
to be. hitting new’ favor around

biz at Jack Silverman's Broadway
basement cabaret last spring, the. dued gown would. be more flatterBoots McKenna revue could tele- ling. But there’s no denying her
‘vocal authority with a song..
phone its stuff over. It’s all the:
The _ International’s
Celebrity |
three freres on whom the bistroRoom is back in action, again with
boniface bet $15,000 earlier this|
Bea
Kalmus
as
the-warm
mistress | |
year and seemingly hit the jack-:
iof the mike, but via-a new outlet |. :
pot. The Ritzes ad lib something|
‘WNTA). Boniface Jack Silverman
about a “$20,000 salary” this time,
should be a happy kid for the next'|
|.
which may or nat be factual, but
four weeks of the Ritz crackling |
there’s no gainsaying their prime|
biz.
Abel.
pull; maitre d’hotel Sid Edwards
had his hands full with the preem

With. seven, conventions

in town,

these parts; Don: Rickles

who is.

one a. biggie of cloak-and-suiters, |hitting -his stride in -New: York,

‘| |the Chi Chi Starlite room booked and the: Quincy Jones Orch.
Kathryn Grayson to open the sea-.
‘One of the reasons for- the’ big
son but she pulled out with a returns being registered ‘at. the
bronchial involvement day before. spot is its willingness to bring the
show time and Dorothy Dandridge way-outers back to earth, and. to’
was substituted.
give the squares. excursions. into
A good act, it drags for the first: ‘a world they're not familiar with.
half -hour of its 45-minute stint’ ‘This bill does a bit. of both.
and.
never
really
gets
hot
untilit
night crush, albeft handling it-with
“Eckstine had been an ‘infrequent::
Beverly Hills, Ciney
=e moved into a Caribbean number
the aplomb that comes from runCincinnati, Oct. 7.
|and a finale of “The Continental,”. ly ‘seen «singer: ‘in. Gotham. Ale
nint 2» rass-eapactv. room. And
though
his reputation had - been
Dick Haymes & Fran Jeffries,
with Miss. ‘Dandridge and her six|.
From
the
JAPANESE
PRESS
the International nitery is no in-! Marge
kept warm. by the impressionists
Cameron,
Moro - Landis “Unlike a lot of recording artists
who male dancers coming through in
t
* voite—it probably went be- Daeneers
tand old disks, he has changed
(8)-- with
Neil Patrick, | turn wooden Indian on a night club a blazing finish.
yond its normal 1,100 capacity at. iGurdner
Benedict
Orch
(10), floor—The Lads are polished, reShe opens wearing a gray wig. ‘somewhat. from. a’ few. years. ‘back.
bin opening ‘Wed. Shows; cer- |Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry Vincent;
laxed. per formers. who sprinkle a ‘and a white strapless gown that He's not “probing - for the effects
tainly the dinner frolic appeared
$3-$4 minimum, $1-$1,50 cover..
gv0d deal of humor throughout their must have been designed when she he used -to give, Instead, he’s more.
that way.
act.”
had a plumper bustline because it. assured and more fluid: than he’sAs the Ritzes ad lib in their
been, and. there's’ vitality in
Dick Haymes & Fran Jeffries,
stood out inches from the top of ever
his voice.

FOUR LADS

signoff, they've

been

playing

nitery circuit for 22 of
years in show biz which
matic
answer
to their
savvy and authority with
of customers.
Bris of business, ad libs.

the/in

their 31
is autoseasoned

for the first time,

Cameron,

and Marge

a fave in recent seasons,

Upstairs at the

Down-

cher torso. Surrounded by six male

He makes a “strong impression...
singers in tuxedos and all dark as.
she was light, they open asa stun- with a catalog. that encompasses
ning combo in black and. white. many. of the faves he’s. been iden-.
“Seven Come Eleven,’ a revue in She uses the singers while she. ‘ds tified through his years. of. recordall kinds
two acts with Philip Bruns, Ceil
making -costume changes. ‘Their. ings, as well as:newcomers to his’
In
conventional
husband-andfolderol, wife musicat pattern, Haymes and Cabot, Rex Robbins, Steve Roland, ‘medley from “Porgy. and ‘Bess’’ is catalog. He goes from his w.k.
madcapzanyisms, alfresco liberties, Miss Jeffries contribute a delight- Donna Sanders; Mary. Louise Wil- their best effort, with jazzed ex-| “Everything I Have Is Yours” to
bu.tips, grinds and unashamed pan- ful 44-minute repertoire of famil-. son; duo pianists, William Roy, cerpts. of “Carmén”
running a2 medley. of Ellington, and he’s on
sy bits congeal into an overwhelm- iar melodies, themed by a. “Get. Carl Norman; directed by Monk; close. second,
.
.
| Solid ground throughout.
~
‘staged. and: choreographed
by
ing laugh score. Sinee that is the Happy” intro. Soles by Haymes hit.
Miss
Dandridge
does
several
Rickles, as well. as the audience,
end-result of booking a frenetic high in a medley of click tunes Frank Wagner; musical and vocal solos,
los, one “Flickering
“Flicker:
(Candles” has to be fn fine form for ultimate
arrangements, William Roy: costrio like Harry, Jimmy and Al from his heyday as soloist : with
being in the suggestive nitery tra- results. This was the.fortuitous
tumes Donald Inglett; special asRilz, the means and the manner of Se
ne] number situation on night caught, when he
top bands. Miss Haymes, charming|.‘sistant to Monk, Chester Morss; dition. She : does a French.
achieving
the
total
laugh
score ‘brunette
and gorgeously
groomed,
with one of her male sextet called |reeled off 3-continuous bellylaugh:
$5 minimum.
“justilies almost anything.
“Comme
Ci, Comme. Ca” and -it during his 40-minute stint. Besweet voices “Coax Me.” “I Got /
came off comme ci, comme ca too.| tween preachments for. tolerance,
Certainly their nonsense {is neth- a Lot of Livin’ To Do” and “Well
The. show. biz adage, “never re- She talks her ‘way. through “With-!he insults the .customers, changes Ing that comes overnight. Auto- It’s All Right” to good returns and.
write+a hit.” doesn’t hold up in out Somebody You're Nobody” for | pace with a serioso bit and twists
r-atically they inspire the observa-!tandems with Haymes in “There
Julius’ Mank’s. case.
He's been
bid for

a winning

the current
Moro-Landis

combination

two-framer, with
line for frosting.

in

the

tion
that
“they don’t make; Must Be Something Better Than
Conesians
like them
no
more. mi Love”
and
“When
My. Sweetie
Fired in the crucible of yesteryear |Walks Down. the Street” and a

stairs, N.Y.

Julius

Monk’s:

presentation

of

rewriting his cabaret revue formula

for years ‘now, ‘in. fact, “Seven
Come Eleven” is the ninth in the
Series and it’s a winner. It’s sure
fo run at a ropes-up pace through
the season and maybe even longer
; if Monk doesn’t’ come” up "with
‘another.“rewrite” next October.
He always does, though, and for
this, New York's cafegoers should

a finish. With this one she finally |a few knives around. It’s all done
gets through

to her audience.

gracefully

Show-stealer is Luxor Gali Gali,|on

the

with odd. views

hecklers

placed

that make

the

the amazing magician whose. Eng- |victims probably | more apprecia“You"’ medley.
lish is still early Egyptian filtered |tive of the humor: ©
Miss Cameron has ‘a8 bellringer
in her current vehicle. A cutie
through
a costume
gravel pit.
Decked
out|x; Rickles now travels with the
in
gold fez,
withthrough
red lapels
singing comedienne, her kickoff
anda red
he goes
his | ey Howard Trio. Howard. at the
“Laugh It Up” special tune makes
piano, starts the proceedings with|
tricks with chicks, brass tumblers, a-couple of tunes for which ‘he’s:
way for gags rand characterizations,
corks, hankies
and dollar bills amply mitted, ‘and. then: becomes
notably of a femme bowling. in-.
much ‘as he did when first caught ‘the first foil for Rickles. This. demstructor and “Miss Rheingotd,” the be in his debt.
30 years ago in Paris. What com- onstrates that it can. be painless as
beer drinking champ.
This
session
opened — during | Like its. predecessors, “Sevem edy the hill has he produces..
well as° funny, therefore his .sub: Bill: opens with Kevin & Colleen,
World Series play in Cincy and Come Eleven,” is sharp, satirical
and - abounding. in. gaiety and good a wild swinging adagio team. She, ‘sequent victims are’ more. willing
table setups: for 500 in adjoinin
and -more appreciative than’ - it
humor.
Its
swipes
at
the
world
an excéptionally good looker, also:
rooms to care for overflow’ from
and some of its. inhabitants. -are plays a cornet while being whirled. might have beén otherwise.
the plush 800-seat theatre restauQuincy Jones. brings -a big 1.
right on target and there’s hardly as if caught in a hurricane. They
rant, with transfers for the late
a lull in the 21 song & ‘sketch pot- also do a buck-and-baton. dance plece: outfit into Basin St. with
j performances.
armaments including excellent ar‘pourri, The material is mosthy by that came off okay.
Eleanor Powell is due Oct. 20. Michael Brown, who's been "part.
rangements and.a completely disciBill Alexander’s band, back for
Koll.
-of the Monk menage. through seév- an eighth season, backstops right: -plined set of musicians. The. coms
|} bination provides: music of. yarfous.
eral previous .excursions, and new- on the beat.
Scul. | shades, colors and styles. ‘Jones
comer William F. Brown... These
Blinstrub’s Boston
takes
imaginative
flights on
4&
Browns are sure to keep the UpBoston, Oct. 6.
Fairmont,
San
Francisco
theme. with assists-‘from a set of
stairs in the black.
Milton
Berle,
Betty
George,!
gifted sidemen:. His .instrumentaSan Francisco, Oct. 5.
Dinhells, La Scala Quartet, Leo- j There are others, too, including _ Mills Bros. (4); Ernie Hecksher’s'! tion’ is. ‘perhaps. too brassy and.
Lesley Davidson,
Jack
Holmes,
cap takeoffs on French chanson- nard Sues, conductor; Moro Landis Jack Urbont, G. ‘Wood, Rod War- Orch (10); $3. cover ‘weekdays; heavy. for the ringsiders, but ‘in
Dancers
(10); Michael ‘Gaylord
$3.50 weekends,
the farther ‘sections
he comes
niers; a Chinese, an Indian, “All
ren,
Robert
Elliot
Marshal Barer
Orch (12); $6 minimum.
‘| across as one of.the superior bands:
Cheat on the Street Where You
1 &. Ralph Strain, Martin Charnin
The
Mills
Bros
are
to
vocal
quarof
this
size:
Jose.
Live” parody, the “camping” and
& John Kesner Maxwell Siegel and.
Making his first. Boston eafe
tets what Louis Armstrong is to]
swishing, the single-entendre, the
stand, Milfon Berle and. his group, William Roy whose bits and pieces trumpets and Count Basie is to
“Strauss Waltz” composer, the Rusturns in a highly. yeckable, fast- of songs and words build the pre- ‘bands. In short, they made them]
Mister Kelly’s, Chi
sian rock ’n’ roll clowning, the:
|
moving turri in a solid entertain- sentation into a full-scale romp.
Chicago, Oct. 3.
Chevalier, Harry Richman, the inFor this outing..Monk has.reshuf- and then threw away the model. |
ment package. Personality of the
Jerry Lester, Sandu Scott, MarxFor what they do, no one has ever
side jokes (chiefly Yiddishisms)—
fied
his
‘players
holding
over
only
star, with his snapping one-liners,
FrigoRubenstein
Trio; ‘$2:50 cover.
topped
it
arid
it
doesn’t
make
any.
saved bv Harry Ritz’s “EI will exCeil Cabot and Mary Louise Wildancing and clowning, spurs the
plain! ‘I will explain’
catchphrase
son. New and in keeping with the difference if, from one year to}
act which is received with warm
‘Jerry
Lester's
vintage.
tales of
the
next,
they
sing
no
new
songs,
—and the finaleing “Putting On
-frivolity are Philip Bruns; Rex
the Ritz” is an undeniable laugh enthusiasm at Blinstrub’s 1,700- Robbins, Steve Roland and Donna tell no new jokes or essay. but one viscera and -venery ‘haven’t been
seater. The fast-talking sultan of
heard
around
here
for
a
long
time, slight
change
of
harmony.
They
score.
Sanders. They are all nifty musiretort is in for nine days,: opening
have found a nearly “perfect way. but his pulling power. is potent
This brings them back into more’ on Friday (6) to good, but not ex- ‘comedy performers and Monk and
‘(packed
opening.
night
attesting).
of
performing,
so
why
change.
it?
his -stager-choreographer,
Frank
calvpso capers, wherein thev're un- citing biz, and looks to build.
-What they sell is sound, swing and -his audience appeal is strong.
derdressed in Latin toreadors for! However, Berle’s audiences are Wagner, keep them on their toes
and. familiarity. The -only alter- Lester’s brash and frenetic delivthe pachanga nonsense, exiting to-a ‘-higger-on the spending with the and: in brisk shape:
Wagner, incidentally, has worked nation of sound in decades has ery of his Vegas vignettes, and
Niagara of hand-to-hand music.
mink coat set predominating conmeanderings kept them
wonders
on, that postage-stamp been the removal of the voice of Miami
Unnecessary is that new saloon trasted with the coke and bare
getting action and pace with their father, the bass, who is no. yocking for his entire 50-minute
bit of the maestro, in this case minimum
purchasers of .the hot- stage
us
longer with them. The rest of it Tautine.
an
easy
flow
that
would
seem
virMike Durso, openly cueing the cus- disker frat which usually holds
“He. intersperses* ‘his . show Diz
is the mixture -as. -before ‘and it’s
tomers to an artifically stimulated forth in this large hall .to catch. tually’ impossible in such small good.
stories with side shots at the cusquarters..
“on your feet” salute to the head- one of their faves..
—
Opening night - ‘at this Nob Hill tomer’s (“Sit. down already, lady
The range of the. satirical ‘barbs
liners. If done with the . Ritzes’
Berle waxes nostalgic In his is wide and pointed: Up. for exarh- supper club saw them’ belt out. es
everybody's _ seen. the new
knowledge, it’s corny and adult turn re Boston where. he first
nine
tried and true: goodies (from coat”) and recounting of his mis‘ination are President Kennedy’s.
Boy Scout stuff. The best salute broke into show biz at the age
Peace Corps, Jackie Kennedy, the “Opus One” to. “Lazy River’ ) be- spent youth on the west side of
the freres can want is that -solid of five. He also handles a tribute
He also ‘does impres‘Neutral Nations: bloc, sick come- fore exiting for their first encore Chicago.
turnout. The mannerin which Dur- to his late mother, Sandra, in nice
impérsonating
dians, the new Summit Hotel in. which is really only a ritual. Back sions of himself
so telegraphs the idea of the cus- fashion. He’s 2 tumult all over the
Maurice.
Chevalier,
Joe E. Lewis,
onstage
they
did
“Basin
Street”
N.Y., - John Birch and even Nick
tomers rising in homage went out s’age .mixing it up with the well- Kenny. among others. They are a la. musical instruments
(their Jimmy. Durante: and W. C. Fields.
of style with applause cue cards in stacked Betty. George for boff vis- ‘all-sure to survive: the rapier-wit original bit) and then came. back
Opener Sandu Scott is a charmradio. If perchance, as has hap- ual effects and sight gags; clown- ‘onslaught .but they probably will. for two more encores. Show only ing: and
attractive. thrush who,
pened on some inspired occasions, ing with the La Scala Quartet. in never be the same.
lasted 50 minutes but it was well puts her legit: theatre experience
where the sympatico rapport be- a ‘wild clown suit in swishy style;
' It’s inevitable that in a bag of paced,. timed right and left 'em to good use in effectively selling
tween star and public is at zenith
terping with the Dunhills;: and 21 numbers there should be some wanting more.
an interesting songalog.
Not toa
sensitivity
(one
such, -probably, gags with his conductor, Leonard slow spots. Monk has, kept them
Ernie Heckscher’s orch blows strong on: the: vocalistics, she’ has.
was the Judy Garland concert at Sues. He knocks himself out in a at a minimum, There always seems nicely for dancing: in between an effervescent .way with an upCarnegie Hall), and the “standing long stint of. standup and knock- to bea ballad to slow up the first shows and accompanies the Mills|tempo ‘“Gypsy “In My Soul,” and
ovation” bit is genuine and not about comedy, and the big: boite
is | act and this time it’s ‘I Found Him,” Bros. for their act. In the latter lends solid emotional impact to a
artifically superinduced, quite ob- sure to be jammed with his follow- on loan from. the off-Broadway chore the Heckscher corps is pro- torch
Your.
version: of “When
viously this sort of audience ac- ers for the-next eight days.
Included in
musical, “All In Love.” It’s echarm- fessional and cuts the charts like Lover Has Gone.”
claim is the ultimate in artistic
His other acts managed man-. ingly sung by Miss Sanders but veterans. Harry Mills carries the her varied turn are a clever mock
rewards.
fully to get their numbers going the song doesn’t. quite. have it. bulk of the jiving and emcee \r&r: number and a rocking Jolson
June Valli is subfeatured, and. opening night. but it was Berle And then there’ s an overlong rapid- chores and gets the audience hand- medley closer.
the Mercury songster is an authori- all the way. Moro Landis. dancers patter bit; amazingly handled’ by clapping now and then. Some disk.
Dick Marx Trio backs Miss Scott
tative belter who unquestionably set the stage with slick routines. ‘Bruns, -about a belly-dancer that outfit should issue a “Sing-a-Long|expertly and cuts cool musicalistic
paid much attention to her home- Mike Gaylord cuts the ‘jumping “misses its mark: Everything else with
the Mills
Bros.”. . album. didoes between shows.
work. The arrangements are ultra. chow with a good display of har- is rignt on the button and socko. . they’ re
Bill ds in till Oct. 23, followed by ~
the
wish-fulfillment. of
The special piano-corducting i enics, New show opens Sunday
-On onening night Bob Colston| every. barbershop quartet «
ein: life.’ ‘Phyllis Diller and ‘Johnny: Janis; :
rom,
°
.
ve Ber.:
J sat in dor CarlI- ‘Normaa | Ou: the i
"
. Guy.
Phil Della Penna. (who. also col- |(15).
- Rafe,

vaudeville and refined in more intimate
closeup
with
presentday
customer requirements, the brothers are canny purveyors of what
lures the trade.
They're not quite as uninhibited
as tha! poodle in the opening night
of Novl Coward's “Sail Away” (the
pooch will take his place with Fred
Allen's eagle in intratrade chitCust:
hut Harry Rit7’s antics aren't
for the Helen Hokinson clientele
eu...
He bumps and grinds and
caoches, muggs and swishes like
B. S. Pully out of Belle Barth —
but without the lyrics—and some-!
how doesn’t offend.
They pyramid their nonsense into a mounting maelstrom of mirth,
staiting off with hillbilly geetars.
Al Ritz is a cowpoke from the Bar
Mitzvah Ranch, playing “Wild Bill
Hiccup” which is automatic cue for
burps as well as bumps. Their mad--
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reported advance reservation ‘re- -Desert Inn,’ Las Vegas

‘Le Crazy Horse, H’wood

ot.”

ee

NIGHT CLUB

Hollywood, Oct.'6. .

quests: indicated

-séllout

crowds

The Happy. Jesters, Claire Nev- for all weeken ds:.in the '750-seat.
ers, Rene,..Mimt Bijou, Diane. South Shoré Room.

D’Grsey, Sancta; revue produced |

The -- headliner’s

d elivery’- sand

-by Frank’ .Sennes; Brian Farnon phrasing are. first-rate in ballads
| and .up-tempo.songs. ‘are deftly
arch .(7); $4.50. minimum.
‘| belted:

in.the’. familiar

Brewer

_ Frank. Sennes, in-relighting this Style. She projects .plenty’ of .peérSunset. Strippery’-which once was sonality in a .-new “song-dance-

Ciro’s;-hasn’t variéd toa great-de- ‘story, “Jenny the Jinx,” which she
gree -the French-accented
-peel ‘does: in- a flapper- get-up .with .the.
parlor fare “unsuccessfully tried. Terry Tones much in evidence.’ .
when. spot’s. name. was. changed. ' : She and the Tones close: the 70-

-eariler: this year. ‘Big difference; minute session with a lively song-

is, Sennes now has buttressed the ;danee production of “Come Dance

. become faves not only of the Latin
Golden Hotel, Reno
_.
Las Vegas,
Oct. 3. ° community, but. for other breeds
Reno, Oct. 4.
Patti Page, Ford & Hines, Chuck of cafegoers.. The Chavales are
Barry Ashton's “Les Girls” (16),
Dodds, Donn Arden: Dancers (13), well-costumed, reasonably . hand- with Diane Varga, Rane Gannon,
Carlton ..Hayes. Orch (14); pro- some skilled musicians and singers Rene Gannon, Vespia Bros. (2),
‘| George Matso, Patrice Michaeis;
cuced by’ Frank Sennes;. choreog- with an ear to public tastes.
Thus for their New York show- imusicby John Carleton; costumes
raphy,’ Donn Arden, $4 minimum.
.casing, violinist Angel Riera, who iby Lloyd Lambert; criginal music
Patti Page, a perennially. power- ; has a loving appreciation for the ‘and arrangements by Val Grund;
ful magnet for the Painted Desert ; Latin composers, lifts his bow to iscenery by Don Roberts; Novelites
Room, repeats in her newest out: |the strad.and out comes the stir- | (3), Golden Orch (10); 10 corer
schmaltzy
‘“Yiddishe or minimum.
‘ing.’ The charming song. Stylist,; ring and’
and
“Hava
N’Gila.”
‘with ‘her distinctive: tones, tosses ; Mamma’
Presumably
for.
New
York
con- |. There’s no question but Barry
many numbers:.with which she’s;
not identified,..and of course re-; ! sumption only. And for the same | a shton is developing a master’s
neta
ee
‘
mbers her: city, singer Luis. Tamayo purrs out
t ; touch for production — and he’s
a | “Beautiful. Puerto Rico.” Also for +proving it again in this second edi-

‘pust-ling with .a “sock -closing act, |With ‘Me.” It.is contrived-tq elicit ares tng, nostalgte mut

{tion of an Ashton show for the.
Manhattanites.
The Happy Jesters, utterly unre-, curtain-fall hand-pounding, and. it She does two versions of “Have | theHowever
it's their Latin themes :Golden bonifaces, the Tomerlin
I. Told You. Lately?”—one’ with|

lated to the undraping, but. ‘pro- ; Succeeds.

e-|

They ‘Bros. Ashton made his big Reno
l
was r |a tape-playback as she sings with: thatat winwil the major applause.
viding.show with | an entertainment | | .. Barry, a Iso. returneej."
‘zing Jacking most :of the ©preced- | quired.to erase slightly blue lines | herself. Among. the: others: “You ;: have picturesque formations to £0{ bow more than four months. ago
-jng. bill. | _
oo
” {to conform: with Harrah's anti- . Belong
with
their
tunes,
arrangements
|with “Playmates in Paris" at the
To:Me,” ‘Just’
In Time,”
a very amusing
“Bo-Weevil”
‘ dur- j that call for. a multitude of instru- Golden, and it was augured from

“Opening ‘night::Thurs: .(5) show.| indigo policy. But he draws. ‘plenty
spanned 90. minutes, .nearly.an{of yoctks with. an antiseptic -ap- jing which, she. a¢companies- ‘her- frents. and vocals. There's also / the opening night his initial efforts
hour of. which was devoted:
to the.| proach. to his: -outlandish- sounds {self on guitar, and “Foggy Day,” , ‘Re Strong vocal corps comprising |would rate a longterm association
flesh ‘ ‘exposure.

Suggested

is : de-

and jokes

that “have

|complete with stage fog. She clicks ;2@™avo. Albert Rochi and Luis|with the Tomerlins. The current

stood. the test

-Jetion of. two parades. Motif was|of time... 0).
kept’ rigidly French, with. emcee!. The..Leighton., Noble

7 | with “Great. Getting Up In the! Bona. Withal, enough skill and en-) stanza is billed through Jan. 3.
orch 'Morning,” (a-spiritual she did in| tertainmentto keep the till loaded. | Like his first effort, this one is

Mimi Bijou. intro‘ing the parades [Smoothly “backs the proceedings. “Elmer Gantry” which was. scis-4 appcar in. two spots and tone ‘ditto with top b.c. Adding to the
and -solos ‘(by Diane.‘D'Orsey~and:| Herb Buchanan: batons ‘the band sored, from the film) anda disclick i strongly in both. They have a ; Ashton attractions are the co-billed
{Novelites. The two names make
Sandra)’ in. quite’ a. Gallic’, gamin. for Miss, Brewer's niambers, and. medley including “Doggie In the;

vigorous and showy brand of gypsy
‘Imanner and orioling ‘such. tunes as ‘the accent: is 0 n...brass’ for: up- Window" . (with barks from the; dancing, and pound out the Iberian
=,
‘audience by. her ‘manager Jack: beat with vigor and finesse.
“Pigalle,” “Domino” and “I Love! tempo tunes.
Paris.” | -.
oe
od Ela’ Fitzgerald, Rowan &..Mar- Rael: and “Tennessee Waltz.” Jack
Pupi Campo, nat needed for the
be“noted. that during}
tin,and Vie Hyde ope n Oct. 19. Elliott does a smooth job ‘of. con- showbacking.
. It:“Might:
mi
supplies good dance
vu Lloyd. :
ducting the Carlton Hayes. orch
all this.bust-ling (more navel‘than}
<->
7
7°::
incentives plus some informal gab
}
€14)
for
her,
and
the
entire
turn
novel} the two -routines : which
and comedy during his band ses‘aided ‘by dramatic!
roused the audience were. Rene's |: Blackstone,
is by
ne, Chicago. 7 ‘is -handsomely
Act is.staged with imagi-|sions,. while the Latin relief
erackerjack standard -act .of pup-.
ae
' Chicago, Oct..-3. ‘Fighting.
Jose.
native. simplicity -by Charles O’-} the Carbia _Orch. _
|

-petry (four French poodles prancjng:a Tiller trot.. Harlem hoofer.
‘a stripper and his. always classic
and highly strung concert pianist
travesty); and Claire: Nevers’: fine
spoof of stripping, an actas Ameri-

|- . Fernanda’ Mo ntel, ‘Franz Benteler.
=
t Hi
dit.
| Orch; $2. cover weekends, . $1.50: ‘Curran,
Phil Ford &.Mimt
Hines, ‘a’ dif| weeknights, ~
[ficult act to follow; balanced the

|

'for strong marquee lure to both the
‘natives and the tourists.
Clearly the outstanding single
if
; act of the show is George Matson,
j a perfectionist at pantomime with
‘the material and props te match.

|Mimicry to special recording runs

_
.

~

Sues)

a hilarious:

{routine
a

tippler

with

flapper

Sumac. to
“Only

A

plays impressive timing and careful presentation.
On
the distaffer side,. Diane
Varga, dark-haired with an elegant

- Mary Kayé Trio is a consider- |or ike with

that. it punctured the’ balloon

uptempo

through Yma

femme

Glass Of Champagne.” Matson dis-

x

Living Room, Chi 4

‘mary Kaye Trio, Bobby Bell
. Although a-regular on the inter- j bill. again pulling ‘enthusiastic au-!
| national .supper: club .scene, Fer- :dience reaction. Miss Hines. with! yoo parnello Trio- $2 50 cover.
ETD
BE
.

-ean as apple pie, éxecuted with ;nanda. Montel was first spotted by ther “Rotsa Ruck” Japanese bit, is
such eclat and stiletto-sharp -satire i sheraton-Blackstone
manager a. sro
pease an the ;begin:

‘from

Enjoy Being

of |Doug Boone while, he: was Yaca| showcasing herself as» comedy, ;20ly larger act than when last seen,; A Girl,” and such as “I'm So
tioning -in Madrid last summer. jenne.
demonstrates. a well-traitied {both in’ terms of complement and! Lazy.” Ditto for Patrice Michaels
which had preceded...
|.
{Her exotic demeanor and. delivery
Ford
isis an ideali, also as far as the content of their |who proves her vocal talents in the
Coming. on like. Gangbusters, |fit the Bonaparte Room’s continen- ‘singing -voice. Ford
i teammate. dueting “Tove Makes turn. Group how travels with an! grand opera exit to “La Traviata.”
The Happy Jesters (Jerry. Prez, tal decor perfectly.
pO
I
a
, ao.)
accompanying
five-piece
combo ;Rene Gannon, alone and in tandem
most..of

the

elaborate

Sal Constantino,

parading

Ken Cornell) had:|

jss Montel is a han

: Fhe

World

Go *Round”.and

join-

dsome, maof two trombones, piano, ‘ with production singer-dancer
Rane
a field: day with their zany, un- ture and ultra-saphisticated ‘chan- :ing in on a highly yockable-Nel-. composed
‘son
Eddy-Jeannette'
MacDonald druins and bass. Effect of the addi- {Gannon (no relation), offers a neat

‘Inhibited antics as they harmonized |teuse. She handles :her.multilin“Old Gang Of Mine,’ “Sin To Tell igual songalog with a’ world-wise
.A Lie,” “Somebody Stole My Gal,”* {Roise and is vocally .at ease in

*Row, .Row, Row,”

maid” .and

“Minnie Mer-

standards. ‘of -kindred

genre, Timing is razor sharp, the
pace never flags, they. stirred” .up
UP

a

bedikam.

One

of Vegas’

best

‘Tounge acts
‘Sennes, sensing what:
this show needed. scooted '’em over

tional pieces is to give the act |bit of choreography
in special
+: spoof.
.
oo,
: witer. scope: ara make for more numbers.
The Vespia Bros., with
oA -new. Donn Arden production
1
‘oe
_ polish
ad: to rehearse: one frere making his intro from
than if aah
:
to.
French, Italian and Engjish..
||i Sen ee eenleoiucke Deane se the: some of the more intricate arrange- | among the tablers, a la heckling
I Her husky-voiced delivery. is man. surrounded: by the 13. comely | ments with a houseor pickup unit. ! waiter, impress with clowning
- particularly effective in “Bye Bye
is a-tunefully
lavishweeks.
spec- : ,,Norman.
1710. of and
MaryFrankie
Kale,-her
straight
_vocaling.
| Bambino,”.a
Italian
lullaby, chorines;
tacle: Show
is-in for four
Rossbrother;
is a! mixed
Francescowith
Vespia
also shows
his
|
;
; tender:
:
,
‘and in a nostalgic Parisian medley, to be followed by Danny. Kaye Oct, *oothly integrated unit that pro- i versatility in the finale with Miss
i She. also ‘scored:: with “Yellow 31.0
ar
- ‘Duke.
; Vides a_ consistently” mittgetting ; Michaels on “Traviata.”
.
: Bird.” a -French-accented Calypso f
ae
i turn. -Musical
arrangements
are‘
Asin the first Ashton production
‘number, and with.a‘strident rendi- |". 7
fresh ‘and leave room-for the group for the Golden, bra-less femmes
"ts

here from. the Stardust), the. trio
pulled out alt stops.and had ‘em tion of .“Matk ‘the: Knife.”
begging for more ‘after. half-hour
.of rionstop honsense.
—
ai
.. Brian Farnon's-house .orch (7

-

~

-excellently

backstops

and .has_ the |”

|

Phase 2, NX. ¥.

Flame Room,

Kirby

Stone

Four,

Mpls...

Danny. Fer-

‘to improvise both musically and in : are in evidence, but in good taste.

| guison Orch. (7); $1.50-$2.50 cover..
ee

their patter.

They

; And

interwork ‘stylishly

‘trombonist

. “dances staged” to Joanne. Steuer. Martin, Lucienne Bridou;. Spéncer- at Flame Room is longest booking!“Un Bel Di.” Another high spot
- More’ evidence. of. real. dancing. Odom at: the piano; additional
could alleviate some of the same- songs. Harold Beebe; additional Hotel Radisson supper club. Boys °“Bill Bailey” with three members
laff and.song rou-. of. the tombo a sort of “Hallelujah
Hankin;
$1.50 offer-a rapidfire
Mess during the parade numbers’ material, Larry
tine including: a smattering.of bor-: Chorus” behind them.
_
ve .
by. the girls; an apache turn could +. cover Fri.-Sat., $1 weekdays.

: For this playback several new skits

Revue’s

Taphy ‘is credited

-choreog-

to Gene

Reed,

|:

written, directed and. featuriig ‘Bill.
‘Heyer, with. Larry Hankin, Judy

By Day”

Taking the opening spot of the

hour and ‘a half twin bill are the

book: to lure. ’tween-shows

ankle-agitators.

of “Day

for the overali value of the

with ; Show the nudes prove incidental. —

in jazz;_
and:

‘right

“Heyer ‘Forms of Life,” a revite- ,. Kirby’ Stone. Four ‘are ‘making . renditions

Gus’ Mancuso

their ‘first Minneapolis visit a;“Angels. Sing,’ -and harmonize : Novelites, who are continued solid
lengthy one. Sixteen-day stayover| beautifully in. a pop version of {Successes in this intimate room.
. have been added but the Novelites’
: 30-minute turn is based primarily

ion the. proven sketches—the zany
‘clowning of the trio, the hat roucomedy tine. and the talented instrumental

|derline
gags which. the -group
Ross provides
the
‘-add excitement, too, and.'still rewhich is underplayed in conBill Heyer, who Writes ‘material ‘might better have withheld from breaks for the trio. His pained, i: work,
‘fain that Paris atmosphere. —
'
°+
aQubber-faced mugging behind Nor- trast with the comedics. Frankie
' The entertainment package costs | for such performers as Joey Bish- ‘preem supper show. |
Carr continues to have one of the
'
Four
never
take
themselves
too;
man
Kaye’s
deliberately
offkey
op;
Helen
Gallagher
and
Carol.
about. $8.500, reports Sennes, who
most expressive, mobile facer in
of. seriously, even. lampooning some :version of “Begin the Beguine”
plans. changing shows every -six “Lawrence, .has ‘devised. one
of their vocal disclicks such as, and his fractured-Italian duet ‘of the business, Joe Mayer is of top

_- weeks, -with:.amortizing lavish cos-} those “satirical” revues that is supivalue as the straight man and
tume and atcoutrement outlay thus ‘posed to. have a no holds barred | “Baubles, Bangles and Beads” ‘and: “Baby It’s. Cold Outside” with Miss janchor of the three, and Chuck
‘an important item. In addition to approach, ‘to all. topies.. Although it “Up.a Lazy River.” They also do Kaye are ‘surefire laughgetters.
Leonard shows his worth both in
a
nifty
job
of
-harmonizing
when!
Showopenér
Bobby
Bejl
is
a
- his: Vegas: ventures, Sennes is now’ -has its humorous moments, it’s-‘a
jthe vocal department and in the
‘doing Riverside, Reno. shows :and fairly weak. effort wi th’, mostly they’re ‘so inclined which ismt.sharp gagster with a great collec- ; comedy offerings.
°
often.
Act
might
benefit
from’
an
tion
of
“cold”.
audience
gags,
all
FT,
- plans eventually .a wheel. That will. blunted ‘barbs.
Novelites are in through Jate
An éager. troupe of four. includ- occasional straight vocal to break “of which he needed for the cool
‘ease the burden:
©...
|
p
the-clowning.
—
| reception he. received on opening ! October and
“Les GIS omatil
As. for the. ‘Horse's ‘chances. in ing’ Heyer, plus. a piano: player, (4
‘Showstopper is. Larry Foster's hight. (After ene of his jokes falls we
Ss
_
°
‘the -nitery' race in Les, Angeles. ‘runs through about. eight routines
7
-fact there ‘now is no.cover should in 45: minutes. Among subjects. adroit singing. impreshes of. a. flat. he says: “You’re not going to |
help fill tables. First performarice -covered are - politics, medicine. ‘dozen or so’ notables. -of ..whieh ruin my timing”... one...two...{ King Edward Sheraton,
only “Mr. Magoo” is. off the beaten ‘three.) Perhaps. it’s the change in
Toronto
drew: near-capacity, it was. pleasant .Negro equality,“ beatniks. and. a
is Eddy (Li'l ‘the clientele since Dan Siegel conToronto, Oct. 3.
to note,
in this town, where gen- ‘funny, if tired, bit on superman- path. Top lafigetter
an. elfish comic. - verted the old Trade Winds into
Poison)
Hall,
Joan
Fairfax,
Billy Williamson
“costume.
changes
efs,:
The
-racial
‘erally sa many nitery. shades have
been lowering gradually.: Anather |and beatnik bits. show some im- Opening night crowd ‘was: disap- “the Living’ Room, but Bell’s rata- : Orch (7); $1.80 cover Mon.-Thurs.,
pointed .by quartet’s windup sans ‘tatat Miami-Ve gas delivery fell ,$2 Fri.-Sat.
dgination
and
provide
some
laughs.
factor looming. importan t:” -babes| aginto ‘and provid
2 laugh.
Ped
.
on-parades shows invariably stim- |but in the atmosphere. of this: Vil- ‘encores although Stone made light :with a dull thud.
of this, too, explaining, ‘We'd do i Bill. is. in for three weeks, fol- 1 Debuting in the posh Oak Room
ulate .grog sales above. average: lage eoffee-cabaret the show raremore’
:for.
you.
but
it
would
take
.last Monday ‘2) were Joan Fairfax
:lowed: by Johnnie Ray.
Mor.
nightclub norm; that aspect. was ly “lives up :to. its: potential. our time off.”.
.
(New Acts) and the Billy William' Performances are generally well-. away from
particularly
evident. at ‘show
Danny Ferguson’s band hacks
son
band.
New
season.
also
caught.
os
Was. .{ delivered, Heyer is an amiable
Brass Ring. Houston
e merrymaking and. plays for|
launched a fresh policy which sees
most-participant
who does his best:
_
Houston,
Oct.
2.
Gancing.
*
ithe
King
Edward
fused
into
the
‘ito make .the show
entertaining.
Johnny O’Brien. & “Penie. Pryar |. Jean. Shannon, E. C. Holland ‘Sheraton formula of well-ward‘Tahoe Harrah'‘s.
Larry Hankin exhibits some talent
are.
next
in
for
11
days,
opening
{Orch
(4);
no
cover
or
minimum.
:robed
visiling
pop
singers
and
the
.Lake Tahoe; Oct. 3.
in the sight gag.department via his

—
ce
' Rees.ibreakin of an orch that fits into
Teresa Brewer with Terry Tones; superman stint and Judy. Martin Oct.-20.
! Jean Shannon, a talented -sing- ‘the room for dine-and-dance.
(6),-Dave Barru,.Dorothy. Dorben|is almost foo ‘exuberant for the
ing-dancing comedienne,is again
Singers & Dancers (14), Leighton: tiny establishment. She . sings: ro-. Chateau Madrid. N.Y.
. Williamson, incidentally, has asNoble Orch (15); produced by: bustly. in true revue style. . .
-. Los Chavales de Espana’ with well ‘received in her second ap- sumed the mantle of the late Leo.
Russ . Hall;..$3 minimum.
—
- conducted
' Lucienne Bridou has nothi ng. to. Luis Tamago, Alberto .Rochi, Luis . pearance within a few months at. Romanelli, who violin
do,: her, one’ mimberon the pro- Bona, Angel Riera, Lopez & Con-. the ‘Carrousel Motor. Hotel's: Brass the hotel's orch for the last 11
-Ring
Club.
A _ leggy. . platinum years. Williamson, co-ordinator of
Teresa Brewer _showeases- her|gram. having. been axed after the treras; $5, $6 minimunis.
ct
-blonde she’ comes on strong with music for the Wayne & Shuster ty
talent. to best advantage in. her: show’s opening. However,.
she parcurrent reprise at Tahoe Harrah’s. ticiparits: with the graup. Spencer “Angel Lopez presents ~a_ wide *:“You, Gotta Have Heart.” then fol- series in Canada for the past four
With the Terry Tones behind her} Odom plays. jautily on the. ivories variety .of Latin entertainment -lows with original and brisk one- years, nosed out 12 auditioning
jn-a sleek act noteworthy for new. and joins in. the équality number.. during the course of the season. liners..." 2...
ibands for the King Edward chore.
material, .she works hard -and
Between. shows, Jimmy Gavin. He goes from the wild flamenco to .- In “Stereophonic Sound,” she i In keeping with the Sheraton
top
impressions
of Bette _formula, he has assembled various
makesit: look easy.
.. .
- takes the stage for-some pleasant the more formal and highly disci- does
. As in Las Vegas, Miss: Brewer. folk’ interpretations. His guitar plined Los Chavalesde Espana. -Davis and Dinah Shore. After skirt -instruments rather than special
is an -established customer lure: ‘Playing is smooth and crisp, and. ‘With this session he seems.to have ‘zips off, revealing pair of excel- . sections, with the following lineup:
in this part..of Nevada. with. her his. vocal repertoire is. well-chosen combined this wide swath into one lent legs, she dons straw hat for 1Dave Ackerman, tenor sax; Dennis
assortment of songs and. oecasional for his styling.A particularly. en- bill with the pairing ‘of Los Cha-j “They. Can’s’ Take That Away.” ‘Rafferty, trumpet; Frank Radcliffe,
‘fast stepping. With .Dave Barry tertaining number
by the one- vales plus the flamenco team of ; Then comes her flapper era dress, violin; Lou Antonacci, accordion;
‘aiso featuredin the current three- time Columblja Records pactee is a Lopez & Contreras. It’s a smash: and beads as she does “There’s; Lloyd Boddison; bass, and Bil
weeker at this mountain lake cas- series of impersonations of. vari- ‘combination, both entertainment !Nothing Like a Mink” and the:Campbell, drums. Williamson is
ino ‘resort, 615 off-season diners. ous folk artists including Pete and boxofficewise,
"+ °°"
i Charleston. Ht’s a fast-paced - 30 ‘ pianist-leader and does all the ar-

. "vere on hand for last week's open- Seeger, Josh White, Harry Bela-

- Ing. Second show on opening night. fonte and .Woody Guthrie... His
(a midnight cocktail stanza) drew. work songs
are also well-delivered.
—
Keli

‘More than 500. Maitre d’ Cliff Kehl

‘Los Chavales,.
for years staples

minutes, ably

abetted by

at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, con-;{Holland’s fine band.
tinue to -be the same 1l-man coop-|

erative of entertainers. who’ have’

Show

7

|

FE.

C. , rangements..
He

plays for two weeks.

Skip.

also gave

strong

support to

Miss Fairfax who is fn till Oct. 14.
McStay.
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CURRENT BILLS |

Leon.. Terry’ Haven,

Jerry Newby.

Lavin, Held &« Paul.
-

Be

Vi

McMahon. “4

WEEK OF OCTOBER

LOS ANGELES
Paige Ore. |Sid Fields,

4.

MELBOURNE

(Tiveli)

—

Frank

Berry. ‘Dick

Hardin,!

Pat Gregory. Jodie Gray, Howard

Orc.

Woodbury.

Elto

Jack

Dexter,

Sharon

—

.

La Fever.

Amol.

Robin

-THE

Hardiman.

.

Pepito . Torres.

Band.

.

Munez

.

—

.

Ann

Ore.
Collins,
| .

Freddie

Gutierrez,

Orc.

.

Val

Jerry
.

Hector

‘INTERCONTINENTAL—Pecro

Henry

Boyer

Ma-.

Dancers,

Geraldo,

Charlie

Soledad,

Rafael

Kalaf.

Fisk Orc.,

i

.

bert Stillman;

“Breakfast

fany’s” (Par).

at. Tif- “It’s” probably an illusion, but 2.

, little. taste seems to have invaded
the r&r

scene. At Teast a couple

Current stageshow. at the Rocke- ‘of the groups in deéjay Clay Cole's -

feller flagship,. “Wings of Glory,” -eurrent girlie revue at the Harlem |
is a mach- and missile-geared sa- vaudery look. sharp,: and, for the

Rudy

lute to the 50th anni of U.S. naval | most part, sing sharp. ©
aviation, and. indubitably straight
up réd-white-and-blue pageantry. . Foremost: is a long-stemmed,

" World Series

.

~ Apollo, N. Y..

Choir, Corps de Ballet (with Istvan ‘Topsy, Valerie. Carr, Bobbettes ..
Rabovsky), Rockettes, Music Hall (4), Parkettes (4), Reuben PhttlSymphony; sets, James. S. Morcom; lips Orch (12);
“Gun
for @costumes, Frank Spencer; lighting, Coward” (U).
Eugene Braun; special lyrics, Al-

Bette

Escabi.

ales Orc., Humberto Morales 5.
- OCHO PUERTAS—Aida Irizarry, Luis &

LAS VEGAS

Palacios, Circus Roland’s Eight Tigers.
S$ Elwardos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn. Moni

Musie Hall, N. Y..

Leon Leonidof presentation of | Clay Cole's All-Girl Show, with
“Wings of Glory,” with the Mathu- the Chantels (4), Gladys Night de
rings (2); N.Y. Naval. Shipyard. the Pips (5), Big Maybelle, Tiny

Ore.,

_

Jo

[Laacel de Arce Ballet, Cesar. Concepcion
Orc., Joe “Vallejo 5S.
_
7

Trio.

McCann

;

Four

6 Mules,

:

CALYPSO—Una

Esso-El

Martin,

in New

YE LITTLE CLUS—Pegzy Taylor.

&

:

BEACH

FLAMBOYAN—Evelyn. Souffront,

Render, Joe Felix, :John Kitzmiller.

Sidi Ciceus) — Charis
Sisters. Knie’s
Schickler

6 Ponies

Lippazanas.

SUMNIT—Les

‘{ Slappy White, John Anderson

BRITAIN.

.
BLACKPOOL
Caroli & Co,

Ruth

;
’
;
2a Edition. Clare Nevers. Diane D’Orsay.| Joe Blaneo Violins.
LA BOTELLA—RHal Hester, Duke Dorel.
Saundra. The.stappy. Jesters.
LA CONCHA—Jadin
Worig. Noro Mor..
Stevens.
~—Kay

STATLER HOTEL—‘Playmates
Bros. & Romayne,
Daniele
Dorice, Hal
Rom
Be
Roach, Yolande Rodrgues, David Fuller ; York.” Skinnay Ennis Orc
Leo

EL

son,

Le Crazy Horse—Le Crazy Horse Revue,

Lewis Dunn
‘s YONEY
(Tivoll _ Don
Tannen,
McKay
avacs.
Four
Rosita,

Trio,

Queralt

*
.;
Morgan,.

Jane

.

Crescendo—Woody

DINO’S

—

Tico.

CONDADO

McKay, Iona’ Adame,

GROVE

Stabile

Maria | Steve

Erdos.

Adrienne

Backey,

Ken

Harvey;

Trapinos.

& Des,

Jong

De

Christopher,

Bill

Chisolra,

Joe

Weber.

Blanche.

Allison

Lane & Ore.
COCOANUT

House Reviews.

R {ohle

DeWitt,

Quartet,

Pebito Arvelo Orc.
a
CHARTERHOUSH#H—Tobaco

_Ray

Joy Healey Dancers,
The Downestreis,
lyan

AUSTRALIA

;

‘CARIBE
HILTON — Noreen
Parker,
Jimmy Neélson, Miguelito’ Miranda Ort.,

MUSIC HALL—Mathurins, Istvan RabovBEN BLUE'S — Ben Blue’s “Hullabasky. Naval Choir, Everett Morrison. Corps ; loo.” with Cully Richards, Harry €lexx,

do Ballet, Rockettes, Raymond

aughn

SAN JUAN, P.R.

il

NEW YORK CITY

,

THUNDERBIRD—Goorge

Bros.,

Linda

sepia beauty, .Glady’s Night, who

* The stagecraft is-typically stun- is in the’ unusual spot of lead.
ning for the showease,. commenc-.
to 100% ‘capacity. The business in ing with circular-projected film vocalist fronting :a. male. quartet,
i
DESERT
INN
—
Louis
Prima,
Keely.
g
ney—Boxin
Kangarvo, Trio Faber, Our
‘the Pips. Th
has tastein cosSmith, Dick Humphreys, Sam Butera & the entertainment rooms has been
clips spanning the navy air arm’s
Sammy, Little Jimmy & Circusettes.
Witnesses, Donn Arden Dancers, Carjton
very big,. not only with baseball growth. It also includes (on-stage) tuming. and’ choreography, . and.
LONDGN
(Palladium)}—Harry Secombe,
Miss Night
has...an
appealing
Roy Castle, Marion Ryan. King Bros., Hayes Orc.: Lounge: Michael Kent, Dsive crowds, but with a constant stream
Apolion,
Milt
Herth,
Henri
Rose.
Bobby
a
genuine
Marine
helicopter,
2
Eddie Calvert, Wise Guys, Audrey Jeans,
sophistication in ‘her projection.
i
;
of buyers and: mercantile men.
Jeremy Hawk, Michel & Carol, Grazina Stevenson.
simulated rocket takeoff that's and restrained dramatics in the. Festival.”” Bobby |
DUNES—‘Philippine
As
is
normal
in
the
nitery
indusFrame. Wendy Wayne. Helene & Howard,|
CorPilita
sound-effective
and
remarkably
Cruz.
De La
CARVER

HOUSE — Treniers. Barbara. —————} Continued from page 6] fees

' Randolph, Lon
tha ‘Talking Elephant, Captain Danion‘s
Young Orc:
Sea Lions. 3 Lorandos, Lilian Kenny, Syd-

Ronnie

Barantons,

Carden

George

Dancers,

Mari

Katy

Gonzales,

Corbett, Jack Francois.

try, both in cafes and hotels, the

Shepherd j rales, Shirley Gorospe. Elizabeth Ramsey.

Bili

Dancers,

Fontaine

October crowds are generally well

Ha-

Maaka.Nua

Orc\ Lounge:

; Bill Reddie

Singers.

Tones,
NOTTINGHAM (Theatre Royalh—George { waiian Rev., Billy Andre, Fabulous
Dennis & Rogers,.Joseph Mack Four.
Mitchell
Minstrels,
Television Toppers.

loaded.

Much

ot it is expense

realistic,
signed

an

arresting

lunar-de-

ballet

sequence,

and

dra-

matic use of 2 taped missile count-

‘vocalizing;.all of which doesn’t dis-'
guise a trace of*religioso through.

the ballad and rhythm: offerings.

account spending.
a
Also restrained: in presentation
down along with the taped voice
Business is expected to be in of astronaut Alan Shepard Jr. dur- is the Chantels foursome, young
good form until Thanksgiving Day ing his suborbital flight.
chicks with: high ‘sight values. all
Carmen. De Lavallade, Louis: Bellson
Lounge: Lionel Hampton, Betty Reilly,
when
concern
over. Christmas
around, including chic gowning,
FREMONT—Joe
King. Zaniacs, Newton
Margaret Sande has furnished On the strength of their disk clicks
shopping starts, then there’s.a disBros., Make Eeleves.
GOLDEN
NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jimmy
cernible tapering off until the end. the Corps de Ballet, spotlighting (most. recently, ‘Looking in My
Istvan Rabovsky,
some
exciting '
Wakely. Wanda Jackson. Sneed Family
of the year.
Oo
7
Eyes,” on the Carlton. label), the
oe Wolverton; Annie Maloney.
against. a moon. girls are: closing act, a-spot-that’s
With business
brisk during choreography
HACIENDA — Four
Tunes,
Johnny
mockup.
The
Hall’s
comedic
re- alittle too much at this point.
Olenn. Keynotes, ‘Cathy Ryan, Grover-. Series
time, the. bonifaces hope
NEW YORK CITY
lief this time is contributed by.
Shore 3.
FRONTIER —Lou Mosconi Jr.— that the new. N, Y. team, the Mets, the Mathurins, a brace. of ace tum- Harmonies tend: to stray a bit. on
LAST
BASIN
ST
EAST—~Don
Rickles, Billy
er.
o . to be managed by Casey Stengel,
Virginia Rae, Fritz
‘the r&r:numbers, but their “SumeEckstine, Quincey Jones.
MINT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Models will ultimately be a Series partici- blers. Their display is a bit too mertime,” -with a strong lead solo,
BIROLAND—Joe
Williams, Harry Edigon. Gigi Gryce..
pant. -Two' teams are better than standard, even for this house, but. was solid throughout...
NEVADA—"Les, Girls De Paris.” Jose
BLUE ANGEL—Phyllis Diller, Adam j Duarte.
smoothly executed.
"
Moon Puppets, Kay Brown, Vido
one, they feel.
Keefe, Stevens Bros., Jimmy Lyon Trio. ! Musso. Johnny Paul, Sparklers.
Big. Maybelle and. Tiny Topsy,
;
’
{ The N. Y. Naval Shipyard Choir house
"BON SOIR—"“Greenwich Village, U.S.A.” ;
NEW FRONTIER — “Holiday in Rio.”
more-or-léss..regulars, pro-.
Mae
Barnes,
Jimmie
Daniels, Three !- Lounge: Ink Spots, “Hot Lips’ Levine.
chips in a stirring religioso chestvide a few tons of shake, shimmer
Flames.
i Fred Kushon,
.
EL CORTEZ—Johnony Ukulele, Princess
Leslie
Crowther,
George
Chisholm
&
: .
Jazzers, Penny Nicholis, Peter Crawford {Lei Momi. Kahala Twin Ss.
FLAMINGO—Pearl
Bailey, Bill Bailey»
Trio,
Two
Pirates,
Jackpots,
Mitchell

Cabaret Bills

CAMELOT — Bobby
Van.
Jacher, Marilyn Lovell. Ronni
Fhorsell.
Richard
Blair.

CHARDAS—Carmen

kossy,
Dick
Horvath,
CHATEAU
Espsna, Pupi

Lia

Della.

MADRID —
Campo Orc.

COPACABANA

ins, Paul

Michelle. Tibor Ra-

Marta.

Sid

Shelley

Elemar

Los

Cathcart

Tina

Frank

Marti

Rob-

Orc..Lounge:

& Bonnie.
| SADDLE

!Ore.

Vagabonds; Arthur

oo.
CLUB—Jackie

SAHARA
Gorme. Moro

Chavales

Caesar,

Orc.,

Vegas Bidding |

Helen
Gal- | RIVIERA — “Irma La Douce.” Juliet
Hall, Karen
Prowse. Clive Revilil. Stuart Damon, Jack
.
;
Cochran.

Ray

Anthony,

& Bil... ..
Dean- Martin.

Zak.:Copa

Girls,

Patricia

Bright.

Marand,

B&M

HOTEL

Jack

Haskell.

Haggett.

|

PLAZA-—Shirley

Patricia

Bassey,

STARDUST—"Lido

Billy

Emil

Daniels,

de

Happy

m
Nelson.

Paris’;

Jesters,

Lounge:

Peggy

De

Castro, Micki Lynn, Del-Martins.
THUNDERBIRD—Linda
Darnell.

Coleman Orc., Mark Monte Continentals.
Larry
HOTEL - TAFT—Vincent
Lopez Orc.
: Daniels, Harry Nofal, The Henrys, GarROTEL
ST.
REGIS—Patachou,
Afilton
wood Van Orc.
Lounge: Lancers, Edi
Kay Trio. Milt Shaw Orc.
Domingo & Norma, Frank Gusto.

HOTEL

vieve.

WALDORF-ASTORIA

Emil

HOTEL

sen

Coleman

SAVOY

Ore.

Ray

—

Gene-!

Ore

TROPICANA—‘Folies

ette

HILTON—Gunnar

Riedinger,

Han- ; ily, Pinky

Hartley.

June
INTERNATIONAL — Ritz Bros,
Valli. Mike Durso Orc., Aviles Orc.
LATIN QUARTER—Rafael de Cordoba,
P mpof-Thedy.
Julie
Gibson,
Arnauts.
Wallenda Ballet. Jeanine Pivateau. MelloLarks. Jo Lombardi Orc., Irving Fields

Bergere.”

Pompoff,

Thedy

& Perky, The

Costello,

Trio

Bogdadis,

Martelli. Mme.

Cos

& Fam-

Danny

Baron

Bal-

let. Florence & Frederic & Dancérs, Ray
Sinatra
Ore.
-Leunge:
Jerry Colonna,
|Varel & Bailly, Al DePaulis 4, Dubonnet

3. Paul

Goup

LEFT BANK—Cal Bostic. Paul Doole.
LIVING ROOM — Isobel Robins. Billy
Mitchell, Bobov Ferro, Jerry Citron.
NO
T FIFTH AVE. — Stan Freeman,
Tava Stewart. Hankinson & Silver,
ROUNDTASLE
Dorothy
Donegan,
Matt
Monro,
Jack Kelly 3.

siderably

aa

‘than

$8

from

‘Bobbettes
—
"<0
&and Parkettes . quartets

has. lowered. con-|}a peak

in the era

of more

of 1953-1956

‘to about.$3.78 to $4.23 per person
at the present time.

But

in all,

{ says. Irwin, all. the rooms in Las
Vegas

are

Loco Four.

|:

losing money. with

the

JOAN FAIRFAX

the

up

335 Mins.

| exception of the. Stardust Hotel. ‘Songs
However,

_ the

casing

makes

losses.

,

Songs,

Music

30 Mins.

|

;

,

Saxony, Boston
oo
King Edward Sheraton, Toronto:
With Lynn Duddy and Bobby’ Here's. a group with. rich vocal

club

—a= Continued from page |

_

CLARENCE JACKSON TRIO
Do.

‘| Kroll writing -special. songs for styling and boffo- musicianship in a
‘her, plus an entire new night: seeming effortléss layout of vocal .

Lonny Bruce

BLACKSHEEP—Bill Davidson Ort.
EARTHQUAKE
McGOON’S—Turk
Mur.
phy Orc.
.
so,
;
FAIRMONT HOTEL — BUly De Wolfe,
Ernie Heckscher Orc.
& i
GAY 90°S—Ray K. Goman, Bee & Ray

Rachel
SAHBRA — Yaffa
Yarkoni,
Zlilla, Martin Roman. Sara Avani, Kovesh
& Mizrachie, Leo Fuld.

for any drill sergeant. Mu-j

each. person: into the

nitery rooms

4,

BLACKHAWK—Joe

enough

With all the ‘economies, the cost

of bringing

SAN FRANCISCO:

Ore

out -and:- wail in solo turns. Valerie Carr.
gets a little jazz in the. beat. The

remains strong, she'll get enough but irrelevant to the theme | @ll the way, with a nice Jumper for
Antonio’ Morelli | she
of the layout. Albert Stiliman’s} aud ‘extroverts of all ages. who
in the slower {special
headline ‘status
lyrics are appropriate and want to take. the stage for a turn
periods.
.
,
at The Twist.
,
Bill, |
ee
Pit.
direct.
Henry, Sparky.

Three, |S
Bashkin Three.
— Joey
EMBERS Four,
Eljcidee
Ray Bryant
Ore. Lounge: Dave Burton, Morry King. ‘|
HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane Ore.
SHOWBOAT—Tex Williams, Wade Ray.
HOTEL
LEXINGTON—Virginia
Wing.
Twin Tunes...
Lithan Knight. Denny Regor, Tony Drake.
Tons
Cabot Orc.
> ‘Kave,
Red
Marshall,
Danny
Jacobs,
HOTEL NEW YORKER—Milt Saunders ; Taffy O'Neil. Ruderko Bros., Slipperettes,
Ore, Verna Lee, Joe Furst
a
Charlie
George
Redman
Ore.
Lounge:
HOTEL
PIERRE
— ‘Steppin’ in Society [reraRay Barbary Coast Boys.

| SILVER SLIPPER—Hank

tap

out of the r&rmi.. ©
been clocked. Should Miss Lee sic Halt orch, under Raymond areCole’s
emeceeing. is hip, and
make: a potent impression --she’ll Paige, curtain raises with a med-|
ley
of.
Liszt
warhorses,.-pleasant
|
Reuben
Phillips’ band backs well
be booked on a summer date. If.

Freddie

;
Garr

and the Rockettes

precision formations -— punctilious

==manm Continued from page 61 —

Steve ‘Lawrence, Eydie
andis Dancers. Louis Basil

Lounge:

{ Bell. Deedy
Ore.‘ :
SANDS —

oo
Lee

nut,

their usual sharp leg harmony. and

act—both

breaking

in

of whith

here—Joan

she is: instrumentals handling everything

Fairfax|from calypso and commercial jaze

; bedroom and seized a number ‘of is attempting to project a new . folk. songs. qreonted by etary
qe
"ay
ny.
Jackson:.on
drums; Lee Farre
; Vials and equipment
containing .
‘allegedly dangerous narcotics and image divorced from the dewey { bass: and Dean Earl on the 88, the

eyed singer of songs whieh were |boys:-have been playing around the

‘drugs: Two: doctors stated at: the
‘initial. hearing that they had pre-. OK'd ‘for her by the Canadian i east for a while, but not yet docuBroadcasting
Corp. tv network |mented: in Vanrety. Jackson is .&.
Sonnv Sands. Terrace & Elita, Ned Har- ("5 Trio.
i
.
: : scribed the drugs.
“Joan Fairfax Show™ for two sea- |former single with a Sammy Davis
ver Ore. Frank
Martinez Orc.
JAZZ WORKSHOP—Bobby Timmins 3. ;; At yesterday’s hearing, however,
TWO GUITARS—Alya Uno, Sasha Poli- +
sons
on
Sunday
nights.
.
JJr. style. Earl shows much savvy.
NEW FACK‘'S—Barbara McNair, Salmas , police introduced
one unlabeled
noff,
Ivan Nepa & Sonia, Kostya Polan- | PON Vernen Alley.3, Mel Young.
‘
TOWN

&

COUNTRY

—

Goman.

sky.

UPSTAIRS

Brins.

Cel

&

Cabos

DOWNSTAIRS

Rex

—

Phily ,

Robbins,

Colstan.,

.

VERSAILLES — Blossom Dearie, Andy
Bes Sisters.
VIENNESE
LANTERN — Sarah Rubine.

Liane.

Ernst

Schoen.

VILLAGE

:

BARN

Dors

Brant,

Marah

ON. THE

LEVEE—Joe

PURPLE
ONION
Paris.
-

Gates

Sinclair

Smothers

VILLAGE

VANGUARD

Carol

Sloane.

—

Chico

Hamil-

.

“

HARRAH’S

Dave

(Tahoe)

Dancers.

Leighton

Candela

Seuratt. Solea Caro. Trio Perez orc.
CLOISTER — Phil Tucker. Ronny
&

Jean.

Eddy

Subway

Girls, Wind-

Red Coty.
Teresa Brewer,

—

Barry, Dorothy

Limba : darte.
HOLIDAY
—
Crlvpso Revue.” Lydia Lora, Raphael HerCharles Gould,
nan.
Lord
Christo,
Lord
Mike,
Jeanne
ANGEL—*“Pablo

Del

Orc.

Dorben

Noble

Orc,

Singers

&

Lounge:

Nick

Lucas.

Tony

MAPES
— Buddy
Polynesian
Revue,
Touzet
Revue.

Lovello

Greco.
King

Joe

EDGEWATER

GATE
Amanda

Alexandra

BEACH

Dolores

—

Del

Churumbeles

Carmen,
,

Don

OF HORN—“‘Trouble in Tahiti.”
Ambrose.
Frank
Carroll
and
Hunt,

Ian

&

Sylvia,

LE BISTRO—Harold Ward. Dave Green,
Sir Gresory. Guy Viveros Trio.
.
;

LIVING

ROOM—Mary

Kaye Trio, Bobby

Bell. Joe Parnello Trio.
LONDON
HOUSE
—
Barhara
Trio, Eddie
Higgins Trio, Larry

Frio.

Carroll
Novak

MISTER KELLY’S—Jerry Lester. Sandu
Marx & Frigo, Marty Rubenstein

Scott,
1to

PALMER
HOUSE
—
Carol
Mattison (2), Ben Arden Ore.

Channing
—

PLAYBOY CLUBSB—Wes Harrison. Lewis
& (Christie. Ada Moore, Casey Anderson,
Teit
Napoli.
Harold -Harris Trio. Kirk
Stuart Trio.
Bob
Davis
Trio.
Claude
ones
SHERATON
BSLACKTONE
— Fernanda
Mvatel, Franz Bertier Orc.
.

Her appearances. on the Arthur, on both ‘the keyboard and in the

lit was on this bottle that the Godfrey ‘and Don MéeNeill .pro-! vocal department; and . Farrell

‘ charge—obscenity.:

ote

|

Nalana. Kele
Sisters,
Reno

Arnold

Ice Re

resort niteries, plus six. weeks at : auditors want to. be entertained
but

-

the Queen Elizabeth

Continued from page 65 i—_—_

him in the venture.-is

Nicholas

‘| Luard.

‘Linked with Cook and Luard
the members of the “Beyond
Fringe” company,

Hotel, Mont- | not

forced

to full concentration.

are
the

who have prom-

which: she

has

not

fully. tried, ties.and shadings as well as broad.

out in her break-in here—she has! outlines. Their
1
. repertoirere is is biga long way to go but has travelled |and versatile’ with ‘great arrange-

far: since being confined to her ,ments, and they segue from novelformer tv stints overthe CBC. {ties to standouts like “Poor Butter-

Clad’ in a beige

Ze
an

chiffon with: fly” and ““Old-Man

beaded bodice and earlier wearing | €a5e. and

eclat.

They

River” with.
also essay.

a white fox stole the blond Miss.)music around the world - with
Fairfax opened with a bouncy “I'm |French, Hebrew, Italian to their
to. prevail upon other show biz With You”. (by Duddy); ‘In Times |5elf-accomp. |
like These,” an original by Kroll;
The ‘skilled .tooters and . pipers.
personalities to join them.
The Establishment,.which has an “Please Mr. Brown” (Duddy). -Im|are quick te grasp the -mood of

ised to do an‘ ad lib performance
at midnight on most evenings, .and

these, she made full use of the
jtheir. audience
and can vary their
lyrics and can belt out a song.|big musical storehouse accordingEven
her personality
patter ly., Night caught, they introduced |
Apart from the bar and nitery on with the hand mike has been|— “Shalom” to the intime audience,
Sue
Carson.
Tanya
&
|Sally Jenkins, Jacques: Donnet Orc., Line the ground
floor level, there is revamped for her, but she ought |: The act is perfect for the more
’,
.
;
also
a jazz room for dancing in to tone
down
her
biue-penceil intimate spots. for the nonce, but
CASTAWAY S5S—Preacher Rollo 56,. Jerry
Geraldi & Lesley, Ralph Foat Ore., Candi
the basement. It is. claimed that jokes which, in Canada, is all- is definitely a big. bet for bigger
Cortez. Bob Rhodes
—
.
more
than.
6,000
people
joined
the
destroying
of
the.
tv.
image
she things and they. could capably work
DIPLOMAT—Mandy Campo Ore., Van
club before opening night.
built up. The voice of the enter- in larger rooms. ‘Their sincerity
Smith Trio.
EDEN: ROC—Duke Jenkins Ore., Monroe’ -.A VARIETY reporter, who was tainer is powerful in her new and. sensitivity .to interpretation,
Kasse 5, Mal. Malkin -Ore., Luis Varona
invited to the opening ceremoniés,
role; and Joan Fairfax should particularly ‘on offerings. like
Orc., Barbara Russell. Leslie Hudec. .
yue,

Phil

Linde.

Richards,

Johnny

Marjii

Bachemin,

gan, Michael Meehan, Lolo
Malkin Orc., Ice Models.
CARILLON—“Cherchez

Lee,

Johnny

&

Shirley
Flana-

Lita,

Mal
oo:

Les
Femmes.”
Biagi, Jack
&

annual membership fee of $5.60,
has moderate quarters in Soho,
which are still far from complete.

found himself in the same unhappy go far in the
position as most of the other mem- singing—of an
bers: of the press, and was unable coriception that
queline Verona, Les Rondettes (12), Ziggy
to make a stab at reviewing the confidence and
Lane. Frank .Sextette.
SEVILLE—“Caught in Act.” Jack De- proceedings.
entunnmnsntinaaat
J .a
.a
- FONTAINESLEAU — “Saucy Scandals,”
Vinnie, Sid Carson & Chico Chico, Holly.
Warren, Vie Charles, Tongelele, Ronnie
Meren,

Ron

Dean.

Bobby

Argas

&

Jac-

sea
pint
aippete

real.
|
{Phe three ‘Negro singers and-mu-.
With original material com-!sicians,,when_essaying blues num posed by the Duddy-Kroll- duo— ' bers, get a depth of feeling, subtie-._

| Snafus Mar Bow

Revue.

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

AMERICANA—George

:

Maize,

Follies
with
RIVERSIDE
—
Minsky’s
I
CONRAD
HILTON—“Ooh
La La.” Dornan Bros. Margie Lee. Dru & Landell, {Bert Wheeler, Lou Levitt Ore. Lounge:
Stevens.
Newton
Bros.
Lothar Weidemann. Brigitte Voit, Inez & Kay
WAGON
WHEEL
(Tahoe)-Peggy
DeGordon.
SBoulevar-Dons
(3),
BoulevarDears (6), Gay Claridge
Ore
;
; Castro.. Andrini Bros., Norman Brown 6,
Hamlin,
Manny
Lopez,
Magic
DOWNSTAGE
ROOM
(Mappy Medium) {Johnny
Violins of Mexico.
.
Tania Velia
:
DRAKE—Henny
Youngman,
Jimmy
Blake Ore.

De
Espana.
Davis Orc.

eed

like “I’ve
, 365 CLUB—Jenny Mack, Paul Gray, Vol- imagistrate ruled a prima facie case grams, plus the dispute she re-| Sings lead on-of numbers
Nothin’”
“in
|
in big
b
! Roy Palmer Orc.
. ; had been estaLlished.
.
. cently engendered between Ed:Got Plenty
Jackson «gets in.
Bruce interrupted a’ nightclub Sullivan: and Jack Paar, has given|Voice. fashion.
;some
good
work
on
Calypso
“King-"
l
RENO-TAHOE
good wi
engagement in San Francisco Sun- her the night club bug and she
and
“Shut ‘Your
is out ‘to change her. personality.
ston Town’
GOLDEN—Barry
Ashton’s
Les Girls.' day 18) and flew in for the MonNovelites. Golden Orc.
:
has gained in poise and ‘Mouth.” : ~
-day afternoon: hearing here. In She
HAROLD‘S—Don Cornell, Goofers, Don:
power
from
recent
engagements
|
_
The
boys.
restrict
‘the
offering ta.
.
Frisco
(see
story
in
Vaude).
he
en| Conn Orc.
HARRAHWH’S. (Reno)—Kim. Sisters, Tune- ‘ countered
the law on another in the states and in Caribbean‘ the appeal of intimate-room where, |

Skeets Minton,
Al Hirt, The
Lancers.
‘Dave Bergman; Lisa Alonso, Rudy Ro-

CHICAGO
BLUE

‘h-'ttle of alleged narcotic capsules.

Bros.,

.

Shay,
Ralph
Pote.
Susan
Bradys.
Joe
Tommy
Zang. I.ou Harold Orc.
tumers. Abbie Neal & Ranch
VILLAGE GATE
--. Aretha
Franklin,
| sor Trio. John Buzon Trio.
Herbre Minn

ton,

Dners.;

Sullivan: Orc.

—

Steve -Freddie

Ralupuw.
Denna
Sanders
Marv
J.ouise
Wilson Lovelady Powell, Freddie Webber.
Jun Sheridan. Bill MceCufchen, Milrad &
&

Joan

HUNGRY !—Phyllis Diller. Joe & Eddie.
Daniels, | Clancy Knight, Olga Sbragia, Dick Crab-

Billy

writing--and her
entirely new act
gives her greater

a new outlet:
McStay.

emer
omen
orem
greta
n
eAn
n?

meee
onaes

aer

“Primrose Lane,” could send ‘then

far in. upper nitery work. All in’
all, they’re harmonically sound all -.

around, crisp and: enjoyable. .
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‘Warmer Film DealWouldBoost CBS

fa

Tle-Compensation for Actors0K
ItVia Part-TimeLittle Theatres

[Reelect Tom Dash Prez.

Of Drama Critics Circle

“Thomas. Dash, of Women’s. Wear|
‘Daily, was reelected president of
the N.Y. Drama Critics. Cirele for
a.second term at the organization’s ;
annual meeting yesterday’ (Tues.).
| Thomas H..-Wenning, of: Newsweek |

‘Lady’Profit to $5,000,000ThusFar
. The: CBS profit . on “My Faire
Lady, ” including income .already;
| Its No. Joke, Son
‘‘garned. from
the .‘musical, wilt
; reach about $5,000,000 if ‘the War-} > .°
‘Detroit, Oct.. 10. .
"James: ‘Nederlander, - Tianag- ner Bros. offer of a record purchase
rice for the film rights iis accepted.

The:‘picture. company has bid $5,-/
500,000! for the property..and in
addition, will give the legit: pro-|-

-Vicepresident,

|.

©

__ Is there the possibility of additional: _:plained that he: really needed
7 picture coin. from.the gross partici- |. the. key to-the lock. on. the
pation setup: ifthe WB deal goes - electrical switch panel for the
through, . but’ there’s.<also ‘other |.-aéoustical screen’ which rises

—

into the: ceiling ‘to. enlarge me. .

potential subsidiary - revenue, ‘be-|
‘ sides the coin still being earned by |- Ss“house
:, the Broadway, road and other legit
‘productions of the’ musical.
Ac‘@eptance of the WB offer hinges on
whether. “Lady” .producer Herman |

for. musicals,

MerrickSchedules
‘StopWorld’‘Ross’

Sub forTwofers
On Blood, Sweat’!
There will be~ 13,356,620 dis-

count: exchange coupons

' dition of employment, and under no circumstances and at no
times shall the actor be
quired to’ engage in | such
_ tivity.”

reac-

.| past 10 years over its directive that

1A Demands 557,
Boost in Shops

available

Hollywood, Oct. 10.
which may have a

‘Unemployment Insurance Appezls
Board in Sacramento, fitial reyiewing. agency
for the State
Dept. of Unemployment, in studying four cases submitted by Aectors. Equity as holding merit in
seeking appeal.
Ruling decreés that actors work+
ing a short work week in little
theatres are entitled to unemployment insurance. Actors haye been
fighting Unemployment Dept. for

the. contract between Actors
Equity and the League of N.Y.
Theatres of a new clause designed te protect the distaff
‘members ‘of the union.
The rule reads, “Mixing with
or circulating among the customers of the club is not a con-

{Ad Coupons As

decision

potential effect upon about 25,000
actors
in California
has
been
{handed
down by the California

Increased. bookings of legit
. ‘shows into night clubs has re- sulted in the insertion into

Moving into ‘the “post of treas-

| urer is Ethel Colby, of the -NLY.
erof the. new Fisher Theatre,
thought he was being made - Journal of. Commerce,

the butt. of an old theatre
prank here last week, when. he
duction 4712%-.of the film gross} was asked to “get, the’ key to
‘ the curtain.”:
over $20,000 000,.' He started ‘10. walk. away
‘The $5,000,000 would represent A.
from Milton Pollack, manager
minimum profit -‘for CBS. on. its
of “The Gay Life” production,
take in “Lady.” “The potential net
“fs inecalcuable at.present. Not only. - -who ran ,after him and ex-

A

‘OK Segregation

Imag, was upped from treasurer to

| any thesp working a short week in
little theatre engagement is regarded as working a full week and

thus is not entitled to insurance
_| benefits.
Under the Appeals Board action,

(this week: for “Blood, Sweat. and
Stanley. Poole” ‘at the Morosco
Theatre;- N.’ Y.. The coupons, good
‘for this:week’s performances only.

actors will now receive the differare being appended to display ads }ence between what they receive
for the comedy jn the N. Y. Times
and their benefit amount, accordand Daily” News.: The. combined
ing to Dorothy K. Davis, attorney
weekday circulation, of. _the “two
Having
recently
concluded
a for Actors Equity who ‘has been
papers is 2,671,324.
new .three-year contract with the handling case for state’s recogniThe ads, first..._ published -last: League. of N. Y. Theatres, the tion of the difference between an
tion of “Lady” .and .its subsequent}: : David Merrick, has added ‘anothpurchase of the authors’. interest er London property: to his lineup Monday (9),..are scheduled for stagehands, . Theatrical Protective actor working for a smali salary
jn the vehicle, is now principal of future Broadway productions. | daily repeat “through. this Friday Tnion, Local 1, IATSE, is now on a Short week in a little theatre,
owner of* the ‘adaptation’ ‘of Ber- ‘The new acquisition. is the: current (13). ‘Phe: seating: capacity at the demanding a separate. pact with while he seeks full-week employnard’ Shaw’s. “Pygmalion.” ”
The West End .muiical,' “Stop. the Morosco -is. 999, which .allows for scenic building
and_ electrical ment, and those fully employed.
-. Network's investment. in: the: musi-. World—I. Want to Get.-Off;”’ which. a capacity audience of 7.992 on a ‘shops.. The: union is asking for a Board, Miss Davis said, “reversed
: eal was. $360,000; for which it re- opened July 20..at the-‘Queen’ Ss regular - eight-performance week.
one-year contract with increases and distinguished the earlier rul. The “Poole” discount. offer. is .a of. around 55% in. wages, plus 11 ing” of the Dept. of Unemploy‘céived a 40% stake in the produc: Theatre.
The -tuner,. in, ‘which.
stopgap. measure until regular. -“OX- | holidays, two
“tion’s profits..
~ |
weeks
vacation, ment, which she declared repped
{Anthony Newley. and Anna Quayle
That 40% climbed. to 70% > when costar, has book, music. and lyrics change ducats are put into circu-. severence pay and a pension plan. ‘a significant victory.
|lation next’ week. The coupon dis-|. A salary hike to $30.39 is being
Cases
submitted
to
Appeals
CBS shelled out about $2, 000,000 to by. Leslie Bricusse and Newley.
Board. involved John Shaner, en
‘acquire the interest held. by .the|: Another -current London entry, count’ will apply to all perform- pitched for. men now getting $24.15
‘ances: this week and be good: for daily for five days work. For top two counts, Kelton B. Garwood
ghow’s
writers, ~ lyricist-librettist which Merrick intends duplicating
all- seats except the first 10 rows ‘men, a wage boost to $255.39 week- and Richard C. Crane. Argument
AjJan Jay Lerner and composer ‘on Bre .way for a Dec. .25 |openof the orchestra, -with tickets go- ly fromm the present. $129.80 rate was presented for actors that they
Lerner- ing at an undesignated ‘theatre, is
|) Frederick Loewe.” The
“penalized”
by state -for
ing for a little more than half the is being demanded by the union. were
Loewe. interest acquired | by CBS Terrerice Rattigan’s “Ross.” . He’s regular boxoffice price. In the usuworking, whereas by not being em«eovered their 30% ‘slice of -the signed John: Mills’ for. ‘the. star- al twofer procedure, exchange du- Tne. shop owners, are currently ployed they would receive the full
musical from the producer’s. end, ring. role. originated on the West eats are printed and distributed: negotiating. with the union over amount of their benefit.
pls their. stake in the. subsidiary End: by Alec Guinness,. who was to- industrial ‘firms and other out-. its ‘demands, which they regard|.
as exorbitant.
Fhe
unexpected
| succeeded by.:Michael Bryant. ‘The
gights,
Jets. where their availability would
The. contract covering disposition London production of .‘‘Ross” ‘has not normally confiict with the pur- ;‘contract demands were revealed
Jast month. In. the past, the un-been
running
at
the.
Haymarket
of income from-the sale of ‘the
| chase of. tickets at the b..0. price. fon’s pact with the League has
film rights -to the musical. stipu-. Theatre...
by regular. theatregoers. —
usually been applicable in the
lates that the production get 33.6°°
“Poole,” produced: by Roger. ‘L.
‘shops.
} Stevens” and ‘Fjelds Productions, |
.of the picture revenue. Since CBS |:
.The shop operators are offering
owns 705%. of the ‘production, its
opened at the Morosco last Thursthe union the same wage increase
Minneapolis, Oct. 10.
day: night. (5) to generally unshare of the film coin-on that. level
‘it. negotiated with the League.
Local interest in touring legit,
favorable notices in ‘the daily press.
As 23.52%. In addition, the net-4{
That’s 4% the first two years of spurred by competition between
By- coincidence, the show is presswork, as owner of the. ‘subsidiary |
London, Oct. 10: ° {agented by Arthur Cantor.who was. a three-year contract and an addi- Minneapolis and St. Paul, is spark_
aaa rights ‘gets another 50.40%. of the!
Laurence-Olivier has ‘turned’ inadvertently involved ‘last season tional. 2% the third year.
ing smashing advance sales in both
(Continued on page 76).
down: Hollywood’ and European with the circulation by the News
cities.
film ‘offers’ to concentrate on .the of twofers to his co-production of
The
announcement
early this
new. Chichester. Festival opening “ANl-The Way Home” .on Broadyear by exhibitor Ted Mann of a
next. July.: “The Festival will be way. .The daily ran'a sample. facseason of six road shows for his
held at the new theatre, now. half simile of- an. exchange ticket to}
2,800-seat Orpheum theatre here
in competition with the Theatre
‘built, of which Olivier is a director. “Home,” which the management |:
Chicago, Oct. 10.
tHe will appear in at least one pro- of
the production decided” to
The. Erlanger Theatre here, due Guild. American Theatre Society
{duction in the first season and! honor.
|for. ‘demolition along with other series in St. Paul has been the key
direct. one or pérhaps: two others.
ibuildings in a square block of the factor in stimulating interest. For
Atlanta; Oct. 10.
Three plays. .will.be piesented’ the
!Loop, may remain in operation at years Minneapolis retained a stran‘Longhair: music buffs: are find first, week. ‘and then played in stock
: Jeast through March 31, 1962, the flehood on the TG-ATS franchise.
ing it extremely easy to buy. tick: | for the 10:weeks Festival season.
cewners have been informed. With Two years ago, when Minneapolis
.ets to 12-pairs of concerts being
‘Many other: ‘top’ thesps
have
several landowners in the area was unable to provide a theatre for
offered by Atlanta. Symphony On shown interest. . in the .:Festival,
legally opposing the city of Chi- legit, the Theatre Guild moved to
ebestra . during its 17th season. —
which ‘it ‘is hoped: will do for. legit
cago’s appropriation of the land, the 2,600-seat St. Paul Auditorium
‘London, Oct. 10.
All one need. do is .g0 ta “box: what Glyndebourne. has. done for
- Trvestors in the George ‘Ross- ‘the Erlanger’s new Jease could where it has done extremely well
office, select ‘seats: and say “charge music. ‘The theatre will be a 1,400- Campbell. Singer whodunit, “Guilty | well extend beyond the guaranteed for two seasons.
it.” Price scale is $30.90 for mez- seater and is being backed by pub-: Party,” were: paid off last Sunday. date.
Advance take indicates that legit
yanine;: $22.66 and . $19.57 for. or- lic donations. More than $108,000 (7) after the show. had been: run“Bye. Bye. Birdie” is the Erlan- attendance in the Twin Cities will
_chestra; $24.42 in. balcany;: andj of the $294,000. target ‘has “been: ning: at St. Martin’s. Theatre. for ger’s current tenant.
“La Plume nearly double the previous high,
$9.27 and ‘$7.21 in- gallery.
_
Taised so far.
‘only 60 performiances, according to’ de'Ma Tarite” is expected to follow registered when only St. Paul cfAnd, furthermore, : if. after
| Producer Peter Bridge.
: |next spring, if the: theatre is still fered touring shows. The season
ticket sale in Minneapolis, which
sor ve -heart. first concert (Oct. I9_ The play was capitalized at apgot a late start in its subscription
). and decide you don’t. like it.
| proximately $11,000 and is esti_
A4..nr
en
campaign last June, was figured
‘and can’t. stand the thought of
mated to. have cost about half of
likely to top $125,000 with the seagoing to 11 subsequent’ performthat to open cold in the West End.
son opening last week with the
ances, all you need do is mail- your}
In its: first- week,. “Guilty Party”
touring “Fiorello.” Mann ‘reperts
-gtubs to first show, along with your.
| grossed around 3,560.
‘Washington, Oct. 10.
that all media have been “extremeunusued ducats. to rest: of perOtto Preminger . is reportedly
San Diego, Oct. 10.
ly receptive in encouraging theatre
-formances: and. Symphony: will re-1 seeking a legal: loophole that. would
’ fhe Circle Arts Theatre, which support and the public has respond“fund
purchase
price of your ‘permit him to put his film-.version:
grossed around $350,000 on the ed enthusiastically. Chartered bustickets.
of “Advise..and. Consent” into re-.
musieals
presented here during its es will bring fans to Minneapolis
Leslie White is manager of At- lease by the énd of this year, The |
Janta Symphony and Henry Sop- contractual setup on the film rights | Alumni of -the chorus of last ‘recently-ended inaugural season of from other Minnesota points as well
16.
weeks,
is planning-an eight-weék as North and South Dakota.
kin, who: founded orchestra, is to’ the ‘play prohibit exhibition of ‘season’s “Donnybrook” tossed: an
St. Paul’s season also shapes up
musie ‘director’ and orch’s. “first—. the picture until. the touring legit ‘affer-theatre. supper recently in winter series of straight plays. The
new
concrete-domed,
theatre-in- promisingly. The
Theatre Guild
and only—conductor |‘to date. ©
company .‘eloses. or next June,’ Boston’s' Chinafown for’ Fred HeLueien |Oliver..is ‘president of whichever’ is earlier.~
bert, who produced .the musical. the-round played to 130,000 paid more than 4,000 series subscripadmissions
during
the
summer tions, and final total should be
orchestra.
i”
. The
Broadway- production of. Hebert; production manager for
‘| Loring ‘Mandel’s adaptation of Al- “Caretaker,” was im the. city for session, which ended last Sept. 17. close to or over last year’s 4.800.
len Drury’s .Pulitzer. Prize. novel, ‘the show’s tryout prior to its open- A star policy was employed by the “La Plume de Ma Tante” was St.
operation.
Paul curtain raiser.
produced by. Robert. Fryer. ahd ing on Broadway last week.
A. fall concert season is curDuring the last six years, TG- ATS
Lawrence Carr, in association with
‘The chorus boys and girls, nine
n Progress at
at the
the theatre. season sales have climbed from 2,300
John Herman, had .a-27-week run. from “Kean” and three
from rently. in
to
a record 5.100 two vears ago.
*: A Swedish. version of Michael last: season at: the Cort. -Theatre, “Milk -and Honey,” were in the
~
(Continued on page 77)
Shurtleff’s “Call Me by My Right- N.Y. The road rights. were farmed. ‘Hub for -tuneup- performances ' of|
ful Name” is: scheduled. to begin out to Martin: Tahse,. who launched the ‘musicals.
touring Oct. 21. at the City Theatre, his touring production ‘last, week
- Leningrad Kirov Ballet, latest of Donald Davis Returns
}Sol Hurok’s touring units from
Malin, Sweden. Lars Schmidt. ds in Cincinnati.

‘Levin can.come up with: a better

proposition. by. Oct. 20,
CBS, by virtue of its: being sole
backer |of the Broadway. produc-

Mpls.-St. Paul Rivalry

Helping Both in Legit;
Season Sales Perising

OLIVIER FOCUSINGON
CHICHESTER FESTIVAL

OKAY CHI’S ERLANGER
THROUGH NEXT MARCH

| Easy Concert TicketPolicy;
Charge Your Subscription,
Cancel- Jf Sample N.G

LONDON‘GUILTY PARTY’ ;
“MAKES QUICK PAYOFF

Report PremingerSeeks
_Early Release of ‘Advise’

ns
Winter Play Series
At San Diego Circle Arts

Host VeryLate Supper :

For. ‘Donnybrook’ Prod.

,

Rightful’ DueinSwederis

|

Author Going to London

~ Leningrad Ballet
Ballet Dates
D

Renting Dallas Scenery
producing the play, which. preemed
’ The’ touring. company, with: Far-:
‘Tey. Granger and Chester Morris|
off-Broadway. last. season.
‘Dallas, Oct. 10.
Shurtleff, casting director for costarred, is. scheduled to continue
“San “Francisco ‘Opera may rent:
Broadway. producer David Merrick, on the road until next May 5.
from Dallas: Civic Opera. its set_ left’ yesterday (Tues.) for: ‘London |
“Don Giovanni.” This
‘tings for
Joe ‘Layton, who: choreographed Franco ‘Jeffirelli. production. “was:
_ to negotiate for a presentation of:
his play. there. He’ll also Iook into Noel Coward’s “Sail Away,” at the seen. in. the 1960 opéra season,
the possibility of-a Paris produc-: Broadhurst Theatre, N.Y., and who. featuring. an‘a)} star cast including
tion.. While in London, Shurtleff will’ stage the upcoming. Richard: Joan Sutherland and
Elisabeth
Will 0:0: productions scheduled’ for ;Pogers-Sam Taylor Broadway tuner... Schwarzkopf.
import’ by Merrick. His trip, which “No Strings,” ‘has gone to Dallas
Royal. Opera. ( Covent. Garden)
will run ‘about 10 days, will not to. check on the national. company of London also is considering using
take in-the Swedish opening of his of “‘Sound of Music” which he also the. same’ “Giovanni” sets in Feb-.
play.

x

directed,©

ruary 1962...

Soviet Russia completes its Manhattan engagement Oct, 8 at Madison Square Garden. Herewith it’s
road itinerary: Oct. 13, in Boston;

To Toronto With ‘Tape’

Toronto, Oct. 10.
- Donald Davis returns to the C'est
Theatre here tonight (Tues.) in
Montreal .1Oct. 16-20); Toronto the solo role he originated off(Oct. 22-25); Washington
(Oct: Broadway in “Knapp’s Last Tape.”
31-Noy. 4); Philadelphia (Nov. 6- The actor Jeft the Crest, of which
8); San’. Francisco (Nov. 10-18); he’s co-owner, for New York in the
Los Angeles (Nov. 21-Dec.
4). fall of 1959 to appear in the SamFinal co‘> at Chicavo’s McCormick
uel Beckett play.

Centre

Theatre,

Dec. 8-17.

_ Company will fly back to Lenin\P t immediately following Chicago.
‘

Richard Barr, co-producer of the
off-Broadway
presentation,
is
scheduled to attend tonight’s opening of “Tape” at the Crest.
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Shows on Broadway

Bits of London

.reaeting to others, they’re only in

Sail Away

Hidodidlaididiclocicloickctoideck

London, Oct, 10.
| -_Reasld Duaean i witing'a play {£

about Mahatma

the wings weiting for their cues,
exchanging Shubert. Alley gossip.
in
twy
acts
(18)
scenes,
with
book.
‘and
speculating about how long.
lyrics and music by Noel Caward
Staued
by Coward. Scenery. Oftver Smith: cos-- the production will run.

Bonard
Productions,
in
association
with Charles Russell. of musical comedy

“Asides and. Ad Libs.

Ghandi, whom. he}

knew personally.

Duncan. is also

Sol Herek is reportedly dickering to ‘being “The Voiees. of Shem,"
his “The Catalyst,”
der the title of “Menage A. trois” ‘Mary Manning’s stage adaptation of James Joyce’s “Finnegan’ Ss Weke,”
recently
presented at the Dublin Drama Festival, to: the ‘U.S. for a
now that the Lerd Chamberiain’s
tumes. Helen Pons
and Oliver Smuh::
four. . .““The Chinese Wall,” a farce by Max. ‘Frisoh, translated by.
Coward is stil adept at writing ‘ban has been lifted.
lighting. Peagy Clark. musical directing ;
James L. Eosenberg from the original German, with an. introduction
and
q@ance
arrangements,
Peter
Matz; ‘elever
lyrics,
particularly
for
Millicent Martin has been. som
orchestrations.
lIewin
Kostal: vocal
arby Harold Clurman, has just been published. by Hill’ & Wang in beth
porarily cutting her:somgs in’
ranfements. Fred Werner: musical num- ‘comedy patter songs, but hfs balbers an@ darces staged by Joe Laytan. }lads tend to be trite and cloying. ‘Lord: Chamberlain: Regrets . , .” }
Cloth and paperback editions.
Features
Elaine
Stritch. | James ‘Hurst.! Even
as sung by: the cast, the: : bacause of larangytis.
‘1. Irving H. Cooper, author of the. ‘scheduled Broadway play; “The
Margalo Gillmore. Alice Pearce. Patricia {
Harty.
Grover
Dale,
Charles
Braswell. ) numbers have the sort of. tuneless !
Pat Kirkweed and Hubert Grege Human Pattern,” is not. to be. confused with Broadway general man- ~
Evelvn Russell, Bettv Jane Watson. Paula - quality of his unique singing -style. |are costarring in play “Villa Sleep: ager Irving’ Cooper. - ». That ceremony in honor of musical comedy .
Bauersmith,
Paul
O'Keefe.
James
Pricharacter. comedian Joseph Macauley, reported here..several weeks ago Besides .“Why - Do
the Wrong Four.” in a tryout:at Windsor.
Richards,
Henry
Lawrence.
chett, Jon
revriting

Margaret
Mower,
C. Stafford
Dickens.:' Peaple
Travel?” and
perhaps| Philip King is visiting the U. S.
Opened Oct 3% "Gl. af tbe Broadhurst
“Later
Than
Spring”
there’s ito huddle with Shephard Traube,
Theatre,
N.Y..
$9.60
top
weeknights,
scarcely a memorable tune, at least| who is to stage the author’s com$910 Friday and Saturday nights.
res Braswell |ci
Ship’s Purser
........
the basis of a first hearing. |ey, “Sailor Beware,’ under the
Steward
.
eat
accompaniment is:title, “Sailor’s Knot.
Drunken
anger
. . James Pritchett| The orchestra
Sic Gerard Nutfleld ¢. Stafford Dickens , excessively Toud.
Joyce Redman is substituting as
Iady Nutflel@ ..,..... Margaret Mow
Barnuby

Elmer

Slade

........

Candilack

...

held at the Starlight Theatre tn Swope Park, Kansas. City. oo
Kermit Bloomgarden has made the 20% - overeall on ‘his ‘incoming.

Broadway production of “The Gay Life,” ‘bringing the. capitalization to.
‘$480,000. . Harold S. Prince is capitalizing “Take Her, She's: Mine” ~
(formerly “Kee of Consent”) for $150,000 with no provision for overcall.::
fermme lead in “The Irregular Verb [ Sefia Dersenne who died of a heart attack’ in her N.Y. apartment.
to Love” . while Joan Greenwood. Oct. 2 was well-known in amusement circles of Paris and Manhattan:

As staged by Joe Layton,. the
Dale
Lawrence :dances and musical numbers are;

Grover

Henry

|35- having taken place at the Municipal Opera, St. Louis,. was Actually

Maimie Candijfack.... Betty Jane Watson
Glen
Candijazek
..........
Alan Helms; . ively and have
Shirley
Candijack
......
Patti Biariano . and they have
Mr
Sweeney
. .........Jon Richar
al
Mrs) Sweeney
..- Paula Bauerconth |’

ingenious touches, rests abroad..
Her novelist husband, Jean Dersenne, died in a Nazi camp in 1945.
The next play at‘the Arts ‘Thea- ‘A son, James Slevin, has worked for the literary agent Miriam Howell, .
the rare merit of
tre is Murray Schisgal’s “Ducks producer Frederie Brissen and was himself producer ‘of “Howie”. on.
cnsin.
Oliver
Elinor Spencer-Bollard
..
Alice Pearce, Smith’ s ‘settings are handsome and and Lovers,” with Michael Medwin
Broadway some years ago. Last summer. he was in France, as business
Nancv
Foyle
.........- “Patricia Harty jflexible, and give: an impression
in the lead. ~
manager of the Marquis de Cuevas :Ballet..A daughter, Claud, igs the.”
Alvin
Lush
.......06oe Paul
O'Keefe
“One
Day
of
the.
Year”
opens
{of
brightness
and
variety,
and
the
wife
of Bruee Staudermamn, television director -of the Meldrum &&
rs
CC:.
rr
Brelyn Russell
John Van Mier .......
James Hurst »eostumes
provided by Smith and; Oct. 23: for a Hmited engagement | Fewsmith advertising agency in Cleveland..
Mrs Wan Mier ....-4.. Margatlo Gilimore ‘at the Theatre - Royal, ‘Stratford,
:
Helene
Pons.
are.
gayly
colorful,
'
Muni
Paragan
........
Ekaine
Strite
. The management of “Sail Away” is making capital. of Noel Coward's
East London. It is an’ Australian name in exploiting the show. The billing lists. him in large type. above
Acad gitide . ........ Charles Brewat | although in sev eral instances they
American Exoress Man . Richard Woads :, appear
to make the women: look. play by Alan. Seymour, to be pre- the title and also in smaller print below as: ‘author of. the book; music
Singers. dancers. others: Jere Admire,
sented
by
Laurier
Liste:
and
the
merely slim but ‘downright
Bobby Allen, Den Atkinson. Gary Crabbe.:‘mot
‘and lyrics and ds director. In addition, the quote ads in last week's.
Australian:
Elizabethan - . Theatre dailies had his
David Evaas. Pat Ferrier. Dorothy Frank, -, Skinny.
ilspicture with top-featured Elaine Striteh, which could
Ana Fraser. James Frasher, Gene Gav-’
Trust,
As the emotionally " dessicated
in. Paul Gross.
Curtis Hood, Wish. '
‘conceivably lead uninformed readers to. assume. he’ appears -in the
The ticket brokers’ deal for ‘musical,
Mary
Hunt.
Chery}
Bridget
;hostess, Miss Stritch ‘is unable to
Knapp.
Nanes
Lynch,
Patil. Mariono, ;
Peter Bridge's

warm
or
arouse
much
Mary Ellen O'Keefe. Alan Peterson. Den ’ project
nis Scott. Alice Shanahan. Dan Siretta, personal concern, an effect that’s
Gloria
Stevens.
Christopher
Votos.
by the fact
Musical
numbers:
“Come
to
Me,” ' probably aeventuated

“Sail Away.

“Where Shall I Find Him.”

:that

“Beatnik
Love
Affair
“Later
Than
‘mance
Spring.” “The Passenger’ s Always Right.” ;
“UsefuF

Phrases.”

“Go

the

perfunctory

has

been

main

shifted

now

her

| without real motivation. Her coal.

Stew.

“You're
«4
Long,
Long’ ‘Way
from
Americas.”
“Something
Very
Strange,”
“The Little Ones’ ABC.” “Don't Turn
Avway

Love.

f0m

Me.”
Seveqo™“Whe

“When

Do

the

> offhand delivery tends to sameness
:in both her BEnes and the songs,
Want’ and she seems positively uncom-

You

Wrong

ealls

for $112,000

has

Incidentally, the “Sail Away” souvenir: program contains large’ pie24 -tures and capsul biographies of co-producers Helen Bonfils and‘ Haila.

over

» as. well as attorney Donald R. Seawell, secretary of the firm,
The ‘data on the lawyer includes the fact that he has offices'in New
York and London, and names some of his “world-wide clientele.”
Program billing for production attorneys has: become fairly. usual’ on

weeks.
Michael Pratt has finished a new
musical, ‘The’ Big Client,” due at.
Bristol Old: Vic in November,
“Trever Howard ‘will star-in Jebn
Mortimer’s “Two Stars: fer Com”

ro-

to

“Guilty Party”

been doubled after four weeks. and

Broadway,

but this is probably the. most extreme

case thus far,

Shows Out of Town

People | fortable with at least one of the fort.
Anthony

Sharp will stage two
comedies, “The Marriage Game”
by Mel Telkin and Lucille Kallen
Awav.” which opened last week‘ a heart manner, but doesn’t sue- for Harry Saltaman, and “Critics’
Montana played. a two-performance
Write Nfe A Murder
at the Broadhurst Theatre, the ceed in making the. overgrown Choice,” by Ira Levin, featuring
pre-Broadway. Stahd to near-capace-.
New Haven, Oct. 5.
cruise hastess gathers the obstrep- ; mama’s boy much of a man. As; Fan Carmiehael and Meira Lister, } Compass. _Productions,.
Inc. presenta- ity in the 2,500-seat St. Denis Theaerous Mmoppet passengers in the ,the secondary romantic interest, for Harold Fielding. “The ‘Mar-. tton of drama im three acts
Ste teight oscenes),
tre
-last Friday-Saturday (6-7). He.
ship’s nur‘ery and tries to enter-‘ Patricia Harty is a sinewy, pro- Tiage Game” was ‘done on Broad- by Frederick Knott Directed by. George
‘demonstrated anew that he is a’
Schaefer; setting, Warren Clymer:
tain them
with
a story
and ficient dancer who should learn Way ‘several years ago. ‘under, the tumes, Noel Tayior. Stars James Donald, master showman, one’ of the most
Kim: Hunter,
-Denholn
MElliott,. Torin
alphahetice] placards.
The num-, not te squander her attractive; title, “Maybe ‘Tuesday.
Gallic imports in some
Thatcher, Ethel
fies. Opened Oct. 4, ‘urbane
ber, “L'tt'e
Ones’
ABC.”
ts a! smile, and as her schoolboyish
- Fhe Lord Chamberlain ordered *6L. at the Shubert Theatre, New: Haven; {time
rambunctious parody cf the “Do:
+, Grever Deo'e is .a lithe and 12 cuts in Ann Jéllieee’s comedy,
O top. .
Garbed
in the now-familiar black
Hon.
Clive
R
.
Denholm
Elliott
|
.
Re Mi” song in “The Sound of. enthusiastic hoofer.
“The Knack,”.-which opened last Dr. Elizabeth .Woolley..... Ethel Griffies : trousers. and open-necked Glack
Music” and it's a panic.
: Alice Pearce is mildly funny as. night (Mon.) at. Cambridge,
‘Hon .David Rodingham... > James
}
shirt,
the
Singer-actor isthe ulti-.
L
Nurse
...
2-2...
ce
cewens
Cynthiz
For the show's climax, just be-' a frumpish novelist-traveler, Mar| Charles Sturrock ea eaceee Torin Thatcher mate in a pro performer down to.
fore the finale, tep-featured Elaine -~~"o Gillmore is plausibly haughty
oveweons Pees
Kina
fer.
his
slightest
‘gesture or smile. His.
Stritch flings across the cruise: as the protective Inama and Paul
wes ecccecesaces
Robert. MIT
Folice
COomstabligé
-.......
Police,
Mhnsiatie
Niret Erskine attention to details, the demands hkostess’s lament, “Why Do the, O'Keefe is the most obnoxious |
Men
- Herbert Voland: John . D. Irving
(Figures
denote
opening
dates}
he
makes
on
his musicians and his
Wrong
People
Travel?”
It’s a,'urehin ever to afflict a vacation
Bale
Rep.), CircleIn Square 3-3-60).
easual sophistication are a.refreshrouser, and momentarily almost. trip. On the basis of a reportedly |- Bincke’
st esc
ks G-4£61).
‘Since there is presumably. always. ing change fro
the. fly-by-night
Connection, Living
- 9-12-6D. °
obscures the fact that “Sail Away”, large
advanee
sale,
including
‘room for an interesting Iove-and- ers who do one
“nites ‘and: then.
‘Dream & Hessie, Cherry Lane (3-1-6)
is otherwise a tepid musical.
numerous
theafre parties, “Sail
murder prodtction on Broadway, -vamose.
Fantasticks, Sullivan
St. (53-60).
The indestructible Noel Coward,: Away” may linger around for a
‘Ghests,. 4th St. (9-22-6D.
this. new effort of Frederick Knott.
Happy Days, Cherry Lane (91760.
Many. of the, 20. offerings ‘are
who’s been turning out elever, ; while. There’s little in it for pic‘{stands an optimistic chance of |:
repeats .from His previous show,
sentimental,
emotionally
arid, tures, and come to think of it, not
catching on. Also in its favor is the /but.
judging from audience reéacfe]
ludew, Marquee-(9-25-61).
shows for some 40 years, is still much for audiences.
Hobe.
fact that it Is somewhat away from
One Way °endulum, E. 74th St. (9-18-61)
tion, Montand could do no wrong if.
unable to write about real people. ;
Oooo
Pirates of Peszance, Phoenix (9-65-61).
the routine whodunit.
lhe did nothing but oldies.: Such
Moreover, his wit, facile cynicism
:
‘Premise, Premise (11-22

nave

- Early in the second

: ballads.

act of “Sail.

James Hurst has a big volee and.
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so fashionable in the fate 1820" & Gitbert Miller presentation of frame
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and sterile nowadays.
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See Bee yan eerieend

for which

Coward | lighting,

wrote the book, lyries and musie [ Fieasance:
and which
gests that

he also staged, sug-{| Theatre.
while the celebrated |5;

multiple-threat

talent

must
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Morrison.

N.Y:
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Eye,
of
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Life,
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I Sher.

Many

Loves,

(10-15-61),

(10-27-4€D.

Living Rep) Goi7-6n.

dungle. Living Rep).
0-19-61)
Clandestine, Actors aeaasly.

Saroyan. BILL..East End

= Bates

American Saveyards, Jan Hus (20-26-6D.
om
Me, Gate G0-27-6D.
Go. Show Me Dragan, Midway (10-27-6b.
Buskers, Cricket ¢10-28-61).
“Au im Love. Martinique (10-30-61.
- Fight Cry
42-2-6D.
Beis, E. itth St. (1-T-61),
on’s Grave, Maidman d1-8-6D.Shadows.
Merees, York (11-1451).
Apple Living Theatre (44-15-61).

observed all manner
of tourist }Davies .............- Donald Pleasance
idiosyneracies. during many ‘va-~
As an example ef garrulous uncation trips. he has learned little.
“The
Caretaker,”
about human beings. It’s remark- intelligibility,
able how much incident there is which opened last week at thet
in “Sail Away” and how little Lyeeum Theatre, is right up their
with such monumental engimas as
happens.
As a stream of bulletins from “Waiting for Godot,” by Samuel |- Red. ‘Roses, Greenwich Mews an 20-60).
CLOSE
Becket,
and some of the bafflers
out-of-town during the tryout tour
nt Paisano, York 30-61):
Ii:cloned Oct.
In London,
1 after three performan
reported, a major story line of the of Eugene lonesco.
Krapp’s
&
Z6o0,
East ena ie iteed
where
the
play
was
an
esteemed
original book involved the abortive
closed Jast’ Sunday
(@) after 32
Pinter is
romance between a confused wom- item, author Harold
formances,
an trying to recover from her brek- rated one of the feremost of. the
en marriage and a nice young man 7so-called New Wave dramatists.
London Shows
For a.playgoer who likes words |
with a possessive mother. That
was supposedly too heavy a note |to be arrangedin patterns of com- |}. {Figures denote opening dates)

for

an

essentially

Lghthearted ;Prehensible meaning, “The Care-

musical, however, and the charac-}
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fhe

w “fa,

played

bv

taker”

adds. up

Jean | mass

of words

no

Androcies

apparent

‘Beyond

Fenn, was written out, with the|Semse. Let it be noted, however,
romance switched to the brittle ; that although a few nodding heads
cruise hostess. What might have ;Could be observed during the evebeen the one genuine emotional :ning. others were seemingly enelement in the show was thereby |grossed and amused, and there
eliminated.

Affair, Strand (9-21-61). Prawn, Piccadilly (13-9-58).
& Pesnet. Mermaid 10-361).

to a stupefying

and

yere the customary

cheers

Bird

.

|

at the

“Sail Away” has the expected;‘final curtain.
catalog of scenes and numbers;
Whether the demonstration was

for a musical

about

a vacation ,for the play, or the performance,

cruise. With only cursory attentian:! lor was just another of those open-

to the mismatched
and the puppyish

main romance ;ing night manifestations that are
secondary ro- |becoming a méaningless ritual on

mance, there are minor incidents !Broadway would probably depend
involving
assorted
tourists
in! ton who provides the answer. For
various parts of the ship and dur-; at least one spectator, anything
ing

sighiseeing visits ashore in - that signals the end of such an unplaces as Tangier, an Italian Satisfying experience is almost

such
town, the Rivera and Athens.
But
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is

an

|worth cheering.
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Pinter

going
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when
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they

where

opus . is. just

about

as hard to describe as it is to ex-

they're lim by two

exit, for they;

substance—they’re

just

perforivers, and’ when they’re not
Saying or singing their lines or |

Stubby,

brothers. who

junk-cluttered

Fortune G-10-6D.°

Bye
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Time;

Bye

share

room

a

in

London.
He’s an endless talker,
a perennial complainer. a sham, |:

(Continued on page 72)

(9-13-60).

SavoyG3i-6bD.

Birdie, Her Majesty’s

Let Yourself Go,

Lyrie (7-27-58).
€riterion (4-11-81).

Palladium

Lerd. Chambertain. Saville
tuther, Phoenix (2-27-61).

Miracle.

Worker;

(5-19-6).

is personable as the young writer. Hall,
and

Kim

-

(8-23-6D.

Wyndham’s 3-9-6).

Young

I!n- Heart,

(7-20-61).

(9-11-46L.

Vic.

SCHEDULED
_ Do Re Mi. Prince
Dueks and Levers,

Wales 19°42-61).
Arts (10-18-61).

is

guitar, Al Hall,

efficiently

Boule-

bass,. and

Newt.

The Best Man.

brother,
himself

_-,

Cleveland, Sept..19. -

Roger. L.. Stevens presentation of threa-

act comedy-drama

a good. setting and

by. Gore Vidal. Staged

Au Evening with Y ‘ves

Montand

,

f Norman

Montreal, Oct. 7.
with

Grams, | in.

associ

Mrs.

wet awese’e et

Gi

Arthar. Hockstader
Cantwell

cDevitt.

os KathieWesterfield :

.....

| Don Biades . ....se>
Joseph Cantwelk
..+.. “Frank“Lovejoy
Sen. Carlin ........
Clarke
Br fminian oc
‘James = Tolkann.
eldon Mar
prg -..... “
|Other

Fay, ‘Tracey,

Phil King

Jacques Canetti, presentation in. two .acts
starrmg
Yves
Montand.
Staged.
ghted
by Yves. Montand; music.

and
Bob|

“Buttoned. up. tightly. and crisply .

Castella and orchestra. Opened - Oct. °6;° by director Joseph. “Anthony, - the"
Airla, Vaudeville 0-20-61).
vicars Royal E. (10-33-61).
*61, at the St. Denis Theatre, Montreal; ‘new road-show company of Gore
Bessie Royal Ct. G@240b.
| $6 t op.
Vidal's “The ‘Best Man’ stands up
cL
LOSED
Wildest’ Dreams,
‘Vaudeville
(8-3-6);
Making his second appearance in t strongly: for-the road. The political
elosed last Saturday (7) after 76 per(Continued on: page 72)
‘|
Montreal
within
two
years,
Yves
formances,
Teresa

“One

of

Day

Dream

&

of

-

Alice Russell ..........-... Leora: Dana .
Jensen’s ¢ ‘Assistant’ .-.- Laura Pierpont.

| Mabel

Fal. (2-21-60).~
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Grands

is good as the Paul’ Selden, trombone.”

{Noel Taylor has provided appro| priate costumes.
Ron.

Sound of
of Musie, Palace (5-18-62).
Queens

Ellioft

has provided

(6-30-60).

T. Royal

“Les

husband and Ethel Griffies han- “-by Joseph Anthony; settings, Jo Meilziner..
ars - Melvyn Douglas. Frank. . Lovejoy;
dies a’ country doctor role with | St
James Westerfield.
Opened
Sept.
18
- ease and. aplomb.
‘1961, ‘at the
anna Theatre, » Cleveland;
George Schaefer's staging is $5.50 top,
- Jensen epee ewecseence Cart Low
smooth ‘and successfully prolofigs Dick
Bell Boy
Marry .Raines
| the uncertainty angle until. the Repoiters. "Ax "Reed, Richard Neilson,
Ruth
Tobin, -Mitchell
Erickson
=
play’s final twist. Warren Clymer }.William
veeeeeee Melvyn ‘Dotglas

One Far the Pot. WhitehaH (8-2-6.
One Over Eight, Duke York’s (£5-6bD.
. pencarsale Gigbe (4-5-61),.
dywich. 02-35- 60).
Repertory, id Vie (14-6).
Ross, Haymarket (5-12-60).
Whistle’ in Dark,

Hunter

attractive wife.

irritating as the older
Torin Thatcher
makes

Mousetrap,
Ambassador
(11-25-52).
Mrs. Puffin, Duchess (7-18-6D..
Music Man, Adelphi @-16-61).
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (430- 58):
‘Oliver, New

as

and the wife develop mutual ro- standing ovation
and. repeated |
mantie leanings and plan to dis- eries for other ‘Montand: songs on.
pose of the husband, but the fa- his begoff failed to swerve. this
miliar situation is given intriguing | immaculate ‘performier. .
treatment.
Bob Castella ts again‘at the piano
The players seem superior to the and as. conductor, backed ‘by a
material, since the roles tend to ‘superb group inuctuding Edmund
be. stereotype, and there. is little. ‘Hall, clarinet; Bob Creash, accor«
‘to strain test skiN, James Donald dion; Charles Persip, drums; Jim.

: properly obnoxious as the boorish

Guilty Party, St. Martin's (8-17-61).

Irma. La Dovee,
-trregular Verb.

includes al smashes

‘estate to a. newly-rich boor and his .the other’ side of ‘the footlighis to
attractive wife. The young author upset... his*programming. Even a

Denhelm

_

(6-15-6D.

Fantasticks, Apolto-($-7-61).
‘Finders Keepers, Arts 9-19°64).
Fines Ain‘t, Garrick @-11-60).

op the. World,

no room for speculation where} Plain. An old, ragged, filthy and
characters have been before they | probably verminous loafer is taken |.
come

Fringe,

Sily ‘Liar, Cambrrdge

Although the story

cleverly conceived murder, it’s all|yards,” “The Golden Chariot” and
done within audience view, a com- “Mary the Mink Coat” ‘continue to.
bination of bafflement and surprise. wow, and this time around he indenouement
holds
interest.
It ‘eludes two. English numbers, “Just
could all gtve satisfactory punch In Time” and “Accustomed to Her
to a film version.
Pace” for 2a nice reception. The
Laid in a country estate In Eng- Intros are in English and the songs,
Tand, the yarn involves a young ‘with the. two exceptions, are in
lord af the manor who returns French.
home after being in seclusion on a
Possessing enormous warmth and
houseboat while writing mystery loaded with Gallic charm that is a .
| stories. His arrival coincides with surefire magnet, Montand doesn’t
‘this older. brother’s sale of the allow the emotional demands on

Sq. G0-

Cave Dwellers, Mews

Donald

top weeknights,

ick Voaeceueseserstecces,

Red
Sap

Threepenny. Opera, deoe fib eo 5k.
Under
WoodGep.} Circle 3-29-61
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|
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‘1 acter, the mere ‘mention of whese
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panels, masked prouiers and. fail- Broadway.

As a star vehicle, it
-{name leads fhe players to cast ing lights are put to heavy use might do. for off-Broadway or a
-their eyes. ‘toward the heavens. The’ to maintain suspense. A man has: cabaret-theatre in the U.S.
dialog ‘is frequently funny and been murdered in his study and:
The stereotype aspects of the
‘La Grotte
and Pierre Persiet as the kitchen Secasionally. hilarious, but adds up: any six of his female relatives or‘ French lower middleclass «bound
‘(The Cave)
_
| Bey destined .to: become: a wealthy to nothing. Trevor Reid and Peter. either of. his two female servants in this, but there is an elge id
: ‘Paris, Oct..6, | restaurateur.
Hutton have the choicest roles in: might have had a motive.
brashness that are funny rather
brief incident.
.
iMarguerite Jamois of comety-drama: in * “La Grotte”. is another. Anouiih a
As the garden gates have been than obvious or banal. A dig s:sct
‘two acts,. by Jéan Anouith. Staged. by ~ gold-mizie. » Curts
The highspot
is -Pinter’s. “A. locked and the telephone wives is Michel Serrault’s choracter:zathe author and Roland .Pietri; sets and
_ costumes ‘by Jean-Denis -Malcles. Opened
| Night. ‘Qnit.” av one-acter of: sub- cut, the eight women held a three- tion of lire sly. naive, direct. blandOct. 55 ‘61. at_the Montparnasse-Gaston |’
Finders Keepers
1 stance,.skill-and perception. In its act Kangaroo session. There is an jy immeral hero. experiiy proBaty Theitre,. Paris.
“London,
Sept.
20.-~
| original tv form. it was widely ac-. GQ’Henry tvist at the end, but. it’s {jected by Rene’ Dup.y’s shre-xd,
"+ Author Seeees Seve ees + Jean Le: ‘Poulain.
Elspeth Cochrane & ‘Campbell Williams ‘Claimed ‘and though. it suffers from a long wait.
. Pohce Comunissioner:.
Christian Lude
i brisk staging.
ount:
oe aces
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3
pres entation of a: farce. im, three! acts
;
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other
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fares: i teresaBt,Cart.
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reteenrtyerces Laurence. Brooks |tised' ‘by. his mother into

Paddy Joe

. -.,Jean. Ste Gar

Comes

bd

‘the ‘moment

ard each answer hasa
a correspording sketch
These bits include a bureau-

Clervanne turns in good charac- | ¢ratic office, his prissy wife. his
Michael Wi
assert
himself.
and
join her
his” {terization as the sly grandmother |
| must
chums
at a staff
party,
‘leaving
— net fy ieGes
h
,
the di t ti
first mistress, his seeming tress-

cc 6.6... llaece

Father. ¢Tole

“goody-goody.”

--+:- John Grieve

Blot answers a quentieninaire cn
the attitude of the average min

being a! Denise Grey; a fluttery, popular
comedienne, sco-es as always 2s the
when he victim’s worried widew. Madeleine

Aithna

Gover

|.

isn't confined “to her wheel-| panency as peopie Hever notice
‘dim, Ais winning of enew
‘des. @
Jeanne
Marken has geod mo- |perfect average man and his life
Li-Ha "Ho rte beneyaeneee _ Zorena | Osborne | ‘accused. of assault, returns to fate.
lic, and’ any script bearing his sig- 1)
‘an outburst from his mother andj; ments as the robust housekeeper:j among the rich until he falls beck
nature -is assured. of ‘along and.
Over the years the Arts. Theatre | then goes off to be picked up by a jané the others who register are} into his anenymity.
prospercus run. This new one, °“La
”
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surely the public must be getting; episodic in choreography and per- J comedy-drama has the majority of prefers to keep his thoughts and
porting portrayals by Elizabeth .
pretty tired of long drawers as| formance, and, though it had its: j its original Broadway principals, intentions to himself, there’ll be Fraser, Gene Roche; Hy Anzel, ‘J.
theatrical regalia simpiy because | brief moments of histrionic inspira- | Melvyn Douglas, Frank Levejoy,
no unmatnerly prying from this Talbot Holland, Robert: Weil and
tion it Jeft the audience in a state.
Georg’
Balanchine? and Robbins
‘corner. His reticence may not be Reed. Brown Jr. Donald Oenstager
“Gala
Perform-. Leora Dana.and others, plus James Tespected, but it will not be im- ‘has designed ‘an authentic: looking
have their dreams im studio idiom. ; of puzzlement.
Westerfield, in place of Henry
terminating. the evening
Now that he hay had his litte |ance,”
supply office setting. .
Hull,. who was slated for the: role pinged.
exveriment without ¢nusic., Robbins| was brought off with great: style.
Although it’s difficult to judge| At the risk of. dismissing it with
the
ex-president, originally
: evoking welcome ripples of laugh-{ of
will na doubt forget it. There are |
faint
eall
’ praise,
“Stanley
the
direction
and
performance
of
played by Lee Tracy. He gives a
interesting speculations inherent in ter from an audience that .was
jovial blustering and mockingly incomprehensible material, Donald Poole” a .passably amusing show,
‘Hobe:
the mtaneouvers, but by the large almost in @ stupefyving torpitude..
MeWhinnie’s
repeat
of
his
original
performance
that
the
audience
was ! sentimental
{t's pretty much a bore, althouch ; Fortunately,
London staging. seems shrewedly
tte clacque tries to make a case; awakened so it could exit afser ! seems just right.
theatrical, well. paced and. comThe saga of backstage manouverWien.
to the contrary. Those friends were , the last curtain.
Pact. As the gabby, scabrous bum, |
fing at a political convention seems Donald
either kidding or under a hypnatic t.
Pleasance
gives
what |
righter than a Washington date- seems to be an effective and may
Bayanihan Philippine
speli unrelated to the entertain-;
Continued trom page 2 ———— 7 :
line’ news stary, and Cleveland
ment—mtore exactly, the calisthenCo.
be a skillful performance. -Probties
audiences apparently get an added
ably the grating, montonous voice After “Mozart's “Don: Giovanni, *.
San Francisco, Oct. 4.
Robbins has* been equally mis- | Bayanihan folk dance. company kick trying to figure out the identi- is deliberate, and the same may be and “Alkmene” a -modern opera.
guited in borrowing one of his. ; from the Philippines is on its sec-|1 ties of the. public figures on whom
true .of the repetitious physical. work by Berlin..composer Giselher
more self-conscious works, “After- |ond nation-wide tour after a smash | Vidal presumably based his charmannerisms.
|Klebe, this house came: along with
acters. During the Cleveland. stand,
noon of a Faun,” from the N-Y. {week at the Geary here.
Robert Shaw displays excellent Verdi's “Aida” staged. by Bay-.
City Ballet and then throwing it
Young and fresh as ever, the. Douglas. has had. a virus infection eoncentration. and projection as veuth’s avantgardist Wieland Wagaway
bv casting
Kay
Mazzo
a ‘company repeated its. success .of| that hoarsened his voice. However,
the silent brother, eschewing a ner: (a ‘grandson of Richard Wage.
bezinner, and John Jones, a handtwo years ago, and had packed his portrayal of the idéalistic ex-- suggestion: of homosexuality re- ner), conducted by:: Karl . Boehm,
Secretary of State has a- profes- portedly used
some
Negro
youth
apparently houses (despite competition from
by Peter Wood- with ~.“American. soprano.
Gloria
selected in the hope of creating S. F. Opera) clamoring for more. sional glitter, and ‘he. is warmly
thorpe in the original YWondon Davy singing the. title role. Miss
—
an inter-racial sensation. Jones is (The kids: gave more. too: They likeable.
characterization.
Alan
Bates is Davy was acclalméd here’ as..one
simply not experienced enough or whooped it up onstage after the
Frank Lovejoy is brilliant as an persuasive as the alert, loquacious, of the world's finest sopranos. Cast:
imaginetive enough to bring the curtain went: down, while strag- unscrupulous. candidate
who
is playfully daffy younger brother. included -American; Jess Thomas.
lazy dreamer alive. In this item
glers in the house applauded.)
willing to. use blackmail -to get the Brian
Currah’s original London This young tenor also recetved |
Robbins again seems compulsively
_ Biggest facets of the Bayanihan's + Presidential - -nomination.
setting is properly dingy.
Several
brilliant reviews...
bound to the dance Studio of his appeal are freshness and costum- of the best scenes are electrified.
“The. Caretaker” is a negligible |
Roman Opera Scores
own youth. the setting being in a ing. All college kids on ‘a dancing ‘by his tigerish vitality and air of prospect
for pictures,
and
its}.
The -Roman Opera guested at
practice
reom
and
in_ practice sabbatical, they sent. viewers home
bitter malevolence. Leora Dana is Broadway acceptance is likely to
clothes. The
choreographer will thinking, as one vet reviewer here persuasive as the idealistic candi- be limited to avant garde Hobe. Theatre des Westerns, the former _
Municipal Opera,
with “Trouba- °°.
iiave to get out of the dance studio! said, that. “the world has wings.” date’s wife, arid Kathleen MaGuireobe.
dour” and: “Tos¢a.” These drew..
Program ranges from primitive
oc he’ll start dating fast.
provides
vivid contrast
as the
great.‘
applause,
especially.
for
The program was redeemed by ; native dances done to drums and flighty wife of the self-seeking. can- Blood, Sweat & Stanley
‘Franco Corelli and five reviews.
the_final two works, “N.Y. Export, nose flute to Spanish serenades ‘didate.
:,
The
Sanfa
Fe.
Opera.
presented
Poole
Opus Jazz twhy the opus in th«| sung to a string combo; in between
Ruth ‘MeDevitt » is funny © as a
Roger L. Stevens & Fields .Produc- ‘Douglas
Moore's. two-act
opera,is*plenty of variety.
title?: and “Fhe Concert.” Robb’
tions
resentation of comedy in three
Most colorful, perhaps, {s ‘“Mus-: fussy ‘committee-woman, Gordon. acts, y James and Willlam Goldman. “The. Ballad -of: Baby Doe,” Gide
is at his creative best when he
B. Clarke’s blowhard senator and Staged by Jerome Chodorov; sétting. and’ ‘Stravinsky’s melodrama,
“Perse
misters full strength and runs to, lim Suite,” a ‘collection from the
John Scanlan’s -cringing former lighting, Donald Oenslager; costumes, J. phone,” ‘and: Stra vinsky-Cocteau’ s.
satire. O£ course “Export Ja: © is; Moros of’ Mindanao, which show:
Michael Travis; associate ‘producer, Lyn
_Army officer are as effective.
Austin. Stars Darren McGavin:. features “Oedipus Rex... The -lion’s share
remarkably close in feeling and set- ! Arab influence.
‘Pullen.
Peter Fonda, Hy Anzel, Reed Brown Jr., of. applause
went to Stravinsky
ting (playground) to “West Side ' Most exciting undoubtedly are
Elisabeth Fraser, Richard Hamilton, J.
“Persephone” himtwo variations of the Tinikling, in
John
McMartin.
Peg who. conducted
_| Taibot
Holland,
Stocy.”
Land.
Murray, Nat Polen,.Gene Roche, Robert
self. Regarded here. as the world’s
which dancers lightfoot
in and out
Weil. Opened Oce. 5, 61, at the Morosco
greatest living composer, Stravin-.
between
long
bamboo
poles}
Theatre,
N.Y.;$6.90
top
-weeknights,
American Ballet
sky accested the offered honorary
fin increasing.
clapped
together.
;
$7.50: Friday and Saturday nights.
Pfc. Rooney
............Gene Roche membership
Theatre
of the Deutsche Oper
cadence. Lucky nobody misses a —
Continued from Page 1 ——
——
-Capt.. Mal Malcolm .. . John MeMartin:
Lueia Chase and Oliver Smith.
step—those delicate ankles couldn't
Berlin,
.Local. critics - praised. the
ist Lt. Stanley Poole .. " Darren MeGavin
directors of the American Ballet
take it.
.
artistic
abroad under. State Department } M ‘Sgt. Florence Denzil Elisabeth Fraser voices . and ©"ensemble’s
Robert Oglethorpe .
Peter. Fonda
Theatre, attracted more glamour
Much. credit goes to the Philip- auspicés. is “not nearly etiough,” Pvt.
exactness,
Col. Egan
.
Polen
and opening-night excitement in pine Women’s University of Manila, 'Wurok ‘said.
M.Sgt. David Bell weceee Reed ‘Brown Jr..|.
On the legit side,‘the ‘best reRobert Weil
the audience than the terpsicho- which
organized
the Bayanihan f He declined to. name any acts M/Sgt. Angelo Buccl ..
the: late
M/Sgt. Lucious Snow . J. “Talbot Holland. -celved: presentation :was
rean performers could detiver .on(“Working Together”)
F olk Art: ‘which he thought should not have M/Sat. Jerry Wheeler " Richard Hamilton Carl Sternheim’s “Tabula Rasa,”
Anzel ‘a 50-year old play produced by the
stage in the company’s premiere
Center.
been ‘overseas, but said the U.S. M/Set. J. J. LaRua.
.........ese0c
Peg
Murray
Buccl
of its New York season Monday |.
Director Leticia Perez de Guz- should send only the best. or not Mrs. Buccl
|City-owned Schlosspark Theatre
night (2) at the 54th Street The- man and her assistant, Lucrecia !, any.
and. staged by Hanskarl
Zetser,.
To
James
and
William
Goldman,
atre. There were moments of su- R. Kasilag; choreographer Lucrecia |{ A number
of leading orches- the Army must be an absurd: ac- What’s so- unusual about Sternperb dancing, particularly by in- Reyes
Urtula;
Jose
Lardizabal,°‘tras, actors, and. actresses have yet
heim’s
creations
is
that
they
haven’t
dividuals, but the general impres- technical ° director, all deserve an‘to go abroad, he said, and would tivity. for adults. With that as a tost their freshness and satirical wit.
basis and their. Gi experiences for
sion was drab, lustreless and dull. big hand..
be. welcomed. He. also suggested a source: material, the young play- within. the~ Many years. Schiller
ftsabel A. Santos rates raves for folk-muste -ensenble..
Only the amusing “Gala Perform‘wright
brothers have concocted a Theatre, ‘also a City-owned house,
ance " with its spoof of ballerinas,- translation of native costumes into
;
‘On new film .swaps
presented the third version of Max.
clostng the opening night's metiu, ‘durable replicas that will stand | Talks “afte. underway here be- farce called “Blood, Sweat & Stan-. Frisch’s “Count Oederland” Schilley
Poole,”
which opened last week
saved tha evening from one of the gaff of travel. -Juanito Gonzales. tween U.S. and USSR officials on
It’s a ler Theatre’s Workshop came along
‘at
the
Morosco
Theatre.
is
maestro
of
the
rondalla
(comboredom.
‘“problems”
arising
. from
the
with Samuel
Beckett’s'. “Happy
Novelty of the program was the bo), which subtly emphasizes the -Yank-Soviet film exchange agrée- ‘modestly funny play. which: should Days.”. “Days” found a completely
make a laughable picture but may
'
Este.
first New York performance of ; program.
ment.
But the diplomatic yak-yak be too slight for the grim condi- mixed
audience. reaction. here.
“NMvon Reindeer,” a smorgasbord |
|has nothing to do with important tions of Broadway. ‘It should do Some patrons were shocked. and
a
:°
concoction of Birgit Cullberg, the
alterations’ in the agreement or
left. the. workshop theatre, others
for stock.
Swedish choreographer.
Like all
with trading additional feature
The idea is that a not-too-bright protested while still others. desmorgasbords, it has much which
“H. L. Mencken on Music,” his: films,
cided to stay and cheer the -pre-.
lieutenant,
‘having
won
his.
comone can relish and much one would writings on music selected. by ‘Louis
The sessions are concerned with.
sentation.
rather ignore. On a table, one can Cheslock (Knopf; $4.50), with. an: such matters as Russia's failure to mission in combat, has to pass a
Two West German guest ensemwritten
test
ta
order
to
retain
his
ehoose, On the 54th Street theatre's : account of Mencken’s musical life, publicize “Yank
films
exhibited
As
the company | supply. bles rate -mention:. The Bavarian
stage, the audience had to sample | and a history of Baltimore’s Satur- there as much as U.S. distributing rank.
Stage.
Theatre .with Robert Bolt’s
officer,
he
is
in-a
jam
because
he’s
atl that was set before it.
day Night Club. is. an attempt to companies
does for their films
More’ and. SchauspielLupe
Serrano,
the company’s jalign the doughty Sage of Balti- here.. There is also details to be been taking Army goods to pay “Thomas
haus Bochum, with -Shakespeare’s
off
the
captain
in
return
for
passprima ballerina, played the twin) more with Shaw as a music critic. resolved on exchanging documening him. If:the shortages are dis- “King John.” In both cases, the
role of a lovesick Lapp maiden
On this score the editor,.a com- taries.. Efforts are. still being made
achievements. were.
and a cold-hearted white reindeer poser himself and an instructor at’ to start negotiations on a deal un- covered he’ll not only: be dishon- ensemble
orably discharged but probably praised.
why lures men to their deaths over Peabody Conservatory, fails. Shaw: der which Soviet and American

” ShowsOut of Town

Berlin Fest

=

Russ-U.S. ‘Swap

<

‘Menken on Music

a precipice. She danced and mimed
with the skill one expects of her.
Royas Fernandez and Felix Smith
were best in the supporting cast,
but the presentation lacked the
virtuasity

and miming

talents that

has ‘no

competition

in the field.

As a colleague of Mencken’s, for
20 years a violinist with the -Baltimore Symphony,
as. well as a
member of the celebrated Saturday Night Club, a conclave.devoted

film companies could -make a film

jointly. It is a lofty goal set in
the original agreement, but diplomats have hardly reached: the beoening point in talking about it

sent to prison. With the help ofa
high I.Q. private, however, it all
works out.
Perhaps. because the basic. situation isn’t preposterous
per se,.
“Stanley Poole” tends to he diverting rather than side-splitting, and.
a farce should just about convulse

must have been present when the to playing fine -musit, drinking| ‘Handling the US. side of the
work was first introduced at the prime beer, and performing. cer- talks are Turner Shelton, U.S. InRoval Danish Ballet in Copenha- tain good. deeds in a wicked world, formation Agency mation pictures an audience if it’s to get by. It
gen. The Royal Danes, on their Cheslock creates .a warm-hearted chief, and Erie Johnston, Motion may be, also, that there have been
American tours and even in the volume of Menckenian lore, and| Picture. Assn, prexy.
Russia is too many GI plays and pictures
small company of young dancers deserves a bow for his successful. represented
by A. N. Davydov, and television shows to leave room
who appeared at Jacobs Pillow in. efforts to Hlurainate a great man
Sovexport Film prez, and Boris for anything short of a block“Ta- Krylov, Russian cultural relations: buster.
August, have qualities of theatri- and his peers in the vanish’
cal excitement,
of spontaneity of hometown Americana. Rodo.
As with most farces; the essen‘officer.

|. Of the various foreign ensembles, _
the best reviews.were garnered by
the Theatre de Ia cite, Villeur-

brann, a. French troupe led by:
Roger Planchon which has made 2
good name for itself: in Berlin,
mainly* via its performance - of
“Three Musketeers.” The ‘Nationat
Youth Theatre of London came-to.

Berlin with a modern dress version
of “Julius.. Caesar,” -an: .amusing

offering, Crix lauded the youthful

verve: and idealism of the.youngamateur players. The play: was.
directed by. Micltael Crafe.
7
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Road:ay $85,239,Write’1%
| 6, k
Fiorello’ $72,231, ‘Advise’ $25,139,
‘Tenth’ $44,480, Rhino’ $18,295 in7

t wk) ($4.96-$8.95:

q eas; $41,335). ;
} Previous week, $84,547 with TG-|ATS. subscriptio

SailAway’ SRO $55,379 on Bway,

Last week; $44,
£480 with TG-ATS |

"|subscription.
SPLIT.
iF WEEKS
With ¥ves ‘Montand

: Last week, $34,780 for first six

73

Caretaker $13,794 (5),City $17,238
Stanley’ $10,928 (5), Puri’ $13,821

A

\

|performances
of
-pre-Broadway
jtour: Capitol, Quebec, .MondayBroadway continued healthy last
*Irma La Douce, Plymouth (MC)
three,
$15,930:
‘Wednesday
(2-4);
Guys and Dolls, Philharmonic:
week. as business improved
for }(54th wk; 428 p) ‘$8.60; 999; $48,“Gay Life,” which hit $85,239 in (MC-RS) :(3d .wk): ($5.90-$6.75; 2,- Capitol, Ottawa, “Thursday (5), one, | most shows. The boxoffice effect, |250) (Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quilthe getaway stand of a three-week 670; $83,400) .(Dan Dailey, Shelley $8,192; St. Dennis, Montreal, Fri- if any, by the influx of out-of-town- }ley). Previous week. $38.568.
Last week, $38.916.
booking at.the new Fisher Theatre, Berman, ° Pamela.” Britton, -Con-. day-Saturday' (7), two, $10, 658. -| ers for the World Series games last
. .Detroit.
stance Towers).
. Previous. .week,
Miracle Worker (D-RS). Previous -Wednesday-Thursday (4-5) at the
Mary,
Mary,
Hayes
'C) 31st
‘Strong. business was registered around $79,500 with CLO subscrip- week, $41,125, seveh-performance Yankee Stadium is difficult to
by. several other shows, - notably. tion...
determine since a jump in receiptsj:wk; 244 p) ($6.90-$" “0; 1,139; $43.split.
!
380)
(Barbara
Bel
Geddes,
Barry
“Sound. of Music” in a’ DenverLast week, ‘about. $79,300 with P Last. week, $22,394 for. eight per-. is regarded normal for the initial;
|Nelson, Michael Wilding). Previous
‘Dallas split, “Fiorello” in Minnea- CLO ‘subscription: .
October frame.
*
formances: Memorial, Dayton, Sunweek,
$43,430.
polis, “How to Succeed. in Business |.
“Sail Away,” one of last week’s
Gypsy, (N.Y. Co), Biltmore (McC. day-Monday (1-2), two $2,517; Play- |- three
Last week, $43,404.
newcomers, was a sellout,
Without Really Trying” in the final
house, Ashtabula, ‘Tuesday (3), one,.
“Carnival, a”
“Mary,
“week. of its” pre-Broadway stand RS) (1st wk) ($6.75; 1,636; $64,000) $4, 450; - Ghio : Theatre, Mansfield, along
with
*My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
“ {n. Philadelphia, “Tenth Man” in| (Ethel Merman). . Previous week, Wednesday’ (4), one, $6,105; Hart- Mary” and “Sound of Music.” “Bye; (290th wk; 2,310 p) '$8.05; 1.551;
Washington, and “An Evening with $71,520, Curran, San. ‘Francisco.
Bye Birdie” exited last’ Saturday |$69,500) (Michael Allinson, Margot
Last week, $59,963: with. .TG- man, Columbus, Thursday-Saturday
Yves Montand” .in a three-way
(7). for a road tour and four new Moser). Previous week, $43,405.
(5-7), four, $9. 322.
ATS subscription. 7
Canadian spread.entries bow this week. “Irma La
Last .week. $47.400.
Rosemary
The Montand offering was in the:
Short - ‘Happy
Life,. Hartford | ‘Sound. of. ‘Music - (MED:RS) (Flor- Douce,” currently: at the Plymouth Rainer - Pinchhits for Miss Moser
Snitial’ week of its: pre-Broadway. (D-1) (ist. wk? °($4. 95-$6:. 1,024: ence Henderson). Previous week,. Theatre, moves Oct. 30 to the Am- | for two weeks starting next Monhike, as was “Write Me a Murder,” $36, $00): ‘Rod Steiger). Rehearsed $70,106 for: seven performances bassador
Theatre,
preemptingnls (16).
., which got off to a: good start ‘in previous week.
with TG-ATS ‘Subscription, Audi- “Purlie Vicorious,” which had bee
Purlie Victorious, Cort (C} +24
torium, Denver..
“New. Havyen.. Another bewcomer
scheduled to move
there
next
Last! “week, -$10,083.
to. the road..last week. was :-the |.
Last week,. $83: 390 for eight per-’ month when it has to vacate the wk: 12 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.155: $41,‘touring production of ‘Advise ‘and |.
formances:
Auditorium,
Denver, Cort Theatre | ‘to make
way for: :000). Previous: week, $11,565 for
‘MILWATEES, eo
, four performances.
Consent,” which played to okay.
Ba. Plume de Ma Tante, Pabst Sunday-Wednesday -(1-4), six, .$59,- “Sunday' in New York.”
Last week, $13,827.
A change in the Broadway scene
‘business -in Cincinnati.
(RRS). Previous week, $52,149 wis 556; State Fair Music Hall, Dallas,
Saturday
.
(D,
‘is
scheduled
to
‘take
place
next
two,
$23,
834..
Sail Away, Broadhurst :MC) (Ist
TG-ATS: subscription, Auditorium,
Estimates for Last Week
| Feb. 22; when “No. Strings” is j Wk; 7 p) '$8.60-$9.40; 1.214: $58,St. Paul. .
Thurber”
Carnival.
(RY
Imogene
Parenthetic. designations for out:
slated. to displace the. longrun- 500). Previous week, $29.816 for
Last
w
eek,
$46,
595
with
TG-ATS.
Coéa,
Arthur
Treacher,
King
Donof-town shows are the same as for.
ning. “My Fair. Lady” at the Hellin-:‘five previews.
subscription.
ovan).. Previous week, $27, 804, sixBroadway, except that hyphenated:
ger Theatre.
Opened Oct. 3 to one enthusiasperformance split.
T with show classification indicates.
tie notice (Taubman, Times). Four
Estimates for Last Week
;
Last:
week,
about
$30,400
for
six
.
. ‘MINNEAPOLIS
tryout and RS indicates:road show. }
; qualified approvals ‘Chapman,
noms) performances: - Coffée, -Florence.
Fiorello,
Orpheum 5
Also, ‘prices on touring shows inKeys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), -News;
Coleman,
Mirror;
Nadel,
elude.109 Federal Tax and local ($5,95-$6.50; 2,800; $105,000). Pre- Ala.,. Monday: (2), one, about $5,000; ‘CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue); World-Telegram: Watts, Post) and
$28, 524, ‘seven-per-. Foster, Tusealoosa, “Ala., Tuesday MC (Musical- Comedy), MD (Musitax, if. any,. but as on Broadway vious’ week,
j two unfavorable
‘Kerr.
Herald
(3),
one,
about
-$5,400;
Royal,
-Colformance.
split.
grosses:.are net: i.e., exclusine of
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Opj Tribune; McClain, Journal-Ameriumbus;. Ga., Wednesday i4), one, ‘eretta),
Rep.
(Repertory),
DR
taxes, Engagements. ‘are. for single. " -Last week, $72,231..“Labout ‘$5.000;.: Tower, . Atlanta, (Dramatic. Reading}.
week unless otherwise noted:
“Last week, $55,379 for seven per- Thursday-Saturday.
(5-7),
Other parenthetic designations
MONTREAL "BALTIMORE.
about $15, 000. .
| 4 refer, respectively, to weeks played, formances and one preview.
The top| ‘grosser on the road last
week .was_
the
Broadway-bound

“LOS AN: GELES

-‘bus-and-truck), Her
Toys iri the -Attie, Ford’s (D-RS) Majesty's
|: Music Man
(MC-RS). Previous week,

$4.88: 1;819: $51,132). «Constance
unreported, was about: $36,290 for
-Bennett, Anne Revere, Scott: Mc-seven performances split as follows:
Kay,
Patricia. Jessel). Previous.

Capital, Binghamton, ‘Monday (25),
‘week, $16,511 for five’ perform- -one, about .$4,500;, Stanley-Warner.
ances ‘with Theatre. Guild-Ameri|Utica, Tuesday (26), -one,. about

can Theatre Society

subscription, $5,000, Capitol. ‘Ottawa, Wednesday

Playhouse, Wilmington.

Last week, $28,151 with TG -ATS '|!27),
one, about $9,000; Her Majesiy’s, Montreal. Thursday-Saturday

subscription.

“BOSTON.

(28-30), four, -$17,790..
- Last week, $30, 041.

;

number of performances through
‘last: Saturday, top prices (where
two prices arefgiven, the higher is
First. Week iin Tororito} for Friday- Saturday nights and the
Toronto, Oct. 10.
| lower for weeknights), number of
|
The Canadian Opera Co.- got! seats, capacity gross and stars.
away to a smash start last week at. Price includes. 10% Federal and
| the O’Keefe Centre here, grossing 5%. City tax, but grosses are net;
—
$89,927 against a potential capacity. i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Asterisk denotes show had cutof $100.590 at» £5 ton in the 3.200seat house.. “There: were’ sellouts. rate tickets in circulation.
| Monday © night (2) on “Carmen,”
Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole,
Friday. “ight (6) on. “Bartered Mbrosco (C) ‘tst wk; 4 p) ($6.90-

Canadian Opera $89,927

Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne
|(MD) (93d wk; 740 p) ($9.60; 1.407;
$75,000) (Mary Martin). Previous.
j week, $75,914. Martha Wright suc|cceded Miss Martin last Monday
(9).
Last week, $75,912.
Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter
Garden ‘MC) (49th wk; 388 p).
'$8.60 $9.40; 1,404; $68.000) ‘Tamthe Grimes). Previous week, $53,-

| 136.
"Everybody Loves Opal,: Wilbur |
. NEW. HAVEN
Last week, - $50,740.
(CT) ($4:95-$5.50;. 1.241;. $33,699).
‘Write..Me a- Murder, Shubert Bride” and Saturday ‘night (7) on |$7.50; 999; $41,960) (Darren McPrevious week,,. $6,766, Ford's, Bal-|:
Closed Last Week
(D-T) ($4. 80; 1,650; -$27,300) (James. “Tosca.” The other bill was a dual 1 Gavin).
timore.
Bye
Bye Birdie, Shubert ‘MC)
presentation
|
of
“Cavalleria
Rusti|.
Donald, Kim ‘Hunter, Denholm EI-.
Opened last Thursday . 5) to one (77th wk; 607 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,461;
Last week, $19,009 after. open7
liott; Torin. Thateher, - Ethel Grif- cana”’‘and: “Papliacci. "
endorsement.
(McClain,
Journaling here Oct. 2:to one.-favorable
The. engagemient continues :this. American), one qualified approval $61,000). Previous week, $34, 648.
fies).
‘Teview (Maloney, Traveler); three |: ‘Last ‘week, about .$19, 000 ‘for week.
The musical, which has earned an
(Nad¢i,, World-Telegram) and five
yfes-no (Durgin; Globe: Hughes.
estimated $300,000 profit thus far
fiye ._ performances after - opening |.
unfavorable — notices
(Chapman, ‘on its $300,000 investment, exited
erald; Norton, Record. "American)
‘News;
Coleman, ‘ Mirror;
Kerr, to tour following the evening perand one unfavorable (Maddocks, here last. Wednesday (4). to two.
favorable notices. (Johnson, “Jour
{hk
Herald. ‘Tribune; “Taubman, Times; formance last Saturday (7).
Monitor).:
oo,
-|nal-Courier; Leeney, Register).
Watts, Post).
Last week, $41,784.
Kean, ‘Shubert (MC-T) (8d wk)
Last. week, $10,928 for four per¢
Opening This Week
($6.50-$7.50; 1,717; $65,000) (Alfred.
PHILADELPHIA Fred Voelpel will design “the formances and one Preview. Went |:
Drake). Previous. eek, $65, 568.
Milk and Honey, Beck ($8.60
Cook for Mr.. General, Forrest scenery, costumes and. lighting for on twofers this week.
.: Last week, $63; 951
$9.60;
1,280;
$63,400)
‘Robert
ety (2d ‘wk)|($4.80-$5.40; : 1,396; the Broadway. -production of -“‘SiCamelot, Majestic ‘(MC)
(44th Weede,
Mimj
Benzell,
Molly
Kwamina ‘Colonial “MD-D) “a : $50,724) (Bill. “Travers), .. ‘Previous mone.”
wk; 353 p) ($9.40; 1,626:. $84,000)
.
wk) ($6.50-$7.505 . 1,685; $62,000). | week, $5,860 | for Seven. performHugh O'Brian will costar: with (Julie Andrews, William: Squire). Picon).
Gerard
Oestreicher
presentation
. Previous week, about $24,500 for ances
Elisabeth Bergner in “First Love.” Previous .week, $81,742. .
of musical with book by Don Ap“Last week, $12,706 forseven: perJack Landau will direct “Giants,
five performances.
Last week, $82,975.
| bell and musie and lyrics by Jerry
| formances.
Sons of Giants.”
Last: week, '$30,972,)
‘Caretaker, Lyceum (C-D) Ust wk: i Herman. Capitalized at $400,000,
Gene Diskey: is :the new’ producto Succeed
in Business
$460,000 te
5 pp). ($6:90-$7.50;
955; "$32, 582) cost approximately
CHICAGO.
Without Really Trying, Shubert ‘tion director at the Dallas Theatre
succeeding
Robert
D: {Donald Pleasance, Robert Shaw, open Jast night (Tues.) and can
a ‘Best Man, Blackstone RS) (2d (MC-T) (5th wk). ($6-$7.50;. 1.878; Center,
break
even
at
around
$40,000.
Alan
Bates).
Stecker Jr., who will be in charge
wk)
'$5.50-$5.95;
1,447; - $45; 000): $72, 364):. Previous week, $60;00
Opened Jast Wednesday (4) to
“tof ticket: ‘sales this season..
(Melvyn. Douglas, Frank Lovejoy,
Everybody
Loves - Opal, Long‘Last week, $70, 060. “Take Her, -She’s Mine” is’ the five favorable reviews (Chapman,
acre
(C)
+$6.90-$7.50;
1,104;
James Westerfield). Previous week,
- Shot in the. Dark, Walnut (C-T) new title. for. “Age .of Consent.” News; McClain, Journal-American; $40,019).
$21, 821 for
seven performances |
(Ist
wk)
($4.80-$5.40;
1,349;
$36,-|
Nadel,
-World-Telegram;
Taubman,
Geraldine: Fitzgerald, who starred
‘with TG-ATS: subscription: —_
Roger
L.
Stevens,
in
association
000) (Julie Harris). Preyious week,.
Last. week,. $31, 665" with | ‘TG $27,108. for five. performances, last summer at the Phoenicia (N.Y.) Times; Watts, Pdst), one pan (Cote-. with Seven Arts Productions, presPlayhouse in 2. stock. production of “man, Mirror) and one inconclusive |‘ entation of play by John Patrick.
ATS subscription.
Shubert, -New Haven.
“The -Cave Dwellers,’--directed -by (Kerr, Herald Tribune).
Capital‘zed at $100.000. opens to_
Bye Bye. Birdie, Erlanger’ (MC-.
Last. week, $25,646. ‘after. open- her. 21-year-old-son, Michael LindLast week, $13,794 for five per-|night ‘Wed.) at a cost of about
RS). (5th wk) ($6-$7; 1.380; $43.000) ing here Oct. 2- to three endorxsesay-Hoge, will head the company formances.
$78,000 and can break even at
Previous week, “$48, 105 owith TG- ments (Gaghan,” News; Murdock,
_ for an» off-Broadway Tevival of the|. Carnival, Imperial
(MC)
(26th around $18.000.
ATS subscription:.
, Inquirer; Schier, Bulletin).
15 wk; 204 p) ($8.60; 1,428; $68.299)
} play, “scheduled: for an-..Oct.
Last week, $50, 490 withTG-ATS |
Let It Ride, O’Neill (MC) ($9.60;
opening at -the Greenwich . “Mews ‘Anna Maria Alberghetti).
Previsubscription. 1,050; $54,508) George Gobel, Sam
PITTSBURGH
Theatre under the production aus- ous week, $68,368.
Levene).
‘Taste
‘of
Honey,
Nixon
(D-RS):
“My. Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS) |
Picies of Elizabeth Roberts and
‘Last week, $68,330.
Joel Spector presentation of mu. (3d wk) ($5.50-$6.60;.2.100; $71,500). $5.50: 1,760; $50,000) (Hermione Maurice‘ Schaded, in association
(Ronald: Drake,. Caroline Dixon). Baddeley; Frances Cuka),. Previous with Arthur Loeb. The presenta-|,Lome Blow Your Horn, Atkinson | sical adaptation with book by Abweek, $23,555 with TG-ATS- sub- tion will. again: be. directed by C) (33d wk; 261 p) ($6.90-$7.50; .ram S. Ginnes and music and Ivrics
.Previous week, .$47.700.|
SL090; $43, 522), Previous week, ; bby‘Jay Livingston and Ray Evans
_|seription, Hanna, Cleveland.
' Last. week, $53,280.
, Lindsay-Hogg..
lof the John Ceci] Holm-George
1 $24,111,
Last week; $19,103 with TG-ATS
Don. Stewart and Elizabeth LamAbbott play, “Three Men On a
_ Last week, $25,198.
subscription
aiter
opening
here
_
CINCINNATI
;
kin have replaced Donald Maloff
Horse.”
Capitalized
at $400,000
_ Advise. and
Consent, Shubert Oct. 2. to. two favorable notices and Marnell Bruce in “Camelot.”
‘Do
Re
Mi,
St.
James
(MC)
(37th
—
opens
tomorrow night (Thurs,) at
(Fanning,.
Post-Gazette,
.
‘Monahan,
;
{D-RS). ($5.10; 2,000;. $60,000) (FarLiterary agent Claire Leonard wh: 296 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1.615; $69,- a cost of about $430.000 and can
Tey. Granger, - ‘Chester Morris).
_ Press).
500)
(Phil
Silvers).
Previous
“week,
leaves New: York next. Saturday
break even at around $45,000. °
“Last week, $25,139. forfirst week.
414) for Encirio,. Cal., fer a month’s $48,213.
SAN - ‘FRANCISCO
.
of tour.
How
To Succeed in Business
vacation, during which tire: she'll} Last week, $58,589.
‘Rhinoceros, ‘Aleazar -tCD)
(st
Without Really. Trying, 46th St.
wk). Previous week, $13,920, ‘Long- work on her novel, “Comes Suc- : *Far Country, Music. Box (D) (MC) «$9.60; 1.342: $66.615:.
CLEVEEAND cess.’”(27th wk; 215 p) ($6.90-$7,50; 1,101;
‘Flower Drum Song, Hanna (MC- acré, New York...
Cy Feuer & Ernest H. Martin, in
. ‘Geraldine Page will star in “The $40.107). (Kim Stanley, “Steven ‘association with Frank ProducRS) (ist wk) ($6.60; 1,515; $59,000).|" Last week, $18,295 with TG-ATS |‘Umbrella.”
| Hill,.. Ludwig Donath). Previous , tions, Inc., presentation of musical |
Previous week, $46, 230, “Bushnell, ‘subscription for ‘seven. performWalter | ‘Matthau has. been en- week, $18,808.
‘ances
_
after
-postponing
opening
-Hartford.
adaptation with book by Abe BurLast week, $20,641,
Last: week, $49,817 with TG-ATS: here from the evening of Oct. 3 to gaged as.replacement for: the. late
|rows, Jack Weinstock and Willie
(the following afternoon -(Wed.). Donald Cook in the.incoming “Shot
subscription.
'
*Fiorello, Broadway (MC) (97th Gilbert and music by Frank Loesin
the
Dark."
> ‘with an. extra matinee ‘added.:
_An. off-Broadway
“revival
of. wk; 771 p) ($5-$7.50; 1.900; $59,-: ser of Shepherd Mead's book of
DETROIT
|gre same title. Capitalized at $400,“Anything Goes” is .contemplated 000). Previous week, $32, 732.
"ST. LOUIS.
~ Gay Life, Fisher (MC-T) (1st wk):|
by
Jane.
Friedlander
and
“Michael
.
| Last week, $36,597. Closes Oct. 000 opens Saturday night (14) at a
Music”
Man,
American
(MC-RS)
($6.95; 2.081; $94,000) (Walter Chicost of about $400,000 and ean
28.
ari, ‘Barbara Cook, Jules Munshin). (st wk) ($4.50-$6.50; 1,863; $64,- Parver...
“Bel Mir Bist.Du Shoen,” the|. ‘From the Second City, Royale} break even at around $40,000.
Last week, $85,239 for eight per- 000). Previous week,’ ‘$61,133, Taft,
Other Theatres
new. Yiddish-American: musical by (R) (2d wk; 15 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999;
,
formances: and one. preview witht Cincinnati.
Alvin, Ambasszecor, Anta. Bare
|Sholem Secunda and Jacob Jacobs, | $41,158). Previous week, $15,366
Fisher Playgoer subscription after
’ East: week, -$43, 181.
emia *
is scheduled for an-Oct, 21 open- for seven performances* "and one irymore, Belasco, Biltmore, Booth,
opening ‘here Oct. 2 to one rave
54th St., Golden, Hudson, Miller,
jing at the Phyllis Anderson preview.
(Mossman, News) and one ineonelu- |
‘WASHINGTON .
| Playhouse, “Rose.
Last week, $17,238,
‘ Tenth. Man, ‘National «D-RS) -(24 Theatre..
sive: (Cook, Free. Press).
‘:
’
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Off-Broadway Reviews

were

Ibsen's: bane,

Staats

worth

performs

an

with

Opera Review

Cots-

intensity

‘that infuses the early part of the

‘Dlay .with strength. Comely Carrie
(proven a true showman these last
New York City Opera
(2 hard task with Shaw. Golden-! Nye makes of the serving girl a
Misalliance
Presentation
of
Puccinl’s
“Trittico” years
in chosing vehicles, talent:.
Stuact
Duncan
& Philip
Minor.
for haired Frances Sternhagen, attired:‘knowing
wench, while John Mce- (trie of one-act operas) at City Center.
Aceodsy
Productions,
Inc,
revival
of in a yellow
Grecian-style gown, ‘Quade has slyness, bluster’ and ‘a N.Y., Oct. 5 at $3.80 top. Produced: and| and effective shoestring scenery,
theee act comedy
by
George
Bernard
displays sharp comedy timing as: ‘questionable brogue as her quon- conducted by Julius Rudel; staged by Those who haven't. wanted to be
Bhaw
Staged by Minor; setting, Edward
Christopher
West.
Scenery
by Rouben impressed by the town’s
also-ran
Burbridze;
costumes,
Greta
Richards:
she conducts the traditional Shav- ° ‘dam: father.’
Ter-Arutinian.
:
Jopera
company
have been
ime
lighting, Thomas Skelton. Opened Sept.
male-female
chase,
while t The part of the son who must
Lob TABBARO
25. ‘61. at the Sheridan
Square
Play- (ian
pressed
in
spite
of
themselves,
Emery Battis, made up to some-: pay bitterly for his father’s trans- Michele
house. N.Y.; $4.50 top.
.......-.s008 William Chapman
M
Beatley Summerhays
.. George Rienholt
Uigl .eeece fees ceecees - John Alexander j - This ‘was one of Rudel's greater —
what
resemble
the author,
has. gressions- is, of course,
pivotal. Tinea ..sccaccccccccescees Maurice Stern
Johnny Tarleton ....
Edward Grover
‘occasions, partly because he was.
tasteful decorm and caleulatedly Producer-diréctor: Ross
Hypatia Tarletun .... Frances S:ernhagen
ccc escteeee
John Macurdy
has run Talpa ....cccn
Mes
Tarletan
Frances Ingalis | British restraint.
...... ‘Atiene Saunders (debut) in the pit. himself, Holding the ob-.. into casting difficulty here, and Giorgette
Lord
Summerhays
Emery
Battis
Frugola ............... Claramae Turner
Philip Minor, co-producer “ and’ Joseph Marino’s relative inexperi- A Song Vender ......... _ Harry Theyard scure Puccini items. under artistig:
Mr
Tarteton
. ........
Donald
Moffat
muscle. Not. least of the evening's.
Perelval
2.
. cece ween.
Wayne
Tippit! ‘director, thas
led his cast toward’: “ence and apparent speech difficul- Atq..Two Lovers Ladbaeaee Maurice Stern
|
ee
rr
Lidia Prochnicka | crispness
Martha Kokoiska (debut) tour de force aspects is one singer.
and lucidity.
He has: ties reduce the potential of a numJames Greene ]
Gunner
.. ey
Claramae: Turner. appearing in ail
2. SUOR ANGELICA
tried to ensure that out of much ! ber: of key scenes. There are moSuor Angelica ....... Maria Di Gerlando three operas, surely 2 rarity both
Iz would be a rare off-Broadway |talk something gets said. In tan- ments in the first act when it La Zia Principessa...... Claramae Turner in terms of her artistry and her
Gladys Kriese (debut>|
he has |seems. ‘the revival
will achieve La Badessa
season that neglected George Ber- : dem with his company,
Suora Zelatrice
Eunice Alberts stamina. She ought to be a candiWith the arrival of {managed a welcome revisit to GBS. }i searing. drama before the evening La
nard Shaw.
La Maestro Delle Novizie.-Sophia Steffan
date for the “péople are talking
Geor
the
Sheridan |
“Misailianee”’
at
is over, but it doesn't quite fulfill Suor Genevieffa,..... Martha. Kokoiska. about” columns of the town.
Le
Due
Novizie..Joan
Gwen,
Nancy Roy
it
that promise.
Suyuare
Theatre, | therefore,
Arelne
Saunders,.- making
her
Suor, Doleina Charlotte Povia
Chosts
would seem that the new season:
Charles: Bailey
has ‘converted | Le. Due .Converse..... ...-Mary Lesawyer, N.Y. operatic debut in “Il Tabbaro,”’ °
Beverly Evans
! David Ross revival of three-act drama! ithe two-sided arena stage into a
is official.
scored strongly, as did her steves
La Cereatrice see e tone serne Debria Brown
| by Henrik
Ibsen,
adapted
by Carmel,
dore-lover, John Alexander, Miss
many
plays of. . Russ from the R. Farquharson Sharpe fetching living room and adjoining
Among
GBS’
3. GIANNI SCHICCHI
ideas, *Misalliance’”’ may well be: translation. Staged by David Ross: sets dining area. Ross has conceived |.
Norman Treigle Saunders, ‘from Cleveland. has: sung
‘ and lighting. Charles Bailey; costumes,|
ee
boceecnece
Doris Yarick with the Cincinnati Opera and with.
the talkiest.
That
the’ sage of: *Theoni V. Aldredge. Stars Leueen Mac- ‘well and directed tastefully.
Zita
‘
veoeee Claramae Turner
Geor.
Ayot St. Laurence
realized this! ! Grath; features Staats Cotsworth. Opened |
Rinucclo
.-...csceces
Frank Porretta Richard Korn’s Orchestra of Amerat the Fourth St. Theatre,
N-Y., Sept.
ica but was a. total newcomer to
Gherardo: 2... .ccsccsceses- Maurlee Stern
is Indicated by one of the principal 21.
°61; $4.60 top.
Nella . ....0. Veccccecues Mary Lesawyer- most of the premiere audience. Her
characters summing up two hours Regina Engstrand ........ Carrie Nye
The Thracian Horses
| Gherardino ...........
Richard Buckley.
.........-.John
McQuade !
between lyric and
and 509 minutes of talk with the Engstrand
Betto .......... Fredric Milstein (debut) vaice is now
& William S. Boal
Manders
......-.ee0Staats
Cotsworth : Chandlér Warren
comment
that there’s- not much! i Mrs. Alving ....eceees Leueen MacGrath.- ! presentation with Cliff Dwellers, of a Simone. ..........0000-- John Macurdy dramatic. but she was originally
Marco
.....-..62-64Richard Fredricks
two-act
comedy
by Maurice
Valeney.
coached.
as
a
meézzo.
Suffice that
Oswald
Alving
Joseph
Marino
left to say.
La Ciesca, Marco's wife...... Joan Kelm
. Staged by Malcolm Black; setting, Peter
(debut) she made a -firstclass impact.’
Ray
Diffen;
music,
; Harvey; . costumes,
It’s a truism that what Shaw
Maestro Spinellocchio........ Spiro: Malas
‘Arnold Black; lighting, Walter Russell.
The shoestring scenery departe
{
One
of
playwright’
Henrik
Ib|
sometimes
lacks
in
dramatic;
(debut)
Features Naney Wickwire. Opened Sept.
‘ment was especially effective in
virility he compensates
for in! 'sen’s masterworks, “Ghosts” is an. 27, ’61, at the Orpheum Theatre, N.Y.; Amantio Di Nicolao......Herbert Beattie
Pinellino ......... 22086 Norman Grogan
“Sour Angelica”
where Rouben
B5 | top.
brilliance. This is particulary the ‘exacting play. Although the tense $4.
Guecio, Dyer ........-... Glenn Dowlen
Alcestis
.......ececee:
Nancy
Wickwire
Ter-Arutinian’s use of lucite with .
drama is somecase
with “Misalliance,””
and it land foreboding
Myrtilla
...cscceseee
Margaret Kenline
jits
glass-like
effect.
and
tensile
times
approached
too
warily,
David:
Rhodanthe |........66 . Beverly Whitcomh
takes
expert
actors
and_
alert
Julius Rudel-turned back to 1918 strength (it'can be sat upon) was
Melita
2 .....
ccc ee ee nee Shelley Post
staging to make the talk better Ross has not been. thus handi- Watchmen .. Don Pomes, George Guidalt for these three one-act orerettas -Startlingly original for the nunnery
capped
in
his
compelling
revival.
Cratylus ........-.00: Thomas Ruisinger
in the theatre than in a book.
of Giacoma Puccini. Not since then setting. The religious climax, the
Admetus
..... weeevee s+: Nicholas Coster
Onve the company at the Shert- at the Fourth St. Theatre. The Zoilus
has the entire “trittico” been pre- apparition of the Virgin. Mary, was.
...cceece goensces Konrad Matthaei
dan Square Playhouse has gotten production still leaves something CritO © .. ec ceccscccees Thomas Barbour. sented in Manhattan although the handled with nice restraint. Miss
over the notion that well-nigh to be desired in some respects, the Pheresy .,..sccseccvecssecsas ' Nat Burns

superhuman
physical
effort and !key elements of performance and
energy need be imposed to do translation have been energetically
“Misalliance”
justice, the
play and lucidly tackled.
This eminently actable version
takes form and acquires impact.
It requires an act to settle down. of “Ghosts” has been adapted by
(Mrs.) Ross from the
Once relaxation is achleved, how- Carmel
translation
-of~
R.
Farquivarson
ever, the cast and Shaw become
The
(actors
have
been
ccempatible and the performance Sharpe.
given
speakable
lines,
a boon not
acquires clarity and sparkle.
The entrance
and subseqient always granted\in Ibsen translathe touch of
performance of Lidia Prochnicka tions, and there
“|
in the showy role of aviatrix- life in the dialog.
gymnast-masseur is pivotal in the
The test performance, of course,
current revival. Miss Prochnicka by Leueen
MacGrath
as
Mrs.
gives definition and force and her Alving. As this tormented mother,
drive seems to anlmate the entire the actress has worked out a por-

east.
As

;

the
underwear
tycoon,
Donald
Moffat
projects warmly
human
characteristics, sometimes

Critias

..... dodecccccee yeee

David

Cort

PhilOdOrus. ...ccceevecceees
English
Heracles ....cccncevecnes
Louls Zorich
Death
.........ese005-0.
Algis
Mantas
Scavenger .......+. wancae Danny Meehan
Acastus

.......... ‘eeeess

Adam

Kilgour

Guard to Acastus .......
Algie Mantas
Zeus wee sew epeecceeens « Danny. .Meshan

third item, “Gianni Schicchi’” that
sly farce macabre, is frequently
heard In American opera repertory,
including last season at the Met.
(It was also the vehicle ‘which Jose
Ferrer chose for his “operatic”
-debut two winters ago at the Brook-

en

ni

Turner was dominant in this opéra
ag the iron-willed grand dame laying ‘down. the family. proprety law

to her nun-niece. Maria DiGerlando
was .attractive
as the penitent. A
glittering array of mixed feminine

voices made up the membership of
of Music, when his the convent. Rudel is. generally a
operatic singing was compared here good ¢asting director. for the small
to Sir Laurence Olivier’s tap-danc- parts of his operas.
ing, as an audacious instance of.
In fhe pit Rudel had to modify
discipline by tact due to the tendChandler Warren and William
S. theatrclal faking.) .
ency
of the audience to applaud,
Boal have an evening of satirical | Significantly, the present, brief
fun that: could do for most of autumnal season of the 55th Street: interrupting the textual. flow, since
Puccini. in these. works does not
company
has
an
excellent
advance
the.season.
sale. This probably reflects its ar- operate with set pieces. It was an.
Valency,
of course, {fs well resting mixture of bread-and-but- arduous evening, needless to say, ©
‘known
for his way with vagrant ter Italian and Austrian plus orig- with each of the three operas timed
and con| jatellectual “humor, “The Mad- inal and Gilbert & Sullivan works. at around 52 to.56. minutes: Curtala

tralt of strength, depth
siderable subtlety.
As the pastor and family advisor

A provocative comedy is always
welcome.
In Maurice
Valency’s
play at the Orpheum Theatre on
lower Second
Ave.
producers

womanof Chaillot” being but one

lyn Academy

At $3.80 top these shows

remain ‘went. up, consequently, at #30.

AGHSTAGED and DIRECTED
whose

overzealous

(Continued on page 76)

motivations

‘real boxoffice bargains. Rude! has

The Summer Season's THREE TOP HITS
for GUBER,

JULIA MEADE
“PAJAMA GAME”

.

FORD

and GROSS

VARIETY

September 20, 1961

‘Baltimore area music tent had well over $400,000 season gross as
compared to $250,000 last year ~« » Julia. Meade in ‘Pajama Game’
sparked it... hit high with Jane

JANE MORGAN

Sow

“GENTLEMEN PREFER

BLONDES”

Personal Manager
VAL IRVING
Back home with
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Morgan in ‘Gentlemen Prefer
. «+ closed to sellout
business with ‘Phyllis McGuire
in ‘Annie Get Your Gun’.”

Blondes’

PHYLLIS MeGUIRE
“ANNIE GET YOUR GUN”

”

oplgeapen
nh

.
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pebleibaceGUGGEy

ABIG, HANDSOME,,
RAKISH MUSICAL!"
—Howard

Taubman,

N_

is proud to be associated with
Mr. Noel Coward, Miss Elaine

Stritch and all the talented peo-

Y. Times

ple responsible for the first big
success of the new Broadway
Season

Cowards Sail Away
| “A generous package -of professienal entertainment tat sparkles... . Elaine |
_ Stritch’s performancejis glorious.”. —Norman Medel, N.Y. World-Telegram & Sun |

“Hectic'fun fest. Bonard Productions docked Neel Coward's ‘Sail Away’ at the |
Broadhurst last evening, and we predict that it.will he tied up at that amusement pier for many months to come... has an invigorating vitality that we } .
“found irresistible... Elaine Stritelr emerges asa star. She’s terrific... With
her in command all the way, you're going. to have a hectic, laugh-packed ’

“KA ble,handsome, rakish musical. Shrewdly observed neople, swiftfunnylines,

Sail Away’in the S.s.Coronia.”

fang comic scenes,, ay production numbers_ a Sentinenta insstory.:
“Hts -tunes cover
a wide cruise repertory—from the stylesofold lace and valentines. to rock ‘n'roll. ... Neel Coward is.an old pro. Out of his own recollection
of innumerable voyages, Mr. Pavars escaledi jie come nssenes,af
‘wonderfully

hilarious moments... .

Elaine

Stritch gives what mus

e..

Pearman
oftrebaac.tT
Coward has maneuvered-a lively cast with'a brisk, diverting hand.””

Woe! Cowards SEAviay

:
|
Wi

|

|

|

Robert Coleman, N.Y. Daily Mirror |"

y
Noel Cowards

|
e
Sail Away

and compell

wai Patopie sce

|

au sangsender. Her ‘Why De The rang Pi
eeple Travel?”{sa Bitofmagni |

Howard Jaubmen, N. Y. Times:

_

“Sharply. observant satiricalwit... crafty andEvsyant showmanship.”
—Richord Watts, Jr. N.Y. Post

“'Sail Away’ Is cheerful, has some interesting songs and fast Jokes, ...
Flaine Stritch is a handsome and gallant trouper... sings with charm, humer
and skill.”

John Chapman, N.Y. Daily News

“An entertainment of froth, color, style and pace.:We all owe Noel Coward
a vote of thanks.”

—Jack Gaver, United Press International

a Sail Away’ Is gracefully staged and glistening to tookat.... Elaine Stritch.
fs good when she is simple as in a‘fine. Noel Coward ballad called ‘Something —
Very Strange’. Shie is good when. she is noisy-as in a summit meeting with 2.
child. And she Js best of all when sheistelling. us the weary, blistering truth,
‘Why Do The Wrong:People Travel?’. ..The very stage strikes oil as choreogra_Pher Joe Layton finds a percussiveeatin‘for an all-chianti wedding.”
Walter Kerr, N. ¥. Herald-Tohune
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‘type’
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ead.
Apply
|
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explored -a seems to have gone into “Hi,. -Pai> _
‘ through agents .only; ‘ea Scotti: in colloquial fashion,
tins s 19 toe list will be made
royal marriage in which the wife sana!”‘and the opening night audi- only when information is secured from:
D'Arcy, above number. .
Tie intention is to serr ice performers with leads”
resp msthly parties
would ‘rather be immortal ‘than; ence was very -black tie, although a
gorevees
de § yey Sor pee ne. "pements of the shéws invalred rather than to|
the significance :was ‘doubtless . unconnubial.
ch. ae

The dowd goose prarathom,
This information is. published without j
charge.
a
De aldvrm to the available parrs listed, the tabulation includes pro’!
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‘people: of flesh and blood before:
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pixilated-truths. }designa- NAYS: LO 33-7520). Parts available The wryness of Alcestis’ passion.
Comedy, for two male fire jugglers. Contact |for
self-immolation
is sharper |—- Continued froma page 69. —
Dramatic Peggy -Shields,,
above
number. ;-because she is first seen as a!
+
:Open call for tenors tomorrow charmingly impassioned wife. That |picture Income, ‘bringing its. share
:¢Thurs.', at 5p. m. at the Imperial she comes back from the dead! of the film. money to 73. 92°%..
reluctantly because it jeopardizes | CBS, which ‘shelled, out a tatal-of
it Deverly Zarling (489 Fifth Ave., * Theatre. :249W . S4th St. N.Y.)
N.Y.; YU 6-4284:. Available parts:. Music Box Theatre. Producer, Al her claim to fame is thematic. around $2,360,000 on its “Lady”
.
male lead, 55-65, larze character Reiners ‘Box. 395, Hyannis, Mass.).: grist to Valency’s mill.
investment and purchase of the.mun;
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lead.
3s. small, Photos and resumes being accepted
Nancy Wickwire
is enchanting authors’ interest, has thus far gotwoud, character woman... character :of mate. ard femme chorus, danc- | as the perverse female.
Keeping :ten batk that ‘amount, plus about
; man,
50's small, meticulous, ehar- I ers. and dramatic performers for; her attack on the level of high |$840,000 profit from. the approxiPioducer,
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ester
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45. plump:
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Davib
lise ae 230 W. 4tth St, “citer wan, 30's suviid,. rugged; man,
the. production.
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musical revues that will be toured.| formance of charm and beauty.
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shop.
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ranean, area for “Show”
=
Good Record?”
‘Technicolor. Italiana poured ‘for:
_ Jack Elton and Steve. LaFever
(66 Ave Breteuil; SUF 5920)
Patrick -Frawley Jr., companv’s collabed: -on two original songs for:
In its first week, “Guns of Navaproduction of “The Boy Friend” is
board chairman, at ~ Open. Gate|Aram
~Katcher’s _indie, “Right”
enzaged
to be wed
to Walter: rone” (Col): attracted 85.655 pa-.f
| Club,
Hand ‘of Devil.”
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“Ides
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.
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Tabarin|}
Massey, a member of the family neve: -Long-shuttered
:
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nitery
reapening
with
rock-and|
whieh
includes
actor
Raymond:
(319 NV. 18th St., Locust 42-4838) its preem next year at Spoleto. to head firm's lab. there. after ‘two
roll format.
Massey
and
Canadian
govern-: tf
years in Hollywood:
‘Lacal
comic
Mickey. Shaugh- Festival.
menial leader, Vincent Massey,is | Juliette Greco doing her. first Nessy¥. settling permanently: on the
Steve -Reeves takes two. month|. ‘Clive Holfman: appointed .assocl-:
pic in years. via Henri:
alse an actor also appearing in the! French
breather in Switzerland after wind-: ate director of. Mass Media’ and
'
Decoin’s.
“‘Malefices.”
|
Coast.
> tuner
,
.
ing -his current
“Romulus. and Publicity for National :“Conference
More than ‘60°* of .the. new! . Lou Holtz to top the Ashbourne
Early Wednesday morning sail-.
of Christians and Jews Int...
Remus” for Titanus..
inz” of Queen
Elizabeth kavoed legiters are expected to close after -Country Club's sixth annual: bond
Lutz & Loeb management. “firm .
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proaticer Kay
Tonino Cervi ( Concordia ‘Film)
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to
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to
study
possibilities
of
ends.
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-Associates,
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Greenfield:
fave accommodated 1000 instead | Rock-and-roller Johnny Hallyday ; ton staging her third art show in shooting a documentary feature N. Y., for representatlo
esentation ‘ofclients,
of only 225, which crowded Sardi’s i to play himself in Mare Allegretis.‘the last two years with current pic: there, “Today in Berlin.”
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Moskowitz

Philadelphia

East, taken over
for VIP invitees.

sundry others
including
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inclading Records

by management |new pic “Les: Parisiennes,” which ,extiibit at World Theafte..
| Joe. Smith, ‘head man at. -WagResult was that |rolls next week.
slighted,

for

some | Romain Gary’ s first play. “John-! ner's; elected: to the. board of govFrancois : ernors at the National Ballroom
will star
Coeur,”
iny

gamete

which has the original cast album.
—_—

Perier at Titeatre Michediere next, Operators confab in New York. |

[J@nuary. He also will direct.

| George Talmage, the. tpur pro-

‘In-and-out: Kirk Douglas, in for

Chicago.

“Two Weeks in Another Town”
(M-G); John Nathan and James.
E. Perkins here
on Paramount
|.(Delaware 71-4984)
biz; Salvatore Baccaloni:heré for : Pattl Counts is new tubtiumper
“Faster. Dinner”
(Par); _°ditto for the Living. Room.

Franco.London Film, one of top , moter, bought out a= recent Sat- ‘Chariton Heston and. familys: Rosfilm producinz outfits, to do a se-;urday matinee .of “Sound : of santo Brazzi, Delmer Davis, Suzanne

Josh White opens Frank. Fried's ,

Saturday.
nationalized video channel. Carlo; ‘ took Iocal playgoers to Broadway.
- Ahmda Jamal cancelled. vacation
By Maxwell Sweeney
Aim
directs
these
pix adapted. | Latin Casino reported to have
'] plans: ‘and réopened his- moorish(Dudlin 68 4506:
from Guy De Maupassant stories. }signed Red Skelton. at a $40,000‘dstyled ‘Alhambra |Club last Friday
Irish-language
theatre
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Forbidden short of Alain Res-jaa-week fee. The big: Jersey cafe
(6).
by Siobhan McKenna at Gweedore;
nais. “Statues Also Die” being | is already sald out for 10 nights.
)
Adele
St.: John: is. ahead of.
county Donegal.
By Bill Efiiott
{shown in an amputated version, |of the“Jerry Lewis run, ‘Nov 2-15.
“King Of Kings”. (M-G), -opening
Unions expected
to resist pra- and Resnais has protested. Ban. Toulouse Chamber Orchestra In. next. Wednesday (18)- at. ‘Michael
posals to introduce “Projectomatned, it got.a license after severe |.
for a.one-niter.at Queen's Hall. |
Todd ‘Theatre.
ic’ system to cinemas here.
cutting.
Resnais is: objecting -toThe West Indies Federation was
Allied Arts Corp: signed the"
Ann Stockdale, daughter of U.S. this.
1.
officially invited to: take. part in Lena Horne “Niné.O’Clock Revue”
By John Burrowes
Ambassador Grant. Stockdale, in
“Marca Polo” now shooting. in |.
the 1964-65 N. Y. World’s Fair by for..two performances: at Opera:
(Melbourne JB. 6172)
cast of Cyril Cusack's “The TempItaly with Rory Calhoun and Yoko } Andy Stewart, top Scot hit-pa- Charles Poletti, vicepresident of House: next .December..
tation of Mr. O."
‘Tani, and’ Hugo Fregonese direet-’ ‘rader, in for two-day Festival Hall the Fair Corporation. when he de- |: Cloister: boniface “Mitch Wolcoff.. a
John: Huston planning to film ing.
Jolly
Films
releases ‘this
barked here from the S. S. Argen- |‘takes over managership of new. My...
concert and tv.
“The
Lonely Passion
of Judith Fanda-Transilmorsa production in
Melbourne pop. vocalists. Annette tina on which he was returning. to Lady Fair keyspeak, ‘dropping the
Hearne” by Brian Moore, Irish- C'Scope and color.
Raou
evy |.
the U..S. from South America.
.~ femme-only key: policy.
and Dorothy
Baker
borr writer now living in Canada. does not start his version untit|X!ooger
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|
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for
Far
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tours.
First
transmitter
for
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here,
with
two
or
three
new
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cancelled
skedded Pink: Garter
y
| Aussie ventriloquist Michael’ St.
Eireann (Irish TV> handed over is still prepping one in spite of Ciaire back fro
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t
e
‘
:
m-the
States
for
to Eamonn Andrews, chairman of
plus
renewed
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in.
some
long
Pinafore,”
and
imported the “Take .
Levy's legal actions.
|season. with GTV Channel ‘9.
Broadcasting Authority by Pye orYank comedian
Buddy
Lester established bistros. One or .two It From Top” revue, late of the ©
clubs which formerly. used. only an McCormick’ Place Little Theatre. :
Duke Ellington. plays a benefit.
ower:
rio’s Hotel room on
one-month occasional musical combo have: in|stituted
floorshows on’ a modest concert .at the .Piccadily: Theatre. . "|
Financeconfabbing
Minister with
James exhibs|
Ryan (4009 Xerxes
By Ave.
Bob So.;
ReesWA 6-6955) cembo
video-hotel ‘booking.
again
‘Prices upped at Embers. night-. scale. Coincidentally, there. seems. tonight (Wed.) after- doing a pair
about impaet of entertainment tax
Chicago comic Stu Allen is top-. club for week’s season by Chris- to be increasing. interest by ‘Port- ‘at Birdhouse’ last’ Monday. Harry
and tv on biz
He has promised
per at Edgewater Inn.
tine Jorgenson who arrived Mel- of-Spain. citizenry in local. enter- James did.a one-nighter last. Sun-.
heip, but upcoming general elecUnited Artists branch. manager bourne unheralded by Tocal press.’ tainment. No small credit -for this’ day at south side. Boulevard Balttion may delay action until Dail
Carl Olson moving to New York
Singer: Ruth Wallis to star in is due Brunell. Jones, ‘staff writer. Foom,
(Congress! reassembles,
for the Trinidad Evening News,
jnationwide
“Graham
Kennedy
with UA...
:
’ Old. Log, Theatre, Equity straw- Show” originating Melbourne .‘Oct. who not long ago started a daily
hatter,
opens: fortnight
run of 13. and: other States in following column covering the nightlife cirjcuit, something novel for this is-‘Unexpected Guest” Oct. 11..
, week. —
By A. ‘P. Seully
By Chummy Zuill
‘Gay Nineties .has singer Jack
Half- hour segment of high-rat- fand. (Tel, FA. 4-1828)
(Princess Hotel, Pembrokes
Larson with bellydancer Nadia and ing vidkid, “Tarax’ Show,” from
| Bernie. Richards. Orch. at. new
Miller. Sisters are topping the femme impersonator Lee Leonard. GTV9, bought by Sydney ‘channel
‘Hotel Trinidad .weekends.
Murray's, introducing late eve- ATN7, with other .Stafes showing
cur.ent Clay House revue.
Cliff. Brown: ‘succeeded George
Joan Crawford was here to at- ning dancing. has Ray MclLeod’s interest.
;
Ringwald ‘as Press ‘Club.-prexy..
By
Matty
Brescia
with Bob Philipp at new
ten. annual meeting of Pepsi-Cola band
Saucy singer Ruth Wallis and
Mervyn Le Roy took three weeks
(61 So: Second St.; MU 5-5107) off after “Devil at Four O'clock.”
buaril.
Piano Bazaar.
local filmer Frank Thring lashed
Don: Glasser and his orch at the
Minnesota Amuse. Co. advertis- out at banning of ‘Wallis disks. by
Kathy Ransom, former partner
-Trudy..Stabile .back at:.-Hilltop
of Paul Meeres Jr., has joined a ing “Young Doctors” on women’s Aussie censors on’ HSV’ Channel Peabody Skyway.
Room with. Jack Pfeiffer: ‘at the.
local timbo dancing troupe.
pages of Twin Cities ‘papers with 7 discussion session “At. Random.” | Stella Stevens, :local. starlet, in to keys.
Bully Kelly closed. at Inverurie blurbs slanted for the femmes.
Top London musical. “Oliver!” boost “Man-Trap” (Par)..
-Larry Foy. stays: at the Biltmore,
Victor Borge due Qct. 12 for a. Harry Gillingham taking his old
on Oct. 7. Comedienne
Fay DeChicago press agent Herb Carlin opened in Melbourne to brisk busi-.
pinchhitting. for “La Plume Ma ness with. English comedian John- date. at City Music Hall.
Witt opened a return-engagement
|} Spot at. Ruby’s Dunes piano bar...
Robert. Merrill set for a one-.
Tante” company manager: Oliver ny Lockwood starring as Fagin,
there on Oct. 9.
“Gilded Cage,” featuring Lynn
Following successful production Nicoll {n St. Paul and Milwaukee. musical comedienne Sheila Brad- nighter Oct. 22. at Baron Hirsch. Carrol, Renato; Jeanne Keller and.
| Auditorium.
of ¥ Foice of the Turtle” with Dina while Nicoll is recuperating from leyas Nancy.
Mr. Barbaray Coast, ‘closes summer
Vincent Skillman. elected to. his : season at. Chi Chi, giving’ way. to
Merrill and Chiff Robertson, a syn- accident in N.Y.
Embers nitery owner. Jim Noall
dicate fronted by Don Gibson proFriends of the ‘Theatre, group of to stage teenage special at Festival 10th straight year as prexy of local ‘Katharine Grayson, Oct. 5.
teen- Musicians Union.
poses “Anniversary, Waltz.’
local legit buffs, held party last Hall starring top English
“Pat Boone hosting musicians’ ~
Duncan. (“Cisco Kid’) Renaldo “golf tourney.
Exotic dancer Jo Whited Ur- week for members
of roadshow singer. Mark Wynter with the EverAttending. ‘were
bach, born in Bermuda, is back cast of “Fiorello.” Friends helped j.1v Bros., Bobby .Vee and Dickie motored through én route to one- “Mickey. Mantle, Duke Snyder, Bing.
day stands on his “Amigo Day's” Crosby, Bob Hope, Phil’ Harris,
after six years in Europe ‘partner sell over 5,000 season tickets for; Do & the Don'ts. ..
; Lee. Wall and Don Drysdale..
was Christopher Luc), and. is re- [1
iz“GTV Channel 9.
). performers Toni stints in the South..
Minneapolis’ six-play. season,
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ries of 13 half-hour vidpix. for the !Music.”
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died in that city Sept.29
‘ha, such as. haeRear
Wife, two daughters. and father
In- - recent
Quirinetta’ ‘Ss.
\fame had declined: ‘put
b he was still. Survive.
engaged in country-wide. swings of
alfresco].
‘niteries and summer
OPAL C..LOOSE

Gabriele Wunderlich to Bary
Lee Cohen, Westport. Conn., Oct.
1. He's a theatrical attorney.
Drina Bouchard to Drew Denmead, Rochester, N. H., Sept. 30.

Opal Cowell Loose; 44, composer
che. remained on the American sf
: _ JOSEPH L. LANINjand ASCAP member, died Sept. 30 Bride is “Miss New Hampshire of
Joseph: L.. Lanin; 71, ‘one. of|s
lin Hollywood.
“
"STEPHEN
GERBER
eight Lanin brothers: in the music rs Jolt credits
fnclade Gan Stephen’ Gerber, .76,. clarinetist:‘ Surviving are her husband, Bill}
Gerry Worms to Bob McGonagle,
business
including . bandleaders! bara,”
“Hamlet,”
“Pygmalion, ‘and ‘arranger for Frank Simon’s: Loose, of Capitol Records; son, and New York, Sept. 30. Bride's a sce-

_

41961."

‘Lester - and -Howard,. died
dn Philadelphia.
~ .:

2!
retary in the pubaffairs depaiti“Mary of Scotland,” “Elizabeth the:!"|Armeo Band, Middietown, O., died. her mother. |
pment of WHLI, Hempstead. L. |;
‘there Sept. 23..He also. played with |
he*; Queen.” “The. Shanghai. Gesture,”
:John Weber’s Cincinnati concert]
Andrew L. Quirk, 68, onetime ; he’ s in the station's news departi“The
Country
Wife,’
“The
Mer-.
joined his brother. in. the’ How ard j
5 |band after migrating from his na-}Photcrisy. magazine staffer, and ,ment.
nin Orch as conductor-arranger chant .of Yonkers,” “Anne’ of >! tive Hungary and a ‘career’ with ibrother of James R. Quirk, late
Roberta Linn to Freddie Bell,
in 1919. He stayed with the orca ‘Thousand Days,” “Chalk Garden,”: European orchestras, including one | founder, editor and publisher of !Las Vegas,
Oct. 1. Bride's the
[ “Reclining _ ‘Figure’ ’" and. “The‘
‘until 1954 when ‘he.“retired. —
mh Constantinople permed ‘by Photoplay, ties rau 2 in Bos- | singer; he’s a bandleader.
‘Gambler.””
In
1943;
he
succeeded:
He also worked ‘in’ radio, ‘con-;
-{
Wilhelm: Strauss,
brother of the; ton,
Mass.
His wife, son,
Lawrence
Vac.
‘ducting ..seve¥al. shows ‘including |' Woward Lindsay |‘as the father in‘

A ‘concert

Oct.

pianist. at. 12,

Waltz King. Since retiring in 1953: J.. ‘Quirk, fan mag writer and a
Hour. |“Life Witu Father.” He had previ- he: taught clarinet .and’ saxophone | brother survive.
During the’ -¥920s; when ‘he. con-‘ ously’: headed’ the touring’ company te
p_ Youngsters, in the. Middletown
of
“Father.”
ducted the ‘orch: at New York’s
Mrs. Wanda Bogutska Auer, 85, a
Roseland,
Benny
Goodnian-‘and:| - Waram’s films. include “Ministry *“Survived by a.daughier, son and retired pianist and widow of Dr.
of
Fear.”
“One
Third
of
a
.Na-:
Tommy. & Jimmy Dorsey were
ister. ©
Leopold Auer, the violinist, died
‘tion,””. “It Had to Be You,” “Late.
his: sidemen..
‘Oct. 6 in Bronxville, N. Y. Her hus| George
‘Apley" - and
“The “Big [_ .
BERT KNIGHTON
band‘ was the grandrather of film
Hangov er.”
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“the Campbell Soup Radio
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Bert Knighton, 47, assistant to jactor Mischa Auer.
Walte PM rick, "

‘His. son and daughter’ sutvive. .

* Balerriddle, president of . ihe
Don ‘Barbour, 33, one of: “the-| |
unes
Hotel in Las Vegas. died
Oct.
founders of the Four. Freshman,
16 in Los: Angeles:
He had
been |
BILLY GLADSTONE
Capitol Records vocal group, was.
Billy.
Gladstone,
_
68;
drummer
|
‘admitted
to..a
hospital
several
_ killed in a car.crash in Hollywood
Oct. 5.

He

rammed

into-a truck°land: inventor

of ‘orchestra

equip-

iweeks ago

for

tn Memory of”

‘ago.
Although
idrumimers had

JAMES. BENDER

F and

given

‘many
leading ‘He joined the Dunes
made statements two years ago.

-written

From a Friend”

Sept... 25

/chester, N. H:

lonsti

Justine Wilson Maguire to Pemberton H. Lincoln, Runison. N. J.,
Oct. 7. Bride is assistant secretary
of Allied
Artists
International

! Corp.

ongtime ,

in

Man-: i.

°

Margene

Mor risey

to

Bob

He had been aj; Flenz, Chicago. Sept. 2. He is iv

assitant |tions.

of ‘both

‘months}Coca-Cola ‘and Pepsi-Cola for years.|

Picture Service, died. Oct. 6 in|

-testimonials

i that he was one of the greatest|
i.drummers of his time, he was best

October 1988:
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Me

Anna

Magsey.

Patricia
obinson
to Terence
! Brown, Brighton, Eng., Sert. 2.
*
Bride
is
secretary
to
the
adminis. Fred Bund 3Jr., 64, retired chief'
3
staff -about |of the Army and Air Force Motion :
‘trative director of Sadler's Wells.
Diana Landi to Briian Edwar ds,

ams Lady” ‘Yoad company. orchestra un-jchairman of the board
ill several

P..

died

to Daniel Mas

treatment’ of. a ‘member of the Exeter (N.H.) Brass|creative supervisor for Fred Niles
Band and other. musical organiza-; j Productions & bing
.

{kidney infection.
parked in a construction Zoneand :iment, died Oct. 4 in’ New. York.
Knighton
was .former
He had ‘been with. the “My. Fair:
, til he became

alter

musician,

Corri

Raymond
Massey
and
A
Allen,. brother of actress!

', known for his. developnient of spe-

ARTHUR DEVERE
vet

Arthur. Devere, 78,

illness,
of

57

the’s one of the Four Rambler vor al

His wife survives.

|Group.
Elaine

Daushter,
20. of Ted Royal, musi- |

Marie

Beaudet. to Peter

';cial drums, batons and ‘other musi:|‘Years.on stage and screen, died in 'cal arranger-orchestrator, died Oct. "A. Morris, Laconia, N.11.. recently.
‘eal:equipment. At-one ‘time ‘Glad- “Brussels Sept. 23. He started his 8 in Stamford, Conn., as-a result ‘He's an announcer at radio station

was dead on arrival at the Holly. stone ‘played with the Radio ‘City

career in vaudeville in 1904 and. of an auto accident, which also. WEMJ in that city.

;

wood Receiving. Hospital.
iMusic. Hall. Orch,‘ and previously :;played most, theatres of Belgian |killed her husband.
Nina Russell to Paul Winchell,
Barbour and= his brother. Ross:“played for the late. Major Bowes: canita!. He. went ‘to -Paris soon
‘ Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 5. Bride's an
founded the group which. started at the Capitol ‘Theatre, N.Y.
after:the talkies started and hada
Thomas V. Uhi, 79, onetime :2ctress; he's the ventriloquist.
_ with’ Stan’ Kenton’s band. He’ did.
nist-singer who trou
Judy Wolfson to Milt Farney,
{distinguished - ‘career in films, ap- vaude
‘' mueh ‘of the solo work and. played: .
,pearing in “Kermesse Heroique.”Abe hone Murray, died Sept. 23jLas Vegas, Oct. 7. Both are with
JAY: MORELLE
' the guitar..He recently. retired: from 4. Jay Morelle ‘Jamés Martin), 59, “Un de la Legion,” “Goupi Mains- in Toledo. Surviving are his wife, Jack Douglas productions, Hollythe group.
‘son-and. a brother.
wood. Bride is also the neice of
: longtime
vaude “producer, died Rouges” and other successes.
{agents Joe
Wolfson
and
Lou
-, Sept. 22:in. Edinburgh. ‘A native of . uit”last film was “Midnight Cir-.
cu
op
.
JOHN D. HERTZ,
Lancashire, England,-he began in.
Henry T. Parrott, 75, president of ;Wilson.
. John _D. Hertz, 82, founder of the. seaside shows. at the resorts. of
Taylor .County Broadcasting Co., { Susan Brewer to ‘Peter Fenda,
oe
Hertz Rent-A-Car System, Inc., and Morecambe and Biackpool, and. di- HERBERT A. WISE
.
which operates radio station WTCO |New York. Oct. 8. He's an actor,
of the Yellow Cab Company, ‘died -‘rected many Ernest’: Binns ‘producHerbert. A.. Wise; 68. broker jin-Campbelisville, Ky., died Oct. and son of Henry Fonda. —
‘Oct. 8 in Los Angeles.. He ‘retired .‘tions at the South Pier, Blackpool. |
and art patron, :died Oct. 3 inj 4 in that city..
in 1955 as a. director of the Hertz
He went to Scotland. before the } New York. He was the uncle of
Corp. and-had ‘been in poor health -war- to work for the Fred‘ Collins; author-publisher
Bennett Cerf.
Mr. and BIR HS
Luckey,
in recent years. In 1930 he became Productions,
and helmed
many i ‘Wise and Phyllis Fraser .co- | Oaty Grier, 86,retired clown and
died Sept. k19th in Conroe, daughter, Burbank, Cal., Sept. 30.
a director of. Paramount-Publix resident revues starring leading |edited -“Great’ Tales of Terror. ‘Juggler,
T
'
Beog.
‘and
Baraum
&
Bailey
¢
Circus.
Father
is
music
editor
at
Revue.
Corp. | and. named chairman, of -its. ‘comedians, including. Jack An-. and the Supernatural”. which’ was.
Mr.
and Mrs.
Jen
Pertwce,
_,thony, Jack. Radcliffe, Alec Finlay ipublished in. 1944 by Random
Andrsej
Munk,
40,
noted
Polish
:
daughter,
London,
Oct.
3.
Father
“and Jack. Milroy. He reached his House: He also was the co-author!

We have lost 2 dear friend—
/ALPRED €: COHAN

“peak With. productions at the old: : With Gleri Boles of a. play entitled°‘film. director, died recently in aniis the comedian.
i Theatre .Roval, ‘Edinburgh, de-, “Mr: Jefferson.” auto: crash -while en route to Lodz | Mr. and Mrs. James Philbrock,

.
man’s. death diminishes me | { stroyed by fire some years aga.
kam involved in-mankind. § do -‘Hé was twice married, ‘both his
And. therefore Hever s¢nd to know.
for whom
the. bell tolls. It tolled: wives pre-deceasing him.. ‘Survived

Any.

; by.four children. ° ;

' for. thee
—

Al, Charley, Herman and decry”

‘A

| Where he was shooting a picture.

brother, survives. |

LLOYD ss QUIKN

:

| a

Lloyd S,.Quinn,- 66, retired. Fed:

7eral Comniunications .Commissian -«hi

ison, Encino, Calif.. Oct. 2. Father

a a rg ass

‘is co-star of CBS-TV's

mn

square

en,

-2-5/

“Investiga-

air. and Mrs. Bernie Baker. son,

WILLIAM REES
. lradio. inspector, died Sept. 28 in. ate ‘bimselt ot 7 " “i par- Lainie Oct. 3. Father is producer
apartment in New Yor
of Jam Handy industrial shows
William Rees, 57, for eight years ‘Laurel, Md. after a heart attack.

finance committee, Heresigned in!actor. and. producer’ ‘with J. C. Wil-' A radio pioneer, he set up the first
Otello Caro
65;
prompter at there.
‘3
liamson Theatres’ LAd., .died: Oct. ‘radio: communications for the Nor-;
‘His Wife, two daughters. and. son ;1 in Melbourne, Australia:
- folk, Va.,- police department. He; House, died Get. 6 in Ravenna, /500, New York. Oct. 4. Father is
‘John, formerly. wed to film. actress, A
councel for Music Publishers Holdnative’ of. Newcastle, Néw worked. for FCC from 1941, except |italy, where he was born.
Myrna Loy, survive.
aie Corp.
4Sauth Wales, -he. spent many years “for time out for -war' service, until

the XN ¥. too promOpera|

jin the theatre in Ainerica,

| Mark

In ‘his’ hissTetirement recently:.

Bellamy, 45,. actor

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Krasilovsky,

dj Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rubin. son,

MICHAEL SHEPLEY
‘Veight years with Williamson ‘he| His wife and two, ‘brothers sur-. playwright, died Sept. 23. in Yon- iNew York, Sept. 29. Father Is a
‘Michael Shepley, 54,.actor, died- produced. many of their. successful vive.
;don. He appeared in stock, the! production supervisor on Irving
Sept. 28. in London. He. made. his‘ shows. He: produced the. current}
.
———.
jWest End and on ty.
Gitlin’s creative projects staff at
stage. debut in Hull in 1927. in: Melbourne hit, “Irma La Douce,”
HERMAN HYMSON ©
; NBC; mother is a former Made. “Charley's Aunt” and his first.ap-_ and was-to have called rehearsals|
.Herman Hymson,- 46,. regional
Leon A Tessier a,an organist |moiselie mag staffer.
‘pearance in the West End. a year ‘for
|
‘The Sentimental. Bloke” the;advertising sales. manager for -ta- in
Manchester,
!
or
more{
wr and Mrs. Nicholas Ray,
Jater. in’ ‘Justice.’ me
jday after his death. : . Survived by |dio station WKLO, Louisville, died than 50. years, died Sept. 27 in idaughter, Rome. Oct. 1. Father is
a ‘sister.
a
j Sept. 26 in that city of injuries suf-| that city.
Of the scores of parts that he?
‘the film director.
‘{fered: when his car collided with
played| and created on the stage
argare
| Mr. and Mrs. Sal Tino, son, Tas
; PAUL EAGLER:
-|another at..a downtown intersec‘and- screen, usually chéerfui, bland
Paut Eagler, 70,. vet. cameraman::ition A native ‘ef Louisville, he! foo 30 - ret Meighan, filmoo ae j{Vegas, Oct. 1. Father fis with The
-comedy: roles,- the best. known.

. probably was’ ‘that of. Beecham in‘‘ who specialized in process photog-. [Padbeen with WKLO since 1957.

Chatsworth,

Cal.

Her

husband

Happy Jesters comedy trio.

raphy, died of a stroke Sept. 30 in!
Survivors include. his .mother, survives,
Mr. and Mrs. Barry P. Leibowitz,
son. New York. Sept. 27. Mother
. Sherman Oaks, Cal., Sept. 30. A: : three: brothers and four sisters.
m.ilenser on the. original “Ben-Hur”|.
Tony Ferd, 37, staff announcer |is singer Gail Stevens.
for Chi radio. station WGES, died
Mr. and Mrs, Mel Hosansky, son,
. CHESTER ¥F. PIERCE
in 1926,. he.. started ‘in. Hollywood|
“In Memory of.
Bi in. 1918 “with the. Thomas H. Ince “Chester F.: (Shep) Pierce. 69, there Oct. 4. Wife and daughter |new York. Oct. 1. Mother is actress
DOUGLAS GAR
“studio. ‘He’ later: Worked’ at many ‘;onetime: daredevil who was famed survive.
Anne Leslie: father is a writer.
a
HUBBARD .
1of the majors.
‘as a “human fly” and also worked |
‘Mr. and Mrs. Jake La Motta,
Octobér 42, A958.
+ He won alt Academy Oscar. for as a high diver at fairs, died. Sept. | Father, 77, of actor-announ cer daughter,
New
York,
Oct.
6.
‘his process camera work on “Por-21.in Salisbury, N. C. A native of. Durward Kirby, died Oct. 4 in Ft. Mother is an actress: father 1s the
.
‘trait of Jenny.”: Among his last’ Indiana, he - turned “human fly” Lauderdale, Fila.
former fighter, now an acter.
it ran. at London’ Ss.Vauideville for assignments. were “Facts of . Life’. after’ World War I.
over 600 “performances,
Mother, 86, of actor Iggie Wolf-and “West Side Story.”
. Pierce scaled: buildings’ through
-He appeared in “Edwina “Black” _ Danghter surviv es...
‘out the country, making from 00 {ngton. died Oct.Vin ) Philadelphia.
at the Booth Theatre, New York,|.
|mer
{to $500 a climb.
in 1950 and had just returned: to
oT ‘TED ‘PEARSON.
a
- London .from playing in “The | . Bed! Pearson, °58,: radio-tv. anmans Continued from page 2 aes
- CARLYLE STEVENS
Amorous. Prawn’ in Australia.
nouncer; ‘for CBS, died Oct.: 5 in| Carlyle. Stevens, 34, continuity |
Survived by, his’ wife.
Eastchester, New York. _
|
direttor.
and
1far WGN-TV in Chicago.
Having . started his. career as. a
former program manager aud: mums Continred from pace 1 eames |Clock work that would have left a
“PERCY WARAM singer, he joined the. announcing }
1 aeistent station manager of KFAC '; low in their film libraries, in addi- :coalminer ‘weak with complaint: to
-Percy.C. Waram, 80, British born (staff of: NBC in Chicago and ater ;in Los Angeles, died Oct. 1 jn Lake ; tion to finished programs that have ‘batter one’s way forward not for
:fame and fortune one-half so much
‘actor whose career covered: more |‘became‘a freelance announcer. He: Forest, Til.
7 been aired in the past.
as-~ “as for the affectionate roar that at
than 50 years, most. of it-in the |was with the network radio shows .| Wife, daughter and iwo sons |} ‘The President reportedly
sured the networks that they did ‘last comes back to the artist. cenU: S., ‘died. Oct..5 in Huntington, |of Benny Goodman, Fred. Waring, ‘suryive..
7 not have to be concerned about trestage, when he or she is finally
‘Long. Island,: N.Y...
He was lastii Paul Whiteman. “The Goldbergs” |
USIA ' taken to the hearts of an audience.
distribution . rights — that
seen on the. “Broadway.. stage ‘in jand “Cavaleade.”. He. joined CBS.
BOOKER LITTLE
would use the dox in question only:: Miss Fields tells of her film‘1957 in “Monique. ”
; in. 1952. and. narrated the “Adven- |
Booker: ‘Little, 23, jazz- trummaking, her concerts. her happy
| peter, died. of a kidney aliment in remote areas of the world where
Born in Kent, England, he- be- iture” ‘series. .
life on Capri. She passes bouquets
Ban his career ‘with a provincial . His wife, son. and daughter sur | Oct,4,in. New York. A writer and. the issue wouidn’t apply.
Mr. Kennedy asked Collins what {to many who helped her. In the
| arra fer, he had played inthe Max
‘touring company in 1899, joining ‘vive.
‘| Roach. and Eric Dolphy' groups|. ever happened to the NAB prexy’s 'end, however, she became “Our
Ben
Greet’s repertory - company,
BRUNO. QUIRINETTA
{and was a soloist in his own. right. plan ‘for a joint government-indus- |Gracie” because she was her ovn
: whieh opened ‘in. New York in”
try project to demonstrate dra- 1 Gracie. herself an all occasions.
Bruno
Quirinetta,
50;
vet
band-{.
He recorded for Candid Rec‘His first: appearance -was |
1902,
‘The Chiltern Hundreds.” . in. 1947

Gracie Fields’ Bios

U.S. Image Abreai

-in'the

15th Century

matically how broadcasting could
‘4 whip literacy in a selected backward. nation.
Collins,
it was
learned, said the proposal is still
Jacob Scher, 52, fournalism pro-

morality play leader, died in Rome’ Sept 26 of a, ords..
heart attack shortly after. being|°
taken: ill during a- nightclub ‘stint.
‘. , JACOB SCHER

“Everyman.”. He returned to-the
English stage briefly, and’ then
played a vaudeville cireuit in the
U.S. But. since 1916, when Waram:

He

rose

World

to fame in Italy

War

JJ, due

to

after|

several fessor

who

moderated.

“Frankly.

appeared in “Somebory’s‘sLuggage,” 7 dances he: invented or Jaunched : Speaking” on ‘WBBM and -WBBM-

sears of exhausting around-the-

‘Her ability to share this Gracie
|with the world is the real story of
ithis charming book. But Gracie
!Fields on anv stage: he’ore any

undergoing study by State Dept., jcamera is still her own
USIA and related agencies.
vita self-portrait,
«4

4

a.

best and
Rods.
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Who taught Danny Blanchflower to play football? © Hismother.
And who the hell Is Danny Blanchflower?
Danny Blanchflower, 32, ls captaln and right-half
of Tottenham Hotspur and Ireland. He started his

professional career with the Irish club, Glentoran,
and then moved to Barnsley and Aston Villa: tn
1954 he wastransferred to Spurs for £30,000
($84,000). That ain’t peat. Danny is often de-

‘In general, just about everyone tuned. In. (They
learned that witha name like Blanchflower and a.
Maybe you never heard of him, but the English mother for a teacher, he hadto be good!)television audience has. For one thing, he twice reLook at Itthis way. When Mickey Mantle Is the

scribed as one of the most.dynamic characters In
foatball (soccer to you),

fused to appearin a ‘This Is Your Life” programme.

guest on a television show, a lot.of baseball fans

But when Blanchflower was invited by Granada to
talk about himself,
his views on football and life

tune in. Right? Right.

oO

GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND
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AgenciesT
AssksAd
Trey A

‘Tronic Curtain;‘HelpPlanShows “PERSECUTION

Oliver ‘Treyz,’ ABC-TV

called for more

OR “LIGENSE’

-prexy,

agency participa- |

tion.in the. planning | of. network
-. shows last .week.’ Speaking before
the annual central region ‘meeting:
_of-the ‘American “Assn. .of Adver_ tising Agencies in. Chicago, Treyz,
’ -however, emphasized that the networks “will continue. to’ control
functions,”
theic
programming.

‘Nazi Horror: Twist.

Boston,. Oct. 17.
official weekly: pub-

‘Succeed’ Figures to Pay Of Its 3006
In19-20Weeks; Solid B'way Smash
+>

The Pilot;
|
Set for: showing at..-New ae
\lication of the Roman
Catholic]
York's Museum of:Modern Art
Archdiocese of Boston, has slapped
|. Oct. ‘23-24 is “The: Sky Battal- ‘|“dirty and dishonest” fim ads in
ion,” “Yugoslavian : ‘import. di-.
a. blistering editorial.: Editorial |.
rected by Bosko Boskovic and
called on fathers and. mothers and.
|- Ilija- Nikolic and produced by
“each person.in the community” to
Lovcen Film, Budva.
|
‘jbe heard both by the newspapers|
that is, retain the final say over |.
“Story concerns a: group of
and by the theatres.
programming . content.
men who ‘accept a Nazi offer’
Further: quote:
“Toleration
is
But the agencies, according to}- of 30 days of life, after’ which
art of knowing where to draw the}
Treyz, can play .an important role
they. themselves will die, in’.. line, When it is drawn too soon we
. during the early stages of program
exchange for assisting in the:' |have something like persecution;
planning in helping the networks | killing. of thousands in Gas when it is drawn too late we have
plan “‘more intelligently and*.re-'
chambers.
co
-!something -close to license. Both
sponsibly. for a- strong, balanced |
of these are: wrong.
Unless we
| .

Zukor’s 1913 Biblical
In the course

of discussing

Paramount’s plans for “Dear
and
Glorious
Physician,”
Adolph Zukor reminded a reporter that he was the first to
make a Biblical epic for the
screen,
._

The

opidneer

filmmaker

turned out “Sign of the Cross”
in 1913.

US. Pubs Losing

“schedule.” He pointed. out that’
‘foday, ‘with an interval of a-year or
more between a.commitment and a

13.TryoutFolds

pact promptly now in one commu‘}nity area, we will commit ‘the

Grip on British

“How

Without

to

Succeed

Really

in

Business

Trying,”

which

opened at the 46th St. Theatre,
N. Y., last Saturday night (14) to
unanimous rayes, is expected to
hit paydirt by next March. That's
| based on the assumption the musical will have a long sellout ride
on Broadway.
The
production,
presented
by
Cy Feuer & Ernest H. Martin, in
association
with
Frank
Productions Inc., opened at the 46th St.
at a cost of around $300,000. That
amount could be recovered in 19-20
weeks on the basis of the show
clearing around
$15,000-$16,000
weekly at capacity. The probable
March payoff is figured on opertating income alone and
take into consideration

does

not

the possibility of revenue from subsidiary
sources.
even respectable and family news‘The musical, adapted from ShepTreyz said, ‘network commitments|.
papers with suggestive and indeherd Mead’s bestseller of
$he same
get bigger in. dollars and. are made |
{cent poses and postures.
Adults
title,
has a book by Abe
Burrows,
.
London, Oct. 17.
earlier in time.”
themselves. are becoming shocked |
Jack Weinstock and Willie Gilbert
.U..S.-musie
moguls
made
a
bad
While the. risks are: - growing, |
with the bold erotic nature of
and music by Frank Joesser.
“Treyz said, “the -agencies are not.
present-day
cinema
advertising|, mistake by exporting so much rock
RCA
Victor, which holds the
*n’ ‘roll, says Victor Knight, gensufficiently apart, of this vital |
and we can. only imagine what up_ This’ seagon’s list”of pre-Broad- happy effects: are being had on eral secretary of the Songwriters’. original cast album rights, has a
decision-making
process.” When
good two-out-of-three batting aver|
Guild
of
Great
Britain.
The
music
way
tryout
casualties
‘Is.
growing.
the tensions mount, he said, “it can
young people.
“Milk
and
is easlly copied and, as it’s largely age with this and
be a large-sized headache. One of “Short Happy Life,” scheduled: to
“During all our years of observaa visual ‘affair, local singers were Honey,” which also preemed last
the reasons I am here today. is to |.‘fold next. Saturday © (21) in .Los.
week
and
looks
solid
albeit
not
the
(Continued
on
page
71)
bound to overtake VU. S. counterask you’ agency men to accept ‘at Angeles, purportedly. for repairs, .
same smash
as “Succeed.”
Its
parts, he says.
will- be the third. The other two}
least 15% .of it."
other LP entry, “Let It Ride,”
British bestselling |disks seem to which was another Broadway pre“Instead of a bridge. ‘linking the- are “Kicks and Co.,"' which. closed
last
Saturday
(14)
in
Chicago,
and:
|confirm
Knight’s
view.
English
networks and the agencies,””. he
miere in the same week, appears
“High Fidelity,” which folded last.
singers are collaring about 75% dubious. Paradoxically, Victor has
{Continued ‘on page 46)
| Sept. 16°in Philadelphia. ©
|
of the Top 24 chart with 25% go- no investment in “Succeed” but
ing to American songsters.
The producers of “Kicks” are
went for a bundle on “Green‘seeking additional backing to. réAccording fo Knight, British willow,” also a Loesser store,
open a. revamped. version of the |
songwriters, ftecording managers,
| musical, andthe management of
technicians; et al. have improved on
Atlanta, Oct. 17,
“Fidelity” stored: the. physical proA sampling, via questionnaire, of U. S. prototypes and, with the
duction with the idea of. doing the ‘Atlantans’ feelings about desegre- added advantage of p.a.’s, they’re
show again .after’ revisions. As of gation of motion picture theatres gradually beginning to edge out
the closing of “Life,” .the three was started Wed. (11) when mem- the “inferior” Yank offerings.
In
Rosalind Elias, a mezzosoprano
ventures. will represent a com- bers of ‘young adult group of fact, he says, America is losing its
at the. ‘Metropolitan -Opera roster.
‘bined deficit. -of about $605,000:
United Liberal. Church here passed. grip on the British music scene,
for. seven. years, spent, $2,880 of.
out mimeographed query sheets to
Where the U. S. could score
Frankfurt, Oct. 17.
het.own money for the half-page| “Kicks,” capitalized at $400, 000,
f| patrons at Peachtree Art Theatre. again. as an exporter, the songElizabeth Taylor spent a
quick
“(1,200 lines). of: space in the N.. Y. {is figured to involve an outlay o.
Four questions -app®ar on form: writer exec believes,-is in the
weekend
in Germany,
with
‘Times last Thurs..(12) under guid-.
(Continued on page 22)
a
99
(1), Why did you come to this
husband
Eddie
Fisher,
agent
Kurt
‘ance of her new publicity agent,
theatre?—with five answers avail-| quality” pop field.
Frings and her medic, Dr. Rex
.” Russell Birdwell. Copy. opened and '|| able for- checking.
Kennamerer, and startled the Ger“¢losed with the’ phrase, “I Am Not
(2) Are you aware of: the deseAfraid!” .and was on the subject
man publisher and film producer
gregation of lunchcounters in AtJoseph
von
Ferenezy
with
the
of fallout shelters. “T° shall. not
-lanta? ..
Yes or No.
crouch in a hole like an animal,” |
price she asked for the world
(3): ‘What are your feelings
read the soprano’s: message, add-|.
rights
to
her
life
story.
Albuquerque, Oct. 17.
about this? . :, with six answers
Perhaps not since the impact of
Von Ferenczy had planned to
ing, “My faith in my’ .God and my |} New York Yankée baseball star for checking. ©
‘Country - is far too-‘great ‘for. me Mickey Mantle plans to -build. a
the Taylor
story, whick
(4) How would you feel about ‘the Charleston, Big Apple, Conga, write
ever to feel anything: but .Strong. posh-.$2,000,000 motel in Albu- ‘Negroes coming. to this theatre? Samba,
Cha-Cha
and_
kindred: would be circulated by his firm to
‘and secure.”
hieh- will: also inelude-+ , . This one.also has six possible dance vogues has anything hit New magazines throughout the world,
.querque. y'
Day after the'ad. ran the Times. ‘a thédtre éstaurant designed to. answers, including “it should have York as has The ‘Twist. It may published as a book, and eventually
au
spread nationally. It- usually does. made into a film.
gent. Foster Hailey. to interview ok
} happened. & Jong time. ago.”
name: ae
“Miss Elias. He quoted her as cred- book
Fee asked
by Miss Taylor,
‘Mantle,. whose. home has been
As Varrety frontpaged last week
United Liberal Church is an infting the.idea to Birdwell although. Dallas, has extensive. holdings in tegrated group and.a segment of —and was wisely picked up—it’s though, was a hefty $1,000,000. So
Birdwell told Varrety ‘it- was. her New Mexico. He’ plans ‘to. move to the Unitarian Church. Spokesman
snewhalling into the socialite set no deal. Miss Taylor planed back
idea and he only “recognized” its Albuquerque his winter, accord- for the young adults said the move is a reverse on the usual. Normally to Rome to resume filming in “Cleyalue'as news.
.
ing to his partner, Albuquerque- was decided upon two weeks ago, the masses set a dance vogue but
- Times accepted ‘that: ‘Miss Elias oilman Rod DeVilliers.”
:
} but Peachtree Art: ‘was. first. theatre The Twist, while fundamentally a
has. “recently had her name and|’ Construction on the’ motel, in ‘gutveyed.. teenage exhibition, remained static
social security. number. tatooed on east’ Albuquerque, Is. due to get}
AH members of group conduc: ‘until the society bunch, their edifor the Finest
her body [lower abdomen,
she ‘underway in ‘about four months. ting survey were white. Lorenzo | tors and kindred chitchat commen- }
Fastest
‘gaid], but Gid not verify.
It’s expected to be completed by Benz is president of young adult tators, invaded West 45th Street’s
_ NEWSPICTURES
.
(Fallout shelters -have become September, - 1962, DeVilliers said. group.
Spokesman for crew at ‘Peppermint
Lounge
and Wagon:
on TELEVISION... #.
something. Of a -Cisputattotis mat- A swimming © pool, men’s
and ‘Fine Art Cinema, a woman, said Wheel, off Times Square.
ter .in recent. months, some pundits. women’s ‘shops, gift. shop and sepa- cher group was merely seeking to
Meantime. the Barberry Room,
and: clergymen holding that’ if rate bar: are. also planned in the gauge the feeling of the theatre- class East Side spot, introduced-|
going public.
- (Continued on page 59)
_ 210-room steacture,
Richard Himbér’s “Barberry Rag.”

_ show premiere, the networks \are
already putting tens: of .millions}
of dollars on the line. “Each year,”

‘second of .these crimes. We are:
speaking about the present flood.
of: movie ads which are- filling

WillBring 6056
Deficit ThisFall

PopMusic Field

Queryii
Filmgoe
imgoers

“On Race Bias

Met OperaDiva’s:Ad
Recalls. Russ Birdwell.
And Late Carole Lombard

German Publisher-Prod.
Nixes $1,000,000 Offer

For Liz Taylor Story

‘Mantle& Oilman Partner:

Plan $2-Mil. NM. Motel

Elite’s Reverse Wrinkle

In Twist’s’ Pop impact

] PHOTOFAX|

2
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Scandinavians Don’t Mind Accent

On Sex in Pix But Nix on Brutality a
Princeton Triangle Club’s
First Trip to W. Coast I,

Hollywood, Oct. 17. +
“In Seandinavian countries, censership is condscted on a completely different basis than in the
U.S...” Bertil Unger, correspondent

.

}}

| 34th ‘Peter Pan’ At Seala |

of

directors

of the

Holly-

year to California for the first time

viclence
only

are frowned

such <cenes are

ap

been named

upon: Pasadena Civic Auditorium
for the
be | Huntington

Memorial Clinic Aux-

an cred such scenes are apt 0 ©tiliary and Dec. 28 at the Memorial.

ERAN

censored,
In a firm like ‘Psycho,
Opera House, San ‘Francisco, for.
Sex
scenes
t
"t
.
:
for instance.
instance, sex
scenes
wouldn't
be} the Presbyterian
Medical
Center
subjected to censorship; only the; Auxilary

scenes of viclence and
;
. ro
attge
ey
Would be siinsured.
According

io t nser,

of great brutality

bratality) Two
"7
a
Coast
bookings
be part
’
m
.
. will
.
_of a month-long 17-city. tour; which

Some

scenes * yy 4]} begin

are al-o left un-

Dee.

6

>

touched by the Scandinavian cen- ord
sors if they believe that those:
scenes contribute to the honesty of
a picture and are necessary to make ;
a pcint.
The Svandinavian version of the rape scene in “The Vir- |
gm Spring.” he says. ran for about
20 minutes. and showed the girl's
reactions in creat detail: the Amer-

in

7 in Princeten

New

York.

ican version of the same scene was
much shorter.
Unger believes!

and

‘this

Ment

Evidencing U.S. Flight
From. Own . Freedoms

Bergman's’ Whichis going on in many places

‘Continued

on page

NOt suppress

and ideas to be censored.” ©
Rap at pic censorship was taken

Hollywood Wins Over

Americana
Hotel),
it is being.
staged this Friday (20) in New
Armory.
‘York's’ 7th
Regiment
Maurice Chevalier will headline.
Joshua Logan is staging.
Cecil

of comment

did. the

500,000 “The Wonderful World of etc.A CBS
the. Brothers Grimm” here.

on

Vienna With Envoy's.
Wife, Hillary Eaves.
*

decor, recreating

‘The pic marks the second time,

oy)Show

detetdane” sand nee actin at minorities and minority ideas as

though the following production of |

brought
Conventional
whip frustration,
ping boys tofears
ab | “How the. West Was Won” will
po. were by"onbandleader
the short Pupi
end Camof a || Sor
their own
have a budget: double. this. Metro |
jury decision in N.Y. Supreme
/27° *@Cequacies.
_| has. a crew of 75 technicians from
Court last week. Paar was ordered }

Hollywood

NY. Post $5,000 after a weeklong
rial.

‘]j Saroyan-On-the-Wabash
|
.
—
his CBS-TY |
Lafayette, Ind.

However, the

was

in Paris.

The

last time

at lunch at the

Paar remarks about Campo’'s tal-!Drake in New York. The last time
ent. Campo contended that he was!before

that

was

in

Hollywood

dropped from the Paar show be- somewhere, possibly in. 1902 when
cause of his romance with Betty ithings were good.
Ciooney. who was also on the:
And here we are, wherever we
show. She's now Mrs. Campo.
;are,
chug-chugging
along. as if
. Paar who has since moved to.things were never better. I think
NBC-TV, testified at the trial. His:they never were, as a matter of

attorneys and lawyers for the Post !fact: Indiana,

Indian summer,

Hospital

Seamen’s

.

Hollywoad, Oct...17.

Mrs. J.
veepee of
important
other day.

Burke Knapp. wife of
The World Bank, had an
. decision to make the
British actress who goes

under professional name of Hillary’.
Eaves, had a-chance to play the

Fund,
.

of time clearance.

and other elements, but Chevalier

sent.” Against

is bringing over two new Frenth
artists, Karyn Balme and Hugues
Afray. Rica Zarai ‘couldn't ; make

a. World

.(Continued on page 71)

this was.a

trip to-

Vienna, with her husband to attend

Bank

Ministers’

‘ence in Austria.
_The makeup box won

©

a plane

ticket to. the

monetary sesh.

Confer-

.:
outagainst

important

Mrs. Knapp-is

in

Sheldon’s StripedPants [°
2 =
HERNANDO COURTRIGHT
Hollywood

crisis

as Hillary Eaves.

ton.in the U.S. Diplomatic Service,

naming him to the foreign service | _ Hernando

Courtright, who putthe. posh Beverly Hills Hotel on

ing at this quiet, beautiful little | with the rank of consul and secvillage. —
:
a
retary. Only a few in many. years
-First ofall, according to Metro's have been taken into the foreign
special on-the-scene publicist Skip service at that high a level.
Shelton will move immediately:
Myer, “We asked for 150 German
soldiers—naturally we're going to into the state department. His post
make them look like 6,000-on the -as chief of motion pictures for the
screen. We couldn’t. get the sol- U.S. information agency: will be
diers in these troubled times, but filed on an acting basis by his.
deputy Anthnoy Guarco.
(Continued on page 20)

Paar had made on
morning show in 1955 in explana- |Editor, VARIETY:
;
tion of why he fired Campo as
The last time I saw a VARIETY

volved because it had printed the !pbefore that was

East-West

has even affected
the film’ mak-:

Suit stemmed from a crack that:

bandleader. The N.Y. Post was in-{man

_

FF.

plus the 75 German
Washington, Oct. 17%.
technicians. demanded by union
President John F.. Kennedy has
law on hand for filming here.
officially placed. Turner .B. Shel-

:

to pay $15.000 to Campo and. the [f}

French

T?,g°

of a British Ambassador in
sponsorship pickup fell wife
Otto Preminger’s “Advise and Con-

through because

to date, that Cinerama has pro} duced. a feature with a plot, and
strongly in the guarantees it’s also the most expensive outbelieve
the U. S. Constitution lash out. lay so. far for a Cinerama-er, al-

2

Dates Back To

.(Continued on page 58)

‘to handle the 10th annual “April
In Paris” ball «next year it will
be the Loew-Tisch’s just-building’

the gross for the
$6,- (N.Y.), French

Zoi
ahead full speed with
shooting: of their combined

Campo Wins 206 Verdict the Freedom of Information Center at the U of Missouri's JournalVs. Paar and N.Y. Post; |ismSaidSchool.
the Star: “Those who do not
{ within. the course

i

hours of “The Valiant: Years.”
Le Vien-says the idea .of .doing

manager Claude C. Philippe curtently hasn't a hotel big enough

Beaton

.

trip to the States, the Duke. spent
several days screening
all 26 half-

Since Tisch
Hotels
(Loew's
Theatres) exec veepee and general

. Rothenburg, Oct. 10.

also: has’

been approached several times on.
similar propositions, Was primarily
{moved to agree to a tv show or
series of the by the: success of the
Churchill show. _ During ‘4 recent

Despite difficulties and minor
hamstringing caused to-the local

obscenity but ‘instead

Duchess

‘Le Vien says the Duke, who has.

'“A Night in the Tuilleries.’’
The $150-a-head fete, for benefit
of French and American charities,
evasion i drives it underground, encourages
possibly
/illicit trade and whets the prurient | film crew because of the Berlin which last year hit the $200,000
curiosity. leaving only works of art crisis, Metro and. Cinerama are mark, is honed to set a new 250G:
25)

agreéd upon by inotion picture pro-,

does

The

agreed to appear.

Paris’ Ball Into Armory

By HAZEL GUILD

Which declared,
-in an Atlanta blue-

of the old censorship code! Pencil case, that censorship

ducers led to a-complete
How can one
of reality.

‘who

It’s GrimShooting
Grimm Bros. In
Tense Germany

;
Minneapolis, Oct. 17.
Minneapolis Star, taking a crack

1 think the enforce-

ANKA,

made.

No N.Y. Tisch Hotel Big
Enuff, So 10th Annual

But. talking of talent,
PAUL

tion of the Duke's life story.

version via
ing company, will be returning to fresh film; stock footage, stills and
stage the annual Daniel B. Mayer some 10,000 feet of 35m‘ film. he
company Christmas show.
and his. friends have privately

zoomed to the tep so rapidly, has it
all, voice, versaulity and the showmanship of a-vet.) Don't tell Bing.”

sincerity.
_ _, today
:
;
“Personally.” ‘said Unger. “I am;
The daily expressed agreement
unalterably oppased to any kind of} With the Supreme Court of Georgia

censorship.

young

as the 34th “Peter

in. Australia with the Old Vic tour- ‘appear in. the video

‘BOB HOPE

- pretty goad.

brutality uf the men was stressed,
Valid reasons for their denial of
the Scandinavian censors left the, Permits. editorially sees cause for
scene unscissored. because of their |alarm in “the flight from freedom

for director

oS

¥

leasé says:
:
sO
,
“I don’t know many. singers besides Crosby
and.myself.
Were

|

that, in <pite of the fact that the,4t fiim censors who seldom give

respect

* -

Sear

|. THE NONPAREIL, now making
‘Road to Hong Kong’ for UA re-

Jan.

Star on Censorship As

pacted” Winston

Pan,” and is skedded to open at
Based on the Duke’s book, “A
+ the Scala Theatre on Dec. 15. Miss. King's Story,” the tv format has.
Heywood, actress wife of producer. not not: yet been decided, but’
Raymond Stress, began her career could take the form of anything
as a Beauty Queen.and then gravi- froma one-shot special to a series
tated to the vaude stage and radio. of .13 half-hours or hours, Le Vien.
‘No other casting is yet fixed, Says,
but Richard Wordsworth, currently
The Duke will do. voice-over and

sex is regarded as a normal part of ; Sociations on the Coast will Sponlife, and sex scenes «re not cen- | CF benefit performance by the
sored.
Only scenes of. brutality theatrical organization Dee. 26 at

and

who

Churchill for the ABC-TV series,
London, Oct. 17.
“The Valiant Years,” have. signed
_ Film actress Anne Heywood. has. an. agreement for video presenta-’

woud Foreign Press Assuciation.
since its founding in 1893 by Booth
“In the Scandinavian countries! Z@rkington. Princeton alumni as-

# d

The. Duke. of Windsor and Jack...

Le 7 Vien,

Will Be Anne Heywood

ays

fer Norway. Sweden. Denmark, and|,,
Zhe Triangle Club of Princeton
Finland. and cktirman of. the U- Will-extend its national tour this

beard

n.
ier Series Inspires LeVie

acheter

|

At state, Shelton

ness

as

coowner

Stevens,

with

realtor

Roger

and

Beverly-Wilshire

L,

quondam

Broadway .legit producer,

of the

Hotel,

also

in

BevHills,
Courtright, as at the
BHH, will be owner -operator,
having resigned at the time he

will continue and his syndicate sold the BevHills |

motion picture aspects ‘Hotel to: present owner Ben L.
of Soviet and eastern European. Silberstein, a. Detroit lumberman.
The Bev-Wilshire was one of the
exchange
programs. He
Is . expected also to handle other cul- fastest. turnovers in realty history,
fast
even for the now renowned
tural matters with iron curtain|

George Stevens & SoaIn

the

to manage

Manhattan; Will Discuss
Bible Spec With Magna

moved that the jury awards be jfrost on the pumpkin, the corn in
set aside. Justice Samuel M. Gold ithe shock, fair moonlight, candlereserved decision.
—
{Continued on page 25)

the map with the show biz-agency
bunch, is back in the hostelry busi-.

(Continued on page -71)

countries,

a

George Stevens and his son,

=

1 George Jr.,. who acts as his father’s
associate producer, are in Gotham

for huddles on “The Greatest Story|
Ever Told.” Among those they'll.
| see is George P. Skouras, prexy of |
‘Magna -Productions and Wnited
release.

i|
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Elizabeth

. next

,

It is Benny’s second invitation to perform for the British
royal family. The comedian.
-last gave.a Command Perform-.
ance in 1950.
i
,
The event will be held Nov.

6 at the Prince of. Wales The. atre- in’ London. Benny will
return to Hollywood after the
performance to resume pro-'
duetion of his tv. show. He will
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_ dong time friend. comedian.
George .Burns, who also will
entertain at the event.
‘

dUdson 23-2700
.

1203 National Press Building, STerling 3-5448

‘be accompanied on the trip. by

“ata
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Final shooting script on “Story,” |
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fil which 20th-Fox nixed with Stevens
now holding all rights, has been
completed but there aré no definite studio commitments: for film.
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1903 by SIME. SILVERMAN?

Syd Silverman, President

Artists Theatres, who is reported
interested in “Story”. as a Magna /
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LASTS RACKIN

AdultsMadeSexFashionable “TH FACTSMIXED .La DoleVita,’With 200US. Prints
AR TOOVERSEAS! Assumes Model Role For Linguals
Pembroke; NH., Oct... 17..

Members of the New Hampshire ‘Federation of ‘Women’s Clubs.
have

been urged. to lead a fight" against objectionable motion

-pictures and literature.
Addressing the Concord

district. group “at.a. meeting here; Donald

P. Woodrow, dean of students at New England College in. Henniker,

By “ROBERT

declared. adults. ‘were: at fault. for. the. overemphasis on “sex”. and
2.
“for obscenity on the newsstands and on screens.
“Adults are making sex fashionable,” Woodrow’ said.“and youth

Rome, - Oct. 17.
The real: reason for the success\ ful inroads ‘made on. the international market. in recent years by
‘Tthe European film lies not in.the
‘subsidy ‘system ‘enjoyed by several

is. following. '

“I can't think ofa

better group to”‘put the skids: on: sex atthe

corner slore
store and local movie theatre than’ your women's. clubs,.

:

{Continental ‘industries,

|Monday:Thursday TixDiscount — :
‘Scheme Functions in
i 136Cities
“

[freedom

but in the|

of work and of decision

“| which
the. relative absence
of
‘union; agent, and other pressures’
allows. So says Dino. De Lauren-

tiis, taking strong and specific ex-,|
ception to a. recent. statement by
Paramount
studio.
boss . Martin

_
° Chieago, ‘Oct: 17.
Patrons - Associated -Services, a
. companys:

set up

nine

"|Rackin (Variety, Sept. 6)-in which

For Suspicious Minds

months ago

to distribute discount motion picture theatre tickets through super-

‘Washington, Oct.: 17.
.Sid
Zins, -local-* Columbia
markets, now reportedly has. 736
“rep, turned. a sad situation into.
‘cities in its skein. PAS prexy Nick |. a laugh, dispatching the fol-:
-John Matsoukas said that his operTowing. “telegram
to. trade
ation, Js now *out:-of. the. experi- | - friends:
mental stage” ‘and is a:‘paying prop“t's | ‘surgery: time again for

.osition.
'

“‘Supermart customers are given
(on™ request) one: half-off : picture
coupon for every $10-worth
of
“ merchandise. they purchase..at the
store.. The coupons are good: only
Monday through Thursday. ~The!

store takes care: of all: promotion!
and advertising: PAS takes 10°.
-Of -all coupons ‘turned. An. at: the
boxoffice:.
"Matsoukas clainis. that ‘the:fourday take. has been greater ‘than
-weekend business im most of the
theatres using the plan. .He. ‘said
that 33. supermarket: chains. are:
currently involved in. the plan, including. 15 divisions af Krogers.

Among

the

larger. cities

picture, ‘The Internes'!" .

Chicago, Oct-10.
The first known midwestproduced nudist film with a
semblance of plot, titled‘‘The
Adventures of Luéky Pierre,”
will be shot. at an undisclosed
location
near
Chicago
this.
week. The film, with an estimated budget of $45,000, will
be made by Dave: Frjedman,
prexy ef Apex Attraction and
- Modern Films, both distribu|: ‘ting companies, the latter of
educational ‘and hygiene pictures.
“Pierre” will star night club
. comic Billy Falbo. It will be

)De. Laurentiis was specifically targetéd,
In a conversation here. prior to
his departure fof Manhattan, the
Italian producer contested Rackin's _
statements. point by point.
| --Not true, says DeLaurentiis, that |
one -European.procucer can drau: |
three subsidies in as many ctoun-|

the second time in two- weeks
tries: in case -of coproductions,
for me here at Doctors’ Hos-' |each produce? draws~ support coin
pital in’ Washington—. and refrom his own country only.
gardless of what the trade may . Not true that in Italy « pro:
think, it: is not a publicity.
ducer is guaranteed. 16% of gross,
‘stunt for the -new Columbia
equalling 40°° of rental: Italian.

Matsoukas’. plan works. this way?

+

AINude ‘Lucky Pierre’

F. HAWKINS

now

for Nov.

15 release..

Friedman said that there are.
600 to 700 play dates available
for this type of picture with an

average film rental or percentage of $200 weekly or higher.
Arex will handle distribution
of the picture.

aid:is in form of tax rebates pro‘portional. to commercial suécess of |.
release, hence far from “guaran-|.
‘|teed”.
‘Not ‘true, as ‘Rackin: “seems. to
|-imply.” that the. 10% .U. S. adGeorge Weltner, global distribumission far puts a Yank producer tion v:p: for Paramount, was asked
at a disadvantage :. the Italo ad-. by a reporter why Paramount did
mission. tax is: much, higher, about not have a picture of roadshow
30° in. all.
dimensions on its immediate
t
Hollywood, Oct. 17,
It is’ not ‘at. ‘all “surprising, : agenda.. He said there is one, but
Director Nicholas Ray will enter;isays DeLaurentiis, that such. faulty not for a while, and this is “Dear

NickRay’S. Five:
All ForEurope |

film production next ‘information should ‘have led Rackin and Glorious. Physician.”
with |independent:
year with five new -vehicles. Chief lto-a “dangerously errongeus” con-

supermarts using PAS are. Boston, property is.“The
Philadelphia,. Dayton, Buffalo and.

Chiidren's

Cru-! : clusion: - namely,

that

St. Louis,

care

European

how

thereupon

passed

the

Francisco,

to

could

‘éasily- have

16 ‘includ-

Revenue Bureau
Sues Plaza, N.Y.

For $166,000

must be faithful to the man’s (St.
of
Internal
Revenue
|'Paul's) character. We must. stick ° Bureau
to history. It can’t be dene in‘any, filed an income tax suit in New

York
Federal
Court
last week
against the 58th Street Plaza TheaPack. and Leo,
tr e Inc., Vivian
| Walter and Jeanette Brecher.

giv en. time.’”

GLENN NORRIS’ LOOK [and financing” from America. This FRENCH FILM SETS
.by the facts.
Only. two. of |
_ INCLUDES ‘CLEOPATRA’ refuted
15 features. he’s made.in the past
N.Y, WORLD PREMIERE:
error

14; Boston,

ing a moveover);
Baltimore,
12
‘including
moveover};
Rochester,
nine; “Syracuse, nine, and Atlantic
City, nine.

trary is true.
Says De‘the: Snail,” by. William McGivern rentiis: European filmmakers have Situation akin to this obtains with.
“Physician.” Property is the Taylor
which. he expects to-tee off indie for
some.-time
become
very
| plans, will be big budget but: con- interested in content, not so much Caldwell book on the life of St.
siderably lower than “Crusade.” because of:the subsidy mechanism i Paul.
.Par obtained the rights two and
‘Director also said he is negotiating which: as detailed: rewards quality,
with Samuel. Bronston to direct” but. because the serious producer: ‘a half years ago and yarlous out-.
latter’s “The French -Revolution” -has-known for a long.time that the lines Lave been done so far. Zukor
which, ‘he revealed, will be in the|future, of the industry is in the Said he’s hopeful it will hit the
screenin another two vears “but
$5-6.000,000: bracket, This would} ; hands of quality.”
+it’s only a guess.” He added: “We
‘give
him a. ‘slaté- of six pix taking)
1
_
Don’t Need Yanks.

who has written: a series of: radio
daytime ‘serials. and one nov el. .The|.

Roadshow dates still at work include: New York, 27 weeks; Miami
Beach, 23; Chicago, 15; Philadelphia, 14; Milwaukee, 14; MinneapModified roadshow and grind dates

Weltner
buck

subrun booking.
Astor execs hesitate to estimate
the number of dates the picture
will eventually play—they keep re-

continuing: Washington, 15 weeks;
Detroit, 15; Los Angeles, 14; San

RealMonaKent
Protests ‘SinsOf
Mona Kent’ Fn
George Eddy.) ‘of. Northport, L.. I.

that

dlis, 13; Toronty, 11 Upper Montclair (N. J.), 10; Vancouver, eight.

they

indie. feature - made’
him through the next three years.
~The Italo..producer was particuManhattan
by ‘producer-director |
He declined to name the others..
‘Charles: J. Hundt and: ‘released by}: Here. ‘over the weekend. for. the:“arly irked by Rackin’s claim that
jhis ‘De Laurentiis’)
productions
Astor Pictures -is.the target for a
(Continued on. page: 25)
-|were almost: exclusively -based on
“complaint
by: ‘Mona Kent
(Mrs. |
“actors; technicians, --scriptwriters,

Actually,

‘| vising the figure upward. The costs
of the extraordinary campaign are
known to be whopping, but there
is confidence in a sizeable net.

Adolph. Zukor, Par board chairman.
‘ novel published in. 1959, which Ray : make a ‘film, since they’re‘sure of ' Zuker explained that it took the’
[revealed will: ‘be made_on a. budget |‘collecting
a
subsidy
from
— ‘ene: {late Cecil B.. DeMille three years
to. come upon an acceptable script
| -“just -.ynder ~$3;000,000."
Other,“country’.or another.” The
confor “Ten Commandments” and -a
| properties including “The Road to,
Lausade,” to be based on Henry Treeceiiproducers don’t

Novy. 30,

Theatre there Sept. 20, will play
between 12 and 16 houses in the

‘|Par to Roadshow
Physician’ Biopic

_

and

figure is expected to be medified
figure is expected to increase as
choice theatres become available.
The picture is scheduled to have
its first multiple subrun city break
some time around Oct. 25 in Cleveland.
The film, which concluded
a 12-week firstrun at the Colony

shot in color, will run 72 minutes, and is skedded

“La
Dolce
Vita”
undoubtedly
will be the yardstick by which all
future foreign language ‘subtitled)
imports are judged.
As of yesterday ‘Tues.), Astor Pictures Italo
import, no. three on VARIETY’S
top 10 boxoffice list for September,
had opened in 162 situations since
its April 19 preem at the Henry
Miller Theatre in New York.
Of those 162 dates. nine original
roadshows are still going strong
and another nine modified roadshow and gtind dates are also continuing.
With 200 prints at work
or available,
an additional
134
dates are set to commence between

been

Government

is asking $166,000‘

as alleged taxes for the vears 1942
to 1949 and claims the individuals
meet the:above condi- |
!in the action are liable. Effort to
‘In an unusual switch, one of the
then only ‘partially, he}
settle the suit on the part of the
top films of the upcoming French
“But where
Rackin
is
! defendants some
vears ago’ has
wrong,” he adds, “is in {season will have its. world pre-' served to’ protect the Government
miere in “New York. Pic. Michel |from the statute of limitations,
revealed. Sunday believing—or’ ‘encouraging others
Boisrond’s “Les Amours Celebres.” |it's argued.
back: fo |‘Gotham |to believe—thaf my contacts with
will be given a special one-shot |

film ii: question which showed, at
the Rialto in Times Square. some
“ Los Angeles, Ort.: 17.- two years
weeks “ago ‘bears .the -title “The | Releasing plans for 20th-Fox. for tions, and.
Sins of Mona Kent."
: ithe first 1962: quarter call for. two |asserts.
From 1935 onward and. mart pix a month, Glenn Norris, general!completely
‘the

hevday

..Teat

Miss

of

radio.

serjals,

the

‘sales

Kent. earned. ‘ground :‘before

manager,

heading

$60,000-a yeur. Her “Fortia- Faces; after three-day visit. During stay |Hollywood are based on a personal

screening at the Paris Theatre Oct. |
Life” was on: the air some. 10 years | he’ ‘saw Tushes © from Italy “on;state of necessity.”
131 in-a special benefit for the:
‘for Procter & Gamble. ‘Rinelrart}: Cleopatra,” ‘plus
Hemingway’s
‘Rackin’s. comment
that:
“It’s
_ published her novel. .“Mirror, Mir-|“Young Man.” “State. Fair.” -and hard to gamble on a new face in a French American Cultural Services;
ror: On The Wall. on Another radio most of “Tender Is The Night’ at; picture that costs.a million dollars” and Educational Aid, and French
American “Atlantique” Assn. Seats
serial. “Horse Power” “written in. studio.
De.
provoked .another comment.
collaboration with the Broadway’ | -Six. pix for first’ 1962 quarter ‘Laurentiis called it “the clearest are going at $50 ‘each.
Chicago, Oct. 17.
stage actor and director, Alfred. linclude “Bachelor Flat” and “Mad- symptom of the ‘decadence which
*“Amours” has an all-star cast
A new film company—-Mid AmerRyder, ‘is . still being —‘broadcast |
jison Ave.” in January: “Tender Is. ‘threatens
_— certain- Hollywood headed by Brigitte Bardot, Jean-jican Motion Pictures — has been
around the country.: Te
Belmondo,
Alain
Delon. formed here and will have its first
‘the Night" and “Swinging Along,” spheres; an indication: that certain Paul
| February;. “Satan’ Never Sleeps” filmmakers no longer believe in Simone Signoret, Dany Robin and feature length picture ready for
Annie
Girardot.
and’ “Woman. Hunt,” March:
~~
‘film content while hanging on to
release within two weeks. Prexy of
“State, Fair” will be 20th’s Easter the antiquated star system,” which - Sponsoring the preem is Entr’- the new company is Reginald J.
pic, to” ‘be released: generally ‘in he. feels is now a closed chapter in aide Francaise, a group which aids Holzer, an attorney. First feature

‘MORE THEME SECRECY;
THIS TIME IN CHICAGO

DAN TALBOT MINES PAR
"BACKLOG FOR REISSUES'
The. . pre-1948' Paramount.

April.

;

film:‘history.

‘Four other pix will be available+ _ De Laurentiis’ also dectared
Pic-|for ast two months of current}
he did not know why a trip to

“tures library-.of .700 feature -films,! stanza..In November, “The Coman-|. - Europe in’ search of .product.
which Music Corp. of: America |cheros” and “Purple Hills”: in De-] had to “break” Rackin’s heart.
‘bought for . resale: to. television, |cember, “Two Little Bears”. and; -*He’s obviously coming here to

destitute

French

nationals

Americans of French

descent

and

who

was

produced

Studio

at

Fred

here, with

Niles

A.

Niles

as execu-

have “contributed to the further- |tive producer. A spekesman for the
ance of. good French-American

re-! firm

said

that

lations.” Heading

the list of in-jfirst pie was

dividual

is French

sponsors

the

nature

of tke

“controversial,’

and

Am-:the name and content of the film
may be’ tapped ‘for ‘theatrical ex- “Serand | Time Around.”
would be revealed only when it is
buy films to feed his distribu- ‘|bassador H. E. Herve Alphand.
hibition again if-a pilat déal works_| - There are no plans fora national} tion. system. If these | films
completed.
‘out;- Dan. “Talbot... operator’ of the or international ‘sales ¢eonvention,
Holzer said the company
was
didn’t have. commercial value
New Yorker: NY. art House, has Norris said, This puts to an ‘end
formed
to take advantage of the
(not to mention
artistic),
‘rented 10. of the Paramount oldies expectation that ‘previous . interna-|- ‘Rackin.
|
filmmaking facilities available in
would not buy them.
under an arrangement which gives| tional conclave that was canceled|.
Robert: Webb has arrived fromjChi as a result of the large amernt
But if they are commercially
| Hollywood to negotiate with film: of industrial, commercial and edu.|several months ago would be held.
valid, why doesn’t: he produce
{soon after the new year: Economy)’ them himself?’ The answers.
and television execs on -sale oficational pictures made here.
rei:3
held
by said that Mid American has a ten: three properties
now
apparently: is holding: fast as guidare two: either he. hasn’t the
Webb’s
Robar
Productions.
ing factor in this instance.tative
schedule
for
1962
of
four
courage.:.or
he
hasn't. the
Trio include “Meeting at the. feature-length films and added that
Assistant Martin Moskowitz also |ability. Tn: either case one can
;
".
\
‘and planed out. Sunday for. San Fran} Summit” and “Queen of the China, the is negotiating with Hollywood
speak of a crisis. in Hollywood.”
|Seas,” written by Webb, and actors to star or be featured ia
“I'm No Angel" “D
ire” and “Mil- cisco. Seattle and Portland before |.
| “Staircase,” authored by Darcy Ny- {them.
lion Dollar Legs”; “The Devil Is A’ winding at the h.o. He accompanied! ‘In this connection, DeLaurentiis ;
and .“Trouble In Para- | Norris from the Theatre Owners; said he had been. frequently mis-, {and and option held by Rohar. Di-} Associate producers in the, new
“. Woman"
ankled "20th-Fox company are William D. Batey and
oo dise"’; and. “The .Cocoanuts”. and | of. America convention in. New, . quoted and ‘misunderstood. “I have. rector recently
iOrleans. for three-day stay here.
“She Done Him. Wrong.”
(Continued on page’ 25)
iafter a 15-year ‘association.
Fred Strauss.

Robert Webb In Gotham
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Michael Bergher, Cohimbia Alumnus,|Tv ShuffesExchangenen
Heads Japanese Import Setup
+
Hollywood, Oct. 17.
Bergher, who resigned|

M.chael

recently
lumbia,
prises

after
has

28 vears

formed

Ltd. in Japan

with

B. F.

Some Squeeze

Co-

Enter-

“Letter was received at the.
TheatZ?eé Owners of America.

with Katsumi

Furukawa for import and export
of pix from all over the world.
He is prexy of company. Furukawa !
yeepee.

headquarters
in New
York
from an exhib member on the
Coast who had a particular
beef about television's Satur-

Jayne Meadows.

.

Ricardo Montalban.

Joan O'Brien |
Dan O‘Herlihy

Will Still Be ‘Active’
In SG Cartoon Series |

-

its own.
stricken with a heart attack only.
Essentially, according to Bergher, :!a few hours before the opening.

formed

is for

he

and

export

Furukawa. : Last May, he suffered a seizure at’

and

import

of pix for
or theatres
theatres and
and ty
ty stations.

Not SeekingSeal
For British Mark

the Friars Club in Hollywood and
was rushed to Cedars of Lebanen
Hospital, Iater te be released and
sent

home

to recuperate.

The name of Chico was known
Tin gambling circles as well as the
entertainment world, and he was
- known to. have made—and lost—
ry
in a single evening.
‘big sums

|:

|.
|.

N.

Y,

Geraldine

to

L..A.

Brooks

Martin Davis

‘Nina Foch
Johin Larkin

‘Charles

Miller

Howard Morris
Jerry. Pickman
; _ Syd Silverman
John Vari
|

|’

U. 'S. to Europe
Rupert. Allen
‘Peter Baldwin
Jack Brodsky

Beatrice Guido

Oscar Homolka.
Dorothy Lamour
Bill. Mark»
Yehudi Menuhin’
Douglas Netter Jr.
Leopoldo Torre Nilsson
Eric Portman
“Steve Previn
Ted Ritter
Joan’ Tetzel

Chairman & Witness as Convicts.

|

Nov. 14. “The Last of Mrs.. Cheney,” Germany, directed: by F, J. ‘Wild,

(Note. The Spanish “Viridiana” and the Israeli “Description of: the
Struggle” will be shown out of: competition.)

The Man Who CameToDrink

Robert ‘Wise

Mariode Vecchi
' Bridge was a favorite game, and
Lawrence Weingarten
Modification of the Production :
Noel..
Willman.
‘Continued on page 20)
Cede taboo re perversion will not
Rrrempt Continental Distributing to
seek a Code seal for its “The
Mark.” British-made drama about
the rehabilitation of a man who
once fancied pre-Lolita-age girls
[Ring Lardner -Jr.’s Federal Alumni Retrospective]
In New York. Contine:.tal prexvi
Ring Lardner. Jr., one of the original “Hollywood Ten,” .told of
Irving Wormser last week reported
that Centinental had never sought ; his life on the blacklist in last week’s. Saturday Evening Post.
Two items. of drama: '1) the appearance ofthe article in the Post
seals on any of its releases, even
itself, albeit with a preliminary editorial disclaimer; -‘and: (2) the
its most
acceptable. family-type
opening scene in which the writer meets the chairman. of. the
Piaduct.
House UnAmerican Activities Committee. J. Parnell Thomas, in.
Continental. said the prexv. has.
found that the lack of a Code seal | the jail yard of the Federal prison at Danbury, .Conn., both as
prisoners.
never has prevented anv good film
That a convicted prisoner and. his former “tormentor”” should
from geiting all the dates the dis-'
trib could want.
A “C™ or’ con-! later share duress vile is a scene that a Hollywood script writer
demned rating from the Legion of | might well relish. In’ this: instance. reality was not. imitating art
sinre the two men did not speak—surely the worst kind of sceneDecency. is something else, he said,
and definitely eliminates a number | blowing. Quel situation—virtuous patriot caught with his hand in
the Government. till serving time alongside the “subversive”
of hocking possibilities.
$2.000-a-week ‘writer.
By wa) Gf illustration. ContinenLardner's piece is w ell written and markedly restrained. What
tal’s sales chief. Carl Peppercorn
he never. savs Piques even more than what he does say. Disappravestimated that the companv's “Sats,
ing of those who “spill,” there. is no illumination of how cells
urday Night and Sunday Morning.”
a substantial
hit both with the | operated: in the film colony and no. attempt to explain the trend of
crilics and public. will eventually i reasoning which made -him a Communist. His ‘posture is that of
irony and dignity. He certainly minimizés self-pity, conceding he
play only about 3.000 out of a:
likely 6.000 cates as a result of has survived reasonably well.
Post got a notable pickup in the daily press ‘on the article.
the Legien’s “C” rating.
Continental's aloofness from the| “Rogues’ Gallery,” ‘with the article, included thumbnail recalls. of
Code should not be construed as i the other nine who uefied Congress ‘and what happened to them.
any. policy
of “sensationalism.”
Unmentioned by Lardner is fact that- the American people, not
Wormser
emphasized,
just blatherskites like Parnell Thomas and Joe McCarthy, were
since
the!
company is interested oniy- in ¢lass
genuinely alarmed about the Communist conspiracy .after Alger.
product
like
“Saturday
Night.”
Hiss ‘was fingered. Many sympathizers with the liberal position
“Mark” and -““Room at The Top,”
think that Hiss single-handedly set politics back 50 years. Hiss, of
course, will talk but he .will not say anything.
‘Continued on page 25)

|

16 Nations AtFriscoFest q

Ann Shoemaker
‘George Stevens .
‘George Stevens Jr..
Ann Todd
.

taurants and now is building bowl-! others it came almost. on the ‘eve
ing atlevs. Company will construct of his getting back into his “Itali‘Robert Gordon Edwards
new tv station in Nagoya. to he an’’-character and making with the
Martin Goodman
completed by ‘1962 year end, at’ , laughs again. The figure of Chico.
Morton Gottlieb
cost of $5.000, 000 with building.'
‘in a_ special tri-cinemation—and
Saul
Jeffee
There will be 10 stories in struc-' secret—process was completed only
Julius Monk .
ture and will take up whole block. la few weeks ago: Series will. be
Donald’ McWhinnie
Ty company will be Chukyd Tele-° made up largely of earlier comedy
vision Ce. with Furukawa prexy. ‘routines when the Marxes appeared | ‘George Roth
Siegi Sessler
Construction
starts
April
next together. according to studio, which
Dinah Shore __
year.
will bring the Marx Bros. to fresh
Meredith WillsonFurukawa is being introduced to_ audiences as well as those who,
Rini. Willson
local industry by Bergher during “followed them on the Broadway
two day visit. Both plane to Goth-’ stage and later in motion pictures.
am today for two to three weeks:
Europe to U. S.
After the breakup of the act
before heuding for Paris. Rome some
years
ago
when
Groucho
Stanley Ascher
and Germany.
After Germany,: ‘segued into newer field of ty.and
Ilugues. Aufray
Furukava goes to Tokyo. where he Harpo
went
solo in occasional |. Kanya Balme
makes his headquarters.
Bergher stage
appearances — and
both
Cecil. Beaton
will return to New York until end turned author—Chico never never
Maurice Chevalier
of December when he will move strayed
from
the . professional
"Boris .Christoff
family from Bronxville to Japan.
image he had carved out at the.
H. G; Clouzot
Bergher Vill make periodic visits beginning. But then, he never had
Irving Drutman
to N. Y. He plans to enter into _ to. Living in virtual retirement,
he
Leonard S. Field
co-production deals in Japan which | infrequently
would
undertake
George. Foley
—
has the facilities, he said. Furu- nitery and ty engagements. Two
Frank ‘M. Folsom
kawa’s circuit is tied up in booking years ago. he was skedded to star
Nestor Gauffet
with Toho which also has a studio. in a Las Vegas show but was
Jean Goldwurm

company
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Chico Marx Dies at 70:

new

CESS

. In an efficiency. move, Universat|
has redistricted its eastern -and
midwest exchange territories,
Sas AORN & RR x eae ee ices
Seow
Henceforth,
‘the
Buffalo
and}:
oO ‘San ‘Franciseo, Oct. 17
! Pittsburgh exchanges will come unFilms from 16 different countries are.entered dn the fifth San Frane
“der eastern. regional boss (in N-Y.)
cisco
International
Film
Festival,
for
showing: as follows:
Joseph B. Rosen.. Both formerly
.{ Were. resporisible to midwest su- |- Noy, 1. “The White Dove,” ‘Czechoslovakia, directed. by Frantisek..
pervisor P. F. 'Pete) Rosian, who
‘Nov. 2. “Devi,” India, directed ‘by Satyajit.
|bases in Cleveland. Action doesn't - Nov. 3, “Summer, Skin,” Argentina, ‘directed by. Leopold |Torre- oe
jupset status
of either exchangé Nilsson.
head. Al Kolkmeyer in Pittsburgh
Nov. 5. “The Golden: Trumpet,”” Taiwan, directed by Doe. Ching;.
and Ike Ehrieichman in Buffalo.
| “Viridiana,” Spain, directed by Louis: Bunuel.:
.
Nov. 6. “Square of Violence,” Yugoslavia, directed by: Leonardo Ber- ..
covici; “Alba Regina,” Hungary, directed by Mihaly Szemes..
;
° |}
Nov. 7. “Wa Isiamah,” Egypt, directed by Andrew. Marthon.
Nov. 9.’ Ghosts of. Rome,” Italy, directed by Antonio Pietrangell.
Philip Barry Jr.
Nov. 10: “Girl With the. Golden Eyes,” France, directed -‘by: Jean’
Robert Bloch
Gabriel Albicocco.
‘Ed Bondy
Nev. ‘11.. “Samson,”. Poland, directed by. Andrej. Wajda: “Description
Jack Carter
of the. Struggle,” Israel,. directed: by: Chris Marker. |.
Boyd Correll |
Nov. 12.°“Animals .Trujano,”” Mexico, directed by Ismael Rodriguez;
Marlene ‘Dietrich
“Antigone,” Greece, directed by George Tzavellas..
Burl }ves.
Nov. 13. “Happiness: of Us Alone;” Japan, directed. by. Zenzo Matsu-. 2
Harpo Marx
yama.

day night feature films. The
Aim of the new company is to
competition
is bad
enough,.
promote Japanese industry all over
said the complaining theatrethe world, to help all other counmen, but adding to it is the
tries to expand market in Japan ;en
fact that the local station was
and Far East. Bergher said. “The:
advertising
the
pictures
as
company wil! buy film product for}
being in color and CinemaJapan and South East Asia.” Un-:
Scepe.
der Japanese law, Nippon Herald!
Color, yes, but how are they
AM. P. Co.. Ltd, of which Furukawa jra
getting CinentaScope
dimenis rep director, can import 20. fea-!
tures a vear but there is no limita- ’ sions on the home receiver?
tion on distrib for South East Asia.
The company doesn't plan to procuce but is ready to assist any pro“Our ;
ducer who wishes
to use
knowhow
and contacts to make
Pictures in Japan.” Bergher said.
He was accompanied by Furukawa
who doesn’t speak English.
Hollywood, Oct. 17.
Bergher pointed out he helped
Chico Marx, the man who never
Sam Spiegel on “River Kwai” to’
obtain Sessue Hayakawa, and also- really retired, in a sense will still
aided as technical advisor on pro- be “in the show,” despite his sudden passing Oct. 11 in his Beverly
duction while with Columbia.
He is also interested in purchas- Hills home of a heart attack, The
ing pix for tv on which there is no- 70-year-old coinedian, eldest of the
buying limit except for dollars. Marx Bros. and known to millions
piano-playing,
Italian-dialect
Bergher said Finanee Ministry .in as
Jxpan allows $1.300.600 annually ‘member cf the. brothers act. will}
for all tv stations for imports, ‘appear with Groucho and Harpo
amounting to 30 to 35°? improve-. as a life-like figure in an animaScreen
teleseries
. tion comedy
ment over previous year.
Nippon Herald M. P. Co., oper-. Gems is prepping.
ates 15 theatres in Nagoya Pre‘ec-'
It was Chico’s third ‘attack in
ture area‘ along with chain of res- the last two years, and like the

of

SER

Mark Schorer’s ‘Two-Pound (867pp) Life of Sinclair
Lewis, of Sauk Center, N Ys, Hollyw ood and Europe
1 troversial ‘rather
than
distinguished. Jt is fascinating to read,
as -Schorer marshalls. the data,
Street” in 1920 and 1951 when hej ‘about Europe's: emotional apprecidied, alone, in a Roman sanitarium,
ation of.the’ American who best.’
| a shriven
man
with the booze.
expressed its
own
disdain ‘of
shakes, Sinclair Lewis. was one of :: American culture: the great figures of American writ-:
By ROBERT J. LANDRY

In the 31 years between “Main:

ing. Restless and ugly, both seek= j-: Lewis. was a crony :in the full
ing and fleeing people, he changed "alcoholic sense of H, L.-Mencken

| residence incessantly. In. and ‘out°: who-doted upon his attacks upon’
religion. . On the
of Hollywood on several occasions: : Babbitry -.and
che. knew ail the personages ‘there whole Lewis was far more generDore’. ous-to other writers than they were.
closely’ with
| and worked
Schary. He turned to. the. theatre, ‘to him, Hemingwi ay writing a cruel
collaborated with: Lloyd. ‘Lewis: on... caricature..of him in ‘‘Across The
“The Jayhawker,” wrote. a num- River’ and Into The Trees.”

-ber

of

bad -plays,, appearing: in

“Crammed as it is with facets the.

them, and in summer stock, partly ‘book does not satisfy the curiosity
| to aid his young. protege’s. acting° it arouses on several points. ‘What:
career, He drank beyond belief for: happened to the ‘surviving: -son?
@ quarter of a century, thougn with To. Lewis’ ‘estate?. ‘Who owns the
| peevish bouts of sobriety in be- ‘copyrights? Did the trustees sub-.
sidize the book? There is no. handy
tween.
were.
The amazing saga is now told by: list. of total sales: «which
Mark ‘Schorer,: himself ‘a- novelist, : enormous) or Lewis’: ‘picture sales,.

in an 867-page volume at $10 pub- -Broadway - adaptations, ‘etc. Some-

|} lished by McGraw-Hill;

The book. -of. this, of course, is: buried.:along..

“Sinclair .Lewis:. An
Americ*n the way in ‘text. and footnotes, but
Life,” is a nine-year. labor of in- : not. indexed. ,

credible research and a four-week
bedside job to read through.

' Even” ‘on the downhill

slide, his

marriages wrecked, his friendships _

Lewis’ love of -mimickry—and sundered,

his nervous system shot,
‘considerable talent at it was mane ‘Lewis turned out novels regularly
|fested. during his courtship | of —several: of. them quite mediocre
‘ but still able to obtain spectacular.
Dorothy
Thompson
in «Berlin, ;
when he rendered an idea spon-: : audiences—"Cass Timberlane” hit«
taneously into. the rhythms - and: ting.1,000,000. His worldwide fame
idiom of three different. poets. But ©‘had been ‘Tong ‘established.and-his
if it was a tour de force that time,': fldir for publicity (in his youth he ©
his performances
Were
often . aj was a book company press agent}.
‘remained intact: -In-a volume: of.
bore,‘herculean dimensions. it: reinains a
One acquires a ‘great sympathystrange ‘blindness -in the biog-.
for the ordeal of Miss: Thompson,
, rapher ™ that he amits so. much of.
who. ‘became
his second
wife.:
the “economics. Why :no estimate
‘Lewis in time could not abide her‘.
of Lewis’ total earnings? It is posi-| superior. tin. many ways) mind andi
.tively” unAmerican
not’: to” give
gave her a very. hard time indeed.”
these data
ata’of.
ofan
an. American life.
He was an incorrigible and ‘rather.
absurd
chaser ‘of young
girls. |
Unpredictable’ and’ ‘quarrelsome, ;
| Lewis alienated friends almost as a!
“matter of course. The. book: is:

EvenRackmil
Rackmil(Out

strewn with famous names
with.
| whom “Red” Lewis: fell out—-Theodore Dreiser, who struck him repeatedly at a banquet; is notable:
The range of hjs asquaintance
| With: a lot. riding ‘on its © up--:
among. literati, legiters, filmmak- | coming’ ‘releases, Universal is wooers, journalists and Anglo-Ameri-|‘ing exhib customers with uneom-

Selling U Product

can V.IP.’s was stupendous. As: -mon fervor, even to. the ‘extent of
Schorer makes viyidly clear he was - prexy: Milton: Rackmil: ‘going.on the
‘unsurpassed in sheer garrulity.
-raad. himself. That's decidedly Anomaly
|
! rare.
The’ author who castigated and | Company. topkick and his - ‘sales
symbolized the small American veepee, Henry «(Hi} “Martin, whavetown (causing many a burg to re-! -hit the trail specifically in behalf:
{name
its own Main Street) was ,of “Flower
Drum-. ‘Song” - and himself forever marked by a mean, “Lover Come Back.” on a schedsterile boyhood in such a town. ule of ‘several key. city’ stops: where
| which left him through: life a ‘the execs will sandwich. ‘luncheon
stranger..to tenderness while the: palaver. -With exhibitors” ‘between
prey of arrogance. He ‘could’ be‘! ‘morning and afternoon ‘screenings.
generous on impulse to strangers | of the two picturés. They. kick off.’
but he was markedly neglectful of: the act. in DaHas today (Wed:), |
his two. sons, -with. affection. and j and move to Chicago. Friday.
© > |
with money.
Additionally, -U- has. its’. crossJ- This biography ‘is a “monumen- | eountry, exchanges unreeling the.
tal work of a kind seldom if ever ;| Company's ‘new 55-minute: product
presented. In the end it may. not ‘teel, which contains meaty . exquite explain Lewis. because che cerpts - from. six “important films,
cannot be explained. But he is- cer-.
and: is ‘tied together | ‘by Martin’s
tainly illuminated. His winning the |on-screen. sell’. -Company
also
‘Nobel Prize for Literature (1930) showed ‘the trade trailer at the’
| infuriated many American writers,
New Orléans parley. last. week of
not from jealousy alone but a Theatre Owners .of America, resense of unmerited acclaim for portedly to good’. response: from
| novels. that were topical and con- the. assembled" showmen.
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THE
HEBNOK in
Titles Inie Future Book
IncomeDown,AsAllied|‘ ssBroidyLKFDT
UpgradedProd.)BETTER THAN PIG! George Sidney Listed For Five
Tells Stockholders. of

Hollywood, Oct. 17.
Attempting ‘product uplift. from +¢—
Look two years ahead into pro“fits. longtime" programmer ‘status |”
Following last . week's opening at.
“Zugsmith.
DivestsN
aked
&
Unashamed’
duction
future,
Columbia
has
has been. :-somewhat. painful for}
‘Loew’ s State in Times ‘Square of
currently lined up 52 titles. 17 of
Film producer ..Albert Zug- .
Honolulu, ‘Oct. 17.
‘of |
‘Bronston’s:
““King
Samuel
Allied . Artists’ bookkeeping. -Comwhich have been definitely pensmith, ‘for long the biggest in“Beretania Follies, erstwhile
‘hag:
been
a
fairly]
|
:
Kings”
there
ciled in for greenlighting between
pany’s. inconie, it’s ‘disclosed ‘in| dividual: stockholder: in .Allied.
burlesque house,is playing an
Artists, has: sold-out. He ped- -| rampant debate over Scripture
now and next July. In the firmed
exploitation film, “The Naked
latest stockholder” ‘report: from
dled. 106,500 shares, Tetaining - and how it ought to be treated.on
sked 23 individual producers are
and
the:
Unashamed,”
on
a
--prexy . Steve Broidy, is down con- |.
the screen. It’s a’ ‘literal, net a! “positively adults only” basis.
listed for 35 pix. Also set are 17
only a few ‘hundred.’
the New {. Ad mats claim “cameramen
facetious, ‘point’ that
--giderable from: 1960, but still regiswriters and 10 directors, some of
- Despite’ his stock position,
whom double as producers.
. Zugsniith: never had a place on ‘| Testament. has suddenly become | wear figleaves while shooting
tering in the: profit column. *
| New York cocktail party conversaLike 20th and other companies
‘nudists’: hideouts” and invite
Company’ s fiscal year. ‘ended: last. “the AA: board ‘and made: his.
tion.
no new productions wiH hit the
‘pictures in
alignment’ wlth.
potential cash customers
to
July 1 notched a post-tax income
‘The disapproval of. professional ; “see
Stages in December. Films will be
' Various. companies.
|
unashamed
nudists
at
‘of $529,338, equal. after preferred [. .
\'clerics had been foreseen, their
produced in the main at Gower St.
“It's presumed ‘the trade. was
work-play-relaxation.”
. dividends’ (only kind. AA has been wf private—that ‘is,..not on. the. | strong ‘and often conflicting ‘views
plant, plus European locations as
paying) ‘to’ .54c ‘per ‘share: con the ‘ open
Well as one in New York, latter bemarket.. Further
‘pre- _| having been.a problem back in the
911,278 ¢ommon stock issues: out‘sumed the buyer. ‘might haveeo 1920s: when Cecil B. DeMille made
ing by David Susskind.
He will
standing... Previous fiscal year (a}.
|begin
lensing
the - silent versions - of’ “The Ten
‘been AA itself.’
“Requiem
For a
‘§3-weeker) wound up. with $1, 240,: Commandments”
and . “King of|
Heavyweight” at 20th-Fox studios
538 profit, of a $1.33 per.share on
.} Kings.” What. the Bronston proin Gotham Nov. 6. At moment he’s
Registers "Many" Titles
895.346. issues in: public hands.
only
producer
planning
entire
-duction. based on Philip’ Yordan’s |
Hollywood, Oct. 17.
In the total gross income column,
shooting” of a pic in Empire City.
screenplay has stirred is a singu-|
fiscal ‘61. pulled in, $13,882,000
_. Albert’ Zugsmith has regis- {| larly unexpected :dispute in which|
ost outlay. unavailabie at this
-: Versus $16.296,000. for: the like 60
Chicago, Oct. 17.
tered one of the largest assorttime because of Jong range plan|-many who never. have been known[
‘span. Report ..also notes that do‘ments of titles of any individto attend church are _among the
The Transfiguration Church, a] "ing, is reportedly bound to figure
mestic (U.S.-Canada) film:-income j. ual producer in years with the
{most ‘opinionated. .
Roman
Catholic
institution,
has at better than $100.000,000 for 52
declined: for the year: to $9, 280.000 “ MPAA Title Registration: Bupix.
However, company releases
If the reaction continues, and.
purchased
the
only
motion
picture
|between 30 to 35 anually and is
“ from. $10. 970,000.. OS
" reau.- Tags numbering 23. ap| the discussion swells among
these
theatre’
‘in
Wauconda,
°
Til.,
_pear
to
cover
:every
type
of
©
(t-he]anxious
to gear production to that |
In his. explanation: to holders,
latter-day, “Bible. students", ’
.
r|Elm) for an auditorium, but will |level.
’ Broidy.. refers. to ‘the company’s |.. productions. They include:
{may be: a word-of-mouth.
“
“Blood:
.of
‘the.
Whirlpool,”
George
Sidney, who hasn’t been
‘Yevamped- .produet© philosophy, ust
continue to operate it as a comable to get going since “Pepe,” is
noting that .“several -larger pic-|° “Celluloid. Jaguar,” “French
office. Already some curig
mercial ‘-house..on weekends. First down for the greatest number for
75."
“Golliwog
‘for
3,
"
“Holly=
tures” -in- production: “were - not
j pects. of unexplained re
film under the new. management a single producer. He’s listed for
ready for release during the past] -- wood: & ‘Vine,” “Hollywood
jand attack are noted. There may was “The Big Gamble.”
_
five pix, first to take off ‘if cast. fiscal year. "This |transition. from
|- “Jungle”. “Just. a Matter of -| be a tendency to unload on “Kings”
Rev. John Banahan, radio-teevee
to’ larger pictures) was!-. Sex,” “Last of the- Big Spend" gmatler
a backlogged -résentment against director of the Chicago archdio- ing problems can be resolved) next
ers,”
“Malibu
Alley,”
“Malibu
- partly. responsible for the reduction’,
\ earlier _and-- perhaps—too—many -cese said. that the theatre will March with “Return Fare.” which
Jungle, ” “Man for |the: EveMel Ferrer will direct>-- Others on
in our, gross. income.”
‘Biblical releases. “Kings” appears probably make: money for the par- Sidney’s slate include “Here Comes
ning,”
“Naked Amazon,”
He expresses |corifidence that thie|
‘to be. getting: a ‘close-scrutiny, ish, but that the church would be
the Brides,” musical he will direct:
‘ “Night of the Whirlwind.”’
‘gwitch ‘to. more important ‘product, on
| scene by scene and line by ‘line, happy to be relieved of the respon“Lady Is a Dame” and “Diamond
Also, .““Oné Turn: of °the
will increase. AA income in |
not: ‘paid other Judean ‘specs. In- sibility of providing the only pic- Bikini” which which he will aiso
Faith:” “The .-Platinum. Wol‘present: fiscal semester. Company. - ‘verine,” “Rue. Desiree.” “Teen. - ‘téerestingly, George Stevens is in ture outlet in the area. He said guide; and “The
Trap,”
being
isn’t ditching low-budget. reteages,
that he would continue to work iscripted by Richard Nash.
Age Jungle," “Triple Martini,”
he adds—just: cutting: back ‘on: their
with Allied Theatres in booking | Next
are
Jerry
Bresler
and
“The Velvet: “Whip,” “Woman
production.
1 films, but that pictures would have Fred Kohlmar, each with four.
for the Ey éning. ” Several are
|
Broidy also noted that quatterly | alternate. ‘titles | for ‘similar ° ~
‘to ¢onform to the standards of the Bresler starts his first “Diamond
Holly wood, Oct. 17.
‘dividend. payments. on preferred { properties:
Legion of Decency.
Head” in January and will follow
Producer. has no
Here over the. ‘weekend for
stock continued on schedule during | immediate. plans. on
o any. ‘of the
Father. Banahan
said that he with “Brent’s Fort." “The Beach
the Los Angeles: opening of
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The reservations onen may entertain with regard to sft Kramers production of ‘4Judement At
Nurember? "

tions

are

and

major

ce:tzinly

reserva-

entertainable,

must he tempered with appreciation of the film’s intrinsic value as
a work of historical significance

and philesoph:cal merit. With the
most painful pages of modern histery

as

its

brtter

basis.

Abby

Manis intelligent. thought-provoking screenplay is a grim reminder

of man’s responsibility to denounce
grave evils of which he is aware.
The lesson is carefully, tastefully
and upliftinely told via. Kramer's
lar<e-scaie production.
Cammercial
aspec's cannot
be
Pauged hy the customary
entertainment
ya dstick.
Presence
of
seven h:ighnowered actors should

help,

of

however,

will

be

course.

Fundamentally,

tie nature

the

of the drama

determining

factor

rather than the personalities.
Picture demands unusuaily deep

Robert Webb's

the prosecutor ultimately. willing‘thriller -for
to compromise and soft-pedal his’

direction is “un-, ;

Librarian -......0006 cece, Stmnger
Albert oc. ..e cee eke .
Gerald

Davis
Cross

houses that cling towe ce rece ete ccanes _ Michael Golden
observant and erratic. and the. lat-: > Hiliman
CON ose ees we be we eaen ve. - Gordon Harris
‘passion for stiff justice when the the double (feature) standard and ter characteristic applies as well ®“Lucy: oe cece we ee sees. Lucy Griffiths
brass" gives the puiitical werd «the. cater to the less quality-concsious . to the level of technical perform- : Mrs. - Stainton eee eee mene _ Batbara- Hicks
cold war is on and. the Germans - filmgoer.
must be wooed).
‘The United Artists release,. proThe casting of Lancaster as the. duced by Kent, directed by Cahn
elderly, respected German scholar- and written by Nathan. Juran, is a
jurist on trial for his however-un- routine’ utility. “B” with more than
Willing participation in the Nazi the customary. eargo of honey, but

lecal

machine

presents the

actor’ no: sting in the -tale.-It's about

ance exhibited in.1 this picture. _:
‘Tube.

Le Cave Se Rebiffe

Agatha Christie Ss“spinster sleuth.
Lis. a natural role for Margaret’

Rutherford’s

eccentricities.

Hence,

this ‘competent murder mystery:
Y fives the actress ample. opportunity
| for’ exploiting the quivering powl,°
(FRENCH)
Paris; Oct. 10. ithe roving eye. and the charac

(The Victim Strikes Back)

a

with a taxing assignment in whieh boy: who. finds’ a briefcase that
voice which: aré so large
UFA-Comacico release of Cite Films- “teristic
he must overcome the discrepancy
belongs to a crook who has mis- “=ePCCM production. Stars Jean Gahin. Mar- a part of her stock in -trade. David
of his own virile identity with that laid his’ booty while fleeing from tine Carol, Bernard Blier: features Fran-..
and ‘Jack Seddon have
coise
Rosay,
Franck
Villard,
Maurice- Pursall
of the character. This he manages
the police..Fae boy is aided in his.: Biraud, Valpetre, Ginette Lecierc.. Direc-.’ made a reasonable job of condensto do with an earnest performance,
‘Al- °ving one ‘of Miss Christie's. compli-..
adventure by a tramp. and a puppy ‘ted by Gilles Grangier.. Screenplay.
but he never quite attains the cold, dog.. In fact... the extensive title ‘pert Simonin, Michel Audiard. Grangier cated -mysteries, ‘4.50. from’ Padfrom novel by Simo6nin; -camera, Louis:
superior. intensity that Paul Lukas might be extended even further to ’ Page; editor, Jacqueline. Thiedot: At tht |dington,” introducing ‘enough . suse
brought to the part on tv. War-. read, “the puppy who led the police Paris, Paris... Running ‘time, 106 Mints.
“pects to. satisfy most followers of
Jean: Gabin ,
lene Diefrich is persuasive as the who found a tramp who saved the Le Dabe ......-.-.cceeaeee
i Solange
........... +e.
Martine
Carol ‘the whodunit. ‘Technically the. film.aristoc atic widow of’ a German boy who caught the crook.” With !.Chirles
weve eeeesrvese ‘Bernard: Bier is: okay, though: George
Pollock's
cls case cee erecees
Franek
Villard general hanged as a war criminal, that kind of lovable parlay going »: Erle
Robert ..ccec cect
cc ween “Maurice Biraud ‘ditection sometimes. wavers..
but the character is really super- for it—puppies, tramps and boy sS—7
Leas
.ase. ae tt cce sewers : ‘Ginette’ Leclerc .
‘Miss Marple. is.returning. from
fluous to the basic issue. and its the picture seems on pretty ‘safe LucaS ......cc
cee weeteee
Valpetre’: London on a train and is amusing
Woman
.........-- .
Francoise Rosay .
introduction -into the story slows ground.
“herself by: looking. in. at the ‘carup the film. The excess time spent
' The acting is superior to-.everyeaiges ‘of another train. ‘going the
on “outside” -rharacters like. this thing else in this dragey, delib- ‘| Jean Gabin ‘again. plays’ a re-.
same Way on an-adiacent track: .A~
might better have been uiilized to erate, repetitious number. Roger | tired gangster who comes back.
blind is: suddenly jerked up and.
bring into sharper focus some of. Mobley drains. every last drop of for a last job. This | has a sleek.
she sees.a-man throttling ‘a girl as”
the key -characters in the court- - sentiment out.of his’ part as the
mounting ‘and acceptable ‘Suspense the train. moves away. She reports’
room, such as the four defendants: kid. Don Beddoe: makes the kind
it
to the railway avthority. and the.
with a surprise ending. But it
A number of fine play ers appear ‘of tramp One wouldn’t mind having
local police’ ‘inspector but’ neither.
in support, and do -strong johs. over’ for Sunday dinner.. Wanda. | 1ooms- ‘mainly - a ‘specialized. entry ‘believes: her: ,.Both: think she. had
Among
the . most
prominent
of’ Hendrix plays the role of the. because of its talky aspects and . an. hallucination -or. secn a couple.
these’ are
William ‘Shatner,
Ed mother earnestly. Richard Crane is _ . Sketchy This - necking. After ‘all, w here’ s the .
characterization.
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person, the local ©
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Martin
Brandt,
Virginia Seven’ thoroughly hissable as: the:
librarian, ‘believes her ‘and agrees .
Christine. -Ben. Wrignt,
Howard
crook. Cinematically. ‘it's’ an ex-; ‘appeal pie.
to. help her find the. missing torso.
an audience. At 190 minutes it is Caine, Otto Waldis. Alan. Bax'er. ample of: adequate filmmaking on i; Gabin comes back from: ‘an ‘easy 7 She stispects that the. body is in
moe than tuice the size of the Ray Teal. Kenneth MarKenna, Jo- a limited allotment.
‘life in the tropics to work. with the .grounds of © nearby AekenTube,
d-ama as first witnessed early in seph Bernard, John Wengraf and
+ three shifty characters in counter: :| thorpé Hall, ‘gets herself. x job
‘.
1959 as a concise, stirring and re- Karl Swenson.
i feiting millions of Dutch guilders. ‘.f ere | asaomr
° oe 7 ts. about
warding preduetion on television's
hen
for the victim and unraveleAny film confined to the interio: . Seven Ww omen From Hell: Attempts to doublecross him end ° looking
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<A faster tempo of a courtroom for most: of its’
‘when he flies off with all the loot. ling the mystery. The bady is duly.
by Kramer and more trenchant length is susceptible to a static |
Small party. of- dolls chased
‘Dialog is local: underworld jargon found but. two more deaths compliscript
editing
before
shooting aura and a characteristic of tedious
across 1942 New Guinea by
jand is tossed off neatly. But there ‘eate-matters. Eventually Miss. Mars:
would have punched up picture.
Japanese army. Absurd nteller
is too much extraneous straining ple deduces who is the killer.
verbosity.
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in
punety2ted:
by
unintentional
‘United Artists release has the “Judgment” ‘by the skilled .camera
for color and dialog with.the film
. Apart. from °
Miss °-Rutherford’s
stuture and cast for financial sue- work of ‘Ernest Laszlo. The phowitty flashes. But exploitable.
falling off after a witty’ ‘beginning. important contribution. there are
—_—-———
ess, but it is a heavy, demanding tography brings both intimacy and
:Job is well. documented. but. sacri- : several other useful characterizaattraction that requires unusualiv mobility to. a drama
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: fices too much for attempts - at” tions. James, Robertson.. Justice, ag:
that needs!
Twentieth-Fox
release of Herry Spald-!
deep and sustained concentration both values. The frequent glides
i comedy.
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production.
Stars
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from its audience. perhaps more around
serve 9. Denise . Darrel. €es r Romero. Margia | Acting ‘is .good and
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technical, Arthur Kennedy. as the tocak doce.
than most modevn audiences wil) vary the audience perspective. and Dean. John Kerr. Directed by. Robert ;feredits okay but all rests on the “tor, Thorley Walters, Conrad ‘Phil-Webb. Screenplay. Jesse Lasky Jr... Pat
be willing to give over a deliber- the many sudden zooms info or Silver; camera -Floxd Crosby; editor. _veteran shoulders of Gabin who -lips and Gerald Cross as Justice’s
ate, painstaking 190-minute course. away from the character of mo- Jodie Copelan: music. Paul Dunlap: - displays his. usual solid. waspish1
no-good sons and Campbell Strin-.
The picture may have difficultv ment certainly heighten dramatic asst. directors. Leon Chooluck,. Willard
ger, as the librarian, are standout
‘Kirkham. Reviewed at the studio, Oct.: 6, and domineering presence.
making its point the hard iticket) efiect. Fred Knudtson’s editing is 61. Running time,. 87 MINS.
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Hullman. vesceseeess Cecar Romero
The. German-English
lan- Mara
.}saund cast, As Justice's daughter,
in Nuremhe:g in 1948, the time of tions.
Sleek eve aeee.
Margia Dean:
Suicidate.. Mi Amor
Janet.
cot
eee
n
ca
dw
rene Yvonne Craig
guage
obstacle of the trial is sideMuriel Pavlow haa little to. do exe.
the Nazi
war
crimes
trials.
It
(Kill Yourself, My Love)
Maita
cee eeeneceee. ‘Pilar Seurat
deals not with the itrials of the stenped beautifully. . cept look sweet which. she. does:
(MEXICAN)
©.
Anna
=
ae cee dees, S. hia Daneel
e ee eae:
Richard Loo }| admirably while. Charles Tingwell,
move well-known Nazi leaders, but
Mexico City. Oct. 10,
Ernest Gold's music, wunobtru- Set. “Takahashi wee se.ee-sEvadne Baker
Peliculas Nacionales release of Produe- ‘who. has a rep in.tel here, makes: ~
with members of the German judi- Sively helpful whenever it is in- Regan
Captain Oda .-..........
Bob Okazaki
Matouk production. Stars Tin. Tan, |
ciary who served under the Naz corporated into the film proper, is ‘Dr. Matsumo ........... Yuki Shimoda jciones
'an agreeable impression in. ‘the
peresa Velazquez, Marina Camavho: - fea-i
a
i
Guard
Lioyd Kino
©
regime and went along with the: especially valuablé in the short. R-pist
tures Beto. el Boticario,. Antonio Raxel, biggish role of-the cop.
House Guard Ce oe
Kam Fong Crun' ‘Erick dei Castillo, Carl Hillos. Directed
infamous legal mandates of a pe- rousing overture in establishing Guard
Astute mystery students will find
a se awones
Yankee Chang
by
Gilberto
Martinez
Solares.
Screenplay,
Bill Jackson
. John Kerr . Luis. Alcoriza; : camera,
the identity «7 ths LiVer something.
Tiod in which 6.000.000 innocent feeling and mood for the experi--.
Manuel Gomez
- Urquizas
music,
Sergi
Guerrero.
“At: ‘of a ‘surprise,
but’ the. secret ispersons were murdered.
The in- ence to come.
Other important
Some of the funniest dialog of Mariscala Theatre, Mexico City. Running |; Kept right: to’ the bitter. end.
tense courtroom drama centers on contributions are those of produc: time, 90 MINS.
‘Rich.
two men:
the presiding. judge tion designer ‘Rudolph Sternad. and the year turns up. in this 20th-Fox:
Spencer Tracyt who must render sound engineer. James. Speak.
release. Unfortunately, it, wasn’t | This is the umpteenth Tin “Tan
@ monumental decision, and the.
Tube.
intended to be that way. The Harry «picture, with. the actor one of the View From: ike ‘Bridge
principal defendant (Burt Lanctasof the Mexican film world.
(Vn Du Pont).
| Spalding. production is, funda-: busiest
ter’. at first a silent. brooding figBut in this one he- ‘does ‘an. about|
(FRENCH)
...
‘mentally,
a serious: melodrama. face, eschews song, dance -and}
ure, but ultimately the one who
is. Oct. 10.
about women fleeing a Japanese grimacing: or. clowning to plug for |: Cocinor release of Transcontinental -prorises to pinpoint the real issue and .
prison camp in New. Guinea during laughs,. and turns in a straight '‘duction, Stars Raf- Vallone, Raymond..
acmit his guilt. which is the guilt
Pellegrin,
Jean_ Sorel, Maureen .Staple-_
of all who rationalized or ignored
the Karly part of. World War. II. acting performance.
+ ton, - Carol .Lawrence;:': festures |Morris
Directed by Sidney Lumet.
he end product is. a ludicrous,
the inhuman acts of Nazism, which
The end result is quite ‘accept-. ! Carnovsky.
New Orleans. Oet. 17..
Screenplay, Norman Rosten from play by
childieh | film’ of « limited appeal, able because Tin Tan, who has . Arthur
d:manded the open denunciation
‘Miller; camera, Michel. Kelber:
Cinema
Inc. local though’ serviceablé on the strength
of all ratianal people, especially : University
editor,
Francoise
Javet. ‘Preemed
appeared in a number of quickies Paris.
Running ‘time, ne MINS. °
those of extraordinary power and group headed ‘by. Robert Rowan.. of its exploitation values.
{ best forgotten, does have talent and Eddie .........-.-.
‘Raf Vallone.
ability, such as the character por-- president. will build an art film:.
Spalding has rounded up a num- ! technical skill. He puts it'to work Beatio ...66...:.0.5- ”. Maureen: Stapleton
theyed by Lancaster,
theatre. 24 feet below the greund | ber of attractive actresses for his in this tale of an eccentric, pic- |Marco ope we Raymond Pellegrin
.....easee0--. »
- .Jean Sorel.
them out in turesque Mexican millionaire. who }4 Rodolfo
‘here the stars enjoy greater with an oval auditorium seating enterprise, decked
Katie, .... cece cc ceseeee ” Carol Lawrence
kh. =:de and length of characteriza- 400 persons.
tatters. and subjected them to a comes to the aid of the damsel ‘in‘“Alfieri ees seas waseeve Morris Carnovsky
tivii, such as in the cases of Tracy: * The. theatre, first ‘to be: con- screenplay (by Jesse Lasky Jr. and. distress when. she needs: him
“Un Enctishy
Maximilian
Schell
and
Richard structed in this city in. more than Pat Silver) that- not for one mo- mos
"Though a French film, exteriors
Widmark
‘latter two as defense 20 years, w'll cost about $150 .000. ‘ment
can -be
taken —seriously.
Picture definitely is. not. what
cc'tmnsel and prosecutor, respective- Said to be the first of its kind in: Among
the
memorably.
absurd the. public expects from a: mugging, were made ‘in New York, while. the

‘RATHSKELLER CINEMA
AIMS AT COLLECIANS.

ly . the element of personal iden- .the U.S. it will occupy a 100. by ‘tokens of presumably
unintentits . oes not interfere. But. in the 1127 foot site.
tional wit’ ‘that crop up in this
cases of those who are playing;
Designed by E. E. McNaughton. _ picture are: (1). the reply of a
b.iet.
though
vital,
cameo-like !Earl M. Stahl and Richard Hunter, :-Japanese guard to-a woman pris-~
rales, such as Judy Garland and lauditorium will have -push-back ; oner ‘who has just offered him a

Montgomery

Clift, the familiarity ‘seats and curving interior surfaces. | fountain pen in exchange for fa-

the spectator’s conTheatre aims for patronage from - voritism—“Hmm, made in Pures
Japan.
and Lovola
universities; No good. Not a Parker’;
the
to divorce actor from character. |which are in immediate vicinity of: final two words in the: film, best
Although both C'ift and Miss Gar-- proposed house. Completion is ex-' of their kind. since -the classic
land bring g.eat emotional force| pected early next year.
| “Nobody's perfect” in’ “Some Like
intrudes

on

scious, and he has insufficient time .Tulane

slapstick ‘Tin Tan, but-it is by. creative. aspects of ‘director and
far one of his better efforts. And, adaptor. of. the Arthur. Miller play.

strangely enough, because it. is so, were American, The result is’ a.
with patrons accustomed -- to: ‘his: faithful dramatic ‘version of the’
so-so efforts, there was talk of play. There are-no marquee names
substituting this film with another for the U.S. but monickers for. Euafter only a few days.. It ran out rope. Both versions are. impeccable

its full exhibition

week, however.. ‘and the pic appears a weighty. arty

But it may take time for ‘the publie| house contender.
to get used to Tin Tan as a straight | It might easily overcome its ‘lack

comedian,

Emit.

(Continued on page. 22)
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PewYorkSoundTrachi‘tPodhorzer ‘Makes His Point Anew:
“When Barbara (tes,Erie): Pleskow, wife of UA's Continental man3
‘ager,: -(botli currently in. N. ¥..on-a six-week. ‘sabbatical returns to thei
Paris base shortly. it will be only: for’ a. few weeks..She plans: returning

to New ‘York around Jan. 1 to make sure ‘that their second child (whieh
is due: in’ February) is born in-the U, S.,-as was their first.
Add ‘innocent. publicists. abroad: composer Alec North. Has. arrived, in
"Rome “tg.set the tempo” for the triumphal march ‘scene in 20th’s

“Cleopatra. When. completed, “the will return .to’ New York. to write

®

_ Germans Must Ballyhoo Themselves
REPUBLIC NET(39 WKS)|
EQUALS 62c, UP 10c|
‘HIMSELF ILL, WIRE DIES

Billy
;

:

Holiywood, Oct: ‘17,
“Republic Corp, ‘Tan ur a net
profit of $1.565.978 ‘for. 39 weeks |

Elson, Retired RKO
Confined To Hospital

With

the

current

crisis

facing

*he German film industry, there
is now a greater need than ever for

Exec,

execs in Munich, Hamburg. Bonn
and Berlin to tackle the longstand-

ing challenge of the U.S. market,
Music ‘appropr iate’ to. this: tenipo”... . An Astor. ‘Pictures. release quotes
Word Was received here of the Munio Podhorzer, Casino Fiims
‘authorities identified ‘only ‘as.:. “Rome obseryers”.-to the effect .that
death
in
LosAngeles.
of
Grace:
prexy
and Franco-London rep this
ended
July
30,
1961,
equivalent
to
|
‘traditional “tossing ‘of coins in: the Trevi. fountain. “Nas: more. than
side, suggested in New York ‘ast
of. Elson, wife of William Elson.
trebled since: the :release of-‘La Dolce. Vita’”.. .°. And, to whet the 62¢ a share’ ‘after. ‘payment
Before moving ty the wes. coast week. Podhorzer, former rep 1
;
$300,000
in
preferred
dividends.
|
.
appetites of local esthetes, comes word ‘from Paris. that Alain. Resnais’j
next film, “The Adventures of Harry Dicksgon,"””: will: be. “an. attempt.to
|; Earnings repped a 16.84%<, increase Elson, now himself confined to! German Export Films in the U.S.,
: over. take for
similar period in Cheviot ‘Hills Conzatarium Hospi-! has for years heen advocating to
-praject ‘collective: unconscious’ ‘to the screen. ” This is: “new?
‘1960, which. amounted .to $1 340, 294, tal, was a prominent local circuit,: little reaction) some concerted ace
‘Universal: “Last: Hero,”™ ‘Kirk Douglas-starrer, dis now “Lonely .Are last.vear, he said.
owner, a former Varicty club chief; tion on the part of the German
the: Brave.”
“Prexy Victor M: Carter reported: barker and a prime mover in gel- |industry to sell America.
Martin Davis off: West: on: Paramount ad-pub|Affairs he’s. in chaige that: the per-share earnings for -ting the club’s heart hospital start- ] Exee suggested that the lack of
of the:rn—an d-then: back next Monday (23).
. Ernie Emerling, Loew'sS7.1961. period: are based .on.an aver- ed on the U. of Minne-ota campus. cooperative promotion hy German
Theatres v.p., to Europe to:take notice of. theatrical promotions.
‘age: ‘number of © ‘shares ‘slightly | Prior to his Minneapolis residency {producers in the U.S. in the past,
Geraldine Chaplin; 16; daughter of Charlie. and Oona O'Neill Chaplin, ‘sreater. than the 2,004,190 shares; he had been an RKO Theatres’ which had contributed to tie ba.
is enrolied at Royal. Ballet. School in London—reportedly: against her i outstanding a year earlier, refiect- executive.
failures of pix which might otherdad's. Wishes, He’s now 72.ing-:-issuance
of : approximately
“(During the 192is Billa Elson ‘wise
have
established
ai 2.0%
’ Dr. Karl Ragnar. ‘Gierow, head of the Royal. Drainatie: Theatre, has |455,000. shares late. in- the 1961 was a member of the staf in the 7s ‘image” for German product, now
been elected. a’ member. of. the. Swedish Academy, the’ group: that | third © ‘quarter: in connection. with. Chicago office of Variety, ther : makes
the probi em
of selling
selects the winner of the Nobel prizé in lilerature.. There are 18 mem- Rer's .acquisition ‘of Utility Appli- managed by the late Hal Halperin. |
+ worthwhile pix here doubis hard.
bers of the Swedish Academy. Once elected. a member.keeps his’ posi-!‘ance Corp. ~Net revenues. in fis- Elson mored into the Chicago of-! Any really good film now hzs to
‘tion until] his death. Gicrow has not -only. headed the Royal: ‘Dramatic | cal. 1961 :nine’ months -totalled fice of RKO while it was still a overcome a sort of mild, but devTheatre -for a.decade. but ‘he is also poet.and dramatist and film |$20. 867.965, against $21.605. 952 last vaudevil'e
He.onerctor
operator of size
size. —Ed.) estating, disinteresi generated by
script ww riter. ‘He was the co-translator with the late Secretary ‘General ! vear. he .said.
previous
worthwhile
but appar‘Carter pointed out that: gain: in”
Dag Hammarskjold :of. Djuna ‘Bares “The -Antiphon, ** which had its
ently (to the public. anyway? un! ear nings. was achieved despite non-.
‘world premiere atthe Royal Dramatic Theatre last’ February. |
exciting imports.
Yvonne Moray, midget song-and- ‘terp act ‘jn ‘the niteries, signed to recurring costs during third quarPodhorzer cited what he termed
‘screen’ bow in Albert Zugsmith’s “Confession. ‘of..an Opium Eater’ ; ter in parts of. Rep‘s: diversified '
the
unfortunate
experience
of
One: of thése, ‘conDon't actors confide their whereabouts “with their agents? Per- operations.
“Rosemary” here last year. The
eenter. Bob Barry. had no line on client Richard’ Basehart ‘until he read nected with shutdown. of Fort Lee, |
lively satirical drama opened toa
VarRIETY’s International Soundtrack the other. week. ~~. Theatre Equip-. N. J... lab of Consolidated Film
generally
fine revievs
in New
ment Dealers Assn, voted’.to expand membership. to include manu-. Industries division in a move to
‘York, but. for the first three or four
.to.
facturers . . .. Stuart Whitman’ ticketed for Allied’ ‘Artists’ .“Reprieve.” boost — efficiiency,. according
weeks its audience consisted up to
rolling Nox. 6. Same ‘company. set: Rod. Steiger and Sal Mineo for an Carter, resulted in a severance pay.
} 80° of German language patrons.
untitled. armed. services yarn, with. Stan. Shetpner producing ....:.°El outlay of some .$200,00.
Happily,
the picture
eventually
-AIl Republic divisions :are now
Cid" exploitation kitty allows. for. 400 sword’ ‘Teplicas_. of the- period
operating.
profitably,
Carter
stated,
|’
In addition to alerting exhibs to; caught on for a successful artie
. (11th -centur s). One size costs. $120, per ‘pair, “and. @ smaller set will
irun
in
New
York,
but
without
the
and further. increases in: overall ‘specific film plans. United Artists’!
‘yun’ up a 375 tab. oO
Tad Danielewski, who directed: the indie “NO. Exit,’” from the Jean corporate ‘sales and earnings are three-year product slate, revealed!j time to build in other cities, it was
a
disappointing
grosser
nationally.
Paul Sartre. stave play, is back from Buenos. Aires. where pic was shot expected. He declared, too, that in New York last week, may also ;
Unlock The Jinx
Down ‘in New Orleans last. week, TOA employed some psychology progress in company's. latest ex- serve as an answer to those indus| Podhorzer is convinced that if
in behalf: of the new Ace Films setup by: ostentatiously doubling to pansion mave—the acquistion. of try observers, analysts and side|
the
German
producer had been
America
Corp.—is
"proceeding
‘on
walk
superintendents
who've
been
:
$50,000 ‘its ‘token ‘investment.: Strictly gesture stuff: to, galvanize inIf-. consumated, -he_
said searchin
dividual exhib. support for: the venture. Every theatreman_ in’ the coun- sked.
for
signs
of
olicy }1 willing to help the local distrib in
‘“‘Resemary,” the picS ‘the company
ig
as a Presult} i promoting
:.try will be tapped to contribute once the production company.
gets the |acquisition would. up Rep’s total change in
PP.
"
[annual sales . to about $85. 000, 000. of recent and
upcoming shifts | ture could have gone on to break
Securities & Exchange.
Commission greenlight,expected pany
shortly.
_ Mo Rothman, exec v.p..of Columbia International; now on his annual,
within the top management team. German jinx in the States.
Barring the appearance of a Gerswing of the Far .East; will trek to: Greece before his mid-November |
On. paper, anyway, the 46 titles. man import “that takes off on its
return to Gotham. He's. catching a. Royal. Command Performance of|}
comprising major pix for the 1962- own,” exec thinks the only way the
“Guns of Navarone” in Athéns Noy. 3... . Connie Stevens will be pee
64 period. look as diverse, offieat German industry is going to make
uy.
liner of Gimbels. ‘Thanksgiving 'Day: parade ‘in Philadelphia ’ oe
and b.o. promising as the kind of it Stateside is to cut out such “culGreen, British director, in :from- London.
pix with which the company has
tural self-indulgences” as the sponDireetor Henri Georges. Clouzot ‘(La Verite”) in: town for. talks with |
been so-successful in the past. In sorship of German film weeks in
“Columbia execs. One report is that he'd like to have Natalie Wood for
ticking off the projected pix, title India and Pakistan (“How much
4
Gertrude. Brooks, who resigned two. weeks. ago|
his next effort:.
‘by title, prexy Arthur Krim also
i money are they ever going to take
from her post. as Soth’s fan mag contact, and Ina Balin are said. to: be |
revealed some new deals and new out’ of India and Pakistan?’’). In‘planning theopening: of a posh. dress shop on ‘57th ‘Street’.
2 Indie |
properties.
Stead, he’d like to see them open
distrib Ed Kingsley back: at his desk after being: away iit forover: a
Director George Roy Hill enters
up a "New York office comparable
week.
Independent production next year
_
Washington,
Oct.’
17.
to that operated by French in the
. Greg: Morrison, formerly’ 20th- Fox trade. Bress contact, takes over
Pope. John has issued. a-call for. with a two-picture deal. “A Bullet local French Film Office.
his new duties as unit. publicist on David Susskind’s “Requiem: for.
for
Charlemagne,”
starring
Sidney
This doesn’t appear immediately
_a Heavyweight” here Monday :(23). . Another former 20th publicist, | “all-men of good -will’—Catholic. Poitier, tees off the slate, going
nd other faiths—to. back the RoMinneg; polis, Oct. 17.

if‘Changes lhUA
Plans Due, List
~ Doesn't Confir

PopeUrgesAll

Back Catholic

Fight On Films

‘ .too
.=

./a

likely, though the chances might
be better now since the Germaa
government has been pursuaded
that it has to lend a hand to keep

Martin Goldblatt, has opened his ‘own offices. on. Madison “Ave. . .
‘under a $2,500,000 budget.
British producers Julian. Wintle and Leslie’ Parkyn have. signed to man clergy's drive to upgrade ‘moHill first must complete direction
make “Survival,” an atomic scifi yarn, for American International. Pic tion pictures. ,
In a news release’ here from’ the of “The Rise and Fall of The Third
goes in January. on Austrian locations.
National Catholic. Welfare .Confer- Reich’ for producer John HouseSwedish novelist and critic.-Vilgot Sjoman will |work , as. Ingmar
man ‘at Metro. Charles Schnee is
“Bergman’s assistant on “The: Communicant.”:Sjoman, who has written ‘ence, the pontiff was -quoted as ‘currently: scripting for a spring
Catholic organiza_ several film scripts.and a recent book about Hollywood, :will also. make congratulating
start in England.
“a television ‘film ‘about’ how Ingmar Bergman made “The ‘Communi- tions interested. in. film fare for
‘The list also reveals that “Desant,” which will be released when the feature has. its. ‘opening: in their zeal in carrying out a tough tiny’s Tot” is the title of the “hushchore.. He_ stated:
.
Sweden. in about one. year.
hush” project on which Hubert
“We.
ate
aware.
of.
the
fervor’
Aubrey Schenck: registered “The Young. ‘Wear. Black”. with. “MPAA ,
Cornfield has been working for
as upcoming feature under his Schenck-Koch: banner ....’. Warner Bros. with which you strive to ‘introduce Stanley Kramer since last‘ June.
registered “The: Laughing Skull” and “Spearhiead"’s. ‘Allied Artists. “The always into movie ‘and production With Cornfield writing and directBashful Elephant” . - Otte Preminzer. inked’ Cay Forester for “Advise circles the light of the gospels and ing, “Tot” will be the first Kramer
and Consent”
. “Brushfire ‘War’ is final tab for “Brushfire.” Jack good seeds of the teachings of | film in five years which the proWarner Jr. production under his new Obelisk. banner . . . Jose: Quintero Jesus Christ. . —
“Your task is certainly not easy. ducer hasn’t also directed.
will film. Carson .McCullers’ novel, “‘The Heart Ts a Lonely: ‘Hunter,”
Cornfield has-a two-picture deal
under his ‘newly-formed J/Q Productions banner.,
....Norman Maurer But. we are aware of your untiring with Kramer, second of which .is
zeal
for the creation of motion picwill follow. “Three Stooges Meet. Hercules,” which ‘Columbia Pictures
“Invitation
To-A Gunfighter,” bn
will release ‘next Easter; with “Three Stooges Meet the Monster,” to tures which are not a cause of which ‘there is now a screenplay
roll in“ January on $400, 000:budget + . « Peter Lorre joined. cast of artistic, intellectual and moral deg- by James Lee Barrett. Neither UA
radation. The success of such an_
_AIP’s “Tales of Terror.” «=
‘pic is scheduled to go until Kramer
¥ves Montand, who opens.. his. one-man. show. tere next Tuesday undertaking certainly depends on has finished producing and direct(24), will personally: dub the: French version of -his upeoniing | Par pic,’ the common and: perservering ac- ‘ing “A Child Is Waiting,” which
of all Catholics—clergy and
“My: Geisha,” in which he costars with Shirley MacLaine. . ; Producer- tivity
starts in January with Burt Landirector Robert Rossen off: to ‘Hollywood for the ‘opening of “The laity—togéther with the help of all ‘easter and Judy Garland:
men
of
good will.” ©
Hustler" and to lecture at fhe University of Southern Cal. .:. . Jean
Pope. John’s message «was direct-. |. Krim. emphasized at last week’s
Goldwurm, .prexy of Times Film, and Mrs. Goldwurm back’ fram: a biz
press conference that the list of
‘trip abroad. ‘Incidentally, Times” “Purple Noon”. is: said. to’ have racked éd. to the International Catholic properties would be supplemented
up the biggest b.o. gross for any foreign language pic.to play the local Film Office, the Catholic Film. Cen- to the extent that each of the upter (Italian counterpart to the LeLittle Carnegie..:It's' tow in its.seventh week. . gion’ of Decency) and the Italian coming three years would seé be-

its

production

That

represents

companies

going.

a big change

in

Policy.

Par Features To

‘Seldom Cost Less
Than $2,000,000
Paramount executives last week
decided it was their turn to same
to bat with product disclosures and
this they did on a genuitiely global
basis, Press conferences were held
Friday (13) in New York, Hollywood, Copenhagen, Tokyo, Sydney
and London.

The one in Gotham was hosted
by worldwide distribution chief
George Weltner and domestic sales
head Jerry Pickman.
They said
Continental Distributing has ‘British ‘director. Guy Green. (“The
tween 30 and 33 pix going out un-| there’s no ceiling on production exMark’) and star ‘Tony Hancock (‘Call Me Genius") .{n town to .tub- Catholic. Film Exhibitors Assn.. The der the UA banner. Titles and penditures because, as Weltner put
organizations
are
topped
by
Archthump.. . . Actor. Rod Taylor, currently in Naples. shooting: Metro's:
release period currently blueprint- it, “the ‘halfway’ and ‘almost’ pic“King. of the Seven Seas,” has formed his own company. for theatrical bishop Martin J. O’Connar, presiture is strictly a loss proposition.
dent of.the Pontifical Commission |.¢4 areas follows:
_
and. tv film production . .. .George Roth, Atlantic Pictures. prexy, off
for Motion Pictures, Radio. and| 1962: “West Side Story,”
“Judg- The international audience’s stand‘to London and the. Continent in ‘search of ‘product:
Television.
_—
(Continued
on
page
20:
ards have rocketed in the past two
New York’s own little old New Wave publicist, Elinor ‘Silverman,
years.”
whose stationery once listed: her address as 1111 East 39th St. (an East
Same observation was voiced by
River diving bell), has moved.to “new (and.-drier)' offices on Lex at Corman .
. King Bros.. prepping “Captain Sinbad,” based on Arabian
65th St.
. Rudy” Franchi, editor of the. N.Y. Film: Bulletin, has been Nights legentis and skedded for filming in India. . Director George Jack Karp and Martin Rackin at
the
studio, James Perkins in Copen|Roy Hill enters indie production next year under two-pix deal with
named ‘associate editor of -Showbill.:
. Carolynn -Kopkin, secretary to Embassy publicity nianager Ed. Feld- United Artists, first to be “A Bullet for Charlemagne,” starring Sidney hagen, S. A. Henriksen in Tokyo,
Robert
Graham in Sydney and RusPoitier
on
$2,500.000.
budget
.
Robert Edwards, Joe
.« Raoul Levy inked Nancy Kwan for
man, weds fhon-pro Paul Lucey Nov. 18°:
sell Hadley in London.
|“The Travels of Marco Polo, ” on Ioanout deal from Seven Arts
_ Levine's man-in Rome,isback at his post after homeoffice talks.
Par
has
12 productions comptet’.
Late, communique’ from Charley Sclineer’s “Jason and Golden Ava Gardner and. Louis Jourdan to costar in “The Jackals,” Galatea
ed and awaiting release, plans to
- Fleece”. company at- Paliniro, Italy, has the wheels of local commerce production for Paramount release filmed in France and Spain.
distribute as many as can be done
Robert Aldrich, back from Rome and his “Sodom. and Gomorrah”
ground to.a daytime halt. Women can‘t ‘shop, it seems, because most.
of the shopkeepers are doing the extra bit. ‘Homemakers’ in ‘the town. stint, parleys the: tradepress . at lunch Friday (20) in the Hemisphere “judiciously and properly.” Figure
about 20 for handling in the 1961have turned their wrath on Schneer, insisting’ he. atrange for someone ‘Club.
to watch .the” stores. will location headaches (and. creative press-|. - With typical. publicity: SAVVY, Otte Preminger has cast four newsmen 62 semester and add to this numfor appearances in “Advise and Consent.” Three are Washington obagentry) néver cease?.
- “Odyssey of a Little Dog, ” short story ‘Dy. late Marine ‘Col. John W.. ‘servers: Milton Berliner, Washington Daily News; Allen W. Cromley,
‘Thomason, ‘will be’ first film: Eugene Frenke and. ‘Robert. ‘Webb will. ‘Daily Oklahoman; and Jesse Stearns: Buscher, Columbus Dispatch.
_ make under their. new: Easterm-Robar Productions banner.
‘Basil Fourth scribe is Chicago Sun-Times gossiper Irv~Kupcinet, who also:
Rathbone. with Vincent Price in AIP’s “Tales. of -Terror,” ‘trilogy of “worked”: in ‘producer’s earlier “Anatomy of a Murder” and who has
Edgar “Allan | Poe. horror stories, to be produced-directed - by Roger (an actréss-daughter..

_.,

ber another22 on the “active production list.”
Said Pickman:
“Only two or
three of these will cost less than

$2,000.000 and all others will exe
(Continued on page 20)
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Bright $12,000, ustler Fast320000,Det ‘Grass?
LAUp; Kings’ Great $31,000,‘Crass| Blues’Denver;
Trapp’ Ditto
Potent 196, ‘Blues’Tori 106,34
Boff 226, ‘Inglish’ Light 146, ‘Head’
116, Fanny 196, ‘Spartacus’ 126, 92d
_PICTURE

GROSSES

Denver, Oct.
Nice. ‘Vineup of new, strong
is lending a cheerful note to
run biz here currently. Top

Los Angeles, Oct..17.
Firstruns are picking up slightly
backed by 2 pair
stanza
this
here
of strong openers. “King of Kings”
is heading for a great $31,000,
Estimated Total Gross
starting its hard-ticket engagement
in;
This Week
“Splendor
at the Egyptian.

17.
fare
firstnewrated
comer is
“Paris Blues,”
stout at Paramount. “Trapp. Fam-}
fly” is getting the-same gross at
the larger house, the Denver, also.
in first week. “Blood: and Roses”
‘looks very dull: at. Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week

Key CityGrosses

(Based

Grass” is shaping to get a hoff
$22.000 or better in opening round
at Hollywood. Paramount.

run

in three

theatres.

‘Orpheus’ (Indie) (reissues). Good

on 33 cities end 261

theatres)

“Grass TallmG,

“Ben-Hur”

oNrae pat. ee
-

N.Y.)

w

Centre (Fox) .(1,270;.. $1-$1.45)
“Spartacus” (U) (3d wk). Okay}

|

$6500. Last week, $9,000.
Coeper (Cooper)
$250). “This Is Cimerama”

Couple of blockbusters are lead-.

ing the firstrun to hefty. gresses
this week. “The Hustler” looks fast

|

at the Fox, “Splendor in Grass” is

$607,600-

eo

e@seeeee

“Francis of Assisi” Tooks soft| Last Year .. ...:.. $2,344,600
(Based on 24 cities and 234
$17,000 or under on first general
“Claudelle

Detroit, ‘Oet.: 17,

\

$463,4
| Aladdin (Fox) (900; $1.25) “Never | Last(Based
Year on 24 theatres}
and “Black

-On Sunday”: (Lope}

$2,324,700

theatres, chtefiy first. runs, in
cluding

f

|}

Elsewhere its strictly holdevers,

eof

fwith “Paris :“Blues,” in‘ third -session at Mereury, still great. “Wind.-| jammer,” .in fourth sailing at Mu-

‘Grass’ Great
a

sie Hall, still is sturdy. “Greyfriar-

Bobby”. is.trim in second round at:
Madison.

Tato; Drums’ 96;

“Trapp Faniily” is hav-.-

ing.a good second week at Grand
Circus. “La Dolce: Vita” looms fine
in 14th round at T-L Krim.
~
'" Estimates for This Week.

(814; $1.6&}°

Inglish” is heading for a slim $14,-'
(Cin000 or less in three houses. “The '
Toronto, Oct. 17.
erama) (31st wk). Big $13,000. Last
‘Fox (Woodmont Corp) (5,051; 75-__
Head” looms fair $11,000 in two’:
Among newcomers. off to. healthy $1.49)—"Hustler” (20th) and “Blast ©
week, $10,300.
—~_
spots.
starts.
are
“Splendor
in Grass,” of Silence” (U). Fast’ $20,000. Last
J
Denver
(Fox)
(2,432;
$1.25) ;
“Fanny”
the .holdoversj
heads
! great at Hollywood, and “Thunder. |week, “Thunder of Drums” (M-G)
“Trapp: Family” (20th). Fine $12,- |
with an okay $19.000 or near in,
1 000. Last week, “Man-Trap” (Par) of Drums,” good at Uptown, “Grey- } second week, plus’ Ray. Charles-.
five houses, some in third. others
friars Bobby,” at 10-house combo |yrFabian stageshow, $30,000.
and
“Oil
Town”
(Indie),
$6,500.
on inifial weeks
“Paris Blues’ is
Denham (Indie) (800; $1.25) “Ro- of Famous Players and Twine
Michigan (United Detroit) (4, 036;
rated tepid $13.000 or near in secCleveland,
Oct.
I,
manoff and Juliet? (Uy (3d wk). houses, looms okay. “Guns of Nav- -$1.25-$1.49)—"Splendor’ in Grass”
ond session, three sites.
arone” is still up there im Itth
Cinema biz is .on slow uprise Fair $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
(WB).°
Splendid $19,000. er over.
“Spartacus”
is heading
for a.
frame while “Come September”
here this session, with solid boost
Esquire (Fox). (600; “$1) “Breath- shapes big in seventh Loew’s week. |Last week, “Oceans 11” (WB) and
fancy $12.000 or near in 52d round. ‘from new fare. Standout looks ta
|“Indisereet”
(WB) (reissues), $10,-"
less’?
(FAW).
Okay
$2,000.
or
near.
at the Pantages.
be “Splendor in Grass,’ with “|Last week, “King and F* (20th). “ta Dolce Vita” stilt is ‘sturdy in 000..
Estimates for This Week
11th session at Tivoli.
j
great opener at. the aren. “Back
|
Palms
(UD)
(2,955; $2:25-$1:49)—
(m.0.5
(2d
wk),
$1,800.
Egyptian ‘UATC? 11.392; $1.25- Street” also shapes okay on openEstimates for This Week
, “Twenty Plus Two” (AA) and “Ele$3.50\—"King
of Kings’
(M-G)
er at the Hipp. “Two Women” still| Orpheum (REOY (2,680;|$1.25Birchcliff,
(Par). Fair $10,000.
jhant
Beach,
Walk”
Alhambra,
(Par) Capitel, Nextewn, Palace, , Parkdale,
Great $31.000.
Last week. “Ben-, iis mice in fourth round at the $1.45) “Blood and Roses

Cleve.; ‘Plus 2 56:

and “Secrets of Deep Harbor”
Hur” (M-G) (98th wk-5 days}, $19. “+ Colony.
$00.
f “20 Plus Two” is rated mild on! (Par). Dull $5,000. Last week,
“Claudelle Inglish” (WB) and “Cat
Hollyweod
Paramoant
(State):
(1,468; $1-$2!—"Splendor in Grass”.
(WR,

Roffn §?° 000 or better. Last |

initialer at Stillman while “The
| Burglar” (Indie), $3,500.
Hustler" is average on second at
Paramaes
(Indie)
(2.100: 90-

week, with Baldwin. Los Angeles, ,
°
$1.25)
‘Paris: Blues” (UA)- and
Estimates for This Week
“Sergeant Was a “Lady” (Uy) (2a
Beverly, “Fanny” ‘WB) '15th wk,
(Stanley-Warner) (2.866; ! wk). Stout $12,000. Last . week,
Holly Par; 2d wk, Baldwin, Los An- a Aller
geles; Ist wk. Beverly), “World by. $1-31 50) — “Splendor in Grass” $18,500.
=
Night” 'WB) '2d wk, Baldwin, Los; fWB). Smart $22,000. Last week,| Twone (Indie} (600; $1-$1.45) “ExAngeles; Ist wk. Beverly), $19.100. | “Claudelle Inglish” (WB), $6,500. | plosive Generation” (UA}.(2d wk).
Warren’s, Wiltern, Vogue iiMetColony (S-W)
(1,354; $1.50}—: ; Fairish $3,000. Last week, $4,500.
ropolitan-SW-FWC)
(1.757: 2.344: “Two Women” (Embassy) (4th wk).
$10: 90-$1.50)—"‘Claudelle Inglish” _ Nice $4.500 after $4.900 last week. |
«WB) and “Portrait of Mobster”
Continental Art ‘Art Theatre
(WB). Slim $14,660 or close. Last ! Guild) (900; $1-$1.25}—‘Pienie on
week, Warren’s, Wiltern with Ha- Grass” tIndie). Okay $2,400. Last:
wail,
“Scream
of Fear’
(Cat, week, “Dreams” (Indie), $1,400 in:
“Trunk”
‘Col) tist wk). $10.460.
5 days.
Vogue with Hillstreet, “Romanoff '
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
and Juliet’ ‘b) tlst general re-'- (925; $1-$1.25)—"“League of..Gen-.
Jease} and “Sergeant Was Lady” , tlemen” 'Indie). Slow $2,200. Last.
Washington, . Oct. 17.
(Us, $9,300.
week. “Eove and Frenchwoman”
A trio of hot newcomers domiState. Pix (CATC-Prin)
(2.404:

|

(£astern

_\:

nate

the, firstruns

Hipp): “Splendor in

os

$7)

(BV). = Greyfeiar’s €1408;, $2:25-81.49)
i

>

Fine $26,000.
“Fright ‘That . Disappeared” (UA)
Carlton (Rank). (2,318: $1-$1.50) j(2d. wk). Trim $9,000. Last week,
—"Guns

of Navarone’”. (Col). (11th ||$10.00

Lusty

13,000.

$11,000. ‘Last

week,! Garena Ciréus (UD). (1,400; $f.25

‘$1.49)—"Trapp Family” (20th) (2di
Eglinton (FP) (918; $1.50-$2.50) |
Windjammer” (NT) (43d. wk).» 1900Okay $9,000. Last-week, $10,
Consistent $7,000. Last week, same. |"4a... (Balaban) (1,700: $1.25od (PP) (1,080; $1-$1.56).

—Splendor in Grass” (WB). Great 1$1.50)—“Bridge to Sun” (M-G) (2d.
Last

week,

Inglish® (EB), $5,000.

.

“Claudelle wh). Oke $7,000. Last week, $9,000.
United Artists (UA) (1.667; $1.25-

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1-$1 50). |$1.80)—"Guns of -Navarone Pr. (Col)
—"“Greengage Summer” (Col) (2é.', (15th wk). Swell $6,500. Hast week, |
wk). Big $6,000. Last week, ditto.
Imperial (FP) (3,343; 1-81. 5))—

‘Misie

Fall

‘(Cinerama,.- Ine: ).7
“Windjammer”

(4,208; $1.20-$2:65)
“Francis of Assisi” (20th) (2d wk). iN
Fair $8,000. Last week, :$11,000.

(NT) (retssue) (4th wk).. Steady $11,-

Cont
adtheoa ABM a Oa
International Faylor) (sar: $i-

this session.

Grass,”

65-$1)—"Greyfriars Bobby”
wk).

‘Breakfast Wow
$15,000, D.C. Ace

756: 90-S1.50\—“The Head” ‘T-L): ‘Indie}, $2,100.
and “Black Pit of Dr. M” ‘Indie’.* Hippodrome

ood (Last week, “Pit and Pendulum"
Runnymede, St. Clair, Westw
(AD and “Day Sky Exploded” (AI)
(FP-Twinex) (944;Perey be rtd (3d wk), $13,000.
959: 1,495: 1,405; 2

daydating

ee

ea

TT
/

(3.700; $1.25-$1.75\—"Back Street” | two Stanley Warner. spots, looks) Last week, $4,000. °
[Aster (14th wk), Fine $4,508. ‘Last
“nit |for a bright take. “Breakfast atl _Eeew's feew) cyou st-$1,50) wee same...
(1
Tiffany's” is: rated wham at the!
“Come
September”
(7th w
ercury (UM) 6 465; “$1--$1 gl

Fair $11,000.
Tast week, “Pit avd(U1. -Okay $12.000. ey
Penduium” ‘AD (2d wk), “Day Sky
(Col}
Exoladed” tindie) ‘State?’ !‘2d wk) “Guns oo Navarone”

and “House

of Usher”

sue) (Pix), 9.800.
Hillstreet,

Fris.

$9;00
1 Ontario where it may hit a new{| Big $12,000.. Last week, $13,500.
[“Paris._ Blues” (UA) (3d wk), Great
(AJ) treis-, wk},
Ohie Tew): (2,700; $1-$1. 50)}— | house record.
Tivoli (FP). (935; $1.50-$2.50)— ~ | $20,000. Last week, $12,Q00. ”
:
_ (Astor).
“The Hustler,” above opening |
;““Roceo
and
_
Brothers”
(Metro- '

Loyola

‘NSH $4,500 °despite. ‘controversial | week hopes, shapes boffo in see-| Steady $8,500.. Last week, ‘ditto.
politan-FWC) '2.752:.825: 1.298: 90’ dally. Last -week,. “Paris Blues” |ond: round at Palace. “Bridge To !
Towne. (Taylor). (693:. 90-$1.25)— |
$1.50'—“Francis of Assisi” '20th). (UA) (m.o.), $5.400 for 6 days.
Sun” Ioems slight in’ second at “Long, Short, Tall” (IFD) (4th wk).
and “Trapp Family’
'20th) fist;
Palace
‘Silk
&
Helpern)
(2,739;
|
Capitol.
“Come
September”
still
is.
|
Satisfactory
$4,000.
Last week,
general release). Soft $17.000 or
$1-S1.50}
— “Hustler”
(20th) .(2djjsolid in fifth at the Warner. ‘“La‘ $5,000.
°
less. Last week, Iris, “Two Wav Vere
‘wkh Average $9,000 after $14, 000 | Dolce’ Vita’ is holding its own in 1- University (FP) (1, 586; $1-$1. 50) |
Stretch” (Show). “Man in Cocked;
| 13th Town round.
— “Truth” (Kings): (24. wk). Strong
Hat” ‘Show'. £3.000. Lovola with ?for opener..

‘Street’ Strong $8,006,
‘Vyille: ‘Exodus’ 9G On
Popscale, Bobby’ $8,500

State (Loew) {3,700; $1-$150)—
Estimates for This ‘Week
$7,000.. Last week, -$8,000..
Orpheum.
Hollywood, Fox
Wil-. Louisville, Oct. .17..
“Marines, Let's Go” (20th).. Fairish
sw) |. Uptown (Loew) (2,543;. $1- $1.75).
Ambassador-Metrepolifan
shire,
“Paris
Blues”?
'UA)
and:
‘Louisville’s main stem -is lively
(1,480,
1,000;
>
$5,500.
Last
week,
“Scream
of.
*
$1-$1.49)—“Sp
lendor;
—Thunder
of Drums” (M-G).. - this week, with two new films an
“Matter af Morals” ‘UA). $23.700. «
in Grass” (WB). :Bright $18,000. |Good. $9.000 ‘or over. Last week, :
Orpheum, Hollywood. Fox Wil- ; Fear” (Col), $4,500.
‘ Yeturn of “Exodus” to United: Arte
Stilbnan (Loew) (2.700; $1-$1. 50) |
Last week, “Greyfriar’s Bobby” ae (M-G) (4th wk), -$5,000.:
shire ‘Metropolitan-FWC)
+2.213:!

756: 1,990; 90-$1.50)—"“Paris Blues”! —’20 Plus Two” (AA). Modest
(CA)
(2d wk)
and
“Matter
of; $5.000. Last week, “Great War’

Morals’

(UA) (Orpheum)

(2d wk}, !
{ (Lope)

and

“Season

(BV), - $11,060.
Apex. (K-B).

‘ists as regular fare. “Back Street;

(940; “g1.gi.25)—|

dnewie

of Passion”
; ‘King and I” (20th) (reissue). Good ,‘Hustler’

-..
“Girl in Room 13” Indie) (Holly. |(Lope), $4.000.
-Art
(Art
Theatre
wood), “Goodbye Again” (UA) (Fox ; Westwood
:
Guild)
(855;
.$1.25-$1.50)
—
“Red
Wilsh). Tepid $13,000 or near.
Baldwin. Beverly, Los Angeles, .Shoes (Cont) (reissue’. Thin $1,500.
Hawaii, El Rey State-Metropoll- |Last week, “French ‘Mistress” (Intan-G&S-FWC) 11,800: 2.019; 1.150;: die), $2, 300.
i
1,106; 86%: 90-S2)=—"Fanny” ‘WB)
a,
{3d wk, Baldwin. ‘Los Angeles; 2d
Port.
Slow
But
‘Grass’
wk, Beverly. Hawaii, Et Rey} and.

186,000. Last week, “Two Women”
(Embassy) (6th wk). $3,200.
..
Capitol. (Loew) (3,420; $1-$1.49)

Hich $9,000,
Seattle; ‘Grass’ $7,600
‘Seattle, Oct. 17.;

at the. Kentucky,

looms:

.

‘| Bocko, Mary -Anderson. also has a
winner in “Greyfriars Bobby.”. “La

Dotee. Vita’ is rated’ fairish in
second at the. Brown..

.One more indication that ‘qual-..
Some new face this session is
helping firstrun picture here. “The ity product at firstruns’can stand
up
to other forms of entertainment
Hustler” shapes big at Coliseum
while “Splendor in Grass’ Iooms is tipped by fact that: numerous
legit.
shows at Memorial Aud have.
comparatively as strong on opener
at
the
Blues” 4UA). (2d wk), $10,000.
at smaller: Music Box. “Spartacus” been: disappoiritments
wicket,
°°
MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.25)— is rated okay in fourth’ at ‘Music.
“Ocean's 11” (WB) (reissue) (Bald-! Fast $8,000; ‘Blues’ 4G
Estimates for This ‘Week
“Dentist
in
Chair’
(Indie).
NSG
Hall.
win), “World by Night” (WB) (2d
Portland, Ore., Oct. 17.
’ Brown (Fourth: Avenue? -(1,100s
$3,500.: Last week, “Pure Hell”
Estimates for This. Week
;
wk, Beverly: 3d wk, Los Angeles;
Mild product and Indian summer. (Cont) (4th wk), $3,000
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (839; $1- %5-$1.25}—"La Dolce Vita” Astor).
Hawaii),
“Goodbye
Again”
{El'
Ontarie (K-B) (1, 249; $1-$1.49) $1,50)—“Romanoff and Juliet” (Ud) (24 wk). Fair $5,000. ‘or near after |
Rey). Okay $19,000 or close. Last! weather has first-run biz on the
Third
week downtown first. week's $6,500.
week, EI Rey, “Big Deal on Madon- !| skids here. “Splendor In Grass” is —"“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” (Par). (m.o.).
Kentueky .Switow) (900; 75-$1)
na ‘Street’ (Indie) (3d wk), $1.400. |the
tne exception for new entries at .Wham.. $15,000. Last week, ‘Loss shapes okay $3,500 or over. Last
Fox
where
lusty
“Romanoff
of
Innocence”
(Con
(2a
wk),
week,
“Thunder
Drums”
(M-G) (2d |: —"Back Street” (U). Socke $8,000.
Four Star ituUATC) (868: 90-$1.50)
wk), $3,400.
(Astor) ||and Juliet” holds for a sceond if $5,000.
| Last week, “Romanoff and Juliet”
—"Roceo
and Brothers”
Palace 4Loew) (2,390; $1-$1.49)
Celiseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,;870; (U), $5,000..
(4th wk). Dandy $4,500. Last week,:is luggish round at the Broadway.
| Music Box and Hollywood. have re- —Hustler” (26th) (2d wk). Sock $1-$1.50}— “Hustler” _ (20th). "and
$5,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (900;
‘issues.
“Paris
Blues’
is
‘dul
on
$16,000,
or
near.
after
$20,
300
“Purple
Hills” (20th), Big $9,000.
Crest (State) +750: 90-$1.50)—
BV)
1)—“Greyfriars ‘Bobby
Last week, “] Women from: Hell” 36-$
opener.
“Invasion Quartet” (M-G) (3d wk). opener at Paramount. Boffo
$8,500 or close: Last -week, |
Estimates
for
This
Week
(20th)
‘and
Playhouse
(T-L)
(459;
:
$1.49-$2)
Pirates
of
Tortuga”
Nice $2,600. Last week, $2.300.
“World ..By. Night” ~ LWBy ‘and
Broadway. (Parker) (1,890; $1-|— “Guns of Navarone” (Col) (14th (UA), $7,306.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1.316: 90-:
| “Lucky: Me” (WB), $4,500
Slow $2,500. Last week, . Fifth Avenue. (Fox-Evergreen)
$1.50)—“Loss of Innocence” (Col); $1.50’—“Romanoff .and Juliet” (U)| wk).
“Ohio (Settos). (900; 75:81)-—"Doe(2,500; . $1-$1:50)—“Guns. of Nava(4th wk).
Slender $4,000.
Last; and “So This Is Paris” ‘U) (teis- { $2,700.
(UA) . and
Coffin”
isue) (2d wk). Slow $4,000. Last
Plaza (T-L). (278; $1-$1.90}— rone” (Col) (tith wk).
Good. $6,- -tor’s Blood
week, $4.500.
{"Snake
Woman” (UA). Mild: $4,000.
“After: Mein Kamp” (Indie) (24 000 in 9 days. Last week, $5,800.
Chimese t(FWC) (1.408: $2-$2.40) "week, $5,100.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-$1.49) wk). Hearty $5,000. Last week,
Music Box (Hamrick) (BBB: "$1- ‘Last week, “Alakazam The Great”
—“Young Doctors” (UA) (7th wk).
—“Splendor In Grass” (WB) and $5,300. °
$1.50)—“‘Spléndor in Grass” (WB)... fA) and. “Beware Chiidren* (Ine
So-so $7.060. Last week, $7,300.
Tewn - (King) (800; $1..25-$2)— Fine $7,000. Last week, “Romanoff |die), $4,400.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $2-$2. 40) |“Thunder In Carolina” (WB). Lusty
Rialte (Fourth Avenue) (1, 100;
—"* Never On Sunday” (Lope? (47th; 000. Last week, “Guns of Nava-{ “Dolce Vita” (Astro) (3th wk). and Juliet” (U) (2d wk), $5,200...
Hep $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
“Seven . Wonders ‘of
. Musie Hall (Hamrick) (2,500; $1- $4.25-$2.20)
wk). Busy $4,000. Last week, $4,-|irone™ (Col) (11th wk), $5,700.
Hollywood
(Evergreen).
(2,000:|
Trans-Ewx
(T-L).
(600;
$1.49-$2)
(Cinerama) ‘$13th wk).
$1.50)—“Spartacus” .(U) (4th wk). World”
700.
.
(20th) .and}|—*Guns of Navarone” (Col) (14th Okay. $5,000. Last week, $6,600. | Perky: $7,000, topping. slast week's
Pantages
(RKO)
(1.513; $1.25- '$1-$1.49)—"“Can-Can™
6,
-Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) (3,$2.75)}—“Spartacus” ¢U) (52d wk). :“Carousel” (20th) (reissues). Mod- wk). Hot $4,500. Last week, $4,900.
Tall and - United Artists (Fourth: Avenue)
Fast $12,000 or near. Last week, est $3,000. Last week, “Spartacus” " Uptown (SW) (1,300; $1-$1.49)— 000; $1-$1.50)—‘‘Long,
(WA)
(14th
wk),
at
pop-prices,
(3,300;
73-$1.25)— “Exodus”. (UA).
“Fanny” (WB} (subrun) (5th wk). Short” (Cont) -and “Hippodrome”
$11,500.
(Cont).
Bad $3,000. Last week, First "downtow1. showing ‘at rege
Oke $4,500. Last- week, $5,000.
Musie Hall (Ros) (720; $2.40-: $3,200.
Musie
Box
(Hamrick)
(640;
$1-}.
ular
scale
and...on- continuous.
Warner (SW) (1,440; $1-$1.49)— “Paris Blues” {UA) and “Flight
‘Astor)j
$2.75)—"‘La
Dolee Vita”
(¥3th wk). Big $8,500. Last week, $1.50)—"Star Ig Born” (WB) treis- “Come September” (GY (5th wk). That Disappeared” (UA), $5;060° in | Swell $9,000 looms. Last week,
“Hustler”
(20ths;
$5,000.
9 days.
| Loud $7,500. Last week, $8,000.
(Continued on page 11)
$8,600,

|—“Bridge To Sun” (M-G) (2d wk).

;Sad $7,800 after $11,500 opener.
.Keith’s (RK@): (1,839: $1-$1.49)
—"Great War” (UA). Slim $6,000
| for five-day run. Last. week, “Paris

2
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PICTURE

GROSSES

9

HUB BIZ

|BREAKFAST HIT BwayBizSoars; ‘Grass’ Giant 606,
$36,000, Brige Nice
N 186,‘Hustler’| GIANT RECORD Kings’ Wow-$43,600, Street’ Fancy

NewProductLifts ChisStreet‘Socko

3G, Town 366; Breakfast’ 1796, 2d

Tall 246, 24;"Blues’ Hot146,3d}
“Chicago, Oct. 17.

_

—

Boston, Oct. 17.
Picture biz is winging: high here
| currently with a big array of new.
Launching of new product in 10 second week. Day-dating with 72d
product launched, and renewed in- different theatres plus the Colum- St. Playhouse.
‘terest in films. An’ alitime record bus Day upbeat with
holiday;
Padio
City
Ha
|for the Capri was set by. “Break-. scales will boost Broadway first- fellers) {6,200;ees? me ne.

4

peed beirianiomrbihatedMEEEstimates Are Net

the tone ef. firstrun bir this: week
| °° Film gross estimates as: realthough the session in general ©is}, “ported herewith from the vari-.
fast at Tiffany's,” ‘which ‘drew; ‘run business
this round to its} sect at Tiffany's” (Par) plus stagestill not: exceptional. “Bark Street,” J ous key citles, are net; i.e., Jiines for three blocks. It’s headed highest level in many weeks. In| show (24 wk). Initial holdover
fer
gigantic. $30,000, sinashing addition several new films will| week winding up today (Wed.) looks
usual
tax.
Distrib-:
|
ot abetted ‘by world preem ballyhoo,} “without
pen j previous. house mark, held by: preem during the next few days or]to hold with wow $175,000 after
with aj ‘; attars share'on net take, when

the neweomers

is topping
the
hence
playing percentage,
“sock $36,000 or over at the United ]°_ estimated
figures are net. dinArtists. “Bridge To Sun”: looks to

span a nice $18,000. initialer at the.)
“Woods.
;._
_
_|
“L’Avventura” is sighting a!
“fancy figure in its bow-at the Town.

Monroe

come.

The

.

“Herse’s Mouth.” Performance of: were launched yesterday {Tues.). _ $178,000 for opener. Stays on.
“Breakfast”
had the city agosg.
With five openings on ‘Thursday.
|
Kings,” playin
—West Side Story” (A). OpensIn
(12) in Boston, the 866-seat house ticket at the State. Opus was close tonight (Wed) on bard-ticket.
, outgrossed every. other theatre the, to capacity at $43,600 for the first ahead, “Francis of Assisi” (20th)

lon "King ofKites” plavine bard| Rivoli (IAT) (1545; $1.50-$2.50)

parenthetic’ admission

prices, However, as ete a
“include U.S.
amusement
vu. Ss.

{frst day.

“Breakfast”. was
terrific: campaign,
‘Arnold Wan. Leer,
jexploitation man.
| cluded: everything

combo of “Warrior Em- ‘Grass Lusty iG,

press”. ‘and “Most Dangerous Man

Alive” ‘is okay.
.. “The Hustler” fs pacesetting the]
holdovers.. with .a .socko. second
|
round ‘at: Oriental. “Seven. Wonders}
ittsbu h, Oct.’ 1
of. World, ”’ on reissue, shapes. lively.
P biz re
‘Pitt firstrun
ts showing .a
-in second popprice frame at Palace.|slight rise largely because of the

Pitt; ‘Assisi 86

breakfast

at-the

‘gix days, covering 10 shows inee after
- hypoed By a: cluding a morning kiddie matinee. Oth wesSoy)
in Grass” wound
its
spearheaded .by “Splendor
Paramount field initial week with a great $60,000, _ State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$3.50)
here, which in-. day-dating the Victoria and Trans-|—‘King of Kings” (M-G). Opening
week ended yesterday (Tues.) was
2d Street.
down to serving

(coffee and doughtriuts). Lary 520 Street” looks fo land a| Virtually capacity $43,600 or close

theatre.

days, | nine performi
fine $52.000 in first session, day- for first six Gays,

He also set up a

contest to name the world’s famous dating the. Capitol and Trans-Larm jances plus a kiddies’ morning matidiamonds, their weight and origin. 85th Street. “Blood and Roses” hit] Dee. Pic started in great fashion

First prize is a diamond ring: rum-jan okay $16,000 or near opening) on Columbus Day, and aided by
ner-up gets breakfast free for one’ round at the DeMille.

favorable

“Neapolitan

early

sold out

reviews,

_| Carousel” climbed to a new recordjfor last Saturday and Sunday
strong showings of “Splendor. in |. ' Oddity is that the Capri, former- |of $9,100 at the tiny Carnegie Hall /nights.
Grass” at Stanley and “Francis ef|‘ly the Copley legit house, has Cirema arty house. in first week.
Vietoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50and Carnegie, looks. Jush in first
Assisi”, at Gateway in: first rounds.
never taken in that much} “Town Without Pity” did a nice|$2)—“Splendor in Grass” (WB)
holdover. week...
Other ‘mew ‘entries, both shaping; probably
money ever before. When. Sack: $36,000 on initial stanza, day-dating; {2d wk). Initial week finished Mon“The

Truth,”

day-dating

at Loop

“Paris” Blues” “shapes hotsy in!slow’ are

Roosevelt third

week at Sheraton Plaze hotel...

Bridge to Sun”. at. Ponny
2
took the house

stanza, “Loss -of)and *
“Reece and His: Brothers”. 31 the - Capr

over, hé.na
-igithe Astor and arty Fine Arts. day (16) was $38,000 or close.
ndin
240,000 in: “Spartacus” shapes $24,000 or near, Looks in for run.
isurprisingly big for first week of a
$240.0
Warner (SW) (1,813; $1.50-$3.50)
-in- Grass” “also is. subsequent-run, at the Palace.
—Exodus” (UA) (43d: wk). Cur-

Innocence” is garnering tidy coin. surprise booking - for the—large. modernization.
pri, ‘spending
fn fourth
“of

“Splendor
“Hnstler” remains. sock ‘in sec- |
looms fine end at Fulton. “Two-Way Stretch” socko at Astor

at Esquire. Seventh. lap

“Come. September”

while “Bridge to}

Still champion

money-getter 18) rent round winding today (Wed.)

Sun” ‘is. smash
at. -Orpheum.: “Breakfast at Tiffany’s” with stage-1i- heading for modest $11,000 after
‘at’ the, Chicago. “Guns of Mava-|in second at Squirrel Hill. and “Greyfriars Bobby” looks nice at show in second week at the Music) $19 000 for 42d week. Stays to wind
rone” bows out with a loud: 13th jTenth at Shadyside. ‘in fifth reHall. with. a mighty $175.000, only. engagement
on
Oct.
24. “The
. Paramount. session at: State-Lake..

Holdovers are fine, ‘with

about $3:000 below initial session. Mask” (WB) then comes in, with
Continues, naturally.
“
Cid”. (AA} not due until
“The Hustler” continues big S48. |Dee. 14
1900 in third stanza, day-datins
the, —
_
First-Ram Arties

“The

_ On hardticket; “King ef. Kings*|ee Balimaaten
fotThi
om 4
- aWeek; $1: Hustler “lusty. in wetond (week at

_(M-G) ovens tomorrow
‘the Todd.“
--

{Wed

‘at

Rareset (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)

. Estimates fer This Week
Pe
Carnegie | (Telem’t) 4495; $1.25$1.80)\—“Truth” (Kings) {2d wk):

Brisk $5,000. Last week, $7,000.
|
, $7,500.:
Chicago (B&K) (3.990; . 90-$1.88)
‘Pens (UATC).(3,306; $1$150)—
—"“Come September” (0) (7th wk). “Bridge te Sun” OG

Neat. $18,000. or clese. Last week. $9,000. Last week, “Paris
$18,000. “Splendor in: Grass” (WB) {U.A) {2d wk), $9:500.

—“Pure

aa

‘

Week

day

(Kings). 2d‘ wk). Lassty.

Monroe. (Jovan) -.(1,000; |£5-90)—
“Warrior Empress”
(Col): and

Trinian's”

peekman (R&B) (590; $1.20-$1.75)

of Assist
it —“Boeco
Bt)
wee

and

Brothers”

(Astor)

(Continued on page 11) |.

saga’ egrams,
es Inc),ae 1.454
won|hard-tick
go a iseng
|Breakfast’ Wham 1G,
slipping to'a
et.
modest) Cigey~ “Grass” Smooth

lies

$1:75-$2.65)—“Windjammer” {INT} $11.900 or close in current (43d)
{reissue) {23d “wk). Oke $7,000. round at Warner, with “The Mask” |

Warner (SW) 1 516; g14150—]

“Loop (Telemt) (606; $1.25-$1.09) |°C.

$12,000. Last week, $15,000.

“Francis

once ae run

(Cont)

“(Col). (4th wk).
week, .$5.200.
fany "5. (Par) opens Oct. 19.|

-—"Truth”

St.

Side Storv” tees off tonicht |(16) was okay $9,000 or close.

(Cont) and “Room |wed) on hardticket at the Rivoli]

Squirrel Will (SW) (834: $1.25)—
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1.50)
Areissue) (2d wk). Busy $3,000. ‘Last “Two-Way Stretch” (Cont) (2d wk).
| — “Cold © Wind in August’ (UA)
| Tall $3900. Last week, $4,600.
“week, $3. 800.
,
Stanley
(SW)
13,700;
$1-$1.50)—
|
Esquire’ (H&E Balaban) “1.350:
1’ -$1.25-$1.80)— “Loss. OF. Innocence’.
Hearts,. <Coronets’

of

7 Estimates or This
‘Astec (B&Q) (1.170; 90-$159—|" «pridse To Sun” preemed yes-| Fime Atis (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
{Tues.) at the Forum and|—“Town Without Pity” (UA) (2d
Biaes” |“Splendor in Grass” {(WBi. Socko
$25,000. with heavy :
-|the arty 68th Street Playhouse. |wk). Initial week finished Monday

opens. Oct. 20.
|
snphadyside {MOTC) (758; ‘$1.25)—] Lastweek, “Saturday Night, Sun-j west
Firm:
Cinema . (Stern) 1500: . $150)—| “Truth canines 5th
A $2,200..!
wi.
‘lat. Top” (Cont) ireruns) da wk),
“Man in White Sait” (Cont). ‘and $1,500, Last week,
$5,000.
sjwhere

“Kind

Heli

Third session
digg
4;,ended Sanday (15) was quundy
1 O'clock” opens today ria laa
$5,700 after $7,705 in second week,

‘and
‘Weak $6,000. .

Brothers”
‘(Aster}.. Last. week, Same.(900: f2-150— due in Oct. 25.
Last week, “Never}i Capri
(Sack
:
- Estimates for This Week

t

$12,000, Hustler’ 96
Cincinnati, Oct. 17.
Two hotsy entries are boosting

jo Sunday’’ (Lope) (reissue), $6,008. “Breakiast: at - Tiffany's” (20th). :
Aster (City Inv.) (1,094: 75-$2)—!
| “Town. Without Pity” (UA) (2d wk). ifirstrun traffie this reund, sooth-

‘GRASS’ LIVELY 106,

-- “Most Dangerots Man Alive” (Cel). ;

First session ended Monday

Last ‘week. “La Dolce Vita” (Astor)
(mo.) (Sth wk), $5,000.
Exeter: (Indie) (1,376; 90-$1.49)—

was
s0lid $27,000 or close.
;

OMAHA; HUSTLER’ 86,2“Purple

-Oke..$4,400. Last week, “Amatomy]
-of Psycho”
(Indie) and “Naked:
|
(Omaha,
Get. 17.°
“Road” -(Indie), $4,600.
“Only three newcomers ‘on. tap week star
4
Oriental (Indie). 43,400: 90-$100)
$6,000.
at downtown
firstruns this session, :week,
—“Hustler”. (20th) (2d wk). Sock but biz is looking up thanks chiefFenway” ‘{Indie) (1,250; $1.38)—
$24, 000 orclose. Last week, $36,900. ty. to. a hot shewing by “Splendor |
(Continued on page 11)

(16) ing to Cincy’s World Series blues.

|“Splender in Grass” bids
te top

the town With best gross inmonths

Noon” (Times). peiti lending
: today (Wed) looks fine|
‘tarted
lboffo

Palace (Indie? (1.570; 90-$1.86)—

*“Seven.. Wonders. of World”

in Grass”. at the. Omaha. “Young}

(Cine-: Doctors”

is |fair: ‘at three

houses. :

‘GRASS’ GREAT $9;000,
INDPLS.: ‘PIT’ HEP 86

rama). (neissue) @d wk). Frisky |Secend week of
of “Hiistier” looks j.
$18,000. ‘Last. week. $15,000.
-:. (ekay at”
. Hard-ticket}
{1,400.. 99-|“South Seas Adventure” is okay :
Roeserelt.
(B&K)
_-$1.80)—“Paris
Blues”. (A)
(3djat Cooper in its 13th round.

wk), Hep $14, 000. Last week, $15,-

000 © or near... “Greyérl ars Bobby”).

Indianapolis,

’ Estimates for This Week

_Aduniral, Chief, Skyview (Blank) |ae here

Last week, $4,500.

4$250)—“Devii at 4 O'clock” ‘Coll. |gsquire Art. Holdovers “Guns of
cGane.

of a
today

(Wed.). [Cob
Cait |
| Navarone” and “ Paris Blues” " are
In ahead,

wk-5- days), off to okay $15,000 af-|
Estimates fer This Week
ter $26,000: for 16th full week.
{RKO (3.100: $1-$1.50)—
DeMille (Reade) (1,463; 90-$2.75) ones
(20th) (2d wk,

Oct. 17.

this tenes gt Arstran- “Blood and Reses” (Par) Qd whi.

1,000;...1,200;
75-$1) — dor in Grass” and “Pit -and PenStateLake
(BEEK) 2400; 96- “Young Doctors”: (WA} and “Boy |dulum”’ both are getting good
‘$1.80\—Gurs of Navarone” (Col) Who. Canght: Creok” QA). Light! results, former being smash, and.
(16th wk). Firm $13,000. Last werk, $8,000: Last .week; “Twenty . Pius. will hold. “Paris Blues” and “Sev. $13,506. Two" (AA) and “Wings of Chanee”. en Wonders of World,” now in 18th
week at Indiana, are oke
Surf (HZE Balaban) (685, $1.50-/ (UD, $9,000.
(‘Ceoper)
(eat: $1.55$1.80) —“MNever On Sunday” (Lope)|.
Coeper
Estimates for This Week
gy.
.
{
gin om Bright 508. Last week, Igo's00" — “South Seas Adventure” |:
$4.00
rier (83th wk): Looms. oke

Town (Teitel) (640; “$1,25-$1.80)

at the smaller suburban
Stays
on. Day- | Valley, which has only three mati-

$48.000
or near.

dating with arty Trans-Lux 85th {ue week. “The Hustler” rates
1 Street:
| Criterion (Moss) (1,520; $1.25- Nice insecond week attheAlbee.

Opening
“round ended
yesterday
{Tues}
okay
$16,000

$9.000 after $11,500 bow.

Sound

Capitol (SW-Cinerama)

(1,400;

thereabouts.
just ,a$15,000“Sparta.
i $1.25-$1.80)—“Guns
of Navarone”
ut
f
iCol) (14th wk). Fair $5.500 on last-

]

eus” (0)
(53d wk),
$
migh
365
run
& $1
600 on the.

Hemry

Miller

(Gilbert

ors

Millet))

minute extension of run, deferrin
g
advertised opening of “Rocco and

piotners’

{a00; $1503.50. Dolce Vita" |$6,500,

(Astor).

]fAstor

;

Last

week

Pcie
rderyofPendulum”
(Ap |stanta conciuded Satunday (15) was!| $1,600.
ManLast
ia
Moon”
(FL), Solid
“Anatomy
“Psycho”
{Af}. : fast $20.20 after $20,300 tot 25th |
week,
“L’Avventura”

‘land

¥+ (Indie) (24 wk), $1,100.
Saturday and Sunday nights.
Grand {RKO) (1,300; $1.25-$1.59)
' Palace (RKO) (1,642; 90-$256)—
(UA)
(subrun), two
“Spartacus”
(UJ)
(subrun)
(2d
wk).
| —“Exodus”
—“Seven
“Wonders
of
World”
United’ Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- | secon
days,
and “a Parisienne” (WA) and
{(Cinerama) (18th wk). Oke’ $5, 000. First frame concluded yesterday
$1-| ‘rast.
$1.80)-—"“Back.Street”. QD). Sock Gmsaha. (Teistates) (2,086;
6 (WB).
“Magnificent Seven” (UA) (reis(Tues.)
was
a
surprisingly
big
week,
$7,000.
in Grast”
|S 25)—“Spleador
$36,000 or over. Last week, “King Reusing
sues) at $1-$1.25 scale. Fair $5,000.
$10,000..
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 90-$1.25)— $24,000 or close.
of Roaring 20's” (AA). (2d we, Trap” (Par),:
Last week, “Man- | “Splendor’
Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80)— Last week. “Solomon and Sheba”
in Grass” (WB) sock
$9,500.
| 75-$1. scale.: $2, 000 for 6 days at. $9,000,
Last week, “Romanoff. and “Bridge to Sun” (M-G. . Opened (UA)
i and “Kings Go Forth” (UA)

(Cooper) ,(500; .$1.55- Fine: $8,000. Last week, “Hustler
-o—“L’Avventura”
(Indie) (3d J:(20th), $6,500, . below hop es.
700. Last week, “Love and French- |42-20)—“Question:7ater
Indiama (C-D) (1,300; $1.25-$2.50)
same in
$3,500 |
Good
wk),
|
$3,360.
wk),
(4th
(ation)
“women”
(Janus):

” Woods

(Essaness):

$1:80)—“Bridge

to

Big $5,-|

‘(1 200: " 90-

Sun” (M-G).|

Dundée

‘Orpheum. (Tristates)

$i.25)—"Hustler”

(2,877; $1-

(20th) (2d w

Juliet” (U) "(2d wk), $5,000.:

‘World. (Teitel) (606; 90-$i.25)— Boy” (M-G). and “Secret of Monte. “Season of Passion” (Indie), $3,500.
: “Tyan the Terrible” . (Indie) (2djCristo” (M-G). Light. $3,500. Last
Lyrie. (C-D) (850; $1-$1. 50)—“La

“wk): ‘Good
$4,500.

‘$3,800.
—_

Last

yesterday (Tues.).

In. ahead, “Pic-{ (reissues). $5,200.

ork

Loew's (Loew) (2,427; 75-§1.25)—|nic”” (Col) “and “Twinkle and ,,Guild (Vance) (300; $1.25) ~The

_Lush $18,000 or near. Last week,: oe $8,000 or:
_ Last week,
a |“paris Blues” {UA). Nice’ $5,000,
“Big. Gamble” (26th) wa wk),
fand may build above this figure.
$8,500.
:
” State (Cooper): 1143: sij—"Magie |Last week; “Great War” (Lope) and

week,| week, “Thunder -of Drums” (M-G)- Dolte Vita” (Astor) (3d wk): Good
$4,000.-Last week, $5,000.
(2d wk), $2, 800,

|Shine” (Col) (reissues) (4th wk-4j Truth” (Kings). Fair $1,800. Last
| days),
, dipped , to minor $4,500 after |Week,
(Sth wk),“Two
$1,109.Women” (Embassy)
oe taneuet Anon) (3,665; $1-| Hyde Park Art (Shor) (500; $1.25)
$2)——“‘Hustler”

(20th).

(4th

wk). j— ‘Marty’

(UA)

and

“12

Angry

Third session ended Monday (16) ;Men” (UA) freissues). So-so $1,000.

was big $38,000 after $46,000 in|

(Continued on page 11)
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Wednesday, October 18, 1961

It's the merriest mixings since girls discovered boys...
ra
and bachelors discovered apartmenis/...
|
(co-operative, of course!)
AO. JACK CUMMINGS

Production of

chelor Flat.

heOetetitaly
My
genet

starring.

TUESDAY WELD
TERRY-THO
DIRECTEO BY

SCREENPLAY BY.

FRANK TASHLIN’ FRANK TASHLIN-« BUDD GROSSMAN.
CINEMAScQPE * COLORby DE LUXE

Hilariously Yours for SPECIAL NEW YEAR'S EVE ENGAGEMENTS!

__Wesnesday, October 18, 1961

_.. LARIETF

|

‘PICTURE GROSSES

Splendid176, | BROADWAY. com-| New PixieMpls:Bobby’ Heprn
HustlerBanga|"|Grass
‘Baff,; ‘Hustler’ 06,294|(7th: wk). ‘The 16th stanza
“(Continued from: page 9)

{pleted Monday (16). was trim §6,4
4 for 15th week:
300.
after $6,500

“Buffalo, . Oct. 1
a
Firstrun trade is showing. Tm ‘Carmmegie Hall Cinema (F&A)}.
provement. here - this stanza, some. ($00; $125-$1.80) — “Neapolitan]” phitadetoita,Oct. 17. -{new. ‘product ‘doing’ well. “Splen- Carousel” (Lux) (2d wk)... First
_ New screen fare will give first-{dor in Grass” is rated splendid in-}round completed:Oh
yesterdayY|(Tues.)
$9,100 Gr
yT °
$9 000In
tun: trade. here currently. a nice |first ‘round .at the Center while was new recor
ere 0
ass
itm

lift. “Splendor. ia Grass" {s' rated |“Greyfriars Bobby" looks nice’ at after hifting a new high every day

3

tall but not.-quite ‘up. to hopes: at'| Lafayette. “Hustler” still is socko|of rum. With each show ‘running

To].

at Stanton.

“Paris Blues’ is pacing the hold-

RM

“Soldier of Fortune” (20th) (2d wk).

after $3,500 last .week.

coup

$1.50- $2) — “Hustler” (20th)

nauneses fae Tals Trek

(T-L)

well

“Women

From

Saturday

(14)|

Hell.”

Many

neat.. Elmwood’s
cus” looks good.

making

strong

exhibs

Ma-jFrom

(4th |jestic’s “Splendor in Grass”. shapes

‘Center {AB-PT) {2,28500; 10-$1.25) wk). ‘Third: week. ended Monday
‘‘La Dolce Vita” —*Splendor in Grass”. (WB), Splen- |(16) was. hig $10,000 after $12,700

happy.

Hell”

looks

|“‘Bridge to Sun”

dull

“Women

while

fs rated

fifth of “Sparta- |]bandbox World.
Holdovers include

tall at

the roadshow

$and]
“Guns of ‘Navarone”: (Col) -(14th |
ccegeant
Was
Lady”
(indie).
(520; $1.25.$2)
“Purple:
$5,000.
Last (SW)
week, (2,200;
$5.3
$10,000.. Last week, “Twenty Fine
Plus |
(Times)
(1th wk). —_ This
sessionNoon”
fin- |
Majestic
wk). Big $8,000. Last week, $6,500. Twor (AA) ‘and “Red Cloak” (AA), /ishing today (Wed) ota like “Splendor
(1200; . 99-

$1.80) —. “Paris Blues" (a) ad | P00
Paramount:

{ABPT): (3,000;

mighty $12,500

after $

or!

70-. ‘Sixth. week. Stays

Torrid $11,000, Last week, |'s125)—“Hustler” (20th) (2d wk),|

sc

which
threst is$5,000.
hetving Last
biz. Highly
satisfactory
week,

90-$1.25)—

In Grass’

(WB)

and

“World by Night” (WB). Spurted

’

Guild (Guild) w1a50: -$1-$1.75)—| 000crearor ¢close. a Last week, “en“La Dolce

Beck. (Loew? (1,200; 70-$1)—

rent round ending

$1:80)— “Greyfriars Bobby’ (BY). Women” (Embassy) 2a. wk). Nice heading
Neat $12,000 or..near. Last -week,. ; $3; 000. Last. Aveek, $3,500
$15, 500
“King sad Be 420th) dreissue) Gd:

today

for. great

in second

(Wed)

$14, 000

Vita”

is |-

(Astor) (34 wk), $6,000.

State

(Loew)

after “Women

week.

|°"Costury (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150:

iF]

over rainy weekend. to hit neat $9,-

r
>"$18.000.
Midtowna. (Goldman) 1.200; 99: Nifty
-$10,000. . Last week, $14,000. |e Question 7”” (Indie) {3d wk).vk). Cur |
.

for This Week

week.

opens |opener.
Academy (Mann) (947; (Astor)
$1.75Elmwoed (Snyder) (724; $1.25-$2) |$2.65)—“La Dolce Vita”
i
cites
—Spartacus”.
(U)
(Sth
wk).
Good
|(2th
wk).
Hanging
on
nicely
‘Little
Carnegie
(&.
Carnegie)
Bi
.¢
9). OD
le- |
”
k,
00.
while advertising ‘final weeks”

a
$6,500.
Last week, $6,000
|“Greyfrairs'
Bobby” ‘ (BV)
Fox (Milgram) (2,400; 99-$1:80)— “

;

such

Century (ATC? (2,700; 70-$11— [$1.80 "Girl wie Buiteaae” el | “The Hustler” (20th) ead “It Takes |“TWo Women,” still potent in sec-

Areadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80) —

wk)."

newcomers

Estimates for This Week
“La Dolce Vita.” good in 12th
Albee (RKO) (2,200: 65-90)— |Week. Nabe St. Louis Park has

(592; .-§1.25-

‘Fine-$7,000..Last week, $8,000.
500. Last week, ‘Francis of Assisi” |after $5,800. for fourth
Boyd (SW)
¥ (1,536; $2-$2.75)—"La 420th) .(subrun), $7,000.
“Green Mare” (Zenith)
‘PolesVita (Astor) (12th wk). Good
Lafayette: (Basil). (3,000; 70- py Oct. 25.

(Goldman)

co

are helping to boost business down-

of “The Hustler” }town.

ene September” (0). (8th. wk). Lions”:
Anastasia”
“and Fair“Young
/lis) (6th
wk). (15) Fifthwas session
A Thief”
(24 wk).
$7,-{004 round.(20th) (20th)
(reissues).
$7,-|ished
Sunday
slim. $4,000!fin- 000
or-over(Indie)
expected
afterBig
$10,000
Estimates

Goléman

with

closing of sev-

;
end state teachers’ , convention.
all

9 |

Providence, Oct. 17.

week

opened fairly

Slow ‘$6,000..or neat. Last “week, |. 2d St, Playheuse (Baker) (440;{.with

in third.

looks good in 12th stanza at Boyd. |did- $17,000.. Last. week, “White jin second.
j Christmas” (Paz). (reissue), $8,000.|°
Normandie

.

Tey

Second

Navarone” shapes bangup ‘in 14th.

at Fox.

seasonal

$1.25-$1.80).—- “Macario” (indie) }at the Albee still fs topper here in]

Estimates fer This Week

“week atthe Goldman. “Guns. of $9;000.

.round

weather,

‘Buffalo (Loew). (3 :500;"‘15-$1) —}
i what generally is proving to be an|as “The Hustler,” “Splendor in
{Thunder of Drums” (M-G) and |yesterday (Tues) was-good §3,200]yneven week all around. State |Grass,” and “Greyfriars Bobby” ara

Sun’.Jooms’ hotsy in’ initial round.|
overs with a‘ big session

time,

Prov ° ‘Hustler , 1G 2d eral outdoor theatres and a week-

~Randolph. Standout of newies is |in :second:.stanza .at. Paramount. {two hours, ‘this. bandbox cinema.
“The Hustler,” -great at the Stan- “Two Women” continues strong in gets fast turnover.
ley. “Greyfriars Bobby” looks neat |second round at Teck.
- -Fifth Ave, Cinema (REB) (250:

fn: -first: at Midtown, “Bridge

Mnineapolis, Oct. 17.

Largest number offyesh entries
in some

(3,200;

From

“Pirates

rates

of

.

Hell"

$1.75-§2.65)—"Windjammer”
(NT
.
(reissue!
(19th Seas
wk). Adventures”
Remarkable
$9,500. “South

65-90)—

(20th)

Tortuga”

(Cinerama)

and]

(20th)

wook

returns

$8,500

’

-|

*

.

Nov.

Cinema (Martina)
(450:10-$1.25)
Merray HillMe (R&B)
(565; 95- ;Opened<< nicely last Saturday.
Last) _«prancis of Assisi”
—“Saturday
Night, Sunday.
Morn- |$1.80)—"Call
mrGenius” (Cont).
week, “Thunder of Drums” ” (M-G)
wk). Modest $3,000.

wk), $8,000. :

Randolph. (Goldman) (2,200: 99-

&.

Last

;

Gopher (Nerger) (1,000; $1-$1.25)

(20th) (4th

Last: week,

'$1.80)—"Splendor. in Grass” (WB), Last
ine” week,
(Cont)$5,000.
(2d. wk). ‘Brisk $4,000. |Opened
416). (Col)
In ahead.
and ““Magic Boy” (M-G), meek|s¢opens
og, here“Blood
and Roses”
Guns ofMonday
Navarone”
(17th $4,500.
Wednesday
(18). (Par)
Tall $18,000 or over.

“Fascination”: (AA)

Last week,

(Qd)‘Breakfast’ Boffo16,

wk), $7,000.

Great $29,000:

ey

Last week, “Young Doctors” way “

(4thStanton
wh, $8,000.
¢
(SW) (1.483;

99:$1.80).— |

rass’

a

a ate a5) —

'

65-901—"White Christmas” (Par) |“Greyfriars Bobby” (BV). Kids and
&
Parig — (Pathe
Cinema) (568; 90- (reissue). Dull $2,500. Last week, | parents coming in nicely. Lively

omen, ay yn Sunday “Scream of Fear” {Col) and “The | $7,000. or close. Last week, “Thun

182.80)

i

“Stanley (SW) (2,500; 99-$1 80) — _K {: ‘Ci

“Hustler” (20th).

© [pes ve, ok 68.00 after 88000] Sag ovation nexts) cane |*EO
Dy

and “Friendly|

Persuasion’. (AA) (reissues)

G.

(25),

.

a

:

ke

In ahead,

A”

Trunk” {Col), $4,000.

‘(Kir

vt

_

gs)

soteo a days), good $5,000 after
‘Assisi
Fairish
$7,500'
: Street’ -Stout
Kansas
City, Oct.
17.
' Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2) —

“Bridge to Sun” (M-G). Hot '$15-|. annual fali civic effort, Amer-|“Never On. Sunday”” (Lope) (53d|

"2

000 or close.(AT)
‘Last(3d.week,
‘and {iS
| ican Royal Live Stock and Horse |Wk)..The 52d frame finished MonPendulum”
wk). ‘Pit
$9,000.

day (16)for was--torrid
‘Studio (Goldberg) :(483; 99- $1.80) Show, in-full swing. this. week, is. $9,500
Sist week. $10,000 after
—"No Morals” (Indie).and “Mary |
.bringing-in a flock of visitors. This:

—Ways

|’_

|

R

68th St. Playhouse (Leo. Brecher)

Orpheum (Mann) (2,800; $1-$1.25)

B idge’ 4G oth).

oses

(1,100; $1-$1.50)1—

(UA) (2d wk), $7,000.

sy

Big 11G, | =—“Seven

+

(M-G), $6,000.

Manre (Mann)

“Snlendor in Grass” (WB). Wham
$15,000. Last week, “Paris Blues”

ane

ae § rrass”

Balt; ¢

:

der of Drums”

|
$10 000

nage

Women

Sad

From

$5,000.

Hell”

Last

week,

“Thief
of Baghdad” (M-G), $3,590
five days.

(Indie) (2d: wk), Hot |“seems. some ‘help to pictures as.
$7,000. to’L Sin” eek,
two. big.
opened
-well,, B70 $1.50 $2)—-“Bridge to Sun”
_ Baltimore, Oct. 17.
| | two.
big.neweomers.
newcomers.
ope aramount
St, Louis Park (Field) (1,000;
$7,000.
Last week,
yesterday (Tues.),{
“Back Street” opened big at the
. Trans-Lux
(T-L). $8,000.
(5003. 99-$1. 80)— |:
pien or in.
Tass"
a
| (M-G).' Opened
os
day-dating
with the Forum.
Women” {Embassy)
re
ve
shaping
‘smart,
and-“Breakfast
at.|
47
Stanton
and
looks headed for a $125)\—"Two
“Joker” (Lope). NSH °$3,000.. Last. Tift
“at R
lo
kc
{2d wk). Virile $4,500. Last week,

week, “Cold Wind in August” (UA) |“Fr ancis
;meany.s Df.at Assisi”
Roxy,” at
| Splendor
Upt
stoming
an d |ane mark” (Cont) (3d wk. SecUptownsocko.
(15)
(4th wk), $4,000.
Viking

(Sley)

|‘a 000: 99 $1. $0) —

.Granada

ond round completed Sunday

is & fairish newcomer.

mp

week

wkl: Quiet’ $5,000, Last
000.
session 9at. the. Capel while | voune
World: (R&B-Pathe)
(483;- 99octors’”” in’ second
a
aza ‘18: (2

octors”

:

Vita’S
a

we

Charles.

and Roses”. Shapes eeven

}

| iinmo. alsin: in’ Sun’

: Estimates’ for This Week.

sh I
AG,

mas

" Brookside
‘Theatres)

800:

$1-$1. 50)—"“La

ast_wee

Pil
it’Hotsy 153 G,2d} Capri (Durwood)

(UA)

{7th

wk),

and “Back Street,” big at Ambasand

(reissue)

Pendulum”

(6th wk).. Good

}

“looms:

Kimo

|yo use.Estimates fer This Week

?

ures

Aurera

$1,500.

(Rappaport)

;

in’ ‘Sun”- {Cob

(d

‘at State and.“Exodus” is Jjust okay.
y: $1-$1.50)— ‘ ‘Splendor. in“

for opener
at the St.Louis.
Estimates for This Week.

jiave

(Arthur)

yed

wk).

longer,

(AT)

and

Anatomy

(800;

$1.25)

World (Mann)
(400; (LG).
$1.25-$1.50)
To Sun”
Tall

Last

week, “Fire

Under

of |“Psycho”

BOSTON

;
(Continued from page 9)"

Cimema

oo

Keith's: (Shor)

7”

“ye
L’Avventura”

of Game

(1,600:

(Schwaber)

(460:

90- i wk),

$2,200.

{$1.50)'—
“Secrets of Women”! Gary (Sack) (1,277; (Col)
90-81,80i—
(Janus). Slow $1.800. Last weck,!“Guns of Navarone”
(14th

(Continued from page 9)

_s

(Indie}. Oke $3,200.

L ast week, “ “Fate of Man” ” (UA) (3d

(WB) (12th wk). $3,000.

CINCINN ATI

Grass ”

(WB). Smart $11,000; holds. on. |

(2,970;. 90:

(Mann)

9-/$6.000. Last week, “King and I”

but -house |socko $11,000. Last week, “Fanny” “L’Avventura”

| Last week, “Portrait of. Sinner” indie) $800. “Rules

“Back Street” (U). Big |(AD, $7,000

World

_"Bridge

(367;

(500: 90 - |
$1.59—*“Splendor in Grass” (WB'.

to put in
“Wild
for Kicks”
(Dickinson): (504: 90-$1.25). ‘wanted
(Times) “which,
opens.
Friday
(20).

_—“Raisin

Suburban

$125-—“Make Mine a Double”

“Two Women” is leading the| (Hillis). Moderate at $2,500. Last

$4,000;'

holds. Last week, $4,500:

week k a at Esquirequir

at

World (Perfecto)(FAW)
(390;(16th-final
90-$1.80) $1.50\—“Le Plaisir’ (Kings). Fair ,‘20th’ reissue), $5,000.

-hotsy in second atonly
the Fox.
“Young |Sturdy
$1,800. Last week, $2,000.
fair in. first’
Paramount (Biank-UP) (1,900;°
Ambassador

—

$13,000.

holdovers with a sock second week} week, “Watch Your Stern” (Mag-

[test for Sun"

-’ Doctors” shapes

- $1.25) —

Smash

_{tre” is pleasing on opener at Play- $4,000.

but f

-( 280; $1-| very. sata run. nae

$6.800..

‘sador, ‘both ‘first weeks. “Ada” still
"Pit

(2,200: $1-$2.25)

(20th).

West. “Paris Blues” is slow in third | “Cold Wind in August” (UA) (4th
“Left, Right and Cen-; wk). Stout $3,500. Last week,

;

St. Louis, Oct. 17. | 42d
S25
“Bridge To Sun’ a
ivk). Fast. $6,000. Last wee

Batch of new product is boosting

duller

biz here this stanza, with “La Dolce |: Empire (Durwo od) (1,200: 90-§2)
1, This round
finishing tomorrow | Skin’: (Union), $1,500.
(Thurs.).
looks’om
te15th
hit wgood
Vita,"
_.:
ta,"
g great at Loew’s
Ww Mid-City,}
id-City,| This
Is Cinerama” ” (Cinerama) after
$6,100.
eek: $5,000
Could
Charles (Frachtman)

while

(Par)

State

“Hustler”

wk). First
ending today
{Wed,)
looks round
like big..$12,000
or at the New.

(Fox. Midwest-Natl.

t

“ds. good d in third
third

$6,060.

with Victoria.
Jat Mayfair. “French Mistress” looks |ga) .(2d wk), $2,000.
at) dating
Trans-Lux
85th Street”
St. (T-L)(U) (550;
$1. 25-$2)—"Back
(2d nice in second round st the Five
Uptown
(Field) (1, 000:

St.Ly ‘Streeet’Loud 1565,‘Dolce
Doles ‘Vita”
“Vite” (Astor)
(Astor) (4th
(4thwk). Okay. near.
Pic ahead,
is day-dating
Caphe ;
o]; In.
“Young with.
Doctors

¥

500-seat

)
ial
$150)—“Splendor
in Grass” (WB)| . the Hipp.

$1.80)—"Bridge” (Indie) (3d wk).| fair. “La Dolce ‘Vita’ on. fourth. day(16) was smash, $22,000. Daye
Okay. $3,200. Last week, $4,000. 7= “AR
i “Ss in third at
0 ce

the

n at a moderately’.
“a
was "Wow $14,000 after $15,000 for |«Bridge ta Sun” is dull in opening
week, “Young Doctors” (UA)
(M-G) (34| Holding
good |2m
bs “Blood |Last
Trams-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540: g1- | eek. ‘at the Town while
oq wk), $8,000.
week, $7,- | pace
is ‘Bridge To Sun” in secoiid

“Thunder. of “Drums”

D |

in Grass” hefty in first

at

(Janus)

.
wk).

(2d

$1ki. = Biig

12,
$12,000.

L.ast week,
d

»» |$1400.
4.000.
Five West (Schwaber) (435: 90-/,, Kenmore (indie) (700; $1.50\—

90-$1. 25). $150\—"“French

(2d wk). Okay

| Mistress”

(Cont)

“Two

‘Women”

$2,000. Last week.|“*'.

Great

(Embassy)

$7,500.

(7th

Last week,

$15,000. Last week,” “Francis of |. Plaza’ (EMW-NT) (1,680; -$1-| Se
55 parls Bites” (UA(2dwh). Fair $2.500.
2,
$8,000.
Metropolitan (NET! (4,357: 90<
Assisi” (20th) (2d wk); $7,506. .
$1. 25)-—“Young Doctors” (1A). (2d.}.
Palace (RKO) (2, 600; $1.25-$1 50)
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90-§1.25)| wk—8. days). Fair $5,500. Last] _Solendor In Grass” (WB). Big aotnbaereme (Rappaport) (2.300:/ ¢1.25)—“Hustler” (20th) (2d wk),
“Virgin Spring”

(Janus)

(3d. wk).

week, $8,000.-

$12,000, for house high for many

Average $1,800. Last week, $2.500.| - Rexy (Durwood)’ (850; .$1-$1.50) |Months” Lasteweek, “Exodus” (UA)
Esquire (Schuchart-Levin) (1,800: |: — Breakfast

at

Tiffany”

(Par).

id

w

Lusty $17,000. Last week, $21.000.
Thin
$5,000
or near.(M-G),
Last $4200
week.| |] «np.
“Memorial (RKO)
(3,000; 90-$1.49)
“Thunder
of Drums”
a.
“

.

.

—“Paris Blues” (UA) and

“Secrets

90-$1.25) — “Ada” (M-G) (3d ‘who. |.Sockeroo $13,000; stays. Last. week, |“prt prt tyreet (G00 cars | _Lilttle, Bappanert (800; 90-$1.501] Deep Harbor” (UA) (3d whi. Slick

Good $7,500: Last week, $9,000, | “Come September” (U) (9th wk),|each. side; 90c)—West: “Devil's |Gout'soome vot (Astor) (7th wk).|§12,000. Last week, $15,000.
_. Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 90-$1.25) 1 $4.000.
»
‘
Good $2.000. Last week, ditto.
.
Orpheum (Loew? (2.900; 90-$1.49)
“pit. and Pendulum”. (Al and| Uptown, Granada (FMW-NT) finale), Fae 35,200. peloodlust” ‘Mayfaie (Fruchtman) (750: 90-]—“Bridge to Sun” (M-G). Modest
“Armored:‘Command” (AA) (2d wk),'} (2,043,- 1,217; -$1-$1.25)—“Francis | «4;
Torrid $15,500. Last week, $18,000. |of Assisi”. (20th). Fairish, $7,500. | «

ored: Command”
49

(AA!

and

$1 50)— "Two -Women” (Embassv)j $10,000.
(2d> wk). Sock $6,000. Last week, |Drums”

“Loew's: Mid-City (Loew) -(1.160;] Last week, “Alakazam, ‘the Great” qoouth Sea Fwy CAA... $3,700; |88.000."

60-90). — “La Dolce. Vita” (Astor). |(ATi-and “sword Sherwood Forest” |(Indie) and “Oil Town”: (Indie).|
‘Great ‘$14,000 or over.: Last. wweek,.

(AD, $8,000.

oyeune Doce” (UMna Srtgie|-“Thunder of Drums” (M-G), $4,000.|:
oung

tors”

an

ee

ig

.

;

That Disappeared” (UA).Fair $9,- i

and

“Three

On.

pree”

(2d.

,

New-(Fruchtman) (1.600; 90-$1.509/ $3,000

“Parrish”

—“Paris

ae S20 aon, an ston
“

.

. Last. week,

Riues”

(CUA)

(38d

wk):

Slow $3,000.
Last week,
$5,000.
:
’

”

Paramount

We

(NET!

s

):—

;

h

Ce

tre”

(2.357;

ie aaLast week,ge

70-

ae

$1.25)—"Greyfriars
Ni
14.000 Tact Bobby”
bY ag (BV).

Playhouse. (Schwaber) (355: 90-) Nice $14,000.

runs’, $4,300.

PORTLAND,, ORE.
(Continued fram page 8)

: O00. Teast,week, “Spe mga). (2asue). - Slim: $3,000.
. Wk), $9,000..

:T So-so $3,500. - Last. week,

a

Last week, “Thunder of
(M-G) and “Boy Who

Caught Crook” (Indie) «2d wk),

«

omen

rom

_Nalley.(Wiethe) (1-200:$1 3i50 . Sean. Pleasing $2500. Last week. 000.
Pirates

of

e.

Tortuge”

»

“Seven

1e

an

‘20th’, $11,

x

“Tender -Trap” (M-G) and’ “Bad | Of $11,000.
Last - week, “Damnos “Never
On Sunday” (Lope) (47th! “pissin (ATC) (1,909; 75-$1.25)—
*
).
\Day At Black Rock” (M-G) (reis- Yankee” (WB) and“ai
Pajama Game wk),
$1,700.
» G00: gx50__| “White Christmas” (Par) (reissue),
Rex (Freedma

_nageant {Arthur) (1,000; 90-$1.25) |sues), $3,000
“Watch
Your Stern” (Magna)|. Orpheum. (Evergreen)

(1,536; $1-

Jn

000

“The Kid"

a

(Indie) (reissue)

-0v!—" |Bright

and/Qn

$9,000.

Sunday”

Last week,

(Cope)

“Never

(rerun)

and

(2d wk). Average $2,000, Last week, ‘$1.49)—“The Head” (Indie) ‘and. ‘Stein’'s Corona Situation i mr 1 on Damned (Eines “Cloe!
“Clock Strikes Back” (indie),
$3. seaty (Axttus) ia.800: 75-90) “Black Pit of Dr. M” (Indie); Slim
Los Angeles, Oct. 17,
{Slow ”$1200.
Last week, “Thir
$3,500.
(Te,
sUUU.
(indie) (reissue), $2,000. |” Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.25-$1.80)
"Ste
Arthur)
75-90)
| ‘$5,000. .Last week, “Francis of | Fred: Stein Enterprises has add-| Thirst”
—“Exodus” (UA). (subrun), «Okay |Assisi (20th), $5,900.
ed.a 30th cinema to its Southern |_Stanton @ruchtman) (2,800: 90-|_“Goodbye Again” (UA) (5th wk).
“$7,000.
‘-(UA)

Last

,
week, . ‘Apartment’

and .:“Elmer ‘Gautry” (UA) |

(reissues), $8,000.

|. Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1-| California film theatre circuit. it |$150—“Back Street”
$1.50)—“Paris Blues” (UA) and{took over the. Corona Theatre, in| $10,000.4s Last week,

“Flight .That Disappeared”’ (UA). |Corona, about 40 miles from down= Shady Oak :(Arthui) (760; °90-: Dull $4,000. Last week, “Not To-|town L. A., an 850-seat house.
$1
5) "Fanny” (WB) (reissue) (2d ‘nite, Henry” (Indie) and “Blonde} Theatre will be shuttered Dec. 3
- Okay $3,000. Last week, $4, :| Blackmailer’. (AA) (reissues), $4;- {for renovations
and
reopened
000.
: 800 in 5 .days:
Christmas -Day.

|tenrber”
-

Town

“

(U). Lively Oke $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
“Come Sep-| State (Trans-Lux)
(730; 75-$1.25)
.
f

(U) (7th wk), $4, 500.
(Rappaport)

(1,125;

—‘Naked

90-]"“Young

in

Deep”

Sinners”

(Indie). and

-Undie).

Perky

.$1,50\—“Bridge To Sun” (M-G)./$5,500. Last week, “After Mein
Dim: $4,000. Last week, “Scream of: Kampf” (Indie) and “Tread Softly
Fear” (Col), $4,500.
| Stranger” (indie) (8d wk), $3,400.

°

Wednesday, October :18, ‘1961

‘Order
BREAKFAST"
+t
from Paramount now!
AUDREY
HEPBURN
—_——w :

A JUROW-SHEPHERD PRODUCTION:

ALS9 STARR'NG

AND ALSO CO STARRING

GEORGE PEPPARD-pitficia NeAL-BuDDY EBSEN- MARTIN BALSAM: MICKEY ROONEY wim
vo ee
GASEC Ge Tne NOVEL.BY TRUMAN OPOIE..ESI

HENRY MANCINI APARAMOUNT RELEASE.

VARIETY‘S! LONDON OFFICE.

ENTERNATIONAEL

- ay ‘St. James's Street, Piscadilly

~ BerlinArtsFestivalSummary

SeeMex,Hwood Partnership on Prod.
- Distrib, Designed To Up Pix-Making

” StolzHonored in
i ‘Vienna

Vienna, Oct. 10.
Robert Stolz. was honored py the|.

The 1th: Berlin Cultural. Festival, which ‘wound: up here. Oct. 10

“with Kleist's. classical comedy “Amphitryon” ‘and the traditional
“| cultural and "social segantzation.)
- farewell. reception at: Schiller ‘Theatre, ‘garnered alot of compli-° « (Golden
City Hall Figure),
a
ments, especially -on the part of foreign scribes. They -not only | famous. landmark: on top of the

hailed the imposing. lineup of presentations :but also ‘the fact that,.
despite the .political ‘tension in the..city,. such .a ‘big-scale festival

building.
--Awards,

|

could roll on. There. were: no: cancellations.|

given

“fame of old Vienna.”

| decided

Most cheered opera singer, male .,.......
. Most. cheered opera singer, female eebeeee

Giuseppe di Stefano
Gloria
Davy . <=

Best. local stage production .......0++..6%:

Soviet PixStarsin Chile

are

achievement,
416

Oct. 10.

Two Soviet film stars, Ilia Shes-

he wrote

Mexico City, Oct. 17.
A Mexico-Hollywood, partnership
finally may be in the making al-

‘}though American film reps here as
well

as

official

sources

deny

takova and Viacheslayv Vasiljevich knowledge of any negotiations. The
cessful oattandng jihonov, have pro!
mmoting the ira industry reports are that Hollyet'Film Week taking place at Real|wood producers are sounding out
‘Cinema, Vina del Mar and the! Mexican confreres on setting up a
Concepcion. Sovexport-Rep
Ana-

lackCity’ l

‘Carl Sternheim’ 3.

“Tabula rasa” . .
-: Best local actor .... 7 waste eececedeccee a: Bernhard Minettiin

Santiago,

Committee

that ‘the musie

he dase terminated llth Berlin Cultural Festival in capsulated gu--| vienna a
Igor Strav insky
.Roman Opera. .

annually,

bestowed: for. ‘special work for’ the

Berlin used to be a: metropolis:of theatre arts and Thtisie in the.

_* Tate 1920s and early 1930s. The. unholy. Hitler ‘éra put -‘an end” to
:. this chapter of Berlin's cultural history:

_Perlatives:
‘Most famous guest ........0:..ese0lo0aees
. Most cheered’ ensemble we eeeeeee peeevsess

!

tol - pa bucov
4.0
udu

said that th P USSR
e

loose-unit association to guarantee
production
and _ exhibition
of

-{ was happy to import: certain West-| American films made in Mexico, as
tern films.
|well as to put U.S. know-how inio

CourtHassle|

Chestakova and Tihonoy claimed:iexploitation of Mexican films made
that the subject matter of Soviet | in Mexico, as well as to put U.S.
“Fabula. rasa”
films dealt mainly with the prob- ! know-how into exploitation of MexBerta Drews in
lem .of war, got as. propaganda, but }ican films north of the Rio Grande
Beckett's “Happy: Days”
Rome, Oct. 10,
Best stage direction ee ee ee ee ee ee _.Erwin. Piscator,’
_ Ernest Borgnine’s latest starrer, repudiating it; the subject of youth ion a much wider scale than at
“Death of a Salesman”
“Il Re di Poggiureale” (The Black. trying to findaits way; and true andi present.
(Arthur. Miller's play)
=| City), is: currently. involved in a ‘great love.
While this report is not conBeckett's “Happy Days” [ court hassle in ‘Naples. Duilio-Dino
Most shocking item:
firmed, there are indications of reModern. dress. version of DeLaurentiis . production,
which
Most unusual item ...
newed Hollywood interest in Mex_ “Julius Caesar". by ~ =| has: reportedly .already |evoked.
ico.
The King Brothers, Gilbert
~’ English’ Youth Theatre
‘Yank interest, is the target of a
Roland and Chico Day, Yul Brynvee,
| seizure plea by heirs of. Giuseppe |
“Most charming little show raceme ccewen sees: Paul Draper
ner, Kirk Douglas, Ben Hart, a
, - Karl Boehm ‘and
Navarra, -the- self-termed. “King”
Most hailed conductors
‘brother of John Wayne and sev_ Herbert. V. Karajan
| of Naples whose exploits ‘are re-}
eral others are seeking to verify if
-:Edward. Albee
-.] counted in the pic: First ‘hearing.
Keep Big Pi
IX Off TV:ithe unions reallx mean what they
Most promising’ young playwright. wba 7
janes ,
Compagnie’ ‘Rogerhas been ‘set for today...
.
Most
vital
group. renteevedebennegegegenn
i
say about
reducing
wage
scule
1%.
Oct.
London,
:
_Navarra was a legendary Nea-!::
Planner of France
just over.-tables for Hollywood producers.
‘Most disappointing group. we ea ewes
sgenss Haiti. Ballet
| politan .character- who |reportedly” _ Sirice its formation
‘Gouging excess overtime and dishad frequent brushes with the law ;three years ago, the Film industry placement, pay were main factors
‘Tin. his | activities
avhich - often ; Defense Organization (FIDO) has; jin cooling American producer inerest in Mexico. plus, of course,
ithe strict censorship. Now his heirs see in his reenacted ; to British television networks. The
exploits an “offense” to his memory. amount has been spent on 665 films| However. apparently producers
‘and:-to that of his.son,.who died: and many others are under nego- are not going to jump incold. The
rep of King Brothers is obtaining
‘jn a 1943. air raid. Navarra family tiation.
particularly objects to the film’s.;
Prices have ranged from as low ;camparative filming cost figures for
pictures
here
and
in
- Sydney, Oct: 10. +
7) Showing the latter’s feath.
b
[as $280 up.to a maximum of around making
Europe.
Based of the savings, if
-The-reporter get-together ‘of the |.
uit
for. seizure. of pic ‘has been $14, 000. The sale to ¥FIDO
still
‘20th-Fox. ahd. United Artists distri- ‘Dalton BCFC Tokyo Rep. filed beth aginst producer, Duilio|: gives the producer all theatrical any, final decisions will be made,
bution interests covering this ter-|
7
T ky Oct. 10;
Cinematografica, -and against dis-’ and other rights (other than tv); although Union of Film ProducJatter:with complete freedom of exploi- '‘tion Workers claim a deal to make

Best local actress eas eee eecleeces eee ceee”
oe
Do
oe

|BrilshFilmDefense
Org. Pays $2,800,000 To

Proposed UA,Nth.FoxJointAussie sie gal inthechao nes |Prevent hese ofmotionpictures
‘Distrib PlanMay Encourage Others
Oxyo,

oa

ritory.and elsewhere has met with |.

tributor, Dino DeLaurentiis,

UC

i”Captain Sinbad” has been okayed
tation.
‘for Mexico.
—
Ree ently ‘th e FIDO
board deto: decor and. dignity” ‘of the selfclined to match an offer of $1,000,- ; Pay scales now go down to norms
styled’ “King”. of
Poggioreale..: ‘900 for.a package of 70 films owned 'for Mexican producers, with unions
distrib have declined
While
the
a company ‘guaranteeing _ this.
will continué ‘until the respective. import licenses, distributes ‘here -Producer‘and
comment’ until case comes up: for|by: Stratford Films,
{headed by. Phil Hyams, former | Technicians and Manual Workers
toppers in New York. issue . att of- through ‘RKO of: Japan, which. also hearing.
[handles Disney product under’ car-:
boss of. Eres Films.- It_is. under-‘Section of STPC set the downward
ficial. statement.
ryover arrangement of merged instood the package will probably °trend, no difficulty is expected
Insidevs and others. in show biz terests from. previous: years.
{be taken. over by Associated Tele- ifrom the National Asso. of Actors
‘are Jaying long odds that the: deal
and other sections such as direcKennedy, an exec of British: Fiim:
; Vision.

‘a: wall of silence here presently.
There has been no denial, likewise
no confirmation from the: parties
concerned. Understood the silence.

|

is all cut and dried.’ Also, that: it Producers

Assn.,

is -expected to

‘will not be long before other dis-return. to
London -and resume.
tribtitors follow. suit on- distribuduties with’ that. organization,”
tion. operational cut. down.
—
‘It’s known. ‘here that >“poth-Fax
_has taken a heavy béating on prod-.
uct flops. especially: over the Hoyts’.
loop, in which the distributor holds|oxotfice

..,

for’ its release publicity campaign

John. Dalton replaced F. Frederick. Kerinedy as Japan rep of
Britisk Commonwealth. Film Corp.
in November. -BCFC, with nine.

which the family feels. is “offensive L

ilal,FranceDropPix
Export, Import Quotas:.
‘Rome, Oct.. 17.

Japan

Film. Exports, Imports

{ tors, etc.
'Feel Need

for More

U.S.

Activity

General feeling here is that in. Film export-import -quotas have +
Tokyo, Ott. 10.
{dustry should do all in its power to
4-been abolished .between - France {Exports of films from Japan dur: :break up the Hollywood inactivity,
-and Italy, and‘other improvements |ing August to-alled $190,475, -in- ‘which contributes to the troubles
made,
in. .the. newly
extended | cluding
$6421 from: exports .of j the industry is experiencing via a
Franco-Italian film : agreement {foreign films. according
to the : production lag.
. signed here this week..
: Japan Motion Picture Assn.
Robert J. Corkery, Motion Picnd: New pact is for a year. It must: _ Largest importer of Nipponese;iture Export Assn. Latin American

SeesNeedForAsian |
Films.Having National temp* here’in” recent

20 vhsec

months.
Ernest.

PB

Al

N tH I

avor, Not Ho ywoood

. be ratified by -both. partners. Ex- |; product during .the month WaS ‘rep, admitted that there has been a
Turnbull, head of ‘both ;
Tokyo, Oct: -10.. | change liberalization is felt” ‘anyOkinawa, which took in 97 films. pick up of Hollywood interest, with
20th-Fox and» Hoyts, will ‘net be!
Vet: Filipino. ‘filmmaker -Ramon; ‘important ‘step forward ‘towards The U.S. was next with 52. fol- producers putting through calls to
back at his Sydney: base: until next
: European Comnion Market -objec- lowed by Indonesia with 24. Brazil
Nuvember .after lengthy eonfabs Estella.” believes -Southeast’. Asian: tives ‘set by |the ECM treaty of with 21, the Philippines with 13: ;get the lowdown on the new Mexipictures ‘should try. ta, be nationally:
;can cooperative attitude.
Corkery
with. top 20th-Fox execs.
.
and Formosa with 12.
:
i pnique: instead of patterned after . Rome.
said Mexico is an ideal place to
Learned here that ‘Clive Arnott, |Hollywood's . product.
_
make pix because of locations of
Hoyts' chief film buyer, is fo: plane
great scenic beauty, good studio
“We: ‘have to. ‘use the. flavors ot |
to the U:S...for "top level confab
told}.
gountries,”. Estella
technical facilities, availability
[an
nal
ternatio
.
| our .
Stuff—In
e
with. ‘Turnbull. “Tnsid
of
talent, etc.
VARIETY: “Phis: way we have a bet- |:
‘Earlier reports had 20th-Fox and i-ter chance for’ world distribution, :
There
is some talk about the
Metro linking distribution forces ;too.Why make copies of pictures _.Glasgow, associated with heavy industry instead of. culture, is likely ; initiation of dickering .ultimately
is to become a Scottish festival -cit following
a meeting in London this:
-on a similar setup. to.that currently-;
y
8
‘-Hollvw ood can‘ make much better?” |
i leading to making of nine pictures.
“operating: in New. Zealand. _How-. asked “Estella, who has. ‘produced| month. ‘Plan is to make it one. of the. centers of a Commonwealth Arts j Teodulo Bustos, labor secretary for
ever,
Bernie «Freeman,, Metro's , aver 100 feature. pix ‘throughout |Festival and Conference, set for the U:K: in September 1964. Six major !
cities, -London’-included, are likely to’ be the centers of the festival. STPC’s Technicians and Manual
Chief. here. hinted before leaving |.
‘Southeast Asia.
“Dates are from Sept. 17 to Oct. 3, 1964. ‘and the event will follow Worker's Section, insists that foron a world trip that Metro would ;
mal
requests
will
be
coming
Because.
of.
heiglitened
Philisimmediately ‘after. the Edinburgh International Festival.
continue:.solo here both on. ‘dis- |
‘pine
interest
in
Japan,
Estella
iS
j
Leading
personalities behind the idea include Lord Harewood (who |through shortly.
tribution’ and. theatre operation.
As for strict censorship. with
‘shooting “a: series of indie films: js artistic director of the Edinburgh junket.).Sir Gerald Barry (directorBrowning.
who
passed
| here which “he feels will be suit-|seneral of the Festival of Britain), Sir Arthur Bliss ‘Master of the Oscar
able for,-at.Jeast regional’ markets |Queen's. Music), Alfred Francis (chairman of Bovernors of the English through here on his way to Arbecause of what he called a com-|.Old- Vic), Yehudi Menuhin, Margaret Rawings. Sir Malcolm Sargent. gentina for the “Taras Bulba™ picmon denominator” of the. nations | and. Sir David Webster. (generat administrator, Royal Opera House, ture, stating that official: censorship
ofi outheast Asia. Rolling or Covent Garden, London).
interference has been main reason
-}
Philippine. . International
Producfor bypassing Mexico. Jorge ForBy GEORGE KATZNELSON “|Ho is “Pedro Goes to Tokyo.”a|* An. unusual opening night. contest was arranged by Columbia and retis mildly stated that it is not
“Moscow; Oct. 10,
‘social drama with title rolé‘played :James Carreras. of Hammer Films, for “The Terror of -the Tongs.” the government's intent to obstruct
FerJuilliard’ Stti:7 Quartet, -begin- by. Leroy Salvador, only Filipino whieh. opened at the ‘London Pavilion last Friday (29). Students from Hollywood production here.
ning a total of.12 concerts in Rus=; in-the east and. winner Jast veat.|all the leading London drama schools were invited to attend the open- retis said that often “exaggerations
sia’s main cities, got off ta acclaim. “at ‘the Asian Film Fest of: the best |ing day showings from noon to 9 p.m., dressed in macabre costumes. or falsification and misreprésentahere. “A truly great success of the! acting award.
‘Each entrant was photographed -entering the theatre and the student ition” of things Mexican is not done

JUILLIARD STRINGS
LIKED BY RUSSIANS!s
American .virtuosos playing Mos-4

cow.” said one top: critic.

Estella, who is-producer and di-]whese. costume is. considered-most horrific, ghoulish and: in keeping, with

can musical. school delegation was} tions. Estella plans“ next to make:
especially noteworthy

bad intentions, merely
re-.
The cen{< monitor sitting in on pictures
is there only to correct fluffs and

{rector as well as. screenwriter,: is :with the theme of the film, will win a part in the forthcoming Hammer:: flecting foreign thinking.

. The vocal’ bravos. for the: Ameri-. shooting entirely on.-actual ‘loca-_'\| Production, of “The Phantom of the Opera. a

.

Except. for pop musié, the record: business in Italy is not a very; iblunders that are inaccurate and
;‘brilliant -one; nevertheless ‘Cetra: has started a soiiewhat unusual: laughable to Mexican
audiences
, production’ of ‘records (45: speed) of which the most original—made by while creating a wrong impression
two radio amateurs from Turin—is the voice of USSR’s Gagarin during elsewhere throughout the world.
,bis’ flight..In spite of strong background noise, the words are easily
Not all feel that Hollywood will
‘next month in Manila. Estella has|| distinguished. On the reverse side there ate ‘the code signals of the ;
‘come up as the “savior” of the stagfilmed .in.Hong Kong, Singapore, |principal: U:S. A. and USSR satellites launched ‘so far.
gering Mexican industry.

in view’ of |® color musical called “Sakura” in..

‘the Russki ‘pride in. native string ;‘Japan, joining talent. from: Southfoursomes.. Yank troupe is set. for |east Asia: .-.
- another. appearance. .at “the|Con-|. ‘Earlier this. year, ‘he: : made
“gervatory. Oct.. 29. and.‘this: already ; “Tokyo | Calling,”due for release

“4s sol d out.

|Cambodia,

Thailand,

South

Viet-

Suicide Cancels. Tour
Martina Arroya, now 24, a former N. Y. -social worker and graduate
nam, New York (for. ULN. in N°Y. }
. London, Oct. 17.
r four years) and Hollywood, of Hunter College is the latest Negro singer to make it big in European
Suicide~ ‘here of the. doctor-wife ! . “Now ‘is the. time for Japan,”. he opera.-She has been widely booked -there for the leads in “Aida” and
of a member of the Juilliard .Quar- ‘said. “In. Manila, the people are| “Buttterfly.” Gloria Davy of the Met recently sang “Aida” at the Berlin
Naples, Oct. 10.
‘tet has resulted: in the -cancella- curious about Japan. I’m taking Festival. Still another American singer clicking overseas is George !
Paul Strauss, American born‘tion of. all further: dates. of: that advantage of.that interest. "
Shirley. Variety. has on earlier occasion enumerated half a dozen
educated
conductor, will appear
7’|Negroes carving ‘operatic careers on the continent.
American. - ensemble
in Russia.
with the San Carlo orchestra here
Wife; a Caficer: specialist from Tea-Heck, N, J. leaped from her hotel |: Sidney. Blackmer a ‘native : of qo . Sepia. Yank ‘dancer Sherry Young had a fist fight with fellow head- Oct. 18, ‘thus opening his sixth
Salisbury, appointed the 1961.:hon- liner Sylvana. Blasi at the Folies-Bergere in Paris. Miss Young seems European season.
room...
Dr. ; Gerda
Hillyer’s - husband} orary..chairman of ‘the Thanksgiv- to haye'won for Mile. Blasi is hospitalized, and has threatened to sue.
The Yank maestro. who resides
‘plays: viola.
He is
Raphaekj ing March for Muscular Dystrophy ‘However she will be back in the:‘show next week along with Miss: ‘in Rome, has a schedule of 35
Young. It seems‘each felt. the,other upstaged her,
in:‘North Carolina. _
concerts this year.

PaulStrauss At Naples
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3.Film Co-Prod. Pact
Tokyo, Oct. 10.

- Poel, “one of Japan’s majors,
4
H
,
.
)
++:
,
+4
p stened’ a coproduction pact with
Shaw: Bros.: of Hong Kong. calling
for three pictures per year utilizFederico. Fellini denies stateside reports that. he’s mulling |‘a.plan to ing stars of both filmeries. First pic
‘under
deal is expected. to be. a}
team up with Stanley Kramer‘ and. George. Stevens in future producers.
‘modern. drama rolling early next

aS

Mex May Launch High-Budget Film
Vehicles Averaging $1,000,000 Each

Mexico City, Oct. 10.
Mexico may make the attempt ta
plunge into high budget productions averaging $1,000,090 or perdirector dealings with. distribs . .. ‘Italian director said. in fact. he’d year:
Mad
For
Critics
Ga
Soviet haps slightly more, While this is
never even heard of deal, “but it might be an idea, at.that!”,; _ ‘Alfredo
Existing distrib. deal for -Shaw|
Ballerina
just a drop in the bucket in comBini’s Arco -Film will produce.Anna Magnani’s, next pic, “Mamma Bros. to handle Toei product “in
parison with the multi-million dolParis, Oct. 17.
“Roma” (Mother Rome), directed from “his own’.story by Pier Paolo Southeast Asia was extended for
lar productions of Hollywood, it is
A series of guest appearances by nevertheless a trend towards makPasolini, whose first.
t ple, “Accattone”” won: critical ‘plaudits. at ‘Venice another two years, calling for 15
pictures per
per annum.
annum.
prima. ballerina Maia Pilsetskaya ing more ambitious, costlier prodthis’ year. a
of the Moscow Bolshol Ballet at uct.
While
actual
initiation
of
Nobel Prize’ winner ‘Salvatore Quasimodo’ “will ‘write the Italian diathe National Opera with the Opera program may be delayed until curlogue for Dino DeLaurentiis’ “Barabbas” (Columbia) . . . another Nobel
Ballet.
in
Chaikovsky’'s
“Swan
rent
problems,
which
have
been
Prize holder, Par Lagerkvist, wrote the novel ‘on which the $10,000,000:
-Lake” had SRO attendance at the holding back production are re“pic was based .
» Anthony Quinn, ;-who-holds “Barrabbas”’ title role,
Opera: and
huzzahs
from
the ‘solved, it is learned that the Mexi‘reported purchasing: ‘prop2rty:on Island of Rhodes, where he'll. build|
critics.
can
‘Assn.
of
Motion
Picture
villa . . . Sam Weiler in town: to. 0.0..‘Joseph Desa”. production, in
Miss
Plisetskaya
‘has
taken
over
Producers is quietly working towhich he’s -partnered with. Edward “Dmytrick, before heading for|
‘from the recently retired Galina wards turning out of five to eight
‘Munich and indie group's next. item, “Day of the Damned”. .. .“Deésa”
Ulanova
and
aislesitters
outdid major pix a year, based on strong
features Maximilian Schell, Ri¢cardo Montalban, :Lea Padovani, Akim
each other in underlining her dex- scripts. With individual producers
Cork,. Oct. 10.Tamiroff, Luciana Paluzzi,:and Mark Damon . ... Carl Foreman, in.
town to launch “Guns of Nayarone,” said his next. pie would be entirely ' - Sophia. Loren, : ‘for her perform- terity, vitality, elevation and dy- unable to swing financing. plan is
locationed in Italy,.and would. deal with theme of . ‘warr degrading both. ance in “Two Women,” was award- namism as well as her emotional to have five producers join forces
ed the acting trophy at the Sixth and dramatic rightness. She was for each film. Cash commitment
_ Winners and ‘vanquished alike. .
Cork International Film Fest, an ‘accompanied by partner Nicolas for each would be around $200.000.
occasion
marked by a gloomy col- ‘Fadeechev. Some critics remarked
More and more the feeling in
: London
her appearance made it hard on Mexico is that if the industry is
lection of feature pix from Franc
‘Producer’ Hal, Mason and scripter Denis Cannan left London last Germany, Poland, Yugoslavia an | the French dancers.
ta survive and compete with the
week on a four: weeks |reconnaissance of the Middle East: and Africa, Czechoslovakia. .America was. repbieckbusters put out by other film
where they will do preparatory work on Michael Balcon’s. “Sammy resented by Louis. de. Rochemont’s
centers, it must .turn out product
-. Going.-South,” which is ‘due. to start rolling at the end of the year. “Question 7," a commentary on
that at least gets within a stone's
‘Their. first’ stop will be Cairo and Port Said and from there they will suppression of religious. freedom.
throw of the giant pictures from
‘go on to: Kenya and Tanganyika . ; Sir Laurence Olivier has withdrawn ‘in East Germany: Britain sent “The.
other countries.
‘from the lead.in ‘The Leopard” which is to be filmed by Luschino Vis- Kitchen” (British Lion).' Poor supProducer Rene Cardona. who reconti .and' will be replaced therein by. Burt Lancaster. Olivier bowed port. fram major companies in the jfused to talk about the cooperative
out because’ of other commitments, is currently set for “Term of Trial’ | U. S. and Britain has.meant domi- |.
effort or whether it could even sucwhich, Peter Glenville is directing at the. Ardmore Studios . .
Asso-. nation: of the festival by ContinencessfuJly get off the floor. also said
‘ciated. British haye three features currently in. final stages” of |prodic- | tal films. Only award is for an attthat Mexican producers had better
London, Oct. 17.
__ tion at their Elstree Studios. They. are “The Young Ones”: ‘ starring ing performance.
London's Fifth Film Fest opens start seriously looking for major
- Cliff Richard, “Goto Blazes” with Dave King and “Petticoat Pirates,’”
Paul Rotha’s ‘Life of Adolf Hit- tonight (Tues.) at National Film financing outside of Mexico. Only
- which is Charlie Drake’s second comedy for. ‘the studios’: : .. Max ler” was rated an. outstanding con- Theatre with the screening
of in this way, he added, can the na‘Bygraves and Yvonne Romain have started their..own ‘Maxim’ s‘Testan- tribution of the documentaries. ‘Jacques. Demy's “Lola,” starring tional industry take its “prideful
_Tant in.the London suburb’ of. Stanmore: He opened: last week inthe An -Irish |documentary; “Saoirse?” ‘Anouk Aimee and Mare Michel. place in the free world’s picture
London version of “Do Ri. Mi"; she is ‘currently filming. iri “Captain '(Freedom?), carried the story of It. is a non-competitive
event. industry.” and not be hounded by
Clegg,” a Hammer Production. for release through Universal .Interna-. Ireland from 1919 to-its civil ‘war Entries are mainly chosen from economie restrictions or inferiority
tional -.. . With a month. to-go-before “King of. Kings” opens at the’ in 1922-23.
.
pictures shown at the main inter- complexes.
Coliseum, advance ticket sales’ are running at a higher rate than they:
In his own ambitious production
‘Most. of. the. pix players making national events during the year.
were during the pre-preem. weeks of “Ben-Hur”. . . Immediately after. ‘personal |-appearances..were from
The fest runs for a fortnight and plans Carona said that he is serithe preem of “‘The Queen’s. ‘Guards, * at the Carlton last week, Robert Europe, but Virginfa Mayo and among the -pix to. be shown are ously preparing to bring Luis SpoStephens’ planed out for. Rome ‘to join. the cast of “Cleopatra.”an
“Nearly
Paradise”
to the
|. husband ‘Michael ‘O’Shea, holiday- “Description of a Struggle’ (Is- ta’s
_
{ing in Ireland, were also ‘guests: of rae}),. “Antigone’’- (Greece), “Bad screen, and using top international
names
to
support
Pedro
Armen..{the Fest but left before the end Sleep Well” (Japan), “IL Posto”
irrita- (italian),
“Accattone"
(Italy), dariz and Dolores del Rio, set for
A. new: ‘film production. ‘setup, - Chaumiane Films, ‘headed by Andre ‘after mentioning. “minor
roles.
Cardona
menMichelin, of the tire and guide family, with film: producer: Jean Thuillier tions.” ‘These’ are understood to “Hand in Trap” Argentine), “Kol- important
_also involved, has set two. pix. They are the Dominican, Father R. L.- have included a remark from the ka, My Friend” (Russia), “Leon tioned names of Marcelo Mastroiani
and
Vittorio
de
Sicca.
.
Bruckberger’s ‘second “pic, after “Dialogue Des. Carmelties.” “Made- stage by’Coleen Gray that she was Morin,
Priest’
(Franco-Italian,,
Cardona said he wants at least
leine- Et. Judas” (wife .of. the betrayer. of “ Christ) ‘and then “City. of the ‘representing the screen. actors of “Tire au‘ Flane” (France), “Story
a
$1,000,000
budget
{this
is
12.Living,”-to be supervised. by the noted architect Le’ Corbusier to point, America.
of Turbulent
Years”
(Russia,
Festival irritations this year in- “Summer Skin” (Argentine), “Une 500,000 in Mexican pesos: for the
up the fallacies of modern: citjes and his.own architectural. remedies
which would also. bring human changes. in. their wake and maybe make cluded the last-minute cancellation } Aussi. Longue Absence” (Franco- film. He claims that while he cancity life easier ... . Ed die Constantine hurt ‘by .one'of his own race of. slated talk by producer’ Ray- Italian),
“Clear
Sky”
Russia‘, not get this sort of coin from local
horses .- . Roland Petit--will probably. join: the: National Opera for some mond Stross “An Independent: Pro- “Placido” (Spain), “The Island” channels (distributorships via the
ducer Hits Out.” Film due to he (Japan), “The Murderer” (Italian), Film Bank), he has pledges for
special choreography ‘later. this season:
ahout half this amount from private
. Raoul. Levy has hired‘ thrée. of the -lead. cinematographers. in France screened in “A Tribute to Fritz “Too Late Blues” (U.S.),. “Exiles” sources and hopes to raise the refor his “Marco Polo”. now.:set to begin. Nov.. .15. They are. -Claude. Lang” also failed to arrive in Cork. (U.S.), “Lifeof Adolph Hitler” mainder in Europe.
Dermot
Breen,
Fest director, (German), . “Devil’s Eye”
(U.S.),
‘Renoir, Henri Decae and. Raoul Coutard. . According to the highbrow
If he does succeed in getting
weekly, Arts,. the -crisis in-‘world |fim industries seems to. be over|called a meeting ‘of festival direc- “Miracle of Malachias” (German), budset funds, he'll shoot picture
| tors
from’
London,
‘Mannheim, and “Une Femme Est Une Femme”
ev erywhere ‘but in France:
in three idioms—Spanish, English
— | Oberhausen, Locarno and Karlovy (French).
and Italian. It all hinges on this
Vary to discuss the future of the
: Because it is in 70m, the Russian
\effort, Cardona said. and he is gofestival. sked. Breen: suggested that “Turbulent
Years”
cannot
be:
ting
to make the big trv te break
instead of “being held every 12 shown at the National Film Thea- }
months they should be extended to tre,. but there will be two Sunday ovt of the constricting confinemert
of
low
budget productions which,
18 months.
afternoon
performances
at . the
‘Awards, given for short subjects Dominion, Tottenham Court Road, in the main, can only count on the
‘Paris, ‘Oct:, 17.
Latin American and Spanish marwere
documentary—“Sali- Oct. 22 and 29.
On the’ dssumption ‘that’ films only,
(kets. with the former hard hit by
‘and video can live together, : and’ nas” (Germany: general interest—
The festival, which is organized {political and exchange difficulties.
eartoons— by. the British Film Institute,
Auckland;. Oct, 10.
that if the ‘public appreciates. ‘old. “Terminus” - (Britain):
“New. Zealand film cerisor: Doug- and. new films on ‘the small tv. “Dream Home” (France); and edu- officially recognized by the Inter.
cational—-“Hold- Back — ‘the Sea’”’ national Federation of Film Pro-;
las “MacIntosh banned 13 feature -serten, it. may like’ to see such (Holland).
‘films..on a large theatre screen, |
ducers and is suported by the:
“fitms,. 16 trailers, two 16m‘features, the. Cinema: D’Essai is program-’
London County Council and the
Bix, cone’ ‘short and nine tele. films ming:a:series of specially chosen.
British film industry.
’ After tonight’s gals screening
during his -examination of: films vidpix. Most run 15 to 30. minutes.
Zurich, Oct. 10.
there will be a reception in the
entering. this country: in. ‘the. last Programming for :this. privately |.
Follawing a pattern set by Herriverside restaurant where there'ibert von Karajan in Vienna, con‘| owned theatre is done. by the Assn. |.
12 months. In the: case of “Girl's of: French :and Telévision . Critics.
will be bars representing the par- ‘ductor Otto Klemperer has esBerlin, Oct. 10.
ticipating counties, serving nationNearly 250 films from 27 nations al drinks, and attended by girls in lsaved the dual role of batoning
“ “Rebel Breed” (WR): and “Peep that- the Syndicate ‘of |‘Film. Proand staging a new production of
‘have
‘been
‘submitted’
to Mannng: Tom”, (Indie) - appeals’ by: the ducers: has. ‘protested. against the. -heim’s. International Film Week- national. costume.
{Ludwig van Beethoven's “Fidelio”
| showing of vidpix' in. houses as
at the Zurch Opera House, Stadtdistribs: ‘concerned. were dismissed. j unfair competition to. ‘regular. feat- (Oct. 16-21), Of these, the selection
theatre.
Hailed
as a longhair
: Allowed, were two-appeals against ures. pic, Syndicate -points: out that ‘committee has picked 46-short pix.
event of high merit by critics and
the classification given to “Dark art houses get spetrial detaxation from 10 countries for the tentapublic
alike,
it
also
spelled fancy
tive official program. Lineup inAt Top “Of Stairs’ (WB) and the and. -vidpix are made with. state eludes 14 German,
boxoffice, with all of five sched10 French,
funds and. cheaply in 16m. The
uled
performances
being
100°¢
Polonius”
cartoon, “Polygamous
London, Oct, 17.
Syndicate ° would like’ this. forbid- seven American, five British, three
despite
unusually
stiff
A warning that legal proceedings capacity
Swiss, two Czech and two Italian
. Indie). .
) den. :
tariffs
up
to
$9
top.
| items, as weil.as one. film each may have to follow the “declara‘Violence.’ continues -to. be’ ‘the | -:
Herbert Graf, the Stadttheatre's
from Holland,
Yugoslavia,
and tion of principle” made recently
cmain reason for cutting,” said Macby the British Film Producers artistic chief, assembled following
-| Hungary.
. -Intosh” ‘in his. report. “The number |
In addition, a group. of .shorts ‘Assn. and the Federation of British cast: Sena Jurinac as Leonore,
that.. have won prizes at this Film Makers in regard to accept- Gustav Neidlinger as Don Pizarro,
‘and: proportion of. cuts. made ®on]
Ernster
(Rocco',
U. S.
year’s festivals, will. be screened. ance of producers and directors Deszoe
gex. grounds: Increased ‘considerTokyo, ‘Oct. 10. . FIPRESCI, the .association of in- |into..union membership was, it is tenor James McCracken as Floresably, sexual ‘assaults, often: involvToho ‘has been deluged with ternational film critics, will single understood, made last weekend by tan. and U. S. soprano Jean Cook
_ing teenagers,. ‘being responsible
for a large part of this. ‘increase. offers from. both sides of the Iron out. the best of these prize-winning the Assn. of Cinematographic Tele- as Marzelline.
The number of films: giving cause curtain: for distrib of .its~ anti-war pix for a special award: Lineup of ‘vision and Allied Technicians.
In the general excitement. a colAt their monthly council meetFrance’s. “Actua
‘fer coricern because of an undue film, “The: last War,” which at. these includes
orful, if unscheduled, incident in
$830,000 is the mostly costly. Toho Tilt” (prize-winner at Tours and ings in the first week of October,
front of the theatre passed almost
‘horror content appears to be deboth the BFPA and FBFM issued
production. ever.”
Picture shows
Oberhausen), “Little Spoon” Gold<A local group which
clining, :but offensive dialogue is’
similar declarations, in which it unnoticed:
with special effects the global des-|
“responsible for. increased .cutting: truction that: ‘another. - war .will en Palm:of: Cannes), Germany’s was suggested that no member of bills itself as “Swiss Committee
“Gesicht von de Stange” (Golden the industry who was a producer for Political Amnesty in Spain”
under the headings rs a ‘sex’ and:
mean
‘Picture shows. two. world
‘other reasons.’
powers, the. Allied Nation Forces ‘Bear at ‘Berlin), Indi:’s “Rabin- or producer-director or production passed out pamphlets to arriving
“A decline in ihe number. of feat-. and the Federation Forces, thinly-. 1 dranath Tagore” (prize at*Locarno), executive,
and
was
therefore theatregoers, carrying a significant
“ures. films coming ‘into the coun- veiled fictionizations of the Com- Great Britain’s ‘‘Terminus” |(Gold-. functioning as an employer, should quotation from Florestan’s aria in
‘try was noted—230 from the U‘S.,. munist: powers,, in a nuclear arms: en‘Lion at Venice) and the Amer- be a member of ACTT, while the second act of “Fidelio,” plus
‘ican’ “Language of Faces” (Ber-. functioning in that capacity.
the slogan: “Also in our days there
as against 255 for the previous Tace.
It is reported that the union are political prisoners in Spain.”
year. “But,” “MacIntosh - noted;
The film; which was in produc- gamo festival),
It
referred, of course. to the story
Within
the
official
|
competition,
has suggested that such a declara““there are still some 400 films tion for-about 200 days, uséd 10,‘available to.:exhibitors. Over the 000 extras, including ©4,000 non- the -Maiinheim: event: will also tion may be in contempt of court, of the opera wherein political prisoners,
including the hero, are un‘past 30. years, there have been; Japanese.: Director Eyt Tsuburaya screen the six first. feature films in view of the impending proceed‘occasions when substantially. fewer. has earned a rep with his science- ‘of former documentary filmmak- ings by the Boulting Brothers justly kept in chains by the despotic
governor
of a Spanish stale
films have been available without finction. and: war film special .ef- ers: “Tobby” (Hans: Juergen. Poh- against the union on the question
prison.
land, Germany),
of membership.
: fects..
creating: any. ‘serious - crises.”

TOUGH

ON THE FRENCH

;

Loren CopsCork
Fest Thesp Prize

London 5th Film

Fest Tees Off

Paris.

CINEMA TRIES
New Zealand Bans|PARIS
PROGRAM OF TELEPIX

13Feature Films

‘OTTO KLEMPERER IN

'| STAGE DIRECTOR ROLE

46 SHORT PIX PICKED
FOR MANNHEIM WEEK

ACTT Warns British

Prods. of Court Action

ManvOffersReceived

By Toho For ‘Last War’|
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LONG
AYS
JOURNEY
INTO
NIGHT

This

week,

pictaore,

in

New

Eugene

York,

Katharine

Hepburn,

Direction,

Sidney

set design,
Long

Day's

the

O'Neill's
Sir

Ralph

Lumet:

Richard
Journey

cameras

into

by Ely Landau

audience,

seeking

Night

mature.

and

costumes.
is the

Boris

provocative.

turn

onan

Day’s

Jason

important

Journey

Robards,

Kaufman;

into

Jr.,

Dean

production,

new

motion

Night.

Cast,

Stockwell.

George

Justin;

Motley.

first

dedicated

to

Long

Richardson,

photography,

Syltbert:

produced

began

masterpiece,

of a significant

to those
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meaningful
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group

American

screen
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motion

entertainment.
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PICTURES

Glynis Z

». Efrem

“Ty Har gemele
ea

Hollywood Production Pulse|" “IN DEPENDENT
‘(Started Sept. 2)

"ALLIED ARTISTS

Prod.—Jacques. Bar: ’

, “GAY

. Dir-—Leslle Norman.

PURR-EE-

(Animated

.Glarted Oct. :

Feature)

.Prod.—Herry 4 Saperstein

“Gtarted June

MCONFESSIONS OFAN, opium RATER”

Ralph

Miel

Dir Franco.‘Roast

Renato. Salvatori ‘Starts; This Voor. cccscure eS
StartedAug. 1
This Date, Last Year. seoee 2 |} “apvise & to 10 s

Saan.

Ahn, Alicia i.

‘Gtarted Oct. 2

4}
; (Otto Pret
Preminger

]

;

‘AMERICAN INTL

“THE
MAN
‘WHO “gnot
VALANCE”

‘ohn

Wayne,

Miles, Lee. Marvin, Edmond
Andy. Devine. jKen'Murray

:

lan
.
tho
“AnetoinAmalgamated)
. Prod.—Julian: Wittle &. Leste.

.Ghoo

|:

John

_

Pred. .- for. Columbia

Gene

Vera

Started Sept.

Tierney,

Ayres, re

O’Brien

|-

;

-

“JOSEPH

The Motion Picture Assn. of
America is mailing aut copies
af. its “Fall. Festival—Movietime U.S.A.” brochure, listing
important reieases for the last
four months of the year, to
20,000 opinion makers, newspaper critics and film editors
around the country.

augurated a policy of refusing all
advertising
for nudist
pictures.
The ban includes nat only art
and deseriptive copy, but also the
name of the picture. Ads for nudie
films have been rejected for the
dawntown Capri Theatre, the Alex
{an the west side! and the Starlite
Drive-In within the past few days.

Franchot |

still accepting the advertising.
The Capri showed the first nudist film in Chicago, “Garden of
Eden,” in May, 1959, after its distributor, Walter Bibo, won a legal
fight against the city’s Police Cen-

\Levine’s U.S.-Canada Deal

| DESA”

On Impotency-Themed

(lenroc’.
étion )
(Shooting in Rome)
; Omytryk: -Wieler Pro. for Columbia ReProd.-Dir.-—Melville' Shavelson:: —_
hooting in Rome)
Charlton Heston, Elsa. Martinelli, Barry . Prod.-Dir-—Edward Dmytryk
.
.Guardino, Baccalonl ang Marletto
‘Maximilian Schell, Rigacdo Montalban,
Gtarted Oct...
. Akim. Tamiroff, Lea ‘Padovani
“Gtarted Oct.
Oct D»
DO

Parkyn

The Chicago Tribune and Chicago
American (also jointly owned) are

MPAA’s “Springtime Is Movietime” mailing last: April.

Meredith,

“George Griezard,
Eddie Hodges, Paul
Ford, Mort Sahl, Michele Montau
@tarted. Sept. 5)

Oct. 17.

Chicago-Sun Times and Chitago
Daily News (sister papers? have in-

‘Brochure is a sequel to the

Henry. Fonda, Charles Laughten. Don
“Peter
Lawford,
Walter

Goldbeck

‘Dir.—John For
James nStewart.

-Anate Giradot,

(Shooting 4
4
Washingtony
‘Prod.—Otto Prem inger

‘| OTHE RASTER: priate

oe

- Dir.—Sidney Hayers

“LIBERTY

Ford ‘Prods.).

‘::Prod.—Willis.

Starts, This Year... Sere ie
;
af This. Date, Last Year. o odes 3. >
; HCONJURE Wire”

©

“se

“PARAMOUNT -

-Prod:-Dir. —Aibert Zugsmith
.
Vincent: Frices Linda Ho, ‘Richard Loo,
Philip
Vincent .Barbi, .Terence.

Kim,

Chicago,

‘Movietime, USA’

¢

(UPA Pictures Inc.)

_ Stewart. Gr.

‘This Date,‘Last Year. ss+00+.5

Marney., June

Papers Wont Advertise Nudies

Shooting. in Italy)

Starts,. This: Yedrecesesces 6A

de

:

”

This Date, Last Year..,....34

}| Gdonlea Capri. Production»)

|

| Skinnix Can’t See SunInChi

‘Starts, This Year:.....-..82

- EWORDSMAN OF SIENNA‘

1?

Zimbalist we

Italo Pic Via Hakim:

sor Board.
the

skinpix

It has been
almost

Blair, Peter: Wragatde

~ Gtarted Sept. 25

:

showing

a ee sie

‘or Pioneer

.

; “STATE ‘FAIR
(Shooting: in Dallas). .
Prod.—Charles. Brachett

neer

of the Year award ‘winners

. ~,.Fodd. Armstrong,

McDowall,

Nancy. Rovack,. Gary,

“wTHE

WAR

(Started

‘Prod. ~—JEIry Wald |
‘Dir.—Martin :Ritt

Proditctions)..

hooting: in’ England)

, | . Blghare’ Beymer, Paul Newman,

‘Prod.—Arthur . "Hornbiow |
Dir.—Philip: Leacock
Steve. McQueen, Robert. ‘Wagner, Shirley.
if

.”

“Ani Field
; " sStarted Oct, »-

Hoyt,

Balsam

:MHEMINGWAY'S YOUNG MAN":

LOVER".

«Arthur 'Hornblow

Hume “Cronyn, John

Martin Landau Martin
Sept. 25) .

Raym

Gtarted Sept. 13)

{holds the Heart Aw ard..

U.S. Supreme
Court declined
last week to review a challenge

against Eastman

Kodak

for alleg-

edly tieing up a color process
which might have supplanted Technicolor for motion pictures.

:

‘Case

was appealed

court: by

rasberg; Eli Waliach.. Diane Baker,
Dan
Dalley, . Ricardo.
Montalban,
ward

REVIEW OF EK SUIT

to ihe high

accused Eastman: of ‘stvmeing de| Russo Army Paper Raps J velopment
Susan.
of color process via an
“intricate international
conspiraThe Prizewinning Soviet
Turned
down
by
lower
Pic for Its Pacifism courts, also, the MoviecolorFederal
firm

‘Arthur.
Kennedy,
Jessica
Tandy.
Jusno Hernandez, .
ion Oakland,

- Gtarted Sept. a5)

terly: “They probably went to the
theatre expecting a cheap sex film
|and were disappointed when they

HIGH COURT REFUSES

.. [for “his contribution to the indusjtry. as .a whole,” Minnesata-born
#CONGO. vivo
:
. Dir.—Jose Ferrer
nomination
was
dis@ino deLaurentiis” Prods.) | ‘Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, Pamela. Tittin, . Bolstad’s
‘Shooting - in the Congo).
°
- Ann Margaret, Alice Fayes. Tom Ewell closed by Frank Fisher, prexy of
“Ered—Carmine Saeeae
(Started Sept.
Odeon Theatres (Canada) Ltd. and
juseppe
n
‘Jean Seberg, Gabriele: FerzettL ‘Bachir “CLEOPATRA”.
{the Canadian Picture Pioneers.
—
| Jaseph: L.- AA akiewicr. ‘Prod. >
- Toure, Frederika Andrew |
Bolstad is chairman of the Mo(Shooting in Rome)
(Started Aug.. 28)
—
Prod.—Walter Wanger
;
tion Picture Council of Canada,
“JASON AND THE. GOLDEN | FLEECE” |) : Dir—Joseph L. Manckiewict .
;
‘(Shooting in Italy)
- Elizabeth .Taylor, Richard Burton, -Rex former Chief Barker of the Variety
-Prod.—Charles H. Schneer,
- Harrison, ee". -Danova,
Roddy Club .tent:-in| Ontario,
where he
;
-Dir.—Don Chaff ey
(Started Aug. 14):

the exception

| PickComptroller

20thCENTURY-FOX

“COLUMBIA

singe then, with

continually

of
‘Joe E. Levine, has added to his a recent run of “The Lavers.” The
art film roster with a deal to take rejected ad was for its current film
Lovers
Holiday,”
which
over domestically
(U. S.-Canada} “Sun
the Italian
“Ii Bell’ Antonio.” opened last Friday (13°. Capri own‘Starts; This. Year. sevee _70-24
Starts, This Year......60.2)
Yarn, dealing
with
sexual
im- er Tam Dowd said that he cantem| This Date, Last Year. eves428
-potency, garnered first prizes last plated no legal action at this time,
‘This Date, Last Year. .
coos 32
J year at Locarno and Rio filmfests, but that such action would depend
“THE INSPECTOR”
ay
Den?
Dae ‘|Top players are Marcello Mastrai- upon the results from advertising
\#EXPERIMENT IN,TERROR™
in only two of the faur papers.
{ anni and Claudia Cardinale.
‘(Shooting in London)
1
.
’ Geoffrey-Katé_ Productions)
Ironieally, trade opinion is that
Ghooting in San’ Frantisco)
“Deal for “Antonio” was made
-Dir.—Phil >Dunne .
teen
t
Toronto, Oct: Tm with Raphael Hakim, who owns the crackdown resulted from an
’ Prod.-Dir.—Blake, Edwards’
a, Dolores’. Hart.
Hugh
Gtenn Ford, Lee’ Remick, Ross: “Martin, :. Steph
film—‘The
‘
epicm
h, Ha
Andrews, Michael Da-Reneben
W. ‘Bolstad,
_comp-: rights to the pic elsewhere. Em- entirely amnconnected
: Taffy Paul, Sidney ‘Miller, Bay Poole,
tevens, Finlay. Currie, ‘troller and vice-prexy of Famous
via, Robert
‘William Bryant,tz Too, Judee
Several exhibibassy is planning firstrun dates for Hustler” (20th).
Leo McKern, |Harold Goldblatt - ”
Morton, Richard: Norris, Fred. Colby. |.
{Players (Canadian) Corp. is “The early 62.
tors said the Sun-Times had re‘Gtarted June 19) ~
‘Kenny Jackson, | Bill: Neff, James.
_|Pioneer .of the Year.’.
Highest.
ceived numerous: complaints about
‘Callahan, ‘David “Tomack, Kelly. Me. “THE LONGEST DAY"
.
Acquisition means Levine has
_ Cormick... Ken. Wales, Edward: Mal-'| (Shooting in France) .. ©
‘honor in the Canadian motion pican ad for “The Hustler” showing
O’Neill, |
now spoken for four arties (more Paul Newman burying his face in
‘Jory,
Mari Lynn,. Sherry
Prod.—Darry! F.. Zanuck
ture
industry
will
be
presented
(a
‘Frederic Downes, William Sharon
Dirs.—Gerd
Oswald, Andrew: Marton,
or less:, initially with “Two Wo_ Started Aug. 7)
Piper Laurie’s bosom. Most of the
Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki,. Ken. ‘golden-onyx plaque) at the annual
men.”
Others
are
the
British
“No
.
‘Annakin.
banquet of ‘the film. industry atletters, aecording
to tradesters,
| “THE MUTINEERS“
far Johnny” and the fourWilliam Holden, Richard Todd, Peter. the King Edw ard. Sheraton Hotel Love
said that the illustration-title cam(GW. Films Ltdo.: :.
.
‘
Lawford, ‘Robert
Wagner,
Tommy
segment
“Boccaccio
70,”
now
lens~Ghootng in’Spainy . hination implied that the fiim was
‘Sands, Fabian, Paul Anka, Curt Jur-|here on. Nov. 27.
Prod.—John Brabourne
ing in Rome with Carlo Ponti pro- about a prastie instead of a paol
gens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich
{ Chosen by a panel of first. Pio- ducing.
' Pir.—Levis.Gilbert .
. (Started Aug. 28)
Alec¢ Guiness. Dirk: Bogarde; Anthony
shark. ‘One theatre owner said bit. Janet

|

Moviecolor

Ltd.,

whieh

ty.”

saw a good picture.” “The Hustler”

received. critical praise in all four
of the daily’ papers and is doing
sock biz in its second week at the:
Oriental.

2th Returns To
MPAA Fold
j

Twentieth Century-Fox formally
returns to the Motion Picture Assn.
of America fald Nov. 1, 20th prexy
Spyros P. Skouras
and
MPAA
prexy Eric Johnston jointly re-

Rome, Oct. 10.
argued that Eastman deliberately
“Peace to Whoever Enters,” the sat on the so-called Keller-Dorian
Soviet film «hich walked off with| process which it claimed was more vealed Monday (16).
Starts, This Year ‘a beanee
second honors at the recent Venice|‘economical and superior to TechThe company’s withdrawal, from
‘Starts, This Year..'.... bee 24 Film .Festival, has ‘been severely nicolor. According to the alleza- { MPAA,
This Date, last Year.Sesee 2 il
which
became
effective
biased for its “pacifism” by the tions, Eastman wanted to keep the{$ last "June 1, was originally trig‘This Date, Last Year.Seoes+d
Russian Armed Forces paper, Red lid on the new process because;:gered in May, 1960, when 20th and
“BON. VOYAGE"
| Star, according to “word - received Teehnicolor
; “THE ROAD To. HONG KONG". ,
required: more
raw “Metra became embroiled in a disProd.—Walt Disney
ons).|
: Dir.—Jameés Neilson:
a here = from Moscow.
film, more costly equipmenf and pute over scheduling of similar
Fred MacMutrey, Jane. Wyman. Michael .
‘
|
.
Report says that directors Alex- therefore
was
more
lucrative. story properties. Specifically,
‘Callen, Tommy Kirk, Kevin Corcoran,

“WALT DISNEY

Deborah

-. Dir.—Nornian
Bing ‘Crosby,

‘Walley

Ghooting. in

London? .

.

“TARAS

| wunear.

(Harold. Hecht Production).

AShooting in Salta, ew

‘Prod.—Harold Hecht
frid) Hyde White, |Keizh ‘Hampsheres
»
| Dir.—J. Lee Thomps
Tony Curtis,’ Yul -SBrynner, Brad
Jack. Gwilliim
Michael

Anderson

Jr.,: Wil-:

Gtarted Aug...4) :

_

Serer

eh

tactics in

acquiring

aj{Skouras felt that Metro had dealt

“erroneously treated current “stranglehold”. on the Moviecolor: 20th a low blow by taking on Samthemes” - -and had. failed to give technique, according to the appeal, l rel Bronston’s “King of Kings” at
“grave and important matters aldrdve the smaller outfit out of/a time when 20th was planning
‘|seriaus development.” - Other: ac- business. Eastman not only denied ‘The Greatest Story Ever Told.”
‘cusations* against _the directers| the basic charges, but pointed out i20th, of course, has subsequently

| GtartedJuly3

:
Prod.—Walt Disney
.
: Pir.—Robert Stevenson,
Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George

Sanders,

cat

ander Alov and Vladimir. Naumov | Eastman’s

Panama

Bob Hope, ‘Joan’ “Collins,
Dorothy . Lamour, Robert Morley’ - Thad

(Started Aug. 14).
CASTAWAYS”

“THE
-

UN ITED. ARTISTS _

Dex-

mention fhe , quperticiaY’
and
“gnilateral’’ way in which they: had

that the statute of limitations for
‘the alleged offenses ran out long
ago since the most recent act cited
way which “approaches pacifism:”: ‘by. Moviecolor was three decades
| Also blasted is the film’s tendency agg.
to “forgive. all,”. and’ its failure to
state :clearly. whose fault the war

|depicted’ Russian

“humanity,”

a

dropped

plans to film “Greatest.”

_ Announcement

stated

that

the

company “is returning withoyt con.Akim Tamiroff
ditions and with the understanding
-Slarted Oct. 12).
that there will be continuing discussions an problems raised by the
company with the association.”
Starts, This Year... cevees a é
JACK
BRODSKY
TO
ROME
was.
‘This was by way of reference to
This Date, Last Year. ceeeesoe
‘Report at- the. same time adds,
an extensive memo prepared by
Starts, This Year. se ceeeees 10
‘Will Be On ‘Cleopatra’ Chore For Skauras in which he attempted ta
however,
that
view
set
forward
by
This Date, Last Year..oe os ow 12. Red Star is not necessarily the ofHOW
THE WEST WAS: WON”
Six Months
lay down conditions” The memo
. Prod.—Bernard Smith ©
Dirs.—John. Ford, Henry ‘Hathaway
ficial Soviet.one since “Peace” was
reportedly deait with a number of
John, Wayne, James .Stewart, Carroll “THE SPIRAL ROAD’ |
Jack Brodsky. assistant publicity broad industry matters outside the
after
all.an:
official
Soviet
selecBaker, Debbie Reynolds, Karl Malden,
(Shooting in Surinam)
Brigid Bazlen,. Walter Brennan, Agnes
Prod probert Arthur
ton for’ the Venice event, and not manager. at the 20th-Fox New York realm of 20th’s original dispute.
- Moorehead,
George Peppard... Henry.
homeoffice, left Sunday night (15) One meeting of the MPAA board
~~
ja pic invited by the.fest.
Morgan, Russ Tamblyx, Andy Devine,
7 “Tas, Serie Bunt Ives,Gena Row".
Regarding this choice, an Italian|.for ‘Rome. to -take over as unit studied
the memo
without
any
- Claude Johnson
(Started May 28)
(Started June. 26) .
‘producer in Russia’‘on business at ‘publicity man on “Cleopatra.” He final action taken.
j the. time says the Russians felt replaces Johnny Camphell who is
WONDERFUL
W-ORL Do QF “tHE OTHE UGLY “AMERICAN”
Skouras
commented
on 20th’s
_|Shootingin Gnailand) sland
BROTHERS GRIMM”:
.
|“Peace” a mediocre pic, and that being assigned to same job on return by saying that it’s always
(George Pal Production)
co
.Marlon Brando, Eiji Okada, Pat Hingle, it was only after several western ‘Sam Engel’s “The Lion,” due toj 20th’s desire to do “everything we
- (Shooting in West Germany).
Prod:—George Pal
Arthur. Hilt, Jocelyn ‘Brando
| observers ponted out: its true val- get underway in East Africa next can to make this a better industry
(Started Aug. 9):
Dir.—Heriry Levin, George Pal
j for everybody,” and this can best
ues that they suddenly did. their month. |
Laurence: Harvey, Kari Boehm, Claire. “FREUDY
Brodsky’s assignment i5 expected ! be accomplished
- Bloom; “Barbara
Eden,
Yvette. Mi‘
I
turnabout, almost reluctantly back“when
we all
in Munich)
‘mieux, Russ ‘Tamblyn, Walter Slezak, ‘(Shooting
20th's deci-ion,
Prod.-Dir-—John Huston”
nh York. ing it for Vence, where it copped | to keep him away from his h.o. work together”
Tammy : Marihugh,
Brian
Russell,
“"Montgomery.
‘ork, | + aves.
‘|e said, “yeconfirms our faith in
barry“Parks,C1 SusanSusanna
Kohner: Brick
Producer said he. also told duties. for. at least six _months.
‘Oscar Homulka, Terry-Thomas, Buddy
Hackett, Jan -Wolfe, ‘Walter Brooke:
the principles of the MPAA and
Venice toppers about the: pic, sug.Por
Gtarted July -31)
our confidence that any differences
Sta ted “Sept. wD.
gesting they ask for it in. substitu“t THANK A FOOL” |”
can be resolved in an atmosphere
;tion. of .the announced “Gorin:”’
Prod.—Anatole de Grunwald,
of good will and understanding *
.} Soviet explanation for the switch
Dir.—Robert Stevens Otto Preminger’s “Exodus,” now
Susan oe Peter Finch, Diane
Johnston’s
reply
echoed = the
| at the time of the festival was that
Cilen
announced
pic|
inding up a hardticket run of al- same sentiments, He added: “in a
the
previously
‘Starts,
This
Yeor.....+++..10
(Started Sept. 6"
most
a
year.
at
the
Warner
Theatre
sense,
we
feel
that
2iith
has never
was not ready.” “Gorin”
This Date, Last Year. sence FUP“simply
"DAMON, AND PYTHIAS”
was: subsequently shown at. the|on Br oadway, opens at nine
‘ subse- left. Most certainly 23th has never
: {Shooting in Rome).
quent run houses.in the N ew York at any time departed from those
-Prods.—Sim. Jaffe. Samuel Marx
Stratford Festival in- Canada.
~aotee
y.LOVERS ‘MUST LEARN"
Dir.—Curtis Bernhardt
25
new.
an area. ()rt
principles and policies advocated
Pro.-Dir.—Delmer Daves «|
Guy Wilfiums. Don Burnette.
dates will be on a policy of two :and advanced by Spyros Skouras to
‘Troy, Yonahue, Suzanne Pleshette, RosEpsom Drive-In. Goes. Artie
(Started Sept. 18)
'. sano’ Brazzi;. afnele Dickinson.
.
a day, ‘benefit the entire industry.”
Janu
three performances
‘Houston,
‘Oct.
17.
“TWO WEEKS in ANOTHER: TOWN".
| Gtarted Sept.4
Shooting in Rome)
.
Epsom Drive-in Theatre, opér= with no seats reserved.
]
eaPoRT®
-Prod.—John Houseman
; . | “(CHAPMAN
Indianapolis Variety Tent No 10
-Also,. the rew dates will be in!
ated here by Willie Ratcliff, is
“st @Marryt..F.. Zanuck: Productions)

METRO

UNIVERSAL

‘Exodus’ To N.Y.Nabes

"WARNER |BROS.

“Dir.—Vincente Minnelli
Kirk
Douglas, -Edward.’ G.- Robinson:
Cid Charisse, George Hamilton, Clairej

‘Trevor,

James

(Started Oct. a

Gregory, Bahalia.‘Lavi

Prod.—Richard .Zanuck

Dir.—George Cukor Shelley
Winters;
Ray

Danton.. Andy
~ Duggan, Jane Fonda, “Harold J. ‘Stone,

‘switching policy. to.art

_

Started with “fhe
and “Kipling’s

firms.

Nude Set’

W omen, "

35m. as opposed

to the 70m

used ; Shifted .‘into new

quarter~

at 1659

1 the original hardticket bookings. :‘N. Meridian, with unveiling slated
for Sept. 29.
4+cnited: Artists is distrib.
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Washington LoathnTo Rap Norstad —
As U.S.
Troops Again Help Zanuck

Inside Stuff—Pictures “
A Variety

staffer found

himself

recently. between. two _ fires, that.

of an overseas film producer and his American distributor: ‘Simplified,-

the producer. complained that when a major takes’ on a foreign. :
picture all is not peaches and cream. He found fault. with the distribu. . .
tion costs, over-iull promotion plan, unrealistic for ‘‘art”.product, i.
the time of the ranger deal sent.
By JAY LEWIS
Too many: prints,. ‘too, said. he. He. ought: td shave netted. much. more
a strongly worded letter to SylvesWashington, Oct. 17.
on one recent release. However the “facts” which he gave. the VarieTy
on,
ter demanding an_ explantai
enta
staffer did not check out and the company involved, in’ some sarcasm,
-afthe
in
role
further.
no
4iwants
bas
760)
stop
order,
GermanyOn an crane |! “An aide: said: “What's: okay
ete
ees
pointed out that its whole scheme. had been. evolved. in consultation:
with the ‘complainant.
Nathe with
okay.
huranan is uf
Gen. Norstad,
0 | with* Wilson.
° eof
hauled filming
scidiers
weekwill forbe further
next
n
Cc
Wils
While the. producer's facts were awry, his. more general observations
us.”
Dey.”
“Loyeest
Paris, Oct. 17.
Darisvl Zenucks
| tional Republigin.’ Congressional|
on foreign language pic-handling in the U.S. have some ‘pertinence,
Stanley. Ascher, head
of the especially .at this time when more.and more ‘European. producers,
When ot looked like the little |Committee, claims all he aiméd to
foreign film distribu-- reading the U.S. b.o. results of “La Dolce Vita,” for example, assume.
flap cver Zanuck’s use of 335 rangaccomplish
from his
missive
to N.Y, based
ers in Normandy was ironed out] Svivester was justice for the two tion setup, Interworld Film Dis- that the sky really is the Jimit here. It is, but only about once or. twice
tributors,
is
here personally han- every 10 years.
and torgotten. a New York daily |Army officers chastened for stagRished out at the idea ef pulling ling the Berlin show of force for dling the dubbing of. two pix for
As the producer (who is given to sudden. changes of mind) analysed
U.S.
release.
He feels that it has
treeps
back
en
Germany
for! | Jack Paar. Whv.was .it okay to
the situation, ‘the mass U.S. market still is- not ‘ready to accept most
Zinuck’s use at a time when the! ; punish them and- let those- respon- usvally been the uneven syncing of the top. “class” foreign product. While there have been. exceptions’
and
the
choice
of
films
that
have
U_ S, is rushing stateside GI's ever- ; sible for the ranger use go scott
to prove the rule, a foreign film is still a foreign film, dubbed into.
secs to man the West Gerinan de- free, he wanted to know. After the kept foreign films from the depth English or not.. Without benefit of *the kind of “production* publicity |
fense lines.
‘two officers were given a reprieve, -penetration of. America’s market.. now judged so essential on domestic product, the foreign product
It develaped that arrangements Wilson said his. purpose ‘was ac- - Ascher says that dubbing ‘films arrives this side “cold.” and the ‘promotion’ people | must start from
countries gives. a scratch to create interest.
set up by NATO Commander Gen. ; complished, and: he had no criti- in their. own
better atmosphere and feeling. He
Llauris Norstad tor *he troop use cism of Zanuck’s use of GIs.
The moral thus pointed for the producer .-€eems to ‘be. that. when
ean
find American
and British
It must be pointed out. howfome time ago were sill in effect.
in doubt, go indie, with longer playoff, lower costs, ete. However,

(Ascher Thinks: Dubbed
Foreign Films Get Top

US. Market Penetration

epi- fever, that Wilson‘s letter to Syl- thesps abroad as well as French
vester did not reflect any partieuplayers who speak English. Since
Fentagon
press
folk
stirred, ‘lar concern for the two Army of- it-is a -foreign film the mixture
the:nselves
and
whipped
out
4 jticers caught -in the Paar caper of accents can be: acceptable. ‘He
statement in ansver to any queries. ‘and its tone was very critical of | also maintains: that the so-called
type of distribution
about the upcoming
Zanuck de- lthe idea of moving troops from } arty ‘house
ployment. “The White House and Germany to France for Zanuck. limits a film. Also that it is in
Defense Department are reviewing ; Also. somebody from MPAA talked utilizing. both these and regular

despite

the

Normand)

-ranger

sce.

only a major is in the physical and: financial position to. get every
possible. dime out of a hit. import when its: appeal suddenly spreads
beyond the artie borders.

Nicolas Reisini, 56; Greek-born, educated in “France and Germany,
speaks seven languages and holds. a degree in: engineering. : He has an
‘apartment on New York's Fifth Avenue, an estate in ‘Tuxedo, N. Y.;-and,.
further, maintains residences in London and Paris. He makes a trip to.

any turther cooperation with Der- ithe matter over with Wilson: and. hianket outlets: that will be the {Europe on the average of once a month, equalling’ or topping ‘Samuel|
ryl Zanuck.” it read. This wes the ‘Pretty obviously tuld him to keep | eventual route for foreign pix:
Bronston and Joe Levine. He's the. dad of a boy, nine months,. another
He claims there is a place in the three years, and a girl, nine years.
first time anything had come out +the. lid on further. criticism.
abcut the White House being in on i A question lett dangling is who
arties for the specialized, offbeat
In the early.30s he inherited from his grandfather some coal mines
exactly
is
conducting
the
“review”
the «act althouch
owas knewn a;
pix but that many foreign films
in Manchuria. He expanded his business ‘interests to include theatre.
review
of
military
cooperation! iof the upcoming 700-troop exercise.
can easily be used in general situoperation and picture distribution in the Far. East. ‘Dropped | theatrical
:
The
Pentagon
statement
that
it
is
with studios had been ardered by j
f ations in the U.S. provided they.
participation until his: Robin International’ ta robin is a bird of good
| conducting a review of further cothe Pentcgon last month.
are readapted
in their
dubbed
in China) bought the foreign. Tights ‘to Cinerama. from Stanley | It made sense because of Nor- , operation with -Zanuck apparentversions. That is’ another reason luek
Warner.
iy
still
stands
at
this
writing.
But
|
stad’s
rank
as a supra-national
he feels it is best: 40 do this dubRobin engages in the export-import business, specializing. to some:
commander to have anv review and 'when no one could be ‘found at. bing abroad where the original
extent in international barter ‘deals—yen products for ‘france. products’
pessible
rescinding
of
arrange- the Pentagon who knew even the. authors can be consulted.
for peseta products for’ American dollars..
°
ments he set up te be made under j @estination of the troops, the quesAscher maintains he has Amertion arose as to how probing a
aegis of the White House.
ican
adaptors
working
with
the
review is being conducted. This
Miscues
Otto Preminger is producing “UK Avise and. Consent” under Swiss
original writers to make -them
‘was further underscored when one
more acceptable to Yank atidiences company Alpha-Alpina. S.A. and not. Carlyle Productions,” based in
But it turned out to be a classic! tDefense
Dept. official suggested
case of miscues, short-circuits and that Norstad was unaware that his without betraying the author's in- New York. Despite A-A foreign tag, producer-director brought key. h.o.
missing lines of communications arrangement with Zanuck had been tentions. The original should he staff out from Gotham to work on Columbia release: These include
there
must
be Jack McEdwards, production- manager” and father. of Blake Edwards,
tetveen
the
Pentagon,
Norstad questioned. Perhaps no one gave ‘respected ‘but
| changes made to fit. American directing “Experiment of Terror’ on-Gower St. lot: Bill Barnes, castand the White House..
him the word, he said..
ing director; Florence Nerlinger, production secretary: Herman Dare.
When the White House learned
The “Longest Day” maneuvers audiences.
of the Pentagon statement. some- are scheduled to begin Oct. 23 and - Ascher and his ‘wife Shirley stein, head. of Preminger’s accounting department. on W..55th St. (NYC),
body there told the Pentagon to Wethrough Nov. 9 “somewhere in went all over Europe ogling pix. a bookeeper and press. agent. Nat Rudick stayed home to mind the
store.
change
it and
leave
President France,”
to establish a list of those that
Eastern staff will stick. around until Nov. 7 wind date. Some may
Kennedy and.or anyone else in
Odds are that the shooting will could be easily dubbed and had

the

Executive

Dept.

out’ of

the :go forward

as slated . . . unless

U.S. chances. Two first, films heing | linger longer while O.P. is editing, ete,

a

Picture. Any review of Norstad’s! ; some new lines of communications -wound up here are “Maxime;” with
cooperation with Zanuck was be-, ‘are set up for passing. the word.
.| Michele Morgan and Charles BoyStopping over briefly in Minneapolis enroute to upper. Wisconsin for
ing earried out solely by the Deer, who are dubbing themselves, the location filming: of “Young Man,” Paul. Newman ‘told: Tribune :colfense Dept., was the White House
4 and “Lovers on a Tight Rope,” | umnist Will Jones that he criticized: 20th-Fox. for the ‘way it's selling word.
‘with.Annie Girardot. Miss Girardot “The Hustler.” He said:
The word was received by the
will be dubbed by Someone else
“I think it’s appalling the way. they’ re. handling that film. Tt Ss comPentagon, but nobody bothered to
since her English is not.rated good pletely unusual and. different sort-of a picture. And 1 think it: requires
pass it along to those who were
enough:
‘Ascher is due is Mandifferent and unusual selling. But. they’re- peddling jit’ the same. old.:.
Ziven the “erroneous” statement
hattan. this week Ea)
way that.they’ve peddled their. films. for the Jast 20 or. 30 years.”
Variety, which had |.
previously.

been one of publications so misinformed, discovered the retraction
only by happenstance a day later.

Leigh, Curtis, Brynner
In Arg. Ready To Shoot
‘Bulba’ in Salta Prov.
Buenos. Aires, Oct.

10.

Janet Leigh, Tony Curtis and Yul
(Meanwhile.
Daily Variety ‘had Brynner were interviewed for alhad printed the story based on the |most two hours here by newspapermen, photographers and tele caminitial statement.)

The

New

York

paper wnich

at-|€ramen

tacked the Zapucx deal mistakenly
said the trogps were

Normandy

locations.

bound

Zanuck,

for

how-

and

reporters. The’ three.

|film stars are here to work ‘on

“Taras Bulba,”

the American

“Freud”
sors,

provy-

ever, thehas only
woundmajor
up shooting
outdoor there’
loca- oe of Salta. Several shiploads ‘of.
tion on the slate is an island called |C@2meras,

ed:

“Zanuck

would

probably

be

Pentagon

exec

motor

generators

and

shooting

of

is contra

exteriors, hosted 200 per-|

ineluding

many

dignitaries,

Boxoffice grosses from London ‘jumbled the returns from the. two.
West End Odeons—at Leicester Square and Marble. Arch, with: the ©
result that the first week gross of Universal's “(Come September” was.
erroneously reported. The picture, which has turned out to be U’s most
successful ever at the Leicester Square Odeon, toppéd: $20,100 in its —

at. a luncheon yesterday at the
banquet hall of the Palais Pallavicini,, headquarters
of Austria’s
aristocratic Jockey Club. Huston
promised his company would “not
disturb: the peace by shooting out

other. equipment for filmmaking
are due in port shortly, and then
shooting will start. The Argentine
opening frame and- finished its second week. with a handsome. $17,500...”
army is directly interested in the
The third and final week hit a faney $15,500,
film since it is lending horses and streetlamps as other visitors did.”
horsemen.
‘He added: “However... I must warn
Brynner will be seeing the presi- ; You we are all lay psychoanalysts |.

OLD BURLESQUE BIT |

your best bet to get this informa-|dent
tion.”
Ancther

studio for

duction, most of which is to be shot
in the northern

Elia Kazan retains: cutting rights ‘and owns- -the ‘negatives ‘of all.
films he makes, he told Herbert Whittaker, Toronto Globe & Mail ©
legit critic, while there last week promoting. his “Splendor in the
Grass” (WB). That, he said, is because once when. he returned from a: holiday -to cut a film . he'd made for 20th he found a note from Darryl. Zanuck: “I have cut 25 minutes out of your picture: Please ‘don’t pre-:
judge the results. ‘I know you will like it.’’ Kazan: promptly terminated.

.
Vienna, Oct. 17.
‘Huston,
here .from the

John

pro-. Munich

on location

and

Nie de Re, which literally appears
to translate “Island of the Thing. ”
But no one eould be found in the
Pentagon who was certain about
the destination of the 700 GI's.
One press officer actually suggest-.

HUSTON’S SOCIALITE
HOOPLA IN VIENNA

here

in his

capacity

as a.|by now.

United Nations rep. He explained
said he |at the confab that he is interested

Stepin Fetchit (L...T.Perry) In

Guests
included . Lord
Mayor
Franz Jonas, Professor Pr. Hans

Speed. Pinch

: INDUSTRIAL FILMS
AT CORONADO FEST

Hoff, head of the psychiatry de-|
;
Hollywood, Oct. 17,
Indianapolis, Osct.. 17.
partment at the U.. of Vienna,’
Nine of the more ‘than -30: nonother educators, reuresentatives of | Stepin Fetchit, who appeared in theatrical films exhibited at the
Mysterioso
for colonization.
Quite a few the American Embassy, the’ Re- the films of the 1930s, was pinched first ‘annual Coronado International.
;
White Russian refugees, long resi- publie of Austria and the press. ‘for. speeding his car here. Patrol- Festival of Films have been given
No explanafion was offered about dent. in Argentina, were present. Montgomery
Clift, Larry. Parks, man William Melloy asked: ~
the “A Selected Film" ‘designation,
why the White House wanted no at the party, organized by United
“What's. your name?”
Susan Kohner and producer Wolf-}
‘it was revealed by Robert. Morey,
part in the reviewof the Norstad-| artists’
press
manager, ‘Teresa gang Reinhardt:were among mem-| ’ “Stepin Fetchit.”
| director of special events for thé
Zanuck arrangement. It might be|French. They would like to get
' “T said what’s your. name?”
bers of the “Freud” unit. attend-.
Festival, Films selected are “Kineé-.
pointed out, however, that from roles in the film.
“Stepin Fetchit.” ~
ing.
°
“I'm going to ask you.one more. jscore,” produced by. F. Todd: Smith;
the time of the first news about
-_
“The:
New
World
of Stainless.
the rangers lending Zanuck a hand
The $6,000,000, supposed incost
time, what is your name?”
had

once

had

the

information/in

about the destination, but
missing from*‘his files.

last month,

there’s

been

only ‘part

Defense

Dept.

placing

refugees trom

behind

it was|the Iron Curtain, and while in
Salta will look into opportunities

a tend- vonti

“*

ht ha

. e

light

SAYS PAY CHECK STOPPED

|

“Haven't:

you: -ever -heard.

of. Steel,”

‘Wilding.

Ine:

“Ages .of —

Time.”* MPO. Productions: “Bar-ency to pass the buck in the Pen-|£e"tina; it might
have been shghtStepin Fetchit in the movies?”
“No; -I haven't,” the policeman pali,”” American Friends. Service
tagen. It was underscored that the |1Y cheaper if made in Yugoslavia. Frank J. Benedict Asks 6% Interest
played

Sovhe 4,000 extras will be required

was okaying the Zanuck “eooperadion in general, and all responsi-

for the work in Salta. Shooting
there is expected to take some 10

eliff-séaling.)

Messrs.

“Seconds.* Fer
SurVs. Clyde Corp.
said, Then the former actor iden-- Committee;
_ ptified himself as Lindon T. Perry, vival,” -Audio Productjons: “Mark”
Fort. Wayne, Ind.,. Oct. 17. ‘164. He showed the patrolman pic: Twain’s --America,” - McGraw-Hill ..
Frank J. Benedict, who said. he tures of himself with the late Will. Book. Co.; “A .New. Way of Life,”
pility for carrying out the caoper-|WeeXs
;
was. vicepréesident of the Clyde Rogers, and the officer was molli- ‘Borrego .-"Springs, *.Calif.” Copley
ation was up to Norstad. Assistant
Theatre Corp., has filed. suit against fied: But Fetchit still has to anewer Produ et ions; “Talking About.
Defense Secretary for Public AfNorthrup.” ‘McNamara: Productions;
his employer,. demanding that. the the: speeding charge. °
fairs Robert Sylvester defended
Fete
te
HarryUnterfort
\“Grand Prix-USA,” Kosower-Tell1firm make good on a paycheck for.
the use of the rangers as worthSyracuse, Oct. 17.
ander ‘Productions.
$1,562.29
for:
which
payment
was.
while. but conceded that it was
Harry Unterfort, upstate district,
Arthur Reiman’s Title
Subject matter of selected films
not “normal”
for troops to be|manager for the Schine circuit, stopped .at the issuing bank. Bene. Arthur: Reiman -has been pro-. and other exhibited varied from
moved such distances for benefit |was testimonialized at a feed-and- dict, in his suit filed in Superior
of a film producei.
‘Zanuck paid} pour here the other Sunday eve: Court No. .1, charged. that payment moted ‘to the néwly .created post scientific: films to spiritual messArtists
manager
of. ages.
of the: check was stopped: before. he of United
the freight for the 800 mile round |on his 25th anni with Schine.
Selection committee was headed:
He domestic. sales and contract departtrip, but the Army
refused to
About 350 pals in and out of the was able to cash the check.
by Mvrey, with Robert Rurget, Paul
Jet the rangers be paid extra wages | trade turned ‘up fer the fete at the ‘asks judgment for $2,500, includ- ment.
Reiman, ‘who joined UA’ ‘in 1951, -Hoefier,
Henry “McCarthy — and
including
top. ing 6% interest and attorney’s fees.
since the deployment was efficially |Hotel
Syracuse,
He said the amount covered. by ‘was formerly manager of the sales. Roger Tilton. officiating..
regarded as a benafide evercise in|Sehine
¢éxecs.
among fhem
the

Richard,

David,

Rep. Bob Wilson tR-€al.), who at and J. Myer Sehine.

Donald the

him

Coronade. fest was ..due to. wrap,
check represents “salary due and cortract. department’ fer the
_ Up over the weekend.
western Givision,
.
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It is with great pride that
Titra Sound Studios an-

nounces the completion of

the dubbing into English
of Astor Pictures’ maghificent film, “Rocco. And
His: Brothers.”
Titra is honored at being

sy

| Mem
| from |

George
F Ole
,
|

Astor Fictureg, ne

DAY
DAVID
Ay HORNE » TitraVP. s ales
g

wine:

sas

Oct. 16, 1961

—_

Creened th
e English
Version of tbr.
BrotOthehersrg! tt last
ecco and Hig
panni
” ght,

Fremendous

ly

entrusted with the responsibility of translating
this prize-winning film
into its second language.

And we are doubly ‘proud
of Astor's satisfaction in
our work: So proud that we.

take this opportunity to
reproduce the memo.we |
received from GeorgeFoley, |

President of Astor Pictures,

FROM
| 1600 Broadway, New York ¢ PLaza, 7-6681

20
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Picr URES

Tisch Breaks In
InAs
AsTOA
I Speaker |
On

Whole,

Convention
ntion Tone
Tone Healthy—And
Orleans Itself Beguiling

MoreHorsepowerhn
In
FriscoQuake?

UA Planning
Continued from

New|‘ment’ ‘at’ ‘Nuremberg, ”

page

7 oem

“One,

Joe. Levine Preparing’ a Spectacle of 1906 Big Shake .

Two,

Three,” “Pocketful of Miracles,”
—To Rival ‘Ben-Hur’ Chariot Race
{“The
Children’s
Hour, a “Some |
éthing Wild,” “Here. -Come The
r
_ Embassy - ‘pictures’. Joe Levine
| Diana Dors, Alfredo Kraus’ Kwimpers,” “Sergeants Three,” United Artists Regional
By JACK: PITMAN
decided toa essay.a first road=.
Authorities Altered has
‘Encounter in Majorca’ |“The Happy Thieves,” “The Vall-}
Retrospection - prone
showmen
show entry, a yarn. set against the
In- a realignment of. -branch of- San Francisco quake -of- 1906, and:
Alcatraz,”
are apt to recall last week's TheaMadrid, .Oct. 17. | ant,” “Birdman: of
tre Owners of America parley in
Diana Dors and Alfredo Kraus “Geronimo, ’ “The Road To Hong fices within divisions, United Art- titled “City That Lived.” It’s.to be
ists has switched. St. ‘Louis, for- coproduced with Niven Busch, the ©
Kkew Orleans for the ‘fresh sense” |.
co- Kong,” ““The
Miracle. Worker,” merly
newcomer to /J0in voices in-a Yank-Spanish
lati
b
in the western division, to novelist, and streen _director-"
phat hatred filming ‘last “Jack The. Giant Killer,” “Phaedoie ine. 8 oeetier Laurence A {production
the
New York and southern divi- |scripter John’ Farrow.” 7
ap. |
intscreenrcelona
*tweek
star who isshasDors,
ra,” ‘Kid Galahad,” “The Man- sion managed by D. J. Edele. |
Tisch who, with brother.iaerabte |Buitish
Pie will be shot’ in Todd-AO. late’
(Bob?, swung
the considerable !peared as songstress in latespot churian. Candidate,” “For: AL: The - Albany: and New Haven. for- ext year for '63-release. OBviously, weight of their Loew's circuit be-! |engagements around the Conti-|' Gold in The: World.”
.
merly in the eastern division, also ‘this must: be held tentative: ditto
hind TOA this year.
nent and the U.S.A., takes on™ 1963: “Taras Bulba,” “Two for have been put into the Néw York Levine's . announced budget of $5.By unburdening himself. fresh-! leading lyric tenor Alfredo Kraus The Seesaw,” “Five Pieces. of and southern.division. -Indianap- 000 .000-plus. ‘Busch the authored
man TOAer Tisch provided some ‘in a co-venture tentatively entitled Maria,” “The Lonely Stage,” “A olis, formerly in the. central divi- “Duel in the Sun,” later: a filmtonic, eten inspirational uplift. for:‘Encounter in Majorca. ” Both will Child .Is Waiting.”
“The Great sion, is now in Al Fitter’s western: I play) |and Farrow will: Hether the.
mien) of the prevlem-beset exhibs. ‘use their Neale musically ay well . Train Robbery,” “The Great Es- division.
js¢reenplay chore, but w ether. the:
a

ay

as

A

perinant

eed tren eewhen

Om

dramatically

Metion

for

Pictures

coproducers ‘cape, ” “Invitation

To A Gunfight-

latter Will

(Hollywood's Ser,’?.“Toys in The Attic, " “The
Grand. -Duke and
Mr. Pimm,”
Kraus Produc- “Irma Ta Douce.” “The Mound
Builders,” ** “The Best: Man,” .“Dr.
_

also

double

behind the

; Camera. is” uticertaiz. -at this point.
Also: uridecided . are
distribution |

Chico Marx

\ulnerable—in the status quo. He, Vinod Pathak) and a new Spanish

and prother Bob. he said, found.company, Alfredo
‘plans, though careful: ‘ohservance. of.
Levine's. expanded position in the
that the fim biz. no less than any ; tions. .
—
=
Continued from page 4 ——
‘industry - suggests he’ will. .do his
ether. is often stuck on doing
Kraus, who has. a five year non- No.” “Destiny's Tot.”
things a ceitain way omy “because " exclusive
contract
with Pathak : 1964 “Hawaii,” “Mister Afoses.” | SO Was poker, and he was. a fre-iown releasing. AS a roadshow on
ihat was the way they have always — must wind his rule in “Encounter” i:‘Somethin
A
Little
Less
Se- quent visitor—and play er—in Las. ‘limited hardticket play. it becomes:
e
Leen done.’ Its possibie that the hetore Nov. 16 in: order: to muke rious;," “The
Last. of The Just,” Veras casinos as well as other gam-'3 manageable assignment for’ Emof course.
yeuson
“had long since lost its the first of twenty lead appew-.- ‘Roman
Candle.”
“Flight
From ing rooms of the world. Grouch. ‘bassv:
Film’s. plot isn’t being disclosed,
validity, but no ome on the inside ances at La Scala in Verdi's “Fal- Ashiya.”
“The
Narcotics Story,”
was aware of it. It took someone staff.’ Cherubini’s “Ali Baba” and “The: Well. at ‘Ras’ Daga.” “The | often. Fagged that those Las Vegas |put no. secret is the intention: to
Rossini’s “La Dona del Lago.”
_ Golden Age. of Pericles, 7 “A Bullet characters would some day :hold jangle the’ film for. maximum visual
from without.”
_for Charlemagne.”
| Chico ‘for ransom because . he. al- jimpact inorder to make good on
(ther points that he touched can
ithe Claim: to roadshow ‘stature: The
ke bracketed
under
“ShowmanAways was in hock.
uake ‘sequence.: for instance. is:
svip.?
|Use “every channel of pub- Blessed
with
an
uncanny
.
memfigured to run about half an. hour,
licitv’
he ursed—primarily
for
Jory in certain channels. Groucho ;and is candidly being. talked up by:
public education on the merits of
once held up a. dollar bill.for ‘a: Embassy as a filmic. conversation.
theatrical
exposure.
agaist
the’
second for Chico to look at on the piece to: rival the. -chariot race —in
|
cheating
dimensions
of
home ceed this amount in budget. ” ‘He. anmeee Continued from page —«
set of “Horsefeathers,” and Chico Metro's “Ben-Hur: ”. To underline. |
s¢ eens
The enhancement of col- declined to estimate the full. pro- 7the Germans offered 150. highway after his brother pocketed the bill
this visual:|‘reliance. ‘Embassy. is:
er. he said. is another pomt exhibs duction outlay in terms of dollars, !patrolmen instead. So okay.
read off the serial: number ‘and planning to spend. about $1.000, 000
should talk Up more. Theatre mainforward
and. backwards. on the ‘quake. alone..-.
observing. it’s too risky to predict | “Then we had to rent the 150 letters
tenence and decor were aiso enwithout a mistake. Groucho then
guns for them. Under the es.that|
Precedent
compased in the Tisch talk.
,totals with such an elaborate Pro- jtight restrictions, the rifles that said to Harry Ruby, the songwriter,
Employing ‘the disaster as the
ven without Fisch’s cheering de- - gram over an extended period be-' yere delivered to us had no trig- , who was nearby, “I bet lhe blows
pic's ‘pfiece-de-resistance also: infers.
but, the morale at New Orleans cause a couple of properties: might -gers and no hammers.
:hiis first line in the next scene.: anxiety that the storvline per se
Mas generally good. There was, ta
'He did.
may. shape. insufficient for. -an¢*
fall out of the. sked and others } “Can you imagine the time it |
be sure, the familiar chagrin over
‘Born Leonard Marx -in N. Y: - vanced-admission. trade.” The -varn,
|took our special effects man and
product and sales contracts, over added.
Chico was given his billing. by.a to be sure, is: hardly. contemvorary,
The Par official crammed home: !one assistant to fix.them up? He smalltime monologist, Art Fischer, and it could “be older audiences
fice and pay television.
had ‘to attach bits of powder. and
But if an observer had that here- ‘the message that: Par is’ seriously |run wire and a cap up the back who likewise nicknamed all. the may. incline to. .the ‘memory” of
we-co-again feeling. there was also ©
‘engaged in feature production and .of the rifles’so they could be fired. . other brothers when they were “San. -Fraricisco. * - Metro's. Clark.
the awareness that these trade con- 1S bent on prov. iding the market |i‘ Then the guns had to be re-loaded ¢ starting out in a kid vaude turn. Gable-Spencer Tracy click of the ©
He was frequently joshed about 30s, and ‘now making as. a homecentrations still have value.
For.
i every ..time. ”
huwever repetitive inevitably, they ,With all the pictures that can be | Next problem. arose from “the his penchant for “chasing chicks,” screen reissue.
and. began to be called “Chicko, 7
remain a qualified source of re- | absorbed. New faces are being pre-.
“City That Lived”: lists: five star
constant movement of the. masses

Pat's Product

Continued ftom pase 7

plenishment, a pepper-upper.

- Grim Shooting

This : sented along with the veterans, and iof U.S.

troops: stationed in this
diversified, rang- ; area, which is not far distant from
ting. and the Crescent City with its ;ing from Jerry Lewis to Tennessee the East German border.
“Every..time the’ clouds: cleared
French touches—and the October! Williams, a war picture, “ Hell Is

|

which in turn became Chico.

parts, and these will probably be

in. cast with both ‘foreign’ and Holly"
Ww Ood-groomed names.
names.
trouped over the years, he was
plenty gabby—and really witty—
Climate for an Hawaiian luau and: for Heroes.” to a western, ‘Man it seemed es if the U.S. jets were: offstage and to the end was a majflying. overhead, ’* Myer reported. or contributor to the chatter that
;
Pi riverboat soiree—is :Who Shot Liberty Valance,” Charlusisisip
a
Then on another shooting date, convulses earculppers within range
ton Heston in a comedy titled when
the production
crew had of the ‘Comedians’ Roundtable” at.
arranged with the city authorities Hillcrest Country Club, which. lists”
to rope off the heart of the medie- many of the top names of films on
val town -for some shooting, a bat- its membership roster. In a ‘degree,
j calling upon Churchill on the film’s talion of U.S. troops: was marched Chico was a “comedian’s -come-'
larrangements, heard. this crack| through on the way to its border dian,” but he never Jet it sway him;.
and thereby he did little to enhance
from Britain’s elder statesman: “J{ Patrol area.
only wish Errol Flynn were alive}
“And nothing could ‘hold back the rep—unlike numerous. other |" It’s ‘generally reflective. of the
anxiety at New Orleans last week.
o he could play: ‘my part.”
vthe U:S. soldiers," Myer added. contemporary comics.
Before his younger. brothers were. that. John’ Stembler,;. the Atlanta
mother-henned into an act early. circuit. head and new ‘prez of The-.
in the century by their niater, the atre Owners. of America, ‘promised’
legendary “Frenchie,” “Chico. had. TOA his administration would supHollywood, Oct. 17.
learned how to chord a piano ac- port “discretion and good taste” in’
Otto Preminger wants film exThere’s nothing ‘bold ®
ceptably enough: to. pound the 88 filmmaking.
pleitation men brought more on
in that, plainly, but -.it's-signifi¢ant
Trade in Fast Pickup; ‘Breakfast’ New Champ, ‘Grass’ in some of N. Y.’s pioneer nickel- ‘of
the :nside of the merchandising
exhib: tempers that he -felt ‘the...
odeons. That naturally became his
and production scheme of things.
2d, ‘Hustler’ 3d, Street’ 4th, ‘Vita’ 5th
to. ‘insert. )the mollifyiing
-primary role in the ensuing. acts, need
To proxide them with publicity
:
along with straighting for the more pledge.
kits and letit go at that simrly is
It’ probably was. the’ “most” sigebullient
Harpo
and_
fast-chatter
|
not enough, he commented on the
With many theatres helped by tor). and
“Thunder
of Drums” Groucho. He was in all the films nificant portiop/of his acceptance
Culumbia lot here.
|the Columbus Day '12' holiday and 'M-G), eighth last round, ‘are the
and legit shows the team did—al- speech to production ears, if | only
Preminger contends that on “Ad- ‘new product that shapes up strong- runner-up films:
though show biz chronicles noted. because it seems.to mean that exvire and Consent”
he: producer and ily, biz in firsteruns
covered
by
“King of Kings” (McG) shows: he frequently was late for curtains -hibition’s most potent . ‘segments:
director, talking to exploiteers at a | VARIETY this session looms strong- the potential of being a big win‘are apt to stepup., the’. -pressure on.
or. set calls..
homeoffice
sesh
can
enlighten |ter than it has been in many weeks. ner’ at the boxoffice, judging from
After becoming favorites on the Hollywood for less sex: and .viothem on various facets of the pic; Fall-like weather in many sections. initial two playdates. It is virtually Broadway
‘stage with their ‘zany lence. The big: question, ofcourse,
they cannot glim frém pressbooks lof the nation also was a plus ‘fac: capacity in first six days at N.Y. comedy, Chico and his brothers is just how sincere are the exhibs.
or other material fed them in the! tor.
State -and: great in L.A. “Town
their screen bow in. ‘‘The in their plea for producers to tone
ordinary
manner.
| “Breakfast at Tiffany's” (Par) is Without Pity” (UA). looms -nice in made.
Cetoanuts” in 1929, picturization down the adult stuff? Especially
The
p.r.
man,
or
exptoiteer, ': the: new champion this. week even two N,Y. theatres currently.
jof their Gotham hit. He and his in view of the potent biz many of
should operate out of New York. |though playing in only some five
’ “Twenty Plus Two” (AA), just.
They
should
know
everything |
- getting started, is fair in Detroit brothers followed this with “Ani- the adult pix have done.
‘But to hear some of the showmal Crackers,” “Monkey Business,”
about the pic they are to work on jess. Itis contrant. “Spiendor in
and mild in Cleveland. “White “Horsefeathers,”
‘Duck ‘Soup,’ men who- assembled
at: New Orfrom beginning to end. Pic should
’
sae
ay
aez7] |Grass”
which this
is showing
be screened
for them so they - will;
one 18 ‘WB)
key cities
round. in. Christmas” (Par) ‘treissue} Jooms. “Night at the Opera, * “Day at the. leans, it seems. clear. enough that
as one of few oldies being brought Races,” “Room Service,” .*‘At..the the. grass-roots audience pressure
know what they are talking about
“Hustler” (20th), first last week,
back for more datesto do weil. It Circus, ” “The Big. Store, ” “Night ‘has -been: increasing on them, and.
when thes bet Welds
esploiteers Iewinding up third. “Back Street”. is sharp in Boston and a couple of|.
in Casablanca” and‘‘Love Happy.” they in turn want to pass it along:
should be on a permanent basis, | U', a newcomer, is showing enough other keys. “Blood
and Roses”
‘In addition to his brothers— to the source.
Part. of the exhib. anxiety, |
net pic by pic where they Lave to ,t@ cop fourth’ money. “Dolce Vita” (Par) is not doing so well current- | Groucho, Harpa,‘'Gummo and Zepfourth
last stanza, is cap- ly although okay in N.Y.
worry about their jobs. When. field !‘taring 1,|fifth
position.
po—he is survived by. his: widow, VARIETY reported last-week from
“pit and Pendulum” (AY), fine in former actress Mary Dee, and a. the TOA convention, is ‘over the
men
know thev have steady in“Greyfrairs Bobby” (BV), a newIndianapolis, looks hotsy in St. daughter by his first marriage, Mrs. recent Production Code liberaliza-.
come, know what they are talking:
;
finishing from
sixth and
looks to: Louis.. “Young
|tion that now. permits. homosexuDo¢tors”
(UA),
about, they will give
everything ‘ie, is heard
additionally.
which has been high on the weekly
ality as. the- subject matter.
It's
- best
results, says
Masked Heist of ‘Ozaner
Preminger, for
hest results,
Say “Bridge to Sun” 'M-G!. out on re- list, looks fair to ‘sa-so in _most.ennot clear, however, what exhibition...
If a man works ail kinds of lease to any extent for first time gagements this stanza. :
can do about. this, if | anything.
Atlanta, Oct. 17.
hours when he’s away from home .this round, is capturing seventh
“Spartacus” U), big in wy., | Two youthful gunmen held up|
he should be paid accordingly, not ‘Place.
.
looms fast’ in L.A. -and good in
Stripper Joins Tiger’
the increment they are getting to-i “Guns of Navarone” ‘Cob, long Providence. “Never. On Sunday” two theatre employes Sunday night |
Toronto, Oct. 17.
day with limited per diems, such j0? top, is landing eighth. spot. (Lope): still .is hotsy - in- Chi, NY. at the Peachtree Drive-in Theatre |‘Elaine’
Jones |(nee Halpern) “of:
as in the case of Columbia and|‘Paris Blues” ‘UA), second last and L.A.
on Peachtree
Industrial Boule: |‘Toronto;.
:
who two years'-ago was.
other companies.
week,
is taking ninth position.
“Cold ‘Wind in August” (UA), vard and escaped with $481:25.
a student at. Bathurst Heights’ High,
He’s in favor of United Artists “Come September” 'U), long in No. |’
tall in Minneapolis. looks big in
Mrs. Elizabeth Lee, cashier, and has ‘been signed for a role in “
operation whereby Max Young-|1
spot. is finishing 10th.
Boston.
“The.
Truth”
(Kings)
curColumbia’s
“Figer. By the Tail.”
Wayne Davis had locked the theagtein kept pr. field staff intact
“Francis
of: Assisi’
(20th) is
She used the nom. de exposure
when there was a slack releasing winding up llth while “Two Wom- |rently-is stout in Toronto and solid: ter box. office, when two youths,
iin:
Chi.
Baby
Bubbles
‘when: she recently
period. Other companies engage jen” 'Astor) rounds out the Top. 12.
men on this basis, but in the main |“Exodus”
‘UA),
champion
for| “(Complete Boxoffice Repots on faces covered with women’s: stock- appearedat the Lux. Theatre here
“as
a
stripper.
‘ings,
pointed
a
rifle.
lmonths;
“Rocco
and
Brothers”
(As-.!
Pages
8,
.9
and
11.)
only when they have a big pic.
is especially impressed when
event is staged in an exotic

the;
set-i themes

are truly

.

.os
Prem: Field Men (Srrsive

Too Far Removed |

From Superiors National Boxoffice Survey

Although

the

various

he Was less. voluble

acts

.the

brothers

Taste’
AnIssue
In The M

Among Exhibs? |

Just a few.of the hundreds of. outstanding: produc:.
tions that have utilized the

TITLE-CRAFTSMANSHIP

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
“ANATOMY OF‘A’ MURDER
U.A.- Otto Preminger, Producer.

“ON THE BEACH.

U.A, Stanley Kramer, Producet

THE MOUSE THAT ROARED:
U.A. | Walter Shenson, Producer

PSYCHO

‘

Para, Alfred Hitchcock, Producer

__ INHERIT THE WIND
UA: Stanley Kramer, Producer

OCEANS 17
"Warners F rank Sinatra, Producer

_.

SPARTACUS |

Bryna-U.A.

Ed Lewis, Producer

“ELMER GANTRY
,

.

.aa

“U.A:

RW
XORR:
1666 Broadway, re

Bernard Smith, Producer

Se

a

New Fork 19; New York

And Many Others So Far this Year—

Among Them:

oy

HoLyw oop:

THE YOUNG SAVAGES

7026 Santa Monica Siva,

THE HOODLUM PRIEST

sevpony

U.A.. M urray-Woods Productions

THE YOUNG : DOCTORS
U.A.

Millar/Tarman, Producers

cetanal Screen Service lid.,

4

Nastreno House,©

cn 5 oie Square,

PIT AND THE PENDULUM
an beecion,
ALP. James H. Nicholson, Producer
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ol Atrevica

ae give ft a reason four its acnted plavers who mix well wata
tie native talents
here is a tendeney to be the-

at... Br newing imeie te. ~ CS
et dvamatie incidents rather than
letiing them grow mure bharmoniousty from the characters ance their
pieht. The photographic
reality
removes the Greek tragedy en-.
velope of the play.
Raf Vallone, the Italian fiim star
who made a name in Pari. in the
legut version of “Bridge.” again
essuys the lead role. ie is powerful and tortured as the docker

an! Fseeiilaeie

sergeant.

ieldelatidaels seine

onion

tae ,

: Coronado Film F.estival .

Technically the film is okay, But. |
what may have’sounded like a very
f00d | idea in the talking stages +

6

‘seems

Bridge. This lack of gratitude’ on the part

ot names with a plus via the Miller
tea meker. Its fringe aspects on the

neinisrant

from

_ Wednesday, October 18, 1961 |

and . Alan ‘King, as

to ‘have

gone

sadly

awry:

action. - Three or four amusing

in

SHOE

se-}

O HOHE

SO

oo

DS

dodo

gids

Simitrio—

‘Miss Carnell are excellent in the
| lead roles and the city-street types,
(MEXICAN)
. viding yocks are not enough.
|
that he leaps to his death.
-}
persuaded to be-themselves for
Coronado, Oct. 14
Rich.
Horst Frank is a ‘model of vil- j.
Azteca. Films release. of Corsa, 7S
; the camera, are. arrestingly- authenprud action
Stars |Jose © Elias
Moreno, !-tic as are the sights: and sounds.
lainy as the demon
doctor. The 4.
Jduvier Fejada, Carlos Lopez Mo¢tezuina. ‘
head of the professor is essayed }|“Dirested. by Emilio Gomes Muriel- ‘Cam: |. Technical credits are: okay. “A:
Ea Belle Americaine
in rather detached tashion by tne |
era. Jack Draper. At. Caroncdo Interna- : Wealth. of ideas has ‘offset. paucity
(The: Beautiful ‘American)
‘tironal. Fest of Films.’ | Running Aine, °100—
late Michel Simon,: Karin Kertike
-of budget-in this entry by-.a:gr oup
, MINS
AFRENCID
plays the’ hunchback, _ Christiane |
of talented’ youngsters:
Meade.:
Paris, Oct. 10.
Muayback.the stripper... Both have : CCFC release ‘of .Film
D”Art-Panorama-.|
This is 'Mexicorn:: Which snaps, .
attractively interchangeable heads Cortter -production. Sters Roberti Dhery, !'¢crackles and pops because. of -perand. bodies. Trivas’
direction
is Colette Brosset; teatuies Alfred Adam, ‘formances of -Elias Moreno,‘ mop- Toys on a Field of Blue.
Jacques Fabbri. Catherine Sola, Christian:
heavy, choppy: and disjointed, but -Morin. Directed by Robert Dhery. Screen- !'pet Javier Tejada and the’ smart.
: * -.Cpronado, Cal., Oct.13.
Independent: production . written;
prothere are one or twa passages en-. play. (Dhers, Pierre Tonernin, Alfred ;
: duced, directed and photographe by Rihcamera, Ghislain. Cloquet; editor, ‘direction of Gomez Muriel.
dowed with a-desirably eerie qual- Adam:
concerns
}
:
ar
Evans,
Stars George Ashley. and Paul
Albert
Jurgenson. .At’ Mercury,
Paris.
Sentimental.
picture
and
Mitchell
-Evans..
Associate
producer
ity via the-art, musie and photog- Running time, 35 ‘MINS.
:
Marcel...
... 5c. e ewan
Robert Dhery village's fight to keep a -blinded. and editor, Gil LaVeque. Reviewed at
raphy department contriburions.
veteran teacher trom. being. retir ed |j; Coronado: international. Festival of Films.

‘of

his

creation

On. ‘The

so

unhinges

Ood.

fiddle

(BRITISH)
©
whuse guilty love for his 18-yeur-! wrrsmnevers
old niece
feads to his neglect of' Outmoded. comedy set in the
his wife. There is the insane jeal- ; second World War. It's a lowyock-raiser
with
ousy over an illegal immigrant : erbracket
that brings on his sinking iow; such names as rate in U. S.

quences -in a film devoted to nro- |

Paulette” ....
ccs ee eee Colette Brosset
“Ssmane .....c
ccc ee
eceeess Cetherine.
Sala
AVFrOG 2. cco) eee w cence,
Alfred Adam
Puerre cole sce esc ee ewes Christian Waarin
GOGEP
Lace
cece ete wees Jacques Fabbri
Inspector tne eeee ners Louis De Funes:

Robert ‘Dhery, who had a hit

Running time,

23 MIN

by the state and the teacher's reciprocated love for the boys who|
Loneliness: “apparently
is - the...
constantly harass him. . They de-°
forte. -of young independent: prosist finally when ‘they realize. the :
‘ducers for it is the topic of: this
«cruelty of their pranks.
—
‘initial effort previewed. here’ just.
his sounds hokey but the de- as it) Was in Paul von. Schreihes’ Ss.
cent emotions involved are ‘han- » “Weekend Pass,” screened | earlier ‘

Bruadway:‘run
with
his .comie
revue, “La Plume de Ma Tuante,”’
dled skillfully by Muriel,. Elias Mo- ‘the. same night:
now. turns to films and comes up
reno, as the teacher, and Tejada, :
being.
employed
in
minor
enough to turn him oxer to the!
with .a fairly engaging
comedy. Writer Evans has: “cast his own”
as the boys’ leader. The film's inchores; an “iffy” prospect.
vuthorities and his suicide after a.
There are many risible sketches
timacy
is jarred by one ‘scene of two boys as’ youngsters who. -cLOss
public humiliation.
|
‘but film does not build in characthe’
path of an impoverished wino,:
marching and singing boys plus:
London, Oct. 10: | - fer. and = gugs.. However,
Maureen Stapleton.in a passive
this is
courting
-couple
also. chirping : Ashley, still, scarred by. memories.
Anglo-Amalgamated. yelease: of ‘an S.
rete. as the wile Wao bof oa .e ner Benjamin
easygoing. and. pleasant. It- could
‘of
World
W ar I. Having missed an
| Fisz
productian.
Stars
Sean
which appears to be right. out of a
iran, still impresses in her expresConnery,
Alfred “Lynch:
features ( ecil
find playoff possibilities on its
Draper's. :photog- annual: free. holittay dinner for vet-"
Wilfrid
Hyde- White,
Stanley “general overall entértainment
sion of inner torment. Carol Law- Parker.
val- 2passe musical.
-erans.
the
only . place he. finds
Holloway,
Kathleen
Harrison,
Elcanor
raphy sustains the mood and other.
rence is acceptable as the con.used
ues, but arty spots look chancy,
Summerfield, Eric Barker, Terence’ I.ong- understanding, “Ashley is. rejected
niece. Jean Sorel, as the imuii- don, Alan King. Direeted by Cyril Fran- © Title here refersto a big white. . technical credits are. okay.
,at an audition for departmeiit store
M eade.
kel. Screenplay by Harold Buchman from...
grant lover. and Raymond Pele: Santa Clauses because he cannot
R
OD. Delterfield’s
novel. “Step
at a Cadillac that fails ‘into a modest
#rin, as his brother, are stalwart in Winner”; camera, Edward Scaife;. editor, worker's hands for $100. because
_laugh on cue. .
Peter
Hunt;
music,
Maleolm
Arnold:
The
Twilight
Story
their parts.
Running | of a widow's desire to avenge her-.
At
Preview
Theatre,
London.
After .an afternoon -of watching
(JAPANESE) °
The exteriors, shot in Brook:yn, time. 97 MINS. self on her late husband's mistress.
children piay. war with ingeniously
Coronado, Oct. 10.
and the interiors; made in Paris. Horace Pope ............- Alfred .Lvnech ” After arousing.the wonder of his
contrived duplicates of adult weap- Pedlar
Pascoe
j......
Sean
Connery
|
Toho
release
of
Ichi
Sato
production.
+
éere well welded. Film shows that Gp. Capt.: Bascombe ..
friends, the worker loses. his job Stars. Fujakko Yamuamoate. Hiroshi. Akuta- ons, Ashley is disturbed by the
Cee -Perker
in this age of grow:ng biending Mr. Cooksley
Stanley Holloway
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| Little Messages To Film Producers

ADVERTISING MANAGER'S
SHIRT-FRONT LIGHT UP?
e Nowadays there are. wonderfully ingenious ways fo

advertise your motion picture.

Airplanes will drag the title

actoss the skies, Illuminated displays in the subways will
emblazon your come-on between pillars and trains.

You can

have a‘million gross of matches for a nominal price. Any model |
agency will supply a platoon of. long-legged girls in tights and.

satin. sashes bearing your name,
®@. You have to make up your mind what advertising media

you prefer. All forms.of advertising have their place and their
value. Here we speakof direct, putichy, timely advertising to
your retailers —the- circuits and. theatres, and the men
women who live and breath pictures.

® Here are reasons-why for advertising in

‘1, The cost is modest
2. The impact is immediate

3. The logic is overpowering
4, itis telling selling

and

24
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Foresight Needed In LingualFilms:

Biz Lags Architecturally

Dubbing’ Oughta Start On The Set!

it the preparation
fuace

man’s Swedish pix are also difficult |

the! ideas”

With

which

must

he

.

expressed.

J ercised stock options. Report covers Aug. 11-Sept. 10.”
Jack. Warner acquired 30,008 common shares -to. ‘boost his. holdings

color.

fircren scriph, and in the’ shooting|As far as nationalities are con@f all important scenes in Enghsh, cerned, he finds -turning German

[Aug 1
l- “Sept. 10] |
Washington, Oct. 1.
Latest ‘Securities & Exchange Commission summary of insider transe.
actions lists big purchases of- Warner Bros. shares as executives. eX=

cavering the entire front wall,
and all in-one uniform neutral

-beeause of the “complexity of the
ian-}-

Gf English

seripts concurrent

in not having done anything.
new architecturally in 40 years.
’ He's just engineered a deal for
a flock of new Super
- Cine-rama theatres, with the screen

dubbing, and syncing, was almost
a career fn itself, Ingmar Berg-|

The next important sttep in the
Freg.ess of Gubbing foreign fitms
for the Amerwan market must be

Amusement SharesBuysg Sells

Nicolas Reisini, president. of
Cinerama Inc.;. thinks the theatre bisiness has been remiss

Says. he doesn’t want the
audience to be “adiniring our
color schemes; I w: ant the public to be enveloped. instead in

} to’ 279, 865. These

other

officers bought: their first blocks

of common

Stock via options: Wolfe’ Cohen, 5,000: shares; Benjamin Kalmenson,
20.000 shares; Herman Starr, 7.500 shares; -and Stephen Trilling, 5,000
|shares,. James B. Conkling, in a non-option deal, bought his first 5,000
} the ‘screen entertainment.”
——
OOO
eee ‘Shares of WB.
SEC also. reported that ‘Albert. Zugsmith- unloaded 106.500. common
isn't. the technical aspects ‘of dub-!
Visit. Reethef acknowledzed that
bing that is time consuming, but “shares of Allied Artists. leaving him with only 300..Roger W.: Hurlock |
tere aiready have teen a mumber
the
artistic
demands,
he
says. acquired 600 shares, hiking his total to 25.600.:Other show business.
Gf toteicn films vkhich have atSince dubbing must. always repre- buys and sales, all common ‘stock unless ‘noted ‘otherwise: - sent a sort .of «compromise, and
Columbia. Broadcasting System—J. A. Aglehart bought 100, making.
tempted the dval-version shooting
idea. iut usmdly with less than
since good sync is just a. matter of him the owner of 18.049 shares.
lappy resalts. The principal. reabe |. Decca Records Inc.—Milton Rackmil, as co-trustee, acquired. "300,
technique.
time will always
,
gon, as he sees it. has been that no; tongues.
_taken up by getting the best, the giving him 18,300 held -‘in that fashion. He: As.‘direct owner of 1 713°
,
No Short-Cuts?
Freat care was taken in preparing;
‘most correct and most appropriate shares.
a “quality” American translation. ‘ -Riethof has little faith in any ‘“acting
performance” -from. the | . MCA Ine.—In.a priv‘ate transaction, MCA. Artists Profit Sharing Tr ust
Osten, in tact. the translating has technical er electronic systems for |dubbing actor. There's no. shortcut sold 9,864 shares, leaving 186,150 held by the trust.. Music Corp. of
heen done right on her set—off the! , Sort-cutting dubbing problems. It 'here.
America Profit Sharing Trust, in another: private: ‘sale, let go of 4,136
ceaff—znd spoken hy actors whoji
shares, still holding onto 78, 050.° |
lezrned the words by rote.
National Theatres & TV—Samuel Firks* sold. ‘his entire, holdings of
In at feast one case that he re29,164 shares. in a.July transaction.
.
niernbers, all English footage had
Radio. Corp.. of America—Douglas Ewing exercised. option to buy
to he scrapped because the rhythm
1,000
shares,
making
him
owner
of
1,323.
of the actors was all wrong and
Week Ended Tues. (17)
Rollins Broadcasting—John W.. Rollins sold-:500 shares, leaving ‘him.
could not be properly post-synced.
with 12,896. O.. Wayne Rollins, .
as a guardian, bought 700 shares,. make
A better Enghsh dubhed version
pix into English a problem. due -to
the exaggerated
lip movements
which
Germans
use, ' Japanese
speaking characters. also present
problems
because
they
se!dom
close: their lips. Inevitably, these
characters
must
speak
dubbed
English much as a real German or
Japanese might. since they speak
the new language with the rhythms
and mannerisms
of their native

&

ven is foreign versions.
This is the opinien af Peter Riethes,
American
dubbing
expert
Via maxes his hq
in Paris.
In
New York last week on ai short
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On the heels of a special ratine. On Stage: “WINGS
OF GLORY”-Gola-exciting spectacle
by the Legion of. Decency, because ©
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Balaban Peppers Robertson;
His $11,000 Weekly Loss Guess.
Qn Telemeter Test Way Gti

Re: Toll Test Cost Precedent

‘Columbia’s52

‘Interesting question has been. posed. among. non-partisans in the
-trade about Paramount's next: franchising of its: International Tele- . —
Continued from ‘page 5 —
meter, particularly as. obtaining. in the’ States: Wha. pays?
:
The initial run got: off.in Etobicoke, Toronto, a. couple of ‘years 7 Jert Wagner and Shirly: Anne Field.
He also las “The Captive” .slated|
ago. with Famous Players: Canadian, ‘as franchise holder, assuming
the costs: This. continuing engagement is now acknowledged -‘as-a. — .for filming ‘abroad without a start‘ting
date under. Sutton Prods. :Mel“pilot” and Par has agreed to.pick up ‘the*check as of last Jan, 31s.
Studio transmission, programming and cable-line. charges’ are. in-.-. cher's sked calls for two. Doris: Day
“
|
pix,
“Ex-Wife”. and “Roar Like a
volved.
Who - pays, “to repeat, when Telemeter Z0es - via. Arkansas, or: | Dove.”.One will get going in July,
the
other
later, David Swift is set
Rego Park,
Park, (Or
or anywhere
anyw
else; dn. ‘the. U. S.7%.
Going Global
‘to. direct. his own story “Ex-Wife”
Barne'
B:ilaban said Teiewhile .Richard Quine will direct
Norman Krasna’s script on “Roar.” | meter evpelience in Etobicoke,
Turonto, =) far has been “so
Additionally, Arthur Hofie's’
encouragin2” that the eorpora-

RowleyTellsTOA That:Telemeter -

maiden production “The Great Se-bastians” is grooved for Oct, 31}.
‘Start with. Judy Holliday starred.
Xe.director has ‘been ‘set for. the

Used Little RockToF 0xAT&T:
Way ‘it: Was. told’ ‘at’ Tast week's+.
Theatre. Owners of ‘America |convention -in ‘New Orleans,. Paramount-Telemeter: elected. to ‘make
Little Rock, Ark... its: paysee. test
town purely as a subterfuge, and
not. for reasons of ©“public. interest" or ‘because -it “was thought
‘to be an especially receptive community.

25

tion

ix de sermined

to

#

“private”
Balaban
anssnered aut
loud that a board member ar 1h?
Par-mayority-owned Famidus Pisce
ers of Canada was off-ba-e in rebelling as he did azuinst the how?
toll television system spacisoref ter

“move

‘ahead jn raior television market» of the world.”
- He = reported that some films played
to 50° of tie Telemeter homes.

n’ Prod.

" Williatn Castle’s “Zotz” will go}
after
conmileting
theatrical
.{before cameras. Nov. 28 with pro-|. ‘run. The price was $1 per sub|.

ducer directing:
Although he ‘has
‘De Laurentiis
several: moje properties “lined ua |
Continited
{rom
page
3
—
he
ig
not
firmed:
for
another pic.
i
‘Milton
Sperling.:
-alsoand
listed
fur a
no interest: in: seeing Hollywood. brace,
gets
“Mothers
Daught-

die, first, ‘because crises’ are natur-. ers"
‘s’ ‘going in’ February,

to- ‘be tol-

ally ‘contagious; and the industry lowed some time later by

“King- j.

Barney Balaban sot precedent
this week in engaZin2 in open §
arm
a
fare ‘open to the publie: a
an
intra-mural dissident. The usa

Par

and

.
franchised

by

oo
Famocs

scriber.

Plavers for a Toronto iest,

Local ‘in Toronta profesSional football games
got a
15'> restonse at $2 per sub-

of the Caun.diiii Compuns’s direv22
torate, quit. the job dDeiause

scriber,
Starring

while ‘Show Girl,”
Cayo! Channing, was

in live from: New

York and

35°: |at $1.50 per home.
;
needs good
films, regardless of dom..of Man”
("The ‘Last — drew 33°
‘John Rowley’ “of ‘Dallas, ‘prez of.
their origin; ‘second,. ‘because my} irender”’)..
the Rov ley-United -circuit, and a
linked
'
William
Bloom,
producing
under
|
: man with firing line experience in Jinterests. Aare too closely ”
j Ampersand Co., Ine., will finally.
exhibition's. fight to -block.-the toll with the
American: industry.’
jget “Man. From the Diner's. Club”
medium, alleged that Little Rock
‘Yet there's” no. denying, the pro- ;before the cameras next January.
was picked: chiefly in. an: effort to. ‘ducer. avers, that a certain ‘sector; William Blatty is scripting.
get on the record for. the first time.
Charles Feldman (Prods.' has a
quoted ‘cable tariff rates from the of. ‘Hollywood ‘is.dying, tied as it}Marech’-date for “Fair Game,” ta

Norman

S

Ryherisoi,

onember

| said, Par was taking this Cunaed +f
affiliate tor ao sleish rid He

| charced that Famous Players + 43

$1! footing ak the DIM. for tha
globallx-owned Tel@reter ant vst
it was only a piiot from wtih
worldwide gains would acerue s vee
lv to Par. and -2) Par ani Pameis
‘Players
never
offered
a bresardown on Telemeter cosis.

a
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Hint Rohertson
Bias Vs. Famous
Fitz As a Yank

Balaban

wrote

a letter to J. J.

Fitzgibbons, president: of Fanious,
' and copies of this were distributed
:Star- William Holden with Richard
‘Rowley, Telemeter: had. tried un- don't allow ‘for-the -existencre ‘of! : Quine: ‘directing.
to the press. He told Fitzgibbons
_ successfully: for five. years ‘to get. new: talent ‘and ideas needed: ‘in:
‘that Robertson was guilty of “an
‘Ferrer’ and: Dorothy Kingsley
puch. Fates:quoted for-cable install-: ‘modern -cinema. What ‘this side: of:
‘astonishing performince”
«which
“ations
New York: and other: Hollywood needs most is men able;"‘Dome Prods.! hope to get “Nine
compels me: “to correct some unBarney Balaban ‘see accompanyWaiting”
-.started next
major * Us. cities. Tf: Rowlev:... is’ to make personal: decisions, right Coaches
inaccuracies
and
mising story) hints that Norman S. fortunate
or.
wrong,
in
the
great:
traditions
;
April...Miss
‘Kingsley.
wrote
script
|
right, then: the. Telemeter move.
: Robertson. ' in resigning from the ; leading impressions.
-dinto. Little Rock. ‘Shapes as ‘some-- of the. Thalberegs,:‘the. L.B. ‘Mayers, to be directed by her partner..
board: of Famous Players CanaRobertson
had
ac.ompanied
his
ete...
Martin
Ritt
will.
produce
“The
thing of a ruse: but: ‘also.as.a move
Ruile ‘By Group me
Last Frontier” in May under Ritt-, dian Corp., might have had a “cor- resignation with press statements.
to. clear up some’ ‘evident: legal
‘porate. objective which is unre- disparaging Paramount.This Bala“A
man-with
an
idea
now
can'no!
Newman.
-He
will
also
direct
with
‘clouds:
Anent
this,:: Telemeter's
lated to the merits of pay tv.’
ban resented, also charge that New
victory ‘there’ is ‘pending. in the |}
longer talk. with a: -person, but! PPaul Newman starred,
‘Insiders
think Balaban
might York dominated FP-C. He alluded
‘Arkansas courts’’on appeal. by ex- must . face a board. of .36 men. A: . * Philip Barry’ s second. Columbia
‘hibition. interests. Rowley was one producer niust be a person. Too: undertaking” will be’“The Widow- have been referring to a Robert-| to a “regrettable injustice” to the
{Canadian directors in this since
-of fhe plaintiff's
opposing the ‘raany. of the majors have forgotten! er.” “No. date set, neither is: cast: son aim of getting his own man
feevee outfit during hearings be- this in-becoming nothing more or:. Philip Waxman and Michael Gor- as ‘president of Famous Players, ; they haye the majority vote and
namely
Reuben
W.
Bolstad,
pres-{|
have served in this capacity for
fore the Arkansas: Public: Service less than finance organizatjons. 2 ‘don (Waxman-Gordon. Prod.) have
ently y.p. and comptrolier.
many years. Board is an independCommission
‘telephone

company..

According

toris to- old. industrial

tS

systems. which.;

‘According’ to DeLaurentiis.

‘of ‘Hollywood's

950%! “Smile.of

a Woman” ‘riext on their

‘troubles lie”in this; Calendar without a start date, but

Jand.-in. “such: other. related. factors; Gordon to direct.

Saroyan

Canadian

nationalistic

Robert-|¢M:

group

and

wou:dn’t tolerate

son, a top-of-the-border financier, | dominance by anyone,
duo,- doesn't like the idea of having J. ;Man.

said show-

‘as union impositions (“film ‘unions | First ‘af\-Sam
Katzman’s
Balaban thought it “strange”
fean’t act the way. they might at/ “The
Broken
Lariat. "has
no} {J. Titzgibbons remaining as Famous Players Canadian president. !that Robertson should: suddenly
|General.
Motors—it's::
just
riot.
the,
starting
date
yet.
mae Continued from Rage" 2 a
after
so
many
years,
while
con{|
show
interest in the International
same. thing”); ‘talent acents. (“the!
make :
tinuing as citizen of the United jTelemeter
operation after
tuo
lights, ° Wabash, and. possibly: South real. guilty ‘ones in ‘Holivwood's ts Frederick.’ Brisson: will
|States.
‘The Yum Yum ‘Tree’ under
. anpro-,
will
years,
particularly- since he had
‘Leonard
Berlin:.
|
and the entire. fiscal nis Corp. H. B. Leonard
will p
predicament”): industry
full access to all information anent
I teach playwrighting to 20:fitst:. asnect’
.
of .the
Iduce . “The
Rin-Tin-Tin
Story” CN
ee
|
the Telemeter test performance.
rate playwrights: also jokes, -imitations, practical . philosophy, and. ‘Producer has a particular axe |under. Leonard Films, Ray Stark |
Replying to Robertson's charge
grind with agents: and with actor-| will be ‘behind. the ‘production. of
charity, 3 to 4:30 Tues. :and. Thurs.
that
he, Robertson, was unaware
producers, and. Suggests that all!“‘The Fannie~ Brice. Story.”. and
I am learning a‘ lot more.than I vroducers
of Telemeter expenditures. Balashould band together ta! Morton DaCosta is down to’ pro-:
‘believed I-would be. apt to..
Continued
from
page
2
ames
bin
expresses
bewilderment. The
I have writ. a -play. called: “On. lick the problem by telling: thesps: duce-direct “King From Ashta-}
“you do yout Jobs. we'll. do. ours.” bula,” (Costa. ‘recently disclosed defend a code that made it possible { head man at Par s’ es that Robthe Banks: of the Wabash’. ‘and‘}
oe
ertson was furnished with minwell’ be casting, -directing, enlarg- |. Here. again: DeLaurentiis points; that he. did’ not know whether he for producersto show a couple inj utes of meetings ‘unattended by

Svenskas OK Sex

ing, revising, throwing out, throw- an: accusing finger at some major would: ‘Zo through = with this deal: twin
ing in, giving back ‘to’ the Indians, studios who play’ into -hands of{in view of signing a new multiple. night,
‘and making a ‘general shambles in’ actors’ (and -agents)- by Jirst sign- pact..with Warner Bros.)

‘the next three or

four.days.

Pur-. ing an

actor. ‘then looking for.a!.

_due Playshop, Loeb Theatre, West: serint ‘for “him. -DeLaurenttis

Other titles. included in the tywvo-

them?

beds

on

their - honeymoon | Robertson) at which Telemeter ap-

with a table in between;
Perhaps such scenes made

propriations were made and at a
subsequent meeting of the board
whi
i
ich approved these minutes.
Adds Balaban: “Even more siznificant is the fact that Mr. Robert-

said: year -blueprinting are “Marriage young women believe that this was
he makes {t a policy never to give Is for
Single
People”
(Swift the way things should. be done on
an actor: seript approval. “IT don't Prods.), “Heaven Has No Favormind suggestions for changes-In the ites,” for lensing abroad, “The. the... night of one’s honeymoon. son’s law firm, of which he is a
senior partner, handled the legal
spirit of collaboration. but -not as Watchman,”. “The Jimmy Durante Ridiculous!
Se:
"“1 am delighted that the pro- work and a great deal of the negoper (VARIETY) through. October, a right.” Anyway. DeLaurentiis Story,” “The Twelfth Step,” “The
|
Tiger's
Tail,”
“The
Edna
St.
Vin|
feels...
‘no actor—no matter how’
ducers are now relaxing this code tiations for the principal items of
November and December here.“The ‘Cave Dwellers” (Saroyan's sreat—can: save a poor picture, and cent* Millay Story,” “The Night in actual practice. It is obvious expenditure to which he now cbjects. Under the circumstances he
Circus,”
“Andersonville,
”
“Joseph
‘play—Ed.). is coming up. -off-Broad- film historv is littered. with. examthat American pictures today
-way for. three weeks soon, I. un-. oles. Toa the contrary. ‘good ‘films. and. His Brethren,” “The Hellinger more adult than they were five or could hardly avoid knowing the
Story,”
“Who
Is
Sylvia,”
based.
on
create
‘actors.
The
ideal,
of
-course.
10. years ago. At that time many basic facts.”
‘derstand. -Alsa, “Love’s: Old. Sweet.
Balaban re-emphasized that Par
Song,” Actors Equity Library Thea- | is to have: ‘good: actors.in good’ ‘films. a -Broadway play, .“The -Image. American
producers
avoided
Makers,”
at
least
‘one
or
more.
but
he
feels
that
under
current
was taking over operating costs of
‘tre, and:.““‘Across. the. Board..on
showing
the
average
American
me Tomorrow Morning” and- “Talking conditions, and’ with actors and Ritt-Newman pix, “Ladies --of the’ couple sharing a double bed, as Telemeter as of Jan. 1, 1961, even
agents. dictating’ conditions, this is Evening,” and “Three on a Couch.” ‘though that were a sin.
though Famous is the franchise
“to. You" off-Broadway.
“virtually impossible. an
te, . Bill Saroyan,
“When you remove the impact holder. He added that Robertson
was all wet in his, Robertson's
Returning ‘to his’ main theme: |
of one of the greatest emotions—
of weekly
losses
of
| DeLaurentiis. said if was no: secret
|sex—from films, you have to sub- estimates
$11,000. -Balaban said Fitzgibbons’
‘| that. he was tryin# to meet the institute another great emotion—and
most
recent
figures
show
weekly
oe dustry’s - needs
by making © -the |:
many .American
producers
subContinued. from page 1
loss before depreciation is $3,500.
‘| filmis that. Hollvwood no longer
stituted violence for sex.
.—— Continued” from pase’ 7 —
=
And, he added, even when amormakes. How? :“Very simply; the films that are “honest” in theme,
“On
the
whole,
I
prefer
the
mantization of the studio is ineluded
“ Jocal Bow of. “King. of “Kings;” way Hollvwood: itself: ‘taught.:me execution and also promoted and.
ner in which sex has been pre- (and studio is capable of serving
“which he directed ‘for Samuel: ‘to: make: them..25 ‘veats avo. when[ advertized ‘in same manner.
Bronston, Ray said: all future. films ‘Hollywood: ruled the world, ‘the de-}. : Though Wormser - did not say sented in foreign films. To me, the at least 20 times the subscribers it
planned will be based in‘ Europe. ctsion-makers. decided- to- ‘import. $0, ‘Continental’s aloofness from attempt to show just the right now has), the “loss is below
He returned to Paris Sunday.. said the -best’ talent: -from the | world the: Code ‘may well be responsible amount of cleavage to assure a $7,500.”
-he will attend’ thé Oct.-27 Rome’ over regardless of ° tountrv© of: for some of the interest being Purity Seal results in scenes that
But, “Balaban stresses, these are
bow. of Kings” as well as ‘the ‘oricin ‘and in ‘all sectors:. acting, } eyideneéd by Hollywood indies in are much more vulgar. It is pos- not losses per se. All adds up to
sible to show a woman in the nudej.
‘London préem Nov. 15. and a Dec: directing, set design, writing, doing. biz with Continental.
frial and error, experiment, and
. Both Peppercorn. and Wormser in a much healthier, less vulgar way the end results are what will count
camera, ete.
Or ‘Jan: opening in. Paris, :
One-For-All
|vagreed that Continental’s 10 ex- than might be done in a scene in with Par and FP-C.
’ Director. beat. ‘the: dram: for” forSveaking
mote
generallv,.
the
changes around the country might ‘which producers conformed exacteign: festival ‘participation and |
ly to a specified amount of exflayed the American film indus¢-y Italian. studio head concluded ‘ hy| OTe, 94y, be increased to a maximum
I hope that the exact
f 13 “as the need arises.” How-. ‘posure.
for its lack of interest. -He said a hoving ‘that his. thoughts would be 0
taken ‘for what they were: an av- ever, they. have found that with ‘amount of cleavage a woman can
Rosener’s Remodel
new: judging’ system is: needed: for.
the "current 10 they, can service show in a film will never be legis- selecting films,.. suggesting the peal and a erv.of alarm, and not an ‘almost. all the “real money’”. acBeverly Hilis,-Oct. 17.
ated by motion picture producers.
MPAA work with film’ critics in. attack or protest.
Herbert Rosener’s theatre holdcounts—about 8,000.
“An interesting commentary on
this regard because latter see more | “We're all-in: this together, and
“Room: at Top,” for example, ‘the tastes of American audiences ings in this bonton burg have been
pictures than do those who select what’s good for one is good for the played approximately 6.000 .dates
the entries. Chief thing to look for, othér. That's why, ‘believing In the al the time the company was run- ‘is the fact that in importing for- undergoing extensive and costly
eign films, independent producers remodelling.
he asserted, is:thée trend of interest continuing: vitality of Hollywood— ning only eight exchanges.
”
in‘ the country. where. the festival a Hollywood, however, not tied. to]. -Ad-pub’ veep. Sheldon- Guns- hearly always ask for those ScandiHis Vagabond Theatre got the
is being held. He. suggésts pix. fit- outdated schemes—I ask that it let berg pointed out. that company’s nayian films that deal either with treatment first, and then the Bev.ting these ‘patterns he sent, but fresh. blood into its veing as we ‘aim at 8,000 accounts did. not mean sex or with witchcraft.
erly Hills to the tune of $100,000.
also says we should ‘send our: best - have done in Italy. in: the past few that it was “uninterested’’ in. the
“American films, too, are grow- Workmen are now completing te
. pix regardless ‘of their chances for vears,
of
MRosener's
Beverly
with -appreciable results. smaller situations, but that the ing up somewhat, and American dressup
‘losing because it furthurs interest The motion’ picture ‘industries of smaller accounts seldom were in producers seem willing to admit Canon house, which recentiy sei a
and respect for - American films." the entire world have every reason the market for the kind of product nowadays that peopl: sometimes house mark with the run of “La
“Tf you lose, “you.‘lose honorably,” to want a revitalized. and prosper-| —generally .sophisticated imports do have sexual emotions.
This, I Dolce Vita.” Both Beverly situathink, is a change for the better.” tions are on art policy.
he? Said.
—handled | by Continental.
Jous |Hollywood. an
- Lafayette, world premiere Dec. 1,
and -then’ four. more performances:
Dee. 2. -7,.8 -& -9, after which I go.
“back to Paris. Pleasé-send the. pa-

” WickRay$5.

“The Mark?

»
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Bus StopsOn ScheduleFor ‘Tdiot”

Whats Happened To Oren Hanis?

He’s Got His Problems In Arkansas| |.
Washington,

Broadcasters

haven't

Oct. 17.

heard

a

peep out of Rep. Oren Harris
(D.-Ark.) since Congress adjourned {
—and they won't for the rest of

ollywood, Oct.. 17.

Roy Huggins confirmed “Bus .Stop” seg, eae By. an Idiot,”
would be aired on schedule late in the season despite recent testimony at the FCC hearings in New York by Brown & Williamson
+ that the episode had been nixed.’ Fox tv head said entire situation.
was a mistake and noted show would be aired at the time orfginal-

BBC-TV Ballet Series
London,

ly scheduled, though earlier reactions had caused discussions aimed.
at moving it ahead which he refused,

Oct. 17.

000 of them, ta be exact.
When the Arkansas Legislature|
recently, for the second and final;
time, redistricted the state into,
four trather than the present six!
Congressional districts, Harris got
rough treatment. He wound up
with by far the biggest district in
Arkansas in bath population and
area. It is also one of t!¢ largest
in the nation by both standards.
Members. of the Legislature, as

a novel by Tom Wickes titled “The Judgment.” Robert Altman directed, withF
Fabian. starring and -Philip Abbot and Diane Foster
featured.

Huggins also revealed there 1s a 62-min.- version of the show

which is being planned for theatrical release in Europe.

HERB DUNCAN
An Announcer Who

Sales Treatment

He

has something

FCC Gets hitialBlueprintOn
Satellite System ForGlobal TV

Is Un-Announcerish
Distinctive commercial announcer }
and actor,.. Winner: American .Tele- |.
vision Commercials Festival Awards

Ford’s ‘daytime

Washington, Oct. £7.

1960-1961.

might be gerrymandering
expected. were tricks.
up t0| show on ABC-TV, which will debut
familiar

April 2 in the 11 ‘to 11:30 a.m. slot,
Someone had to wind up with mast :, Will be getting a Tiffany treatment
of the staté. The legislators evi-'from the network’s sales. departdently figured Harris was potent; ment.
Where a typical half-hour
politically; so, let him prove it.! daytime ‘show on any of the three

:

eral sponsors who are represented at different times, was toward

subject matter termed ‘‘sensational” and-casting of Fabian in such
a story which, it was asserted, would hroaden, an audience ofyoung
people.-

ABC-TV's Tiffany
Ernie

:

Sponsor objection, which:can bé overcome by fact show has sev-.-

Emie Ford To Get.

Tennessee

—

Robert Bleea produced the show, written. by Ellis Kadison from

BBC-TV has signed a $140;000 }.
contract with the Royal Ballet for
the year.
nine ballets spread over three
Driven by an overriding political jyears.
instinct ‘self-survival!), Harris is in | First one, “The Rake’s Progress,” | Arkansas attempting to win friends:j will be aired
aired on
on Get. 30.
$0,
and influence people. About 240. |

Call

Billie’a

Registry:

PL: 28-7676

Tele-Lecture System
Tested in Milwaukee:

over one-thirdj webs spotlights around 25 different |.

—

.
.

Cronkite’$ Soviet Quickie. for: possible

Walter. Cronkite, who conducted
the Elsenhower:interview in “CBS

and

regular

worldwide. television
....
communications

ser=

are ,Slated©for ‘increased:
” last week, finds himself {Vices,
scrutiny and: debate by government.
|i& very
very.bus y newsman ‘thesethese d days. and
industry. ©

of Arkansas, even though the state-‘products each week, there'll be a
$20 Cost for 47 Mins. Cronkite, who also holds the
A special .committee. of nine ine
is allotted four Congressmen ef-', drastic limitation: on the number
SO
anchor position on the web's “Eyefective with the next election.
Milwaukee, Oct. 17.
| witness to History” series, left for ternational “common carriers un‘of different
advertisers
on the}:
veiled
its’ ideas on the ‘subject .in
A 47-minute demonstration of’! Russia directly after. Friday (13)
Specifically, he has 20,000 square Ford strip.
miles for a district. The populaTo accomplish this, the web is the ‘tele-lectuve system was held | night’s “Eyewitness” outing, He a report to Federal Communications
Commission..tior of his. former district was! ‘removing the Ford series from its Wed. (4) at the U. of Wisconsin.| planned to cover the 22nd ComThe. ad hoc group, set. up under
munist Party Congress in Moscow.
$37,181. The new one has 575,383,,;standard daytime plan which ro- in Milwaukee.
or-people in it.
' tates plugs through the various | In the test, at less than $20 long |The meet ef Communist: officials ‘aegis ‘of. FCC, recommended
ganization
of a non-profit: corporawill
be
the
subject
of
this
Friday’s.
distance
telephone
‘cost,
an
elecshows.
In
addition,
it’s
understood
Harris has been combined with.
tion to “develop, construct, operate,
another Arkansas member of Con-jj that the web is insisting on a firm tronic discussion was ‘held with (20) “Eyewitness.”
Cronkite will fly back ‘to N.Y., maintain and promote: the use of a
gress, Rep. Catherine D. Norrell, | 96-week commitment from adver-. Newton. N. Minow, FCC chairman; |
satellite © communica-.
also a Dixie Democrat, who was tisers at a premium rate of around George W. Beadle, chancellor of landing ¥riday in time for that commercial
tion system.”
the
U..
of
Chicago,
and
dean
Paul
$3,500
per
minute.
This
is
tops
|
night’s
“Eyewitness.”
elected this year to fill her late.
The plan, which will.Teceive a
husband's seat. She acts like she for ABC-TV daytime rates but is Sheats of the U: of. California exNot of ‘attention in the coming
will oppose Harris next year. This | still lower than those of the com- ‘tension. division, by UWwM faculty
months, calls for ownership of the.
isn't to be dismissed lightly on peting webs which go from about representatives.
The
demonstration
tele-lecture,
$3,200
to
$6,000.
a
minute.
.
actual satellite system . by the corthe sex angle, because Arkansas
ABC-TV
will. be charging «he sponsored by UMW extension diviporation.. The ground _ stations
elects women. Arkansas, in fact,
sion,
was
made
to
illustrate
the
premium
rate
on
the
basis
of
would
be in- the hands of the inwas the first state to elect a
| dividual carriers. The Government.
woman to a full term in the U.S. ‘Ford's special sales potency and feasibility of setting up similar}
the
fact
that
clearances
will
sia
with
important
world
figures
would
have
three reps on the satel-.
Senate when Hattie Caraway won |
well over 90% .of the web’s af-! for classroom use.
‘jlite corporation’s: board’ — all apin the 1939s.
°
During the tele Jecture, Minow
:filiates, a record for a daytime
‘pointed by the President or someThe adjournment
bells hadn’t hookup.
informed the viewers in Milwau- |.
one he delegates to make the selec-:
finished ringing befcre Harris was | ABC-TV
execs hope’ that the: kee that television has a staggertions. Participating -common. caron his way to Arkansas. He in- j Ford show will be a staging ground| ing contribution to make to public
7
riers’ would get two directors each,
tends to remain there until Con- \for a new daytime sales pattern |education ard -entertainment. .
.
London, Oct. 17. ‘| while all the users-would join toe -gress reconvenes Jan. 10. visiting where qualitative factors, such as
select one
board.
At a time when the Pilkington gether- and
all those new eonstituents in all: ‘audience loyalty and production ;
member.
Committee is considering the. pos- |
those new counties.
lstandards, will become more imThe report by the industry .comsibility of commercial radio in mittee said that actual: commercial
The House Commerce Commit- _portant than the straight cost-pers.|
tee, of which he is chairman, has; , thousand statistics.
Britain, Canadian journalist. John use of the space relav scheme could.
no business on the docket, as a;
Thompson plans to launch his own get underway by 1965. Initially. tv
7
Hollywood, Oct. 17.
result, until January.
Mark Twain's “Pudd’nhead Wil- commercial service in December would be: transmitted on.a limited
Campbell soup Buy
son,” not seen on screen since from a ship anchored just out of |.“point-to-point basis.”
Campbell Soup has rejoined the Famous
_ The ‘committee
urged
‘rapid
Players-Lasky ‘ - starred:
CBS-TV
daytime sponsor: lineup Theodore Roberts in film of this’ U.K. territorial waters.
action ‘by industry and Government..- .
after an absence of many years. tab back in 1916, will be. brought
Called the Voice. of Slough, the to push research and experimental ~
Campbell Soup joined Rexall in to tv by Robert Pirosh in series sea station is expected to have a trials in order to set up “the best
lining up for the web’s morning planned for next season.
100-mife radius reaching London communications satellite’ svstem at
minute plan.
~~
Producer has optioned property, and a large slice of southern Eng- the earliest: practicable time.”
Morning minute plan. ‘holding deal also ineluding rights to draw land. Qverall structure of broad- { It plugged for the basic ‘principle:
eee”
sway at the web from 10 a.m. to on other Twain characters for the tasts will be based on the Canadian. of joint. ownership by the carrier.
noon, Monday through Friday, re- show.
Royalties will be paid to Broadcasting Corp. system, accept- corporation. Also, the group recom- |
Chicago, Oct. 17.
‘mains SRO.
Two
new accounts; Twain estate for. each. episode that ing both sponsored programs and. mended that investments made by
American
Research
Bureau —,replace a dual. . sponsor dropout.
each company be included in their
runs...
spot plugs.
again is attempting to get the four|
rate bases for FCC regulatory rate- :
Thompson, who is regarded here making purposes.
Windy
City tv stations to ab
as a “pirate” broadcaster, is getThe antitrust issue hovers. over
scribe to the instant Arbitron systing most of his coin from a “‘si- the whole endeavor. The users of
lent” backer and he estimates that, the system, which would include
tem. and again it is running into}
so far, the venture has cost $10,000. telecasters who want ‘to go trans-.
stiff resistance over the price facThe station has two. studios in the continental, the. wire services,-€
etc.,
tor. It's understood the asking
U.K—a converted cottage in Ay- would -appear to have little ‘say
price is triple the cost of the
lesbury
and a 34-foot caravan—
‘Number of widowers on tv. is |“Bachelor Father,” of course. All
with only one rep on‘the satellite
present service. The stations like i‘growing each season. In the face the leads in these series are with- which will feed taped programs to. corporation’ s board. Also. Western.
the ship. Programs, for 24-hours a Union, one.of the.carriers repre- :
the automatic rating system but,|of the statistical fact ‘that woman | Out wives,
day, will consist mainly of music
on the ad° hoc committee,’
they say, not that much.
show biz situation
vet was asked
about
|
ang news broadcasts. Perferming sented
outlives man, tv series after tv s €- theA widower
on tv. He
issued a. minority statemert point-"Since March, when Arbitron ef- |.
right duties. will be paid, says |.
‘ries
comes
down
the
pike
with
the
blinked
his
eyes,
unaware
of
the
Continued on page 47)"
fectuated its national sample, Chi-i
Thompson.
, development, and then made like
cago ratings have been based on a | male lead being wifeless.
Housed in a .70-ton ex-Admiralty|%
It’s hard to say why she’s absent.'a show biz savant. For situation
combination of the old diary sysfishing
vessel,
the
station
is
still
tem and the relatively small auto- ! After the opening episode, it's just ! comedy, who would laugh at a. working out. its ad rates.. Retail
-assumed
she’s
dead.
The
male
:
widow
trying
to
bring
up
a
family?
matic sample here used for the
sometimes
burdened
with :he asked. That’s for the daytime advertisers, however, will be getnational readings. ARB now wants lead,
ting special. concessions and oneto go all automatic in Chi, in- |children, has to carry on somehow | soapers and it-isn’t played for minute ads will cost.,them Jess:
creasing
the sample
and
doing himself and in the average comedy l laughs. At right, there’s a differ- than $9. Rates will te higher for |.
series
no
one
wants
to
upset
the
ent
problem.
In
comedy,
there’s
away with the diary system, but|
industrial. advertisers:
apparently it will have to do a; mood. by referring to the dead: quite a number of male talents
wife.
Even
the
sound
track ‘available. The family predicaments
heckuva selling job.
|
‘Nairobi, Oct. 17. .
couldn’t laugh at that.
_male comics portraying widowers
“The harbinger of -an -African
! Opening this season was‘ “Win-'can be caught in are endless and
| television network. is: seen here
on Main Street,” presenting ! they could be played for fun. .
with the -Kenya. government’s ar‘Bonanza’" 28,8; Benny 18.1: ‘dow
' Robert Young as a widowed novel-: Wholesome fun, he averred. The}
rangement with an international
“Bonanza”
in its new 9 to 10/ist. Judging from the first episode, !western action adventure format
combine to provide tv service here
p.m. berth is Sunday night's big :the outcome was much better when |rules. out a- widow lead, he. conABC-TV is joining with Ralph next year, ‘starting in July.
tv gun. The western clobbered the lhe had a wife in “Father Knows |cluded.
Edwards. Productions to .roll a
To be known at. the Kenya.
preem of CBS-TV’s Jack Benny , Best.* Then, there: was “Ichabod| Sampling. of. a- Madison Ave. ex-| pilot of an
Edwards’ property, ‘Broadeasting Corp., the outfit will
half-hour on Sunday (15:, worked !;and Me,” another wifeless situation ‘pe-t ran into same subliminal sug- “The Human
Thing To Do,” in: ‘be headed by Col. ‘David. Stirling’s’
equal mayhem on Benny’s lead-in, 'for this season, presenting the lead ,gestions. Widower shows have a early November. It'll be a refine- Television International
Invest“General Electric Theatre, * once male and his son, and the life they |built-in
popularity
factor.
The ment of an Edwards. pilot of the. ments: Ltd. and wil linclude the
a Sabbath video fortress. and left |
lead in a small New England town. iady af the house doesn’t -have to same title made four years ago.
following: interests:.. NBC, 20th
ABC-TV’s “Bus Stop,’ which comReturning are “The Rifleman,” | vie with any leading lady on the
Bob Henry will produce. with ‘Century Fox, Northern: Broadcastpetes during the full 9-10 hour, in a western situation depicting the j Screen. The woman audience can
Janet Tighe
and. Bob Flaherty, ing Co. of Toronto; Scottish Telean exhaust cloud.
| adventures of Chuck Connors and | identify.
Women,
watching
the formerly .of “This-Is Your Life’ viston, ‘Television Wales. & ‘West,
“Bonanza,”
at 9, got a 28.4! his young son in cow country; widower, can. place themselves at staff, doing the research, Milt Lar- Associated .Television, .East . Afri-.
Arbitron
national
rating. “G-E” |“Andy
Griffith Show,” the starjhis. side. He needs the woman. sen *has moved over from. ‘another can. Newspapers Ltd. and Nakuru
Zot a 17.4 and the first half of trying to rear a boy in modern The Madison Ave. expert said this Edwards” show, “Truth or. Conse- Press Ltd.
“Bus” got a 12.3. At 9:30, the tday small
“My ;with. emphasis.
town
America;
Kenya’s government has speci«
quences,” as writer. The emcee of
NBC-TV
cowboy
skelIn hit 28.8 | Three Sons,” Fred MacMurray and;
Whatever the reasons, it’s an the show, dealing with human be- fied that most of the tv time be
vs. Benny’s preem 18.1. “Bus” went |his father-in-law, William Frawley, joddity ‘among: many oddities of the haviour in various ‘predicaments, ‘devoted to educational program:
up to a 16.2 and 2660.
Tearing three sons in suburbia; and.current and past season.
has not been named as. yet.
ming.

Pirate Runs Up
Com] Banner
Off Brit. Shore

‘PUDD’NHEAD WILSON’
‘MULLED AS TV SERIES

{

-

‘The multiple. problems. of -getting _
up-a commercial satellite system

Chis Resistance
To Arbitron Cost

TV's ‘Sometimes I Feel
Like A Motherless Child’

KenyaTVEmerges
As Int'lCombine

RALPH EDWARDS
PILOT FOR ABC-TV
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IKE PEOPLE

fevers
oe

‘American Newsstandaseubatng : THEABEATING | Can'tAffordTo Wait For Nielsens,

Ground ForFutureABC Staffers-INTV
)
Some Frantic Scrounging Around
ARBITRONS
“ (Axbitron Top10.
For Network Replacement Shows

Saree
et
aDra

rete
Soerr

ABC-TV’s new “afternoon | news
show, “American .‘Newsstand, ad
. shaping into a valuable: talent. in

“What may turn’ out to be the :

‘shortest-lived | cycle

cubator. for ‘the network’s staff of

ateont
er
arr
et
{fo

spore

(Oct. 8-14)
the future. In personnel and pro- |Wagon Train
NBC
gramming. slant, this ‘newscasting
Bonanza’
NBC
stanza is putting the accent: on
‘Hazel
-NBC
youth, .but with all the professional a
Sing Along Mitch “NBC
‘techniques .which the webs can £om. Dr. Kildare
NBC.
mand,
‘Gunsmoke
CBS
Slotted directly after Dick
“Ed Sullivan
CBS
Clark'ss:‘“American Bandstand,” the |:- Danny Thomas
CBS
similarly titled “American: News-].. Perry: Mason ©
CBS
‘stand,” is aiming at essentially the
Garry Moore’
CBS:
same audience of 14: to. 24-year- |. Red Skelton.
CBS
‘olds: The pitch.to this age bracket |. Perry. Como™
NBC
‘involves no simplified writing or
predigested explanations of news’
os developments,. ‘rather a blending of
straight news with features pegged
to the specific age group, “Ameri-

{|network, by virtue of the high pro-|duction

costs,. are

| frm: 26-week

OrgCounterpar

committed

commitments

can’t ‘do anything about

it.

to
and
Be-

{cause of the economics of eartoon- |
making, and the necessity of in‘| viting reruns to help recover some
of: the invested loot, the. webs are

|-

As

Paar as Own Packager
Jack Paar has a new lease
on: life. That-is, he has a one-

_year

contract

from

NBC-TV

{with options for two more
years) to do what he has said
he always would rather do—
be master of a once-weekly
prime time variety stanza.
A salaried employee on his
latenighter. (reportedly about
$5,500 weekly), Paar will become his own packager next
-season for the weekly stanza,
and it should be at least as
much in take-home as he gets

now. And for that, he'll probably work less than he does
now.
First year of the new ’ Paar

crisis

prone

as

ftv is, net-

works seldom experienced
the
frantic search for mid-season program replacements currently going
on—just a few weeks after the

debut of the new season.
Hour

after

hour

of

vidfilm

series on all three networks have
preemed to bad rating results—
and there isn’t really time to wait
for the national
mid-November
Nielsens to make a. decision. The
alternative choices of replacements,
doctcring, or sticking with what
shapes up as weak entries must be
made now.
Many of the weak our entries

are

13-week

cases, as

deals

and,

in some

another national

pver-

night Arbitron rating is published
another ulcer is born. The rating
dullness of an hour vidii!m series
sometimes can effect the rating
structure for a particular web for
the whole evening, affecting leadin tuning, etc. To dump the series
after its 13-week ride, means securing a replacement, one considered
stronger. Their’s where the past
practices of the networks have

obliged to ride with them through
of the
the. season, “regardless
jnounting. ‘Arbitron evidence that, j- show is guaranteed to get on
where: prime time. is concerned,
At present, the show is a unique |
the air under his new deal.
people like people.
on-the-air television..workshop for]
He leaves the latenighter after
(This is: in contradistinction to‘the -development’ of writing and.
Chicago, Oct, 17..Friday, March 30, 1962.
the
.
kid-slanted
late.
afternoon
newscasting. talent for “‘the staff of
A ‘group ‘of Chicago radio execs,
1975.” .As: -anchor
man,
Roger -admen. and
personalities
-has ‘eartoon fare circuiting the. stations
Sharp, at‘ 26 -years,. ‘ts already a formed a national radio organiza- via ‘syndication, . ‘Suggesting anew |
“practiced veteran of: the ABC-TV. tion to equate with the Academy that the animation form is basically
come to haunt them.
Staff, -having covered
numerous
of’ Television Arts and Sciences, juve fodder. rather than all-fami.y
straight news stories beforé movThe creative pooi of talent on
although its .purposes. will differ entertainment. ).
Inspired
by
the:
success
of
last
the payroll of networks has dimin“ing over to “‘American Newsstand.” ‘somewhat.
Called the. American}
season’s “Flintstones” entry, ABC- |
ished over the years. As the webs
Two reporters on the ‘show,. Dave College: of Radio Arts, Crafts and.
‘TV in particular went whole hog:
relied more and more on outside
‘Jayne and Bill Lord; both 24, are Scienees, .it will address ‘itself. in’. animation-cartoon this season,
program packagers, on the stream
to
recognizing
radio)
. just out of ‘graduate: journalism chiefly
of preduct coming from the Hollyboth. within.
the with the following’ addéd starters:
schools and are: new. learning the achievement,
“Calvin
&
the
Colonel,”
“Top
Cat”
wood vidfilm factory, they siphoned
fundamental ropes of..tv neéwscast- trade and before the general pub- and the non-animated. chimps in.
off their pool of creative taient.
_ing..As. ohe of his assignments for lic, and to the ‘furthering of: the “The ‘Hathaways,” -plus, of course.
In past years, more than one of
Now that Jack Paar has stopped
‘American’ Newsstand,” Jayne -is medium as an art form, a craft ‘the new cycle of “Flintstones” and
taking.a freefall. parachute jump. -and'a science. Other chapters are }“Bugs Bunny.” -NBC turned -over. threatening
and is going to leave the .three webs had an inventory
of shows which for one reason or
-next week which will be. incorpor- to be organized in.other cities..
";Sunday at.7 to “Bullwinkle” -and his ‘"NBC-TV cross-the-board late- another didn't make it on their
: Coincident with..its creation is
ated in a feature On. new craze ot
CBS put its Wednesday night chips nighter after March 30, 1962, NBCfirst try out. Such shows were
the establishment: of a Radio Hall on’ “The Alvin Show. wo
sky-diving.
available for replacements. Now,
Two writers .on‘the show, Anne of Fameé in.a room. of the Conrad’
Here's what's | -been . ‘happening: TV has got a casting problem.
as
one network exec put it, “we
Morrissy and Merwin Sigale, - -are Hilton Hotel,. to mark the’ history
Seems
that
the
web,
which
{1s
Tuesdays, “Bugs Bunny,” ABC-.
.just
about staggered to the new
alsa in their. early. 20s. The old pro | of -radio. and. to cite its most sig- TV, third in its time ‘period, beaten -going to put Paar in a weekly
. assigned to. the show is Fred Shee-: nificant contributors. ‘The organiza- “Marshal Dillon” (Gunsmoke prime time stanza of 60-minutes or season. It wasn’t a matter of building
an
inventory,
but
getting
tion
proposes
to
use
its
funds
for.
‘than--who, as editor and producer,
rertfi) and “Laramie;” “Calvin and.
is bringing. to' bear 15 years.of ex-. scholarships and grants-in-aid, ‘and. the Colonel,” ABC-TV, bad third 90-minutes length (it hasn’t been enough shows which looked promiising
for
the
new
season.”
‘it
will.
work.
at
encouraging:
col-.
perience with the ABC news dein its time: ‘period, against “Dobie: ‘decided which, but it won't be a
Reason for the staggering posleges to create. programs or de- Gillis” and. “Hitchcock.”
partment..
half-hour), is set upon maintaining ture this season out was the high
‘| partments’ in radio. education.
Wednesdays:
“Alvin
Show.”,
Donald N. Mann,.’manager of CBS-TV, -badly..beaten by “Wagon essentially the same format that easualty rate of shows the previ| special projects for WBBM Radio, Train,” but coming out quite a bit Paar established. This means that ous season. CBS-TV and NBC-TV,
| was elected prexy of ACOR.. Vée- ahead «of Steve Allen, placing ‘sec- NBC-TV seeks a character as host and to a lesser degree ABC-TV,
‘pees are Christopher Cross, a veep | ‘on
“Top
Cat,” ABC-TV,. bad. who is as controversial and pro- had to revamp a good deal of their
respective
schedules.
In
some
of Grant Advertising; Jim Conway, third. in its time period, with Joey
cases, whole nights went down the
Chi
radio
personality; Richard. Bishop and: “Checkmate” in compe- ‘yocative as Paar.
Of course, the web. has five: drain,
comparing
last
season's
Doney, asst. .dean of. the Liberal tition. Fridays: “The Hathaways,”.
schedule with this season’s.
Arts’ College at Northwestern U.; ABC-TV, third: in its time slot, not. months in which to make a choice. |
“International but nobody figures finding another! Replacing an hour is far tougher
far ‘behind.
Half. the.- ‘mayorality election and Charles Zeller, prez.of Guenth- too
Paar is going to be easy. Pretty than a 30-minute weekly replaceer,
Bradford
ad
agency.
Ruth
Showtime,”:
but
badly
beaten
by
‘night coverage by WNBEC- TV was
“Flintstones.”
in its soon now, NBC-TV, with Paar's
Leach,
media
supervisor — for “Rawhide.”
{Continued on page 46)
sold yesterday (Tues.) to Chemical “McCann-Erickson,
is secretary; second season out on ABC-TV, is aid, will start feeling out possible
Bank,” N. Y. ‘Trust. for $35,000.
and Max Call, area ad manager. of the only one of the “non-people” replecements on the show itself.
NBC- TV's N.Y. flagship is going | Schlitz: Brewing Co.: is treasurer. 7 Shows, . te draw an above 30 share It is felt that Hugh Downs, whom
_, of audience. “Flintstenes,” accord-. ‘Paar has stated he would like to
to fork. out approximately. ‘$85,000.
jing to initial Arbitrons, is second see get the job, is not: likely to be
on production alone for the Nov.
‘|in. its time period, nosed out by the choice of the network brass,
7 package, which. will begin at 7
“Route 66,” but beating “Robert which evidently hopes to keep
p.m., when the polls’ close, and |.
.| Taylor: Captain pf Detectives.”
| Downs on in his present role as a
run ‘at least {wo hours.
One rea-.
The. early evening hours are not sidekick to.the star. One feeling
son for the ultra high. local promeasured by the daily national is he wouldn't make a.star for the ‘If video can dig Hollywood's
gram
budget
results from | the
‘Arbitrons. A look-see at. the 24- latenighter only because he’ 's “too
strong competition. between WNBC- |
film archives for programming maPV and WCBS-TV for top honors—
Jack. Iams is ‘being brought over city Nielsen of. Oct. 1., finds NBC- normal.”
terial, a couple of film industryites
TV's. “Bullwinkle” in its Sunday
a competition that began when the from Newsweek by editor John.
N.aturally, the “Jack Paar Show”
at
7
p.m..
berth
running
third
to
-NBC_ station “‘whumped the CBS Denson. as the new ty critic for
banner will be dropped after next figure they can mine some video
“Lassie” and “Maverick. ”
key last. month -suring: Primary the. New
York. -Herald-Tribune
.|/March. Maybe the old “Tonight” “classics” for theatrical exhibition.
Artie film distributer Emile
de
; (supplementing the news -column
Election ’ cov erage.
title will be reestablished.
Antonio and Dan Talbot, operator
"fof tv editor Dick Doan.) With Art
of
the
New
Yorker,
N.Y.
art
house;
{ Pearlroth dropped from’ the Sun-|
_
have joined in picking up tv fare
‘day edition, Iams will also’ double |.
suitable for theatres.
:
into the weekend edition.
Initial venture was the converMeanwhile ‘Marie -Torre has | Theodore H. “White, author of}
Sion
of
a
Mike
Wallace
tv
interasked that her. year-to-go contract. “The Makitig of the’ ‘President,
view with the late Frank Liovd
ms Hollywood, Oct. 17.
be abrogated. (Because of the ‘syn- 1960,” joins CBS: News as. con-}.
Wright
into
a
13-minute
short.
.. Herbert B. Leonard, producer ‘dication. commitments the H-T has.
Pic, which has opened to good re:of “Route: 66” tv. seriés for Screen yet to. resolve the: matter:)} Miss -Sultant on planning.’ First assign- |-Gems, will take 4 fling:at.a feature Torre is going into: the ‘magazine ment. for White is CBS’: election. |. ABC-TV is batting for second sea- sponse at the Fifth Avenue, N.Y.,
coverage in. 1962, for which he al- son with “Wide World of Sports,” Playhouse,
will be followed
by
film with “The: ‘Rin-Tin-Tin Story. ”*. writing ©and Jecture fields.
1 ready has started working with. a weekly 90-minute stanza starting shorts culled from Wallace's inter‘Sterling Siliphant is..now. writ| Richard ‘Salant and Blair Clark, Sunday. Jan. 7, immediately after views with the late Diana Barry{ng the script which Leonard exprez. and v.p. of CBS News, re- the end of the current football more, Norman Mailer and Aldous
-pects to be finished: next. April or
“Wide Huxley
as a starter. Wallace owns
-fseason.
Web
has moved
spectively,
May..Lensing will start next sum_ Journalist,
writer
and editor, World” from Saturday to Sunday the films and de Antonio and Tal‘mer under: . Herbert. B. Leonard.
White’s work .at CBS in general late afternoons to preserve the bot are getting a cut for dreaming
Prods., with Columbia financing.
Detroit, Oct.. 17. | will He in the field. of editorial continuity for sports audiences. up the idea plus the usual distribu.Filming should take: six weeks,
WWJ-TV won a major -break- presentation. and future Program. Bankroliers will include Gillette tion fee.
Producer States.
_jthrough:
toward local support. of ; ming.
through the Maxon agency, and
Most ambitious effort is a feathe new .40-second’ station. ‘break
| Liberty Mutual: Insurance through ture length film now being preDanny Wilson Upped with the signing of National Brew- |
pared from television’s coverage
BBD&O.
Laugh
;
itUp
Jim McKay will. be commentator of the Sen. Joseph McCarthy-Army
Danny Wilson, v.p. of Jules. ing Co., for 12-40-second anriotince-.
Washington, Oct. 17.
and Roone Arledge exec producer. hearings. Paul Falkenberg, who hag
‘Power Productions, is taking over ments a week for 26 weeks. :
-Honest-to-goodness name of the The show will again feature events extensive ty production credits. is
‘The cost of the. 40-second. anthe operation of the. ‘company in
“view of Power's moving over to nouncements represents about ‘a new pressagent for ‘Metropolitan ail over the map with 1962 pickups handling
the
directing - editing
ABC-TV to “head up its children’s 30% increase over the cost of 20- Broadcasting’s WITG-TV here is Scheduled to include the top Coast chores on the film which is titled
track events, the Daytona Interna- “Point of Order.’ It’s planned to
Cheerful Thornhill.
programming. division, _Power is second announcements.
4
With channel 5 four years, Mrs. tional.Grand Tour Car Race, in- launch the film in Washington nextretaining his ownership interest... _ “The. order was’ placed through
.The company is. currently syndi-. the Detroit office of W. B. Doner |Thornhill has most recently been ternational water skiing champion- February with special. screenings
cating a couple of Kiddie. shows on ..behalf of National ‘Brewing's executive. assistant.tostation man- ship meet at Acapulco, and the for the nation’s legislators and the
“in Canada.
Altes Beer.
Junior Davis Cup Tennis Matches. capital press chore...
Newton

ces
Soret

pro-{-

27.8 | hatched on the national Arbitrons.
27.6
{The- result could spell disaster in
23.8
the short span of one season for
23.7
the seyen animation-eartoon shows |
23.4 ‘| riding the three networks. In one
23.3
| way. or another they’re all. getting.
— 23.1
urt.
‘Something like $28,000,000 is in23.0.
volved, at the rate. of approxi-].
23.0
mately $70,000. per weekly segment |
229°
‘on each of the series, and the un22.8
fortunate part of it.is that the].
22.8

National Radio.

can .Newsstand” is ‘making. no. effort ta. fill the news. programming|.
needs
of -the
Six-to-12-year-olds |
‘who, according to. FCC Chairman

of. any

gramming | form in tv is now being

Minow,

are

-phans of television.

the real. - OF-

Of TV Academy
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Another Paar?

WNBC-1Vs35G
- Election Sponsor

TV Interviews As
‘Theatrical Fare

Jack lams Gets Nod ©
As Herald-Trib TV
Critic; Torre Quin

Theo. H.White As
|
CBS News Consultant ‘Wide World ofSports’

TV MAN BRINGING ;
“BACK RIN-TIN-TIN|

Gets ABC-TC Reprise
After Football Season

WWJ- TV,Det., Wins Local
Support!For 40-Sec. Break
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TV & SYNDICATION

WNEW-TV No Slouch In Sensitive
Area of Programming ForKids
By

HERM

WNEW-TY.

Metropetitan

+

SCHOENFELD
N.

Y.

key

Broadcasting

of

Wednesday, October 18;1961

VARIETY

WABC-TV'S BUNDLE
OF SPOT FILM BIZ

ItBeatsMahJongAnyway

. WABC-TV, N. Y. flagship of the
ABC-TV web,. is picking up‘a lot
of film advertising coin -this fall.

“Trio of Chicago’ Housewives Operate as. Click
_Seript Team.

‘Three film companies, United Artists, Universal- International
and
Loew's. Theatres
have ‘set spot
campaigns ofthe station in behalf
Philadelphia, Oct. 17.
tof first run features.
WCAU-TV will telecast 10 na-!
UA is going with a heavy spot

WCAU-TV Pro Grid Sked

the

Corp..

is riding arth an ambitious schedule cf educational shows for the | tional feotball
kiddies. Even before the FCC be-: all seven
of

games.

A ArtySyndieSeg.

_

including |grive in behalf -of “Town Without

the -Philadelphia! pity” and Universal is plugging

WNEW-TV

minute

‘feature.

was pitching edu-! + Brookshier

cotoniniy slanted

Show.”

shows

+The

Tommy
the

presenting

running

from

9 am.

to 2, .“Pro

Football

wom itn| Profile 6YAs
MRC. TV Entry

Kickoff.”

formed: a television script: writing team four years ago and now are

Kings” which bowed at the. Loew's. inile waywardness produced. - by! ' seeing their efforts. pay ‘off. The trio ...
WGN-TV
last spring under. com- i ‘Peggy Kent, Virginia ‘Blair, Shirley
State last week.

at the two, Eagies star defensive halfback and '
erteral ace brackets. the pre-schaot } WCAU-TV — sports
moppets and the 6 to 14 year -old!Campbell.
yeungsters in the primary schools.
Guests during the series will be|
Maier efle:t of the indie is its ; members of the Eagles’ coaching
fenr eur
Sunday
‘“Wonderama aa staff and squad. .Following
this

spread

nine

secured. the syndication rights -to- children among them to bring up)

£an putting pressure on tv to shape jEagles away games. Prior to each |"Spartacus. * Loew's Theatres set: [“A Walk ‘Through the Valley,”
fame there will be a special 15- ‘a campaign on behalf of “King of ,;
arty video documentary on ‘juveup in this sensitive programming |
urea,

Chicago, Oct. 17.

‘Three housewives with time on

Chicago, Oct. 17.
Television °' Affiliates Corp.: has { their hands’ (they. only have

with

mission by the Church
of Greater Chicago.

Federation Alderman,
are in N.Y. making:
: themselves. available for: press inwas -‘ terviews sponsor ed by. the CBS
aired last. June 4, ran 60 minutes. |o&o division.
Producer William: Friedkin is edit-}
Writer credit for two playsiin “Reting down ‘the film to a-half-hour!
| pertoire Theatre,” . weekly drama
.fer syndication.
—

Original

version,

which

-|workshop ‘series produced by CBS’
rim. This show, emceed by Sonny! Jehnny’ Lujack as host, will .he |
0&0, WBBM-TV,
Chicage, reads
Fex and new in its third season, ; feat ured on the CBS-TV nétwerk.
Kent: Blair Alderman :.ithe last
Philadelphia,
‘Oct.
17
has set unusueliv lich standards - av-by-play
of each
game
on
names
of
the
‘distaff
trio).
The.
for its veekls layovtis. covering a WC AU-TV will be done by Jack| “Profile 61,” a local public. affairs
historical _epic,| dramas are. an
Variety of subiects ranging fram. Whittaker. with color by former ‘series is being presented by’ WRCV“Jeanne
D'Arc:
.The
Trial”
and:
POHfeal primar ies to space flights. -- Eagles hack Bosh Pritchard.
,T¥ in prime evening time (Mon.
“Reflection,” atter ' a mj} sterioso’
During the four sour stretch, only5
7:30-8
p.m.).
The
new.
“weekly
tale
in
the
vein
of
a
“Twilight:.
3% ta 40 mt utes of cartoons and ;
Zone’ episode. :
documentary series feature topical
filmed
shorts
are
inferpolated WBBM-TV has asked: the all-girl
‘Boston, Oct. 17.
Bxnerns tre Bye features,
closeup studies of issues, events
WGBH-TV, Boston's’ educational j. trio. who wrote. these to expand
Cor ing un on “Wereerama”’ js
‘| and’ conditions withih the metro“Jeanne
D'Arc”. to one hour for
itv station, was burned to the.ground
& panel show woth the new NY,
‘politan Philadelphia community.
jin a- $2, 000.000 fire Saturday 114), prime time: slotting ‘later this seaRosrd of Education which will be
—‘Kickoff segment’ dealt: with the
-son.
Spurred
by success, the girls
but was back with live telecasting |
sublected to cauestions -fram the
‘Federal Bureau. of: Investigation in
'last night Monday (163. using facil-' have turned out a third story,.““The
stenting audience. a stunt that wes }
a “Salute to the FBI.” Hosted by :
Window:*.
based’ on a
SHeress Ey attempted
last week
inew sman- Vince Leonard. the pro- jities of the Archdiocesan radio and' Escape
Chicago, Oct. ‘17.
_ friend's. World War II flight from
Ch iS space ficht feature’ with
gram
featured
Fred -Frohbose,|.tv. center.
With the RKO General stetions :
Europe. to America:
WBBM-TV.:-:
ThES IU ERS at the American Rut ket
agent'in
charge
of
the
FBI's
Phiia-|_
The_
offer
from
the
Catholic
tv
Scciety,
“Wonderama™
alsa. rep- as subscribers to the service, Time- delphia. office
who limned the; center’ solved the problem of live|bought this ‘one: too is now ‘pro-.
:esentis a considerable coin cutlay ,“Lite Broadcast Ine. is launching a various. scientific methods used in: telecasts, but programming of the: ‘ducing “it with the-refugee friend -.
fer tee stition in its remete ceg- “ew
project of special news re- the solution of crime and the ap- |station's ‘21-Inch_ Classroom”
‘se- in the starring role.
'ries, piped into 160 schools sys-; . Married to a salesman. engineer
Tents. ane of ahich will be done ‘ports hed in with the company’s prehension of criminals.
A study of civil defense problems,‘tems to more than 250.000 children tand lawyer respectively, Mesdames =
fas
secson
from
Hele eod
in four publications, Time, Life, Fortracing how ai filny is made frém
tune
and
Sports
Illustrated.
It and preparedness. was the subject | for science and language instruc: ° Kent, Blair and Alderman. met: in ~
Sort te firssh. The stieaw vilp he will, of course, be- in broadcast
1957; cut their writing teeth in five
of the second “Profile”: on Monday |' tion was a problem.
Foing
to the Seattle
Exposition veep Sig) Mickelson’s bailia ick.
19), “Chance -for Survival.”
An!
However. Boston's three’ commer- . women’s club musicals and then deTrext year,
of the. .correctional
'cial tv stations and. the New Eng- cided tv scripts might be more. reFour separate five-minu‘e ‘seriesence
San
emtmenen’
wwe!examination.
“Wonderama’™ is alo exchanging
“Repertoire
of; land Telephone & Telegraph Co. warding. Although
will tee off Nov. 1 under the ban-; process after the eommission
tape segments vith fcreien bhroad- ner, “Time-Lite Broadciust News. ~ a crime in “The Price We Pay,’ came up with an immediate. tem: :Theatre” .is.:their first big break,
*casfers to foster a more internaon the seven RKO General: radio.: Will launch an eizht-program set porary solution. Channels 4.5 and. they ‘currently have ‘scripts: under
thoné] cutiook.
Last. Sundav'’s +15: eutlets
starting
Oct.
6.57 will integrate the présentation consideration: by tv execs’ on ‘both
and
the four = owned
bs of. “Profiles”
show.
fer
instance.
<snotlichted Time-Life. Three of the five--a-week Series is: hosted -by ‘Ephraim Gon! of video taped programs with their coasts.
paintines of American fife as nir- radio shows Will originate trony berg. executive v.p..of .the Phila-- own sSked. Phone company crews:
Last month, Shirley Alderman’s
tured hy British soungsters,
Next N. Y¥. and one trom. Los An eecies, , delphia . .Crime
Commission - and installed wires from the archdidce- husband was transferred to Signal
week.
American
kids will cet a Latter
and commercial - studios -to Mountain, Tenn., but: this, hasn't
will be subtitied “Holly: | features interviews with local and ° san
chance to give their impressions of wood”
nd will use -the . Time-Life «nationally ‘known $authorities ‘on WGBH- TV transmitters on top of slowed down the team effort-as. the
the Broetcl scene. Earier this vear, news resources on-the Coast with _ law enforcement.
three. now: hold their weekly Work .
‘Great Blue Hill in Milton:
Sonny Pox did a show ‘rom Israel Pete Miller spicting.. The others
Taped and live progra:ns will be sessions by phone. |
and others ave tiving planned for sili be “Topie A” ‘with Dick Me“Jean D*Are: The frial’™ was
transmitted by wire to the tewer:
Alaska
and
Hawaii,
Wel Suiley Cutchen
and the Goiiam
and then beamed. on the regular #ired in the summer..as the ‘first .
Time- ;
Treduces “Wonderama™ under the Iiife mewsmill:
“Business.* 4 with
New TeleSynd Prexy _freauency of Channel 2.
“show in the’-39-week “Repertoire,
Leneral supervisfon of Jacek Lynn, Ron Cochran, using the Fortune : Hardie Fr ‘eberg. has been named
Hartford N. Gunn, general man-| Theatre” ‘ series,. Half-hour . series:
WAEW- TV precrem director,
and Time reportage; and “Sparts.” prez: of ‘TeleSynd, a division of} ager, estimated replacement cost of now is being telecast Saturday afFor fhe p e-s houlers, WNEW- with the Sperts IMuctrated staffers. Wrather Corp .
.
[equipment at-$1:500.000. Insurance ‘ternoons: at 2:30. WBBAM-TV will
TV has the blessings of rarents fer
It's expected that oher skeins | TeleSvnd. tormed to syndicate | will probably cover $500,000 of this; ‘tise four ‘prime time hours during
EE
ERR
0
Oe
HS Gaiiv “Romper Row mn” stanza. “vw
be
added frém the London;*‘The Lone Ranger” tv series, has] another. $1.000.000 is needed. for. al the ‘61-°62 -sesaon for expanded.
Another kiddie Srip trom 8 to! and Washington bureaus and pos- ‘beet managed by Frieberg since! new building. The red brick three- ;versions. of the best of the pro-'
$70 am.
with Sandy Becker. {s “abty from others overseas,
“Hits, formation. in September of: this. 1story building. on Mass. Ave.. in: enear ams. |...
Cvesthing teuttre news for the kid-~
‘year... Prior to joining TeleSynd, Cambridge housing the tv. station
Operating . principal. ‘of ““Reper=
gies in a runpet feature titled
-Frieberg
sas .general
sales manand seven other business establish-.
toire | Theatre” is that ‘ail talent,
“Henry
Headline”
This. featureager ‘of Independent
Television] ments was destroyed when the frem actors to writers, must: be
aho opre-dsted the FCC eall for |
Corp. and'a sales exec of. -Televi-|three alarm blaze broke out about Chicagoans.
juve-stanted
shows.
sion
Programs
of -America
and 4:30 a.m. Saturday’ '14). Tt was dis- |
Bear
a?
eee
‘iorally. faned'
Ziv.
covered by.Robert Mastone. WGBH- I
As
the
latest
move
in
a-reorgan|
shows, WNEW-TV

(62000.000
Fre
“At Hub WOBH-TV|

Time-Life News
For Stations, Teo

Hardie Friedberg. As

|

Klaeger IElected Prexy

Of Transfilm-Caravel

also hes plenty

ef streight kiddie enterteinment ‘-ization at’ Buckeye Corp.'s commerSLOWS. Consisting of games. con- cial film subsid. Tran-film-Caravel
Rohert Klaeger has been elected
ftosrte, ART OETS,
ete.
PrCxy and chief executive officer.
Co
€
68) te mer exec

TTT

Or

Triangle Shifts Jones

, Production

‘past.

supervisor

as hé.drove

‘Canital: Cities’ Major

- Dhiladelphia.-Qct.: 17.
j Dashing into the burning =|
Thomas. B. Jones was moved by ing. he risked his life to-save néar

the

Triangle

station

chain

from ;ly $200,000 worth

of video taped

Financing Parlay To
Acquire New Properties

in Binghamton. N.¥., to ‘shows’ for the “21 Inch Classroom”
“utne head, has been. named chair- WNBF
man of the cxecutive-committee.
WFIL ‘here as executive program series. The tapes were tossed out
Financing. of the’ most. recent
window with students from
Former head of .Klaever Film “manager | for both radio .and.ty,.|the
radio
and
television-“properties
: Jones. WNBF -program: director, |mearby colleges catching them. in{
.Preductions, the new ‘topper was
acquired
by Capital Cities Broad-:
with Transfilm for 10:.xears as vee- begins his new post Oct. 30. Be- |blankets. AS soon as the fire was |
casting
Corp.
‘has been: completed.
foré
going.
to
Triangle's
Bing-,
subdued
scores
of
volunteers
dug!
pee before forming his own film.
company.
His firm was acquired hamton ‘operation in 1960, Jones ‘in the ruins in an etfort to. salvage Details of the financing, of radio
WABC-TV, NY. ke} stane of the by Transfitm-Ca.avel’ earlier this was assistant..to: the. president of more tapes and
and equip
equipment.
jand tv, purchases,.
which repre9
festyaes founded Tr ansfilm | Gross
Telecasting,
which
owns;
ABC-TV network, has a neat little
sented: # $19,000,000 cash outlay,
41.
,
WJIM- plus-tv in’ Lansing, Mich. .“Elliot Saunders
Saunders To
was relayed: to. Capital Cities stockBromotion going for it in metro-

WABC-TV ‘Expedition’
Bigtime Educ’l Promo
Tied Into Curriculum

Feliten

educational

ueckiy

“Expedition”

circles via the| re

show.

As

a

SyndicationReview

‘holders in a letter. cby prexy. Frank

Rep U.S. FirmsinParis: M. TheSmith.entire

financing. "amounted
Elliot Saunders, vet: of. network,. to $23.500.000.
and
was. madeagency and commercial film ‘through ‘arrangements ‘with the:
g.ven WABC-TV
a following among
teres?
. | production, left Sunday :15). for} First National. City Bank ‘of New
English and social science high- 44-44-4464
$44
Chemical _Bank New
| Paris where he will open offices to] York, the
++
scheoal teachers who are serviced
“service American film, tape and York Trust: €0., the Society Na-.
stuff .that goosebumps are ‘made .
hy the station with study guides |MAHALIA JACKSON SINGS
package. producers, talent and adj tional Bank of Cleveland, and the
and essay contests
pegged to the
With Mildred Falls; .Shelly Manne,
on, and they come through despite
‘Ford ‘Foundation. ,
agencies and other tv outfits.
_ Barney Kessel, others
|the handicap: of film. vis-a-vis a liveshew.
At the outset, Saunder.. says ‘he
The $19.000.000: payment was for
|-performanee. The immediacy that :
As part of the pregram and sta- Exec Producer: Harald Goldman
will be servicing. North Advertising ‘thé: aequisition of WPAT AM.and
is lacking on celluloid -is vompen- ;
tien promoticen, WABC-TV played |Producer: Irving Townsend
‘agency of ‘Chicago; Van Praag Pro- FM, Paterson, -N.J., and for WKBW
Director: Larry Peerce |
' sated. for: by Larry Peeree’s cannybeost’ to 75 lyghschool editors and
ductions: Videotape Productions; yadio.. and tv stations in Buffalo,
Jast weck at al|5 Mins., Mon.-Sun., various times. direction.’ Although he shoots far
faculty advikors
;Videoeraft. Productions .on a new N.Y. This bings the number ‘of
i
; interesting angles and plays with: ‘film
seminar revolving around this sea- { Distributed by TEC
series);
and video
variety : proper ties to eleven how under
: superimposition and dissolves, he’: show's as. talent scout and booker. the aegis of Capital Cities Broad-som’s “Expedition—New York” se- | WBEKB,. Chicago (film)
Mahalia Jackson, the Nevro gos-: resists the temptation to. become’ { Saunders figures his. European casting.
res and other local shows.
Les
Dinoff. station’s publicity director, |pel singer. has the power to turn} ‘arty and restrains the camera from;‘org can handle administration for
Financing for. the above: new
handles the educational service |a:song into a religious experience, upstaging the voice. The tight shots ad agencies who want :to do over- acquisitions, together. with - the’ EX
de ‘partment.
and the series of brief shows filmed ‘coincide, appropriately, with the ,seas production without. the. heavy. isting bank debt of about $4,500.000,
“Expedition” is an ABC-TV net- | by Television Enterprises Corp. is emotional climaxing. of ‘each SONS. :itab of staff junkets.
-has been refinanced as -follows:
Sample numbers, “I Believe,”
work show two out of every three |unique in its inspirational value.
-$12,000;000. in bank. loans payable
weeks.
On the third week, each| The
segments are really about “I've Got a Seat in Your Kingdom,"
).at the interest rate of 514 to 542%,
Videotape’s
Light:
Expert
of the web's affiliates produces a] three and a half minutes in Iength,. “He's Got the Whole. World in
‘and $7,500,000 in notes at 534%
Videotape Productions has hired from Foundation, with .payments:
locally slanted “Expedition.”
On| with Miss Jackson. doing: one numHis Hands,” “Down By the River-}
Oct. 23. WABC-TV’s
local show ber per each, which gives them. the side” and ‘“‘Lord's Prayer.’’ Even if -a former network and ad agency beginning in 1969 at. the rate -of
will have legit performer Tom Bos- | flexibility to be. programmed either the soul resists the stimulation of ‘lighting expert, Imero Fiorentino, . $2,000,000. annually. In ™addition,
ley, star of “Fiorello,” hosting a| singly, as WBKB is doing, or in Miss Jackson’s singing, the feet: to handle: lighting of- vidtape: the. Ford | Foundations
‘has ‘restanza which will take an inside| multiples for
a longer
show. ean’t keep from tapping. Framed blurbs, expecially in the area: of ceived: 75:000 “warrants for the
.-:
.
look at city government - apropos |Whichever way it's handled, the _alone -in surrealistic settings; she’s product shots.
| purchase .of conrmon ‘stock of the
Fiorention
was an
ABC-TV corporation, at $20 per share, |
of the
upcomin g mayoralty |syndicated series is a jewel in any accompanied by. her regular pielections.
Station’s lineup, although, for the -anist, Mildred Falls,. two organ- lighting director - for ‘11 years, and |.’ With the Fecently :acquired radio
Ralston bankrolls the network |obvious reason, it may have lim- ‘ists, and such noted jazz virtuosi for the last two years has been. rand~-tv properties, Capital Cities.
shew and also picks up the.tab for | ited sponsor potential.
as Shelly Manne. and Barney Kes- consultant. to BBDO,
MeCann- ‘how owns five ‘ty. outlets and . six
Miss. Jackson’s
songs are the. sel.
* the N.Y. produced “Expedition.”
Les. Erickson and other agencies.
radio stations.
N.¥. Video
eurriculum

shew getting in-school
use... “Expedition” has|
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FTER MINOW
AFTRADeclares Cross-theBoard

(SR)sTTISFA |Hub’s Chann
5Feucin’:
el Which

War on Crowell-Collier Re
I KFWB} THREE STATIONS
Savage’s NewSelup

eT
Spe
5

rat.
eresprepoe
thert

Applicant IsThe Lesser Evil?

Washington, Oct. 17.
Rivals
for
Boston
television
channel
5 tossed
around
what
‘Cleveland, Oct. 17.
WCBS-TV, N-Y., is in the en- Chairman Newton Minow dubbed
restenéd |- With only’ three television sta-:
Baker ad Hons here, the word competitive viable position of having its “Late “you're another” charges Monday
prexy of: is hard to apply to the current News & Weather” show clicking
in the number one spot—of all {16) as the Federal Communica<
and: distiong Commission started “reeval«
well-Collier Publishing Corp:, tribution. company, Universal. En-. merchandising situation. on tele-! shows In the New York market.
; vision. On one recent occasion, for
According to the Oct. 8-14 weekly uating” the case.
tertainment Corp:
|".
; owners of the. station.
a-period of several months, both
Company, which plans to pro- KYW-TV and WJW-TV. ‘were run- Arbitron, the Harry ReasonerSpeaking for himself after two
‘:* Acéusing parent corporation of|
“anti-union” tactics,” Claude Me- duce and distribute shows that are ning not one but two late night Jeanne Paar showcase on Saturday hours of oral arguments on the
contested
outlet,
Minow
“Cue, AFTRA. ‘exec secretary, ‘de-1. noncompetative with other pack- ‘movies in order to provide enough night from 11 to 11:15 p.m., regis- hotly
elared union
would’ -expand its ‘agers, currently has a series of: ‘cellophane to wrap tp all the na- tered a 32.6 rating. Closest com- asked how PCC could determine
petitor was “Candid Camera”. with the “public interest” by deciding
‘activity from the KFWB picket line five-minute shows. in the -works tional spots ordered.
a 293 rating, followed by Ed Sulli- one applicant was “less invidious”
with crusade against C-C in 18 ‘titled “Tips and ‘Tricks. ”
‘Savage was with WCBS-TY | “We're sold out,” was. the battle van in third spot. To top {t all, the than another. He referred to the
major. cities throughout the U.S.
cry on those stations. WEWS, ABC fourth spot on the weekly Arbitrons
where
hé
helped
originate
the
stamany accusations the applicants
“We intend,” said McCue, “to exaffil which Scripps-Howard Radio
pose the corporate practices of the tions afternoon and late film fea- 4 profitably owns, has. never‘ com- was held by Wednesday’s “Late hurled at one another.
News & Weather,” which scored a
.ture shows, and later NBC-TV
~ owners of this station.”
A White House name figured
mented
on
its
situation
spotwise,
273
-where he was. director. of film pro| prominently. Richard Maguire, a
‘but: anyone with half an eyehall:
Campaign against publishing curement.’.
member of President Kennedy‘s
left. after. staring at.too much tv].
company would. be accomplished, |
staff whose dutles have included
e
e
e
|
according to McCue, with a leaf-}.‘can: see that while success might
{mot spoil WEWS, there is no lack chi Post-Mi
hi Federal patronage, sold his stock
Yetting campaign by local unions in}:
in
Greater
Boston
Television
“tel of coin rolling into the station.
.|
Wi
‘Atlanta, .Boston, Chicago, CileveCorp., the applicant favored by
land, Cincinnati; Detroit, Karisas}
This profit situation in which
}FCC’s Broadcast Bureau.
City,..Milwaukee, St.. Paul; ‘Philathe three stations split about
delphia.. Portland, . Riverside, N.J.,].
WHODH, Inc., the Herald-Travel(| $5, 000; 000 yearly before taxes does
St. Louis, Seattle, Sait. Lake City,
er subsidiary which originally won:
{not mean that they ride roughshod
Washington, D:C., and ‘Frisco.
channel §, sald (through its attorand are prime targets for the set
ney, Willlam J. Dempsey)
that
‘of Minow & Collins,
All-out drive by AFTRA ‘started. 7
Maguire was the “mother, father
McCue said, .after a resumption of} °
Only WIW-TV had to hurry up
and midwife” of Greater Boston.
negotiations last week ‘failed to]...
to. put its house in. order after
Chicago, Oct. 17.
Maguire’s departure as a 2.77%
reach a point indicating. possible S
Minow began his wasteland blast-|
Chicago, Oct. 17.
‘settlement of strike,
~~
ing.. The Sforer station hurriedly The period after midnight on Greater Boston stockholder materially
altered the complexion of
Gorporate’ ‘NBC,..as .owner of meshed gears with its network, ‘weeknights is opening into a new
“Although slight . “progress was
made.in fringe areas, the union and WNBQ-TV and WMAQ, Chicago, | CBS, and began carrying the whole competitive arena in the Chi mar- Greater Boston's application. FCC,
Dempsey
continued, has “no other
“KFWB. are far. apart on the {m-. is preparing an answer te the peti- CBS sked of Sunday. intellectual
ghetto and other highbrow offer- ket this season, with WGN-TV ex- course” except to toss out Greater
__ portant principles,”. McCue said:
Boston’s
application.
tion.
filed
with
the
Federal
Comings, many of which it had scorned tering it for the first time with 2
' “On the matter of wage negotia-;
Greater Boston counsel J. Joseph.
of the feature film.
tions we are only $10 apart but it} munications Commission last.week in the past in favor
Maloney Jr., countered that Dempis evident that the station has not ‘by: the Chicago. chapter of. Amer- ‘more profitable locally-sponsored
The indie station’s sales picture }isey had exaggerted Maguire's ime
wrassling and cowpokery films.
reached the point: of receding from ican Federation of
is so bright this quarter that it! portance since he had been “just
ofRadio and Tele-|
The WJW. moves were in line
the. corporation's basic anti-union
~ talent union’ with a general Storer policy which finds itself in fhe happy position a small stockholder.” The case rece
campaign. ‘The wage increases. in- -¥ision ‘Artists. ©
of having to create new availabili- ord shows
all Greater
Boston
volved are of minor cost to the has charged the“stations with- fail-. seeks ‘to (a) avoid any entangle- ‘ties for spot business. WBBM-TV
stockholders held identical shares
-company and certainly not a reason ing to serve the. community: inter- ‘ments with the FCC whatsoever
has been running a post-midngiht prior ot Maguire’s divestiture.
.for prolonging costly and bitter, ‘est arid has appealed to the Com- |following the noted yachting com- feature for several years; WNB
Maguire has been at work at the
strike."
{Mission to hold public. hearings missioner incident and (b) hew to has a pair of syndicated half hours
In a letter. mailed ‘last: week on. the station licenses: when they whatever programming tine seems sold to Polks Bros., a local retafl- White House since the Kennedy
to members of other unions asking come u for ‘renewal this ‘Decem- to be most acceptable in Wash- er, in. the post-Paar period; and inaugural Jan. 20. FCC was notifiied June 8 that he disposed of his
them to support the AFTRA bene-| pe r..
P
‘'WBKB has a live music-interview
Storer feit so strongly about this show hosted by Marty Faye, which Greater Boston stock Feb. 15.
fit show at the Palladium Nov. 2.
‘Lloyd Yoder, NBC veepee and try.
Broadcast Bureau attorney John
for program conformity that
has. long had good local sponsor F. Riley supportetd the Greater
it switched managers at WJW andi
run. out: of strike. relief funds.
participation. There is also a com- Boston cause claiming it was the
‘ properties, |issued: ‘the . following
has ‘shaken. down lesser staffers: ‘petitive newscast at midnight on
‘statement: “The-.petition . . . ap-|
only remaining applicant not inin past months.
three of the stations, the holdout volved in ex parte contacts.
-peéars to be the 1961 edition of a |. considerably
The
Right now the Station is doing so.
being WBBM-TV.
‘similar petition filed’ several. years
contacts made the other two in‘well that even CBS is happy, which.
-| ago .seeking to. block renewal of
Ratings to date have not told eligible, Riley said.
rwasn't always. the case.
an intoxicating story about the
the stations’ licenses at that time.
Massachusetts Bay Telecasters,
WIW Local Buys
‘available . post-midnight audience another applicant,
The FCC dismissed that. petition, |
contended
‘Besides: its new look in regard to in Chicago, but there is a strong through attorney Larry Sullivan,
and NBC proposes to move ‘for a
dismissal on. this occasian. We. ‘are carrying all the CBS top shelf. belief ‘that in a market of 5,000.- that WDHD has “misused its pow‘confident. that; the Commission: offerings, WJW has made some 000 people enough are awake and
Storer Broadcasting has made. a ‘| will recoginze the stations’ ‘opera- ‘significant local buys, led by “Per- about for the four stations to com- er” as the “dominant group” in
the Boston area in. multi-media
deal with Loew's to. buy’ WMGM, tions: in. providing a ‘balanced. -Spective on Greatn ess,”” a-series of. pete for. Stronger programming. ownership,
the latter's: longtime: New “York schedule of programming in the .26 full-hour film bios. These. are it’s figured, might prompt a viewsponsored by the Illuminating ‘Co. ‘ership.
indie. ‘It's believed’ that ‘Storer is public interest. Yoder *said he would reserve and run monthiy in. prime night | That's what had happened over
willing to pay between $10,500,000
time. It has also been doing more
three years ago in the Saturdav
-and .-$11,000.000 for the -Tadio ‘any further statement ‘until the ‘loca] pubaffairs spade work with. midnight
slot, when WBBM-TV
FCC received ©the answer from
station.
blockbusters
.on
“The
Battle
installed
Irv Kupcinet’s “At Ranparent NBC..
| Against Smut” and the “Onward | dom,” a talkathon that pulled ratPending. deal. {it still needs Fcc]:
and ‘Upward, Cleveland!” sort of. ingsas high as 12 into the mornapproval) — is' the outgrowth ‘of
thin g..
ing. The other stations found out
‘previous disappointments to both
The station last season even con-. there was enough for everyone
-Loew’s and storer..
Austin, Oct. 17.
structed: its own bowling alleys, -when they started programming
While willing to: sell. its WWVA.
An tndie of] operator and teletwo of them right next door to its against it.
“fn Wheeling, W. Va., for the right }
vision
station
official
of Midland,
Studio, for :-match game bowling
to takeover a New ‘York: radio}
With the midnight film, WGNHollywood, Oct, 17,
indie, Storer was. recently. frus. shows.:
TV will be programming
four Tex., has applied to the FCC for a
Wolper
Productions
Ww
ill
produce
Joe Drilling, managing director, features’ per day this term, one at television
trated in its. efforts to buy ‘WINS.
broadcasting
license
There was a foulup in the attempt. a series of 39 half-hour documen- ‘Said sponsorship picture at WJW| 10 avem and the others at 1 and
here.
-of WINS to get a license renewal tary films titled °“Biography” for is particularly bright this season. 10.15 p: m.
The application was filed by Dal.on -all- AA.
from the FCC, and, in the process, Official
Films. Utilizing “stock } With SRO signs: hung
ton Homer Cobb, doing biz as Capf‘option for a sale to Storer endéd.
time. and no program. availabilities}
tol Telecasting Co.
Meantime, Crowell-Collier’s ‘sta- library footage ‘from’ film collec- in’-any -elass. of time. Room there
tion chain sought to buy WMGM tions throughout. the world, Wolper for spots. only...
Cobb told the FCC he had not
from: Loew's for. close to. $11,000,- Productions “will . ‘document
sought network affiliation for the
KYW-TV Strong
the
000, but C-C, like the WINS. owner- lives of outstanding world. figures | KYW-TVi is running very strongly
station, but would do so if the
ship in the. other instance, also got of the past half century.
and | is certainly Westinghouse’ 5
Bolstered by a couple of network FCC granted a construction permit,
‘fouled up. with the FCC.
| Production is now underway on: anchor to.windward:in waters riled sales, ABC Films’ third. quarter
In his application, Cobb said he
Since ‘the. two. original dickers. the biographical. Series. Jn: various by. the thrashing. of .an angry: business. was up 357.6% over the owns 93% of KDCD-TV, Midland.
fell dead, innocent. bystanders ‘stages of preparaation. are. ““Ad- ‘Minow. It has always been high on same period a year. ago, according
Austin has only one ’ television
‘WMGM .and Storer:-got together, miral. Richard |Byrd,” “Charles pubaffairs,
including
daily edi- to the syndie firm’s prexy Henry station, KTBC-TY, predominantiy
It’s a case of two negatives ‘once Lindbergh,” “Babe Ruth, ” “Prank-| torials. by -the station manager, Plitt.
owned by Mrs. Lydon B. Johnson.
again making a positive. Of course, . jin D. Roosevelt" ‘and “Thomas George. Mathiesen, so it- did not
A Houston man who already has
‘For the nine months so far. Plift
whether the FCC approves ‘the: Alva Edison.” Jack Haley Jr., who have to..change in any way. Its
{an application pending for a tv
WMGM-Storer deal is yet ‘another| ‘produced the pilot, “Fiorello | La- cultural ‘offerings used to be con- says sales are up close to 150°. Station here has applied for a limatter, but, for the moment, there: Guardia,” has been - assigned as signed universally to the Sunday Foreign syndication, he says, end- cense for an FM outlet here.
ed the third quarter showing a rise
don’t. seem to be any blocks in. the | producer of: the series.
-afternoon graveyard, but during
The application was filed by the
of 257.8¢¢ over '60.
way of. finalization. Texas-Longhorn Broadcasting Co.
“Biography” ‘marks the sécond the summer it ran its impressive
ABC Film’s. web properties are
series of half-hour « telementaries “Dimensions ‘3° on Friday nights “Straightaway”” and “Expedition.” The company’s prez is John R. Powley of Houston.
Pre-’48 Par Pix. Buys on Wolper Productions’ - slate. in prime NBC time...
Now
that the new
programs
Nine more stations have ‘bought Filming is currently. underway ‘on
have
come
along,
however,
KYW}
|
Shafer’s Philly Slot
the pre-'48 Paramount ‘pix distrib- 38. segments of “The Story. Of’
‘COURAGEOUS CAT’ BUYS
-uted by MCA-TV. -series,,which are being produced. put “Dimensions” back on Sunday..
Philadelphia, Oct. 17.
The Herald-Sun
TV, Ltd... in
the. station sold | ‘Robert J. Shafer has become
Newest. deals: include:. KFVS, for | Ziv-UA. Two hourlong ‘spe- Only recently
Australia has bought the “CourageGirardeau, Mo.; WMUR,. Manches- Clals “Birth of a Broadway Musi- live coverage of the Cleveland news director for WRCV Radio and ous Cat” cartoon series from Tele
ter, N. H.; KGNS, ‘Laredo, . Tex:; cal” and “Biography of a Movie" Orchestra’s opening concert to a: WRCV-TYV, the NEC stations here. Features.
KVOA;.
Tucson, " Ariz;; .WHB F, for NBC-TV’ and ‘DuPont—plus a bank.: Everything went well until
Shafer,, who recently managed
Other recent sales of “CourageRock Isiand, TIL; WSBT, ‘South. 90-minute special, “Hollywood: the planned. 30-minute telecast the broadcast news division for ous Cat” cartoons have been made
Bend, Ind.- WCCBS, Montgomery, The Talkies,” ‘for Wolper-Sterling ' stretched to an hour and 55 min- Chrysler Corp.in Detroit, was for- to WFLA, Tampa, Fla.; WAGA-TYV,
Ala; KSYD, Wichata. Falls, Tex,;. —are also in various stages of Pro- ufes: Then the roof fell.in, indi-. merly news director at WCCO-TV,
Atlanta;
WITI, Milwaukee;
and
and ‘WBTW, Florence, §8. Cs
‘tduction. ,
(Continued’ on page 44)
Minneapolis;
WSPO, Toledo.
‘Hollywood, Oct. 17.
American Federation of TV &
Radio Artists, in a move to force
‘David Savage, recently
_ settlement. of its 99-day | strike
against ‘KFWB, has launched a! as radio-tv veep at Lyng
agency, has been naméd
nationwide campaign against . Cro- a new tv. lm production

By RUSS KANE

News & Weather —Hot

Competitive Boom:
WGN-TV Features

Storer In BidTo

Buy WMGM InN.Y.

Lady BirdMay
Get Austin Rival

WOLPER MAPS SERIEY’

OF 30-MIN. FILMBIOGS!

| ABC FILMS’ 357%

3D QUARTER -HIKE
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SLARIETY

ReruInto Live Prod,
Clients Play ‘Fato The Leder’ To
‘With “Cleffer Series;
Rep Aboard VOR-TV Big Preview’ Set Canada Break-In'?
IN NEW
—(Qn Ciher Madison Ave. Fronts:
‘Hollywood, Oct. 17.
Revue. Productions, most prolific
vidp.x outfit in the biz for past |

YORK CITY

‘Mike Dann, ‘UBS: TV programming v.p., and Jerry Leider, director
of special programs, to Dallas at.the weekend to view. “Ntiss Teenage
afan
and in Chicato where she w as to erations to include live production America” contest. for: possible future telecasting.
-Alan .Wagner,.
Bs BLL GREELY
for the first time—and in Canada.
appear with Johmny Ray.
CBS-TV general program exec. will be. guest. ‘speaker. at :Bronxville. Wohlepo a Caminent
oe) niecta
Gil Rodin. has been signed by ANL¥.) Neweomers Club. ‘Wednesday (25) . . .. Producer Palmer Williams
As
some
kind
of
-consolation,
bra seme of the toughest oe bts-MCA to produce ‘a series of 13 and “CBS Reparts” crew | filming programs: with “Carl- Sandburg on
ae
Dope prepa cdue@ns. and,
present), Miss Hayes will get a tuofer in the half-hour shows later’ this ear,
Lincaln’s prairie years |. . Bob Livingstone, Pacific Coast. sales manager |
operation. When, ‘they go after the
qo
et the hardestto tersee.
over Canada’s commercial network for CBS-TV: back to Coast. after a visif-to N.Y. ... Dick Van Dyke and —
prebe, they'll snatch out her ap-.
1of eight cities, CTY.
Titled “Mu- This three sons will host this year's airing of ‘‘Wizard of -Oz” on CBSLerest
Leder, vecpee end genpendix too—and all ef it mavbe in!
sic - Masters,” each program will TV. slotted Sunday, Dec. 10, from: 6.to.8 p.m. Procter, & Gamble will
@iel man.cer of RKO Cea. ts t:me
5
for her to make a ton-hilling
_spatlight composer,
a -prominent
New
York sndependent WoOR-TYV. date at New York's ‘Living Room. : ‘poptune
Corhedian Wally Cox.in a.“*Candid’ Camera’ stint. Sunday.
who American
will. play sponsor .
s s he and the station's sc .s force
. Billy Nalle will supply the: background music-for.an “T- Rememe- a
(22).
yy. -f have bombarded “hu wdver- ,
Tapped for Tape
‘his ditties,-sung in some instances ber Mama”
episode at the Goodspeed“ Opera House
Foundation's
teers and 50 agencics ino famuary
Videotape Productions
has ;:by name. vocalists. Airing out of benefit show at the Hotel Astor. on Sunday .(22).-Nalle, currently organte Mer
attempt! to seil “T e Big launched a series of vidtape .re-. -Toronto, shows will be taped for ist on. NBC-TV's sopaper. “Young Dr. Valone;” furnished the backJ oui.” stanmer weekly tan of fresher sessions to give ad agency :offering-in America. with web sale
ground organ music for “Mama” for:seven and a half years;
. Hérbeyt
mo
he * leqe-ecen feature tiln.
execs a rundown on new tech~i sought in this country, of. course. Fields, Andrew.K. Leach and Francis P. (Pat) Shannon named: aecount.
Rodin conceived the format and execs of WCBS-TV's. sales staff.
‘Big Pieview.” was to be select- niques.
James Perrin and Robert Cosner
ed tian a pachage of bre tian
Luncheon - meetings have been |sold it to. Revue, which then came; named. associate producers. of “Accent, ” under. producer Don ‘Keller-.
G0 inic-St's features, which Leder held with reps of Ogilvy, Benson:up with the Canadian. “break- in” mean, New “Accent” director .is John J. Desmond .
. John J. Kelly...
dais the best ever offerca tv and & Mather and Lennen & Newell | idea.
has joined CBS Radio sales department as an. account exec .
“Seven.
waich cast the station $25,600 es-h. with future sessions slated. with | Series will follow on Canadian Wonderful Nights.” the CBS-TV 30-minute promotion film: previewing
&
Legler;
Compton; }air another Revue. skein of hali- the new fall season. has received (a. special award from the. Interna-:: ..
Fieri’ t wis based on the “Scaceter Warwick.
International: Fuller
& |ihours, “Revue-.61,” - this one on. tional Film Festival of New York for “uniqueness in ‘conéeption, execuFist Eun Theatre.” serses cf sarcle ‘Morse.
gs) -nser fexture showings that had Smith & Ross; and Sullivan, Stauf-‘ film. It started airing over CTV's tion and artistic design”.
WOR's first flying traffic reporter and a
a -ishty successiul montil. uc en ter, Calwell & Bayles.
ieight outlets last Sunday and con- former New York jazz deejay Bob Garrity - thas rejoined the RKO:
WCES-TV,
New
York CBS HaesUp & down: Esty Stoweil. who ||tinues weekly.
‘Revue ’61° was General station as weekend ‘production superviser.. Jim ‘McAleer _has ..
joined the agency.’ five years ago started
by’ MCA,
through
its
Ss-bh),
| been named daytime production’ supervisor .
Goodson-Todman
S heefer reportedly pa.d £35.00 as exec veepee, has been named |australian ‘subsid, late last season, partner Bill Todman has been ‘iamed chairman. of the ‘broadcasting:
& stew icr “First Run Theatre.” president of Ogilvy.
Benson
&|snq_ telefilmed there for airing | industry's campaign in behalf of Federation of Jewish: Philanthropies,
“Bis
Preview”
was
a'fered
for
Phil Schultz, creative-director of. the J, Walter’ Thomp-:
David Ogilvy becomes’ over ATN, Sydney, and:a number New York.
rar
f:ig.e spensorship
at S12 f50 an
son tv workshop for the last seven years. has joined’ ‘Robert: ‘Lawrence
Ronal a : of other Aussie stations.
for
stripes
Veeree
euting ier 14 weeks with onstune
‘|
Productions
as
a.
creative director-cameraman. He’ Healso. run. antexpert
McCulloch .and Eugene Raven -at!
evr the schedule availal le.
mental workshop.
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York|
ip turndown after turnden. adDel Sharbutt s::gned by Mutual to do a series of five-minute aveekénd
ot fice.
veouser and agency execs i tipped
new scasts—three times Saturday, tuice Sunday's beginning |last. Sate ..”
New Biz: Dutch Master Cigar to |
cut sHdervies and otner traspings
urday +14)..
Announcer Bill Bivens, back.'in action after Jong re- .
Papert.
Koenig,
Lois,
effective
Jan.
ci the numbers game. Agaivst sumn‘62. Account is at Erwin, W asey,
ABC Radio ‘has added. a ‘new covery from near-fatal accident, has just completed -series: of tv come---. a
Neer Gecrth viewing and n-twork
Syracuse outlet, WQSR, which’ be- ‘mercials for United Spinners. . Don Spark. ‘conducting new. Monday.” :
Tete ns, nobody on the sconsar side , Ruth auff & Ryan.
Walt Disneyv’s Buena Vista film |gan operating last week, bringing night interview: show from The. “Most Restaurant. via WABC-FM .
ceuld) tigure “Big 9Preview" for
Daniel Wilson becomes veep and administrative boss of ‘Jules: ‘Power
mire tush an 8.0 rating. In fact. distribution wing to C. J. LaRoche |the total network up to 385 sta- Preductions, outfit hired by ABC to package the w eb’s “Minow kidvid
&
Co.. which has handled Disney- | tions. That's 29 more than the netFiest optimistie WOR estiny te Was
shows
next season ... Robert’ Wogan’s new NBC ‘Radio title is. director,
land for five years.
work had in Oetober of last year
a 12.0 average.
...W ally Pfister joining the Huntley-Brinkley news. unit as
uD Ae
at a
-and now gives the web coverage of programs
Still figuring the strong. new
a
writer
...
NBC. writer Pat Trese finished. “Penguins Have Square
95.4°¢. of all U.S. homes.
feature titles as a solid c:aw even
‘ WQSR is owned and oper ‘ated by |! Eyes, non-fiction on his. Antartic trip and: due. out early next year.
in summer, WOR switebed s-Hing
‘Harpo
Marx.
will
be “silent emcee” for the. DuPont special, “Wonder-Entertainment & Amusements of|
stratesies and peddied the secles i
ful World of Toys.” on NBC-TV Noy. 12 .-.. Betty Furness, prexy of
Ohio Inc. with Myron H. Bolotin,
t:
32
wudvertisers
at STON
a
;N.
¥.
chapter
of
the
TV: Academy, addressed |
‘theTV &: Radio: -Ad Club
Definite deal has been made by prexy. During the fast. month, ABC jlof Philly last.week,
mierute.
It meant
doubin
the
NBC-TV for a pilot animated film ae adden KNIN, Wichita; WBOS,
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of its programs were in third part. newspaper ads for the first time,
How come ‘the premieres of of the time, but managed to wrig- managed to get more into its ongle
into second or. first when the the-air promotions than either of
NBC-TV' 's brand: new ‘programs
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Whether it
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slot, ‘Based .on.-a..book that. was ‘will satisfactorily. be solve d—by seconds but'seven lasts) ABC got
Of course, the third argument is
One of the mavor battles of the
turned into::a film. starring Cary the statistical -evidence. from | na-| four seconds and eight last placers. that NBC's new programs are just
season was joined on Thursday
, This is: quite a switch for NBC-TV,
-Grant and ‘Betsy Drake several: tional Arbitron..
better, in the main, than the new (15) when the new season of ABCThe 15. NBC preems involved av- whose .new: programs last season shows of its rivals, but this could TYV’s
“years ago,. “Room For One More”
“The
Untouchables”
pre“4s being’ produced by Ed Jurist for eraged just: about 19 rating points, went virtually nowhere.
—
be argued back and forth indefi- | miered and met NBC-TV's “Sing
Warner Bros., whith also did: “The. while the’ 10 CBS brand new. start:
One of the arguments as to why nitely’: -particularly when it comes Along With Mitch“ head on, It
‘Lers,in the '61-'62 season averaged NBC seemed -to do so well in show- ta preem show ratings, ‘After all, was close on the national Arbitrors
Roaring ’20s.
“+ “Room For ‘One More” “wilt. star: 15. 4. and: ABC’s 12 new’ stanzas av-. ing. programs entirely unfamiliar how many viewers are Such good but NBC's 10-11 p.m. “Mitch™ won
Andy Duggan: and Peggy. McKay. eraged on: their opening nights. to the viewing audience is that it dial shoppers that they can make with an average 238 vs. “Un———
Same. show was. pitched . to. the: only 14 rating points.
began its season
earlier than up their minds in less than 30 touchables” 21.7.
networks a.eouple of years ago but| Another: circumstance -revealed either CBS or. ABC, and, thus, was minutes that NBC’s “aesthetics”
Many
observers
felt
“Afitech”
it was sold on the basis of a new in these Arbitrons is that NBC's running against: summer - repeats. are superior to those of NBC's would do well only until the new
pilot.
préems.won_five firsts against the AActualiy, many of its shows ran. competitors? (Preferences general- “Untouchables”
started.
"CBS
Other. half-hour show. on Satur- competition: of: the.other two. net- ‘against fresh competition.)
ly take-several weeks to establish». | Reports, " third competitor in the
Gay nights between 7:30 and 8:30 ‘works and 10°second places... NBC.
Another. is that NBC, entirely
A fourth argument is that NBC's! Thursday hour, got itseif an aver-

p.nt.-is. being -set this week,

-

had no ‘clear-cut’ thirds;. one or two. shunning the old system of tune-in

*

(Continued on page 44)
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We believe in it, we mean.

|

eer

series into its eleventh year gives weight

We believe in the kind of .good humor

to our belief by once again putting it m

youfind in “Ozzie & Harriet,” for instance.

first. place in its time period.*
The audience has also chosen to keep

medium for advertisers.

their dial on ABC-TV. Three comedies
that follow“Ozzie & Harriet” on Thursday

And we believe in its effectiveness as a
The audience that has followed this

“Wednesday, October-18, 1961

$3
~~

comedy seriously.
nights are also first in their time periods.*
They are “My Three Sons,” in itssecond
season, “Donna Reed,” in its third, and

“The Real McCoys,”’ in its fourth.
|
You can’t laugh off success like this; So-

if you're serious’ about selling, get. your

laughs from the comediesonABC-TV.

elevision

@Bource: Nielsen 24 Market
TV Report,Average Audience, Week
‘Ending Oct. 8, 1961.
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Why WFLA-TV bought
Seven Arts’ Volume II

Says George Harvey:
“The first Seven Arts package offered
fine TV entertainment, but

Afri
bo ee ok
PMY

“EEE fa
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ad tad

“It’s a stronger over-all pack-

|

ss

Det age. We bought it to improve

-

-

m2

our Friday Night Movie.It

takesan exceptional movie productto
‘George Harvey, Vice President and

deliver maximum audiencein a prime

General Manager, WFLA-TY, Tampas Florida

time slot against competitive network
programming. Warner’s ‘Films of the
50’s’ give us the best available prod-.
uct for that kind of exposure.”

Warner’s films of the 50’s...
Money makers of the 60's

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED |
CORE
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS

PRODUCTIONS, LTD.

“Motion Pictures—"Gigot”, starring Jackie Gleason, completed shooting
in Paris... Gene Kelly directing...

Theatre—“Gone with the Wind” in preparation...

.

Television—Distribution of films for T.V., Warner's “Films of the 50's”...
Literary Properties—“Romancero” by Jacques Deval...

Real Estate—The Riviera of the Carribbean, Grand Bahama, in construction...
)
_

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue

.

Yukon 6-1717

CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, Ill; ORchard 4-5105

DALLAS: 9641 Charlestown Drive

ADams 9-2855

L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564—STate 8.8276
For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros.: ‘Films of
the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)

TELEVISION REVIEWS

Wednesday, Octebor 18, 1961
| BOB NEWHART ‘SHOW.
ACK BENNY SHOW
‘With Phil Silvers, Betty SJohnzon, - With Newhart, Dan. ‘Sorkin, Mae
Don Wilson, others-Questel, Carol Cooke, »James
“Milhollin
Producer-Director: Fred ‘De Cordova
. Producer: Roland: Kibbee

| ALCOA. PREMIERE
(People. Need People)-

‘With Fred Astaire, host; Lee Mar-

. vin, James Gregory, Arthur Ken“.medy, Katherine Squire, John
-- Alderman, Paul Sand, Russ ConWriters: . Newhart, ‘Kibbee,
way, Jocelyn Brando, Keir DulKaufman, : Charles, ‘Sherman, . Tea,: Joey Forman, . Ralph Reed,
others
|: -Norman ‘Leibman |

Writers: Sam Perrin, George Balt- Director:: Coby Ruskin

Bib],.

33
“as

|)DAVID BRINKLEY’S JOURNAL.
‘CBS REPORTS
With -Cecil
Harmsworth
King, |(Eisenhower on the Presidency)
|. others
With Walter Cronkite
Producer: Féd Yates.
Director: Robert Doyle
Writer: Brinkley

Producer: Edward Magruder
60 Mins.; Thurs., 19 p.m.

Jones

CBS-TV (film)
30 Mins., Wed., 10:30 p.m.
Ex-Presidents of the U. S. are
DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD ASSN,, !
some
of
television's
CO
URGE PLATE
GLASS ;supplying
most stimulating stanzas this sea-

-zer, AI Gordon, Hal Goldman
20 Mins., Sun., 9:30 p.m.
STATE FARM MUTUAL AUTO
30. Mins., Wed., 10 p
INSURANCE; LEVER BROS.
"|Producer-Director: Alex Segal
: NBC-TV (color, film)
son.
A, couple of weeks ago,
; ‘SEALTEST, ALLSTATE INSUR- ‘Writer: Henry F. Greenberg
NBC-TV, from N.Y. ‘tape)”
_ ‘(Cole & Weber, Maxon)
(Needham, Louis é&" Brorby;: us “ANCE .
60 Mins., Tues., 10 p.m.
David
Susskind
gave Harry
S.
.NBC-TV, from - H’ wood (tape)
SSC&B
ALCOA.
‘Before “David Brinkiley’s Jour- (Truman a clear field on “Open
Jack Benny is the old pro, ‘Bet-. Z “(N.W.Ayer, Leo Burnett). "| -ABC-TV (film)
nal” began Wednesday (11) as a |End” and last week Truman’s suc“In turning: out two top-selling
ting distances. with a natural swing
Fuller, Smith & Ross)
_ that makes it all look so easy. On monologs LPs tthe third .was're- |: “Alcoa Premiere” began’ last regular weekly. series in NBC-TV |cessor in the White House, Dwight
prime time, there were. many in-!p, Eisenhower, launched the third
his: kickoff show .(15) this season, leased just: this. Week); Bob .New|
Tuesday
(10), and it immediately
his second of regular weekly -out- hart proved himself to be a. slow.
dustryites certain that Brinkley|spason
of “CBS
Reports”
with
ings, Benny & Co. camé up with and: methodical satirist who. took Shaped as one of the. best. dramas|}would exhaust his popularity by |an hour-long
conversation with
a nifty, lightweight, low-pressure his +time ‘to develop» a. theme .be-; on ABC-TV this season. It tried a
filmed at the
comedy stanza. It was a half-hour: fore giving it a public airing. This ;difficult, unpleasant ‘theme in an doing. a nightly news program and {walter.Cronkite
called
“People
Need a weekly “byline” program as well. | risenhower home in Gettysburg.
breeze that. conformed ‘to. the. working pattern obviously “isn’t ; episode
and
however
good
this
Others felt that the “Journal’’ was
basic show biz maxim: ‘leave ‘em ‘possible within a: weekly tv format |People,”
The first. of a series planned
Henry Greenberg play was. rela- merely ‘another sop. te a public
-and. something’s got to give.|
‘hungry for more..
around
Eisenhower,
the kickoff
Benny. had an invaluable assist | What gavé on. ‘Newhart's |preem |..tive to the rest of the spectrum,. service-hungry
Washington,
and!
‘show was a fascinating personalfrom -Phit Silyers who ‘co-starred | ‘show..was his bite and. his sense of “People Need People” was no bet- there were even those who had
jand political document on one of
ter
than
some
of
the
middlin’
suc-.
in the.single comédy’ sketch.. This values. It's “hard. to. believe.that:
in
their doubts about Brinkley ‘as a: ‘the most popular Presidents
“bit of hokum revolved around Sil- Newhart, an, original in so many; ‘ cessful stanzas done in the old days:
Brinkley
proved
the i American history. In his tar-ranz‘Vers’ attempt’ to sell himself. to. Ways and at. ‘SO: many times, would’ ‘on ‘series such as Philco,; Goodyear journalist.

ing talk with Cronkite, the image
of Eisenhower as a leader with
forthrightly conservative’ opinions
King also turned up as a trio of:
and warmly human qualities was
handled the initial 30-minutes of drawn with remarkable clar ity.
Benny's pals who. were also trying ed. the“tasteless line, “Can I get |than it needed to be.
to knife him: in ‘the back. The one of those Congratulations on! ; “People”. was a dramatization of this weekly feature piece left no iHere was the Eisenhower “mazic”
East..Berlin; a situation that is reported |to have doubt: that his ingenuity and in“stript was not particularly: spark-. your.. escape- from
‘seen close-up and future historians
Benny
and
Silvers cards,” and which ended with a! really occured back in 1955; when sight won't wear out their welcome :'
ling, . but
‘looking over this show will have
squeezed. it for maximum. ‘laughs. corny sight zag. Newhart.had. four! a Navy. ‘psychiatrist removed the for sometime. And as for “Jour- |no trouble explaining his massive
Roland’ Kibbee,.- 4 restraints ftom his violent pa- nal” being just another one of
Benny. also had a good tead-in writers (producer
popular support.
commercial: routine with Don Wil- -Bob_ Kaufman, Charles Sherman-: tints. in a mental institution and 'those ill-fated pubaffairs programs
Under skillful and pointed quesdown
their - hostilities: rooted in broadcasting’s polities, it
son involving the fitting: of -some and’ Norman: “Léeibman). assisting. broke.
Eisenhower
isn’t going to be a program that tioning by Cronkite.
hair-pieces onto. the. Jatter’s bald- him. in--the: scripting but he was- through. group. theraphy. The tv |
better off when he did it alone! program went a long way toward’ leasily written off, because Brink- spoke freely and frankly about his
ing pate...
a
eight-year
administration,
covering
being aduit-in subject matter, but |lev & Co., utilizing a form of ex‘Betty Johnson,.a:- pert pop song: for disks. concert ‘and clubs:
The opening sketch in’ which; ‘the subject ‘matter was treated;‘cellent photographic essay, might such areas as his relations with the
stress, provided a pleasing musical
;iate
Sen.
Joseph
MeCarthy,
the
° change-of-pace with her vocal! of Newhart .portrayed a privately- rather. too ‘broadly to be informa- get a decent rating—provided the responsibilities of office in an era
“My Kind of Guy”.to Mahlon Mer- owned. fire company smacked ‘a tive: as well: as entertaining. The great American public isn’t scared of atomic weapons, his various ill+ Tick’s musical. direction. In ..an- little of the satirical ‘style New- | psychological pecularit es of the off by a man whose name is funda- nesses, his staff concept of leadermentally: associated with news. As
‘“nouncing: that- his next show would: liart's. fans have: become acecus- patients were undefined, and, (with
for the doubts about this writer- ship, and his estimate of his chief
‘be ‘done’ from Waukegan, TnL, tomed to, ‘but. ever’ this dragged an exception .or two), it became
In every
narrator’s abilities as a journalist, aide. Sherman Adams.
on
‘too
‘loiig
‘for.
:
total
impact.
°
-hard:
to
distinguish
between
one
- Benny: told the story of the’ tree.
unquestionably. ranks instance, the w.k. Eisenhower con-Also, Newhart. brought
more :i kind:of. psychotic and another. Too he ‘now
that was plaiited in’ his -honor. in
prose
style
fought
among the highest in tv and the versation
credibility
to
his
imaginary.
phone
much
‘of
the.
clinical:
would
probhis home .town but whith died
its way through
the syntactical
highest anywhere.
shortly after he left. for the Coast.: conversations when he-just cupped) ablj- have: been boring. to most of
; jungles to its inlended objective.
his
hand
to
his
ear
than
with
the
the:
audience
(and
ABC
is
seeking
{
.
Brinkley,
who
evidently
wrote
all
Benny credited the late Fred Allen
| as large an audience as possible}, the material for the “Journal,” is ! Grammarians may speer at Eisenwith the following: line: “How can: actual phone prop he used on tv.
sentence
structure,
but
EN
UPrENUETE
SAPS
-~In addition to his: scripting: aides, |. So. “Alcoa’s” first outing relied for master of the ironic. This is no ihower’s
a tree live. in Waukegan with ‘the.CE
politicians can only envy its comsap out in Hollswood.” It was.the Newhart got :on, camera help from j dramatic appeal more on the gen- small achievement for a journalist. mon touch.
“Journal”
opened
last.
Wednesday
|
announcer
Dan
‘Sorkin;.
and
.in‘the
|-eral
outlines
of
each
personality
;
best" single snapper. on the. show.
The main segment of the show
| preem-.show sketches, from. ‘Mae | than on his specific psychiatric | With a picture story of America:
_ Herm.
its rubbish heaps, tenement build-; was filmed in ‘Eisenhower’ s study
‘| Questel, _ James -Hillbollin’. and: ! problem.
‘Carole. Cooke. The ‘Four Preps:
Lee ‘Marvin, James
Gregory, ings,’ neon lights, cheap stores. |with an iatellizent camera tech- nique that «voided all unnecessary
BUGS ‘BUNNY SHOW
| Wére. brought in ‘to change -the |Keir Dullea and Joey Forman were backalley laundry lines, polluted| movement.
The full focus was on
With Mel Blanc Voices
| pace and: they came off: just fairly the chief problems, and Arthur waters, man-made swamps, and.it
with
occasional
ac_ Producers-Directors: Chuck |Jones, in a:special material-bit earboning! Kennedy the psychiatrist. To a iwas reeled off to a narration that Fisenhower
‘some | of: today's popular “vocal |; man, the. actors were excellent; no consisted solely of a choral rendi- cents supotied by facial closeups
o> Friz Freleng
or shifts to his gesturing hands.
tion
of
“America
the
Beautiful.”
Writers: Michael Maltese, ‘Warren. groups.
{ director. could: have asked. for
The opening sequence, in which
jit was telling.”
The show- has a dual bankroller i, more.
Foster: .
on some
‘| with Sealtest picking up. the tab in |
, 30. Mins.: Tués., 1:30. p.m.
-Equally telling, because it was ‘Eisenhower commented
Whatever
the
failings
of
the
new
American
ieaders
while
_}the. eastern and central states. and:
PARTICIPATING | aN
also ironic, almost sardonic, was preat
Allstate Insurance . sponsoring in, series (on alternate weeks it'll only | the second chapter. It was a run- strolling with Crorkite over his
ABC-TV (animated. film)
Tire. Warner’ Bros. cartoon. me- the. west. However, all. hands bet- -be a half-hour long), it took a fair| dewn
on what
is happening
aft estate, was*another brilliant highesized step in the right direction—
Herm.
nagerie, well established. via fea-}- ter button down if its to become a
Cocoa Beach, Fia.. near Cape Ca- | light.
‘away from the entirely. -soporiphic neveral. The exploitation, the vul-!
“ture exhibition’ and maybe: even.| payoff - proposition - for them.
“drama” -that today is ‘prevalent
Gros.
: ‘overexposed. in tv: syndication, will
garity, the gaudiness and worse
MARGIE
on video.
Art,
things were exposed quietly but
. eet some stiff competition for the
With
Cynthia
Pepper,
Penney
’ adult audience at 7:30 this. semes- , ALFRED HITCHCOC K
forcibly by Brinkley, who may at
Parker,. Hollis
Irving,
Wesley.
*. ter with the reruns. of “Gunsmoke” 4. PRESENTS°:
times show undue reverence for
DOBIE. GILLIS
Tackitt, Dave Willock, Richard
_(“Marshal Dillion”) slotted against ;
‘With. Paul Ford, Billy Gray, Frank ‘With Dwayne Hickman, Frank. Fay- the old while being a mite harsh
Gerinzg, Tommy Ivo
the now,
it'on-CBS-TV.
How. Well the” car-% . Maxwell; Jamie Brothers
Brink’ay photolen, Florida Friebus, Bob Den-!{with
Producers:
Hat Goodman, Larry
toon. series: will. bear up ‘with ‘the | ‘Producer: Joan Harrison.
ver,
Sheila
James, William _|Sraphed a’man of religion sumKlein
junior set in ‘its second season: on.
Schallert, John Fiedler, others. ining up. with obvious approval, Director: Jack Sher.
ABC ought to depend ‘on whether Wate
Alan: Slasar
Crosland. Jr.
the opinion .of another man
of
: ‘Producer-Director: Rod Amateau
riter: y
Henry
Writers: Goodman & Klein
‘or not ‘there is.a.surfeit of Bugs & A 38 Mins., Tues. 8:30 p.m.
religion’s belief in rockets: “He
Writer: Max Shulman
30 Mins., Thurs.: 9:30 p.m.
Co.—and animatioriers, in. ‘general’
-|has
put
‘his’
faith
in
God
along
30 Mins.;-Tues., 8: 30 p.m.
| LINCOLN-MERCURY
PROCTER & GAMBLE
.=in video today:
PHILIP
MORRIS,
COLGATE- with the missile program.” It was | ABC-TV (film)
e
NBC-TV (film)
just a photographie flash, but the
Inthe Chicago: market, for int
PALMOBIVE.
uo
- (Kenyon, & ‘Eck hard?)
{Comptor s
.
frightening
impression
it
left
will
‘ stance.° the independent ~ station; |" -“This ‘show.is: -hamperéd - ‘by a CBS-TY, (film) ©
The stories are the same, but
WGN-TV, -has:two “Bugs Bunny’ | tired-format. The very.elements of. (Leo Burneit,, Norman, ,Craig & not soon disappear.
l
the
setting
is
different
in
“MarIt appears that Brinkley has tarshows daily: off the. old: theatrical’, novelty that: made the series ‘so
“Kumamel)
gets, as with any good journalist. |pie, "
In a medium overrun with
” -releases. “The -question is, how; popular in its younger years now,
Opener. of. the ‘new season: for
Much can: the ‘traffic bear? - It in. its seventh. season, are limiting. “Dobie. Gillis” had the enfant ter- The NBC newsman deflated with trite.
tame
situation
comedies
would stand:to reason that an 11th. its scopé and’ blunting its impact. rible of teenagers discharged from gentle ‘authority the obscenity and about contemporary
people, this
“Bugs --Bunny” show: per week— Obsession with the twist ending— the U.S. Army. For the remainder | uselessness of the English “penny
even “though tailor-made for tv— ‘once. its: most’ lethal device—has of the season, Dobie, portrayed. by press.” He did a remarkably astute series at least harks back to the
with Cecil 20's for its trite. tame piots, which
The. Chi. apparently led ig selection of ma- ‘Dwayne Hickman, and his pals, |and agile interview
might be superfluous..
Harmsworth King of the London it has the good sense tn approach
.- situation may be an isolated. in: terial for the purpose. of climactic Bob: Denver
and Sheila James,
stance, however. Incidentally, last. surprise. alone, regardless -of the probably ‘will be found. at S. Peter Daily Mirror. How the star of this in a barely perceptible satirical
new tv prosram got Harmsworth
season: fhe network. “Bugs” ‘met. contrived.
haphazard - ‘means: by. Pryor Junior College..
Vive Ja difference. In‘ adto say what he did remains a mys- vein.
the. syndicated. “Bugs” head-on. in whieh the ‘plot paves. the way for }The mad slice of teenage life. tery, or else Harmsworth: is a man dition to the advantageou~ nostal“the Windy. City,. ‘and the-loeal en- the kicker. What's more, the conin
the
preem
had
some
broad
gia
factor,
“Margie” benefits from ~
of such ego that he doesn’t care
try. won |‘the honors -a good share firmed.- ‘Hitch-hiker is: so: condilaughs
which,
unfortunately, at all what people might think of occasionally snappy. idiomatic diaof the time. .
‘| tioned to the formula.of this enter- thinned out before the flip 30.
log,
a
young
and «holesome-look-him for almost exclusivly promul“The: hazard of. aver-exposire is prise that. the. expectancy .of ‘an
unfortunate. ‘because
the. ABC inevitable surprise frequently tele- minutes ‘flopped into sentimental- gating “sexy” stories at the ex-: ing cast. witty music of the gvahity.
Opener,
though,
had
sufficient
wah,
rinky-tink
variety, and the
pense
of
news.
“Bugs --Bunny” :is an’ amusing and graphs the exact surprise..
‘ingredients to continue the series’.
skillfully
produced .:show. © The
The eamerawork, by both NBC novelty of commerts to the audiTn
its
behalf,
one
-must
‘eredit
popularity:
There
were
some
madence
via
subtitles
at scene transitroupe of Porky: Pig, ‘Daffy Duck,
staff
cameramen
and_
contract;
Sylvester, the Road Runner, et. al.,"|. this series. with the courage to let eaps segments, obvious: silliness, workers, was uniformly superb— tions. The show is ebout as w eighty
makes. for. an ‘all-star cartoon cast, ‘ils criminals succeed, still a unique and a pull at.the heart strings. an important plus to a program as a hunk of marshmallow, and it's
.and the especially-for-tv. scripts concept in--the.-play-it-safe, good- When these. ingredienis clicked. that relies so strongly in a pic- jnot near!y all it might he, but it's
to cateh on ard
‘are satisfactory. vehicles for. the- always-triumphs. realm of tv-land. it was. fun watching and: in. this ture story. And the tint ‘one might fresh enough
usual animated. cartoon. nonsense, True, Hitchcock always turns up day of tired. television, sufficient wonder, at first only. why the bridge the gap betwen ABC's two
clicks
‘in
an
-episode
is
enough
to
hig
Thursday
attractions,
‘My
with
the
post-mortem
disclaimer
to
the
familiar. slapstick and the
show needs color) was vivid and!
pass muster w ith the populus,
Three Sons” and “The Untouchhelpful.
Art.
standard. miracles. that -can’ only | iron: out the. crime-inight-pay-after|ables.”
Show opened. on a high laugh
_ Kappen in. fantasy-land. Somehow, all diserepancy that has’ occurred
Cyithia Pepper i~ a real find as
repetitious though their antics are, in the ‘program proper, but this note, a determined Army lieuten‘ily store, the marriage: intentions
they stand up ‘all right and are | foHows the closing blurb, so it may: —ant helding: a gun, flanked by two. of articulate fomme*sidekick Sheila. the sweet. irzen.ous 17-year-old
he missed by the “multifudes. “The .M.P.'s, barring. any reentry
jtitle character
Besides bemg a
of
still reasonably ‘funny: ~James, and the big brother bit.
idoil. she also appears to have fal(Dobie!. and _ his finger- ;
-Opening installment for. the:new Hat. Box:? the season. opener, ‘Teg- | Hickman
season was. pegged on a “Reading istered" “as. nothing. more. than a | bearded pal, Bob Denver, into. the _ Silliness punctured the scl:ool|tient and enthusiasm—two commodiOut ‘Loud*: theme.. ‘with. the. WB ‘one-joke: idea blown into a ragzed,. Army
after their’ discharge. It advisor segment and the sketched ‘ties that, alas, are rather rare in
‘filibuster then :followed the pair's embark- in portrayals ot the teachers was: ithe realm of performing dolls.
Cast -‘enacting. ahsurd. variations of. implausible . 30-minute
the “Hansel &. Gretel;” “Robin just for the last second punch: The | ation into civilian - life and ‘their strictly out of stock material. The: ‘She’s backed up by a solid bunch
Hood” and. “Jack. the -Beanstalk” four-man cast seemed *. uniformly | enrollment in. junior college. Click moral uplift af the finale with an j of rezuwiars: Penny Parker. as the
falés. The “reteliings” bore only. ‘awkward ‘and uncomfortable: exe- | scenes in this segment were the impromptu rendition of the school! ‘fickle flapper girl friend, Tommy
Ivo and Richard
Gerinsz as the
a: coincidental resemblance. to the cuting this tale, of a. biology pro- homecoming: at the Hickman fam- song proved ridiculous.
Frank Faylen and Florida Frie- teaser but oafish boy triends. Wesoriginal stories, but they afforded fessor who rids: himself. of his nag- ©
—)
ging. wife,-the cor ‘pse o which the.
-bus, as father and mother Hick- {ey Tackift as the under:standing
~-a- context for -the silly . business.
More IV Reviews
man, were fine
Supoorting cast jraother. Dave Witleck as the eecenBus Burn is a firstclass. emcee. ‘police -could .not™ locate—heciuse ©
was able and direction by Rod _trle father, Hollis laying a. the
Sane. ‘standup. comic: . in his. own, the missus was the model skeleton
_ On Pages 39 & 42
|
‘sophisticated aunt.
Tee ve.
Amateau was knowing.
H»ro.
> Tube.
Les. - Lin. the prof's lab.
. Tight: ee
s

Beriny's tv ‘sponsor: As a. capper,

‘Garry Moore, Jack Paar and Alan’

okay such a cliche idea as a parody

of “Person to Person” or a hokum
greeting card. scene, which includ-

‘and “Playhouse 99.” The Green-! Cassandras and the cynics wrong,
berg play, as difected by Alex which is putting it mildly.
‘Segal, -was - more
melodramatic
The manner in which Brinkley

|

\.

|

.
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No

Need

to Wipe

t’s conceivable, we suppose, for the average
I mortal to lead'a reasonably happy life without ever learning how to‘make a drinking-glass
sing, how to make a coffee-can roll uphill, or

how to boil water in a paper box.
But for “Watch

INoses

and a half years his show has been
on the air—
always on NBC-TV, by the way—is that an educational program for kids canbe not only. painless but fascinating.
Wrote one of our most respected TV critics a

Mr. Wizard’s” Don Herbert,

few seasons back: “Jn my.opinion, Don Herbert

these aren’t mere stunts. They're dramatically
‘effective ways of illustrating scientific laws for
young televiewers. through the use of familiar

single-handedly is launching more children on

household materials.

scientific careers than all the elementary schools
in the country put together.”
THERE’S

NO

TELLING how

many. such

Tella 10-year-old, for example, that it’s possi-

launchings continue to be made each Saturday

ble to pick up two drinking cups by inflating

afternoon during ‘Watch: Mr. Wizard’s” 12:30

a balloon, and he’s all eyes. So, after placing the

to 1, ED'r time-slot (otherwise known as the
launch hour). But the affable Mr. Herbert
needs no figures to buttress his-enthusiasm forTV instruction.

cups on their sides (their rims facing each other

a few inches apart), you begin blowing up a
balloon placed between them. Once the bal-

loon has expanded to fit-both cups snugly, the.
whole business can. be lifted as easily as your
favorite souffle.

He gives short shrift, for instance, to the argument that teaching-via-TV operates: under the.
handicap of separating instructor and student.

What instructor Herbert has demonstrated

“What really counts,” he says, “Is whether or

with such an experimentis that air pressure
can work better ‘than glue, a fact that none of

not a teacher is getting across, Just because you

his young viewers—or the nation’s glue-making

communicating.” |

industry—is likely to forget.

Besides, the cozy, ingenuous post cards.and letters written to Herbert after each show demon-

|

Something else that Don has proved in the ten.

don’t wipe noses doesn’t. mean you’re. not
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strate that:‘meré physical. separation .doésn’t

Contributing to the “experimental” flavor of

preclude closeness between
TV performer and

the proceedings is the fact that the show is done
live. And although there’ve been no major mis-

‘viewer.
“Out mom,’ "wrote one youngster, : “thinks the

experiments. are too messy, w ith-vinegar; baking
soda and things like that. Ifyou.have any thing
like snakes and bugs,please send me.some.’

Thaps. over the years, Herbert has suffered a
minor embarrassment or two along the way.
-One of these was the case of the reluctant frank-

furter. Don had planned to show how a frozensolid hot-dog could be smashed to pieces with

“y think your
y show i
isJust about the greatest,”
scrawled another’ of the program’s boosters;

a hammer. Butat a sudden speed-yp signal

“and I hope itstays. on for ever, Why, even my
married |sister found out a lot of things. she

‘Herbert removed the frank from its container

didn’t know.”
Herbert and staff are still pondering the. sig:

nificance of that: last. one, although. they long
ago. stopped being surprised at the Aumber of.
adult viewers in their audiences,

from the director, near the program’s finish,

a bit prematurely and then found himself hammering away at the most rubbery sausage this
side of anovelty shop.

NORMALLY, however, Don makes flawless use
of his props, and
no one has a greater assortment of same. The thousands of well-classified

items stored in his “lab-kitchen” on Manhat-

Believe it:or not—and. we're not. pointing—
“many a presumably educated grown-up «doesn’t
“know how something as heavy asa battleship»
cai
i stay afloat or why a. bubble i
is round.
Still, it’s the young ‘uns that the weekly. program. 18.really aimed at, as might. be gathered
‘by Herbert’ § practice of haviing a child‘ ‘assist.
want” on. camera with him——a boy one week, a

girl the next—to whom he directs each scientific’)investigation.

tan’s West 23rd Street give him quick access to
such commodities as pie tins (to illustrate the

workings of an auto clutch); ping-pong balls (to
impersonate electrons); and spools strung on a
Tength of rope (to simulate the spinal column).

There’s even a bin marked “miscellaneous,
miscellaneous,” which is about as fussy as you
can get.
The fact is that some of Herbert’s most reward-

ing programs have made use of the very simplest of materials. “How to Make an Oboe from

“Currently, the: young: helpers are. 10.-year-old

“a Soda Straw” is a case in point. Why, with that

Brad: Herrman. and. 13-year-old Irene Strom,

kindofknowledge, a young oboist named Mitch

Both .are professional actors. (and good ones),
but Don purposely Keeps their. rehearsals toa
minimum so that their on--the-air. reactions to
the various experiments will be.as natural as

those of the: viewers at home.

&

_. Miller could have saved himself a fortune—and

a certain

Thursday-night TV show
... might currently be known as

“Sip Along with Mitch.”

.
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ARITETY-ARB SYNDICATIO
Variety's weekly tabulation

| Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows ona local.level and offers a rating study

based on ratings furnished by American. Research

buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators soilfindthe. charts valuable. a
|
ll tab
ar. A
h
the course of@ on be RB pilltabulate of uinimum of281 markets, The
resun

six dijjerent markets

performance of the top ten network shows on. the local] level, the Variety-ARB charts

This week,

in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular markets.
are covered.

aa

h

the

Ip the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating
data such as
average share of audience, coupled with data as ‘to time. and day af telecasting competitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
eract picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reftect’ the true rating
strength of particular series. Various branches’ of the industry, ranging from: media ;

LOS

ANGELES

TOP TEN NETWORK
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

RK.

°

_

SHOWS

|
STA.

AY.
TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
_RTG. ‘RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIM
STA.
DISTRIB.

3

te no:

$. Untouchables :Thurs.
meg

~

5. Flintstones
5..My

Line

9:30-10:30).....KABC

oe

10°30-11:00°

Camera :Sun..

23

......... KNXT

410:00-10°30-

....

4. Have Gun,
.

;

.. Screen Gems

23

7

23|Sea

...... ween

Hunt *........

KRCA

17 Manhunt : Loews veeeceeas eoKROA

6

15] Laramie _...,.......3.00.KRCA

‘6. Tallahassee

8

7000

6

rues. 20:3
730). ...6. pe eaecas

(W

lostesesers

-222-CB

20| Sea Hunt UNISTS

H

-

§

21)

9

ie

. -KNXT

6

22 it g Heckle & Jeckle iWed._ 7:00)..... wos KTTV.....CBS
. Yogi, Bear (Thurs. 7:00)... .........- KTTV:. . .Sereen Gems.

,

....WBKB

830-930

8:30-9°.. WBBM

.

..

8

9.

NNT

—§.-

Moore: Playhouse 90. cee Por

19

Curt

Massey...

10.

2s. eves,

:

-19 |Death. Valley . Days
...-KRCA.
1B —
Underwater
-KNXT

24|| 3. San Fran Beat: MLBB (Tues. 9:30)... WGN

.....CBS

24;. 4. Mr. Ed; McGraw

. MCA;

(Wed.-9:30) -..... as “WNBQ..

50

14:

i

21| Lock-Up''......- a TT UNBO

11

10
10

6. My Three Sons

10

20: 6. Underwater;

Thurs. 8:10-830'..... .WBKB

.
..ae

7 Garry
i
}Moore :Tues.
PTues. 9:00-10.00
2:
a
7. Hennesey ‘Mon. 9 Q0-9:30:

sane

|

|

PAUL

MPLS. —ST.

MLBB. (Tues. $:30):.... WGN

.... NTA

7.. Huckleberry .Hound ‘Wed. 7:30).
.WGN
49.1‘ 1,
.....Sereen Gems
Yogi Bear (Tues. 6:00). ...:.... ole WGN. se eas Screen Gems
;
19.

7 WBBM.
WBBM

10.

14

14

Moore; Playhouse 90.2... WBBM.

20

H Naked .City .....05.... .» WBKB

12

4. Twilight Zone -Fri..9 90-9305 .:.... WBBM = 23! g Brothers Branigan (Sat. 9:30)...4.. LWGN..... CBS
WGN .... ITC
5. Naked City ‘Wed. 9:00-10.00 —...... WBKB
22 . &. Interpol (Sun. 9:30) .......0..-.....

Brothers Brannigan ‘eae WGN

71 Bro Hunt=..... 4...Wen

13

ABC

7

Hoe

24.

14

23 i 5. Tightrope; MLBB (Mon, 9:30)... 6s. »WGN....- Screen Gems

a

~

IWNBQ.: Ziv-UA

.+.WGN. ../. Ziv-UA
I 2. Sea Hunt iThurs. 9:30°.........:.

\Sun. 9:00-9.30° .....WBBM

-Thurs.

(Sat. 9: 30). Tae bevivine .WBBM....CBS

{ 1. Trackdown

35 2. Lock-Up (Thurs. gegon 22122)

REM

a co

Will Travel ‘Sat

.

7

23|Manhunt ...

211 Exclusive; Best of Post. . .KRCA

6. Jim Backus (Tues. 7:30)........ wees KNXT.....NBC. Films

‘22.1.6. Honeymooners

KNXT

2. What's My Line? :Sun. 9:30-10:00"... WBBM
Camera

27 |Huckleberry Hound «23+ KTTV

8&8

7

8

17,1961.
June 14-July
STATIONS: WBBM, WNBOQ, WBKB, WGN. *SURVEY DATES:

“L. Gunsmoke -Sat 2-9:300
3. Candid

‘12
6
8

.§ Best Of Post (Tues. 700)... ss ereeee KRCA.....ITC

CHICAGO

3. Untuuchables

41 Fight ....:0.... ce nene .KABC
35 |Heckle & Jeckle | weaee KTTV.
26 |Quick Draw McGraw. soe KTTV

24 || 6. Dangerous Robin (Mon. 7:00); viscose KNXT.... Ziv-UA

ABC

10-00-10-30"....KNXT

. Tana Kt pene PH

15
11
9

KNXT.... NTA

25 | 5. Huckleberry Haund (Tues. 1.00)......KTTV..

KNXT

oa

“AV.
RIG.

.:.........,.. KNXT....-Ziv-UA

° i 5, Assignment Under (Thurs. 7:00).....

-Fri. 8:30-9:00 .......... KA

‘Sun.

ndid

05 ||4, Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00)

..... RA,

4. Perry Mason :Sat. 7:30-8:30

AY.|. .°.
TOP COMPETITION
SH.|PROGRAM
STA.

|] @ Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 7:00).....KTTV.....Screen Gems

KNXT

3. Red Skelton «Tues. 9:30-10.00'

AV.
RTG.

1. Lock-Up; Carrolls (Sat. 700):. severe KNX. sees Ziv-UA
33 || 2, Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:a0). see KRCA.....U.§. Borax
3. Manhunt (Mon. 7:00!.........-.. «eee KRCA. ... Sereen Gems

9:00-9:30)......KNXT

Sf.

multi-week rating of all programs in the time period given. .

STATIONS: KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KABC, KHJ, KITV, KCOP. *SURVEY DATES: June 14. July17, 1961.

.
3. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30: ........KNXT
2. Real McCoys : Thurs. 8:30-9:00).......KABC

8. Danny Thomas ‘Mon.

are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in. ‘the U.. Ss.
;
.
(*) ARB’s May-June 1961 survey covered 2 multi-week period. Syndicated shows.
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program are.* Usted, with the

20 Peter Gunn aeeedesees

:

23

WER

Hu

21|Trackdownh -......0..... "WBBM.
19° My Line ......... weeees WBBM

— 24
25

VSOM.

June

19 Thriller.

....s.ieee

.....0cs, .-

of.

17

WNBQ ©

17.
16
310

21 |Price Is Right. weseecees.
WNBQ.
..... “ot... WNBQ
iv
Huntley: -Brinkley .......°

-9

9

30, | News: Weather

*SURVEY DATES: June 14 -July17, 1961.

woe KSTP, KMSP, Wren
a?

L. Candid Camera 'Sun. $-00-9: 39)... WCCO
2. Gursmoke

@. My Line

ey

“Si!

9.10-9:30-

‘Sun: 9-30-10-00:

hae SH

4. Garry Moore

weeoee

ade

26 Ff1. Death Valley Days (Sat, 9:30)....5. .WCCO....U.S. Borax

WECO

25 |i 2, Manhunt (Thurs.

Wwcco

weeo

17 li4. Trackdown (Sun. 9:30):......-...00- KMSP.....CBS
17'j 5. Calif.; Movie iTues. 10: 30)... sgeeveee» KMSP..... NBC Films
171i
ai 5. Divarce Court. (Sat. 5:00). - cat eaeeess WCCO... . Storer

5. Price Is Right “Wed. 7.30-8:0- ..... KSTP

Ath 5. 26 Men (Mon.-Thurs. 10:30) .........WCCO ...

§. Untouchables

16

6. I've Got 4 Secret ‘Wed. 8:30-9:00'....WCCO
8:30-9:30"

....KMSP _

‘1 My T hree Sons ‘Thurs. 9:00-9:30'..... KOMO

= 10

8°

18| Circle: Steel ........... WCCO:

17

8
6°:

17| My. Line -°........5.... WECO
17\Jack Paar...
|... ae ‘KSTP
46 |Golf:
Golf: Ranger:
Peoples Kit
Choice...
...... .KSTP
KSTP

23
17
35

6

e

|

35-1. Bold Journey (Thurs. °7:00)......:... .KOMO....Banner_

35ir2. Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:00).......KING.....U.S. Borax
27 2. ‘HuckleberryHound (Thurs. 6:30).veees KOMO. ... ABC.

3. 77 sunset Strip ‘Fri. 9.00-10:00°...... KOMO

27 f 3. Tightrope (Thurs. 10:30).......+4-+..KING..,,. Screen Gems 16

10:00-10:30'...-KIRO)
Camera
2.. Candid
Roaring
20°s Sat.‘Sun, 10.09-11:00......
OMO-

Ziv-UA
(Mon. 7:00)
25;toe.5. Sea
wren Hunt
4
. ......+24+++++/KING.....
ARC

3. Hawaiian Eye ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00'......

6.

City Wed. 10:00-11:00

Ernie

Ford

Tin».

<OMO-

Tog:

...... KOMO

9:3-10-00.

;

eee

6.

Wagon Train :Wed. 7:30-8:30:

.

.

25 Hl4. Yogi Bear (Mon.

KING

B

6. Guestuard
Untouchables -Thurs. 9:30-10:30:..... <Q?
6.
Ifo «Thurs, 7:30-8:00".
.... KOMO.
6. Nelon Family «Wed. 8:30-9:09: ....°. KOMO.

5.

High

‘Land

,

.

6:00)..............KING.....
Screen. Gems

‘Thurs.

6:30)... eee

eeaeeer

.KOMO..

eo

9 ..... KING

Di:Vr rRO! rlr

12

11

;

.

iF Huckleberry Hound (Thurs, 7:00).....CKLW... Screen Gems” 23°

1. 77 -Suaset Strip “Fri. 9:00-10.0M...... WXYZ

43 J 2. Sea. Hunt; JFK (Sat. 10:30).......... WJBK.... Ziv-UA

2, Untouchables ‘Thurs. 9:30-10:30: .:.. WXYZ

393;4. Divorce Court; Patrol..............; -WIJBK.....Storrer; Ziv; .

seg.

‘Fri

8-20-0-00,;

-

r

San Francisco Beat (Tues. 7:00).

CBS.

35.: 5. Grand Jury (Mon. 7:30).....
cess. WJB Ke
BT A
3s ii6. Quick Draw McGraw ‘Tues. 6: 30).
ORLW. ;. Screen

33}:7 ‘Bighway Patrol ‘Sat,6:30).:.........WJBK.....Ziv-UA

321 8! Popeye (Mon-Sun. 6:00)......ssee6.-CKLW.
+: UAA
32 ': 4. Feliz
Fe
(Sun,
10:
30)
Lav
eeees
weseseees
WIBK
Lene
31
setgeereee
ve Trans
Brans Lux
Ee

.

3 |

13
12

11.

(Sat, 9:00 am.)........WJBK..... ‘CBS

10
.

Seo

3 Wasen Train
84

4. Cheek-sate

.

2. KRON

Wed. TRB Reo... KRON

4?

“ys

sat, BNR"

18

26

.

22

*SURVEY DATES: June [4 aly tr 1961,

-

taneeee, so

52) Silents; Closeup: .

2. -: KOMO

9

2.KOMO.
sweet
sree

1

a4 Dateline; Eve: Report, : .KOMO

Ed.
40}ur.
;

:
36,| Huntley-Brinkley
a

ve

TO

8
17

Report’

Feeeees

7.

KING
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.....2..0.%.-

37 Sea Hunt ...¢:........ KING
48 Pioneers ~ 0.0L.
e eee -KIRO |

= 42' Dateline; Eve’"Report : -KOMO:

Fe

|

12
4.
9

.

521Deadline _

Tr

WKYZ

35' Roaring 20's 3....s..0.-WXYZ

4d

new s: Sports yvas iv “ “Ww

6} Bugs Bunny.

es ;WW

seid neon

“gt

24

| 13

“4

ae WX 2

35|Kovaks; Silents’...:....WX¥Z

_88!Cheyenne”
|...
0. WKYZ
39 |News: Sports
ceeeee WMT:

17

21

23
8 -

53 |G. Pierott <... veeegeee csWWI

7

38 | Bez. Show
WBE
Huntley: Pierott
-....,...WWd:_
83 [Reach
Ricky. The:
Clown:
- vee ce WXYZ
of The Wild)...-/WxYZ

7
T
Al’
4"

59fBozi

of. es este eee ey WWI:

é

STATIONS: KTVU, KRON, KPIX, KGO. *SURVEY DATES:MAY 1s 2JUNE 11 1961

T8e-B oo... > KPIX

Tues. 81-9.00+

10

TV 10

Tb Sea Hunt ‘Tues. 7:00) ........ .-+..KRON.... Ziv-UA
Meson

2. Alfred Hitchcock
2

eputy Dawg

F R AN CISCO

;
1. Perry

14

14

Gems

6. Mv ‘three Sons 'Thurs. 9:00-9:30)..... WXYZ

SAN

©Weather; Sports ....... -KSTP

46 Lock-Up — - wey

.

7. Checkmate “Sat, 8:20-9:30) ........-WJBK
7. Gansinake «Sat. 10:00-10:30)..... o...- WJBK
awaii
ve OW
.
r
8. Hawaiian
Eve
‘Wed. 9:00-10
00)...... WRYZ

8-30.90:

‘15.

86 I!'4,Jim Backus; JFK (Thurs. 40:00)......WWJ..,...NBC Films

4. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00)...... WXYZ
6. Nahed City ‘Wed. 10:00-11:00)....... WXYZ

Sat

17

39 i?, Yogi Bear (Wed. 6:30}...... see eceees CKLW. -s. Screen ‘Gems

«Fri. 8:30-9:00:.........- WXYZ

heck

KSTP

|
STATIONS: WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ, CKLW: *SURVEY DATES: MAY
15-JUNE-IJ, 1981-

2. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10'. .WIBK

$ Flintstones

.

12

23 |i 6. Quick Draw McGraw (Wed. 6:00).....KING.,...Sereen Gems

STE

........ +o.

53| Rescue 8 ...............KIBO
53 ‘Huntley Brinkley gees KING

13.

ABC

13|Headlines

3

66|Lock-Up .......... — KING)”

17
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i
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7
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6. Mr. Ed (Mon.
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;

_
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McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00"... KONO
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4. Naked
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6
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6
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|
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.
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.
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.
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-21

_
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48; M Squad.
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oeeese KPIX)
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.

>

B3i Fight
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Bowling: 223... ~-KTVG

[J. Midnight

Ss wevaeae
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KGO.

36" Lack-Up; JFK. ....:...:.KRON:
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39

| ARMSTRONG. CIRCLE THEATRE(N
_ THE ‘UNTOUCHABLES.
NATION’S FUTURE
PROSPECTS OF MANKIND
POSTSCRIPT To EMPIRE
-"|(The Troubleshooter) ~
(Legend of Murder: Unteld Story (Administration’s
(Gintertel Documentary)
«=
Domestic
Rec-! (Berlin—What Choices Remain-)
of Lizzie Bortien)
‘Producer-Writer:, Michael.- Sklar. ‘(With Robert. Stack, Paul Picernt,
ord: Success or Failure)
:With Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt. Dr.
Director: Michael Alexander
-|. Nicholas .Georgiade, Abel Fer- “With. Clarice Blackburn, Paui Me- ‘With Edwin Newman, Abraham A.| Paul Tillich, Henry Kissinger,
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Women are watching more daytime television than ever befdi

Aiwatching more ofit on.

the CBSTelevision Network than on any other. And with good reason Day after day they can.
anticipate an exciting new chapter iin their favorite daytime dramas—among the longest run-.
ning programs in television. In fact, backin1950,this network
was the oneto innovate the whole
idea of daytime television, opening up to housewives a wonderful world of entertainmentand.
information throughout the day: A world that:could titillate them with inventive: games. A
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worldwhere theycould.watch CBS News distinguished correspondents elucidate the crucial issues of ourtime. Aworld inwhich a Captain Kangaroo could fascinate not only children
but mothers as well. In short, a world of daytime programming that would captivate the biggest audiences in network television, ‘as it has for the. past three consecutive years. There’s
no question about it: when itcomes to having away with women IF)
advertisers can always depend on the CBS Television Network told
Dominate
- To authenticate: CBS has 15% bigger daytime audiences than NBC...80% bigger than

| ABC. Also 4 of the top 5...7 of the top 10...10 _
of the top 15 programs. Source: Nielsen, year
|. to date, 7 am-6 pm, Monday-Friday, AA basis. |
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teams

filma to seale thé wall

from

the

at twist’ too persistently strident + hotel.

Tous

scepts aken.the music was

allyssd

ty venderscore

some

airport

Lest anyone

to

a Moscow

wonder

yfoon.

While his singing was com-.Wood

how; petent ‘and: eclear-voiced,

4

“the:

tn

ae

-adulte.

atu

oe

rately

was executive producer and: with a tired idea on how various

she was‘ Fred Heider producer.

he got the films in the first place: less. effective. her rante and nro-;

fronic

rns

|

Barr ¥ caen

choreography.

and “Shine On, Harvest: noticeable

Kali.”

|

_

;nationalities propose.- He worked

thard but it was a losing’ proposi-

ition.

Accent

He fared better later on in.

ta eeteh a shadowy emo-. thorities said it was okay to pho- veré followed by some spirited f
i After CBS interviewer Winsfon -a briefie-.with Sullivan using his.
try Peave its Stritent piteh.. tograph people but not. as he put’
, dixie tooting: by Nichols’ and co.. purdett, who handles this pub-!German professor guisé. The. Trio
ton such as “Bill Bailev” and Anita affairs show, “Accent,” and..N. Y,. 'Ariston followed: with. some 2ingy
v evs oF vetiume rele’, “Torere were, it “sensitive ateas.”
Unfortunately,
Funt
couldn't
re“Brvant sang pleasantly and looked Herald
soerde af moiverniiv and disson-,
Tribune Paris)
colum- ‘acro flip-flops. and warmed up the
tb

?

Lorn Se

tre.

anes

fa fle cete. whieh

sixt using some of the stunts he'd

basicall:

attractive on “It Had To Be You”
OU'|nist Art Bychwald. gave accent-crowd for Janet Blair°who made’
on
other and “Dannv Boy."
the fact that “Mr. Pierre” mo ‘the GIs even warmer with her voThe business * For the longhair set. there was’ ito
surname) is a sort of CEA+French calizing of “Bewitched” and. “Day
of
having
a
shapely
girl
flagging
seg ,featuring
Miss Fracci curete eombination ‘of culinary -In, Day Out.”
revatve around the theme
a:a ‘ballet
ae
real
men to carry her suitcase ‘loaded :and -D'Amboise in the pas de deux
or wlw is tsfo of fudge
;
.
ae ‘from - "Swan. Lake.”,
a the: .counterintelligence,
behalf
of, ! aves
Roberta
rs’ also.
aliowerh
society,a thief,
in one when,
way. with concrete blocks!
was
amusing
She’s
tne Guide ‘Michelin, irithe
official
glued Pete
as she
did akept.
brisk their
ops.

seorei
Tr.»

employed

tabs ir the exciting. Ivrical

previously

“Camera”

ed

editions.

ry

or another, are thieves. when no -When
I was
e
the Ars
But it was merely wearing in

Mosone’s baeds are clean. Story deperie? too much on abstractions.; 2 COW.
However,
the
majority
of
scenes
toa Herle on peante. Too much of
if set
an artifact without the shot by Funt's staff provided striksnark 6 peovle there to bring the ing closeups of Muscovites. Parj ticularly interesting were Russian
wea. irty Life,

‘ prima ballerina from La Scala and credits boldly gave the said would.eratic.
‘was making

her first U.S. avpear- -be anonymous epicurean appraiser
was a beautiful! and :the full billing of Pierre- Lamalle.
nrecisioned. interpretation... Metro- ‘However, this is academic accord-nolitan opera stars Peerce and Miss ‘ing to the informative and: bright

-anre

:D'Ancelo. sang the love duet

from

:aria.in English: and Louis

- Armstrong, .a holdover. from the
‘first segment,...whipped’ through

in what

:“After You've Gone," “Blueberry:
“Hill” and:.“Muskrat Ramble’ for

‘interview with Loufs Vaudable, : solid ‘results.
a
a
fact Il .of Verdi's “Rigoletto” .and
Paris, because!
; The show: wound up with an in-i families posing fin front of an ‘She nerformed “Caro Nome.” The jboss of Maxim's,
|Pierre proffered the information ‘fantry drill routine anda Sullivan —
Frerk
Poretta, of the Metro- ? ancient cannon, fans at the Lenin
inumbers were presented’in cos- ithat the. Michelin guidebook’s appotas
Onera, was fine in voice
salute to. the West Berlin Com-‘ Sports Stadium. shoppers -at a

av l i: activa, lending some compling ant maving moments ‘to his
ret» ty the thief. Rosalind Flias
v . excellont
as
the narrator.
(tor soembers of the large east.
aloraneesne good performances,
iy tetutl Ratyh Herbert. Robert
Trebhy, Toby Macurdy and Norman

- Moscow department store and chil-

- dren at an amusement park ab

-tume and were: dramatically and praisal of French haut’ cuisine. is
cmand. Next week: Broadway.
vocally effective.
_
done

Among the folk tures delivered
bv the. Brothers. Four were “Drill

by. an

anonymous

team of

eight. Once identified they never
come back to. the same place. MaxYe
Tarriers
Drill”
and
“Rock im’s, he observed, was-one of the
:
Bell Telephone Hour
Island. Line.” Their’ .renditions
three-star’ restaurants in
“Bell Telephone Hour” offered a ‘were solid and.spirited. The show’s four
‘something-for-everybody seg.called ‘finale featured Mr. & Mrs. MacRae Paris; all of France has only. 10
Akins
j“Salute to Autumn,” last Friday 'and the Buster Davis Singers doing three-star restaurants:
The Guide Michelin is a snob
Ti sets by Maedonald Eaton} Ilalaalalalatalaralalalalatalalalalelslalelalelstelalialatatel
:
appraisal of France’s fancy groWere imacinative. but bewildering |>
o.
r
7
ceries circuit and gourmets’ have
1
«their prefnsion
and in their} «
F
"'
F ll
been known fo make specific pilrinty
of concept. One of the t
oreign
|V;
0) OWlDS
grimages of all 10 as part of a
Parntin sets was that of the fugi-! &
;
oe
.
pleasant gastronomy circuit.
. .
TISAI ISAS
Ibg
tiv: aviinst a wasteland backdrop. Jp OKIE
- Insight on Maxim's operation;
COI
Tack Sareth was producer-director
its
easte
systern
in
tableseating;
The Jo Stafford Show
‘Armchair ‘Theatre

;

:

GHlb:

_

. PM East/PM West...

-

PM East/PM West appears to be
gettinga

firmer feel: and sense of

direction the longer it: is’ -on.
There's: a: more. relaxed \and-~ less
forced. atmosphere
around ‘the
Mike: .Wallace-Joyce Davidson
jstronghold| which -has removed
‘some of the earlier false pleasant-.

ness and such and which made last ©
|Wednesday’s

(11) outing with

Yubt:

‘Blake And Nobl é Sissle the pleasant :

show. it was. —
arci S:leon
Levin conducted the
In addition to the warm-hearted
After its polished and inventive
Alum: Owen, whose gifts as.a its kitchens, winecellar, etc... was.
ABC Svenp tony Orchestra.
informative
and
boniface
Vaudajfun
that. evolved from ‘the by-play
With sueb a bold and ambitious " opene r, “The Jo Stafford Show”’!ty dramatist have rated him the’ ble was sincere, informative and ibetween these ‘principals, . there
:
rare
distinction
of
a
published
ediATV
returned
to
a
highly.
proiert in the religioso “Directions . from
|
was
also a guest ‘appearance by
underplaying
in
his
general
de"B22" shy it-was a Dity the nefwork “conven tional. pattern inthis seg- , tion of: his plays, normally conCount Basie. sans band. It all’
Each hourir is allotted 'a‘centrates on the’ salty situations ;™eanor.
ditn't evidence as much boldness “ment.
‘added
up to a nostalgic outing with
the man fram Michelin's,
dialect heard. around: Liver- |. Pierre,
!
ff: a @ineh, Soon after the show theme, and in this caseé it wasas love, and
“The Rose Affair,” slot- {revealed hit
that
a team of eight in-; lake at the piano and SisslePevap
the sound went off for a i+ upon which topic Miss Stafford oc-! pool. For tke
the
|spectors
-“Armchair
'vocalizing
to some: of their varied.
ABC-TV
drooled verbally andited:.in
-road 250 days of
few mioutes due to some technical icasionally
‘hour,, he -completely the year, alternati ng and scram-: : ragtime tunes. like “I'm Just Wild.
tranhle. Noetsork, instead of start- :she and her guests serenadedit in |Theatre”
About
“Harry,”
“Honey . Sucklechanged course, coming up with a. bling their assignments from. year
invarciy with the viltape. just oro- song. The star’s choice of number
of the. Beauty and :to year, so that they become .anon-:: Time” from their tuner “Shuffle
ceded as if nothing hanoened. It was apt but uninspired, and -her | modern revamp:
_
Along.”
“Charleston
Rag.” “Boogie
took same time hefore the viewer| delivery lacked: zing. This was. all|the Beast legend, It'opened up a‘ymous faces when, they return to

pro-ithe more apparent because of the |new: perspectiveon Owen's talent, |perhaps the ‘same spot three or; Woogie Beguine”. and others.
They ‘play. it: Basie played “Basie. Boogie” and
production in. four years ‘hence.
with Sis-.
poise outshone -the
veh
onremas
enuld
have
been| vocal
sit?
opehostess.| its own. right, and, because the cool when ordering a meal, acting, “Love Will Find a Way”
ststvad to handle such an emer-/Which proved that Miss Stafford |-scripter had inherited his rounded las a casual Frenchman, either in:Sle singing the latter. Wallace
gene
Harn,
jwas unwise
to: have a_ better-; plot,“The Rose Affair” had a far ‘transit or a towner (when in any.threwin--some historical data
.; equipped guest.
. -|tauter narrative line than his lof the bigger cities). The control about the duo, music and other. in-

wae able to catch on-to fhe
ceuadiqe

of Ella. Fitzgerald. whose made ‘a. satisfying
4 lat of thase station rand|presence

DuPont

Show ‘Of the Week

Tuttly

disannointing

was

The. show

‘was

ushered

in with:

the |Jo Stafford's “T\e Look of Love,”

earlier efforts.

by this team: of eight

an

untorfunctele failed to ving of the |Blues,” followed. by “What is’ This:
tith—not
because the situation! Thing?”. and a haunting ‘Man
cavedn't Gave happened but prin-: Who Got Away.” It made a memcipaiv bavause the eharacters were jorable songalog, which would have
mitt ont of the writers’ citaloz: been improved with a jazz-group

ot stock war victims and villains. ‘backing ‘Jack Parnell's outfit was
“Paper Bullots” was the story of ‘efficient, but stolid: and without
sever: oriseners, artisans of one ‘ihe siily. gimmick: of a handful ‘of
fori.

af

who
Tate

another

wee

torced

it Waerld

plates

of

War

years

by

the

pa-t.textras

Nazis

The main

Il fo engrave

and

clapping. their

hands

statically at Ella’s feet.
ire
:
Claire
Bloom, ; clad
‘in

ec-

formation and Miss Davidson asked

abbut ASCAP and songs.
tels:and restaurants in one day, in|today. They all discussed. “Shuffle
| toto, and they -sample only Iunch |Along” and there were some film
and dinner.
Once spotted, they . Clips 0:f Noble's. Sissle’s Greenwich

'

‘can

never

come

back,

as

would ; Village pub.

.

ibe Pierre's case vis-a-vis Maxim's. .. If was.a pleasant. and nostalgic.
“hour filled: with -information;
per- -‘ Waynei-had cooked the books of -because both would be suspect of sonality and sorg in: which everv- |
‘his. minor: rose-growing business, extraordinary service and prep- ‘bedy ‘seemed ta be having a good
‘using. the money to finance a -aration when, obviously, the Guide ‘old time—and the atmosphere was
~games club. Betumain determined | Michelin viand-and-vintage . spies : contageous.
sO
;
;
_to ruin Shane, but
the latter's. want to appraise the joint disapas- ;
On the Coast. Terence ‘0'FlahIt's fcfor that reason,
idaughter Bella’ «Natasha Parry) in- sionately.
erty’s
half-hour.seg
dealt
with
mag‘ sisted on seeing him to change ‘his falso, they usually dine alone, sans ‘azines, or at least. tried to. What
‘either feminine or masculine: commind

and turn

away

his wrath.

pany,

in order

to

properly

savor. happened.

was

that

there

ust

Following
the
old
fairy-tale.
~
‘each. dish and not be distracted. wasn't enough time ta accomplish
to.
°
al. vcared
.car
is
glinness
set The tastes are also staggered: two ‘very much ard the‘see seemed
virginalvot Se ¢vealo.we his,
nal
of the inspectors are ‘still quite: ‘lack anv particular direction.

American gown, came up with a clutch ot : concealed behind a mask, lest.‘he.
e,
uit : The: show was supposed fo disEdna St. Vincent Millas.! should Jose her. Climax came when !YOung.” two are over 30, two
in. :
industry. . a
pried
Tam tpoems byabove
ish Russell: Collins,
|their 40s, and one might be an ‘cuss the..magazine
a bank of invisible | he did'so, she kissed him, and his
.spoken
j rarelv-used format for PI West,
Gorman
Erezo
Stuarti,
Cesar ‘strings. These odd and lachrymose ; facial blemishes were - smoothed
|
ins
50.
Buena
d
observed
“their
; Which ‘usually has entertairers on
Reorery.
Jeere Lester and
Paul
odes: were given a’ glosss |inty something resembling beauty |vers probably can't take it.
|
Trinn
ard the Nazis be Frank {little
; setting that didn’t suit their tiny: or, at least, Anthony Quayle. |
Accenting ‘incorruptibility; con- | while big hrother PMI East handles.
Taseion, Sinedv Smith and Mark ,;content, and the item.would have | Owen ‘skillfully combined: the: ceding great power to make or the interviews of a more: iornalisnature. Guésis were Bill: Ryan,
Lenard
Torejoy, as the major in
> tie
3
errrene?

British

in

inspectors

Betumain Anthony Quayle) was can’t average more than 10-12 ho--Sissle

fr d-ana on NBC-TV'’s “DuPont |accompanied by some coy terping/ the beastly tycoon, living with his:
Shas OF the Week” Sunday :15:.
|trom Lione! Blair and Johanna : marred features ina lonely castle,
“The B-ttl OF the Paper Bullets.” ; Rigby outside a country mansion. vhis- only confidant. an - impudent.
aod
oor oa trie experience by {Then Ella took hold with. an, im- “servant, Johnson ‘Harold. Lang).
Nuch eocecentcation camp prisoners, i;maculate “Got a Right to Sing the : He
learned ‘that Shane ‘Naunton

prisoners were

coernard. was the only one of the
Lit crbes cnornached hi. job reasonabiv weil but bis characterization

Wis

Ae

nonetheless.

because

Verar Henry Misrock’s writing was
fl‘t in -sinenting this character
a. it wae flat tn almost evervthine
ese
Euzo
Stuurti,
as a voung
Frepeth Fea. dad littlefo do ond
<UL it¢ withott distinction. and Pail
Trapn. onree tv's “Mr
TT. Masginattion” is oa nice man, which was
ciPed
for bt his nert. but: also
-e27led for was force and he wasn't
at al forcthle,
Tela Switt’s direction was uncohesive,
so that
the susvense
there was in the stoty dissinated
itse'f, - At the fundarnantal director:al fevel, ber arrangement
of
ators a fhe studio floor was weak
ten as cbiofhy
prvidenced
in the

fintl

scene

when

a

few

Nazis,

: pleased only. those who like pleas- -faniusy of the original, complete |break a hotelor restaurant (“we're ieditor and nublisher of Contact ard.
jing sentiments’ in pretty rhymes.; yith © strangely-furnished castle, ;Kind, because we can.be so power- Ted _-Patrick, editor of. Holiday.
: Otherwise,
the episode was soporif-; with a message about the corrup-|ful.” said Picrres, the Groceries :There. was talk: about indexes
3

jic. and not helped by Miss. Bloom's | tion. of riches...Charles Jarrott’s. Gestapo has. been in. operation

!mournful reciting.

direction

was exactly in sympathy [Since 1900.

' The funny side of love was rep-; throtizhout,

iresented

by,

a’ sketch

and

involving : placed ‘in mood.

was

adroitly'Maxim’s,

“Accent:

which

. could

easily

‘have

been

A. Visit to i omitted and mostof the time was
e

A Gourmet’s

|

Paradise,” spent discussing Holiday and ‘Van--

Voytek’s designs, jto give the full billing. was infor- lity. Fair and “boiled. down

{George Benson and Kathleen Har-{ which. incorporated

to the
closed-circuit
!mative in every respect... Vaudable heginnin? of a good -debafe on the

rison, two reliable comedians who! ty for the millionaire’s hideaway ‘cited the great wine years, showed
istick. full calor glamor “books vs.
had their work cut out. The sketch,
! and aggressive: masks for him to [Off his: chefs, sauciers, .et al:, .and ‘the smaller, more intellectttal. mag-.

|written

cérned

by

Eddie

Maguire,

con-.’ wear, equally reinforced the play,

a spinster in search of-a;

Burdett was a savvy and obviously

Quayle giving: a com-, ator.
pertrayal of the tight-}

The rest of the show was tepid. fisted tyrant persuaded into mercy.
and.. Miss

ence

gave

Stafford’s gentle

pres-|

azines. It

never

reallv

happened

. The thesps were first-rate, with Sophisticated gastronome interrog- 4 though .as time ran out hefore :they

likusband at a marriage bureau, and, Anthony
ihad moments. of fitful farce. —
|manding

Natasha.

Parry

produced

a

fine}

it a soft center. ..To| mixture of appeal and determina-|

-

Ed: Sullivan
In

the

West Berlin

Abel.
oa

—

second

Show:
part

expedition,

of _

aired

could get. tao far ‘into things,
—
- It basically was.a case. af Ryan

askine for less glamor and: more
articles: hv good minds
on. ard. Patrick acreeing about gaod

his. important

achieve a place in. the top 20, it} tion as his conquering beauty, and ;CBS-TV Sunday 115), Ed Sullivan
vriting . bit also defending -his
needed a far more: dynamic presen-| Naunton
Wayne
clicked
as) her|moved
his cameras
out. of . the honk ‘which was summed uo... hv
tation than director Jo Douglas!erring father. Support was well- Sportspalast, where they were an- O'Flaherty as “fhe most. beautiful
achieved here,’ and a Iess’ soulful i chosen, with Harold Lang regis- chored throughout the first seg- esrane. magazine on. the merkoat.!”.
approach. than its star adopted. | tering. strongly as the. prankish ment, to bring a wider scope to the Ruf Wtle was really said
or «*comOtfa,
(Johnson, given to disguises. Otta.
GI scene. The show was built plished.
ns
‘Kati,
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“Hollywood made. a point last night: Filmed TV drama doesn’t have to. be
shoddy and stereotyped. It can be genuine in its approach, moving in its
-unfoldment, expert in its framing. Such was the first ‘ALCOA PREMIERE’
ane _ Assuredly itiis the finest thing in its category thus far on ABC.’’
— Richard K. _Doan, New York Herald Tribune

“One of the best contributions made to TV this
season.”.

2 Kay Gardella, ms
New York News

i
“There was. much to cheeriin last night’s ‘ALCOA
PREMIERE’ on ABC. Writing, acting, and directing
-were of avery high order.”
|
~— Harriet Van Horne, New York World Telegram

“AK commendable attempt to dramatize a serious
and important subject on television.”
—Jeohn P. Shanley, New York Times

oA rousing: and sénsitively-acted drama.”
— Fred Danzig, UPI

“Executive Producer Richard Lewis may -well be
proud of the combined efforts of Producer Alex.
Segal, writer Henry. F, Greenberg, and an excellent
cast of actors,”
|
|
:

— Hank Grant, Hollywood Reporter

““Enormously effective... tavt, gripping drama.”
—Cecil Smith, L.A. Times

ALCOA PREMIERE
PRODUCEDBY REVUE STUDIOS
ABC. TELEVISION NETWORK
TUESDAYS — 10:00 P.M;

|

i:

RADIO-TELEVISION |
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ea

“ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

Log’-Rolling
5

Continued

a

from

;

sion on license applications
by
Minow have been asked time and |[
again privaiely by network execs,
when they squawk about stations
dropping out of news and pub-}

affairs lineups.

particular market. On Saturdays and. Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime pix
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is confined to the top rated
feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured .

MONDAYS ‘11:15-1:00

WIIC @

COMPETITION

.

|

though,

back of licenses

Network

ta

encourage

Average Share:

COMPETITION

me
.
PROGRAM.

local

past

by many

news, . pubaffairs

_—_

in-!

pro-:

‘July

July

ee

eating

Continved

from

paze

PM

Garson

East West
11:15-12:45
.
.

"

here-

The

picture

et

|

WEWS,

the"

tron, while CBS’ well established:
Red Skelton, in a first-run stanza,
came ‘next, with 23.9,
If there’s any value to the argu‘ment. that names make audience,

8

NBC’s
“Joey Bishop .Show” on
| Sept. 20- tends to prove it. He got:
ja ‘24.8 against ABC’s new “Tom:
‘+Cat’s” 17.9.
Of course, Bishop's

COMPETITION

|

STATION &

PROGRAM
PM

East

AVG. RATING

West

KDKA

11:15-12:45

:

6

sag

Pitts. Tonight

KOKA

Jack Paar

WIIC

12:45-1:00

11:15-1:00

10

‘cause was probably. helped ‘as much
by. the week competition’ on CBS
as by his own name; CBS ran up a
7.5 for “American Musical ‘Festi:
| vaal”. that night.
On the: other. hand, Steve Allen

never had a bad name either.

Take-any case, and what floes. it .

;

Average Rating: 10

Average

Share:

MILLION

22 “THE

$. MOVIE

COMPETITION

37

.

.

PM

SHOWDOWN”

East

West

bte

;
‘

FRIDAYS 11:15-1:00

1941, Columbia, ‘Screen Gems, ist Run:
riots when
the’ whim
overtakes:
him. He got the “Down Wifh Eliot.
Ness” whim and wham' No more
;KDK A Average Rating: 9
“Untouchables ”
Average Share: 45.
So far as rating races go, WIV} '
is claiming tops, but the whole’ . SATURDAYS 11:30-2: 00
thing is questionable and no one’ , Program: GATE WAY STUDIO
is fighting very fiercely.
With
“Jack
Paar”
on WEW s.
John Wayne, Susan Hayward |
;
“PML East and West” on KYW,
WJIW has an open field for late :
1942, Paramount, MCA-TYV, ‘Repeat
movies Curing the week. The old!
July 1 “FIGHTING FATHER DUNNE”:
”
film battle warms up considerably +‘
‘Pat O’Brien, D. Hickman
weekends, with ratings fluc tuating :
1948, RKO, UAA, ‘1st Run
depending on what's on where.
|
July 8 “KNUTE ROCKNE ALL AMERICAN”:
All stations have made impres- |
Ronald Regan, Pat O’Brien
~
Bive pic package buys, there is no
1940, Warner, UAA, Repeat
:
celluloid shortage anywhere, prices
Gateway studio was not. shown on June 17 due to the
aie the same as last year, and
VARIETY CLUB TELETHON

June 24 “REAP THE WILD WIND”

(Continued on page an

ett ee

are.
2

17.9

‘|vs. “My Three’ Sons”. (ABC) 23.33

CBS was not competing that. night,

AVG. RATING | Sept.
KDKA

11:15-12:45

Walter Brennan

‘tabulated.:; and -pigeon-holed,
still somewhat. enigmatic:
“Dr. Kildaire” . (NBC) hit

.

STATION &

PROGRAM

1950, Republic, HTS, ist Run

In-

j deed, his exposure, it. Might. be
argued, has been better on tv than
| Bishop's, but again. that’s really’
moot,
‘Yet : pre-tested . Allen, fan
third in his Sept. 27 preem on ABC
to reruns of CBS “Malibu Run.”
That doesn’t: even count NBC’s
clean first (by. 14 raging .points
over the nearest competitor) with
| the new stuff. of “Wagon Train.”

_Prove except-that the tastes of the’ ”
American:
public,
however well’

June 29 “WALKING HILLS”
Scripps property, is a little cloudier
Randolf Scott
because management
there cen"1949, Columbia Screen Gems, Repeat
fines its comments to “no” when
July 6 “JUBILEE TRAIL”
quizzed on business. Networkwise,
Joan Leslie
the station is doing just as well
1952, Republic, HTS, Ast Run.
here as ABC is doing nationally
July 18 “CALIFORNIA PASSAGE”
—
with the action lineup. One excep-|
tion: WEWS
dumped
“The Un-!
-Forest Tucker
touchables” late last season. That!
1950, Republic, HTS, Ist Run
was its Thursday night keystone, :
and that night is now up for grabs
WTAE
Average Rating: 14
Between
Mitch Miller and CBS
Average Share: 50
Reports. WEWS put. Chicago Sympiiony concerts. reruns of ‘“Suspi- |
cion”
and other fillers in the |Program: MILLION $ MOVIE
“Untouchables” spot, and the town!
June 23 #1984"
hasn't been the same since. The
‘Edmund O’Brien
ABC action leader was pulling like |
1956, Columbia, Screen Gems, Ist Run
43's when it was dumped, which}
just goes to show how far a local
June. 30 “SHE gooD EARTH”
Station can jump off the netork
aul
Muni.
line when it thinks it must.
1937, MGM, MGM-TV, ‘Repeat
WEWS
aetually never had a good |
i
July. 7 “THE ENFORCER”
reason to run scared, and it wasn t |
Humphrey Bogart .
when it dropped the Robert Stack:
1949, Warner, Jayark, 1st Run
Tratatattatter. Jim Hanrahan,
its |
July
14.“LADY
FROM CHEYENNE”
g.m. is given the shipping off news-!
Loretta Young
camera teams to Algeria to cover |

everyone is laughing on the way
to tne old bank Monday mornings.

first-run shows to compete. against,
and it still won :thé entire hour,
“Powell. Show” got ‘a 24.4 .Arbi-

WHC

11:15-1:00

THURSDAYS .11:15-1:00:

At WEWS

‘Powell Show” on. Sept. 28 had two

EDKA
3

Jack Paar

—

“Follaw the Sun” preem on ABC
on ‘Sept. 17 (early -in the -season)| against. the repeats of CBS’ “Dennis the Menace,” to’which it lost
and to the repeats. of Ed Sullivan,
| to. which it also: lost.
The new
|“walt Disney’s .World of Color”
won the time period with a 19.8,
Sullivan got a 19, “Dennis” a 15.7
| and “Sun” a 12. 2: average.
Yet NBC's brand. ° new
“Dick

12 “JUAREZ”

WT AE

abouts care more for singing along
with Mitch Miller than they do for! Program:
genuine cultural offerings on the:
June
tiny tube.
|

‘}most of the time:

:

Pitts. Tonight
12:45-1:00

true, . at

least. not true enowgh: so that any -:
| of the experts dare say at this
juncture that any.one explanation
{will do. (So far,. though,
one
| thing, if a generalization ‘can be
‘accepted, is that. all ‘the. network
preems are, after. some weeks, .do-.
ing at about thessame levels ‘they
began at.)
_.Only- thing an observer: ‘can
validly .do for the momept is to
take. the Arbitron evidence
on
preems and let it speak for itselfi—
‘however inaudible the. answer ig

KDKA
y

DIVERS”

‘Paul Muni, Bette Davis
1939, Warner, AAP, Repeat

29 samme

that the cornhuskers

5 “HELL

STATION &
AVG, RATING

Clark Gable, Wallace Berry.
1932, MGM, MGM-TV, Ist Rua

Gieve. Stations
Sammme

7
WIIC
9.

36 |

In Chicago, the local chapter of ;
1942, MGM, MGM-TY. Repeat
American Federation of Radio &|
June 27 “THE PAINTED VEIL”
TV Artists acted again to block the
Greta.
Garbo
license renewal of the NBC-owned
1935, MGM, MGM-TVstations there, WNBQ and WAIAQ. |}
July 4 “ONE FOR THE BOOKS”
The petition filed with the FCC!
Ronald .Regan
°
alleged that the NBC o&:0’s there |
1947,, Warner, UAA, Repeat
are not serving the local public |
interest.
The talent union there;
July 11 “STOLEN LIFE”
apparently is miffed at the tv sta‘Bette Davis tion for what it considers insuffi‘1946, Warner, UAA, Repeat —
cient local “live” programming.
1
With the Chicago situation in!
WT AE Average Rating: 8
mind, and with the knowledge of
WEP
Average Share: 32
the large monied stake the networks have in their o&0o operation, } WEDNESDAYS 11:15-1:00
~
it’s not surprising that networks! - Program: MILLION. $ MOVIE
balk at ‘the new
questionnaire. !
June 21 ane
obi MARTINE” hi
Question remains though what is!
Dany Robin, Claude Dauphine
the affirmative answer which could |
«4958, Andre Hakin, Flamingo, 1st Run
be substituted for pressures from
the FCC. Is the laissez-faire doc- |
June 28 “THE DIAMOND EARINGS”
trine, espoused
by Shakespeare.
Charles Boyer _
the only answer?
It was found
. 1953, Frarico London, Flamingo, Ist Run
volved in
gramming.

°
.
Jack Paar
11:15-1:00

WT AE Average Rating: 9 a

Greer

in the

mexe

1944, Warner, UAA, Repeat

musical} TUESDAYS 11:15-1:06
and dramatic talent for use in! Program: MILLION $ MOVIE:
connection
with
the
applicant's!
June 20 “MRS. MINERVA"
progran) service.
|

wanting,

10

ne no

John Wayne
1953, Warner, 1 Arts, ist Run
July 10 “UNCERTAIN GLORY”
“9
Errol Flynn

Fears

That some of the network fears
about the new proposed applications have a basis in fact is illustrated by recent everits in Chicago. Another proposed question on
applications for licensees is this:
attach a description of steps. if
any, taken or proposed by applicant

11:15-12:45

June 26 “THREE FACES WEST”
John Wayne
1940, Republic, HTS, ist Rua
July 3 “ISLAND IN THE SKY”

threatened

RATING

* KDKA

Pitts. 7

1949, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat

and no. pull-.

were

STATION i

AVG,

_PM East ‘West

John W:

for the news, pubaffairs drop-outs?
What then?

|

PROGRAM

it happens, none of the. are

guments. can. be’ proven

SURVEY DATES: JUNE I7- JULY 14, 1961

shows have béen few indeed. For:
some of the would-be drepout sta- Program: MILLION $ MOVIE
tions, a possible adverse reaction
June 19 “THREE Gop FATHERS”
from Washington keeps them in

the news, pubaffairs Hneup. What
if the FCC’s wings were clipped

As

period usually covers three or four weeks. Other data. such as the time slot. and overage share of
audience is jurnished.. Top competition and competitive ratings.also are highlfghted.

Fears, though, dic-

Continued. from page 31 i

{new programs contain identifiable
personalities, and this gives the
“|web a. built-in advantage.

VARIETY-ARB’s weekly: chart offers. a day- by-day. analysis of the top feature evening slots tn a

tate moves against the asking of Pittsburgh ® STATIONS: KDKA, WTAE,
such questions by the FCC, itself.
WT AE Average Rating: 13
In the current climate, the -affil
wie
Average Share: 42
dropouts on news and pubaffairs |

sufficiently,

Fun With Arbitron
—

page 31 Seam

6

7s

KDKA

745-100

Jack Paar

28.
NBC's. “Hazel” got a
‘125.7-on the same: night, ‘and beat.
‘| “Untouchables,” ‘the only competition at the time. ‘Yet CBS’ “The
‘|Investigators” lost -out to. another
-.| “Untouchables” ° repeat when ita
‘preem—a- week Tater.
An established. show like “Robert:
'Taylor’s Detectives,” which had bes

“WIIC

11:15-1:00

5

| come. “new” by expanding from 30_/minutes..to -an

still. ran
stones”

hour

third: to

for

‘61-'62,

ABC's “Flint.

and CBS’ “Route 66, ” ‘both

-Lin their new seasons on Sept. 29.

This
COMPETITION

STATION &
L

PROGRAM

PM

.

East West

-KDEKA

‘10

Pitts, Tonight

KDKA

12:45-1:00

2

.

Jack Paar

WIC

11:15-1:00

5

of

confusing,

ee

AVG.
RATING: |
:

11:15-12:45

kind

cone

| tradictory. ‘evidence * typifies the
ratings for all 37. brand new shows
this season.
:

:rf

Little Client

—- ; Continued’ from: page .31 =<.
“ major .portion. thereof ‘at prime .
‘broadcasting times and,
-|excluding small business. ”
“The Subcommittee will.
gate these allegations and,
will then make ‘appropriate

thereby
investie:
if. true,.
recome

| mendations to the full House Small..
| Business Committee,” Alford addted.
His. unit has sno. legislative .
authority.
.

-Representatives .‘from the’ ‘nets.
works and small. business firms are
expected to be-on tap for the hearthe. witness list has
STATION & _|ings; although
been drawn up
AVG. RATING. -notInyetaddition
to “Alford, the inves| tigating.
subcommittee
is
come.
“WTAE
| prised of Reps.. Joe Evins . (De
| Tenn.), James. Roosevelt (D-. Calif.), .
: William Avery (R-Kans,) and’ Hows
WTAE

COMPETITION.

PROGRAM
Million $ Movie

11:30-1:00
Late Show
1:00-1:45

7

_1
:

Movie Of Week

WIIC

Wrestling.

WIIC

14:30-1:15
1:15-2:00

6

3.

_|ard

Robison

(R-N.-Y.).

Alford: ‘issued a statement. say‘ling:

“It is.universally conceded.

that advertising can properly be
called ‘the life blood ‘of .business,

|That being true,: it appears. to be
| of paramount importance that the
{small .business .segment. of.the

|economy. may have access to ade_|-quate. radio. and television adver
od tising.”.. :_

-
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STAR WITNESS’ AS
V
Murrow Pushing US. Show From
T
n
a
m
r
e
G
W.
n
GE’S PILOT SPECIAL
Secret’ CoinCeiling o
ttheRoof
‘

D

Wil
10

Hi
Makes Show BizUnions
‘By HAZEL

>

F

Ar

S

Space to Recoup Yank Prestige

“Star Witness,” starring Barbara

Stanwyck and Lloyd Bridges, is the

|

first of a series of six CBS-TV
or longer contract, then it ‘is: pos-

GUILD

45

Ae

+

Washington, Oct. 17.
Uncle Sam may try fcr a video
score where it missed out cn keing
the first to orbit a man. Nationsl
Assn. of German Employees
has force them to work at-the lowest |Jar arrangement with the GE.
Train Legit Directors Aeronautics & Space Ad:ninistration reportedly is cansidcring
a
threatened: to boycott the entire Possible price,” he noted,
: half-hour
anthology . showcase, :
London, Oct. 17.
worldwide telecast from space of
West German television industry, ..In addition, the actors protested, “produced by MCA TV's Revue, and}
ABC-TV, commercial program Americas first manned «rbi‘al
‘one
of
the
rich
German
television
unless the tv outlets discontinue stations, that at Hamburg, has just aired Sundays-at 9 p.m. CBS-TV|contraetor for the Midlands and flight.
their newly-enforced pay scale.
asked. its performers
to ‘forget | currently is securing the rights! North of England at weekends, has
U.S. Information Agency DireeThe West German stations, which about extra fees: for. repeats on and developing four other pilot |selected another five candidates to tor Edward R. Murrow is said to
;properties for airing on “G. E.:train as directors in stock theatres be pushing for the telecast as a
_
came under the. control of the va- filmed shows.
Theatre.“
Second pilot property,:in the web's region.
They are
rious states of the country but func- |. Via a printed letter, dated Sep- already -secured, is Max Shulman’s Frank Evans, Leila Blake, Kenneth propaganda .coup to kelp :zke up
for the scientific prestige lest viken
tember 18, 1961, the Hamburg station as a network in producing
the
“Little. Amie.” ‘Loach, Edward Gilbert and Bryan the Soviets got the jump in risction used a political plea in phrasshows over two channels, have re- ing, “In the. interest of the national Casting of Miss Stanwyck and Stonehouse. Another appointment ing a man into orbit.
cently. agreed ta a new pay scale} political. situation, we ask for your ; Bridges marks the first time that JS to be made Jater.
The around-the-world
ty shew

|
.
to discuss a salary scale. But | pilots to be aired this season by|_
Frankfurt, Oct. .17. ‘sible
Brit. Com’! rV Prods.
it is unsocial and unfair to hold off } “General Electric Theatre.”
powerful
12,500-member. on engaging
the actors and then |]: Last season’ the web had a simi-°.
.
.
.

|
The

‘which gives a top limit of 7,000 ‘understanding that you receive no the {wo have appeared together on, This is the second year of the would be made possible by a t.nv,
to encourage four-pound camera dubbed the
for a repeat of the show. Other- ‘tv. “Star Witness” is described as ‘network’s ‘scheme
‘German marks ‘about $1.750). for fee
wise, it would not be ‘possible to a modern-day courtroom drama.. jmew blood into legit (‘tv depends
“Thompson

the performance of any entertainer
or actor on a. German show, re‘gardlessof the length of the show

Automatic.”

Two

came

erate
on a healthy and vital theatre”) eras would be used. one tocusing
repeat the afternoon program in
Rifkin’s TeleP Post.
‘and again a sum of $2.100 will be on the astronaut and the «the «n
which. you performed the follow- |
a
.
set:
atary.
/#ranted to each theatre concerned. the earth as the capsule crbits.
ing
morning.”
‘The
letter’
offered
(a three-hour drama ora two-min| “Monroe
Rifkin,
secretary ‘Three members Jaunched by ABC.the performers eight days in: which |treasurer
The camera. made by the Dage
ofM. TelePrompter
‘Corp. | py
sché
last y
;
,
ute song) and. regardless: of the
to reply, noting that if no objection -for the past two years, has.been; ith th eme
‘ast year are now Division of the Thompsen Ramo
status of the star.
was raised during that brief.period, named to the new position of. viee- | Gi; +t e company as trainee tv Wooldridge Co., gces under the
The statians made this agreement the performer would. receive no
scientific appellation of 2 Radisenprexy and assistant to president| IPectors.
secretly and word -of it has just additional
fee for the repeated pro- Irving B. Kahn.
.
de videcon transistorized tv Camebroken out through the protests
of gram.
.eu
.
Greensboro, N. C. — The Blue era. They would be hooked vp ith
William V. Sargent, who joined
The pay scale is} I : dditi
-the performers.

roughly similar to that enacted. last

na

year by the German Producers Un-

complain

‘ion, which limits the salary of an} receive only 10°¢ of
actor by a sliding scale witha top salary. for the rerun,
fee of $25,000 for the leading. role|,.

~

the. company. as v.p. in 1958, has |Ridge Broadcasting Corp., a non- a transmitter weighing as littie as
been designated v.p. over special | profit corporation headed by Dr. 12 pounds, but a more powerful
| Projects. Edmund
R. McCauley, “Billy Graham has been granted a one of 25 pounds could be ied
his additional : controller, will assume
additional | permit by the FCC to build and and still be lighter than photsthe Associa-: duties as principal financial andj operate a 10,000-watt radio station graphic equipment used in the first
accounting officer.
at Black Mountain, N.C.
two manned space shots.

ition, if the actor or -en-

|tertainer did
,,..

-

he would

in a film in West Germany.
And of |/0n_Official commented.)

‘course
have

the
met

film
with

salary

categories

| ~

considerable objec-

tions from the German. actors. In
addition. it has been claimed that
some producers went under the |.
table

to make

extra. payments

in

order to.obtain
the services of certain. popular stars.
—
Ts

Objections

.ffom.

have

already

come

many top German: entertain-:

ers, who state they will never again
‘appear on the German. television
screens

at

this

ridiculously

||:

low

Salary.
ee
’ ‘ghere are now .5,500.000 ‘televisions

sets

in West

Germany,. and {

‘the seven televison stations, plus
Sender

Free Berlin,

have agreed

to this 7.000-mark top: fee. |
However, according to one tele-.
vision performer, thisis certainly
‘unjust: when
an. actress

may

have’

to. work.an entire week at.rehear- |
‘sals for a three-hour television
drama..and when an Italian night-|
‘club

with

only 450

seats: pays

ae
(a

a}:

‘singer far more than this .7,000-{ mark fee for a-one-night engagement.
.

In. Holland,it has also been
noted, the ‘salary scale for’ televi-

sion is higher than it is here. de-:

spite the’ fact, that Holland is a
much smaller land -with consider-

ably fewer television sets.

Caterina Balks
.
and film.‘star Caterina
whose’ musicals. were

Record
Valente..

among the favorite productions on
the.

West

German,

screens, was among

television|

the first to re--

ject the 7,000-mark top fee.

_ Bui,

noted tetevision

.- |

director

Horst Jaedicke of the Stuttgart. sta- |
tion, ‘According to her husband, |
Miss Valente will not work for less

than 10,000 marks. (about $2.500).4
But we can still: make. a musical
“with Swedish. singer ‘Bibi Johns.”

Director Steigner of Sender Free
Berlin said: “‘The salary. scale binds

|.

our arms:” At Frankfurt, a station

official confirmed only, “Yes, there |
GisxiuaaEE
is a salary scale, but it.is: an in-|. 7SsSeee
‘ternal matter and we will not dis--|.

cuss it.”
.
' And noted Dr. Helmut Jedele of |

the. German Television, :“Film-like
salaries

are

not

possible for tele- |.

vision. For tye marvelous produc-’

tion’ of. ‘Hamlet’ we had to pay [.
Maximilian Schell’ 6,000 marks
$1,500), Italian ‘singer’ Vico Tor- |.
riani_ costs : 8,000 marks .tabout}
$2,0007-and German actor. Johannes
Heesters costs about 6,000 marks.” |

Germany's

leading

quizmaster,|

iREee

Hans Joachim Kulenkampff; .complained that he had been told to

cut costs.on.
his new television quiz|
series..
. And

(iia

Oo

_in-

Hamburg,

aoe

‘Heinrich|

_- Wuellner, president of the Assn.of | -'German

Stage

‘Employees,

urged

his members. to ‘fight. against. the

|-

low price-scalings, .promising ~to |
call a boycott. against the screen

medium. unless

(eee

Been SPOT
y OOF TEA
oa
ae
See Albert
TETLEY"
foe
Dimes
7

nate.

And... Tea Time or anytime of the day or night SPOT RADIO

brings the Tetley Tea sales message to millions of listeners.

the salaries were

Through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, Tetley Tea matches advertis-

“The television industry. is util-

Ing effort to sales potential market by market... with no waste

-inereased..
izing its
fairly,”
‘must be
smallest
many.

= 9 7”

a,

power as a monopoly unWuelIner noted. “Artists|.
paid for performing:at the |
villages theatrein Ger- |.
an

“When an artist,signs.a. 12-month

i

circulation.

:

Interested?, .. Your HR man will show you all the facts.Call hint
today.

+The TetieyTeo Tooter

°
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{ and ‘expansion scope, with. former Mayor Frank P. Zeidler, Don Hansen, community development department's title examiner. and Joseph
Lamping, supervisor of the same department... .On WMVS-TV the
Milwaukee Vocational | School and Adult educational station, “Town
Hall,” lecture series kicks off Monday (23) with Ambassador ‘Chandra
Shekhar Jha, of India’s permanent, UN delegation.

:

From The Production Centres
Continued

from

page

30.

Don Fedderson Expands
With TV: Blurb: AdjunctHollywood, . Oct.

Don

——?

17.

Fedderson is. diversifying

into produetion of tv: commercials, ”
tractor, is set for “major modifications and developments: of its main
Adjunct to hig packaging company
Cardiff studio”.
Granada-TV taped its first opera, “Orpheus in the
L nderworld.” so far unslotted. Ceeil McGivern is executive producer
George Palmer, vet Ciney radio and tv personality, has been ap- will be headed by .Jack :-Minor,
formerly
with Chrysler. and with
Guy Paine promoted to Controller of Advertisements for Asso- pointed general manager of Jupiter's WSAI, which he recently joined
ciuted-Rediffusion . . . Associated TeleVision opened studio A at its! . . . Bob Braun, a top miker of WLW and WLW-T, has been selected a vast. background in industrial
Elstree production centre.
to emcee the. 1962 America’s Junior Miss Pageant at Mobile ... Paul sales, advertising and administra-.
Sommerkamp, who exited as WCKY news director to join the Farson, tion. Second in command as vee| Huff & Northlich ad agency, continues as evening sports show on the pee and general. manager is Peck
L. B. Wilson station and ‘also ‘holds as announcer at Crosley Field and Prior, who two wéeks ago resigned .
American Univ. goes on the air with a-new FM station here Oct. 23. Cincy Gardens . .« Tony Sands, chief. meteorologist of Crosley’s Cincy from Campbell-Ewald agency. He:
last year’s Film Festival
It will be operated by A.U.’s Speech-Arts Department, with Professor. stations, told about the use of radar at WLW at a Professional Broad- won
Donald M. Wiiliams serving as director of broadcasting. Call letters | cast -‘Engineers. Society meeting in Washington .
Taft Broadcasting | award for his Delco tv: commer
are
WAMU-FM .
WTOP-TV, already with the largest local feature Co. tv stations’ in Cincinnati; Columbus, Birmingham and Lexington, -ejal.
fiim library has bought 23 foreign motion pictures from Flamingo. Ky., are carrying morning and evening. five-minute news programs for
New .company thas taken: space.
Fitms and will use them as a mid-day feature starting Nov. 21... .. the younger set.
at Desilu-Gower as headquarters
CBS’ Nancy Hanschman, back from a month in Europe, found a pile
and- for the production of .comof mail regarding her “People on the Way Up” -Satevepost plug.
-wercial and industrial. films.
‘Bel Malkie,
WMAL newsman, has resigned for a post in the Maryland |.
government .
Jerome J. Klasman is a new account executive for
S. Campbell Ritehie ‘is the new president and general manager ‘of 1
WTOP-TV, replacing Hal Teagle, who resigned . . . Mutual is busily CKLW radio and television, succeeding the late J. E. (Ted) Campeau.{
redecorating its Sheraton-Park Hotel studios.
Ritchie has been with the Essex Broadcasters. station since 1936,
Serving -as. announcer, vocalist. traffic manager, program director and}
—
operations. manager .
Floyd Starr, founder and president of the =. Continued from page i=
Starr Commonwealth for Boys, will be the subject of WWJ-TV’s “ProBob (Camelot) Goulet will commute by plane from New York file,” ‘with Don Perrie interviewing. Starr Commonwealth is a school said, “there are signs of a ‘growing
tendency
to
erect
a
barrier
sepaSundays, to host the CBC's “Playdate” 60-mins. drama series after for delinquent boys .. ..WXYZ-TV is asking its listeners to send. in
formerly turning down the CBC offer of some $30,000 for 10 shows questjons which they wish to ask Detroit's two candidates for mayor| rating us. Call it a ‘wall, a fence;
if-you
will,
an
ironic
curtain.
It’s
. Howard da Silva in town for his rehearsal as the Swede in Harvey who will appear in separate. half-hour question answering programs
there. And. it is ironic for never
Hart's production of Stephen Crane’s “The -Blue Hotel,” to receive
WJBK-TV is playing host to a series of groups of Detroit area has there’ been a greater. . need.---.
the CBC-TV’s full trans-Canada treatment in January .... Pierre employees who are nearing retirement age..The groups go to the station.
Berten to debut on a daily series of commentary on the news for headquarters for a meeting and to view a film “The Later Years’’ a} ‘for the free flow of ideas and a
closer working relationship .beCFTO-TYV ... Donald Davis, who is currently doing his “Krapp’s Last half-hour “Project 2”” documentary produced ‘by the station’s news and
tween the television networks and’
Tape” at the ‘Crest Theatre here, has been cast as Raleigh in Robert public affairs department.
the
advertising agencies.”
—
Allen’s CBC-TV production of “Elizabeth the Queen” and will play
Treyz voiced. ‘confidence. ‘about
opposite Judith Evelyn. Tape is skedded for Oct. 31, with broadcast
|the-tuture of the American sysfor New Year ... Al Bruner, last of the Old Guard at CFTO-TV, has
switched to CHCH-TV as director of sales and marketing, wifh h.q.
Glenn ‘Tryon has a new jazz show
a
on WAZZ FM. He is also 2 staffer ‘tem of television. “Despite some
in the Park Plaza Hotel here... Earl Wrightson guest of “The Juliette on WMCK ..
. William Steinberg, conductor of the Pittsburgh Sym- dire’ predictions—and the. .cynics
Show™ on Oct. 21 at 10:15 p.m., before flying back to Atlantic City, phony, will present word previews of the orchestra concerts each who boast that they watch. less:
Chicago and Baltimore for stage performances in “South Patifie’. . . Thursday on “Program PM” on KDKA. Steinberg has also done many. “television—the public appetite and...
Jay Sparks has replaced Bob Laine as all-night deejay at CHUM, with jazz shows on WAZZ FM .. . George Thomas, WTAE news editor, was |. hunger for tv. has\.never been
laiter after a four-years stint, going into daytime radig.
presented with an Award of Merit from the Pittsburgh Chapter of the ‘stronger. ‘During the: ‘first nine~
| Producers’ Council.at a luncheon on Thursday (12). . Ken Kirk has. months. of .1961, ‘including the
replaced Sterling Yates on the weather show on KDKA TV. Yates is. summer, the’ typical’ U.S. home
{the new auctioneer on “Junior Auction” which is seen here on KDKA- | viewed over five hours of -televiSydney producer Warwick Freeman, of station TCN9, reports his TV and in over 100 other markets ... WWSW is again rebroadcasting. sion ‘per day—an: alltime record in:
Melbourne talent scouting trip unsuccessful for young performers to all: the Syria Mosque concerts of the Pittsburg Symphony Orchestra “the Nielsen: books. In the new ™
appear in his national teen show “Bandstand”. . . Station GTV9 hopeful|. . Bill.Cardille of WUC is now doing the closing announcements: on -séason, viewing is at an. alltime
of finding new femme star to replace their much-missed dumb blonde “Sing Along With Mitch” for NBC..:
peak ‘for this time of. the year.”
Panda who switched to HSV7 earlier this year . . . Larry. Adler set for
Treyz: said {t was’ “an interesting
Musical special from State-owned station ABV2 ...- Professor Browne,
commentary on our medium that
popular GTV9 educationalist, off to New Zealand for holidays and
the chairman of the FCC has been
to search for new material for his nightly show... John Aldons, for
WCCO had spoftscaster Bob Casey covering World Series.- Station |described as the most publicized three years assistant sales manager at GTVS, is the new sales manager carried Casey's post-game interviews with. Yankee hitting star Johnny
member: of the New. Frontier adat country station BCV8 Bendigo . . Ron Sambell to 3XY from 3HA Blanchard, a Minneapolitan and off-season WCCO-TV staffer .; . ministration after. the. President.
as radio roundsman on station’s 24 hour daily news service .. . Johnny WDGY, converting to near total automation in -its technical. setup, himself. ‘This is not ‘simply be=-.
Ladd, successful English comedian, back in Melbourtie after 16 weeks plans to drop its downtown studios and transfer all studio work to. its
_cause .Mr. (Newton) Minow. is a
round-the-world jaunt and at work on new musicomedy series for transmitter station
... Time-Life Broadcast exec Ole Morby here last" highly: articulate leader of a body
ABV2 with English musical comedienne Sheila Bradley- and Aussie week for visit . . . KTCA-TV Benheral manager John: ‘Schwarzwalder,
of public opinion; it is: also bevocalist Bill French . . . GLV10, new Victorian country station at’ named. chairman of the Metropolitan Planning Commission’s planning
Cause Mr. Minow is. talking about
Traralgon, filmed highlights of Latrobe Valley Football League grand-. and research committee . .. WI'CN-TV personality Frank Seifert has. the communications .medium thatfinal as first assignment when station begins: transmissions in De- branched into the ‘nitery biz, taking. over the Seventh Corner, bar
is ‘closest’ to the heart. and mind
cember.
‘here and renaming it The Inn-Tuition. Bistro is. offering jazz and floor. of the American family. The reshows, starting this week with comic Don Marlowe, a WTCN associate
sult of Mr. Minow's efforts have
of Seifert’s
WCCO resumed its “Prep Parade’? show with Bob
been interesting in some
wunex-.
‘| DeHaven and ‘Sid Hartman last month.
. KUOM offered George pected. ways: He has increased not
WAUX. Waukesha (Wis.) bombarding Milwaukee listeners with car Bernard Shaw comedy, “Candida; on its.“Minnesota Theatre of the}
only: the public's - criticism of tv,
and bus cards using “most powerful station in Eastern Wisconsin” Air” series Saturday .., WwCCO general manager Larry Haeg on air
but its praise for it and the pub-.
pitch. Recently, FCC approved 10,000 watts for station ... Carol Begel trip around the worid.
lic’s awareness ‘of television. All.
{onetime Billie the Brownie on WTMJ) currently producing Milwaukee
‘of
which has helped produce. the.
Public Library’s ‘‘Young Moderns Talks Books,” on WTMJ-TV. Satur.
largest’ and most responsive audidays
... Gordon Thomas, supervisor of WIMJ-AM announcers on néw
‘Connie
Stevens
ence
in tv history.”
will
be
the
“Sweetheart”
of
the
Gimbels Thanksgiving
show “The Gordon Thomas Show,” 4:05-5:55 p.m. weekdays. Thomas
An episode of the “UnTreyz asked the agencies to ‘do
emceed “Tép’o The Morning” 19 years, with Gordon Hinkley now han- Day Parade to be televised over CBS-TV....
of
tagged
“City
.
Leve”
Brotherly
is
filmed
here
be
touchables”
to
‘their share in network planning
dling samie show weekdays 6-8:30 a.m... . New WTMJ staffer Dave
Adams does “Top” Saturdays. 6-9 a.m. ... John Drury emcees “Dial WCAU-TV began a series of 10 pro football games telecasts including in the. following three-.areas: (1)
Drury,” 3:05-4 p.m. cross-the-board . .. WFMR in two dramas broad- all the Eagles away contests (15). Jaek Whitaker does the play-by-play; ascertaining early eriough the tenBosh Pritchard provides color . . . Economic issues of our: times. dis- tative television needs and. desires
casts, “Death of a Salesman,” Oct. 4, and “Julius Ceasar,” Oct. 28..
of the agencies’ clients; (2) setting
A new series from Canadian Broadcasting ‘Corp., “Relays,” kicked-off. cussed in 13 week series, “Can. We Afford Tomorrow?” on WRCV-TV,
on WFMR Oct. (17)... Broadcasts are chosen from French, English with staffer Bob Bradley as moderator ... Hy Lit, recently with WCAM, goals -as to the amount of. time,
to
Philly
Camden,
nightime:
returns
Dick
with
...
show
WDAS
on
types of program, nights of week;
and bilingual FM nets of BBC and relayed on WEMR.
“The Zeidler
Roundtable,” on WTMJ covered Milwaukee's
community development Clark’s (“Bandstand”) Drexel Films Corp. has changed its name to. and (3), consulting with one or:
penile
Dick Clark Productions, Inc. ... Pat Taylor, of WPEN’s Pat & Jack more’ of the networks on.. their
‘{team, recouping at home after emergency appendectomy~ . . Wally thinking so it can be taken into...
‘Erickson, farm director for the Triangle. Stations, honored with the the webs’ ‘calculations: Sukiyaki-Styled Minow
“Outstanding Service Plaque” of the Future Farmers of America, at
Tokyo, Oct. 17.
convention in Kansas City.
Ministry of Postal Services has
+
earmarked $28,000 for survey of
tora January start.It
Itakes at least |.
itv and radio programs
of both
| three months to get a new vidfilm
commercials and government(NHE)
series rolling for weekly telecaststations beginning next April 1.
; Continued from page 2] ——
Gee
ng.
Date is two months before all
Among the hour series hurting
stations must apply for renewal li- ment. It’s not a matter of: subbing on the Arbitrons are “New Breed,”
cense. Opinions gathered in suryey some game show, or experimenting “Target: The Corrupters,” “87th
will be used in weighing renewal with an idea, built. around some Precinct,” “Investigators,” “Cain’s |
| applications: Move is being made comedian, . for example. An hour Hundred,” “Follow the Sun,”: and
{primarily to force change of policy must have plusses, dictated by the “Robert Taylor:. Captain of Detecof certain stations with heavy pro- time span,Mgt. Willlam Merris Agency
To .get. another hour yidfilm tives.” All are understood to be
gram
g of entertainment shows
13-week
deals.
Network
break- |
‘| despite license whieh calls for edu- series ‘as ‘a replacement: means down runs: three, ABC-TV; three,
pressing the go-ahead button now
‘| cational prograa
.
Met. LEONARD GREEN

IN CINCINNATI .

IN WASHINGTON

IN DETROIT

.

ronic. Curtain’

IN TORONTO

.

IN PITTSBURGH

.

IN MELBOURNE...

IN MINNEAPOLIS .

IN MILWAUKEE...

IN PHILADELPHIA ...

Roplacemont ‘Shows

-EMMETT KELLY

NBC-TV;

“TWO FACES WEST”
THE TOP: GUN IN ACTION!

BIRMINGHAM
(aud. share)

CHARLESTON-HUNTINGTON

12%

54%

HAWAII
(aud. share)

(aud. share}

53%

Source: ARB, June, 1961.

SCREEN
YORK

DETROIT

SUBSIDIARY
CHICAGO

308 od Bist St.. New Yori.
PL 2-1764

only rating trouble

J spots, as indicated by the initial
national Arbitrons, but they. are
| tiustrative of some of the dilem- =
'] mas.
There
is some
foreign film
product available for midseason’
replacements,
web. program

but, according to a.
chieftain, the for- 7

eign vidfilm product falls in the

Jvanvoay.

ppy)
: BROOKS :
on avary CHANNEL

action-adventure. category, a category which isn’t coming uv with. a i
the Arbitron numbers this season.

clear solutions in immediate sight.

fr GEMS, ie.
OF COLUMBIA

711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22

NEW

and. one CBS-TY. These

not the

All the above spells crisis meet-|
jing after crisis meeting, with few |

For Further Detalls Contac?

TELEVISION

‘are

' DALLAS.

‘Dallas—WFAA radio farm direc- |
tor Murray Cox leaves this week

PICTURES CORP.
PL 12-4432

_ HOLLYWOOD

“ATLANTA

for Kansas

TORONTO

City,

the “Outstanding

Mo.,

te receive.

Service Plaque”

at the Future Farmers

of America

[34th National Convention.
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“ARB FEATURE FILM CHARar |JustLikel’s

Weduesday, October.
r 18,1961:
1

Average Rating: 19”

~ COMPETITION

Average: Shares 76

SUNDAYS 2:60-5:00.

|

Program: FEATURE |

PROGRA

ioe RAM

_ Wide World Sports

. June 18 “MARY OF SCOTLAND”

.

1936, RKO, UAA, ist‘Run.

~~

June .2§.“CHECAGO DEADLINE?
ay

. Mattys Funnies

4:30-5:00

-_

1949, Paramount, MCA-TYV, Repeat..
July: 2“ LIKELY STORY”
|
' Bill Williams, Barbara: ‘Hale’
1947, RKO, UAA, Repeat.

°

=

WTAE

7

3:00-4:00
Play, Best Post
4:00-4:30
ee

3.
wiic
3
wee,

over the country.
In New York, FCC monitoring
recently
intercepted
programs
from Station “WHTR Home Town
Radio.” Engineers traced the illicit
broadeasts to a backyard shack,
They were greeted by a youth who

of

‘1 U.S. shows on the commercial web

WTAE

wric

Continued from page 31 maaaas |2lways relax with small ones from

{the decline in the popularity

8

Play, Nite’ Future

Washington, Qet. 17.
When Federal Communications
Commission
officials tire of big
problems in Washington, they can

BritishTV Hits

memes

, 3:00-4:30

Katherine Hepburn, .Fredric March.
a

DoneonTV,FCC

47

~‘Jracks Down Kilocycle Outlaws

- Continnea frem pase “)

KDKA

RADIO-TELEVISION

as a whole. Only “Rawhide” and
“Perry: Mason” have just made
the network chart in the last four

~

_| weeks.

In certain regions, though,

“Bonanza”; “Route 66’ and “77
shushed them until his 16-year-old
Sunset “Strip” are still prominent. partner and disk jockey finished
ATV exec Val Parnell notes,. playing a record.
the sta| however, that weekend viewing on tion told its listenersThen
it was signthe commercial channel has conJuly 9 NO FEATURE THIS DATE— .
__ Hosa
awe
ing off, permanently.
siderably increased over last year.
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL _
In St. Louis, a 15-year-old added
“Among homes with a choice (of
‘| commercial and BBC-TV channels) a transmitter to his school science
we have been getting audiences fair etxhibit and started broadcastthree or four times larger than ing. He covered a radius of about
After successful showing of two
equivalent presentations screened 20 miles and FCC received about
-of his animated short. subjects, +} at the same time on the rival net-|as many complaints.
When the
Radlo-tv directors. ‘of eight colleges’ and universities in the Chicago -Ernie Pintoff has contracted with
_ area have formed.a cooperative organization called University: Broad- | ABC-TV for six more shorties to. work,” he. says. “Our policy of feds cracked down, the boy signed
off
as
“Engineer
No
Longer
in
casting Assn, to represent the “‘talent” pool of educators and specialists be aired via the Steve Allen vari- hourlong shows seems to be paying
Charge.”
| off.
available to. the broadcasting media.in the Windy City. In‘ the ag-. ety ‘hour.
In Minneapolis,
a woman comgrégate, the eight faculties total 9,000 persons who might be “used in}.
Allen show preemed with: Pin-|5
plained about disrupted Channel 5
discussion: and educational programs. .

Inside Stuff—Radhio.v

- Pintoff?$ ABC Shorties

' UBA currently is feeding -professional talent ‘to. “Seminar 61,”

TV Satellite

| toff’s “The Interview,” which had
in arty theatrical distribu-.

erossboard lecture series on WBBM-TV; “News Perspective,” four-a- been
tion.
week commentary series on educational ‘station WTTw;. and “Meeting |
of the Minds,” once a week. panel show on WTTW. .
The institutions represented are Lake Forest College, Northwestern
U., De’ Paul, Roosevelt, Loyola, Illinois Institute of Technology, ‘and
the Universities ofChicago’ and Minois.

—

| the to the danger of possible domi-

‘Native’Aussie

nation of the system by one of the

|

bigger carriers.
was taken to
refer to the giant AT&T, many
times larger than any of the other
common carriers. ‘The grand ‘award for the ‘best Ww ‘coinmercial, presented: at the end
Members of the committee, in
‘of the fifth annual industrial film: & audio visual exhibition in New.
- York Jast week, went to Fuller & Smith & Ross for an Alcoa commer-.
addition to Western Union and
AT&T, are: American
Cable &
cial, “Workahility,” produced by. On Film. The: ‘three-day exhibition .
Radio. Corp. (Commercial . Cable
wound. up. Thursday (12) evening.
Co., All America Cables and Radio
“Mayor Robert F. Wagner was ‘guest of ‘honor: at the exhibition's
Inc., Globe Wireless, and Mackay
luncheon. Wednesday. Herbert: Rosen, ‘organizer of the show, presented
‘Sydney, Oct. 17.
Radio and Telegraph), Hawaiian
the. mayor: with 2 trophy citing Wagner’s “encouragement and. support
Aussie-produced tv shows are
Co., Press
Wireless,
in organizing and staging” of the industrial and commercial film fest now gaining a greater degree of Telephone
Radio Corp. of Puerto Rico, RCA
which was a part of the. exhibition. ’
acceptance
and support from both Communications, South Puerto
“| advertisers and public and the Rieo Sugar Corp., and Tropical
NBC-TV's deal with. Meredith. Willson for a- new series’ ‘during the output. is upheating strongly, with Radio Telegraph.
1962-63 series has an umusual exit proviso. Willson: insisted upon the a higher. production. ratio seen in
Meanwhile. Senate
Commerce
right to get out of. his commitment at the end of any season that he ’62, according to the Australian Chairman Warren Magnuson
(Ddesires even if the series-is'a smash hit: ABC-TV: execs say. they had. Board. of: Control, _government- Wash.) called on the Administratalked with Willson about a show. for next year but balked at accepting “body handling both radio and tee- tion to give high priority to push‘vee here.
his quit-at-any-time clause,
,
jing for reservationof frequencies
Board spokesman
said it. was for satellite transmission of both
Hubbell. Robinson Jr... is.guest speaker. at the: Oct. 20° Newsmaker ‘hoped all commercial
stations radio and tv educational fare at
‘‘Juncheon by the Radio & Television’ Executives Society. The indie here would televise at least one the 1963 spectal session of the In- packager (“87th Precinct” and “Thriller”’). and former CBS-TV. program hour of Aussie-made fare in the ternational
Telecommunications
chief: was: asked to. define “the. ‘new. role: ‘of ty. ._programming in’ the key viewing time, 7:30 p.m. and Union. The meeting. called to hash
1960s."
.
the space
communications
9 p.m., building up to two hours over
problem, will be the first held
. AS with the ‘opening Newton Minow: ‘Newsmaker lunch on Sept. 22, ‘or more nightly,
since
1959.°
this one> will be. held at.‘the ‘Hotel. ‘Roosevelt in N.Y.
Spokesman pointed out. that the
Speaking to the American Rocket
temporary reduction in advertising
Society, Magauson said swift action
’ Production. of © ‘radio. and television: “gets, “after slipping badly in ‘expenditure brought about by an is necessary. if Uncle Sam is to
July;-made a comeback in August to hit the second. highest peak of the. economic downbeat-in the middle have ready an overall. coordinated
‘year. And, for the. first time, output of tv sets ‘was ahead «of the_ 1960} of.’61 had had its effect on local plan for presentation to the interproduction. However, Sponsors were
Pace.
now coming forward to back local national confab. Pointing out that
Electronic Industries Assn. -yeported that 514,674. tv. ‘sets were turned shows, spokesman said.
the radio spectrum {fs limited, he
out in August, as against 383,378 the ‘month before...Fune production of
Board spokesman said it wasj§ aid:
615,118 ‘sets was the best monthly total so far-this year. Output through
now pleased to see that local sta- |. “CTTU already has allocated most,
August totalled 3,699,188 compared with 3,694,184 for the same -1960.
tions were. exercising considerable if not all, of the frequency bands
span. During the early: part of 1961, production lagged far’behind the care in-selecting overseas’. material that can be used for international
1960 pace as result of the.economic dip.
|for. Australian consumption, con- communications. But of these only
‘sequently many programs which: 12 have been designated for space
WBBM Radio broadcast the-entire. opening | night performance of ‘have been strongly criticized by communications. And these 12 are
Chicago's Lyric Opera last-Saturday. in stereo on. its AM and FM chan-. U.S.: authorities have not been reserved solely for research purnels, without sponsorship. ‘The production was Donizetti’s “Lucia di screened here, especially those poses and shared equally by all
“‘Lamermoor” with. Joan Sutherland and Richard Tucker top featured. featuring crimes of violence. Local nations.”
It lasted nearly four hours, with .the pre-curtain interviews.
censorship authorities
are. also ' Making his pitch for educational
+s
‘| slashing sex and crime fare -in. use of space relays, the Senator de‘| order to keep shows within bounds |clared: “Everywhere in the world,
peoples, regardless of the stage of
4 for general family consumption.
Aussie Actors’ Equity is now their advancement. will welcome
visual instructions on how, by the
aes Continued from page 3] i 1: hopeftl - .that more homebrew adoption
LOW RENTof simple health measures,
product will. go before the teevee
1555 Broadway, Cor. Abth St. N.Ye times think it’s a technical art,” cameras in the year ahead via key they may decrease mortality, parin| he said speaking of the third chore ‘sponsorship. -AAE .would like to ticularly infant mortality .
‘(entrance on West 46th St.)

TVProducts Head

‘For Sharp Upbeat

TIMES SQUARE—FOR RENT .7

PRIVATE—SEMI-. PRIVATE
DESK SPACE —

Jewison

Hof :the ‘video director:
the airy. the: “director

Like Herb’ Brodkin. and: others:

before him, Jewison

SUPA SERVICES :

thinks that

BRIT ISHSCRIPTER HITS.
CBS WITH 5006 ACTION

the value of video tape.is further
being abused ‘because the nefs are |
Still using it, in great measure, as

‘1555. Broadway, N.Y...
‘ Phone it 1-0673

scenes, painstakingly editing the against CBS. The suit ‘originally
minute .or. minute-and-a-half
of. brought in: Washington, D. C.,. was.
{tape footage resulting and thus 1os- transferred to. the. jurisdiction of
ing the sense of fluidity that “Jive the N. ¥. Federal Court.
1
‘Presently employed PENKA.; writes | on tape” should, -he feels, -achieve.
Complaint : charges that in 1954}.
J own show, commercials, ete. ten:
‘As for. its comparability to film, the :‘plaintiff created a radio show
years ‘experience. radio-tv, major
| “tape has a‘greater depth of field;
stations;
singer; actress;
trick tit is much -clearer and can take called’ “Once Upon. A Time,” now |.
known. as “Tell the Tale.” In.1955.
Il Voices: telegénic, with dynamic’ perPictures that film. cannot possibly
‘sonality. Desires. employment New.-[- duplicate, making it - ‘technically she claims she submitted a tape }Tecording to the office of the de-York.area. For photograph, resume. |far superior. to film.”
'}fendant in Washington with a view
and references, write Box. V-3137,
for .CBS’ usage. The- complaint

(DISC—JOCKEYETTE!

. Big. Wileon has not yet.

selected the network for
| Ais firstTV: spectacular. -

Brit. Equity Demands
As Threat to Thespers
London, Oct. 17.
If the commercial tv companies
meet Equity’s demands for a 530°
increase in minimum fees for roles
involving the use of 10 words or
more, show biz in Britain generally will be faced with inflation,
opines BBC-TV booking manager
Holland Bennett. Not least to suffer would be BBC which, paying
slightly below the independent tv
rates, runs up an artists bill of al‘most $6,500,000 pounds a year.
BBC-TV would certainly have to
increase this budget even if Equity
had accepted the last offer of $56
for walk-on roles and $76.40 for

10-word

parts. Immediate tenden-

cy would be to use fewer actors
per show, says Bennett, and new

talent (which could be paid at a
lower rate} would be sought. The
very people who should be supported
middle-of-the-road-actors
who have worked for years to gain
a high degree of competence, would
be dropped. And the percentage
of shows not using actors would
rise.

Equity

numbers.

What is it?

‘ Daphne Padell, of Kent, Eng-

though .it- were _film—taking brief land, has filed a- ‘plagiarism suit

‘TVarfety, 154 W.46 St., N.Y.36, NY.f}

BBC Exec Raps Stiff

Another ramification of inflated
ferease fooda Production and early fees would be a flood of get-richof violent storms and|quick-thesps to swell the 40% idle

see a 60%. Aussie program setup.
in ’62: and 1s ‘pressing for. political|.
backing in this direction.

“Qnce on
is .not-.only

moving his cameras,’ he is his own
on-the-spot editor.” -

furnished and unfurnished
also rehearsal studios

FCC found a chiropractor next door with an old, illegal type of diathermy machine.
He bought a new one and tv reception improved.
A Chicago neighborhood complained of similar interference on
Channel 2. The culprit was germicidal lamp in a nearby flower shop.
Also in Chicago, a veterans hospital picked up a local FM station
on an electroencephalograph, an-.
instrument used to. record brain
waves.
<A shield over the gadget
halted its reception.
But perhaps FCC’s most prideful recent case resulted in ticketing a Louisiana town’s police department for using radar without
a license.

‘| reception.

Continued from page 26

While a strong ‘exponent of: tv,
Jewison is. not about, he says, to. charges - that in

1958,.€BS

pla-}-

‘|take ‘any’ of: the job: offers he is. giarized: the plaintifi’s property. by |
|known to have gotten. from .the telecasting a program called
telefilm ‘producers. ‘TY will do film, “Keep Talking,” which was al‘but not “for television;. you have ‘legedily. an identical program such
to shoot tv film fast’ ‘and what. can’ as she submitted.

We don’t know.

Couldn't

care less.
But we do know that if you
advertise it on KSTP-TY you can
sell it... and plenty
morc like it,
The Northwest’s first TV
station, KSTP-TV effectively and
economically sells a market
of 810,800 TV families and over

Five Billion in spendable income.

that

you ‘do in six days?-I don’t believe: |} The suit asks for $500, 000 dam-

a fine one-hour motion picture. can ages, plus an injunction, claiming
ever. be done in six days. Why it to have heen deprived of the benetakes me six weeks on atv special fits of her creation, In papers filed
alone. ”
in Washington,

100,000 WATTS °
MINNEAPOLIS * ST. PAUL

REC ORD
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REVIEWS

Biway's ‘SailAway’ H'weod’s Story,|
Berman’s Personal’ Top Current LPs}
esti

AW AX "2

.Cupiol

TDe-

trated: in numbers like “My

| Top Singles Of The Week
(The Best Betsof This Week’s100-Plis Releases)

aa
a

Man's |

1
{EDDIE FISHER.” Deere ence e er een eae nees
SHALOM
ot steht
Coal ‘eritiea’ re- Gone Now,” “Solar.” “AH of You” {|
and “Jade Visions,’ an oricinal by
iro.ivay,
this
new
(ABC Paramount) eee eaeeee Nile and Honey
the
bassist
in
the
trio,
Scott
La-}"]>
"ay grb ess i. seit apparent!v ts
Eddie Fisher's‘“Shalom” Woguet, fram’ the scare of the: Braadarg PUT OERa the es sure to be Fazo.
warn neusieal SALUT: and H: mey,” is a potent ballad. belted in a style
sacoaeeh fee the ortinal cast
ALFRED
DELLER:
“THE |
that could .put this. singer. back .on tup of the bestseller lists.
Peectectt
Or disk, 2 cone. over CBUEL
MOTHER”
(Vanzuard
“MiB: and Honey” (Vaoyuet), from the same score, ig another fine
rz oaaped eater eoomte wait vie
\nidst- the contemporary: huom of
side due for spivs. —
ok
«
eo.
natbe:s
am iining tte fotk music and artists, this set Is 1
atiacs and Flarrme Sirtei: owlstin- at special. Interest because. its re-.
woe
“pices e/THE WAY TAME
> care ede
She belts pretty ,eaks hew a serious artists works.
(Brunswick) .
"My Heart Belongs To Only You.
ode
+
Joa
ot sets plemie. a: miltease its this idiom.
‘
Alfred Del'or, wells
Jacniv Wilson's “The> Way U Am” (East- West. 1 is a jumping: dune
the cork elaser, “Why Do kieran
wan
oe wt
im art song circles, here bo
LAWRENCE WELK |
with a clever. lyric: handled in sock’ rocking form for. the juke
Woars
Peorle Travel”
and Serves up a program of. old British |
Darsrriel
Presents Anothes Dot
TLit:
trate. “My-Heart Belongs To Only You" (Merrimacts is an okay
mipsert
nro.
“Battle Ono's sone. in his impeccable counter4
stow- tempoed ballad: with builcéng imoyact..
o en "om
eS Tess Steve
ss bu with tenor. with backing by a-voeal eneostoay ge ont cers Bhe “Sotties, soninle. and Desmond
a
*See
USaD Movies? BOW: AL:
Dupre on
so ON, ar oe
Jar es. test
Dies
ree
a
Kaow
Why
DT
Love
You
Like
!
‘The delivery bears little re-:
ie
‘JIM REEVES. 2.0... 0.0206. e ue.
I poo
:
;
resmtie
ogi “Later tation to what the Kingston Trio
(RCA Victor) wane ot. eee
What I Feel In My Heart’
.
ani
UDort
Turn
’ o: oe
woul do with these ‘traditional
Poe Farge
Besth somts ae songs and may mot’ be as popular, Group, ‘Bud Dashiell having been
Jimt Reeves’ “Losing Your: Love” (Tree*) ts @ ‘firstrate™ CmentTywe
wee
oye
wet
oe
eh
Mets
bed
Conall
on
ibe
Sip
te eg
.
etad'’s faviiiir rat- tut Deter
flared
ballad
which
this’
singer
delicers ina winning GTaIPe.
will probabl:
prove formerly of the Bud & Travis duo.
fea:
are peasant and nove Gurable over the lou run.
a Sy
pera broad pop market..“What I Feel In Aly. Heart” (Tuckahoet)
The trio gets a good -showcasing
“oo In a ssa tn awed
is
also
a
pleasing
side.
.
.
“GLENN MILLER TIME’ "ORCA on the ‘set. displaying tight and ef*
a
aoan? Fag
Pter Victor.
Tied to the sumn er video fective harmony in varied. rhythms |
aati
a:
ot . Berek Love - oe featurins the Glenn Miller- and languages.
Their repertoire, | KINGSTON: TRIO. were
AL OMING FROM: THE: MOUTAINS
« ‘i ne i's
Date siees sivied >band under the baton of mostly
in the folk vein, offers
(Capitol). 2... Nothing More To Look Forward To.
“sts share ret
orfaingl
lav McKinley, this LP is a neat mixed and stylish interpretations,
. .f
ay
Kingston
Tri’s.
“Coming.
From The Mountain”. (Sausqlitot) is
o
ov
Pt
east ob wkv: 2¢ Of The ser session of standard swing music. including — pop.- ‘Spanish, Hawaiian
bright folk styled niaterial which this combo handles for
“Poe three rrare within. The sound if full and. the beat is
dM
Pri
me
PY
LD a .
ee
aly
leir guitar
guitar plaviplaying!| - “more
as
Lakes
i
“Nothing
More -To Look ‘Forward To” (Chapand
calypso.
Their
maximum
impact.
and the showtune crisp cin this orch’s workover of ix crisp. and complex enough to
te - text
Pe Fe ae avre to cary if to the sonss Jike “Night Train.’ “Mack please. buff. along with their vocal| pe!™s, fram the. “Kwamina’’ Score, is. shaped. into an attractive

oe

:

i A ACKIE WILSON.
ooo.

‘THE LENNON SISTERS

-LOSING YOUR LOVE

. ao
.

fal
..oe
“ of
.rT-.

yous
me
:
a
with a vocal by Mic- designs and. is quite Spanish in ~ slice.
o*
“Peg O° My Heart” and flavor.
bie
Pius is a surefire black ust- txo songs nicely showcasing the
ev
Te ssundtrack of the Lean- bard's vacalist Lorrie Peters.
20” ‘REA Victor’. Ray Ellis has
(MGM)...... ehae
The Prayer of Our Lord
TONY
ORLANDO:
“BLESS
ari
Reonsein-Stephen
Sondheim
taken. 20. recent pop hits and given |.
Ornadel’s “Theme: From ‘King of Kings"? ” (Robbins*) is a richly
S-o1re kas been. fashioned into an YOU” ‘:Epic:. Tony Orlando. a 19- them a stylized arrangement set- |
symphonic inferpreation of a sweeping pic theme. due -for across:
exerting disk package which will year-old developed by indie. disk,.ting ‘that will. appeal to spinners
‘the-board play.-“The. Prayer of Our Lord” (Robbins*), concucted
Don: who like their, miusic handled with
rede along with the pic’s b.o. im- producers
Al Nevins ‘and
by Miklos Rosza,.is a strong. teligioso. choral evitry.
pact
Fxeeilent.
credible
voices Kirshner, Is staying with the teen- taste. It's mostly an instrumental
*
.*
7
harntie the teading vocal. assien-~ agers in his first album try. There. patkage
but. there are several
tients and the orchestrations un- are
probably . enough. juve fans. vocals. interpolated to give it a
‘LITTLE RICHARD......... »HE’S NOT JUST'A SOLDIER
d=
Jobmnvy Green’s
baton
have around to support. the album but neat change of pacé. Among the |.
(Mercury) .
.
‘eae e ae
-+++.,Joy, Joy, Joy,
caugh:
tie
nervously
swinging. thé package shows no dev elopment. goodies are “Michael” and “Hurt.”
Little Richard's “He's Not Just A Soldier” (Woodman?) is a.
read of this music.
A colorful as a performer. In fact. four of
OBERNKIRCHEN CHILgood topically pegged number delivered very effectively ina standdauble-fold jacket; with stills from the tunes are reprises of his first i THE
“CHRISTMAS
out arrangement:
“Joy, Joy, Joy” (Rodsheaver*i
is a gospel
tee ithe... ives this offering a de twa single releases, “Halfway to ‘DREN'S -CHOIR:
(Angel?..
This German
‘flavored entry with chances.
.
0
Fomorrows”. i, SONGS”
Lecce quatite.
Paradise” “Lonely
SHELIUY
BERMAN:
“A PER- and “Bless You”’/"Am I The Guy.’ children’s. choir, already an estab- |
ae e
€
SONAL
APPEARANCE”
:Verve:. These are okay items for a seedy ‘lished concert. attraction, turn: up
The comed:
cycle on LP has ta- singles. spree ‘but they don't hold, with a. surefire program of Christ- BILLY“ VAUGHN. .........00c0cee8 [BERLIN MELODY’
pered off its hot clip of last year, up in album showcase. Same goes ‘mas carols and seasonal songs: for
(Dot).
market.
The
choir
but She'tlev Berman figures to be for-the other items in the LP even the holiday
Billy Vaughn's “Berlin Melody” ( Symphony House*) a German
and
one of the durable tatents in this though Orlando gives ’em a force- |sings. in German, English
import,
is an excellent -melodic conception handled in this orch’s
i French but whatever the language,
ficid.
Berman has been considera- . ful delivery.
usual neat and sweet style. Tied to the: current headlines, it. could
the
“message
comes
through
-like
DAVID: ROSE AND: ORCH::!
bi: funnier in previous LP outhave
an
extra edge.
a
;
Herm.
This is a set ‘the trill of a bird.
idcss, but he still racks up a solid “Bonanza” (MGM).
x
e
orchestra
treat-.
laugh score.
Berman has become of full concert
hroader and more obvious in his- ments of David Rose’s themes from;
THE. GIRL AT ‘THE BRANDENBURG GATE
The |
attack and perhaps this also means NBC-TV’s “Bonanza’’ oater.
‘tunes are rich and melodic, each
more commercial.
(Columbia)....... .s.2+-On The Outside Looking In ©
Philadelphia, Oct. 17.
RAY MARTIN ORCH: “EXCITE- with the flavor of a particular -epiLouise
O'Brien's
“The Girl At The Brandenburg Gate” (B. F.
MENT,
INCORPORATED”
(RCA ‘sode so there’s a variety.of mood . ~ Chubby Checker, rock ‘'n roll}
Wood*) tells a tonical saga in a rocking format which. the juves:
Victor-.
Another entry in RCA and content. ranging from dramatic singer, earned $70,000 in the last
could
go
for
big,
particularly
because of the morbid. ‘theme. *On
Victor's Stereo Action series, this to sentimental to light. The con-. six:months his guardian reported
The Outside Looking In’. (Aldont) reverts to a. conventional ‘idea
to the
ser is a sharp blend of musieal; cert treatment features strings for. in. an accounting made
with
good
results.
Although the -numbers ‘Orphans Court. Out of the total,
«
©.
e.
and audio values for the stereo ‘lushness.
Using . a large orch, with have an. atmospheric flavor pegged $36,000 has been: ‘put away in inbutts
eieorat backing, Ray Martin has to the particular seg they were terest-bearing savings accounts.
a
are
(Shell)... . a
neve cae aeee It’s Been So Long:
The 20-year-old South Philly
cume up with some glistening ar-_ written for, there is always a pleas-Kenny Dana’s “Hurricane” (Saxon) ‘isa striking: piece of marangements exploiting all orches-. ant arrangement which is enjoy- singer, who was discovered a little}:
terial
belted
in
dramatic
style
by. this singer. wha should pick up
able
and
contains:some
pop
string
over
a
year
ago'in
a
chicken
martral sections and voices for the.
nmiaximum contrasts of sound tints. ‘variations. Among the themes are ket, lives’ with his parents, Mr. and|- the marbles with. this: one, “It’s Been So Long’ (Saxon+} is more
routine.
gypsy,
Irish,
Spanish
and
of
course,
Mrs.
Raymond
Evans,
when
not
numbers really!
Some
of these
*
*
on the road. He rose to popularity
siving
too,
as for instance, ‘early’ American. :
DASHIELL. AND
THE
with
his
million-seller,
“The LILLIAN BRIGGS. res
“Jericho,”
“Czardas,” “Big Noise ~ “BUD
| WANT ‘You TO BE MY BABY
From Winnekta” and “12th Street. KINSMEN” (WB). This is the first Twist,” which .hag sparked a new
(ABC-Paramount)........
I'm Burning For You.
‘WB set for the newly-formed dance craze.
Raz,” amongst some ballads.
Lillian Briggs’ “I Want You To "Be. My. Baby” (Hendrickst)
THE SICKNIKS: “SICK NO. 2”
returns with a powerhouse vocal display which could repeat her
(Amy).
Will Jordan and Sandy
ters

of

the

“SENT

Lists

STDE

the

STORY”

“Cohure

Knite”

. Kinley,

RAY ELLIS“PLAYS THE TOP: |ORNADEL ORCH...: «- . THEME FROM “KING oF KINGS’

LOUISE O’BRIEN

Checker’s Chubby 706

KENNY

Longplay Shorts

Baron, a couple of masterful mim-

DANA...

esse

cbt

eeeete

neces

sees

HURRICANE

click of several years back. “I’m Burning For. You” (Vatencia®) is

a snappy rhythm item.
.
ics, have followed up their click :
.
*
single,
“The
Presidential
Press:
Conference,” with a passel of adTHE WANDERERS: . . SOMEBODY: ELSE'S SWEETHEART
ditional parodies on various things,
ar
rr
re
(Cub) .
.-She Wears My Ring
eee
+
eo
political and
non-political.
This
Capitol Records Distributing ‘Corp: will offer all‘Capitol and Angel
The Wanderers’ “Somebody Else’s Sweetheart” (Famous*) is @
{fs way out humor with a sharp Christmas albums, including new releases, to dealers: on a 100% ex-}
solid rocking ballad arrangement by.a combo which has: found
sense of the absurd which fre- change basis until Dec. 22. Additionally CRDC is offering a 12%. disthe hit formula. “She Wears My Ring” (Acuff-Rosef). is a smooth
quently hits a real target.
In ad- count and delayed payment.
Jazzland Records wil) launch a new
entry with potential,
dition to an expanded. version of archives series this month with the release of “Classics in Modern |
*
be
the
“Presidential
Prdss Confer- Jazz, Vol. 1.” The set features jazz trumpeter Fats Navarro with the
THE. GYPSY ROVER
ence,” there’s a nifty! takeoff on Tadd Dameron Band. Jazzland’s archives series. will take up where THE HIGHWAYMEN......... 45.0:+
(United Artists). ee
. Cotton -Fields
eS
er
*Exodus,” United Nations, Frank- | sister label Riverside’s archives series leaves off in that only early
enstein,
and
conference.

CHARLIE

a Krushchev

McKENZIE:

The Highwaymen’s “The Gypsy Rover’ (Box & Cox*) is a charm-

press; modernists of the late 1940s and early: 1950s. will be covered.

“FABU-}|

Kapp Records has 12 new albums in its October-November program.]

The release is headed by “Roger Williams Greatest Hits” and backed

LOUS
SONGS
OF
THE
’40s” |up ‘by LPs. featuring the Chad Mitcheli Trio, Jack Jones, the Freddy
(Dat).
The decade of the 19408} Martin Orch and Sam‘ Koki & The Paradise Islanders, among others
was the last before the onslaught
. "The Child Ballads,” edited: by Alan Lomax, “Frank Lloyd Wright.

of roek ‘n’ roll changed the sound|

| ing piece of folk material which..this combo handles. with taste
| and commercial appeal. for a ’ solic ' programming. bet. “Cotton

Fields” (Westsidet)

and the direction of the music biz. October releases for Caedmon.
. . Everést Records is making up. spe-|In this offering, Charlie MeKenzie | cial extended play platters from two. Rugs Morgan. LPs, “Morgan Time” |

Wraps

up a- dozen

standards

is a swinging

folk-styled tune also due: for _

JAMES BOOKER: «1.0.02. 060bsesteneeee ees . TUBBY
On Record” and Shakespeare’s “Twelfth Night” are the three main.
(Peacock) .......
sa eeeeececccecess
Part: TT)

from: and. ‘Russ

Morgan

at Catalina,” for disk jockey. promotion.

that era in his pleasinely rhythmic |
Capitol Records is adding three new albums to its catalog of Capitol
pianistic stvle.
The tunes are all| Classics:.They are “Symphonie Concertant” by the late Belgian com-

part of the classy, or adult tradi- | poser, Joseph Jongen, performed

James Booker’s -tubby (Liont). ais @ two-part |instrumental
entry with enough arresting angles in. the arrangements and -a
consistently driving. beat to make a vig. dent among: the juves -

-whort be dancing to this. one.
‘€

by Virgil Fox and the Orchestra du

zs

ik

‘THE. BOMB -

tion of Tin Pan Ailey and include: : Theatre National de L’Opera conducted by. Georges Pretre; “Cherubini THE TRAVELLERS we eeeee dh
such nifties as “My Foolish Heart,” : Requiem, performed by the Roger Wagnar Choralé and the Royal Phil-|.
(Iimage)........5-0.%. Children, Go Where I Send You
“How
High the Moon,”
“There,! harmonic. Orchestra, and Carmen Dragon’s “Concert Brilliants” .. .
‘The Travellers* “The Bomb” ¢ Kenny Barlowt). merges a sizzling
I've Said It Again.” “Baby
It's! Epic Records will release several Shirley Bassey ‘LPs.in the beginning
folk
style with a lyric that’s pegged to the times and it should get
Cold Outside, " “The Nearness of. of the vear.. . Orrin Keepnews, who heads Riverside with Bill Grauer,
a good run. “Children, Go Where’ I Send You”. (Kenny Marlowt)
You” and “Swingin on a Star.”
“eut George Shearing With the Montgomery. Bros.. Quartet for an LP to
is
given a nifty interpretation that the programmers will go. for.
“ILL EVANS TRIO: SUNDAY ' be released on the subsid Jazzland label. Capitol gave Shearing an okay
*
A’: THE VILLAGE VANGUARD”
to do the set.
(Riverside.
BiH Evans is one of,
Latest Candid release features platters by Charles Mingus, Memphis
the most tasteful and imaginative. Slim, Booker Little with Max Roach‘and Erie Dolphy, Clark Terry with. JOAN BAEZ. ......4.+¢++++++,+-BANKS OF THE OHIO
(Vanguard) . a
vee Old Blue
a
ea
aras cateee
ket baard artists currently on the; Yusef Lateef and a jazz anthology. package. featuring 22 jazz artists
Joan Baez's “Banks of The Ohio” gives. this. ‘superb young. folk
modern
jazz scene and is here: including Mingus, Roach, Lucky Thompson, Lightnin’ Hopkins and Cal
songstress a chanee to win.a following in the: general pop market
Spf ‘izhted Jn a performance dur- ! Massey called “The Jazz Life.” It's pegged to Nat Hentoff’s book of the
with this romantic old folk song. “Old. Blue” is qnother finely renins a recent siand at the Village. . same name . .. . Theodore Bikel to cut another album of Israeli folk
;
.Herm..
Vin card
NW. Y.
Evan's evocativej. tunes in November .
. General.Harmonics & Video is ‘releasing another. * dered folk side.
aria.

quent

*, sortculariy

li a ballad

warm and e!o-, athe1- %roduct promotion. ‘It will be -en album bv Steve Lawrence
groove. is ilius-,Eydie Gorme for Beecham Products’ Silvikrin Shampoo.

&

|
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|Pic Tie Tops Stage as ‘Story’ Score.

‘Squeeze, BillGrauer Warns Indies| EARNING MORE Gets More Disk Coverage Than °3/

. Divide and conquer seems. to be +——
the motto .of. Bill. Grauer, whose

Bill. Grauer. Productions has bur-

‘geoned over the past. few years to
include six labels in.almost every

+

| Pincus’ Cont’l Expansion
3

eg

ne

By MIKE GROSS

;

The catalogs of George

be that recording

com-

Joseph J. Pop has joined the { gressive than G. Schirmer. but the
premium sales department at RC
; Leonard Bernstein-Stephen Sond-

Pincus: the rock.’n’ roll rainbow is getting

an ‘album_can. reach. He '& Sons Music and Gil Music will’ a: little tarnished.

market

From Soup to Disks

The pot of gold at the end of |

It may

panies think that a pic tie ts more
important than a siage tie cr it
‘may be that Chappell is more ag-

“West
Side
figures that there’s going to be a4 :be represented. in Germany, .Aus-/
of
the : Stery” are getting more disk covtime not too far off “when the tria-and Switzerland ‘by Gil-Pincus! a oes an'r ’n’r disclick calapult a |Commpens Department
smaller independent labels are go- | Musikverlage K.G.. The. firm. will ‘ performer into the top income Campbell Soup Co., he will head- ‘erage now as the film version is
-ing-to' fold and that the only way ‘he headquartered. in Cologne .and { bracket via royalties and an ex- |quarter in New. York and report to i being readied for release than they
5

to beat the impending.crisisis to ‘will be administered by Dr. ‘Hans

!t

pansion

-Gerig, a German publisher..."
._
. Deal for the new firm was pacted

into

the

nitery

tv (Robert J. Clarkson, administrator
| of premium record sales.
’ Pop will coordinate premium fulfillment programs for clients and
schedule production and shipments

and

For the most part, it remains
= =
* fields.
{
There. are
several. reasons
1 *by .Lee Pincus, English and Euro- a tough grind whether: the. disker,
‘Grauer. feels. are contributing to ‘pean coordinator of the combine’s is in the. Top 40 or not and: the
financial rewards are not- so imthe situation but the biggest single ioperation, during a recent visit.
to presive. as they used to be.
factor, he believes is the dealer { Germany.
a
expand and diversify,

problem. He says that‘ certain of
the larger majors. are ‘destroying

rupting the’ market.”

A person can

buy records practically

anywhere

when

the musical

was

. Jaunched on the stage in 1957.

general

profes-

:Sional manager at Chappel, ati tributes the current disk company

lof disk premium product at Vic-; interest to the fact that the songs, -

| tor's three plant locations in Rocka. One of. the mitigating factors way, N.J., Indianapolis, and Holly- |even though they didn't get broad
when _ first
working .agaifist the purveyors of| wood. The premium sales depart- jrecord exposure
the rock.is that their fields of ment is a division of special mar- j Jaunched, have become established
-as
standards
and
that
the disk
endeavor are limited. The. night- ket sales under the direction of

‘Payola RapGets _|

the basic dealer structure and.cor- :
today, he says, so.there’s no longer

‘did with

; Stan. Stanley,

club

- the. strength
in ‘retail stores. that Re
“used to. be. The walk-in trade has EPID
ae:
‘almost become. extinct, it having
‘been: absorbed by drug stores,
supermarkets.. department: stores,
d:scount houses and the like.: This
is taking: the control out of the

Oran.

DU
‘

JMG,

operators. aren’t

running

| stoweasers as Ed Sullivan and

9. | Petry .Como
are putting .more
stress on a. “legit” kind of singer.

leaves the singer virtually.

entirely

dependent

work-exchange

‘Writer Credits In

on his record

royalties as his..main source of
Peter ‘C: Tripp, former deejay |income. And this too, ain’t what
doing too well: :
it
used to be. The 1,000,000-copy.
_on WMGM, ‘New York indie, ‘who
-Grauer opines that ‘the industry..was tripped up on a payola rap, sellers are few and far between
hands of the dealer and he is not:

than

i;when they were first screened.
Chappell is handiing the sore
now for its pic reincarnation in ~

ASCAP Stabilizes

once did and even such key tv

| This

“execs are surer of them now

to ‘Irwin Tarr.

‘| book. the young disclickers. as they

Tie.

New Payoff Plan

must. encourage
the health of the! was fined $500 and. given:a SIX these days and a hit, if it's a big
dealer by not forcing merchandise !months suspended sentence it:N.Y. one, is lucky to hit the 250.000
In a move to steady the payoff
‘he can’t ‘handle down his. throat :Special Sessions: Court Mon. (16).! ' sales mark.At .a going: royalty of. about ‘pace on performance credits, the
and making him practically give it Alan Freed, another former N... Y..;a
American
Society of- Composers,
away, and -by putting disk sales|deejay. is: slated to go on trial qi, Ce of the: $1 retail, a disker
; with a° 250.000-seller tab nul in. Authors & Publishers will stabiback into his hands. Beécause of the lnext Monday (23). -on_ similar

deal

with

G.

Schirmer. Bernstein, the musiczl's
composer, is a Schirmer pactee,
and Sondheim, the tuner’s lyricist,
is under
contract
te Chappell.
: Schirmer undertook the plugging

‘in. ’57 when it was a stage-vehiele
because

Chappell

1 Bernstein’s

_scere,

had

previous

“Wonderful

handled

Broadway

Town.”

due to

jits ties with Betty Comden and
; Adolph Green who collaborated on

‘th

lyrics.

Olman Handled Push
{
Incidentally Schirmer’s pop push
j about-$11.250 for his hit. That, of ‘lize the total number of credits |
on
“Story”
was turned over to Abe
been -convicted last |-course, holds ‘true if all things ‘each year at.approximately 25.000.- Olman, who set up his own indie
of taking $36,050 from eight} remain equal and. they usually. j 000 irrespective of the number of office when he left the Big Three.
surveyed performances.
“

{

shrinking walk-in trade,. he avers, ‘charges, —
jtt is is harder’ for stores to stock | Tripp had

catalog
material. .People. don’t.‘June
come in to. browse but-to buy a record manufacturers and distribu- ;don’t.- Disk manufacturers, espethis; With the pic version of “Story”
special: item. They browse else- tors-in 1958-59 on a program called ; cially the indies, have trouble col- |. The new formula works
. coming up, it became Chappeil’s
where while. doing marketing
-or ;
‘The; lecting from
their distributors, ‘way: Fhe survey year ended Sept. ‘turn to promote the score.
!.36,.1960
produced
22,400,000
perwhatever and this’ takes care. of’ books
and financial records. of |-and “the artists,
in turn,
- have
2
.
In the new push Chappell has

l“your Hits of the Week.”

formance credits which were approximately 406 less than the ; navbed disk versions of “Tonight”
1959 survey year which produced in a three-way spread at United
| 35.400,000. credits. Thus, a writer Artists (which, incidentally is diswho had 10,000 credits in the Cur- “tributing the film) by Ferrante &
' rent Performance Fund in the last ;Leicher, Jay & The Americans and

their record coin:. “You can't buy ‘more .than

100 record companies ; trouble collecting from their disk
.in N. Y. District| companies, The, $11,250 royalty,
he ex- iweresubpoenaed
| Attorney
Frank ‘S. ‘Hogan's irves-+in many
\ttor
.. cases, . is just .a - paper
tigation. The inquiry: resulted ‘im: profit.
a
' ‘Vicious’ Competition
‘charges, by a grand jury against co
Live Gig Bookings
“There’s’. a squeeze’ coming.’”; ‘five. disk jockeys, including. Tripp,
The rock ’n’ roll ‘clicksters do
- Grauer . says. There’s too..much a former program director and. two
product and too niany. companies |former record librarians: They *t ‘manage to get some. live gigs.
though, but H usually is just
on the scene today. The competi- i were accused of accepting $116.580
enough to meet expenses. For ex‘tion1s .“‘vicious" and with ‘the lin payola.
ae
. ‘ample,
they occasionally — get
majors “weakening the basic struc- ; Assistant D.A, Joseph Stone, who
tureof the industry,”. he figures prosecuted the case, asked for a t tagged for an “all-star” reck. ’n’
_the only company: that will make 'jail sentenee. He said that Tripp |:roll. show. However; the package.
-it is-a strong, well-rounded one. |had “boldly and. flagrantly . vio- usually comes with 10to 15 other
Diskeries have. to develop new lated the Jaw” and “should. ‘suffer ‘rocking name attractions and -only

. Shoes

in

a-.drug. store,”

-amples.

ea

(Continued on page 53)-

‘artists and labels to: hit as.many -‘the consequences of his acts.”’. He
areas ‘as possible with good prod- |told| Justice Thomas Rohan and

uct. The only. companies that. will {Magistrates Julius Belfand ‘and. Ed-

make it. will be those that can {ward Chapman, “it ‘will be a licommand respect, he-feels, and a!cense to others to engage. in: this

diskery must
this respect.

be

strong
°

to -have icreeping: corruption.

Because of the retail situation,

A jail: sentence will serve.as a warning to |

2

“Maria” has picked up diskings
{ same relative share in the Current , L, Peter Nero on RCA Victor and
:
Pepe
La Staza on Everest, and
Performance Fund.
Each credit in the October, 1961 ; “Officer Krupke” has single en7‘Current Performance Fund, will, : fries by the Four Coins on Jubilee
i
have a relatively higher j and Stan Kenton on Capitol. Stan| ‘therefore,
value than last year. Even though ; ley expects a number of others to
a.member received a smaller num- ‘be released before the first of
| ber of credits, his relative share of ;j Noveimber.

_urrent fiscal year will have the|

the Fund,

eo

indies _ which © depend |.
| "Phe bench decided upon the fine

with the alternative of. 60: days in
Festival Records of Sydney y and
jail and ‘imposed ‘six-month sus-1 _.¥*
ar

(Continued: on. page 54)

MGM/ Verve Steps Un

a

[be _served:.eoncurrentiy, .

On the album end, Columbia has

. the soundtrack

oa

set in addition

to

the advent of this new 1 the original Broadway cast album,

. The

Society

has

also

pended sentences on 35 counts to. King Records of Tokyo have inked’ its weighting formula
_

he is {

and the amount

‘paid, may be greater.

}. Before

1 System an increase in the number : United Artists has a Ferrante &
=P of ‘eredits | for a specific year. would : Teicher package and Capitol has a
IAT
and | Stan Kenton LP interpretation to
maintain
neéd
each tocredit
would of
er value
a ‘memb
n the
~
tie in with the pic's release.
:
l ;Tesse
| ..a y.
.
.
| Dea
j
4 .
s6. )-W
Co
the same proportion of :total credOo
‘Tokyo: Oct. 17. its as be hadin the prior year.

others: not to engage in this prac-

Grauer figures that some of the [tice
speciality

Aussie, Jananese

‘fiscal year and 6.000 credits (40° ; Ralph Marterie, and on the War‘fewer credits) in that fund in the i wick label with Eddie Fisher.

deal. for distribution

of

the { and.

anthems.

modified

‘Jazz,R’n’Ra Surprise
Click on NBC-TY’s A.M.

of hymns |.

According

to

the

- During the trial. which ran three |Aussie disksin Japan ais uke new ruling there will
be an inPoneece
ae
[ Weeks, Tripp's lawyer, Benjamin ;that the agreement will
be re-| creasing credit for performances
Grassroots Dow
Promotion - ( |Shedler,
maintained that payola;ciprocal, with select King records;
of copyrighted arrangements of |
tr
boat
Fae.
tea
do. [8.2 Common practice in the radio |marketed Down Under.
; hymns and anthems published ina;

‘ |

y

P ay

H
oa

h § 1

a

mp

Rock ’n’ roll and jazz are making

ana among disk’ jockeys. |. After huddling with. officials at) collection of such works which is 2 dent on television in the unlike‘Via Artists’
Store P.A.’s/imaustry
erve is ;continuing
‘its [that it is being done today:”.... -

__ MGM

Marks exec
said papers
be- ; edition.
offered for
||erick:C.
director areFred-|
King, Festival:

-continui
- is into
‘thecourt,
court,
“I daresay
p MGM/Verve
emotional push.
the wag,
grass- |Shedler
| Outside’toldthe’
‘Tripp said; jing drawn up for respective gov-'

sale in a regular trade

Hage shopping areas‘and’ res [ores ay Goubt that Em ‘the [ernmental approval.
will be,
of: the pact
A formal
an-| pipe rea ag go
made. later.
,
|. “Today there are still hundreds
week. Tommy’. Ed- ‘involved in payola.- There. ‘is no

_ Marks

feels ‘Australian

could find an audience

disks |

in Japan.

wards appeared:at the New Har- one in. the :world . who. can ‘live He said, “Having studied the music
mony House. record shop in. Eaton- without taking payola and giving it. played here
in the. past three.
town, NJ., to kick off the sale of It's done inthe medical profes- weeks, I believe there is a close afhis new MGM LP, “Golden Coun- Sion, the: legal profession. and in finityin tastes.” He indicated that
try Hits.” At the same time, Gene ‘the stocks and bonds ‘business. If I with jet air travel separating the
Krupa. was touring three Calder make $50,000 on a ‘stock tip I'm two. countries ‘by
oply 10 hours.
Record Shops located:.in shopping expected. to give. the tipster some- p.a.- tours in Japan by Festival
areds.in Portehester,: N.Y.,.and in thing.
Everyone is in it and yet artists could become feasible for
Greenwich and Norwalk, Conn., to. I was singled out.”
cre
In. asking the court ‘for. leniency,
Sion King.”
=
ee
Shedler said ‘Tripp was “penniless,” _ The visits were heralded in ad- Tripp’now is a platter-spinner for
yance
in. local newspapers. and. KYA, ‘San Franeisco, earning $250
Jaunch ‘his Verve album, .*Percus-:

record

promotion.

.

Festival Records is 50° ownéd
by ABC-Paramount (Am-Par). The
remaining 50% is owned by the
Mirror Newspapers, a subsidiary
.radio stations as well as via. an- |a-.week.
He made $45,000 annually of News Limited, which also has
nouncements. over .the shopping with WMGM,
|
tv
and radio interests and in which:
areas’. loudspeaker’ systems. The
retailers

also: stocked

up .on. the

-: LPs of-the visiting artists;

. Both évents were held. in co-

-2-More Cos. JoinRIAA

‘operation with local distribs.. and _ Two more record contpanies have
sales representatives. Freddy Cas- joined the: Record ‘Industry. Assn.tellano, All. State, “N.J.;. handled of America. They are Sets In Order
Edwards’ appearance
for MGM, Records, an L.A. firm, and Urania
based in Island Park,
.and Don: Dempsey of Allied Rec- 2
-. 00°
. ords, East Hartford,. supervised Long Island (N.Y.)..

: ‘Krupa’s visits for Verve. Sol Hand‘werger, MGM/Verve ‘exploitation
director, coordinated -both promo-

tions.

’ This. brings -RIAA’s total..mem-

ABC-Paramount is a minor stockholder.. © Festival distributes Am-

Par.:and
tralia.

its sister labels in Aus-

. King holds the same. fran-

chise in Japan.
|. Top artists in the Festival fold
‘include singer Johnny O'Keefe and.

the Col Joye vocal group, O’Keefe

recently returned
ter

12 months

to Australia af-

of overseas touring

and vaulted to the top of the charts
account for. close
to.81°C ofall in- with seng called “I'm Counting On

bership to 58, whose members: now

dustry produetion and sales.

You.”

Your
on “Playmorning
—_NBC-TV

game show Strip. |

country,
“outlets
to meet the record buyer lwabie
‘Scapegoat
and the fall guy for the nouncement
Personally.
_In_ the past

, liest
iiunch,”groove
an

.

.

mongprogramming exes thatthe

among programming exccs that the
| hausfraus who Hsten to daytime

nate jazz and the big beat, “Play
| SPORN MOVES 70 PIX |tvYour
Hunch”
has been getting

' Murray
Broadway

Sporn,
president
of
Music, is diversifying.

He’s. now

moving

into

businéss with the recently

the

film '-

formed

some of its heaviest mail pull on
the rock ’n’ roll names.
Emcee-of the ‘show is Mery Grif-

'fin. a youthful

veteran

of the

American
Metropolitan.
Enter- ‘ music biz who came out of Freddy
prises..
.
1 Martin's band 10 years ago end
Sporn’s first pic entry is “Roses ‘now is recording for the Carlton
For the Prosecutor,” now at New label. Griffin helps integrate jazz
York’s 55th St. Playhouse.
He's and rocking performers into the
also negotiating for the German- show's
guessing
game
pattern

made pic, “Dreamland of Desire,”
starring

Nana

Moscouri. The

film

which also includes general shaw
biz guests such as Victor Borge,

was shot in Greece and has a score Jerry Lewis. Spring Byington, ete.
‘by Manos -Hadjikos who cleffed ! When Griffin delivered his Carl, ton version of the “Charanga™ a
“Never on Sunday.” |
.
|- In explaining his diversification ‘couple of months ago on “Play
move, Sporn noted that a recent Your Hunch,” the show received
publication of his, “Portrait of My aver 50,000 pieces of mail asking
Love,” which had several big re- ' for instructions on how to do the
dance. Griffin pointed out that
cordings including Steve Lawrence
‘and Roger Williams, only sold 35,- guests like Sam Cooke and Linda
000 sheet copies. ‘‘A few years ago,” Scott, both click rocking singers,
the said, “it would have sold 300,- have also been responsible for
strong mail response. Among the
000 copies.”
.
°
| In addition to the film enter- jazz artists appearing on the show
have been Cal Tjader, “Cannonprises, Sporn also runs.a management bureau which handles Jack ball’’ Adderley, George Shearing,
Lione] Hampton and Gene Krupa.
Durant.
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Pay Hike and Longer Season Pact
Ends 20-DayPhilly OrchStrike

Col Ups Sparling

‘Wednesday;, October 18, 1961 .

IRCA Goes Gospel WithGrandisons,

James "Sparling has been —named.
coordinator of’ product develop- |.
ment for Columbia Records. .He
Iwill be responsible for. the acquisition: and developnient. of consumer }
products other than’ records that 1

Linkletter toCap;OtherSignings

Philadelphia. Oct.
+ RCA ‘Victor is.getting in on the
are suitable for marketing by: the |
- Toe Q0-dav strike of the Phila.
| gospel kick’ with the ‘signing of: the ~
company.
deisita
Orchestra «musicians . was
Grandison «Singers. The. group,
In. addition, he will. determin
seetod late Saturday «14 with’
which has been touring the jhitery.
pat which valve the men
a rise
‘circuit, has -6xpanded. its. repers.
fron SITTIN to $190 weekly. The
1 tdire to encompass bites, spirituals,
Gene Brewer has taken over -as ‘keting organizations of various Col
London, Oct. 17.
ts o-bear contract, which, also gave:
jazz. and. rhythm & ‘blues with
tie
omoasielams
oa longer
season. single records merchandising :man- |departments.. Sparling has
been | HMV is to launch.a two-pronged |original: arrangements provided .by
fr crn 32 t) 35 weeks, was ratified’ aver for Capitol Records. Distrib- |with’ the diskery since joining its‘ ‘push for its 18-month-old Junior ;the - group's Floyd . Bibbins, who.

"|HMV PUSHING JUNIOR
BREWER REINING CAP’S
SINGLES. MERCHANDISING ths marketing potential, forew] RECORD CLUB SERIES:

ko 4 vote of 63 to 27.
uting Carp..He succeeds Rose Dex- ! predecessor,
I: marked
the first time the ter who resigned to join XTRA- ‘1939.
Risitians had the right to ratify, News, all-news radio station in L.A.
For
the past . three-and-a-half'
treir awn contract. Hitherto, the.
ev tttive board of Local 77, Amer- : Years. Brewer had been western ‘
division
sales and promotion man- ;
fear Federation of Musicians. negotiated all deals: but a change in: aver for Epic Records. Before Epic,
the by-laws of the union last July he was head of the music division
Pave | the symphonists a voice in for RKO Studios for a year-and- |
a-halt.
hevr own affairs this vear.

American Records, ‘in;
Record. Club

series next . month. !
‘also

‘plays

piano-. accomp.. The

The label will use tv plugs for the’ Grandisons: will: record both ‘sinfirst time and introduce to British‘
‘gles and albums. “.:
retailers a package deal—titled “Hi,
Fi for Small Fry"—which will car-|
_ Capitol: ‘Art Linkletter
ry a 33°o discount.
> Art Linkletter, tv: <éméee and
Campaign, which will intensfy ‘author, will not hit the. di&k market
| towards Christmas, was disclosed , via the Capitol jJabel. He’s: -recordby Fiona Bentley who, with Cyril ing his first.LP under. the-superOrnadel, is repsonsible for all the vision of Cap’s artists &. repertoire
JRC material. To. ‘date, Miss Bent- . producer. Bill: Miller,
;
:Detroit, Oct. 17.
Petitions are being .circulated ley. has signed an impressive list; °
{here
urging ‘Detroit
Symphony | of name talent which has. narrated |
“ABC-Par: Eddie
Ed Fisher
lovers ‘to sign their names indi-.| kiddie stories and nursery rhymes.
.Eddie Fisher will wax. for: Rameating they wish Paul Paray ta,They include Vivien Leigh, Cicely'| rod Productions and reléasé. on the
Wolfit,
Donald
Sir
ge,
Courtneid
|
defer. his retirement as conductor
ABC-Par: label. His first cutting
Jaf the Detroit orchestra at the con-} ;| Moira ‘Shearer, Dame Edith Evans, : under the’ new contract: will’ be’
‘| ¢lusion of this season.
'Yan Carmichael and Richard Atten-. +“Shalom” and: “Milk and Honey,”
Paray: said’ he was “astonished |‘ borough.
;both from the Broadway -show”
‘and happy” at the response. ‘This' Aceording
to. HMV,° the US.; ON
and Honey.” Sid Feller,
is atouching tribute to me. Such a' Riverside label has taken ‘JRC’s: a&e chief for ABC-Par, flew ta
thing would” require a tremendous ‘entire catalog of 50. items for re- ‘Rome. tc handle the session.

‘Didn't Know TheyCared
~ So Much, Paul Paray May:
Stay With Symphony:

Ye

compromise

reached after
eonducted
by

avreement

marathon
Federal

was

sessions
mediator.

Rabert W Dounahoo and the last: British Decca
minute intervention of Mavor
Richardson Dilworth. After yotinz'
acceptance the 105-man ensemble;
A
a1
ets33
hurried from the union hall to the
Academy of Musie to rehearse for
t®- evening’s coneert.

News

of the

settlement

wasn't

carried in the first editions of the
readjustment: of my plans, but if jease there.
Surdav papers. but heavy. air cover-{
I would consider staying
London, Oct. 17.»
1Elektra: Bob. Grossman; Travelers”
aze brought
about 2.000 of the
‘Reporting a decline of $1,960. 000 on.’
\.
;
Three
Tots
3.90)
Saturday
evening
concert’ in gross sales to 568.600.00 in the.
John B.. Ford, ‘chairman of the. White AEM L cal : Bob Grossman and -the Travelers. :
sthscribers to the initial program. year ended March :31, 1961. the . erch’s’ board, ‘said: “The siiuation
i Three, both folk artists, have been
Tre new base pay puts the Phillv: ;Decea Record Co. also reported a:concerning-“Paray’s- contract with
{inked by Elektra: ‘Both. are‘ being.
tooters on equal terms with the drop in exports.
Including $4.-:the Detroit ‘symph. orch has been
J:cut this: month. for: album. Felease
New York Philharmonic men. who: ‘144,000 '$6.664.000 last year to the explored ‘thoroughly over the ‘past
Calls
S oft
Pi
ce
ets
jin’ January.
2c nth: settled a sttike.
iU. S. and Canada, they amounted ‘Several seasons by the executive
Six programs were cancelled at’(to
-$20.132.000
compared
with.committee of the symph associa- |
Skyla: Dalton Boys ot
ast
year.
Britishh; tion. I will. be. more than pleased |
Mee Academy of Musie during the: $22,764,000
A new folk duo, the Dalton Boys,
‘alz-out. along with two record-’ Decca has no ties with the Decca: to see that these ‘petitions are pre-|
- have been signed by Skyla Records.- sented at the next meetings of the;
In? sessions and single concerts in: label in the U. S.
“The. brothers, Danay and Jack, :ree.
Ba'timore. and New York. It was’
‘cently: finished club .and ¢ollege
The consolidated trading balance committe
a vicketless strike with the musi-:
A
possible
argument
as
to engagements - ‘in. Reno and. San
was higher, however, at $10,628.,-|
cians simply failing to report for:
whether Cubans are Negro or white Francisco and. are-due’ for ‘several
800
compared
with
$9,710.000.
But}
Elektra
Goes
‘Sound
rehearsals.
‘twas -averted last Wednesday. t11)-. -elub and concert dates in the
-after heavier depreciation and tax,
Elektra. Records is. starting a‘
Another concession made to the
; when Local 10. of. the American. Southern
Califortiia area. First’
men was a cut in’ the number of the net profit, including ‘adjust- new series of sound effects albums. ‘Federation of Musicians called off release for. the Coast: label .will be
14! : picketing of. Fritzel’s Restaurant.
veekly services—concerts and re- ments, fell only slightly to $3.497.-: The sound line will contain
within, two. weeks.
2008
against
$3,528.000.
.
7
¥disks.
hearsals—from nire to eicht.
ed.
‘a-Loop
showfolk hangaut. The.
Reason for the’ near $2,000.00.
The label; which’ features sev- |
idrop in sales can be put down to-eral folk artists ‘and instrumen- eatery redecorated recently and*
installed a- house trio: composed
ithe current difficulties of the re- ;talists.
has ‘slated a classical
‘tail tv market’ and the fact that’ guitar platter for. release
soon of two Cubans and a white mu
;sician. The Cubans belonged .to/
‘the previous -year's exports were. called “Sol .Hurok presents: ‘the.
{Local 208° (AFM:1, an all-Negro|.
and!
aided by: sale of Decca Navigator !Virtuoso. Guitars of Presti
‘local.
A suit involving the ‘renewal
Lagoya.” Also slated for pres
Songwriters Jimmy Eaton, Lar--‘equipment to the Canadian gov- entation soon are a second prest Both sides refused ‘to.“discuss the .
rights. to the. tune, “There'lt Be
And
disk sales “rose
r
Wagner
and
Con
Hammond ' ernment.
of I raeli folk songs by Theo- 'Short-lived dispute, but it’s under-. Some’ Changes Made,” written in
hive filed an infringement suit in: sharply about 5° as opposed to- iaere Bikel.” '
s
| stood, that Local 10 wanted the 1921 by: William Welden. ‘Higgins:
10°" lasf year.
,
N.Y. Federal Court against Hank
H

VOGELWANT ;MARKS |
TO MAKE ‘CHANGES’

SONGWRITERS CHARGE
TIME’ INFRINGEMENT

Hunter, Jack Keller, Aldon Music
ani Choice Music. The action in-:

-and W. Benton Overstreet, was filed.
local. The picketing was reported. |by. Jerry Vogel Music in N.Y. Fed-

“Taside
feStuff—Music

ly called. off when the potentially. eral “Court last week against Fd-:
embarrassing aspects of the long- ward B: ‘Marks Music.
called “Turn Back the Hands of standing agreement between ...the| Vogel claims ‘that Mary Weldon
Time”
two locals to sign members
of
According to the comptaint, the . There’s a German magazine, similar: to ‘Playboy. in the. U. S., that’s their own race only began -to come }| Higgins, ‘sole surviving ‘daughter: ot:
William Higgins, assigned him her
plaintiffs
assigned
the sony
to: ‘been doing an interesting bit of record promotion. ‘Fhe book. ‘called to the fore.
|share of the rights.on Aug. 12, 1958.
“Twen.
*
which
comes
out
every
other
month;
has
a
deal
with
Deutsche
Chortee in 1951. After June. 1951,
A Local 10 official : later . said She is known as Mary-Ann Booker.
Hiernter and Keller wrote a tune: ' Phillips through which it offers’ an. album a month, one not otherwise that there was some argument. asJ
|‘Marks is the original publisher of
available in Germany, on-a-coupon deal:
called “Just For Old Times Sake”
to. whether the Cubans: could beIn each issue, an article appears about the particular album being long to the AFM since there was the song. Vogel also asks for an
v vich thev assigned to Aldon. It’s}
‘accounting. and share of the royaloffered, written by one of the magazine's disk men. Alang with the
crarged that the latter song was
doubt as to their American. resities and’ that’ Marks“be restrained .
e-nied from the ptaintiffs’ copy- ‘article there’s a coupon which entitles the sender to the record at
dency requirements. The official.
ifrom interfering -with Vogel's reri ited tune and that, although the about a dollar less than it would be retailed at. Only. Phillips material
who asked that his name: be withnewal rights’ as’. a.‘Partner.
@> endints have been -notitied of _is used for the promotion and all kinds of material is offered.
held, said: “There’s no argument }
tie alleged infrinzement, they con-,
Candid Records will have one of their jazz packages on the program
between. us. They take care ot
tive to publish jt.
through a special deal with their German distrib, Mikulski. For the
theirs and we. take care of ourThe action seeks an inftinction, lone album Phillips will distribute inste:d of the diskery’s regular
We just want -to make sure. threat
d:-:astes sustained and an account-. channel. The item to-be uSed hasn't been determined. Joachin Berendt
the members of our local’ gel a
iiss Choice was named as a de-_ _is “Twen’s” Jazz man and he. selects the: material. in. this idiom:.
fair shake. ”
iendant because it refused to join:
;.
tz the suic against the other de- !
Am-Par Record Corp. displayed upcoming product for its: ‘ABC-Par,
4,Robbing Music ‘has filed suit in.
’
{ -“dunts.
Impulse and Chancellor labels at its annual tall-winter-. distributor meet i
Federal. Court. *against’ the..
8
‘last week at the Concord Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, N-Y.. Attending the;
7 [Jamestown Mutual Insurance Co.
‘
i conclave
were execs. artists and reps of the outfit’s sales and: distribu- |
charging that: the defendant's. song
4
3
tor force.
sheet.culled “Let's -AH Sing.”” con’
1
Also exhibited was. product: samplinz “from the ‘Octave label which
+ taining the tune “When the Moon
‘Kapp Records: is bringing out a! i Comes: Over the Mountain,” is.
Am-Par distributes. Sam H. Clark.’ Am-Par prexy, ran the show. Among
!the speakers were Clark: Simon B. Siesel, executive v.p.’ of. parent:‘country and western series. It will! using the song without the per-.
Norn.ar Records’ suit against American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres: Larry Newton, Am-Par be produced by Paul Cohen for |mission. of .the copyright owner:
the !abel in Nashville, where all!and without payment of royalties."
Av-Par
Record
Corp.
Maxine’ veep in charge of sales: Natt Hale, Am-Par ad-pub chief; Allan. Parker,
The tune was written. by. Kate-.
Brevvn and her manager, Mal Wil- director of album sales and merchandising, and Robert Marcucci. presi- ‘the disks will be waxed,
The
line
will
contain
both: ‘Smith, ‘Howard Johnson and Har--°
’
dent
‘of
Chancellor.
.
hfens, for an injigetion enjoining |
‘albums and singles with the first! rv Woods in.1931 and’ was, renewed
fs singer fram
Waxing on an

volves

a

tune

by

the

plaintiffs

=wee

‘Ths. Co: PaidNo.‘Moon’
Premium; Suit Claims
:

‘Kapp Preps cawSeries,
Waxing ’Em in Nashville

Court Tosses Out 2506
Normar Suit Vs. Am-Par.

|

MGM Records is supplying | a heft; platter. push’ for the Metro
ss label was dismissed last w eek
Court Justice George . release’ of “King of. Kings.” In addition. to the .soundtrack album,
diskery
has narrative ‘sets by Robert Ryan and: Richard Boone. MGM
Las ver, He ruled
that he complaint
farted to plead possession of a cer-: also has worked out special window displays and ad’ campaigns with
‘such
stores
as Korvette's, Schirmer's: Liberty, Sam Goody and Doubletifweate of authority.

is!

he ‘Supr eme

lad

ry

The suit charged that) Am-Piir.
despite full knowledsze of a NorImar contract
with Miss Brown,
vieluted Normar’s rizhts and entered

tito

ah

agreement

the.

sauster for her services. Nurmar

had-

ADMAN TURNS CAP FLACK
Bat Neiman tas joined’ tae publi, relations denartment of Capitol
Roevurds ax news bureau editor. He
Leneoth ta Fred Ma‘tin, Cap’s press
re" “tidns manager,
Neinin
reploces
Mark
Brault,

due

within a couple

of by the: publishers. in 1958. ‘The

will be one by War-: -eomplaint: charges ‘that the defendanother by the Easy! ant incorporated the ‘song in its
already has‘ a c&w! sheet prior to: Oct.. 30.1960. The
the
market
called! action seeks an- Injunction: and

day in N.Y. There will also be -a special window display of costumes ;“Golden Country Hits.”
damages, sustained.
from the film placed in Korvette’s: For the pic’s national-release. similar! An ‘interesting sidelight to the.
lieins will be developed and the diskery’s distribs will work the pic move is that one of the original;

company’s field force in arranging for epecial sereenings, deejay ‘spins, Jobs

with

asked S250.000) damages. Am-Par
reeved tor disusissal tor legal insarfitenev on the grounds thai the
eT aintive hud no rignt to atte.

{singles

!weeks.- There:
:ner Mack and
iRiders. Keep.
| album
on

ete.

jGrexy,

Dave

building

Paul Lavaile is the conductor-comipexer ‘signed to- MGM Records and

not

Paul

Taubman

as inadvertently

reported

in Variety

last week.

Lavalle had previously recorded for RCA. Victor while Taubman
remains contracted to Columbia
Latter is scheduled. to-do a special
album for. Epic. Columbia’s subsid. with his: “Big Brass Band.""

had
up

Kapp, “Kapp Records...
in

the’ business

Decca’s

was”

- CGA PactsU

c&w_

line:: A col'ective: bargaining ‘contract.
When he left Deeca. Cohen: Sic: bet een the Composers & Lyr icists
ceeded him in that post.
1 Guild of. America: and Universal
“Pictures was: negotiated: Tast. week.
PELICAN HANDLING. ROULETTE .‘The
-agr‘cement,
which
runs _

Roulette Records will now be dis- through -May 31, ° 1964, ‘provides.
Winner. of the Second Neapolitan Song F eotival held at New York's , tributed in New Orleans by Peliminimum wage scales of $325, pec
Carnegie Hall. Sunday (151 was Ninzio Galo. with: two songs, “AM sraccio can Distributors The deal calls for
0 Vientio” and “Te Staie Scurdarno E Xfe.”’Runner up was Moria! Pelican to handle Gee, Tico, Roost* week for ‘term contract -‘Composers,
Paris with “A Porta E Ndriura.” _ The fest produced by Erberto- Landi,” | and Rama labels, all Roulette divii-. and lyricists and | $350 for :those

$10.000.
|sions, as well. The diskery’s distri-* employ ed on a week-to-week basis.
: bution in the area was formerly .
The pact. also provides: ‘for par:
Tin Pan Alley has. gone to the curteit headlines again fora song -handled by Record Sales.
subject Now it’s "The Girl at the Brun’enburg Gate:"..a ballad of a_
Pelican is owned and ‘operated ,ticiration. bv. composers. and lyriculled to active duty with the Cali- :fomance helween an East Berlin guv and. a West Berlin girl, p»:med jby Rocky Rolf, who handles pro- “cists in the Motion: Picture Ine
firnie Aur N-faoned Cer’)
Tle was hy Arthur Kent and Ed Warren. Loui- 2» O'Brien recorded it for Enic ;motion ang singles sales, and Joe. dustry Pension *Plan: The’ Guild
&@ conewrites
at Caren
Roberts. Records. Tune “is being published: by I F. Wood, an affiliate of Mills | MeCarthy,. who. is in charge of al- wal
dieker’, with .-Enited Artists’.
reer to Joi: ba—; Capitol
| Music,’
bum sales.
Ip: aducers the end of October. a
trossed
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Bikel’s Town Hall,
NY., IndieTooters’ Union Moves to Break
Concert a Polished Event;

VeGermany May BanForenaOrehs
‘AsOompah|BandsI ¢ TheirAppeal
tevanMacColl’s Injuries
1. a land where’ there’s. a shortage’ of. just: ‘about ;every: other’ kind.| _
Cancel Winnipeg Date
Cet: 47.

of worker, the small German: -Or-chestras and bands have suddenly

ee
te
ee
ee

concert

through j when word. was- received morning.

the local states and music’ associa- of the show that MacColl had. been.
tions, is threatening. to. throw .eut injured in an accident in his native
all foreign. bands and. orchestras.
Scotland on the day before the
In Munich alone; -according » to |performance. The ‘Winnipeg -play-

wt
my
oeet
son
A
rete

National Sales Manager

grossed .$8.790, with tickets scaled
‘Leonard Levy. has been named
to a $4.50 top.’
‘national sales manager for Epic
|. Unlike most folk singers of the Records, the. Columbia subsid. He
‘day, . Bikel primarily ‘attracts an will ve responsible for all phases
‘adult. audience. -His material is of Epic-Okeh operations, including
largely Israeli and Russian, with the direct development of meran. emphasis: on Yiddish jokes and chandising programs.
Levy was most recently veep of
songs. His dynamic and: personable

own. musicians, | scheduled for-’the Playhouse Oct, 4

the German government,

Tap Len: Levy as Epic

‘by Harold ’Leventhal, the concert7.

Winnipeg, Oct. 17::
Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger

developed a surplus. And ‘in. order |cancelled. their’ folksong

‘to protect their.
nm
...

StrikeVs.Toronto’s Royal York Hotel

‘SRO $8,790 For 2 Perfs.|
Theodore. Bikel, folksinger-actor,
did a /two0-performance stint-at
Town Hall, N.Y., Sunday (15) which
‘went: SRO’ for both sets. Produced

* By HAZEL. GUILD.
. Frankfurt,

SL

Toronto, Oct. 17.
In an attempt to break the fivemonths’ strike between the Hotel
!1& Club Employees Union and the
Royal York Hotel management—
which has left the latter aithout
union
musicians through nonsyenhewal of contracts—John R. WilHams has revealed that he is forming a rival musicians’ union.
He
claimed that 395 tooters attenced
an organizational meeting of t::e
new union to be called the Metropolitan Toronto Independent Mu-

stylings
‘draw avid attention from. ‘Modern Sound Inc., an indepenthe Jocal branch .of: the Music.| date was.to have kicked-off a west- ithe patrons and he gets heavy. ap- dent. producing company. Prior -to
_ASSN.,. ‘there are. 70: German or-lern Canadian ‘tour. No details OF plause for all his efforts.- The that he was associated with Coral, |sicians Assn.
Meanwhile a letter has gone to
chestras: out of Work. And. since |-the: accident were available.
:
-crowd
at. the
evening .session Hanover and top Rank Records as
the summer season. officially: endBut -Miss Seeger, in ‘Winnipeg brought him back for encore after ‘director of sales and administra- Williams, under the signature of
Alan Wood, prexy of the Torozio
ied Sept. 30, the: unions and ‘the [When word of the accident was retion.
encore.
Musicians Union ‘Local 149, Amer‘state governments are demanding. ceived, soloed at a-U. of Manitoba:
ican Federation of Musicians’, statthat. Italian, -French, British .and_ noonday: concert. for a campus. Ban- |' Bikel's style is one of acting the|
songsinstead
of
just
singing.
His
ing
that Williams is already on
_ American bands. that are playing the-Bomb’ movement.

Cout'l Label Aims

guitar playing is. facile and used
‘in various nightclubs, dance. cafes,
‘Concert, sponsored by a Jocal
coffee houses and’ bars lose their | left-wing group, has been resched- to highlight his performance rather

than just ‘accompaniment, ‘As such
| he not only. delivers a song but also
‘captures. the-atmosphere. and feel-.
‘jing of.the piece in a manner that
_|oversteps. the language. ‘barrier

Toronto’s unfair list for “acting as
booking agent, manager or lea’er

of non-union musicians” and tor
claiming that he will “supply union or non-union musicians” tor
{the Royal York Hotel's many unused ballrooms. Another letter has
also been sent to all Toronto arva
quite effectively. .
able to get a work permit for his
In addition to the Russian and
musicians not to enter into any
planned six-weeks tour of the U.8..
dealings with Williams.
‘Israeli numbers, Bikel also does
This -fact. is. pointed “out .conDonald H. Gabor. Ticinig
‘songs in Fretich and Spanish, as
‘stantly by unemployed German
Part-time Musicians’
well. as a. cockney tune. His patter Records prez, is making a move
musicians who are demanding that
Williams, a violinst-director, is
designed
to reverse the industry's prepared to put in a 21-piece orvh
fills in brief translations | of what
their . employed ‘foreign counter‘the songs say, among other things. price cutting and discount selling! into the Royal York for a start. He
‘parts be given exit permits 1
instead
In. addition to-the folk guitar, he practices. Beginning Nov. 15, Con- said that there are approximatciy
of working: papers here.
[In addition uses a 12-stringer, a tinental will market a. new line 1,200 union musicians in Toronto
‘The ‘squabble’ broke. ‘into » ‘the Department and chain stores re- i tambourine and does some whistl- pricedat $6.98 (stereo) and $5.98 jand only about one-tenth make
j(monoaural): with the prices of
open recently. when jit came ‘time: jgently have ‘been displaying a more: ing.
itheir living from music, the reto. renew. working papers of ‘the active interest in promotions of all
Throughout the concert, Bikel. these .albums guaranteed against;‘mainder having other occupations
foreigners. Club’ owners: and -res: | types. Disks have not, been ‘neglect- is accompanied by Bill Lee on bass. all discounting to protect the dis- \by day and picking up odd entributor,
retailer
and
consumer.
taurant directors asked to’ re-em- {ed in this area: They’vé been. rep- during the second half he- brought |.
i gagements on the side.
To effect this guarantee, the
ploy the: popular ‘foreign bands. {resented by “guest star” appear-. on an Israeli girl. Ruth. Ben. Zvi,:
Meantime,
refusal
of
union
The.ttalians with their -hot jazzy ances to plug records and sign au-. who plays:the jar drums. These are Continental line will be marketed members
of Foronto
Local
149,
: music, ° the -French, British. and: : tographs: in the stores, with the clay jars with goat skin. stretched via franchised distributors and by
Amerjean Federation of Musiciats,
numbering
each
record
and
void.
Americans: with their. new swing | Stores’ acting as -ticketsellers *for over what would be normally be
to
cross
picket
lines
of
the
Hotel
tunes.. are generally out-drawing: [ music -activities and other promo-:the bottom. She also. accompanies ing the exclusive franchise of any ;i& Club Employees Union versis
distributer. who supplies. the dis-|
ions.
‘the German oompah bands with
thim and does some expressive solo
Continental will;‘Royal York Hotel may result in a
A -tieup. has been worked ‘out:‘work, both of which added an extra count retailer.
‘the dddéd appeal of something dif-.
its program
with
a : Switch elsewhere of the Grey Cup
ferent. And, claim the members: with: Abraham & Straus, -a large |‘dimension of autheiticity to the Is- support
$450,000 ad-promotion campaign. ‘final, Canadian east-west closure
of. the Restaurant
& © Nightclub ‘Brooklyn: department store. ‘Sandy.
raeli material. The tunes covered
‘In explaining his innovation of of the football season, scheduled
Acsn.; business will fall off ‘if: they. Baron,.an actor-comedian who has a-wide variety of flavors and Bifor Dec. 2.
have to- hire the local talent.:
recorded’ an album of interviews kel’s.. -expréssive treatments made the $6.98 LP, Gabor stated that
A dinner and two dances,. latter
. Another ‘aspect is that Germany with children called “Out of ‘the the. Proceedings a polished event. ‘market: studies show that enough
people have sampled good music attended in the past by some 8.000
has -brought in: about 00.000 Ital- |Mouths of Babes; * will do a second
ali.
to warrant us producing a line of | at the Royal York Hotel, may now ,
ian .workers’to help in this’ boom-|'LP of moppét sessions, taped at-the
‘albums never before recorded at [be held at the Queen Elizabeth
ing. business .era.- where.
there.| store. The-material ‘will: also make.
a Tealistic price that will provide} Building of the Canadian National
aren’t enough. native employees to up some'‘spots to be used on- ABC
unless
the strike is
a fair profit to the distributor and!‘Exhibition
take the jobs. And the homesick radio’s ‘*Flair” series,
dealer.
(‘The average LP today: ‘settled.
..Italians, of course, prefer to hear
The ‘session. will také place. Oct..
is.
peddled.at
a
suggested
retail
soft. Halo sung by their ‘country- | 21 (a Saturday) all day.. A&S-will
Meanwhile, the Royal York is
|price of $4.98 for stereo and $3.98 ‘ operating with a full staff made
‘men.
.
.: [advertise the event. in local papers|
for monaural.)
“This,” he added,»>iup
}
of new and inexperienced cmBut. charged one- “music union ‘and will-set up displays -and: run
“we are doing with our Interna- |ployees and some 500 defectors
official; some of. the Italians who- specials on Baron’s: first ‘album.
| Honal, Jazz Collectors nad Foreign }:from the Hotel & Club Employces
allegedly : come’ to Germany. to; Each moppet who~ does an. interJoe
Kolsky,
who
recently
éxited.
series 6n the Continental label.”
work as bricklayets. and. roadbuild- view ‘will. be. given a copy. ‘of the
‘Union tthis comprising some 1.2U0
ers get. their working permits and disk ‘as well as: another “gift. from as. executive v.p. of Roulette Kec- . Gabor ‘began to fashion the new workers).
But the period of deidords, has formed his own diskery ‘series 14 months ago. He brought iiock may be lengthy as the union
form a jazz: band instead, Playing, the store.
- |
called’ Diamond Records. The new in’ Bert Steinhauser as art director attempts to wear dow n the Royal
‘without. fhe vroper paper's.
For its. participation in: the re- |firm ts. wholly. owned by Kolsky.
who designed a new trademar
Map. Strong Protests
| York management, latter being a
| cording, A&S. will receive producand the four-color album covers. ' subsidiary
‘The. nigntcluh ‘owners have: “to tion credit (“recorded live at”) ‘on-| and. headquartered in New York.
ef Canadian
Pacatie
Diamond will initially release There are now 37 new albums in: : Railways.
bring: their protests - to the federal the LP's jacket, In addition, a- spegovernment in Bonn: if they | lose” cial wrapper about the session. will and concentrate on singles but fu- the Continental line, all of which:
their foreign
orchestras.
They -be provided: to. the store for copies. ‘ture plans also call for album prod- were produced at Gabor's plant in note that under terms of the: Com-: of: the disk. to be sold there. Peter uct as well. For the present, Kolsky Webster, Mass.
is only interested in buying masThis new venture also marks a,
mon. - Market. agreements musicians,
Rachtman is producing. the ‘set for ters that have potential |‘in the price-reverse for Gabor.
Back in j
like ‘other artists from. Conimon
Shell. Records’ ‘which
released ‘singles market.
1947, he launched the Remington
‘Market member larids. should have.
Baron’s first effort, =
For
album
product,
Diamond label which had its records priced
the right to ‘work. wherever.. they
After the material to be used is will concentrate on only those art- at $1. 98."
-are hired in West: ‘Germany. ists who have already proven their
The owners: also. ‘claim’ ‘that. art- selected, Parents .of the children
Chicago, Oct. 17.
Sales - potential. Kolsky plans. not
ists. are exempt from. German. Jaws |. involved: will be asked to sign a
Singer Tony Williams, a member
release. ‘giving the diskery: permis- to go in for catalog merchandise
_-:which state ‘that foreigners: cannot ¢
of The Platters, has won
whut
sion.
to’
include.
it.
in
the:
album.:
because
he:
feels
that
it-is
“comthere
are
"be employed “when
iappears to be the final round in
- enough ‘Germans to fill. the slots. A&S will run ‘another session with pletely uneconomical to produce”
_a two-year legal hassle with, MerBaron
at
Christmas
time,
worked
in
today’s
retail
structure.
—
They
argue thatthe
Germans..
“The Fantastic Lodge” ‘Hough-— cury Records over his right to
The diskery’s distribution .has
“with their tingle-tangle - ‘music,”” on the same’: interview. principle.
fon Mifflin; $4} is the vivid, re- record as a single on another iahel,
cannot appeal to the patrons.in the Baron will: be garbed * as Santa. been set. up with 36 distribs cov- pugnant, beautiful first-person ac- |
ering
5Q.states.
Foreign
distribu(Claus.
=~
:
‘The Platters are currently under
same manner as ‘the foreign .musiction arrangements have not as yet count of a young woman drug ad- ja contract tté Mercury that commakers,
|
dict, .Her
shart
squalid
life j mits them to a minimum of i8
-been
firmed
but
are.in
the
works.
But in Bavaria, ‘at least, ‘the: to: Sides every six months fer a mini' Plans cail for Kolsky to handle segued from grow ing-up trauma to !
cal folks. had-the last word.’ The.<.
She dug: mum annual guarantee of $50.000.
-much of. the diskery’s promotion junk-hypoed ‘jazz kicks.
‘Southern Bavaria Labor Office. .
cutting
himself, supplemented by. some in- the progressive joynts, sharing an jWilliams has also been
with strong. backing: from ‘the Gerrecords
as a solo with
Frank
|dependent promotion reps and the hallucinatory existence with noxman Music/.Assn,,: has. Tefused to f. Herman: ‘Kenin president ‘of’ the
distrib’s. staff. He expects to have ious atonal soulmates—both those;‘Sinatra's Reprise label.
- give | any work permits to foreign,
American. Federation of Musicians, |two a&r: men for the Jabel, ‘both to who tooted and those, like herself,
Mercury’s
appeul
for
ai re‘orchestras. ‘in ‘the. vicinity: ‘of Mu- ‘and. Henry Kaiser, general counsel
who rooted.
—
‘versal of an earlier Federal Court
imich ‘for the’ Oct, 1. period.” ‘And to. the. AFM, have been designated} ‘be named soon..
Her confessional is spoken. rath- ‘ruling in favor of Williams was
throughout: the rest of: the .coun-. ‘by the U.S. Government to serve
er than written, literature, having turned down last week by the L.S.
try, the Music Assn...is appealing:
as advisors -on |the formal delega-}
been. taped during spasmodic visits Court of Appeals.
The decisicn
to entertainment directors .to “hire tion attending. the Diplomatic Conto the home of a friend, Chicago quoted tthe original contract belocal talent. particularly for Oc-! ference’ on’... Neighboring ‘ Rights.
jazz buff and amateur sociologist ieee Mercury and
The Platters,
‘tober and: ‘November -cand for ‘next|
, Scheduled Ain: Rome, Oct. 10-26.
Howard S. Becker.
The result is which listed them only collectively
“March and. April, when. ee As Also. selected. have been Donald|.
a
plus
unrehearsed
quality,
for
ex;and
not
individually.
‘London, Oct. 17.
generally. less business, 2
| Conaway, executive director of the
US: producer - Milton . Subotsky cept to avoid repetition in the tap- | Dick Shelten, attorney for Wil~, [American Federation of Radio & ‘has been on.a signing ‘spree here ing sessions,. the young woman's ‘:liams since the inception of the
elevision::
Artists,
and Morton. ‘and has secured six leading Dixie- posthumous document is idiomatic,isuit, said that the decision pavcs
Welk’S.1.
Nighters . ., |Becker, AFTRA counsel.
-{Jand ‘jazz bands and eight British speech, full of the vitality. and:ithe way for a damage suit «:ainst
Hollywood. Oct. 17. “| They will join with U.S. -repre- singers for his third popmusic. urgency, the stereophonic sound. of.: Mercury by the singer fer alleced
Lawrence Welk's band: is newly- ; Sentatives and. other’ international film, “It's Trad, Dad.” .Subotsky, words, that helps make this an ex- , threats that other recording combooked’ into ‘four additional“ one- —
‘delegations: at. the 17-day confab who produced “Rock, Rock, “Rock” traordinary story.
‘panies that they would be sued if
night gigs’ in off-days:_ from ‘his Which will meet to complete ‘details: and “Juke Box Jamboree” -on’ the
‘The’
“plot” is
conventional 1they waxed him without Mercuis’s
home;
neurotic, permission.
weekend
Hollywood
‘leading to the establishment ‘of in- crest on the r & r boom, is looking enough—broken
roosts: -at
4 ternational
treaties
recognizing at the current U.K. music scene.
| narcissistic tramp of a mater: shab‘Palladium, :
‘Orch plays-Fort -“Worth: “Audi-. and: safeguarding performers’.
“Chris. Barber, Acker. Bilk, Bob by. kin (with whom she lived at,
torium: Oct. 29° at. $12,500 .guar- ‘lrights to recordings when played in Wallis, Kenny Ball. and Terry yarious periods), bemused and in-'
Roy Kohn Switches to S-P
__ antee. against “60%. of. gross. and foreign countries. Kenin' has sum- Lightfoot trad bands are booked as: different; and various male primiRoy Kohn has moved ove
[to
A
tenuous
and
doomed' Southern-Peer
... Yepeats same ‘terms :for stand -.at. med up the goal of the meetings. as ‘are singers Helen Shapiro. (who tives.
to head the
rp* Des: Moines ballroom
following atteniptiag ‘to. obtain: adequate. ‘plays the femme lead), Johnny marriage, Lexington, petty thiev- ; inotional department. He'll work
night- and in Kansas City”. ‘Nov. : 1. protection for: tlie. tights. of musi- ‘Leyton, Craig ‘Douglas (male lead), . ery, prostitution, and finally death |under
Lucky
CarJe,
the music
Crew plays St. ‘Paul’ on’ Hal-|cians in “broadeasting, television ‘George Melly, Clinto Ford and (by suicide five or six years after! firm’s professional manager.
with. Becker's y Kohn
has
had
hitches
with
The
Brook her. last session
“Jowe’ ‘en- on benefit: for Catholic jand the.mechanieal reproduction of. Ottilie | Patterson.
‘Charities. _ there and ‘gets: flat sound ee Anternatienal. eopy- Brothers and newcomer -Paul Ray- jtapes), complete the nightmar.
? Shapiro-Bernstein, Joy Music and
jright laws.”
Jmore recently with Robbins Music.
it.
* $10. 000,
en Will also. be featured.’.
work Rermits immediately.
juled. for mid-November.
‘Oldtime piano player: and re-.
cording. ‘artist. Fritz: Schulz-Reichel,
who ‘waxes under. the name. ‘of.
“Crazy
Otto, ” was °‘Fecently un-
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HERE WE GO AGAIN...

Ella's

et. 86

San
Fitzeze
ced

a

at the

S.F. Chronicle

10/2

.

gerald ors re: entrancing

COR ry ood SAL nures,
pomsna baat
and jacz
amhes natacdas rich! tea
asudow hue of jiu
at the Ber «celev CammuTis Theqre | this reyipaer
Mas wos be a ching
theuzs:
Will ar he necewars for
other jazz a7 sts t teave the
context of tre usua: jazz

scene, as Miss F.tzazeraid nas
done in or te to fend an acdience toa’ wo

listen in re-

cony

would interrupt rer.

Equativ as regularly, the ensung hu.labalog woud cor.
tinue Lit: the mmpressano

threa'ensd to stop the snow.

eacn year

,

. FLAGWAVERS

Now Miss Fitzgera'd nas removed herse'{ so fat from
that audteme that she can
-ging

twentsthree

numvers

and io encores. as sne did
at Berke.es Saturday r:zht,
In a two-hour concert and her

aporeciation
.

and

then as now

the

and not even applaud anti
. she ts fimshed on the vigorous flagwavers, like ‘All
Right, Okay, You Win”

breath on the eoft numbers

larly, some

Just as regunut in the bal-

her s'age

Accompanied by the Paul
Smith Trio. which offered.
two entertaining exhibitions

of plang virtuosity to apen
the second half of the pro.
‘gram.

Tarie Drraction: SALLE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Personal Management: NORMAN GRANZ

Miss

Fitzgerald

de-

of ber stsie

Even

expectation

and its melody,

“enhanced
by Miss Fitz
geraids graceful interpolations, more stmking.

STYLE |

In: almost every number ©
‘She: exhibited that . unique
abrlity 10 successfully

deco

‘rate the orginal melody in~
the jazz musician fashion,
while ‘retaining her audiences attention.- thal . has
been the outstanding quality

mannet.

not

without

signifi-

- cance that sne tne Lumeiters
and)

nunerous

temporary

.

other

Successes

popaar

music

¢
cammon

base

in. jaez

_ pertormers need a. 40: piece.
orchesira to heip them

througn .a2 2 hour concert.
Miss Fitzgerald works wilh
a Jazz trio. Her vowe com:
bined with the three instru-

nents

offers

musical.y.

a

(nan

iol
meosi

;

of vaiue in the American
popular song. performers

ike Ella Fitzgerald
responsible,

are

the otherwise‘
good acoustical setting and Ella. was
bugzed by a harsh: spot

that made
fullv and
“most of}
. made her

Paganini." “i've Got A
Crush.on You.” You. know, :
the usual.

But even on material that
you'd never normally asso-

ciate

with

Ella, ("Clap

her wince pasnshut her .eses
lime’ but never
mar a:nole.

Her accomp.nists,

tha

Paut Smith Trio. d:d-esact-.-.
ly what a vocalists side:.
“men. should : do... under‘scored, gave it. a ‘bit of”
‘* Melodic contrast and kept

closely that even the scratch
of ihe critic’s pencil on his
note pad seemed an untrue. .
Sion.
It was. mostly the well.

heara~

Stat . Levey -.

‘had a bit of echo trouble in

Saturday night 3.552.men_
ani women at Berkeley

over the last 20 years. “Mr.

oF

if there is really anything

Drummer

church is to the devout.

proven Fitzgerald package,
tunes she’s made: famous.

more,

chestras

vagcly femembered
‘ing 1t. elsewhere.

eah word she sang’ so

Some:

scat-laden

Sy lization. that ‘you -only ~

Community Center followed

conin the

heid share a

the song. into. her

-own. wonderful,

lover what attending church

is reativ. on'y-a ]itte girl, 18
‘as

sorbed

An evening with Ella
Fitzgerald: 1s to the jazz

with

‘a guaranteed winner,

In the singing of her slaw

sound -that made its lyric
message meaningful beyond

staseé

Her

cation and letting the audience in on tne secret that she

ing tne lanoo on picture lak-

top.

By JOHN BRYAN.

ils combination:of sophtstic

who

baliads, she was highly effectue ‘Cry Me a River,” forinslame. was delivered in a
comb'nation
of style’ and

through the

years.

presence .

was shaken momntaniy by a

bacxstag. photographer

ing she captured her audiemes affections completely, :

Not su tia. e sedis ago Miss

Sing a baad

audience

-hept anrosing her by break-

Fit-gerac]

Ing Jazz con: e=
Regularly at ean perform.
ance. she would attentpt to

tnousth

ne:

voked the scene deliverate:y

Spev! gid
quie?*

at the Philharmonic. a tour-

ited

bewwtehed and ex-

It gat to a point where one
Suspected the crowd
pro-

audience will almost hold is-

premiere jazr singei
rezularly appeared sere w:th Jazz

hiznted

ty Thea

30) &

ELL-PROVEN
Fitzgerald
Enthralls
In E. Bay

|

Ella on Stage ---New Trail For Jazz?
By Ralph Pf. Gleason
TLivering fs Bula Bitz-

goo

in &

e muni
kele¥ $1 3 i, Sa.

nive

Fla

smith
THa
“a
one THter,

-the rhythm going. but never
staod out too much by

themselves. =
Saturday's concert was @

_|

kind-of Bay area “opener” for Ella. She'll make what's,
‘getung to be an. annual

“long run” at the. Faire
mont Hotel Venetian Roont

Nov. 16. Shes also due
at Harrah's Tahoe Clud
Oct. 1%
0
‘And Ella will probably

again sing the same -sonbgs

Hands Here Comes Char- - 1. in the same way.-:
What could be better?
ley”), she so completely
ab-.

Exclusively on VERVE RECORDS
Public Relations: LEWIN /KAUFMAN / SCHWARTZ -
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=RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS|
VOTE DISSOLVES MGA
(A net Survey of Key Outlets)

wk.

wk.

aq

-.JUDY-GARLAND (Capitol) _

we,

;2

Musicians

on chart: .

1-17

Judy: Garland’ at: Carnegie Hall (WBO 1569) =
10.) JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia °

to

_

°

.

been accepted.
ing Sept. 24.

= HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)|

- civ.

4

7

‘n.}

Jump Up-Calypso

(LPM 2388)

“8
§°.16- LAWRENCE. WELK’ (Dot)
_.. .-¥ellow Bird (DLP 3389)"
"6.93
7 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victory.

_ Something.
for Everyone LEM 2370)

"Close-Up 'T 1642).

g 2.

|

| —_,

at - CAMELOT” (Columbia) ns

J.
“9

a

TRIO (Capitol): 4 “KINGSTON. TR

-

as vy- Orfginal Cast (KOL 5620)-

34

60". ‘NEVER ON “SUNDAY

_—

“1a.

f+

140

_ these areas,

Loe

“LIMELITERS (Victor) |

on

on

|
16
16

Original Cast’ (KOL
5450)
«7 ~.JOSE. JIMINEZ: Kapp)’

.

MITCH MILLER. (Columbia)
‘Tv Sing Along «CL 1628) 2.
12 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise).

“.

*

Simatra Swings (R'1002).

es

.

_ Aln’t That Weird (LP)
(LPM.
M2335)

236 26 ~10 DAVE BRUBECK (Columbia)
Four Preps on. Campus (7
(T. 1566)

28 32, 38 : RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee) _
ve
'. Knockers Up (JLP’ 2029)...
39. —. 87 LAWRENCE WELK (Doty
31

4

ROBERT RUSSELL BENNET: (Vietor)

1 -ENOCH LIGHT iCommand)

is.

33MM_Stereo (RS 826 ‘SD) |

33. 27:7

60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES.(Wietor).
7 Various Artists, Vol. III ‘LOP’ 1509) _

“34

42

3

JOAN BAEZ (Vanguard)
Joan Baer AVRS: 9078).

$8.39 87
;

"cs

36 41.

J 0h 2.
37 AT
ee

mR,

=

a0” —"T_

So

41

——
.
34.

8

_Sing « Hymn With Me 'T 756)

_ Behind the Button Dewn. Mind (Ww.1417).

CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)

_ More Greatest Hits (E 3942)
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor).

31.
_—

° 6

45

1

_
46

19

BILLY

VAUGHN

.

(Dot)

oo

Orange Blossom Special (DLP 3366)
1 ‘STAN KENTON (Capitol
- Kenton’s West Side Story (T 1600)

ay
—

44:

= ~ GLORIA. LYNNE (Everest)
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field Grauer figures. that it is. al- ‘for Columbia this week, untitled
most. impossible for a new com-. yet ... Elmer Bernstein will score
| pany to be formed today without “Birdman of Alcatraz.
tremendous bankrolling from some
source like a. film company. The

trend. will grow inereasingly away

from. small

direction

independents

of bigger and

|

in the

bigger|

.

ASCAP CATALOG
FOR SALE (1956)

Chicago .

Glenn Miller Orch set for one- |.

combines, more and .more closely |tighterat south: side Holiday Club|/f

Reasonable rental,

‘CHARLES RAPP
ci ‘T6646 |

264 VALUABLE COPYRIGHTS.
M
important recordi

mspectaily suitable for Publisher

— = s vecializing “inmy

approximiating the operation of the ‘Sunday (22) ... Johnny Mathis|{- “154 West aéth St., New York 36, N.Y. |
skedded for Medina Temple, Chi, }
Majors, he feels.
It is not an. easy process, Grauer
says, but one that must be done..
The companies that are unwilling

‘ANTHONY ALLEN|

or unable to expand will be-gob- |

bled up by those that ean, he avers. ||

The industry will soon narrow tol]
the majors and a few minor majors
below them which are working in
| much the same way as they are.
Specialty labels, as independent
companies, will:soon be on. their

way out, he feels, and only. the

fittest will: survive.
Among. the labels Grauer: now
operates under Bill Grauer ProB| ductions ‘are Riverside, Jazzland,
| Wonderland, ‘Offbeat, Washington,
-and .a pop ‘single label—Popside.

#

‘The Most Promising. ‘Slager. to Hit
’ "New York in Years

-On Rust Records

—

.

“AH SWEET: MYSTERY OF LIFE™. J

“TAKE .A WALK IN. THE SUN" |
i Television. — Radio —-Records —. Night |
Clubs — Supper Clubs — Concert — Stage
Personal Management: DAVID FLEISCHMAN
[
Representation: CHARLES RAPP
1658 Broadway, New York

| RUST RECORDS...
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VegasBusts Out inNewN
Bra-less Showgirlsi
inFilipinoRevue
Las. Vegas, Oct. 17.. 4The nudes are dn the ‘Dews again [

fn Las Vegas.
‘A Filipino stage revue is being
criticized because of nude .show-}
girls, so

its producers.

want

‘a

License Suspension On

CafeBookers OverSplit Commissions

‘Immoral’ Show Charges
One:

AlMarks hh.NewPrexy

|MajorAgencies Waging Cold War Vs.

Atlantté City, Oct. 17.

of ‘the

longest.

~¢

license

[suspensions ever ordered here, two

Of Miss-América: Pageant

Hollywood, Oct. 17.
Atlantic. ‘City, Oct. 17.
anow's | Albert A. Marks Jr.,.a member viously entered a plea.of non vult|, ‘New Thunderbird Inn, 200-room
‘hostelry
being
constructed on Sunof
the
Miss
America
Pageant
board.
morality... Nevada ..‘state officials,‘(no defense) to two charges of perincluding Gov. Grant Sawyer and of directors since 1955, and for sev-. mitting a female entertainer (Belle set Strip. in connection with the

Philippine government
‘pass ‘judgment

on

official ‘to

the

The major agencies and cafe
bookers are fighting a quiet war.

|The majors: are refusing to split
W wood Thunderbird
‘commissions almost on a unitedfront basis, while the bookers are
To Operate Nitery retaliating
by buying
as ”little

imonths, was imposed last week by
‘William’ Howe Davis, director of:
the N.J.:. Division. of. - Alcoholic |.
.| Beverage. Control, on Le Bistro.
“Operators of the’ club ‘had pre-}

from the majors
top percenteries
to eliminate the
der to approach

as possible.
The
either are seeking
middlemen in ore
bonifaces directly,

Thunderbird or are attempting to create & conLabor Commissioner George JoHey -eral. years .head: of its: television Barth) to- perform: in a “lewd, in- 17-story Hollywood
also have been invited to view the committee, ‘is the new President of| decent, and -immoral. manner” on Hotel, will provide nitery- enter- dition whereby the owner will pay
tainment,
according
to
Mar H. Sie- the booker a stipulated sum for
the
Pageant.
‘show and -judge: whether ‘it is. in
‘their premises.
gel, exec v.p. of corporation build- lining up shows.
- Marks was selected last week: (10) .
_ good taste or not.
Club will shutter Wednesday,
The reason for the war of nevres
“Philippine. Festival” whipped | to succeed Robert Nesbitt Jr., who Oct, 18- and can reopen Tuesday, ing new frojects.
‘up a flurry of excitement in Manila headed the nonprofit . organization Dec. 12. Because of the guilty plea | Inn, to open in February, will is the recent edict of the Ameriwhen. the Dunes Hotel installed the past three years, Dr, David B. five days were deducted.. From the. have an_ orch; and ‘hotel itself, can Guild of Variety Artists whieh
Japanese girls covered from the. Allman. became’ vicepresident,. the resort angle. closing penalty means ‘aimed. at - completion by end of forbids an act to pay more than
10% for any engagement except
waist up by transparent blouses. post Marks previously. held;. Phillip little to club’s: management, com-. 1962, plans name acts.
in stipulated one-nighter fields.
" “We just wanted to create some |.E. M. Thompson. was reelected ing at the dead period in late fall
Under former conditions.
where an
sex,” said Major Riddle, prexy of treasurer, Lenora S..“Slaughter, cor-- and early winter. when there . is
agency found it necessary to go
the hotel. ‘He. added that. the “sex”? - poration. secretary, . and. Miss ‘Ruth little ‘business ‘here..
through an outside beoker. an ex.| McCandliss. was. elécted: assistant.
would: remain.
ABC agents said Miss Barth’s act
tra 5% was added. However, Musie
- Ordered Daughters ‘Home
corporation secretary.
secretary.
Jeonsisted of. :mostly dialog. interCorp. of America forbade the 5%
Deeply. religious Filipino parents.
Atlantic. City,- Oct. 17.
spersed with: songs when she ‘acpegan - ordering their daughters
A “pay-later” vaeation plan be- payment some years ago.
companied herself on ‘the piano.
The cold war now being waged
home after four of the government
-|They ‘added that if lasted for. 90: came effective at the Ritz-Carlton
authorities. in Manila asked for an
resort hotel
Sunday has the top offices acting together.
~|minutes and ‘consisted of “unques- beachfront
All
are refusing to share their
investigation. |
tionable obscene, vulgar and dis-. (15). It involves the usual package
commissions with the bookcis. The
The. girls, upset over the: nudity,|.
gusting refererices to sex and sex- plans at low off-season rates plus
agencies
indicate that they would
still did not want to return: to the
advantages of deferred payments.
‘ual behavior. ”
Philippines: Show
officials sugsaid John continue to deal with the buyers
‘Despite this report Irv. Kolker, -“Ag an example,”
for
the
cafes, but only without
gested they send telegrams to their |”
executive
v.p.
and
club’s operator, -did SRO weekend Schlichter,
They feel
parents. advising ‘them the nudity |.
“a typical
off-season splitting commissions.
business with Miss. Barth
and manager,
that
if
they
keep up the united
was not a majer part, of the revue
nearly’ capacity through the week. j.weekend of three days will profront they will be able to lick the
as it:is in other Las ‘Vegas pro-.
full|vide an ocean-view
room,
problem.
Harry. Hirsch, company manager
ductions:
course méals and ail the facilities
Bypass Some Offices
¢
Alan Lee, assistant ‘to: show: pro- of -the ANTA-U. S.. State Dept.
of the hotel for as little as $27.50.
On the other hand, the bookers
ducer Steve. Parker. said he would. troupe currently’ touring .Asia and.
per person, double uccupancy.
are
buying
as
many
acts
as
possiAfriea,.
who
left
the
unit
after
difask Pedro G. Ramirez, ‘Philippine
- “This becomes payable at the ble from offices that will share the
Consul General in Los Angeles, to ferences’ with troupe emcee: Joey
rate of $7.50 down and $5 -a month cut. In some instances, they are
fly up and watch the show. Rami- ‘Adams, has been..put in. charge of
for four months. There are nq add- dealing directly with acts or pernew: units which will: tour the same
rez.said he'd be glad to come..
ed ‘interest
or
credit
charges. sonnel managers in an attempt to
|
continents.
Hirsch,
.
follawing
his
|
“Uniess . you're’
looking. . ‘for
Schlichter
admitted that the move bypass the agency.
The hookers
“nudes,” Lee said, “I guarantee half | departure from: the Adams troupe,|.
is a “calculated risk,” but said he long ago indicated that they canWas ‘retained. by ANTA ‘and the
of the people in the audience don’t ;, State
Dept..to map the jaunts: for|.
‘was confident that most people are: not ask an operator to pay them
'
know they're there.”
inherently honest.
for acting as buyer and still afford
The ‘Japanese are. on ‘stage ‘for the Golden Gate Quartet. and the
’ It fs believed that this is the the inflated talent prices.
.
The area. around ‘Haddonfield |
‘portraying ; Georgie Tapps Co.
only
one
‘number
first time a resort hotel has offered
Inasmuch as many spots peed
The
sight
acts,
Hirsch
asserted,
and -Merechantville, N.J., on the a deferred payment plan of an in_-washer-women at a waterfall.
the services of a booker, the union
~The revue, featuring some of. the | are doing excellently. in the Adams. outskirts of Camden, ‘is likely to
stallment nature. It is certainly the by eliminating bookers will ultiunit.
Major
hit,
he
said,
was
the
| provide considerable competition:
Philippines’ top singers and danc-|
mately
decimate
a number
of
without “nudes last | balloon act; John & Bunny Shir- -for. Philadelphia amusement enter- first offered in Atlantic City.
ers, opened
cafes.
The bookers also feel that
month. There. were rumors that jley, who get. the. major apprecia-. prises. The Latin Casino, Merthey are responsible for opening
there would be some, but a group: , tion. whether: at Embassy parties, cchantville, is getting the bulk of.
new niteries.
They have solicited
of the Filipino chorus girls, their ; hospital. wards’ or playing regular Philly’s nitery business. And now
hew accounts, thus opening more
contracts stating specifically they. 'shows. ‘The: rest of the .troupe. is the Ice: House, Haddonfield, looms
playing
time
for
talent.
Without
also
being
received
excellently.
- will not be asked to. perform ‘nude,
as a-competitor for the Arena ‘and
: They ‘are’ Chaz Chase, magico Ce-. the. Convention Hall, both in the
financial incentive, the bookers
objected and the hotel went along |
Neste
‘Evans,
the
Singing
Sylte
Sissay,
they
no
longer
can
do
this.
with them.
Quaker City.
\ters, the Step: Bros. and the Buddy | . A-new ‘development this year,
Whether the bookers will be
Upset Few Chorines.
Rich
sextet.
Rich
is
also
a
top
perable
to
survive
the
war
on
twa
Lee said that only a few. of the
the Ice House. will have the- Judy
fronts. with the union and agen"5 cast ‘members .were .upset. “Tf. ifformer, especially during the drum “| Garland one-nighter on Oct. 24 as
solos,
according
to
Hirsch:
Ges
after
them,
is
moot.
They
people are embarrassed,” he added,
its first major. test. "The 7,500 seat-|}
feel that one of the majors or a
“it’s. the. ‘socialite element... who | Because of the language barrier, er is expected to be a sellout with
Frank - Fay's will, filed in Los combination of strong indies wiil
just came ‘along for a ball.” He said Hirsch said, Adamis chiefly makes ‘most of the ‘customers crossing the
e!
the:
‘announcements
and
the
presirelent,
and some of cthe other of“Angeles Superior ‘Court, confirms
he would. pay the cast’s w ay hom
‘dent .of the American Guild of bridge from Philly. According to earlier estimate of his fortune at fices will have to fall in Jine.
°
if they wanted to-go.
Sid Bernstein (& John Drew), pro‘Variety.
Artists
has
curtailed
some.
But. the ‘chorines--wide-eyed—moters of:the concert, there is.the $200,000. In what form his estate
at. their first glimpse of the. U.S... of his act, patter, ‘etc. His wife, possibility of a'$41,000 gross. The exists ig riot. revealed: His co-op
“‘mgaid. they -want to stay."One in-|Cindy, accompanying him ‘on. this ‘Tee House is so named because of ‘apartment on Park Avenue in Mantrip, .is -representative. ‘of the North
sisted. the nudes are not. immoral.
its origin as an ice-skating rink. hattan is presumably one asset.
“People -bring their. children’ to America Newspaper Alliance. Both refurbished as an arena.and audi-. Will dées not mention an adopted
plan writing, a ‘book based on the
‘see it,” she said.
torium by a new management, it’s -son, Dion Anthony Fay of Los AnLee expressed fear ‘the publicity touHirsch’s: spot aig company’ man: out after one-nighters and other geles, who dates from Fay’s marTiage to Barbara Stanwyck.
|
‘pack home :might harm ¢areers. of |
‘ager was assumed. ‘by. Jed Horner types of stands that went virtually
‘Two-thirds of the estate go to
Hartforé, Oct. 17.
professional
entertainers: in- ‘the.
who had been the ‘stage. manager. exclusively to the Arena and Con- the: Frank Fay Foundation for the
Eyed with interest in the New
-gshow. “They (Filipinos - at home):
» |Also of major importance to the. ‘vention Hall. Should the Judy Gar-~ Holy Ghost Incurables at Cam- England area is the seven-day, two
don‘t knaw what’ a nude. show. is," show -was “Jerry Bell,
land
date
work-out
as
expected,
the light.
he said,‘‘To them it’s like doing ian, said’ Hirsch. “A: former stage: then Bernstein .& Drew. will shuttle bridge, Mass, and one-third to St. shows per day, speculative name
Martin of Tours Roman Catholic floor show policy inaugurated last
-burlesque.. That's why.the connota- 4 manager for. the Center Theatre, other eyents into. that house.
Chureh in Brentwood, suburb of week by the Club Russo in nearby
tien’ ig: so. bad.”
The rise. of the entire South
4N..¥., He repaired a projector. for
L. A. Will is dated Nov. 11, 1954. Middletown, It marks f:rst time in
‘| the King of Thailand, thus. endear- |Jersey. area ‘as an ‘amusement:
a decade that any Connecticut spot
ing the troupe ‘further . with that. centre was sparked by the new
Re California Law
jhas undertaken a program of marGarden State Track, which is in.
monarch.. The ‘king, :incidentally,|:
Los Angeles, Oct. 17.
queeing fop personalities...
‘sat in: with the Buddy Rich ‘Broup. the same: locale. The Latin Casino.
Through a technicality in CaliGetting the format off the ground
_Was_ built. in- Merchantville. because |.
as’ a saxophonist.

A.C. Hotel’s.Vacation

‘Now, Pay Later’ Plan

Golden
len
Gate 4,
Geo. Tapps Unit
On ANTA Tours

Philly SpotsFace
FrFesrohm CoNJmp.etArisenha

Frank Fay’sWill

Adopted Son May
Rate, Tho lonored

Conn. Gets Ist Names lh
Decade as Julie Londen
Bows in Middletown Spot

Sellout Likely ForDalks
AGVA Benefit;Det:Holds
$25-Per-Plate Dinner KAYE’S DET. BENEFIT
Dallas, Oct. .17.:.

fornia probate law, Frank Fay’s ig canary Julie London, latter’s husestate, reputed to be around $200,- band Bobby Troup and’ his jazz trio,
000 may go to his adopted son, plus comic Hatry Shafran. To help
Dion. Anthony Fay, who was not pay cost of the operation, cover
‘mentioned in his will, instead of charge of $3.50 has been initiated.
A sellout seems assured for Maytwo Catholic charities to which Most spots around the state have
or Earl
Cabell’s salute to. the.
the: Iee House by Bernstein &
Detroit, Oct.. 17.- Drew are Danny Kaye, Paul Anka. Tate actor. . bequeathed his entire minimum of $1 and up. Some only
American Guild of Variety Artists.
estate.
Detroit.
institutions
were
$127,
000.
recently set $1 cover charge when
‘Friday night {20) at the ‘Playbill. }
and a combination of .Pat: Boone &
Son, who wasn’t mentioned in| putting on live shows of no name
Proceeds from the event are .ear- richer as a-résult .of-a five-day. Patti Page.
- °.| will, was not disinherited in docu- value.
.
-marked for. the union’s: Sick & whirlwind visit. ‘by Danny Kaye.
ment. Under the law it’s possible,
Not since the Statler Hilton here
‘Welfare’ Fund. Among acts slated: He played . his “‘usual- ‘tricks ‘with.
should he elect to file a petition to had names several years back have
-to. appear.-are Ford -& ‘Reynolds, the -baton -as guest. conductor -of
determine heirship, that he will be Conneeticut area spots had top
the Ink Spots and Mary Taylor. . Detroit: Symphony Orchestra. Frientitled to the estate before the talent toplining their shows.
Miss
-Emcee™ for. the. shindig ‘will. be day. night: (13). Top’ price..of $50 a
... Greensboro, N.-C., Oct. 17.
charities named in will.
London is in for a nine-day stay.
“Tony, Zoppi, nitery. columnist. for. Seat at the Ford Auditorium Taised
Indrani, India dancer, performed
|
Peneilled in later are Tony: Ben‘the Dallas Morning News. Alton about $52,000 for the -orchestra’s |before an enthusiastic audience at

PA. RAISES $127,000

of its proximity to Philly as well as
‘easy: accessibility...
Bernstein will-also promote Miss:
Garland at.the Boston Garden, Oct.
27. Other possible promotions for

| Asia Society ToursIndrani

and. maintenarice funds.
“ “Sharpe, head of the Dallas AGVA pension
The’ comedian also. appeared at|Aycock Auditorium: Oct. -3.
office, will present Mayor Cabell
Accompanying the exotie Indrani
-- gp geld card, symbolic of lifetime an interfaith dinner. for the benefit in a - program
entitled “Temple
membership in the org, on behalf. of Marygrove :College {a Roman:

| JEAN SABLON’S ISTNY.
|:
BOOKING IN DECADE

Inett and Jackie Leonard.
Basie intent of the operation, ‘aceoFding to Frank Russo, owner of

the dine and dance spot, is to
-|Catholie school) last Tuesday. (10).- Rhythms of India,” -were Narasim-.
- French |singer Jean Sablon, away break away from the stereotyped
.|The school was. richer by.$15.000 as. ha Rao,.. Daliram,. .Deva Prasad
Das,- dancers:.
Lokiah, - Aixiger, fro mthe Gotham scene for over a type of packaging that most night, | Seshadri, :- pereussionist and Srini- |
Proceeds to Home .
a. fa result.
decade, returns to. New York at. clubs of the area engage in. This
Detroit, . Oet. 17, !
vasa Murthy,. flutist.
- the Hotel St: Regis next month as usually consists of an exotic, eomic
William. Boeshy, president ‘of ‘the: Mich. Band's Disk ‘Bow | -Presénted by the Woman’s Col- part of Arthur Lesser’s:“Continen- and musical trie to back same.
Club Russo has capacity for 500
Brass Rail Chop House, was hon- |: The Michigan U. Band, which lege Lecture-Enitertainmentt Com- tal” policyin booking that hostelored last week at. a $25-a-plate ‘scored. on -a tour of. ‘Europe, in- mittee, the company is appearing Ty’s Maisonette. Opening with Pata- persons and. was recently renovated.
testimonial dinner by AGVA for|.eluding some Iron Curtain coun-' in . America * through the. auspices. chou last menth, the reom has
his contributiens -to the .entertain- tries; last spring, is- making. its: of the. Asia Society: Performing. Colette Renard lIater this month,
TEX. CLUB SUES COMO KIN
°
ment industry. Proceeds from the disk, bow on -Vanguard Records. Arts Program.
then Sablon, Vicki Autier and
San Antonio, Oct. 17.
dinner, which attracted: -civie ‘top-- Album was. taped in New York.imThe dance program was a fea-' Charles Frenet in the ensuing
A hearing has been scheduled
pers, will ‘go to. the newly-opened mediately. upon ‘the: band’s return ture of thé “Asia on the ‘Campus” menths. Miss Renard is the star here Thursday ‘19) on a suit to
....
program being earried out‘in con-_ of the original “Irma La Douce,” force Dominic Como, brether of
AGVA Feundation home and. rec- tothe US...
Band,. led. by. William D. Revelli, nection with the Asia Studies. course Paris édition.
reatien centér ‘in Squth Fallsburg,
-+singer-Perry Como, to give a finan_NLY., for ayed and indigent’ enter- has eut the. football: marches of. offerings. Lectures, ‘documentary
‘Trenet, like Sablon, has been cial aceounting of his stewardship
tainers. A room at the home ‘will be. leading -midwest.-* colleges.” It’s. films, and art. exhibitions are -in away from the US. for some time, as general manager of the nearby .
although not quite as long.
tthe series. :
dedicated. in Boesky’s. name. — "titled -“Pouchdown, USA ”
Seneea Futura Country Club.
o national - prez: Joey Adams. .
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Mexican Acts Sour on Soviet Tours;

| 13-Way Deal Converts

Trio Got Diploma, Medals But No Coin}

Indians RoofBallroom |
Into Nitery, Meeting Hall

Rusty Warren,

oe

;

.

| OY

eo

the cocktail lounge regular - who clicked with her.

albums on: Jubilee, isanother new headliner who isn’t forgetting the
operators who were good to her during the struggling years. With three
solid LP smashes, ‘“‘Songs for Sinners,” “Sinsational,”
and “Knockers:

Indianapolis, Oct. 17.
“red carpet”| A three-way deal to convert the
them.
+ Indiana. Roof Ballroom, atop the
But even the trio got no coin Indiana Theatre building, into a
Tinere are mixed reports from’ export permit.
They - said they family nightclub and ‘convention
Mexican entertainers whu have re- spent all their earnings on a se- hall was completed here this week..
turned from junkets behind the: ries of fiestas for diplomats in Involved are the Greater IndianIron Curtain.
While some dis- Russia, the press corps and the apolis
Amusement
Co., . which.
gusted performers speak of “fraud” -many friends they had made there. operates the. Roof; the Sheratonothers say they were enchanted Group, away for three. and a half Lincoln Hotel and the B & B thea-

By EMIL ZUBRYN
Mexiea City, Oct. 17.

Inside Stuff—Vaude
¥

excitement
at the
treatment accorded

Up,” she has seen her price quadrupled during the past six-months..
‘However, to Ben Linder in Indianapolis, Lou Brutucola in Anaheim,
Cal., and Mike Longo in Dayton she still has the same price ‘and plans

to continue playing these roonis for years. to come. “When 1 needed.
them, they were there,” she said Jast. week between shows at the
Pittsburgh Hortzon Room, “and my price. to. them remains the same.”
After years on the lounge circuit, the piano playing comedienne
is now hoxoffice over the country ‘and. is being booked into most of

‘the better rooms. She goes from Pitt -to Freddie’s. in Minneapolis, -to
with “marvelous” Russian hospi- ;months, visited 30 major Russian tre-restaurant.
ST
the Orbit Room in Houston ‘and later to Fack'’s in San Francisco. Her’.
!cities including
Moscow,
Lenintalits.
Selected acts featured at the B first New York showing in a major room.was at the Roundtable. |
Attists’ rep Manuel Olguin has ‘ prad and Kiev as well.as tours of & B will be made available Sunday
ia,
Lithuania,
ete.
Ukrania,
thet
been acting as Red talent buyer in
|nights at the Roof for a dinnerWhile the we got no money,
the ‘Slexican market, sending to
dance show package through arRussia such entertainers as Lucha they did get 'a-Uiploma and three
Moreno. Los Plateros, Jose Juan,. medals from the Soviet Minister
Alfredo Serna’s America Mariachi of Culture in recognition of their dianapolis, and: Charles Burkett,
group ‘but without maestro Serna’, being the first Latin American owner of the B & B.
group to tour the Soviet Republic.’
the Trio Los Mexicanos. et al.
The new policy is scheduled for
Still Seek Dates
Le
One of the most outspoken units
‘a trial run the Saturday and SunAlthough returning performers day nights before New Year’s Day.
fec up sith 1fe commie “paradise”
a
Seattle, Oct. -17. .
is the Los Plateros trio. This com- come back to Mexico irate over ‘The regular Sunday night opera_ Seattle will have a flesh or girlia
bo has registered a stiff complaint . commie treatment, there still are tion is planned to begin Feb. 11,
show during the. World’s Fair, but
with tne National Assn. of Actors, others who seek engagements, now while the Vagabonds are playing
one. set will be -off the fairIn Long Beach, Cal., Gig ‘the
allegin’ that agent Olguin with- .that there's little activity Here. the B & B. Indianats dry on Sun- |.
grounds.
Northwest.
Releasing
Long Beach, Cal., Oct. 17. “Corp; has signed “Minsky’s Follies”
held 25’ of a $12,000 fee for a The general impression appears ta day and niteries are closed.
five-week engagement (from June;be that the Reds pay enormous
‘The aim is. to. reach an entirely |. Kingston ‘Trio drew an SRO for a long run, beginning June 1930. to August 6+.
{ sums to foreign performers.
2
ter: new. audience for this type of-en-: house of 3,810 payees for a gross of at the Orpheum. and, after six

Seattle Gets Minsky ShowDuring

World's Fair ButNot onGrounds

Kingstons’ SRO $9,585

Singers had their baggage held tae

ets tyinforme?“burnt”.
enter- tertainment,

mes
ow

up

by an

airline

because

excess;

(Ss

'*:

,

ie

Burkett said.
The $9,585 after taxes in a Civic Audi- weeks, moving over to the Moore.
Roof can handle 1,300-for dinner |torium concert Saturday night (14). Minsky shows, now at clubs in Las

It. was the first capacity house for Vegas and: Reno, last only 45 mincharges were not paid by contract- by Red tours, to that the Russius and dancing.
_
The other part of the deal, to such a gig in the big hall in some utes. The production scheduled for
ing Red impresarios, as stipulated , ar© amen on th
oe Ili wt

in the contract.
Los

Plateros

-

ae
were

>
luckier

and

than?

only way

:
‘Seattle will be a two-hour show.
to use the Roof for conventions, sup- time.
Northwest Releasing (Zollie Vol-.
‘Promofer.Lou Robin, it’s underplementing facilities available at
is) Stood, had the trio in on a per- chok and Jack. Engerman) have also
which
the Sheraton-Lincoin,

they are willing

: part with it is via the barter route.
Alfredo Serna and trumpetist
Martinez, having heard. of

other units, especially lesser known ‘Miguel
=

-

ce

Fs

Snag

#4)

a

>

:

centage

across the.street from the ballroom,

deal similar

to

his

set: other

re-

attractions

forthe

‘six-

zen "in Russia ° with entertainers ‘ly remained here while groups they

was completed by Clumb and Paul cent promotion of the Kingstons month run of the fair, with some.
firm but dates
not set. Signed are:
Jin Santa Monica.
Ruprecht, manager
of the hotel.

produced produets, and take these | “414 also on the Russian front

ed $65,000 to install kitchen facilities
at the Roof, which can handle

names, alo es Oteeedt the Sovict. jred

recompense:

tactics,

prudent-

told ty invest coin in communist 2 an aee Mremeelves find out the
out af the country.

|Jorge Ferretis, head of the Film

Sheraton will spend an estimat-

|
Top British Talent Set:

has

initiated

of these charges.
About the only

an

investigation -these

had artistic-commercial

pos-

|sibilities.
acts

unaffected!

Ferretis

was

answering

a

pfo-

by Red.shyness in payoffs was Lu-' posal made by director of the Ruscha Moreno and Jose Juan, as well :Sian
Army Chorus and Dance

on:

ax

the

Tno

Los

Mexicanos.

The

Group

which

gave

four

perform-.

former duo used the Russian en-- ances af the Palace of Fine Arts,
gagement
as an occasion for a. at the express invite of the Nahoneymoon, and they were happy tional Institute of Fine Aris. Ferabout the whole thing. The Mexi- retis pointed out that Mexico also
canos Trio. making a second tour grants exhibition permits to the
of Russia, were bubbling over with _United States, without any formal

LoLo:LiTA
-Inimitables

* Continental Excentrics *

HELD OVER AGAIN

AMERICANA HOTEL
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

Winnipeg,

representing

not been selected,.
but ‘it will play

Benevolent

Palace

Fund

Nov.

19.

at the

Victoria.

a’ puppet-marionette
version af
“The Nutcracker Suite.” :The. pup-

It is a: Sunday

The Red River Exhibition Assn. Show and it is a break from proto- | pet show joins two others—Japan’s
showed a loss of $23,908.in its 10th eol for Royalty. to attend such a Bunraku' ‘puppets: and Poland’s
anniversary
year. Revenue
was performance on a Sunday. The Llaka -puppefs—already scheduled.
Room. Rag
Society
will for the Playhouse.
©
|
$193,334, down $29,081 from: last: Green
First national:
‘tv show to be
year, and expenses
of $217,242 stage the show, which is expected:
—
signed to originate from the fair is
“were up by $18,675. The Exhibition, to raise at least $15.000.

American. midway and agricultural
i lic has a strong yen for them..
| Informed opinion in the film in- ‘and industrial displays, departed
{dustry, however,
and especially this year and spent $46,532 on

execs

date for “The Sound ‘of Music’ has

Royal benefit night for the Army | beginning Aug, 27. Theatre will do

Oct. 17.

Kenneth
Carter
and
Charles].
Henry will present. “Fall In, the
Stars.” Those performing will con-

:interchange pact because the pub- which annually features the Royal

‘American

Brown.”

Orpheum,
“My Fair

late in the fair for a month:
London, Oct. 17...
The fair management has inked.
The Duke and Duchess of. The Children’s Theatre of America
Gloucester will be present at a| for a week’s stand in- the Playhouse

Winnipeg's 10th Annual

- Fair $23,908 In the Red

Molly

nell, two ‘weeks ‘at the
beginning’ July 30;.and

Royal BenefitinLond

of funds from Russian junkets was! Russia, and would show up to 25 eration.

working hardships in their homes. 'pictures a year from the Soviet if

Unsinkable

‘with Tammy Grimes & Harve Pres-

also-at Orpheum, beginning
- For Nov. 19 Army Fund : ‘Lady,”
Aug.. 13- for. four weeks.. Opening

1,700 for dinner. Maurice. DeSwert,

Local families of some of per-! Bureau, made a curious statement ‘Manager of the Roof, will continue
on tour in Russia com-' Jast week: claiming that. Mexico
jin charge of the expanded op-

formers

He

4‘The

‘sist

of

male

artists

who

'. -(Continued
on page 58)

THE COMEDIAN”

served

with the Army and femme play. The Only Real Monthly
;
di-. Grandstand '61, which resulted in ers who. were either’ in the |] -.. PROFESSIONAL
GAG SERVICE
the loss of $24,792. |
ee
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST

!versified Hallywood interests, don’t

—
|:
The grandstand show, staged in women's services. or entertained |' . _.-THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
.
think that. the Ferretis. statement
Now
in Its 33rd. Issue, contalaing
on the troops.
‘;means that there will be an official the 3,100-seat baseball stadium
Among artists already lined up . storles, one-liners, poemettes, song
‘titles, hecklers, audience stuff, monoi green light for a flood of Red pix.. the Ex grounds, starred Gordon are Gracie Fields,-Harry Secombe,
logs. parodies,
double
gags,
bits.
iA handful have been shown here, MacRae, Anita Bryant, Homer & Nigel Patrick, Jeremy Hawk, Shir' intros, Impressions and
Im- |
{including the outstanding “Bal'ad Jethro, and Huckleberry Hound and. ley Abicair, Benny Hill, Clifford
personations, political, Interruptions
of the Day, Humerous Views
lof a. Soldier.” But Mexico. will not Yogi Bear, who each played. two Stanton, Audrey Jeans, Arthur : -Thoughts
@f
the
News,
Vignettes,
etc.
.
tbe an easy market for outright dates of the eight-day run, Fea- Haynes, Charles Craig, Ken Mor$25 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $3
i Russian. propaganda-type films, al- tured as regulars were. Bud Abbott ris & Joan Savage, Vera Lynn, |!
Jo
Foreign:
;
m™ ‘though their embassy is making a & Candy Candido, the Harmonicats, George
Melachrino,
Constance
$35. YR.—SINGLE. ISSUES $4:
of local. Shacklock,
big try at.releasing so-called “doc- the Crewcuts and a chorus
Brian
Reéce, Eric
|
NO C04
|;
Singers and dancers.
—
. Sykes, Joan Turner, Jean Metcalfe,.
umentaries” in. the sticks.
BILLY GLASON, 200 W. S4th St.
Althqugh the Ex suffered a loss, Patricia Lambert, Peter Cavanagh
New York City 19, CO. 51316
the report said that $75,000 had and the Tiller Girls.
,
| been. expended for building improvements and a new building had |;
been erected at the cost of $31,000.
General manager Bob Stewart,
slightly ruffled by publicity. costs
and ‘star salaries, stated that plans

NOT SICK, NOT TIRED, JUST FUNNY

SLAPP
WHITE

‘for a showcase offering next season were indefinite,

Set Clara Ward Singers
In Village Vanguard, N.Y.
-The

Just Concluded—SUMMIT,

Hollywood

Miss ‘Ward

Currently: BARCLAY HOTEL, Toronto
TERMINATING

OCT. 30

wil} return

combo.

to the

Riverside

Rec-

ords is also interested in teaming
her on an LP with Cannonball Adderley. She’s .currently signed to.
Vanguard and will have to get an

PRES.

Currently—EMBERS, Indianapolis

Gospel Sing-

college circuit in January in a
‘package that may include. Eddie

Condon’s

|

Booked Exclusively by
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER,

Clara Ward

ers, ‘who’ve..been concentrating on
disks’ and the concert field, will |
move into the nitery circuit Nov.
21 with a two-weeker
at New
-York's: Village Vanguard. |

(FIRST NAME MELVIN, NO KIDDIN')

Oct. 23- Nov. 4—ALAMO; Detroit

Nov.
5- Nov. 25—PLAYBOY, New Orleans
Nov. 26 - Dec. 16—PLAYBOY, Chicago (3rd Return)
AVAILABLE DEC. 18
Direction:

MURRAY

BECKER

900 N. Rush Street.
Chicago, Illinois

okay for the Riverside stint.

THE DANNY APOLINAR T
MADCAP

New

York

“APOLINAR

—

Journal-American

is the epitome of what a sup-

per club performer should be.
He sings
well, plays excellent piano .and mos! important, has a great sense of humor.”

Exclusive Booking—THE

SINGING

PIANIST

New Orleans—PLAYBOY (October 10th)
“DANNY APOLINAR caused pandemoniumat
the opening of the beautiful new Playboy
Club... Fantastically funny and slated for
stardom... The wildest face in show . business.,.makes the ivories sizzle.”

RAY EVANS AGENCY, 119 West 57th Street, N.Y.

Currently (3 WEEKS) ;

PLAYBOY CLUB,

Miami

Opening November. 6th
(2. WEEKS)

LEFT BANK, New York
Circle &-2230.

Wednesday, October. 18, 1961

VAUBEVILLE

Add: Professionalism

Britain’s Cliff Richard

Sarah Vaughan, herself the: victim. recently of ‘unprofessional
tardiness when Ray Charles was late for his RKO Palace .(N.Y.)
one-weeker, and the: Charles. _orchestra: was. woefully unrehearsed
"and almost ‘snafued: her act;. in turn ‘evidenced temperament at
‘Freddie’ s, Minneapolis, per the last: week’s VARIETY: review. |
As vet VARIETY reviewer Bob Rees accented, “Tt may have “been
firstnight jitters. or simply temperament, but: Sarah Vaughn’s open‘dng night performance here was. tarnished hy. the -star’s peccadil_Joes..A

20-minute

delay

in . appearing;

fumbled

lyrics and

57

‘Touring Aussie, LaterU.S.|.BrunoCoquatrix Blames

Paris Vaude
Decline on Publics Appliance Spree

London, Ort. 17.
Cliff Richard, one of Britain’s
|pop
toppers, planed
to Sydney
Saturday (14) with the Shadows.
.| They're skedded for a tour of

| Pottsville:Overtones In
laya..Later they'll visit the U.S.
It was a. memorable day for
Bankrupt Jersey Spot
Richard: for he. also celebrated his
Australia,

false

New Zealand

and

Ma-

"Philadelphia, Oct. 17.

starts aren't the sort of thing one: expects’ from a headliner of. -21st ‘birthday.’ To mark the’ occasion
Columbia
Records
issued
Miss Vaughan’s stature. Even less‘worthy. of her was the warbler’s

Three creditors

have

filed

an

Paris. Oct. 17.
Though he has had economic ups
and downs
the last few years,
Bruno Coquatrix. director of the

flaship Paris vauder, the Olympia,
claims there is no definite music
hall crisis but an overall show problem. People are just not going out
as much, he asserts. because thes‘re
spending on household appliances,
cars and tv sets.
Coquatrix, however, admits that

two Richard. disks: on Saturday. involuntary
bankruptcy
petition
‘One is a single with two ditties against Martine’s,
nightclub on
from. his fortheoming motion: pic- Route 38 Pennsauken, N. J. which
|'ture, ‘The Young Ones.” The other shuttered last weekend.
faulty accompaniment couldn't be blamed. entirely for the. thrush’s
Martin
‘tardy appearance, bumbled, lines and. complete muff of one .offer-: Vis an LP tagged “21 Today,” which “Mac” Lerner, a major. stockholder there is a shortage of names -vho
_. ing, necessitating a ‘fresh start”. . Fatigue, rugged jumps: and the. {opens, appropriately, with “Happy of Martine’s was an unwilling wit- can bring them in at a vaude heuse,
He thinks that disk companies have
.-usual artistic nerves, of. course; are. comprehensible, and both audi- ~. Birthday ;‘To You. ”
ness in the Pottsville ‘heist’ trial
started a iot of the trouble by creences and management Usually take this in stride; but the “accent
Lillian
Reis,
who.
‘of Mrs.
ating
song artists as key dravs at
is not so much on ‘Miss: Vaiighan as in the general laxity of talent.
charged by the State with using
houses, then foisting them off es
vis-a-vis: normal professiénal and ‘occupational . obHgations. When
the money from the robbery ‘to
stars
when
not ready or not posit has been the tradition of a Barrymore,. Hayes or Cornell not to
purchase
the
Celebrity
Room,
sessing
the
in-person
flair fer
disappoint audiences—and ‘Mahagers—that should -bé good. enough
.| Philly midtown nightclub.
vaude
needs.
for bandleaders, singers and those one-record-hit wonders who may-: °
_.Martin Lerner. and -his father,
But he salutes rock and roll star
-haps misinterpret juvenile, slaphappy yelps |for. the ultimate in.
Samuel: Lerner, were the former Johnny Hallyday, now heating the
worldly. acclaim.
a
owners of the Celebrity Club. The Olympia show. He feels that Hallypetition before U.S. Referee Wil- day will bring back the needed
liam Lipkin proposes to supersede youthful audiences to his house,
a sheriff's sale. scheduled for today which were not too evident when
(Tues...
The petitioners claimed the emphasis was on established
Las Vegas, Oct. 17.
the sheriff's sale would give some
stars.
Benny Short, maestro of one of creditors preferential shares.
Coquatrix still opines the staple
the three relief bands ‘operating
names are important. but many upon the Strip, filed a complaint Fripeal to older patrons who reg:rd
day (13) against the Riviera Hotel,
music halls as the most expendable
on their entertaimert lists. How.. By MORRY ROTH
7 which chas three variety acts and the. Musician’s .Union and a third
e ,ever, the rest of the season he is
;
‘a house trio. It’s on the second. party for allegedly conspiring to
on
established
talent.
New. Orleans, Oct. 17. ‘|floor, as ‘is the. ‘Library, which has: ‘deprive him of a job and hig band. ‘For Cocoanut Grove, LA. |counting
l They include
Marlene
Dietrich,
The third in a projected chain. two acts and a keyboarder. LargShort is seeking a total of $100,-.
; Georges: Brassens, Danielle Darof 20 Playboy’: Clubs was opened est’ room is the Living Room on | 000 damages for the ‘Malicious
Deux, Gilbert Becaud and Edith
Los Angels, Oct. 17.
officially: ‘in New: Orleans Saturday ‘the first: floor, which showcases a. ‘purpose of obstructing and interfering’ With the pursuit by. the
Joe. E. Lewis—who in his long:
(14). after a w eek’s “dry run” that’ dixieland group.
,
He also points out that modes
- The NO. spot” is the’ second. plaintiff of his chosen occupation.” cafe career has played just about |have to be taken into consideration
grossed a. reported $51,000.. The franehised’ P2ayboy Club, although |} In .a complaint prepared by at- all-the top boites in the country— ,and carefully watched. It is r‘n’r
_elub is the first major -nitery. to ‘Playboy: repurchased: “its Miami torney Morton Galane, Short states finally has been booked for one of
now for a while, then it may swing
open in -the Crescent. City in. 281 franchise a few wecks ago and re- that he has successfully operated the very few (if indeed not the! ; back to jazz, specialty sinsers. ete,
years..
: | portedly would like’ ‘to ‘buy -back ‘Since 1946 as leader of .a relief only) top niteries he has never | Even with the Alhambra off the.
played—the
Cacoanut
Grove.
Patterned after the Chicago flag- |the franchises it has’ let :for Balti-. band which has played at most of
; Vaude standard for a while, Coquaship .club, the N.O. operation: is more, Detroit, St: Louis, ‘Boston, Ithe Strip hotels on the night off
“The Everglades Kid" opens $trix is still bullish on the future of
a of the regular hotel house band.
located. cat 725 Rue. Ibervillle in a: and San: Juan, Puerto Rico.©
Dec. 26 and spans Jan. 14, thus: the: two-a-day. Only he feeis more
mansion }. Playboy veepee Victor: Lownes. | His complaint states that ~he has providing the Grove’ with its long-|care and study are needed. He has
renovated. _125-year-old
house .shews
that once. housed the La Louisiane 3d. said that the present. organi- |hada contract with the Riviera to sought New Year's Eve attraction. tried turning
mto .
restaurant." The .second . Playboy zation will own future clubs. out- iwork relief since Nov. 22, 1957, but Thereafter
the
Kingston
Trio; more revue-like affairs, too.
Club
was opened
last |“May in right:or will take’in.iny estors, but |on Feb. 22 a conspiracy: allegedly comes in for three frames—owed | There is the Bobino now and the
Miami.
no more franchises would’ be Sold. j was started to deprive him of his the Grove since act cancelled last ;ABC is going back on vaude again.
a
. The NO. Playboy has been doing Wholly or partially owned clubs job-.as leader, persuade’ his mu- summer during its throes in re‘holdout business ‘since it’ opened. are skedded. for ‘the latter-part of |sicians to quit and then take iden- formingas Dave Guard exited and
There were. 100 to’ 200 standees: in January.. ‘62, in New .York, Wash- |tical jobs under the leadership of John Stewart joined threesome. i:LOTSA DES MOINES BOOKINGS
Des Moines. Oct. 17.
. front..of :the ropes from. early ‘eve- ington, D.C., .and.San Francisco in |Lewis Elias, who is also named as Beyond. that no Grove booking is
firm. ©
Fall is bringing a varied slate cf
ning. until about: 3:00 a.m. on: the the. spring of. next year, and a:defendant in the action.
Short: contends that he has exTheatre
Jane ‘Morgan opened last week ‘events into the KRNT
epening day. Currently. there are $3,500,000-tabbed: club-office-motel
‘hausted all avenues
of appeal (12) to what: management declared here. The touring “La Plume de
--about
8.000 .Playboy: -Club :key- in. Los Angeles in June, '62.
|through the Musicians Protective was. “very slim” advance. Johnny Ma Tante” is set Oct. 19-21 with
-holders. :in the New Orleans. ‘area, |°
Booked. Through Chi
Union No. 369.
He seeks -$30.000 | Mathis, whom she followed, closed the
Goldovsky
Opera
Co.
due
‘and the. club's. general -mahager‘Palent. for all ‘clubs ‘is booked
“Pete Moss’ ‘said that key sales: tat by Lownes through the Chi office compensatory -damages from the after doing what a Grove spokes- Nov. 6.
Mantovani orch comes in Nov.
- $35. per ‘for charter ‘members? aré of Playboy. The
three -existing defendants;. $35.000 punitive -dam- man called “very good” biz. Al-;
running about 300 a-day.
clubs .are currently using ‘a total ages from the hotel and an identi-: ready, he states, there is a “very 15, Richard Tucker concert is penbrisk”
reservation’
clamor
for cilled for Nov. 17 and Fred Waring
3 Acts & a Trio
‘of 20 “variety acts and six musical cal amount from the union.
A. hearing. has been set for Oct: Sammy Davis Jr. engagement be- orch and: glee club on Nov. 26.
Main entertainment room -in the units. Acts ‘that. do well in. one. 23 before District Judge George ‘ginning Nov. 2: ditto for Nat Cole, “Grand Ole Op'ry” is bouked Oct.
ew Orleans~Playboy, as inthe club are. ‘generally rotated. through Marshall.
29, Nov. 19, Dec. 3 and Dec. 31.
who follows, preceding Lewis.
‘the other:clubs and are hooked for

rebuking of one of her accompanists.
She made no ‘effort to
hide her dissatisfaction, once ordering the offending instrumentalist .
“to stop playing in the: middle. of .a. number ;..:. At-any rate, the

Maestro’s Suit

Asks 1006 For

Vegas Job Loss

PlayboyClub Chain Opens
ns3dLink
Lit
InN.0.to 516 IstWk. Dry Run’ Take

JoeE Lewis Finally Set

~ New Year’s Eve, No Less:

other

clubs,

is_ the’

Penthouse, .

"BOSTON’ Ss
tke
NEW

“THE BEST

three weeks at each spot.
—
With at least. six clubs going by.
‘next summer, «it's possible, _ with
}return -engagements,.that an act
could work: the Play boy circuit -exclusively. for six. months ofthe year ::

{or more.

—

i

magician act to be presented

The completely new
ae: HOTEL AVERY, -with
® orivate bath and. TV.

:

In all rooms, will

es make your-visit to

ieee Boston a memorable one. Located in the

heart of the shopping and enter“ talnment-district. Children under 14
Farting facilities. Sensibly
priced,

OF ite Washington Sts,
ps

seen

here

COLIN McKINLEY,

op “alent Hele‘Swell || CONCLUDED

a

and

Vegas.”
HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

{Philly Hero Fund by.112G_

“Philadelphia, Oct. 17.
The 1961 Hero. Scholarship. Fund |
|held Sept. 8 and starring Fabian, l

7 MONTHS Las Vecas
NEW. FRONTIER HOTEL .

Dorothy. Collins, Louis Armstrong :
‘and: others netted a record $112000, president — of: City Council. |
James. Hy W... Tate _Teported last :
| week.
The’ Seven ‘annual thrill shows,:
staged so far in Philly's: municipal ,

stadium, have brought in.a total of |

$600, 000 .to ‘the. fund,. which pro- |}.

‘WU 28008 = Jvides ‘scholarships for. children. of |
7
policemen, firemen and park guards
killed or: disabled: in line :of duty.

An Exciting ‘NEW Versatile Group
Featuring the Famous "Twist" Rhythms.

THE FIVE
RUNABOUTS

“Ron ‘Urban is a magician with ©
smooth delivery and a collection. of
. ‘beautifully hued doves that magically
come and go -.with the greatest of

_ . @ase. He does things with those birds.
that

WAGON WHEEL, New York:
PEPPERMINT LOUNGE,
New: York —

|

"|

JERRY

Circle, 5464s

.

HUGGARD.

M6 Se New ‘York

coéllec-

“Ron Urban. clever magician, waved
Ee

silks and ‘pulled: so many live doves
out of it that it looked like a slide
lecture of the Audubon, Soclety.:

:

ae

“th
es
.

“typ

Bill Kenned
L. A. HERALD-EXPRESS

a

sug 007
“Holiday: in hio-*

gay,

Magician ,Ron Urban
‘Imagician.”

—

colorful with.

truly a baffling

7

-

Circle 5.2596

y

a

. 3ohn Scott
ott CES TIMES

Mie

‘LOS ANGE

Agard Theatrical Agency
‘247 Wast

with

an appointment

Las Vegas

» radusive Bookings
|

ta make

"REVIEW-JOURNAL

“PINKSOCKS”, AND“PUSSYFOOT”
-

the audience

with ‘its optometrist.”

VOCALS: — INSTRUMENTALS |— COMEDY...
‘COLUMBIA RECORDS: Newest: Release:

Recent Engagerhents:
$OIREE CLUB, New York

leaves

tive thought

Bie
“Patrons

at

the

finding

a highlight

Urban

who

New

TT a

ee

x
Frontier

of' H-in-R

mystifies

with

are

in Ron

legerde-

main.”
George Jackson ;
‘LOS ANGELES HERALD EXPRESS

in
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Krimsky Finalizes Deal For Victorian
Vaude Show to Preem Nov. 4inNY.|
London, Oct. 17.

ChiMayor Closes 3More Saloons
InNew Crackdown on B-Girl Joint

Vaude,Cafe Dates
| New York
Chubby Checker to play his first

, weekly. Operating cost for the cast

‘Chicago, Oct. 17.
idate’ at the Copacabana
during
The Players Theatre, a Victorian is around $2,600 weekly, The cast the final week in June, prom
“(Three more saloons. have bee
; comprises, Fred Stone as chairman,
season
time
...
Tony
Charmoli:to
vaude m‘esentation which has been: ‘ Joan
closed
by
Mayor
Richard J. Dale
Sterndale
Bennett, Sheila |
choreograph Lisa Kirk’s act open-|
in the biggest ‘crackdown on B-gt
ing
at
the
Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
|
quarter of ‘a century, apens in New _ garet Burton. Anthony - "Bateman, !
joints -and -‘stripperies.. -in :rece)
? Oct. 19 .. . Vie Damone going to.
York on or about Nov. 4. Final ar-' Geoffrey Webb, Jean Rayner, Kyra | the ‘Caribe-Hilton, Jan. 5.
years. Daley. ‘revoked the licens
.
ranzements for the unit were con-‘ Vayne and Peter Greenwell.
of the Devonshire Lounge, ti!
Myron Cohen booked for the In‘Cincinnati, Oct. 17:
Southern. Inn,.and the ‘Tudor’ Ir
cluded here last week by John!
ternational, Nov. 1.°
Beverly Hills, Greater Cincy’s ‘last’ ‘Thursday (12) on charges th:
K:imsky for the Strollers Theatre|
ace nitery, folds big time floor|]women were: permitted. to ‘solic
Club, which he will unveil in the
espite Legal Troubles
for Prostitution -or ft
‘|shows in its 800-seat theatre. res- patrons
Hollywood.
taurant Thurs. (19) upon termina-. drinks.
former
E! Morocco premises.
Mitzi Gaynor: returns to Flam-. tion of the two-framer with Dick
In addition, four persons .‘wei
Tne entire cast of 10 to 11 peringo Hotel, Los Vegas, Dec. 22 Haymes & Fran Jeffries and Marge arrested at. the Town Casino fl
formers. including the chairman, !
‘Mary :-Kaye Trio returns to; Cameron, but will continue op-|cated’a half-block from. City Hal
cro
{s being imported from the Players;
Crescendo Nov. 22 for four stanzas eration of the adjoining Celebrity on the. complaint of a- -cénventio:
_ Aflantie City, Oct. 17.
. Louis Prima, Sam Butera & Room, which accommodates 100.!eering doctor:that he had bee
Theatre in London. Krimsky has:
Hialeah
Club,
mid-city nitery,! ;
the ‘Witnesses
reopen —Frank
the rights to a wide variety of°
Garson Tucker, general manager |solicited for: ‘prostitution and: he
has
been
sold
by
William
G.
Rich,
-Sennes’”
Moulin Rouge Friday (20): |of the northern Kentucky plushery,
Hens from which his program will.
beer charged $28 for .a bottle :
“Gypsy”
tab. troupe with said the curtailed policy will pro- i wine - and a package of cigarette
be selected His opening attraetion. principal stockholder of the 117i...
“Time, Gentlemen, Please!” has _corp. and owner of the spot, to a Mitiz Green which has been play- \vide bar. and kitchen service. and | The current: furor was: touche
had a tryout run at the Players Wildwood, N.J., group for. a sum ing Riviera Hotel, Vegas, opens! entertainment by a vocal and in- ,off two weeks ago when three do
Theatre in Villiers St.. where it said to be in excess of $100.000. three-weeker. Nov.. 13 at Forrest ' strumental trio. It will hold at. tors. in town for @ medical co!
‘Theatre; Philly . : . Marie Wilson ; least until the November election. Ly ention,, were’ steered
-to Swit
has been doing better than average iCitvy Cammission
{is expected to!
‘into: Sahara Hotel, Vegas,
The changes stem from: reform, City, a near north. saloon,biz.
‘wrap up the deal on Thursday r1gr| booked
be
14...
Tommy Cooper be- politics
which
targeted
gaming!
rallegedly
fed
Mickey
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LES POUPEES DE PARIS
Puppets (70)

ALBERTO ROSHI
Songs .
35 Mins.
Living Room, N. Y.
BEN BLUE'S — Ben Blue's “HaliabaMUSIC HALL—Mathurins, istvan Rabov- |
Gilded Rafters, Sepulveda, Calif.
eky; Naval Choir, Everett Morrison. Corps | loo,’”. with :Cully Richards, _Harry Clexx,
Riding on the current craze in
Here’s
one
for
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sad
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‘de Ballet,. Rockettes, Raymond Paige Ore. Sid Fields,: Allison: McKay, Tlona .Adams,.
operator tired of fighting Vegas- certain posh rooms for the CcnJoy Hea
Healey Dancers, The Domestreis, Ivan
ane é.
{type prices for name
acts, and tinental touch by male vocalists,
AUSTRALIA:
COCOANUT
GROVE ;— Jane ‘Morgan;
An Evening
ith Andy ‘worn out: fighting gendarmes be-: Alberto Rochi preemed at the
MELBQURNE. (Tivol) —
Frank Berry; . Dick Stabile. Ore.
CRESCENDO—Jack
E. Leonard... Billy. ;
Pat Gregory, Jodie Gray, Howard :Hardin,
eause of risque attractions—a pup- | Living Room Monday (161. Tall
Stewart
.
Ward; Dominos..
‘Joe Chisolm, - Bill Christopher, Harvey
attractive
Argentinean
pet show for adults only.
Why' iboyish
‘Melbourne, Oct. 5.
- DINO’S — Sharon Dexter, Jack: Elton,
Weber, De- Jong &-.Dee, Trapinos,.. Maria
Everything else has been seems. to have the feature the
Blanche, Ken” Mackey, © Adrienne
Erdos; a. Steve La Fever. |
G..& L. “Mennie: presentation of }- not?
‘Le Crazy Horse—Le Crazy ‘Horse Revue, '
please. He sings in Spanish, Italian
Lewis Dunn
tried
to
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*em
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to
the
two-part
show.
Stars
Andy
Stewart,
SYDNE ¥ (TFivell — Don ‘Tannen: 2a Edition, Clare. Nevers,. Diane D Orsay,
:and
English in a dramaticallyLueid & Rosita. Four ‘Kovacs: “McKay |Saundra, The Happy Jesters...
‘| Randy ‘Ross, Loris Synan,: Johnny. the. saloons.
.
Bros. & Romayue,: Daniele. Dorice, ‘Hal!
MOULIN . ROUGE—Louis
Prima, | Sam
Sid and Marty Krofft fashioned . styled pattern.
‘McLeod & his band. , At Festival
ae
Roach, Yolande. Rodrigues. David Fuller | Butera, ‘Witnesses. His English
has just enough
a
41-minute
show
which
boasts
Las
: SLATE BROS.—Kay- Steveria..
Trio,. Leo Arnal, ‘Robin Hardiman...
| Hall, Oct. 45; ‘$3 top.
fracture
to
charm
and
his
vocalizing
|
STATLER HOTEL—"Playmates in. Rio,”
Vegas-type ‘near-nudes—in
pupSkinnay Ennis Ore: —: :
-has a rich sound which he accenBRITAIN
pets; Vegas-like sets—in miniature;
“THE
SUMMIT —Les | ‘McCann
‘Trio, ;
“Andy Stewart, shows clearly from ' Perisian-like
tuates on occasion with an echo
“BLACKPOOL. (Tower | ‘Clreus) — Charlie | Slappy: white. John Anderson: Orc. «
costumes, plus stereo-microphone setup which can be
‘Cairoli & Cos. Schickler.. Sisters,’ Knie’s
YE LITTLE CLUB—Peggy Taylor, Rudy the start that. not only is he worthy |j
(phonic
sound.
Producer
Nat
Hart,
.
‘Lippazanas.. 6:. Ponies ‘& 6 Mules, Four Render, Joe Felix, John. Kitzmill er.
‘clicked
on and off at will. Rochi's
Roland’s' Eight Tigers. |.
heir. to. the. late Sir Harry. Lauder ,
‘Palacios, Circus
: former maitre-dee at Flamingo and |reportaire includes such standards
5 ‘Elwardoas, -Berosinis, Rudy :Horn,’ Moni
LAS
VEGAS
‘Riviera
hotels
of
Las
Vegas,
partj but he: is ‘something of ‘a kilted.
‘the Talking Elephant, Captain Danion’s |
as “Malaguena,”
“Granada”
and
nered wih the Krofft boys to proSea Lions. 3 Lorandas, Lilian Kenny, SydCARVER .-HOUSE: —. Treniers, Barbara:
and also sports English
ney—Boxing- Kangaroo,. Trio Faber; Our. Randolph, |Lon Fontaine . Dancers, Mari Sammy Davis Jr. as ‘well. °‘Paying duce the show on a 16’x8’ stage in “Mama,”
‘Sammy. Lite Jimmy &’ Circusettes, . . . youn
his .first.-visit’ Down. ‘Under, where | a theatre (seats 60) at his. piush- renditions: of “Autumn Leaves”
‘DESERT INN: =
Louls Prima, ‘Keely.|
and “Portrait of My Love.’
He
LONDON
| "(Palladium)-—Harry. Secombe,
the. ‘first ‘man
since Elvis eatery, The Gilded Rafters. in San:
Tos., Smith, : Dick. Mumphiooe Sam Butera &~ ‘he’s
‘Roy Castle. Marion Ryan, King
lhvert, Wise Guys,. Audrey Jeans;
Witnesses,, Donn. Arden Dancers, Carlton
Presley to ‘have three disks .on !Fernando Valley. At the $2.50 tab, also does some numbers in two
jlanguages,
English
with
either
Fadie wa Hawk, -Michel ‘& Carol, Grazina- Hayes’ Ore:: Lounge: Mich2el’ Kent,- Dave
‘Jeremy
local hit ‘parades, he amply demon- with “a two-a-night show policy,
Apollon, Milt Herth, ‘Henri Rose, .Bobby
Frame, Wendy Wayne. Helene & Haward,
Italian or Spanish.
strates. that ‘there’s more. to him
Barantons, |Ronnie Corbett, Jack Francois. Stevenson.
In all, he makes a pleasant ap- .
DUNES—“Pbilippine. Festival,” ‘Bobby than the folksy ‘Scots. tunes he three on Saturday, they can't get
. George Carden | Dancers, Bill. Shepherd
even here but they hope this is the pearence and his singing is such
‘| Gonzales,. ‘KatyDe La Cruz, Pilita Cor” Binge
writes,
NOTTINGHAM (Theatre ‘Royal)—George rales, -Shirley Gorospe.. ‘Elizabeth Ramsey, .
start of many roadshow, puppet to charm the femmes in the audi‘Mitchell |Minstrels, ‘Television eeophers, | Bill Reddie Orc. Lounge: Maaka Nua Ha-.
Stewart's -‘exuberant friendliness companies.
ences and entertain the menfolk
& waljan Rev., Billy. Andre, Fabulous Tones,
_Leslie
Crowther, - ‘George Chisholm
is irresistible and’ his infeetious:.
It is a classy, chic, and (pardon}as well. His winning personality
‘Jazzers, Penny . Nicholls,: Peter Crawford: Dennis’ & Rogers, Joseph. Mack Four.
€L. CORTEZ: Johnny Ukulele, Princess personality. wins
Fwo- Pirates, . "Jackpots, - Mitchell
over more -then- the expression) .charmante show: and well-designed delivery make
- Frio.
Lei ‘Momi, KahalaT
: Maids.
|
FLAMINGO—Pearl Bailey, Bill. Bailey, the. Macs who might: :be inclined which could
attract the better this performance okay in all de‘Carmen De Lavallade. Louis Belléon Orc. ‘to. he one-eyed when -it comes
to boites’ attention.
Kati.
The show runs ‘ partments.
Lounge: Lionel Hampton;. Betty. Reilly.
\heather-bred performers, -He tops the full gamut of a Lido or Folies:
-: PREMONT-—Joe. King Zaniacs,. Newton
McM ahon.
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|43 Mins.

other Scot performers with the Bergere-type revue in puppet form. '
“fupriners” | mainly
because . his: 41it’'s an-adult Grand Guignol, com-:
burr is not nearly so pronounced plete with puppeted orchestra (10).
~NEW YORK city
““HACIENDA — Four’ Tunes, Johnny and while the Scotsflavor is always The numbers include, “The Beauty ~
BASIN ST E.AST—Don Rickles, : Billy Qiena, a revnotes.: Cathy Ryan, Groyer- j there, -he’s always comprehensible.
in Her Bath,” “Crystal Palace,” an ;
ore
Bokstine. Quincey Jones.
LAST Rae,
FRONTIER
—Lou Mosconi Jr.
‘His singing covers a.wider field iceskating puppet, “A Night of HorARC, Paris.
eon. aig ND Joe LW liama, Harry’ Edi- Virginia
Fritz. Becker.
than
his
disks
would
haye
you
be-.
Paris, Oct. 12.
ror”
(including a tiptop skeleton
Moreno’s “Artists . 7 ‘Models:
_ BLUE -ANGEL—Physllis. ‘Diller, ‘Adain |, MINT—PatMt
Sacha Distel, Cino Peres, Tessa
the
inevitable
juggler,
NEV ADA—“Les Girls De Paris,” Jose | lieve and. he can handle a ballad -dance),
Keefe. Stevens Bros... Jimmy ‘Lyon Tric.
or a pop just as capably as he can! operatic singer, a takeoff: on the 'Beaumont & Max Bozzzont, Claudé
BON |‘SOIR—"Greenwich Village, U.S:A.”": Duarte, ‘Moon Pup
2
pets, Kay Brown, Vido.
this “Sctottish Soldier” which won Lido’s pool and waterfa]l sequence, | Bolling Orch (13), Henri Tissot,
Mae Barnes, Jimmie D aniels. ”‘Three | Mucso,. Johnny Paul, Sparklers.
weaatiter
1 — Bobby Van, Helen Gal-|, NEW FRONTIER — “Holiday in Rio.” him’ ‘a Siver’ Disk in Britain.
“L’Amour Exotique,” and a smash’ Dior Dancers (4), Isabelle Aubret,
Lounge:. ‘Ink: Spots, “Hot Lips” Levine. ‘
gher, Marilyn Lovell, Ronni Hall, Karen Fred Kushon:
In the’ second half of the show, finale, also a la Las Vegas with ! Helios (2), Eliane Knie Parrots,
‘horsell- Richard Blair.
‘RIVIERA — ‘“Irma -‘La “Douce.” . Juliet
fountain and fireworks on the min- ; Christian ‘Nohel, Yronne JacgueCHARDAS—Carmen Michelle, Tibor Ra--. -Prowse,-.Clive Revill.' Stuart Damon. Jack: Stewart warms. up with some funny
ossy. Dick | ‘Marta, Lia’ Delta, Elemar
‘telling.
He had the big {ature. stage.
mont, Claude Norman; $2.50 top.
Catheart Ore. ‘Lounge:. Vagabonds, Arthur. story
orvath
housee with. him when he’ does a | Among the legit voices used in
-Chavales & Bonnie.
Lee Cochran. Series. 6£ standout impersonations: the show are those of Tony Martin,
SADDLE CLUB—Jackie
Sacha Distel is a young, personBeen MADRID — Les,
_
SAHARA
—
Steve
Lawrence.
Eydie
COPACABANA— Sid Caesar, |Tina Rub:
able good looking singer who made
Basil of Como, Ray, Presley, Whitfield and Diane DuBois.
‘$ns, Paul Shelley. Orc., Frank. Marti Ore. Gorme, Moro -andis”eRsthen LouisFreddie
‘and
Satchmo
as
they.’
would
in{his
way as a disk star before deEMBERS — Joey..Bushkin' Three, Roy. Bell Decay ‘*. Bill..
ve.
; As expected. the puppetters are!
Eldridge Four. Ray Bryant. Three.
A
terpret the old Scots ditty, “Ye magnificent:
— Dean
Martin, .Garr Nelson.
the .Kroffts,
Tony;' ciding to do an in-person stint
HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane Orc.
‘Geuee. Zak. Copa: Girls.: “Antonio: Morelli’ Cannae Shove
Yer
Granny
Aff
‘in
Paris.
This coincides with the
Urbano twho- created 7em), Larry::
HOTEL LEXINGTON—Virginia’ Wing,
Lounge: Dave Burton. Morry- King.
A. Bus.” —
‘.
iliian Knight. Denny Regor,. Tony Drake, Ore.
‘Barko, and Bill Cassidy.
The cos- ‘ABC returning to a house format
-SROWBOAT -Tex’ Williams, Wade Ray, :
‘ony Cabot. Orc
:after
showcasing
musicals of late,
Twin Tunes.
“With a weak supporting cast, tumes, fancy aS seen on any stage,:
HOTEL NEW “YORKER-—Milt’ ‘Saunders
SILVER: *SLIPPER—Hank. Henry, Sparky Stewart
|
was virtually a one-man Bill Campbell's creation.
Ore.. Verna Lee. Joe Furst
Nicky | Distel does not have the indiJacobs,:
Kaye,
Red
‘Marshall, Danny
‘HOTEL -PIERRE.— ‘Stepp in’ in. Society‘ .Taffy O'Neil, :Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes,
show.
‘Despite
his:
disk
popularity.
projection,
fervor
or
Nadeau’s ‘ingenious sets include 'Viduality,
Siarana, ‘Bright, ‘Jack: Haskell, - Patricia
George
Redman
Orc. Lounge:
Charlie
he failed to attract the Melbourne |above-mentioned
for star
arand, B&M Hageett.
gimmicks
plus: inner intensity needed
Teagarden; Barbary .Coast Boys.
HOTEL
PLAZA—Katyna Ranieri. © Emil Bi STARDUST—"Lido ee. Paris’’;. .209 De teen following
who apparently. elevators on the small stage.
,Singers. His crooning style makes
‘Coleman: Ore.. Mark Monte Continentals.
‘don't. dig the kilt sufficiently to
The boys claim to have $100,000 Pci more an orchestra-type entry.
HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Orc.
| Gaeteon Micky, appy, Jecers
Seey
HOTEL ST. REGiS—Patachou, Milton]
THUNDERBIRD—Linda Darnell, Larry see it in’ the flesh. The big ex- in the show. ‘One road company in
Cing Peres do vocal instrumen‘Kay Trio, Milt Shaw Orc
‘Daniels, Harry. Nofal; The Henrys,. Gar-- -patriate Scots ‘crowd, however, en- a Las Vegas hotel lounge could get
{tals with clever clowning backing
‘HOTEL
-'WALDORF- ASTORIA: —
Lisa ‘wood. Van
Ore.
Lounge:. Lancers, ‘Edi
cored the. Johnny MecLord band, ‘em off the hook on a long stand. their sound renditions of classics.
Kirk, Dick Barclay. Emil Coleman -Ore.
Domingo ‘& Norma, :Frank Gusto.
HOTEL
SAVOY -HILTON—Gunnar HanUnder ‘version of the The
TROPICANA—"Folies
Bergere,” .Cor ‘a. Down
Kroffts know
Las
Vegas, This is a neat sight and sound
gen Orc. Ray .Hartley.
efte -Riedinger’, Pompoff,. Thedy & Fam- famous
thistle country's Jimmy worked puppets on past Judy Gar- offbeater that scores.
: INTERNATIONAL — Ritz
Bros,.. June: ily, Pinky & Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny.
‘Valli, Mike Durso Orc., Aviles Ore. .
Costello, ‘Trio Martelli, Mme. Baron Sal- Shand band.
‘land
and
Tony
Martin
stints
there. |
Tessa Beaumont & Max Bozzoni
LATIN QUARTER—Rafael de Cordova,
let,: Florence & Frederic: & Dancers, Ray | -Operatie singer Loris Synan and
Arnauts.. Sinatra’ Ore..
But this is an all-new show with i have a fling from the Opera Ballet
. Fem
; Julie . Gibson..
Lounge: Jerry Colonna,
‘allenda. Ballet... Jeanine Pivoteau, Mello- Varel & Bailly, Al DePaulis Ae Dubonnet
balladeer
Randy Ross- capably 70 (count .’em—70}
marionettes,
‘but their attempt at jazz ballet
Larks, Jo- ‘Lombardi. ‘Ore., Irving Fields, 3s: ‘Paul. Goupn 4.
phat out the. bill.”
Burr. ‘|some .bare-hosomed, others bare- does not quite fit in a house. StichLEFT BANK—Cal. Bostic: Paul Doolé.:
derriered, ‘but all well-strung to- jing to their own format would
SAN FRANCISCO
~ LIVING ROOM—Hillian Briggs, Alberto
gether.
They are booked indefi- |jhave been better.
Azen7za."
an Rochi. © Arti.
BLACKHAW K—Joe Loca Four.:
.
NO.. } FIFTH. AVE..— Stan: ‘Freeman,
nitely..
Army.
BLACKSHEEP-—Bill Davidson Ore..
| _But Dior Dancers are more like
‘Liza Stewart, Hankinson ‘& °Silver.
EARTHQUAKE. McGOON’S—Turk Mur. ROUNDTABLE
— ‘Dorothy - Doriegan, phy |
it. A pocketsize sexy girl dressed in
Matt: Monro, Jack ~Kelly 3..
KITTY KILOWATT
Continued trom page. 1 —.
—
FAIRMONT HOTEL — Billy. De. Wolfe, =
tights is thrown ‘about by three
SAHBRA: — Yaffa ..Yarkoni. Rachel”
‘Ernie’ Heckscher Orc.
Exotic Dancer
imen.
There is an Apache-type ene
’ Zilla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Wovesh
GAY .90'S—Ray K. Goman, Bee & Ray ‘there is really need for-them they,
20 Mins.
& Mizrachie, Leo Fuld.
try that has solid acrobatics and
‘Goman,. ‘Joan: Brant, Marah Gates: Dners.;|
TOWN -& -COUNTRY
—. Billy Daniels,
HUNGRY. !—-Phyllis Diller, Joe. & Eddie, ought to be built for all. by the ‘Silver Tap, Omaha.
lowdown
mime that skirt bravura
Sonny Sands. Terrace &.“Enta. ‘Ned. ‘Har- Clancy Knight, Olga Sbragia, Dick |Crab- Government: and not as private
Broadway had its “Electra” as tastelessness. It's an expert entry
yey Ore.. Frank Martinez. Ore:
Trio,
"| property’. for relatives only. One a dancer in “Gypsy” and now the.
TWO GUITARS—Alya Uno. Sasha Poli- tree
JAZZ WORKSHOP—Babby . Timmins 3.
tin
its
genre.
noff,, Ivan Nepa &. Sona; Kostya PolianNEW’: FACK’S—Barba: +i MeNair, Salmas Citizen has been quoted. as. ready middle ‘west has come
up with
Bros., Vernon Alléy 3. 3ic. Young:
‘""" |to shoot: any interlopers ona “let Kitty Kilowatt, a darkhaired look-; Henri Tissot does an uncanny
;IPSTAIRS
2 “DOWNSTAIRS — Phily
ON: THEE LEVEE—Jo¢ ‘Sullivan Ore.
takeoff on President de Gaulle
Bruns, Ceil Cabos’ Rex
Robbins, Steve
.
PURPLE.
ONION . _ _ Smothers” Bros.. | ‘em build their oun” rationale.
er who peels as lights attached to: iwith a clever insight. into his manDonna
.Satiders
Mary
-, Rolunu,
.
Louise | {Freddie Paris,
—KEd. )
, |-her hody blink off and on. In ad-'
-.. Wilson Loveladv Powell. Freddie ‘Webber.
nerisms and politics in a talk on
CLUB—Jenny Mack‘Paul. Gray, “Vol
‘Jim’ Sheridan, Bill McC utchen, Milrad &
Whether’
the
Met
“Opera
apnov *palmer Ore.
dition, the gal carries. a horn’ traffic conditions. This bowls over
- Colston.
. | proves of the Elias: kind of pub- ‘similar to an old auto tooter which ;tthe French and he is naturallya
; VERSAILLES —_ ‘Blassom Dearie, Andy
{licity. is: unascertained.. There has she blasts at customers while dis- local phenomenon.
& Bey. ‘Sister
RENO-TAHOE.
VIENNESE LANTERN — Sarah. Rubine,
GOLDEN—Barry
‘Ashton’s: ‘Les. Girls. been disapproval.in the past w. ‘here robing. Kitty works atop the bar
Liane. Ernst Schoen.
Christian Nohel is a patter com‘other sopranos have attempted: to:
AGE
BARN —_ Dory ‘Sinclair. Novelites, Golden Ore.
AROLD’S—Don Cornell, Goofers, Don break out-of the semi--obscurity at Sam Salzman’s Silver Tap and ;edian
with an okay format
in
Shay,°
Ralph -Pote,. Susan. Brady...Joe
‘apparently has assembled a local!:tales of a fatuous but endearing
Deedy of being one: among
‘Sisters.
(Reno)—Kim
120-odd.-sing-.
Ore,
Conn
Franklin,
Ore.
war
ATE
cae.
Tommy,
following. The tune in “Gypsy” friend. However, he needs more
|
Windsor
Golden..West.
of
Sons
Bill,
j&.
<
are
—
Herbie ‘yonn A
ers. Miss Elias: age 27, has rated: declared that “You've Gotta Have
~ | Tio. RRAH'S
Red ‘Coty.(Fahoe)
John Buzon
‘Trio. Shore
.
— in. South
VILLAGE --VANGUARD — Chico. Hamil.
generally. good reviews from the | a Gimmick.” and Miss Kilowatt joriginal material, though his de
: ton, Carel Stoune.
; livery and timing are good.
“| Room: Ellapitzgerald, Rowan & Martin. opera critics .in recent seasons ‘but.
-certainl
1
1
t.'
Ic
¥de,
Dorothy Dorben
ingers an
Isabelle Aubret is a pert blonde
is the typical problem. of | ertainly qualifies in thisTrump.
respec
CHICAGO
.
‘Dancers, Leighton .Noble Ore. Lounge: ‘there
.with
a small caressing voice.
BLUE “ANGEL—* Pablo Candela - ‘Limbo Lancers, ‘George ‘Rock Sextet, Lisa: Alongetting fatter roles and ‘more opShow is rounded out by two tipCalypso Revue,” Lydia Lora, Raphael Her: | so’s. Tropicares, Tune™ “Timers, Dave portunities. fo shine. .She’s been
SAM FLETCHERnan,’ Lord Christo, Lord Mike, Jeanne |Bergman, Cjndy O'Hara.
{top
acts.
Two Hellos circle cn a
Matys
Bros.
"4
in
HOLIDAY—Modernaire¢.
““Otello,” ““Aida.”
“Tales of Songs.
Seuratt, Solea Caro, Tito Perez ore.
‘motor bike doing juggling and ac
CLOISTER — Phil ‘Tucker, Ronny Del Tony Loyello ‘Revue, | Charles . Gould
‘|Hoffman,”
“Carmen.” “Martha” {20° Mins.
Satin. Strings. — .
.
& Jean. Eddy Subway Ore.:".
:
»
robatics
for
an evecatching inter‘MAPES — Buddy | Greco; alana --Kele : and “Vanessa. ”
CONRAD HILTON—“Ooh La- La,” :Dor3 Rivers Inn, Syracuse
‘yal. Eliane
Knie
Parrots
work
nan. Bros., Margie..I-ee, Dru..& Landell,. Polynesian: Revue, ‘King Sisters, © Reno.
A. Lebanese-American from Low-:
RCA Victor's Sam Fletcher has merry-go-rounds, climb and contoa:t
Lothar -Weidemann. Brigitte Voit.-Inez &. Touzet Revue.
RIVERSIDE: —
Minsky’s - Follies with! ell, Mass., the mezzo is the youngbeen on the nitery circuit since for the patrons’ pleasure as vell
Gordon,
Boulexar- Dons
(3),
Boulevar|Bert Wheeler, Low Levitt’ Ore. Lounge:|!
Dears (6). Gay: Claridge Ore
jest
of:
a-brood
‘of
13.
Her
father.
January
but
has
somehow
managed
!
‘as the birds’.
- DOWNSTAGE .ROOM «Happy: Meatum) |Nelson &-° Palmer, Linda Leigh:.& Her‘!
‘is. a realtor there. A: cousin is to elude New Acts mention.
“Lads.
Tania Velia:
Yvonne Jacquemont is a witty
DRAKE—Rarry ‘Sisters,’ Jiimmy Blade - WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe)—. Joe Ms ize- & |Litia. Namaura, ‘the. moderne.
He opens with Cole Porter's. “I femcee. Claude Norman heads the
|Cordsmen. : Johnny. | Hamlin,.
Norman
Ore
Love You” and segues into “You ‘house orch well with a «wingy
EDGEWATER BEACH. — Churumbeles Brown, Bobby. Page. Pars & Patti, Ron ‘dancer.
,
De -Espana, Dolores
Del Carmen, Don ‘Rose, Magic Violins’ “of Mexico.
'. Birdwell’s clients and ‘accounts Ought to Be in Pictures.” in which ‘organ while the Claude Bolling
: | through» -the vears have. been ex-. he is reminiscent of Nat King Cole. 1Orch gives Distel a needed solid
_
DEBATE. OF
¢
HORN. —Traou
Trouble in: ‘Tahiti. oa
Amanda, Ambrose. Frank -Carrall: and me
MIAMI- MIAMI. BEACH.
tremely
varied. He recently han- Dramatic renditions of the theme ‘ backing.
AMERICANA—George ‘Arnold -lee’ ReAlexandra Hunt, Jan & Sylvia.
spec, from “Exodus” and “You'll Never
ABC has been refurbished and
LE BISTRO — Randy” ‘Leeds; Johnny jvue, Phil Richards, Shiiley .Linde,’ Tay- dled John Wayne's. Texas
Ceasiro Trio
lor & Mitchell, Johnny Flanagan. Mi- “The Alamo.” On at least one pre- Walk Alone” have a sobering effect ,attests to a growing
interest in
LIVING .-ROOM—Mary . Kaye" Trios. ‘Joe |chael Meehan, Lolo. &. Lita, Mal Malkin vious
occasion Birdwell
had a oh.the audience and get nice mitt-! ‘yaude after waning the last few
Parnello: Trio.
.| Ore.,"Ice Models.
. LONDON, HOUSE — Barbara Carroll.
CARILLON—“Chetchez ‘Les Femmes.” performer place'‘a paid ad to state. ing. A spirited “Long Way From years,
alosk,
Arlo, Eddie - Higgins Trio, Isrry Novak Sue- Carson,.-Fanya .&
Biagi, Jack &. her political attitude. That was the’ St. Louls”
is also well received.
Sally Jenkins, Jacques Donnet Ore. . Line Jate Carole
Lombard who once Fletcher’s finale is an uptempo
MISTER KELLY’S—Phn lis:Diller. Johnny
Janis, Marx- Frigo Trio, Marty: Ruben-.|_ CASTAWAYS—Preacher ‘Rollo. §, Jerry overheard a rich friend- bellyach-. “Old Man River’ which goes over
stein Trio
|Geraldi & Pésley, Ralph Font Ore., Candi | ‘ing about
having to pay taxes. -well..
PALMER HOUSE: — Carol’ Channing °jCortez.. Fob. Rhodes Singer has a distinctive personal- | Singing Boys of Mexico ire in
-Cam
Ore.. Van What the actress said in large type
. Bennetts 2). Ben Arden Ore.
DIPL MAT-—Mand
7
fampo
PLAYBOY. CLUB — David ‘Allen, ‘Anne. ‘Smith "The
‘about being glad and proud to pay. ity and escapes comparison with IU.S. at present for their tirst tour
EDEN ROC—Duke ‘Jenking Ore.; Monroe
Marie -Moss, -Dick Weston, Joe:
Eddie
‘aroused: -a° response: ‘from other: Negro singers for the most; here since 1958. They were then
Trio, Van Dorn Sisters. Jerry ve Dyke, Kasse 5, Mai Malkin -Ore., Luis Varona hers
by
Nationa]
Concerts.
‘President . Franklin
D.- Roosevelt. part. He possesses a fine voice and! handled
arold Harris Trie.. Kirk Stuart. Trio, Ore., Barbara Russell, Leslie Hudec..
. FONTAINEBLEEAU
— “Saucy: Scandals.”
ob Davis Trio. Claude Jones.
.
and then Secretary of the Treas- is .at home with swinging songs iPresent booker is Cosmette Man. SHERATON:
BLACKTONE — Fernanda ‘Minnie, Eddie Carson & Chico Chico, Holand. deep ballads.
Lang. agement (Mildred Shage)).
ly Warren, Vic Charles, ‘Tengeleler Ronnie jury: Henry Morgenthau Jr.
“Montel, Franz Benuer Ore.
‘Bros.,

Make Beleves.
GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jimmy
Wakely, Wanda
Jackson, Sneed Family.)
Joe .Wolverton, Annie Maloney.
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ay he runs the gamut of unsubtle
Teapedois than Versus Woman mak-.
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Angeles, Oct, 14.

Morgan,

Larry

Stabile ‘Orch.

(18);

Daniels,

cover:

In the case

Morgan, it means

a: tal-.

with stage. aplomb. to match. the: ented vocalist witha. repertoire
vocal likewise. If there’s any fail-. designed to’ please. husband-wifs
and anniversary ‘celebrants; nosing, it’s that the stuff they. work-. talgic
standards: dressed up occa-

the

{over is a little too commercial by
with
French
Iyri¢s or
‘|this’ time. The ASCAP library Sionally
skillful wise of hats and clever lightalone ‘is a mine of worthies, one ‘ing.to set a mood. Nothing spec-.
or two of which: would probably -tacular' but. pleasing to ear and eye;:

“and.

: previse.

‘elicit as muth, or ‘more, affection
chanteuse
opens
jas a_here-we-go-again. “Rockabye _ The comely
-with her. best-known “Fascination,”
{ Your: Baby,” .to name one. |
then
quickly
segues
into
one
stanza.‘|.- Show’s comedy departme
fers another Continental turn in ‘medley of “love” ditties: An upJohn & Rene Arnaut, -who: can’ beat versionof “The Second Time:

Bill .is in’ for nine days. wai
yok such artistry. Sid Caesar re- ~ comis Gary Morton set to follow
tirns fo fle niteries and boffs the "and Ford & Hines upcoming..
iaetaurers
Errinz perhaps only
Shaw.
vi stouerosity, the tall, slim, clean- .
co.

Los

Mlle.

series

monic way with a standard library, } of Jane

a brief but technically

jis .well-disciplined

with
a

The Mello-Larks (Adele Castle
and her three men? know their har-. : ‘What’s in .a name?.

that wins approval. Choreography
by Jack Card, and.. his, Cardette

:Daneers

aloft,

furnishing

reaction.

perennial,

warm

Cocoanut Grove, L.A.

| ‘| getaway “hand stands”to sew nice: -$2.50, $3 (Fri.-Sat.) ;$3. minimum,

hour’ adept steel wire balancing routine

pias four raimttes, Gne-man show
ot feencs set braad and toujours
Crean panta comedy, of a calibre

reason

Younz” and the Torme
“NIountain. Greenery.”

movements

Pivoteau

matches
the .Torme
pace,
-Clicks on show caught were open-! |
Fo Massey. orckestratwns,
.er “All I Need Is a Girl.” “It’s
|T
e at
a, dtmemy Bidgood;
i All Right.” “When The World Was |

Itere

Or

Thomas,

Tension is less

{the point of this act than the uni-

gers & Hart, Gershwin, Porter and

Dooley;

Jock! orch
Creer -; vad
bu Bill. Foster & | that
Ide ycetis ty, sorgs, Jerry Seclen
&

Hobe,

October’ 18, 1961 _

_-, Wednesday,

|good with tunes culled from Rod-

nt of-

make with a tangle of arms around’ Around” wins
but it fs her.
each other while fiddling, or panto
4nd passionate
flirtatious
birds,
replete
with
includes:
eight
feather rigging.
This turn, again,

La Tete De L’Art.: Paris
Paris, Oct. 5.

warm. mitt action
sock arrangements.
Parisian bit which

Raymond
Deros.
& Co.
(7),
it. thew aimorning ablutions: the:
stroiling. violinists
NELSON EDDY
teehebor with a cold, to a double-, Freres Jaques (4), Pierre Doris,
‘that get the audience’s biggest.
Pierre
Cerat,.
Richard
Marsan,
tiikuiz
Prof.
Labermacher-type .
Now singing his third run this is tailored for the clientele, and ‘applause. .._
Lo,
$a.ant, the multilingual proposals, Pierre Romanet Orch (6); $5 top. 'vear at Palumbo’s In Philadelphia, }the laugh quota comes up to par.
sheds ‘sequined ©
’ Julie Gibson is frankly billed-in | Miss. Morgan
.
with
his partner, Gale’ Sherwood.
to the bored pereussionist in the
skirt
to
reveal
form
fitting
sown
Paris has been lacking a vital; VARIETY says she “oomphs things!” the ads as an “exotic,” but while
stinphens who wants to beef up
vestpocket
theatrical’ and revue; Theodore Paxson oomphs at . the she displays ample epidermis, she’s for her. “Around the World.’ canto
Ris part.
,
confined to being integrated in a in which the blond belter musicalla the latter he achieves the un- nitery’ show sincé the heyday of '?*av-couple of the. production aspects, ly circles the globe.in. eight minusual of hold:ng mass attention. existentialist boites like La Rose,
Off other dates, the femme has utes.. Chirp displays her versatility.
Latin Quart er, N.Y.
with the Tehaikowsky “1812 Over- Rouge and Fontaine Des Quatre}
A. wise boniface, Jean | E, M. Loew -and Ed Risman| gained a nice rep for an elevated on a handclapper~ bowoff “number, |
ture,” as the percussionist chews ;:Saisons..
somewhat witty concept in the “Love,” and earlier on. a rousing

|

with

it all

Holi-!and
de Cordova &'peel-and-tease league..

with a puny cymbal :Mejean, has repaired this gap and; presentation of ““Wanhattan

the scenery

a production of a. Oraanized a three-hour entry with. {day” with Rafael
and expert
comedians. || Spanish
;top: names any
ex
Ballet

clash, or makes

snaredrum

roll, or just gets bored
in

between

the

long|He's

also filling

an

cellar
j| Thedy Family
el ar

80-seat

Pompoff

{8',

{her own

(3), Wallenda Aerial

belter, “The Day The Rains Came."

But. since | Love. ballads, including ‘“‘Where Are

actis kept under wraps

|here, it almost. defeats the pur-

ssmphonic passages’ and performs Ciub near the Opera every night.; Baller (5: featuring Jeannine Pi-|poseof her billing. She's a cynoThe $5 top is steep, but patrons. yoteau, Melto-Larks (41, John & {sure in any case, but it seems
eird } tricks
with
his
fellow:
,get their money’s worth. Mejean; Rene Arnaut, Julie Gibson, Char-| mistake not to give the payees
AMers
The viznette about the husband ‘also has noted stars who rarely ap-} lene. Rey; line, Jo Lombardi Orch, sample of her showmanship.

4

|

!'You,”’- give her an. opportunity: to
| show off fine phrasing. _
,
Standup
comic Larry Damels.
has a. breezy opener,. mimicking
prominent: personalities. but over-plays his turn when he goes into
-imaginary phone. call: from: an :ambassador to President Kennedy: and

Charlene: Rey, in blond wig or
wig is uncertain about bis possi- , Pear of late to avoid overexposure.| Irring Fields Orch; staged by Ron:
Freres Jacques
| ald Field: costumes,
Freddiz Wit-! natural, projects nicely in. the
hiy errant wife, best friend, etc.,°
ques (4) do
10 _ poctic
poe
2
{5 warm yet funny, betimes poig, SONSs dressed in tights and jerkins. !rup: orchestrations,. Bill Jacob;}ehirp and torso terpery depart- gets Caroline instead.. Sériousnéss
ment via a couple of exposures.
narth tinged with genuine con-‘ They use false beards, mustaches, ;$7.50 min. cern,
yet
oa lampoon
on
normal
hats, ete., to fit each song whether
.
The LQ nudes are, of course, a -of world situation istoo real for
.comie buffcon
to “kid’’ and it. fell.

_it is witty, satirical, poetic or seri-| ‘To mark what 's billed
Caesar ,0Us. The mime, song and delivery ;9 Oth anni,of thi s Times

husband-wile relations.
in showmanly manner
dsesn’t

handicap

himself when

as the |holdover, figuring in several flat. First jet flight of. wary busitype . numSquare !tableaux-come-to-life
: nessman draws yocks and Daniels: not much more -has ‘some:
to make them one of ihe, gilded. emporium,. bonifaces F. M. |bers, but otherwise
fresh. material «that.
choral groups in the biz, Loew and Ed. Risman- have come | lively than Macy's mannikins; and. registers.
oo,
ee

he; combine

uftlizes a slight podium so that alt? better

car:

view

his panto.

visual humor,
a

tv

stapie

His

brand

of iWith

eye and

years.

For

the:

_Raymond

salvon trade he has culled a good: tiptop

quota

ear appeal for U. 5S. “up with a. shoot-the-works spread the line girls and: guys earry out
“that’s surely: as opulent as. any |their footwork with spirit and con-

of course, has been !boite or video uses.
for

of sketches,

including

Devos

comedian

& Co. has a, yet berthed here, They have really | fidence.

heading’

a series; poured it on, with a determination!
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Eimstein-style
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marks

side,

ing makes the best of an unwieldly

assignment,

a

pontificat-; ations that have the invention, tim- enough .pulchritude
to satéa satyr.

Caesar's

the technical

Sammy Davis Jr.- opens‘ Nov.. 2, -

with Joey. Bishop filling in for two
two-week
stand.
the be- | nights - during
Dick: Stabile’s orth gives fine sup-.

;

the Of risible sketches done in rapid’) {9 maké that $7.50 minimum on}hind-the-scenes contingent ‘all rate . Port. and backing.
|a. firm bow. Ronald Field's stag-

etc.,: tire tempo on a small stage. Devos ' the tabs'seem like a bigger bargain
fractured - French - Russian,
a type who exudes repressed
. than the Stat en Island ferry (that’s
Riarttal
proposals.
He is giveniis
i
.
food assist by Jim Dooley .as an: hysteria as an .uncomprehinding a nickel still).
in
the! little man caught in strangé situ-!
Tossing
in the
acts;
fthere’s
interroszating
reporter

viones

;

:

jing

and

pacing

for

first ‘Stroup aids him well.

yocks.

His: and

pevery
'
:

overall,

.there’s.-just .about

visual
~~.

value-in

the-. show-

.

and Freddie Wittop’s.

Hous,"

At The
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_ Room At
The
I

costume: conceptions are’ properly
oo
We
preposterous.
ot
Felicia, Sanders,
Other credits all shape plus,
minineon.
too, notto overlook for an especial

We.
ett
Phil Leéds; “$5-.

nitery date since 1950
Pierre Doris is a rotund patter , men’s . lexicon save . a mushrooming’ nod the musical assistof Jo Lomwhen he was at the Waldorf-As-.™an who spins macabre humor in’ atom-cloud — which would have bardi’s show regulars—a yeoman
It wins lotsa | been ‘superfluous in this layout stint—plus the smooth dance sets }room last. week.” There seems: to .
torta’s Empire Room.
ja disarming. vein.
in. : Which stretches an hour and 40 divvied per usual by the Lombardi
Show is bottom-billed by Tina: laffs. with ‘taste maintained
bean attempt fo make it a rather.
' minutes.
.
.
men and Irving Fields’ tooters.
Robin who belies her first name} spite of his sick material.
Gotham

Greenwich Village got a new

Pierre Cerat is a thin, fey type , . These LQ spectaculars are instivith a larte belting style of bal-}
lads, pops, rhythm and. rock 'n’ who gives out what.-he calls flash ‘ tutional by now, which blunts any
His: sense of | speculation
re
the
boxoffice.
roli. In between she does takeoffs ; songs in all genres.
orn Teiesa Brewer, Kay Starr andi ‘parody is acute and his material} There's no reason, really,.why the’;
firemen
and
a
goodly
quota of
excellent.
Richard
Marsan’s
caninherta Shervood to a strong per-;
ny imitation of show biz greats - locals, too, should be any less
Sunai sure
7
-Willing
te
audition
this
latest
cdisimilarly
scores.
The new Bill Foster-Doug Coudy.
revue, dehuted when Joe E. Lewis ‘ Pierre Romanet has a solid jazz. tion. The. Loew-Risman management,
knowing
they've
got
a
good
electric
fiddle
and
a
good
combo
“officially” reopened the fall sea-!
ser last month, remains a sturdy around him for listening and danc- thing in their present policy, are
framework
for the new Copa‘ing on a postage stamp floor. Sing- also savvy enough. to know today’s
beauts, a nice octet, who get an er Monique Peret and xylophonist: ‘world is a 24-hour superama, not
‘to niention the home. entertainment
opportunity to “shine” with. cou- George Daly also help.
Mejean took over the old Chez: tvideo,. et al) penchants that's
plet. in “The Daughters of the’
irendered the old free-spending to
Gilles
chansonnier
boite
some.
C904 Giris of 1941." Andy Thomas

memory status..
The boniand Jock Casasus are the fronters:!manths ago and has turned it into {Virtually
faces, in short. indicate: with ‘“Manfoc the babes and keep it buoyant. thi s solid star and revue snot. hattan. Holiday” an emphatic nothin between

headline:

the feature act and the: Sh ow begins at 1I p.m. and runs ' ing-to-chance philosophy of cabaret
! to 2am. Also owner of two small-

Incidentaily,
Rnitery’
remains
feared operation

Jules

Podell’s ter

an_
efficiently
with surprisingly

boits

and

a restaurant.

prepping a-new
Champs-Elysees.

cabaret

he

is; showmanship

food groceries, not the least of
Steuben’s. Boston
the customer relations.
The boniBoston, Oct. 5.
face explains the recent rumor
Lewis & Dane, Markaus 412),
ahout
“selling” to a chain res-;
Elsa
Valladares,
Don
Dennis, Tony
taurant operator as having been”
part of casual repartee which the Brunn Orch (5); $2.50 minimum.
t
latter) however, elected to capiLewis & Dane, able funsters. gag
talize fer publicity purposes.
.
it up for freres Max & Joe SchneiAbel.
der’s partyites in their pleasant
theatrical boite in the heart of the

Cave.

B. ¢.: legit district, and win the preDelorez, i dominant
femme
turnout
with
Ranging from zany
bins Orch «7+: $2 admission.
impresh bits-to roaming the stage
and romping with ringsiders, pair
Ken Stauffer and Bob Mitten: get off way ahead in the fast paced
ushered in the fall season at their. show.
Cave Theatre Restaurant on a high
In for two frames, the session
note with singer Mel Torme. He hits highspots from opening: act
hay Tong since outlived his one- to finish with Tony Bruno's orch
tine Velvet Fog tag, but it’s been! playing: at top speed.
Markays,
1! vears sinee his last Vancouver classy terp act, have some fine
Meo"

Carders

Vaneouver.

Forme,

Evers

Darcers

(5)

&

Dare Rob-! shenanigans.

outing and it takes this engage-! modernistic
terp improvisations.
ment to reveal him as.a fully Isegue to Latin prancing and wind

rounded

performer.

it up with

Torme ranges the gamut of vo-' big rounds.

eal dexterity

hot jump

with

45

minutes

tunes, swinging

of

Don

torrid

‘Dennis,-

cape

that should continue

on the ito pay: off strong.
That “Manhattan”
Mosk.

dance for

‘singing

emcee,

—.

in the show
title is'a bit curious, actually. The

accent. in. acts

suggests

it should

‘be traded for. “Continental,” or
some such. . But no mind. Top|billed is the Rafael de Cordova
|. Spanish
its U.S.
seemed:
operates

Ballet, assertedly: making
bow. Casting may have
chancey, but. the company
primarily in a light groove

outlets. Trio has’ past-mastered

the buffoonery school of yocks,
and. even blase spenders should be

|hard put to resist the honorable
sight

gag routines

accolade

is

delicately

accompanies

impro-j; scores handily with a big voiced |Prop ‘getups

well

and

phrased‘ rendition

of

“Wunderbar.”

them = registers with ringsiderson ‘Never

honestly; Cuban singer, opens the show with

earned for he proves what a jazz‘ a slick set of standards and
singer can communicate when he: song offerings. She comes
has an audience willing to receive. , with
“Granada”
and .aTe all adds up to a great vocal dis-) “Jalisco” -to fine audience
play
-) tance.
:
;
Backing on thig get has to be| ’ New show opens Oct. 19.

Spanish
off well
Spanish.
accep-

Guy.

minimum,

$4 Sats.

- Little Johnny Puléo and-his gang

are back at Seymour Weiss’ plush
Blue Room

and

some

for a two-week

through

stand

with another

smash performance. The3‘re fayes
here and are cinch to -equal or
surpass big biz pulled in on previous engagements. |

With several conventions in:town
as well as weekend football crowds,

the take has been heavy.
And,
also important, the customers leave

happy.

aaministration

demon-

Format.

of

.

Puleo’s

a

act

reservation -foulups, table-moving,
unprepared

|

kitchen

and noise. it.

won't’bé posh very long:
|
_Maybeit was just opening night °
jitters, but.-the room: just wasn’t
ready. for its. trade—and

it. was

filled to its small brim. Comiedian
Phil Leeds and chirper Felicia’

Sanders were the. “Bottom's” open-

ing acts. Leeds’ was off. his. stride
a bit. although he ‘got appreciative

mitts from the gathering an several.
occasions.
=
oe
Among. his more effective bits
are comments.on delinquency, both -juvenile and-adult, some singing
stints on greeting cards. a tune.

‘kidding pop songs on locations

hasn't

(in

this case Spain), and a ditty called -

changed in years. but the familiar| “{ “Remember Lolita,” which is
slapstick draws big yocks and hefty. | just what it sounds like it would

and

over the audience,

Aerial

Ballet

affords

the

Wallenda

the sort

of

neck-cramming novelty that has
built-in revue, quite aside from the
stunts of featured ballerina. Jean-

nine Pivoteaui and her four femme
. acolytes

has an ingratiating charm ‘and the

ability to sell a tune. She fashions:
her numbers with care and a-sharp

‘sense of song. Her rapport ‘with
of the audience is genuine and effec_ paraphernalia, tive. From. her opening, “I: Love

pronto, and more time could: safely be aHocated them.
|
Working from ropes and rings

He

Johnny

Rascals (61, Jo Ann Vai, Leon
Kelner Orch (12); $2.50 weeknight.

concocted

with audience reaction.
; On Sunday.” He winds it up in this
Jazz singer is a much-abused ap- lroom, where he’s a perennial fave.
pelation. But in Torme's case, the 'Elsa Valladares, diminutive blonde

amt

New Orleans. Oct. 14.
Pulea & his Harmonica

the

with even. a “trained” goose to
boot. These fellows warm ‘em up

ballads.

confused

Hotel Roosevelt, N. O.« | Stated .at. its. opening. featuring:

palm-pouding. .The littie guy in be.about.
_
the cowboy suit is:a master at
For this-.part of town and this
pantomime’ and slapstick. His at- type of room..Leeds is strangely
; classic flamenco stuff. That's smart ‘tempted retaliations for a seeming: un-hip and bland. -He’s ‘an ingra-.
programming in this spot, and the ly unfair share of recognition are tidling guy who -ean, sing well. but ..
— | his: comedy is tired.’ His, material stress on charm and humor. gets one of his most hilarious bits.
Puleo and his boys do a master- could use some updating and .pep..
Senor de Corduva & Cs. an attenful job on the mouth-organs, mixtive hearing and lively handwork. . a ae
. On most. of.“her.-material,. Miss.
However the. classic. balletomane ing classical, semi-classical.and pop- Sanders. employs a dramatic legit-°tunes. The effect of the music is type style which’ -she. sometimes”
public would vote, the company
| looks ‘primed for a ‘nice run ‘of lost at times, however, by gales ‘overdoes: She works hard,-perhaps. .
of laughter resulting from the
of supperciub playoffs.
too hard for the small’ room, and
_ Pompoff Thedy Family (“Spain’s heavy doses. of ‘slapstick, Gang. presents.a tailored and varied songRoyal Family of Comedy”) is, of | bows off to héavy mitting after Jog. Her ballads: such as “This
_
Neéarly..Was Mine’ and “Hi Ho”
course, a fixture in the upholstered several encores.
Diminutive Jo Ann Val, a Mil-; are emotional and with a. téar.
show spots (including the Hilton
waukee
thrush
with
a
big
voice, Her uptempo songs are big and
|
{rather . than: overboarding

and

Visation

establishment. ‘It’ has’ a.
' Maitre’d’ Gigi and his crew |. posh
should have their. hands fall with |lounge in addition to its main room |
Their Monday (16) ! and operates witha $5 minimum
this one.
Pit.::
opener was jampacked.
per person.. Butif it keeps up the

positioned

rectangularly

Paris” to her romp

with: the. cus:

tomers in ‘When the Saints Come
Marehin’ In”. and “Bill Bailey,”
she registers easily.
a

Leon

Kelner’s. musical

the show
Paris” to
spotlights

fulsome and she gets.as much sex
appeal into them as possible.

Sometimes it all works well with.
“I ‘Wish You Love” and “Goodby.
Joe,” but ona. lengthy “West Side
Story” medley. and “Rain in Spain”
arrangement: she overwhelms the —

place.

varied,

Her phrasing is flexible arid.
and’ overall,

tees of: fident performer.

she's. a ¢on-

a

“Poor. People
of .. A highlight.is dueting between
a big hand. Bit Miss Sanders’ and Leeds on some:
trombonist "Jack bright. and lively tunes, Howeyer,

with
earn
vet
‘Delaney. Kelner’s outfit: also turns her: exuberance and hard ‘work
in tapdrawer accompaniment. for sometimes defeat: themselves. in
‘the acts and draws crowds to ‘the the atmosphere of a- small room
‘like this. ©
' Kati.
i floor during the dance ‘sessions.

NIGHT

_ Wednesday, October 18, | 1961

duo, 0 some -fine; listen-) 7
Crown Room, Indpls. - ‘| monica:
able ‘things with the harmonicas
‘Indianapolis, Oct.

12.

Pat Harrington. Jr., Sandy Mer-’

but. could’ use

new.

material. ‘for

rill, Steve Ross Trio; $1.25. cover; their comedy routines. Thiey’re a|no minimum,. except Saturday $2 personable pair, and Lewis has a :
wild-eyed look ‘about him: that’s
cover, $2.50 minimum,

CLUB REVIEWS

é
wins. good
endorsement. Singer |
y+eschews. the livelier titles to keep

‘the accent: on the. ballads, where
there’s no question he displays
‘masterfully with full command

61

Living Room,

N.Y.

Lillian Briggs, Alberto Roch,
Arti Azenza; $4.50 amininiwne.

- New York’s cozy east side nitery,
the Living Room, has a solid and
Backing. Cornell at the piano fs well-rounded show in the services
| his ‘arranger-conductor, Jerry Car- of Lillian Briggs. Alberto Rechi
retta, who displays (in sola) his and Arti Azenza whe opened there
pianistic talents on a couple of Monday :16).
Miss Briggs mixes some crisp
numbers including his. self-cleffed
chirping, amusing patter and crazy
impressive “Caprice.” .
The Goofers, a sextet that can't trombone wailing into a package
-|be ignured either instrumentally that rates hefty applause. lier
4 (the decibel count is pretty high songalog puts emphasis on the u»at times for this intimery) or. visu- tempo side, and rightly so becau.e
ally {how can you negate attention ‘she handles these tunes the best.
On the opening set, she was a
to.a duo on pogo sticks or a trombonist working head dewn from a little slow on the warmup but once
‘trapeze?).
She got moving she was plus ail
Titles include “Young .Lovers,” the way.
(one of the few executed without
Her more solid efforts include
oF
‘the comedics) and a rousing “Hey
“I Want You to Be My Baby.”
Goodlooking.” .On ‘respective in- which she recorded for some sucstruments the six show much re- cess a few years back, “Bill Bailev”
hhearsal.. Jimmy Vincent handles and
ai spetialty
number.
“TV
VAUGHN MONROE
|: NEW: ARENA, Pittsburgh—"No- {the drummer chores, Jimmy Dell Blues.” Latter is a crowd-pleasing

| surefire for a sight laugh, Tight at.| - [8
- Pat Harrington |opened. ta a big. the start. However,-the quips are
‘house in his first appearance here pretty much: from Grandma.. A lit-]—at the Crown Room which -has him tle more. harmonica. playing and a
‘for a week only, ending Oct.18. -tle-more. harmonica playing:and a .
Spot will stick with the. weekly | until they polish up some.. “fresh
chuckles... change policy into December.
Johnny Polzin’Ss:“orchestra backs.
Harrington. starts. nicely .with
‘his familiar “Guido Panzini” rou-. ‘the show to perfection: and.is also] |:
‘deft,
with. the dancing beat. The||:
tine but. it really ‘begins toswing
e
when he steps out of. that: ‘Charac- -band will be on-hand all ‘season.
Barry.
clases
Oct:
21;
after
which
ter. to become himself in a.widely |
‘sorted .repertoire. of bits featuring tlie: Chase’ ‘Club will shutter for a 7
“his. fractured dialects. He. is. one ‘week: before. ‘bringing ‘in Barry =
‘of..the few. comics heard here ‘of _Ashton’s “Play mates of . Paris” | |

it tand feeling.

- five-week
Jaté who ‘can. tell dialect stories Sirlie © revue. - for
a
Bob.
without giving .offense, ‘possibly: booking.
‘because he kids them all.
Horizon. Room, Pitt
‘He won the crowd -easily with
Pittsburgh, Oct. 10:
his stories about the golf dub with
Rusty. “Warren, Dino _ DeFino,
a- seven-foot gorilla for his part-+
~Gus" ‘Dolfi’s: (9);body. can really capture the baritone’s
‘Milner,
Dorene
ner, the maitre d’ in church and
| easygoing manner, his rare relaxathe Arkansas delegate ‘at the: Dem- na cover, no minimum,
tion....he sings like: a man. who enocratic © . National - Convention. His
Rusty’ ‘Warren, ‘eolorful. ‘and.ex- joys. his work and the audience is
timing was as.sharp as his mimicry.
quick to recognize .that .quality...
and the “hip” clientele at. this. ‘Spot citing. -comedienne, is here in her. a medley ‘of. Irving Berlin tunes is
new: status as. a. headliner pnd ‘among the high spots in an aet that
helped: |
Vocalist S ‘andy Merrill im- ‘rocked the room when eaught with is full. of them.” Pittsburgh Press.
pressed in launching the: bill with the bawdiest material ever heard|Mgt... Irv Siders:
'
his soft romantic -tfeatment
of in this class spot. The girl: pulls "820 E. 54th. Street, New: York ‘Most of -her material |
“Melancholy Serenade,” “Vertigo,” ‘no punches. °
-PLaza 1-5166.
ete. He lowered the after-dinner. is: from her -.bes‘sélling .album,
sound -Jevel effectively. The yhouse “Knockers Up,” featuring: the title:
combo, Steve Rose’s Trio. gives ‘Song and .a -Wingdinger. - called oe
[Bounce Your Boobies.”
‘him good support.
Corb.
The sex lines are thrown in ria.

€ abaret Riviera, K.C.

, chine gun fashion fora full 40-min-

San Francisea Oct. 10.
Sim-Carmen™ McRae, Norman
mons Trio, Merrill Hoover; admis-

and Jimmy (Little Red) Blount
are on trombone, Jack Holiday is
at piano, Tom Terry on bass, and.
Don Stanley takes the sax.
Blount, a- first-rate artist with
the trombone, and Stanley, doing

‘an Okay job.on sax, are new faces
with the group for ‘this outing.

Holiday upstages with a creditable
interpretation of the theme from
“Exodus.”
Backing both acts. in commend-

able

style is the Don Conn

gregation.
|:

ag-

Long.

Society, London

utes with huge laughs on ‘every. -sion ‘431.

London.

Sept. 29.

number well-suited for this room

‘With its two-sided lyrics. Her trem-

bone

tooting

is featured

on

the

former two tunes and the audience
‘gets a big kick out of it. Her
patter, once she warms up, has
some clever bits in it and her sly
delivery registers well.
.ochi’s Spanish - italian -English
singing (New Acts) and the ivory
stylings by Azenza round things
out. Azenza has a light-and jazztoned-style which provides a pleas.ant background tone for the room,
Of particular interest is his nicelydesigned arrangement of a mediey
from “Porgy
and Bess.” Other
| tunes like “Our Love is
Here to

|.
.Kansas C.'y. ‘Oct.'6.
; line.’ She winds up with a rhythmi¢|”
‘Marie Bernard,
Gipsy Adams
Johnny Desmond, “Tommy. Reed. “You're: Nobody. "Till. Somebody.
Singes Carmien ‘McRae is con-- ard Tony Scott’s bands: $3.50 mine i Stay,” “I Remember You” and “I
Orch (7); $3° corer.
| Loves You.” Perhaps Miss. ‘War-. dutting a. graduate course in song imum.
_Hear Music” also aptly demonjazz interpretation ;
ren's material is too strong for a styling -and
strate his smooth tinkling abilities.
Singer; Johviny., Desmond is “in!dinner show, but on” the basis of these nights and it is a delight
Marie Bernard, a Franco-Germanj|
Kali.

for his first nightclub date in town.. the. Tues. . night 110) -erowd she
his only. one since appearing at. ‘the looks like boff boxoffice: wherever,
‘Starlight, Theatre couple of sum- her albums are sold.
~
-mers back.. This entry is at the new
In: the. second. spot, a ‘young
:. Cabaret. Riviera, uptown on the! singer Diné. DeFino demonstrates

to behold.
©
Although she. is firmly. based in
jazz, her performance . of standard.
show ‘tunes’. and’ ballads such as

warbler best known along the Continental nitery circuit, has just re-:
turned to Europe from a Stateside |i
tour. Now she's playing her first

¥e Little

Club. Bev Hills

Beverly Hills, Sept. 27.
Rudy nender, Peggy Taylor; two
London date, and her style and}
personality fit snugly into the in- drink min.
time atmosphere of this plush Jate- ! After tive weeks of: smash busisong-packed 50. minutes in a re-~and’ better stage direction, he may MyselfAlone” rates top classifica- ;
night. restaurant.
ness with Ruth
Olay. Marshall
_ Jaxed) manner... .much.. to. the: cus-: ‘move |‘into ‘top :voealist ranks. He. ‘tion for- nightclub performance inAnu accomplished linguist, she: Edson had to look hard to find
tomers’ liking... ‘;
tloeks like’ the late. Jeff Chandler general... She also merits a special sings effortlessly in English, French jsomeone
to
follow
the belting
' Leading. off.. “Desmond does ‘ ‘It's
| and“his voice is comparable: to the: commendation in ‘the handling of and German; but shrewdly, when ibrunette.
He
came
up
with
a
Nice |‘to ‘Be Nice,” “Almost -Like
: |-younger: Engo Stuarti:
| the lyrics.
| doing a number in a foreign tongue, worthy successor in Rudy Render,
Being in. Love” .and “Just in Time”
Miss McRae’s prime attribute is offers
In.the opening slot, looker Dor-|
an
English
intro.
That another favorite at the diminutive
‘n-. the intime. Manner, then reels {
ene..Milner does. a swell executed a delicious sense of timing which, makes numbers such as “L’Accor- ‘boite, while co-billed Peggy Taylor
off .a quartet of tunes from the |:
to deonist” wholly acceptable since; is an eye-catching newcomer who
precision tape routine: that: got a ‘when added to her ability
“*Glenn’ Miller Show.” He has. au-:i-Well deserved .mitt. .Gus. Dolfi's- phrese lyrics and her intense ap- without the explanations some cus- | has a poteniial.
‘dience. ‘participation -on “Never on™
‘
preciation
of
the
meaning
of
a
line,
-Orch. 19) cuts a.gpod show. and is.
tomers
might
have missed
the { Render comes on strong with
Sunday,” warbles'a trio of his remakes here inta a real. vocal ac- point.
tops in dansapation.: .
Lit.
personality and bovish charm ap. eordings ‘and. a flock of requests.|.
tress. who mesmerizes a crowd.
Appropriately. Miss
Bernard’s j peal as assets to complement his
-".He makes a high spot of “Sor-! Village Vanguard, N. xl ‘And she ean belt .a tune, too, as
expert. musicianship.
He swings
songbag
has
an
international
flavor,
‘rento” and bows out - with | “Phe |.
of ‘“‘Skyliner,” and she has the style and the pipes with “Rain or Shine.” “Love For
-“Chieo Hamilton’ Quintet, ‘Carol. | her performance
. Party's Over.”
‘Sloane; $2.50 minimum, .
zithe. old Charlie Barnet flagwaver |to make the most of them.
Sale.”
“Hard
Hearted
Wannah”
She's:
It’s all very casual, tuneful and:
| certifies.
also quite a looker, and that’s an-: cand “You Look So Good to Me.”
with a varied pace. “Backing him is
One of the most. interesting as- other notable asset.
Chico:
Hamilton’
s:
tight,
well-dis|.
:
handling
beth
vocals
and
piano
acEddie Shanholtz at the piano with ciplined quintet and the’ controlled, { pects. of her current stand is the
Her opener.
“Look Me
Over; ; companiment with the ease of a
Tommy Reed cand: crew -in- their: mellow chirping’ ‘of .Carol- Sloane|fact that the jazz hippies and the
- performer wao works as much tor
1
Closely,’’
sets
the
mood
for
the
act.
:
usual fine form. In its. bid. fora
are the. current. bill at the Village mink-and-ermine set unite. in ap- It’s followed by a French medicy | his own pleasure as that of his
share of the. nitery trade, Riviera: Vanguard. ‘It is a nicely-balanced!proval. :
and a sincere rendition of “Irma ; audience.
keeps its pace. high with. this one program that. swings all ‘the way.:
Or her performance here and. La Douee.”
“Falling in Love! : His voice is husky and unusual
and— the fortnight should be’ pleas- |. ‘Hamilton’s group ‘has matured at ‘the Monterey
Jazz Festival. Again,” sung in English and Ger-.2nd he uses unconventional phras-

“Just
in. Time,” © “They - All
Broadway strip, and‘ looks like it'| an excellent baritone tenor. With |Laughed,”
“Porgy,”
“I Didn't
Mill. be bright .event. “Show is’ ‘al a. little slimming at-.the. waistline Know What Time It Was”.and “By

ant.
‘Desmond stays through

Oct. 19, some

sincé ‘its last: N.Y.

staid a| where she all but stele the show

man (with due credit to la Dietrich) ; M8. that fits his own

personable

couple of months ago. Built around.| from such vets as Dizzy Gillespie is a powerful item, while “Never on ;' delivery. Tuesday 125) opener had
_the ceative. craftsmanship, of Hamil-. and George Shearing, Miss. McRae
Sunday” and “I'm the Laziest ‘Girl;‘him deftly mim‘cing stvle of his
. Sisters.
Quin.
| ton's drumming, the group offers’! : Yates as surefire boxoffice in alhort. on
“From
Bobby
: something’ different-in- its ‘chamber} most any sort.of room from the in Town” offer the right sort of ,CO8*in.
This Moment On” a -tribute to
€ hase ¢ lub. St. Louis | sound: which .at times jis haunting jazz-club.to the smart supper’ boite. contrast. “Lilli Marlene” makes a| Shert:- who wes in the/room.
diverting
closer
for
her
smooth
‘St. Louis, Oct:
‘}as in “Younger Than- Springtime”
Pianist Norman Simmons,’ Bob |
Miss Taylor has a good veice
‘Gene. Barry, Lewis &. Ciuristie, and “My. Funny Valentine.” Fea-|Cranshaw, bass. and Walter Per-| half-hour show.
Which she hasn't yet learned to
Johuny. Polzin: Ore $103; $2-§2. 5D jured on these tifies are the-clar- ._kins, drums. prove ace accompa- . The two resident combos. Gipsy: use to full advantage. She needs
Adems and Tony Scoit, take good:
COKCT. .
_ {anet/ sax/flute and cello and guitar |nists,
arrangements
and_= staging.
Merrill
Hoover - ‘provides care of the nonstop dance sessions. .new
e
iin.an interesting blend. Nat Gersh-|pleasant. ~ .intermission*
piano
BalJjads have a tendency to get
with the former giving the artist:
Gene Barry, debonair and dyn- | man’s.cello is a contreversial. asset.
to be followed

by

the

DeCastro

sounds.

| smooth’ backing.

ATyro.

, dull and listless because they lack

amic, is charming. the customers ‘Harry Polk's guitar: is a. rhythm | Miles Davis Quintet, ‘Sextet . or
punch, while up tunes begin to
in his St.Louis nitery debut at the |and.-solo Swinger; Charlie Lloyd's|;Quartet opens Oct. 24.
j«wing when she loosens up and
Rafe.
Jazz Workshop. S.F.
swank ‘Chase. ‘Club, a big. room|-alto-clarinet-flute stylings are driv| belts.
where an entertainer “has to. ‘pro-. ing and melodic-as called for, ard:
San Francitco, Oct. 10.
i Her “I Hear Music’ opener vas
Julian “Cannonball” Addcrley: good, while “How'd You Like to
ject, but good: Along with his “Bat Buddy’ Catlett’ s bass - is. a Solid | “‘Warolds Club, Reno
~
Quintet;no admission, two drink Love Me?” hit a high point with
Masterson” fans, Barry racked up. attribute.
Reno, Oct. 10.
Although
the
group
sometimes
|
;
per
set
minimum.
an imposing: coterie 6f extra rootDox. Cornell; Goofers (61, Don
a mixture of humor and a good
_ ers. through his. ‘vibrant. starring gets. ‘involved. in':some ‘too-involved|! Conn Orch (7); MO COveT NO TRini-. ~
| beat. Thrush has a sophisticated
Back at the club at which he! ‘look to her which could be ac“role in “Kismet” a. couple ‘of sum-' and internal things; .its _overall.| mum,
effect. is.-a.. solid”. ene; .They: have . .
| first scored: heavily at the box-'icented bv better choice of gowns
‘mers ago at Municipal Opera.
Adderley’s jand -makeup.
But. even those: who heard. his. ‘to be heard for: more ‘thai! one’ set |: Catrent “bill ‘for Harolds. Club. office, “Cannonball”
Inellow-‘singing voice at -Muny |to: ‘pe appreciated fally- because |marks a playback for both Don Froup continues to’ belt out the
Joe Felix continues fine piano
‘their’
arrangements
are
long.
and
i
deep-rooted
blues
and
the
swing-: ibecking, with expert bass of John
- were probably. a. mite. surprised at.
‘Cornell and the Goofers—and it
his, polished fling with evergreens,. ‘only allowa: few. numbers per seg. is ditto. for the. material: used by ing jazz tunes on which his rep-'! _Kitzmilter added, latter a particuMiss. Sloane ©is.a- Telative, new-

I
a dance step |.”
special
‘and: cluh..act...8 “P leomer to. the club. scene but her both’ acts, what with Cornell es-or
two material
in his supper
Saying the usual pops and stan” The song-and-dance. m2n- ‘bit is efforts have. already rated. her a dards, and the Goofers. (as the
Barry’s first Jove... He. gives it all -Columbio_ pact. and. some nice no- name implies) leaning heavily on.
tices. | This is her second ‘appear-.
he’s got, ranging :from a. ‘happy
ance at the ‘Vanguard and she the ‘visual, (ie., -playing instru.opener, ‘Make Someone: Happy,”
comes
off. more
eonfident. anid}iments. while ‘swinging on trapeze,
“! through’ parodies on tv: westerns, |‘polished.
.
Her. ballad phrasings are -Kangarooing about - the ‘steége on |
a bit of. kidding about: ‘Masterson. ‘mellow and effective: if. strongly.iP0go, sticks) and the uptempo. in“(“T. may not have been. the fastest } influenced by. Ella Fitzgerald... She ‘strumental work.
_ draw, but, you. have-to admit,” I. does. well with “More Than You | For Cornell, his selected catalog
“was neat”),°a. Chevalier’ impersona+ Know”, and. “When My Ship Comes |is apparently tried. and proved..
tion,. a frisky song vignette” con- In?’
jAnd he has an appeal with the
-trasting the gals of. yesterday. with
Her uptempo work: on “Pennies male gender. as. well’ as the -disthe gals ‘of. today.:‘and a rousing From Heaven” and--:“'Chitago” taffers, albeit his turn is.a bit overcloser, . “Sheboygan.”
.demonstrates @ swinging. flexibility, . balanced ‘toward femme: auditors.
Barry can belt an up-temaro. tune anda’ ‘pleasant -_personality shines With an- easy but ‘powerful sale.
‘or caress a ballad with the best of | through it all.. She’s a pretty gal and positive rapport, he essays
them, but he: has -a. strong: extra who. Knows her way ‘around a tune, |the likes: of “I'm Yours,” “Second:
‘asset—a
personal
warmth. that. placing. --well-punctuated emphasis. Time Around.” “I'll Walk Alone,”
rubs off on-the most recalcitrant and a-touch of frost: inthe ‘right and “Hold ‘My Hand.” |
For a bit: of diversion from the
reveler. out front. “Bat Masterson”. erowd--pleasing. places. on
has gone. the way ‘of other tv |. - Miss. Sloane's backing is by “an expected’ stuff he’s clearly effecheroes, ‘but:‘his alter ego is a dap-. in: the groove trio featuring Don tive on “Size 12.” singing to feper, engaging chap by.’‘the’ name Abney’s light. and. deft piano. ‘Butch ‘male auditor coaxed from’ ‘tablers
of Gene Barry.
—
_4 Bateman’s’ solid. ‘drums~ and <Art ‘to the mike. Routine is capped
AS -a- supporting. act; Le: is & Davis’ inventive: bass: work.
With. abit of small’ talk re the.
Christie, ‘billed |as. a. comedy-har~
Kali.._ iMeo-partner’s home city, etc., that

utation

Bulk

is based.

of the

‘lar asset

solo

load

in Render’s

stint.

Dale.

is car-

ried ‘by Adderley whose alto saxoAngelo’s. Omaha
phone playing has won him sevOmaha. Oct: 7.
eral polls. A forceful. swinging!1 Guy
Mitchell,
Angelo’s
Orch
and inventive soloist, he grabs the:. (653 $1 corer.
ballads like “Lover Man™ and in’
the slow, bluesy originals.
This marks Guy Mitchell's first
“Cannonball's ” brother. cornet- jnitery appearance in these parts
ist Nat Adderley, is a brass player ©and the pop singer is giving the
with
a consistently
interesting jauditers a long and varied snow
manner.
He is especially pérson- .to try to please everyone. Snow
able solowise on the muved num- .‘caught on opening night :6' ran
bers and. effectively complements ° 45 minutes «nd attracted a soldhis brother’s
playing
on other. out house. uhich is no easy tack
‘tunes as well. Sam Jones, bassist, jin. {his plush 400-seater.
is featured periodically on various! Mitchell {osses in some dancing,
impreshes
of Wailace
tunes including one virtuoso solo_ excellent
‘Beery and Jimmy
Cagney
and
on “Sonny Boy.”
an
ill-advised
=commun:ty
-Austrian pianist Joe Zwavine is even
featured frequently and is a gocd_ Sing. Standout numbers inchided
jazz’ soloist with plenty of feeling, “Tray Fair,” “Sparrow in Treeimprovisatory
gifts and
swing. ‘top,” “Pretty Girls” and a western
Latter may become
jis
Group is doing major league busi-' medjey.
forte, a\ Mitchel] is exeing the
ness nightly.
and
Jackie -rodeo circuit for ‘future sersons.
Fenny
.torham
j
Trump.
Rafe.
McLean open Oct. 31.
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Shows on Broadway —
How to Sueceed
in Business

Without
ty

Feuer

bullseye as .an underhand: product

of nepotism, and Claudette Sutherland, Paul Reed, Sammy Smith,

Dinner Warm,” appealingly sung | Ray Mason and Ruth. Kobart. give The Complaisant Lever
by Bonnie Scott, sets the tone for | professional assists.
New
Haven, Oct. 12. —
Irene Mayer Selznick Gin . association.
the mild romantic thread, ‘Love fo Robert. Randolph’s
scenery
is with
H. M. Tennent Ltd., Donald Albery
frdm a Heart of Gold”is laughable j ,
eric
and:

;

Really Trying
a
iab'€ | spare, atmospheric: and. workable,
H. Martin. in assoank
Produc
“I Belleve
in| ang. Robert . Feltcher's costumes
Inc., | sentimental hokum,
of -£0translation
a barded

&

Shows Out of Town

{ wife, Charles Nelson Reilly is a]

Ernest

ciwt.on
with
Frank
Productions,
presentation of Frank Locsser and

and

F. E. 8. Plays

comedy
Graham

Abe | You

in two
Greene.

Ltd.)

presentation

acts (four
Staged by

of

scenes). by
Glen Byam

| provide the right note of Madison Shaw: settings and costumes, Motley;
getter single-mindedness, and “The Avenue showmanship. All in all, lighting. Paul Morrison. Stars Michael
in *wo acts, with bock by Abe Burrows. 3
of Man" a sharply the show is a natural for Broad- Redgrave, Googie Withers, Richard JobnJack Wanstock and Willie Gilbert; music} Brotherhood
features Sandy Dennis, George Turand Iyries bv Frank Loesser, based on
satirical expression of the bogus Way's. expense account clientele. son;
ner. Gene. Wilder. Opened Oct. 11, ’61,
novel of the same
Mend
Shepherd
the
golden rule of business,
at Shubert Theatre, New . Haven: $4.80
musical
Burrows:
-|To.mangle a bromide, ‘there’s no. top.
Staged by Abe
tite
stating. Bob Fosse; choreography. Hugh
Hobe.
The songs are not only neatly ‘success like “Succeed.”
Victor Rhodes........- Michael Redgrave
Lambert;
scenery
and lighting.
Robert
William Howard ...+..+.- ‘George Turner
to the story, but are reRobert
Fletcher; i fitted
Randolph:
cystumes.
Burrows

production

of

musical

comedy

miueal

conductor,

Elliot

Lawrence;

sourcefully staged, with

or-

minimum

Martin,

Charles

Nelson

Fach
CrateN

2.

.__.+ Robert Morse
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cece
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TENKING

..-epeeeeesesens

Tackaberry

Peterson

..

Rellly.

' Ray

cou eorcedevces

Kaliban

David

Roos

Rosemary
..cccercccoecces
Bonnie
Bratt 22. ccsceceveees@:
... Paul

Scot
Reed

‘effective

....c.
eee ences Rudy Vallee{|

.. .-- sees

Bitty

most

Hedy
«cence
ev eeoeee Vir
z
Scerubwomen
...c.s06 ones
Mara Landi,
Silver Saundors
Miss Kruraholtz .....0.ese-5 Mara Landi

Tonybee

2... --scceeeees
sone Ray Mason

Wommer

.....

Ovimgtom
Puliceman
Singers’

Robert

Roos,

David

Kaliban,

Charlotte

Sammy

Collyer,

Lanier

Frazier.

Mara

Bob

Stuart

Richard

Darrell

Notara.

Keep

His

Dinner

Davis,

Korthaze,

Dale

Thomp-

musical

numbers

and

give sn assist. on_ the

j fourth Broadway

presentation

of

Margaret Howard ..... Christine Thomas
Mary Rhodes ...eceee.e Googie Withers
Robin Rhodes ....... Nicholas Hammond
Hotel Valet ...c.-..0. Feewee Gene Wilder

Dr. Van Drvof

......0.05+.

and vengeances. of the Old Testa-

ment: wars,-“Gideon” ‘is lightened . .
by the humors

Bert Nelson | —

‘The ancient wheeze about “one
swallow does not a summer make”
has its counterpart here in. the
sense that one hilarious scene does.

of its protagonists,

Douglas Campbell makes an im-

|Pressive .appearance in the title
role. An unaggressive, amiable-fel-

| low (the least: person in his father’s:

|house) Gideon
0. is very oubtful of
his3 generalship even
10ugh «the «.
associate, Rose’ Kovner.
Stars . Robert ‘not. make a completely satisfying ; Word has been sent him. In patri-.
Weede, Mimi Benszell, Molly Picon; features Tommy Rall, Lanna Saunders, Juki comedy. Midway of the proceedings: | archal beard and long black robes,
Arkin, Ellen Madison. Thelma
P
in this -two-act Graham Greene ‘Fredric March lends all his‘stentoDiane Goldberg. Opened Oct. 10, “61, at
the Martin. Beck Theatre. N.Y.; $8.60 top opus, - situation. and dialog blend. rian: authority to the tole of ‘the
‘{n
the creation. of a delightfully Angel. He is sardonically -impaweeknights, $9.60 Friday and: Saturday
nights
.
a
amusing. sequence, butat no time. tient ‘with the mere.mortal who

Porter

sme

PEPrTrerrrTrrrrTeyai

Burt

—

before or after this scene does the questions the power of Almighty |

Bier

Shepherd Boy ...+06cces Johnny Borden

Policeman .~.......Ruth ..... we se eens

eevee Ronald
eeoene we

Holgate
Benze

“Coffee

m.rv,”
‘Cinderella.
Darling,”
“Love
Frum a Heart of Gold.” ~{1 Believe in

You.” “The Ho Ho Ho,” “Brotherhood
eo
San,”

of

appearance,

this

Zipporah

............-..¢

Ellen

‘Campbell's faultless diction gives

Madison

Cantors.....Lou Polacek. David London
is a spectacular success. He dem- Maid
of Honor.
..
. Matt Turney
onstrates anew his versatility, and Wedding Couples. Jos¢ Gutlerrez, Linda
Michael Nestor, Jane Za
also reveals greater drive and au- |Cafe Howe,
Arab...
w.ee.e- Renato Cibelll

Break,"" “The Company Way.” “A Secretary Is Not a Toy,” “Been a Long Day,
“Grand Old Ivy,” “Paris Original” “Rose-

thority

a
;

The sort of fast, funny, tuneful,
entertaining musical comedy that
has
become
the
trademark
of
Breadway—that’s “How to Succee
in Business without Really Trying,” which opened last Saturday

night i14) at the 46th Street Theatre. It’s a cinch for a long run on
Broadway, screen adaptation, road
tours and stock, and it should provide London
showgoers with a

chance to laugh at U.S. tycoonery.

Based on Shepherd

the

Oecestrelcher

production attain equally enjoy- and needs reassuring. signs. .
able heights.
os
.
4 ..+eeeens eoeans 's Robert
Weede
As in the Biblical version, March:
choreography,
.must be credited |Phil
Clara Welss .....cccecee ‘.+.. Molly Picon |
Ht is this condition that “finds! first appears as the Anzel and then _
with a major handin the vigor and |quig ©.
ema ncw eee ccaces Filen Berse
compactness
of the sorgs and Mrs. Weinstein .............. Addi Negri the American premiere. of “Lover” becomes ‘the voice of great JehoMrs. Strause........- Dorothy Richardson
His omnipotent: disdain at.
dancing, although choreographer Mrs.. Breslin. ....... ee.---. Rose Lischner in the category of moderate, rather vah.
Hugh Lambert is probably respon- Mrs. Segal: ............++ Diane Goldberg .|than.smash, hit material. As any hearings his ‘miraculous victory exMrs. Kessler: .ce.c,seresee-.
- Ceil Delli contemporary
*
producer
should
plained
in terms of the. economie
sible for much of the original con- Mrs. : Perlman Jwepenesocos Thelma Pelish
know, “moderate” is a dirty word. concept. of history is histrionic .maBarbara. .... veer eseeeene « Lanna Saunders
ception.
_
Dayid ...+-.- eecccescesess Tommy Rall in the Broadway lexicon.
jJestyy
For. Morse, making only his AGE... ceccesceceesnceceee : SURE Arkin.
“Lover” gets off at a snail's

Casper

Merritt

Warm.”

with

:
nd
on non
patience
or audience

stage

Landi,

sur. Carol Jene Abney, Madilyn Clark.
Elaine Cancilla, Suzanne France, Donna
McKechnie,
Ellie
Somers,
Rosemarie
Yeiien.
a
;
SIusical numbers
“How To,”
“Harpy
to

case

Gerard

musical comedy in two acts (1%) scenes,
with book by Don Ap
music and
lyrics by Jerry Herman.
Staged by Albert
Marre; choreographer,. Donald Saddler:.
-settings and lighting, Heward Bay; cos-'
tumes, Miles White; orchestrations, Her‘shy Kay and Eddie Sauter; choral arrangements, Robert de Cormier; musical -conductor, Max Goberman; dance music arrangements. Genevieve Pitot: production

Smith |

Murdock,

Fleming.

the

shows.

presumably

Fairfax Mason. Silver Saundors, Maudeen
Sullivan.
Iancers: Nick Andrews, Tracy Everitt,
Moreda,

is

more

essentials. Bob Fosse, who was
brought in during rehearsals to

2...eee
anee ewe Lanier Davis
..-...-eeeeeeeBob Murdock

cece e sees

than

and. dances,

therefore

direction, “Succeed”
misses no
comic opportunities and wastes no.

4;
Smith ||time
Sammy
Fustin
my

eee easeccees

songs
and

Under Burrows’ knowing overall

Claudette Sutherland

Frump ....c.escese Charles Nelson Reilly
Miss Jones& ...ccccescceeees Ruth Kobart

Mr=Twimble

both

seem. briefer

Collyer

Casper

J. B. Biggley

{to the plot. Moreover, the musical

numbers,

Mason

Robert

..csccee seven

and: appropriate

interesting.

Theatre, ! yally

Street

14. ‘61, at the 46th

Ont

N ¥.; $9.60 top.

: Milk and Honev

loss of pace for scene shifts. If the

dances are less than profound in
Ciwudette Sutherland, Sammy. Smith. Paul
ite bE Robart. Ray Mason. Opened |conception, they're energetic, vis-~ |
Reed,
Virginia

The drama: deals with the lumps.
ish, good-natured “farmer Gideon,

who is visited by the Angel of the .
Lord and singled out to lead his
people from the: bondage of -theMidianite hordes. Despite its: inor+:
dinate length (some three. hours
Clive Root ............ Richard Jobngon running “*time) and ‘the ‘dire ‘strife
Ann Howard ......e- »...
Sandy Dennis

|

Features
Ginzler.
Robert
cl-strations,
Robert Morse. Rudy Vallee, Bonnie Scott.

jor entry for the new stage season.
The author ventures into Biblical.
‘lore. to probe the. relationship: of
God and man:in his‘new work, currently trying out in Philly,
=<

Meéad’s sat-

before.

The

young.

Man

of the Moshav..... ».

Art Tookoyan.

sparkie character. However, the ringing instructions from:
On High.
| fact that the production reverts. to Against his judgment he is ordered.

comedian still has much to learn, . Mr. Horowitz .........-.. Reuben Singer that same snail’s pace after its
Singers,
dancers, . others: . Marceline
however, notably in the technique Decker, Urylee Leonardos, Terry Marone, comedic. outburst ‘and dissipates its
of getting laughs without mugging Sandra Stahl. Marilyn Stark, Patti_Win- momentum in later. scenes brings.
ston, Myrna Aaron, Nina Feinberg, Penny
and in resisting the urge to over- Ann Green, Judith Haskell, Linda Howe, on a situation that will require
do-mannerisms. In short, he must Susan May. Matt Tarney, Jane Zachary, priming for: more. enthusiastic acBurt Bier, Gerald Cardoni, Renato: Cibelli,.
learn restraint. and economy—sim:
Murray Goldkind, David London, Ed Mas- ceptance..
plifying
and. eliminating rather | tin, Lon
Polacek,. Robert
“Rue,
Art
This is a tale of upper middleTookoyan,
Anthony
De
Vecchi, Louis
than elaborating and. expanding. |
class Londoners involyed. in the
Gasparinetti.
Jose
Gutierrez.
Stuart
For Vallee, making his debut in: Hodes, Alex: Kotimski. Carlos Macri, John eternal triangle, at the outset un-Mandia, .Michae) Nestor, Dom. Salinaro, known to the stuffy husband. Folmusical comedy (he appeared in Walter
Stratton, Eddie Roll. Ronald
two editions of George White's ' Holgate. lowing
a
love-nest
rendezvous,’
Musical numbers: “Shepherd’s. Song.” which
anyone. but a dolt could
“Scandals,” a revue, in the 1930's). “Shalom,”
Hora,”
‘Independence’
Day
“Succeed” must be a gratifying “Milk and: Honey,” “There’s -No Reason detect, the husband fs made aware.
occasion. Out of the major- lime- in the World,” “Chin Up, Ladies.” “That of the relationship and theré ‘ts
Waste a |
Was: Yesterday.”
‘“Let’s Not
light since the demise of. his long- Moment,”
“The
Wedding,.”. “Like
a an emotional scene in which. the
running radio series, he shows Young Man,” “I Will Follow You.” “Hymn | wife incubates.a philosophy of eat-

that

frical book about how a Sammy.
Glick of Manhattan's career-happy
world connives his way up in big
business, the musical reunites the
team of Frank Loesser, Abe Burrows and producers Cy Feuer and
Ernest H. Martin, who did the fabulous “Guys and Dolls.” This new

than

pace, not a script fault but a neces-. added richtiess to his. muddled but:
sity to establish the male lead as ever-faithful Gideon. baffled. by,
a somewhat humdrum, lacking-in-. but conscientiously ‘following the

he’s

lost

none

of his old.

savvy as a comedian and an assured and winning personality. His
initial apperance: as the stuffedshirt tycoon drew an affectionate

when

“As

Simple as That.”

he cupped his hands at his week at the Martin Beck Theatre.

and.

promptly loses

He .

| finally attacks with 300.of his most

dubious troops, carrying lamps and

blaring away

on trumpets in a

piece of: supernatural ‘strategy.

—

_ But our hero is a good man and’
‘armed with the sword of the Lord

and jGideon,”: the Midianite host

is panicked, ambushed by waiting
Israelis and leave 120,000 dead on

the -fiéld. |

CO

The settings are ‘sombre, with

drab

tents -and. sacrificial altars,

and the. costumes seem.-verminous,

relationship between Gideon
the

and-

Angel,
never
irreverent, :
reaches polemic peaks, Gideon. ret

‘Michael Redgrave gives an. ex- fuses. the Kingship, believing ‘that
ceptionally sympathetic perform- all obedience belongs to.the Lord.
ance as the husband who has -felt But. he volces a plea for. compasthe intimacies of married life slip ‘sion in the case of the elders: and.
away from him, Googie Withers is destroys
his own household by the

mouth in a momentary reference The show seems likely to be around
for months and months, and is éxto his old trademark as the first
of the crooners.
7 cellent material for the screen.

effort is not an unworthy succes-

camp

two-thirdsof his: command.

ing her. cake and having it, too. Death is the recurring:theme, carThe upshot {fs the husband’s plan rion on the battlefield,. the savage
The
founders
.of
the
state
of
Is-|
whereby
the lover has his periodic
|°
rael can’ presumably
now relax— romantic excursions with the lady. janstage ‘slaying of the -Midian
the new country has apparently The wife, in turn, accepts the cam- | ings, the. threatened. execution of
{the 77 elders of Succoth. But the
made the grade, being the subject
to Hymieé.”

promise arrangement and achieves
burst of applause from the firstnighters, and his first singing num- of a click Broadway musical, “Milk: her philosophy by clinging to the
ber was
welcomed,
particularly and Honey,” which opened last | cuckold spouse.

sor.
Robert Morse, last seem.as the
juvénile in “Take Me Along” and
before that in ‘‘The Matchmaker”
and “Say Darling.” takes another
step toward stardom in the long,
juicy, varied rewarding role of the
opportunistic window-washer who
never fails to sense which boss to

to let all those who are frightened.

leave

‘Of the subordinate performers, | Although: “Milk and Honey”
Miss Scott is attractively direct as probably has especially strong ap- attractive and generally plausible humane gesture.
the show’s sole expression of emo- peal for Jewish audiences, it should as the wife who plays the. game of
Tyrone’ Guthrie has assembled .
tional warmth, the office girl who: be entertaining for virtually every- love and: marriage as a double- an expert cast with such players as
one...It’s fresh and skillful, with

spots the hero at first sight and:
makes his choice’ stick; Virginia something of the vigor and positive
Martin is an audience bonanza as- quality of a new land, and it offers
‘|
the flashy doll who starts her busi- a fenerally enjoyable evening. -

butter-up and whaf office rival to

header. -Richard. Johnson{s com- Eric. Berry, Alan. Manson. and’ Vicpetent as the interloper, but actu-. tor Kilian pacing the support: But
ally seems. a bit dour for. the as.in other Old Testament chroni- ::

ecatalyst of romantic transgression. ‘cles, it gets difficult at .times to.

Gene Wilder adds -classic sup- keep the family lines. straight in
Don. Appell’s story seems plausness career at the top as the president’s protege and then moves. up. ible, utiusually adult. for the musi- port as a hotel valet, Bert Nelson the ‘muddled mass movement. A
does
an aniusing bit as a Dutch. stream of people pouring from «
to become the board chairman’s|' «Continued on. page 66)
dental M.D:, Nicholas. Hammond ‘little tent was too much Jike the
4 1s personable in a. moppet role and. circus: clowns’ tiny: automobile and
Sandy Dennis giyes a good read-: ‘broke the audience: mood. Only
president who befriends the amar
srr
Pt
A
ing as. a teénage romanticist.
. {feminine — interest
bitious youth and escapes with his A
is. Lorraine:
There is considerable visual pol- Egypt, a torso twister:who beguiles _
professional life.
{ash to this production.. A hand- the hero and the audience in the The Burrows, Jack Weinstock
'
John
Kobler,contributing
editor
‘on
special
assignments
for
the
some two-room interior and. a. third ‘act.
and Willie Gilbert adaptation of
Gagh.
Mead’s kidding-an-the-square best- Saturday Evening Post and author of a recent article about Broadway medium grade hotel room,. ingehi- |
seller has admirable movement, producer David Merrick, titled “Method in His Meanness,” challenges ously operating via a central furn-.
Lena Horne
.
provides brilliant opportunities for VARIETY’S exposure of inaccuracies in the piece. He asserts that his. table, constitute the settings, and
Al
ice
roronto, Oct. 17. ~
sock comedy numbers and has only source for the figures in the article was Merrick’s own books, con- the femme costumes are attractive.
exander
H.: Cohen’ presentation af
;
7
‘Bone..
one let-down sequence, a bit about firmed by the producer's backers. As for what Variety called his “col“Nine
O'Clock Revue,” ‘starring Lena
‘| Horne. _ Staged and{ lighted’
,
by Ralph
a flop television
program.
The lection of rehashed, garbled legends,” he declares, “they are clearly
.| Alswang;.: musical direction. Lennie Haye show’s accent is on story laughs, designated as legends, some of which Merrick is the instigator.” Ap-|
ton: associate producer, Andre Goulstons
parently
he
concedes
that
they
were
rehashed
and
garbled.
.Miss Horne’s gowns, Robert Mackintosh,
but Loesser’s songs suppiy the
_ Philadelphia, Oct. 15. :} Features Delta Rhythm Boys, Don Adams,
The Merriek office flatly denies ‘that Kobler or any other outsider.
big moments requisite for a musiknife. And Rudy Vallee, returning to-Broadway after 25 years in
Hollywood, catches just the right
blend of official pomposity and
droll spoofing
as the company

Inside Stuff—Legit

Gideon

cal smash. Being expert showmen,
librettist-stager Burrows and composer - lyricist
Loesser
come

throigh

number
put

with

their

just before

the production

most

has ever had access to its books, In that connection, moreover,it isn't
clear why Kobler, if he had seen the books, should. have thought it

necessary to confirm the figures with backers. If the mag editor-rerousing | porter actually talked to Merrick backers,he apparently didn’t see any

|

inescapably

Stars

the wham boxoffice category.
many of the songs
How

will

March;

Edwin

features

Douglas

Victor

Kilian.

Manson, Mark

Wolfe,

David Hooks, Lorraine
Egypt. Opened
Oct. 14, "61, at the Locust Theatre, Philadelphia

,

Joash.

..... doccenevetevess - Edwin Wolfe
Helek ...:..ceeeees we eaen - Martin -Garner
Abimelech «.cqeccencoveces ‘Victor Kilian

|
re- |still in ignorance -on the matter.
VARIETY'’s exposureof the fallacies.

between gross receipts and net profits,” Kobler writes, “I fail to see
the point of your criticism here.” Presumably. this means that he is

prove fo be pop standards isn't
clear ona-first hearing, but nearly

Fredric

Lenard,

Gown of the producer's financial hits was absurdly inaccurate, as
VaRIETY noted.
——So
In reply to Vartety's reference to his “ignorance of the distinction

in}

Guthrie;
settings and lighting, David
Hays: costumes, Domingo A. Rodriguez..

. Campbell, Eric Berry,

the finale to | auditor's. statements, or else failed to. understand them, for his run-

|

Fred Coe & Arthur Cantor presenta- Augie and Margo. Opened Oct, 16, °61, at
tion of drama in three acts (five scenes), | O'Keefe Centre, Toronto; 88 top. sO a
by Paddy Chayefsky. Staged by Tyrone

DOCher ..cccccvcesccecs
ase. Robert Weiss
;
cS
all tend to be memorable on a
Gideon .....cececesecs Douglas Campbell |
in the magazine article was not | Angel... 000 easecoceses. Fredric March
resding of the program, and at!
least a half-dozen create an audi-| intended and should not be taken as criticism of. Merrick, who is one. Jahleel .. cc ccwenccsevccece David Hooks.
ence stampede in terms of stage |Of the most successful producers in Broadway history, so successful. Feber . 2. cceee eoceeceees Alan Manson
Shillem

p:duction. The key is that they're ;

extraordinarily |§ appropriate
character and situation.
Vos example, “Coffee Break’

fact, that he does. not need’ hopped-up blurbs.

| The Paris production
|

to j
is

.

—

of the Pol Quentin-Georges Bellak play, “Foot-

ball,” which opened Sept. 18 at the Theatre Gaite-Montparnasse, is not
ar anusing comment on a phenom- an original, as billed there by producer-director Michel Fagadua. Beleno. of today’s business world as lak, without the finals” on his given name, authored the original
Will as a lively ensemble number, English-language version of the drama, which was given a New: York
“le Company Way” is a sardonic. reading by the New Dramatists Committee in 1952.
Olservation on the expediency of
It was produced that same year at. the Strand Theatre, London, unnui rucking the corporate boat, and der the title, “Troublemakers,” with author: directing. An off-Broadway
“* Secretary Is Not a Toy” is a production at the President Theatre, N. Y., was done during the 1954go.c-nautred
rib of career girl 55 season. The drama was inspired by. the. accidental killing
of a Dartmouth

riches,

Similarly,

“Happy

to Keep

His‘

College youth by fellow students-after-he

wrote.anti-McCarthy:

Jf

evees

Malchiel

ee

Cae

redo

eeeeeedce ce,owner

eeneoreenecce

Eric

Mark

Berry

Lenard.

Puraht
2... ccc scecceverscene. George .Segal

Zebah ....... ocescveesss
Zalmunna ..
ceeeee
Shethulah
.......2se--..
baud

| Orpah

sweet

erence

.....;.....- tes

..

Alan Bergmann
aul Marin
Edward Holmes

cceseteens:

Florence Anglin,

David.

rraine

Hooks

Egypt

Anna. Berger,

Bathsheba Garnett, Gubi Mann, Qene
Tema.
o
.

Soldiers .. Bernard Chersler, Tom Kiunis,
Amnon Meskin, Meir Ova

_In her cross-country tour before

she hits Broadway, Lena

Horne.

tmay- have divorced ‘herself: from
the night club biz and returned to.
her “Jamaica” musicomedy days,

but

Alexander

Cohen has. sure’

rounded her with. a nitery format.

This is evident-in
the use of the

Delta Rhythm
Augie

the first. half,

.

Boys, Don: Adams, .-: :

& Margo,

who. are used

with

in ©

Miss ‘Horne

coming on toward finish of first act.
-for:a medley of: her not-too-well:
known “Jamaica” numbers,”. including

“Savannah,”

Button” and’“Yankee

“Push ‘The

Dollars.”

~

It’s a slow start, augmented. by’ the Delta Rhythm Boys harmonics, the satirical Dances. of Augie & .

Margo and the sick comedies of

Don Adams, but itis Miss Horne’s

Virtuoso performances and. im- second act..in which she holds the .
aginative. theatre that at. times draped stage and gives the: custom- ©
to see and’.
times reaches passionate and -po- ‘ers what they have come
etic heights of eloquence make hear, her songs done inher varied: —

articles and other outspoken political essays in the campus publication. {Paddy Chayefsky’s “Gideon”.
mia-

“(Continuedon page 69)
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Chi Stock ProducerCravesMore "Crazy Gang’s 15,000th 12New Shows Raise Merrick’s
-—“HiatusingB'way Shows NextYear |
Production Outlay to $2,000,000:
4 Current Shows Earned $1,600,000
London, Oct. 17.
The: Crazy: Gang played. the.
. 500th performance of “Young.

4in Heart” last, Tuesday (10) at.

‘the Victoria Palace. . To date
_the gang have givena total’ of
_ 15,000 ‘performances — in various revues.

Chicago, Oct.. 17, a

The

Broadway

production: . of!

“Rhinoceros” - grossed. $84,833

in|.‘Germans’ Favorable View. -:°

four weeks at the Edgewater Beach|. Of. “Man For.All Seasons’.

. Playhouse. as the final entry of the|
ee
ln
en
oo
ee
lee
Ma
te
ee

season, which ended Labor’ Day.

‘The. Zero - Mostel-starrer
enlbdcee

-

- Berlin,

The:current show issaid to

be ‘the: Jast. They will: make..
their farewell | appearance in

Oct. .17.

a Royal Variety. Show at the
pre-|.-- ‘Prince of Wales Theatre next

British’ playwright : Robert Bolt’s

Was. the “A Man™ ‘for AlL- Seasons,”

month. -It will ‘be: their. 10th
‘season: for. the. Jakefront. strawhat. ‘the B avari an Staatsschauspiel |. ‘time: at a.royal’ gala. :
Arthur Morse,- -who” heads ne ‘State: Theatre) of Munich, was ac-,
‘five-year-old theatre; is. now disen- corded generally: ‘favorable reviews|
chanted . with’ the. run-of-the-miné+ and emerged as a local .success.

]-

+

Honolulu ‘Theatre Wants

| A Subsidy; Who Doesn't?
Honolulu,

|.

The Honolulu

Oct.

Community

17.

The

investments

in “Sunday

in

| New York" and “Subways Are for
' Sleeping,” the two immediate productions David Merrick is preparing for Broadway
presentation,

The- .

will hike the combined

capitafiza-

tion of his current output to over
atre, which dropped $12,000 last:
$2.000,000. The produger is pres‘year, will. intensify efforts to get
: ently represented in New York
a government subsidy, according to and on the road by six offerings,
package
shows. available to the The ‘play, titled “Thomas More”
David W. Eyre, new president.
_strawhat circuit and ‘hopes’ to hook | for: its presentation at the. Hebbel.
for which the total financing was
Last year’s poor -showing
is
only two shows for six weeks each}‘Theatre here .was translated into.
$1,476,000.
blamed. on increasing competition
next-seasan, if he can. obtain” pro-. “German by Hanns A: Hammelmann }
“Sunday,” a comedy by Norman
for audiences, one flop experi- na
‘auctions: ‘taking..summer. hiatuses: and’ Ruth von Marcard.
Krasna, is capitalized at $125,000,
mental play, and the fact the
from. Broadway, ‘as did. “Rhino-| Kurt. Meisel, appearing: as More;
- with provision for 15°c overeall.
-ceras.” It’ Would be difficult: and: the part originated by Paul-Scofield Broadway’ producer David Mer- ! schedule didnt include a major “Subways,” a musital adaptation of
risky, :- inasmuch:
as
negotiations, in,London,. also’ directed. ‘A Broad- rick is dickering for a long-term| musical.*.
Edmund
G. Love's
book
with
probably wouldn't be: possible until way. production. of the drama, under |lease on the: projected 1.500-seat.

MerrickDickers
New ChiTheatre!

am

Jate next spring. That would put its original :title, is. scheduled -to theatre.in

the huge Marina. City
Morse: in':a position of having to;‘open next Nov. 22: at the. ANTA -apartment: complex being built in
Charles
gria .what's left of ‘the package! ‘Theatre, N. Yu.

‘shows if/he ‘should

fail to

get. ‘twa! peating |his West | End.assignment

‘suitable plays. from Broadway:

- He says he intends to try it. row-|
ever. .““The

‘difference: between
show
and
‘Broadw ay-produced

a!
a

CloselyClustered

Toronto Peelery
‘Becomes Lesiter

of ‘the project,
Swibel, -_director
“says ‘that negotiations were. “very|
nearly complete” for a ‘10 ‘to 15‘year ‘lease -for. ‘a Tental in excess
4 of $2.000 a week.
‘Swibel reveals that: Merrick has.
requested changes in séating and

libretto and lyrics by Betty Com-

den. and Adolph Green and music
by Jule Styne, is capitalized at
$400.000, with provision for 10‘
overeall.

|}
Of the six entries now in oper, ation, some produced independent-

ly by Merrick and others cospunPrreeey
sored by him, four have thus far
_
Toronto, Oct. 17.
ons
earned
an
estimated
combined
Toronto is about to get another . profit of about $1,600.000 on their
‘staging
for.
the
theatre.
The
house
legit
theatre.
The
Casino,
which
‘ences’ so great, that: I'm. willing. to
total
investment
of
$1.010.000.
Was originally planned as a 1,200-|| has played burlesque since 1938,
take the chance. of ending: up. with}:
seater, but it’s likely that the new. will. go dark next week and after es They are the musicals, “Carnival,”
‘nothing ‘at the 1ith hour.”
“Gypsy,” “Irma La Douce,” and
| and’ ‘greater seating capacit
will|
Since it is within the city limits; | There . -apparently. just aren't :‘be a preliminary concession ‘to in- ‘minor renovations, reopen as the: the French revue, “La Plume de
the Edgewater will. have’ serious |enough days in the week .to accom-.‘duce Merrick to. take over the the- |Civic Square Theatre. It will book ‘Ma Tante.”
mpetifive - roblems: ‘next. summer. Modate on a one-a-night basis the |L atre. Swibel figures that the. thea-,j off-Broadway type shows, accord-:
The two other shcws are the
ae
ye
x
1three. Main:
athe
-- with:
Stem ‘houses. al-} present rash of Main Stem ‘and: -tre wold be. completed 12 to 14 lirg to. Murray Little. manager for! musical,
“Do Re Mi,” and the
; Aleo Amusements Ltd.
Thase
pre- j|
most. sure ‘to’ be: lighted for the.| off-Broadw ay openings.
e the Times,
‘Square
straight play, “Taste of Honey.”
months after the. deal is closed.
The first offering at the 1.100-: The former had about 52‘: of its
‘whole ‘season. ‘Normally. .most . of ‘senting outsid
evens
emp:
seater under the new policy will be $400,000 investment to recoup as
the Loop. theatres. are: dark for thet a usually juggle opening dates |
aviod conflict . with Broadway '
“The
Fantasticks.” . Negotiations - « a June 24 accounting end the
summer.
emeene
a.
' preems. .. That's done inthe hope,
‘are in progress to foJlow the off-' situation, on the basis of business
Next. year. however. the’ Shubert: of ..getting “firststringer-: ‘Coverage {.
‘Broadway tevue with Jean Genet’s since then, figures.to have imwill have either “Sound of Music. ” isinee the regular aislesitters give
“The Balcony” and “The Blacks” | proved a little. “Taste,” which be: $f-it runs ‘that long. .or. “Carnival. "| priority: ‘to the Broadway product.|.
[a
and ‘then the improvisational show, ° gan a road hike a few weeks ago,
Dallas,
_ whichis set to follaw. The Erlanger} leaving the .confiicting off-Br oad: | *State | Fair’. Musicals,
The Premise.” The spot will have is now figured to have a deficit of
: ‘dropped. $75, 493 on-its- 1961 sum' will, have: either “Bye Bye Birdie”. way ‘entry: to a secondstringer.
wo.
tle
soon
4Te
oy
.wo.ner
reer
re
et
nets
perpen
rt
oe
tgp
ee
be
ne
ey
omtoe
ne
Sotoot
ee
soe
on.a26
ig $2.50. top.
around 30¢;-40°¢ on its 66.000
or
“La.-Plume.
de
ma
Tante.”
mer
season.
‘That.
was
the:
net:
loss
rere
Se
Se
ee
el
OA
en
a
ae
tgp
cn
en
memati
efayeterd
ey
neg
tee
Se
~ef
.8a
ne
vate
~
rhe). But, orening: night conflicts still|
The. Civic Square. is directly capitalization. |
_ Blackstone. probabtry will” have! do exist and. in: several instances: lafter. the deduction’ of $451,910: across the street from the $24,000,Touring, besides “Taste,” are
“Irma..La.‘Touce.” Morsé realizes |involve: off-Broadway. shows vying - in. boxoffice ‘income, plus a. net.1000 modernistic City Hail now '
that he probably ‘won't be. ablé to! with. each. other ..for’ firststringer. :profit of .$8,129. en concessions,'ynder construction. However, the “Gypsy” and “La Plume.” white
get bv with just the standard sum-) attention on’ ‘nights when there -from ‘an’ operating expense of;' theatre is likely to be expropriated * “Carnival,’ “Do Re Mi’ and
“Irma” are on Broadway. Merrick
—
mer .theatre fare next season.
.is no Main Stem. opening. Such: "$535. 532 for the semester.
; Within five years in Toronto's proThe Edgewater ‘had a: big.‘laser: was ‘the “case. last’ night «Tues.)-1 -The venture’had an ‘underwrit-. ‘ gram for development of the down-_ is also indirectly represented on
_the road by a second touring com“Another : ine Suarantee of $102.500, of which |
‘Jast ‘semester in Mae West's’ “Sexe ¢“when: the new. -reyue,
town area.
pany of “Gypsy.” the rignts to
tette,” which: had a. number’ of set-, Evening: With Harry: Stoones.” arid -90° ¢ “had ‘been deposited -at the.
In setting a $2. 50 top, the manpresent the vehicle having heen
‘start of the season. -However,
In
backs. including: the death of ‘Alana. revival of -Eugene O'Neill's ;} agement will be angling for young- farmed out to Manny Davis.
jine
with
the
underwriting
agreethe
leading.
man.
‘The.
“Diff'rent”
-opened.
“simultaneously
“Marshall,
A similar situation exists with
“ments, the State Fair. of Texas ab-| er playgoers, particularly Toronto
tion. also’ had -bexoffice. dis- ' off-Broadway:
"Uniy. students. The house will not !
of Suzie Wong.” which
operati
‘appointments
with Steve. Allen. and | The ° scheduled off. - Broadway | sorbed .the. first $25: 000 of the sea- be competing with the O'Keefe |“World
of’ son's’ loss. leaving a balance’ $50,-:
-Tuecdav. 124)
next
Merrick coproduced on Broadway.
- “Fourposter” ! opening
‘Javne
Meadows
Center, which plays touring shows,!
’
1 n in “Marriase- +“Clandestine 6on:the ‘Morning ‘Line’. ‘493, Since ‘the underwriters: had |mainly’ musicals, or the Royal: A.,touring edition of the play,
and
with Eve Two.
Ar¢ enin” ‘of con-j ‘will be against the Main —Stent. put.up‘only $51.250, they were rewhich was represented on the road
Go-Round.”:
;Alexandra, which also ‘gets road!
certs by Al Hirt and. his band ‘and tPreem that..same night of “An. paid: nearly’ i!2°¢ of that invest- | shows. The other Toronto legiter,; by two separate companies durweeks
of “Rhinoceros” | Evening. ‘With
Yves. Montand.
ment.
: ing the ‘last two seasons. is schedthe four:
the Crest, is in a neighborhood | uled to be sent out shortly by
“were the: Edgewater'’s only .clear | ‘Bucking the Oct. 26 Broadway| - The lass’on the 1961 season :was |
opening of “Write: Me a. Murder’: -$40.507 “less
than the’ $116.000° | area beyond the dow ntown district. ': David Kitchen. Merrick is also put‘suecesses: of the ‘season.
;
will be the start. off-Broadway of.: dropped ‘the previous
semester.
, ling together a second company of
the American: Savoyards. operetta.The’ ‘recently-concluded
summer
'“Carnival” for a hinterland trek.
Ss’ane
program.... There'll ‘again be two! spread took. in six musicals; “Song
A financial breakdown of ihe six
_| conflicting: off-Broadway openings - ‘of. Norway,” “Destry Rides Again,”
|srerrick
Productions
now
on
the evening: of “Oct. 27 when’ “Oj i*Brigadoon.”
‘Take Me. Along,”.
:-Broadway and the road follows:
| Marry” Me” -and, “Go Show Me.a .“Billion Dollar Baby” and. Bye
“Carnival”
Boston, Oct. 17.
| ;Dragon’. are. schedu! ‘ed. to preemi. Bye Birdie.” |
presented- by Mere
}. Jules Wolffers, contributing mu- !: rick“Carnival,”
n the: ease. of the ‘Marry”and Starring Anna Maria 4]In Hotel Lesit Plan: “Dragon” . conllict, :the pressarent !
Sic critic of the Christian Science ;

- package ‘show js so: marked, he -explains, ‘and the. ‘effect on our audi-

Manhattan Starts!

‘DALLAS. FAIR TUNERS:
DEFICIT IS$75,193.

WHO'S WHO NOW AMONG,
BOSTON DAILY CRITICS

Ray Boyle Teams With |

Milwaukee Restauratenr.

, * Milwaukee. Oct. 1%
=«!for the ‘former sent’ out a. release
‘This: town may still get a season.} last. week asserting that “Marry”
of ‘stoek productions - with: name ‘had. announced its Oct. 27 opening
talent. even though. the Fred. Mil- ; first.
.
‘ler. Theatre ‘here is switching’ ‘from i
a longtime star policy.to a cresi=°
dent ._ repertory
-operation.. Ray
Boyle, former managing director|
of the Miller, is planning to launch
a 10-play program next Jan. 1 in

| Monitor for 13 years and for the
2 Belshoi Soloists "
past year, drama, film and music
under
Elinor
Hughes,
|
~ Four With Winnipeg Co.:| reviewer
Herald drama and film critic, re-

berghetti, is currently in its 28th
‘Continued

on page

68)

Equity Cracking Down
On Coast Infractions;
Check Little Theatres

signed to write, lecture, travel and
Winnipeg. Oct: 17.
Rima Kar elskaya and Boris Hoh- teach in New Zealand. Geoffrey
‘tov. saloists. from Moscow's Bolshoi! Busch, who preceded Lyon Phelps,
Ballet, who will appear with ‘the:‘who preceded Wolffers as assistnnpeen
ei
en
ate
etree
2g
jRoval Winnipeg Ballet here, Dec. | ant to Hughes, returns to the vae
126--30.. will, tour western Canada. cated spot.
Los Angeles, Oct. 17.
Hollywood, “Oct. ‘17.
On the new Hearst Record Amerthe ‘downtown’ Antlers Ballroom.
, with the company thereafter. The
eee
eee
Per
se.
Actors Equity is clamping don
He -contemplates .‘establishing - wt ‘Hal Martin elosed.-a.deal with" ; tour includes: Edmonton,. Jan. 3-4; : ican, Eiliot Norton is drama critic , again
on
little
theatres
here.
Richard
Goodnian,.
owner
of:
the
;
"as
‘also.
the
Sunday
Advertiser.
i Calgary, -Victoria;: B.C... and .Van"200-seater there. to be called the
| Peggy: Doyle, fopmer drama and: ; Sterner policing of bandbox proSwan Theatre. The spot is to be Goodman Hotels ‘throughaut. .the ‘ couver ‘thereafter.
,ductions is intended by the union
country,
to
package
Jegit.
shows.
in
film
critic
of
the:
American.
beLast season, two: members. of. the
modelled after. London's Swan. The‘as the result of numerous alleged
vatre. of. the. Shakespearean era. theatres to be built atop each -hos=,; Leningrad Ballet guested with the comes. drama and film editor of infractions of its rules.
Boyle, who’s ‘Set’ up- Boyle Enter- telry. -Producer’ leaves today. for ‘RWB. but did: not tour with the | the combined paper. Mary X. SulAll little theatre contracts here| livan, former drama. film editor of
“prises Inc. for the .venture, is. in- Chicago to set first shaw in’ Tip: company. .
lafter are to be submitted
for
volved-in the project with: attorney: ae Tap Room on top of Allerton | Commencing its 204. season, the the Sunday Advertiser: and Leo;! Equity’s approval and the union’s
‘- James Barrock and local butsiness- Hotel, marking the- first time.stage ‘company. of- 20. is presently. in the Gaffney, drama editor of the Ree- members bave been warned to reota
etd
eed,
ilerlhin
eae
ord
were
dropped
in
the
shift.
Men. Thev’re considering paying. vehicle will be presented, with. a second week of a five-week. 7.000From: now on the box score from port any infractions when they ocos as much as $3; 000 ‘per. “week. for view. .
‘mile.tour of one-nighters covering:
Equity reps will also chéck
‘Boston. on tryouts will be five re- cur,
‘Carole Cook ‘has. been. signed to 10. ‘midwest :States.
‘name performers...
‘| views instead of the six . notices all rehearsals.
in the initialer; with negotia- |
._..
Plans for the enterprise, include ‘star:
|
The little theatre situation was
| previously. for many years. Also
tions
on
for
Martin
to
xecreate
his
|
the. éstablishment: of a cocktail.
“SAINT. JOAN’ IN ‘STOCK
dropped
in the changeover
was i major topie of discussion at the
‘“Parade.":
revue |
lounge .and. restaurant .. facilities production. of
George Clarke, night club and the- union’s recent semi-annual Coast
whereby ‘3. package: deal: covering which, ‘starred Miss Cook ‘here at {°:_ McCarter. Also: Sets ‘Androcles?’
atre
columnist
of
the
Record
for: membership meeting. The session,
.Center Theatre.
drinks,‘ dinner, the play, dancing the Hollywood
Follow. ed ‘by ‘Our Town’
24. years, formerly the city editor |‘presided over by Equity president
and’ perhaps a_ pre-performance Other shows also will be in .musi‘Ralph Bellamy and third vice-prestoe
the
New
York
Mirror.
Clarke
Goodman . owns
fashion show would be offered. at cal reyue’ vein.
' The resident | professional com- j touched on legit personalities and::jdent Frank Maxwell, drew about
about $15 per couple: The plays. nine hotels : and will ‘inaugurate pany. of. the McCarter Theatre at
;350 members, one of the largest
shows
frequently:
:. would be’ presented on a three-. shoWs in ‘three. Chicago spots first,.‘Princeton ‘opened. its fall drama
turnouts the union has had here.
-.-. quarter arena ‘stage with a revolv-. among: ‘them ‘Windei'mere ‘East.
jSeries last Friday night (13) with}
The members were chided for
: Ing ‘center, augmented by mobile.
.;an ~ invitational-. performance
of ; Anita Gillette Out Of
,not reporting little theatre inirac- Wagon ‘stages.
‘tions of Equity rules.
It was disBloomgarden. Drops Plan ‘Bernard Shaw's “Saint: Joan.” The |. ‘Gay Life’ Tryout in Det.:
-Closed that the organization
is
Boyle, who's. lined up “Robert
play, With Rae ‘Allen in-,the title.
Anita Gillette's role in the pre- bringing up on charges seven unGoodsitt; operator of: Manhy’s Res- |. For ‘King: Kong’ on. B’way|Tole, is the first in a repertory pro-taurant here, to run the Swan res- | Kermit. Bloomgardeni has droppéd gram that will alsa include Shaw’s Broadway “The. Gay Life,” now in identifed members who were ir a
taurant and cocktail: lounge, ‘says. ‘his optionon “King .Kong,” the “Androcles and the Lion.” Thorn- Detroit, has been written out of: recent little theatre flop here and
that $50,000 has fhus far been South ‘African ‘musical which he’ ton Wilder's “Our Town” and aj the musical.
faccepted IOUs in lieu of salary
pledged by backers-of the project.: had ‘scheduled for. Broadway pro-. bill: of three one-acters by Wilder.’ The actress, who left the Broad- when the play closed. The seven
He figures $75,000 will be required. duction ‘this. winter,“Androcles”. opens next. Friday way production of “Carnival” to delayed reporting the incident unThe tuner. ‘had a: 28-perform= night ‘'20), “Our ‘Fown” hows Nov. join “Life,” subbed for Anna til they were unable te collect on
for remodeling: the. premises, pre-.
operating. costs and union bonds.: ance run: in. London Jast season.
3 and the triple-bill debuts Nov. 10. Maria‘ Alberghetti in the - Main the payment pledge.

GOODMAN INKSMARTIN.
-FOR HOTEL-ROOF LEGIT

Serene
realplayer
ry
atin
pn
hae
a
anaes
et
re
i

‘The 10-play season would run
Milton Lyon is artistic director of Stem mrisical when the star was
‘Some little theatres are also to
through the end. of next May: with:
Orson. Bean will ‘appear in “Sab- the resident company. which is sup- out of- the cast during August. be- be scrutinized as to sanitary cond?
the spot shuttering. for the summer. Ways Are:for: Sieeping.”no
jeause- of -illness.
ported by Princeton. U..:
| tions ‘backstage.
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Of.Broadway Reviews

{ecool, dignified and slightly. mock-

Shows Abroad

ing Jill Bennett

and. a. stalwart,

‘stubborn Edward De Souza. Ronald

|

Fraser shows the Emperor: Caesar
talent as the hero’s discovery. She. 7as an undignified’ bladder of air {|
De Re Mi
1 affection are wraiths fs a: little
The Opening of a
tis also quite a looker, and the com- iand Peter Prowse as the belligLendon, Oct. 13.
cameo,’ Harry Geldard is wryly
Windew
|
HWM
Tennent Ltd. & Leslie A. Mac’ ‘bination adds a great deal to the|erent Ferrovius
has some comhumorous as. Cambridge-educated
Pall Productions, Jerome Guardino &
donnell
«in
association
with
Bernard _interpretation. The gangster trio is!
Bram
Appel,
presentation of three-act ‘gentry, Byron Webster has warm °
‘manding .moments.
Iveitont and by arrangement with David
Merrick) presentation of a musical com-- ably filled by Danny Green, David:
In’ the “Blanco” piece, a Te- drama by Gene Radano. Staged by Fran dignity as.a lonely -schoolmaster,
setting, Richard Merrell: lighting,
ed. m two acts (16 scenes), with book
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Assn.-American FedFoundation to restore the onetime
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of Musicians, Local 3802,
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1962 season of. 10-12 -weeks, con- presiding. At the hearing’s close,
sisting principally of vintage "musi« Goldberg stated that he “will ren.|der one award for all issues” and
cal revivals.
The
foundation's fimd-raising said it would be done “with all
drive will be aided by a benefit dispatch.” He also noted. that his
next Sunday night (223 at the Astor: decision would deal not only with
Hotel, N.Y. The affair, which will the specific points but also with

Marie
Warriors. Jamies - DeBolt, James Howell,
Nels wpeeneen. Lawrence Rhodes;

ment, etc¢., will be offered.
Participating in the entertainment segment, arranged by Jean
Dalrymple, Peggy Wood;.and Al-

‘characters and..the implied deteri- bert. Selden, will be Miss ‘Wood, }
oration ‘of. character, which, Im. the the: Little ©“Orchestra Society. and
end. leaves the .scheming Kate! its. conductor, Thomas Scherman;
opera ‘performers Frances - Bible
losing both lover and legacy.
tand.:-William Metcalf, and Violette
Verdy. and Edward’ Vilella of the

{N.Y. -City. Ballet.

65

business into the picture and also
charged the union’s demands were
exorbitant. He put forth a plea
for coHeetive bargaining which the
Secretary later stated was in effect
in these proceedings saying that
there is “nothing inconsistent with

collective bargaining” in the use
of voluntary arbitration and adding
that such arbitration develops out
of collective brgaining as an asset
to the bargaining.
The two-hour session wrapped
up the hearings and, with both
sides having agreed to final and
“larger issues” whieh he felt were
binding arbitration, Goldberg’s dealso involved concerning “the fu- cision will be the definitive one.
ture of the performing arts in this Commenting on this decision he
country.”
said, “I hope to make this award
“He remarke . that “it is not ex- expeditiously, but at the same time
pected that the Secretary of Labor: I shall give due consideration to
should take time to arbitrate such |the mass of material presented and
# dispute,” but-in this case he felt} to the importance to the parties of
that it involved “much larger prob-| the issues involved, both of which
Iems for the country as a whole.” ealls for most eareful and detiberGoldberg asked that both sides {ate consideration hy the arbitra“put aside the animosities that de- | tor.”
velop in collective bargaining” and
devote themselves to making sure
there is an “outstanding” seasen
at the Met. “You. have an obligation,” -he
said,
“because
yom

brought the President into this.”

Credits Stanley Isaacs’
Help on N.Y: Tax Repeal

He ‘commented that he had re- ;
New York.
more mail on this matter Editor,’ Vanity:
}than on any cther since he had
With reference to the piece
been in office and that wherever in last week's Varirry regarding
jhe went, in the U. S. and abroad, the removal
by N. Y. City of its
the Met. was mentioned. Goldberg 5% boxoffice tax, if Councilman
said that it was a tribute to the Stanley
Isaacs’ considers
that
_Met that it ts so excellent both there’s unnecessary extravagance
| artistically ‘and musically that it in the theatre, he’s right. His claim
An industry-wide pension and draws comment from around the that by the time the percentages
welfare fund for all legit unions world. -Remarking on the financial are paid to the theatre, the author,
will become a reality with the ex- situation of the Opera, he-said that the star, ete., only 46% is left for ~
pected. signing next’ Friday (20) “it needs support from the public the producers is, on the average,
-by Mayer Robert F. Wagner of a
e.
afon a widespread scale.”
bill. abolishing: the 5% N.Y. City
It is a spirit of serious civic eonGoldberg observed on the situatax on legit admissions.
tion
overall
that
both
sides
are
cern.
which prompted Councilman
Contemporary opera is going -to |.
The will ‘be no reduction in b.o. “right” and that his job would be Isaacs to make
ertory.
these remarks,
an important part in the rep-| pricés,
It. ig naturally. vital. to. the play’
but
the.
money.
from
the
They
should be received in that
|
to
‘reconcile
those
“rights.”
He
ertory
of the ~ newly
opened
growth: of American. opera. that
remitted tax will ‘be diverted fo: lauded both sides for their coop- spirit rather than be challenged
Deutsche
Oper
Berlin.
‘This
one,
“new works .be =commissioned and
whose libretto -has -been. adapted the industry-wide fund and will ‘eration and praised the calibre of on the basis of specifics. Varrery
produced. A- ‘real. smash in the
|from XKleist’s comedy ““Amphi-- not be reflected in net gross in- the material submitted to him as suggested that politticians are welgenre is hard to find,.but efforts
come. It’s figured the lifting of the “comprehensive” and “intelligent.” come in the theatre, but belong
like -““Dove” command a -broaden-. -tryon,” is the latest work by young -levy. will account for around. $2,The purpose of the meeting, out front, not backstage or in the
..ing acceptance. It gives the Ford. ‘Berlin. composer. Giselher :Klebe, .000;006 yearly, on the basis of re- which was attended by an SRO Office. I think it should be rememFoundation something to show for -a pupil of Boris Blacher. It seems cent. annual gross income.
gathering of opera officials, musi- bered that in our efforts to re~
one
pf
the
more
successful.
new
its money.
‘German operas: despite the. fact.|. ‘Repeat of the tariff was. voted cians, union representatives and move this burdensome 5% tax, we
Plainly, the City. Center ‘extend- that its appeal will be. limited to: ‘Jast Friday. (13). by the Board -of interested parties in Moot Court invited the City Council backstage
at the new Fordham Law School and into our offices, so to speak,
‘ed itself on this production. There an. intellectual clientele. Singing
|:Estimate and all that’s needed now.
are two’ elaborate new Donald Oen- parts are comparatively melodious, is the signature of the Mayor, who building adjacent to Lincoln Cen- iin order to look at the problem and
‘slager sets, a. drawing room and a only the orchestra eventually comes originally proposed the relief ter, was to clear up any loose ends ‘act upon it, and Stanley Isaacs did
in the form of additionat evidence. act upon fit in the best interest of
patio. “The third,’an art” gallery. up with new modern effects. The measure. .
appears. to: have been- borrowed action on the stage is easy to fol- . Of. the -éight- members on the: Present at the session were Alfred the theatre.
Let me. also point out that Counfrom ‘storage. Patton .Camphell’s ow,- and there -is quite a bit of Board of ‘Estimate, only one, Con- J. iManuti, 802: president, and An‘costumes. suggest.that the charac: comedy. relief. Work doesn’t dis- trolier’ Lawrence: E. Gerosa, voted thony A. Bliss, Met director, with cilman Isaacs received our committee in his office privately and
.. ters. were indeed: 1902 bon ton. If
| appoint. but doesn’t impress. too ‘against the -repeal measure. The their legal staffs ana advisers.
“the: wastrel. father (Paul. Ukena) much either. .
Controller ‘did not
attend
the
‘The only really new business to in the chamber of the City Counlooks a: bit.as if he’d stopped off. . Lavish. setting is plus. Of the meetiig,. but was represented by: ‘come up concerned the Assistant cil. He treated the subject with
concern
and with the
to. change. swallowtails at the dry
his
deputy,
Louis
Cohen,
who
said
Conductors
of. the Metropolitan | extreme
singers, Evelyn Lear (Alkmene)
cleaners, ‘that is at,Teast: in. char:.fTates. foremost mention. She has Gerosa was -against. the bill. be- ‘Opera. The group of about nine most intelligent understanding of
‘the theatre’s importance to this
ease.
it
would
not
benefit
the
pubmembers
was.
wepresented
by
Walacter.
found here a_ highly’ rewarding
;
ter Taussig who said that the mini- city and to the nation. His inquirThe casting is, on the whole, part. The baritone Thomas Stewart |’ c.
{mum his group receives {s “wholly ing and responsible voice in the
appropriate, Dorothy Coulter as (Jupiter) -also. deserves .compliinadequate
and disproportionate” City Council was greatly responsithe not-long-to-live heroine is mak- ments,
while
Ernst Krukowski}.
relating that. it covers perform- ble for the successful passage of
ing. a debut. A handsome figure in. ({Sosias, Amphitryon’s servant) is |.
ances
and
unlimited rehearsals. the bili.
her
.
perher elaborate dressés,©
(Figures cover Oct. 15-29)
right well suited to the humorous
Robert Whitehead, president.
Advise
and. Consent—Regent, oranda He asked for a percentage increase
formance
is. - perhaps. unsure, singing. Richard: Lewis. (AmphiRapids (16); Morris,. South Bend
.(17-18);
League of N. Y. Theatres.
for
his
group
and all the benefits
--though the: -characterization- ‘ealls: -tryon), little known here, seems Cay. ‘Columbus, as-2D; Hanna, ‘Cleve.
going to fhe orchestra according to
-for physical. weakness, a tendency. at: ‘start. of a ‘substantial. career.
Best’ Man—Blackstone, Chi (16-28). °
the arbitration decision. The assist‘to faint and take to her bed. Her Walter Dicks (Mercury) and -Lisa- pote,
Bye
&
a.
Birdie. N. ¥. Co. 1628). ae.
ant conductors now earn $205 per
stage ‘presence seems. quite ade- Otto (Cleanthis)’.remained some-|) ston
| Bye ®‘ByeBrae. aa’ Co.}—Exlanger, Chi man per week, including these requate for a beginner. Her voice: what in-the shadow of the others. |ag.
is small but pleasant and she is. -Gustay Rudolf Seliner, director |: Complaisant | ‘Lover: (tryout)—Colonial. hearsals while the orch members
(16-28).
get $170 per man per week plus
plausible. throughout,
A . fuller of | the -Deutsche
Broadway
producer
Robert
Oper. Berlin, Boston
Evening WIth Yves Montand (tryout)—

“Devil and Daniel Webster” and i

‘Allanene

5, Tax Rebate

“Ballad of. Baby Doe.’”’.
Berlin, .:Oct. 2.
Berlin Festival presentation of opera
The: net impression of the new
in three acts, by Giselher Klebe.. Libretto
work .is favorable, though
the by
Klebe. Staged by Gustav Rudolf Sellscore is more narrative.than mel- ner. Musical. direction, Heinrich Hollreizér;. settings and co
Wilhelm
odic. In‘ its upper. class setting Re
choirs,
Walter
Hagen-Groll:
and
turn-of-century
-costuming, ‘choreography, Tatjana Gsovsky. Preemed
plus the same emphasis-upon mar-. Sept. 25 at Deutsche Oper Berlin; $9 top.
Jupiter: ......0... eeeeee Thomas Stewart
fiage of convenience there is 2| Mercury.
...... aeceesecvceee Walter Dicks
-generic resemblance
to Samuel Amphitryon
eosoosencce. Richard Lewis
odecesocce o0et ens
Evelyn
Lear
_Barber’s “Vanessa.”
The work's -Alcmene
Sosias
....cccccsesves - Krukows.
fate may be similar-—a scattering Cleanthis. ....ccccseceearcees . Lisa Otti
eeneeen
Tom
of performances and a certain re- General .
-spectiul attention without marked. Two “Colonels. <2. -W,Lang, Ulricit Vogt.
popularity: or ‘permanence in rep.
‘|

celved

To Pension Fund

“Touring Shows

Head of N.Y. Theatres

judgment

must await other roles.. ‘Staged. this opera with much skill. | Forrest,.

Nervousness
may .have ‘ Gaused
‘some loss of production at: the
performance. caught, although the
orchestra .at several. points, .most
notably. in. the ‘first scene, was too
loud. She was heard last.“season ‘at
Met.
Regina. Sartaty has the heavier
‘ole of Kate Croy and is musieally firstrate though, as a quibble,
she hardly seems British bon ton.
. John Reardon. is x strong, intelli-. gent, believable American lover of
-.the poverty-dreading Kate and the
--moble (because already. rich?) Mil.

Philly
-(6-21,, moves to N.Y.)
Florello 2a Co.)—Nixon, Pitt. ean;

$50: for limited rehearsals.
Both Bliss and Manuti ecommented ‘that they hadn’t been able to
get to this problem because of the

Whitehead was re-elected president of the League of N.Y. Theae

Strong . was conducting of Hein-| Shubert, New Haven (23-28).
tres at the organization’s annual
rich..Hollreiser. Yatjana Gsovsky - Garden Sweefs ‘tryout)—Waliut, Philly.
membership meeting last Thursday
took: care of. the choreography |(8-28).
Gay Lite (tryout)—Fisher, ‘Det. 62D;
involved overall situation but that (12). Other officers elected include
while Walter: Hagen-Groll handled| O'Keefe,
Toronto (23-28).
Herman Shumout)—Locust, “Philly (6-28).. {it would be attended to. Goldberg producer-director
the- choirs, beth adequate jobs.
oF
Co.)—Biltmore, L.A. (16-28). ‘Gave his assurance that the matter lin, first vice-president; producerFirst two performances of “AIK: |. Gypsy
sy ‘Ud ‘Co)—Shubert, Cincy (16-23); . would
be considered with the playwright Robert L. Joseph, secHans.
mene” didn’t. sell out:
| Forte *palta
Kean (tryout)—Shubert, . Philty (16-26). whole proceedings.
ond vice-president; producer Alfred
|
be. Plume de Ma Tante—Paramount,
Case of Salomen
de Liagre Jr., treasurer, and gen: Omaha (1
g64
Furs3 KENT, Des Moines (19-21);
‘Further testimony was given by eral manager Herman Bernstein,
| Redesien Platform of
. Fisher,
Seymour Berman and Clarendon[s
Miracle Worker-—Hanna, Cleve. 6-21);
Orpheum, Mpls. (23-28).
Van Norman on the matter of the
|
Those elected to the board of
' Music Man—Pabst, Milwaukee (16-28).
” Stratford, Ont., Oct. 17. | ; wise. Haan _ (bus- and truck) _Cépitol, dismissal of Lester Salomon from governors include A. L. Berman,
eeling
(@17;
Kei
tington- the orch
by the Met for being Arthar
|. The stage: of ‘the Shakespearean Riera
Cantor,
Alexander
H,
Cries Charleston oeDe MemgFestival Theatre here will have | rial, Dayton (3) Rive, ‘Toledo O47): “artistically unsatisfactory after 12 Cohen, Maurice Evans, Robert FryRit years in pit.”
Both men, mem- er, Jay Julien, Lawrence Largner,
“He. Reardon,. incidentally, came a new look for its upcoming 10th Civic, Grand fanids Oe27); Scottish
-Auditorium, Ft, Wa
(28).
out. to- advocate eontributions.. season. The pillared platform, or‘My” Fair’. Lady aCO. »—Shubert,. cht bers of the oreh, attested to Salo- David Merrick, Gilbert Miller, Lesmon’s competence on the french ter Osterman ‘Ir, Edward Padula,
. “If you. wonder,” said. he, “how iginally designed by Tanya Moisei- |16-29.
Repertory
Stuart horn. and. attorneys for both sides Harold
: ‘we can produce such. fine Ope
| wi tsch and Tyrone. Guthrie in 1953, & National
8S. Prince,
Samuel
H.
Elizabeth the Queen) National, ‘Wash,
directed: brief. interrogations at the Schwartz, Irene Selznick and Marera at $3.95, the answer is, we has ‘been “re-designed
by Miss |a3. 28),
‘Nine O'Clock | Revue (tryout)—O’Keete, witnesses.
It is the union’s con- tin Tahse. Kermit Bloomgarden,
cannot.” This observation was po-. Moiseiwitsch, in ‘association with
Zoronte 6-20; Her Majesty’s, Montreal
tention here that Salomon was dis- Leland Hayward, Herman Levin,
“: itely applauded: and séemed -pe-. Brian Jackson.
Rhinectres_picasars ‘SF. (16-21); ‘Hart- missed for his work as secretary of Louis
euliarly appreciated. by two opera {| Work on: the stage revision,
<A.
Lotito
and
Arthur
the orehestra committee. Goldberg Schwartz, as ex-presidents of the
scouts: in the audience, Anthony. termed “purely technical” by Mi- -ford
Short Happy Life: (ryout)—Harttord,
said he would decide on this issne organization of Broadway produe‘Bliss and Rudolf Bing.
jchael’ Langham, the festival’s ar- LA .-. 16-21, elses).
(24- Co)}—State Fair in his overall findings.
ers and theatre owners, are auto-Two Met. opera regulars are in tistie director, is scheduled to be- Musle Hall, pellss, 6-22);
American, St.
There w2s also 4 presentation by matically members of the board
‘the. cast, respectively. Martha. Lip- gin in November ‘and end sometime | 1, (24-28).
‘Taste
cf
‘Weney—Royat
Alexandra, To- Ben Cutler,
a member of the OrVet
Broadway
producer
Max
fon as the: ‘dowager-aunt: and Nor- next February. The festival's 10th Tonto 12628).
Gordon was named an ex officio
man Kelley as: the jealousy-mo- season begins the: following. June.
Tenth. Man—Shubert,. New Haven (16- chestra Leaders of Greater New
York,
a
dissident
member
of
Local
member
of
the
board.
21);
ston
28).
18.
‘The
new
stage
designs
create.
Wilbur,
Bo
somewhat . -mear-spirited
‘tivated,
‘Thurker . Carnival—Ford’s, Balto (16-21); 802.
Goldberg had previously deLord Mark. Both are vocally help- a larger playing area for the actors Veteran’s
Memorial’.(23); Palace, Danbury
The American Creative Theatre's
>» ful. Miss: Lipton’s diction is fuzzy,. and improved sight lines for the OM: Capitol, Binghamton ‘25); Auditor- nied the group participation in the
hearings
because
he felt that production of Paul Zindel’s “DiThe. basic plan is. to. ium, Rochester. (26-28).
>... more sérious when the words aré- audience.
Toys
in the “Attic—National, Wash.
they’re
-situation
was
not
relevent
Mensions
of Peacoc
begins a
’ English. Kelle ‘4g, per usual, -syl- widen'and open up the back areas: aez Forrest, Philly (23-28).
rite Me a Murder “(tryout)—Wilbur, to the arbitration but ehanged his limited stand at the Eleanor Gould
Jable-perfect.. - peaking of. diction, of the. stage. The apron, which juts
(16-21, "moves to N.Y.).
Theatre,
N.
Y.,
next
Saturday
night
mind
for
the
hearing.
Cutler
tried
Mary Lesawyer’s | 4s. crystaline. as ouf into: the auditorium, will .re- _Beston
pe
oeSuzie Wong—Center,
Nortte bring the single engagement (21).
thecompanion. An “amusing bit:as main th same. “
Tt
, folk tyarf

Stratford (Ont.): Stage} '
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“People do: ‘not come to--the ‘theatre ‘to- hear ‘truths. “Thee come .to
thave ther illusions strengihened, their faith in- humiinity. ‘supported,
their fee ngs oF guilt allev:ated, and their ‘confidence |restored. When
such comtorts “are provided. for ‘them in the tieatre, ‘nex feel, thev
“have had su3erior entertainment. and they basten to rew ard the’ good
ae
provicer. — Maurice. Velency, author of the olf- Broadw:
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Herald Tribune
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“The best way to stay young is to regard the world: as a workshop.
springs the beset
twe pony-betting T feel sorry for brsiness men who:are retired automatically, To have
0 close yaur desk un your 65th birthday, when ‘you
1 are really the

inevitably in qistar of tae curresi film. “The Young Doctors. " and“ the. upcoming
ded Tesuetant bride. ‘asm Show about a writer-of corny anni- |: Broadway play, “Guleon” as quoted by Ral ‘Boyle. in the N .¥. World; Telegram.
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explains

show

character ‘he's. playing.

friendly spirit of hands across the sea. ”“—-Richatd. Watts. Jr., drania
critic of the N.Y. Post, in one of his “Two on the Aisle’ columns.
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Barbara Nichols .harm. Dut . neither does it ‘suffice ;by Arthur and Barbara Gelb in an article in Esquire mag.
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Robert Bakanic,.in a prolog and two: acts. by Karl
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‘The story hus unusual authentic- Rhett ‘Dennis. Sandra Devlin, Bob Evans,
, linger, Staged by Herbert. Bershof: set- |be. again, everything.”— Actress Eva La Gallienne, ‘as. quoted:‘by. Donft, and wiseney. It involves recos- Dick Gingrich. Ann Johnson, Sully Kirk, ; ings: Colin Low; supervision and lignt- j.ald Mainwaring in the. Christian Science Monitor.
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.
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focal
atmosphere = and
whether it takes the form. of pantomime, song, monologue, dance ‘or:
;
Helen Baisley, Francine: Bond,
ose
eatre, ?
movement, the wealth of music and Ausln Colser. Cliffard Feari, John Ford, Dr. Neuross. a ed Georse Voskovec ‘charicature. For me, ‘humor .is “flat and. unprofitable ‘unless ‘it's -conCarol
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dancing, the fluid staging and win.
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Worth.
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Musical numbers:
+The
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Mirror.
“Let
It Ride.” “Til Learn
Yar potatoes
entertainment
for the
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stao2'ns effects. For example when
Beautiful,”
“Who's
Doing !escapist public.in “Do You Know
the young heroine is-asked to leave “Everything
Mihat to Erwin,” “EF Wouldn't Have Had }the Milky Way?”
which .opened bility for one’s acts; whether there sentimental comedy. As a Broadway
the group of widow tourists with
~ “There’s “Something About a Horse,"
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Billy; is such a thing as. reality, .and boxoffice prospect, it stacks up as
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“If
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National)
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. probably various other: points alert as. near-miss and as picture. mate-:
pioneer community in the desert. it©ters Wins.”
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into a!
In today’s tough economic setup
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ance number, rather than in an af- on Broadway, show's that are pret| tonable entry for Broadway box- } it is an expression of an age of Jopen-hearted,.
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crane:
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Simehow, too, the strenuous dances lenough. That’s apparently the case
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The‘ determined whimsy: wears a.
“There’s No Reason in the World,” ning ponies. The television comic was. given its initial presentation. inherent dignity and courage.
“Let's Not Waste a Moment,” and has an engagingly unassertive stage some weeks ago at the Vancouver ! ‘Under: Herbert Berghof’s imagi- bit thin ‘after a while, and Opal’s’
unvarying
sweetness and light, and
“Like a Young Nan” seem pleas- ‘personality, gets his? laughs, han- ‘International
Festival, ‘and the! ‘native direction, the performance | her endless cornball.: philosophic
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and
occasionally. affecting: Hal
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to project and
Twain characterization: that
Weede, whose respiratory illness hasn’t
as the title would suggest. and, at Mark
brought him prominence as a- sola:| Childlike amorality; ‘and some ofthreatened to cause the postpone- doesn’t seem. quite at home behind | least to a few observers; offers.
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bits
of
‘sight
comedy,
are
pass-"
performer, acts the patient .on a
ment of the scheduled opening. the footlights.
ingly funny.’
Sam Levene, repeating the part | almost as much material for. cogitamust nave made a spectacular retion. Incidentally, the title .tems note of touching -lightness - and.
One theatrically | ‘effective ‘scene.
cheerful acceptance.
covery. for his first-night perform- of the harried horse player he act- from fhe fact that the good-natured
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original
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and
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ance. particularly in the demanding
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apparently
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Barbara Nichols as his dimwit doll,
stature, ‘accent, personality and trates and inevitably charms. the
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bard's devoted fiancee, and such patient and a psychiatrist. There manner.
a lonely widow or, for that matter, journeymen
For a two-actor show the pro- 7 Under Cyril Ritchard’s. energetic.
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.
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| $8,424;- Lyric, ‘Allentown, Pa., Fri- Alan Bates). Previous week, $13,-=| yoaund of Music, yaa oreo Gos
endorsements
‘Hughes,
Herald;
day (13); ‘one; $6:750; Jafia Mosque, |
‘794 eeive one
1,407; $75,000) (Martha Wright).
Maddocks, Monitor: Malotiey. TraMONTREAL ©
Altoona, | Pa., Saturday (14), . one,
.. veler) and two raps (Kelly; Globe:
‘
.
:Previous ‘week, $75,912 with Mary
Evening With Yves Montand, St. $9,860.
. Norton, Revord American),
:
Carnival, Imperial (MC) ‘27th Martin starring.
SO
.: ;
Dennis (Solo) ($6; .2,500;), Previous |
wk: 212 p) ($8.60; 1,428; $68.299)|
Last week, $75,769.
$34, 780, six-performance ° Thurber: Carnival (R). ‘Imogene |
Kwamina, Colonial ’(MD2T). (3d ‘week,
Coca,
Arthur
Treacher,
King |
wk) ($6. 50-$7. 50: 1 685; $63, 074). split.
j(Anna Maria Alberghetth. Pre-|
wUnsinkable Molly Brown, Winter
Previous week, $30,1
Last week, 351,957 for. nine. ‘per- Donovan).
; Previous week, $30,972
a-t week. $68,338,
Garden
(MC) (50th wk: 396 p)
{400, six-performance: split.
Last week, $36; 450.
formances...
beet
we
($8.60-$9.40; 1,404: $68,000) (Tammy
“eae
nr
Pe
co.
se
aes
eo
OO +reinterp et
Last’ week. about $27,979: for: six.
ar
itp
ret
det
ee
Lo
mtorr
ee
a
Se
‘eet
-. . tts
Come
Blow
Your
Horn,
Atkinson
|
Grimes).
Previous week, inadvertWrite Me a Murder,: Wilbur (D-1.
. performances. : Municipal, ga: |C) (34th wk: 269 p) ‘$6.90-$7.50; ‘ ently underquoted,
NEW. HAVEN
was $60,740.
T) Uist wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1,241; $36,- |. Complaisant Lover, Shubert (C- cola, -Monday
(91, one,
$5,
1,090;
$43,522).
Previous
week,
Last
week,
$64.77
610). (James ‘Donald, Kim Hunter, ‘T).($4.80: 1.650; $27:300) (Michael Lanier High School, :‘Montgomery,
Other hectres
Denholm. Elliott, Torin. Thatcher,
rit
h- ‘Tuesday (10), oné, $5,000;. Temple, $25, 198..
_ Alvin, Ambassador, ANTA, BzrLast week, $28,758.
-Ethel’ Griffies). “Previous: week, Redgrave, Googie Wi hers, Ric
Birmingham, Wednesday AD), one,
:rymore,
Belasco,
Biltmore,
54th
‘about. $19.000 for. five ‘perform: |} Last week, $20,576 for. five per- $5,000; High’ School, .“Huntsville,
Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) (38th,
{St Golden, Hudson, Miller.
ances, Shubert, New. Haven...
~ “lq
e. ‘Ala., “Thursday (12), one, $5,000;
‘Memorial, ‘Louisville, Friday (13), | 500) (Phil Silvers). Previous. ‘week, |
Do You Know the Milky Way?
here: Oct.- 9 to two favorable no- |.
a
‘one, $1,829: Indiana Uz, Blooming: : $58,589.
;Rose (D) ($6.90-$7.50);- 1,162; $46,tices . (Hughes,
Herald; © Maloney, of
” PHILADEL!
ADELPHI A
‘Loct week, $61 856.
ton, Saturday (4), one, $6,150. .
(045) (Hal Holbrook, George VosTraveler), one mild approval (Dur- |.”Cook far. Mr: General, Forrest
Everybody Loves Opal, Longacre kovec).
gin, " Globe)s-and two unenthusiastic | (oo)
Nina Tallon, Paul Feigay and
(C) O19)wk; 5 p) ($6.90-$7.50;- 1,102;
“‘Teviews -(Maddocks, -Monitor; Nor- 350,724).
Cr ‘3d (Bill
wk), -Travers).
($4:80-$5.40;.
1,396;
Previous
Dick Button presentation of Lyon
+ $40,019
ton, -Record American).
;
‘week, $12.706.
Opened last Wednesday (11) to Phelps’ adaptation of play by Karl
—
$87,376,
Toronto
2d
Weeki
. Last week, .$10, 098.
one rave ‘Nadel, World-Telegram), Wittlinger with music by Alex Fry
CHICAGO.
Toronto, Oct. 17.
Gideon, Locust. (D). ($4: 80-$5. 40; . The Canadian Opera Co. _grossed: three favorable ‘notices. (Chapman, and lyrics by Phelps. Capitalized at
Best: Man, Blackstone ip. RS) 3a]
iNews;
Coleman, Mirror; Watts, |$100,000, cost approximately $110,1a teriffic $87, 376 in its second!
wk). ($5.50-$5.95; - 1,447;. $45,000) 1,580}. (Fredric March).
(Melvyn Douglas, Frank Lovejoy;|
Last:.week, $4,783. for opening frame last week at the’ O'Keefe ‘Post) and three unfayorable (Kerr, |000 to open last Monday night 116)
James Westerfield). Previous week, performance Saturday. night. (14), | Centre here. The potential capac- Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal-;and can break even at around
$19.000.
which .drew three ‘favorable re- ity at the 3.200-seater. was -$100,-;! American; Taubman, Times).
ntion:
:$31 665. With ‘TG-ATS ‘subseri
-Last week, $10,271 for five per-j;
Shot in the Dark, Booth ‘C)
reek, $32,605. with. TG-ATS views. (Gaghan,.: News: ‘Murdock, . 500. at a $6 top.
formances. .
eo 30.87..50); 807; $33,000) -Julie
*
Bulletin).
Schier,
Inquirer;
|
. The Previous week's take ‘was
subscription. * 8
arris

‘ Business

ranged. from. good |‘toy.

an #reat_ for most .road: ‘shows. last |. Sound of Music; State Fair, Mu-

<|.- et
ee
ree

-BOSTON

are

‘

‘Bye. Bye Birdie (N.Y. Co.), Shu-’ subscription’ $64,012 with TG-ATS

wk; 304 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1,615; $69,-

Last week, $18,883, ‘after opening Wednesday in ° ening. her

Opening This Week

Canadian Opera Tuneful

“Byé Bye Birdie, Erlanger (MC-|

RS) ‘eth wk) ($6-$7;:1,.380;: $43,000).

Kean, Shubert iMC-T) ‘1st wk) $87,927
‘Alfred:

Previous week, $50,490 with TG: Drake). . ‘Prévious week, $63, 951,
. Shubert, ‘Boston.". °
ATS. subscription.’
Last week, $51; 738 after. opening | I)"
Last week, $52, 013.
“Kicks: & .CO.,- Arie. Crown

(MC-

T), (Ist wk) ($5.50-$6:60; 5,000;
$117, 000) (Burgess. Meredith).
-.. Last week, about $17,000. for]

a

($6-$7.50; °1,878;.. $72,674)

*Far

a

~ TesiBits Z|

Country,

Music

Box

'D)

(28th wk; 223 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.101;
; $40,107) (Kim Stanley, Steven Hill,
Ludwig Donath). Previous week,
$20,641.
j

. “, week, $20,445.

here: Oct. 10. ‘to two favorable’ re-

views (Murdock, Inquirer: Schier, . Julius |La Rosa is
is starring this _ *Fiorello, Broadway
|Bulletin)
and: one unfavorable: week in. “Stalag _ wv at the Play- ‘wk; 779 p) ($5-$7.50;
(Gaghan, News).

(MC)

<98th|

:
My

can break even at around $16,000.
Cook for Mr. General, Playhouse

1,900; $59.- |'C) ($6.90-$7.50; 994; $37.000) «Bill
week, $36,597. |Travers).

-|house on the Mail Theatre, Param- | 600)
Previous
Closes October 28.
us, N. J.
four performances. after opening | ‘Shot: in ‘the Dark, :Walnut (C-T)
T 7st week, $43,807.
Danielle Darrieux will star ‘in
|
$36.000)
40:-1.349;
80-$5.
($4.
wk)
(2d
to-four:
(11):
night
‘here Wednesday
Jean Anouith’s Paris: edition of
(Julie:
‘spans: (Cassidy,, Tribune; Dettmer,’ $25,
646.Harris). Previous Week, 1|Graham
_From. the Second City, Rovale
Greene’s
“Complaisant
American;
Harris, ..Daily News;
(R) (3d wk; 23 p) ($6.90-$7.50: 999;
Lover. na

Syse,. Sun-Times). ‘Folded: Saturday

Leland Hayward presentation of

Harry Kurnitz’s adaptation of play
by Marcel Achard. Capitalized at 1$75,000, opens tonight oan at &
cost of approximately $50,
an

* Last week, ‘$35,621.

‘PITTSBURGH © (NIC-RS)

Gypsy (d- Co.}, Nixon

Fair. ‘Lady, Shubert (MC-RS)-

‘Howard

Crouse

‘and

Lindsay

were

recipients

Previous week, $17,238.
Russet |42:158).
Toe
. week, $17,450.

recent-

ly
in Boston
of this: year’s
($5.50-S6.60; 2.100; $71,-{ ($6; 1,760;
5,000). “tMitzi- Green). New England Theatre Award, pre500) (Ronald: Drake,. Caroline. .Dix- ‘Previous 5 Ss‘unreported for-In- ‘sented by the Executive Board of
- on). Previous: week. $53,280.
the. New England Theatre Conferit. olis-D
is-Dayton -spli
| diatiap
idapol
for- outstanding
creative
‘Last week,"$55; 358.
Last week, $30,139 after ‘opening |. ence
in the: American
ae
‘there Oct. 9 to. one favorable. re- achievement
‘theatre.
.
CINCINNATI
.
view ‘Monahan, Press) and: one so-«
Trish’ playwright John B. Keane’s
Miracle Worker, Shubert (D-RS) so: (Fanning, Post.Gazette). .
1“Sharon’s Grave,” will’ be given its’
($4-$5.10; 2,000; $60. 000). Previous |
‘| American preem by.the Irish Play"week, - $22, 394,. eight-performance
SAN. FRAN CISCO
‘Rhinoceros, Alcazar (CD-RS) (24° ers at: the Maidman. Playhouse,
“split.
N.Y.; beginning Nov. 8.
"Last week;: $16,154.
..| subseription,
George. Oshrin has: taken over as
‘|Previous: week, $18.295 with TG-

-.44th wk)

' How

To

Succeed

a

In

Last week,

$33,689
and

tation

of play by Steven

Gethers.

{Capitalized at $120,000 opens to!morrow night (Thurs) at a cost of
approximately $100,000 and
break even at around $21.500.

can

Business

Without Really Trying, 46th St.
(MC) ($9.60; 1,342; $66,615).
Ovened last Saturday night (14)
to unanimous
Raves
(Chapman,
News;
Coleman,
Mirror;
Kerr,
Herald Tribune; McClain, JournalAmerican: Nadel, World-Telegram;
Taubman, Times; Watts, Post).
performanmance

William Darrid. Eleanore Saiden-

berg and Leonard Ruskin presen-

for opening
three

pre-

ews,

*Irma La Douce, Plymouth (MC)
(55th wk; 436 p) ‘$8.60; 999; $48,-

Robbins Ballet, $29,276
Jerome Robbins’ Ballets U.S.A.,
which is having a ...,eeneek engagement at the ANTA
Theaire
on Broadway grossed $29,276 on
seven performances, Sunday opening. (8)
through
last Saturday
(14). with the theatre dark Mcnday (9).
The company, which played Eu-

rope

during

the

summer

after

| ATS -‘subscription for. seven per- company manager, and Mary Ward
the Gian-Carlo Menotti Festival of
CLEVELAND.
:
‘|as advance agent for. the touring
“Flower Drum Song, Hanna. (MC- ‘formances,
250) (Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quil- Two Worlds at Spoleto. italy, aill
Last. week, $24, 973 ‘with TG-ATS: “The Best Man.”
RS) (2d wk): ($6.60; 1 515; $59,000).
tour.
Jey). Previous week, $38,916.
Previous

week, ‘#49,817 - ‘with: TG-. subscription,

ATS subscrivti>

‘Last’ week, $48, 663. Ended tour |
.

here Saturday. (14).

Goa

a

ST. Lou
UIS .

Rees Vanghn

7 assignment

ing

has the male lead

in the

presentation

Music Man, American AMIC-RS) Suzie Wong."

upcoming

of

tour-

“World

of

. ‘st week,

$40,327.

20 19 the Alvin.

Moves

Oct.

Let It Ride, O'Neill WiC) ust

Peter Larkin

is set designer for

“Giants, Sons of Giants.”
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| VARIETY

Weiinesday, October 18, 1961.

ons,both male. and femme of all
| ages.

: Auditions

today

(Wed.), |

Merrick’s $2,000,000 Outlay

5:30-10:30
p.m:, and tomorrow
{iThur.,.-10 am.-4°.p:m., at ELT,
rehearsal studio (Hotel Marseilles, ——:::::::
103d St. & Broadway, N. ¥.) All

Continued from page 63 ———

week at the Imperial. Theatre, N.Y. and: Hollywood. The revue folPott ing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- Equity. members: ‘must bring their: ‘The adaptation of the film, “ili, ”
lowed its 105-week Broadway run .
wiy, and touring shows, as well as ballet, fitms, industrial and tele membership cards.
-with musie and lyrics by Bob Mer~ with 25 weeks at the Riviera Hotel:
vision shows. All information has been obtained directly by the;
“Whom :the Gods” Love” (py.4.‘rill and book by Michael Stewart,
in Vegas and then five weeks at
VarizTy Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re- | Producer, D'Arcy Productions (66. is figured to have netted’ over
‘the Moulin’ Rouge in. Hollywood.’
checkvd as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
VW. 36th. St., N.Y.; JU -2-4850, Ext.
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi-' 63), Part available for young, ‘Latin $200,000 thus far on its $250,000 ‘The show, playing an Omaha-Des’.
tins to the list will be made only when information is secured from’ type
femme
‘for -lead.
Apply investment. That’s based on a Sept.- Moines. split this. week, averaged
16° audit, plus estimated subse-: ‘a.weekly profit of $5,000-$5,500 in
resp:msible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads. through ‘agents only, ¢/o Scotti!
quent income of ‘about $17,500: Vegas. and cleared $17,140 in ‘its
proveled by the managements of the shows involved rather than to.. D'Arcy, above number.
weekly
on the show’s steady sell-. five weeks atthe Moulin, Rouge
run & wild goose marathon.
This information is published without aa
_:
‘out .business: . Highlights of: the where its take prior to. the deducecharze.
. TOURING
tion of operating .expenses was &
Sept.
16
audit are as follows:
In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro“Carnival" (MC! Producer,
Investment, $250,000 (repaid), | straight $20,000. weekly ‘on three...
‘gductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage:
David. Merrick (264 W. 44th St.,.
of
the frames. The import, written
Net
profit,
$135,
101,
ments, as yet, aren’t halding open casting. calls. Parenthetical designa- !
: LO 3-7520). Parts available
Distributed profit, $135,000 (split ‘and dévised by Robert Dhery, is
tiovs are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,!<
for. two male fire jugglers. Contact
figured
to have netted over $400,-:
equally.
between
the
management
(\ID+ Musical Drama, (R) Rerue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic. ,.
‘Peggy
Shields,
above
number.’ and the backers, giving the latter a 000 thus far on-its $150,000 invest°:.
Reading.
ment.:
That’s
based on. @# July 23.27°o
return
on
their
‘investment)..
+
| “Genevieve With Love” (Ri. Proaccounting, plus. estimated. subse=.
Balance available, $101.
Must sing. Mail photos and resumes ducer, Herb ‘Rogers’: (Mayflower.
quent
income.
Highlights of: the~
“Do Re Mi”
‘ or call, above information.
eae Seo: Stand CPW. N.Y.:.
.
“Do Re Mi,” presented by ‘Mer- | July 23 ‘audit are as follows:
“Sttitudes”
(RY
Producer, !CO 5-0060).
Spots available. for
Investment,
$150,000
(repaidh
;
: musical combos that also. do come- rick and starring. Phil Silvers, is |:
Net profit, $396,669...
Michael F. Goldstein (10 W. 65th “dy routines and other vaude acts | currently in its 39th week at the
Distributed profit, $360, 000 (split
BROADWAY
oe to ‘Str ee
ae ‘for this” musical revue... Mail: St. James Theatre, N.Y. The musi/
r,
~
cal version of Garson Kanin’s short equally between the management
“Carnival” (MC). Producer, 18-35, who can. sing’ and hav eres and resumes c/o above ad
and
backers, giving the latter a ~
story of: the same title; adapted by
David Merrick '246 W. 44th St., comedy ability, Mail photos and:
with music by Jule Styne |120% return on their investment),
“World of Suzie Wong” (D), Pro- !Kanin
‘Sinking
fund, $15,000.
N.Y¥.; LO 3-7520°, Parts available resumes c’o above address.
;
.
ducer, David Kitchen (118 W. 79th and lyrics by Betty Comden and
‘Balance. available, $21, 669.
four two midgets or two dwarfs,:
‘Banker’s Daughter”
(MC), Pro-"¢
Y.: TR 4- 7760). Parts avail- Adolph
Green, had a deficit of
‘Taste of ‘Honey’
male or fermme, who can play the
$208,340. on its $400,000 investment|.
“Taste of Honey.” presented by
trumpet. Mail photos and resumes ducers, Claite Nichtern & Paul “sble|for a young, attractive Orien- as of a June 24 audit. Since then,
with
immediately c/o Robinson Stone, Libin (61 W. 9th St.,.N. Y¥.; ALital. femme and several American
the musical has laid off for four}| Merrick by arrangement
4-3536.
Available
parts?
man,
|!
‘
blonde
sailor
types,
21-25,
for
a
20above address.
‘40° s, charming rascal; femme, 21,} iweek
bus
and
truck company
weeks, and business. during its Donald .Albery and Oscar Leweni
stein
Ltd.,
began
touring
last’
Sept.
Call Ed operational period has ranged from
“Happy
Happy Happy”
(MC!. attractive, wiliful; man, 25-35. clev- ‘which opens. Oct.:28.
Producers, Arthur Cantor
& Robert er, comic; leading mat, handsome :iDouglass, above number, 11 a.m.- -around 55°% of capacity to 90% of ‘+11 after a 49-week Broadway run
and is currently at the Royal AlexWiener (234 W. 44th St.. N. Y.;ibaritone,
artistocratic;
lyrie se-.3 p.m., Monday-Friday...
capacity. As of the accounting, the

backers had ‘been repaid $160,000!‘andra Theatre,. Toronto. At the.
close of its New York stand the:
of their investment.
Shelagh Delaney play had a deficit
“Gypsy ”
:
‘of
about $35,000 on its $66,000 in(R). Producer,
Medium Rare”
Legit voices only. Mail
“Gypsy,” co-produced by ‘Meraverage femme type, must sing captain.
vestment, Hefty: business the initial
and dance very well; man, 35-40,| photos and resumes c/o above ad- |‘Robert Weiner (234° W. 44th: St, rick and Leland Hayward and ‘fortnight ofits’ road trek in
N. Y.; LO 3-4370).. Part available | starring Ethel Merman, has-been
Madison Ave. ad exec; man, fat, !dress.
- is: figured to have resmail town exec, must sing; ‘man, | “Black Monday”. (D). Producer, for:a male singer 20-25, virile. Call! on the -road since last’ March 29 Washington
above number for appointment.
and is currently in the third week: duced the deficit on the venture,
3's, evangelist, must sing; man. : William Hunt tc’o deJoia, 350 W..
despite: Zenerally:.so-so business ir.
of
a.six-week
stand
at
the:
Biltacrobatic, must sing and climb join gt.
Y.). Avaitable parts:|
; more Theatre, Los Angeles. ‘The ‘Subsequent: weeks,
LO 3-4370.
3i’s average

Available parts: man, | prano,
attractive,
male type, must sing ‘femme, 50°s, genteel;

and dance very well; femme,

character

20's,. naive:

man,

aristocratic;
boy, rotund.

ruddy

-"

walis to play carni entertainer; |several males white and Negro, |
femme, middle-aged, kooky battle- |99.59, all types: white girl, 13-14:
axe,

must

sing

well

and

dance: | Negra

boy,

cluding

evangelists, — executives, : All

must.

carni types. and male and fen and ‘accents.
characters.
resumes,

Mail

photos _ an@

through agents only. c °

have

.

.

‘Television

boy,- 9-10;!

Mail photos and resumes! MeGinn

¢.o above address.
“Difficult.

OF TOWN

of
ifi adaptation
book, “Gypsy:

Gypsy Rose Lee’s}
A Memoir,” .with
book by Arthur’ Laurents, music
Negro femme, |
| by Jule Styne and lyrics by Ste-]
quity children.
“Boz0’s Circus” (children’ s show phen Sondheim, is figured ‘to have |
ood
Southern | locally on
WGN-TV).
Producer,

13: ‘white

femme, 20's, bosomy, must sing’ one white and on@|
and dance; various others | in-; 30-33: several non-

OUT

CHICAGO

|

sea;

Woman"

(tentative,

‘Television

1410. S. Michigan

netted

Productions

Ave.,

over

its .$420,000
based on an

Chicago;

WA 2-1000), Casting director Laura

$900, 000

‘BARNUM: AT$300, 000
“Lyricist | Takes. Less—Book

.

and Music at Usual Fees"

thus far on}

_..

investment: ‘That’s
The. projected Broadway produc-.
audit of March 95 ; tion by Ida -Martuci and. Stephan

when: the musical

ended an 89-!Slane of “Barnum,” with book. -by
address.
; title’ (MC!. Producer, Nik Fatula:Hitt’ accepting photos and resumes Week Broadway run, plus estimated |Romeo Muller, -music. by Milton.
Central
Park
W., N. Y.;; of all types‘of circus aets ¢/o above subsequent income on sock busi- |Kaye. and lyrics by: Fdward. Hey“Giants, Sons of Giants”
‘D'. :135
i address. . Include availability date ness. Highlights of the March 25 man, is’ budgeted at $300.000. AcProducers, Charles A. Totero &' SU 17-5522), -in association with !
William F. Cioffi (60 E. 42d° St.. ‘Donald C..Fetzko. Parts available ‘in- Chi. area.
audit: are as follows: .
cording to a solicitation to. prosNh Y¥.: YU 6-0090).
Several parts. for male and femme opera-trainedi NBC-TY. (30 Rockefeller Plaza,
Investment, $420,000 (repaid).
{pective. backers.° Gene. .Frankel,
a.ailable
for men
and women.. singers,
Latin
types.
Must. be N..Y.; Cl 7-8300). Casting director
Net profit, $480,499 ‘includes who’s to: direct. the -‘musical, ‘and.
dramatic performers, 40’s.
Apply! good sight readers and know: har- j Rick "Kelley - is accepting photos -$168.319 as the production's share Hevman, have agreed:.to accept a:
through agents only or call above _mony.
Mail photos and resumes and.resumes of male and femme
of partial income from the sale of;lreduced:'.percentage of the -gross
number for appointment.
“ce o above address. Include range. ‘dramatic ‘performers. for several the film rights to ‘Warner Bros. t until ‘the: Anvestment in ‘the ven«
“
viewers”
(Ri:
ProShows.
Mail
information
to
him,
for
$650,000 against 10°> of the ture: is recouped.
“No Strings” (MC). Producers, :
No duplicates. picture’s gross and reflects the pro- | Muller and Kaye. the solicitation
Richard Radgers & Samuel Tay:or queen? Ken © viewers ict. Cs‘o above address,
duction'’s
take after the deduction. states, - are to get the regular
Roffman
tc’o
Gaston,
1514
Metro-|
©
“Naked
City”
.dramatic
series).
(488
Madison
Ave.
N.¥.;
XIU
Leonard :of 20°% of the profits as a running Dramatists ‘Guild minimum. from
$-3640°.
Open
call for dancers” politan Ave., Bronx 62, N. ¥.: TA{ Producer, - Herbert’ B.
2-5105'.
Parts:
available
for
male
!
(Screen
.
Gems,
711
.Fifth
“Ave.,.
expense
with
15% .going to Miss, the . start..
to-norrow ‘'Thurs.’, boys. at 11:30
musicatiN. Y.; PL 1-4432), Accepting pho- Merman and 5° to. stager-choream. and girts, at 2 p.m.; at the and femme experienced
ographer
Jerome:
Robbins.
‘comedy
performers.
Mail”
photos
;
tos
‘and
resumes
of
general
male
Off.Braadwav ‘Shows.
Alvin
Theatre
+250
W.
52a
St.
Distributed
profit, © - $408,000
‘and resumes co above address: and female dramatic talent by mail
N Y¥:
(Fiaures denote onenina ‘dttes
no phone calls.
, only, c/o above address.
(split equally between the man-: _ Baleony. Rep.), Circle In Square, 3- 3-60).
“put It In Writing” (R. ProSt’ Marks (5-14-61).
“Not While I’m Eating”. ‘Ri! WBBM-TV, Chicago, (630 N. Mc- |agement and backers, giving the| “Blacks,
ducer, Robert Weiner i234 W. 44th
Cave Dweliers, Mews (10-15. 61;
4-6000). | latter a return of nearly. 50“ on}: Connection, Living (Rep) (412.61)...
Si, N. ¥.; LO
93-4370.
Parts Producer, L. A. D. Company ic o Clurg Ct., Chicago; WH
their investment).
Diff’rent, Mermaid: (10-17-54).
Lennv-Debin
‘Agency,
140
W.
58th
:
Parts
“available
for
male
and.
yvailabie for maie and femme reDream -& Bessie, Cherry Lane (@-“1-61),,
Sinking fund, $35,000.
St. N. ¥.: CI 5-4157). Available :femme- performers, all ages and
Fantasticks, Sullivan. St. (- 3-60).
vue
types.
Mail
photos
and
Balance available, $37,499.parts:
comic. 20's: comedienne, : t¥pes, for 39-week ‘series of drama
Ghosts, 4th St. (9-21-61.
resumes ct 0 above address.
Happy Days, Cherry Lane (9- 17- BL. .
’
“Irma La Douce’
2i)’s: leading male singer-daneer, : Workshops: plus four to six. prime
Harry Stoones, Gramercy (10-17- ei
“Sound of Music” (MD). Produc- | 20's: ingenue singer-dancer: char-; time
original dramas. . Must be | “Irma La Douce,” presented 1 by
Mary .Sunshine, Players (11-18.59)
“Misalfiance, Sheridan Sq.. (9-25-6D..
ers
Richard
Rodgers
&
Oscar acter
man,
20's,
singer-daricer;:: ‘from Chi..Mail photos and resumes Merrick, in association with .Don-One Way °endulum, F 74th Si: (9-18- 6D:
ald Albery and H. M. Tennent. Ltd,
Hammerstein
2d
(488
Madison character -femme,
20's, singer-- “eo. Don Dillion, above address.
Pirates of Penzance,. Phoenix: ¢9- 6 61).
| by arrangement with Henry Hall,
Ave, N. ¥.!: casting director, Eddie -‘dancer.
Premise, Premise ‘(11-22-60).
_.
Apply
through
agents
Blum, Auditions for possible future jonly
Red. Eye, Provincet’n Playh'se . (6-12-61).
: is now in its 56th weekat the Plyby calling
Walter ‘Pernes.
S3p of Life, 1. Sher
Sq. (10-2-6h..
replacements for girls, 7-16, and
‘\{¥; mouth Theatre, N.Y. The musical, . Threepenny
Opera, de L.vs (9-20-55).
us
boys, 11-14 all with trained yoices. above number.
ji which costars Elizabeth Seal and
Under Milk Wood (Rep } Circle (3-29-61).
“PoppaIs Home” (D'. Producer, |};
and
chiracters.
Mail
photos
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
i Denis Quilley, the latter’ having
Monroe Schneier (c’o 41st Street:
by Saroyan, East End (10-22-61).
resumes to above address.
suceeeded Keith Mitchell, has mu- | 2Clandestine,
Actors (10-24-61).
“Mademoiselle
Omaha”
(featurTheatre, 125 W. 41st St.. N. Y.;!
sic by Marguerite Monnot and
.American Savoyards,. Jon Hus ¢€10:26-61),
‘Producer,
Creative Mart
PE 6-1278'.
Parts. available -for: ette
O Marty Me, Gate (10-27-6))
English-book and lyrics by Julian
above

character men and women, over 35.;' Films (507 Fifth Ave., N.Y.; OX
(1c),! Mait photos and resumes c 0 above, -7-5895'.- Available parts: two at-
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of Giants”

Moore,

David Heneker

and Monty

jtractive |girls, 20-25, one. a model Norman. The. original book. and
Py ducer, Noel Weiss (c/o Savan- 2¢dress: don't phone or Visit. Pro- |t¥pe; two young men, early 20's. ‘lyrics were written by Alexandre.
“Shadow
of Heros”
(D-.
Levinson
NY:
PL

Agency, Available
20 E. 53dpurts:
St..: ‘dueer,
2-1360\.

character

comedian,

Warner

LeRoy

(157E. 64th! ?Mail photos and resumes c/o above

40-59:. man, St.. N. ¥.1, Audition Friday .120),/

25 man, 23, under 5 feet, 6 inches. 1-12 a.m. for: boy dramatic ae-:
AH tors, 5-8, at York Playhouse. (63th
18-22, pretty.
tal?: soprano,

St. & First Ave., N. Y.).
:
“Two By Saroyan” (Di. Produc- :}
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Dragon, Aidway (10- 27-61).

Buskers, Cricket .10-28-6")
All in Love, -Martinique 10- 30- 61).

_

.Go.Fight City Hall, Mayfair
‘Bella, -E: 11th St. (11-7-61).

The import, which: has.|-~
twofers the last three '

Sharon’s: Grave,- Maidman

11-2-61}.

11-8-61).

‘Auto Graveyard, ‘Aalst St. (11-13-6D.
Shadows’ of Heroes, York (11- 14-61).
Apple Living Theatre .(11-15-61):
Red Roses. Greenwich Mews (11-20-61.

months, is figured to have: netted |
} over $100,000. thus far. on its $190,-.|.
Androcies-Police, Phoenix -(11-21-61).000 investment. That’s based on an’ “Madame. Aphrodite; Orpheum (12- 27-61).
Aug, 26 accounting, plus estimated |: .
CLOSED
Opening ‘Window,
Marquee
(9-25-61);
subsequent income. Highlights ‘of
closed ‘last. Sunday night as after 24.
the Aug. 26 audit are as follows:
performances. |
foo

(oth |

Trudy Heller’s Versailles.
‘338d St. N.Y¥.; PL 2-1360-. Avail-i
Investment, $190,000. (repaid).
able parts for future possible re-|‘St. & 6th Ave., N.Y.). Jazz singers
Net profit, $96,791 (includes the |
‘and
instrumentalists and hip com- production's share of revenue from
placements: character man, 20-55;
two Puerto
Rican-looking young! iies and comediennes being inter- the pre-production sale of the film
‘40 ROOMS from 20x23: to 60x90
viewed. For appointment call Dori|.rights to Billy Wilder and the
men who play the guitar‘and sing; |
| rset by KeantKlcks & Co.-Gay Life Sall |
(TR 4-2234), Tuesday-Fri- | Mirisch Bros., and reflects the protwo Negro young men, strong, mus- ; Davis
many
other
;
& onilory.- pli
. cular; boy, 8; male midget; three days, iH a.m.-5 p.m.
productions. duction’s take after the deduction
Maiern .
Spacls 3
‘Clean .e
Weil it
/ femmes, 18-25, pretty. Mail photos
(Of a share of the profits to the | Nentilated Ps Several Alp Conlitfonet
e° Pianos
‘Centraly Locatel e Elevator |
‘.and resumes c’o James Hav ‘East
i producers
of the pre-Broadway
‘ant
Sieltehb var]. Sersive
Tce Water. |
; End Theatre. 85 E. 4th St. NiYo. |
’ British presentation).
, Ratner's Restaurant on Premises
“Trelawny of the Wells” 1D. fj
Distributed profit, $38, 000 (split
‘CENTRALE PLAZA
.-Producer, Equity Library Theatre. ©
;equally between the mangement
I BIk. E. of Gooner anion ° B. Birns, Mor.
(296 W 47th St., N. ¥.: PL 7-1710:. | “African. . Carnival” (My. Pro- | ‘and the backers, Biving the latter
2nd - Ave, at 7th St..
Al
9860 All’ pacts ayailable for this cos- ‘ducer, Pete Long (c/o Henry Hud-|a 10%
return on their investtume play of ‘the 1860’s.. It- will:son’ Hotel. 353 W. 57th St., N: Y.: ment).
' be directed ‘in the style of the LT ‘1-1020).
-Auditions Monday
Sinking fund, $30, 000.
Balance available, $28,791.
' period and actors must speak well, 123: for malé and femme singers,
move gracefully and have ability preferably those. who do. African
‘La Plume de Ma Tante’
invests in| Mutual
to wear costumes of the period. -material; 5-8 p.m., at Columbus |. “Ta Plume de Ma. Tante,” a
Funds .. . through.
: Scripts are out of print but copies Circle’ Studios (981 Eighth Ave., Merrick and Joseph: Kipness prewae
Y
will be
available
at rehearsal N.Y.)
This is an Equity show. whieh |sentation of Jack. Hylton’s. preduc- |:
J; BERMANT & Picea Bi
studio.
Some non-Equity people. will be dane as. a benefit for the} tion, began a regular road tour
“12 E.42 St. N.Y. Rm. 27a! MU 7
may be used in small parts. There . African League over Thanksgiving | last. July 26 in San Francisco. after
wee
a
.are over 20 roles, leads to walk- ;‘weekend,
‘nitery engagements in Las Vegas
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almost the sparkle..of. a pre-Broadway ‘tryout. -It’s largely the same
company which chalked up’ 623
-performances in New York.
_——
Continued trom page. 62|
| paltry. songs. There: is certainly no |, Robust boxoffice .at the National
“Lena Horne
‘here. augurs well for the tour and
picture potential here.
Multi-Threat Roeburt
} grounds, se it’s clearly a bonanza
tempo ‘changes’ ‘and. identification.
wnderscores. Chayefsky’s |
Oscar Brewn Jr.'s “book, which further
This. second. half’ ‘includes
tie?
in shaping drama that. hits |: Mystery author John Roeburt ‘deal tor Luce & Co.
‘has been. doctored by: ‘co-producer |talent
ti
now writing two one-acters with | Robert Moses’ fair staff antici“. electrifying. chanteuse in hits from |
broad.
responsive
:chord..
In.
Barron: Nemiroff, is full of |@
hopes of production abroad or off-: pates
attendance
hitting
some
her albums,’ her’ -houts with such| Robert
tasteless. jokes - and goes nowhere. “Tenth Man,” he manages to main. 70,000.000 over the two-year run,
-“gomposer medieys as Duke: Elling- :making false’starts at theme, plot: tain -a direet, parochial interest to. Broadway. One of them is called
‘ton, Jule: Styne. and. Rogers’ & Ham-’- and subplot and’ never finishing’ its |the’ Jewish audience ‘without _limit- “The Woman Who Was In Love and Time is prepping an mitial
‘With Rudolph Valentino.”
print order of 3,000,000 for the
‘merstein,
work, The characters. are naively.|98 ‘its “dramatic appeal. It’s. a
‘He's also completing a book on guide book aione.
Changing. style: and: ‘cad ‘in’ a. _ sketched. *by ‘the: devil figure, Mr. |
| many-layered -.drama with soapoperaish ‘and ‘esoteric’ themes and censorship for Macfadden covering|
metallic blue. gown, she runs ‘the. ‘Kicks, : who’ is-the .child’s concep: :
Ahmad hamai's Pitch
gamut from a: bouncy “Today -}, ; tion ‘of satan’ rather. than a mod-1 ,;¢anny mixtures_of humor and. erotica, tv and films as well as the|
President and the press. His origi-!
_Ahmad Kamal, while known in
‘pathos.
‘Love Everyhody” to “Man‘ I: Love” ern: ‘Mephisto. At ‘the stery’ level, ;
nal paperback based on the -tv’er; Hollywood where he worked as a
The
‘direction
by:
Tyrone
Guthrie
4m blues ‘style, -interpolated by.- ‘the. play is. lacking in sinterest, ‘ine {
“Roaring ’20s” is being published ‘seripter,
|
is now
a resident
of
comedy treatments .of'“Get Rid ‘Of -Vvolv ement,. . purpose
-afid-point. :‘remains swift, with some of the
“Monday” and “How Are Things At. Nothing’ short of - total rewriting *;transition from scenes of high Yid- ‘by Dell this week. It's titled “Sing ‘Madrid, but has just arrived back
Out,
.Suecet
Homicide.”
.in
New
York
in
connection
with
ish. comedy to those of Evelyn ForThe Zoo?” A’ lullaby “Neverland” can. help it.
“In addition to his writing chores, ihis bio, “The Sacred Journey.”
and: a swingy..* ‘Independent,” _
It.
impossible - .to ‘say: what ; man throwing catatonic fits so abHe plans remaining through
‘rupt:as. to. create a shock. effect. Roeburt took a crack at thesping,
wicks"
is:
supposed
.
to
‘be
about...
‘Her = “New-Fangled Tango": and
with
a bit in the Rick Carrier ex-' October, barnstorming his book
“It’s: Alright With Me"
>-7iste: A few: attitudes- come heavy-hand- ; The. David. Hays setting and light- perimental pic, “The Strangers.”
; on radio and tv from coast-to-coast.
edly.
fo
the
surface.
but
none.
is
;ing.
of
the
dirty
ochre
synagogue
ditto . the:. Ellington "Medley
of.
jones ‘a fitting drab background.
“Mood: Indigo”. “Beginning To Sce central; The injustice of segregaBurnett Resigns Hawthorn
Hula Mag Sold
Of .the newcomers to the. ‘cast,.
"The Light” and “Jump For Joy," ‘tion, .the. vanitt of living the high
Whit Burnett, editor of Hawthorn
Hawaii's 72-year-old Paradise of
‘Lipton, a
product
of
eaenae
- her’ Harburg | Medley » of: “Thrill: Jife the unwholesomeness of .girlie. Arena Stage here, is’ standout in. Books since ‘1958, has resigned to ;the Pacific magazine has been sold
"'Me,”.“What Is There To Say” and- magazines and. the ‘sensationalism |ithe:‘difficult ‘role of the- mixed-up|‘work. on: his own literary projects, |to Watkins & Sturgis Ltd.. a Honothe “Begat’?..comedy. number. '
She ;.ef interracial sex are present. Yan- young
‘sophisticate - lawyer
who ‘including an anthology and text- {lulu commercial printing company.
“begged: ‘of. opening. night . with’!‘domly. like. vegetables in-a stew..’
Stripping. the story of such dra-: transforms. from. indifference to book on famous short story writers |Firm acquired assets for about $4,“Day In, “Day: Out,” ‘took ‘three.
;600 after a judge approved the
. matic irrelevancies. asthe sit-ins | sympathy. Gene Gross carries ‘out from:-Story Magazine.
curtain. calls ‘and returned to sing..
He will continue to act in a con-j sale which was recommended bya
-and orgies that take: place, it boils;a similar transition as the rabbi,
_ ‘Stormy Weather.”
sulting
capacity
for.
Hawthorn
{
court-appointed receiver.
*
void’ of ‘spirituality,
‘down to one of the devil: trying to || seemingly
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Aside from its moneymaking an-

nual holiday edition. the monthly
and cher piano. accompanist in-some-a trend to interracial-sex: As the is gradually. revealed.
magazine has had tough sledding
‘Risa Schwartz: a holdover from | . ” Hershey Under The Wire
of her. numbers. is -her husband, :‘inspirational force. behind. a fictive’!
Burnet
Hershey's
“Fighter
for
j}in recent years.
ithe
Broadway
presentation,
plays
Lennie. Hayton. ‘He’ ‘conducts the+Playboy: magazine. Mr...Kicks sets
Hammarskjold”
‘En———_——_
house
_oichestra ©onstage,
Biving ‘out to capture a ‘well-bred Negro ; the ‘schizoid. with great force. The ‘Peace—Dag
CHATTER
-Miss Horne full range at the mike. © girl. for’ the -mag’s Centre foldilhalance of the. cast excels. particu- cyclopedia Britannica Press; $2.95)
Lt. George E. Sokolsky Jr., son
. Her piano accompanist in others:‘gheesecake display’ and’ runs inta jiarly in’ their antic performances. ‘Jis nosing out Doubieday’s ‘Joseph
Lash ‘N.Y. -Post staffer) biog of |of the Hearst syndicated columnist,
:
- Jay.
“4s: Ronnell Bright, « Other: Musi-'the yeto of her :moralistic. beau. |
the late UN secretary, titled “Dag i married Helen Leslie Higinbothzm
cians carried by Lena Horne’ are - The rest. is. implausible and not}
Hammarskjold: Custodian of the jover the weekend.
Ray. Mosca, -druins: Riehard Davis, - ‘worth describing... It should not :re- |
.Four Men
Robert B. Cooke. former sports
‘bass; Willy Rodriguez, bongos: Earl “flect too. severely. on ‘Lorraine.
.. ,Pittsburgh: Sept. 27. .Brushfire Peace.”
Both are due in November while |editor of the N. ¥. Herald Tribune,
“Warren, ‘sax; and August’ Ferretti, ‘Hansberry that: as ‘director, she! ‘Theatre’ Outlook Ltd.-. production * of:
dissimilar
in
approach,
the
sub|
named.
p.r. director of Schaefer
i
three
ac
comedy-drama
by
Andre
Davis.
trumpet:|
-has.’been unable to. make it move - Staged bY. Eric -Salmon; -‘setting, Eric ‘ject matter. of course, is topical.{Brewing
Co.
More
recently
: Salmon and Raymond Hall. Opened Sept.
Delta Rhythm: Bors open - the or come.to life.
Both
Lash
and
Hershey
were
read(he
was
broadcaster and commen"61, at the
Pittsburgh - Playhouse,
There -is no. particular | firesh:.z Pittsbrghs
show with .an energetic ‘“Nine
$2.20 top
ing
proofs
when
the
fatal
accident
;
tator
for
CBS.
ness to Brown's..score. but: a few:: Christopher Spellman :. Peter Billingsley
“O'Clock “Revue.” serue into tat!
*
‘A
Daughter's
occurred in the Congo and both
“The
Heritage
‘Charles “Voxen
Jeffrex Segal
Cool,” “Maria” and “Mack The "of ‘the’ SOngS: have. merit: for
Ken “Bray oo.syeceseecaeees, ‘Rick Jones |publishing houses advanced publi-| Memories of Louis Bromfield)” by
cabaret: singer's ‘repertoire, - "The WyHector Crtreteesensseeeees A rag, ftenk cation.
Knife.”
Eve. strong support ~
Ellen Bromfield Gelb is a February
Miss. Horne. in her “Jamaica” Med. vast, in the main, is weak..-Lonnie “RB
Fred rrieerneessss.“Mitchell Roberts Elya|
Look mag scooped both by tear- | ‘62 item via Harpers. Same month,
léy’ Don Adams ‘is in Act One ‘Sattin makes the best of aw ooden .:Tramp steer seconde.
William Lawford ing out a page ad from last week’s| same pub. will see “ O'Neill”
by
. with his p'ane ‘bit and opens the ‘role as the. devil’s adv ersary,. and; —
the N.Y. Times’ Arthur & Barbara
issue for a capsule excerpt from
his”
singing’
is
easily
the
best
in.
the
second. half:doing’ his American...
[ ‘Th ‘the. oyster shell confines of |Hershey’s book, giving a vignette Gelb. introduction by Brooks Atmissile. bit, Also in: the first half: ‘show; even-if his. numbers are’ not. ithe small Pittsburgh: Playhouse af the UN secretary-general.
kinsen, heralded as a “complete,
are Augie
& Margo ° ‘for - their: Nicelle- Nichols is talented. and at ‘there is: no” pearl—only a steady |
:
definitive biography of the greatest
‘dramatic
terping. -complete. with. éase’ as one - of the two femme}! ‘ clanki
f -empt
a
to} Chi Trib’ Adds Don Freeman
American
dramatist
who
ever
of empty
ideas dug.mien.
into
. floor slides and spins. What Alex. leads, hut Vi Velasco is just ade- be nking
shuckers.
of ordinary
Chicago
Tribune
has
‘picked
up:
lived.”
‘ander H. Cohen-has done -is: sur-; quaté: as :the other. As. for Mr. i While 42-year-old
playwright Donald
Freeman's
TV-entertain-;
Lawrence J. Quirk named editor
‘round Miss Horne. with night club: Kicks, “Burgess Meredith plays the {Andre Davis writes beautiful al- ment column, “Point of View,” for; of fan mag. Hollywood Tattler,
: aets but has omitted any. emcée, a’ “role. without style.. He’ is rieither. |legory, he is unable to sustain a/its Sunday magazine, via Copley |published by Mel Blum. Quirk will
deficiency that: should: be: ‘cor- ‘sinister nor. devilish but. runs: sufficient story line or thought to. ; News Service’ syndicate.
ialso
edit
companion
Television
about like Puck in a red suit.
rected.
MeStay.
| give construction or stability to!| TV ed of San Diego Union, Free- ;Digest magazine, which Mr. Blum
The ensemble . has: one good;7 the three acts. Some passages ry !
man’s string now includes 37 pa- |terms “an entirely new and differnumber, a vibrant ¢ hallelujah ‘to!“out for a-closer look ‘on the printed'
pers, one of them in Melbourne,{ent concept in the publishing
Kicks’ & Co.a
| Friday on ‘the’ college campus, the: page, but they are fleéting and
. field.”
peak musical moment in the show. ‘soon forgotten in the general mo- Australia.
Chicago, Oct:.12.
—_—-——
j Ralph Stein, cartoon and autoBurt Charles D'Lugoff. & Robert.Bar-; But ‘unfortunately. ‘it. occurs -in the:
[Tass of pompous ideas and patchEwen’s VOA Series
‘ motive editor of This Week magaTon
.Nemiroff
presentation
of musical ‘
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and
it's
alk
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nhill.
comedy in two acts (16 scenes), With. book,
work performances.
| David
Ewen.- biographer
‘of: zine, has his fourth book just pubby Oscar Brown Jr., in collaboration: with. after that..
~
_The cast-is all English and would 'George Gershwin, Richard ‘Rodg- ;lished, “Treasury of the AutomoNemiroff. and music and lyrics-by Oscar:
The™ production: |is outrageously compare favorably to top dramatic '
Brown Jr. Staged by Lorraine Hansberry:
ers and Jerome Kern, will write |bile,” a kingsize $12.95 Ridge Press
for, one’ so ‘poorly con- units in. colleges and ‘thé local.
scenery
and
lighting, Jack
Blackman; expensive
and .coproduce a sevies of 52 pro-: (via Golden
Press: book, with
costumes,
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Geddes;
ceived.. Jack - Blackmani‘s ‘stage playhouse:. . -Outstanding
in. the :grams on the history of American |$14.95 the price for later editions.
musical direction and vocal arrangements.
and is by group is Jeffrey Segal, one of-the '
ack, Lee;. dancé
music. and. additional ‘decor’. reeks .of -costs
popular music to be aired by the! Herb Mayes hosting a posh cock~
‘givangemente ‘Dorothea. Freitag:- orches:. ‘turns tasteful, Javish .and. simply
‘poets who has most of the better Voice of America.
.tailery at the Four Seasons, N.Y.
trations, Alonzo’ Levister;.. musical ‘num- garish.” Most
of- the. gowns fash-.
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on the occasion
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ficient projection to get his voice;history of American
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McCall's preview publishing LouMeredith;. features
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published as a paperback original! ella Parsons’ memoirs which ’Put~Peter: Billingsley, playing ’ the by Barnes & Noble, and the story {nam will publish in book ferm.
twitches and squirms of America’s musie theatre, just: It’s at least the. second autobiog-the
play.
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i columnist.
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Naney Ray. yee! |Cuses | than: to. conventional stage
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Latter sold gut her three hoteis
. Sennett.
of the
“an aetor currently in Broadway's R.. Foellinger, publisher
ito W&K, the other two being the
“As a “producer he made a series Peer
HARLES. y “BELDING
newspaper.Burns
said
he
felt
the
Fred- ” Charles’ JS: Belding; . 73; fermer, “The. Caretaker.”
Gotham
and
Stanhope
in New
‘Of “musical. westerns with
removal of sensational advertising.
York. The Gotham, likewise. ex- Scott, and turned out the’ first. all-. juggler and. slack wire w alking act| Mr. and Mrs. William MacLaughfrom the newspaper will reduce perienced a fast Webb & Knipp
“Negro singing western, “Harlem on on the. Keith ‘circuit, died Oct. 14! -lin, son, Detroit. Oct. 6. ‘Father. ‘attention to objectionable films.
:sale to a syndicate
of private
‘the Prairie.”
and the. first. ‘all- in North Adams, “Mass. After re- is ‘general. manager of Music HallHis letter said, “Censoring the‘ realty investors. The Stanhope. an
)..
| tiring from: vaude he = conducted Theatre ‘(Cinerama
midget ‘musical oater.
:
| Mr—and Mrs. Eric Mart, daugh- movie ads in your newspaper will New York's upper 5th Ave.. facing
Surviving is” his wife. former a sign painting business.
have
the
support
of
all
our
decent
the -Metropolitan Muscum of Art,
. | Surviving are. his wife, two. sons ;iter,New York, “Oct..15. Father is
‘Publicist Helen Gurley. n ABC-TV staffer:. _mother is with and civic minded citizens ... tthe- has long heen a favorite “hideecneeietens
Mle
eee
See
_ and .three saughters,
4
theatres).
will soon tose the busi- |.away”
the William Morris agency.
of the ultra Continental
LEWIN FITZHAMON:_
Mr. and Mrs. Red Granger, son, ness of the. curiosity Seeker that ©. Visitors, social and show biz, in tae
Lewin Fitzhamon, 92. film. direeadvertising drew.”
ee
ates
‘same idiom that the Hote} Cz1):le,
tor. died: Oct. 10 in.London. Though | ‘Walter’ Keymann Jr...
Vice : Sept. 23, New ‘York: .Mother is thisLittle
“Ari
:.acatee was in for: at 76th and Madison. is a :etreat
now: relatively forgotten. he --was" president and director of sales de- ‘Judy Codrington, formerly with
‘one-of the pioneers. of: the British velopment of North’ Advertising, Young & Rubicam:. father-is the criticism as far back as 1958 when jfor Presidents Kennedy and Tiula Brigitte Zardot film was $i"OWal. imun, among others.
.
Chicago, died Oct. 10 in that city| actor-announcer.
film industry: .
Courtright. with the initial takevi “Mr. and Mrs. Max Allentuck, Showing late last July of ‘‘HideHe directed: over 600. silent films, ‘after.a long-ilIness.
bemand helped to launch. such ‘British|. - His wife, two daughters. and two-. - daughter, New’ York, .Oct. 15. out in the Sun” touched off an-‘ over of the BevWilshire.
{Mother is Vaughn Bellaver, former other wave of raps. When Gerald ° barded
former
clients and pals
“silent stars. -as. Alma. Taylir and sons survive. "
| casting director for Broadway pro- Allen, manager. refused to yank with terse telegraphic annaunceChrissie White. His first film, made |
queer
rape
uaenena
reading,
“When
are
30u
ducer Kermit Bloomgarden; ‘father the nudist film at the mayor's re- ment
. SOPHIE. BARCtS..
.at the turn of. the century. |avas |
to stay with us at the
Sophie Barciis. : 63... program .‘di- +iis) general; _ manager for Bloom- quest, the latter threatened to re- coming
called: “Briton ys. Boer.” and was:
'Beverly-Wilshire
repeat
Wiistnre.”
|
voke
the
city
license
of
the
theatre,
garden.
based on. a vaude sketch. One of. rector and. radio -Announcer’for |

fering. a heart attack. He had been i. ‘is a 19-year-old widow.
‘at the St. James.since around’ 1954,’ Pentiy Marks to Ross

‘BIRTHS .

Courtright’s Post
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A new G.A.C. office in an important new entertainment capital!
As part of G.A.C.’s dynamic expansion plans, it was inevi-

table that we include a base of operations in Rome for
servicing our booming activities in films, television, theatres,
clubs and hotels‘on the Continent,
There are many exciting changes taking place at G. AC.
every day under a vital and energetic management team,
Our greater diversification of services both in the U.S. and:
abroad is. another important reason why so many more top

artists and creative talents.. -and alert talent buyersse. are
relying on G.A.C. more than ever before.
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&SecyvoLabor
Star as Harassed MetOpensTh :
By. ROBERT J. LANDRY *

+

U.S. Image 0’Seas Via Films Bothers
AIRS PEEVES Goldwyn; Echoes Murrow Credo
+

Reviving after 30° “years ©of |
‘understandable - neglect, Puccini's
’. saloon opera,. “Girl of the Golden:

By JAY LEWIS

"How ‘Hi the Fi?

Foolish Star Terms

Washington, Oct. 24.
Oldtimer’ Samuel Goldwyn
Don Gabor is out-deluxing “|
Gripes to Federal) Communicaagrees that at her present peak
the. deluxe disk market with. ~
tions Commission about broadcastof. fame and artistry “Elizaa
package
that
will
be
peddledropolitan ‘Opera opened Monday |
ing shape to hit an alltime high
beth Taylor is worth every
for. $1,007.50. (including tax).
(23) with a curiously subdued au|this month: As of Thursday (19),
nickle she can get.” But on
‘dience and. performance.- It ‘was | The ‘package. will be a plat-FCC’s'
Complaints
&
Compliance
|
other
‘screen
players
who
inum-finished disk, boxed. in
“tnemorable almost: solely because}
command
comparable
terms
a. “custom-made Silversmith's | Division had sifted 1,087 missives
.-a@ .Negro. artist, - ‘Leontyne Price,.|
from.
irate
citizenry,
mostly
about
and
even
“script
approval,”
-- fated a season’s “premiere: for the ' -ease, containing the only ‘re-.. television. If the pace is maintained
Goldwyn is less sanguine. He
corded. performance of George
‘first’ time in ‘history.
|~and no slack is evident so far;
adds:
‘Using borrowed: scenery.. from | ‘Enesco® conducting his’ own
the previous peak of 1,646 regis“It's Hollywood's own fault
compositions. .
‘Chicago and hokum ‘purloined from
‘tered in. August will be ‘surpassed.
for making those deals. Some
-Gabor;. who {s now prexying
David Belasco, circa: 1910, --the.
of thu.n will live to regret it.”
; Commission staffers who disopera
was clumsily’ staged by
Continental Records, said that.
Nonetheless
Goldwyn,
who
closed the figures said there’s no
Henry .Butler, unevenly conducted|
the proceeds from the sale of
has “talked to everybody now’
question about the reason behind
by Fausto Cleva,-dully sung by
1,000 limifed copies of ‘the
in.
New
York”
observes
that
the
hail
of
mail.
It
all
started
with
|
Miss Price over a frequently too-album will bé contributed to
every one of the major proithe. ‘promulgation, of “Newton's
loud orchestra. The second act
the. International Foundation
ducers
is
in
excellent
financtal
i
Law”
last.
May:
oker game between ‘“Minnie the | for Music’ Appreciation, a-non-..
position.
‘oocher” and the sheriff was a
Complaints & Compliance,: the
profit
‘organization
. chair‘howl with unconscious -“Dick John-'
manned by. conductor Charles . | watchdog-sleuth-and-gripe - sifting
gon, ” otherwise Richard .Tucker,
|
division
set
up
last
year,
started
‘“Munch.:
as table stakes—if he hasn't bled. to
‘| keeping tabs..on letters Sept. 23,
death by the time Minnie . Yays
| 1960..From. that date until.the end
down: three aces,
.
of the year, only 1, 141 complaints |
Tucker. enters late, stands about
were received.
sits ‘down, stares a: lot at Minnie,
An upturn commenced in Janu- but does remarkably little singing,
ary when 593: letters were tabuthough that little with his- heal
lated, hit 803° in February and
(Continued on. page 50).
1.044" ‘in March, wh2n Chairman
West,” the 77th. season: of the. Met-

Twist Snowballs

‘Lloyd's Payoff
On ‘Cleopatra’
Howard Hughes Silent,
Near $2,000,000
Harold Robbins: Reports;

Into Pro-and-Con

| Newton Minow took office. During.
April, when the 35-year-old Chairman. was still getting his bearings,

Stars Shy of the Novel |settlement

London, ‘Oct.’ ‘24.

After.-months

of

has. been

negotiations,|.

reached

out

_ Harold “Robbins, busy - at his of. court. in: ‘20th-Fox's suit for
Norwalk, Conn., digs on his next $5,000,000 ‘against. Lloyd's and: sev-novel, made a Manhattan. ‘visitation: eral other insurance companies in.

the | mail slacked off to -750, but
urged. baek’to 1,211 in May.- It was
- (Continued on page 44)

Communist Pix
Dominate Havana

Publicity & Coin

There are now apparently two
ways to handle The Twist dance
craze. One is to feature it—and the
other {s to ban it.

‘New York’s Stork Club 1s fea‘turing if while El Morocco is not.
The Bazberry Room, one of the

After a month in New York with
his wife, vet producer Samuel
Goldwyn returns to the Coast over
the weekend, more convinced than

ever that “there is too much rape
and
unwholesome
sex
in
our
movies”; a staunch supporter of
USIA topper Ed Murrow's eredo

that j‘America’ s image, via the motion picture, has created a great
handicap for the U. S.”: and satisfied that his (Goldwyn's: yesteryear films “will have greater value
than ever.”
Concerned with the present
| ‘“week-to-week"” manner of today's
picture
business
(no
longrange
planning
for the common welfare),
he takes satisfaction from tae good
ratings some of the post-1948 films
are getting in “prime time” Saturday nights over NBC. That waz

his contention always, and stili is,

with an eyp to the pay-see potential which; however, is in the future.
Observing that he “never made
two pictures alike in theme.” the
veteran film producer points to
the history of Hollywood in its
heyday that the “good family pictures” were the ones which enjoyed the most penetratinz audience acceptance the world over.
Murrow, an old friend, making a
Latin American 0.9., seems particularly concerned with the bald
sex in the Hollywood film. Somehow, when {t comes from the Italian or French flow, into the U. S.
{or elsewhere, it doesn’t seem to
get the same negative reaction a3
when
the
Hollywood
producers

first of Gotham’s posh places to
introduce it, has now banned it,
and ‘so has Roseland Dance City. probe sex and what Goldwyn calls
the wave of “rape pictures.”
play suggestions for Embassy -Pic- on “Cleopatra”: when star Eliza-|
According to a communique from
‘tures’ filmization of his “Carpet-' peth. Taylor. became ill, thereby
Lou Brecker’s ballroom, Roseland
baggers.” .He concedes tifere’s been suspending ‘production for many
{wil not permit its patrons to per“gome star ‘resistance to the pic,} months. Although -firstrun cinemas in form the. “dance’’ and will not. aldue to presumed Howard Hughes
Reported settlement figure -‘by a .| Havana are booked solid with So- low its orchestras to play the kind
antagonism
{Hughes “being
the spokesman for the insurance group viet bloc releases per the new
of music necessary for its performalleged prototype
of ‘unflattered = was said to be $2,000,000... At one ideological orbit of Cuba, affection ance. The dispatch continues, “Be‘central figure’, but discounts sug-{ -time the insurance factors offered’ there’ for U. S: product reportedly |
(Continued on page 70)
gestion -that it’s ‘proving a _prob- $1,500,000, which was refused by, still runs high.
lem for. the screen version. ©
Dalias, Oct. 24.
Smalter outlying Havana situa20th prexy. Spyros P. Skouras, who
Author repeated his understand- conduetéd the negotiations for the tions, as yet--not nationalized byA former star of rock ‘n’ roll
ing, via mutual. pals .but not: first- film: company. |
says it may be a little more. polthe government, continue to play
hand, that Hughes was not angered : “We believe every one is happy,” vintage -Yank- releases to assertedly
ished now. but it still has the same
by the apparent similarities. He ‘said. an -insurance- spokesman
evil beat and he is denounc‘ng it
‘sock business. But in the 16 first-|
hasn't heard from Hughes at all, in’
n his sermons. Jimmie Snory, an
‘run
showcases:
‘aligned
by
the
CasMiss, Taylor: now is working on
A communique from the pub-j evangelist who is conducting a refact (who has?)
.{tro regime into four “circuits, ” it’s:
(Continued on page 20
As for. trons ‘in’ the fire, and.
a Russian-Polish monopoly, as dis- licity reps for the Thunderbird ;ivival at the Oak Cliff Assembly of
additional to the next novel, he’s |
{closed
by
identical- sized
film Hotel, Las Vegas, revives a yester- God Church. Stated that he has
polishing a legit venture for winter,
blurbs in ‘a recent issue ‘of Ha-| Yeat_ advertising-promotion stunt {had hundreds of kids tell him that
j which went out of style in recent
they get into trouble after record
..’63, bow. Too early to disclose
| vana's “El’Mundo" (The World).
_ “more, he says, but indicates teasFact that no Red China ctnemat- years—the duebill. The Stevens-| parties and teen-town dances.
Trembath
flackery
for
the
Vegas;
“ingly it will outdo his books in
ics were advertised. (Oct. 8) could
The young Pentecostal evangelist
plushery is soliciting networks and
controversy. “The title alone will
“Camelot” is in the black.. ‘Ree be of pointed interest to Prez Ken- others for swap-rate duebili adver- ;jis the son of country music star
nedy’s policymaking. circle—espec(Continued on page 20)
covery. of the- musical’s $673,000" cially if; as rumored, Castro has tising, at the rate of approximately Hank Snow, and has said tha: ‘he
production cost, believed to be a_ been’ chummier. toward Pieping $250-$1,000 per month, the duebill would be forced to condemn his
father if he sang rock ’n’ roll:
record high for a regular Broad-. than Moscow.
to “be used for room, food, and Comparing rock ’n’ roll to smoking
way presentation, was completed a
beverage. daily, holidays being the
Incidentally, the Cubans seemiContinued on page 69)
Carnegie ‘Hall, that citadel of fortnight’ ago. during the show's: ingly. aren't tampering with the In- only exception. ”
- tusical culture in New: York, 45th week at the Majestic Theatre, ternational mail.: This surmise is.
Maury “Stevens, for the publiWhich has seen-some offbeat book- ;N.Y. As of .the-end of ‘that stanza. via Charles Garrett, publicity man- cists, mentions that the ThunderEVERY VIEWER has a seat on
ings: for neo-“sick” comics: and far- Oct. 14, the Alan Jay: Lerner- ager for -Allied Artists ‘Interna- bird Hotel is building 600 addition- |
the scrimmage line, for EVERY
out Jazzniks, has Belle Barth on its ‘Frederick Loewe-Moss Hart pres- tional, who’s in continual. corre- al rooms, a golf eourse, and has apagenda for a nidnight concert next entation had a net profit of $9,500. spondence with several relatives in pointed Monte Proser to handle
PLAY
with
a TELEVISION
The hefty outlay in the musicat Castroland.
Month.
the entertainment. His first show
Garrett himself came
ZOOMAR LENS at a football
A
Broadwayfarer- ‘wanted : to: was ‘recouped without benefit of up from. Cuba earlier this year will be a tabloid
version
of
know if the ‘Met will. book B.S.;|forthcoming in¢ome from the. sate after .20 years on Havana's film Rodgers & Hammerstein’ 3 “Flower game. More than 600 now in use. |
row.
Drum Song.”
Pully in defi,
(Continued oa page 7)
‘Monday. (23) with cast and ‘screens

connection.

with losses

sustained

Ex-R ’n’ R Star Turned
Evangelist Says Despite
Polish, Beat’s Still Evil

NOSTALGIC TRIUMPH:
DUEBILLS RETURN|:

‘CAMELOT’ IN 45TH WK.
RECOUPS ITS 6736 NUT

Save Carnegie Hall?’

2
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PhilippesFaancy Showmanship Fillip

Friars Give Merv LeRoy TheirWorks, |
But Abbot Frank Sinatra NotThere)
By ARMY

+

_A

Manhattan

‘London,

pressagent,

“Advise

and

Ccnsent,”

won-

an 18th Century prostitute—
BBC. Radio has now booked a

cered out loud how the pro¢ucer might have assigned his
“Ben-Hur”
roles if it. had

see Py barbs but fis cther qualifieutionsS made iim a@ pctential sittris Guck for the binsts of buddies
on the dais.
Le Rev fas been prexyof Holly-

keen his property.
cust

weed Park racetrack 1@ veers; he
is the Ne. 1 Les Anzeles Dodger
font is a pal cf politicens, beth incotrbent
ard Gefeated.
However,
the fact he's hkest Known
as a
“hive EUY
ius ‘net the evenins
the
was
a
veined
affair
culled
;
weelivorzer sherpwrted .emarks!
‘
'
from celebs,
‘Not King
Dais rtemmrec>
Cle. Steve Mets
Jaek
Benny. }
dock
FE.
Warner,
Greer Garsen, Lone Turner. Dean |
Ruaurtin, George Burns, Pehy Bertea. the Decgers’ Write: OoWatiey
rdsothe)=«6aAnge'’s)
Fred
Haney,

2Uth Century

short

The dream

...... Eddie

Messala
Father

Arcaro

other

.....0.. Jimmy Hoffa
........ Queen

Shcik Ilderim
Quintus Arius

“The | Sweetest

tte Dee NV,

Fhe

aArt

id

evening

Pen ert
men
Sor
Ste keel

(CG urenily ‘astern
tour)
"Qver’.a lung
period we

Rlayed

‘Side

| fair,

fur

scares

of

says:
hive

before

the Hilton and Zeckendorf chains
he proved. himself a natural, socialite ‘showman who. ‘knows- how. tomix up:.Park Ave: with the show
biz bunch; :the: industrialists ‘with.
the international set, and make it
; all spell out over $200,000 ‘net. ‘for ‘sweet charity's sake, in’ this case:

the French Hospital in. New -York,

“Listen With .

the French Seamen's Fund over-.
seas, and kindred Fr anco- American
-causes and charities.”
The’ pinnacle. of Philippe's show-

seme

manship was. hit Friday. night with.
Pix Help Reconciliation
getting charmant Maurice Cheévaier to inferrupt shooting his Walt
_ Of New With Old Groups | Disney film in London and fly over
for 48 hours to he the bellwether
In U.S. Polyglot Society: for
the talent;. getting a 1.200'turnout. tat $150-a- head) ‘to rough it\a

Urbana, Hl., Oct. 24.

The film version of “West Side'bit in the: 7th Regiment Armory
says “more about the minds jon Park Ave..and 66th St: -no suit-_

Storv’

and hearts and living conditions of ‘able New York hotel was available;
juvenile. gangs than most of the| and for a last-minute. showmanship =
books written on the’ inspiration ‘getting the -band: from
sociology

cn international,

traveling

from the Mothers Union;

kiddie. serles,
’ Mother.”

RedTalentBis.
AtB.O. But Feel
‘Novelty’s ’ End,

to bone

affairs

will

She

Then four
cobbler, two.

people—a

pusiness | ot socialite

eeumpcoreunoumnes
tar
a

was ec guncked

up

BBC

artists—sume

good,
sume great,
but
.ANKA
is) really
superb.
is a rare combination | of
youth, goed lovks, affability, showmauship and talent, but the greatest of” these is T ALENT.”

Course in Diplomacy;

by well

.a “Woman's

however,
is ‘that
“Woman's
Hour’ follaws so closely: on-a-

Actors Overseas Require: PAUL

is of the opiniom that Amertfilm industrvites
would do!

“Tre Friars
ae
ented

This

GUY LOMBARDO

Pontius Pilate ..Farl Warren

rere asd LeRov'sS field
Cc:
can
6"
PY

Music

Of Heaven.”"7

Gen. Maxell ‘Taylor

L:.der Secretary of Navy Paul Fey:
In New York after making two:
fr Helly aod FPark’s dimes 1D.)
Fictures
in Spain —
“King
of
Stewart
Santa
<Anita’s
Robert.
Kings”
and “E] Cid”—Hurd Hat-*
Seob, TDA Rour@® ef Sepervisors
Ernest

prostitute: for a

on

show

variably reaches its zenith with the
April In. Paris. affair. . This time’
last: Friday 420) it marked (a) its
-. 10th ‘anniversary and. ‘b) a first in
that the. “April In Paris” event was
| celebrated: in October.
‘The showmanship. comes. “natur- | ally to: Claude C.: Phillippe, now
‘| the exec--veepee of Loew Hotels
- (Tisch', “Even when -he was with

housewives and an ex-head‘master—will give their views
on prostitution..
Main
criticism
hurled
at

Saroya

..°.. Ibn Saud
............--

Jeany Stexert. Hurd Hatfield: Yank

spot

“Hour” program.
talk about her life.

follows:

Ben-Hur

Oct. 24.

In the face’ of much ecriticism for
serializing: | “Moll
Flanders”—Defoe’s
story
of

taking note of Otto Preminger’s spectacular casting of

The

-| Charity: balls and. dinner. galas in-.

The Real Thing

Prem-Like Casting

Mails weed, Oct.2
STettiun
Ee Bey
csas) a periect
Coane ike ac exeedent tareet for
Sanday
ia. .’s
Friars
annual
er lcitv feed ist ne BevHiton. Not
ck
es he gn
tasvfous foil for

rewibher

Puts New Twist inAprilinParis Gala:

ARCHERD

abroad. |

‘ subject.”. Margaret Twyman, direc-

the Wagonwheel, one of .West 45th’

In meny cases the natives of tor‘Continued on -‘page 54).
tor of community relations for the,|
cign lands iooks to an actor swh
; Motion Picture Assn. of America,
as himself as representing
the
|said here last week in an address
the tenor cor the ¢% ening sshen he theught and policy of the United
lat the U of Illinois’ faculty forum
Pros
is 2 reed
COP TheG
a movedts
States and said actor ought to
Parts, Oct. 24.
for me. is the firet time I speck be able to give : a good account |
{series.
Interviewed
|
here:
.by
French
;
ir behalf ef a dear friend.”
Making the point that - feature|
of hin:self in discussing’ internajeurnalists,
concert impresario |
: films not only implant. but also furWater
OMalev
wha. ted the: :tional affairs.he said.
Hollywood, Oct.. 24.
elf, Fernand ‘Lumbroso
declared
he‘ther significant ideas. Mrs. TwyGuis specke.s get a laugh with:
Hatfield said he found: him.
‘Bob Hope has been naméd for
foo, c
,
man makes
said apropos
of “Story”
whet hooper. “when you dont.
“suddenly
real” that,
the: "Tenth -Annual -Milestone Award
in something of a spot in Portugal's had “gr ossed ° above $3,500,000 in:
win the pernant—sex
open the ‘hehalf as .concerning. its colonial ticket sales on attractions primari- :
‘problems
of. assimilating new, -by ‘the exec. hoard of Screen Pro‘Cantmued on page 56)
Guild, prexy Walter Mirly from. Russia. But these have |groups into a society. The picture, ‘ducers
, Possessions.
Hatfield is shat
qnemate. now -been_ partly exhausted, their:is important,'s she
continued, der!isch announces.* Honor: will. be
will-see and under-. presented _to.comediun March 4.
after wha
i;action
dinner
at BevHilten: Hote.
“disastrous
career.’
The
disaster,’ novelty’ value
exploited.
He
will {Stand the ressage of the. film Ww ho! at
came when he fell into a classical: rely hereafter . increasingly upon iwould never enter a sociology. class- ‘ Frank. Rosenberg will chair. affair..
mold with his roie in “Picture “Red China for talent. His presen- i room, or think of reading a..text-,
In addition: to Hope: presentation of; dinner will: honor best film of
(of Dorian Grey.” This came at 4 tation of the so-called Peking. book on the subject.
Washincton. Oct. 24.
}the. year, best produeed telefilm
(Continued on page 68)
;Qpera - ‘essentially acrobati¢es) and
When
First
Lady
Jacqueline
iseries and Jesse: L. Lasky-Intere
‘ithe Peking Music Hall were. both
DROP MARILYN MAXWELL 4 Collegiate Competition . Award.
Kennedy «as at Vassar, she wrote
boxoffice ‘clicks.
DELFONT'S
PIX
PROD.
Past~ recipients. of Milestones
an tssay on ‘the three men she
‘Lumbroso
has imported ‘many
ee
ere
international shows from Commu- | 20th-TV Couldn't Make Proper Use j were. Adolph Zukor, Jack L. Warne
weu.d ynost Ike to have known.’
London Legiter Says He Has nist regimes, as per Poland, Czechof Actress
er,
-Samuel' ‘Goldwyn, ‘Spyros “P.
One of them was Oscar Wilde. The ,
Signed Sammy Davis Jr..
——_——
Skouras, Walt Disney, -Cecil “B.
oslovakia,
Bulgaria, Roumania.
Glrers were Russian bailet impreHollywood, Oct. 24.
:DeMille, “Darryl F. Zanuck and.
- Non- Commie. ‘shows he’ has handled|
London, Oct. 24.
sario Se:ge Diaghilev and French
include the Balinese Dancers and
.20th- Fox-FV dropped its option. Louis ‘B.. Mayer.
Theatre
impresario
Bernard the’ American operetta, “Porgy &:
peet Pierre Charlies Baudetiare.
on Marilyn Maxwell, one of the.
’Delfont is moving into the film- Bess.”
|stars of “Bus Stop,.”. and she deIn recest months, the President’s business with the formation of an:
“Soviet companies he has man- ;Parts” the series efhgaine reduce |
mife
has
complained
that
she us yet un-named production com-!
Huggins, produc:
.
‘aged in France include Bolshoi, 13 segments. Roy
“I have made deals with .
couldn't be in New York last sea-_ rany.
‘“Moiseyev, - Beryozka,
Caucasian’
sen during the run of “The Impor- Anthony Newley, Sammy Davis Jr. Ukraine and Kirov Ballets, the Red; said that she Was offered. seven of:;
|
Benes
Kirov
company.
‘at
the
‘and Harry Secombe and have 4a:,Army .Choir, Leningrad Symphony,
‘the next 13 but she. declined.
tance of Being Oscar,” as inter-:
Paris .airport. early in. 1961, will
three-picture
program
planned. } David -Oisttrakh
and. Sviataslov| “We couldn't integrate her in to ’ complete his contract: Dec. 31. with
pieted py Michael MacLiammoir.
When the actor brought the work | “The first will be a film version Richters
| the: stories.” said Huggins; “and 'the Marquis de Cuevas Ballet. He
‘Stop The[te the Library of Congress, last! of Anthony Newley’s
therefore didn’t exercise our op- - has been the company’s star and
week. however, Mrs. Kennedy was, World, I Want To Get Off? now
tion. Her continuance in the series-:b.o. magnet, especially in “Sleepin the audience, accempanied by,‘playing at the Queen’s Theatre.
would not have been good either- ing’ Beauty.”:
four friends. Charles E. Bohlen, ‘ Newley will star in it -and also di-.
-for her or for us. Four days ago- Nureyev is: expected. to appear
with Anthony Havelock-Allan.
former ambassador to Russia, Mrs."lrect.
!
| she completed her last episode of ; fn the U.S. as a guest dancer
Gecrge Y. Wheeler, wife of the :| producing ‘Stop The. World’ which
‘Bus Stop’ and we decided to drop |.
during 1962, possibly with -‘the
former RCA executive, and Wil-; ! starts shooting at Shepperton in
her when she refused to accept the | Georgé Balanchine troupe. at N.Ye.
liam Waiton, Washington artist.
‘Continued on page 65)
seven segments we offered her.” | City: Center,

Afi hev Katy ere.

Then Ge arcie

Jesse}

took

ootho

else?)

cver,

set

‘BOB HOPE FIRST ACTOR
TO COP A MILESTONE

FIRST LADY FINALLY
CATCHES MLIAMMOIR

Soviet § Nureyev toUS?

tion head at the Westwood studio, |paite’gancse one ieee’ oun.

MICA Not anAgent|
If& When Spinoff

‘Current ° hep

market

action

in

MCA’ reportedly based .(1) on ‘good
jearnings

and (2)

the

intangible

when the agency is spun off from
MCA Ine., which will specialize in
‘tv production and reportedly may
expand even further into theatri-
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Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Screen. Actors’ Guild last night |
(Mon.} approved an extension. of its

‘vidpix production waiver to MCA
from June to Sept. 30, 1962. MCA,
in turn, agreed to decide. before
that date whether to terminate the
}agency or its production (Revue).
{ activities. What the choice” will.
‘be seems a foregone conclusion. °
It is: also strongly believed out here that MCA will go into full-

scale theatrical motion. picture pro-

VARIETY
184 West 46th Street

nc.

New York 36, N.Y. |

'/duction . directly and not merely
packaging
talents — star,
story
property, director, ete. Its. ability

‘to effectuate the financing is| Bene.

erally conceded..

.
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of the size-
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income.
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President
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cal film packaging.
‘Ceding the agency to MCA. per+eenters
currently
involved
may
not realize any appreciable capital gain for the parent, but could
achieve a. larger profit margin
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Rentals Reflect Broader.
“OrsonBeanEndorsesHancock —[puesRALLY HO Enhanced
|
| ‘Age“Appealin Disney Product
[GREATEST THING. SINCE YMA SU MAC]

|FokO'SEACOMIC|

- The NY. Times amusement ‘section Friday (20: earried a: ‘small,
“two-column. endorsement ‘ad:..'Tony Hancock is a great, great
“comedian. and should not. be missed, He’s ‘in “Call Me Genius’. at.
the Murray. Hill Theatre, ** signed “Orson ‘Bean,.:N.Y.C.”.
By. VINCENT CANBY
“” Queried later that day on ‘his benevolence, Bean reported ‘that
“ad was: entirely of his. own making. He didn’t. know Hancock. per“Walter ‘Reade’s Continental Dis- :
sonaily, he said, but during: his various visits to England had ‘seen
thibuting; one: of the. most success- ;
him an. ty and listened to him on the radio. “He's the greatest thing
l-ful-- o£ indie.distribs: (especially |
since Yma Sumac.” Like: Hancock himself: (see -.separate story),
Bean thought: the. Bosley Crowther. ‘remark likening ©‘Haneock to. a|with. British. imports such as “Room
British slapsticker Norman Wisdom. “uncalled “for.”
at, the. Top. ” “Saturday Night and :
‘Had -Bean: seen the picture? ‘No, he said. not, until after he'd. | Sunday Morning,” etc), learned a’
inserted the Times ‘ad. .While” he didn’t think the. picture the
| $ad: fact of film life last: week: it,
greatest. comedy of’ all time, he:did feel. itshowed enough | of ican: be. embarrassing .and some- :.

4 what foothardy

‘Crow ther.

to import an “un-’

By GENE

Detour To Poothouse

:

It’s things like this that are

ARNEEL

Walt Disney, ever-lovin’ as merchant of dreams for the kiddies,
now has a romance going with the

apt to leave distribution execs
jadults. And it's paying off.
skeptical—right or not—about
Disnev’s domestic film rentais
exhibition’s poormouth bit.
for the
year
ended
Sept.
3
Ohio. Independent
Theatre
‘amounted to an estimated $32.030,Owners (National Allied affil)
u60. representing a gain of almost
is sponsoring a-.Feb. 2-18 char- - {
$9 000.000 over 1960, and it's largeter flight tour of the European’
i
ily
attributable to the produter's
‘production - exhibition
setups.
pitch for business among all age
Cost listed by the Ohio body is
igroups.
$655 per. member.
| This particularly obtains with

‘known: -(Stateside,. that is) personality . to: tubthump
his picture.
| is‘Parent Trap,” comedy having to
}
* before local reaction to.the picture
do with a separated couple whose
| has been. ascertained. .
twin girls set out on reconciliation
Continental, « which . heretofore
maneuvers. This was all right for
“has had extremely . happy. results.
the moppets, of course, but noneby bringing in Peter Sellers, Terry- ;
theless was far more sophisticated
Thomas. and others to phig their. I
than the previous, traditional Dis-pix, last week ‘had top British tv;
and radio comedian Tony ‘Hancock !
Before leaving. ‘New York Sun-+
Italian filmmaker Dino DeLauSurveys taken in behalf of the
ion hand for the local premiere of . rentiis, in New York from Rome‘ filmmaker show that both “Parent
“day, (22). for London, Morton AY
“Hancock's “Call Me Genius” whieh. ‘With his general counsel, Mario Trap” and “Absent-Minded ProfesSpring,” president of Metro Interunder. the ‘title of “‘The Rebel,” Borgognoni, said he's not seeing: sor”
Hollywood, Oct.: 24.
(latter being the boxoffice
national. disclosed that “King of | .
He smash comedy! drew 65°: adults
- Johnny. Green. for fifth year . is. one of the top grossing .pix in eye ta eve with Paramount.
The
picture said he hasn't received, and is now ,to 35°7 children. Further, business
Kings” has.’‘been ‘set. to. open. in} ‘will be’ .musical “director. of: ...i Britain. this year.
: Opened. at the Murray Hill Monday demanding,: a full accounting on: was not so much limited to the
"103 important global cities by |, 34th annual Academy Awards
and. the reviews ‘which’: ap- .the pictures which he produced children’s hours—such as the weekChristmas. He -said in. effect this | presentation,: fo be simulcast - i:(16)
peared the next day, notably ‘that. and which Par distributed.
‘from Santa Monica Civic Audlend matinees.
1s the biggest’ grab-for worldwide
-In the N.Y. Times ‘where a good ‘Last. ‘week Par filed a N.Y. Su- - Even the most recent cartoon featorium, April.9; 1962.
pic attention at Yuletide in the in- Green ‘previously held post inotice is deemed all-important te-preme Court action against De- ture, “101 Dalmatians,” got,a betdustry’s history, .Reason of course:
an import}, were enough to send an : Laurentiis.
in 1945,°1948, 1951. and .1956;
Complaint had it that ‘ter play among the adults. Grown.is the: obvious one, “Kings” being| and: also - ‘served as genera -actor less: philosophic.than -Han- :$295.000 was loaned to DeLauren- - ups in the audience numbered 67
figured asa particularly likely. can- | ‘director in 1949 and. producer:
cock
straight .back
to Britain. ‘tiis against the returns on “Tem- to 33 small fry.
didate
at. the boxoffice
at the
Significantly, Hancock Jeft N.Y. pest” and if Par couldn't recoup; Trend first became noticeable
director in: 1952.
“holiday time and global exhibitors =
= Monday (23) headed directly for from the picture then DeLaurentiis | with “Shaggy Dog.” also a major
are. recognizing this. .
'; Paris for 36 hours of fun and frolic would have to replay the loan.
;
‘click
comedy. Persons old enough
[before returning. to London.1.
“First overseas opening is set. for
Italian visitor said he has placed; to buy their own tickets began
Rome Oct. 26'at the Quattro Fon-:
this
amount
of
money
in
escrow
‘coming in sans toddlers in tow.
| Cornered. in his Hampshire
tane Theatre is a ‘benefit for. the |
and its disposition would be de-j “Nikki,” an outdoor adventure pro- House suite Thursday. (19) morning
‘Ttalian. Red Cross. «This ds being |
the actor seemed more mystified -termined by -an arbitration board. |duction, similarly drew a greater
billed an “avante premiere.” Lon-}
‘than shaken by Times critic Bosley : He said he made the proposal to proportion of the upper calendar
don. unveiling’ is scheduling for’!
Balaban, Par president,| prackets.
Crowther’s - blast, especially by a Batney
‘Nov. 15 at the Coliseum Theatre
_line that bracketed Hancock in the - that the arbiters shouid consist of| Needless te say, Disney is not
one
man
on. Par’s side, one for
Hollywood, Oct; 24.
Spring is te go.to Rome ‘after
(Continued on page 20)
‘same category with. British slapLondon. Seymour Mayer, M-G In-. ‘Bight. features — originally... On" stick. comedian Norman Wisdom. ; DeLaurentiis and the third neutral.
- ternational y.p., left . Manhattan. Warner -Bros. summer. production’ In “Genius,’: * ag. in his radio and - DeLaurentiis says Par.turned him °
‘Monday (23) for a two-month tour ‘sked have been. placed on the “in- tv shows, Hancock isn't so much...
-of-the Far East and. Middle East to | aétive”: list. for one reason or an- a comic.as a straight actor caught " ‘DeLaurentiis said further that !
he now wants complete statements
“coordinate “Kings” releasing pans, other. Some have had seript: trou- in. situations which are comie.
not. only an “Tempest” but a180 |
Also: slated to attend: the Len- |ble, others: ‘ casting ° difficulties
(The picture. a no-holds-barred ,:anent
‘War. and Peace,” “Five |
with
hopés
of.
materialization
in.
don bow are “Kings”
producer |
‘spoof of modern art, concerns a
Samuel Bronson and director Nich- near future. However,. studio exec ‘modern-day Gaugin-type of British ‘Branded Women” and “Under 10
Flags.”
He's hired N.Y. lawyer
pointed:
out
that
projects
have
not
olas- Ray.
|. been
abandoned.
Included.
in . white collar worker who “chucks . Matt Correa of Cahill. Gordon,
group is “Formosa,” “Robert Fel-. it all” and goes to Paris to paint.: Reindel. & Ohl to represent him
} lows: Prod. which was to sfar Rob- .The--only trouble is; he hasn't a in the bout with Par,
ert Taylor with Roy Rowland di-'. shred of talent. VARIETY’s: Dick:
‘rerting. Fellows recently. suffered Richards, in - ‘the. “Mareh 15 issue,}
Holiywood. Oct. 24.
a. heart. ‘attack. ‘Warner deal .is; called: it ‘a: stylish comedy .which!
Incorporation last week of Art} strictly for distribution. -Marion|‘though slow at.times, earns lots of |
ists & Producers Associates with
Hargrove and Allen’ Scott scripted. ‘laughs ... . American audiences’
, Richard Quine as prexy and Blake
Others. placed’ on the ‘so-called- mau. need time to ‘appreciate. Han-! Between “clarifying” sales con- |Edwards, Max Arnow and Jack
+ deferred ‘Tist include “The Crack- cork.” Whether. or not American’ ;tracts and keeping the doer open Lemmon as veepees is designed for
audiences,
co
need
time.
it's
a]
‘erjack Marines,’:
war novel: by
for exhibition envoys ‘in to plead | developing a creative talent pool
Ben Masselink; - David Dunican’s cinch, Crow ther will.)
the.cause, where are: the Manhat- | to meet demands of the future,
novel’ “Changed. -Man":: .“Eighth™
“In ‘light. of the local reviews, itan distribution execs finding time !per Edwards. There isn’t any inMadrid. Oct.. 17. 1 Air Force,” based on-an ‘original “Continental ‘press. reps offered to to ‘séll product?
.tention of producing at this time.
-The executive. board .of Unies- |.story by Beirne: Lay, - -dealing with ‘let: Hancock. out of his prearranged
This point may be stretched, but ‘Rather the four-ply team, each of
Ww orld War ITI exploits: of U.S, Air ‘meetings with the local press (visits jit. alludes to last week's round: of|which doled out $10,000 for the
pana. (Spanish Preducers. Assn)
_ showed its pique last. ‘week with. Force; two :Bryan Foy _undertak-: to- Washington. and Canada ‘were! | distribution. veepee huddles with :kitty, will place new potentials un“America's ‘Motion. Picture. Export | ‘ings: ‘‘The ‘Marines Have. Landed” fancelled), -They also gave the]| Marshall. Fine, the Allied States =‘der contract and give- them the
Assn in a resolution coneerning! and “War of the Copper Kings”: same. privilege to press people. AS “Assn. prez, and Universal's time- :‘ double-O exploit ballyhoo.
First
the MPEA sponsored Spanish Film: Frank Rosenberg’s. “Lion.” deal- it turned out,. both Hancock and out to reassure exhibs it was not! 'pacted with this idea in mind is
Week. in the United States. ing. with.-a. Florida. animal .com- the third estate: fespecially |‘those ‘emulating Warner Bros.
Marta Christie.
She's done a few
Resolution reads: “In view of pound and inno -Way similar to ‘members who-had seen and liked | The short-lived hassle with U: ‘bits on tv but she's still an unMPEA silenee on our. proposals 20th-Fox .producer
{Continued on. page 22)
(Continued on page 20).
‘Samuel. G.
{known with possibilities of develt
for a Spanish, Film: Week,. we are|‘Engel’s pic with identical title;
i opment along lines in APA charofficially.’ terminating - ‘this .matter. and “The Force’. which, Joe Mansj ter.
and will notify the -Ameriean or-|field was to -praduce.
Directors and writers also will
' ganization to refrain. from: further‘- Currently shooting are D. FZ.
.tbe given tickets if, as and when.
sponsorship of this. project, “while | Production ‘The
Chapmian ReWhether they are rooted in tv or
expressing ta them our disappojnt- port" and “Lovers Must - Learn.”
theatrical production makes little
ment for the. response our sugges-| ‘Preparing | ‘for
camera ::.w ork
difference.
‘tions’ have. received.”
‘soon: are. “Gypsy,”.Meryyn LeRoy
Several
film
companies
have
Uniespana.
‘secretary "general production . starring Rosalind Rus-.
made bids to buy out APA, “but
David Jato said that discussions. Sell, and “Term on Trial,” to be
this would defeat the purpose,”
between. MPEA’ and ‘Uniespana produced ‘by. James Wolf and -diaccording to Edwards.
The group
took ‘place last June, when it was” Tected by. Peter Glenville. with
want to keep clear of bankers and
oo.
Hollywood, Oct. 24,
Shurtleff’s Off-Broadway
legiter '
agreed that the Spanish producers
Laurence Olivier and. Simone Sig- Don ‘Murray. -and Walter. Wood, last winter, and for which Sidney | boards of directors. a move which
would ante up one million pesetas poret starred.
negotiating a six-pix slate with. Poitier. is seught to costar with: iis broadening everv day.
for organizational expenses with.
although
he _ hasn't
‘United . Artists and one with Con-. Murray. ‘Three of six UA proper- | Edwards,
assurance that. Yanks would cona pie for either. heaped
tinental, will. set: films for the ties include “Hunger.” Nobel prize- made
‘tribute <considerable | assistance:
praise on Warner Bros. for their
‘|
$650800,000:
budget.
bracket,
in
an
winning
novel
by
Knut
Hansun,
-As*a result of these talks, Uniesattempt ‘‘to contribute to arresting. which would be done in association talent reservoir and Mirisch Bros.
pana Vealled off its. Spanish. Fim |.
the ridiculous star salaries.”.
with. director Jean Renoir. Deal for latitude given such producerWeek in Munich’ to reserve all its:
Wood, who produced “The Hood- also is in talking stage for ‘trio to directors as William Wyler, Biils
resources for'a major drive in the
_ Hollywood, -Oct. 24.
lum Priest,3” in which. Murray remake
Renoir’s
“The
Lower Wilder, Robert Wise, Fred Zinne. United: States.. (New York. or one
..of the principal U.S. cities). around , MGM will: handle general -sales starred, reports that both feel: if | Depths.” and third in works is an man and others.
' the ‘last. week of Nov.
;
. and. distribution of “How: the West an actor gets a percentage . of a original by Murray tabbed “A j; “These men are left to their
creative designs without
anyone
picture, as would be the -case in Very Big Star.”
-Aécording to Jato. Uniespana Was Won”. and.“Brothers Grimm”
This
Company plans call for Murray ;°looking down their throats.
“expected an Aug. MPEA- board after MGM-Cinerama -pix complete films they -are. planning to turn out
a
director's
medium,
not
as
runs.-in'
Cinerama
theatres
in
under their own banner, he should to make one outside pic annually jis
meeting in N.Y. to. ratify Spanish
film. week proposals . initially .sub- Sydney and Melbourne. Australia. be. willing to take less than the -and:one for their own company. much a writer's. and I'm a writer.”
His
next
feature
was
supposed
‘and
Auckland,
New.
Zealand.
Vernormal salary he would -make on Actor currently is winding up a
mitted -by . MPEA- execs and |eee”
-sions MGM. take: on will. not be. an outright salary deal. This was. star role in Otto Preminger’s “Ad- to be directing “Days of Wine and
tiators.’
“Riled
Spanish
producers. had triple-screen but. -Cinemascope. ace done on “Priest,” and film made vise and. Consent”: for Columbia Roses” which is having its troubles at 20th-Fox.
Producer Marmore money for. Murray than a Pictures release.
placed: strong hopes of entering. cording to Bernard Freeman, MGM
Also
in works,
according
to tin Manulis can’t seem to get prothe American market via. a film sales ‘head for -both. Down Under straightSalary would have given
;
im
:
Wood. is a teleseries based on duction head Peter G. Levatlies’
‘week in New York. ‘Their ‘disap-. countries. SS
geri
tot
anrwtey
-9
Singleton for Continental in dis- “Hoodlum
Priest.” to be titled nod for a starting date. Levathes,
-pointment.is tinged with resent-| Indications are pix ‘won't “be!
ment over MPEA silence during available ‘for. Cinerama houses. in?-eussion stage is “Call Me By My “Sin. Street,” Murray would co- who is going in for family and
{Continued on page 20°
1 Rigntfat Name,” based on Michael ‘produce but not appear in skein.
(Continued. (Oh page 20)
the past four months.

King rKings”1 GbalSands
To Operate byChristmas Day

Suing
andSued:

Par, Delaurentiis.

Green Repeats Oscarcast .

8ProjjectsAtWB
‘UnderSome Delay

Keeping Clear
Of Bankers’: Goal
For A&P Bunch

SpainRiledSees

Yank Snub ofA.
‘Spanish Week’)

|EVERYBODY ‘AT HOME’ |
|AS MARSHALL FINE CALLS

Ridiculous StarSalaries’ Angle

Don Murray. Walter Wood Thinking in Terms Of

Sharing As Offset

| MGM'S ANZAC LINEUP.
“BIG BALLY. ON KINGS’

4

Hope of Persuading”
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Importers Only
¢ New York Sound Track —
Academy Is Via O'Seas Producers Twentieth-Fox, veep. Charles Eirifeld’ back at his desk~-after his
The New York importing frater-+
rn.ty is mulling its next step in its

continuing

campaign

to

get

the

Academy of Arts and Sciences to|
modify its eligibility ruies for the
fureign language Oscar.

Indie

distrib

Richard

extensive

Brandt,

Hollywood,

D. B. “Skip”

‘McHenry Boatwright.

Oct. 24:

Creaser,

asso-

.

Color Laboratory. from. H.: L.
who has been conducting negotiaInstrument
‘Co. Inc.. Lab, sixtions with the Academy on behalf
years old, produces film strip
of the Independent Film Importers
masters,
film’strip
color print& Distributors of America. is curs|
—
rently in Holiywood on Trans-Lux | ing and slide’ duplicating,
Merle
Ewell,
in:
charge -unLusiness, and will probably also |
der previous ownership, will
try to talk to. Academy officials |
be retained by Creaser as
acuin. Chances of any success along :
photographic director.
thi, line. however, seem remote in
.ew of the Academy's flat rejection of such proposals earlier this Y
1. Di . ih |
—..
{
a nk
month.
; AS rl S uu
The importers admit that their
task is a rather hard one. but it

of the

Jeffrey Hunter

Martin Rackin
Alain Resnais

Morton A. Spring

black. tie

Europe to U. S.

a’ road to convince them that pres- tion in. films festivals {s due. for}
ent Academy rules do not. in tact.
;
:
result in a true representation of , Study
by a new committee just ap-

American

inson

Gottlieb.

the participation

of a

Garry Le Grove

CORRUPTION
Propounds

could

picture

industry

not conjure

_Arthur Canton,
his trip

financial

cushion for

After

head of the local Blowitz-Maskell

to Stockholm
ta attend preem

home.

tention,

First as a theatre operator,

done in

office, back from

of Ingmar. Bergman's latest,

Associates reports that the Lutheran ‘Question

7”. has been. booked:

{by nine circuits.
_Mrs. John F. Kennedy is patron of the’ Washington

Side Story,” at the Uptown Theatre Nov. 14...

preem\of “West™

Ed Kingsley has”

acquired Philippe de Broca’s “‘The Five-Day Lover,” starring America’s.
‘giftto Franee, Jean

William

Castle’s

Seberg

.:. , Ray

“Zotz’.at Columbia,

Russell,

currently

working

on

has sold ‘his first novel, “The

Feast of St. Michael,” to Ivan Oblensky. Inc. ...

Gene Kelly is. being-

given a retrospective showing of. his pix by the Cinemateque de Paris.
Joe E. Levine's “Boys’ Night Out” for Metro commenced production

A.

Monday

‘23).

..

A drugging statistic: for his “Confessions

of an-

Opium Eater,”
Al’ Zugsmith has: insured a gem for $1.000,000. Okay
..: industry legalite Sydney: Mayers is now with Movielab . . .. Annual

COMPO
Dimitri

membership

Tiomkin

meeting: skedded for Nov. 3 at. the Astor...

is scoring the -Embassy-Titanus

release. ‘“‘Sodom

.and

_{Gormorrah”: . . John L. Loeb Jr., of the Carl Loeb investment house
} (with 20th-Fox and other showbiz holdings), elected.a director of Adler
Electronics.

_ Attorney Michael Mayer, exec director of the Indepéndént ‘Film

‘Importers & Distributors of America, is Democratic’ candidate ‘for
surrogate judge in Westchester County ;. . Major company. magazine .
-|coritacts fear that Life's new format is going to. make planting of. film

news more difficult than before. Cracked one
“new”
Life: “AS I've always said..a.thousand.
-| picture”. ... . Director Alain (“Hiroshima Mon

He's expected back in town with somewhat more fanfare Nov. 14.
Pause

to hunt for a most significant.comma
missing from: a handout.

Way ae

numerous

COSTUME DESIGNER FOR ‘LONG

DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT’” Fd Morey, Allied Artists veep and-

sales boss, repeats this year as chairman of ‘the film industry. division

of the Community Service Society Family Fund campaign . . . John.
-Huston has dipped into the Comedie. Francaise ranks. and tome ‘up:
with Fernand Ledou'to portray French physician. and hypnotist. Jean
.Martin Charcot. in “Freud,” which Universal will release ... Director
Robert Aldrich winged in from Rome last week to huddle with Joe E.
Levine over their two-pie deal. Aldrich also presumably: Sang. paeans
¢or “Sodom and Gomorrah.”
t
aner
Jose
Quintero’s J,,Q Productions
now says:the rights ta Carson. Me-

but. he could not

always. nounced

Hunter,’ ’ haven't. been’ actually.

-but are being negotiated for...

Zenith stock went up because the.
International ‘Telemeter has an-

it’s going ahead with global. expansion.

plans. Theory seems

then as an architect of circuits and, avoid it. He had a-zest for living. |to be that what's good. for Telemeter.is good for Zenith... .“White

‘producing

companies

his dominat-|And for showmanship

knowledge |Christmas” reissue is going

better
than “Greatest

Show

om Earth”

and.

ing personality was “in on” more iand the plain ‘arithmetic of busl- Paramount claims
(
g
: . . . Mervyn
Pp
atest
Showdid:‘a
on Earth” and
to be elated
LeRoy
12-minute
he had a-reputaiton
for |trailer for “Majority of One.” But who wants a 12-minute
trailer?
than may ever be known. It was itess
12-minute trailer?
5 a
“tare
uf
and fair dealing secArthur Jacobs office, which.
shrewdness:
his position as an elder statesmanin|
last
week announced that.Jose. Quintero's:
4

that got him involved in the messy ! ond to none. In his yearsas prexy {new production company

‘studio dealing with the late shake-

of the old United Artists Corpora-

had acquired. Carson McCullers’

“The. Heart

{Is A Lonely Hunter,” followed up with another release simply statin

down artist from Chicago, Willie tion and later as board chairman |that the dea] “is.in negotiation” and “not yet a definite acquisition” : =
andent
|
‘Bioff, who had the studios in 4 and major domo of the 20th-Cen- |Paul Ringe, an associate “editor on. the Independent
Film
Journal, is:°

bind through his command of the tury-Fox studio, it was not unusual |engaged to Adrianne Laye, a former secretary at. Universal. They'll be.
want.
.craft unions at the time. It was; for. Schenck to be consulted
by |married. Dec. 24...
\Issr. Little said that today’s ‘an frony of Schenck’s otherwise; competing studio operators for |Coast following the : + Mirisch veep Leon Roth has. returned. to the
“West Side Story”.preem. ‘Pic is said to “have a
fe: tures differ from those of 30
(
.national advance sale . _.
‘uninterrupted: career of success! guidance which they knew could /$400,000
The Italo ambassadofF ‘to: Washing\evrs only in “intensity” in regard that he spent four months in the| be. relied upon.
ton threw a champagne brunch Friday (20) to present. Venice awards
te sex. vielence. brutaility and sad- * Federal jail at Danbury, Conn., on|
Reporters who tangled friendly to U.S. film people who has not beenon hand for the fest itself. Ernie
ism.
He envisions the campaign .a perjury rap. He was unconstitu- |fashion with Schenck over the last Fintoff, whose “The Shoes” won third
prize’ in. the documentary and
for decency in filhns as a long .tionally pardoned later by Presi-;
20 years knew that unless
he was. avant garde category, couldn't: make. it-to. Washington either.- His
Struvele which he sees still going dent Harry . Truman.
: OF a mind to give. he could talk award was picked up by Don Baruch. —
eos
“
on 50 years from now.
; Death of Schenck further thins his way arounda. subject and no
Ben 7 Hall, a Time staffer, is the author of “The Best. Remaining.
‘le added that the LOD is need-~ the ranks of the surviving early |matter how direct.or annoying the Seats,” a book. about: the
great days of New York film. palaces, due ‘to
€t; to bridge the gap between ma- greats of the film industry,
‘of question, no reaction
would -be|be. published shortly by Clarkson. & Potter
Sam Seidelman, AIP’s
ter‘al which is Iegally punishable which Adolph Zukor and Samuel
discernible on
his round, sun{VeeP in charge of foreign distribution, off on a business trip:
to Mexico:
ard that which is “morally bad.” ;Goldwyn are others.
:
weathered face. He would. fre- and California . +. UA
U
execs. who werg somewhat: apprehensive - that
“International affairs today make i
For many years. the Schenck quently listen with eyes half closed
|““West Side Story” might prove too long-hair or far-out for the regular:
jt more important than ever for ; brothers, Nicholas M. who is a and with no trace of emotion or film patron, were walking on air following the pic’s.opening Wednesday
Americans to keep our pictures ‘year younger and retired in 1955 expression.. This caused some re- (18) night at the Rivoli. Pic got raves and the publie has beéti
in queues.
moral,” he concluded, “because the} as prexy of Loew’s Inc., were re- porters to refer to him as the|at the bo. ever since.
=
vos
ne
US. motion picture is the image |garded -as being the two most pow- buddha of Hollywood.
Correction:
writes Nanette Kutner: “VARIETY reférs to ‘Mark Schorer’s
-.
ta7
abroad of the Ameriean way of jerful figures: in the film business. -. (Detailed career data in this |two-pound (867pp). Life of Sinclair Lewis.” I only weighed it last week.
life.”
Joe Schenck was a. warm outgoing. issue’s Obituary section, p. 71.) [Three pounds. And it shouldn't fall-on your foot.”
~

they

_

eanay,sandnet exactly flattering to-a:famous. Broad- |

cqurturier, to wit: “MOTLEY.

individuals

publicity guy re the
words aré worth.
one

Amour") Resnais “has.

returned to Paris after a quiet, mostly non-business: visit to New York,

2

a Chi audience that it is the Amerikzen people who are responsible
fcr the upsurge in sexy and violent
melion pictures.
Speaking before
the biennial conference of the Chicaco
Archdiocesan,
Council
of
Cethotic Women, the Mgsr. Thomas F. Little urged “boxoffice control” and said that Hollywood is
ir business to sell the people what

role,. even ‘to the

on the’ set ‘to watch scenes

watching’ a seetion.
of the giant pro-

Saturday Review, who is prepping a piece. on Bergman for the SR’s_
yearend film issue ... .. An outfit called Communications Distribution:
Inc., has opened offices here to “distribute anti-Communist: and conServative political 16m documentary films”. . .- Louis de. Rochemont

|in their climb to fame and fortune
the and who quietly also provided 4}

Viewpoint

Charlton: Heston, *

“Through A Glass Darkly.” Also in- Sweden was Hollis Alpert, of. the

probably

a sense.of

she doesn't appear.

‘power and prestige once inherent {} friends and associates when mis-}Cullers’, “The Heart
Isa ‘Lonely
‘in the person and position of Jo-i fortune overwhelmed. them.
acquired, like it was said last week,
Chicago. Oct. 24.
Schenck
was
a
power
behind
the
|
seph
M.
Schenck
who
died
on
|
Certain
sources
in
Wall
Street claim:
The executive secretary of the
tin e
the home. toll field)
Legion of Decency last week told Sunday (22) in his Beverly “Hills throne wha did not seek press at- competitiv
A

.«

-cessional being photographed, she took mike in hand. to congratulate
the 2.500-odd extras and, in turn. received. the biggest hand heard in:
| Rome since the last time Nerv played his fiddle. .

pic. if. it| Charles Isaacs

who: aided many

Palance,

about ‘the prospects ‘for her “Cleopatra”

extent that she’s been turning.up
‘Which

‘Carroll Baker
Jim. Boles
Les Beinstoc .-

Young executives in today’s mo-;man

‘thon

for affair), Anthony Quinn; Jack

thusiastic

L. A. to N. Y..

‘Mightiest Brother Act

Little of Legion

Elizabeth

studio chieftain Peter G. Levathes, Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Carlo Ponti,
(Edward Dmytrick, Leon Shamroy, Andre DeToth, Walter Wanger, Gianni Hecht, Sandro Pallavinini, Luigi Luraschi, Hermes Pan, Kurt Fringe.
Reports. from Rome say that Elizabeth Taylor seems gentinely en-

i Rose. With Marcus Léew—He and Nick Once Trade’s

PEOPLE AND

upper-crusters
by

Barbara Rush, Kenneth Haigh, Christine Kaufman, Gina Lollobrigida,
Sylva Koscina, Anthony Franciosa, Akim Tamiroff, Martin Landau; Gia
Scala, Jacques Sernas, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Gianna
Maria Canale, Ivan
Desny, Beatrice Altariba, ‘Ljuba Bodine...industryites included 20th

Joe Schenck’s Amazing Career

Msgr.

for about 200

(and Mrs.), Jack.Lemmon
and Joan Collins (who skied
in from -

London

Hood

sionaivy happens. comes up with
Danny Kaye
has been commercially screened
s¢veral good pix in a 12-month peAbby Mann
outside the. country of origin. |
ried. That the importers’ gripes ~
Mary
Markham
L. S. producers generally like
Pro
«t
are
not all
sour grapes - can he seen :;ta . say that ‘they make
“money | Jack Merrison
from the fact that in the forefront
Leslie
Neilsen
;
: films” which are not meant to comG those who have sought the rules
Louella O. Parsons
pete with “artsv-craftsy" foreign
medification are such distribs as
‘Jerry
Pickman
‘product. While this argument held.
Brandt. whose Italo Import. “La
Maurice Silverstein.
a certain amount of validity in
“Strada.” was an Oscar winner, and
Albert Spar
- years past, more and more of the.
Cy, Harvev, whose Janus Films imMark Wilson.
product have been.making money,
yerted “The Virgin Spring,” this
in the States ‘as well as abroad. |
seur’s foreign Oscar winner from
N.
Y. to
L.
‘Fest politics; However,
has often
S: eden.
Theodore Bikel
' sabotaged U.S. entries even when
There is. of course, nothing in ithey have been of artistic merit:
‘Harry Blum °
the Oscar rules to prevent a for- : Asked by Johnston to join the
Richard Brandt:
eion language pic from receiving ‘fest committee are Wolfe. Cohen,
. Hal Cranton
any number of Oscar nominations Warners; Walter Mirisch, Mirisch |. Irving P. Lazar
in other categories, such as direc- 'Co.; William Perlberg, Perlsea Co.; |. Seymour Mayer
tion, acting, screenplay. etc. Prior i James Perkins,, Paramount;
Werner ‘Michel ©
Mo
to winning his “Virgin Spring” i;Rothman,
David Opatoshu.
Columbia; and Jerry
Oscar
this year,
director-writer - Wald, Wald Productions.
Jose Quintero
. Jerry
Ingmar Bergman took an Oscar the Pickman of the MPAA
Soocha Renay
national
year before for the screenplay for |distributors committee, also will}
Leon Roth
“Wild Strawberries.”
; :work with the group.
Ed Sullivan
Whue it’s still too earlyto spec-:
uiate on the 1962 Osc.r nominations, it seems quite likely that
Astor Pictures’ Italo import, “La
Doice Vita.” which mast hkely will
not be the Italo cheice tor their
tniry
3 light of the controversy
it caused at home), will be up in
the Oscar running in a number of
Gther categories.

given

Robert Wagner, Elsa Martinelli, Salvatore Baccaloni, Lex Barker, Rory:
Calhoun, Lita Baron, Cesare Danova, Dorothy Malone, Edmund Purdom,
Linda Christian, George Hamilton,. Jacques Bergerac, Hume Cronyn,

The importers’ principal. beef is treatment they've been receiving.
that under the Academy rules, only There has also been some criticism
Sid Blumenstock
one pi¢ture can rep a single counMartin Davis
on the manner-in which the U. S.
trv ro. the foreign language Oscar,
Freddie Fields
thes automatically
eliminating a pix are selected, as well as ‘on cer- 6
Frank Gershin
ac
ninher of fine pix for Oscar can- tain fest rules which do not allow
Leonard Horn

Cidaev when one country, as occa-

supper

las, and others... Those present included Cyd Charisse, EdwardG. Rob-

Michael .Green

_industryites

to

host Fisher, guest Tony. Martin as well as Richard Burton, Kirk Doug-

Charles Einfeld

the. best of foreign fiims being
{|pointed by Eric Johnston, prexy of
:.Alan Jay Lerner
voted on. The importers .feel that the Motion Picture Assn. of Amer-.
_ Anatole Litvak
if they can convince the overseas.
iea.
‘The’
MPAA
board
authorized
Ilya Lopert
pireducers that they :the producers:
are actually losmg out because of the appointment of such a comBill Mark»
the present rules setup. the pro- mittee at its Oct. 1 meeting in
Anthony Quinn
cucers, through their industry and _New York.
;
.
.
Paul Scofield.
$
rnipent film rep’. vill bring‘
have]Fressure on the Acedemy, mayce
even via the ©. S. State Depart- “been becoming more and more reluctant to allow their films to parient. if ever so genteely,
ticipate ‘In fests because of the
Those Rules

planning

hostelry, with attendance hanging around until. the wee hours, taking
advantage of Sunday production. respite .on. dozen-odd. productions
currently going . . . Proceedings were’ soon warmed by ad-lib stints. by

Geoffrey Everett

William

fest. Also

Taylor and Eddie-Fisher in honorof Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Douglas .

Don Conaway

Morton

San Francisco

‘Excuse was cutting of first-year cake. for “Spartacus.” A cocktail party
at the Grand Hotel preceded
:an elaborate sit-down affair at the same

Andrew Anspach
Mortimer - Becker
Roy Berry

|.

at the upcoming

| will.alsobe spending: time in Hollywood. where ‘T-L’s' first horror: release, “The Head;” is doing very nicely. Principally, he’ll-be tending
to T-L’s: tv activities though ... . Anthony Quinn
is. back after completing. his role in “Barabbas” in Rome. He:starts “Requiem for a
Heavyweight,” Monday (30).
ae
poe
7
Hollywood-on-the-Tiber crowd.had a major reunion in Rome via

| Ted Richmond»

The next likely avenue of approach
mav well be the systematic con- |
tacting
of important
producers;
‘The entire question of participa-

judges

‘}attend the fest is Dick Brandt, prexy of Trans-Lux Distributing. Brandt

James Lucas.

Festival Probe}

1efuse to believe that all is lost.

‘London seeing the shows before returning: to their Paris (Neuilly).
{ apartment, which they alternate
with their permanent home in Mallor-ca. Spain, whence they return April 1 and stay:,until the fall season.
-Arthur Mayer leaves for the Coast
this weekend where he'll be one

Hugh French
Charlton ‘Heston

Industries Inc., for past 10
-years, has. purchased Identi-

Cy Harvey, Janus Films’ chief,in town

_Former WB Continental chieftain ‘Joe Hummel (and his Leona) in’

_

| Sidney L. Bernstein

ciated with Cansolidated Film

European trip...

“|from his Boston h.q.

_ U.S. to Europe

‘Skip’ Creaser’s Lab

Wednesday, October 25, 1961

~ FiiseoandLuridAdArt
San.

- (SAY COPYAS Defense of Chaplin Film Piracy:
| SHOWMAN MYTH Tangiers Copyright N.G.in States

Francisco, Oct. 24.

The conflict: often lying. just’ under the surface of exhibitor- _. Newspaper relationships broke into the: open last week when the
“"; %50-seat Esquire Theatre placed a big. poster. at its Market. Street
entrance: Feading:
;
“Attention! San Francisco Examiner Readers: Due to: the UNU-

A Fine Gesture:

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
‘The idea.. _grows around:

SUAL theme. of’ ‘Heat of. the Summer’ the Monarch of the dailies

Detroit, Oct. 24.
the}:
would riot print our. advertisement. Even ‘without the Examiner’ s
An offer of cooperation was
| United States that the films on the
stamp ‘of approval, we feel that, our adult patrons -will enjoy. vee
extended to John Stembler,
screen are not “as bad” as the ad-A daring study in’ male and. female intimate behavior .- « "Heat of
.vertising copy in-the newspapers, |. new prexy of Theatre Owners
~-the Summer.’”
:
of America, by Marshail H.
and sometimes in the lobby dis-|.
Robert ‘Broadbent, ‘Esquire: manager, said. he'd placed an. ad | plays.
Fine,
president
of
Allied
This’ has been-expressed
- which included a. ‘female. sithouette. for. the” exploitation film. with © ‘Jat several levels and with varying
States Assn. In a.telegram to
all .three -Frisco. dailies; Hearst's’. Morning Examiner, the inde- - /emphases in Vakrery stories, most . Stembler, Fine said:
péndent. morning Chronicle. and: Scripps-Howard’s evening News- : recently in last issue’s page one
. “My: heartiest’ congratula-.
. Call- Bulletin. The Chronicle, and News-Call, said’ Broadbent, had’
tions on your election, and all
streamer, a verbatim from the edi-.
accepted the ad, but the Examiner, which a year ago Inaugurated:a . |torial of the Boston archdiocesan
best wishes for a most successstrict: surveillance of theatre advertising, |told Broadbent. the. Bile. | publication, The
ful
year for both you and
.Pilot.
|houette. would’ have to come. out of the. ‘ad.
your organization.
Please do
On the subject of “hot copy” to
not hesitate to call on me for
“We-either run it as-is’ or we “don’t run it<at. all,” replied Broad- ‘(Sell lukewarm releases not. much
‘any matter in which by coopbent, and when the ad was. nixed the theatre man retaliated with
is said by showmen, partly because
-eration with one another we
the: big poster on. Frisco’s main drag: He said the. poster stirred
few wish to be ‘the first to throw ’. might further the cause of
UP. quite abit: of interest, and Aelped. business.
_
{ the stone.
Certain theatres operexhibition or aid in any way
‘ate.more-or less steadily on a sexthe great industry we both

~ Posed & Poised atFilm’s‘Start

-| ploitational . policy.
“Skid Row”: side

They

are

the]

of U. S. exhibi- |

tion, ever eager for nudies, strip‘It does not,
chippies.
appear
that the great:
| majority: “of such houses advertise
in newspapers though. they special- ;

|pies and
however,

Ralph. Nelson Making Debut’:as Director With A
“Beefy and Wiseeracky-(Cast

chave the honor

to represent.”

|Bunuel’s Viridiana’ Sues;

Say Gustavo Alatriste

Los Angeles, Oct. 24.
U, S. District Judge Thurmond
Clarke will hear a motion Nov. 6
made by Raymond Rohauer, L. A.
film exhibitor and distributor, to
dismiss his indictment by U.S.
-Government for alleged willful violation
.of six Charlie
Chaplin
copyrights.

Rohauer

was

indicted

both for showing certain of the
films at his Coronet Theatre locally and for making deals with
distribs for further showings.

Jesse A. Levinson, who filed motion, is basing his proceedings on
a seldom-used statute. He claimed
that Chaplin first transferred all
copyrights involved in case to a
Tangiers corporation, Roy Export
Co. S.A. and that under U.S. Copyright Act a Tangiers corporation
cannot
own
an American
copyright.
;
Further. he said. the .Tangiers
corporation later assigned alk the
Chaplin copyrights to Roy Export
Co. Establishment, a corporation
formed under laws of principality
of Lichtenstein. Levinson contends

‘| ize in lurid lobbies.
Illegally Releases Pic that in 1956, date of this: move.
' In more’ conventional playoff,:
what does a sexéd-up campaign do
Madrid, Oct. 24.
a Lichtenstein
corporation could
With: the. start -of©rehearsals int main, body of the ple. Obviously, :‘for a.sa-so release?
Query among
Luis: Bunuel’s
“Viridiana” jnot own: an American copyright.
Susskind,
“Nelson.
and
Col
are
thus:
New
York.
exploitation
executives
;
bounced
back
into
the
public
eye
;
All
these
corporations.
according
New. York this ‘week for. ‘David
Susskind’s film version of .“Req- facing a bit of a dilemma. «ince establishes a suspicion: that leg: i when the producing company jto attorney, are the personal prop-

they’ve got what. they feel is-a. fine ;and-bosom . and mad-moments-inUninci brought suit against Gus-ierty of Chaplin.
ulem. for. a Heavyweight,’ " tv. direc- script about the story of a has-'j in-the- cornerib - copy
amount
to‘ tavo Alatriste for illegal sale of reFilms involved in case include
tor:Ralph Nelson-makes, his- switch been “it’s a- universal story’), but. very little in economies. There is |jease rights.to distributors on both ;|“The Gold Rush.” second edition;
from the ‘small to big screen. At!: -the title (which they also. like is” singularly little evidence that leer- sides of the Atlantic. Uninci stands “City Lights.” “Great Dictator.”
tgiving them the williés.
ing sell does sell. ‘It happens that fer Union Industrial Cinematogra- “Modern Times,” “The Kid” and
- Funeh last week, the director j.
wae
a “number of releases of major! fica S.A.
“Shoalder- Arms,”
seemed calm in’ anticipation: of ‘enn aeons at slightly lets:i;companies during’ recent ‘seasons: (See separate story about suit
putting a high-poweered cast, Jheaded:
have been sold with ordinary-type filed against Uninci in New York |
ads. in certain. sections and with. by Alatriste.)
by. Anthony. Quinn, Jackie Gleason. :
sexpot innuendo in other. sections. !
According to Uninei execs, Ala- }
. Mickey ‘Rooney and Julie Harris |Memo To Dean Rusk
Says {5 was impossible to discern any: ; triste agreed contractually to par- j
through their. paces. in his’ eineignificant difference in grosses. ;ticipate. in financing “Viridiana”
mafic debut: ‘In fact.-there was no].
US. Neglecting Fests; ‘ie anything, the ordinary harmless; pyt later failed to meet some of
‘ads did better presumably because |
i his commitments. Following the
‘inkling that: he’d -heard: the re=|.

‘ported: ‘remark made by. one ofhis}
atars'. who,

Shouldn’ tBe That Way. they at least did not antagonize a‘ §1m’s victory at the Cannes
_

New

in.

on .arriving

Film

Brisson Vainly Protests
Columbia’s Title Change
Of “5-Finger Exercise’

Spokesman for Frederick Brise
Festival, he took possession of the
‘son says the producer is protestfilm and made release deals as fast;
Could: it’ ‘be. that the: supling Columbia's
titie change of
as they could be contracted.
posed. lure of bare. flesh, the
‘“Five Finger Excercise” to “Five
screen j The Spanish Government, six;:Kinds of Love.” Apparently Col is
phoney ‘promise
of
j months after the motion picturej turning a deaf ear on the comorgies is one of the great. perwas laureled as co-winner of the |plaint. for the picture is going out
sisting myths of a hopelessly
-Golden Palm, has still not taken as “., . Of Love.”
dated kind of local film “show-any
official action either authorliz-:
Imanship?” There is -evidence
fyin
elease in} Brisson produced the play, as
that this is true. The roots of
ing or disqualifying
-Spain.
Nor has Spanish r film offi- written by Peter Shaffer, and then
sexsationalism go back before
the picture.. He thinks the original
ciatdom: reached a decision on ex- |
. World’. War 1 to the “white
‘title provocative, whereas Col preport. clearance. While Ununci ex- j
8, slavery” ‘epics.
¢fers “Love” over “Exercise.”
pects little mercy. from censors and.
In- the spring. of 1959 United, | officials, it was ironically forced! Interestingly.
é
iv. Col is releasing
Artists. had a: problem fie. ‘dull|into the position of seeking Gov- |the picture with its original title in
picture on its hand-in “The Naked. ernment help on a diplomatic level England, making the change only

: segment of the. public.

‘York. and being. told Nelson ren “The widely-acknowledged _shy‘never directed a: film before, said, iness of the American film industry |
_“My God. do I get into an ‘rinan in participating in, foreign’ pic fes-.
with a.‘guy avho’s: never run an|tivals. has becdmie .a-matter. placed

elevator before?"

t

;

6

this point

ecduictton.

in’ production,
’
ha

or,

h

|on. the -desk of. US ‘S. Secretary of

how-! ‘State-Déan Rusk.-The attitude was

ever. hit-or-miss.
“Requiem”. ‘hardly
shapes
“aga
operation
by up;
ai. brought

to Rusk’s ‘attention .“by
guy who isn't suré. what ‘he's. about. Nathan D.. Golden,: head: of the mo-.

Haying started out a5.an actor. (five| tion. picture’ departnient
of.the
seasons with the Lunts), play-| Dept.. of Commerce. aS
wright (“The Wind Is 90") and tv}
Golden, in “his. report to-‘Rusk
director: during. the best days Of| last week, said: “I “believe: the:
“Playhouse: 90” and. “Climax. Nel-j time is. at. hand ‘that a constructive

son. at least appears at ease: and! review should be taken regarding

talks” with’ kriowledge

Maja’. with Ava Gardner and pro-

to se otch Alatriste’s varior
“hb in the United
States. Col's réasoneand -confi-| American. participation at all. fu- ceeded to exploit it all-out: with !
: pacts. It is “reliably reported that jing is that the play with original

“dence. Why has..it taken him 80} ture -‘festivals. Only eur ‘top- qual- postcard. mailings of a -famous }
‘ong to-get to the big screen? Sim-|-ity films should be entered in com- Spanish oil. painting: This: duly| the Spanish Government has been /nNomenclature was ver) well-known
ply ‘because there. was not.anofher|-petition, and: more: star personal{- stirred the U.S. Post. Office and} successful in securing the co-oper- ‘in England.
ation of afl film nations now shar-'
Re
Sid
EI
aaa
asap
property he was a3 anxious to. do .ties ‘should accompany theiu, consi
if:
-a lot of publicity followed.
But
-as this. :
|the U.'S. is.to achieve recognition: for all the ‘clucking and insinua- ing agreements with Spain to re- NEWCOMER HOPE LANGE
His Credits:
'|.commensurate with its-true place: tion, the fate of the picture was ‘fuse release without prior export ;
‘approval
from
authorities
Nelson “directed©the original. among the. film-producing ‘coun- ae
in its dulHness.
There Madrid.

“Playhouse

-version’ of ““Requiem.”: tries.”

a

stage

version

was no

,| GETS $125,000 FILM FEE

“leering-lurring” the public | Yank foreign film importer Ed
|
Holiywood. Oct. 24.
Kingsley, . who recently acquired!
Data Vague,
Hope Lance, still a comparative
release
Tights. for
‘he’
U-.S.A..
with its legit run, a film version.|'American film industry: deficit—a
Clamorous citizens. aré of very iGover not bé affected by ‘Spanish | neweomer, will get $125.000 for
Those: plans fell through, however. |deficit’ in terms of: presenting an little use in giving New York film Government pressure since Spain her stint as costar with Glenn Ford
‘when it was. felt that, in view of thelimage of: itself at’ the important circles specifics as to just. what! deals nat. with Washington, but in “The Grand Duke and Mr.
expense of the stage: show, ‘and the; festival. shaweases: The -film fetes ‘practices in..ad-copy are objected| only with the Motion Picture Ex- Pimm.” which Martin Poll is profact that. a-failure on Broadway -at. Cannes, Venice,. ‘Berlin, Karlovy to. The.typical sound-offs whether -_port Assn. Uninci, on the ‘other ducing for United Artists release.
could hurt the ‘potential film. : that. Vary formerly “Carlsbad | and-in a city council, a parent-teachers hand, has advised Kingsley of the Duo
recently
completed. Frark
“venture. would not be worth the} ‘Edinburgh, among: others, draw ‘council. or ‘a ministerial associa- legal issues involved.
Capra’s “A Pocketful of Miracles”
‘anxiety:. mental and: economic. Tn. important features from. west -and. tion are remarkable ‘for sweeping| Uninci law: suit is expected to be for same release.
do the placed . in docket. soon, but Ala-addition, Nelson said, he’s: finally” “east~ (ineluding .Russia) and, not- generalities.. . Not’ only
. Unusual twist to Lange pay dirt
speakers
‘frequently
name
no: i triste is operating outside Spanish is that she demanded
arrived..at a voint: ‘where. he’s. hot; ‘ably from the Far East,: Japan.”
the same
stage- struck anymore.
U. S. producer-distributors tra- names but’ when actual titles. are! . borders and court jurisdiction, giv- tariff from Joe Paslernak when he
cited
it
turns
out,
almost
as.
a
‘rule
“The. nicture, which will go out ditionally. have: shown reluctance:
ing little evidence of willingness was casting “Horizontal Lieutenant” at Metro.
Praducer at the
" under the Columbia banner, has a}.to expose their top features. for. a you can bet on, that the complain- to appear here as defendent.
Again
time claimed he gave. actress her
six-week sked' in New York, with{couple of reasons, at least, Many yer has ‘not seen the: film.
oniv nine davs of shooting in. a! of them think’ that ‘to lose in :the and again mayors: of towns (a jovifirst
big
break
in
pix and wouldn't
Alatriste Countersues
anxious
to
please
_ studio-(Fox Movietone). :‘One of the!; competitions. would mean. a.: box- al »bunch,
_ Luis Bunuel’s “Viridiana.” which consider the stiff demand.
churcites,
‘theatres
and
the
Ameridirec.!
the
vear,
the
“of
office
and
prestige
rap.
Too,
they:
couns
>. easting
knocked the Cannes fest jury and
‘tor feels. is -that of. former N.Y. ' think “Continental art” considera-|‘¢an Civil. Liberties ‘Union at the guests on their ears in May (pic|
EEE
STEER
TEEN
AEE
RITE
NESE
ere
me
saloon. awner-singer Spivy taf: tions would automatically .militate same time) blow hot and ‘cold on shared the fest’s top. prize: is con|
censorship,
depending’
who
last
;
Spivy's Roof as the head. of ar against them. :
} tinuing
to _inspire
controversy.
had their ear.
“underworld gane.: Susskind, he says.
‘Golden refrained from “these:
Gustavo. Alatriste,
Mexican
co‘The. recent maneuvers in Fort
thoucht he had dinned his lid when, iangles-in his report to Rusk: But.
producer of the film, last week in
he --first sn¢gested: Spivy. (Suss- jhe did say: that unless the Yank. ‘Wayne,:: Indiana, ate on the ex- New York filed suit in N.Y. DisHollywood, Oct. 24. >
treme
side,
the
mayor
there
being
kind’s’ reaction: “Tre never met. 2 companies . show’ .a greater. interest:
trict Court against his Spanish!| American International Pictures,
“woman. J was. afraid. of”) One Took 1in.
|. {improving their fest participa- under ‘temporary restraining. order| partners in the production. seek-;in an expansion of its branch op“Spive in the: flesh’ -renortedly ||tions “there cannot: be. a fully ef-) not to. arbitrarily: cancel a theatre's ; ing $25,000 damages and a declara- | eration.
Capitol
has
acquired
license because he, and those pres- tory judgment to restrain the de- }Films Releasing Corp. of Atlanta
changed the nrsducer’s mind.
1! tective representation by the U.S.
Fla. Both ex“A. potential sing: problem,: in:i delegates fo: these: important inter- suring: him, don't ‘fancy the films fendants from asserting that they |and Jacksonville,
| being shown.
changes will be operated as Amerthe minds of hoth Nelson. and the “national . events."
.A-year ago in-a New Jersey ‘burg ‘control the worldwide fights to, ica Internationa! Pictures of Atsf chiefs. is the.theme of the film.
the pic.»
concerned emophasize. as --often | Golden himself usually” 1s - one. the very term “art film” was suf-.
_of. the ‘delegates. Criticism. anent ficient to put the exhibitor into| Alatriste claims that under his lanta, with a branch office in
as a reoorior. ‘will. let them that}
Jacksonville.
In ‘that fa- ‘original ‘agreement with the Spanthis. is NOT.a prize-fighting pic.. the U. S. participations’ was par< plenty of difficulties.
W.
R.
Richardson,
tormeriy
tsh
producers,
Union
CinemaNO... -prizefithtint nix have made “ticularly |:barbed -at. the |“recent ‘stance the leadership was assumed
with Capitol, will be branch mantografica
S.A.,
the
latter
was
to
‘by a Catholic parish priest. The
money receritty, The: only bout: in| Edinburgh -‘festival.
two-ity
exchange.
get rights for "Spain and he would ager of new
curiously-named
Judeo-Christian
‘Key
question
now.
centers
on
to.
* the. picturé is the tail end of the
AIP now owns and oper ale, a total
title: characta*'s last fight,;.and that -what extent Rusk will concern. Council .of Decency in Memphis is ‘have ail other rights. In revent |of seven exchanges in major cities.
(Continued on page 20)
\headed by a-‘Baptist.
.
the controversy.
‘perves only as a short intro to. the himself with

after which there were plans: to. do!

Golden thus brought into a large in notable numbers,

‘and, ' concurrent | Capitol Hill spotlight. an historical

‘Capitol Releasing Corp.

Now American International
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The Gactor’s cure is nothing more’
than a trick, the power of sutsestien. It's enouch ty shock Si:rdoni-

cus

than

adequate.
Written hv Edith Cash Peart and

hack

to facial

normality, but

with
the efforts of a one-shot
bounty hunter ‘Gene Nelson) to
obtain the sizeable cash reward
oifered for his victim. whom he
has huried after the shooting. His
elaim
is complicated
when the
man’s

mercenary

partner

are still some

adroit

moments

face—one

Sardonicus’

of

this type. The grave excavation.’
for one. Then there’s. the quick
cut to a pretty maid, bound toa
chair, while leeches “treat her:

Ru-s Bender, tne plot is concerned

dead
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' notable job with the Trooping of |

What
A Whopper

lensing and artwork are all up to
scratch. Much.of the film was actueo ally
shot at the Guards’ barracks

Unpretentious. farce which ex-

and hence has the right note of
authenticity.
The film is ‘backed

‘throughout.
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l On Friday At Eleven
(BRITISH)

“Stars

Adam

Sidney. James, .Carole ' Lesley.
' Ference: Longdon,-.Clive

,;Frinton.

Marie

France,

Faith,

Features:

Dunn,

Fredcie.

Charles

Havtrcy,

- Spike .Milligan. Directed by Gilbert.
» Screenplay, Terry Nation: cameri,

Gunn.
Regi-

nald Wyer; music, Laurie Johnsen: edi-.
, ter, Bernard Gribble. Songs. ‘“\What. a
| Whopper!” and’ “The Time..Has Cone,”

Taut thriller about the hi-jack- - {by Johnny Worth. At. Riallo Theatre,
ing of a payroll armored car.. ‘London. Running .time, 89FMINS.. 7.”
It wobbles somewhat once the © TON
CHAITy:

‘John Fellews
wee!
. Diniel . Massey .
- Captain. Fellows —
- Raymend . Mrssey
Henry. Wynne-Walton . Robert
Stephens
Sereceant Johnson. .
Jack W., tsen |
Péter Myers
Gardon Davidson - ccc,
‘Mrs. Fellows
Ursula. Jeans -

wee

pop -warbler,.in his first pic.
which should. mean good British -b.o. : ~
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Joseph)

.

_atich,
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plan

goes

packs

a wallop. that. will keep.

haywire’ but

still

. patrons on edge.
BLE

release

“London, Oct. 17.

of a British Lion: tAlex-

ander
Gruter) -production.
Stars
ltod
Steiger, Nadja Tiller,: Ian Bannen, Peter
Van
Eyck. Jean Servais. .. Directed.“: by
Alvin Rakoff. Screenplay. Frank Hervey
- from James Hadley Chase’s novel, “World
‘In My.

Pocket”;

camera,

Vaclav

music, Claude
London.
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:Vich: 5 Grace

editor. Alice Ludwig-Basch;
‘Bolliag. At‘ Plaza Theatre,.
ning time, 93 MINS.
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Charlie 1... 2. ec eee eee
Carole Lesley:
Vernon’: .....ceceeesees Terehce Longdon
_Mr. - Slate
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Gilbert
- Freddie ‘Fiinton -
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Harold Berens.
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.
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Stuart.

Eileén Gourlay~.

tan Bannen
. Michael Powell's new production Morgan .....cceee- weeese e+ Rod
Steiger
“The British appetite; for. this
{5a Very. Brilish subject which may
need careful exploitation except in
‘Filmed partly in Germany, part- type’ of unpretentious, -slapstick .SPecialized -houses. Based on the Iy in the South of ‘France ‘with comedy appears™to be -insatiable.:

belief .among

many

feople . in much -of the technical work done

‘others are simply suggested: to. Britain that. nowhere in the-wo:ld.
find a cure for his disfigurement. is there such a great fiehting force
And there's also the critical mo- as the Guards Regiments, it. is a
ef prolonged
documentary
ment audiences first glimpse his kind
sketchily, pegged fo ‘a thin -stery
chilling face.

in

the best in this department.

|

Stcfy and sereenplay by Rozer Netner
frem en idea by Simon Harcourt-Snuth:j
cemera.
Gerald
Turpin: editor,
Nereen
* Ackland: music. Brian Easdale, At. Carl.
hye veatre: London. Running time, 110

Fhotegrapner

of

The Horse Guards and the ‘Massed }

YVrsula
Jeans, Frank TLewton, ‘Anthony
Russell.
Duncan. Lamont.
lan. --Tusnter.
Jeck Allen, Directed.bt Alichael Powell ft
-

penkworth | 12202221)

military|

tracts plenty of humor. {rom
predictable’ situations. . Intro-:duces. Adam Faith, local top

Rands, Drum and. Pipes - of. the | .
_...
.Lendon,: Oct:, 17.
‘Brigade. of Guards. Nothing - but
‘Regal release -of .a Viscount (Teddy ©

20th-Fox
release
of Michael. Powell
_Pluduction, -Stars Daniel. Massey.
Say- mend Massey. Robert Stephens. Jack Wiison.

rousing

expertise of the Mounted Band

difficult.to put over except, in
London, Oct. 17.

by

music given a lilting zest’ by the

yarn and dialog-that some may
find hardto swallow; may be

,

(BRITISH) PRs

the. Color ceremony and the other }.

his._ specialized situations. |

the nom-de-ghoul Sardonicus: atter
invading the old man’s grave to
claim a winning tottery ticket.
_

Tavilor
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Mecéford Selwey
Russ
Bender
Jeera
Po omnes
Jeiry Summers
Jekn Catt

the film is mere

Queen's ‘Guards

(BRITISH—COLOR)
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“The Purple Hills” smoothly fulstill leaves him without,
the ability.
fills the eo rpan en function for
to eat or speak. -Enter producer
which it has heen de-igned. ActionCastle at this paint to “invite”
Eacked,
picturesaueiy
photoaudiences to ballot on whether
graphed in CinemaScope arid De
Sardonicus has or hasn't suffered
Luxe Color. and trimmed to a senenough. He hasn't, and some sweet
sihly snug 60-minutes, the 20thand amusing
revenge
occurs to
Fox release makes a_ serviceable
wind,up the tale. Pertinent for
Tunning mate. especially handy for
exhibs,
Columbia
is
furnishing
Ae
.
.
,.
e.
Paring opposite attractions aimed
ballot cards for lobby disat jurenile audiences. Customers . gimmick
tribution. ‘The word-of-mouth on
leoking
for
surnrises
or
story
.
.
.
.
Tey
a
|
ne
other Wise
subtiety won't find. them in the a
indifferent patronage. |
modestly-budgeted
Maury Dexter
Picture succeeds nicely at fhe
production ‘shot within a week:. atmospheric level, and though Cusbut, by lower-berth western fiction
tle is not long on “shock.” there

standards,

The

with

a British doctor's efforts to cure] ‘Tribute to the Guards Regifacially-disfigured ‘Ir. Sardonicus, | mients. Slight story but enoush
complicated by the fact the mistress I to prevent this beconting just a
of his Mittel Europa barony jis the
colorful. documentary... There’s
medic’s former sweetheart. It de-.
a streak of snobbishness in the

west-

cf Woury

‘story

in Britain and with a cast and crew
recruited from several.. nationalities, “On Friday at. Eleven” is a
-complete
‘co-production
hybrid.
‘This thriller sags. somewhat, particularly. after the halfway mark,

This

latest

example:

is'a,

sound’.

dualer, with no pretentions to wit,
but

which

gets continuous.

yocks:

from predictable situations, A long,
reliable vast of known names -and
faces helps with: the producers:

is quife
efficient.
and Ronald
Lewis’ limning of the London. doc-

line.
a
Oo
It runs the risk of being accused and’ends:in some improbable mel- -having gone wisely in’ for. added
of: snobbishness and snootiness. It codrama.
But it is guaranteed
to _ U.K. : b.o. insurance.by making

nobleman’s jack-of-all-trades. most-

Guards

Guy Rolfe, as the title character,

tor is likewise convincing. His love, is all very stiff. upper lip- and .kcep most.-patrons in a -state of this the first film of Adam. Faith,
and Sardonicus’ fear-fraught ‘wife, -pukka. Yet. in a warming: way,. it” chilly expectancy, and is a reliable a leading pop singer: with .a big.
local following:
"
en
is played satisfactorily by. Audrey -Goes show something of the years’ booking for most situations.
Faith makes: a commendable
Dalton, while Osear Homolka turns of tradition and history that have’
Story is the. one about a ruthin a highly effective job as the gone towards making the Queen's less gang's plan .to. hijack an ar- first appearance though obviously

the arrival
of the victim’s
kid
brother, whose
aim to kill the
killer is frustrated by the twin
claims. The confusion is resolved
by a war party of Apaches. who
menage to Slav the right man !TayJats After all his pains, Nelson
decides he doesn't want the reward money after all, scrupulously
rut pennilessly rides cff into thesunset with the kid brother and
his attractive
guardian ‘Joanna

what. they are. This may

ly evil. In lesser but well-handled
have’ more than mere
appearances. are Vladimir Sokoloff,.-value for foreign viewers

Lorna

Hanson.

Castle’s

and

cirection

Erika

Peters. tainly,it will. enable

is restrained

to view the Trooping

mored

payroll.

car containinga - Jacking thesp, experience. He-has a.

curiosity _million. dollars. how it -inevitably fresh’ charni, ‘though--a rather
and, cer- goes wrong and how, equally :inevi- ‘monotonous. speaking voice. He
Americans tably, retribution
falls
on ..the also. sings a couple of difties which

of the Cclor

crooks.

It

is directed

by -Alvin Will

please ‘his public.

though

and tidy. and Burnett Guffey’s. in rather more detail and comfort Rakoff with a sharp, hard intensity neither seems déstined for. the Top
photography is a strong contribu-° than most have been able to do in ‘While Frank Harvey’s screenplay -10. ‘They are by Johnny Warth:
tion. Other technical credits also London.
SO .
7
pee
-:adroitly keeps suspense . drawn. .as and give the singer little scope.

Barnes).
rate plus.
‘Pit.
The three stars dispatch their
‘
roles competently. with the ‘satis€e
Soir
Ou
Jamais
factory support of Jerry Summers
(Tonight or Never)
ithe brother), Russ Bender ‘co(FRENCH)
author of this piece:, Danny Zapien, |
Paris, Oct: 17:
Medford Saluay and John Carr.
Perniznd Rivers
release ‘of ElefilmThe economy-minded
savvy of Ulysse
production
With Anna Karina.
producer-director Dexter is backed Claude
de Rich.. _ Jacqueline Dano.0: Anne
up by editor Jodie Copelan, art Fee
eee iseeT eeeite Screen:
director John
Mansbridge,
complay, Deville.
Nina Companeez: camera.
L
te: editor, Miss Conipaneez.”
poser Richard La Salle and cameraman Flovd Crosby, latter’s De at Moric” Carlo, “Paris. Running ‘nme.

Acceptable premise:
for this type ©
a drumskin.
. .. “Cast consists virtually of of comedy has: Faith as. an: aspir-. ©
five people, the members of the _ing young writer living with some
©f flashbacks going through the gang.
Boss is Morgan ‘Rod Stei- arty beatnik’ ‘types—a . surrealist.
mind of. a4 young Guards officer tger). ‘The’ others: are a quarrel- ‘painter. (Cnarles Hawtrey), a sculp--while on duty at, the ceremony as ‘some,. lecherous albino {Peter Van tor ‘Lloyd '-Reckord),- a Composer:
leader.of the escortto the. Color. Eyck), a neurotic safecracker with .'Terence Longdon) and. a. dumb
.His thoughts take in his days. of an obsession about snakes ‘Jean ‘socialite, blonde :(Carale Lesley),
They
training at: Sandhurst. his. rela- ‘Dervais) and an edgy driver ‘Ian who is in love with Longdon.
tionship with his. father. his ro- ‘Bannen). The gang is persuaded. are relying on- the ‘publication. of
Faith’s
book
about
the
-loh
Ness
manees.
his
misery
at
the
belief
/to
try
the
scheme
by
the
tongue
, .,
1;
;
:
ao.
that his brother, killed during the -@f an ice-cold, beautiful Teutanic Monster. to make ends meet. When.
95 MINS.
.
+ War. had sacrificed his men through :moll (Nadja Tiller), who originated .its thumbed. down ‘they -hit on a
Tuxe photography of the Apache,resourteful idea. They make their.
c-ssreseerereren
Anna Karina a blunder.
PAUTENE 0...
eeeeeeeeaee
at tim
fact hisWi relief when
Se he finds the plan. The idea involves fak- own. Monster, photograph. it. and
Jand. Arizona filmsite givinga spe- Valerie’.
Martine we ueecensenecs Jacqueline Dano that in fact his brother died. a brisk.
hero. ‘ing an..auto accident which will
cial lift to the production.
recent
a
of
memory
the
and
Tonictti
Anne
‘then set off to Scotland to kid the .
aveeeeeeeeee
ese
—
ANID
“Danielle beer peeseees Francoise Dorleac
action in the desert. when he lived .cause the armored car to stop, .perTube.
-suade the guards to leave it. allow .lgcals. that they. -have seen the
. Michel De Re
a
ys
up to the name of the brother he _the gang to move in, hide the car Monster. In this way, Faith figures,
.
a
os
idali
a
Mr. Sardonieus
in the book
jin'a trailer and ‘travel to a caravan the publisher’s interest
Fairly sprightly romantic. com-. idolized.
;
a
© ~
;
edy takes place in an apaitment*
Training
sequences
are some- ,;camp. where, among holidaymak- _ Will be revived.
Another William Castle chiller,
From this situation springs a Jot.
:in which a group of young thea- ‘times ‘slaw but offer some super- ers, they can set about. the task of:
short on shock, but fairly susof .eheerful' malarkey,; complica- j.trical hopefuls aie planning to. put ficial’ and amusing
glimpses of ;opening up the armor.
It is an
penseful
and
more
rational
! on a show. Bat seduction and criss-. backstage life in the Guards; the ingenious plan, andit is: fascinat- ‘tions. arising from a lot.of ¢climbthan mest in the genre. Giming in-and out of bedrooms. and
; cross desires are the main thing. war
sequence is credible. and, ‘ing to watch it. being evolved.
mick audience “poll” for ex;:Pie is somewhat
strident and though not urgently exciting, lifts!‘ " But, of course, things go wrong- ‘much losing of trousers and femme
ploitation;
should
do _ well
~ Shrill rather than witty.
But. it the ‘film. to a firm climax.. Th , The driver doesn’t leave his charge dresses. But though,same of the:
enough.
has a feeling for. movement and. Trooping ‘of. the Color ‘sequences ‘and, though wounded, managed to "lark is repetitious,
the thesps ham- displays a new talent for situation offer a piece of pageantry that, in
kiJl.one of the gang in a series of ‘mer home the comedy enthusiasti- —
Columbia
release cf a Williem. Castle
comedy,
director
Michel
Deville.
CinemaScape-and
Technicolor,
is
‘caHy.
Gilbert
Gunn
keeps his di-picduction.
Features
O--ar
Homolka,
chilly suspense sequences. An over
This has that "New Wave” feel- fascinating to watch.
Renald Lewis. Audrey Dalton, Guy Rolfe.
curious child at the caravan site rection on its toes. ”
Tivected bie William Castle. Screenplay,
ing in little known actor. seeming--.- Powell nas directed with meticu- alerts the police, .and soon. -the
Faith
makes
.a
likeable.
young
R + Ruscell:
camera,
Purnett
Guffey;
ec. or. Edwin Brant: music. Von Dexter.j Iy off-the-cuff shooting. and an ab-. Jous’ attention to-detail and, with- ‘gang and its. haul is on the run. -hero while Terence Longdon proRevised
in nN ¥..,Uct. 19, ’61.. Running , Sorption in personal quirks rather
out
getting
bogged
down
too
much
i
Vides.
amiable
support
as
his
buddy..
-Right up to the-time that.the plan
tune. 89 MINS, :
_than in coherent narrative.
-. In facet, the ceremonyof Troop-. tight as

ing .the Color
is’ the framework

for the film. It is told in ‘a: series

a

Krell
ceeeeeeses Oscar Homolka
Sr Robert ........6.-..:
Ronald Lewis
Maude
=—s cn ee eee eee
_ Audrey Dalton
S. rdonic:1s
seccese-Guy Wolfe
Father
—.. wccceceeVied:mir Sokoloff
Arne
owee
Lorna Hanson
Elenka

-

Erika

Peters

The : in any one facet, has been able to |imisfires .this is fine, suspenseful Neither Miss Lesley nor a French.
‘couples _ mil]mil
about.
dance and present a welldrawn picture
of the , Stuff. But it seems to fall ‘apart. -hewcomer, Marie Frarice, lias :-the—
; have. flirtations. And through it, itfe. and thoughts of the -average rat the. caravan site. Although it “technical knowhow to “make the’

all, a headstrong,

childish,

but’ Guards officer. Daniel Massey and

sexually adult girl, gets the man

.

‘she wants.
{ Actors. are, personable ‘if some-

Robert Stephens
are two buddies
who. with Duncan Lamont,~An-

‘thony

Bushell

and

Peter’ Myers

, perks up to a very exciting climax,

roles of the girl friends ‘more. than’ _

there is not the. cold, clinical, nail- , pretty puppets. There are.‘some
biting tautnessat the. end as in -ripely funny performances by such:
“ well-tried
troupers
as.
Sidney.
most of the first half.
-

Wiliam Castle’s latest excursion what too precious in their actions epitomize most people's impression | ‘Steiger plays the gang leader
: James,. as a .get-rich-quick Loch
in tantasy-horror
should please and speech. The tendency. to im- of. Guards officers. Jack ‘Watson
‘with tough compulsion while Ban- | Ness saloonkKeeper;. Freddie. Frinmoct chiil-prone audiences and do _provise sometimes leads to good — makesa stalwart sergeant.
—
‘nen,
Servais
and
Van
Eyck
provide
,ton, for years a top exponent of
scenes but also to free-for-alls that _ R It was. a shrewd thought to cast
ckay at the b.o. It may, however,
-contrasting types.to: produce four~ comedy ‘drunkenness, as. the tipsy
leave some craving for more blood are not too clear on the’ sound- : aymond Massey as the dyed-in.-father,:
and by Wilfred Brambell,.
credible
criminal
characters.
Miss.
Anna Karina is fetching Guards-tradition, . -disab]
and
oidfashiened
spookery
than track.
ed father |Tiller gives a sullen, . humorless as the. village postman. Spike Mil-~
the producer has chosen to lens as the girl who gets her man. The of Massey Jr.- and
‘
ligan
also
has a hilarious cameo as
Massey
pere
|
performance
and
might.
occasional=~
..
this time. Those who dig the shock- ‘others are adequate.
gives a sound perfo
Chances
abroad’ look limited ‘rather overwritten 2 rmance in ally have permitted herself .a shade lan eccentric hobo. Fabia Drake, .
t-s.ock’s--ake approach are apt!
'.
Ewen’
Roberts,
Terry Scott, . Har-tt feel a Httle cheated, betause ‘ because of the uneven treatment. ! role. Ian Hunter br nd overdrawn'| more emotion. But she makes fine
le. J
ings relief a5 |impact in one sequence where the *old Berens. Charles Hawtrey and
if properly
handled ~ and
C sue has woven the tale of “Mr. ‘But
‘a
down-to-earth
haulage
contractor
|
gang
raids
a
night
club
and.
‘the
‘Archie
Duncan
also contribute
its youthful
exuberance
Sa:donicus” with rather more in- . placed,
who ‘is by no means impressed by | girl reveals just how tough she t amusingly..
mo
te i'sence than is usually accorded could make. this a possible spe - Guards officers. Judith Stott and is on the surface—but. only on the
by: °
cialized entry.
. Mosk.’ : Elizabeth Shepherd do all they can |cyrface.
the genre, and the moments ‘aimed
| A. sharper, wittier screenplay.
_
.
,;
Terry
Nation.
was
all”
that was
at ‘naking
audiences recoi] are
, with a couple of rather seimpy
Vaclav Vich’s camerawork is ; needed: to raise ‘What a Whopper”
well-spaced
and story-integrated
‘rolesas the girl friends
of Massey
re
|
@fective
while a cut about its present: standing,
wit) relative plausibility.
iand Stephens. Ursula Jeans’,
Frank spare and effective while Claude

|

(‘sedit_

for ‘the more

Theatre Roof Kills One

reasoned|

dc neation must be shared with
Ru, Russell, who. did the screenplay trem his original ‘story (in

New Orleans. Oct. 24.. ! Lawton, Jack Alien, WillianFox, Bolling has provided uscful back-. for the situation: and the talent
ground music which helps to point ‘were both available. As it js, the.
A woman -was killed and more : Nigel Green and Laurence
Payne
:up the tension.
Rich:. |film provides
harmless
goodthan a dozen patrons injured when -bring polish. to minor roles. Jess:
:
7
humored amusement and a pleas
roof of the rPabe Nola<fheatre. col-| Conrad, a local pop. singer, is: also |
:
m
‘ant peek at Loch. Ness,
through.

without, warning. Sunday}
Iwere lens:
Ralph Calderon’s international) 20,4.
adi giyen a part, mainly as an. excuse
tle mevitable medical angles come ‘ (22) night. Estimates of total audi-| for him te sing a not very. dis- |
Amusement Co. takes over the op-| ©&2!2 ald Wyer's lens;

Piayboy mag). For example, where ‘lapsed ;

-int« play, Russell has scorned the ‘ence ranged between 100 and 200. |tinguished
usual visual hokum; and his explanation for the tragedy that befell Sardonicus
‘facial disfigure-

:

-Reason for the roof fall. hasn't

|been determined. Nola is in east

sector of. town, about five miles.
ment) is handled with simple logic .from the central biz district. ©

ditty, -but

he

promise .with his limited
i tunities
for acting.
-<

‘shows
10V -eration. of Valley The atre near EI.
appor- | Paso, Tex. For the past several .- Emil Kupca

;
Rich...

of the Aztec Thea-

_
./months the 800-seat house : has tre in San Antonio, Interstate
- Under Gerald Turpin, a half
i
|been operated by Lobe Star. The- house,is convalessing at his home
dozen cameramen have done a atres.¢f Dallas.
Jafter recent surgery.
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Actor-Diplomat:

Milwaukee, Oct.. 24.
- While here‘on a promotional
The industry As ‘basically -healthy, so don't take. the. situation at}. “visit for Universal’s “Back
20th-Fox as being telltale evidence of anything to the contrary. It turns.]° -Street” in..which he: appears,
gut that 20th, with its iriability to. adjust to. modern. ‘method economies, “ actor John Gavin was wearing
1. his -. ambassadorial.
regalia:
“4s the exception, not the rule.
Spanish-speaking, he -has .reSo'states the. Value ‘Line investment survey. This ‘Wall Street “outrt|
.

1:
declares.

th

that while 20th has been

‘6

“anachronistic,”

»”

-ceritly Ametica
-had special
status:
at
~ South:
meetings
as an

uanti t i
in stréssing quantity}

Indiana’s Ex-Allied Unit Ponders
Own Delivery Trucks, TOA Link
|

CHANDLER: VS. HAWLEY

Indianapolis, Oct. 24.
Whether to join Theatre Owners
of America will be main issue’ for
decision when Allied Theatre Own-

4

.Yather ‘than. quality -in production, ‘other. companies |‘such. as - Metro,
“Warners. and Universal. kept. pace with the times.:Tliese ‘three compa: | “advisor to OAS’ secretary-gen- - | 14,000 Ballots “Out on
Screen ners of Indiana hold their annual
-. Mies stréamlined operations and ‘in: ‘the: -past. couple . of years experi- ; ‘eral Jose Mora.
Actors Slate
convention here at Marott Hotel
.
Gavin hammered the point
enced. record. per-share ‘profits...
Nov. 13-14.
of America’s ‘loss of prestige
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
“On the other: hand, 20th’s studio ‘continued as ‘the costliest operation
State group, formerly a unlt of
_ and-good will among the Latins..
in the-Hollywood. area and the quality of its pictures, was not- sufficient i They. do not measure us fairly
‘Incumbent George Chandler and National Allied, withdrew from that
to attract’.“peaple from their living rooms or bowling centers.”
Patrick. James Hawley, nominated; organization during past year. Rep. alongside the Russians. “Had
via independent petition, will com- resentatives were sent to attend
‘However, don’t look down too: much upon ‘20th. Value. Line sees the | : we been first. to announce a
20th board taking “definite steps to rejuvenate the entire organization. md. ‘resumption of nuceleur tests ‘|peate for prexy of Sereen Actors TOA board meeting and convention
]Guild
in annual election.
More in New Orleans this month and
Both 20th and. Paramount Iook good to‘ ‘the appraisers for investors
not a window would have gone
than .14,000 ballots. have
been will report findings.
“willing to. look: ahead |to the’ mid- 1960s.”
: unbroken in an :American emGroup here also will act on pos|
mailed
to
members
to
vote
on
27
.. bassy but when. the Soviet: did
sibility of operating film trucks on
candidates for 21. offices.
“There is a ‘better understanding now “between: the exhibitor and!
it there was a singularly quiet
a
cooperative
basis, for which legal
Nominated
by
Guild,
in
addition
the producer. and. the critic and the producer,” Ross Hunter said: fol- |-. reaction. ”
to’ Chandler, are Dana Andrews, groundwork already has been laid.
lowing ‘his return’ from -a -two-and-d-half- week major city. tour on
Meeting will open with annual dinist
veepee:
James
Garner,
2d
veebehalf of his Universal ‘production “Back Street.” Hunter said exhihs !
pee; Charlton Heston, 3d veepee; ner for directors: and wives Nov.
“should be patted on. the back, because they: are. doing: a lot for us On.”
‘|Conrad Nagel, 4th veepee; Ann |23. Business session will begin at
the local level.”an
Doran, recording secretary; Frank ; 9 a.m. Nov. 14, with guest speakers
Producer reported theatremen: in: iniost ‘areas. he visited: hate secured
Faylen, treasurer.
All but seen ‘reserved for afternoon.
tie-ins with various local outlets to exploit .the picture’ and. ‘asserted, asi
are incumbents.
a result..“audiences - are becoming very movie -conscious again.”
He.|
-For three-year terms on Board: i.
stated “Hollywood is ‘not. in ‘the obituary colufins” and ‘said they are i.
Astor Pictures. has-finaily signed | Leon Ames, Wendell Corey, Thom“anxious -to. recapture. the -image of Hotlywood. me
=
Hunter . particularly reported: ‘audiences. are eager fo see representa-. the deal for its acquisition of the |as Gomez, Howard Keel, Pauline
_ tives” of’ the industry ‘on tour, noting Virginia Grey, Jean -Louis ‘de- US. distrib. rights..to. the French Myers, Walter Pidgeon, Gene Ray
signer. for. “Back Street’) John Gavin and himself drew: huge crowds. pic, “Les Liaisons: Dangereuses,” moi:d, incumbents; and Richard
James
- Astor prexy. George Foley. reported |Boone, ‘Frank Ferguson,
‘wherever they went, .
an
;
ac
‘in New York Monday (23) evening Griffith,
Darryl
Hickman,
at a cocktail- party atthe company’s |Lemon, Richard Long.
One-year
-Banrierlinér: in last- week’s VaRiEry concerning. $0. maiy people . ‘as:
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Biblical. students-——such as when a picture. like “King of Kings” comes ‘homeoffice. Negotiations had been; term: Jay Novello.
George Cukor, who was slated
Hal :| to
Indie -board
candidates:
to the fore—brought- ‘An. ‘apt comment from .a: Metro insider, He said - pending for.some time.
direct
Marilyn
Monroe
in
the film industry itself is loaded with -self-styled- sophisticates who: A print of the ‘picture has passed Gerard, Michael Lally, Reg Parton, |“Goodbye Charlie” for 20th-Fox,
‘ thinks: it's “square” to ‘orally upbeat a picture so religioso in nature as ‘through. U.S. Customs and plans John Warburton, three-year terms; instead will guide her in studio's
is “‘Kings.” And for ‘some reason these are the same persons on.-the - ate being -made for a New. York Eugene QO. Roth, one-year.
“Something's
Got to Give.” for
initial invitation. screening lists—the |
ones, figured. to. start ‘the favorab!e ‘preem-around Christmas. While no
which
producer
David
Brown
word-of-mouth. -“But yet,” said the spokesman. “‘so- many of these people theatre has yet. been booked, nego-:
originally set for Frank Tashlin’s
within .the industry, with their. wiseguy notions,..are the. industry’ Ss tialions' are - understood’ to be
direction. Pic is geared for Nov.
enemies. Thankfully, the puhlic apparently. doesn’t pay.any. attention: to- ‘underway ‘with the Paris,--Star
14 start with localions in Conthem. The smart, aleck cracks about ‘Ten. Commandments’. might have. Jeanne Moreau and director Roger
necticut and Hawaii, interiors at
Vadim are expected to come-to the
been -grected with: smirky’ smiles .at Sardi's and Dinty’s and. perhaps
BevHilk
studios.
everyone within immediate earshot. said’ amen.. But. who. can ‘detract States to participate in. the ‘launchThis will be second teaming of
‘from the fact that *Commandments” went on ‘to’ become one. of. the . in g.
‘director and star by studio, maiden
Breatest boxoffice pictures, of all. time?!” r
Film’s title will not-be- translated.
effort being “Let's Make Love.”
Cornelia, Ga., Oct. 24.
for its American release, both the “Goodbye Charlie” was to have
This North Georgia’ burg’s City foHowed completion of “Lady L”
distrib..
and: the film’s producer
In conjunction with the Mannheim “short film festival’ (Oct. 16-21):
but “Lady”
East. Germans _submitted to Mannheim one: film, “Aktion J.,”>a slan- feeling that an English title would Commision recently rescinded on by Cukor at MGM.
derous pr ‘opaganda- film ‘in: documentar vo style ‘about: Dr. Hans. Globke. negate. some of. the: exotic appeal a provisional ‘basis an ordinance never got off ground because of
f the: original French.
‘|banning Sunday showing of motion script troubles. Delays in rewrit“State Secretary of the Bonn~™‘gayernment. The E-German * Commies
pictures. Bob Hall, manager of ing and holding over Cukor at
knew in advance: that such -a film could nev er -be. accepted. ‘But ‘they |
Grand Theatre, was informed he Culver City lot complicated matapparently hoped :via this “tactical measure” ‘to compel Poland. Czechocould
give one showing each Sun- ters where 20th finally sued Cukor
- Slovakia and. Hungary to show “solidarity” and: withdraw...Here’s what
for $7,000.000 breach of contract.
happened: The Poles, whom the. East Germans” obviously . had -“‘con-:
Action was amicably settled
tacted,” sent a. telegram: to’: Mannheim: asking whether E- Germany had }
Monday
(9) anti-Sabbath
ban
,
El. Paso, Tex., Oct. 24.
éubmitted a film: The Mannheim ‘organizers, knowing what’s the score, i
was back in effect.
. when Cukor was released by MGM
John
Paxton,
the
Interstate
Theon
indefinite
postponement
of
just. cabled back: Yes. (Not: revealing -more). Two days later, another :
All went. -well- until Mer. Hall
. telegramt ¢ame from Poland: Will the. E-German -film’ be accepted? .‘atre Circuit city manager, is leas- |-booked
“Metro's. “Gidget. Goes “Lady,” Cukor agreeing to .direct
*The Chapman Report” for pro: Mannheim didn’t answer. Poland now askel the Czech and: Hungarians “ing the. circuit's Plaza’ Theatre for Hawaiian.’
| ducer Richard Zanuck as a 20th
whether:they would. participate -in the Mannheim: fest. Both rations..-a series of monthly kiddie shows of.
however, stuck to Mannheim. So. Poland “gave in’’ and also took ‘part. two hours on .a Saturday morning | © Seeking to stir up a little extra|—.project.
in -co-sponsorship with .KROD-TV interest in his attraction Hall hired
However,
when 20th-board in
himself a shapely femme, posses- New
:and Farmers Dairies.
York
refused
to approve
Continental Distributing. Walter” Reade’s indie distrib- org,: which
In. addition to a two hour screen sor of a pair of free wheeling hips “Chapman” script, Zanuck moved
never seeks Production.Code approval: for its releases,. seemed: some- !
- program
consisting of ‘cartoons, anda knowledge of wiggles needed property to Warner Bros., brirewhat embarrassed. last week ‘when. ‘sharpeyed patrons: at the Sutton
‘novelties and. comedies. there are to do a genuine imitation of the ing Cukor along. Deal with 20th
Theatre, New York, eastside. artie, spotted. PCA. No:..19821 on_ the.
‘appearances: of KROD-TY per- Hawaiian hula dance ,to perform in prexy Spyros P. Skouras provided
print: of -Continental’s ‘British’ import. “The Mark.’ Continental -eXECS |Sonalities who ‘auction off prizes.'front of his Grand Theatre.
for
payment
of
approximately
have publically stated’ that.they have not and: would not seek a Code
| $300,000 “invested” in film while
seal for the film, which deals with the rehabilitation of a man. who”
j on BevHilis acerage.
once felt sexually attracted to preadolescent Birls.. .
°
Cukor’s pact to direct “SomeSubsequently, Irving :Wormser, Continental ‘prexy, cleared. up. “the.
thing” is an entirely new deal
mystery”. by reporting that. the Code number represented the “tem-.
engineered
by director’s
agent
porary” number issued to. 20th-Fox- for the international, release. of
Irving Lazar. Approval was given
the film, though ‘the final version of the pic did not. get-a deal. It As.
peresesta
by studio exec Owen
MacLean,
‘not unusual for a film to get. such a: temporary number While it's in|}
production, though actiial PCA approval
-awaits: screening. of the final | ” Cinema. 16, New York's leading through - presentation of already casting. head, by telephone from
!film society and one of .the most commercially accepted filmmakers.
Rome.
print. 20th. distributes .-the filin outside the: US:
influential in’ the nation, kicked off
Miss Monroe washes up her old
Vogel reports with some pride
20th pact with film. She will get
. -Merger-. of |‘America Corp., ‘holding company whose assets ‘Include. its 15th season Sunday (22) with. that a number of New York’s more
Pathe Laboratories,. and ‘Republic Corp., whose properties include | the U.S. preem of Japan’s “The respected indie distribs not only -$100,000, same as for “Love.”
“Something”
is Brown‘s
kick~Consolidated ‘Laboratories: looks pretty: definite. Gorden K. Greenfield. Sun's. Burial,’’ described :in Cin- support the organization, but also
president of: America, said this week the board of America has: azreed ema‘ 16 literature as “a study. in make use of its facilities to “try off pic under three-picture deal
“to the get-together. and it’s now subject: only to a confirmation vote’ -| violence and eroticism,.. signaling out” new acquisitions. Both Ed handed Brown when he gave up
by America stockholders: This is likely. America's stockholders must ; the emergence of a new generation Kingsley and Ed Harrison have post as story head.
sponsored Cinema 16 showings of
-Although Brown had. set Tashlin
vote aye by 82° in order to make the proposed stock exchange ‘tax in ‘Japanese filmmaking. ”
Violence,
eroticism
and new future releases to gauge audience to direct, his name doesn’t appear
ree.
‘America presently is the. largest single stockholder in Republic, generations aside, Cinema. 16, far. impact and devine potential sell- on Miss Monroe’s preferred list
having purchased 265,420. shares of Rep from Victor M. ‘Carter.. Latter ‘from being just a weekly date on ing approaches.
There also have of directors. Cukor and Vitorrio
previously bought out Rep voting -control from Herbert J. Yates. New a’ film puff’s calendar, plays an been a number of occasions (prin- De Sica do, among others. Howimportant,
vital.
role
in
the:
develcipally
in
the
shorts
field, but in- ever, While studio production top- ~
‘déal provides that upon the mérger America’s stock in: Republic will
become part of. Rep’s treasury-held stocek. ‘Exchange agreement calls’-}opment of commercial film indus: cluding 4 couple of féatures) when per G. Levathes was in Rome last
for ie issuatice of one | share’ “ofRep: ‘common: for three shares OF try, according to its head,-Amos| pix imparted and.shown via Cine- week he tried to sign DeSica.
‘Fogel.
merica.
|ma 16 have, as a result, found U.S.
Deal
failed
to jell because
- Tn New) York: last ‘week, .Vogel. distribs.
DeSica wants to make next pic in
‘noted that it. was: via the.vet film
_As To Shorts.
Italy.. He is reported to have been
‘HARRY KALMINE’S. LOOK. society that a number of today’s
Vogel notes that in the case of disappointed in Venice Festival
-| most °respected and. commercially
for
“Two
Women,”
shorts, Cinema 16. actually pays reception
Pleased: ‘By — Comancheros’
and: successful (in U.S.) foreign film- their producers more than they starring Sophia Loren. Pic hasmakers found their first ‘American
‘Second. Time Around’
been given a warm welcome in
get
from
firstrun
artie
houses
Iotaudiences.
. Truffaut, | - Fellini,
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
U.S. where Joe Levine is disothers, - were U.S-preemed cally. Cinema 16 will pay up. to
tributing. Report further added,
. Hollywood, ‘Oct. 2d J among’
Jerry Fairbanks will start probv: the. showing -of their. early| $100 for four ‘or five showings,
duction in Mexico after first of ; - Harry Kalrnine, veepee of stan. [works at Cinema 16. Unfortunate- ‘while a shorts producer is lucky DeSica doesn’t want to antagonize
Italian industry by ieaving Ronie
the year on the religioso -fitst ofley-Warner
circuit,
planed.
. the exec said, the organization to get $50. a week from an artie
at this time, when his personal.
“The Miracle. of. Guadalupe.” in
ef’ always so far in. the vanguard whieh shows the pie seven times
feelings may be misinterpreted.
a day.
;
association. with ‘Jose.‘Luis Celis, {New York after two day. visit’
exican film
pr
Fea
t |here, winding up a week's tour of |that. it. seldom can profit by. the
Other two pix set on Brown’s
Of the organization’s $75,000 anMe"shot film producer.” Fears £0.‘houses. He also. visited ‘Chicago | subsequent commertial success of
sked are “Battle of Leyte Gulf,”
“‘discoveries.” By the time the nual budget, approximately -$10,to
hezin Spring next vear (Script
$2,000,000 budget. and 10-week; 224 Milwaukee, among other |its
filmmakers: become. famous, and: 000 is paid out in terms of rentals
by Edmund North will be filmed
: shoating schedule. Fatrbanks ‘said,circuit areas.”
commercial | .b.o. draws, their. work. to producers. Rest of the money
yesterday that a release had -been;
Stanley — operating — head.” had... is ‘going the regular. theatre. route. goes: to the staff, administtative ‘in’ Japan. Philiopines and U-S.}
arranged. but he declined to iden- ,Praise for two: 20th-Fox pix, “The:
| expenses, exhibition facilities, and and. “Chinese Room” by Vivian
.
Nice Term...
tify the company.
; |Comancheros” and:.“Second Time
“When :‘Vogel uses
the. work to maintaining and building its ex- Connell. No easts or other details
Fairbanks originally had. a deal : Around... both of which he: said. “profit.” he does so loosely, since tensive film Iltbrary, distributed. are set.
with 20th-Fox for release of “Gu-! 4Z¢ good: Pictures for our. thea- Cinema:16 is a non-profit organiza- nationally,
adalupe”. but it was sidetracked|itres.”Hé is due back today (24) tion. and woe be unto them if thes
Group’s 1961-62 program ranges
when.the studio produced “Francis;,for reopening of remodeled Warn- start turning up with much money from Robert: Frank’s
of Assisi.” Fairbanks: will take his. [eT here. with local preem. of “Back left over. Because by definition of Jesus,” and Rene Clair’s“Sin“Twoof
Hollywood, Oct. 24
own production crew below.. the |.Street” Oct. 26.
‘its: function, Cinema 16: devotes it- Timid Souls”
(never before reFrank and Maurice King are
border. Film. is now being cast. { -Prexy Si Fabian’ is also due. for self to works which might not ‘leased in America, to “Operation on a 10-day trek to London. HamFairbanks .will personally-produce! first ’.visit - since attending ‘all- ‘otherwise be seen. it. must: attract. ‘Abolition.”
King
Vidor’s' “The burg and Bombay to szsut loca‘the picture: with Celis as his asso-, industry ‘meet: called ‘hy |Walter ‘its-swbserihbers (5.000 now) bya ‘Crowd” and Leopoldo Torre-Nils- tions for King Bros.’ upcoming
late,
| Mirisch: several ‘Months ago.
eontinuity’. in quality, rather than |sqn’s “The Fall,” among others.
“Captain Sinbad.”

KeepFrench TileWhen

“Liaisons Dangereuses’
‘Ovensin U.S. Via Astor ;

‘Cukor Switcheroo,
But Still It's MM

Hula Ends Sunday
— “Films First Try

Promotes Kid Matinees |
In Local Video Tie-Up |9%:

So WhasNew AtCinema 6?

i

MIRACLE OFGUADALUPE’
SHOOTING INMEXICO,

King Bros.’ Scouting Trek

}

PICTURE
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GROSSES

Det. Still Lofty; Devil’ Wham 0G,

Wednesday, Octoher 25, 1961.

Buff; ‘Devil’ Hot 186

Breakfast’ Smash 186, Rocco Cond!

106; ‘Hustler’
Four

Detroit, Oct. 24

newcomers,

two of them

Hub StilHep:‘Street’Boffo $24,000,

[Breakfast ” Robust 146,

156, Blues 1G, Ath
+

' Key CityGrosses

Buffalo, Oct. 24.

Some fresh fare is cheering local
exhibitors currently. “Breakfast at |.
looks robut at. ParaTiffany’s”
mount while “Devil at 4 O’Clock”
is rated big at the Century. “Slen- [
der in Grass” shapes fast. at the
Center.

Rocco’ Sockeroo126,‘20Plus’ 8¢
Broadway Grosses

| Estimated Total Gross
Gros

- Boston, Oct. 24,
Film. business. is shooting --to
‘| amazing. new~.highs .currently as
| exhibs strive for. more space in
newspapers .with. the idea of getting people in the habit: of going to

Estimates for This Week _
hot items, and a couple of strong
This Week ..........$611,600.
see pictures. Some Hot newcomers
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1)—
holdovers will spell very good biz
(Based on 30 theatres)
are in this week with “Back Street”
’
“Bridge
to Sun” (M-G) and “Secret
for Detroit dawntowners this week. ! Estimated Total: Gross
| sobbing © toward a-.boffo take ‘at
Last Year .........0.6. $386,200
‘| of Monte
Cristo” 4{M-G). Poor
“Breakfast at Tiffany's” is great at
This Week
$2,505,050
Memorial, and “Rocco and. Broth(Based on 21. theatres)
$7,000
in 9. days.
Last week,
the Madison while “Devil at 4
(Based on 22 cities and 252
ers” sock at Beacon Hill.. “Twenty
“Thunder of Drums” (M- G) .and
O'Clock” looks equally socko at
theatres, chiefly. first runs, in- ‘| “Soldier of Fortune” (20th) (2d
Plus .Two” looms : tmild* at Par-.
the Grand Circus, both in first
cluding N.Y.)~
amount.
wk), $4,000. in 5 days.
weeks.
Last Year ....... . $2,216,300:
“Breakfast at Tiffany's,” ‘which:
‘Center (AB-PT) (2,500; 70-$1.25)
(Based on 23 cities and, 222
“Rocco
and
Brothers”
looms |
{hit alltime. house record. at’ Capri .
—‘“Splendor in Grass” (WB) (2d.|
good at the Adams.
“Explosive
theatves).
opening
session, looks’. mighty ° in
wk). Fancy. $13,000. Last’ week,
Generation” shapes only fair at the|
second week. “Splendor in Grass”
$17,000. :
Palms .
continues
wow at Astor, .also in.
‘Century (UATC) (2,700; 70-$1.25)
“Hustler” stays fast in secondi
second. “Hustler”* shapes strong
—‘“Devil at 4 O' Clock” (Cob. Big }
round at the Fox. "Splendor in
Indianapolis, Oct. 24.
$18,000 or near. Last week, “AnaMet in third frame, “Naked |
at the
Grass” is still terrific in second at
Four holdovers at five. firstruns. in
Deep” is hotsy at State’ where.
stasia” (20th) and “Young Lions” are
the Michigan. “Paris Blues” looks
holding
grosses
down
to’ | it cracked the house mark opening
(20th) (reissues), $6,500.
hep in fourth at the Mercury.
moderate level here this stanza.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$1)— One new entry, “Bridge of Sun,” ‘round.
“Guns of Navarone” stays sharp ,;
’ Estimates for This Week
“Greyfriars
Bobby”
(BV)
and is. barely
in 16th week at the United Artists. |
okay at Loew's “La
Pittsburgh, Oct. 24.
“Seargeant Was Lady” (U) (2d wk), Dolce
_Astor (B&Q) (1,170; 90-$1.50)—
Vita”
has. improved
in
“Windjammer”
sdils grandly in!
“Devil at 4 O’Clock,”. boff in Slow $5,000. Last week, $8,200.
“Splendor
in Grass”-(WB) (2d wk).
|
fourth
round,
rated
brisk
at
Lyric.
fifth round at the Music Hall.
: first round at the Gateway, is pac-!
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- “Splendor in Grass” ‘still leads, Wow $16,000. Last week, $22,000.
Estimates for This W eek
‘ing the city currently. “Splendor'
— ‘Breakfast at Tiffany’ s” though in second stanza at Keith’ s, |
Fox ‘Woodmont? (5.041; 75-$1.49) 1.in Grass” shapes lusty in secondi $1.25)
Beacon: Hill -(Sack) (678; $1l+
{Par). Sturdy. $14,000. Last week, where. it’s solid.
—"“Hustier” (20th) and “B ast of |Stanza at: Stanley. “The Hustler”
-$1.50\—"Roeeo —_ and
Brothers”
“Hustler” (20th)' (2d wk), $9,000. .
Silence” 'Us '2d wk. Fast $19.000.{; looms lofty in third at Fulton.
(Astor).::.Socko $12.000. Lest week, .
Circle
‘Cockrill-Dolle)
'2.800;
$1-:
Teck
(Loew). 1,200;
70-$1)—
Last week. $24.000.
“Cold.
Win
in
August’
(LA) (4th
|$1.25-—“Pit
and
Pendulum”
(AT).
“Explosive Generation” is rated } “Two Women” (Embassy) (3d wk).
Michigan ‘United Detroit; :4.036: : slim in opener at the Penn.
and “Anatomy of Psycho’’-\AI) (2d: -wk), $5,500.
;
; Sad $1,400. Last week, $2,200.
$1.25-$1.49:—"‘Splendor in Grass” l
wk).
Fair
$5,000.
Last
week,
$8,000.
‘Boston
(Cinerama,
Inc.)
{1 354:
Estimates for This Week
_Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$1.25)
(WB? (2d wk). Sharp $18.000. Last | Fulton
For
ParaIndiana (CD) (1,300; $1.25-$2.50) $1.75-$2.65)—"‘Search
(Associated) (1,635; 1. | — "Saturday Night, Sunday Morweek. $20.600.
dise”
(Cinerama)
(reissue):
Opened.
of
World”
Wonders
$1.50\—“Hustler” (20th) ‘3d wk).! ning” (Cont) (3d wk). Okay $1,500. —“Seven
Palms :UD) i2,955: $1. 25-$1 Ag, ii Lofty.
Monday “(23).. “Windjammer (NT)
(Cinerama’
(19th
wk).
‘Steady
$5,$8,000
after $8.700 ‘for! Last week,
ek, $2,400.
400..
“Exnicsive Ceneration” ‘UA? ond}
ke; $6,000.
: (reissue) {23d wk)
1500. Last week, $5,000.
* second.
,
“Teenage Millionaire” (GA, Slow:
(900; ‘$1-$1.50)—
Capri (Sack?
Gateway
(Assoc.) .'1,900;
$1-|¢
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300: $1-$1. 25)—$8.000. Last week, “20 Plus Two” '
$1.50)—"Devil at 4 O'Clock” (Col).
“Splendor in Grass” (WB) (2d wk). “Breakfast at Tiffany’s” (20th) (2d
(UA) and “Elephant Walk” ‘Par’,
wk): Mighty $21,000. Last week,
Boffo $16,000. Last week, “Francis.
Solid $7,000. Last. week, $9,000.
$8,200.
‘of Assisi” (20th), $10,000.
Loew's (Loew) (2,427: -75-$1. 25)— new record at: $27,000.
Madison : UD) (1.408: $1.25-$1.49)
Penn ‘UATC) (3.300; $1-S1. 50-—|.
“Bridge to Sun” (M-G).. .NSH. $6,- | ’ Exeter (Indie) (1,376: 90-$1- 49)—
—‘Breakfast
at Tiffany's’
'Par).
Noon”
(Times)... Sixth’
“Explosive
Generation”
(UAY.
000. Last week, “Paris Blues,” “Purple.
Glittering
$18.000..
Last
week.
‘week started Oct.. 21. Fifth week,
Slim $7,000. -Last week, “Bridge
(UA), $4,500.
“Grevfriar's
Bobby’
‘BV)
and}
nice $5,000.
}
To
Sun”
(M-G},
$9,500.
|
Lyrie
(Cockrill-Dolle)
(850;
$1-.}
“Flight That Disappeared” UA),
ansas City, Oct. 24.
Fenway (Indie) ‘1 350; $1. 50\—
Shadyside (MOTC) (750; $1. 271\—
Dolee Vita” (Astor)
(2d wk), $9.500.
Better bath of product is rais- $1.50)—“La
.“L’ Avventura” iIndie) (2d wk),
Grand Circus «UD) (1,400: $1.25- . “Bridge” (AA). Loud $3.500. Last {ing the boxoffice total this week. (4th wk). Brisk $5,000, helped by /Oke $2,800. Last week, $3,200,
“Truth”
(Kings)
‘5th
wk),
$1.49i—""Devil at 4 O'Clock” ‘Col. | week.
; Newcomers
“Hustler”
in
two closing notice. Last week, $4,000.
Gary (Sack) (1,277: 90-$1.80)—Wow $20.000. Last week. “Trapp | $1,500.
j houses
is rated
Moderate
but
; “Guns” of ‘Navarone”
(Col) (15th
Squirrel Hill iSW) (834: $1.25)—}
Family” 2th) 12d wkk °8.00C.
“Devil at 4 O'Clock” ‘at Plaza
‘} wk. Good © $10, 000. Last - week,
|:
“Two-Way
Stretch”
(Cont)
(3d
wk).
Adams
:Balaban} (1,700; $1.25‘shapes great.
|
$12,000.
: Solid $2,500 after $3.400 last week. |
“Splendor
in Grass” at Par-|{
$1.50: — “Rocco and _ Brothers’ :
Stanley (SW 13.700: $1-$1.50.—
Kenmore indie) (700; $1.50\—
(Astor’. Good $10,000. Last week,
amount for second. week
looms
“Tyo Women” (Embassy) :48th wk.
‘Splendor in Grass” ‘WB 2d wk). |
“Bridge to Sun” .+M-G) 12d wk,
' sturdy while “Breakfast. at. Tif.
Great $7,000. Last week, $7.800.
Hotsy
$14.000.
Last
week.
$17.000.
$6.500.
t fany’s” is smash at Roxy, also in}
t
Metropolitan (NET). (4,357; 90-.
United Artists.“UA} 11.667: $1.25 r Warner ‘!SW) !1.516: $1-S1. 50)— second. “La Dolce Vita” still is
$1.25)—“Hustler” (20th). (3d wk).
Minneapolis,. Oct. 24.
“Young Lions” (20th) and “Ana-; ‘okay in fifth round at Brookside.
. $1.80—“Guns of Navarone’ ee
Bright
$10,000. Last. week,. $14,000.
Holdovers dominate currently—
(20th)
(reissues).
Quiet j
(16th wk. Fine $6.000. Last week, !, Stasia”’
Estimates for This Week
Memorial (RKO) (3,600; 90-$1.49)
but ‘biz still is big. Patrons’ word$5,000. Last week. “Rocco and: Brookside
$6.120.
| (Fox - Midwest-Natl.. of-mouth praise is helping the go- —"Back Street” (U) and “Trouble
Musie
Hall
‘Cinerama,
Inc.) | Brothers” (Astor), $6,000.
Theatres)
(800;
-$1-$1.50)—"La
ing substantially: for third-weeker in Sky” (Indie). Great $24,000. for
(1,208:
$1.20-$2.651 — “WindjamDolce Vita” (Astor) (Sth wk). Okay “Two Women” as well as “Splendor
sobber despite. crix. pans. Last
mer” :NT: treissue' ‘Sth wk). Swell
‘$2,500: Last week, $3,000.
in
-Grass,” “The Hustler” and week, “Paris Blues”: (UA) ‘and
$12.500. Last week. $11.160.
Capri .(Durwood)
(1,260; $1 “Bridge To Sun,” all three in sec- “Secrets. Deep Harber” (UA) (3d
Trans-Lux
Krim_
'Trans-Lux)
$1.50\—“Bridge To Sun” (M-G). ond rounds.
wk); $10,000. .
(1.000: $1 80-S2i—"La Dolce Vita”
. (3d aX) Modest $4,000. Last week, |
“La Dolce Vita,” in1 it’‘s 13th and | ‘Orpheum. (Loew) (2,‘900: 90-$1. 49)
(Astor)
‘!15th wk). Good $3.000.
$5,50
—‘Bridge
to Sun” ({M-G)
and
final
stanza
still
is
okay.
to
finish
|.
Last week, $3,300.
orest, Riverside (Commonwealth)
a big run. Newcomer.“‘Blood and “You Have to Run Fast” (UA). (2d
Mercury ‘U™M) (1,465, $1-$1.80)—
Toronto. Oct. 24.
‘(900 ‘cats each; 90¢.), Boulevard Roses” at the Gopher looks drab.
wk-final).
Thin
$8,
000.
‘Last
week,.
“Paris Blues’ 'UA' ‘4th wk:. Fine
Biz is spotty currently but new-} (Rosedale) (750 cars; 90c.), Engle-_
-| $10;000.:
$7.000. Last week. $8.000.
comers
such as “fwo Women,”
wood (Dickinson) (1,200; 90c.), Isis,| _ Estimates for This Week
-Paramount
(NET) (2,357; 70Academy
(Mann)
947; $1.75- ‘$1.25)—"20
‘wham at the Towne, and “Carry on Vista (FMW-NT) (1,360; 700; S$0c.):
Plus Two” (AA) and
(Astor)
Regardless” great at three houses, —"Explosive
Generation”
(WA) $2,65)—“La Dolce Vita”.
(AA). Mild
“Immortal
Monster”
help make the. session cheerful. and Teenage Millionaire”
aLit
(UA). (13th wk). End of a long, prosper- $8.000.
‘ ‘Greyfriars a
Last. week,
Port.; ‘Grass’ 7G, 2d: ‘“Fxodus”
is big at pop ‘prices at Mild $20,000. Last.week, sub runs. ous run. Gives way to another hard- Bobby” (BV), $9,000.
Pertland, Oct. 24.
Imperial.
Empire (Durwood) (1,200; 90-$2) ticket pic, “Kings of Kings’ (M-G),
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,909: /75-$1.25)
Nov.
9.
In
the
meanwhile,
the
house
Plenty of new product around
“Splendor in the Grass” is Tead-: —"This: Is Cinerama" (Cinerama)
—‘Where Boys Are”. (M-G) and.
this session but most of it is fail- ing the holdovers with wow second (reissue) (7h wk).. Holds okay at will be dark except for’ several
“King”. previews. Wound 4 at okay “Butterfield 8” (M-G) ‘(subruns).
ing to do much. In fact, most ex- week.
“Come
September’
in $4,500. Last week, .$5,000.
Fair
$5,500.
Last week, “White.
hibitors are inclined to blame it eighth looms good. “Dolce - Vita” |. Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) | $4,500. Last’ week, $5,000
Christmas”. (Par). (reissue); $6,500.
on local conditions, rather. than in 12th is perking to a bis. total at —"Raisin in Sun” (Col) (4th wk).
Century (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150;
Saxon.
(Sack)
(1,100: $1.25-$1.80)
the new fare. “Bridge To Sun” is Tivoli.
| Good $1,500; stays. Last. week, $1.75-$2.65)—-""Windjammer” (NT) —"“Goodbye Again” (UA) (6th wks.
only mild at Music Box while “7?
(reissue) (20th wk). Next to final
Estimates for This Week
$1.800.
oo
’ final).
Oke
$6,000:'.“Last
week,
Women Frem Hell’ shapes drab
Carlton, Danforth, Humber
Paramount
(UN-Blank)
(1, 900; | session, and then gives way to an- $7,500. “King of. Kings” - (M-G)..
at Orpheum. “Greyfriars Bobby” (Rank)
(2,318; 1,328; 1,203;. $1- $1.50)—“Splendor in Grass” (WB) other reissue, “South Sea Advenopens
roadshow.
Thursday”
(26).
seems out of place in such a large $1.50) — “Carry on Regardless”
ture,” which also had a long run |.
State (Trans-Lux) (730; 75-$1.25)
house as the 3,400-seat Paramount, (20th). Great $22,000. Last week,. (2d: wk). Fancy $8,000. Last week, at this theatre. It reopens Nov. 6.
$10:000.
_
Fine $9,500. Last week,. $10,500. | —"Naked in Deep”. (indie) and:
and is in for a sad week. “Back “Guns of Navarone” (Col) (1itb.|.
Plaza
(FMW-NT)
(1.630;
“Young
Sinners” (indie). (2d wk).
$1Street,”
too,
is moderate
on wk), Carlton only, $11,000
$1.50)—“Devil at.4 O'Clock” (Col). | Gopher (Berger). (1,000; $1-$1.25) Sock $8,000. Last. week, way over
initialer at the Broadway.
.
Eglinton (FP) (918: $1. 50-$2. 50)
—‘Blood and Kisses” (Par). Drab
Great
$18,000;
stays
on.
Last
week
hopes’
and
new: ‘Tecord here cat
Estimates for This Week
. —“Windjamnier” (NT) (44th wk).
“Young: Doctors” (UA) (2d -wk-9 "$4,500. Last week, “Francis of Assi- $10,000.:
Broadway
‘Parker)
(1,890; $1- Steady $7,000. Last week, ditto.
si” (20th) (4th wk), $2,500.
days),
$4,500.
$1.50)—“Back
Street”
(U)
and
Hollywood. (FP) (1,080; ’$1-$1.50)
Lyric (Par) (1, 000; ‘ $1-$1.25). —
Roxy (Durwood) (850; ‘$1- $1.50)
“Sergeant
Was
A
Lady”
(U). —“Splendor in Grass” (WB) (2d.
“Greyfriars Bobby” (BV) (2d wk)., ‘Grass’ Grand $16.000,
Bodest £6,000. Last week, “Roman- wk). Wham $14, 000. Last week. —Breakfast at .Tiffany’s”. (Par). Under expectations," especially in|
(2d wk), Smash $8,000 or over. Last view of the praise heaped ~on it..
off and Juliet* ‘U} and “So This $14,800.
.
_.
.
Ste. Louis, Oct. 24.
Is Paris” (U). (reissue) (2d wk),
Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1-$1.50) week, $10,500.
Oke at $5,000,. Last week,. $5,000.
Granada
(FMW-NT)
Greatest. showing .this stanza
$4.100.
—“Greengage Summer” (Col) (3d | Uptown,
Mann (Mann) (1,000; $1-$1.50)—
(2,
043,
1,217;
$1-$1.25)—“Hustler”
here
‘is
being.
made by: “Srlendor
Fox (Evergreen) 1,600; $1-$1.49) wk).
Hefty $5, 500. Last. week,
“Splendor in Grass’ (WB) (2d wk).
(20th). Moderate $9,000, but holds. Wow $11,000. Last week, $14,000. in Grass,” with a great. take at the
—"Splendor In Grass” (WB) and $6,000.
Last
week,
“Francis
of
Asisi”’
Esquire
.
“Devil
at 4 -O’Clock”
“Thunder In Carolina’ ‘WB) (2d
Imperial (FP) (3.343; $1-$1.50)—
‘ Orpheum (Mann) (2,800; $1-$1, 25)
wk'. Tall $7,000. Last week, $8,200. “Exodus” (UA), on popscale. Big (20th), $7,500.
/—Housing aegiter, “Miracle. Kork-. ‘also in big:.on initialer at mame.
2”?
mouth
Fox
while
“La
Dolce Vita"
Hollywood
(Evergreen)
(2,000; $12,000. . Last ‘week, “Francis of
fer,” thisw:
$1-S1.49).—“Can
Can” (20th) and Assisi” (20th) (2a wk), $6.500.
St. Louis. Park
I
(Field) (1,000; is rated. smash in second. at Loew's
Devil’ Brisk $24,000,
Mid-City.
“Bridge
to
Sun”
-is only a
“Carousel” ‘i20th) (reissues)
(2d
International (Taylor) (557; $l-|.
1 $1.25).— “Two Women” (Embassy):
Frisco; ‘Grass’ 15G, 2d (3d wk). Brisk $4, 000. Last week, ‘fair on opener. at State. “Back wk. Fast $3.500. Last week, $3,300. $1.25)—“Pure Hell at St. Trinian's”’
|
Street”:
still
is
fine
in
‘second
at
Musie Box (Hamrick) ‘840; $1- (20th) (5th wk). Fair $2,500. Last
1.$6,000.
San Francisco, Oct. 24,
$1.50}—“Bridge
To Sun”
(M-G). week, $3,000.
‘State (Par) (2, 200; $1-$1.25)— Ambassador.
Firstrun biz. looms satisfactory
Estimates for This Week
Mild $3,500. Last week, “Star Is
Loew’s (Loew) (1,641; $1-$1.50)— here this round with “Devil at 4 qpustter™ (20th). (2a wk). Socko
- Ambassador (Arthur). (2,970; 90Born” (WB) (reissue), $2,900.
“Come: September” (U) (8th wk). 10’Clock” shaping socko at St. $12,000. Last week, $12,000.
Suburban | World (Mann) (800; $1.25)—“Back Street” (U) (2d. wk).
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,536; $1- Good $8,000. ‘Last week, $9,500.
Francis and “Splendor. in Grass” |
$1.45)\—"‘Severn. Women From Hell”
Tivoli (FP) (935; $1.50-$2.50)— dandy in second round at Para- $1.25)—-“L’ Avventura” (Ellis). Mod- Fine $10,000. Last week, $15,000.
‘Apollo’ Art (Grace) (700; '-:90(20th) and “Pirates of Tortuga” “La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (12th wk). mount. “Spartacus,”. out on general est. $2,200. Last week,. “Make Mine
(20th). Drab $5,000. Last week, Upsurge to big $8,000. Last week, release, is heading
| $1..25)—“Entertainer”
(Cont)... Big
for a great take Double” (Elis), $2,500
“The Head”
<Indie) and “Black $7,000
’ Uptown (Field): (1,000:: $1:25) — $4,000. Last. week. “Virgin Spring”
at United Artists for opener.
+“Blue
Angel” |(Par) and “Third (Janus) (3d wk), $1,800.
~
Towne (Taylor) (693; 90-$1.25)—
Pit of Dr. M’” (indie), $4,800.
' Estimates for This Week
Paramount
(Port-Par)
(3,400; “Two Women” (IFD). Smash $9,Golden. Gate (RKO) (2,859: $1.25- Man” (Indie) (reissues). Fair $3,000. | Esquire (Schuchart-Levin) (1,800;
$:-$1.50) — “Greyfriars
Bobby” 000. Last week, “Long, Short, Tall’: $1.50)— “Baek - Street” (Uy) and Last week, “Cold Wind in August” | 90-$1.25)—"Splendor.. in Grass”
(BV and “Boy Who Caught Crook” (IFD) (4th wk), $3,500:
(WB).. Great:.$16,000. Last. week,
“Pharaoh's Woman” (U). (2d wk).. (Lopert) (4th wk). $3,200.
World (Mann) 400; $1.25-$1.50)— “Ada” (M-G) (3d wk), $7,500:
Uptown (Loew) (2, 543; $1-$1.75) Okay $8,000. Last weék, $15,000.
(UA).
Sad
$5,200.
Last
week,
“Paris Blues” ‘UA) and “Flight —“Thunder of Drums” (M-G) (2d |. Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1.25-%1.50)— “Bridge To Sun”. {M-G) (2d wk).
Fox (Arthur) (6,000: 90-$1.25)—
Good $4,000. Last week, $5, 000.
(Continued on page 10)
-(Continued on page 10}
Disappeared” (UA), $3,900.

Sun Tin$6,000,

‘Devil Slick 166, |

s 76

Indpls. ‘Gras

Pitt; Hustler’ 86:

Devil’ Great186,
K.C;‘Hustler’ 9G

Mpls. StillFast; ‘Grass’
Wow $11,000, ‘Hustler’

Sock $12,000, Both2

|Exodus’ Big $12,000 In

Toronto: ‘Women’ Boff
9G, ‘Vita’ Hep 8G, 12,

‘Bobby’ Slight $5,200,

St. L.; Devil’ Big 18G

wk). Sad $5,000. Last weék, $7,000.

PICTURE GROSSES

‘Bir; Breakfast

‘KINGS,’
pA
’

Boff $35,000,Devil’Rousing 216,
‘Question’ 126: Kings’Lofty 276,2)

‘DEVIL’ GREAT}

BwayTurns SpottyAlhet ‘Story’

Capac. $47,000; ‘Devil’ Lively 496,
‘Kings Wow 406, Breakfast’ 1556

Chicago, Oct. 24:
Deluxer trade. ‘ig the liveliest in
-|months this round, with many new
Although boasting fewer new-,next,
likely around
middle of
entries garnering solid .coin and comers. than last week, Broadway November.
holdovers. ‘generally hotsy. Opening firstruns.-are holding up in great
Estimates ‘Are Net
getting.a nice boost from a numRivoli (UAT! (1,545; $1.50-$3.50)
{weekend on roadshow of “Kings of shape. Higher temperatures mid- —“West Side Story’ (UA). Initial
ber. of openers -which show. flow-.
Film gross estimates :as reKings” was SRO: However, first week hurt but a rainy, much cold-; week ending today (Wed.) looks
ported hérewith from the variery prospects. “Breakfast: at. Tif-.
week’s: gross of $19,000 is @ little er weekend gave tany theatres capacity $47,000 for 11 shows. Wedfany’s” is: heading for. a boff $35,-|. ous key. cities, are net; i.e.,.
under. the: Tadd’s. $25, 600. capacity. a boost at the wickets.
nesday nitght vreem was a benefit
without usual ¢tax.
Distrib000 at the Chinese. “Devil at: 4
Of the other initialers, “Splendor
utors share on net ‘take, when
“ O'Clock” expects. a big $21,000 or
Standout, of course, is the capac- while last Thursday was almost?
in Grass”. is notching a sock $37,000
over on opener
at the . Warner | playing percentage, hence the
ity biz -being racked up by “West completely sold via a theatre party.
at the Chicago,
“Devil At
4
estimated figures are net inBeverly.
Side Story” at the Rivoli. It seems Advance seat sale had hit $165,000
come.
—
. | O'Clock"? ‘is heading for .boffo: $34,- certain to land $47,000, the house| on opening day. Crix did hand“Young Doctors” is rated okay
The parenthetic admission -1000 at. ‘State-Lake, ‘and * ‘Greyfriars capacity, for. 11 performances in; springs tor this one.
$17,000 out in first general release |
Bobby” ‘is|posting a ‘fine’ $12,000
for
three : theatres. . “Greyfriars |- : prices, .however, as: indicated,
opening week. Playing hard-ticket, - State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$3.50)
‘or aver. at: Roosevelt,
include. U. S. amusement tax.
Bobby” ‘looms: soft $17,000 or close:
it’s helped considerably by excel- “King of Kings” (M-G) (3d wk).
Other first-weekers also. did well
for four ‘situations. “Question 7"
lent reviews, Also smash is “Devil First holdover frame finishing tolat the turnstiles, -with “Breakfast at 4 Q’Clock,” with $49,000 or day (Wed.) shapes near-capacity
ds aiming at lush $12,000 or near
‘| At:- Tiffany's” © snaring © ‘@ smash.
at Fox Wilshire...
near likely on initial. stanza at the' $40,000 for 10 shows. Opentag
$20,000 at. Esquire.’
: week was $42,000 for 14 performOf regular holdovers, “Splendor
Criterion:
‘+. “Back Street”: ‘continues ‘forrid
in Grass” shapés for.a rich $18,000"
“Bridge To Sun” was only luke ‘ ances
1
at United. Artists ‘in second: round.
Vietoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2)
“or close in. second .at Hollywood.
warm on initial week, doing just:
“Bridge To Sun” looms snappy :in
“Kings
of Kings,”.|~
; Paramount.
$16,100 day-dating the Forum andj —"Splendor in Grass” (WB) (3d
Woods: second week.
‘eilty’s lone hard-ticket entry, looks jjarty 68th St. Playhouse. Best new wk). First holdover session con-<
Third round of “The Hustler” is
arty theatre entries are “Wild For cluded Monday (23) was big $31,tail’ $27,000 in second session at).
robust at Oriental. Popscale run of
- Philadelphia, Oct. 24.
Egyptian.
Kicks” at’ the World and “From 000 or near after $37,500 for Initial
Warmer weather, then. a ‘dipping “Seven Wonders of: World”. $s po-. Roman Balcony” at the Paris. Lat- week, best here in many sessions.
“Spartacus” ‘shapes. sturdy in
mercury later in week and rain are tent. in third ‘Palace lap. “The ter hit solid $9.500 on opener
Day-dating
with Trans-Lux
52d
83d. round. at: Pantages.
| being blamed this session for a: bit Truth” continues busy. day-dating while “Kicks” is heading for a new ; Street.
.
Estimates for. This. Week
-{uneven firstrun. trade.: “Devil at 4 at: Loop, and - Carnegie” in. third ‘house high at the World, with $20,- : Warner (SW) (1.813; $1.50-$3.50)
“Warner: Beverly |(SW): (1,316: 1O0'Clock’”” drew’ great lines .and. frame..
!“Exodus” (UA) (44th-final wk). This
|000 or better in sight.
90-$1. 50:—"“Devil at 4 O'Clock”: shapes smash in opener at the Fox. |
Estimates for This Week .
One of top holdovers is “Splen- {round (6 days) ended last night
(Col). Big -$21,600. or better. Last “Paris Blues” looks neat in fourth
’ Carnegie (Telem’t) (495; $1.25dor in Grass,” with a wow $51,000 (Tues.) was mild $9,000 or less
week, “Loss of Innocence” (Cob |stanza at Goldman. “The Hustler” $1.80)\—“Truth” (Kings) (3d wk), for second round, day-dating the after $10,500 for 43d full week.
-) still “is torrid in: ‘second Stanley. Nice $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
(4th. wk), $4,000.
Victoria and arty. Trans-Lux 52d;i“the Mask” (WB) opens Oct. 27.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80)
Reverly (State)’ (1,150; 90-$2)—: ‘round.
“El Cid” (AA) is now due Dec. 14.
Street.
“Greyfrair’ s ‘Bobby”. is rated nice —“Splendor in Grass” (WB). Spark“Bridge to .Sun’’’ N-G). Smart’
First-Run Arties
“King of Kings” continues at vir-|
$8,000. Last week, with Baldwin,. in second at, Midtown while “Splen- ling’ $37,000 or near. Last week, tual capacity with $40,000 for sec
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)
“Come
September”
tU)
(7th
wk),
- Los Angeles, Hawaii, -El Rey, dor in Grass” is fairly trim in first.
ond
round ‘likely,
covering
10} —"Pure Hell St. Trinian’s” (Cont)
(2d: wk,. Beverly; holdover session at the. Randolph. $18,000..
“Fanny” (WB)
shows, .at the State. Still getting (5th-final wk). Fourth round con‘Cinema (Stern) (500; $1. 50)—
8d wk, Baldwin, ’.Los Angeles; ist Elsewhere. biz is mostly offish.
top money is “Breakfast at Tif-' cluded Sunday {22) was fair $4,800
“Pure Hell of St. Frinian’ s” (Cont). fany’s,” with stageshow, which is
Estimates. for This Week
(Continued on page 10)
wk, Hawaii, E! Rey), “World by
Areadia (S&S). (536; .99-$1.80) — Fast .$5.400. Last week, “Man in ‘heading for a sockeroo $155,000
Night” AWB). (2d wk,- Beverly; 3d
(Cont). and, “Kind or better at the Music Hall for,
wk, Baldwin,
ist wk, Hawaii), “Come September” (U) (Sth wk). White Suit’
Hearts, Corenets” (Cont) (reissues) third . session. It continues, nat-}
“Ocean’s 11” (WB) (reissue) *Bald- Okay $5,000: Last week, $7,000..
Fox (Milgram) (2,400; 99-$1. 80)— |.(2d wk), $3;000.
urally,.
‘win). “Goodbye Again”. (WA). (EL
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1 ,390;
“Devil at 4 O’Clock”’ (Col. -Bangup
“Town: Without Pity” was an
‘Rey),. $18,700.
(Continued on page 10)
1 $36, 000. Last week, “Guns ‘of Na-.
sharply in second week, day-dating
Chinese. (FWC) (1,408; $2-82 40)
‘tthe Astor
and
arty Fine Arts.
-—"Breakfast af Tiffany’ 8”. (Par). varone” (Col). (14th wk), -$8, 000..
-Goldman. (Goldman).. (1, 200; 99“Spartacus” still is solid in second
_-Boffo $35,000 or near. Last week,
Washington, Oct. 24,
stanza. at the Palace with $21,000.
“Young Dectors” (UA) (7th wk-6 $1.80). — “Paris. Blues”: (UA) (4th:
; 000.‘Neat $9,000. ‘Last week, ‘$11,-.
Leading a spotty field this ses“The
Hustler” continues. stout
__ days), $6,900.
“Devil
at Four
O’Clock”
with $41,000 or close in fourth ! sion,
. Fex Wilshire WC) (1,990;. 90Midtown . (Goldman) a 200: go-|.
frame day-dating the Paramount ! shapes for a sock take in first
$150)—“Question.
(Indie. Lush
$1.80). — “Greyfrair’s Bobby” (BV).
and. arty 72d Street Playhouse. |stanza in two Trans-Lux houses.
$12,000 or ‘close. Last week, with
sah.000
wk). ‘Nice $10,000. _ Last. week,
“Back Street”. shapes good $34,000 i“Breakfast at Tiffany's” continues
mo,
Denver, Oct. 24.
“Paris:
Orpheum.
-Hoilywood,
12,0
in second
Ontario
round.
in seeond session day-dating the |boff
’ Blues” (WA). (2d\ wk), “Goodbye | Fendolph (Goldman) (2200; :99- |, | “Breakfast! ‘at Tiffany’s” looms ‘Capitol. and arty Trans-Lux 85th “Splendor in Grass” looms smooth
Again” (UA) (Fox
Wilshire), ‘“Mat- $1.80)—-“Splendor : in Grass” (WB): trim on opener here this. week at
in
second
in
two
spots.
.“The
HugStreet:
‘ter ‘of Morals” (UA) (Orpheum) (2d wk), Trim $13, 000... Last week, Orpheum, but really standout is
tler” remains smart in third Palace
Estimates for This Week
‘1“Splendor in. Grass,”
socko at
(2d wk), “Girl in Room 13” (Indie)
p.
99-81. 80) — ‘Paramount. “Devil. atl 4 O'Clock”
Astor {City Inv.) (1 ,094; 75-$2)—
(reissue) (Hollywood), $12,800.Estimates for This Week
(2. 500:.
Los Angeles, Wiltern, Iris, Loy- “Hustler”. (20th): ina wk). Torrid looks big in first. week. at. Centre, “Town Without Pity” (UA) (3d wk).
(SW)
and “The Hustler” shapes rice at First holdover session concluded| Ambassador-Metropolitan
ela (Metropolitan-SW-FWC) (2,019, $19.000. Last week, $29,000.
(1,480;
1,000: $1-$1.491—“Splendor
3.244; -825;.1.298; 90-$1:50)—"'Grey- | - Stanten (SW) (1;483; 99-$1.80) —. the’ Denyer. “La Dolce Vita” is Monday (23). was fair $17,000 orj.
Fast
another winner among the new- near after $24,000 for initial week. |in Grass” (WB) (2d wkt

. Los. Angeles: Oct..24. +4Firstruns here this” week are

$0, Pilly

-|Breakfast’ Hotsy 126,

Devil’ Loud $24,000 InWash.; ‘Breakfast’ Sock
14G, ‘Grass’ Hot 156

Denver; ‘Grass’ Torrid

‘186, ‘Devil’ Lofty 146

friars Bobby” (BV) and “Purple “Bridge
|'
To Sun” (M-G) (24. wk).
“Hills” (20th). Soft:$17,000. or near. Quiet. $7;000. Last. week,. $15,000.
Last week, Wiltern with Warren’s,
Studio (Goldberg) (483; 99-$1.80)
Vogue, “Claudelle Inglish”. (WB), —'‘Male and Female” (Indie) and
“Portrait of Mobster” (WB), $13,- “Soho Strip” Indie). Boff $8,500.

$14. 006 after $16,600 in first.
comers, with: a lofty take at the|:
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $1-$2.50) | Apex
(K-B)
(940;
$1-$1.25‘'—
Aladdin. -“Seven Wonders
of —Back Street” (U) (2d wE. This ‘“King
and I” (20th) (reisstie) (2d
World”. is rated great in. first round round winding today (Wed.) looks |
wk).
‘Oke
$4,000.
Last
week,
at the Cooper..
to hit good $25,000 after $34,000!
s¢000.
‘Estimates for This ‘Week
for opener. Stays.
600. Iris, Loyola with Hillstreet,. Last week, “No Morals” (Indie) and
Capitol
(Loew?
(3,420;
$1-$1.49)—
Aladdin (Fox) (800; $1.45) “La
“Francis of Assisi’” (20th), “Trapp: “Many Ways to: Sin” (Indie). (2d
of
Life”
(U)
and
Criterion
(Moss)
(1,520; $1.25-: “Imitation
Dolce Vita” (Astor). Tall $8,000 or
(20th). st: general re- wki. $7,000.:
- Family”
$2.50)—"“Devil at 4 O'Clock” (Col)|“Operation Petticoat” (0) (reisnear. Last week, “Never On Sun- {2d
lease), $15,900.
.wk).
Initial -stanza finished; sues).
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500;99-$1. 80i— day” {Lope) and: “Black Orpheus”
Thin $6,300 for five days.
Orpheum, Hollywood,. Baidwin “Loss of) Innocence” '(Col). Okay
yesterday (Tues.) was wow $49,000 |Last week. “Bridge to Sun” (M-G)
‘(Metropolitan-FWC-State)
(2.213; $4.00. ‘Last -week, “Joker” (Lope), (Indie) (subruns) $4,500.
, (2d wk), $7,800.
‘or thereabouts.
Centre (Fox). (1,270:
$1-$1 .45)
-756; 1,800: 90-$1.50)—“Young DoecDeMille (Reade) (1,463; 90-$2.75) | Keith's (RKO! (1,839; $1-$1.49)—
“Devil at Four: O'Clock” (Col). Big
tors’ (UA) (1st: general release)
NSG
Viking . (Sley) (1 000; 99-$1. 80i—
—"Blood and Roses’’ (Par) (3d wk).: “On Beach” (UA) (reissue).
$14,000.
Last
©
week,
.
“Spartacus”
and “Boy Who Caught Crook’! “Man Trap” .{Par); .“Poor $8,900.
Last week, “Great War”
Second
round
ended
yesterday j $6,500.
‘U) (3d wk), $6,500:
(UA),
$6,000
for
five
days.
Last week, “Thunder of Drums”
(UA). Okay $17,000.
Cooper: (Cooper). (B14: $1.65- (Tues.) was slow $12,000 or less; MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.25}
Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1. 25- (M-G) (3d wk), $5,000.
after. $14, 000. for initial week.
“Dentist in Chair” (Indie) (2d wk).
$3. 50)-—"‘King of Kings" (M-G) (2d{| World ‘(R&B-Pathe)- (483; 99- $2.50) “Severi Wonders of World”
(Cinerama). «Great $18,000. Last
Henry Miller (Gilbert Miller) :
wk). Lofty *. $27,000. Last. week, $1.80).—- “Ashes and Diamonds” week, “This Is Cinerama” (Cine- (800; $1.50-$3.50)—“La Dolce Vita’?!| Weak $3,000 after $3,600 opener.
Ontario (K-B) (1,240: $1-$1.49)—
(Indie). Oke $3,500. Last week,
$28,500. .
(Astor) | (28th wk).
Tama) (32d wk), $13,000..
The 27th ses- |“Breakfast At Tiffany’s” (Par) (2d.
Hollywood
Paramount (State). “Bridge” (Indie) (3d wk), $3,200.
Denham = (Indie)
(800; - $1.25) sion finished -Saturday (20) was wk).
Boff $14,000 after $17,000
(1,468; . 90-$2)—'‘Splendor- in
\“Bridge in Sun” (MG). ‘Okay $5.000. Breat $20,000 after $20,800 for 26th opener.
Grass” (WB) (2d wk). Rich -$18, 000.
Last week,. “Romanofr and Juliet” ‘week.
Holds on.
Palace (Loew) (2,390; $1-$1.49:—~
-Or near. Last week, $22, 500.
(U) (3d wk),. .$4:500.
Palace (RKO) (1-642; 90-$2.50)— | “Hustler” (20th) (3d wk). Nifty
Warren’s, Hawaii: (Metropolitan.
Denver.
(Fox)
(2 432: $1. 25) “Spartacus” : (0) (3d wk).
Last ‘week,
near.
First !$12,000
or
G&S)
(1,757;
15106;
90-$1.50)—
“Hustler” (20th) and “Purple Hills” ‘holdover week completed yester- $15. 800.
: “Alamo” (UA) and. “Pork Chap|‘Cleveland, Oct. 24. -| (20th). Nice ‘$11,000: or over. Last day (Tues.) was. fine $21,000 after, Playhouse
(T-L)
(459;
$1.49Hill” (UA) (reissues). Slow $7,500. | “Devil at. 4 O'Clock” is outclass- week,
“Trapp
“Family”
(20th), $23,500 for initial frame in move80)—“‘Devil at Four O'Clock”
Pix
(Priny: (756:. 90-$1.50)— ing other new pix here this session, $12.000.
licob.
Sock $9.500.
Last week,
over
run.
“Streetcar Named. Desire”. (WB) being excellent at Palace. “Back | Esquire (Fox) (600; $n “Toss of |.
and “Fugitive Kind” (UA): (re- Street”. is rated under par: in’ sec- Innocence” (Col). ‘So-so ‘$2,000. Last}, Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$2.50\— fe‘Guns of Navarone” (Col) (14th
wk), $2,800.
. -fssues); Light $4,000. Last week, ond stanza at the Hipp after-.a wee
“Breathless” (FAW)},.- $1,900. “Bridge. to Sun” (M-G) (2d wk).
Plaza (T-L) (278; $1-$1.80)—“Girl
“with: State, “The Head” (Trans) fairly good opener. “Splendor in
Orpheum
. (RKO)
(2,690: $1.25- Initial stanza ended Monday {23) With
Suitcase”
(Indie).
Great
was
dull
$11,000
or
close.
Day{
and “Black Pit of Dr. M” (Indie), Grass’”” shapes lively-in first hold- $1.45).-. “Breakfast
at Tiffany's”
$6,500.
Last week, “After Mein
$10,200.
over round at the Allen. “Combo {Par} and *Flight -That Disap- dating with 68th St. Playhouse.
!Kampf” (Indie) (2d wk), $3,100.
State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1. 500‘lof. dish Fpercapied and “Tove in| p
f
(UA): Trim $12,000 or]. Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1-$2) | Town
(King) (800; $1.25-$2.—~
“Magic Spectacles”
(Indie).
d |
Goldfis
owl” shapes. barely ‘av. Last . week,
“Blood « and —"“Hustler” (20th) (5th-final wk). i ‘La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (14th wk).
- “Josette of New Orleans” Uindle) erage at. Stillman. P “Bridge
y to Roses”: (Par) and “Secret of Deep Fourth round completed Monday Sturdy $4,000. Last week, $¢,800.
(reissues). Slight '$3,50
(23) was fine $31,000 or near after
| Harbor” (UA), $5,000.
Sun” looks. weak at. State. a
Trans-Lux
(T-L)
(600;
$1.49Vogue (FWE) (810: ° 90-81. 50)—-]
Estimates fer This Week.
Paramount -(indie)
(2,100; ‘90- $36,500 for third week. Stays eight | $1.80)—“Devil
at Four O'Clock”
“Saturday Night; Sunday MornAllen (Stanley-Warner): (2,866; |$1.25) “Splendor in Gr
(WB) days of fifth round to open “Seven | (Cob.
Sock $14,500.
Last week,
ing” (Cont) and “Make Mine Mink” $1-$1.50)— “Splendor in Grass” and. “Beyond All Limits” -(indie Women From Hell” (20th), Nov. 1. “Guns of onavarone” (Col) (14th
J{WB) (2d wk). Big: $16,000. Last Sock $18,000. Last week, “Paris
Radio City Musie Hall (Rocke-| wk), $4,900
(Cont) (subruns). Thin $3,000
.
Hillstreet (Metropolitan) (2;152; week, $20,000.
Blues” (UA) and “Sergeant Was fellers) (6,200: 90-$2.75)—“BreakUptown (SW) (1, 300; $1-$1.49)—
Assisi"
fast at, Tiffany's” (Par) and stage-; “Fanny” (WB) (subrun) (6th wk).
spoteny Art (Stanley:Warner): (- Lady” (U) (2d- wk), $12,000.
90-$1.50)—“‘Francis..
-$1.50)\—"Twe |W. omen” (Em-.
(20th}. and “Trapp Family” (20th) }3
Towne
(Indie) '(800: $1-$1.45) show. (3d wk). This session finish- Fair $3,000 in 5 days, Last week,
Oe (5th wk). . ‘Okay $8,300. Last -“Grevfriars Bobby” {BY). Strong ing today (Wed. is heading for $4.500.
(2d -wk). Okay: $4:500.
Warner
(SW)
(1,440; $1.45).—
better after
Rr. Rey. (FWC). (881; 90-$1;50)— week, $,4500.$8,000 or over. Last week, Ex. socko $155,000 or
“Fanny”
(WB) - and. “Goodbye |. _ Continental Art: (Art; ‘Theatre plosive Generation” {UA) {2d wk), $174,500 for second. Stays with;“Come September” (U) (6th wk).
“Flower
Drum
Song”
(U)
due
in;
Nice
$6,500.
Last
week, $7,500.
"(Continued
om
page
10)
PP»
e.
‘(Continued on page 10)"

Devil’ Paces Cleve, Big
$17,000; ‘Grass’ 166, 2d
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Longruns Dominate London FilmBiz,

New PixBoostingBalto; Breakfast’

(Continued from page °9).
| Again”- UA)
fsubruns) (2d wk).|

Dectefs’ Good $11,000, Friday’ Loud

Lean

$3,000.

Four Star ‘UATCY 1868; 90-$1.50)

—"“Recco

and’ Brothers”

‘Astor)

103; Tones’ 146, Sept.’ Socko It

week, $4.000.

.

Crest: (State) (750;, 90-$1.50)—}
[Purple Moon”. iIndie}, Fair $3,000

+
London, Oct. 17.
Current West End «ene is domi- f
nated by tong r:'n haldovers. which
are overshadowing tre newcomers. ;
Among
the latest first runs. the
test returns are coning irom a,

{|

MightysaWo,Devil Fast 12146

‘Sth wk). Off to fair $3,500. Last

or- under.

Last

week,

(M-G.. 14th

“Invasion

$2,600.
Fine Arts: (FWC1' 1631; $2-$2.40)
| “Greyfrairs Bobby:”*: which :“looks:
Omaha, Oct. 24.
—“Never On’ Sunday” tUA! (48th
Biz-is up. slightly at downtown. slow at.the New. -. —
wk«. Fine $4,700. Last week, $4.800.;‘first runs this. stanza... Newcomer|- - Best of. ‘holdovers are “g@tendor
Pantages ‘RKO) (1.513;
$1.25- “Greyfriars Bobby” at ‘State. looks;in the: Grass,” nice in second week
Louisville, Oct. 24.
horror double bill at the Leéndon|
dandy. “Sword and Cross” is big: at the Charles, “Two Women” good.
Third in’ the Cjnerama series. * $2.751——“Spartacus” tU) «53d wk).
Pavtiion. “Perror o° the Tongs”:
’
Busy.
$10,500.
‘Last:
week,
$11.
700. |at three ‘houses. “Back Street” lin. a. third at. Mayfair and. “Back
Street;” okay in second at Stanton.
and “Horicidal.” witich looks big ~Cinerama Holiday.” shapes brisk,
'Ros) ‘720: $2. 40-: looms light .at Orpheum. Second :Left, ‘Right and Centre” is rated
‘at Rialto for first week. United ii Music Hall
£2<.060 in second «week.
$2.75\—“La
Dolce Vita’ (Astor) - week of “Splendor in Grass” con- ;nice. ‘in second at Playhouse.
Artists.
across.the
main
stem,
got
;.
“Young
Doctors” is heading for
off to a fat start with “Thunder of th wk Solid $8. 000. Last week. tinues good -at the Omaha. ‘‘Ques- ,
‘Estimates for This Week
& gecd $11.000 cr close i1 first
: tion 7” in fourth at Dundee shapes |:
‘Drums.
aided
and
abetted
by + $8.100.
Tt ‘und at Leicester S::uare Theatre |
Aurora
(Rappaport) ‘i867; 90-.
; great.
snezk
preview
Saturday . 214 |
wile “On Friday it 11” is sh“ ping. =)
$1.
50i—“ThreeForbidden. Stories”
|
Estimates for This Week
“La Dolee Vita” in third round at
fer a neiat $10.0C0 in i-rst Plaza
Indie),
Slow $1,300. Last week,. .
Admiral,
Chief;
Skyview.
(Blank;
°
“Back
Brown
looks — okay.
the
-tContinved
from:
pave
9).
session. “A Matter of Who" was
“Le.
Plaisir”
(Kings),
$1,500.
1.239: 1.000; 1.200: 75-$1)—-“Sw ord .
at the Kentucky in sec-'
Fcor $2,500 in the tone week at Sireet”
Charles. (Fruchtman)
(500; |90- a
Bobby” after $5.700 for third week. Stays|_and Cross” (UA) and “Seav engers”
‘ond is niee. “Grevfriars
CoFseum.
© al dura bid. © vies in noxe! (UA. Big $11.000 or better. Last’. “$1.50!\—"Splendor in Grass” WB). "
for second at the Mary Ander- ‘
“Guns of Navaron e” continues son is rated hotsy.
_ Friday.
week, “Young Doctors” ‘UA). and |(2d wk... Great $7,000. Last week,
with
a
mighty
at the Columbia
Estimates for This Week
i Fine Arts: (Davis) 1468; 90-$1.80. “Boy Who Caught Crook”AD, $11, 000.
tail £11.8€0 ‘in 28th frame. “South|
: : Cinema. ‘Schwaber).- (460: 90(3d | $8,000.
Brown ‘Fourth Avenue) 11,100; ,—~ Town, Without Pity” (UA)aded:
Pacific” hit a fane:v. ©17.000 on
of -Women”.(Cooper). (687: : $1.55- 31,50.—“Secrets
Cooper
i
-'Astor’
Vita”
180th
Dominion
enza.
“Come 75-$1.25\—"La Dolce
!‘\ Janus) (2d Wk). Fair: $1.300." Last.
Adventure”
Seas’
i231 was modest §6.000- oF :$2.20i—"South (14th
Oke $4,500 after second - Monday
September” gross shaped a smash 8d wk).$5,000.
Faney, week,. $1,800.
.wk}
near after $8,500 for initial week. |iGinerama)
week's
$15.000 or better in third week
Five’ West (Schwaber) (435; 90beekman :R&B (590: $1 20-$1. 75) |$6.000. Last week, $4,200:
Kentucky :Switow) ‘900; 75-$11
at the Odeon, Leieester Square.
$1.55-: : $1. 50)—-“French Mistress” «Cont)
wCooper). (500;
Dundee
‘'—“Back Street” (Co +2d wk). Nice i ‘Roceo ‘and Bros.” Astor) t18th|
Estimates for Last Week
_Fairish $1, 500. . Last
‘4th “13d wk).
'$6.000 after: opening week's $8.000.|‘wk, The 17th. session concluded | $2. 20:\—“‘Question 7” Indie)
~!...
Astoria
-CMA)
:1.474:
$1.20Mary: Anderson ‘People’s’ +900: ;Monday ‘23) was gocd $6.000 after |wk). Great $4, 000.. _ Last “week.” “week, $2,000.
500.
$3.
. Hippodrome (Rappaport) 42. 300; 7
$1.75)—"“Exodus” «UA! ‘22d wk!., :50-$1\—“Greyfriars Bobby” «BV) :S6.500 ‘for 6th week. Holds until i1
-$1(2.066;
(Tristates)
90-$I.
50)\—"Devil
at 4. O'Clock”.
Omaha
opens;
.
Janus)
ye”
‘Devil's
Fine $9,800.
|"
week
First
$7,000.
Hot
wk).
-2d
(WB) jsCoh. Nice $12,500. or clese... Last
$1.25)—"Splendor in Grass’.
“
1Oct. 30.
Carlton «20th! +1.128; 70-$1.75). wes $8,500.
$6,000 or better. week,.:“ Blood. and “Roses” (Par),
Boffo
wk).
(2d
(F&A).
Cinema
-Hall
Carnegie
(1.100;{
Avenue).
‘Fourth
20th:
13d:
Rialto
—*“Marriage-Go-Round”
$1.25-$1.80) —. “Neapolitan
$5. 000.
Holiday" 1300;
Last week, $8,500.
wk. Fair $5500. Second was $6.- $1.25-$2:20)—“‘Cinerama
(Lux) ;13d. wk». -Initial
Last | Carousel”
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877. 75Little ‘Rappaport? 1300:.-90-$1,50)
200. “Queens Guards” ‘20th! bows ©‘Cinerama). Strong $9,000.
Slim’.—
— ‘La Dolce Vita”.'Astor) (8th wk).
(U1.
week, “Seven Wonders of World” iholdover week. finished .yesterday;; $1)— “Back Street”
Oct. 11
j *Tues’. was
smash
$7.800 after! | 7.500 or close. Last week, “Hus-:Down. to’ oke $1, 800... Last week,
:Cinerama)
‘13th
wk),
$7.000.
$1.2011,155:
Casino_
Indie)
United Artists ‘Fourth Avenue) trecord $9.100 for first round.
! tler” (20th) 12d wk), $8.000 on $1- $2,000.
for
Piradise”
$2.10:—"*Search
Fifth Ave. Cinema ‘R&B) (250; ‘ $1.25, scale.
,*3.000: 75-$1.25) —
“Thunder
of;
Mayfair . (Fruchtman): 1750: 90(Robin: ‘3d wk. ‘Fine $18.000.
wk). i
‘Drums” '(M-G). Off to good start :$1.80!—"“Macario” (Indie) 45th
State Cooper) (743: $1\—"Grey=". $} 50)—-“Fwo
Women” | 'Embassy)
Coliseum ‘M-G: - 1.795; 70-$1.75)°and helped by sneak preview Sat- ' Fourth. stanza finished yesterday
|
friars
Bobby”
‘BV1.
Dandy
$5.000.
[:3¢
wki.. Nice $3,500. Last week,
—‘‘Invasion Quartet” 'M-G. opened urday '21) night, but balance of; :\Tues.)-. was okay $3:500 same as!
$6,000...
7
{or
near.
Last
week.
“Magic.
Boy”.
Monday ‘9°. In ahead, “A Matter week was not so good. — Shapes. third week: Holds until “Kitchen”
(\M-G) and “Secret: ‘Monte: Cristo”
90-"
New
+F:uchtman)
7h,600;
of Who" '3-G.. poor £2,500.
modest $5.000. Last week. “Exodus” Ki ngs) opens Nov. 1.
'tM-G), $3.000.
(BV).
$1.
50/\—“Greyfrairs
Bobby”
‘T-L) 1592; $1.25-|
Columbia ‘Col: '740; $1.05-$2.50) 'UA), on first downtown showing. ! Normandie
[Biv $4.000, “Last. week, “Paris
;
SI.
80)
—.“Green
Mare”
‘Zeénith).
—Guns of Navarone”™ *Col) +m.o.) °continuous run, $9,000.
Biues’’. (UA) (3d wk), $3,000.
{Opened Monday (23).
In ahead,
(15th wk: Mighty $11.€00.
Playhouse iSchwaber) 1355¢ 90- .
|.“Girl With Suitcase” (Ellis)- (6th |
‘Continued from page 8)
Dominion ‘CMA)
:1,712; $1. 05-'
‘
et
50..—"‘Left, . Right, Centre”:
jwk), mild $3.000 after’ $3. 400. for “Greyfriars’s Bobby”
‘BV)
and (BCG): «2d w kK). Pieasing $2,200.
$2.20'—“South
Pacific’
120th)
aa week.
“Purple Hills” (20th) (2d wk). Sad . Last w eek. ditto.
(180th wk). Great $17,000:
Little. Carnegie. {L. Carnegie) |.$7.500.. Last week, $$.000..
Leicester
Square
Theatre ||
1520: $1. 25-$2) — “Purple Noon” | ' Warfield
(2.656;. $1.25- Rex = (Fr eedman) . 1500: $1, 50)
Loew)
(CMA!
11.375:
50-£1.75)—"Young
Slavery”
indie) and’
Times) (8th wk).. This week. wind- $1.501—“Bridge to Sun” (M-G) (3d :“White
Doctors” ‘UA}. Good. $11.000 or |
Island”
‘(Indie)..
“Big -:
ing today 'Wed.) is heading for big wk). Fair $6.000. Last weck,: $10,- “Pagan
close after steaty $6.700 in first|
;$3.500.° Last “.week, “The” Kia" °
$12.500 after $13,000 fer seventh -000.
Cincinnati. Oct.:24.
four days.
j{indie!
(reissue)
and.
“Young
|
‘and
week. Pie already proved to bé
Paramount’ ‘Par) (2.646; $1.25Harvest time is a rea.vity ‘for.
«|
London
Pavilion
«UA: |1 at! . Cincy firstruns this stanza.- “Devil . biggest foreign film. house has 1$1.50I\—"Splendor in Grass” - (WB); Damned” ” (Kings), $1.200.°
since “Tunes” ‘of Glory”. Lid wk). Dandy $15.000. Last :w eek,
76-$1.75)—"Terror
of
Tongs”: ‘at 4 O'Clock” is she ping socko at played
Stanton (Fruchtman) :12,800; 90-.
‘Lope).
$1.501—“Back. Street” 1U) (2d wk).
tBLC)
and
“Homicidal’®
BLC).:
‘$20,000.
Keith's. “Back Street” looks nice ,
wre
*
Guild ‘Guild) (450; $1-$1 19) —
(2d wk. Hezdine tor bie $14.000 or
‘St. Francis (Par) 41.400: $1. 25. ‘Good $5,000. Last: week, $10.000. .
: at the flagship Albce.*‘Question 7
7” Indie)
(4th wk).
*Quest’on
mear. Opening round, $16.100.
-Town Rappaport): (2,125 90-1.50) .
$1.75)—"Devil at 4 O° Clock” 1Col).
‘at the smaller Grand shapes good: “Current
round
finishing _-today Sock $24.000. Last week, “Loss. of |i—'Breakfast- at Tiffany’ 's” Par).
Metropole
CMA:
‘2.200:
70- “Splendor in Gress” and *BreakRoffo' $13,000. °-Last: week,” S Bridge.
#1 75'—“King and I” ‘20th’ ‘8th fast at Tiffany's” bid to retain five- ‘Wed.)} looks like great $10.000 Innocence”: Col), $7,500.
after $11.000 for third frame. DisUnited Artists (No. Coast) (1.151;° To Sun” (M-G), $4,000:
wk.
Steady $7 290.
figure tempo. in second weeks.
count ducats being used by house $1.25-$1.50)
“Spartacus”
1U).
Odeon, Leice-ter Square ‘CMA!
“Guns of Nevarone” holds fair- ‘for church groups.
;
{Smash
$15,000. Last week, “Paris |.
(2.200: 70-$1.75)—"“Come Septemish in 15th week. “Creature From
_Murray
Hill
(R&B!
(565: 95- Blues” 'WA) and ‘Flight That Dis-.
ber’ :U; 3d wk:. Shaping for stout
Haunted Sea” and “Devil's Part- © $1.80:—"Call Me Genius”
(Cont)
‘Continued from. page 9)
$15.000.
Second
«as
$17.600.
ner” dualed at Twin Drive-In ‘east ‘2d wk). Initial Session finished appeared” 'UA) :3d wk), $6,000. .
Vogue 'S.F. Theatres) (364: $1.50:' $1.25-$1. 80). — “Breakfast At Tif+
“Back Street” -U! preems Oct. 12. 7 side screen’ are fair.
‘Sunday (22) hit okay $7,000.
—"Pure Hell of St. Trinian’s”’ 'fany’s” ‘Par). Sock $20,000 or over.
Odeon, Marble Arch -CMA) ‘2,Estimates for This Week
: 72d St. Playhouse 'Baker) (440: (Cont). 13d. wk). - Oke ‘$2, 000. Last’
260:
70-$1.75'—~Victim’
'/R-ank)
East week, “Loss: of. Innocence”
(20th) ‘(5th tweek, $2.900.
Albee 'RKO?} '3.100: $1-$1.50)—- $l 550-82) — “Hustler”
ini.c.?. Neat $7.000 or near.
wk. Fourth round ended Monday j. Presidio. ‘Hardy) (774; $1 251 =}7 1Col) (4th wk), $4,500.
“Back
Street”
'U).
Nice
$11.000
or
Plaza «M-G: -936: $1.05-$2.201-—
close. Last week, “Hustler” :20th! 123) was stout $10.000: after $11,- “Joker” ‘Lope! (2d wk) and*‘Black | - Loop 'Telem’t) (606; $1 25-81. 80)...
“On Friday at 11° -BLC:. Fine
500 for third: week.
.
‘2d wk’. $8.000.
Orpheus” ‘Lope? treissues). Good » “Truth” (Kings) (3d. wk). Frisky:
#10.000 or over. ‘ Breakfast at TifParis (Pathe Cinema) (568: 90: $2.500. Last. week, $2,700.
: $9. 000. ‘Last week, $12.000..
© :.
—
“1,400:
Capitol
‘SW-Cinerama)
fanv’s” -Par! opens Oct. 19.
~
$1.80:
'“From
Roman
Balcony"
Larkin «+A-R) (400; $1.75-$2) —_£ ‘Monroe (Jovan) (1.000: 65-90):
Rialto
:20th)
‘529; 70-$1.20i— $1.25-$1.80'—"“Guns of Navarene” Cont) 12d wk). First stanza wound
“What
a Whopper”
‘Regal:
:2d ‘Col (15th wk. Fair $5.500. Last up Saturday: +21) was solid $9,500. “La Dolce. Vita’ (Astor) (14th wh. “The Lovers” Indie! and ‘“She-_
Wolf” (Indie).. Okay °$4,500. “Last.
was | Week, $5,800.
1 Nice $5. 000. Last week, $5.300.
wk.
Okay
$5.000.
Opener
Plaza ‘Lopert) 1525; $1.50-$2)—
Esquire Art ‘Sher ‘500: $1 20)
Clay 'A-R) '400: $1.25-$1.49) — , week, ow arrior Empress.’ (Col) and = 600.
“Never. On Sunday” ‘Lope) 154th “Truth” (Indie) (6th wk). Trim $3,- i “Most: Dangerous: ‘Man Alive” Col), a
“Man
In
Moon”
T-L!
‘2d
wk’.
Ritz (M-G: +430: 70-$1.75'—"" Two
wk!. The
53d ° round
completed. 500. Last week,. $4,700.
Fairish $1.100 atter-$1,600 bow.
\*
409.
Women”
M-G: 10th wk. Smash
Grand ‘RKO: ‘1.300: $1-$1.25)— Monday 23) was great $9.400. after |
Oriental tUndie) 13,400; 90-$1. 80),
$5.300.
$10,000 for 52d week.
:
—*Hustler”’
(20th) ‘3d wk). Great: .
Royalty :M-G: +936: $1.05-S2.20) . “Question 7” ‘Indie!. Good $7.090 | 6Sth St. Playhouse ‘Lea Brecher)
‘CLEVELAND
or close. Last week, “Exodus” (WA) |
‘| $18,000 or close ‘Last’ week, $24,000.
—“Ben-Hur’
M-Gi
-m.o.} :19th
(Continued from page 9)
‘subrun) two days. and “La Parisi-|1870: $1.50-$2) — “Bridge to Sun”
Palace.
(Indie)
(1,570; 90-$1.80)— wk... Hefty $11.500.
'iM-G) i2d wk). Initial frame fin-,/Guild). «900° $1-$1. 25)—"Picnie. on
Studio
One
‘Indie:
556;
50-. enne” 'UA) and ““Magnificient Sev- ‘ished Monday (23) was only fair Grass” (Indie) ‘2d wk). Fair $2,000. “Seven Wonders.-of World” (Ciner-"*: .
en’ tUA) treissues!, $5.000.
£1 20:—“Nikki’® ‘Jisney). Heading
Jama).
(reissue)
(3d
wk). Solid: $16,Likely’ won't be around Last week, $2,500.
,
Guild (Vance) (300: $1.25:—“The-"$5,100.
fcr stout $5.600.
;
Heights Art ‘Art Theatre Guild|650. Last, week, $18,000 “or near...
—
‘Kings)
(2d wk). Fair ‘long.
, Sutton
Warner WB) ¢1.785; 70-$1.75)1— “Truth”
Roosevelt
(B&K)
(1.400; 90-$1 80)
(R&B): (561: 95-$1. 80) — (925; $1-$1.25)—“League of GenI
“Fanny”
.WB)
‘4th
wk.
Solid: $1.300. Last week, $1,500.
tlemen” ‘Indie) (2d' wk).
So-so —Greyfriars Bobby” tBV). Neat
Hyde Park Art ‘Shor) ‘500: “The Mark” .(Cont) (4th wk). Third $1.800.
$12.000
or
better.
Last
week, “Paris
$14 600, and better than previous ;
Last week, $2,300..
session ‘ended
Sunday
(22) was
, $1.25) “Genevieve”
(Indie) and:
week.
Hippodrome (Eastern Hipp) (3,- ‘Blues” 1UA) (3d wk), $14.000..
‘smash §$11,000° after $13,000 for}
| “Tight Little’ Island’ ‘Indie’ tre‘State-Lake
(B&K)
(2, 400; 90- 700; $1-$1.50)—“Back Street” (U)
‘second week.
issues!. So-so $1.100. Last week,° Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1-|(2d wk). Lnder par at $9,000. Last;:$1.80)—“Devil At-4 O'Clock” \Col).
ST. :LOUIS
“Niarty” 'UA) and “12 Angry Men” |
Great
$34.000
or
‘near...
Last week,’
'gi,50i—"‘Splendor in Grass” (WB) week, $12,000.
Cartim wee
‘sre 8)
‘ tuA) treissues!, $800.
_ Ohio (Loew) (2,700: $1-$1. 501 — “Guns of: -Navarone”’ 'Col) 116th.
1(3d wk). Second round ended MonKeith’s (Shor) (1.500; 90-S1. 25)\— |iday (23) was boff $20.000.or near | “Rocco and Brothers” tAstor) a: wk}, $13. 000.
“Devil at 4 O'Cieck” -Col. Hot=v ;
$18,000 or near. Last week, a D : “Devil at 4 O'clock” (Col). Sock lafter $22.000 for initial week. Day-. |win. NSG
$4,000. Last week. Surf (H&E Balaban). (685; $1.50$13,000. Last week, “Paris Blues”. ‘dating with Victoria.
and Pendulum” :AI) and “Armo.cd
$1.80)—“‘Two -Women" ’ (Embassy).
: $5.000.
Command” tSA> 12d wk), $15,000. | ‘UA) °2d wk). $4,500.
Palace (Silk. & Helpern). 12:79: ‘Excellent $6,000. Last week, “Never
Faew’s Mid-City 'Loéw) (1,160; | Palace ‘RKO) (2.600: $1-$1.50\— $1.25-$2)—""Back Street” (U) ‘(3d $1-$1 .50)—"“Devil at Four :0’ Clock” On Sunday" (Lope) (37th Wk),
{Astor j “Splendor in Grass” (WB) (2d wk). wk). First holdover session .finish- (Col). Great $17,000. Last. week, $3,500.
6 -96'— ‘La. Dolce
Vita’
¢
(2d wk». Smash $10.000, Last week. iOpener $10.000 -following $13,000: jing today (Wed.) ‘is heading for |“The Hustler” (20th). (2d wh, $9,- ' ‘Todd. (Todd) nal 089: $2. 20-$3.50) “
$14.000.
-—“Kings of. .Kings” +M-G). Sock
!good $9,000 or-close after $11, 000 060 in 5 days.
State
‘Loew)
°+3.600:
60-90)1—|: Twin Drive-In ‘Shor: (600 cars:for first .week.
$19,000. Last. week. dark.
State (Loew) (3.700; -$1-$1.50) —-| §
“Eridge
to Sun”
M-G.
Fair, each side; 90c)—West: “Come SepTown (Teitel). (640: $1.25-$1.80)—=
World (Perfecto) (390; 90-$1.80) “Bridge to Sun” (M-G), Sad $6,000
—_
! tember” (U) and “Great Imposter” —"Wild for Kicks” (Times). First or near. Last week, “Marines, Let’s “L’Avventura” (Janus) (2d wk):
$10.00.
Pageant ° Arthur) ‘1,060; 90-$1. 25) | (U} ‘subruns). Soe-so $4.000. Last jweek
Lusty $4,500. Last week, $5,700.
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) Go” (20th), $5,800.
week, “Devil's Hand” 'Indie) and j looks like record $20,000 or better.
— “Watch
Your Stern”
‘Magnus)
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- Stillman. Loew): (2,700; $1-$t. 50)
“Bloodlust” (Indie), $3,500. East: | Holding. In ahead, “Lust For Sun” —“Love_ in- Goldfish .Bowl” (Par) ‘$1.801—“Back Street” (U): (2d. wk), me
(3d wki. Hep $2.000. Last week,
“Creature
From
Haunted Sea” (Films Around: World). (16th wk), and “Blood and Roses” (Par). Be-. Sizzling $25,000. Last week. $36,000. .
$2.500.!
;
St. Louis ‘Arthur) :3.800; 75-90) tIndie) and “Devil's Partner” ‘In- $5,000, after an amazing
Woods
Essaness)
(1,200;
$5,000. Last week,
30run. low average
die).
Fair
$5,500.
Last
week, “Kicks” hit new highs on each of “20 Plus Two” (AA), $4,000."
—‘‘Bload
and Roses” ‘Par) and
$1. 80)—"Bridge to Sun’. (M-G)- (2d:
“Man Trap” ‘Par). Drab $8,000. “Pirate and Slave Girl” (Indie) and first three days, racking up a sen‘Westwood Art Art Theatre Guild) wk). |Frisky. -$12, 000. _ Last week,
Last week, “Exodus” ‘UA) (sub- “Oil Town" Indie), $3,200.
sational $14,000 for these initial (855; .$1.25-$1.50)—“‘Lavender: Hill $18; 000.
Valley ‘Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50) days. House is grinding from-.9 Mob” (Indie) and “Tight Little Isrun), $7,000.
World (Teitel) :(6065. 90-$1. 25)
Shady Oak ‘Arthur). ‘760; 90- —‘“Breakfast
at Tiffany's’
'‘Par) o'clock in'the morning and playing land” (Indie) ‘reissues). Routine “Breathless” Indie}. Okay $3,500.
$1 °51\—"Fanny” (WB) tsubrun) ‘3d 12d wk). Boffo $10,000. Opener was capacity virtually every perform- $2,200. Last week, “Red Shoes”: 53°80.
week, “Ivan Terrible” (indie),
wh). Nice $2,000. Last week, $3,000. $10,800.
(Cont) (reissue), $1,600.
ance,

HOLIDAY’ HOTSY 9G,

Quartet”

wk),

_. .Baltimore, Oct. 24...
, “Breakfast. at Tiffany's” “in. ‘first

“the. Town and “Devil at. 4
BOBBY’
1o
Clock” on opener. at the Hipp are
giving. the city a ‘much - needed
OMAHA; GRASS” 4G,oD-boost. .. Only other new film’:

LVILLE: STREET’ 66, 2

|

BROADWAY

SAN FRANCISCO:

Devil’ Smash $13.000 In
Cincy; ‘Street’ Oke 116;|
‘Brea'fast’ Boffo 106°

CHICAGO.

| Trans-Lux 85th St: (T-L) (550;
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Noone was ever quite likeblGid
THE STORY OF ONE OF
4

THE WORLD'S

AND AMID
A STLES —

i

LESS 0 y keener SENN

Shade cece He
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paler. (Over. iving legend!
wives FLAK Lan), WORLD FAMOUS THSTORIAN

(46 He was the invincible champion of his people.
Its said that ‘no foe prevailed against him.’ Spain,

his fight for gutual tolerance, he faced the enmity ,
of ‘his own. peers and the hatred of his beloved

the nation he. helped create,:made him its hero.

Lady Chimene.

Europe wove his: story into a legend..

His enemies named him El. Cid, which means The
Lord—from: the Arabic el serd~and they added

Campeador w ‘hich means victor of the battlefield.
So, in the opinion of. his foes, he was at the same
time a merciful lord and a ruthless fighter.

Samuel Bronston was the first producer to believe
that the stirring human. story of El Cid could be

filmed. Nothing quite like it had been attempted.
Bronston, however, had faith that audiences could

be drawn into the world of El Cid.
@

6

‘It was a merciless age. In the land that-would be

Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren and all the others

small Christian kingdoms, Leon, Castile, Navarre,

come alive in their old world Spanish setting.
Watching them, you are drawn to them and you

Sparing the lives of some captive Moors, he was.

This is no drama of a bygone age. It challenges our

‘Spain, successive waves of Moslems had thrown ‘the

Aragon, and others, back:against the barrier of the feel for them. Castles in Spain, knights with ban‘nets—all become realin El Cid.
Pyrenees. Here, El Cid fought his.battle alone:

own time in its dedication of a man to a seliless
branded. traitor by his own countrymen. Desperate
to remove the stigma from his name, he defeated the task. ‘Through the magic of the screen, in light and
champion of a rival kingdom in mortal combat. In -sound, the vision of El Cid touches us today. y 5
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VARIETY

ROAD SHOW ENGAGEMENTS
|
(THE
UNITED
STATES
i Released bys Allied Artists)
MONTREAL—SEVILLE

{

BS BOSTON— ASTOR
t CHICAGO—C/NESTAGE

SSAN FRANCISCO — 4, 6X ANDAIA,

NEW YORK

B

WARNER

PHILADELPHIA -- GOLOMAN

a CINCINNATI = VALLEY

LOS ANGELES— CARTHAY C/RCLE

TPN Te tole

INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENTS ( uss”
DISTRIBUTORS
Rank Film Distributors, Ltd.— Great Britain

t LONDON |

ad

AMSTERDAM

EE

Prodis—France
|

D. ELA. R. Films—italy

Fifmayer, 8. A.— Spain

Melior Films— Belgium
Hafbo Films, N. V.—Holland

Constellation Film, S.A-— Switzerland
Sociedade Importadora de Filmes, Lda. — Portugal’
Empire Films—Australia
Th, A. Damaskinos and V. G. Michaelides— Greece;
SAS Film—Israel
LISBON

MADRID — BARCELONA

Foe MILAN

68,479,092
CIRCULATION

ls

Fin, TVUnionstoMeet in Brusse
“VARIETY’S’ LONDON: office
a St. James's Street, Piccadilly

.

INTERNATIONAL

IS

\French Film BizBureau Raps How
Prizes Are Selected at Pix Fests

|ColorPicofMalayan Life.

To Consider Common MartHed|

John

Singapore, Oct. 17.
. Waterhouse,
a . director-

script-writer from World Wide Pic- |’

;
. London, Oct. 24. +There. is.to. be a meeting. in Brus- ;

‘tures Ltd., London, is here to collect material for a ‘non-commercial
color film -on. Malayan life for Uni-.
lever.

Paris, Oct. 24.
The Bureau of Film Industry
This film, costing. $66,668, will’
sels: next ‘month of. all creative: ;
Liaison, made up of reps from the
tell the world. about this. country.
Tokyo,. Oct. .17.
film-and television: unions in Eu-.
production, exhibition and distribFrankfurt, Oct. 17.
its people.. It will be a threeToho’ will. sell. original story: of ‘and
;
rope to consider. the eifects of the
Shooting © would
-begin , German actor Boy Gobert was ution branches, which puts griev{The Bodyguard)
to: ‘reeler.
ances
before governmental bodies,
European Gorrimon. Market, on the yohimbe”
chosen by the Assn, of West Ger-United “Artists: for an American jsometime next January.
passed
a .notion knocking
the
motion. picture and television in- remake. “Yojimbo” reaped’ rave
man Critics as the winner of its prizegiving tendencies of film fes, dustries: of the . countries’ con- | comments at Cannes fest: and won
Film Prize for his portrayal in Yves tivals of late. BFIL maintained
award. for Toshiro
cerned. Conference. is being sup- top :acting
Ciampi. film “Wer sind Sie, Dr. that the fest juries make the reaune.
‘.: ported ‘hy the International FederSorge?”
(Who Are- You,
Dr. sons for their accolades uncertain,
-ago ‘oho. sold
|:
;
"
Several.
years
and fest selections also are beation: of Actors and Musicians. and
Sorge?) The ‘theatre prize was coming untenable. Group pointed
“Seven “Samurai,” also an. Akira
“ glso: by individual unions, |
awarded posthumously to German out a confusion of both parties as
| Kurosawa pictire, to UA. It was].
‘character actor Walter Franck, to awards and choices which un-. One of the first British unions to Temade. into “Magnificent Seven.” |
who died in August.
indicate {ts intention of’ ‘supportderlined new expression as opFrankfurt, Oct. 17.
ing the Brussels méeting is the
The dance prize went to Mary posed to those pix which please
Assn: of: Cinematograph and Tele- |
"Against the constant ‘complaints Wigman for her lifework.
and attract wide audiences.
vision Technicians. It discussed the.
-The music award went to. Carl
. about ‘the dwindling cinema busi-.
Group did not make its point
matter at .its last general: council
|;
but seemed to infer that top
ness in ‘West Germany, the coun- ‘Ebert | for his work as director clear
meeting, when ‘it decided to await|
and producer.
prizes this year went to films with
‘
|
try’s
German
Export
Union
has
_ the outcome of that confab before
limited
audiences because of: their
just revealed. that West -German.
making up its own. ‘mind on. the
specialized,
personalized
forms
film business, while off at. home,
‘Common Market.
and
formats.
The Cannes Fest top
‘Ig better abroad:.
In the ACTT discussioris; general
honors were split between the
German
pix
did
more
than
$6,secretary George H: Elvin, said
French “Such a Long Absence”
000.000 in business outside of Gerthat both the Trades Union: Con- f.
yand the Spanish “Viridiana.” The
‘many last. year,°a 10% rise over
‘gress and the government: favored, |:
former did not do too well-in its
‘the foreign boxoffice totals for the |
- Madrid, ‘Oct. ‘47.
em nelle .3 Britain entering: the |.
firstrun despite okay reviews. LatUniespana ‘ arive during recent: previous: year. And German films|
ter was blasted by the Vatican as
blasphemous, and cannot be reSo far az: the film. industry. “was. years to organize a private enter-|‘in 1960 played in 40 foreign lands. a
leased
in Spain with pressures
concerned, this might mean Brit- ‘prise set-up for -the release of ‘the study hag indicated.
being put on in other countries to
‘ain relinquishing: all protective Spanish features in world miar- | While film “exports of the locallands‘
block sales and showings.
measures such as the screen quota,. -kets—particularly ‘the Latin-Amer- product jn ‘the Eyropean
_. Mexico City, Oct: 24.
as well as the aid laws like .the ican—appears. finally headed . for stagnated’ or. lost ground last year,
Specialized Films NSG
| profits for the German: films were
Cantinflas (Mario Moreno),. get‘National Film Finance Corporation. |"success.
The Italo “The Night” had done
Approximately’ 20.‘Major. ‘Spanish | up in. the Far East and South. ting reports of boxoffice receipts
and.-‘the Eady scheme.
biz in a specialized firstrun here
| producers. are meeting here to ap-. America.. Also, the Export Union
prove. firial plans in this: direction..| officials noted,. there ‘are increas- of his latest Mexican film, “The before copping the grand prize at
The new distrib company ‘will be ingly good chances for the films Illiterate’ One,” “is not touched Berlin while the Venice prizewincapitalized. substantially’ by. the|to be bought in some of fhe less by the current industry film ner, “Last Year in Marienbad,” is
‘Gavernment’s medium-term. ‘credit. developed lands of Africa. and the|erisis here. Pleture grossed about now doing sock biz in two small
arties in spite of its difficult forj-bank. but: it will ‘operate “auto-. ‘Far East.
$200,000 in the first. four weeks mat.
} nomously as a commercial entity:
West: German officials also noted
at
four
first
run
houses,
with
the
Hence, many filmites here feel
“Outlook of Uniespana spokes-. sourly that the Commies are: far
|-man is that the long-needed distrib outdistancing. the western. worlds. end not in ‘sight yet. Comic is that fests serve to point up the
‘Buenos Aires, Oct. ‘17. {+company
unusual
and different while comwill : function
through in their attempts to provide films. ‘already making plans for his next
“National Screen Institute. “prexy ‘Latin-American. distribs, now si- :
mercial films do not need such 2
lfor: the undeveloped countries. The
7 Felix Taurel has: submitted :a re- multaneously being organized in East German government,. for .in-. annual national production, but iff.
“port on. the. first six months: of his several South. American capital stance, subsidizes its DEFA film this will not go before the cameras
BFIL also backed up its arguTentative ments by maintaining that the film
conduct of: its affairs, which shows|cities. Goal for the next’ three producers and offers their product until next February.
that
some $600,000
have
been years is to.ensure release in Latin-| at'-extremely low prices. in such title of film is “Cuando San Juan biz is a big industry, and that any
lu. ned to producers, another $200,- |American markets of from 20 to countries as India. Pakistan, the Abra la. Puerta” (When St. John attempt to slant it for specialized
a
The Door).
“000. paid: out to. exhibitors for what | 30. Spanish” features. with a con- United Arab Republic, Ceylon and Orens.
audiences could lead to its ruin.
|
Is termed. “recuperation” (subsidy | segent boost to 60 annually there-:! Morocco,..so that the films from . Anothr major production is be- But detractors said there is reom
‘ing
planned
by
producer
and
di. for exhibiting the native product) after.:
for both popular and specialized
thé western. ‘jJands come in, if at
and another $20,000 to exhibitors}.
are.
Aware of the potential paralysis ‘all, at-a definite price -disadvan- rector Roberto Rodriguez, with
who voluntarily exhibited the. nar |‘the organization might encounter tagé. The DEFA films. of -course, Maria Felix to interpret‘role of a
fiery highwaywoman in “La Ban-tive feature pix. Eleven” feature’; fromthe. outset as a result of the have a héavy Red. slant.
Male
include P Pedro
to include
leads to
lale leads
films. and ‘20 shorts: were classified ‘Spanish _ businessman's . inherent j German Film Weeks were ar-_| dida.”
a
Emilio “Indio”
individualism; * ‘the: founders. are ranged in Pakistan; India..Ceylon, Armendariz..and
- for. obligatory exhibition.
Fernandez.
Katy
Jurado
and
~ Then .$425,000 was. assigned
to prepared to. give’ the’ new com- ‘Tokyo and Honkkong, to help pop- Ignacio. Lopez Tarso are aiso set
producers in cash awards for: the: ‘pany’s: officers full authority to. ‘ularize the’ West German. screen for roles in. this, with camerawork
best: native pictures, while ‘scholar- select only these pix with exploita- productions in the. Far East. How- by Gabriel Figueroa.
ship awards were made -to shorts|.tion values for-the Spanish -lan- ever, the highest income ‘for the
The William Morris office ad“producers: to study new techniques “guage markets. :
West German films outside of the vised. Mexican producers in a genLondon, Oct. 17.
abroad.
home. territory continues to come eral statement that Anita Ekberg
The
Cinematograph Exhibitors
from .the German-lingo. lands’ of would do a Mexican picture if a Assn. has accused the Kinema.. Furthermore, large - gums were |
‘Austria-and Switzerland, followed producer comes up with $100,000. tograph Renters Society of “calspent financing attendance .of Ar-|
by Belgium. Netherlands and Lux- These prices discourage local pro- lous indifference” to the difficul-gentine. delegations at - interna-|
'j embourg,
‘Denmark, ‘and. then ducers ‘seeking to hypo. boxoffice;j ties of some theatres which are
tional fests. The Institute .is ‘still-!.
|South America.
Trento, ‘Oct-17.
trying to purchase the old Emelce ii
‘via the use of international names. | trying to stay open as film houses
International |. Film!
_ studies for experimental and train- . ‘The 10th
but. through lack of “suitable”
Vittorio de Sica, who comes here
‘ing ‘purposes. Because the studies: Fest of ‘Mountain. and -Exploration '
in mid-November, is planning to! product, are substituting bingo.
_ have: been. dismantled of all. film’: pictures has wound up in. Trento,
dicker with producers, offering his :i. The renters (distributors)
feel
. equipment;:- this
seems
like a italy. The U.S. contributed two:
services as actor, director and Ppro- ;; the game is a major threat to
futile and. odd purchase plan.
1- films: which: gave a new slant tol
ducer. But here again the price i the industry especially when cine‘the. word. “exploration, ” fill -now
tab may be too steep for local 'mas want to run two or three sesThe. press | in ‘general refrained.
“limited .‘to- unkonwn-° regions ‘in|
producers.
sions a week (some have even
‘from commenting. on the useful- - South America, and Africa. With:
given up films completely) to cash
ness or otherwise, of the Institute's “Freedam Seven” and: -“*Research] Rome, Oct. 24.
in on: the craze.
work on behalf ©‘of the screen , BY. Rockets. ” the interplanetary
A new ‘Italian censorship law}
industry to date.
Therefore, the KRS rejects the
| film. was introduced as’ well as the
was .approved here this week by
exhibs’ plea that a theatre which
“+ eonquest ‘of space pic. The jury,
‘the Italian Senate. It now goes fo
‘stays open for films part of the
_
{renort made. special mention ofi
the ‘House: before becoming efweek (using bingo for the remain. |this.-

-‘Yojimabo’Sold to UA

German CriticsPick Bests

.W GermamnbPAbirxoad
Cli

Moving Toward
Spain's Hopes|
ln
-Tatin Markets

Cantinflas Pic
Hits $200,000
‘Th Four Weeks

Arg.Screen institute
~Shows How It Spent
$1,245,000in 6.Mos:!:

Brit. Exkibs, Distribs
In Hassle Over Bingo,
lis Growth in Cinemas

Italy Wins istPrize hh:
Italo Mountain Fest:

‘New ltalian Censorship

BillOkayed-by Senate
But Lacks House Note

CLASSICS10FOREN
1 fective.
pix. but France, Italy and. Germany, |
PARIS LEGIT SEASON. with
their long tradition in moun- jcelve an okay: by the Italian Minis-

‘British Union Demands

Curtail ‘Four Freedoms’;

London, Oct. 17.
der, is better than a closed one.
Demands by the Assn. of Cine- KRS feels that bingo played on
matograph,
Television
& Allied any sizable scale would soon beParis, Oct. 24. _|taineering. and filming of mountain.|t ry of Entertainmerit before being Technicians for the use of full come “common practice” and do
Of. the 44 straight’ legit theatres expeditions,
carried
away most shown. in: public or exported. Cen- camera crews (six to nine men) the industry enormous damage.
here, 14, either private’-or ‘state jobrizes. First prize went to Vittorio. sorship committees. will function have caused Associated Tele Vision
subsidized, will ‘do -elassic:: offer-|De Seta’s “Banditi A Orgosolo” . ‘on regular and ‘on appeal level, drastically to alter its. worldwide
skein,
“The
Four
ings this year:.Moliere leads. with: (Italy): The Golden: Neptune. best ‘each group headed by a retired documentary
.25 rebrises to Racine’s 11. Shake- | exploration film, went ta “Le. Ciel magistrate, and including a rep Freedoms.” The commercial web
considered
it
too
expensive
to
furof
the
Entertainment
Ministry,
one
speare, Christopher Marlowe, Cor-. -Et- La Boue,” -made by Piere Domineille, Marivaux, Eschyles, Aristo-- nioue Galtsseau. (France). The from the Ministry of Interior, three nish full. crews for “simple interviews”
with:
foreign
personalities.
specially
designated
members
with.
phanes, Alfred De Musset, Alfred. Golden Rododendro. for ‘best mounMadrid, Oct. 17.
-De -Vigny ‘Beaumarchais, .Dumas, ‘tain film. went to “First Climbing no direct interest in the film inNow. the program, under four
The William Morris agency cut
‘Hautecoéur ’ and
Goldoni.. are Of ‘the Eiger. During Winter”. “by |dustry, .and an.expert or teacher of separate. producers who will each overhead in Spain, dispensing with
others. in this classic. renaissance: Edmund ‘Greer and Karl Aulitzy children. Similar setup applies to supply a one-hour segment, will
services of Madrid manager Sandy
theatre censorship.
. going on here.
be .screened in a modified form Glennon and turning over oprrayf
(Germany).
Committee also. will judge pix using film supplied by the United tions to Glennon’s local assistant.
Star names like Francois Perier, '
Nations.
fit for age ievels,. with new. limita‘Jean Richard; Danielle Delorme. :Goodman. Booked For
The Morris
office opened
its
tiens setting |Hmits at ages of 14
Francoise
Christophe, .- Jacques;
| Spanish branch only five weeks azo
‘Early: November Run! and 18.
Charrier and '.Bernard Blier:-are [
but found the local film economy
also named as interpreters of this
Buenos Aires, Oct. 17.
Session. pondering: the censor law Distrib of “Last War’
insufficient to warrant a fulltime
elassic resurgence: It is ‘felt’ that} Benny Goodman ‘has
been ‘was a. violent ‘one, and: ended with].
May Go to U.S. Major manager... Glennon was formerly
Culture Minister Andre. Malraux’ s ‘booked by the Lococo Circuit for the walkout of socialist and comhead of the John Mather talent
Tokyo,
Oct.
17.
doctrine . of. classieal renewal” ‘in’ an indefinite number: of weeks at munist senators. ‘They oppose any
office here and continued in that
‘Toho: has dropped idea of doing
_: theatres’ is: more _than. ‘bearing fts major house, the Opera for form of censorship: on the grounds
jrole when
the Hollywood
per” fruit.
‘early. ‘in November. He will bring that no discrimination is made here its: own distribution of “The Last centary acquired the Mather cper“Theatres. involved are the state. this- own combo of 18 musicians: between political and moral cen- War” in the U.S. and is listening
houses, Comedie Francaise, .Thea-. for. two performances a day, and sorship. Leftwingers obviously fear to bids from American companies. |
tre National’ Populaire and the probably three .or four. shows oD that new law ‘will reinforce pos- Film, most expensive in the comBob. Moscow’s New Berth
sibilities of Christian
Democrat pany’s history, depicts destruction
Theatre: De France; -along -with ‘Saturdays and. Sundays.
Milwaukee, Oct. 24.
political influence in of. world by nuclear bombs and is |
such private. ones a3 the Alliance|: This will be the last.outstanding majority’s
Robert
M. Mosgow has been apa
shocking
plea
for
‘peace.
Francaise, 'Atelier; Athenee, .Thea-|booking of the. year for. the. cir- Joral film matters,
managing
director
of
Columbia .and Paramount
are: pointed
tre ‘Des. Champs-Elysees, :Studio cuit which has celebrated the 25th |
among interested U.S. parties. A Prudential Theatres Oriental and
.,,.Des Champs-Elysees, Gaite-Mont-. atint of the Opera :with a number
Adana Foreign News | print will be sent to Russia for Tower here.
~". ‘parnasse,. Gymnase, Palais ‘Royal. of outstanding importations, such
On Fase 18
Moscow's previous base of. opscreening
in response
to a re-Recamier, Sarah ‘Bernhardt and. as’ Sammy Davis, ‘Tony Bennett
jerations was Atlanta.
{and Diana -Dors.
quest from there.
Vieux Colombier,
Fifteen ct 0 u n t ries contributed

| In the ‘future, all films must re-]

SANDY GLENNON OUT
OF MADRID AGENCY
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BOOK IT NOW—WHILE IT’S HOT!
Here is a list of playdates up to press time.
ALABAMA

Birminghamusssecssseseeses
Strand
Florence .sssesesssseovees Cinema
Huntsville ...cscccsessovsvees ONY
Mobile .....ccscssseesessesves ROXY
ARIZONA
Phoenix ...cccccssscsecoesens Vista
ARKANSAS
Fayettevilles..ecssssssseee Mark
Ft. Smith...cccccscsvesseees
Malco
Hot Springs.ecrsssescscssss
Malco
Little Reck.....0..0.Atkansas
Pine Bluff ..sessscccscseeeeMaleo,
Texarkana ,....s..6. Paromount
CALIFORNIA
Anaheimsscscsscscssosecnseees
FOX
Arlingtom.coccscsssrcsesecevees
FOX
Bakersfield ..csssesseveevaes FOX
Belmont....sccsseseee Belmont
Berkeley ..ccscssesseeossEimwood
El Cenrtro..sccssesssceseoeee
Crest
FresmOcsccccesscvecnccseses

Warner.

Fulleriom.sssccscsssevccsercser FOX

Highlond.............. California
Lorkspur...sc.csscssspeseeees LOrk
Long Beach..........e000..
Crest
Los Angeles....Beverly Canon
ond Music Hall

Monterey......Hill & Steinbeck
Orange..csrsvesseesee
lest Coast
Palo Alto....s..ssee..Fine Arts
POmondeesrgescesevecesssessees FOX
Redlarid..scscesreccseseevecves FOX.
Riverside...cocccssssssecseses FOX

SAOCFOMENTO.cesscsssevereree
CHEST
Son Bernordino...... California.

San
San
San
Sam

Diego-serrserreeoees Orpheum
Francisco..Ciay & Larkin
Jose....0....
town and Gay
Pedro ssescsssseeseses. otrand

Santa Ana..coreseoeeNest Coast

Santa Barbora........+....otete

StOCKION .sacccceccececcssseseeREtZ
COLORADO
Roulder ..ccosessesceescssscees FOX
Denver......sseeeseeees-Aladdin
CONNECTICUT
Hartford ...escsssevecseeeersotrend

Meriden....scsscceseseeeee Capitol
Middletown.........:. Middlesex
New Britain........0..0.. Strand
New Haven......Roger Sherman
New London .scsseseeeee-Capitol
Norwich ....scossesessesees Palace
Say brook...secasevsases SY DFOOK
Torrington..secsscrevescees
Wormer
Waterbury .cccsccccererrseeeesotate

DELAWAR Ee

Dover..ssessessreetesssense Capitol

Wilmington.......ccsesseee Warner
FLORIDA
Ft. Myer .cecsssscssessenee EdISON
Jacksonville..:....Five Points
Miami Beach,.......0. Roosevel?

“ Orlandos....sccesssvereese Colony:

TOMPG .ecsccsscsscsscnsesesoesPOrk
West Palm Beach.....-Carefree
Winter Park..... seseeasees Colony
Rialto

MASSACHUSETTS.
_
AmherstessrsssssesienseseVictoria
BOStOM s.ccseccsceonsGary, Capri

‘Herrin sessenveseecereceerien AMEX
Jacksonville,..scssscreece
FiMES

Brockton s.ssssececseees Brockton.
Fall RiversissivevvevssesesCentet

PeOri...cssccsccsscsdsecee
VOrSity
Rockford. ses.sceeresees Coronado.
Rock Island....ssse000e Rocket

Greenfield

Springfield.....cesseseeees Selate
Toylorville..........00e
Frisina
INDIANA
Evansville.sescs Washington
Indianapolis....is....00000Lyric

. Milford. .sseccsssseeseseeeees Stube

Water

loo.seeesssesersrseee

Strand

KANSAS
Arkansas City........e« Burford

GEORGIA

Columbus...csecssssseeeee Riatto
Macon ...ceconsssresneeF
ine Atts

ILLINOIS

Champoign.aserevsssesesvee Cored
Chicago...se0ec0eeae Mike Todd

Lafayette... Mars or New Main
South Bend .ve...eee0. AYon Art
IOWA
Davenport ..ssrssseeesecs Coronet
Des Moines............ Ingersoll

‘Palm Beach.........0+. Carefree
Panama City........2068.Panama
Pensacola....cccsscsesseene
PENN
SOFGSOTG sasecacessscscversccoeRitZ

; Atlanta...cccccsscccsscecees
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.

Marietto ..sssssccsecsevseeess CODD
Savonnoh.........000e..9avann
ah,
Way CroSSs.ssvesesssccessceeee RITZ
HAWAIL

Honolulu.....s.ssseseeeeeeKuhio
iDAHO

Concordia..esccosesessevees Grand
Coffey villes....secoeee.. Midland
Clay Center.issccssvsceseves FOX
Dodge

City stesessesseseeasDodge

Empori

Oe ccccecsevesceeves

HOY

OFOnada- :

Scsssccecscsvvenccsesenenees

Fox

Hutchinson. sissescosesseseee FOX
Liberal......sccssecsssseess
ucker
Newton ..cccosscscvsecssvecsene FOX

| Schine, Fox Mid-West,
RKO, New England Thea- ;
tres, Paramount Gulf,

Pittsburgh. ceassecsssessseceee FOX
SOliNa sssseiseverscssvenrecsees FOX
Topekdiessserseseseesses JaYHOWK
Wichita..ccrcccssecssvess Orpheum
Winfield. ....ccosssescsesoessee FOX:
KENTUCKY
Corbin......scereesss Hippodrome
Lexingtonss.eiceesseose Kentucky
Louisville....sececsseeee BROWN
May sville....eesesescess Russell
Middlesboro......s+0+0.
Manring
Paris..ccscovececccssesvesesssPOFkS

‘Players, Video Independ:

Alexondria...........Paramount

mount, Interstate, United
California, Loew's, Fox
; West Coast, Fox Ever-

Baton Rouge o....ceoeee Varsity’
Davenport....s+s000000e.Coronet
_ Lafayette ..cccesressosseevee NONG
Loke Charles....ccssccsseses Pitt

, Pocatello..sessevrasseeee Chief

All of these

circuits have —
already booked
“LA DOLCE VITA’ |

Wilby- Kincey, Famous

ent, Fabian, Rewley, Para- |

green, Staniey, Warner, |

. Burkee, Skouras, Stewart

& Everett, Kerasates,
Dipsen, Milerit, ‘Martin, Malco, Central States,

Penn Paramount, ‘Butter- :
field, Wisconsin Amusement, Fourth Avenue
| Amusement, Fforida |
States, Wor etco..

Richmond........es..c0 Madison

LOUISIANA

Monroe.....cececeeneee Paramount,
New Orleans...c.ssseoceres Civic”

Shreveport.......s.... Broadmoor
MAINE-.

Bangor ......0000e. Operd House
Biddeford.

.sccsscssceveeeCentral

Falmouth

«:
Ceeseccesacves

Falmouth:

“Holyoke ...sscsessscsesengee Strand
LOWFENCEseseseesceersceoes Warner
‘Lowell..ccosccssees. RKO

Keith’s

-New Bedford s....ssee0e Olympia
New Bedford .....sssee008s Empire
North. Adams. .ss.ccesses Mohawk
Northampton o..ssessseeeesCalvin
Pittsfield...

csscseosseeeeCapitol

- Provinc€ town eecevecscvecesons
Aft

“Springfield ...issseseeceee Arcade
Worcester s.scssesssseees Warner
W. Yormouth....e000. Music. Box
MICHIGAN
©
Anni Arbor ssscssseseeeeee Compus
‘Bay City......ssesee. Washington
_Detroit......00.
Trans Lux Krim
" Flint.scccorsesecsseceaceess

Regent

Grand, Rapids .scs..0006s Regent

East-Lansing..csissccesee Lucon
MINN ESOTA

Minneapolis............Academy:
| MISSISSIPPI
|

. “Biloxi.

cccsscocessacpeecces

‘ Columbus...

viscccsesses

Avenue.
Princess

Greenville.......0c..-Paramount

Greenwood...cyeceeseey L@ Flore.
Gul fport....scerecseesesee LEGION
Hattiesburg.........s...-9anager
— Jackson..s.esscecovees Paramount

Meridion.....ccsseereeseee
Femple

TJupelo....s....sLyon and Lyric
MISSOURI

Brookfield ....0.ses0000e.DeGraw
Excelsior Sps.ssssseeooee Beyer
Joplin. ..secoccovacssseecscseeeeF
OX
Kansas City........«.Brookside
Springfiel disssseesccrsessesses

FOX.

St. Louis ....cccecceesae
MidsCity
MONTANA
|
Billings...ccssiseecsevervecace Fox
'

NEVADA

Renossisscrsrvcssvecocesoveae

Crest:

NEBRASKA

BeatricesssecrssesssseecssivessFOX
NEW

HAMPSHIRE

Dover scracserssessnenseeseeo
Hanover cavceverevosecaces

SONG

Nugget

Portland...scsssscscrsessceee
tate
MARYLAND
Annapolis seseeeesasesPlayhouse

Nashua......... Daniel Webster.

Baltimore.........)own, Harlem:
Cambridge ....escsssseseee DOrset
Cumberlond....e.ese0ee Maryland

Atlantic City...» Hollywood

Hagerstownss.s0-s00004Colonial

TALK TO YOUR LOCAL ASTOR. PICTURES REPRESENTATIVE...

Monchester

NEW

acocescovesecccca

State

JERSEY ~

Asbury Park...cvcssiesesek
YPC

ond Shore ..

Montclairssccoosescssece Bellevue

OR WRITE, WIRE, PHONE
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NEEW YORK.

Anisterdam .,.......seee0 Mohawk |
AUuburni.ssseseesesesseossene
AUbUrN
Bataviderssse.csssecerseeeBOtaviad
Bath Shreccccccesccccccces Babcock

. ne
* But alo. soccoorses Loew’ $s Tech,

Calvin, Abbot, Bailey:
Canandaigua.......PlayhouseOX

Cortlandsesrscscresvoseessees ft@
Elmira Con pececcccccesase Colonial

Genevarcsivsscecocenes Geneva.
Glens

* Lexinigtoni.scsseseeeene Carolina
Lumberton....s.s.secceee Caroling

Morshead City
«

Morchend

Aivyessssssesescoeeseeoses Centre

Releigh

Ambassador

~-Rockinghom..........«Richmond
Rocky Mf. essesevacseesenee Centre |
Salisbury. ssscsscccsncseee

Capitol |

Sanford.:CHOC ORD err erreeosene Wi rick”
Wilsoe

crrerssses

Wilson, .ceccccees

Ro

«Co

ers

ony

Wilmington...sscsecveseess Bailey

Winsten- Salem + Caroling

Falls sovseccsenveeeeRGhtO

Gloversville...:..:.:2008 Glove:
;

Hamilton

eeessacncscvcceseces, State.

Herkimer..........0...s000Liberty:

Hornell......s000.eseeasee Steuben

liom. vessecsesseeees leiscee Capitol
[thacaserssvresceooveseebemple
Liberty-.cccccscsssccsees

Academy

Little Fadl scsessoscctcnes Rialto
‘Lockport.....
‘aes Palace
Malone.sse..-.-. ssescoeee MaloneMassena,..............0.Massena:
Monticello. .s..ss0s-+. Broadway
Newark..scccesoes socsesessapitol
New York CityesseHenry Miller,
Niagara Falls............Rapids
Norwich... svesecereee COLONIC”
Ogdensburg..:.......é+oe.Strand
Olean....0..
arseevesQlean
Oneonta severeceseee seeee:
Oneonta

OSWegO veseccccrereceee »- Oswego

Penn Yan...c..cccoscens. Elmwood

Rochester.. Riviera ond. Little

Salamanca...

eneca.

- Saranac Lake vn Pontiac
Syosset, Lol.
.......0 Syosset
Syracuse ..s....ceseseesenee Eckel
Tonawanda

co nsecvccccccneesce Star

Utica serssccsecccteesesseesensAVON
Watertownee.essssoeseees Olympic

NORTH. CAROLINA
Ashboro........eseeeseee Carolina
Asheville Coereccces ecescese Plaza.

Burlington...,.........Paramount

Chapel Hill........ sseee Caroling
Charlotte .......ccsscuee» Carolina
Concord...» aeneesenseCabarrus
‘Durham..seo

vedovcevosene~Center

Fayettevi ile.sersoraesense COLONY’
Gastonia

OREGON

Lenoftissrseseeeene sevensCenter.

Albany. .sscccessss wsesoeeeHellman

Corning: seivveeccesosecsesscee
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eoeeserevessessoaeT emple:

Goldsboro.........0.. Paromount.
Greensboro........ weeee Carolina
Greenville.......... és sssseseState
Havelock........cs000 evece Cherry
Hendersonvi Wesetseen Carolina.
Hickory..ccocscosesscesoens Center

High Point... ..s«» Paramount
Jacksonville...vessse LWO Jima

Ashlanidicsssccsscssssees Ashland.
Ashtabvldnernennrn

Shee

Athensseerssae ee eveversccces eAthena

Bellefontaine........... Holland
BUCYPUSs vscccseccceveces «Bucyrus.
oaoveses

Canton.eccccosece:
ee neeeserace +s

Shea’
Ohio

Cincinnati... eeeeees RKO Grand
and Ambassador

Clevelandsescsscaccosscass Colony
‘Columbus....Bexley ‘and World

Cuyahoga Falls.sessesevens Fall:
Dayton..cosrecscecsccces Colonial

Delawareseessecesees peeenes Strand
E. Liverpool.......... American
Elyria. cscocesccssccecees CODITOL

“Findlay.sccssese vssessceesbtartis
Kent

vevceee eoccece soccenceveve

Kent

LEM Gyescesecececsvesees S$. W. Ohio
Lorain.... satseoeegsenanePalace
Mansfield...
«eseeee Ohio:
Marietta. oecerceonnee sesseveca Shea

Masstlonecccsscecs aa P. Lincoln
Middletown.
.scscveseese Colonial
Mt. Vernonisssesooyeseeaees Verion

Newarka coorsoe

shea Midland.

Niles..: coseees oeeceaeeeone «Robins

Norwalk..sssscooes
Oxford... oe
Piqua. PITTTTTTTTTIT

FOX

Portlands.ssooscsssessesvesseGuild

PENNSYLVANIA
Hentownescoceaees
19th Street
Altoona. COOOOTE

Butler.ccoess eesese sseensoonee

PENN

Chester.sss. oocee eeccccceeses State

Eastonssccsscsssesescssssenee BOY
Erie.scccvesscoses "Sond
Harrisburg.......00ssceceUptown

‘Hazeltén. PYYXYESTY TY ereeee Capitol

‘ Johnstownes....s0- sesarveee Stafe

~ Norwalk:

Felawanda
TTT

TTT Piqua

Portsmouth s..csscccecneoneel. GFOy.
Ravenna. siopeseseeoeseeeROVvenna

Sandusky. ...coreseserecseseesOhia ©
Shelby csscvsccscssceeee Castomba’
Steubenvi hen Capitol

Tikfitescscoccessccscovseccevos

Ritz

“Toledovsccrcsccccossese Westwood
Van Wert.......-eseieeee
Van Wert
Warrenecccsccescsccecee «eee Daniel
WoOstefaccccarcrcscssevens Wooster

Youngstown. Warner& Newport
Zanesville.....a...Shea Wellar

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City.....Will Rogers
Tul Sdresevsvcscsecses Wi iI Rogers

Eebanonisscscscccvees socseses Ofte
Newcastle. serteeseesees Hilander

Pe
ae ove» Boyd, Stanton
Pittsburgh...
soseesNixon
Pottsville.....coee rsesees Capitol

Reading. .sescosssseroeses » Warner

SCFONTON seccccevececosseeseenter

Stroudsburg
sesseesseees Sherman,
SUNDULY....ssecsesecsseenesOfrand
Thomasville.......Lincoln D.{.
UNiontowniscosecesesseee «e Manos

Washington.eccccesscoceces Basle

West Chester.scccoccovees Warner
Milles Barre. seoeveee Paramount
York.COLORED
ETUF ESEORESD OOS - Capitol

RHODE ISLAND
Newport ccvsseccceseces sesssotrand
Pawtucket. sscccoes sosessssottand
Providence.....ssse00 «Majestic
Woonsocket...ssocsssees Stadium

SOUTH

CAROLINA

Anderson..o.se.» scocctesceee otate
Columbia

Seovccvvcenecece eonee

‘Ritz

Greenvillec.....s..008 . Carolina
Greenwood...... sccnscccesse Ofte
Rock Hill,.........-.. Stevenson

Spartanburg.....ceresesseses
OFate
SUMECT we soversisszers
aeecevseseeDumter

Wilmington ......0c00 Bailey
TENNESSEE

Kingsports....csscccese sees otrand
Memphisii..cccccceceseeeee Warner
Nashville..sc.scsveceees Crescent
TEXAS
Austin PYYTTYITT TITTY)

oe Pexas

Beaumont,......sscoesoeseeliberty
Corpus Christi seoccveocsesd OWE
Dallas ..eccscscovesesees . Esquire
Ff Worth."SeventhSt. & Capri
Houston...:s.. Power and Paris
Lubbock......... Arnett-Benson
Port Arthurs.ssee.
oosee seoeee 90bINe

San Antanio.....s000« Broadway

-

Salt Lake City csoserees Uptown

VERMONT
Burlington. epecccenscccvece Strong

VIRGINIA

COOLS csoveceasRivold

Bethlehem.......00ss000 College

Lancaster cesseseesees ++seCapitol

OHIO
Akron: vpeceneesa peeecece eees Strand

Cambridge.... one

UTAH

Eugene ovocccesencceceencoevers

:

Alexandria eecoccasceese Visgi nia
Arlington

ssrsessecseesesees oa! Byrd

Charlottesville......Paramount
Danville ......secccsessees Capitol
Harrisburg... eevee ssssssseneState

Lynchburg ......s00 . Paramount

Martinville..ccccsesestecsses ROXY
Newport News. cocreseoes Palace
Norfolk......Norva and Granby
Petersburg eoveecsceens . Bluebird
Richmond......sseceee «» Colonial
Roanoke.seccsee peeceee » American
StAQUNTON. .sccecsecceee »»Visualite

Virginia Beach...... anes Beach

Winchester cecccososccsess Palace

«WASHINGTON, D.C.
Washington...Town, Booker T.,
Langston
WASHINGTON
CFde\N ..reccvecevees 0B
Bremerton.....cccccocsees Admiral
Everett. ccccscccecerscevces Everett
Olympia .s.......cscceccscens State
Seattle....Music Box & Uptown
Spokane.avees sevseccsves cones tate
WEST VIRGINIA
Bluefield.......sssceees Granada
Charleston ....scccssesees Capitol
Huntington........scsece Orpheum
Morgantown... sssccscsove Warner
Wheeling.....

svesccossese

VICTOFIC

WISCONSIN
Appleton......s.00 o+eeeAppleton
Greembay....scccccocssccesens West
Kenosha secceoses acseeee Orpheum
Madison. .eccscccsscees soseCapitos
Milwaukee........0. veseees Ofrand
Racine....cccccccscssees Venetian

Sheboygan.......see0 Sheboygan

CANADA
Almonte.....ccscase veesee O Brien
Arnprior, Ont. .ssceee «. O'Brien
Montreal......sscseees «. Snowdens
Pembrooke, Ont. ...... O’Brien
Ottawa...s.cccsscecccceees Nel son
Renprew, Ont. .cscseeee O’Brien
TOronto..ccosscscsescsncsecs Tivoli

VGN COUVET......0.ceeeee Stanley

Winnipeg.........ssecssceee Gaiety

Windsor, Ont. ...... seaee Capitol

GEORGE JOSEPHS, V. P.in ChargeofSales—ASTOR PICTURES, INC. 625 MADISON AVE., N.Y.
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Claims Shootingin Japan forYanks ~
Without Major Problem IfDone Right|
Tokyo, Oct. 17. +
While ftreign filmmen
debate
the pros and cons of picture proGuction in Japan a man who has
worked wrth 14 US. films on locatien here. s2yvs, “Shooting in Japan
fer an American eompany is without maior problems if properly
tone ~ Statement came from asBistant Girector Joe Markaroff. 31,
Gt Polsh descent. who was born
and raised in Japan. With his
hnew'eGee of the Japanese people
and jangsuace, he was often the
Jiigson ketween the American and
|
Niprenese production staffs.
_
After waiting eight yesrs fer
US
entry
under
the ‘Japanese
quota, Mavkarotf is now on a ship
Leund tor America where he will |
rejoin his parents. take up per-.
_ manent
residency for citizenship .
‘and work in Hollywood.
Retore
departing,
Muarkaroff
diew en his experiences with U.S.

Hotdogs IntoBiotime
London,

Oct.

‘VARIBTY’S' LONDON OFFICE

49 St. James's Street, Piccadilly

cuitmnJapan :In ternationa lSo und Track ?

ArtyCircuit
ini Japan

Japan’s first arty theatre circuit

will -be formed here soon, with
screenings to. hegin next March.
Fifteen. to 20 theatres are expected .to make up -the chain
which - will show foreign | films. for | It is felt here now that television, as well-.as- cars. and household
appliances, keeps down filmgoing.
One quarter of the over 5,000
| the. most part..
hardtop theatres in France. are threatened by the over -2.500,000 video

nn eim 10th
Festival Draws

17.

Film ‘technicians, from ace
cameramen down to the humblest clapper-boy, sense the
mustard-het breath of: protessional: competition just over:
their. shoulders.
‘The National Assn. of The-.
atrical & Kine Emplovees.and.
the Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn. are going into a solemn
.
huddle to discuss a new grade:
of employment.
Likely to be
eleyated into the bigtime is
the hotdog salesgirl.

sets in operation

. ..

Association

Des Cinemas D’Art,

a grouping

of

Jover 50 specialized art houses around France for unusual and offbeat
pix, talking yp an international

extension . of this setup . . : The “New

_|-Wavers,” whose efforts. have suffered many setbacks of |"late, favor
{this feeling it would. give low-budgted product better chance to revoup,
Payments to Yank major film companies on property losses entailed
during the last war are now being. made.......-Paramount and Metro:
getting the lion’s share. Stipulation that it “has: to be invested in
France has filmites thinking that recent major investments. in French:
productions are due to this as well as the need for releases in various
Marts ... ..In-an interview in the weekly L’Express, Kirk Douglas de-.
clares that since forming his own production company in 1955, Bryna,
By HANS HOEHN.
he has made 10 films and.of these only those were successful, in whichMannheim, Oct. 17.:
he personally had. a hand...
Luis Bunuel’s “Viridiana,” that hot potato
Mannhejim’s 10th Film Festis banned. in. ‘Spain and “indexed” . by ‘the Vatican, may be held up,for
trunning. here successfully | from some time in France as far as showing goes. . Andre Malraux’s promised detaxation for the. sorely beset exhib setup .‘in Franee still seems
Oct. 16 to Oct-. 21. Last . year it
far off according to sources...
. The 15th Cannes Fiim Festival dates’
jlooked as though one name would. have been set for May- 7-21 in 1962: from a. ‘Monday to a Monday. The
disappear from the Hist of inter- two-week span ignores Federation of Film Producer Assn’ in that. no
- Various film critics are protesting the national film festivals when it be- fests should exceed 12 days:
came .known. that the Mannheim below-average soundtrack of many French pix, especially .those of
newcomers.
,..“Guns
of
Navarone”
(Col) has chad 254,681 .patrons in
Eutures here and said. “You just
Culture ‘and Documentary
Film
cant walk in and expect to get
Week, then in its ninth year, was four weeks at two big houses and “Spartacus’*. (Wy 80,704 in. three weeks
at
one
big
theatre.
studio space. but with sutficient
Rome, Oct. 24. Ifacing. internal difficulties.
Ketice, good rental studios are:
Roman troubles
“Cleopatra's”
‘But
the Mannheimers
didn't
London available beth in Tekyoe and Kyoto. are still not over. A $100.000 suitj;ive up. They looked for -a new.
J. D. Richards, managing director of the ‘Randolph: E.. ‘Richards. elrWith the proper netice you fran has been
filed in Rome. court‘;anager
<Walter
Talnion-Gros, cuit, has been named a niember. of the Cinematograph Films Council

Over 250 Pix|

$100,000 Suit Vs.

Bisa

get

the

necessary

accommoand

Ath Over ‘Cleo’

against

the

20th-Fox:

production : Munich:.film

journalist),

a

new

in: succession ‘to the late E. J. Hinge . .. Lionel Clyne’s: distribber y, Unifilms {London) -Ltd., has joined the Kinematograph Renters’ Society
. “La Dolce: Vita” goes to the provinces on Nov. 20 on the National
culty.”
Togni's
services ‘in fprnishing ‘ture film participation) and trans- Circuit. It is currently in its 20th week. at the. Berkeley’ and ‘had. pre-.
Narkarcif stressed that Ameri- elephants and other animals for: ‘ferred the fest from May to Orc- viously played 11 weeks at the Columbia and 25 weeks. at the Curzon
can practices ed methods of deal- the
pic. with clatmant
asking {tober. That Mannheim still bene. Dorothy Lamour was’ gifted with flower by the’. technical unit’ of
ing sheuld be left at home for 16.800.600
Lire ‘faround $28.000) fits from its tradition is evidenced “Road To:-Hong Kong” when she finished her 10-day. stint in the pie.
best
results.
Fictucemaking = in. for expenses incurred and 50,000,-tby the fact that more than 12 na- ‘She's found a film script in which she would like:to ‘star and hopes to
Jdztan should he accepted on its 000 Lire ‘nearly $84.000) in: dam- | tions submitted
more.. than- 250 make it. in England.
Frank Launder arid Sidney Gilliat have re-.
ewn teri.< tor best results, he said. ages resulting from 20th’s alleged films.
Fifty-five shorts ran in titled their eamedy film of Kingsley Amis’s novel, “That Uncertain.
As an example, Markaroff noted, refusal to follow through with the.' competition, 24 - outside competi- Feeling. " New monicker is “Only Two Can. Play.” Mai Zetterling, Vir-.
‘tion and there were. nine full- ginia Maskell and Richard Attenborough with Peter Sellers ... Maurice
“te: {rim
tn seme private propel- , confract.
Accer ding
to Togni,
he was -length pix.
Davis has arrived fronmy South Africa: toa take over from Charles Golde
ties might cost more money than
in
June
to
furnish
10
Arthur Allighan,. _ Walt Disney's
expected, tut some public places asked
Opening’ day.. nine
pix
were smith at Metro's London office..
Cun be used free of charge. Yet elephants, 2Q camels, 30 lions, 12 | shown,. including Herbie Mann’s British press agent, on vacation in. South’ ‘Africa.
stme American preduction man- tigers. 50 horses. two giratfes. a “Mann With a Flute.” “Mann” was
Rome
avers will not shcet unless they Jeopard and a snake. Not having '‘submitted by the USIS branch of
Gina Lollobrigida: will probably make a pie in near future: with.“a
American
Em bassy
Bad
Biv somebody
because they are all the required animals in his the
circus.
Togni
claims. he Godesberg,
used te pasing in the States. They’ own
Germany. Two more top French director . . . script is now being written |. . actress denied
wiil just give moreyv to a fisher- searched throughout Germany. for? USIS «pix, “Robert. Frost”
and. she'll do Raoul Levy's “Marco Polo,” but will follow ‘the French ‘item’
them sat great expense. Soon after,;
i“Beyond.
Silenee,”
also
were with “Imperial Venus” (Royal) and the oft-postponed “Lady L’. .. .
mian—anykody. It's foolish.”
the complaint centinues, 20th-Fox --shown. Lineup of stateside: pix in- Peter Baldwin. heré briefly before shooting. “Four’ Endless. Nights” ‘In
Payoff to Some Gangs
cut its list of animals to 10 ele-" cluded “Wheels” ‘S. YVanderbeek), Cairo for producer Aldo Pomiglia cee Baldwin shot’ several pix here
Markaroff
alsa explained
that phants at a daily fee of $250 per.
:“The . Exiles”
‘Kent _ Mackenzie), previously. in some areas ef Nipponese cities, animal during rehearsals, $300 per.
Dino DeLaurentiis sez tv is. good forpix: it éuts down on cheapies,
“Introduction
“Feedback”
where longstanding gangs exercise day during shooting.
‘Charles and Ray Eames), “Kaleid- helps good pix make .more money. . .‘producer. currently. in: ‘Gotham,
centro], a payoff must ‘be nego-.
On Sept. 13. savs Togni, the oscope.” “Broadway Express” (MEi- at Pierre, confirms that Astor Pictures are. ‘after: his: ‘‘Last Judgment
the
gang
leader
to:
tiated vith
company again ‘modified this ar-: chael’ Blackwood),
“Language of and “Black City” for stateside release... Akim Tamiroff says a Vital
film without incident. Otherwise
rangement. asKing fer only four. -Faces” ‘John: Karty), “Secrets .of windup episode is still missing from Orson ‘Welles’ modern “Don Quix-.
gang members will disrupt shoct- elephants
at $300 for - rehearsal Iee” -National Academy. .of Ice) ote,’ in which Tamiroff stars, though some more ‘footage. was shot this
jug hy blocking the camera angles, ! days’ and $400 for shooting days. . and
summer at Pamplona, during the bull fight season there.
.Tamiroft
“Hollywood—the
Golden
tipping wires and other acts of Animals ariived Sept. 18. but after
‘David L. “Wolper).
‘Of in three pix at same time, latest. aquisition being. ‘Edward Pmyirick’s
‘Years”
vandstism. Once the payoff is made five davs of work ‘in rehearsals}, *these, the 77-minute t:lm, “Exiles,” “Joseph Desa”...
then he heads for Argentina and ‘Taras Bulba.”
Git averaces apout $1.600 a pic- they were declared unfit and left made. a particularly good impres-|. Anthony Franciosa to Trieste for exteriors opposite Claudia Cardinale
tue: the gang members don arm _the Cinecitta lot Oct. 3. Togni in-in “When a Man Grows Old,”: enthusiastic about director Mauro Bolog- Sion.
bands ind become agents for crowd .Sists his claims, and protests went |
nini...
Zebra production ‘also features Betsy. Blair .... Etienne Perrier:
ecntrel an behalf of the shooting.
directing
“Swordsman of Siena”. near Rome for Jacques Bar's Monica.
or
.
s
gs
=
unheeded.
Tie American production man--:
Films, with Stewart Granger, Sylva Koscina, and Christine Kaufman.
agers € +.
rkaroff said, when
toplined . . Perrier also made “Bridge to the.Sun” for Bar and Metro
he comes here and tries to calcu. The. deadline for submission of. Italian. Oscar candidates: (for best
foreign pic) has been extended to Oct. 31... . Curt Jurgens ‘may appear
late prices accerding te US. costs.
Tokyo, Oct. -17.
While they ere generally less, in
‘opposite Ava Gardner ‘is Galatea’s’ “The. Jackals,” under - Terence.
are.
that.
further Young’ SsGirection..
Indications
7
i.
seme cases they are higher.
9. liberations:. of theatrical
and tv
“The production manager then

deticns,
equipment.
crews
Winer cast members without

diffi-.

hy

Ennio

the

Togni

Togni,

proprietor ‘of title

Circus.. Hassle

involves

.

‘International

Mannheim).,.

a

new

Film

‘form

— Week

twith

fea-

‘No Mare Liberalization

Force Firstrun Situation

Of.

JapanPix Import

Into Month’s Reissues;

Aprevos of ‘Shortage

Berlin.

imports: will mot..be made before
fights to iener the prices.’ MarkaOnly very few W-German films are currently running in E. Germany.
October,
1962,
despite
Japan’s
“He may succeed, but !
rotf cited
Minneapolis, Oct.. 24.
‘announced.
policy for foreign ex- -One, however,.is civen strong support.in the Commie press over ‘there:
unknown to him, the J: panese will ;
Harold ~Fieie’s
lecal Uptown,. change. liberalization.
Reason
is. “The Haunted Castle. in Spessart.” The. reason jis obvious. This Wabsorb
the less by raising
the which
has heen
playing
mostly
that imports will be liberalized on German satire pokes fun of the. Boon govt .°.... Italian United Artists
rentals on cther pieces of equip- firstruns. has gone into a monti |!
& graduated periodical - seale, with release, “The Night,” garnered two- important “distinctions in Germany.
ment.”
of reissues. while his other neigh- 'items regarded as more necessary The Protestant Film Guild here picked. it as best:film ot October while
borhood
hicuse,
the St.
Louis} preceding entertainment material the. W..German fiim classification board declared it artistically pare
Markarctf believes the Japanese
Park, aiso a leading one, will de- i
ne jenger pad prices for American
ticularly outstanding which means ‘considerable tax relief
Unie
on the list. |
picttre shoetmg. He said that with vote itself entirely to foreign film | Finanee Ministry ‘meanwhile ds versal’s “Romanoff and Juliet” was.declared outstanding and. ‘same: disthe improved “standard of living firstrun during the coming month. |expected ‘to allocate $7.275.000 for tinction was given-to the British reissue, “The Ghost Goes. West” 2:
|
It's inebility to obtain a suf-; foreign picture and telefilm. royal- A Berlin film classification commission , recommended “Exodus” “for
here. there is no need tor it. Also number
of
satisfactory;
youth
and
school.
that the best way to work is for ficient
ties during latter half of current
American pictures
for |
Filmblaetter, local trade: paper, reported ‘that four German films
the Ameri. an unit to let a Japanese tirstrun
fiscal year. Figure is same as for
were the most screeried films in 16 -W-German key cities in September, .
yreduction manager run the buci- these houses. The St. Louis Park: : first half of fiscal. with breakdown
ress and by dealing through estab- has been. offering firstruns. prin- of $5.745.006 for theatrical product namely “Mrs. Cheney's. End,” “The Giant Wheel,” “Miracle of ‘Mala-.’.
cipally, with. however, an seca.|and $l, 530, 000 for wv films.
chias” and “Until the End of All Days.” Fifth spot. was taken by Parae —
lished channels.
Signal
rresentation
of a picture}
mount’s “Cinderfella”
. E:, E. Strassal,:press. chief ‘of SPIO,. top or-.
Modest Payoff of $3
previously rozdshown firstrun. The!
‘ganization of. the ‘W-German film ‘industry, went to” Copenhagen | to
“In many cases the proper Jappresent former German tsilent) filmstar Asta. Nielsen with an honorary.
Uptown
has had
some
foreign: -Everybody’s Got ‘Plan
ance epproach Can be mere elfecfilms firstrun along with American.
For ‘Taras Bulba’ Pic plaque for her contributions to the German film industry ....New pix.
tne than bushels of cash offered
In ejaborate brochures
mailed
the making here- include “Life Begins At 3B” Wia Filmhansa) with
‘Frankfurt, Oct. 17. -{in
Ly the Americans.” he said. “In
O. E. Hasse and Johanna Matz, directed by Michael KebImann, “Ger- _
to the public. it's called by. Field .
the case ef ate quence for ‘The Big a “lail fiim series.” > This consists | Seems as if everyone has: a many, Your Miracles” (Rialto-Gloria) with Axel von Ambesser and Were"
i
‘Taras
Bulba”
pic
up
his’
sleeve:
Wave. for cxampie, we were perner Finck, directed by R. A. Stemmile, and “Ramona” (CCC: Gloria) with
of * ‘a selected series of outstanding|
season. While United Artists’
mitted to shoot cn a beach after and unusual films, the great and i this
| makjng a production based on Senta Berger and Joachim Hansen, directed ‘by Paul Martin,
is
gnving a 83 can of seaweed to the
the near great. each of which has; the Gobol. novel, “‘Taras. Bulba,” a
Village Teaders.”
Madrid:
left a significant
mark
on the |i couple of ‘uther firms and other
While Japanese crews ask Amer- history cf metion pictures,”
" €C>|Jands are getting into the act. Now | Frank Cooper is setting up talent bastions in the: Continent via | agency
ices for a figber rate of pay than
cording fe the hkrochure...
deals during a trip around Europe en-route to~ Israel..
“In Cold
‘it
appears
that
Compagnia
Cine-.
they get from working on domestic
The Uptewn will be’ presenting|.
Europa,
is
doing Blood” co-star Alberto Mendoza will make his. bow in Spanish: legit
PHTUrEs, Matkaroif explained that fer a week each twin bills of re- ‘matografica
“Taras Bulba.’ with Van Heflin. later this year when the Argentine actor onstages for the starring roles _
this is reese of the large dif- issues
mn
the
following
order: »
; And Zebra Films has -announced. in’ the Jose Tomayo production. of Valle Inclan’s “Divine Words”. and
ference in. pr eduction methads.
“The Blue Angel” and "The Third !i a Moris Ergas with the same name. then will go back before cameras,in Jose Maria Forque’s: “Road Lights”
Since
the Gcgol
book
is na
. Argentinians Carlos Estrada and Jorge Rigaud. join. the cast headed ™.
‘Actually the ypiices the Jap- Blan.” “Gerevieve” and “Tight Litapparently by “Diana Dors and. Alfredo Kraus for ‘Encounter in Majorca” which
auese crews cot from OS. pictures tle Islan. *“Arsenic and Old Lace” |romece copyrighted.
Jose
Ochoa is directing. as his. major assignment ‘to date . ,...Howard
is not enone.” he seid. “Fer one and
“Inspector
General” | and:
eyeryone has a crack’ at the same
thing.
American
‘pictures
use “Nana” aud “One Summer of. Hap- |thenie.--C.C.E. is filming in Dialy- Vernon plays the doctor “beast” in Spain’s. first. try: at ‘horror. film fieheavser
cquapment.
For another, piness.” The.tact that oldies have |scope and color.
Zebra. Films is tion, “Gritos en Ja Noche” (Cries in the Night) ... - Procusa and As
Films are the ‘initial two- Spanish film producers’ to qualify for mediums.
the langu.ge problem «cod abrupt been going aver so well.on tele- coming out in Technicolor
charges
in
schedule—unknown
vision undcubtedly -was a factor
Alse,..Artur
Brauner’s .C.C.C. term loans under the credit law decreed more than. two years ago ... <.in
Japarese
production—make
in these heokings.
Films. in: Germany has the title Spanish Producers Assn. submitted a report to: film authorities con
then
iohks mere
difficult.
And
For the St. Louis Park for aj registered for Germany.
Af -this taining many suggested modifications in the. Government's film. credit
Japanese pictures use extra crews week each in the order stated it's; moment, it looks as if United Art- mechanism ..... Shooting resumed at Sevilla studios. where the:-Italot. prepare the studios and Joca-. “Loss of Innocence” ‘Col), arple |
ists is the only company. yet film- French caproduction “The Titans” had been inactive for a.fortnight
tons befoie the day's shooting. Devil's
Eye”
-Janis),
“purple ing the story. This is actually a following a back-rupturing accident involving the stunt-muscle leading
.
‘Uniespana secretary genéral David Jato
US. pittuves cefuse to pay this Noon”.
‘Times}.
“Mian
on
the | remake anyway since Alex Gran- man Giuliano Gemmi.
expense and the crews have to do, Meen™
Trace-Eexs
ond
“Rocco |oweky made. the pic originally in predicts that film production this year will éasily supersede the old
high of 72 Native and. coproduced film features.
1936.
‘and His Brothers” (Astor).
the extra work.”

... Wednesday, October.
25, 1961
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Private CensorsCetReply: ‘No’
Stephen Bosustow ’s LegalAction
‘Viridiana’ Suits
Judeo-Christian Couneil of. Decency, Led By
Against Principals
and UPA Inc. weeks, however, Union, via a Swiss Memphis’ Baptist,
+
Sought ‘Preview’ Privilege
|
ny

kes

:Ance ‘le‘Ss,

Oct.

Continued

corporation,

24.

from “page 5 —
m=

Citer,

and

its

U.S.

agents, Joaquim
Marti of. Sefo
- Stapler
Besasts wy founder
of! |
URA Pretares and erceator of " Mise:
Film International {all ‘defendants
_ “Memphis, Cet. 24:
ter
Maco"
cartuens,
has
at
‘in the suit}, has been offering to
So-ealled . ‘ Judee - Christian --~
tere
celteain pigpe rthes Gf firm
7
sell rights outside of Spain. Aetu- |
fr.
0g
OSE Cite
suit
brousht
‘Council of ‘Decency. whose spokes- °
ally, Ed Kingsely, ‘Kingsely Inter-eocabest)
Hermrs
Gl
Saperstein,
men is.a Baptist pastor, R..-Paul:
Caudill, ‘has formally requested .*..
Teter Do er, UPA Pastures Inc.
‘national, has. made a deal with
Ine. ; Is a new era ‘ut distribution-exof. the exchanges. here the :right to:
ere
oletisten)
Persomalrtius
Alatriste for the U.S. market.
Kirk Douglas, star-producer’ of view film releases prior. to ‘their:
Pred
Priday
Ws
oan Superior tibition harmony in the offing?
The Spanish coproducers of: the!:the pic, has made two special trail- local. openings.
A. format: refusal.
Coartin a sealed campidnat, which , Possibly
an atfirmative clue was
Bened wr ao watt of atiachinent, -Paramount’s pérticipation—with a pic. have been in something ‘of aj; ers for “Spartacus” as part of Uni- has. been. given.
re-accelerated campaign - Since a big civie rhubarb, over
aetiat: esked for an imjunction and :vengeance—in the recent Theatre |‘bind |‘since the picture, ‘because’ versal’s
BEIPO tnt ot a receiver,
Attor-- Owners of America
conclave
at! of the. Mexican director's -alleged ‘for the film's second theatrical. the Gina! ‘Lellobrigida film,.. “Go
iyear. Star is also pitching in with! ;Naked in the World” earlier. this.
res
Coartes
J. Katz
filed
.or New Orleans. Although AmericanIrreverent. and anticlerical ele-|

‘Par-for-Participation

KirkDouglas Ballyhoo
As ‘Spartacus’ Spreads 300 Dates Domestically

At TOA Stirs Palaver.
As to Intra-Trade Doves:

Fe seetecs.

.

la round of p.a.’s. in London, | Paris -year
|
the pastor has had exchanges
never be al- ‘and Rome.
iwith film ‘trade attorneys over ac-‘eess-in
advance. of openings. ,ThisSpain, -the
n
The Douglas plugs run about 75%
thet country it repped as official entry, seconds each. ‘In addition to selling brings up whole issue of ©“prior -

International has served TOA as
a perennial luncheon host. it’s been

‘Uneer
terms
.ef
compfuint.
Fe ws ty seeks to recover -damzee for breach of a written cont dated June 27. 19€0 between
:eel! and UPA, Saperstein and
>
Met. Bosnvow elaims he was
be emplesed for a period of 10
wre. of are fo the first five were
eon
ar exehusise basis and second
ears on a batt-exclusive.
baxvis.
wore
on
oe*
.a
rh
oe
ow
me
Att
to coem-- :
meeeML ANTS, aecording
id. ,1961, on
vnee
July
r’
ptiCie ten tben they were
20
hed
ta pay
tre Berl nave
4
ot,
sclary
Gf
a
STO
7%
ec
RIV
le
aan
ft
as
J
S: ote
Eve Te setount of
s* fh,
‘
the
‘ Be - had te renmtain
Ga CURE “insagrance
Pt
Carts tee
}-

ments, will probably

or so sinee any of the ‘lowed

exhibition. ©in

a decade
companies “have lent
maior
kind of hand at a national exhib! at the Cannes. fest. Furor. over -the “Spartacus” they -culminate with !restraint™*. ‘which “is opposed - by
1 contents of the picture resulted in: an industry institutional, “Thanks |showmen, and doubly so when atconvention.
iurther point about Par" Ss:a shakeup of the Spanish gov ern-. for coming to the movies!” Blurbs tempted by. private busyDodies, as
The
will run about six weeks in front {the film ‘gentry consider the minParticipation via a “Blue Hawaii” ; nient’s film ministry.
screeniny ind luau was its liberal | Only last week, the picture was of playdates and will. be employed ;lister, though mindful that he has
rudcet. The party, it’s understood,:‘suppesed to open in Paris at two over and above conventional teas-: ‘a membership. of 7.500. at the First
‘f: Baptist. Church.’
ran up a $9.000 bill.
i theatres, but. was. yanked at the ers made to herald: the pie.
of. -Caudill’s
pro-censor
- Although company. isn’t’ making | Title
Par aiso sent the confab its lzst minute, reportedly because of
Ceast
production. bess,
Martin: pressure brought, to bear by the a4 point of it, the idea of Douglas | group, Judeo-Christian Council of.
Decency:
has
stirred
some
pique as
chipping
in
originated
with
the!
‘
Spanish
government
on
the
French
Raekin, ‘and tor the’ haudshaking ‘
,vntine and net any formel prod- government. Supposedly, this had RKO circuit in New York, which attempting to. unite Protestants,
Jews
and
Catholics
against
‘films.has
booked
the
film
for
two.
weeks
eet pitehmese, at that,
-hothing to. do with the ‘dispute
Kenneth Clark trom W ashington’
It remzins to be seen, of course, "over rights, but was the result of commencing Thanksgiving. Inten-'!
as
spokeman
for
the
Motion
Picturetion
initially
was
for
Douglas
sim!
whether the Par gesture for TOA
negotiations. on a diplomatic level.
cues any other majors, or is just “Viridiana,”
done
in
Bunuel’s ply to make a ‘pitch tailored .spec i-: Assn...of “America told group to
aed Ry contract,
an isolated bit of buttering up.
J’. a2t3
: po
typically mordant style, concerns fically- for RKO. houses, ‘but U' dug. “make .use of ‘rating ‘compiled -by.
in. determining |
the suggestion: so well. that it. de-| national groups
Ja novice, on leave from her. conHE ISTE? . aise ¢ aPles Chat Sapceded to shoot a second trailer far’ local _classifications - of. movies.”Pe. Vet cvreed te purvent, who slowly loses her naive
€°-TeRM
He said “there would be. no end of *
general use.
rab far ais stock in
4 conception ‘ef faith and charity.
CFM
1G
AS of: yesterday (Tues.), “Spar -: it, obviously, if we set up machine
veA and ? «'.t they have failed to
Picture is replete with scenes. of
‘ery for. local previewing. in. Mem-.
ap te this transaction. He furwild and maeabre satire, often tacus” has played. or is current in, phis. The idéa would ‘proliferate
more
than 300 domestic: difes. of:
t er ule es that UPA, Saperstein >
Otto Preminger’s stunt last week told with symbols which could up- which 188 have been hardticket or all. aver the: country ‘and. would
Bk NM Met have been cansing a - in announcing that.a leader of the} set the more conservative clergy.
become a burden that.we could
modified roadshow
engagements.
finmsser af the assets of UPA to Negro tight for equal rights in
: not stand, nor should’ we be exThe pic, in fact. has had all the‘
ew
Teleinon
Persovatities. in order- Dixie would impersonate a U.°S. v=
pected to stand it in view. of our -{
hardticket
runs
it's
going
to’
have
{
te ek fect the centractual rights of ° Senator from Georgia in “Advise
‘long time cooperation with: nation.
domestically. Its current ‘and penBe -trtew.
al organizations now rating. Bice
and Consetit’ eniy to have the Necilled. bookings
including :the:vp: }
Attiabiments
Rave heen levied gro. Dr. Murtir. Luiner King, have
tures. mo
‘coming RKO, N. Y., skein} are. all i.
Continued from pare l —
cr mee? En cf the Ceferéants’ prop- a secord think and recant his com- —
-. Clark pointed out that 10 organi ,
admission dates. Univ er- |;
-:
er" ts be tite Sori af 1.4. Coun- .mitment, has stirred a good deal? blow the roof off the town,” he advanced
zations compile theesGreen Sheet”
'sal says general
rélease
plans ,‘Which lists the following classifiety. Besustow re merted,
Gf pro and con among film show-? ‘said with creative. hyperbole.
chaven’t even heen discussed yet,
cations of motion pictures: —adult, , men. Preminger's. flair for offbeat,
The new novei.. “Stranger in: and the execs decline evren:to hhaz- |
“people,
tamiHy,..Give Us ‘Our’ Qsearst
” casting, ‘per Jean Seberg, Joseph the House,” should be in the hands:: ard. a guess as to when the feneral : mature. young
young peopte -and- children. In:
Leos Aeeetes, Oct 24.
Welch, et al. isa Valid part of show- ;i of Simon &
breaks might, start.
Schuster’ by next j
_his “message: down here to. JCCD
UPS Pacures Ine. slapped with mans!.ip but this inspiration, timed :
t April,
with’ publication. in the fall.
leaders, Clark’ ssid—"“We feel that.ix Stenben RBosustaw de- carefully,
atter .Prem’s
location - It extends his’sexploitation mantle
a
cect
ta ‘interested ‘community should
SPST
Gamages.
re- troupe hid Tet Washington for the
root. pee
via the. competition: of a sculptress
take . -advantage of ratings now
Pourdin Rinne with en action acainst Columbia Studios in Hollyvu ood was and her teenage daughter that re-|available. Other communities find
fri s former prexy.. Combary de- seen as a case of playing. with po‘this is a most useful’-method. I
mere.
tf! t Boststaa
return
14 litical dyna‘nite. Sueh a slap direct ' sults in the murder of the mother's
lover.
San Francisco, Oct. 24. fam confident that. Memphis would,
Beatés
ineterivg three Oscars? to the Dixiecrats might invite ret

t

on

i
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‘AMUSEMENTS DUBIOUS
| ON NEGRO SOLON BIT

Howard Hughes

|BAKERY INTO ANARTER:.
HERB ROSENER EXPANDS|

tit
ce’.t

EPA Great ies won

over re-

7 ee Ts

PPAL

trex

by Henrv

Raner-

Anent his
|
Hollywood:
tali
taliation
against all of f shew busi-)
epream
Merchants”
and trilogy—
“Carpet-

“ness,

it was feared.

Herbert Rosener,

Coast

art-film ‘too.”

Fred: Montesi, Memphis biz leadand: distributor. - is in-.:
vesting. $150.000 in a new. 385-seat. |:er. and staunch supforter of the

‘exhibitor

It is unclear what brought the; baggers” are ‘two-thirds of the
Apparently the Negro |project—Robbitis. likes to space: artie

in downtown. Frisco just a’ ‘Caudill group’ said, “T'm not in
block from his 4()0-seat Larkin.
_ favor -of..Clark’s suggestions.” “He
Rosener
-has_
taken
longterm pointed’ ‘out that the ‘city ‘fathers
-sHould require the movie distribs’
lease
on
a
building.
which
used
to
suit asks‘ ties over a mere Barnumesque ges-;by. which fime hé expects to com: plete “The Inheritors.” “Carpet- be a hakery, is spending $75.000 ‘to show product to the council.” “
ture.
‘Mayor Henry: Loeb;. stated:. “I:
‘|
; bagegers, " he said, ‘is bullish enough . to renovate the bulding and will
eS
>
to be in its seventh printing, with spend close. to another $75,000. to think it would be fine if the theaGeorgia's Reaction
tre owners .would:.let the .group.
————
ithe.
8th
and
9th
(another
30,000
equip
it
for
.a
March
.
opening.
Atlanta, Oct. 24.
at -the new movies and Bet
Repercussions weren't long in: ;copies) now on the presses. Biz ‘Theatre will be named the Music -‘look
their. advice, ”
coming from this Deep South bas-:iS so good that a paperback ‘Hall.
Geeeeee CONtnNed fram page 3 e_
tion after producer-director Otto! ftedition’ isn’t. contemplated before:
Present plan is: to use the house
| for artie first-runs and long-runs,
dmvinted « namber of New Eng- Preminger revealed in Hollywood. 1963.
though it may also be used for|
Janda percentice dats for “Come that Dr. Martin Luther King, Ne| occasional moveovers, too..
Septe cher”
for vhich the sales gro integration leader, had: been
In addition to the Larkin, Ro--—
—— Continued ‘from: page 3 —
contracts
carried
tvpesritten axked to play a small role as “Sensener owns and operaté¢s the 400-5 °
qiases proLiniting weekend kiddie ator King of Georgia” in- his forthj seat. Clay in Frisco and, with: ‘ young tatent type: pix would rather
nestinees Cormpans satistied exhibs coming picture, “Advise and Conji —
Continued from page 3 —
|Heving Ackerman, runs the 440-: ‘see another studio Make it. He's
thet the ‘rote was not general sent.”
Relies but apphed only to certain
Former State Sen. Jolin Greer, |veering toward Tennessee. Williams seat Stagedoor. He also owns and given o.k. to Manulis to offer it
Sispect freatres serviced by tie of Lakeland, an- outspoken advo- |for his ‘subject material. He‘’s sim- operates art houses in Los Angeles ;‘elsewhere and if it ‘isn't set—decate of open schools in the segre-} ply out to woo Mom & Dad and and Portland and in Frisco’s sub- spite two :‘reported “interests"—
Re-ton exchange.
urbs. .Latest
acquisition
in the 20th - will: produce it, Jack Leme
As fer Fine, the Ohio circuit gation fight said Friday ‘20) -that. dating couples while at the same
cerner tound eversbody home but “he hoped no Georgia motion pic- time. still not ‘neglecting the short suburban . category was the -800-, mon and Lee: Remick ‘will co-star.
After—or
before,
as
matters
seat Berkeley, in the college city.
the Perameunt sales brass cout of:ture exhibitor would show the film pants set.
across Frisco Bay. ‘The Berkeley. now stand—‘Rosés” will be two tv:
il): if Preminger
tovn:
for ciscussions
anent
went through with
Perhaps the best example of this
rere
“realistic” percentages for, his plan to ‘use Dr. King in the | j, “Babes in Toyland,” which is to was acquired Oct. 1 from Blumen-* pilots. by. Geoffrey - Prods., “The
ate.

teek

cct is

ene

nin

Boi: staw

Fes

wronefully |
, cancellation.

“embarrass”

Present apet itions, ond
Bre ret bh:inopr one rty: UPA
$2 O60 damoces.

UPA's |clergyman doubted: its wisdom, saw }i himself and isn’t planning to wind

that they; the “Inflam:ing™ of white sensitivi- :it up for another six years or so,.

~ Marshall Fine

|

~hveid Bankers

All-Age Disney

stall theatres. 2) problem of 16m
competition, and
3: the claim of
extenaed-run hardship.
Fine said he picked up sympathy:
and hepe tor rehef on the first two

cast.

be the ‘Christmas feature

at New

Greer, a prime mover in legisla- York's Radio City Musie
Hall.
‘tion unmasking the Ku Klux Klan Tommy Sands ‘and Annette were
in Georgia, said it would be “an ‘east for the teen agers. For adult
jinsult to the people of Georgia, the appeal there are Ed Wynn and Ray
hatters. If se, that’s a pretty good | Legislature and the members
of. Bolger. Disney went for a budget
score.
Apparently,
however,
the ‘the Georgia congressional delega- of $4,500,000 in getting the Victor |
emphasis fer the nonce is on s\m- - tion.”’
‘Herbert classic ‘on film.
Fathy rather than tirm commit- j
Buena Vista, | distribution
end
Ment.
Elect Dick Lightman
of Walt Disney Productions. will
Se
anniversary
_ Memphis, Oct.. 24... — observe ‘its seventh
|
Dick Lightman was elected chief|(with a convention at the Disney
j barker of tie’ Memphis Variety: studio this week.
T
‘ Club Tent No..20 at a special pow
‘Attending the. studio conclave
"wow held in the club's room at from New York are Irving H.. Ludfees Continued from page 3
‘the Gayoso Hotel. He's exploita- |wig, BV, president; Louis E. GaudNew Zeaiand and Australia until - tion veepee of the Malco: chain'reau.
treasurer; James O’Gara,
Xmas 1962. Takeover date is con- !which owns and: uperates a string ‘ eastern
division manager;
Jesse
tingent on how long pix continue.:: throughout the Mid-South.
:Chinich,. western division. manager,
Large sereen attractions have been : Other
officers
elected. Bailey',and Charles Levy, ad-pub director,
popular in both areas.
' Pritchard. first asst. chief barker: ! among others.
MGM
expects to handle 40 to. Fordyce Kaiser. second asst.; Bob
45 pix in Australia next season, ‘ Carpenter. property master -and

MG’s Anzac Plans

feld circuit and Rosener will oper-;Lucky’. Seven, " hour ~ show, and
ate it on a sei ni-art policy.
“Johnny. Dollar,” ‘half hour show.
‘After:that he has on sked:-Sol-

dier in the Rain” by William -GoldFilm Houses Alone Duck
en, to. star. Steve McQueen.
No
| studio deal set yet.
started in biz as office
State’s Minimum Pay|boyEdwards
in 20th's ‘studio mimeo .dept,

Philadelphia, Oct. 24.
Motion
picture. theatres
wore |in 1940. ‘He was taught writing
the’ only group operated
for a! by. Quine .who. lifted) him: out. of
‘radio, where. he was scribbling
profit that successfully ‘opposed©
the state minimum
wage
law. i “Sound Off,”: “Peter Gunn” and
tne,
-Lucky’”-shows, and he’s. been
Their exemption from the measure |
ULB. 911, Minimum
wage Act) |°riding’ the. up:-escalator since,

was accomplished soley through:.
the Pennsylvania Assn, of Amusment Industries.
Lester
Krieger, its. secretary
conducted
the fight to exclude —
Continued from — page. 1 —<—=z
film theatre employes from the.
law which becomes effective in same production for 20th in Rome
this state Jan. 1. 1962.
Krieger. under director Joseph L. Mankieexplained that where the theatre wicez who replaced Rouben Mamoubulk emanating from parent com- : George Overton. dough boy.
operates its own concession. stand. lian after the actress became. ill,
pany, five-six from Disney. sey- : Directors
or where the persons employed The script also has been written
elected
were
Nate}.
First general membership meet- on the stand are on ‘the ¢heatre: under
eral from American International Reiss. Eli
Mankiewicz’s _ supervision
'"Stim)
Arkin, John!
and a number
of independents! Howell, Conrad Bach, Bob Bostick. ing of the newly-orzanized Uppet payroll, they are exempt from $1 with a-new concept ‘of. Cleopatra.
from Britisno and Continental BYO- | and Sid Bullington. Board mem- : New -York ‘State. unit. of Allied hourly. minimum provided: by ‘the. in the vein of Plutarch:
ducers.
Because of the limited amount .
t bers
of the Variety
Children's .' States. Assn. is skedded for next. act.
MGM plans to spend $70.000 on; Heart Institute, Tent No. 20's main i*Monday (30) in the Variety Club|. ‘Female and. minor theatre em- of --work weeks in her ‘contract,.
promo for “King Of Kings” in charity project named included M. | in Buffalo.
‘ployees are also not subject to scenes involving Miss: Taylor aré
angaroo country, “more than any H. Brandon, Ed Doherty. Wiliam |
Organizational
matters
and wage regulations by the Pennsyl- being rushed for completion.
by
amount
on a previous
film, in-! Goodman. Bostick. Lightman and: election of officers top the. meet- vania Dept. of Labor and Industry,
the end of the year. Otherwise,
star can invoke a penalty. clause.
cluding ‘Ben Hur,” said Freeman. Howard Nicholson.
Krieger pointed out, |
| ing’s agenda.

|

Unner Yorkers Meet

‘Gleo’ Payot

President,’ Es

Frank Sina
tra

s ex Prod UC

tions
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Choiceview Eager For Field T:ests;
British System’s ‘A’ & ‘B’ Programs
+
London, Oct. 24.
Ar. apriication has been made to
the Posimaster-General
ta start
fieid triais by Choiceview, the toll-

vis:on Company

owned

jointly by

the Rank Organiaztion and Rediffission. Hf permission is granted, an
zt€a mm west London would probuly be selected for the tests.
Theugh
at least
three
more
Sears snust elapse before puay-tv
«ah
te
mtroduced
to
Britain.

Choweview

earlier

this

month

Gemonsirated
its syste
to the
nilkington
Committee
Which
1S
On xcluding
ani inquiry
into the

future
of broadcasting
services:
end last week had a full seule
Gemonstyation for the trade and
y.ational ‘press.
Choiceview is working on the
Premise that toll, if and when it
comes. will work on a piped system, so as not to add to congestion
«ef the airwaves. With that in mind.
{eur attachments for use on video
receivers were demonstrated. Two
were fitted to receivers serviced
iy relay
companies,
while
the
cthers were attached to sets using

Mer’s 6 Mos. i&$2,00e 0
His Case on Appeal;
rts ve

3

y

‘Minneapolis,
Oct. 24.
Because it hopes this will be
the means of keeping a “pas-_
sel of kids” out .of. Halloween
trouble, a Veterans of Foreign
Wars post .ponied.up to take.
over the local neighborhood
Vogue © Theatre and . invited

Columbians 3in Huddle
‘Hollywood, Oct. 24.

"Twas Citizens’ Pressure.

?

Halloween Insurance

.

With’. the arrival of Columbia
prexy Abe Schneider, exec. veepee
and treasurer Leo Jaffe, and M. J.
‘Frankovich, veepee in charge. of

[ReincarnateOld
| Firebrand Unit

Of AlliedAssn,

youngsters to attend the film
_

program free as its guests.
The film show comprised

a

feature film recommended
for

‘North

‘back

‘Minnéapolis, Oct. 24,Central: Allied’ comes

to. life as

a‘national Allied

‘children and.a number of car‘States: unit Monday (30) whén re‘toon comedies. And there also
cently. named temporary, directors
Oakwood, O. Oct. 24.
were
“treats.”
‘|-meet
at the Northwest Variety ©
Edward M. Eads, 31-year-old. _European and Continental producThrough. . Bob
Murphy" s
club. rooms here: for ‘necessary.
‘tion,
.production
‘conferences:
with
manager of the Far Hills Theatre
‘Minneapolis
Star’
column
kids
.
steps.
in Oakwood, city adjacent to Day- ‘studio head. Sol A. Schwartz and |: were informed that in order
It'll be “firebrand;” ‘the ‘same as
ton, last Friday :20: was sentenced ‘consultant Sam Briskin will conto gain admission all they had
it was before its. decease more’
to six months ‘in-the workhouse tinue for the: greater part of the
to’ do was to walk up to the ‘| than a year ago, and will fight the
“week,
and fined $2.500 for showing the
theatre’s entrance..
| film. companies. to —get “livable”.
Topper ‘ill map pix ta get the
film, “The Sins of Youth.” ‘Oak-—
‘sales deals particularly for smallences
wood Municipal Judge Frederick greenlight. after the first Of the | eee
town. exhibitors “who are dying.
Howell
also ordered
the print.. year. Although the company aims
‘|-‘mainly because they can’t meet:
,
to
produce
and
release
30-35
annuwhich had been seized last Jan. 30;
. ‘| outlandish terms .-r ‘boxoffice pic-.
destroyed.
Chartes E. Brant, Co- ally,. casting difficulties and afiini‘tures and exist,” according to Bertumibus, counsel for Eads. siid the tive problems may reduce the num- 'sessmmm Continued from: page 3 —
4: nie. Berger, local circuit owner and
ease
would
be carried to the ber to be made here: and abroad, '
' prime. mover to: reactivate, NCA:
‘Court of Appeals: A plea for a new ‘it w as stated by a studio exec over the pic) volunteered to continue’,
The body also will. battle against,
“as planned.
trial had been turned down earlier
such hurtful
legislation as .dayby Judge Howell.
To a reporter who - commented |light -saving time. Berger refused:
Howell
said ‘he
view ed the:
that he’d seen the picture’ the;:to accept the. presidency. of the
penalty imposed on Eads as “more:
night before. and the audience had. revived NCA, however, saying: heor less heavy.” The six-month sen- ;
| eae most pleased, Hancock re- hasn't. the time ‘to.devote -to the.
tence was the maximum that could
plied: ‘“‘You mean there was an: ‘ office. But ‘he promiséd to do all.be Ievied. but the fine, the judge}
audience?” Sipping a glass of beer in his power to see to it that the
pointed out. could have been as
lightly spiced: with: scotch. Han-. organization is more’ militant, if
high as $5.000. .Eads sentencing.
oek ‘allowed. as how his film, in: anything, than it: was beforé:.
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A Tollvision Coup

the normal aerial services. The at- was the result of charges in a}
Sports being one of the major || addition to being a hit in Britdin,. b Before its death’ unit: was the”
tachments in both cases provided warrant filed. by Oakwood Police' things
in
Canada,’ particularly| had done well in-such. diverse: most militant of all Allied State:
ior cash or credit meters
tJ the ‘Sgt. Donald Porter. The manager: Sports which are not available on ‘areas as Warsaw, Paris and Beirut. {units when the Jate W: A. Steffes:
fovmer ease, a program cannot he. still taces charges filed, by citizen! ‘conventional ‘television,
Interna- ; Except for the reference to him‘ and, Berger were |president.
picked up until there is an ade- affidavits, in connection with three:; tional Telemeter has completed ar- ' as a “low, baggy pants camedian "|
On:' rangements to bring its home toll.
Gvate amount of money in the coin other films branded. obscene.
he was inclined to consider most|
Sept. 6, nine citizens filed charges: subscribers. in .Etobicoke, Toronto,
box.
of the. critical. comments. instruefor the seizure of the film, “The: ‘all -35
‘Irreversible
away-from- home
hockey ‘tively. For one thing. he felt: that:}
Inumoral Mr. Teas,’ claiming the: games of the Toronto Maple Leafs.
The Choiceview system is bank‘the editing left something to “be.|
ing en the possibility of being able ‘film showed ‘bare bosoms. On Sept.j; ‘Contests are to be transmitted at _Gesired in a ‘couple of. instances
Columbus; Oct, 24.
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°
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demonstration
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|to- pipe into the subscriper homes |,
i
sions. made from a neighboring
all he should drop in at the theatre confiscated the film.’ “Five Sinlall five. regular home games of’
ke diffusion studio, gave the press
and see for himself. The Crowther |‘ners,” which was shown to..thetthe Toronto, Argonauts of the Canur: indication of tife sort of proadian -Football League at $2 per. review had thrown him off a bit. judge and jury in Municipal Court
grams
that
could
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and
e-in. New arrangement means }. he ‘said, in- that he’s never felt. during the trial.
.
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that
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eventually
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an end to. blackouts of major + there was really any difference in
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The highest fee sucgesthockey
and . football ‘event. in: > comic tastes between Englishmen ' a new trial.
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‘Toronto so far as Telemeter sub- |and Americans. While certain topiAsheville, N.C., Oct. 24.
Toxing bout and the lowest was:
‘cal.allusions might not ‘be. transTheatre Owners
of "North and scribers are concerned. What's not!
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Carolina.
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convention
here
rreceeds of vihich would be, do.
other, basic situations can make
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some familiar coming available on Telemeter.
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new
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by Mark.
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who
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that.
.
ial
director,
Canadian
Broadcasting.
fer cannot be made until the
Middle Class Chaplin?
but young directors, young. profirm's latest acquisition. is. Seott
Paramount: admittedly will take
final ‘pulse’ has been regisHancock had reservations. about. Fitzgerald’ s “Tender is the Nicht,”
i ducers. young men on the technical jan economic shellacking in bring-!
tered and the necessary switch
‘a Continental-prepared press bio,.; soon. to be released by 20th-Fox.:
"side in lighting and camera.”
ling to subscribers. of its Internareturns te action. That limitaPhilip F. Harling, chairman ofltional Telemeter home toll system |which described him as a sort of
Jaffee, here for visit. from N.Y.
tion however,
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is for
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ing
device,
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already
‘vention
for -the’ Carolina
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suc- holder Famous
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Jang before the service begins
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“Call Me |
scouring tv for passible mateto function.
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come
up with anything. we.
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distribution
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Ohio Owners Convene .
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_Sindlinger
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respects
| Annual convention. of Indepentcil was already being conducted; who has. left the company.
#time in the name of experiment.
the wilder shores of contemporary ‘dent Theatre Owners of. Ohio ‘is
in the United States. Choiceview
expression. and doesn't feel that«‘being held today !Wed.) arid tomorciaims that its system isan ad-.
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proving its beliefs to the world,
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otherwise US systems may capresuming work: on preparation of': National -Allied ‘prexy: Ohio Suture the overseas markets.
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about
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the script, and the next time out 1casting: -and. Charles
Kurtzman, .
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International
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the
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On Stage. “WINGS OF GLORY"—Cals exciimg spectacle .

|

The

Canadians specifically want: to expand.

Times,

Inquiries tos GUSTAVE: I. JAHR, Attorney, 10 East 43d Street, New York 17, N.Y¥.

| Little Messages To Film Producers

EVERY BOY SHOULD
LOVE HIS MAMA

AND ADVERTISE HIS PICTURE ©
®@ Clean. living is ‘recommended, ‘but clear thinking is
crucial in the film business.

The. calculating .mind of. a show-

man, when truly incandescent, pierces all shadowy, cobwebby,

miasmic selling

ideas and steadfastly focusses upon

the

essential simplicities. _
® Selling begins at. home, with the family of exhibitors.
e Selling is ‘not going anywhere, not really started, unless

and until the trade is first sold. There is no substitute for impact
upon the circuits, the theatres, the whole kabaodle of execufives, bookers, managers, press agents, and down to the very

‘cashiers and ushers.
® Before your picture opens, before you man the firing line

of the daily newspapers, before your barrage of radio and
video spots “is laid down, before. your outriders possess the
arterial poster stands, the artillery preparationof the tradepaper campaign must be mounted.

@ Clear thinking holds implacably to the logic that no
picture is sold without selling the trade first. Producers neglect
this truism at their own risk.

@ Think Trade — and you haveit half-made. Naturally the
ideal medium remains

For Telling Selling

RADIO-TELEVISION

™

As Far as Indies
AreConcerned
TV Webs Nothing But Copy-Cats,

‘Wednesday, October 25, 1961_

~BW’s ABC-TV
Buy
Bristol-Myers

“has

-come

JoeyBishop: ‘WeDeserve It

into

‘ABC-TV. with a bit -buy of scat{tered minutes‘ on: the web's night-|-

Interviewed

time
schedule.
Company”
has
‘bought
into “The
Hathaways,”
‘“Target: ‘The Corrupters,” ‘Leave

over

Minneapolis,. Oct. 24,

the long distance. plone by Forrest Powers,

Minneapolis Star radio and television editor; Joey. Bishop said he
realized that his initial tv’series. contributions have been below par
‘and
deserved. the “sound pannings” they've been. receiving...
It To Beaver,” “The Roaring 20s,” |
However, Bishop told Powers he was. happy over the ‘show’s ©
“Surfside §” and.“‘Bus Stop.”
fine
ratings
and he explained the steps now being taken to-elimine.
Cheseborough Pond has also!
ate. faults and improve it. And he promised the betterment .S001. + picked up minutes on “Bem Casey,”
The indie sales and program-+¢
would:
be
in
evidence and explained reasons for the show’Ss.faults
“The Roaring ’20s” and “A dven- ‘
ming
pattern
has received
the
{ts first two times. out.
;tures.in Paradise. ”
compliment
of imitation by the
Powers said his’ reasons for. interviewing. ‘Bishop was to Jéarn
Tetworks this year. As the indies}
from the comedian firsthand about. the “inability to inject ‘somesce it, the webs have adopted a! Following his. return from Hol-.:
thing spécial’ in the NBC comedy: series arid what Bishop thought.
-lywood
where he arranged and
large part of the indie operational
had gone wrong.”
‘conducted “Sounds
of the
Sixformat this season, starting with
“¥es, the show has taken a sound panning,” Bishop was. quoted
ties for Hubbell Robinson, Harry
minute participation sales and ex‘by
Powers. “And in most cases the criticism has been honest.
Sosnik has been having a tem-i
tending to the use of double exWe're working hard to correct the situation.
‘pestuous Oetober.
He’ has: three
rosures. repeats and feature films major
“We.
started work on the series ‘only. three days after TF comcomposing- orchestratingpleted a motion picture with the. ‘guys’ (Sinatra, Martin, Lawford);*
in prime time.
-conducting chores in hand.
‘I
wouldn't
have done the picture if I had known. the ‘tv. show was ..
The indies like it. They view the
Timex is taping one with: Ferdi- |
going to sell. Our pilot that ran last spring needed some straight-":..
Hew network pattern as making nand
Lamas.
Jill
Corey,
Paul
ening:
out,
but I didn’t have time to start ‘working | on charges —
the indie format more acceptable Anka, Barry Chase and Bob Fosse.
until ‘after we started’: ‘the series.””
te national advertisers who tended DuPont taped “Wonderful World |.

But Welcome Itas Sponsor Lure
| _ Up-Tempoed Sosnik

Yank With aYen:
- Vanda’s Fuji TY
Musical Speci

to shy away from the offbeat tech- of Toys" for which lecation work:
.
‘Tokyo, Oct. 24..
niques of the small-fry broadcast- was being shot fast w eek in Cen‘After pioneering
as the first.
ers. But now that everybody's do- tral Park.
Yank to produce and ‘write -a book °
ine it. the offbeat becomes the
A Thanksgiving special Wwas also
musical
on
tv
in
Japan,
a bemused
standard practice.
taped,
Charles Vanda said, “Although the
Minute
sales by the networks :
approach
appears. negative,
the|was, of course. right out. of the
results are positive. If you can conindie book, NBC-TV's slotting of
dition yourself .to make all: kinds
feature films on Saturday nights
if A Public. Service” Network for.
of contributions and not \expect
wus another programming device
| radio stations. is: being started beverbal
affirmation.” he offered.
widely used by indies. The curfore the end of the. year.. It'll sell
“you will be surprised by getting |
rent cartoon kick in evening time
what you asked far in -deed:”
Like the Pied Piper ‘of yore, a series: of one-minute “‘pubservice’
stots stemmed from an indie con- |
Bob Keeshan's. {Captain Kangeroo). capsules to one Station per market,
As
ty-radio
advisor
to
J.
Walter
.
ception. In New York, for instance,
-Perhaps the most interesting fea-’.
Thompson -of. Japan, Vanda cre- “Fun with Music” concerts begins
WNEW-TV
programmed
“Mr. |
ated and produced “From Top to another series of playdates in the ture of the commercialven tre at
Magoo” cartoons in the early evethis
point. is that it has the official.
|U.S.
The.concerts
are
tied
‘with
Bottom.” a hourlong musical for
ning to catch adult viewers but
orchestras in |blessings -of FCC. Chairman. Néewthe Leather Goods
Industry
of. various’ symphony
Frankfurt. Oct. 24.
never
felt the cartoons: would |
iton
N. Minow ‘and. Senator’. Mike
the
U.S.
and
aimed
at
interesting
'
Japan on Fuji-TV. Show starred
A study has just revealed that
make it in a later berth. Daytime
:Monroney of the.Senate Interstate.
tov Nippon:thrush and recent Life the kiddies in music.
strip repeats of former evening currently 95° of the productions.
Commerce
Committee. Minow: ‘says
Upcoming
dates
are
Sunday
(29):
cover girl Izumi Yukimura with:
German
television are
network shows is another indie on West
singers Mitsuko Sawamura, .Shinji with the’ Baltimore Symphony in. . the idea offers ‘“‘a Promising: “oppor-.
fdea as is the double-exposure now filmed. and only 5° is live.
tunity.
for:
welcome
service.”
Washington,
.
D.C.
Lansing.
SymTakami,
actors
“The Fiight to Pre-. Yamada: Arisa
Headlined
being
used
on CBS-TV
for its
Ichiro Mikumi and Santa Areki: phony, Nov. 11: St. Louis Sym- ; - PSN says -it’ will allow only one.
“Gunsmoke”
stanza. with reruns serves,” an article’ by 'T. Schwae-.- and Tokyo Cuban Boys orch in’ phony,
Dec.
3, . and
continue ." subscriber ‘station in each: market, |
aired on the web under the “Matt gerl in Das Bild sourly notes that support.
‘through March. Symphony orches-. but the: nework, contrary’ to ‘net. tras ‘associated with the cities’ of. -work convention, . won't” be selling.
Dion" t'tle on another night. New ; there should be “fewer films, more .
Weighing
his. first” ‘direct en‘Gunsmoke: of course. is in the _actuality” to hold up the prestige
St. Louis, Houston, . Minneapolis,.. adv ertising. along’ with. its ‘programe.
counter
with
Tokyo
tv
,
Vanda
said,
heur format and represents new ‘and the power of West Germany’'s..
|.Buffalo,
Baltimore, Dallas, Colum- ming: By Dec. 15. PSN. will. be |
constantly growing television in- “They listen to you, understand ‘bus, San Antonio and Sacramento
efisodes. but the double-exposure
. Sending out. the. first program cap- °
you:
and:
‘give
you
no
assurance
. dustry.
approch still is there.
are .inciluded
luded in
in the
‘the itinerary.
, Sules,
Most dramatic day in the history. until you. see. your requests in the
VMeantirne, back at the indie’s:
: There’ Il be: about’ ‘1.000. eapsules
show.
He
cited
that
when
he
asked
*
German
television, the
ranch, WNEW-TV. among the top ‘of West
tor each: subscriber ‘in the first.
—for
four
cameras,
he
was
told
the
article
notes.
was
probably
on
the
;
counthe
in
money-making indies
;
year.
The 1,000 will be broken up
budget
couldn't
stand.
it.
He
got
trv. has established a formula of recent Aug. 13. a few -hours after. |
‘into four “libraries,”’” two of, 400
hitting where the webs ain't. Its the Communists built up the wall : the same reply on requesting two
‘capsules
apiece and: the other two
‘Zoomar
lenses
for
two
.cameras.
placement
of shows
is planned ‘that severs East and West Berlin.
chaving 100 capsules each.
with a flexible counter-prozram-,‘That tragic date was marked with When: Vanda asked for two songs j
to
be
‘pre-recorded,
he
received
;
as .
television ‘coverage.
One of the biggér libraries will
ming stratecy to the network of-: ‘powerful
:the cameras revealed: the grim fate . Same answer. Yet: at rehearsal. he
have 400 capsules.on: language and:
ferings in the various time blocks.
of the East Berliners, concentrated. ' found four. cameras. two .Zoqmarwords. Second big library will.be
Jt is. in short, playing the network

Public Service Network Offers11}
- MinuteCapsules & Minow’s Blessing

German TVGripe:

“Keeshan’s Symph Dates

Too Much Canned

| 957%, Now on Film:

Too Many Radio

on the words of the last handful

and found facilities set|
a serfes.. ‘on “men, people. and
up for three songs to be pre-reevents in history.” One of the two”
corded.
smaller ‘groups ‘will: .be* called
ta snag that.approximate 5
share
“Washington. Oct. 24.
the Reds, leaving behind their‘ “Thev'll give you w hat”you need
. “Know ©Your. Government. ad “with.
ef the audience
which
is the homes and johs. and getting across
Federal
Communications
Com- cabinet: and agency heads. ‘deliverand. more, just as ‘long:as you don't
indie’s ‘selling base.
the barriers in the final free mo yell about it,” Vanda observed. mission should take a hard look at ‘ine one. mirute: essays on their
In
sparring
with
the
webs. ments.
the economic realities behind. the. roles in eovernment. .Rer einiaz’
.
“Everybody
works
at.
room
temWNEW-TV also moves into the fall
|rapidly increasing AM. radio. in-: group of. 100 will consist of *‘spirThe development -of tv began,
season early with its new product _With live shows. but the current perature and no one flips his lid.
stry to see whether the current: itual. material” read. by.” famous
And if they don’t give you..what
before the heavyweights start stir- ‘history reveals this.trend toward
| colin, of “free wheeling grants” is , laymen, not clergy men.
ring all the noise. Then it lays film in a search for perfection of ‘: you. want, theyll. prove you- don’t in the public interest.
need it.’ which: is quite a novelty
PSN was started: ‘by: Ted Cott, *
back until the dust settles and production. the writer comments. °
The question of whether competi-’ |
‘former NBC veep and more re-:In our business,” he continued.
‘tion is too. rough in the AM field
weaves In again with some more .But in filmization. the very conj
cently
a veep in charge of-the sta-"
“T was promised a cast of about | was raised definitely for the first|
indie programming. Starting’ , temporary
new
power and appeal of
40 for the show,. all by name and ; time in recent years by Commis-: ‘tions belonging to’ National’ TeleIn
will .the medium is lost.
November.
WNEW-TV
;
film
Associates.
.
Jannch a flock of new off-network . A sport fiim loses its interest for of some popularity. Six days before ; Sioner. Frederick W. Ford.
Man.” the
when, -rehearsal: IT began to worry ‘out | In a speech released here tor! Program ‘veep for PSN is ‘David.
television
spectators
shows
such
as “Danger
Assn.
of Broad-' Garth, who owns a: local tv sports.
“Cimarron
City.” “Peter Gunn.” they already know the outcome. ‘loud about the fact that no. con- 'the Kentucky
“Yancy
Dar- and radio can often beat its com- tracts had been signed. Officials casters, Ford pointed out: that the! package an WPIX. N. Y. and who
“NIr.
Lucky”
and
petitor hy telling the final results “patiently explained | to me _ that ‘number of AM stations more than! Was once chairman of. the Stevenringer.”
{tripled from 1946, when‘ 996 out-- son for President. Committees «cf
(Continued on. page 38)
special
department. of the foothall game hefore ‘the. |
In
the
lets were on the air, to 1960, when: iN. Y. Budd’ Getschail is: PSN’s: ‘exec
watch
the
WNEW-TV's biggest splash will be: television viewers
‘Veep, and the hoard ‘chairman is).
there were 3.451. He added:
filmed
play.
@ two-hour
broadcast
of “An“Weare operating in an. economy 'F. ‘W. Richmond, industrialist and
It’s bad enough now, with six:
tigone,”” a BBC version of the Jean
, chairman of the. Carnesie - Hall
of
saturation
of
radio
stations
in,
hours
of
television”
programs
on:
Anouilh play. It will be telecast.
‘many -populous areas. If..we con-|
‘Continued: on page 42).
from 9 to 11 p.m. on Nov. 14 and the first and second network here
tinue present policies for licensing|.
in
West
Germany,
when
the
trend
then repeated in its enurety the.
radio stations and the number of |
folowing week. The indie is. also ‘is to filmization. But what will
stations continues to multiply we.
scheduling a “Man In Space” spe- ‘happen when the. West German
‘may find that. in spite of our efforts j
cial with its science editor, Martin television sereen. like that in. the |
Mexico City,. Oct. 24..
to. create a hetter climate for im-:
pU
S.
has
to
be
filled
all
day
and
Caidin, in addition to its monthly !
‘In past | week many. homescreen proved programming, existing enal night, the writer ponders. :
owncrs .in this capital have been | gineering, allocation or. processing |series of medical specials under ;
To keep the public entertained ‘receiving signals from
an “un- policies may neutralize our actions..
the “Question of Life” program°
.and informed. the best formula
known" station, according to reheading.
“This may come about by reason
-is still to present a. live program.
ports, sent into Televicento and of preoccupation by station mani the writer concludes. And if:
‘Washington, Oct. 24..
the. Department. of. Communica- ‘agement
with ‘economic “survival | Oral arguments in Federal Comjean't keep pace with the. live tions..
and a financial inability to concen-: ‘munications
, Shows, it will eventually lose its|
Commission’s. option
The possibilities ‘of a- Central: ‘trate on the needs of their service;
foothoold,
hi, and the public will go
American -“pirate” station inter- areas instead of their emptying!‘time proceedings have been. poste .
back ta _Tadio—or
radio—or to
to the
the movies. |
‘poned -until Nov. 17 to give’
fering with this city’s channels was pocketbooks.”
—
: broadcast
h
rejected
by communications excomments.
. |
perts who completed investigations| axamination,
-Ford: posed
these
FCC took the aetion at pehest of.
of the foreign reception.
queries: “Has. the tremendous inLondon, Oct. 24.
Official view. of the experts is. crease in competition between sta- | CBS.’ Originally, ‘special arguments
BBC niade a profit for the year
that even sets: near. the Guatemala tions Teally brought. the bénefits were to be held Nov. 3, with no
nded March 31, 1961 of $2,851,083. : RCA’s sales in the third quarter frontier would not be able to cap- which | our’ agency
contemplated' provision for a second’ round of’:
Tiis is to be added to the balance , of 1961 hit $368,300,000,-or 4°
ture signals from this, or another eewve Or, in some communities at! written: comments to-reply to those
game with less resources but with
more maneuverability. all designed

‘equipped,

‘Stations Granted, |
FCC’s Ford Avers

of refugees who told their heartrending stories of escaping from

tee
me
=
cme
+

‘Mex Viewers Puzzled

:As They Get Signals

From ‘Unknown’ Station

BBC Shews Profit
Of $2,851,083 RCA3D QUARTER
QUARTER
|

i

In asserting it’s time ‘for _re-:

ers a chance ‘to file reply

SALES & NET UP

$4,669,431 unappropriated net:‘over the same period a year earlier. -‘Central American republic. Communications said that even if porevenue brought forward from last’ Net profit ‘or the July-September
year and to the transfer from capi- _Period was $6.200.000 after taxes tency of Central American. stations
tal aecourt of $635.676 making a i and that was a 3°. advance over is increased, ‘signals: cannot reach
Mexico. in clear and-perceptible
total cf $8.156.190 to be carried;: last year.
; Thirty-two cents a share was ‘form.
forward.
The Corporation’s financial state ° the earning figure per share of
While this is the étficial. view,
ds -evealed in the Annual
Report: RCA common stoek for the third Televicentro still finds it has to
pubhshed this month by H..M. Sta- iquarter. It is the same as in 1960, cope with “invasion” of. images
tionery Office. $1.50. Gross revenue : only then there were fewer shares ! and sound
from
an unknown
from the 11. 250.000 licenses—exoutstanding.
source. It is found that sets having
cluding the $2.80 excise duty —
For the first nine months
of: their antennas placed in. a southeranounted to $105.994,196 this year. 61 RCA ‘hit sales of $1,090,100,000| ly direction get irregular’ interAfter the Post Office took $7,197,- ‘as against the previous $1,061.000,- ference of rock and roll music,
092 ‘for collest’on fees) and the: 000, but the net this year ($93 .- special
‘musical © programs
and
films dating -back to the’
governr ct ret: "ned £4.99 219, the |800 000) was lower than in 1960 oldie
Greta
Gargo
era.
($24,100,000).
(Continued on page 44)
”

HeatingDelayed.
OnOption Time

least, has competition become. a.destructive
force.
decreasing
the
quality of programming: and placing station after station on a marginal economic basis? Is bad vrogramming driving out the good ‘because it costs less to produce?”
Ford said his. proposed: FCC}
study “should not necessarily ‘be
directed to a change in Com‘mission policy with respect to the.
freedom of entry into broadcasting,
but to determine

as result

whether

the

should be retained as jn the. public
interest or thrown out as against it.
Odds favor the latter finding. .
In the oral arguments before the .

full Commission, FCC .gave: each :*’

participant: a half-hour, to make his
presentation |
~-the.
following
order: :.
AB-PT: CBS: NBC: ‘Select ‘Comor’ riot: thittee of. Affiliates, ABC-TV; CBS’

of the free ‘wheeling: “Television : Affiliates: WBEN. Inc.;

grants which we are present!v making,

filed-eatliet’ this month..
The proceedings are: aimed at.

determining’ whether «option time

public

interest.

on

‘overall basis is being. served.”

Westinghouse:

Staticn Representa-

an ;tives -Assn.;. Times-\firror

Broad-

| casting Co; Ziv-United. Artists Inc..
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_ OTHERWISE NO (ABC-TV Grabs Off Wagon Train’
|TREND INSIGHT) ForNext Seasoniin Revue Romance

~ Rockin’With;aCradle

‘By. virtué of the. fact that they. enjoy a “cradle'. status (in each

instance sandwiched in between some of the most important hour:
shows on .the networks), there are ‘three half-hour, comedy. entriesthat have it. made, regardless of their’ critical. merits..The three
shows. in question are “Car 54—Where. Are: You,” Joey Bishop and.

+

“Hazel.” NBC, in each. case, ig the. beneficiary. The™ latter twa
‘phows are. already doing a Top 10 Arbitron strut.°
In the case of the Nat Hiken “Car 54,” it’s_in. the Sunday 8:30
cradle between. Walt Disney and ‘the. high-rated “Bonanza.” J oey
‘Bishop pitks.up from “Wagon Train,”..with. Perry.Como-coming up.
the rear. In the case of “Hazel,” it’s got. “Dr. Kildare” Boing. for it.
in front and “Sing Along With. Mitch” in back...

Carpetbagger

_ By. GEORGE ROSEN

Through a democratic route,
‘ABC. Radio’s “Breakfast Club”
picked up a 26-week buy from

Apropos "62-63, -this week and
next week represent the “rushing:
season,” with most of the tv program braintrusters from the Hollywood tv studios (MGM, Four Star,
All this despite some reservations: on: the ‘qualitative ‘aspects. ‘of "| 20th-Fox, Revue; et al) encamped

_the shows, notably insofar as-‘'Car. 54” and Bishop: are: concerned. .

the National Institute of Rug
Cleaning. Members
of the
NIRC were polled to select

TV Primer

TV Needs: GiantsAnd Setiles For: Cubs

that’.the

new

televi-: -{season. there’s

sien shows. are announced: in:

Hubbell Robinson ‘Jr. last week : ‘the printed media and ‘are. riot

Joined the rank of the tv. blasters ..The packager of. “87th Precinct”.

:turning up ‘on.

the - viewer's:

nothing.

patterns are’ dying

coming along
The one single
| virtually died
. judging from.

The

and nothing

Acquisition

but if

more coin is raised from the
institute’s members, the cam‘paign will probably be ex-

be it action-adv enture, ‘westerns,
| situation comedy, or what not. This

Greensboro, N.C., Oct. 24...

Now

‘a: week for 26 weeks,

variably take their cue from.a definite pattern that had. taken hold—

.

.Let’s.Get to the Nub

count.

sor “Breakfast Club” one day

| season. when there. are no trends in
ithe making. Heretofore the Holly-.
wood: “grind-’em-outs” ‘could. in-

_.Rub--A-Dub Hub...

Ollie Treyz & Co. to mend its program forces in the wake of a new
season which finds ABC shows taking a nosedive on the Arbitron

on the: N.Y. doorsteps of the three } the
radio
personality
best
“networks. In essence they're here
suited for a rungcleaning cam[eae the webs: “What are you _ paign
and
Don
MeNeill,
ee for?” and the webs are re“Breakfast Club’ host, topped
‘sponding: “We wish we knew.”
the ballot count.
The. rugcleaners will sponUnfortunately this is the. one}

TVReducing Audience To‘Mentally
Underprivileged,’ SezHub Robinson

tended

old |
is!

NBC-TV’'s “Wagon Train,” the
No. 1 rated show on the national
Arbitrons, moves over to ABC-TV
next season In one of the most
significant program shifts in years.
It marks the initial major thrust of

to 52 weeks or more

segments will add per week.

P&G's Stable OF
Writers; Deal For
5 Pilots a Year

to take their place.
hoped-for trend has !
a-borning. (at~ least
the early ratings).

of

“Wagon

Train,”

which over the past few years has
been one of NBC-TV's strongest
program weapons and still going
strong, is on a one-year firm basis
(with options for four more years),
with the deal confirming a new
This
{ABC-MCA (tRevue: alliance.
became evident a couple months
back when ABC maneuvered the
Tennessee
Ernie
Ford
duaytime
deal.
It was the Ford pact that
occasioned
some
disenchantment

in longstanding NBC-Revue relaeager.
. Watchers’ are ‘making’. their
tionship, with NBC contending that
This, of course, is the animation_stating that. it almost totally. -re- .-phone calls to know why... It
it was blanked out on a chance to
fused “to..cope with themes- of | . happens |every year about this ‘}eartoon - formula. | _Last -season’s
bid for the Ford daytime show.
“Flintstones” click established the|:
depth .and significance,” -failed to
time..
Since then there have been recur- show aay imagination and its crearing reports of a new and happy
Callers get: these - answers: : mold, out of which seven emerged
‘for this season. Practically all of |..
tive people put: a program's sale“We-want.to use a certain
‘'ABC-Revue relatjonship. .
them are licking their wounds.
ability before” its aesthetic. values:.
number of “XYZ” network
ABC
program
topper
Tom
The only approximation
of a
Before a group of: about 375.
“shows, since no’ “XYZ” affiliMoore gave no indication where
Hollywood. Oct. 24.
trend—or trends—this season. lies
luncheon guests on Friday (20). “ate exists in the area: thus we
in areas that would be difficult to! Company of Writers has closed “Wagon Train” would be slotted
at the atest Radio-TV Executives : ean’t- be. expected ‘to. use all
next season except that it would
|pursue. These are (1) CBS-TV's
Society:
“Newsmaker
- luncheon. .-the shows ' of. the: other net“Dr. | a three-year contract with. Proctor get a choice prime time slot. Inv
(2}- NBC-TV’s
Robinsoti also said. that -yideo has
works.”
am . | “Defenders”:
“Ben
|
-&&
Gamble,
threugh
Compton
Adits present Wednesday night 7:33
Kildare”
and: - ‘ABC-TV's
reduced: its: audience ‘'to the ranks
“Sponsor - doesn’t: care - to ‘| |.Casey”:
(31 NBC-TV's “Singt Along: ‘vertising Agency. calling for de- NBC period it has been getting
OF the: emotionally and:“maentally _ have his show. programmed -in
runaway ratings. despite a. genunderpriv ileged. _
this. particular ‘market. area’. With. ‘Mitch. ”. Both “Kildare” and j livery of five pilot scripts a year, it ‘eral decline in westerns.
‘Criticism, in turn,: ‘WAS: jevelled. —. an ; and that being: the. Case,
“Ben Casey” are medic shows, and | yas. disclosed over the weekend j NBC had a five-year deal with
‘the
networks
are
rightfully
saying:
‘at Robinson almost directly’ after
what can. a mere ‘station do?”
“how many More can you get away ;.by executive producer Paul Har- MCA for the show, with expiration
-his’ speech was finished. : It :was |- . “Two shows. are sold by the ”
the end
end of
of this
this season.
said by many in the audience that _- sponsor in one package. One’ -: with?” Substitute the word lawyer Tison. Deal marks first time crea- ;date atthe
for. medic and. you got the ‘answer ! tive people have been associated
while’ the speech had definite | ‘Isan excellent program, and.
merit. it should “not. have. been|. ‘the other is a dog.
in the click “Defenders” and. its directly with the buyer, Harrison
But-in or-

and’ “Thrillér’ took off -on video,

“favorite station,: many

{back-to-back

“‘Perry

MiP Sez Brit. TY
‘Propagandizing

Mason.”

delivered by someone ‘in the. busider to get. the good show, |
As ;:noted, revealing each of the five
ness who obviously - had ‘aS much | ]- we're committed fq airing the for. Mitch Miller’s Thursday nightj
click, as- one. network exec put it: writers—Richard Murphy, Marion
‘opportunity to show ‘‘imagination’
; , bad one.’
ae
Hargrove, Ivan Goff, Ben Roberts
“What -do you do fo ran encore—
aS any one else in- At, This ‘Was the
_ {and Liam
O'Brien—who
formed
Mitch Rides Again!
same
criticism.
“once -- lev elled |

3 AvenciesDicker.
- ClientDeals On
~ Mets Telecasts

against: ty’s original stormy petrel,
-David Susskind:
Next’ newsmaker speaker awill he:
James Hagerty, news.veep at ABC.
‘That. luncheon
will’ take’: place |

The Hollywood “conveyor belts” ‘association in Sept., 1960, will sub-

thus -are making no bones over, Mit one of the scripts.
their: distress-in their complete be-!
Pact became effective Oct. 1.
w ilderment on which. direction to!{with two of the. first year's scripts
Thére

are no limitations

London,

Former

Labor

Party

Oct.

24._

chairman,

as

Richard Crossman,
MP. has ac‘sometime. in. early November.
| atives, who have come: ‘to put com- ;Year.
' “TT: have no quarrel’, with . the|}
plete reliance on the “creativity” ito type and content and pilots re- |cused, Associated Rediffusion of
‘of the Coast studios, are equally! Main property of writers at all’ trying to “use” the Labor Party—
medium for. providing |escape.’ ’ Said
gets first crack at|
Robinson, once exec veep in charge |
bewildered.
They only’ know “we ‘times. P&G
propaganda
need something new and differ- {them but, if refused, they will he; and Parliament—for
-, of CBS;-TYV programming: “I strould|
ent.”
|available ‘for other outlets. Writers ? purposes.
Explaining
why
he
ike to contend as militantly as’ 1:
‘can, against the fable that: this is | “with television. rights still. up in| “In -the. realization that perhaps May also submit additional ideas| stormed out on an A-R discussion
the only kindof | entertainment |the air, three ad agencies-are' mov- the ty of the. future:may not come |°r scripts to P&G for approval, program, “The Common Market—
‘that can involve the interest of. a‘ ing te. firm: sponsor deals. for _the out, of the Hollywood. vidfilm marts, |Harrison said.
And You.” he said: “I object ta
“mass audience. The- whole history.New. ‘York Mets, new: New York ‘most: of the. companies: ‘Revue, | Spokeman for Compton said deal { being used as.a sort of G-string
* of the enter tainment business cries.‘ : baseball entry. in the expanded. Na-: Screen Gems,, MGM, Paramount) |¥as_made.as a means of availing}fon a glossy bit of promotion.”
out
against “" such
conceptual _ tional ‘League’ which preems this are expanding’ into live operations. P&G of the direct writing talent
He went on: “I would not have
myopia.” . °
“Right now. there-is considerable and said: Company of Writers was
‘spring at the -Polo. Grounds..
Elsewhere, Robinson, whose. first’: In the thick of plans and négoti- talk among these. major producers selected because it gives them a the slightest objection to appeacwrrecinct this . Season .was about-: > ations -are’. BBDO: for ‘Schaefer . of setting up East-coast headquar- diversification of type and style. ing in an objective discussion on
-sadistic, “sexually unbalanced ;‘beer: Young & Rubicam. for Gulf ters; since there's an increasingly “It gives P&G a great- reservoir the ECM, indeed, I thought this
was going to be one. But it turned
killer, ‘said -he held -‘‘no brief for:
igasoline; ‘and.J. Walter Thompson ‘strong feeling that without that to draw upon.” ‘he said, while Harsagas of neuroses ‘and neurotics ‘for an undisclosed client. with’ the. New York orientation, the future ;Tison asserted the entire project out to be a straight plug for the
Market right through.”
or sexual deviationists, . an. area in’
could
.
be.
rough.
(Continued
on
page
39)
‘new. Liggett & -My ers” -cigaret -ace |.
‘which:the ‘mind staggers at addingAlthough
Crossman
held that
count ‘a good guess...’
|.
to’ Mr.- -Tennessee .Williams’, defi-.:
A-R was taking advantage of Par‘Mets management wants the ennite, exhaustive * and exhausting |
liament. ete., in the program, Paul
tire slate of: .games telecast and.
“". labors.”
Bryan, Tory MP, also invited to
“I do. not believe, "he added a. earlier this -year- was in negotiaappear, did so and apparently had
short while later, “that tv daudi- ‘1 tions - with: WOR-TV and WNEWno objections to the show.
ITV,
the
‘only.
two
of
New:
York's
-s@nees
en” masse. will turn ‘away
bel:
from. strong..and sober themes if rseven” channels that would

Kluge’s Aspirations For
A ‘Thinking: Man’s Network’

they. are ‘skillfully and absorbingly available for..the -gamecasts. Net‘work flagships are out because of.
Presented.”

-..|night games Interference with web
{option

=.$90000mnFor

times.

Indie WPIX. carries

{the Yankees and WNTA will.most
likely be educational come. sum-

By: HERM

A

SCHOENFELD

thinking. man’s “network”

gradually

taking shape

is|

on the! devote a small percentage of their

drawing. board of John- W. Kluge, Normal
advertising budget,
Say
board chairman and. president of 5° , to underwriting programs that
instructive . and
Metromedia, parent company
of ‘could be both
the. ‘Metropolitan =. ‘Broadcasting stimulating. “And for this 5%,”
dio. and-television with the chosen. Co. For Kluge, television must Kluge: said, “the great American
With nothing settled, sta-. find a. way to reach more sophis- companies would not only be disticated audiences and cultivate the ‘eharging their social responsibili“Rome, “Oct. 24. ‘|be made by next month to allow tastesof general audiences if it is ties, but would be serving their
Some $90,000,000 will’ be. spent forMets:
‘complete
arrangements.
also. are
reportedly seeking’ to.fulfill its social responsibilities. own immediate economic interests
Kluge: foresees the . eventual in demonstrating to the Governin the next three years to develop;
RAI-TV,. .Italy’s'- ‘television’ and. a couple’ of sportscasters. Word. is | emergence of a network of 20: to j ment and to the world what free
radio. net, ‘as. well as to allow it that Vince Scully who went. with |25 ‘tv outlets in key cities with a enterprise is capable of.’
.to redch an even greater, number. the Brooklyn Dodgers to Los: An- oftier programming outlook. The
Kluge,
whose” company
owns
_Of ‘spectators.. Figure ‘was. cited gelés has already. turned down. an feasibility of the “thinking man’s and
operates
five
tv
stations
offer, and that. Leo Durocher, network” will hinge on the in_ here. by Italian Minister .of Con
throughout: the country, said that
former. Dodger. manager, ‘ts being:
munications’ Spallino.~.
crease of FCC allocations in areas some of tke indie stations have
considered.
~. Spallino also set- RAI-TV’s .curnow
getting limited ‘tv service. already begun to point the way
‘rent radio: subscriber total at 8,| Where there will be more outlets with offbeat discussion programs,
than networks, independent chan- ‘public affairs stanzas, documen.. 500.000 and the total. of registered
tv “sets. at -3,500,000, ‘or 19 video’
|nels will be. able - to experiment taries, etc., which the networks
Elie. Abel, head: of’ the. Detroit witha more: intellectually-oriented -would find uneconomical to carry”
sets for. every 100 Italian families.
“Washington. ‘bureau; ‘Has , hookup.
: The Second Program, which ‘gets News
Kluge said the fresh independent
going here on Nov. 4, will at first moved. over to NBC to become the | Kluge, who plans to be an active ‘shows
have
demonstrated _that
reach. only 50%: ‘of. the Italian State Dept: ‘correspondent. for’ the participant | in such a venture something new and better is pospopulation. RAI-TY,. ihe Minister network. .-He is taking the post when and if, is hopeful . that this ‘sible for that segment of the ftv
said, hoped to raise: ‘this: total to vacated when Frank Burgholtzer -type of programming can get com- ‘audience which. is not only intershifted to Moscow for NBC.
10%. in'a year's time...
oercial . support with the right ested in killing time. ,
mer. Club management.also would
like to make the. deal for both ra-

Ttaly RAIBulidup ssi" sissies

Hie Abelt> NBC

NBC-TV Bays Pilot Of

type of educational campaign. He
pointed out that the major indusunits would only have to

|trial

|

Kings of Broadway’
As Bob Banner’ Entry

NBC-TV has bought a situation
comedy pilot from one of its former employees, Bob Banner, who
is now an indie packager. Telefilm
is to be called “Kings of Broadway,” a period piece with music
placed back in the Belle Baker era
of vaudeville. Idea for the series
was created by Herb Baker, son of
the vaude star.
Pilot is up for the ’62-'63 season, and comprises the second deffinite commitment made by NBCTV for next year. Other is the animated “Laurel & Hardy Show.”
A Meredith Willson musical variety show, which already has high
brass approval, has not been finalized. Apparently there was a slowdown in Wilson negotiations.
Banner was once producer of ths
Dinah
Shore Sunday
series on
NBC-TV, and now is indie pack-

ager of CBS’ Garry Moore stanza.

‘TWRatio Production Centres.
ay

Madison Ave. Digs Those Digits

Baird Should Not Be
Shortchanged on TY
Pioneering: Flamm:

As ‘Thinking Men’ Turn to Numbers
—(n Other Adv. Agency Fronts

Editor, VARIETY:
In reading some

originality,

Aug. 2 issue, under. a London

London Agencies

the fever has struck}

line ‘that “John

Advertising Standards

thority

is» now

being

ters

that’s

But

etc.

recommend”

Au-

developed

consultation

...

aceount

and found

Megatane rating system that meas.

Asency

that coffee

th
month

Thompson,

via
via

ander Graham Bell is not the man

New Merritt.packaging

known today! The Variety story
from London. gave the honor to
“a quiet retiring man of- 81 who
contents himself with near obscuri-.

stein, Westinghouse p.r. man,

firm . .. Sid Fruchter is new

station manager:

week ago—it's a-.girl name

became

of Tracy

a. father for the third time

Gina ... . Ron

a

Dawson tomorrow

fully televise an image. over the U.S. ad agencies with interests in Europe ... . Oscar. Cornejo; sales air. I. respectfully refer you .(and director of WRUL, N.Y,, on a midwest trek to: sell major U.S. industries’ .
= Say
anyone else interested) to Sydney on the commercial valueof international shortwave radio.
is regarded as a pres- ‘Moseley’s
“John Baird, The Ro- _ Rod Serling in town for a visit re movie production of. hi s CBS-T
here . . . The George |
group. of companies is mance. and Tragedyof the Pioneer “Playhouse 90" drama; “Requiem for a Heavyweight”...-. Mark Wilson,’
prestige campaign this of Television,” published about: star of CBS-TV’s “Magic Land. of: Alla Kazam. series, in town ‘for a
iV
:
ising :| eight. years a go by Odhams Press, week’s stay with ‘Mrs. Wilson-who is Nani. Darnell, costar on the series’
Monarch
Advertising
. ; . CBS sportscaster Chris Schenkel. emceed annual: Touchdown ‘Club.
Cole, chairman. of the |- London. .

..G. J.

|

Quoting from page 78 of that luncheonat Hotel Astor last week. (20) . . . Karen. Thorsell, featured
book: it is “no public ‘demonstra- in CBS-TV soaper “Edge of Night,” doing singing-dancing stint. with.

picked up the Liggett & piant Unilever group, has been ap-

Myers accourt only last spring and ;pointed

to the

Central

Office

of

already has discovered “21 great‘ Information’s Advisory Committee
tobaccvs that make 20 great cig-" cn the appointment of ad agencies.

arcts.”

stanza, directs the two-parter that starts this Sunday (22) on.“Camera _

middie -and Icwer-imddle income
STOUPS. Research last year showed

tae

of which Mobil fulfills 19—topping.
Shell by exactly 10.
_to alunch a
in J.. Walter

date-

televi-

It
signed by Lucky Strike cigs for a new cycle of tv commercials
48, aimed at increasing coffee- tions to television it is..a matter Morrow
. . . Elliot Saunders, formerly with CBS-FV and Kenyon -&- Eckhardt,
“rinking in tke U. K. especially of historical record that Baird was now operating out of the Hotel Napoleon in Paris as consultant to...
2mong the young housewife in the the first inventor to ever success-

ures “21 of your motor’s needs,” ‘Cohen
.tige symbol
600
Count

-

-Although I do not.doubt Mr. (Thurs.) taping a CBS Radio “Suspense” stanza and then. off tq WashShoenberg’s' important contribu- ington to appear in a USIAtv release, “Lef’s. Speak English”. ....Don

the Shell account last year and dis- licity Assoc. has started here.

the Mobil

«°

Baird

invented

ty .... Isaac Shoenberg.”

The first

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather landed Major campaign by the Coffee Pub-

covered “nine ingredients.” Not to
be outdone by ex-brother-in- Iaw
id Ozilvy, Ted Bates’ creative
Dus
hich domo Rosser Reeves landed

CITY.

who invented fhe telephone as it is ‘of: WNCN-FM, the Concert Network’s N.Y. outlet ..... Marvin McCor-.
mick. is now director, business affairs for the NBC .o&o stations and
NBC spot sales... Robert Goulet guesting on Sunday -(29) Ed Sullivan.
telecast . . . Carl Meyers is addition to WNBC-TV sales : . . Bob Bern-

practices and he available for con-

_Sumer

YORK

the. series’: new regular pro-:—
is Three,” and.-stanza will also inaugurate
ducer, Clair Roskam . . . Cliff Norton has finished 140 episodes
as star’.
ston.
as it.is known today.” By the of “Funny Manns,” skein appearing. locally on WABC-TV ... Art
same token you can say that Alex- Clokey, creator of ‘Davey & Goliath” on NBC-TV, now associated with.

The ad campaign vogue is to find says Hubert Cughton, Advertising
the magic
number.
Ted
Bates Assoc. prexy.
Like the U.. K.’s
agency may have been in the van- ‘Press Council, it will publish proguard with “three out of four doc- nouncements
about
individual
piddling stuff.

Logie

not the man who

London, Oct. 24.

An

the creative men.

IN NEW

Joe Julian, writer-actor, off to Hollywood to do the D:A, ina “Perry.
return after a trip abroad, I read
with some. chagrin the item in your Mason” seg ... . Portman Paget,in his first outing for the WCBS-TV |

Ry BILL GREELEY
Madison Ave.’s tv execs aren't
the only ones dedicated to the
numbers game. In a wave of un-

of the, recent

back numbers of VARIETY upon my

‘This

committee

Topping all, nowever, is Geyer, ernment
Morey
ete.s new
campaign for
American Motors’ Rambler—“102 ,
Rambler ways new and better.”

advises

the

tion of any rival system: of televi-sion was ever made until April 27,
1927, more than a year after he
(Baird) had proved the success
of his own invention to the Royal

gov-

on all campaigns. |

Institution (of: London, England).
The Baird system was officially

With theStationReps

There's also Ted Bates 12 build- °

presented to 40.members of the
Royal Institution on Friday night,
Jan. 27, 1926,”.

ing blocks in Wonder Bread. and,
most erptie of aH, Revlon's Eterna |

27, an antiwrinkle cream.

I can tell you of my own kuowl-

Petry and Katz ‘repperiés haye

Buddy Bregman at N.Y. nitery, The Camelot ... . Devery. Freeman
Signed as producer of “Pete and Gladys.:" Parke Levy will continue. as
exec producer of the series..
:. CBS News correspondent Walter Cron-kite selected by U. of Southern. California School of Journalism to be
recipient of its second annual Distinguished Achievement Award... . .
Red Skelton to receive honorary degree, Doctor of Humane: Letters,
from Boston’s Emerson College ...Gene Jankowski
has joined CBS Radio.as an account exec...Cliff Robertson stars in Robert Alan Aurthur
drama, “Man on the Mountaintop” to be telecast in “The United States
Steel Hour” Nov. 15. ... Eddie. Albert and Rip Torn guestar in ThursGay’s (2) episode of CBS-TV’s “Frontier Circus”.-. . CBS Television

Sports receives an award Friday (27) from National Recreation Assn..-

edge thatI saw Baird's system in
Fever and confusion has spread Slated idea exchanges for the pro- operation
in London when I was for its outstanding coverage of thé: 1960 winter and summer Olympic.
execs of their member

to the arts, and there’s an ad man: motion

involved’ there,

too. “Exodus”

au- | Stations when

the Broadcast

.. thor Leon Uris came out with his!‘York
motionNov.Assn.
.convenes
6 to 8.

v.p, of sports, will accept’ the award in.
there: in the spring of 1932. It is Games. William€, MacPhail,

Pro-

a matter of official record at. the
FCC that, after seeing his system
and analyzing its merits, I ‘was

in New

nevi Souk, “Sila 18." wile, Me Seba wil hold session follow
ers

eight -y ion man

“Catch

18°

was

being

Joseph Hell
readied

ing the

convention

closing

sufficiently impressed with it to

at the

(Continued.on page 38)

by jrep headquarters Wednesday Nov.

Simon & Schuster. Heller, whose ,8) at 2:30 p.m.
satirical novel about the Air Force

Petry's

vill be banned not in Boston but.be me

promotion

firm's fifth for the

the Pentagon, moved ‘like a good ‘tion men covering promotion, read man should and simply upped }jsearch
‘be held and.
at 3merchandising,
p.m., Nov..8, It
in will
the

his title to “Cateh 22.
!Petry offices.
New Season's Sure Things
tion
! As usual, Petry questioned
the
TvQ. the “qualitative” video Te- managers
on
what
they'd like
seurch service, has toted results of t discussed. and the trade press will
sts most

reeent

samplings—cover- lhe banned

this time because trade

ing 75¢o of the preeming network ibooks, which to buy and why, will
show-—and
»ecks tve
wins ers: § e on the agenda: ° |
“Saturday
“Pisney’s

Night at the Movies;” ||
Wonderful
World
of ito

Showdown Meet

seminarpromowill

Briefs: WVUE-TV. N ew

|

On British Equity

Hassle on TVFree

Orleans,

London, Oct. 24.

|

Petry . ... ATU Productions
With the showdown date just
{gasoline for use in a Coloerado,, eight days away,. British Actors’
are : Wyoming. Montana, Nebraska andi Equity and the labor relations
the} scuth Dakota campaign ... Avery-[ committee’ of..the 13 commercial

Color:” “The Alvin Show:” “Hazel” )tis producing six blurbs for Chevron

and “International Showtime.”
Born to lose. predicts TvQ,

the

new

Steve

.\llen

show;

Dick Van Dyke show,
winkle:” and. “Bus Stop.”

Gumbinner's Pubservice

“Bull-\Knodel
Tucson

has a new study of the tv companies are preparing for anmarket
in behalf of} other huddle tomorrow (Wed.).

KVOA-TV.

PRO

(Prestige ;

Lawrence C. Gumpbinner acency |Representation. Organization) has This follows a similar meeting behas created seven, 15-minute films, | picked up WFLB, Fayetteville, tween. the two-.sides the previous.

primarily for television, on behalf.\ c.. WTTF, Tiffen, O.; KRIG, week at which there were no signs.
of the U.S. Department {of Health,A, |¢
|Odeessa, Texas; and WYGO, Cor-. of the deadlock being. broken.
Equity, which has ¢alled for
Education
&
Welfare’s
Public
actors to withhold their labor
service will. be launehed
next KM0X, ST. L00, PITCHES
from the ‘independent
channel
from Nov. 1 until certain minimum
month.
Hugh Cohn, assistant director of
fees are settled, had a meeting last
radio-tv, supervised film producSunday at which the Executive
tion and also production of several NEW SHOWS TO:SCHOOLS Council. gained a vote of confispots for radio.
St.. Louis, Oct. 24. ‘| dence. from Equity members. Ear-

Health Service. Campaign for the |

Six of the films were shot on|

*¥-

|

}!tion KSLH

subject related to accident preve::-|of

telecasts, will share a $1,000 prize for their-efforts.
=
=== 3
Sponstress Lisa Carroll, to appear on “P.M. East” Tues. '31).

|{N HOLLYWOOD

~

...

_ NBC-TV's 0. and o, KRCA, topped the. local Emmy Awards with
four out of nine. KTLA grabbed off two and
the rest got either one or
none .. . Ben Hoberman has put KABC on 18-hour daily (Mon. thru.
Fri.) straight diet of gab: Only news.in

depth and conversation pleces

will make up the schedule with music .muted other than jingles that’
pour from the commercials . . . CBS’ Walter Cronkite ‘will receive the
second annual distinguished achievement award of Univ.
.of Southern. ...
California’s School of Journalism. Last year it was Chet Huntley ...
David Wolper’s “Biography” gets its first airing on KRCA,. try-out
Station for its NBC parent.. , . Half dozen ABC-TV. toppers descended:

on Ernie Ford: at his upstate ranch to lay out a format for his midday’
half-hour strip starting next April . ... C. Terence Clyne around but
still undecided which way to turn. He still has'a contract with McCann-

Erickson as consultant and is toying with the idea of doing government:
service . . . Since their formation as’a. team two months ago, Joe’
Bigelow and Jay Sommers have orders for-three pilots- from Harry

Ackerman at Screen Gems. All are half-hour comedies
for next season
ana dicine Man,” “Irving” and “Peep Show.” ‘They. ‘write, ‘produce

IN CHICAGO

.

Zenith. station WEFM

has increased its stereocasting to 52 ‘hours

a week ... Don Mann, manager of special projects for WBBM, has-

written more than $1,000,000 in sales for ‘the fourth straight year... .WEBM-TV newsman Frank Reynolds will get a Good American Award
next January from the Chicago Committeeof the One ‘Hundred, which

strives for mutual understanding among the races . ..... Bil Duane
director of news operations at-WLS, reporting to. news chief
Harold Salman... Henry Cooke’s early morning choreon WMAQ

named

fhas been expanded to Saturdays . , ..WITW-has slotted the BBC-TV
series, “An Age of Kings,” Friday nights at.9 . ....WCFL broadcasting.
three hours of uninterrupted’ music Sunday

afternoons

..:: . John A.

KMOX Radio has started a ‘spe- lier, ‘the Manchester branch of the Carrigan; ex-radio-tv representatives, joined. NBC-TV Spot Sales. . .
WBBM Radio got appreciative letters from Nebraska to Vermont for {ts union, .also pledged full support
Dubservice broadcast of the Lyric Opera. opening night. performance
for Equity. negotiators.

location in the New York area by |cial news service for St.Louis pubVPI Production, WCD and Trans-/lie schools via a broadcast to stafilm-Caravel. Each film covers one

Washington. Peter Molnar, producer of the summer Olympic Games-.
telecasts, and Paul Levitan, producer of the winter Olympic. Games ©:

two

news

(Board

of Education)

-programs

tion. Final film, shot in Hollywood |especially for seventh

last.Week

|

WIND giving airtime to. mayors of-nearby villages to.

Besides facing a solid front of kicked it off recently.
stions
|
unions, all of whom
and. eighth ; entertainment
have ‘instructed members not to

prepared

rom
from

the local
lo

citizenry
i
66“Mayor.> of -Waukegan_

by Custom Productions, features !grade pupils by Rex Davis, KMOX
associate with “black” programRaymond Burr in a dramatization !radio’s news director.
ming, the contractors have also
of one community's attack on the
The first.of the two programs,
Sir Laurence Olivier waived a fee for his “Tempo” stint, so ABC-TV.
received
a néw fee claim from the.
accident problem.
“Your
World
Today,” will’ be
donated $1,400 to the Chichester Festival Theatre Fund. The actor is
Campaign
will
premiere
inj|broadcast by KSLH at 9:05 a.m. Variety Artists Federation.
artistic
director of the theatre . . . BBC-TV\ ispreparinga book of star
-VAF
believes.a
vaude
act
stands
Cleveland where there’s been ajdaily and will: contain late news:
portraits for retailing . .. Associated-Rediffusion -used..1,600 miles of
year-long drive to cut the accident !from the KMOX ‘newsroom. “Story ‘to. lose a lot more (by way of ma-

... : |

cable in its biggest-ever closed circuit.ad demonstration ...-, Macdonald
toll by 50¢c.
Behind the Headlines,” a complete. terial) than an actor and, there- Martin, ex-BBC-TV producer, has formed
his own production eempany, .
Up and down: American Assn. of ;}
development, of one of the out- fore, shouldbe compensated at a Gemini Films .. . Anglia-TV celebrates:
its second anni this week (27).
higher
rate.
VAF
chairman
Jim-.
Auvertising
Agencies
has -con-|standing local, national or interThebowed
station now reaches more than-400,000
homes against 213,000 when
firmed John Crichton’s appoint-;national news stories of. the day, my Edwards wants the present it
.. . Television Wales and the
at in-’ minimum of $29.40 to be hiked to

ment as prexy, succeeding retiring, will be broadcast by KSLH

The Advertising |tervals throughout the school week. $88.20 for a major,and to $58.80
Age editor takes over Jan. 15.
KSLH is heard by more than ‘for a regional company. If a show
Samuel
Dalsimer,
with
the !100,000 school children in. the ‘St. was fully network an artist could
Frederic

Gamble.

learn $382,20 under

agency since 1950, has been named |Louis area.

an exec

ing. He’s

veepee

at Grey Advertis-

been a veepee

and

ac-

count
supervisor
on
packaged
goods.
George Roberts, formerly with
Gardner
Advertising
and
most
recently
personnel
manager
of
Revion. has joined Sullivan, Stauffer, CoiweH & Bayles as personnel
‘director.

Veep stripes for Duane Ragsdale, account exec on Gleem toothpaste at Compton.

New Biz: Fels & Co. to Richard

K. Manoff agency.
Bristol-Myers Ban

Cun:da

Mather,

to

this proposal

Qgilvy,

and Ipana in

Benson

&

ABC-TV:
Shoulda Started
Started Earlier’
Earlier
TV: ‘Shoulda
e

If this season

vg

‘

has taught.ABC-TV

7

anything,

.

it’s the necessity

for earlier kickoffs for its fall-shows. This season, the web was
consistently late in its preems and now'some ABC-TV execs believe
that it’s been a faetor in the web’s lagging ratings: When reruns
have had to buck new entries on other webs, not only. that time
slot was hurt but the adjacencies as well...
Next year, ABC-TV will try to meet,-not beat, th e starting dates.
of shows on other webs. One ABC-TV. exec said: the network had
no interest in starting a war of premiere. dates which might wind

up pulling the seasonal kickoff. into August. However, the web
will try, wherever programming and. commercial
)
- commitments

permit, to get aw.ay in September.
;
This year mostof the top ABCTV shows preemed in October.

West staged a mammoth

50 Years of Sports Cars,”which was attended by 15,000 people O.B.,
. : ..
A series of movie and tv features have been adapted by Gale Pedrick .
for

BBC Radio. Initialer, “The Angry Silence,” (previously British
Lion film) is broadcast or Sat. (28)... ."U.S. writer Norman Mailer was
bagged by book reviewer Kenneth Allsop for BBC-TV ... .Granada
plotting bodresent more plays from. Anthony Trollope’s novels . ...is
{
eneral manager,of
Westward-TV and sales
con
Geoffrey Phillips have been appointed. to. the hoard.

7

S208

controler

WGBE-TV, » destroyed
¢
in a $2,000,000
,000,0
fire last
;
week, , is
is back
back
0:on the.

air telecastifrom
ng the Catholic tvcenter, and offers of help

in raising
$1,500,000 to replace facilities are pouring in... Frank Avruch,
Bos-.
|
ev
rane
WHDH-TV, , ‘pack
theBobClown,’
“Bozo,
ton’s
worldwide
tour;
for.
goodwill
Cheyne,
packing
suitcase
tou

station promotion manager, kicked -off the ~
jannounceme
\Tindy Miller,
nt hose
at a or
press
conference at
pee,
at the the stat ion Tuesday
i
AI (24) .:.:.
cea
’
'
“Ten Pin Time,” had hors
Narragansett named in his honor Monday (23)...

Jee Ryan WBZTY .
press chief, back after days. of conferences and trade
| Manhattan Cree Betty. Adams, WBZ-TV petsonality; ‘and press visits in
Phil Gallifan,
cameraman; reported heading into the Andes by burro this
week ‘on.
.
(Continued on page 42)
os
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ING STATUS

NS
ES
V
U
sPayment
s
‘Wty Nilsens:ABCSilUpThereTE
(LEADS4
|NIGHTS |CB‘S-T
lingsRise;MorninAi
gPhan’s Click

. As far as ABC-TV is.concerned: the’ “acid test” ‘Yies in those 24. ¢ity Nielsens as the real payoff on the ‘three-network. head-on com-.

ONARBITRONS

qe

petitive clashing.in the major markets: And. where the 24-city”
Rielsens are concerned, ABC's doing very nicely, thank you, with a-

|.
|

'.. three-nights-out-of-seven lead oyer the other two webs. In. sharp"
contrast to the nafional Arbitrons, the 24-cify Nielsens:

The all-purpose national Niel-|
(1) Show ABC leading Mondays, Thursday and Friday on average - | sens reflecting the audience view-|
rating for prime tinie periods, with CBS leading Tuesday and. .- ing -pattern for the Oct. 15-30
‘Saturday and NBC on ‘Wednesday and Sunday; (2) Monday through |period, with all the season’s en_ Friday, 7:30 to 11 p,m.,; ABC. leads with 17.8: average; NBC. is.
tries tucked in, are still a few
second with 17.4 and’ CBS third. with 15.8; (Because ABC’s. weak on
weeks. off.
But. meanwhile the
weekends, .the~ seven-nights-a-week ‘score spells out. NBC 18. 9;
national Arbitrons, considered a
CBS 17.5; ABC 16.2); (3) On the 24-city ‘Top 20, . ABC and CBS | reasonably:
accurate.
cross-thehave seven apiece and NBC -has. six,
| board harbinger, -reveal an. in-.
Here's the Top 20:
| teresting story—of | the emergence
‘fof NBC from.a‘ third-place to a
Bonanza (NBC)-ceeellas vp eaee ete cereneeeeeeen sen, 28.6
first place status in the prime time
My Three Sons. (ABO). wc ee ewe c eee nce neveogoecese
C267
‘Car

54:

(NBC)

Flintstones

.. ee

(ABC)

Candid. Camera

ee

a

ves.

222:....... bees Leeede ne cceeee

(CBS) .......:.. wee veeewceeceses

$26.7

hours of viewing.

2E2

cares to.remember

since

} flaunt

out: in front”

266 |

Sing Along With: Mitch (NBC) ce eees enc ep ees ceases 20.9
Gunsmoke (CBS) ... 0.2... .c.0505 ee aceceeessedece§
207. ,
.77. Sunset: Strip (ABC) ........... Vaca seas wevede ¢ 253.
Red Skelton (CBS) .:...:.....06eee eteesereece Dek
- Sat.. Nite At -the. Movies cise)"wccec sees
vescccee
248.
Wagon Train (NBC) wiiertegeltineieeiienes
24.6.
“Walt. Disney (ABC) a

_ Defenders (CBS) .....eees,..5085 Leelee Vee edonees .
Rifleman (ABC) ....ccccccccceecnesaseeeesscsess
‘- Margie (ABC) ....... peeeveasaceeice sc eeeeas ee ceee’
‘Perry Mason (CBS) ....0.. 2. eeeca cleccadecees ++
Real McCoys (ABC) 2... .cceccesgccaccscccseereee

. 23.5
233
123.0.
923.0
22.9)

‘Garry .Moore. (CBS)
vesbeees seeceee ‘seaawesceetse
Andy Griffiths. <CBS) Sacese ‘seecasecccccccseacess
-- Untouchables (ABC oo... 2. wc vee eee cee Secceeeee

22.8.
22.8
22.0

: Have Gun, Will Travel. (CBS) .scbeeweaces weccceeee’
‘Checkmate :(CBS) .

pete

bg bee seen eee ..ps aiere ee

It’s been more years’ than NBC |

21.8

21.0.

_

Broadcasters

should

abide

+4-

by|”

“ their own belfefs” as to what is
‘Fight : arid wrong: about their :pro- |:

J azzed-Up Religioso

it could

Chicago, Oct. 24.
In .addressing the Execu‘tives Club of. Chicago last
Friday (20),,NBC prez Robert
W. Sarnoff declined the subject of broadcasting to speak
of the role of Big Business in the Cold War, “in which the
heavy weapons are those of
commerce, industry and economic strength,” as well as
ideas..To counter Khrushchev’s
goal of a sixfold greater industrial output by 1980, Sarnoff said, government
and
business must
ally, with a

banner.
(As an ironic footnote,
this is. the
nationally-projected | strong sense of mission, to ac: |rating service that ‘NBC “ain’t buy- ' gelerate the expansion of the
_{ing,” with the network brass. sitAmervican economy.

‘Swerey as
2 NAB CodeBossHopesTo
Be a ‘Nagging Industry Conscience’
Washington, Oct..24..

the. “we're.

+

—And Then Came Paar

‘|ting
tight and
-For its part, Sarnoff opined,
waiting
for
the | mid - November - Nielsen _-“the Government must recog
lrelease for verification of the ' nize the key role of the profit
élaim.) Similarly ABC, hurt in the
incentive.
in powering
the
Arbitrons, wants No; part: of them,
American economy.”
/¢
‘claiming. they’re
being
shortchanged on the true count as it:
| points to the 24-city. competitive
Nielsen -race..
‘Ina nutshell here’s the “proof
| positive” of the . NBC resurgerice:
For the Oct. 8-14 period, NBC
led - off with the five top shows in
‘| Arbitron Top 10. .
For the seven-day. span (Oct. 1319 inclusive), ‘with all -shows ac-

counted ‘for, ‘NBC led with a 19.1
average: rating covering the 7:30]
to 11. period. CBS was second with
18.3, ‘ABC. third with 15.2.
- For the same period, NBC had
22 half-hour wins; CBS won 19 and.

+ ABC nine (with one NBC-CBS

tie

After -his address, Sarnoff
accepted questions from the

‘floor. The first two were about
Jack. Paar.

Sarnoff Is More
Concerned About
FCC, Not Ratings
Chicago,

Except

that

he

was

Oct. 24.

obviously

Friday. at 7:30).
;
pleased, NBC
prexy Robert W.
NBC. won out four. nights of the| Sarnoff made no show of intoxicaweek—Sunday,. ‘Tuesday, Wednes- tion over the ratings which put his
gramming ‘and not pay so ‘much. at- 4 to religion is to be tried out
on ‘Associated: ‘TeleVision on. -|4ay and Thursday, with the latter network in a vastly improved (to
tention to the opinions of. others. |
two nights the strongest; CBS won. put it mildly} position from last
Sunday
afternoons;
Initial |
Robert D. Swezey, in. his first |out the other three nights.
plans are to‘stage a “Face To
year,. but he expressed confidence
‘public statement. as. head ‘of- the
‘Installing
of
the . Saturday at a press conference here last FriFace”. interview
with: the
night 9 to .11 feature pix (whittling day (20). that the ratings would
newly-created. ‘Code Authority of|- devil: a modern dress “trial”
‘| down. the “Gursmoke”
ratings); hold up in NBC’s favor into Noof. King Herold; a “Panorama”
“National: Assn; of ‘Broadcasters,
-|moveover of “Bonanza” to Sunday
declared:
4 type..approach to the Exodus a nights 9 to 10 for Chevrolet {giv-- vember, when the more concluand an Obituary of a saint.
sive reports would be in.
:.. “We have taken our eyes off-the
jing NBC mastery of.the important
“Object .of the -Inodernizing,
He
seemed
more
willing
to
bali. to watch the gallery. Consegays producer:.Gordon Reece, . hour .opposite GE Theatre and clarify a possible misunderstand‘quently, we are not thinking and |. is to dispense with the slight- -| Jack Benny), and the hot-tempoed ‘ing by the press over the broadcast
"shooting as straight as we should.” | ‘ly “fictional” air about the
‘Mitch Miller vs. “Unteuchables” industry’s feelings about Newton
‘on Thursday nights are three of the. Minow’s FCC than he was to do
Swezey disavowed |any intention
Bible. People; he feels, will
key factors which: now finds NBC verbal cartwheels over the new
of becoming a “program czar” -for|
find: Biblical events in a 1961
not only moving in with weekend Top 10 standings or to draw any
_ -broadcasting, .but..added that he}
setting more ‘believable.
—
strength (where it was previously hasty moral from tkem.
‘might become a sort of “industry
-| weak), but wresting away Thurs“The industry and Minow are
day nights from ABC..
in total agreement
over objec“|:
Oddly enough, it’s happened ‘in tives,” Sarnoff said, “but differ
‘he said, “until. I think our house
‘1a season when NBC decided-to do only in the methods proposed to
“fs clean and: in order-so that we
. ‘a complete turnabout and abandon achieve them. Our belief is that
‘ean stand. and: defend: it in good ;
Tits cooperative (network & affiliate) the public, through its naturally
‘eonscience.”’
°
:
preferences from year
_| promotional ‘campaign.
in
the maturing
‘Swezey said that although the|
| dailies. Instead NBC went. whole to. year, will bring television along
views .of others.are important in
gradually
to higher and better
hog,
to:
the
tune
of
a
$1,000,000
out‘weighing © decisions,.. “IT am
con
(Continued on page 39)
(Continued on age 39)
winced that we have everything to |.
gain by doing what we sincerely|

London, Oct. 24..

A new, ‘up-to-date approach

conselence to be: a naggin
g one,’ CBS Dedi
cates ;

believe To be right and -no longer.

Sunday Aft. To
TV Sports Whirl|”
From Hungary, Brubeck to Airport
Jams: Benjamin-Kleinerman Agenda
Starting. in January,’ CBS-TV

CBS-TV
affils have been informed by the web that they have

something to cheer. about, that because of the success of the mornning plan and the overall billings
of the network, network payments
to affils will be greater for the
1$61 fourth quarter.
It’s estimated that the networlc
payments to stations for the fourth

quarter this.year will be from 10%
to 12%

greater than the payments

‘made to affils for the fourth quarter of last year. The estimate applies to stations carrying CBS-TV’s
full commercial schedule in the
fourth quarter of both years and
receiving no rate increases in the
period.

Perhaps the most dramatic development is the success of the
morning plan.
When it was introduced jast February, many affils expressed. their unhappiness

because of the comparatively small

return from the sale of an individual minute.
Now, the morning
plan is SRO on the sponsorship
front and in a letter to affils, the
network points out that network
station payments from the morning
plan are much larger than they
were from the same time block of

10 a.m. to noon, prior to the adop-

tion of the morning pian.
Carl E. Ward, v.p., director of
affiliate relations, in his letter underscores the comparative health
of the morning plan.
He points
out that for a station with a $1,000-

card-rate,

carrying the entire two

hours’ of

the

morning

plan,

sta-

tion payments at the fully sold
level amount to about $625 per
week.
After allowing for sume
mer rates, at this level of sales, annual
station
payments
would
amount to about $31,000. ° In the
event the average sales fell to
8025, a $1,000 station would reo
ceive some $25.000 for its morning block.
Prior to the adoption of the
plan, network sales were running
at about a 25% sold out levei, under the then conventional 15-min-

ute type of selling.

Under

these

conditions, for a $1,000 station, the
two hours per day of programming,

yielded
annual
network
payments of about $16,000. Other advantages of the morning
were listed by Ward.

plan also

In his letter to affils, William B.
Lodge, v.p. of affiliate relations
and engineering, spoke about the
web’s
overall
rise
in billings,
Lodge said that gross network billings for the fourth quarter, the

basis of station payments, is up
from 9% to 11% compared to the
last quarter of ‘60.
Translated
jinto station payments, this would
{mean a rise of from 10% to 12%
to the affils carrying the net’s full
schedule and experiencing no rate

‘giving-top priority to what other will 'devote’ Sunday - afternoons, .
increase.
.people: think about what. we: do.” from 2:30 to. 5 p.m.,-to sports. The
. The NAB. ‘exec .called fora dis- extended Sunday afternoon sports
lineup
“will
be
sponsored.
—
lay ‘of courage to improve the
public. image of broadcasting and | The two shows slated are the}
‘conyince the. citizenry that the in-|: returning “Sunday Sports Spec-|.
dustry can. do a proper job of self- Aacular,” from..2:30 to 4 p.m. and
This season “out will find CBS-|ship between the sponsor and the
regulation.
the new “This Wonderful World | TV's “20th Century” again accent- producers. for the Sunday evening :
CBS-TV’s
harvest
of serious
..
It takes courage, he said, to up- ‘of Golf,” from 4 to 5 p.m. Start‘half-hour pubaffairs series, tele:music begins in December, when
‘ gradé programming ‘in the face of ing. date is Jan. 7, ‘with two sports ing topical subjects as epposed to east at 6 p.m.
“real difficulties inherent in our. series slated for ‘every Sunday. an examination. of historical events.
the
two
separate
Leonard
BernBenjamin and Kleinerman have
commercial system and greatly afternoon throughout: the. winter ‘of -yesteryears. The count will be; 2 ‘number of interesting footnotes |stein-New
York
Philharmonie
enhanced | iby competitive pres- ‘months. .
subjects and | on the “Hungary Today” telecast.| series open for the season. Both
18 contemporary
sures”
Sponsoring’ ‘the.“Sunday Sports |
{It was “Twentieth Century” which | Series. will be broadcast in prime
| Spectacular”. ‘series will. be Ford | eight historical episodes.
‘did the “Revolt in Hungary” show ;: evening time, from 7:30 to 8:30
-|Motor Co., Schlitz Brewing, Bris- |: Reason for the reversal in the: in ’56, using on-the-scene footage.;; p.m.
tol-Myers ‘for Vitalis, and Carter|ratio, which started last season, is .:€he producers wanted to do ai
‘New York Philharmonic Young
| Products for’ Rise Aerated Shav- that “there is too much happening : followup show, but held out against |
ing Cream. Picking up the hour} in. the -world,” according to exec | any government screening of foot-: People’s Concerts, conducted by
Bernstein and taped in Carnegie
i golf shaw, in which top. intér- ‘producer-. Burton ° Benjamin
and : age taken in the Soviet satellite.
“-A fundraising variety’ -show for. national golfers will compete: in producer Isaac Kleinerman: Top-’ When Kennedy and Khrushchev|; Hali, returns to the web, Dec. 8,
| Friday, for the fourth consecutive
the’ Associated Blind, - . produced. by. matches: on -courses. throughout ical subjects will rafige from “The' had their Vienna meeting, CBS! i year. Shell Oil again is picking up
-|Menningers” to. “The Jazz of Dave |
; correspondent Daniel Schorr was ; the tab.
‘Arnold Panken_ of Film. Programs the world,’ is SHell- Oil. *
Third. ‘winter. out : for: ““gports Brubeck” ‘to:the “Airport Jam.” given the. greenlight by a Hun-:
Ine., wil be telecast by WABC-TV, ‘Spectacular’ will utilize. “live,” ‘Series is sponsored. by Prudential | ©
garian tv official. TNe Hungarian;| On Dec. 13, Thursday evening,
“Nov.. 5, from. TL15 “p.m. ‘to vidtape and film techniques.’ Set Instirance. Seasonal preem ‘starts: said, according to Benjamin, “Jet “Leonard Bernstein and the New
2:15 a. 2
‘for “live” coverage in this show- Sun. (29) with, “Hungary -Today.” the spirit of Vienna” prevail, what- York Philharmonic,’ produced by
ever
that. was.
In any
event, Robert Saudek Associates, will re‘Composer-pianist ‘Stan Freeman case on the weekends of March 11
Producing team
of ‘Benjamin
is musical director for.the outing, and March 18 is the 1962 World. and Klejinerman, asked whether Gerhardt Schwartzkopf, the Ger- turn for its fifth season. Ford
titled “Box .20/20.” Vidtaped. ap- Amateur. Ice Hockey ‘Champion- Prudential Insurance ever inter-. man photographer who filmed the Motor Co. again is sponsoring.
Saudek’s preem will be titled “A
"'peals are being prepared by James ship .at Colorada Springs.
| feres with. the show, replied in revolt returned to the Communist
Among the events to be pre- the negative. Sponsor, which, has state six years later with a crew Joyful Noise,” with the Christmas
A. Farley, New Jersey Gov. Robert.}
Meyner and. other officials, and. sented on the series are the Na- -been with the show five years, and a promise that all film taken theme of peace and music featur“Gloria”
by Poulenc
and
show biz talent Is ‘currently being. Honat. ‘Rodeo Championships. the ‘never sees an episode. before it’s could be shipped out of the country ing
Angeles Invitational Track ‘completed, ‘producers. explained. ‘undeveloped.
The
promise
was psalms by Lukas’ Foss. Also on the
. dined up- for’ entertainment . segs. |
the spirit of Christmas Bill will be music by
Show’s name is. taken: from the Meet, ‘the National Figure Skating One week. before telecasting, an. kept, reflecting
‘Associated Blind's official postal Championships, the US. Qrand episode ts scréened for the sponsor. Hungarian government officials to Bach, Handel, Stravinsky, Berlioz
and Benjamin Britten.
’ (Continued on page 39)
7 That's the described happy relation. (Continued on page 42);
‘box ‘number, 20/28.

WABC:TV'sFundraising

‘Benefit For the Blind:

CBS-TV Sets Dates For
Bernstein Concerts
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: The audi
ence
network.”
anyTheother
restless. dial-twisting

_

~

from new
show to new show is over. And the
dial-twisters. are .beginning to settle
down conifortably—in front of ABC~
‘tuned sets.
a

ered) shows ABC command-

had premi
ing more nights of the week than any
;
a
other network.
-thruMonday
ABC's
shows
also.
It
Friday evening audience average to be
greater than any other network’s:
.
7
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7

=

is settlin
ABC’s new shows are demonstrating
their audience popularity with Ben
Casey on Monday, Margie on Thursday’

The Corruptors on Friday.
and Target:

Each of the aforementioned front-

on its night. |
From where we sit, the audience

-would seem to be definitely settling on
FT. la«Jatanm
PA

ABC Television

runners ran first
inits time-period and

|

helped give ABC over-all superiority

“Average Audience,Mon.thruSat,730-11PM;Se 60-11 PM.

a ccort weokending

Oot. 15, i961

.
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Field Day for Sports’

Screen Gems Mulls TV Production

TVStations’ Yen forPower’

Announcers in Pitt’s”

in Japan; Nippons DigTheirCatalog) Expanded TV Coverage]

A number ‘of local ‘ty stations are- airing ‘the National. Telefilm:
‘Associates’ version of “Power &-the Glory”. just: about the time
that. CBS-TV will air a new version of. the same work. Both .productions, one doné or iginally for “Play of the Week, and the sec- ..

‘Pittsburgh; Oct. 24.
‘Conflict of commercial interests
‘ond done. for networking. with Laurence Olivier in,the lead, were"
and Pitt's widening | coverage of |" produced by David Susskind.
‘four ‘major sports is bringing two }
Present NTA management is miffed. at. ‘Susskind. for doing the =
into the dis-|. Olivier work ‘before the first. production, with James Donald. in
sports
announcers
SG". xp. in charge of overseas
trict to take care of the addcd load
the priest role, had run its course: Evidently, Susskind got ‘permis- ee.
4, cratzons,
explored
such
pos-i- |
without offending. existing spon-| sion from the former NTA management to.do the new.version: “We
Most
recent.
activity
in the sors. KDKA-TV owns the rights
Trtes
in
meetings
with
fro-!
think,” said a spokesman for the new management -of the distribstepped-up tv-radio production ac- to the Pittsburgh - Hornets,
Grouers and tv execs.
bery, ‘‘our show will stand. up well. by. comparison.” .This was. an
the
tivity at Time-Life
Broadcasting |; new hackey team in the city, and
burns disclosed that production
allusion to the. fact that the. first version cost maybe.'$40, ,000-odd
is a revival of the “March of Time” had fashioned a. package for adcoud take either of two avenues:
while the Olivier. edition of the Graham Greene’ work. runs over
fcr local market
exclusivelv, or series with former U.S. United Na- vertisers that included Bab: Prince,
$600,000.
fer elobal 1elease including Japan. tions delegate Henry Cabot. Lodge:ithe voice of the Pittsburgh Pirates |
WMAL-TV in Washington. has skedded the:‘original “Power” for :
It 3s possible that a show would doing commentary.
and who’ enjoys sponsor identifi- | -- Saturday (28), the day before the CBS-TV airing. KHVH, in Hono-:.
Currently in production are 13! ‘cation with: Iron City Beer.
tevin in first category and move
~ Julu, and WBAL-TV, Baltimore, ‘are scheduling. the NTA’ piece on
half-hours after months of screen- |: -Duquesne Beer was the. sponsor
3nt¢ second phase,
_ the same day as CBS-FV's stanza, and WKOW, in Madison, Wise.,..
Rurns said, “Having set up pro- ing the old “March of Time” foot- jthat took the Hornet games and
showed the original tape last week. One ‘more showing is Bominents:
With two or three stanzas ''Prince’s appearances on the show:
‘that being on Nov. 12 by KPHO, -in. Phoenix.
duction patterns in countries other age.
than the United States. our think- now in hand, it’s believed T-FB will would be- untenable since the two
inc cr Japan at the moment is be offering the series in syndica- brew giants here are bitter rivals
tion as well as for airing: on the for the Pitt market.” The station
&icng similar lines.”
Burns
cited, _ division's own tv stations.
In
first
phase,
then offéred Joe Tucker, the vet
+
Tokyo, Oct. 24.
. Scieen Gems
is mulling
pro-~
Gucticn in Japan next ‘spring. Dur- ;
ywecon week's visit, Lloyd Burns,

March of Time’ Revived

With Lodge Narrating

Atlass’ Bidto Launch FriscoKKH
Stymied byNABETStrife

Japan's

tv identity would be pro-j
hockey ‘authority here, but ‘since
moted by use of local talent and’
he was already committed to. the
yr:oduction personnel. “We might
football Steelers and the basketsuupiy the original creative ideas
ball Rens, it would. be impossible
and we would undouhtedly assistto shake him Joose for. the Hornet
“San Francisco: Oct: 24:
in the direction of the scripts,”
games. During the latter part of |
‘Frank. Atlass, who had hoped te
he said. “And if we are able to
the football season and the early
jput his newly-acquired , KKHI. on
work into the second phase. we
part of the Ren schedule, Tucker
the air last week, is being stymied :
weuld supply whatever technical:
| would be flying chartered flights|
by “an informational picket. dine”
FCC's license renewal by ‘a 4 -2 Ito
|
assistance was required plus. if
make ‘broadcasts, but since. Duset up: by: ‘NABET Local. 31,.
a
vote last week.for New York inde- quesne owned both rights, juggling
necessary, American star talent.”
The
good
ship
S.S.
Hope,
which.
WINS
has touched
off of. schedules were made to permit
Eurns also surveyed
the Jap- pendent
AFTRA is cooperating with.
-provided medical aid and training NABET and has instructed’ ‘staffers,
énese
market
structure
for rumors of: the station's sale, previ- ‘him te appear for both. teams.
in: Southeast Asia, is the subject mostly AFTRA members ‘brought |
ously fouled up by extended delays| To. assist him, Duquesne hired
A'-erican
product and conferred
| of ‘a third documentary this sea- ‘from: other. cities, . ‘to:Stay. offme ‘
«yn SG’s future relationship with | in the relicensing.
' Jack Fleming, who-has been a
son.
Educational ty station. WOSU- air.
which |
;
J:pan
Intl
Enterprises.
Word is that Gotham Broadcast- :: big favorite in West ‘Virginia for
t.ndies its sales promotion and
ing prexy J. Elroy McCaw may } years... . Rounding out: the team. TV, Columbus, produced the third
‘The - picketing:
according: ‘to.
documentary
on the project, titled. NABET |international rep. Robert.’
€>--loitation here.
have a customer in Minnesota! for the ‘Rens is Red. Donley, the
“Doctors of Hope.” The hour: doc- A. Lenihan, is “an effort-.to. gain:
SG now has 11 half-hour sertes
Mining and Mfg.,.which last year’ new sports director on WIIC. This ;umentary
preems on the network reinstatement ‘for .16. technicians.
and three running cartoon shorts
bought the Mutual
Broadcasting’j sroup Will also take care of the
cn Japanese ty. During his visit. radio
network.
‘Only
recently:i:radio games on WWSW with help ,''of National Educational. Television ‘and _ announcers
who. were | dis-. .
| stations Monday ‘301... ©
-_
recompanied
by SG
Far
East WINS became a Mutual affiliate). iof one or more men still pein |
placed .by the recent ‘sale of the
Earlier
this
séason,
CBS-TY station.”
supervisor Joe Joel, Burns final-:
©--.
When Loews several months ago-‘ sought.
ized sale of two hourlong series.
now had ‘a sponsor;‘telecast a half-hour documentary
put WMGM on the block, MIM re-; KDKA-TV
Atlas’ Says . “we ""gonsider. At
: on the ‘subject, the film: made outSixty
evisades of “Naked
Citv”
portedly bid $4,800.000 for the. ‘and ‘another sports attraction and;
‘iegal picketing. -«. We never had
vot te TBS and 32 episodes of New York station. which eventu-. had to go to New York to come jside the web. NBC-TV | Jater this an agreement
' The: NABET
‘season plans. a web-produced hour
“Keoute G6" to NHK, both to start
ally made a deal with Crowell-Col- up with Guy LeBow, formerly. the
t+contract had. expired. and: “AFTRA|felmentary on. S.S. Hope, with instructed its people: ‘to: “observe
ecth next sear.
lier broadcast group for a reported, voice of the New York Rangers
“We think the market for sules
|-the ‘picket dine.” a
$10.800.000.. Crowell-Collier
pur-) 1 and ‘once. the sports. director of ; Ralph. Bellamy -narrating.
he:e
is extensive,”
Burns
s::id.
chase was frustrated by chain's °‘the now ‘defunct Dumont network.
. Lenihan says the station, then
“Tiere’s no doubt about it. And own licensing problems.
_ The only ‘one left out is Prince
| using the call letters KQBY,-was
hike most producers who helieve
Last week it was revealed that but shed no tears. He still has a
sold June 30 by. Sherwaod’R. Gortierrs is the best product. we are
with : contract as Iong as he wants with.
Storer
has’ made a
deal
‘tdon to ‘Atlass for .$720.000. pendcut for a larger share of the Loew's to buy WMGM for close to - the Pirates, has a weekly Sunday
jing. an FCC. okay. Station went off
miiket ”
'$11.000.000 after the chain's efforts- show. and still gets $250. and exthe air July 17 after’. Gordon got
restrictions
on
tv
Nirrerical
to buy WINS were bogged by ‘the penses for his speaking engage‘FCC okay’. to -close it down asa
eliminated — this Gotham station’s licensing hassle: ments which averages two or three’
fraperts
were
|result of “fnancial thardship” inYsseal-> year while
price ceiiings
a night during the sperts banquet|
»Applicatien
was
Monday
23),
[continuing operations. FCC okayed.
yer shew
were
lifted. aithouch
Washingten, Oct: 24,
season.
formally filed.
[sate Oct. 4
¥itments must remain within the
Federal Communications Com: ! ‘Lenihan. stated. NABET protested
With the license cleared,. WINS |:
sna:nvidual
station’s foreign
cur- is in a poxition to renegotiate, and :
‘mission wrote finis to the. Miami
sale to FCC herause..of “inflated...
rere¥ cilocation. Payment
for a it's pointed out that the station:
Channel
10 episode most
cele-! sale price :fieure” and: also because
ra‘tenal showing of a 30-minute
brated of the wire-pulling cases. of -emplovee
recently affiliated. with MIBS as a:
displacement: ‘Sale
erssede now averages ahout S750.
It ordered Publie Service Tele- was. anproved. bv ~3-2 vote. with©.
possible prelude ta a sale. License
double
that
figure
about. delays for several stations. howwath
vision.
National
Airlines subsid, ‘Commissioners Minow and Bartley
&e-sce for 60-minute shows.
ito switch WPST (TV) off the air. dissenting. |
ever, have been responsible for a

‘Minnesota Mining|
Eyeing WINS Buy?)

Columbus Educ’lTVer
Also Sets S.S. Hope. Show

N ational Airlines
Loses Miami TVer:

Asked

if

he

were = «:tisfied,

RBiins said, “No, we never are.
Yet we can understand the Hmitateens in view of the total pool cf
o)
oy
seefe
‘vcHabie.”
“It's easier to sell
He added.
new with quantity ceilings
Fee

c

cit

ind

better

prices

permitted.

The combination of both fa-tors
recns we ere selling more shows
trd taking a larger sum tote: of
mheney
from Japan
than hefore.
Eust the market is a very comreti-

flurry of radio web affiliations. .
Dissenting

in the

WINS

license

Maiiorr SalesOn
OF's Biography’

by 3 am. (EST),

|Witson

Ine.

can

Nov.

then

20. L. B.

Minow, in the only written opin- | Series of half-hour film reviews. Service ‘against the Commission's:
ion, said, “There remain substan-!of .famous persons is. being sold |decision last’ year stripping -it of

tial questions whether the licensee! strictly. on a 52-week

basis, and|

the

channel

“This station has been sold three

take aver ;i times. in the ‘past -five years.” said _
‘ Lenihan, “changing format from a.‘

Official ‘Films has great expecta- Channel 10.
renewal. held up because of the
The FCC action. cime in’ the.
stations pavola involvements. were |tiens for ‘its midseason syndication
chairman Newton Minow and Com- |,entry, “Biography,:’ Froduced. by ; ‘wake of the U. S. Supreme C ourt’s”
‘rejection of an appeal by Public
‘David L. W olper.
missioner Robert Bartlev.

because

of

classical ‘music station to a rock
’n’. roll station, then. to::a. tback-ground. music’. type: . of station,
without
resard to the needs or
desires of the...
‘listening. corn-

off-the-:murity and. without: retosnition of

and . Official prexy Seymour Reed an-j;record shenanigans by ex-Com-/the actual value: of the station.”
has
been
wholly ' candid
whether, for purposes of its own, |ticipates a.second vear's production ;missioner Richar d Mack and his| Lenihan said the picketing is
if willfully or recklessly tolerated |and ‘predicts sales in 200. markets, j‘attorney friend. Thurman White-. “an ‘attempt: to inform the com[munity ‘of the displacement of the
.the taking
of. ayol a.by several of } -Sales: are already closed in: New; side.
tre one,’
L. B. Wilson, which
emerged ; former ‘employees . ; . to ask (comChemical.
&
payor
iYork and Los Angeles.
tts key employes.’
impressed |
burns
said he was
from FCC'S
court-ordered | munity) ‘assistance ‘in “persuading
Vv oting followed an order by the-‘Bank New York Trust, via Benton clean
T: expansion of tv in Japan.
-Feview of its original grant to Pub-: ‘the new‘ owner to rehire these men
comunission that WINS explain its & Bowles. has. bought ‘the show in
| actions ‘in’ the payala situation, : New York with a 7 p.m. Friday lie Service. has been authorized ta}: .-, and to. call attention to what
operate -the channel and is repert- the union alleges:to be plans for
; Order stated there was. evidence ' time slated on WNBC-TV. Another
Los’ Angeles, ed ready to Z0 as soon as WPST a ‘sub-standard’. operation. me
‘that several staffers: had received j«NBC o&0, KRCA,
will carry the show: for a sponsor - off the air.
Atlass savs: he’s “very unhappy”
: Payments from record companies
| there.
| with: the delay and calls it “a.big
‘Continued on’ page 44)
Several regional sponsor. sales
“(pressure move by NABET.: What.
are in the works with Pacific Gas &
‘we really need to get is an. (NLRB).

YSB-TV Crew to Eurone
For ‘Human Survey’ Of
U.S. Servicemen Ahroad|

‘BANK HIKES COIN ON
WNBC-TV’S ELECTION

Electric, via: BBDO,

already signed

. Atlanta, Oct. 24.
for seven |“northern : ‘and central
WSB-TV, o&o0 by Atlanta News-,
California markets, including San.
Fepers. Inc., publishers of Journil |
Franciseo.
Air dates will begin
its |
w:d= Constitution,
is sending
| shortly after Jan. 1..
.
€iy news editor Hal Suit and chief; Two days after Chemical Bank
Wolper is producing 39 stanzas
cameraman
Joe Fain to Europe: N.X. Trust Co. decided to buy half this year ‘with 13 repeats filling
S
20 days to work
up
eo - sponsarship in the two-hour Nov. out. the 52-week schedules),
Epiminute documentary, as part of 7 election coverage by WNBC-TV, {sode- on the late New York Mayor
fikhet station’s “Salute to America” N.Y.. the banking firm decided to |‘ Fiorello -H. La. Guardia is in the
series. They will leave Wednesday buy the whole ty package to the; can. and production. is underway
25°.
tune of $67,000. The coin expendi- on films covering Babe Ruth, Ad-

Film,

titled

‘Return.’

will

be

ture is believed to mark the largest!{ miral . Richard : -Byrd,

Thomas

A.

TRUMAN SYNDICATED
j.

election.” “He is currently ‘talking -

SEGS START ROLLING} toHehis

Kansas City, Oct. 24. |
Filming of the television docu-.
| ‘mentary. series on ex-President.

Harry

S. Truman: began

here: last

week with sound and film crews
swarming the Truman residence in
nearby Independence.
Show is.the
39-half hours being. gotten ‘up forsyndication. by, David Susskind.

Associate. producer

Peretz Wil-

lawyers about his next-step.
notes, however,- that -the
(Continued on ‘age 35).

Chi AFTRA Challenges
WNBQ’s Yoder toDebate
dn Pubservice Hassling
|:

Chicago, Oct. 24.°
Lindburgh
and liam Johnnes.on hand here for the.|
& “human survey” of the American single-time sponsorship ever under- |Edison, ‘ Charles
: Franklin D. Roosevelt.
se>.icemen overseas during Werld taken bya local video bankroller. ;
eamera work said Truman. and his | The local chapter of» American,
War IL It is scheduled for telecast
WNBC Radio is also SRO on the
neighbors wil] do much: of the Federation of .Television: & Radio:
teime the first of the year or in election night coverage. Chicken
anxious - to
acting and dialog. This will bring Artists, | apparently
eiriv 1962 in prime time.
|out the homespun. qualities. of the |}make - a publie issue ‘here of its.
of the Sea tuna and York ciggiés
This marks the first time a team bought the radio side of the N.Y.
ex-president which is: one of the’ quarrel with the NBC-owned’ stachallenged
WNBQcI tv newsmen has been sent to mayoralty election returns.
prime elements being sought in the. tions, . has
WMAQ vossman. Lloyd: Yoder to
Euiepe by an Atlanta station. It,
‘production, he said.
Television
Enterprises
Corp.’s
‘its
exec.
secretary,
Ray
|
dehate:
involves
one
of
the}
re portedty
JACOBSON UPPED.
{TEC)
initial venture, . “Mahalia|
f
biggest investments ever made in |
Jones,. on-the issue of whether or
Former producer-salesman with Jackson. Sings,” has been sold in|.
not. the stations: are operating in
Atlanta for an hour of tv time.
four additional’ major markets.
Kansas City, Oct. 24.
‘the. public’ interest. Naturally,. the
“Ve will show that the price of NBC Telesales Paul L. Jaeobson
One of the stations, .‘WBKB, | Three new appointments have ‘NBC veepee declinedt
,
‘ti:ty comes high and this was has been named veepee and genthe been made at KCMO Broadcasting.
Yoder replied, by return wire,
cre of the payments,” Suit said.’ eral sales manager of Video Tape Chicago, plans to telecast
Unlimited.
Mahalia: Jackson
religioso
song all in -the news-pubaffairs area.
that ‘since the AFTRA Jocal had
Suit and Fain will travel from
At the end of October, Jim Mon-. registered: its complaint. with the
Wot Berlin to Tunisia to Seotland| VTU prexy Hank Alexander says episodes 21 times weekly, throughand
pcints
between
to talk to: i the appointment coincides with. ex- out its daytime and evening sched- roe will become director of pub- Federal Communications CommisFeople m the various areas sho panding production activity which ule. WXYZ, Detroit, another ABC lic affairs for the radio-tv setup. sion, NBC intended: to. answer. it...
saw location
and 0&0, lined up for the series, as Harold Mack becomes news direc- there and only there‘. He said: pri-.
remember the GIs, reviewing the in September
at KTVI,
St. Louis. and tor and Bruce Rice becomes sports. vately, “They seem to wantfe
war in human rather than military studio completion of 40. tv coem- well
Jease tried out of court.”
‘| director.
WTCN, ‘Minneapolis.
|]
mercials.
and
two
half-hour
pilots.
tex sas:
ws
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ONS PROSPER

NBC: WeWon'tEditForO'seas’ ‘uteASWITCH
\
INBC-CBS News Pubaffairs Shows
| TNINDIE STATUS In Global TV Orbit to the Tune Of

NBC, in its sales. of. news; -pubaffairs shows abroad, ‘doesn't try.
to wean. ‘out “shaws which- might: ‘be considered unfavorable. to the™
US . NBC's policy ‘in. this ‘respect follows the policy illustrated |

.: by. CBS. when ‘it refused to yank “Harvest of Shame” fram. the:
7 “British. screens last. year,
-Spokesman for NBC, in explaining, said that segregation, among
other problems, is.no secret to. the “world. Norway, in fact, picked
“up NBC's ““White Paper” on the U-2 affair one’ year later, broad‘easting ‘it on the LE-2 anniversary. Norway, .it will be recalled. Wags
_ one of the. touchdown. points for’ the. U-2: ‘pilot. Countries carrying
* NBC ‘news ‘and-‘pubaffairs ‘shows, the: spokesman explained, are.
basically friendly tothe U.S. and. the press and public. reaction to
such Shows: abroad, he went on. are favorable.
oe

Hollywood, Oct. 24.Things are looking up-and down |
in ‘this lush market. Up for the
seven’ stations” and down for. the !
syndicators, The bloom of pros-

$1,000,000 In Annual Billings
ane

By

MURRAY

HOROWITZ

“WCBS.TV’s Clean Sweep

Forei;n telecastins of American
{news
and
pubaffairs
shows
is
|-perity: is on all seven stations after
grossing
over $1,000.000 annual:y
It:
wasn’t
only
a
news
and’
dast years’ loss of $1,200,000. by |
ABC, the tv
ithe four indies. Most remarkable weather show click on the Oct. 8- ‘for CBS and NBC.
comeback by a station affer a 14 Arbitrons for WCBS-TV, N.Y. web which for years lagged behind
F dismal red ink bath of nearly CBS o&o flagship made a clean. ‘domestically in the new s-pubaffairs
1 3t. 000,000 is the boom year. of sweep ef the Top 10, the programs field, ss just getting its feet wet ia
both network
and the specialized race abroad.
| KTLA (Paramount) with the big- -encompassing
Record circulation of CBS and
gest fourth quarter ‘in 14 years! local entries:
-operaiton : Top 10 lineup for the week, with.. NBC news-pubaffairs shows abroad
the’ transmitter’s
“Onder the management
of Sey- ‘the ratings ranging from 32.6 to comes in the midst of a White
House plea to the three webs that
,mour Louis “Stretch” Adler, who 24.8, was as follows: “Late New
+
Camera, . ithe networks aid in the efforts of
| took: command ‘eight. months ‘ago. & Weather, ” “Candid
Washington, Oct: 24.
the Government to tell the under|
Station’
will
show
a
profit
neariy
Ed
Sullivan,
“Late
News
&
Weath‘Pedetat. Communications Com- |:
er,” “Perry Mason,” “Gunsmoke,” .developed countries of Africa and
the amount of l>“t year’s loss.
“mission has:.been given. a hard'|'
The
Indicative of ‘
trend to better “Dennis the - Menace, ” Red Skel- | Asia the story of America.
‘shove .by..the Senate's top. trustcomplete sellout
‘Washington.. Oct. 24. } times’ is KTL’
buster to-hold hearing‘ on the li{ White House luncheon attended by
a day from Oct. Griffith.
: cense- renewals’ Of. Westinghouse |
President
Kennedy,
Edward
R.
mission. has okayed. the sale ‘of. 1 to Dec. 15.. Despite the rosy hue j
-and General Electric ‘Stations.
Murrow, director ‘ot the United
- Lady Bird. Johnson's- radio and; ‘ of. business, it is aoubtful if any
Sen. “Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), :
States
Information
Agency,
and
television outlets {n Mission, Tex. |other: indie..can match this record: Gr nd Rul
Sat
Antitrust -‘Subcommittee Chairman,
the heads of the three webs
“The webs three o&0's. which ‘get
de¢lared: “In: my opinion, the FCC ; John A. Kennedy, « ‘Sioux .-Falls, ° the bulk of national spot business, |
What the final consequences of
will -be failing its. public: trust if |S. D., publisher, and’. Bruce Lee’: are close to saturation.
the plea might be to secure film
dt renews the GE. and Westing- |paid $1,400,000. for the Second:
for
screening in remote areas of
The
glut
of
old
pictures
and
and
house - licenses - without a ‘public |Lady's properties. .: -KRGV
Africa and Asia, {sn’t toa clear.
RGV-TV. Kennedy Is no relation series in first. run after network
“hearing.”
However,
the circulation of CBS
_has
narrowed
the
potential
for
synIto the -U.S: _ President.
- Kefanver,
whose: ‘unit.held highly
and NBC news pubaffairs shows in
;diceators and put them at the mercy
‘publicized -hearitigs last spring on?
countries now having ty has never
tof a. buyer's market. Normal price |
_ the :antitrust.-tangles ‘ofthe two;
been better.
Soviet Russia aid
‘in this market for a.syndie runs
other communist countries remain
_: electrical | appliance firms,
said!
‘|from $1.500 to $15.000 yet one
The most colorful element in outside the American web tradinz
-~ FCC Chat man Newton: Minow has ©
‘indie .is known.to have paid $23,500
promised. to:bring his. request
1 for:15 plays tseven nights a weeki -New York City’s current mayoral- areas, with the exception of sume
_the attention ‘of the:‘fullComms)
is the mud
being CBS News sales to Soviet Satellites.
‘|for the.cream of Warners oldies. .fy campaign
“sion.
‘from Seven Arts.. Best customer. -slung, but however lacklustre the
CBS for the fiscal year ended
\five
aspirants,
they’re
getting
pien- Aug. 31, 1961, chalked up new
for the tv reruns is: the L.A. Times’
The: Senator added. ‘that. he's}
‘KTTV. Web outlets pay the high- ty of free video. exposure. via sales of news-pubaffairs programi‘been -advised.the FCC. will make a|
est prices for what little station “equal time.”
decision on the license renewal;
ming in 31 countries.
It Is estitime is -available: Adding to the
Incumbent Robert Wagner wants mated that gross sales for the fiscal
issue™: “before : the. ‘middle of. No-]
s of. syndicators is the network Inone of the open-on-air discussion lyear
vember.”
in
this
specialized
area
CBS
-Particular . atterition - should “1 King-’ Feature. Syndicates’ sales }woes of of selling national spotS-of his eight years, and who’s to ;amounted to over $600.000.
Films, which acts as the commergiven, Kefauver ‘said. to the way of the new made-for-ty “Popeye” in the body of a program not com- ;blame him?
Republican Louis Lefkowitz is cial distributor for CBS, Ine., is
the Westinghouse and GE outletsicartoons has just passed the $4.-i pletely sold out.
“clamoring for electronic debate, foing well in the fourth quarter,
handled news coverage of his: sub- [ee000° mark. Latest sale was ‘to ; Biggest cost item at KTLA: and |
most
of
the
other
stations
is
news,
00.
the
|
KTAL-TV,
“Shreveport,
La.,
“although
it’s doubtful his tv per‘commitice Hearings: and other de-:
will land -him
emcee
NEC reports sales in the news~
yelopments bearing on the crimi-112th station. to sign for the 22 9 |accounting for an expenditure of sonality
*
$400.000
a
year
at
the
Paramount
;
newly.
produced
subjects.
|
chores
after
he
loses,
which
is
a
pubaffairs
field in 39 countries,
nal antitrust convic tions meted out.
King has so far delivered 150-of site. It's also the top money maker. | virtual certainty.
with shows registered in every
‘Officials of the firm.
country
of
Europe
and
Latin
_ Ina’ statement Inserted. in. the? ‘the new “Popeyes. * Production of: ; Top. draw among :‘sports: is rasThe four real losers met last
with
the exception
of
latest appendix to the ‘Congression- :-the remaining 70 is due to be com- sling. Adler’ stages his own -bouts:! ‘week to discuss the two-hour out- America
in the studio:and throws open. the-‘ing they will have on WPIX-TV
ipleted’ early next --spring. AnimaPeru and Cuba. It's estimated that
“al Record,-the Senator averred::
“The: public has a right to know:: tion -is- being” done in both Holl/- doors to 300 ringsiders. ‘More than:‘as a result of their equal time de- yearly revenues of NBC are in the
1 that many
are turned away.
A- i:mands following the hour debate neighborhood of $400,000 yearly at
whether. the. same corporate atti-- wood: and New York.
championship - match ! the Daily News independent car- this point.
NBC,
unlike
CBS,
‘tude which led. Westinghouse and | Over 990 of -the stations tuat|downtown
. GE-to flout fhe antitrust laws. car-.: have: bought the new cartoons al-|.(for pay) drew 13,000. Also stand-. |ried featuring major party candi- hasn't got a world-wide newsreel
organization.
Fiztt
"res over® into ‘their operation... of * ready were playing..the original|-ing in line are sponsors.
dates. Lefkowitz and Wagner. In distribution
Another sport
attraction .‘that. their favor is the fact that they ‘countries, representing 15 tv statheatrical “Popeyes.” Some of the!
Yadio and tv. stations..
“I can imagine the public outery :
: stations are. mixing the. old with | doesn’t lack for bankrolling is the wrapped. up preliminaries
with tions, purchased the CBS Newsfi!lin
that would ensue if a radio -Or tr! the new. subjects on their. local “roller derby. Baseball and football WPIX
execs in a little over an; ‘service during the web's last fiscal
license were, renewed ‘without. a “Popeye” ‘shows. Some are. ‘rune | are money-makers but tennis ‘and hour while the Wagner-Lefkowitz + year,
‘hearing :for. an individual’ who had’ ning: solely” With. the King: “Pop-| basketball don't catch mutich: spon- !‘negotiations consumed eight hours.
ABC, via Screen Gems, received
‘sor coin. Bowling has also caught +
been fined several thousand dol- | eyes.’
The four, who will be pitted wide foreign circulation on the
lars and. sentenced to jail for 30° Other stations making’ ‘deals with | ‘on. in profit-making.
Churchill
series. Other than that
against “Gunsmoke”
and NBC’s
days, as.some of the GE and. West- King -include:. wsoc, Charlotte: ; The sudden urge, no doubt in- feature film (not to mention Law- it’s been slim pickings. Currently,
aXe
iN.
Cu: -WRDW,
Augusta. - 'Ga.; 'spired by the FCC, to. program
-inghouse executives were,
the
web’s
syndication has the forrence Welk) Saturday night (28)
“And what of the objectivity in' W DSM: ‘Duluth: ! KRCG.,. Jefferson [more public service and news proare Vito Battista. United Taxpay- eign rights to two web pubaffa:rs
molding public opinion ofa large City. Mo.:- KTTS, Springfield, Mo.; grams. has .cut in on syndicate ers candidate; Richard Gerza, So- shows, “‘Close Up,” and Adlai Ste‘sales. Making the best showing .on
corporation. which depends’ heavily and WSPD, Toledo. .
venson. The foreign push on these
| this. front. is KTLA, which. ranks cialist Workers Party; Lawrence two is said to be starting.
upon the Government for busi- ;
Gerosa, Citizens Party; and Eric
| high in local awards. Syndicators
hess?. ..
During its fiscal year, CBS Films
Hass,
Socialist:
Labor
Party.
Modknow that the older a picture gets
“Ty the. public hearing. that Inewsman international sales director Ra!ph
the lower the price it commands So |. erator will be WPIX
urge the FC’C to’ hold...
the FCC]
M. Baruch reported that “TwsnJohn
‘Tillman.
They'll
be
asked
a
:in many instances .station buyers
certainly shauld- FO: into’ ‘the questieth ‘Century’ was sold in 23
{nan ne ‘the pr ice. Said one of the round of .questions drawn from
tion. of Ww hether’ these stations gave “The
Thin Man.” MGM-TV's { salesmen, “we tan't make soup out these asked by newspaper report-;countries; “CBS Reports,” in 14
ers on the Wagner-Lefkowitz -out(Continued on page 44)
comedy Series starring Peter ‘Law-: of film and. we gotta eat.”
ing and others submitted by the
ford and Phyllis Kirk, has. ‘been | Indies ‘to’ the man will stoutly.|
League, of Women Voters.
‘deny
that
deals
are
made
in
the
bought for four additional overAt the session in WPIX's screen4 dark ‘and that the rate card ‘ts.
ing room last week, Batista enseas markets, ‘making a total ‘of
|something with figures printed on
i nine ‘foreign countries licensing. it but in the dark. days of last tered the only rumble when he
objected to the questions from the
‘the show.
Among the new con-! year's. slump one accused the other League Voters. He said he’s apj tracts is one with. Baghdad TV ‘in:‘ of ‘too generous discounts. But- not peared before the group and~was
iraq for which..MGM °will Provide | him.
Jabashed’ by such “stupid” .posers
It’s not difficult to make entries
. ABC international. - Television Arabic subtitles.
as why he wore a black hat. He
Ashley-Steiner, under a new deal
‘Other new. deals’ are- with Zuri-- on the wrong side of the ledger |.
‘has moved deeper into the south{Continued on page 35)
with Independent Television Cor p.,
n. local tv..Said one station maneast Asia and Pacific area. under a guel Asociados for Venezuéla, Pro-|
will recresent all phases of networ ic
‘ager,
“it
costs
us
$5,500,000
a
year
buy-in with the Republic Broad- -ducciones de Television. for .Atgenand national sales of properties
just to open the station.” Radio is
. casting System in. the. Philippines. tina; and‘ Republican Broadcasting
now owned or developed by ITC
the envied medium. Profits run to
ABC will supply programming, en- ‘System for. the. Philippines. Latter.
S parent company. Associated
gineering. and sales. assistance to will ‘utilize the original soundtrack, better than. 80°% of ineoming’ rey| aietsee Ltd. (ATV:.
Republic’s Manila station, DZBB- while the other two will be dubbed |.‘enue.
The deal offers additional evi: TV, which is slated to. begin full-: in Spanish; “The Thin Man” had
dence of how tv producing-disChicago, Oct. 24.
; scale operation -shortly. Republic previously been. licensed in Great
Actor Hans Conried has signed tribution firms are embracing tre
also has. licenses for other tv and. Britain, Australia; Peru,... ColomJcontracts with Encyclopaedia Bri- “gotta-get-ourselves-an-agent” furYradio outlets. in tne Philippines.
bia. and ‘Uruguay,
tannica and Television Features; mula in the bid to expedite sile
_
It’s claimed ‘to be the first time.
ITC deal was negoInc., a Chicago packaging firm, +o ; of tv product.
that aU. S. broadcasting company:
“Frontiers. of: Knowledge,” pro- do 10 additional installments of tiated within a few weeks after
shag" joined in a Philippines tele-| AUSSIE’S” N. ye ‘SHUTDOWN
‘duced’ by WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, “Great Voices From Great Books,” Wm. Morris signed on Ziv. Same
Australian Broadcasting Com- ; in cooperation
casting -venture in an equity posiwith the U. of a half-hour educational series ‘that Morris agency also handles Four
tion. The Manila station wil! tele- mission is: ‘closing. its film pro- ‘Pennsylvania and other colleges EB will distribute on a public serv- Star.
east a flock.of shows, such as “The urement office in N.Y. and David and: research laboratories, will be iee basis next spring.
Four epiAmong the new shows in the
‘Untouchables,’ ” “Maverick,” “Rifle- ‘Stone, who. ‘headed ‘up the. office,. distributed ‘by Trans-Lux Televi- sodes have been taped to date. ITC catalog are “Jo Stafford Show
man,” etc:, which.are or have been is’ returning to’ Australia today sion. -.
‘| The remainder will go into produc- Specials,” “Sir Francis Drake.”
‘aired over the ABC web. here. ABC | (Wed.).~
First five films, of a series of 12, tien in January..
historical vidfilm series; “Ghost
Stone. said the decision to close which have already been complet-: . TFI is a company owned by Chi Squad,” one hour mystery-advenInternational also. has ‘deals with
, Japanese and :Australia television. the affice was triggered by the ed are “Eve of the Atom,” ‘RX: television’ performers Jim and Bud ture; “Man of the World,” ene- interests, in- addition to. associa-. move of. major. American film. Sup Outer Space,’ “Promise of* the Stewart; who do a pair of daily| hour series; plus 31 dramas, docu-

KefaliverWants FCC toExamine

& Westinghouse StationRenewals
_ | OkayLadyBirdSale

‘uUroun

New.Popeyes’
“Hit$4,500,000;
Onll2 Stations;

es

For‘Equal Time’
- Mayoralty Puffs!

‘MORETHIN. mw
~ SALES OVERSEAS.

ABCIn Sets

Ashley-Steiner
Carries ITC Torch

- Philippines Deal:

CONRIED REPACTED
FOR ‘GREAT BOOKS’

| Trans:Laxto Distribute -

~ Frontiers ofKnowledge’

. tions with stations in.nine. coutitries pliers in- ‘opening ©Up ‘offices. in Sea,” “Tuning in on the Universe,” kidshows. on WBKB.
They conin South: ‘and: ‘Cexitral’ America. ° ‘J Sydney.
" ceived the series for Britannica.
and “Dead Men Tell Tales.”
“

mentaries and other film and vid-

tape material.
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Bob Rich, Seven Arts Vice President and General Sales
Manager, after person-to-person talks with seven
representative station executives, states:

‘‘No motion pictures ever released to television have gener-.
ated as high a commercial return for stations.as Warner’s

IN DENVER

‘Films of the 50's.’

“In such important markets as Denver, Chicago, Amarillo,

Dallas, New York, Asheville, N. C. and Minneapolis ‘Films
of the 50's’ have clearly demonstrated their overwhelm-

ing acceptance by local and national. advertisers. Here’s
what they reported at mid-September.”

KLZ -TWdebuts “THE 10:30 MOVIE,”

anew Monday

through Saturday feature film-showcase primarily

scheduled with Warner Bros. “Films of the 50's.”
Says Jack Tipton, Manager and Director of Sales,
@ Three weeks prior to the premiere, this new.

show was 80% sold-outto such blue.chip national
advertisers as Coca-Cola, Avon Products, Wrigley
Chewing Gum and Vick Chemical in addition to

such local advertisers as Meadow Gold Dairy, Ford

Dealers, Dupler’s Furriers, Nides Electric Appliances and the Paradise Pet Shop. By premiere date

September 8th ‘The 10:30 Movie’ was 100% sold
out.@®

of stations’ commercial success

‘with Seven Arts’ “Films of the 50’s”

yw

‘Wednesday, October 2551961.

IN NEW

YORK

Peter Affe, Station Manager, WNBC- TV.‘Says,
ee That the Seven Arts product is. accepted by time buyers as.
top quality TV: entertainment is attested by the fact. that we.
premiered our new Saturday night Movie Four on September

». 23rd with all available minutes and 10 second ID's sold out. @@

IN CHICAGO
Jim O'Rourke, Western Division Sales Manager, WGN-TV, reports:
WGN-TV was 100% sold out a week-before its'new feature
-strip unveited:‘Films of the 50's’ on September 11th, Mondays
through Fridays at 10:15 P.M.@®-

IN DALLAS

says KTVT’s Program. Manager, Arno Mueller,
@Selling is made somewhat easier when you have the best
- feature films to schedule. To wit: our Friday night show, ‘Films of

the 50's,’ was sold out before its September 8th premiere. a6

ASHEVILLE, GREENVILLE, SPARTANBURG
: Theodore Eiland, WLOS-TV’s Vice President
and General Manager, says:

@@To develop not only audiences, but dollars you've got, to .
deliver top product. When you tell TV buyers you've signed up

for Seven Arts, they instantly connect the name with the most
outstanding movies on TV today. Result, we entered Fall with,
a sold out situation. 98

IN AMARILLO weehear from Charlie Keys, General Manager, KVII-TV,
PKVII-TV debuted its weekly. presentation of ‘Films of the
50’$’ on Sunday, September. 17th at 10:00 P.M. Two weeks bes.
fore starting ttime this ABC network affiliate was 75% sold out to

Warner's films of the 50's...
Money makers of the GO’'s

two local sponsors, Amarillo National Bank ‘and Fedway Depart: ,

ment Stores, By starting date KVII was 100% sold out. @@®,

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED

CORP.

A SUBSIDIARY QF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
IN: MINNEAPOLIS- ‘ST. PAUL

saysDon Swartz, President and General. Manager, KMSP-TV,
Advertisers are quick to sense the strong audience appeal

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N.-La Crosse, Skokie, Ill. ORchard 4-5105

DALLAS: } 5641 Charlestown Drive

ADams 9-2855
L.A.: 232 So: Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564—STate 8-8276

ot these Seven Arts feature films. Three weeks. after:buying Vol-

ume Il,we wereover 80% sold out on ‘Picture of the Week,’ which

For list.of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “Films of

weinitiated Septémber 8th on1 Friday evenings at 10:30 P.M.by)

the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)
=

f Se

FELEVISION

REVIEWS

AMERICA
FRATHER FOP
* SATURDAY NIGHT REPORT
CORONATION PAGEANT
wit h Jane Pewell, Hugh O'Brian, With.Sander Vanocur athleen Nesbitt, Haus Conreid, Producer-Director: -Robert ° Priaulx With Dwayne Hickman,.Bobby Ryi .dell, Toni Beck ‘Dancers; William
ethers
15 Mins., Saf., 6:45 p.m,
Preducer:

Dirertor:

Tany

Dean

Charmali

Whitmore |

Weiter: Jehn Marsh
Serres:
Mary
Redgers,
Charnin

I.

BRISTOL-MYERS.

NBC-TV

Pickett,

emcee

Hive, film), from: Wash- _Producet-Director:

ington

7

—

. Charles
Meeker. Jr., Richard Gray

‘Young & Rubie ti

Martin
Most

unusual: aspect

!
Writer: Meeker
Ee ‘Satur-;* 100: Mins., Fri.,. 10:45: P.m. .

[Tele Follow-lip Comment |
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VARIETY.
{MISS: TEENAGE

R.

4
¢

DuPont Show of the Week.
Considering

the

limitations

jthe other segments. ‘After:‘all, the
of | Asian

problem,

fallout

‘and

the

‘ the subject,.producer-director Bob: Civil War --aren’t exactly “scoops.
€¢ tims: Thurs. 19), 8:30 p.m.
day Night Report,” which began on FRITO-LAY
‘Bendick turned in an. interesting |. For the “Succeed”. ségment, the’
ALARS CANDY
NBC-TV last Sat. 121) 1t its spon-; WFAA-TY, Dallas.
-and absorbing hour documentation |NBC-TV ‘cameras: followed N. Ys
“ TracyLotke)
AEC- rv. frem Hollswood tape)
sorship.
The hard-sell of Bristol- bon
'on the life & times.of the Amer- || Herald Tribune
drama _ critic to
m6 os & Prowl
Myers is now permeating the air-: ‘Finals: of tne annual ‘“Miss Teen- !; ican automobile. “Merrily. We Roll :
age .\merica” seauty pageant pro-. iAlong.”’ as last Sunday's (22) Du- his offices where he whipped out’
ARE aay caine uf ¥ th an elabo-. waves as the auspices for six NBC‘the
.
notice,
:and
the.
stars, Robert:
rest
meptea |Speci
ep! ete TV news programs .a weck, this \ided a fine showcasing, and top
' Pont Show of the Week contribu-. Morse’ and’. Rudy Vallee, -for, a
Wo
ees,
eRTEC TEMS anGdo lov- new Sander Vanocur weekend re- _entertainment.. for
nearly “tyvo: jtion on NBC-TY, was a lively, in-!
‘reading of the’ finished review: ‘at
Pan
© cpek age cts conteehet on '0" port being one. of. them. Its a hours’.-at Dallas Memorial Audij formative documentation of Liz-: ‘Sardi's. It was: an inter resting in-~
1. eeleceen scaser
A romant!
piece of offbeat castins .particu- | torium, with 105 contestants fromj-zie's contribution to the mores and ‘side: view to the legit season's big=fests
fontiv pesed Ch @ ster. iy larly since. large careutation adver-. ‘96 cities 39 states: filling the big
|.manners of a nation, with. Bendick best: mash ‘so far anid. if served as.
NA.
ontet Hieetnerre
and set to tisers have never made'.a steadv’ stage. Lovely temmes, in the 13 to
maximum
entertainment |‘a socko trailer for the musical—as
8
scicist
Mery
Rodcers U:ing of sponsoring news. But NeW», ‘17-year bracket. were judged on igetting
;
Boulore caecer.
Martin
Cerarnin, “waat with the world being .as it is, Poise, personality, ‘talent. charm, | mileag te from his’ compilation ‘of if it needed it.
Ivintage film clips and resurrecting* It's also. coincidental that NBCwo
forloowas.
ourteruimate’s, has hecome important. on fe
intelligente
and knowledge
of
j from musty archives. .
-TV. should ‘give. ‘this’ coverage. to...
ree
ee
ta ret
the
wotehes
Vanocur, who also: dogs jtive, five=- world affairs. No hathing Suit comparticular’ ‘musical in ‘view of...
- AS
a combination
once-over- this.
|
bower
ue Hts Taunebone pac
it minute
reports
on a. Monday- |‘petition for entrants.
lightly
Mack. Sennett- on-wheels: the |fact ‘that’ its’ sister ‘company, ~
veoogre
seound vec we spanned
through-Friday basis for the: same- . Diane Lynn ‘Cox, 17, of RichRCA.
Victor, has the original. cast
Jand
some
sober
reflections
of’
the
jn
te torre thexets of puns and <ponsor.: reads his awn newscasts mond, Va.. was crownéd the new
ve
“Gres.
luirly well, although on th-s initial. “Miss Teeriage America™ bv singer “socio-historic impact of the: ‘Moder¥ album rights.
{T
ibefore
&
after,
it
had
a:
win[|
toe
tanec ves flaacd tv a fun- quarter-hour telecast. he made a. . Bobby Rydell. Brunette looker was
.
‘Eyewitness
Gore.
.o@ hagrant Comibion ef couple of flutfs .and pitched a among the 10 finalists. She re-: ning way about it, dating back to, 1
£
- ot Detin its serig: ms ane sts fey punchlines intended as small. ceived a $6.000 ‘scholarship © to the. the’ turn of the century, through 1. Weekly: outing of “Evewitrices®
zx
oe)
TRG sercral msie
un- wonies that didn't quite come: atf college .of her choice. Judes also the era of the electric Tunabout,. ably manages to stay on top of the
Pes
cere
net criy cared. bat The reporter, who has some of the chose an. alternate” “and two run- “the Stanley Steamer.’ Barney Old- news. Last. Friday's: ‘204 excursion:
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whole thing isso sewed 8B Might

lar

_ 10:30-11:30
Late Show

mee
Late Show

Humphrey Bosart, Lauren Bacall
1946, Warner Bros., UAA, Repeat

than 1,000,000 viewers, but expects. | -considerably: less. on the quartet. |
eyen though Batista has promised: o

fireworks.

8 -

10:00-10:30
. Gaslight Movie

-Barry Sullivan, Bette Davis: ,

“|:

WPIX pulled an 8.1 rating on}.
the Wagner-Lefkowitz . hour, more |:

On multiplexing, Lee pointed
out:“AIL these advances will go for

It Could
And

. 1951, RKO, Show Corp., Repeat

invite all -six. candidates ‘to spell-}:
out. their’ campaign’ promises ‘so |}. |

stations were

KONA

_

--June 2: “PAYMENT. ON ‘DEMAND"

ment. WPIX is planning’.a show |:
‘just before election day. tentative-

1.975 FAI

permits, with 96 applications pend[ing with re as eompared with
656
FM in broadcasting
stations op1936.
erating

TY Reviews

‘recting,
the show;
‘Walter’
En- Program:.
WEDNESDAYS
16:00pl 30
gels, manager.
of news
and: D.:
special
BIG. MOVIE:
events: and. Andy: McCaffrey. _pubrelations director.
-

in for

ee Movie
Gaslight

1st Run

“KHVH “Average Rating: 19
_ Average Share: 68

7

applications

on the air, 216 held construction

‘Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall
.. 1945, Warner Bros., UAA, Repeat
BEE”
“QUEEN
July, i1

Otherwise, there was.harmony —

;

178 others under con-

and

vear later,

STATION &
AVG. RATING
KONA

.
4
Ju
* July 4 “TO. HAVE & HAVE NOT” |

name and pictire in: the’ paper at|
all times, most. recently being pic-

I hoto.
ti ne” Ppr
times

.

1945,
United. International, Screen. Gems,
“Ast. Run

press,. that Lefkowitz gets his |.

elief.

125 others.
Lee said that in July of 1961, a

10:00-10:30

1947, RKO, ‘Show Corp.. Ist. Rua

tista complained to a WPIX offi-

I

Lee said in July, 1963), BAZ FM
stations were in operation in the

(COMPETITION

°
| Sine 20. “SO
REMEMBERED”
John WELL
Mills, Martha.
Scott

standards.

music FM statiuns

tation of this

.

08

‘pertinent . to campaig fi}:

would

acrons the tang Tiel dramatic retu-

struction

.
‘PROGRAM
Grand Jury

‘Ay ra e.‘Share: 55
ferag
ns

program

think goud

|

eters.

iizeaa

‘was assured questions would be]

;
ae

KHVH

:*

—____

in setting

:

Average Rating: 16
=
Continued for: page 31 —«

America

or if the FCC participated actively

13

*

«
;
sssiem

went in for station owne:siny—

10

7:00-7:30

~

July 10 “THE. WILD NORTH”.

“Ware County -(Waycrosss outlet: "

will reach :3.370 public ‘school |’...
teachers’ and 90,503 pupils:
so

Tell Truth

af aie
Of gur

be better off if the Government

as

em

pmtio.
critics

tion, that pernans

KGMB

. 6:30-7:00

aren
area,

have sugzested. with ‘good inten-

28

Ro

00-630.

Talking at tie seventh FM radio
clinic at the U. of Wisconsin Friday (13) Lee said: “In light of
the so-calied scandals in the braadnetimne
Casting

KHVH

6:30-7:00

MGM MGM-IY, Ist: Run

June 26 “CRIME OF PASSION” ‘

ings of the.Georgia station.’

17

‘Cheyenne -

Red Skelton, Esther Williams.

1949,

lyclose Datel ofalligeter State

—
—

STATION &
AVG. RATING
KHVH

PROGRAM
World
ie News

-000.to construct’ the station, which|

an.

er, speaking at Madison «Wis.? on
FM
broadcasting.
expressed
ap-

e STATIONS: KONA, KEIVH, KGMB © SURVEY DATES: JUNE 17-JULY 14, 1961 ;Proval
of the work done by FAT
stations.

‘HAWAII
Board of. Education: a
Gov. Ernest" Vandiver has “an- |
‘Average Rating: 15.
7 nounced - that: WXGA, ‘Waycross, |
KONA: ‘Average Shares “30

int vir

Milwaukee, Oct.
Robert E. Lee, FCC commission- .

|.

“Georgia airwaves. near
‘under -the. control -O£ the State.

85 ~

N

STATION &
AVG. RATING
KONA

s

uete

.

uninhibited coverage in their news
| programs to the involvement Dy
| GE and Westinghouse
trical conspiracy.”

in the elec-

10:00-10:30

7

Gaslight Movie
10:30-11:30

KONA
6

of‘ldnewsworthy
matters”
FCC
cot
eive into. He suzzested that

KGMB
12

few years and probe news treatment by GE and Wesiinghause sta-

*

Late Show
10:00-11:30

Kefauver said there are all sorts
the

Commission

could

go

back

a

tions of a controv ersial TVA award
in 1959. A British firm made the
low bid and was initially awarded
a multi-million -dollar Renerator
contract.
“Immediately,”
Ketauver said, “GE and- Westinghouse
began a campaign to mold publhe
oO "ion and to pre vee the Gaye
ernment into awardinz one of them
the contract.”
é&.
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Inside Hope

()’: firm way of dealing with people who

insist on saying, ‘‘Isn’t ita small world?”
would be to hit them over the head with alatge
atlas.
An equally convincing lesson would be to have
them try keeping up with Bob Hope for a spell.
There’s nothing even remotely small-about Mr.
Hope’s universe.

A “tough act to follow” even when he’s stationary, Bob’s even harder to keep up with when
he’s on the move. Ask. any TV camera crew
that’s ever lugged some 2,200 pounds of equipment On a CIISs-cross, multi-stop course of

50,008 miles over a three-month Stretch.

Yet, it can be done—as Donald Hyatt’s NBG
Special Projects w illbe demonstrating this Sunday evening with ‘The World of Bob Hope”
(7:30 to-8:30 p.m., EST).
The comedian is the first subject (among others:

While accenting the present, the shows will not |
be ignoring the past. On the premiere, for ex-

ainple, we'll be taking a look at Hope's native
town of Eltham Village, England; we!‘Il be see-

ing some remarkably good amateur: movies
-made by (and of) Bob during his. vaudeville

days; and. we'll be hearing snatches of a:love’
song recorded by singer Dolores Reade (now
Mrs. Hope) more

than 30 years ago.

But the heart of this Sunday night’s program
is the fluoroscopically candid footage shot by
producer-director Eugene ('‘Gene’ 'Y Jones and
crew who, for a period
of 13 weeks, observed.
Bob with the relentlessness of a prospective
mother-in-law.

OF COURSE, they couldn’t haye started the job
without Hope’s initial permission, but-we suspect even he had no idea. as to how thorough
and lengthy an undertakingitwas going to be,

Billy Grahain, Jimmy Doolittle)in “The World
of ——’ programs, a series of nighttime specials
sponsored by Purex and aimed at exploring

‘So ubiquitous were the Special Projects. guys
and their equipment that Hope was soon referring to them—not without affection—as “the

world-renowned personalities against the back-

creatures.” It got |to the point. where he was-

drop of their times.

never surprised to see them. In his. hotel room

|
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one morning, .he opened. his‘sleepy. eyes to
‘find several fully-dréssed, ready--to-go.crewmen.

“landed'on Iwo Jima with the Marines on D-Day.

seated on the adjoming. bed. “Roll ’em,” he

In Korea, with camera in hand, he parachuted

said, without even bothering to emerge. from

behind enemy lines on a rescue mission. And

his trance:

AT SOME of the stops, the a
¢ éw would replace
‘several. of thelight bulbs iin Hope’ § stiite with
special ‘photo-floods. to obviate the need for

cumbersome studio lights. It worked ‘out fine,

Asa Woild War IT-combat correspondent, he

‘his body’ still carries samples of the shrapnel
that nearly killed him at Inchon, where he was

the only correspondent with the first assault

“wave of Marines on “Blue Beach One.”
Gene’s earliest years with NBC Television (he’s

except for the one for‘getiul moment when Bob

been with us since 1950) were spent as a writer-

— getting. set to. read a magazine in bed. one

cameraman on assignments calling for generous

"weary ‘midnight—innocen tly turnedon the bedlamp and brought: forth a totally unexpected
Aurora Borealis. He hadn’ t hadascare like that

(eo

(oo.

.

.

.

%

«

.

quantities of daring and intelligence.

Latér, he branched out into the production end

of TV news and public affairs. He was one of

“since ‘ ‘The Road to Zanzibar.”

the most imaginative planners on “Wide Wide

Filming of‘‘The Weorld of Bob Hope” Started
last. Christmas. Eve with the comedian’s flight

World” and -“Today,” and helped conceive

to Guantanamo Bay,Wwhere he was to enter tain,

CONSIDERING the scope of his professional

Naval Base personnel. The bulk of the camera
work ended iin,New York some three months

later with Bob’s acceptance ofa March ofDimes
citation. ata Hotel Commodore dinner.

Almost 80,000 feetoffilm were shot in all. Just
a portion of this abundant footage: Ww‘ill be seen
on Sunday night’ S offering: But because itTep- :
resents. SO personal, a study, we believe viewers
will find it one of the most rewarding shows of
this or any other year.

dozens of specials made here and abroad.

background,
it’s not hard to understand how

Jones was abletoget the-very most out of every
Hope sequence he shot, whether the setting was
aPalm Springs golf course, a stage at Guantan-

amo,.a TV studio in Burbank or the children’s
“ward ofa hospital in St. Louis.
On the basis of Hope’s restlessness alone, Bob

was an ideal choice to open “The World of —”
series, for Jones is now jauntily confident of

_ being able to keep pace with any other public

Much of the creditbelongs, ‘of course, to Gene
Jones, “who'll be. producing and directing all
“The World ‘of ——” programs this season,
Even the challenge ofkeeping up. with, Hope
struck. no terror: in Jones’ psyche, for Gene
(along with his twin brother, Charles) is‘a man

figure the program selects. Not that the future

who'll run any gauntlet to get.a story.

said — Hope springs eternal.

subjects are likely to be sedentary types; most
of our public personalities do |
a bit. of jumping-about from

place to place every now and
then. It’s just that—likethe poet
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‘Seems the chances of John Croshy leaving the. N.Y: Herald Tribune

in- ivand

his

sundicated:

-eolunin.

there!

are

growing ‘stronger.

The

pillar

those two countries than in their javriter is known. to be unhappier than ever ‘over the editorial, elashes:
tro, and thi s one. featured: a littte~ -native land despite the fact that he's been havinz With the daily’s , management, clashes highlighted
Germany. | when a. couple weeks ago, under. a Crosby column. on. negotiation withknoe i aspect of the new Cuba. -the thes hive nd eqnta:s in:
atenmpt ty e!timinate illiteracy jy
Swedish | songstressos are doi ng! Red Russia, the edi tors ran.a two-column disclaimer. .
Crosby's. contract with the ‘Trib expires in. early December. While
an:all-out year’s camnaisn,- It miade
snarkably well in Germany, This
an
oobgestive. and
intuuguing
ace ~how featured Lilli- Babs “Svens-{ there has been increasing ire in the Trib-Crosby relationship, there
count 1 thes educational drive, em- son, still comparatively unknown ,have not been. any olfieial meetings about his future at. the daily.
piisizing the enormiy of tre task around here, but she too should.
and the enthusiasm behind it, but. 29 places here. She has. the looks;
‘Having ‘first given an on- the
e-air endorsement. for John F. Kennedy
WMEA, the N.Y: radio. indie; last: week con‘not snoging its more suspect prop- and. singing abilities for it. the ‘as President of the U. S..
more so as she's the type. that's i tinued editorial endorsement: of: candidates. Station prexy R. Peter
a2and4 aims,
Leslie
Matlor:
compact
and hithly in demand on the Conti-, . Straus came out with backing: of. James Mitchell, Republican candidate
'
Governor of New Jersey:
—
Clear seripi took the tate through nent. - Cast includes multi- sided ‘for
Within the next few days. Straus will also air an. editorial expressing
the closin2 of.the schools, so that Silvio. Francesco, brother of Cate-}
he .. rina. Valente, and William. Miie, jappioval of one of whe candidates for. Mayor of N.Y.C. WMCA\ so far,
teachers
and
students
coud
free to concentrate on the alpha- Who also takes care of the choreog-: remains the: onlyNiY. station that has. endorsed any candidates.
bets of the mountain: peasants, who ‘raphy, while the lineup of gnests
hud heen the mainstay of Castro's included Swiss-born Vico Torriani,
Country and Western Radio, a new radio program ‘and broduetion
prevalt and to whom he was now. Swedish-born Bibi Johns, ‘Ameri-} package produced by Stars International, will he placed in. distribution
Bill
Ramsey
and
the Monday: 130) by Richard H. Ullman Tae. New service will. be. introduced’.
fkeeping his promise. Luxury fa-. var-born
‘teis and private beaches, ence the Swiss Hazy Osterwald Sextet, all .:at the Country Music Assn. convention ‘in Nashville, starting Nov. 2. |
tranchise of the rieh, “were now _Very popular recording artists in; “CC: & W Radio” ‘provides stations with almost 1.000 propramming.
used as trainins centres for, the Germany. A special word of praise !ang production aids. These include special station. identification. musical.
new teachers.
It was. also fairly _should yo to Michael Piteghar, hus-/ themes, a. Wide variety of spoken call letter announcements tailored
indicated that what. the peasants ,;band of Bibi Johns, who directed: for each subscribing station, open end commerciat introductions, ete.
would be taught to read was full-. this whirl of dances. and songs with
some
praise of
Castro and his. ‘gace and imaggination and without |t National Audience Board has given its Award: of Merit to threé
regi: ne.
. any dull moments. It’s the type. of |
network: public affairs shows based on their high rank. with -responLinked
with
this
instructive ‘show. of which one doesn’t want dents-in NAB’s recent survey of video. programming.
to miss any moment.
—_ Hans.
theme was the rehousing program
Out. of 15 network: pubaffairs shows listed in. the survey questionnaire
for the poor, and the. campaign to . pam
to civic and community. leaders, the three rated. highest were: “Chet.
dispense with their dispiriting nine
~
‘| Huntley Reporting,” “CBS Reports” .and “Twentieth Century.”’ Award-..
months of idleness, when the crap °
presentations were made at informal ceremonies at NBC and CBS,

|
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InsideStuft—Radio TV.

clicked ‘in France

and Italy, both via nightclubs and
‘television. Curiously enough, these
two beautiful blond and remarkably well’ proportioned yvirls have

Foreign TV Reviews
(Qn
oe

have long
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FinRos-

Huntrph-

res
ieathcoate.
Christopher
steels. Muarcserv Withers, Frank
Sheiles, John Cill, Manning Wil-.
son, Charles Woods, Miki Iveria
Produzer: Atsa Bridses
Wiiter: Berkely Watker
43 Mins... Thurs., 8 p im.
BSC-EY, from London
Dw ote ft. the
Cuny old propoSittur th ¢ tre caps will ger you
in the end.
“You Can't Win” is a
Stick, oui an sete-contamted tales,
Wetllorn
bs expert
erinie-scripter
Berke x 2lat’-er in association with
Join
Hoskins
Judaing
bv “The
One Who Got Awas “ second of
the skoin.
it. an above-average
saiepieoof ats Kind. nelped by spare
aud
otetiiss diabsz and ai ofullyflavored
devcurentary
production

Vanda.

had been gathered.
The film and!
bs Alan Brides
Continued from ‘page. 24 —er
This
one
concerned - Lander the script conveved the urgency of : 7
‘While most national groupings in the US. “usually bristle at their.
the
reforming
job,
and
the zeal’:
depiction on television, the Slavic. community. in Harntramck, Mich.,
(Frank Fintay» who returned to
wife Eisa
Virsinia Maskell: after with which it was being carried everyone promised to appear and |'a.suburb of Detroit. has. come up with praise for the characterization
they would. And they did!” —
of . a: Polish community in-the U.S. ‘-in.a recent segment of ‘the “Dr.
a two-seur stretch. He was the guy out.
Chief drawback of this half-hour . ‘Vanda. will do another show for Kildare” series on NBC-TV. MGM-TV,
in a robbers, and took the rap for
which packages the show,
was
that
the
pictures
didn’t
match
same
sponsor next spring. He re- reeeived a petition signed: ‘by 80 Hamtramck, -residents: lauding the
the rest. Also released was Fenny
iLeonard Russiter-, a professional. up to the words., Director James “turns soon to Los Angeles and will ° show and urging a re peat performance on.the netw ork.
ereok who warned Lander to go Hill made little attempt at visuat be back here early next year.
straiznt—or
else.
but
Lander excitement, refraining from _corm-.
As idea.man and show packager}
with his camera. merely for: JWT hére, Vanda will develop
couldn't get a job. and was per- ment
suaded by Fonny to carry gelignite using it as recording instrument. jshows and put them on the air,
This led to a certain travelog air;: specializing in -getting sponsors’
for a coup he was planning.
Of course, the police were on ‘about the program, which seemed messages across. Considering. his
Continued from ‘page 26 -
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Flamm on TV Pioneering

to it, and Launder was caught in the
act
But this time the cops. were

after

nage:

fre. ard

he was

let

somewhat

lightweight

and

unim-

aginative for the issues in hand.
Otta.

new.

field

of operations,

he

en
ee
eee
Ped

said,

l“The approach is different. I will |appear before the: then ‘Federal. 1959, appeared the following news:
|
thave
te do programs acceptable to | Radio
Commission, - during the ‘item:
London, Oct. 21st: ‘The AS:
|Japanese audiences. I’m not trying} early part of1931, to apply for
sociated ‘Telerision
netw ‘ork

orf with a kindly caution—and an =
i *4
13 G4
t ble *
otter» of he
ip in getting
respecta
ZU JUNG UM BLOND. TU SEIN to-set up new standards,” he noted, |
permission to use. Baird's system |
ernploviment,
Sent
a
check
for 11,000
i“but to introduce programs. thatTie tate was thus off-the-peg, (Too Young to Be Blond)
in association with -WMCA, the]. ($2,800). today to. the’ widow
‘would -be novel here.” .
but i enjoved such a slick pre-% With Alice and Ellen Kessler, :
of John’ Logie .Baird, who is
radio
station
I
owned
and
operated
_
In
addition
to
his
activities
for
Silvio
Francesco,
Lilli - Babs, :
limits,
duction
and,
within
its
‘considered -the inrentor .of
Svenson,. William Millie, Ursuta. JWT, Vanda has a. number of other in New York at that time. Alt this |-~ television.
sharp char .tterration that it sped
The ‘maney, desRemoc,
Margitta
Scherr.
Bibi: ‘ projects on the: fire. His TéleVen- is related in detail (as well as the
zestfaikive throu ait its allotted span.
cribed as the start of a memoFrank Finlas, Gin Owen, Leonard : Jehns.. Vico Torriani, Bill Ram- tures: distribution agency is ex- ainusual reason why the apptica--|
rial fund, was sent after Mrs.
' panding sales of imported films to}.
Rossiter
and
Vi tintg9
Maskell - sex others.
Margaret: Baird was reported
Japanese
stations . under
Frank tion' was denied despite the exam-]
headed
oa well-tasen
cast,
and, Producer: WRYV, Cologne
‘to -be living in straightened
iner’s
approval)
in
Moseley’s
Buffalano..
:
Director:
.
Michael
Pfleghar
macazed to gld the» cliches so thatcircumstances and. was quoted
Vanda is also exploring features biographical. book on Baird.
. But the chief ,70 Mins.. Sat., 8:20 p.m.
thes “oke d 133
ike 2°
as saying she was “sick of the
eresdilomjust
3. ta “"slan Bridges. ! W-German TY, from Cologne
“Since Baird received-such pitiful | way Britain treated my -hus-.
Title of this is silly, the plot -" orable. Picnic, ”- the Thomas Raucat.
‘band.”
|
Wiese proinetion sot the flavor of‘material
[small
recognition © ‘or
|
i doesn't matter, but otherwise this ‘comic novel to which’ he Owns
cops and robbers at work.
‘The widow referred :to in this
reward: during his lifetime for his
was a very pleasant show; in fact,’ global film rights.
Otta.
story married: Baird at ‘the’. Half:
‘Vanda may .also shoot a pilot for important contribution to. society
one of the best entertainment pro-..
grams to come across German tv. an hounong-color. mystery series. it would seem that the least that Moon Hotel in Coney Island on
Nov. 13,1931. I knew ‘that: because
CUBA ...SE
in. recent months.
Musical show- ealled “Ginza.” which. would utilize
The
should be done now, even though | I arranged their wedding.
With Bill Grundy
acting
and
technical
|featured a galaxy of domestic Te-! Japanese
and attractive “Margaret
belated, would be proper recogni- young
Producer: Tim Hewasé
cording
stars and ‘rated. special"talent.
gave up her pest..as. a promising
Director: James Hill

attention

Granada-*TV

sent

its

superb

{technical
a production *serves a repeat

‘lineup:|
Show’s _

performance:

_°

}past

two. years,. has. been

named

|»

a separate

stuyesed

the

theme.

background

The

first: tributed hy the Kessler ‘Alice andjB.

to Cas- 'Ellen)

ee
..

photog-

a _ substantial
optieal. gags.

There are many good singing. |production - Tanager of the staeres to report on the Cuban revond dancing acts in “the Cologne ;tion. Befare coming to Toledo, he
luttun, and the result has been
carved into four half-hours, each’ ‘ production, the best being con- |was radio and tv- director for W.
with

he
ane
ona

‘tion. of the role he played in ‘mak- BBC ‘pianist ‘and rushed to America
on the urgent pleading of a lonely
Foledo—Gene Johnson, chief di- ing’ television possible.
Herewith is the most tragic com- and frustrated Baird who was _ in.
quality was tops. It de. rector at’ WSPD-TV, ‘Toledo,: the
-New York at the time trying to
for

raphy
and
of brilliant

Writer: Leslie Mallory
3 Mins., Fri., 19:30 p.m.
Granada TY, from Manchester

RM
tk
a

sisters,

twa German

Doner,

girls, |more

Inc., Detroit and

advertising

Baltt-

agency.

a
ated
ee
seta

mentary that can be presented on}
-help me launch his system of telethe life of this Scotch genius whose
‘vision in this country. Even that
brainchild gave so much. to. the ‘dreani,: the. pleasure of: seeing his
world: On the television page of system | used here, was. denied him
the New ‘York TIMES, Oct. 23,. for reasons explained in.Moseley's

book, *

enereieentnnenaaemmmnammamnesentatepammramearantentte

My. quarrel is not with VARIETY
since. you. only published the Brit“ish viewpoint. as submitted to you

-in a dispatch from London. 1 feel.

that even though Baird's original.
system: was completely discarded
in favor of.a more. satisfactory one, -

it should

be remembered

‘was: the first

to

that he

achieve

success

in the field of telévision.. If credit
is to be denied

him because

his:

original method was made obsolete
‘by subsequent improvements then
| the same rule should. apply to. all:
{the great and illustrious names in.

| the hall of inventive fame. Thomas.

| A. Edison would hardly recognize’
his early inyentions as they. serve
mankind presently, ‘if he were alive
today, but hé is deservedly recognized.as the father of all he created.

{It seems to me that this rule should

also apply to Baird—especially . in

| his: own country:

~ Donald Flainm
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not play. the Roxy this ,
year unless they rédeco: a

1 rate.
Great. Neck. “Kings Pt.

Lit,

N:Y. "$49. 990
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* episodes on men such ‘as. Frank

Lioyd Wright and Wendel Wilkie.
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‘gives. the ‘writers. “a great

These two. companies have just made the mest productive buy
‘in Southern California television. The buy’s productivity is

.

oppor-.
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tunity of creative freedom.”
All pilots contemplated .at this
time are for half-hour: shows. Har‘rison .also ‘asserted’ Company
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not looking for any. other deals.
, While
working ‘under the P&G
contra¢t; though scripts not: used
will be. made. available to. other ;
outlets.
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“Margie. ”
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Bishop
Show.,*
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“Joey
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“Dick. Van Dyke Show.’ - “Car 54.”
“Riflenian,” “Real McCoys." and
the. participation in others. Comp-

ton rep said number of. new shows |
-scleeted under new. deal would: de‘pend on’ running of: these Shows. ,
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RENT

Theatricat Production
Furnished,

reception

Office Beauti- |

3..private

office, waiting

Conditioned —

Biexator Buliding—Immediate

More. than. 100 hours of scheduled events (Rose Parade,
Santa Barbara Fiesta, Easter Sunrise Services, etc.), provoce

ative local -and national: documentaries—and
|.

KTTV’s

| nonpareil coverage of fast:break news stories like floods, rob‘ beries, fires, accidents. Real, living ‘television that eclipses

anything from make-believe land because (a) you know it's
happening-as you watch, (b) you don’t know what'll happen

and Loan Association have made the buy of the year,
the year of television’s Renaissance of Local Vitality.
“KTV TIMES MIRROR BROADCASTING COMPANY © 5746 Sunset Boulevard » Los Angeles 28, California

offices, ..

room.

Kitchenette,

Events. package:

Liggett & Meyers and Great Western Savings

THOMAS J:‘SALZANO..

- fully

Beginning Jan. 2, 1962, they will sponsor the KTTV Special

next.

WESTCHESTER

‘Deluxe Split. Level
Private Bathing & Boating.
. Air Cond. — Huge Plot -“Overlooks Golf. Club
. Lounge-—Bar—Den—Exiras

‘Broker te the

rooted in twelve years of KTTV service to Southern California.

Alr

Piano.

Occu-

Poet ” Street Midtown,’ New York ©
Cau wo 4-1030 until 5 P.M.
9-)247 .atter 5 P.M.
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This Fall, the CBS Television’ Network will again chalkup the biggest attendance record in football.
The same go-go-go spirit that first brought professional football home to a-nationwide audience
(the late National Football League Commissioner Bert Bell attributed
the game’s phenomenal rise
to this network’s pioneering coverage) is also responsible for many other CBS Television Network

sports firsts. First to give the nation a front row seat at international competitions through exclusive coverage of the 1960 Winter and Summer Olympics. First to use video tape insports, making.
it possible to rerun thoroughbred races, crucial golf rounds and scoring football plays as-soon as

“Wednesday, October 3,196

2

|

| v.
ARIETY

theyare over. F
Firsttotelevise the
t wholeincredible range of
sfsporting events fromrugby to
to auto racing,.
from sky diving
to.figure skating— through the introduction of the weekly Sports Spectacular series.
And throughout the year, this network continues to bring a hundred million television fans such
major events of every season.as. the college bow! games, the Triple Crown, the UN Handicap, the
PGA and Masters golf tournaments, and baseball’s Major League Games of the Week. Sports play

an exhilarating, exciting part in the powerful CBS Television Network DOMIN ATE
line-up, which again this season has the balance, depth and quality to

41
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of Golf
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j country, and one of the stations in. _ Big Wilson from joining |
Setup won’t have any affiliates he experiment, WINS, N. Y., has: _ Frank Sinatra in Madrid.
board Who is the new
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Littler,

| Nelson, Jay Herbert, Jerry Barber
and Dow Finsterwald. —

~—~Public Service Network

by secretary of the Minnesota-Dakota Communist Party . . .° After.
spending five days and nights in a fallout shelter set up in Donaldson’s

“web's” fi- 1 iments in five markets across the
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- . . mighty. KSTP-TV packs a real

on local ra-
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NEW ENGLAND
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{ Idea is for the outlets to use PSN
material and still. be able. to mainitain their’ present
tures,

* vou. TOO. MAY TAKE A LONG:
LOO AT THIS IN-DEPTH
AUDIENCE SURVEY. JUST
CALL YOUR NEAREST HENRY
1. CHRISTAL

format

sales wallop °

' The first and biggest station in the

vital Northwest area, KSTP-TV

j

serves and sells 810,800 families with

a spendable income of ‘more than

struc-

FIVE BILLION DOLLARS.

Besides the one-minuters, PSN is |.
going to distrib a ‘national

Check your nearest Petry office
._.
forthedetails.
a

radio

university,’ a batch of short (maybe nine-minutes each) lectures to |
_|be delivered on a five or six-times

J.

a

weekly ‘basis. —

OFFICE

|. FCT

; instructive”
programming — by
| America's broadeastets jane PSN

am

that what it intends to.

| PSN has been carrying on exper-[

_
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We don’t believein hiding honors under a bushel. Particularly this one, wPrx is the only New

York independent TV station qualified. to display the National Association of Broad- is
ie:
|
i

casters’ Seal of Good Practice. It’s far from -heing an empty
honor — it has real and

i

valuable
of specific higher standards
| meaning for you, our advertisers, It is an assurance
ure

Hi

»

Lf
f)

of programming and commercial practices, wPIx is the only independent with the Seal. N
Where are your 60-second commercials tonight?

NEW

YORK’S

PRESTIGE

INDEPENDENT

RADIO-TELEVISION

44
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| VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

TV Viewers Dig ‘Newton’S Law’
Continued

from

1

letters

on May 7, of course, that Minow
laid down the law in his “wasteland” speech to the National Assn.
of Broadcasters.

received

in

response

(Continued from pege 335)

tot

Minow’s NAB speech was excluded
from the monthly tallies. This mail
KHVH
overwhelmingly
sided
with
the|Chairman's criticism of tv fare. It
was counted separately until July.
Complaints Section is working}
on a more meaningful method of Program: BIG MOVI£

.

After Minow'’s advent to office
and publicity, a rough corollary can
be drawn from the mail pattern.

As the word of Minow

page

:

COMPETITION

Average Rating: 21

Average Shere: 54

PROGRAM

SATURDAYS 10;00-11:38

spreads, so

classifying its mail.

dues the peeving about broadcasting. Minow, of course, has pushed
up the mail influx by his repeated
calls for complaints and suggestions—all the more effective because of his limelighted public
platform.
Only after Minow splashed into
ihe Washington scene however, did
the public in any appreciable numbers think of FCC as a sounding
board for their pent-up irritations

.

tising,' 12; ‘False. and

AVG. RATING
KONA

10: 00-11: 30

6

Late. Show.
10:00-11:30

1949, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat

Misleading}.

* STATION &

Greatest Movies:

June 17 “LITTLE WOMEN”
Elizabeth Taylor, June Allyson

The September
breakdown
of
complaints included: Misc.. Adver-

|

.KGMB
11

ce

Advertising, 9; Loud Cammercials,
June 24 “ANCHORS AWEIGR”
3; Objectionable Commercials, 5;
Gene. Kelly, Kathryn Grayson
Over-Commerciatization, ‘32: Tobac1945, MGM, _MGM-TV, Repeat
co and Alcohol, 9; Mise. Complaints,
44:
Programming
and
July 1 “CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE”
Quality of TV and Radio, 1098; ObErrol. Flynn, Olivia: DeHaviland
jectionable Programs, 22; Crime
“1936, Warner Bros., UAA; Repeat.
and Violence, 82; Obscene, 7; “IceJuly 8 “TEN TALL MEN” |
man Cometh,” 7: Jack Paar, 15;
about rudio-tv fare. In the case of “Open End,” 18; “Walk in My .
Burt Lancaster, Jody Lawrence:
.
many, it could be that the first Shoes,” 25; “Law and Mr. Jones,”
A961, Columbia, Screen Gems, ist Run
time they heard of Minow was the (eancellafion),
1; ‘Eye Opener”’|
first time they heard of FCC. Only. (cancellation), 8; Children’s. ProKHVH Average. Rating: 15
recourse those with complaints had
before was to write the stations,
Average Shore: 54
the networks, or perhaps the White
;
House or J. Edgar Hoover.
6: Editorialization, 2; Bias and Dis- | SUNDAYS 4:00-5:30.
The monthly totals of letters re- crimination, 8; Censorship, 2; Poceived by FCC since May are as litical, 9; Communism, 2; News,
- June 18 “PILOT NO. 5”
follows:
June,
1,369; July, 955; 16; Weather,
3; Public Affairs
Franchot Tone, Gene Kelly
August,
1,646;
and
September, Blackout, 6; FCC Field reports,
1943, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat
1,218.
1115; Interference, 7; Mise. InquiThe increase recorded so far in ries, 34; Inquiries re Renewal HearRichard Arlen, Greta Gynt
October probably reflects interest ings, 78; Response to Commission {
.1954, 20th Fox, Jayark, ist Run
in the new tv season, but it’s also Letters, 71; Laudatory, 127; Supdue partially to the new require- port of Minow’s speech, 57; Antispeech, 7: Request ‘for
ment that stations whose license Minow
Shirley Temple, Adolphe Menjoe
are coming up for renewal make Minow Speech, 29; Suggestions, 11;
1934, ‘Paramount, MCA-TV, Ist Run
announcements. to this effect over Mise., 149.
July 9 “UNDER FIRE”
As can be seen, some of the catethe air. Wisconsin and Hiinois staRex Reason, Steve Brodie
tions, whose licenses run out Jan. gories are ambiguous, and there’s.
1, are now making such anncunce- a lot of overlapping. The new sysments and an appreciable amount tem being worked out will make} .
of mafl is flowing into FCC from for a more orderly breakdown, ac- “Chet : Huntley. Reporting,” Frank |:
cording to C&C staffers.
these states.
| McGee’s “Here and Now,” “Meet
ne

.

COMPETITION

STATION &

PROGRAM

Program: FABULOUS FEATURE

AVG. RATING
.

Sunday Matinee

KOM.

See

-

June 25 “DEVILS HARBOR”

Stars
«
Bars, Big Plo

KONA

July 2 “LITTLE MISS MARKER”

_ 5:00-5:30

I 50080"

nyDigest

the Press,” “White Piper’ aries;

BBC's Profit

“KONA:

IMUA. News. & Views

KONA

4:45-5:00...

Qe
1

on

;AB Yi TV

C

Checker

tc

9

Sets Dec. 26

For 61 News Wrapup

Centinued from page © ines

taining fashion.

KONA

4:30-4:45

TY Followup

.

4

Industry on Parade

1957, 20th Fox,NTA, 1stRun

The figures up until October are
puffed up because of their inclu‘+ “World Wide '60,” “Wisdom,” “The
sion of official mail, e.g. field re5
Nation’s Future,” and the various
ports from FCC engineers and
Hinstant specials,
monitors as well as responses of suum Continued from page 24 issues
NBC has basic annual pubaffairs
stations to FCC letters of inquiry.
deals, in which stations commit
Oddly
enough,
letters
praising BBC collected $93,863,885 (an in- themselves to a flow of such shows
broadcasting are also eounted as crease of $6,262,656 over last year). ‘on a yearly basis, with stations in
complaints, lending for further disNet revenue from BBC Publica- Australia, Japan, Philippines, Beltortion.
Germany. CBS has. simi‘ions, $1,675,226, and interest on
However, the bulk of the 58,102 investments, etc. less interest pay-.
Ee
In non-tv areas, an NBC spokesable was $338,618. This, added to

KGMB

ABC-TV’s news department has
already set its year-end report of

was re-| 1961 developments

for Dec.

26.

to 11 p.m.the annual wrap- '
P rised :at the end of the| shShow to|to!” from
Web10 skipped
render

a brief sampling of his/up last year, but has given news _

last: disk effort, “The Fly” which is chief. Jim

Hagerty

the go-ahead

also a dance-péegged platter but| this year.
with considerably less terp appeal. ————
The

comedy

team

of Wayne &

man said the web cooperates with ‘Shuster provided a takeo:¥. skit on
|i
the USAI and other government
“Twilight Zone” called. “Taillight |
agencies in making documentaries
Zone”
in
which
they
worked
over}
-for screening
under
ments, BBC’s total income for the available
year reached $96,306,753 (an in- American auspices, In such coun: an episode from the Rod ‘Sterling
‘tries. as Nigeria, Rhodesia an
crease of $5,215,389 over 1960).
half-hour show which appears
United Arab Republic, NBC has
Expenditure on radio services for sold “Mr. Wizard,” “Victory: at weekly over CBS, It was a madcap | I}
‘|the year amounted to $35,316.568 Sea” and. “Project 20.”
type affair that had some fun spots ||
and the ty web took $50,279,298.
in what seemed an overlong vehicle
| After making provision for depre-|5
~ tfor the basically one joke com-|
ciation, tax and contingent con-|
‘ment
it had to make but W &.5|
tractual payments, total. revenue
carried off their bits. effectively.
expenditure was $93,455,670.
a government -grant towards capi-

tal expenditure on civil defense
and profits from the sale of invest-

EMMETT KELLY
Mgt.s

LEONARD

=m

GREEN

Nows-Pubaffairs =
-

300 @. Sist St., New York

PL 12-1764

aumamm Continued

2 Mension

overlooking

Hudson

River,

furnished/unturnished,
14 reoms
(4
Master
@edroems),
swimming
pool,
2 car garage, 5 acres, immediate pos3 year
lease.
information. and appointment te in

spect call PLeza

9-4740 or write:

Box V-3151

VARIETY

| 354 Wast 46th St., New York 36, N.Y..

Big

Wilson

has

from page 31 —

an-

nounced that he respectfully declines to become

Singer Matt Munro made. a
Continued from page
brief. appearance to render his
for playing disks under knowledge ‘diskelick “My Kind of Girl” in a
of management. .
pleasant manner and then the show
Early this week it: was reported }was turned over to Nancy Walker, |
that WINS ‘had. several bidders Phil Silvers, George Mathews and
from the communications field with 45. members of the “Do Re Mi”| .

. frwery DAY
“Conquest,” 11 counON EVERY CHANNEL|
“Eyewitness,” 11 coun- the top offer of $11,500,000 so. far
coming
from
the
NewYork
Daily
tion
and
rave
description
of
the!
addition, ‘miscellaneous
show, Miss Walker and Silvers did:
such as “Air Power,” ‘News.
The News, which owns WPIX-TV the “Waiting Waiting” opening|.
the “Kennedy = Nixon Debates,”
“Accent,” and “Tomorrow,” were and WNCN-FM, is said to be in- from the tuner and followed it up
terested
in a 50,000-watt local AM. with another of their numbers,
sold in a total of 17 countries.
“A WealAH RVE.*Tol.PL7-5008 .
Tallying up.some figures, Baruch outlet for suburban circulation promotion.
The
newspaper now runs the Garson Kanin-Jule Styne-Betty
said that more than 10,000 hal?
seven
suburban
splits,
covering
Comden & Adolph Green outing
|hours of CBS News and pubaffairs
programs were broadcast in ‘the New. Jersey, Long Island, western featured portions of the “Tt's Legit.
Beautifal slightly.used Lutetia Mink |
and southern
New imate’ number with Silvers, Mat52-week period in countries other ;Connecticut
|than the U.S. In these countries, ‘York state. Its Sunday. circulation hews and several others, and there Coat, size 16, ‘Shaw! ‘eollar, large
in
New
Jersey
is
twice
the
comwas also a sampling of “All You _euffs..
hearly 50 in. number, there are
Orlginal cost $6000.00. :
:
more than 35,000,000 tv homes. ined circulation of all Jersey's8 ‘Need Is a Quarter.”
Sell reasonable...
.
—
CBS programs
were dubbed or Sunday papers.
|}
It was a lively, if not. entirely.
Oooo
Phone GE 5-3151 subtitled
in German;
Swedish,
successful, showcase for the legiter
Edmonton, Alta, — Edmonton’s which is ‘fn its 39th week at the
Loi
Spanish,
Japanese,
Portuguese,
countries;
tries; and
mes. In
rograms,

FOR LEASE IN
RIVERDALE, N. Y.
f

_s.

Dutch, Flemish,

Arabic,

Danish,

Italian ‘and French..
Roster of NBC news,. pubaffairs

Jerry Lewis’ new partner.

shows

circulated

'“Project

abroad

includes:

20,” “Victory. At- Sea,”

second. television © station, CBXT,
has gone on the air. The $1,750,000
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. ‘station will operate 94 hours a week,

with four newscasts daily.

|

ACTION THAT CAPTURES VIEWERS!

‘“RESCUE
JACKSON, Miss.
(aud. share)

- JOHNSTOWN, Pa.

53%

(aud. ‘share)

52%

8°’

BOSTON, Mass.
(aud. share)-

SCREEN
NEW

YORK

DETROIT

SUBSIDIARY

GEM Ss, INC.
OF COLUMBIA. PICTURES. CORE.

Fiith Avenue, New York 22
PL 1-4432
CHICAGO
- DALLAS.
HOLLYWOOD:

711

_

-GRAZY CLUB

-|
BONDED }—
TV FILM |

Why Is BONDED. best.
equipped to perform print

service?.
They have’ been5 doing this

For Further Details Contact

TELEVISION

St. James. Theatre. Silvers and
Miss Walker cavorted exhuberantly | F
but somehow the half hour given
to it came off as too busy for what
Have 16-20 Adult volunteers available,
was actually happening. The segSaturday nights In December.
For |
=jment was, however, an appetite
audience
participation, as extras, as
whetter for the boxoffice what with
Sullivan’s rave, ete., and was an. performers, .and for expositions,
‘|entertaining portion " for. the over‘Calf Ivanhoe 3-3324 or Sunset 1-3639 F
/all TV show.
Kalt.

53% |

Source: ARB, 1961.
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era COSTUMES
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work since the advent of television. Their personnel havebeen trained to provide personallzed service for each
account.
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REVIEWS

Milk & Honey,’ Ella's Hollywood?
LPs| F
w
e
N
p
o
T
’
n
i
p
o
h
C
Cliburn’s ‘

Top Singles. Of The Week
au he‘Best Bets‘ ofThisWeek's 100-PItUS5 Releases)

ROBERT
WEEDE-MIMI
BEN- | rent big picture around, {t gets the
top billing on this package but that
ZELL-WOLLLY
PICON:
AND HONEY” 'RCA Victor’. One| shouldn't ‘take away any of the
(Columbia)
of the more striking things about; impact that belongs to “The Apart‘Can’t Get Over The Way You Got Over Me.
at |
this original Broadway cast pack- ment,”
“Ben-Hur,”
“Spartacus,
Claude King’s “The -Comanchero’s” :(Robbins*). is an exciting
aze is that it has singers who “Where the
Hot.» Wind. Blows,”
pic title tune that gets this new disker off to fast spinning start
really ean sing. Robert Weede and “Tender Is the Night” and “Maria” |:
. and will help the -pic’s exploitation. “I .Can’t Get Over The Way.
Mimi
Berzell
are
powerhouse from West Side Story.”
They are
You Got.Over Me” .¢Magic Circlet)- works up a weeping : attitude .
pipers and fortunately Jerry Her- all potent items and Clebanoff
with some good results,
man ‘writer of words and music! treats ’em importantly with rich
*
*
has given them something strong: readings that will get them heard
-LA-NOVIA
and
melodic
to
sing.
Weede'’s: along the' programming circuit.
“Shalom”
and
“Like
A Young; | GENE AMMONS AND SONNY].
(RCA. Victor: International) cee nee eee. El Milagro
‘LAWRENCE WELK
Man". and Miss
Benzell’s
“That ‘STITT: “BOSS TENORS” (Verve).
Antonio
Prieto’s
“La
Novia”
(Regent*)
is
a.
‘bewitching
Spanish
Proudly Presents, Another Dot Hit:
Was Yesterday,” ard in duet withi ‘Here is a jazz set in the modern
. ballad out of RCA’s Mexican factory that has already won global
Weede on “The Wedding” and “As: ;manner that swings all the way.
‘appreciation and should crack the U. S: ‘spinners. despite the lingo
oeTy ;
Simpie As That.” are solid tuner, | Featuring
barrier. Even in Spanish, it comes. across as a haunting item. that.
Singing “Sad
Movies”
B/W
Gene Ammons’
tenor
entries. Molly Picon handles the! work and Sonny Stitt on tenor and Don't Know Why I Love You Like} the spinners should take ta. “El Milagro” is another moving Spanlighter items, “Chin Up Ladies”! :alto, the package contains five se- I Do.”
ish ballad bolstered by an impressive, vocal lead anda choral
and “Hymn To Hymie,” with an! -lections handled in a finger-snapbackin g.
appealing zest. Tdmmy Rall, Juki: ping buoyant improvised manner. ‘along with theou
»_
*
hug” and{
Arkin and chorus bring a lot of .The saxmen do some crisp and the “big apple,” are caught in au- ANTHONY NEWLEY.. weeeeesesPOP GOES THE WEASELpunch to the title song. In all. it's: melodic trading, and the rhythm thentic country interpretations by
(London) .
a eee ete
.Gone With The Wind
a fine cast set sure for a nifty sales: jbacking by John Huston on piano, Tommy Jackson in another one of}
Anthony Newley's Pop Goes The Weasel” (Hollist), isa light-:
rackup.
Charles Williams on bass is solid his. virtuoso country fiddling demhearted
“Limey”
vocal
attack
on-a
standard
item but ‘with a fresh.
ELLA
FITZGERALD:
“FELLA |and untempo throughout, Consider- onstrations, Sounding like a full
‘and wry styling to ‘get.it moving on the Uy S. spinning circuits.
IN HOLLYWOOD” (Verve). Here’s: able flexibility and savvy: are dem- orch, Jackson whips up toe-tapping |
“Gone With The Wind” (Bourne*) puts the singerin a@ more.
another swinging songalog by a {onstrated by the group on “Tenors” do-di-do versions
of Americana
Serious vein and he shows. a: warm ballad: style on this. standard
songstress
who's
virtually
in a§s‘that is not too far out and should like “Jackson's
Hornpipe.” “Old
that’s quite appealing.
class by herself as both a jazz and. be pleasing to a variety of jazz Joe Clark,” “Put Your Little Foot.
*
*
Once
again,
Ella
Fitz-j
buffs
for
its
solidly
swinging
impop artist.
Out.” “Up Jumped Trouble” and: HUGO & LUIGE. «0-64. -00 5.
gerald has been caught in a nitery provised: style.
‘other backwoods items.
(RCA Victor).
‘Love From A Heart Of Gold
performance,
this
time
at the.
“ROGER WILLIAMS’
Crescendo at the Hollywood.
In EST HITS” (Kapp). Another in the
Hugo & Luigi's. "Brotherhood of Man” (Frank*? is a, rousing’
From
this collection of 13 tunes ranging ' greatest hits wave, this Roger Wil- “FREE FORM” (Jazzland).
raund from. the clicko “How To Succeed In Business Without. Really
from rhythm tunes to ballads. Miss / jiams package features tunes pre- England, this ‘Gombo dishes up
Trying” legituner and ‘its vigorous orch anc chorus rendition will.
Fitzgerald scores on standards like' viously released in the piana styl- some. fascinating sounds in modget it ton play. “Love From A Heart Of Gold” (Frank*! is. from
fern jazz. groove, playing .with a
“This Could Be the Start of Some-! ist’s various other albums.
the same show and ‘eatches: an ‘old-fashioned flav‘cor that.- some
Ar‘verve and:a skill that matches the
Programmers, will enjoy spinning.
thing Big.” “Mr. Paganini,” “Take. ;Tangements
are lush throughout
Led by Joe}.
the ‘A’ Train” and “Blue Moon,” twith an emphasis -on the moody. top U. S. combos:
*
*
among others.
A rhyti&m combo ,: There are, however, three up-tem- Harriott on alto with a strong as- | BARRY MANN. .... 2+
.FIND ANOTHER FOOL .
sist from Shake Keane on. trumpet
backs up nicely.
po treatments included.
Five dif(ABC:Paramount)..
. 28 © 66 @ ©
Little Miss..U.S.A.
and Pat Smythe on piano, this
VAN CLIBURN: “MY FAVOR- |ferent
orchs .are. represented—
combo moves through some advenBarry Mann’s “Find Another Fool” tAldont) plays’ around ‘with
ITE CHOPIN” ‘(RCA Victor). This |
| those of Glen Osser, Hal Kenner,
turous
conceptions
with
fresh
in-|
@
breezy
beat
anda.
punchy
vocal.to
rate
a Spinning buildip: to
longhair LP is a surefire commer- Frank Hunter, Marty Gold and
follow his “Who Put The
Bomp’’--click. “Little Miss .U.S. A."
strumental strategies.
Of particucial entry.
Van Cliburn, who has Dave Terry.
It’s a nicely-styled lar interest is.a long piece, “Cola,”
(Aleont)
is
a
hot
rocking
tour
of
the
States
presenting. with..a
already preved that the classics jset containing such tunes as “Near
which goes. far ‘out without getting |. vivid vocal an “All-American Baby” tothe. juke trade.
—
can sell like Elvis Presley, has You.” “Almost
Paradise.” “High lost.
ko
Herm.
come
up with another popular- |and the Mighty,”
“Around - the
—
slanted package in this program ° World,”
"THEYRE
‘PLAYING.
OUR.
SONG
“Autumn Leaves”
and! .
of Chopin pieces. Leading off with others.
ot
,
(Joy) ..........
wee .Going Going Going Gone
the widely known “Polonaise No.
Jamie. Horton’ s “They re“Playing ‘Qur Song” (Januaryt ). flows. at.
MARTHA
SCHLAMME:
“AT
6 in A. Flat.” Cliburn gives strik-:
In N.Y. Via Dick: Wolfe
an overly sentimental pace that touches teeners’: simple tastes and
GATE
OF HORN”
(fVaning renditions of a group ofnoc- ‘THE
which gives it an offbeat: takeoff. chance. .“ Going Going..Going
guard’.
Martha
Schlamme,
a
VienMetronome
Records,
the
Euro
turnes. etudes, ballades, etc.. all
Gone” (Drury Lanet) is a tongue |twister. takeoff of an.‘auctioneer’ 3
, nese-born songstress who. has cut, pean diskery, has signed writerwith above-average mass appeal.
‘chant buf it will find few spinning buyers.“SEASON’S GREETINGS” (Cap- . a niche for herself with her con- -arranger-producer Richard Wolfe
*
*
*
certs
of
Yiddish
and
Israeli
songs,:
to
produce
a
series
of
platters
for
itolt. This label has come up with ‘
a sacko seasonal medley of artists is a dulcet-toned performer with it in New York: He will line up RONNIE ALDRICH. «2.0...
068
ec
ecw ee SEC RET. LOVE.
talent
and
material,
and
cut
disks
A dozen top artists | a showmanly approach to her maand tunes.
(London)
cee ce weeCO
kama Leaves
mainly
aimed
at
the
U.'S.
market.
terial.
‘At
this
performance
at
contribute a number each tv this j
Ronnie Aldrich’s “Secret Love’ (Remick*! comes -out.of Lonhighly
attractive
rundown
of the Gate of Horn. a Chicago folk- | The diskery will place such masdon’s
new
“Phase
4”
stereo
LPs
(“Percussion
For Two. Pianos”).
Christmas material, including nov- nik spot, Miss Schlamme scores ters for release through domestic Pe
and.it brings a new sound dimension to singles even in this monau-. .
elties and religiosos.
Comprising with a charmingly ‘varied program companies in the U. S. ‘At. the
“ral
form.
In
this
duo-piano
treatment
this
standout
pic song seldom '
the lineup are Peggy Lee, Nat |of songs, including some. in Eng- same time it will release through
better. “Autiimn Leaves” (Ardmore*),is.another. top-drawer ballad
King
Cole,
June
Christy,
Stan lisk, French and German, Spanish, its own firms in Sweden, Denmark, entry benefited by these keyboard Ricks.
Finland,
Holland
and
Kenton, Fred Waring, The Kings- Macedonian, etc:, amidst the Yid- ‘Norway,
West Germany and affillated labels|
ton Trio, Tennessee Ernie Ford, dish ones...
BILLY STORM......:. WHO'LL KEEP AN EYE ON. JANE?
in
other
countries.
These
platters
TOMMY
JACKSON:
“SQUARE
Guy Lombardo,
Gordon MacRae,
FESTIVAL
VOL.
II’ thus: will get international expo- |
Eddie
Dunstedter,
Dean
Martin DANCE
(Gregmark). eaeeneceeee ee e+ » © & 8 © © © 8 8 ew 8 . -3,000 = Tears:
sure
at
once
instead
of
first
await(Dot).
The
rhythms
of
dance,
and Dinah Shore.
Billy” Storm’ s “Who'll Keep An Eye On Jane” (Gregmark- -Timet)
AL JOLSON-OSCAR LEVANT: which will stick around long after. ing U. S. reaction as. is.-generally |- follows the “going into the army” theme current, on: pop releases.
“KRAFT MUSIC HALL BROAD-! the “twist” has passed into limbo the practice.
But this has a sentimental push and a. vocal pattern ‘that the.
teens will build into payoff proportions. “3.000. Tears” 'TimeCASTS” (Decea).
“The Kraft Mu- |
‘Gregmark*) just proves that if you ve: heard one “tear” song,
sic Hall” is doing okay now with
you've heard ’em all,
Perry Como as its tv host but it!
*
*—
also did pretty good on radio in!
the early 1940s when Al Jolson and!
; LONNIE DONEGAN.........

CLAUDE KING......6..-bev beene THE COMANCHEROS

“MILK!

ANTONIO PRIETO.

reese

eee

nace

reer

}

ee

THE LENNON SISTERS

[BROTHERHOOD ‘OF MAN’

GREAT-| “JOE

HARRIOTT

QUINTET: |

|JAMIE HORTON. .....;,

| Metrononie. Priducing

- Longplay Shoris;

- “WRECK OF THE JOHN B

Oscar Levant ran through a series |

(Allantic).... 2.06 0s" Sonny But I’m Gonna Have To Pass

of broadcasts.
This package
culled from 17 of these airings
it makes up a nifity nostalgie
that still retains freshness in

was
Lonnie Donegan's “The Wreck Of .The John B” (Ludlow?) ‘re-.
and | RCA Victor is: ‘working out a. co-op promotion plan with El Al Air- |. vives a popular folk piece with strong value, for the pop sninners.
item lines for its original Broadway cast album of “Milk and Honey.” El
and gives the programmers a chance to followin. on his. “Chewing.
song Al is featured in the tuner. . ‘Capitol Records is offering a special.
Gum” elick.“Sorry But I'm Gonna Have To Pass’: (Tiger* ): has a
and humor.
The Jolson-Levant bonus program for its original Broadway cast album of. “Sail Away.”.
‘plaintive folk feel that could pull through ‘for an okay. spinning run.
banter holds up and Jolson’s ren- Dealers who buy 10 get one free... Carol. Channing’s forthcoming
ditions of a flock of standards to Caedmon LP, “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.’ ’ in which she interprets
JERRY VALE... bea e ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER ‘PLACE
_Levant’s keyboarding is worth pre- the original prose version of the Anita Loos: novel, has been delayed
wveee i) If He Leaves You:
serving and playing.
Milt Gabler, to New Year’ 3 Eve to coincide with her opening at New York’s Waldort- |. (Columbia)......
Jerry Vale's “Another Time, "Another Place” (Sahara*) is a fine
Decea’s yeepee in charge of artists Astoria .. . Keynote Distributing ‘Co. -has taken ‘over. as the new
ballad offering from the incoming “Kwamine” legituner: that’s deé& repertoire did the editing job, Cleveland distributor for Caedmon, and: the Shakespeare Recording
veloped into a. ‘Programming svecialty .bi ‘the singer's.-attractive
and he’a to be complimented for Society. Gene Frawley heads Keynote.
Andy Miele, MGM/Verve marketing director, estimates that Verve's
reacing. “If He Leaves You” (Harriet*) ts an okay ballad with ‘a
t.
pleasing lilt and a vocal. ‘@pproach ‘that: fits into many. stations’
AL
CAIOLA:
“HIT
INSTRU- fall sales program sparked by Shelley Berman, Ella Fitzgerald and
_ new programming pattern. _
MENTALS FROM WESTERN TV Gene Krupa packages,- will near the 400,000 sales mark before the
4
_*
THEMES”
‘United
Artists).
Al campaign closes Oct. 31 .... Kim Hunter has a poetry reading LP out
Caiola’s guitar does something to on RCA Victor titled- “From Morning Till Night.”’ Fhe poems for
children
were
written
‘by
Rhoda
Bellak.
Doris
Schwerin
wrote
the
an instrumental that excites pop|.
(Soncraft).....6.03..5..You’re Running Out Of Kiszes°
market
interest
as witness
his accompanying musie . . . Capitol has put Judy. Garland’s "Judy At |.
Chuck. Foote’ < “Conie ‘on “Back” (Skidmore: Selma?) rolls with
_
clicks with “Magnificent
Seven’ Carnegie Hall’ into its four-track. tape catalog.

CHUCK FOOTE. .......+,. beeeee

and

“Bonanza.”

The

latter, how-

ever, is the peg for this album because it's made up entirely of tv
western
themes.
Even
though
there’s a similarity of thematic
motif, Caiola gives each an individual interpretation. that makes
the set a listening delight.
LES ELGART ORCH: “IT’S DELOVELY
(Columbia).
For those
who
are
looking
for swinging
dance albums. Les Elgart's new LP
fills the bill.
The arrangements
are blown up for terping enjoyment and the repertoire is fashioned from the standard catalog
that always is worth a new interpretation. This package should go
over
especially
well with
the
campus crowd.
CLEBANOFF ORCH: “KING OF
KINGS AND 11 OTHER GREAT
MOVIE THEMES” (Mercury. Be-

cause “King of Kings” is the cur-

Arnie Sultan and Marvin Worth, who ‘have written and produced
United Artists albums for Pat Harrington Jr., Louis Nye and Don
Knotts, are putting together an LP, “Seven Lively Highs,” for Buddy

Hackett. Album deals with the. different humorous aspects of. “getting
high under
w
the influence of alcohol, marijuana, heroin and sordid other
Angel Records will issue three new recordings this week |
rugs”. .

that will be offered at half price during a limited introductory period.

COME-ON BACK :

a slick beat and a sharp vocal approach to win enough support ~
from the teen crowd. to make it pay of. “You'ré Running Out Of

|.

Kisses” (Starfiret) builds up a warm and ‘tasty quality that de-.
serves some strong spinning shots.
*«

JANE MORGAN. voveceseeereedeneees
(Kapp).

..0.. 2.200.

i

BLUE HORIZON
...Moon

River

The LPs are Samson Francois playing Liszt's’ “Piatio Concerto,” the
_ Jane Prorgan’s “Blue Hawaii” (Famous*) gets a winning “legit”.
Berlin Philharmonic playing Bartok’s “Music for Strings, Percussion.
reading that should bring this oldie back to the spinning fore|and Celesta” and Hindemuth’s “Mathis Der Maler,” and Sir Thomas
front especially because of its tie with the soon to be released
Beecham’s “More Lollipops.”
pic of the same name. “Moon River” (Famous*) is the warm ballad
John Reardon, featured on Broadway in “Do Re Mi, ” has waxed an}
from. .the “Breakfast at Tiffany’ s”. pic’ score. and programmers
LP of moppet songs called “Have a Good Time,” to be released by Col
should pay attention to: it because —of Miss- Morgan's. topnotch
Candid Records has stretched ‘its foreign distribution setup with |. treatment.
.
Central Record. Distributors for England and Music Cory. of Australia
x
*
*
for the island continent .
Cadence “Little LP” scheme. is getting
some plugging via several ‘tv ‘stations around the country. which are THE REGENTS. Le caecccceceutspecteewt tenses. /LIAR
(Gee)
ove
even
ccc
ee
cce
eee
eee
ys
DOn't- Be
A
Fool
using. the platters on their rock 'n’ roll deejay shows.for on-camera
The Regents’ “Liar” (Cousins-Shoe Stringt) brings this r ‘n'-r
prizes and such-.
20th-Fox Records has come up with a Christmas
group back to its frantic “Barbara Ann” style and the bluejean setitem which couples the “Little Drummer Boy” platter: with an LP
will ‘pick it up for payoff returns, “Don’t Be A. Fool”: {Cousinsrecorded with the Radio City Music Hall organ called “Merry ChristShoe Stringt) has some school-age appedt and the-candystore.mas Carols With Organ and Chimes” in a two-sleeve. set. . WestGros.
jukes will profit by it.
minster Records will observe Franz Liszt's 200th birthday in November
-Decea has come out |:
by releasing four new albums of his works. .

With eight new Deutsche Grammophon Geselischraft releases. .

*ASCAP, BMI,

..
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SCAP FEES
|SexualPhilosopher’ Rusty
R
Warren STATIONS’ PAT
P
(OrchLeaders ofGreater NY. Gain In.”
GetsHer Degree—2,0, 000Albums |
EXPIAEa DEG. - Legal Battle to Win Employer Status
What. ‘Dolly

Bloomer.

did. for

bloomers, Carrie Nation for tem-]
perance, | Susan. B. ‘Anthony for]
- women’s suffrage, and Aimie Sem- |:

+

‘BBC'sRegrets’ Ban

The

‘| Station

All-Industry

Music

License

Television

Committee

Untroubled Pianist

London, Oct. 24.
Sounding a “how brave our
is asking. for fee. reductions and a
client
is”
note,
Cosmetto
jmore equitable tv: station alterna- |.
‘of Pye Records’ “‘Lord ChamArtist Management
discloses
“oy
tive between blanket and per pro—and none’ of the others. ever soldberlain Regrets...” album—.
that pianist Alexander Unin2,000,000. albums or could. tour |” including: the. skit on Jackie. |gram licenses for the contract
sky left Manhattan for Angola,
‘soon coming up
between
the
the ‘nitery circuit for. a full: year ..Kennedy—because
the disks
one of the most troubled spots
with no layoffs.
American Society .of Composers,
either use brand nafnes or bein Africa.
Authors
& Publishers and: the
Miss. Warren attributes’ her’ stic- | -.e¢ause of. “general taste.” One
. It. was a Portuguese triangle
cess on disks and in-niferies ‘to the - other. track is suill being contv. stations. The tv” stations paid’
‘for Uninsky.
After Angola,
fact that’ she’s. a “sexual philos-.
ASCAP $18,000, 000 last year.
- sidered.
Portuguese Mozambique
and
opher”’. and not a “dirty comediIn .a letter sent to . Stanley
Rest ‘of the album. hias been
then Lisbon. Other foreign enenne.”’: Her LPs, released via Ju-|"-“put on ‘the .“restricted” list
| Adams, ASCAP prez, the Negotiatgagements will kéep him over‘bilee Records,’ have never been']. “which means it’ can-be used: - ing Committee for the TV Station
‘seas until Feb. 16.
banned and she says,.‘‘the only rea- |. only for certain, types. of. ProLicense Committee listed several
son the police come: into ‘a club| “grams.:
-; requests for license changes and
where I'm working: is to. get:‘free,
.fee reductions designed to give
autographed. records - for their
yiv: stations a more equitable licens-.
wives.’
‘
‘ing Program. The letter suggested
She admits ‘that her Boom: on
; that licensing of music performing | ¢
disks (she “passed the . 1,500. 000
rights in the future-be cleared at ,
‘gales thark with “Knockers. Up,”
the source on any films to be proand. brought :her. total album::sales.
‘duced
after
new: licenses are
within a three-year period over.
‘negotiated. ‘The ASCAP contract:
2,000,000: with “Songs For Sinners,”
. with tke tv statioris expires Dee. |
which . preceded “Knockers,”: -and
31).
“Sinsational,” which followed) ’‘was™m short,’ it’s proposed that tv
timed with the current. craze for
It’s still up in the air as to
‘stations be subject to a uvense’ é
talk :platters.. . However, she says,
twhether there will be a sound| only for locally produced
pro-|.
“Pm
nota ‘sick’ comedian, like - Wesley Rose’ and. Mildred Acuff, }grams or programs as to which track album of the upcoming 20thLenny Bruce, or .a. political ‘com- longtime partners in’ Acuff-Rose. ‘3 recor ding licénse is not obtained:‘Fox remake of “State Fair.” There
-edian like Mort: Sahl,:or a house- jJare Jaunching 4 new BMI affiliate’ , by the program producer prior -to has never been a track LP of the
wife-type comedienne. like -Phyllis to be known. as: Fred. Rose. Music: |
Rodgers-Oscar
Hammer, the initial broadcast. The Com-. Richard
Diller...I just use sex. in ‘everyday,
asi ;stein 2d filmusical although Decca
‘human terms that. the:average firm would be a. memorial to Fred |
‘ motion picture exhibitors have this :made a package from the score at
woman. can understand: ad
Rose, ‘one of the founders of their‘. privilege, tv stations should be™ one time.
The “average woman” > has.: be- company.
j granted the same rights
| A major holdup in the sound‘come Miss. Warren’s money-in-thetrack LP. plot has been the fact
‘The. initial, repertoire. will be!
Radio’s Better Deal’:
“pank.- The “average women” (40
‘that three of the film’s Principals
drawn
from.
‘the
‘current:
Aculf|
The.
Committee
also
claims
that.
to 50, she says) have formed :clubs
wi
recording
contracts
jhave
“to appear en masse (with reserva- lRose eatalog and’ consist: principal- !the lieénse fee’ rates for .tv. stacom-: :three different diskeries. Because
“tions for. 30 to'.50 people) at the ly of the compositions of those, tions. are -excessive When
of this it had -seemed likely that

_ “ple McPherson for the spirit, Rusty:
Warren claims-she’s doing for sex.

_ “BRC has banned seven sides

The Orchestra
Leaders of
Greater New York have taken a
big step forward in their strugcle
for status as employers via 2 decision in the U.S. Court of Appeals
last week. The group, whese members are also mertnhers of Local
802, American
Federation
af
Musicians, because of the union’s
belief
that
they
are
rersonnel
managers and not emplavers. has
been endeavoring tu estiblish its
ranks as employers in an effort to
gain the right to collective hargaining with the ATM on Jecislai tion dealing with the single ene
‘ gagement business.
In the course of its fight. the
OLGNY brought action in Federal
Court against the AFA
on four
counts. One of these counts. in-

Label Pacts With |

‘AcufRoseSets
|
New Company In

Fair’ Stars Hold
Soundtrack Album

volving a union “tax” and “travel-

ing surcharge,” had been the subject of a motion for temporary injunction last March. It was denied
at that time and last weck came
up before the Court of Appeals for
review.
The
earlier ruling by Judge
Edmund L. Palmieri on the “tax”
and “surcharge” was reversed. In
its ruling, the three-man appeals
court stated that “we are unable
to find basis for refusing the injunction with respect to the ‘tax’
or the ‘traveling surcharge’ or to
‘reprisals’ for failing to make such
payments.”
Mention
of “reprisals”
stems
from a portion of the action which
attempted to enjoin the AFM from
“any economic or other reprisals”
hinterland clubs at which she-plays.. writers with whom: Fred Rose was. i pared -te .those .paid radio- broad-: instead of a soundtrack waxing. avainst the bandleaders for par[Many of them display their loyalty. most ‘closely -agsociated. such aS’ | casters ‘and the disparity warrants | there would be different albums ticipation in the suits “or because
tof failure to comply with the
substantial
reduction. * More- !
-.to Miss Warren and her philosophy Hank Williams and Marty Robbins.
Wesley Rose stated that he would : over, the group argues that the: -by the different artists billed as! vnion laws and rewations whose
_-by wearing fan buttons heralding:
“Songs From State Fair.”
How- { lesal validity is challenged in the
' their mémbership; in a. “Knockers, honor any requests from any. other |fees paid under present licenses |.
-|writers-.to have their compositions' for music used.on sustaining pro-;ever, according to 20th, the differ- comolaints.” Suit also sought to
Up’: club.
ences may be ironed out and there enjoin the union “from interfering,
Singer's “average “woman” often transferred from. the. sore |grams should be reduced to a |
‘iuominal amount in view of the} may be a track package after all. directly or indirectly. in any way
comes. up to her after the: ‘show company to Fred: Rose ‘Music.
At the.-same: time, Rose. stated |fact: that these programs. produce! Of particular interest for this whatsoever, with the business, emand ‘says, “‘You've™ been . saying
filming is the addition of four plovment.
engagements
fobs
or ,
something I’ve always wanted. to. that. Hickory Records will’ now be no revenue, use a Minimal amount‘songs with music and lyrics by work opportunities of the plain“tell. my. husband.”
run .as an. enterprise. separate and
(Continued on page 48)-.
Rodgers
to the
original. score. tiffs.””
What Miss
Warren ‘is, telling ‘distinct. from .the publishing ‘com- |:
There: have been two other edi‘them, she: says, is that sex doesn’t panies. The reorganization of the
The “tax” in question concerns
lions of the screen tuner by Fox,
have to. be-dirty or. hidden: but that. Acuff-Rose: companies. is in line
“Jone in 1933 and the other in 1945. a 114% impost which a by-law of
it can be clean and talked about, with the current concepts of music
Local 802 requires leaders to de\“Fair”
was
written
especially
for
‘and more importantly, it can" be publishers.and recorders and is:de-|
the screen by Rodgers & Hammer- Guct from amounts received for
laughed at, “I’m no psychiatrist,” signed to. broaden the exploitation
stein. and has never been pro- services of members and pay to
she :admits, “but people ‘wouldn't of ‘the ‘Presént. ‘Acuff-Rose activ ity.
the local. The “traveling surcharge”
duced as a legit offering.
- have so many problems. if. they. Both
Acuff-Rose. - Publications
The major artists involved are reauires leaders to add 10% to
“could. approach sex. with “a serise and’ Fred Rose Music have ‘signed |.
the
price of engagements plaved by
Pat Boone, who's pacted to Dot;
. Paris, Oct: 24.
of humor.”
with
|-- Igor. Markeviteh,. conductor. of Bobby Darin, who
‘new . five-year
agreements
records
for members outside the jurisdiction
‘Sex,. “philosophical or otherwise,
of
their
home local and pay to the
Broadcast: “Music Inc.
and
Ann-Margret,
who
the cooperative ‘Concerts Lamou- Atco,
fs paying off for Miss Warren.
AFM.
Of the new
reux Symphony Orch here, was waxes .for Victor.
She started out as a $500-a-week
A
major
point in the employer
and Ann|fired by a vote against him han- Rodgers tunes Boone
“piano playing lounge. ‘act several |
dled by. the steering committee Margret duet on two of them, status situation was made when the
-years ago.and how she’s. getting
court
commented.
“Although
deof the organization headed by com- “Willing and Eager” and “More
‘close. to four times: that much» for’
_poser ‘Georges .Auric. Auric re Than Just a Friend”; Darin sings fendants (Local 802. AFM: deny
viher, nitery dates.:
that
the
orchestra
leader
is
the
another,
“This
Isn’t
Heaven,”
and
signed after trying to fight the.
_|...There is also ‘plenty of Joat com-of the sidemen
and
‘Toronto, Oct. 24..
vote, and. the decision may be. Alice Faye sings the fourth, “It’s ‘emplover’
“ing: in from -her.. record output. |.
claim the father of the bride {s the
With. directors of -‘Toronto Sym- brought .before .a governmental the Little Things in Texas.”
“ ‘She ‘owns'the masters via her Rusty
Rodgers. has the rights to the true employer, as indeed the con‘Warren. Production Co. and leases phony- and. Toronto Musicians Un- arts and letters committee for. ar.- them to Jubilee for. distribution. ‘jon facing a deadlock, the 84 -toot- bitration. But both are out as of soundtrack but can’t go ahead with tract form says (a Form B stanethe LP until he gets releases from dard contract used always’. we
: There’ S§ a minimal royalty payment ‘ers of former may not. open the now.. .
since. virtually.-all of’ the material. 50th Season. on Oct. 31 at. Massey : Markevitch,. who took over as the artists’ diskeries. If the indi- think this contention. far from
head. conductor three years ago, vidual companies are interested in being. serious or difficult, borders
_
Hall:
~ recorded is written by. her.the
score,
they
could on the frivolous.”
Her royalty rap comes ‘from what |. Fwo issues are at stake for the put this orch on the. classical map, getting
The court went on to state that
“ghe calls the :clean songs” ‘that. Musicians’ Union—a higher mini- and had a successful: North Ameri- eause a problem by not releasing
business
are single-shotted - in her albums. {mum. wage and-.a longer, season. ¢an tour two years ago. Main thing their contractees and holding out the single engagement
“You're - Nobody. Till ris year, the. Toronto Symon. against Markevitch was the failure for the album. But 20th feels that does fall under the category of an
One. ‘had
. Somebody Loves You,” another had minimum ‘pay was $100 a week for. to fill some recording contracts the situation may be settled so “industry affecting commerce” and
vet the leaders are members of
“ “Life-Is Just A Bowl of Cherries,” a 24-week season. This -year, the: ‘because. tied up -with- outside there can be an original album.
Aside from the additions to the the union and employers as well.
and her latest, “Rusty © Warren|.‘Toronto Symphoiiy . has. promised chores. Committee was miffed also
-Bounees -Back,” which | fs. being re- $105. minimum a week, with com- by ‘the press campaigns putting ‘score, no other musical tamper- It drew from this. plus the fact
leased this week with'a 500.000 ad-. ‘ing
Markevitch in the right. Vote for ings are planned. No numbers from that the tax does not fall into an
season. of. 24 dates,- ora his
ouster was 68 to seven. With the original will be taken out. An exception like union dues. that “the
vance order, includes the: “Do Re
contract- ‘which: “would
Mi” pnowtanes. ““Make | Someone two-year
income coming from effort will be made, according to general considerations marshalled
provide. the same terms for’ the the main
. Happy. ae
;
‘1961-62 season or $110. minimum.a platter companies, majority of the. Fox, to keep the film from look- bv the District Judge .. . do not
musicians felt his missing the re- ing like a remake by switching anpear pertinent to the collection
1 week for the. 1962-63 season’ of 25
the locales of the old numbers and of the apparently ilegal ‘tax’ and
cording -dates was. inexcusable.
weeks.
Also walking out was publisher placing them in new context here ‘surcharge’.”
| (With ‘the Toronto
Symphony:
The apveals court’s decision also
Rene Julliard, who. headed the La- and there. ~
? offer rejected. by the Musicians |moureux .Foundation which
serves
to
greatly
fortifv § the
Union, .latter’s rock-bottom de-.
ehipped in: with funds ‘to allow for
OLGNY for its further battle in
Ray Kyser’s “‘Kollege of Musical ‘mands. include the offer of a one playing of modern. music. This also
Wovember of the entire four-noint
Knowledge” is getting a disk re- year. contract of $110 a week for called for more. rehearsals, Gensnit as regards the emnlover status
union via Capitol Records.. Among. 24 weeks of the first-year and: for eral. reaction in Paris art circles
element. On the basis of the ruling,
the alumni back for the ‘recent re- 26 weeks of the second: or a two was in Markevitch’s favor. He has
the group will go before a Federal
for the
London, Oct. 24.
cording: recreation: ‘of the- “Kol-. year agreement: of. $107.50 year
up}
Judge and ask a temnorarv iniunelined
work
guest
of
plenty.
|
and
first
the
of
weeks
24
Roy Berry, general manager for tion avainst the “tax” and “surlege” at Capitol’s Coast studios first
around Europe. Markevitch was.
were Ginny Simms, Harry. Bab- $112.50 for. the 28° weeks compris- best known for his modern music the Reg Connelly music interests, eharve” and will also again seek
‘and himself head of Berry Music ta’ enioin the unfon against “rebitt, Michael: Douglas, Trudy Er- ing the 1962-63 ‘season, - |
handling.
—
Directors of Toronto Symphony
win, “Ish: Kabibble,” Jack Martin,
Auric claimed that the musi- Co. Ltd., one of the wholly-owned nrisals” which they claim have
‘Sully Mason and Lymon Gandée. felaim that “prudent management cians’ temporary anger over the Campbell-Connelly music pubber- occurred.
’ The recording session was under |says we can’t go ary further,” but press: backing of Markevitch led ies, is making his first trip to
the ‘musical direction of. George. Alan Wood, prexy, Toronto Musi- to this. vote which: they: would. America this week.
MGM‘S NEW DISTRIBS
He is being aceompanied
by
‘Dunning, arfanger of. many .of. the. cians Union, countered with agree- |. probably soon regret, and maybe
“Kollege’s” original hits.
.. -. | ment that the: TSO made a bargain lose them. the needed platter dates Geoffrey
Henry Stone’s Bold Records was
Everitt
and
‘illiam
Kyser, who is now. retired: and with: the -publie before knowing ‘which leaned heavily on the Mar- Hood, Connelly’s associates in his appointed to handle MGM
and
living near the campus of his ‘alma. that there was ‘an orchestra to sell kevitch name. Markvitch’s other Radio-Luxemboug subsid, Ivy Mu- } Cub, replacing Pan American DisMater, the -‘U.-of North. Carolina,. at and“ what ‘it"would ‘cost.tributing in Miam!f. The Hopkins
conducting work -led to his being sic Ltd.
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tour marks
Barcelona, Oct. 24. ” Riddl
-quartet. ‘Returning. to. the label js established.
iddle, et al—will
switch
to Re |;
for the pops and five marks :$1.25)°
the ‘I Solisti. di Zagreb, classical
-Rothfeld. -will probably. handied, ie'b ‘interministerial commission price when they can,” he added.
for the classics. LPs are about $6.
«chamber orchestra under: Antonio ‘artist and: repertoire : matters for!
been designated by Spain's,
pye, particularly, has felt the
That means that the 45° mono
Jahigro. .
.
the label. which would operate as (aorering, counells to supervise lack of talent on the Yank label
and
preparations
for
"bh
and stereos are now at the same
a normal. independent
diskery tplans

é|Falla’§ Posthumous Work

AtBarcelona Opera Nov. 24°

preekly |
| price of $2 apiece, 33s cost $3.73
With
no ties to
the -Korvette:: world premiere of Manuel de. Fal- es nee nas ao a
Colpix: Don. Gant
radio
which in either mono or stereo. And the
He speculated that the ‘la’s “La Atlantida,” posthumous bourg -{commercial
‘Don Gant will be the first: ‘Colpix | stores.
| masterwork . of the Catalan: cOM- beams
to Britain).
Outside
of other four maior record producers
push in its new- arrangement. ‘with line would most dikely. be /a -stand- poser
|P
Sinatra himself, Reprise has no big | —Teldec, Deutsche Gammophon,
Wesley Rose,: vublisher and indie jard-priced setup, and. would. ‘prob- |
World’ premiere will be. staged'
Philips and Ariola—are following
disk producer based: ‘in Nashville. ably specialize in “concept” jas a giant concert at the Barcelona’ sellers. ‘Pye’s sales staff is wor- |
Colpix. made an- independent. pro- |albums: like’ -singalongs, percus-.’ ‘Civic) Opera House Nov. 24, in an - ried in case the initial impact of' suit with price changes
particular.
‘Reprise
(through
Sinatra’s
‘“Gra-!
Several Factors Inyolved
duction agreement.:with Rose. ‘and
|‘sions: and | whateyer.
- ‘ apreement Spain’s Minister of Na-:
trend develops.
‘nada’”’ click) will be lost.
| New
price
calcuations
were
Gant. will be the:Anitialer in the istrong
As far as. artists are conceerned, iUcnal Education reached with the.
.
|based
on several factors. Despite
pew tle.
Italian’ music Publisher" Casa Ri-!
‘price slicings of the pop records:
| Rothfeld figured that: the .‘label i cordi.
would: try to entice name perfor m- || Spanish composer Ernesto Half- |

" Rae-Cox:. Rosa Shaw. Others’

Lester Sims to Wall Street |‘wo. sears ago, the anticipated
~ After 20 Yrs.in Music Biz:

Teddy McRae, prexy of the indie! jers-and build an artist roster of ‘ter. has spent ‘several years com: Stereos. did not prove a success
{pleting this giant musical opus, on|
added a fiock. of;iits own.
;
;in West Germany, and it’s hoped
a subsidy from the. Spanish G
artists to his stable last week. in- |
r
nt
with
ermission.
from
‘Lester
Sims,
vet
music
man.
has
the price balancing will now in- @luded ‘are- spiritual singer: ‘Rosa:
' wi music
P publisher.
us igiven: up Tin Pan Alley for Wall crease their sales.
: 'ernment
the Milanese
. Shaw
from - Miami,
a ‘singing. Herman Inks Longtezm
Ww
ill
{Street.
He’s
now
in
the
stock
brokRecord
changers.
with
stereo
The Barcelona premiere
’ quartet: called the. Shallows. .an in-.
business
associated
with equipment accounted for 95°27 of
:feature Victoria wie. los . Angeles erage
‘strumental
cambo —tagged
G me | ..Jerry
Herman, - composer’
of ;
Fahnéstock
&
Co.
in
its
Radio
City
all sales In 1960. an increase from
Franklin & ‘The: House Rockers. words and musie for the current and Raimundo Tores as lead soloists with ‘a full symphony orches- | branch.
the 839¢ stereo-equipped sold in
another ‘singing group, -Tony' Rice'|'
‘Broadway. | tuner,
“Milk”
and tra and mixed chorus under the|
Sims, who was most recently |1959. It’s hoped that the price
& The Overtons. .
Honey,” has signed a new. longconnected with Bourne as general change will move the public to buy
baton of Eduardo Toldra.
term ‘writing contract. with E. -H.
| ‘La Atlantida”: was. to have re-|| professional manager. started in stereo platters.
‘| Morris. Herman,
incidentally, ' is:
jeeived simultaneously its world op-/the music biz in 1941 with Leo
- Enrica: Screamin’ Jay"
Success or faiiure of the new
also ‘pacted to" Broadcast. Music
eratic premiere at La Scala this|Feist. He later was upped to genHawkins Family~
and “Mortis ‘publishes his f-year, but Milan opera chiefs. have |eral ‘professional manager of the price. scheme should be revealed
Screamin’ Jay Hawkins, nis‘wife! In¢.,
* Works. through . its Vogue. “Music”
not a fixed date.
Spain is ex- |Big Three’s Miller Music firm. He by Christmas sales.-which amount
Pat |‘Newborn, and his son James.
to aS much as 50% of the year’s
BMI) subsid.
: pected. to make the. first. concert ;left Miller.in 1956 to take over the
Hawkins chave . signed
with .the;
gross for some producers.
Enrica label.:‘The. group will be}. Herman’ Ss ‘second mu.ical of the” version. .of the opera’ a ‘cultural |Bourne post, which ran until early
The record has became a status
«
called Screamin’ Jay’ Hawkins. and | guzrent ‘season will ‘be the off-: event of international magnitude. |tis year,
symbol among citizens of the newBr oadway . entry. “Madame Aphro- ; —
the. Chicken Hawks. :
ly-rich
German
economy.
Older
‘Also: added“ to the label were cite,” due in late November.
people, particularly, ::ke to display
singer John Lester and a singing |
a fine collection of the latest, and
group, the Saratogas..
most expensive, classic pressings.

)

Rae-Cox label,

|Writing Pact With em

‘Tnside Stuff—Music

“Kragen:Turns Producer

‘Continued on page 50:
Four: out. of five finalists in Iast year's Best New Dance Bands
;
So-Lo: Frankie’ Dawn
; Ken Kragen, for the past couple. ‘competition, a public ‘service contest sponsored by the: American Fed- |
Pop. singer Frankie Dawn has} ‘of years personal manager fort
eration of Musicians, will be-baek in the running this year. Leaders|
been inked by So-Lo -Records.: His |Limeliters, has formed Ken Kragen: and their bands will vie for regional championship iitles, tiong with Cap of Canada Names
national prizes of $1, Q00 ‘going to each winning ou
first. release. will ‘the “Ebb Tide” Productions. ‘to. handle
inalists returning
for,
backed with “I couldn’ t Care Less."” tours for the folksinging. group as j the upcoming competitiori will be Steve Laughery of Moses Lake.
G. F. Racine Gen. Mer.
{Awelll::-as other concert attractions. Wash.; Jimmy Watkins of Detroit; Johnny Nicolos{ of Williamsport.!
Geoffrey F. Racine has been set
‘|His fall and winter lineup includes, Pa, and Al Cobine of Bloomington, Ind.
as
general .nanager of Capitol RecSelma Brody.
Brody Reining 20 big city shows for the singers.
ords of Canada Ltd.
He'll take
charge of all Canadian activities
‘Some 215 NBC-TV: affiliate stations have tied-in with MGM Records |
Synthetic’ Ss Kidisk Div. | ‘This spring- Kragen ‘will produce
out
of
his
Toronto
hq
reporting
diSelma. Rich... Brody. ‘has been a series of 20 dates for pianist: on a co-op promotion campaign for David Rose’s “Bonanza” album to.
-named director of the Children’s Peter Nero. He. has, in the -past, push the platter and the tv series. Plans call for the album to be flashed |rectly to Glenn E. Wallichs. Cap
prexy.
Record Division of Synthetic Plas-. produced college’ appearances by on the tv screen after each. “Bonanza” episode. Members of the show's
Prior to his new - appointment,
tics Record €orp. She: will -be in Stan Kenton, ‘the’ ‘Gatéway Singers. cast are: being photographed with the.LP for publicity in the trade. tv
charge of artists and repértoire. and the Kingston Trio. Kragen‘s, fan mags and local newspapers. Affiliated NBC radio stations in the| Racine was veepee of Capitol Records of Canada and vicepresident
development. ‘and. exploitation.of. first outing with K. K..Productions Isame. cities will also plug both the ‘oater and the disk.
:of Capitol Records Club,
was a recent Hollywood Bowl -con- |
“the Peter Pan ‘label.
‘cert featuring the Limeliters .with|. - Peter Pan Records is latehing on to pop. clicks for its moppet push.
Mrs.. Brody ‘is ‘an. authority, in
iter: Henry Mancini and. ‘Julie London, ,“Label has etched “Big Bad John,” “Alvin's Harmonica” and. “Does
Chewing ‘Gum Lose Its. Flavor on the Bedpost Overnight” for its
me code ents felb tories. She. ‘Inc.
whichOf he
produced with .Concerts lthe
pop series of 45 rpm and 78 rpm 17-inch platters that retail at 29c. |Los “Angeles.
has made numerous disks and: has
ee
Ira L. Moss, exee veepee of Peter Pan; claims that a recent survey ‘ Bobby Johnston has been named
written
for local and —“network |
showed that the. smalifry follow pop hits and are tremendously in- pop artist and repertuire man for
: “Byrne Joins Command—‘| terested
children’s tv and radio ‘shows.
Kapp
Reeords.
He
has
been
in them.
- Bobby Byrne, *ex-maestro and.
brought in to help strengthen the
featured. ‘trombonist: on Command| EMI {Electrical and “Musical Industries) has come up with its first label’s teener-targeted
product,

Johnston Joins Kapp

“ASCAP Slates Conclaves , Records, ‘has: been signed: by the:

..,

‘The American

“posers, Authors

Society. Of. Com- label. as

associate producer.

He

British album

to get six-figure sales—"The. Black and White

Minstrel

Show” on HMV. The disk, which features the songs and team from the

Kapp will continue
to use
services
of
independent

& Publishers. has. will: continue to record for. Com- prizewinning BBC-TV show, has passed the 100,000 sales point after ducers

like

Lieber

&

the

proStoller,

. | only 10 months on the market. The label is releasing a second ajbum, Buddy Kaye, Phil Springer and
general |. mand.
business meeting for Nov:.8 at. New
others.
Byrne is. the second associate conducted by George Mitchell, later this month.
Johnston is a former associate
‘~¥ork’s Hotel .Roosevelt. .
producer’ for~ thé label, joining
The ‘Society. also has lined up: al Julie Klages, .daughter. of Enoch | RCA Victor took big. display ads in the Sunday N.Y. dailies to herald of Clyde Otis and has been doing
sp““ial: meeting for the following Light, Command’s head of artist. | that: the original cast album of “How to Succeed In Business Without freelance work out of Texas reday: for a visnal -nresentation’. by and’ reperioire, who has: with the Really Trying”: (Frank. ‘Loessev-Abe Burrows musical) was “recording |cently. He has written numereues
releases for the pop market.
diskery for-the ‘past two years.
today” (Sunday) and would: be on sale Friday..
Dean of its survey system.
‘scheduled. its semiannual

Joet-
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(BudFlanagan Relates

On the Upbeat

ae

His Story as Comedian

New

York

| Japanese Pub Firm
To Record US. Pops’
For Oriental Market
is| -..

W. Germany
—

andes
ween
ae
eaten

‘Wednesday, October. 25, 1961

Continued ‘from ‘page a9 —
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In Book, ‘My Crazy Life’ Among the teenagers, however,

.Chirp Gloria Bennett joined the

. London, Oct. 24. _|the highest percentage of pop plat- - Yamah Music, New York. based
of the Japanese publishing
Panese
Pubusmng
‘iana, Pa., Nov. 4... . Cannonball; this lunch, but there'll be murder! hecome choosey about what they firm, is expanding into. the disk
‘field
with
its own Yamaha label..
nie: Adderley into the Crescendo, Hol- |if the Chief Rabbi finds.‘ out,” | select. And with more music avail-

kes his baad! Kal Winding Septet which plays;
“I'm elated that. the Bishop of |ter. buyers.
| branch
Benay Goodman ae ican panathe State Teachers College, int London agreed to rel be murder | But even the young people have

ons am
diene sO
vee oseyt 0

cur

oe
cor vole
wit

nker,

s
Australian

Pe
“ eS tesrn deejay

tour

returns

a

tour for

to the Metropole, N.Y., for; ! informal

a week Nov. ‘17...

Barry

note ‘ofthe

.
Luncheon

NIann &j erary

hd
Foyle'’s

staged

last

Lit-

country” 5 two

television

week |jukeboxes. and

ing.” which wil! also be released ,
az astngie

for

the

Grill,

Cleveland,

Qet 3-Nov 12.
Nat Wright, Warwick

currently at the Golden
L. I... The McGuire Sisters, who

eentt:

n

four-weeker

Performance

shows, the

"hoe of the Crazy Gang, as; “20lden: platter” that could once

;

London

fwell as. Georgie Wood. Jack Hyl-|C0U"t on a year’s run of sales in material

Piainist-composer

at —he

wrote

ton,

‘Vera

Arthur

Galt

Lynn;

Askey,-

Ron

Evelyn.

Moody,

Laye,

music-hungry

McDermott | ubd to honor the star, who explained | another

“African

Waltz”—

Germany

Nov. 6 at tomorrow

!26'

. . . “The

may

now

Val |become a dead item on the coun-.

industry

problem’ because

! his presence -in. such exalted: lit-|of the low prices the clubs. offer

White :that’ since

finishing

his book-he | dustyites

are

hopeful

White. Way

and

Others are

in

In-

However,

London's Patk of‘the Town, play a inked for BBC Radio's “Jazz Club” ; erary circles as Foyle’s by the fact | to their members.
Cynmand

number

has been obtained and.
‘signed | into the Nippon
Gakki
organization ‘which parents Yamah,
-. Kay Starr recorded her first’ Parnell, Ted: “Ray, Chesney ‘Allen: ters within a few weeks after it These include. Rambed and Debmar
catalogs
representing’
Frankie
disker, British album with EMI. A&R man: and Pat Kirkwood. were among : hits the top.
Slipper, Was Norrie Paramor . .
Canadian the 500-strong: company that turned | Advent of record clubs here. is ‘Avalon
and
Fabian. properties,

... Jack Teagarden set;

Hickory

has)

Gray

channels.

increasing

his London album. “The Warmth Roy Smeck have new disks out om to launch ‘the. comedian’s autobiog. |of disk. jockey radio
e ot Wyater “LP includes the Jimmy .
1p.
Maureen
Gray
has |My Crazy Life.”
”

and Maureen
McHugh ballad, “Warm and Will. ,A8C-Pan

The.. outfit will. issue U.S:- pop
‘tunes in the Oriental market.
A dozen current disks have been
acquired, plus a full catalog. deal
with Canadian-Americn Records.
In addition; new publisher catalog

able during the last décade.via the

and set the

Bud Flanagan

Krupa | cracked

Gene

lywood; Noy. 2-19...

t
with

p romotion
‘

that their

taken over distribution and promo-

redevelopment

plant.

1

“My Crazy Life”

(Muller, $2.55)

ful for

two

or

three years,

then September,'*.Linda

tier for- the Joy
Records
line...
_Repoited
that intheBritain
CBS Jaeo
a
iro, . bets
will be here
issued
in, is
by aonewarm.
of thefascinating
best-loved story
figurestold:
in i iost much of their appeal.
,
Morris, tv actor, forming a

|Briti h

combo to be called the Dixieland

the “immediate” future thoughfrom
no j nowledged
1S
owhiz.
leader

| Flanaga

anagan;

a

ck-

Crazy

of. the

is forthcoming

confirmation

Sy Zenter Orch

Raythmn Kings

‘showbiz.

goes into the Hotel Roosevelt Oct, Philips which handles the Yank} Gang, has made many appearances,
.
‘
:
labels’ releases . . . Composer : before Royalty, has been honored}
3).
. Karen Chandler
set for the
Chi
ddard,
who
penned John-; With the Order of the British EmInternational Nov. 1.
soot Stent- tivo. 0 pen “Johnny. pire-and has represented the Gang
Frankie Avalon slated for his
first pecsonal appearance tour of
Puerto Rico to benefit "The Heart
Fund Benefit Show” there. . . .
Singer Claire Collier held over at

Gallagher's
waltikee.
Senne

Steak

House,

Remember Me” and “Wind Wind, iat one of the Queen’s informal
irying his own vocal chords. on ‘Buckingham Palace lunches. He has
gist for HMV .
Singer Emile jfrequently been tagged “The Court
pforg may quit the business for ; ester.”
“athletics . < . Exec Harry Walters‘
As he relates in. the book, Flana-

Mil- ; jeayes EMI to rep Cameo Records. £49 ‘real name Reuben Weintrop,

...Jay P. Morgan into the in the GK
ge
.
.
aa

A&R
el

pg

man

John

“ hich

became

Robert

Winthrop

Etekira

;

waxers

Geula

Gill

and!
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~

i

See

White

ous
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Kansas

|London’s

City

“|signed

East End.

will play concert dates in~

11.8°%,.

while

jumped

that. year by 35%,

sales

of

up to }-

8,500,000 and did another climb in |
1966 up to 11,500,000: (The majors,
like Electrola, have from
50° .of their sales volume
classics).

During

of this

the first three

y
year

about

:

months|

.
15,570,000

rec-

18 and

19...

Gene

& Francesea !! opened at ‘the Stardust, Las Vegas:

aper

vendor

int Gate of Horn, San Francisco, ‘So the trio is. taking time out from!Tere
Now.

7-21

Fred

Ebb

&

Past |EV.

for the

Riviera,

then

return } part

and

worked

in

a

as

“The

Wild

Beast.’

725,000, completed

year

with

Kicin penned a pop tune, “Take ,t© the Stardust Nov. 10 for two Alexander Carr.. There after he
Her, She's Mine.” to help promote ; Months . . . Paul Gilbert opens a led a full life. He riding the rods,
Phoebe & Henry Ephron’s Broad- |fortnight at Eddys" Oct. 27, a re- ‘landing in the cooler. as a vagrant,

was

154.000,

more

than

lay

Het:_a

formers iin town on the
which | showbiz or misery.
t at the Ligith
Racily, modestly,
concert atthe Sunday (29) began at midnight . . . Johnny

Long

Orch

Country

The
.

dance

por THE

WEEK

due

at the

the.

entire output a. decade ago. (Pro-|-

MOST RECORDED

duction of tape equipment,
for}.
those who take thelr own record-

ings, has climbed, too, from only |
800 made in 1950 up fo the as-|{tounding
678,000. produced last |.

Club. for the President’s |;career.

Oct. 28.

Merc’s

CONNIE
FRANCIS

HOLLYWOOD
Sings

Smash

whether the new. pricing will .ald |:

Flanagan tells ;their. Christmas

deals

fully

with

his

platters

in

sales. With: about:

investments

and equipment

andparticularly | it’s hoped

Label
F ield

Chicago, Oct. 24...

gan himself but; if there is ai
weakness in’ the book it is that,

|he does not: offer as many word

a:

Smash Records, pop subsidiary of| pictures: of. other “greats” in the

artists.

Shelby

Single-|

Met Opera

the

pop side.

purchased

the master

|

Smash

has

of *‘Forever

and a Day” by the Spirals
will release it this week.

and

page | j—

ficial compared with the early part |aty sureness. The sheriff is pretty

ton, Mercury a&r man, is handling | af his story of struggle...

-{the e&w production for Smash.
On

busi-

oo

Mercury, is entering the country &| business as might be expected.
western field and has signed Billy| Even the -chapters dealing with |samme Continued from
Deaton and Howard Crockett as its| the Crazy Gang itself are super-

first c&w

in

this year,

that the year-end

When Flanagan received his dec-}

well

sung

Colzani

by

baritone

as its mine, I shall wear it two |Crusoe.
and

a week including

the. others

can

it a day a week.”

each

Sundays,|_
borrow!

It was:a

gag,

The

Anselmo:

in a somewhat. upstagey |.

audience

was. subdued

be-

fore the curtain went- up, -but got
quieter, though. admirers of the}

but Flanagan is aware that though |three

i.

of Sydney Symphony

[lowing death of its regular

K 13039

ductor.

He

arrived

there Oct.

fol-|made

con-{

19.}

them

a British

institution |advantage on subsequent occasions,

DEBBIE HAYES.

HANDLING UA,VEE JAY

jin New

REVUE

a

a “first”’—-as the man. who..came

to decide how much the’ musicians
should be paid. Meanwhile the Met|.
Big ‘sold out ($93,995) with the $45. par-|

new -disk distributor

York,

ft’s called

Town. Distributors and it will handle United -Artists Records’ and
‘Vee Jay Records.

STARRING THE ONE AND ONLY

quet tickets marked: Admission,
$20, Contribution, $25. The audi- |

ence was thick with opera singers+

}
s
- The
independent
corporation | taking a busman’s holiday..
| will be headed by Chet. Woods. The
staff will include Frank Cama, for- |
°
a)
e

Oct. 23 to 28: PEP'S, Phila. — Oct. 30 to Nov. 4: THE COVE, Hazleton,
Pa. — Nov. & to 11: CONCORD TAVERN, Toronto, Canada — Nov. 14
to 26: COTTAGE

Baltimore —

Dec.

2D

INN, Lodi, N. J. —

8 to

17:

Dec. 26 to Jaa. 25: DANNY'S
BOOKED

Nov. 27 to Dec. 2: CLUB CASINO,

GALAXY

CLUB,

St.

Albans,

LOUNGE, Ff. Lauderdale, Fla.
EXCLUSIVELY

BY

N.

Y. —

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, .N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600

ee

YOUR

BABY

“(With A Dixts Moledy}
-dudy Garland—Caplitof
.Aretha Franklin—Columbia

SHOES

b’w

Lennie

Martin-Robbee.

FOR ME AND
' Freddy
ae em aea

|

LA FEMME.
MY GAL.

Martia-Swan
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MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Broadway
New York 19;

“COMINGLA Great Show

THE GAY LIFE:
Lyrics and’ Music: by .

HOWARD. DIETZ. and ARTHUR SCHWARTZ e
,

‘MAGIC MOMENT-.
Dan Fortunata, previously -associaMilwaukee, Oct; 24.
© WHO CAN? YOU CAN!
ted with Kapp, and other sales] Chicago Symphony .Orchestra,
j personnel to be announced shortly. with Leopold Stokowski .as guest!°SOMETHING YOU NEVER HAD BEFORE ¢
This marks the first time that eonductor, opened 1961-62 Milwau-[|:OH MY LIEBCHEN
|
Vee Jay. has had a contractual ar- ‘kee dates at the New Pabst Theatre.
rangement with a distributor, Red |‘(Fritz Reiner, the orchestra‘s, ‘con- > COME A-WANDERING WITH ME
Schwartz, firm’s national promo- ductor, is [ll.)
| $ WHY GO.ANYWHERE AT ALL
mer

branch

manager

for’ Decca; Chi Symph Milw kee Sked

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
suns;|‘ion airector,
‘wil nowmake his
vnneiscrrssevevvovunssse
Dr
SOE GLASER, President

e tees os

; ae
S ROCK-AAYE

OIE NEW NY. DISK DISTRIB
There’s

Picture

AT TIFFANYS’

Ml
nN HIT. REMINDERS.

Honest, unsubtle vulgarity is the | business would certainly help this
of the Crazy; Gang's hu-| production, though there ‘is an in-.
J
“People expect old stuff curable: coyness to Minnie, . the]
, conductor quit his Havana Sym- mor..
t phony ‘conductorship when Castro from. us,” admits Flanagan. They awaking - to - womanhood- Bible-.
regime began. .
certainly get. it, and the only wist- reading proprietor of the Polka |
‘| U-.S.. soloists this fall with the ——
|- ful note in “My. Crazy Life” is the Bar (no grill) during the California
er
Sydney
Symph _ inelude
pianist! suggestion that their current show gold rush.
Moura. Lympany and harmonicist |Will be their swan-song.
Rich.
If Miss Price was making history
¥/,
Larry Adler.
for her race, the U-.S.. Secretary |}
of Labor, Arthur Goldberg, who |re
sat in Met president . Anthony
|
Bliss” box, was also. establishing |. Nats

IIS III SCI ISTIC IIIa

the Paramount

“BREAKFAST

and attraction for foreign visitor. More imaginative staging and stage

|Brother of pianist Jorge Bolet, the ‘keynote

SGC

from

E FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION

leads provided respectable’)

American conductor Albert Bolet :he is probably the best known of curtain tributes to their voices |
; went to Australia to complete 1961 |the Gang. it is teamwork that has which will certainly show to finer.|
+concerts

MOST PLAYED
SONG OF THE YEAR

;

Oration the’ Duke of Edinburgh |istyle while packing: the most pre-|.
asked, “What about the medal?” j
The comedian replied, “Well, sir, posterous sidearm ‘since Robinson

days

orate!

MOON
Lua

the cams i one. with Chesney ness will clear the shelves of -the
en. now
his agen
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Wallderikeller, N. Y.
foriorn-faced: GACer “generally
tie presentation of the original
Las. Vegas, Oct. 17.:
“When Johnny Comes Marching
Greta Keller with Leo Pleskuw
‘Washington, Oct. 16: “!handles himself with .confidence
Sammy. Davis Jr., Phil Lawrence Home,” and her big disclick, “Way- Trio,
(‘Paul Marn
and
Ernest
+Milton Berle, Betty. George, The and cleverness, measuring his lines
Dunhills (3), La Scala: Quartet ‘to good effect, and exhibiting some !-& Mitzi, Garr. Nelsen,. ‘Copa. Girls ward Wind.” Jeff Lewis at the 88 Hirschi; Hermann Pris:us; $1.50
(4), Leonard Seus, Bob.Cross Orch. glib. recovery talents when. needed. “(12), Antonio Morelli Orch (22); :lis an excellent nerve center for and $2 cover.
8), Gao Quintet (5): $3.50 cover.
“His ‘stuff.is topical ‘only in the produced by Jack Entratter; cho- the act, fronting the Garwood Van
Greta Keller and the Welde:f: broad sense (no pun'—the- psy-: reography. Renne Stuart; stage orch (11).
-Clifford Guest, Australian ven-; Astoria’s new Walldoriketler aie
In his ‘first. nitery- appearatice: in!'chology--and-sex angles,-an.“if you’ direction, Harold. Dobrow; +4 minimum.
triloquist,
is
the
comedy
star,
be:
made
for each other.
Seasoned
Washington and his second ‘Boston-:‘were me” routine, and a KennedyViennese songstress. 2 familiar in
ing highly impressive in his debut
was first) in his latest. return to! Nixon debate. Most of his: materl- |...
"Sammy.
Davis
opened
a
night
;
\
the
fashionable
bsaites
from
tire
here.
The
handsome
voice
tosser
clubs,’ Milton Berle’ is up to his©‘al, as this indicates. is inner-direct- !
old. tricks of doniinating any. per-.- ed. He makes. much of his -obscur- « earlier than skedded, filling the juses as. props an authentic looking :Rhine to the Alps to the LS. has
away
trom
the dame-ie
formance : with which he is -con-! ity.-batting -home his punchlines: ‘tinal gap left open by Dean Martin, :iand souriding baby, ‘plus a more « been
1 Who -ankled a week early, ‘being 'canventional
appearing
boy-tvpe scene for quite a spell, ind ti‘e
nected. Except ‘for the. briefest. of. ‘with. skip-beat precision.
interruptions: while he is: changing :.. ‘Mason. still. throws. in some de. ‘subbed for’ by Red Skelton: and :dummy, The dialog is clever, Guest, coincidence of her nasie and tie
is a-master at varving the volume ; Waldorf-Astoria’s.
new
Valldort, Joey :Bishop.
‘costumes’ ‘or. clothes, ‘Berle. is’ in- '
-rivative corn, and-the te! egraphed | + Davis, fresh from a ‘triumphant of a variety of sounds.
Duke. ' . keller is a natural in muZe weirs
jecting himsélf. into everyone else" S gag isn't~ altogether. absent; but he .
—_
j
than
one.
:+For
the
atmospherie
“fig
in
London,
had.
a
VIH—Very
“act. . His’ show.-runs-almost 90 min--.
‘has the reserve. stuff to rescue him-- Important. Ieckler—in his. opening
j Feasons. the Hiiton Hotel mana:e‘utes, which -is.. longer’ than -thisself -nicely;: helped | by «the .charm.’
Olympia. !Paris
night audience, and as usual on|]ment has reverted to the douhke
swankery. is, ‘accustomed to having..
of morose- ‘expression. His’ brush . such - occasions,
Paris. Oct. 14.
oT he in the billing, as was tne
Frank’ - Sinatra
Berle: has -a well written. and? r-with psychology ‘is: labyrinthine
added
spice
to
the
session.
Jacques
Brel,
Rika
Zarai,
Tam-'
original
spelling of the Walid :t
“-pood opener, ‘with gags and music.

’ ghoreham Hotel; Wash.

‘nonsénse—almost pure vaude ho- ;
Sporting a mustache and goatee aras (7),-Nicole Croisille, Alcettu, family before it merged its hotel
The. remainder proves he doesn't’: -kum—and briskly. funny. Ditto the |
Ulett: over from a tv role in Bri- Eddie Seifert & Co. t3', Gilles interests with the Astors, dating
-know. how to quit when he's ahead. : “if-you-were-me” shenanigans.
& Caccia, Daniel Janin back
to the original
Waldort‘4tain), Davis initialed his tun by Margarities
Later, he lays on. homo- gags and,
Orch
(18),
Arthur
Plasschaert | Astoria when it was on 34th St.,
- walks. too heavily: for this city, |. His: Kennedy-Nixon bit, however. ' belting “Biith of the Blucs” in.
Ballet
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$2.50
top.
zoe
the
site
of
the
Empire
State
:
his.
super-charged
style.
following
where sex deviates ‘have been =a: covers familiar terrain. and none:
‘avith a sock “Lonesome. Road.”
g.)
‘serious: . ‘intragovernment. problem..‘too “‘adroitly” at: that. The ‘premise:
.
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is
a
young.
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;
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puts
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When
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“In
the
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of
The
and .not ‘considered.
a -laughing “itself, even as: ‘Mason concedes to
and
while
the
“That's Singer who looms as headline ma- ; “gemutlichkeit’
‘matter. He has other gamey lines, his jury,. is passe — at this point.. ‘i Night. * Sinatra.-shouted
terial
via
this
Olympia
booking.‘
current
international
situatien,
my.
“song!”
and
when
he
came’
up
|
_which .didn’t ‘set well with. the; He's often at his best just mean-.
With his familiar Sinatra: impresh, ;‘He writes his own songs and goes. revolving
around
Berlin. makes
‘Shorehanz. Hotel Blue. Room. man-' dering, and. winds. up with a flock |
vacuous werd,
' the. heckler announced. clearly, “I deep into love, war and satire to! that a somewhat
agement. . Policy. of the room .bars of false getaways—one {oo many,
jmake | an offbeat turn.
ii she conjures up a yesteryear mood
it might be added, albeit still a ,think. I'l] suet”:
dirty: material,
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=
' ‘Eventually, ‘Sinatra joined Davis ! - Brel. is a specialized song per-:of repose with her international
.
At the’ start, Berle ‘has: a: highly”;funny Dit of begoff- ‘business... +
Ponstage. “for an...audience-pleasing! sonality with a star niche here, :gallery of melodies. ~
Both: the’ Travelers Three. folk- '
amusing - -song made out’ ‘of the.
i.bit
‘of. banter. Sonny. King inter- i-but more limited for foreign spots. i ‘A canny performer, she makes
music of a dozen or more familiars, song-comedy . exponents, and the:
asked. -Sinatra
why
he His music is usually in the form. German sound as romantically ap_ beginning
with ‘new lyries. for. ‘eharacterizations of Gerard. ‘Sety irupted,
|-wouldn‘t
let Davis do. his act, and! of an upward spiraling. series of ;pealing as French or any of the
“Everything's. Coming Up Roses,” -are covered under New. Acts...
--WaS answered with a: sock on the: repetitive phrases. which are big | Latin lingos.
She interlards the
- yunning ‘through’ such ‘things. as. : Mason‘leaves Nav. 8, with ‘rest of:;
mucsi“76 Hormones,”
and concluding |bill. lingering an, extra ‘week.’ Pat: ijaw. ‘Davis helped carry King off- voiced in a Jament, attack or bom- | Gallic and the Broadway
with “My: Ring-a-Ding Was ‘a:Many. |Herrington . Jr. -Succeeds” the top! -stage, but later. called him back|bast vein. He works hard and. comedy, too, into a surefire pot‘to sing “‘You're Nobody Till Some-j; scores well.
, pourri.

. Splendored Thing.”
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Betty’ George, in a satin gown |
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+ persuaded: to do “Foggy Day” as as she gives cut with breezy Israeli: her able assist as do accordionistmayhem.
jsongs in Hebrew and French. She bassist Ernest Hirsch and Leo

| Part of the merry

:
Housten,: Oct. 19. °
When. Davis: reclaimed ‘the mike, |also does a group of French songs | Pleskow. the maestro. flashing an
There Be. Love,” delivered with: ap-| The. Gaylords, Susart “Barrett, “he clicked :with songs from the; with a bouncy or torchy Israeli! appealingly schmaltzy fidder for
surefire
international
hit
propriate ‘suggestive. details. Bele ,“Don McGrane .Orch 11. 5 ty, COLery “new London musical, “Oliver,” and! |beat composed for her by husband {the
_sang “Rockabye” as it would -bei Yohanan Zarai. A fresh presence. *parade.
‘ oyerdid .asides. about. her. Yvemark- | ‘or juinimum.
‘sung by..Nat-Cole. Tony ‘Bennett, |big voice and her specialized tone’ The Walldorfkeller
(“keller”
‘ab-e figure.
.
Means basement boite! is actually
* Big. hit ‘with the’ Blue. Room" -The Gaylorgs “<Ronnie Gaylord. Mel Torme,: ‘Frankie ‘Laine, and ‘shape her for boite chances
. the old Men's Bar..Latter has since
‘erowd is. Leonard: Seus” exciting.i Burt: Holiday) draw top’. mitting, Vaughn ‘Monroe. The lively bash abroad.
Hispano ; been transferred to the Bulls &
are . sev. en
trumpet. work, including . interpre-i throughout intheir third appeéar- was capably backed by “George } Tamaras
“tations of: Henry - Busse. Clyde i ance, -at:' the Shamrock Hilton's * Rhodes fronting the 22-piece’ An- | youths: who choral and background :: Bears room, supplemented by a
blend: tonio’ Morelli orch, featuring key :themselves on drums, piano, guitar .‘membership room called the Marco
McCoy ‘and .Louis’ Arnistrong..”
4i Continental - Room. ‘They
and sax. Musically good, they still ;Polo Club.
- The LaSeala Quartet is in good: “perfect ‘harmony and ‘comedy. for contributions. by drumnier Michdel!
voice, but
was ‘prevented from. _ auditors’ ‘here, ‘presenting mostly ;Silva'and bongo man _Johnry Mem |appear a cross between the Italo: Miss Keller has put the Waii-

‘véaling, does a fine job with “Let.

and Yank ensembles of this kind. idorfkeller on the map. What's
doing. much. serious ‘singing by ,New material - since last ‘show ing.’ ova.
about.:a year ago.. However, pair°. Balancing. the. Jack . Entratter |
- Berle’s clowning. ‘Berle has a Mike |
Acts.
Ditto Nicole Croisille ‘who “ville brand of mellow melodies
‘presentation
:
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the
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:
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an’
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a
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to
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not
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long.
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decor
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‘Gavlords. are: devastating, in ‘im- ' @ fast, energetic display. of terping|and appeal that appears new here. :
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were two of President’ Kennedy's pressions - of teenage singers. and -MW hich. would. be .a strong asset ta! Gilles Margaritis. & Caccia do a. ‘Only the groceries seemed latking,
‘at
least
on
the
night
caught.
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|.any
program.
| classic ‘breakway classical instrusisters, Mts.’ Jean Smith and Mrs. . takeoff..on‘‘Prestey is particularly
captain
touted
the
-Eunice’ Shriver. -The.ambassador |good, as are vocal carbons of ‘Ink!. Holdover Renne Stuart. produc-; mental duo which is funny due; -wellmeaning
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which
proved
a
ition
with
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Nelson
and’:
to their impeccable
timing and‘
To “Keepi
of Tran.-was” ‘also there. and: Berle. Spots -and Mills:.Bros.
bad road
company
of what
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not, Yrecagnizing him,. gave “him a- :patrons happy, they retain ‘their.i ‘the dozen Copa Girls is the curtain- |inventiveness.
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be.
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management
i
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heavy siap: on the ‘back: during one: i skits of French and western .sinSinatra takes ‘over on his own {long flexible sticks to make this owes it to itself to 0.0. that aspect
. of his plays.to the ctowd. Someone: ‘gers. Songs’ include their. w.k.!
Abel.
Duke,
an expert filler as is Eddie Seifert 1 Closely.
gusty. on
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The: Bob Cross orch-.dbes its:
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:into uneanny rubber positions with!
Charles Mingus Je:z Workshop,
oe usual excellent job: for show back-.|. “This time around -Gaylords bring |
iEddie
“Lockjaw”
Davis-Johni.y
Kay
Stevens, Tommy
Amato !‘aplomb and unison.
ing and dancing.. alternating with their” own rhythm’ section to suporeh
does
good :: Griffin Quintet, Junior Mance Triv;
the fine Gao Quintet: for the latter. ;; plement the: Don: McGrane Orch. Trio; $2.50 cover; 2: dring mini- | Daniel Janin
medley work, displaying smart ar- |$2 admission, $3 table minim.
on
;
Carp.
‘They ‘are ‘Jimmy ‘Hendrickson,: at mum.
88s and ‘conducting;. Harvey. Lang.
ranging and fine backing to this;
on ‘skins, and: Len Liv era. on elec: | ‘Sassy, br assy Kay Stevens, cur-:well balanced show which looks in|
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‘Susan. Barrett. is. a young. récord-. ‘isa gyrating,” madeap redhead who ‘Francoise Deldick isa- pert femcee. ;‘It's a swinging session of econtinuGloria. DeHaven.-. Pat. O'Neat ing. thrush with a strong potential. enjoys hammering away at a song. abetted by three comics, Zamitt, ‘aus entertainment
with three
Quartet; ‘$1.50:weekdavs,bie50Sat.| She's’ a looker, and can belt with; kidding the customers
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the
now
turns in a- solid entertainment ! o¢ ‘only’ a
. - Makes
the. World
Gola regular house item with accept-- Charles Mingus Jazz Workshup.
stint at this plush showcase and- pit”. of- Seasoning. a little voice. Round,”
This
group
creates
@
strong.
pulbut prefers. to whip upjable production ballets sith the
is a cinch to. become a. regular, control in lower ranges and a-more la musical whirlwind. with “I Wish 'simplicity, rapidity and acrobatics sating beat, heightened by dran:a_returnee. From the tin:e ehe starts|definite style of her. own’ to reach . I Could Shimmy Like My Sister:: for house needs. y
Mosk.
tic and melodic solo interpretawarbling - offstage. (I Feel The | the heights.
‘Kate, * “Ballin’ the Jack”
andi
Uons. which comes off as flexih'e,
Urge To Sing™): until: bezoff. 40° AS is, Miss Barrett! an. ‘psxet on. “Hey, Look Me Over.”
yet well-conirolled. Mingus spends
Miss : Stevens, although -still in. _Exeentive Inn, Tueson
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later,
Miss - DeHaven nearly any supporting bill. During.
most of the time at the pianu with
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projects plenty of personality. ‘andi her 18 minutes.-she does: “Hey. i her laventies, is of the old red hot
very little bass work. the latter
January Jones, Ed Hinkle, Jerry
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‘ago
which broke all attendance!best.
Variegated ‘and inter esting:is the {far from the best pipes around. but
i Miss Jones’ phrasing ard breath piano of Lloyd Myers, the crisp perBlue Angel's current: bill, with) she’s a pro and found ‘an exiremely records..
forming of Larry Gayles on Cruis
‘Miss
Grant
initials.
the
turn
with
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control
are
adeptly
handled.
espe"prospects for ‘snappy’ -biz. This: appreciative set of: auditors at. her{.
predicates. mainly on.the enhanced | opening at this. motor hotel's Orbit;4 few bars of. “Make Someone ;cially on her top efforts. “Heart .and Ben Riley on bass.
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Happy”
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com;,
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some singing of his own for this: pair of hands. albeit his -~olon.g
‘primed. to make’ the most -of it. 7} Live,” “They Can't -Take That
engagement. Jerry Hanson's three- tends to be on the loud <ide.
Granting some tentative.gambits Away From. Me,” “Bewitched” and +
some - handles show-backing
and Sproles’ bass work talks « ka
Reviews on Page 59
occasioned ‘by the importance ‘to: ‘“Most Unusual Day.” ”
a
) dance music handsomely. Alez.
. him). of. his -headline burden,. the: Show: plays.two frames. Sk ip.
. ends, .

:

——

:

“Husky :voiced June Chisty, the

j‘former. Stan. Kenton vocalist. has -so successfully here a few months| Ella and Judy impreshes

"Additional Night Club
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GAC’s Buddy Howe Blames HighTax

|
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Femme Alderman s Anti-Joint Drive
| Would End Calumet City’s Stripperies

FRED’. MARVIN ‘WRIST. HEALING|
Wrong Report of Amputation
" End Of Career

Brackets for Cafe Headliner Lack!

_

_ Relatives in the U.S. refute the |
eport. from
Frankfurt,
Germany |

accident
of
pianist
will go vut. Henry Miller has been expanding. ' anent tthe
Chieago, Oct. 24.
Frederick Marvin. First item stated
A newly-elected.
alderman . in:
a: So loan
one ber of niteries Irg Okin-was recently transferred
fran. the NIY. office to the Coast wrongly that his right hand’ had
Calumet
City,
IL,
is ernbarking on
assetts Buddy Howe,
to work with Miller in ‘the cate. been. amputated following an aca campaign to close‘the few’ rehead op toe tet sriat ADDEALANERS sectal
cident. on the German highway.
maining stripperies and -“bust-out
It is. now stated that the wrist‘
Genetar
Artists Carp
joints” on that city’s once: widewas broken and is healing. After
heen!
te explains, is
Tokyo, Oct. 24.
open State Strect. The first: move ;
Lsome months
he is expected to
Sed Gis ae coimtamtis
At tue be‘abr uptly
halted! of. Mrs. Sarah “Mase,.a 58-year-old”
Police
have
Presume his career, which is -not
QinRin lat re e sear thes are ‘told
trend: of: the city's top’ hotels ‘to, grandmother, wis to introduce .an
ended as wrongly stated.
Beoomise ootet can earn in cate:
{ordinance banning dancing. of. all
~
|
provide
dance
facilities
with
paQtoarurces
before Urey get ine

nace

oerformers

Dancing Ends in Tokyo
| Hotels as Cafes Squawk

Vaughn, Monree Helps
Preem Atlanta Nitery:
Atlanta, Oct. 24.

tes divticgities, and tuey adhere
to that pattern. Tacis ams miterties
toeoge
damished tor thames are
tihie

ta

Tes

get

them

alfuawion

Spsigie
homties

for

is

tere

partials

re-

lupsided

in the cate

business

Cotiftion
Lounge.
was
unveiled
Tuesday (17: alter having been pre-,;

Dring

about

brisk

competi-

However: the cate business per se
is im exreliest shape, points out
tl me There are more Varieties of
niferies in operation tedav than
ever
betore.
Some
cafes
now
Create their own names as well as
utilize headiiners® of other fields.
he said. and there are spots for a
wide: variety of tastes than ever
before
74

For

a headliner

to try to get

teleshu.

Action

Nude Scene ‘Decorous’

‘AGVA Auditions’
Into The Astor.

indecent
about
‘ is nothing
“nude”
Japanese
showgirls

to cease local ‘magistrates and ‘for the Ilinois Liquor Control. Commission.
after — numerous! She. pointed out that despite the

came.

the
who.
appear in one scene clad above
the waist with transparent blouses.
Miss Palma attended the show in

‘ently. an

Chi Cops Continue
Vice Crackdown

oblique comment on al-

Jeged Chi hoodlum control of Calu-.
met City’s B-joints.

She said that déspite the mayor's.
efforts to-close up. the -spots -they
were. open. again. in -a few. hours
under.an Illinois Jaw. that. requir: e2
that all saloon
cases must: ‘be.
passed on: by the state liquor com-.:-

‘place of Los Angeles Consul Gen- :
jer al Pedro Ramirez.
-Chicago, Oct. 24.
The furor among. parents has
mission. The'saloons obtain: an dae...
“AGVA auditions” move into the.
Hotel Astor Nov. 13 when veepee;‘ quieted down, and Miss Palma says° Latest victim of. Chi’s erack- |junction that permits. them to.oper-.
only
one
girl
is
leaving
the
show,
°
down on B-joints is Danny’ s Hide-! ate until the commission. rules” on.
and gm. Anthony M. Rev of that
and that is’ becatise of illness.
Times Square landmark reinstates
away, an off-Rush ‘St. nitery with, the casé, and the liquor board. has :
live entertainment in the Emerland
no previous ecord of misconduct. been slow to act on the cases.
Room.
formerly ‘the
Broadway
Actually, little is left. of: the.
Two plainclothesmen said that they
Lounge. The theme will be “Broad‘were solicited by women for drinks|‘wide-open ‘vice that flourished cn
the
four-block strip five to 10 years.
way Showcase.” an.idea set up bv,
including two. bottles of chamgagne |
ago. At that time chloral hydrate
Rey with Joev. Adams, -president’
at $50.

tex his wings in the nitery or thea-_
tr» bipsine-s at reasomable salaiies.
B:
this
ke
can
determine = his
suitability to the field. and = perhaps ean a reputation.

HOLEINWALL SAVES
HUB SPOT’S LICENSE

a

in bistros at a time when

tis pectures are failing or when

'

taurants were
ordered.
terping activities.

|the parents back home that there ‘3

What's mere. said Howe, eafes
Olier are a form of insurance fur
headliners in other fields. While. a
Sti iniat v be hot in television or:
films, its a good idea for him to:

foothold

kinds in cafes.

trans’ dining. Hotels with dance j Mrs: Mase -had hard words for
i floors and orchestras in: their res-| some-of her fellov’ ‘aldermen, for

viewed night before by press. radio
vomplaints from operators of clubs} bad effects of Calumet. City’ss:repue .
and television. On hand in dual
and cabarets claiming unfair com-| tation as a sin oasis, several alderscapacity as unofficial.
hast and en- }
vetition. Police then ruled that: ac-|.men are seeking to extend ‘the SatLas ¥geas, Oct.. 24.
tertairer was Vaugan Monroe.
1
The “nudes” in the “Philippine cording to the anti-monopoly law, urday mzht closing by an hour and.
On stage while Monroe circulat-. Festival” show at the Dunes wha notel dancing is illegal. Officials: ‘are attempting: ‘to .move’ up the
ed were The Holidays, voeal-instru- : almost caused an international in- cited much
higher tax rates for Sunday opening time: from 1:00.
mental duo, inked into -Coitilion. cident have been given a_ctean niteries and fact- that hotel res-|.p.m. to 10:00 a.m.
‘Lonnze for an-indefinite run.
Who's on Trial?
bill of health, the show goes on as: taurants can remain open until wee
Town o°. Peachtree is no ordinary usual, and apparently everybody is “hours while clubs are required to.
Of the magistrates, (Mrs. Mase.-::
Incation
for an eatery
and or happy.
said that she had: sat through’ sevshutter at 11:30 p.m.
lounge. It oecupies entire 30th floor.
A Philippine diplomat, Miss Fe ' Hotel managers and owne rs" will;eral prosecutions .of saloon ownof brand new Bank of Georgia- Palma, Vice Consul from Los An-iconfer soon. to ‘decide next move. ers and couldn't ‘tell whether the
Buildinsz fAtlanta’s: tallest}.
geles, has screened the show on Meanwhile, some hotels are retain- joint was on trial, the-mayor, the
Spot has 329;seats and business,
city; or “some of those out of- town
behalf of irate mothers of extreme- ing orchs for listening only.
has been-weapacity since:
since. its
itsopening.
‘| vice lords.” The latter is apparly religious.showgirls, and has told,

ecoHowe

Cotereds. With only a Nmited time
avaloiaie. {2
nNaines ean set un a
bidding race amons the bontfaces.
Tue cate owners, in order to get
acti,
trcvez.

:

Filipino Envoy Assures
Mamas Back Home LY

Newest niteryin Atlanta, Top 0°
Peacittree
diners
and, adjoining

his

is about to go off the air

was a more frequent. Angredient of
is a bad move. said Howe.
He of the American Guild of. Variety |
In all, seven women were booked (drinks. than vermoath, preiers cnanShould strike out when he is hot- Artists, before’ the latter took off::
Boston, Oct. 24.
in the otter media.
on a global tour under State Dert. ! Beating the police to taking its on various charges, from ‘lewd| sidered a G-string.as overdressed
auspices with a, variety show.
; license, . a hastily ‘punched hole in and lascivious conduct” to simply and the customers came ‘from 100,
From the five or six acts “show- ‘a tear wall gave a theatrical dis- being inmates of a house of ill-fame miles aronnd.:
Cates: is high, he feels and” the
every
Monday,
the best itrict nightspot and cocktail lounge ‘in Chi this does not necessarily
However, Tlinols state’s attorazencies can still reap tremendous cased”
imply prostitution).
neys in recént years, Unable to win .returns from this field. There is two will be picked to play out at::the “egress” it needed to meet.
The Hideaway
raid brings to court. fights, -have maintained. aleast.one
week,
and
possibly
two, :‘Boston. building. department reg-/
also vigorous growth’ in foreign
the number
of continuing series ‘of harassmetit’
dates fur performers. Business in as the incumbent talent, backed” ‘ulations... Fhe ‘Informal -exit was ‘about ‘a dozen
joints that have been
“busted’’. raids which have driven the custhe Pacific areas has been sharply by the permanent Dick Harding - created. after gendarmes had been
orchestra of four men.
lasked by the Boston Licensing !since two conventioneering doctors tomers away and have made the
increasing.
“ The Astor has been without live Board to take away.-the liquor li-. were allegedly fed “Mickeys” at joints unprofitable. °
There are now dates in Australia. 'entertainment
‘another spot, Swing -City, about
two years, as. an ‘cense of the ‘Mocambo Inc.
Japan. the Philipyines, Hawaii and ‘economy move, but says Rey, both ' The Mocambo .was’ warned by, three weeks ago.
In the ensuing
elsewnere in the Far East where’ guests and the midtown regulars. the department
not only were
the
that it lacked a ‘crackdown,
performers
and
shows
ean _ get deplored absénce of a hotel: dan- :rear:egréss and was. a fire hazard. ,other clubs raided, but the owner
. Memphis, Oct. 24.
huge returns. Howe says business sapation-show policy and. frequent--On Oct. 5.'an extension permit of of Swing City was followed to an-.
Victor Borge racked up a whopin that part oi the world has grown ly want to knew why the Astor, at-: seven ‘days to allow. construction ‘other saloon and pinched ‘again.
ping $7,100 gate in.a one-nighter
ty the extent that the GAC per- ° the crossroads. of show biz, doesn’ tj of an exit was. issued. Another!
Cafe owners think the heat will. staged last week -at..City’s Music
sonal appearance
division under i reinstate it.
i permit was issued Oet. 12.
‘Iessen.
But .Mayor
Richard J. Hall. He held the near SRO. crowd
| Daley is serving notice that hustl-- of 2.200 in ‘his’ palm for the two‘ing of drinks by femme barflies: hour ‘stint.
Appreciation’ promoted.
the feats of
{must ‘be ‘moderated.
At stake is |- Arts
:Chi’s reputation as a “live” town ‘House was scaled. to a $5.50 top.
magician
‘for conventioneers, which’.many.
Ron Urban
city officials think is okay. as an
who seemingly grabs doves of different colors from.
'itusion as long as the reality of
nowhere is presented in a full production built around
‘knockout drops and out-and- out |.
his act which is.a spectacular choreod splash.”
‘pr ostitution is held down.

| BORGE wow $7,100, MEMPHIS.

“IT’S IMPOSSIBLE

Duke
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7 montus Las Vecas
NEW FRONTIER HOTEL *

Joey Adams Troupe Set
For Hong Kong, Oct. 29-30 |
Joey

NOW.
PALACE THEATRE
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND —

Hong Kong, Oct. 24.
Adams and his. Ameriean.

: Variety

Show

|precedent
> starved

3
will’.
be setting

a

in this entertainment-

Colony by being the: first |.

Va
ae.

package troupe of its kind ever to |.
perform in. postwar- Hong Kong.
| Adams will be emceeing the. show’
which
will alsqg feature
Buddy
‘Rich and’ his. Jazz Sextet :{(John.

} Morris, Sam Most, Ralph Erickson, |

For every branch of theatricals

ers,

as Gag. files Rit ‘plus ia

Chaz

Chase,

magico

Celeste

The

ing
as

East

-

F They

oe

arn

and

stoppers in Barry Ashton’s

through

is

barnstorm-

the Middle

the Orient as an

“WE

°3 Parody. ee

THE

STARS!‘

335. for $30

.

per Bk. eecee siae |

$25 e
-» § Blackout ‘Books 1-2-3 Each
.
° No, 4 for $35—No, 3 for $30
:
|e Minstrel (white face): Budget $230

.¢.“How

ANTA

SERVICE
FOREIGN:

and is being locally |{*

$3

to. Master the

PER COPY

-.e

Ceremonies”

NO

C.O0.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
Odell. It is slated to give three| 200 W. 54th $t., N.Y.C. 1%, CO 5-1316
TEACH M.C‘ing and COMEDY)
performances |here Oct. 29 and 30. | (We
(Let a real Professional train you)
presented

“Magician Ron Urban one of the ¢on-.
stant show

show

its way

| presentation

LIMELIGHT “MAGAZINE

ee Ae

Adams’

_—e

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL

Wyatt Reuther, Mike Manierl and
|fVincent Maurino).
Also in the
troupe are the Four Step Broth- |[

‘| Evans, Syite. Sisters, John Shirley
and Bonnie Dale.
|
“Magician
Ron
Urban
continues
big one in Holiday in Rio”
Barney Glase

0teat

BIILLY

GLASON’S -_FUN-MASTER

by

impresario

Harry|

Holiday in Rio”

“Ron Urban a magician so unbelivable
he could make
teetotalers
of hard
drinkers
with his endless supply of
Pink & Green & Lavender doves. And
what he anes for a finish is really the
living end”
Mary
Hatcher

Las Vegas Revue
ENTERTAINMENT.

: 7 ae

“Magiciana

and

has

gpg
ge”

lot

Ron
of

NOW

Urban. a neweomer
poise, figures to be a

top attraction In his field. He brings
things out of the air (such as birds)
aan impossible

finish”
Phil Solomon

VALLEY

AUNT
“TICK
|
WESTON AND MARTHA

?,

st

KEE Ty

FABULOUS
with

EDITION

TIMES

PLAYBOY CLUB
CHICAGO
_ “Management: GEORGE SOARES |

4208 I Jardin, Las Vegas, Nev., Du. 4-2182

-|

‘Wednesday, October
25,1961
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‘PUNCH!..
@ @ SPECTACULAR. somme
bes|. RIB-TICKLING... SHEER WIZARDRY... A CLEVER IMITATION AND A JOLLY RIBBING OF THE
NOW MUSTY. ROUTINES. OF THE. NUDERIES. OF. PARIS AND LAS VEGAS...”
--Patferson Greene, L.A. Examiner

*.
“The season’s most unusual

entertainment item...

highly colorful, imagina-

‘hive...@ true art form as
it_ breaks with the
traditional... lavish and
Spectacular as a big
Las Vegas show...
--George H. Jackson, L. A.Her-Exp

“Delightful, delirious

Krofft characters provide
one of the most charming
evenings I’ve ever spent
in a theatre-restaurant...
the audience basks in a
sort of French Fairyland
‘with plenty of glitter and
glamour.”
--Lee Belser, L.A. Mirror

*

*

"THE MOST DELIGHTFUL
SHOW | HAVE SEEN IN
YEARS...GREAT FUN
AND IT HAD THE
. CELEBRITY- STUDDED AUDIENCE APPLAUDING LIKE
CRAZY:..REAL
KROFFTSMAN!”
--Art Ryon, L.A. Times

*
“Something unique...the
Hollywood crowd cheered

the spectacular show.

“A salute and a loud cheer...
2 sellout audience welcomed

it enthusiastically.. an

|

amazing show; the illusion
of reality is perfection itself
enormously impressive...”
-- Lowell Redelings, Citizen - News

*
| “PLASSY.. CHIC... CHARMANTE...
PUPPETEERS ARE MAGNIFICENT...
RUNS THE FULL GAMUT OF LiDO
OR FOLIES BERGERE REVUES...
ABULT GRAND GUIENOL.”
-Army Archerd, Variety

‘Jim Bacon, AP

€

%

; “A tremendous job...a
definite success... lavish,
diverting.. . delighted a

first night audience.”

“Highly diverting see
accent on lavish costuming and hamor...

exquisitely decorated.”
--James Powers, Hollywood Reporter

«John Scott, L.A. Times .

ARTY KROFFT -»

PRODUCED BY NAT HART

GORRENTLY PLAYING To

S.2.06. AUDIENCES
pick

Jeans

GARBE

ee:

ass Se. ‘ geverty Or

419 West 57th St.
NEW YORK 9, #CY..

BEVERLY HILLS, CR.
oR. s-s08e:

‘Circle 5-7908 | & , :

NAT

HART'S

@iler Ralters
8701 Stes

PUBLIC RELATIONS - BU,L WATTERS. Simdiasociares

ne

x:ce

S.F. Vailey

ae

Additional companies.nowD being readied
ni
for nationalondinternational “appearances
o
pees ee ai
ce

ew
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Cont'l Niteries on Strip Binge, But

the entertainment dollar also fs
jcompeted for by more Twin Cities”

legit fare than in over a decade,

Bubbly & Gal,
All for $25 At
- Raided Hub Spot

little theatre activities are at apeak, there’s a professional repertory theatre (the new Old Log), the:
Minneapolis Symphony
orchestra
concerts and more frequent than|.
usual one-nighters such as Lawr-'|
Europes sre so inured to war that the lure of LaScala Opera House ence Welk, etc.
Copenhagen, Oct. 24.
Not to mention|.
which should insure a sort of built- the films with more $2.65. top. road-.
—
Here on the last lap of a year's they take it better in stride.”
per- in automatic draw, ts surprisingly shows than customary.
On
a _ country-by-country
tour throughout
the length .and spective, there is no doubt that light on night life. The Portsa|Boston, Oct. 24,
The aforegoing point also: has
breadth, of Europe's niteries and living in Spain is inexpensive; d‘Oro is a small class boite which
For .a $25 bottle of bubbly,a
been raised because .one of the gendarme
and a private ‘oitizen
easinges, inchiding the posh new} standards are most modest, but so does get a certain amount of play
of Minneapolis’
supper told the Boston Licensing Board
from the local moneyed gadabouts toniest
Casing
Lebanon
in Beirut,
the |are the talent payoffs.
clubs is losing money at the rate’
The Emporium Club, Barcelona, and the tourists.
last ‘week, the raided Stage Bar
ve:
Francois
Szony
(ex-Giselle)
of
$100,000'
a
year,
playing
some
pays a ‘little better because it ca-.
‘The San Remo :Casino, on the. of the biggest and most expensive would throw-in a femme .companand us
new
partner,
Claire,
ters to tourists and its. standards [talian
jon. In fact, said. patrolman EdRiviera, ‘rates of course
hav2 some interesting findings on are higher. Acts include the in- with the best on the French Rivi- acts in the business. The estab- ‘ward F. McMahon and : William
lishment’s owner, however, has so
pabdie tastes vis-a-vis mame acts. evitable French chanteuse, magl-. era and salaries for talent are much income from other sources,|Dean, they were all, but openly.
Szony & Claire are currently at cian, juggler, English femme stng- comparable. However, .again here including the place.-of which the attacked by Nan, Jackie, .Sonya
ing quartet and Szony& Claire.
the orchestra is a problem’ for any club is a part, that he can afford. from
Montreal, Gloria
deParis,
the
Palace
Hotel’s
Ambassador
Campione, on the Swiss-Italian
and if it’s to take it thusly on the financial’ Blue Lotts, stripper. Lusan anda
Room
before
starting rehearsals |border, separated by Lake Lugano, special arrangements
bad weather or offseason (as hapeigaret girl.
for the new 1962 edition at Le has a Casino Municipale which pened with Szony. &: Claire) bust- chin. The ‘club is his pet and. he!
also figures that its operation and . At a hearing: on. the police recaters to moneyed Italians’ domi- ness can be brutal,
Lily, Paris
publicity bring business. to his ‘quest that the spot's. license be reAs a seasoned dancer, w.k. in} nantly but, when business is off,
Beirut
other operations.
voked, the. facts of life’ at the in-.
iit's
murder.
Some
nights
the|]the U.S. as well as in Europe, dancers had only eight. “people in
Perhaps the creme de la ,creme
A new
$1,000,000
motel,:. the timer were. so lurid that most ‘of.
Szony accents tne upsurge of strip-lthe room, ‘outnumbered by the of boites is the Ambasador Room Downtowner, which opened last it couldn’t be printed without runpers, waich make the legitimate |waiters and musicians. The Italian of the Casino du’ Liban. It com- week, provides no less than two. ning afoul of Massachusetts obpares: with _any posh Las. Vegas elaborate cocktail lounges offering scenity Jaws. -- Licensing. board.
attractions’
professional
burden; chacha archestra can't: cope with hotel.
acts. Compelled to move his highly. chairman John: Callahan and asso- .
sometimes a little harder. None { elaborate arrangements so .the
are loaded ail- ‘Successful restaurant-supper club clates Clarence R..Elam took. the
the fess, the name act gives the! dancers resorted to their portable | The Lebanese
with its popular singing sextette case under advisement.
though
by
and
large
this
still
ansundry safe operations substance jtape-‘recorded
music,
a_ device
acd. in fact, in some territories, | Which many ets ‘should insure cient. civilization is behindin nite- because.of a loop redevelopment | ° ‘The Stage Bar was. raided Sept.
project, circuit owner Bennie Ber- ‘9; but 13 ‘days. afterwards, Dean
ry
standards,
other
than
it
favors
the tus act gets special spotting in. 'themselves with, as this. is not an
the. Gallic.
Show. comprised
a ger paid $750,000 to set up in an- told. the board, he went in for a
the ehuive midnigh: show slot.
|uausual circumstance,
{lavish French: revue, ‘French other location..: Freddie’s, one of drink. “And in three. minutes,” he
yee guing into details of the;
.
Italy
thrush, Les Doriss Girls. (12) and two leading supper clubs here, is said, “a woman came up and asked
ted moods and audience tempos:
The
Pallazzio.
del
Congress, a ballet of 24. girls and: four boys. bringing in moré expensive acts:
me to buy her one. Within 10 minMr'over the European and Middle | Rome. is an arena-like room with. With such an abundance of: terp- than in the past.
utes, she asked me if I wanted .a
a
marble
floor
which
can
be
a
Ea. ern map, one thing appeared;
ing this was not the tdeal booking |
:
=
-good
time. -She
couldn't take
damcaant to Szony & Claire—the {hazard for dance acts. It draws the for Szony. & Claire, they discov)
—
‘{money, she. said; but if I bought
wealth
of
Rome.
Naples:
clubs
inWac jitters seemingly were more
ered, but. they were booked for
+
ee
|
Lau
a
$23
bottle
of
champagne,
we
Apparen?
nm the internationally cir- variably attract U. S. gobs and three months, _May-through-July,
p hilippe’s Show
‘|-could go to her ‘apartment in a
ewlatod nes smagazines (Fime and other servicemen and their fami- when. the casino also draws not &
——
.
.
»:
!
hotel.”
’
News eek - and. or in the Paris: lies, along with the locals, so “it’s few tourists from the Middle East aumuma Continued from Page 2 —
nen
The. spot's
owner, :Myer. Baker,
elitions or the N. Y. Herald Trib- :more cosmopolitan.
and the Continent,
St.’s citadels of The Twist, to come : died suddénly Sept. 24 at the age
At the Baur-Au-Lac, Zurich, an.
un2 and N. Y. Times. Szony’s feel' Beeause the Lebanese women, over at just the right 1 a.m. time. :| of 41. Assistant. district. attorney
ing was that “maybe the people {ny act can suddenly discover that its}
‘contract calls for ‘afternoon tea through religious and cultural heri- | The - gentry and their ladies— ' Joseph Nolan, prosecuting the case .
: dancing, with a show at 44:45- ‘tage, are carefully chaperoned ‘and who are only seen West. of 5th 'for the police, asked that the spot's
|
'p.m.,
and another at 9 p.m. (more restricted in public places, the au- Ave., either when they go to “21” license be. revoked.
Attorneys “Leonard
Nataupsky
jsocial: dancing’, followed by a. 10 diences: are dominantly stag—and or the theatre—were soon making
Meyer. ‘Pressman said ‘the ™
p.m. and an 11 p.m. show. This they come to see.the nude acts like the beatniks on West 45th St.| and
certainly makes. for a kingsize and make it tough for the terp Some of the white-tied-and-tailed operation of the place: has been
| team. Acrobatie acts, comics, strip- gents and Dior-gowned companions. purified.
.
day’s work.
Only dance acts are engaged at ‘pers and kindred sexy turns get made with The Twist like it was_
—
|
their
lIast
fling.
the
best.
reaction
in
Beirut.
the Baur-Au-Lac and just for that
It was the only thing that: could I
in Germany, where the bourpurpose — their own stuff, plus
Chevalier’s
songalog, ~plus
’ Fhe-Onty Real Monthly.
.-:kickeroffers for the social dancing. geoise audiences still like smooth top
PROFESSIONAL GAG. SERVICE:
The Swiss are reserved and don’t. music andthe like, Szony & Claire Karyn Balme and Hughes Aufray,.
‘THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —. :
young
French
singers
whom
he
‘got
better
reception
at
spots.
like
.
TH E MOST-UP-TO-DATEST.
make for an ideal audience.so0 un| specially brought over, plus the.
Now in its. 133rd ‘Issue. containing
less there's an occasional: Yank or the Travemunda.

Names Top Lure: Szony & Claire

7“THECOMEDIAN”

-

other tourist party in the joint it’s

| The Deceptive Artistry
of
The Amazing

GEORGE
VAL GEORGE
PRESENTING

‘A DOVETAIL RHAPSODY’
CURRENTLY

Vic VAN’S
Buffalo, New York.
Where do the doves
come from?

Where do fhey go?

show,

most

of the -gowns

storles,
one-liners; poemettes,
song |
¥itles, hecklérs, audience stuff, mono- -

dance of talent in the Swiss orbit weather in the eight weeks of Augift boxes, to the departing guests. - |
| gives the hotels advantageous buy- ‘gust
and September. Resort on. The contents (all donated). almost:
|! ing power.
‘the: North Sea lures the wealthy approach the basic $150-per-head.
Northern ItalyGerman
on Jate-summer holiday. ticket in intrinsic value, PromoBack to Italy, in Bologna there La: Belle Epoque is the name of
an
9:
rey
|
tion of donations is a yeoman job,
is the Jolly Joker Club which, de- the small class nitery inside. the ranging from conning Schumer's lt
spite its al fresco billing, is.a sur- Casino ‘Travemunda.
for the trucking, PanAm for th
prisingly beautiful interlor.
The.
Management goes in for cream overseas junketing, the luxury cous
audience rises'in tiers from the
talent, changing bills fortnightly, ture, jewel, perfume, leathergoods
dance floor so that visibility is
with
a femcee and @ singer. The and kindred maisons, the vintners, :
good all over. In addition, a black
and all that goes with it.
revolving stag2, circular in shape bosses take pride in the swiftly
.The. showmanship
of having |}
paced, bright show. On the. bill
and giving the illusion of a -reCecil Beaton ‘change the Armory
with
S&C.
were
Las
Cedinals,
an’
{cording disk, rises five feet. from
into a replica of Paris’ Tullleries;
acrobatic
act,
a
violinist,
and
a
the floor on which acts perform.
getting
theatrical
lighter Abe 1;
It may be okay for singers but pert French chanteuse.
Szony observes that the Western Feder to. properly light it; the Les-|.
tough on dance acts, says Szony.
tér
Lanin.
band
for
the
‘dansapa-:
One night they fell off the ledge German people are thriving; the. ‘tion; the debs. as: pitch ladies for
to the floor below and suffered a ‘country is green and prosperous; the $100 raffle tickets, and the like, few bruises but managed to com- the people industrious, all belieing calls for. logistics ‘and. diplomacy,
plete their act. Next night they. ‘that war js only 16 years behind -con and charm, of first order,
them.

-

$25" YR-—=SINGLE ISSUES $3
$35. YR-—SINGLE ISSUES $4
.NO €.0.D.’s

_ BILLY. GLASON,

200

W.

S4th

Rew York: ‘City. Ww £0. BAS

Sf.

a

JOE
TERMINI}
PANTOMIMIC
ANSTRU MENTALIST

Currently.

- STATLER HILTON..

did their stuff on the main. floor,
‘Chez Paul, Brussels, is’ in- the
sans the. elevated. segment.
The Jolly Joker plays a con- Same efficient idiom as the Traveglomeration of acts-— a snake- mund’s. E»,oque. There are three
‘charmer,: a bellydancer,
the in- shows, at 10:30, 12 and 1:30, with

Philippe seems to turn the miracle each year so.that even if ring- |]
side tables ain’t, or the catered.

Los ANGELES
FOR 10 WEEKS WITH

BARRY
ASHTON REVUE :
|
“PLAYMATES IN RIO”

groceries don’t live. up the Lucullan
expectancy (how could they. in an
evitable strippers, ‘a comedy act the main show: the one at mid- armory, with portable kitchens.and |T"
and a singer.
night. This, too, has strippers and union-pool banquet waiters?),..all |]
In Torino, the Moulin Rouge is girls but. chiefly in the final show know it’s for a cause,’ And. ‘they
similar tn calibre and: stature to|-for the windup trade. Bonifa:e turn out.
the Jolly Roger, but with accent Paul and his. staff have made. a|. Once again’ it ook: Hike a $200,.
Gowns and Costumes
on acrobats, an American Negro fetish of catering to talent which | 900-plus net. He was aiming for|
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED
4] mixed ballet, and a locally popular plays Chez Paul and. it’s reflected $250,000 and, when all counts are |
MADE TO ORDER.
stripper, Veronique, featured.
in the general esprit which makes in, if may well hit it, including the
cL 54660, .
110 W. 44th Sti, N.Y.
| Milan, for its. size, and despite it the undisputed top night sopt ultra-faricy souvenir. program, ‘of Brussels, says Szony.

B & Bo
“COSTUMES:

An Exciting NEW Versatile Group

THE FIVE
RUNABOUTS

FearEntertainment Clut

Featuring the Famous “Twist Rhythms.

Flock

their
{lounges

CSlircte

35-4648

48

HUGGARDS
St., New

spell

opened
a

circle.5.2596

HELD.OVER sixMONTHS:

;

“TOP oO’ TOWN’.

cocktail

Sorrento. ‘Hotel

recordbreaking

formers’ bookings here,

.
York

recently.

amount, of entertainment and per- {ff

Agard Theatrical Agency
JERRY

Minneapolis, Oct. 24.
‘new .niteries and}

“flof the city’s finest restaurants for

Exclustve Bookingsr

West

‘of

adoption of an act policy by two |

“PINKSOCKS”
ano“PUSSYFOOT”
247

— Most Versatile Singing Comedienne In the Business—

In Mpls. as New Niteries,|
Lounges, Legiters Open |

VOCALS — INSTRUMENTALS — COMEDY.
COLUMBIA RECORDS Newest Release:

Recent Engagements: —
SOIREE CLUB, New York
WAGON WHEEL, New York
PEPPERMINT LOUNGE,
New York

fashion

Music

having. been donated by the coutu- ‘logs, .parodies, double gags, bits, .|
‘trather stiff. Furthermore, consid-.|Music is generally a problem tn: riers for the $100 raffle tickets. |
ideas, Intros,
Impressions
and” imering the ‘high NHving standards Europe but not in Germany. The
- personaftons,. political, Interruptions
Philippe’s ability to “promote”
{with prices. to match}, talent
‘Thoughts. of the Day, Humorous. Views
Travemunda is about 90 minutes
budget
is. disappointing.
Abun- from Hamburg and only has good also manifests itself regularly ‘with | : of the News, Vignettes, etc,
those luxurious male and
female

‘Reason. for this development
mystifies local nightclub tradesters.
There’s .wonderment
in
supper
club and. cabaret eircles whether
the town can or will support 60
{much entertainment.
It’s especially problematical to|

Jithe trade in view of the fact that

7

Seattle’ s Number One Attraction

Playing to Capacity Audiences.
Exclusive Agents.
P rsonal M

emeni:

SHERMAN WALKER

LOU

IRWIN

9168 Seacet Bivd.

Hollyweed, California
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NAA s Boycott ofPitt Aud Makes
Domino-Lee Show a Promotional Flop

Bruce Plea: Innecent.
San. Francisco, Oct. 24.
Lenny

Bruce’s

lawyer, Sey-

(JudyPulls Sweet $74fiin Pitt,

mour Fried of Los Angeles,
entered a. plea of not guilty
-last. week for the -comic, ars
‘rested at Frisco’s Jazz Work1a colored star. We had the same | shop earlier this month on a
Pittsburzh, Oet. 24.
.
.
-& &G- alvertised
bos Cott by the -; kind of show at the Syria Mosque
ae
charge of using obscene and
d this never happened. This ‘ts
immoral language in a public
Neaevial Association for Advunee- :
‘the first time anything like this
place.
during his act.
nie?
oof Colored People azainst;i has been directed at Fats.. Wel
Plea was entered fn municlbrou: sht | plaved

integrated aances in the
south and have always tried to help}

tr Petes 273 Auditorium

Rochester Despite Sound Systems
By LENNY LITMAN
.

Despite some hazards, Miss Garland worked her magi¢’ from. the

Pittsburgh, Oct: 24.

Judy Garland, a 32-piece orches- opener, “When You're Smiling,” to

her closing “Over. The Rainbow”
and “Chicago.”
Included in the

tra led by Mort Lindsay and ‘the
new $22,000,000 Auditorium just
have
enough... firepower
Thursday (19) night to combat the
deficiencies of the building’s new
sound system.
Playing before 12, 500 people who

didn't.

hazards: were faulty acoustics, annoying ‘noise |of ‘the -ventilating
Biaatae retho cast dismal promotional
blowets. and” sound system troufaitucs i the city’s history when: the cause. We feel] that this type
‘blés:
of
action
will
hurt
the
colored
per-Show- was staged. at War
Fics Devrin» and Brenda Lee, in
Memorial, ‘an arena-type: building.
Bout si
payed to a htthe over |ifermer in the future.” (Miss: Lee,
~~,subbilied,
is
not
colored?,
All
four
members of. ‘the 28-piecepaid a little o
0,000: to hear|.
$i: orone Friday night 20- in the |
Pher sing, she
é noticed
over $5 the feedback
0
ae
‘Mort Lindsay orchestra were reDiamond added that Domino is |
busidise that brought in 12.599 the!
cruited.
locally.
Lindsay encount- |:
early in the show. When the enmeek Berdmre ty see Judy. Garland.!ity play the first intezrated dance:
jgineer told her to stay within the ered troubles rounding up: énough
Es boscett was widely adver- : in Louisville, Ky..-on Oct, 24 at]
players
for
all
the
sections; partic-"
band borders on. the open’ Stage,
tired bs tee Pitt-burzn
Courier | the Henry Clay Hotel:
the hum let up. However, . when ularly the reeds.
Dub
<Albritten,
Brenda
Lee's
at. i one radio station because theCo-promoters
|
Jerry
Flynn and |
she went to the piano stool with
NAACP felt that the building had |manager, was also. bitter and said, :
only Mort Lindsay accompanying | George LiButti put: attendance at
ne’ Soon fair in its hiring policy.i “What Diamond says, goes double |.
4.598
and
2
$24,027.
gross
with
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
er, the hum started again and she
Friday nigsht the show was | for me.”
Or
Barry Ashton, . who
produces quipped: “I’m inside the borders tickets scaled up to $6.90. A. high
presented before the small sroup,| Mary Margolis. publicist for pro- | nitery unit packages. now playing and it stil] hums.”
guarantee left the promoters ‘just:
scheduied
performer moter Holland Kelley, who: blew spots spread from here to Puerto
and
every
The sound system: never. came a bit to.the plus Side of the break
wont an and save his usual top around $7,00P on the show, con- Rico, has leased’ right to use the close to interpreting the true Gar- even Point.
peecformance, The manazers of the - tinued the blast. “There seems to billing “Ziegfeld Folies’! for: two land voice with the highs lost int- > sfars were bitter in their de- | be an indication of combined ac- years beginning ‘next August, in the cavernous
building and the
rineiation of the bavcott which- tivity to sabotage the show,” he the U.S., and its possessions only. lows never having.a chance to be
they felt while not directed per-; asserted. “Steps are being taken
heard.
The orchestra, without a
In
‘the
deal
effected
with
Billie
sunaliv at them, mad: them the, . to explore the possibilities of reBurke, widow of Florenz Ziegfeld, shell to back it up, ‘sounded weak
! liet under the law."
des:nediate direct victims.
~~ 2
‘owning 662:3° of .“Follies” title and toneless.
The most emoticnal ‘excitement|
Deplores Boycott
rights, and. the Shuberts, owning
‘of
the
evening
caine when Miss|
Domino Big 612G, Memphis
remainder,
Ashton
wilk
pay
a
Bily Diamond.
Fats Domino’s
closed wth “Over the
When the 5000 Club, Brooklyn,.
weekly fee. Arrangement provides Garland
Memphis, Oct. 24.
manazer, said that “Fats has never ;i
Rainbow.”
After
waiting offstage |
been prejudiced in his life. After ! ats
Domino. scored
a hefty he can use the title on.a nitery about five minutes and the hugh management sent Irwin SteinhauSer,
brother of its owner,: and its
show,
‘legit
or
tab
touring
package
all, this was a colored show with $6.500 last week at a onenighter
{applause not letting up, she finally. own doctor to singer Dinah WashLS
:staged at Auditorium’s South Hall. .or on a Broadway .musical
eS a v
ington’s
‘Harlem - ‘penthouse apart-Ashton actually has not firmed|
si Show was integrated. as are all
naa
Judy’s Boston Sellout
ment to check- ‘on ‘her iHness, beay
plan to. any great degrees. but at
“Witson,|,Kilgolfen,
2st events now skedded at City Audi- this
‘
|
cause
a
large * Friday. night (20)
’ Boston, Oct. 24.
point has roughed in a blue=| torium.
CN
ae
Sylvester, Sobol,
house was. left. disappointed when
The Sid Bernstein .and Jolin
print of mounting a revue in a Las
: Sam Feldman, southwest pro- Vegas.
-{the
singer
didn’t show, they. ran
Drew Jr., presentation of “An hotel using the. “Ziegfeld
Kaickerbocker, Suzy,
moter, fronted for Domino and his
+ into: the empty-bottle ° remnants of
Evening | With Judy “Garland”
Follies” mantle, then touring It
and "Variety’—
crew. Hause was scaled to a $250
a
two-day
-party..
Also. discovered
at 13,909-seat Boston Garden
east and pointing H for. Broadway.
top.
Friday (27) looks like a sell- | Miss’ Washington’s ‘legal ‘idifficulPresently, Ashton produces the
out. Scaled at a $6 top, with. | ties on another facet.
‘| shows at Vegas’ New Frontier, but
tickets starting at $2, the gross A Harrisburg, Pa., dressmaker, it is believed he will offer “Folltes”
pal court of. Judge Albert A.
Axelrod, and. Bruce was not
present.. Tria] date will be set
later. this week.

BillBarke, Shubert

Lease ‘Ziegfeld Follies’

Tag to Barry Ashton

DinahWashington’sRap
For Assault Has Nitery
Owner Singing the Blues.

al say

“The World’s Most
Publicized Sensation”

GAC Starts Dept.

Frontier is unique. Ashton pro‘vides. show, orch .and ballyhoo..
Hotel pays him $3.50 for every
patron who comes into. the show-|.

JOEY DEE
And His

STARLITERS |
%

Now at the
LOUNGE

New York
Exclusive Booking

Jory Joyce AGENCY
x

New York City

€
.*

234 W. 48th Street
Plaza

7-1786

Circle

6-8800

1001 Chastnut Street

5

WaAInut

¥

Sere

1& Acros of Prime

Land, Large

Fixtures of ons of New

Assortmant

England's Bast Kaews

Equismeat,

Machinery and

Amusement Parks. .

PARK

Witt be sold. Land ag an Entirety, Rides, Equipment, ote, fo soparate unite,’

|.

on the promises

REAL

ESTATE.

THE

& WORCESTER PIKE & QUINSIGAMOND
WORCESTER, MASS.

Aprox,

Prke.

AYE.,

18 sTevet
of aed
choies tand in City of Worcester. Istated
en1 the Besten- Boun ded on ene. sida by Lake ‘Gutasisamend.

PARTIAL

LIST

WIL

BE SOLD -WITHOUT

RESERVE

OR

|

LIMIT

(All Portable Construction with
hMotors, Drives. Controls, ote). MERRY. GO-ROUND:
als; Seater
Cas.
Aporex.
#08: Conrplet:
3
M
HEEL, Fully Electrited Complete Set
Size BOOM-A-RANG, All Stee? Plates & Equipment:
Cars, Alu.
eto.; LargsAdult
A
Full DODEEM.. He Cars, Steel Fleer Plates, Ceiling, ete.z DIVE BOMBER RIDE, Comatots :
3

ROSKET

Drive,

RIDE:

Soot

Complete,
KIODY

Leap

All

the

Dip

Alum.,

OFF LOVE

Complete.

RIDE,

Cars:

JUNIOR

Completa; BEETLE. ava “RIOE, @ Cars,

(Atl Steal, Electrited, Portable Construction). Full & ‘Complete,

Cap. for 20 Children.
APPROX.
HEATING

A
WHITE
*
piets
ATURE
RAIL BAD. Conplese with 6—i2
Passes
FIRE ENGINE TROUK WITH HGGK & LADDER, Seales

AUSTIN

12 MODERA
EQUIPMENT:

Some WITH

BUILDINGS,
VARIOUS @IZES, ELECTRIFIED,
These Buildings ean be remeyed, reasenable time will be allewed.

“irae

QF

SALE’

LAND-

ta be annoanced

EQUIPMENT:

For

Cath

16% Depesit.

at time

of Sate.

or Certified

Dataited Brochus.

Cheek.

Cash or certified check at time of sale.

Delivery unen

ane further faformatien.

completion

Balencs

of Sale,

Write’ Wire or Phone:

BARNETT CARTER & CO., NC.
936 Hospital Trust Bidg., Providence, “a
JAckson 1-8844

of.

in the mo-o-orning.”

Mar-

and

with

all the

lights: on |
bo

“Intmitables:

“ke‘Continentat Excontrics *

HELD OVER AGAIN °

AMERICANA HOTEL
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

| EXOTIC DANCERS—Wanted

at the end of her two-and-a-half

hour show.
Rachester theatrical
audiences traditionally: are
re-

Experienced:

_

Sead Photos ato.

. CARMAN

a

BOOKING AGENCY"

_Reyel Palms Hotel

=

for Frank Sinatra not being here
| but he was suddenly taken drunk.” served.
LeRoy ‘was obviously surprised fand. disappointed that Sinatra, the
Friars abbot, didn’t make ‘it.

‘and touched at this never to be|f
forgotten. .moment.
5 wouldn't
‘change places with anyone in the |!
world. Thank you all.”
|.
He was
also presented
with
—

‘Held Over 10 Consecutive Weeks
CARILLON. HOTEL

scroll from LA Board of Supervisors. Over $87,009 was rafsed for |:

10 REGULATION. SIZE BOWLING
ALLEYS:
ALL
EQUIPMENT,
(taken apart: WITH
BALLS,
RS. 6
All types of Coin O
Games: Miniature Golf Course: Phete Unit;
Ad tyses ay Park"Eauipment ‘ Machinery: Aperon. 23 Elec. Cathrers’ Booths: Dedge Pick-up
Truck: Steel Fensing: Cedar
neing 3 Restaurant. Fead & Kiichea Equinmeant: COMPLETE
pirza MANUFACTURING UNIT: DFFICE Equipment & Furnishings: MiseelLameeus: Goede,
TEAMS

La Garland finally had to come|}

back

‘| Warner noted “you know some‘times he sounds Iike Skouras.”
.
LeRoy broke into tears barely
able to complete. his speech which.
he finaled with “I am greatly moved

N

HEEL.
Complete:
Mf Cz
SWING:
WHIP; oma
TROLLEY
with Mozoec ail:

Steel

2 —

Jack Benny who followed Jack

i]

aks ote.

L

Lights, ete.; TUNNEL

CATERPILLAR,

LAND. Rl
RIDES:

-ote.¢

Small
alt ROLLER, eoas TE

from page

tin explained “I want to apologize

a

RIDES:
53 A

¥ HIP;

Continued

show.” Nat King Cole sang- paro- sang “Chicago.” The audience, now

{ Mervyn

Entire arom Is

FOLLOWING

amas

Appearing here last week. as part.
got the audience to “Sing Along
With Sammy.” Dean Martin chirped. of a Philadelphia-Rochester-Pittsburgh
swing, Judy Garland had|
Cahn’s words: to “Carolina in the
audience pressing
Morning.” Sample: “nothin’s more half of the
against
the stage begging. for more }}.
“unneryvin than to do a film with

WED., NOY. 1 at 70:30 A.M.

Worcester

wasn’t “sure”

about an -allegedly. waving‘*gun,”

calling it an. “item” under’. Miss
port last summer. They pre-' .| Washington's negligee, but didn’tsented Miss Garland at Hadhedge: on: the: claimed threats. |
donfield, -_N.J. Saturday (21)
Magistrate David. Malbin - held
and have.a date following ¢
the

died lyrics by. Sammy Cahn, “I’ve used to the weakness of the sound
1 Grown Accustomed To His Pace.’| system, rose in excitement, but her
Steve Allen claimed “he made me manager whisked her off to’. the
The crowd then}
what I am today in motion pic- dressing room.
tures.” George Burns said “every- left. the huge building with its 30
exits
in
orderly
fashion,
,
| one gets worried when I speak before a mixed. audience,” and to exHazards
in
Nochester
plain the subject Sammy
Cahn
‘Rochester, N.¥., Oct. 24..
| |-sang his own lyries to “Titwillow,” }

$1,000,000 VAWUATION

of Rides.

WHITE CITY AMUSEMENT

Comer BOSTON

later admitted she

dates for Bernstein & Drew,
who produced Music at New-

month Ashton is adding a-seventh

. Stock in GAC’ ‘and became. salaried
employees.
They also took their
‘ clients into the GAC fold.

LIQUIDATION SALE at PUBLIC AUCTION
Aporex,

stories

This is a brand
the
percentery,

Lois: Green, who had gone. to the
-— singer’s apartment «to ‘collect. a
-} $700 bill, had the cops on: the
premises. on the allegation she. had
Miss Green
| been© “threatened.”

in Felony. Court for further hearMontreal on Sunday (29)..
link to his. -circuit—Chase hotel,
| ing. Most important in this hassle
‘twhich is spread-eagling into sun-| St. Louis.
“Ziegfeld Follies” tag has not came out and started shaking hands. is the threat to Miss Washington's _
Hf
acy forms of agenting ever since it}
eabaret license’ which ©could for-—
| became a subsid of Baldwin-Mont- been..in use in America of late. with a few customérs who had fend her: -employment :in Gotham
Last usage. on lease’ deal.with Miss walked up to the stage. This preciprose Chemicai Co. fast year.
,
Burke and the Shuberts, was about itated.a mass rush toward the stage niteries.
Songstress’ . felonious - : assault
Malcolm Stuart. is helping. the three years ago by Sands, Las by hundreds of people.
‘She kept shaking hands with her chargé was reduced to third-de-:-.
agency’s plunge into literary ac- ‘Vegas. Within the year there was
legit show fans for about five minutes, then gree assault. and. she. continued.
tivities, and presently is screening. a “Ziegfeld. Follies”
agents, who will be hired to. staff a. playing Australia, on similar lease walked off again. The applausé Was|‘free undér the ‘same $500 bail for .
N.Y. outpost In that specific field. arrangement. That show was deafening. The star finally came -trial in Special Sessions. © Z
Stuart and Ingo Preminger, after strictly. Aussie in makeup and back and sang “Swanee” and off
MND
4
SIAM
LOS,
Lg
EO
AR
RES
Sas
Savy
she went again. Now the people
fe
RL
PEER
SER
GS
ee
Ee
ESS
4
'long running an agency here which played Down’ Under dates.
-{were jampacked against the stage. |/
x Specialized in handling writers for.
Auditorium officials feared an ac‘pix and tv assignments, sold out |.
| cident and brought up the.-ceiling
3: their operation to GAC last sum-|
lights.
5} mer.
They got some cash, some
Be

2-4677

¥

of a literary

books. and

boxoffices. The Garland onenighter is part of a trio of

~ MertLeRoy

Philadelphia

:

||dent. to place

.Fa
[with publishers.
tekiand
new
facet
for

Justramental, Vocal and
Dancing Stars.

‘

operation

we

“THE TWIST KINGS"
OEE
SOI,
ITY
AHEM
TEIEY
ON
IRENE
OG

PEPPERMINT

Hollywood, Oct. 24.
General Artists Corp. fs expand-

into

‘nearly $10,000 poured into the

Ashton also produces unit revues
how -playing Statler hotel, Los [°
Angeles; Golden hotel, Reno: ‘DeauInternational,
San]:
ville, Miami;
Juan, Puerto- "Rico; plus Bimbo 365
Club, a San Francisco nitery. This

.

ing

can hit $52,000
First day seats were placed
on: sale, the Garden reported,

elsewhere, as well.. His deal at. the

.

charity ‘by the
evening
which
Barry Mirkin and Joe Cooper su-pervised..The ballroom was packed :
with top names from .show biz.
sports and politics—Democrats and
‘Republicans:
Jimmy Stewart a close pal of the.
‘late ‘Gary Cooper and last year’s
guest of honor will present a bust
{of the. late actor’ to his family
from the friars.

Beach

Closing December and
Exclusive Representation

LOU IRWIN

Thanks to

LOU: WALTERS

9165 Senceet Bivd.
Hollywoed,. Coliternia .

P.S.: Tammy alse wants to thank you. forber firstFlecida vacation.
She is 6 months old.

.

Tednesday, October 25, 1961 __.

EORGE
RNOLD’S
PACKAGE UNITS
CURRENTLY APPEARING
AT

Lay 7 oy Ping

4\

LC

On,

“St

"ap “Las,oo ty |

ey

St

PV ARIETY =OCT.4,1961
The-G.A.L (George Arnold) package fs a

VARIETY -JULY 12, 1961
The Americana’s.
Bal Masque Room seems

to have finally found a tenant worthy of
the Club’s Class room. One would need @
dictionary of superlative descriptions in
...Order to get across the eye-filling Impact

and near overwhelming talent contained In
George Arnold’s “Spice On Ice’... one of.

the finest musical productions. brought_ to
this show-jaded town,

‘handsomely mounted melange that bears
an international touch in its staging ideas,
ranging from continental to Caribbean to
New York in background themes; It proves
again a huge hit for the La Ronde stage...

‘Saucy Scandals is an attractive package

for the fall. crop of tourists with the glittering costumes and Ronnie Meren’s choreography istops.
LARY

-FONTAINEBLEAU’S LA RONDE RE-

VUE plush, luscious “Saucy Scandals.” A
-George Arnold’s entry to.the musical revue

VARIETY - SEPT. 6, 1961
Sketches On Ice” is the colorful Ice spectacular
in Las
matic
special
makes
. geared

which has been so successful here
Vegas. The extravaganza has draspecial lighting and imaginative
ice choreo by Ronnie Meren which
it compare favorably with shows
to a far higher budget

office field, .BRUN, MIAMI HERALD

AVAILABLE FOR BOOKINGS
GEORGE. ARNOLD PRODUCTIONS
WRITE, WIRE OR CALL EF. McDONNELL, BUSINESS MANAGER

“AMERICANA HOTEL, MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

DUKE
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New Acts
GERARD
Comedy
18

ARTHUR & BONNIE
Songs, Dances

SETY

45. Mins.

Mins.

|ing in their. stuff. Out for four

-CURREN T BILLS

; Months in.the Boston area, they
have already’ built. quite a follow-

|ing.
- Bucel runs off some. flashy solos
with ‘fancy footwork,.and Riddick
| beats out a sock “Caravan” as they
spin out and around “Take Me to

WEEK OF OCTOBER 2
25

NEW YORK: cry

Pac
CROFFT.

THEATRE—Les Poupees

de

Church,” “Namely You,” “But Not | MUSIC HALL—Mathurins, Istvan RabovDINO'S—Jai: Tober, Jack ‘Eiton;. Steve .
Riviera Lounge, Las Vegas
Le C
a
For Me,” “Foggy Dew,” to cite a sky, Naval Choir, Everett Morrison, Corps ne eeeits . H
@ Crazy
Horse—
razy Horse Revue
Art Johnson, who for. years has few. Possessors of a big repertory, de Ballet, Rockettes, Raymond Paige Orc. |.
4 fur pokalike for Danny Kaye.
2d
Edition. Clare Nevers, Diane D "Orsay, .
AUSTRALIA.
Freneiican Gerard Sety is bowing | been the production singer at the it’s a different rundown each time,
MELBOURNE (Tivoli) — Frank Berry, | Sundra-The
Happy —Louls
Jesters.-“Prima, ‘Sam
Inn
here,
and _ Bonnie depending on how .the two perMOULIN
ROUGE
i: the U.S. with this date, done; Desert
Pat Gregory, Jodie Gray, Howard Hardin, Butera. ‘Witnesse
e.tnt sear’s ago in’Paris, VARIETY'S ' Steinle, a former DI dancer, have
il
Christopher, Harvey
formers size. up -their audience. Joe Chisalm,
SLATE BROS.-Kay Stev ens.
Weber. De Jong & Dee, Trapinos, Maria
rey d) dixcerned
a “pleasant, in- forméd an act which is a good Their
STATLER HOTEL—' “Playmates. in Rio.”
sound. combinations. make Blanche.
Ken Mackey, Adrienne Erdos, Skinnay Ennis Orc.
.
: bet for intimate rooms. DI maestro ; for some slick listening dressed Lewis Dunn.
gr AGating sppearance .
YE-LITTLE. cLUB—Peggy Taylor, Rudy
sYD NEY
(Tiveld — Don
Tannen,
“rat
much
is stet after this: Carlton Haves eonceived the idea{[up as they are with their own
Render, Joe Felix, John. Kitzmiller, .
.
{Lucio
&Rosita.
Four
Kovacs.
McKay
lootsee
Alsq the fact that Sety, of the turn, add has furnished
- LAS VEGAS:
arrangements.
| Bros. &
Romayne, Danlele Dorice,’ Hal
i. 4 dye inapyessionist of strong some clever special material for
er
CARVER HOUSE — Treniers, Barbara.
They’re hard working ‘perform- Roach,. Yolande Rodrigues, David
Young ore.
‘Lon Fontaine -Dancers, Mart
cipabilits.
THat
is. his quick-- the cauple,
who
perform
with ers throughout their stint, with Trio, Leo Arnol, Robin Hardiman.
o
eh}ange
characterizations
are per smooth pro savvy. °
DESERT INN = ‘Louis’ Prima;: Keely
Bucci leading in on the numbers:
(Palladium)—Harry ‘Secombe, ‘Smith, Dick Humphrece, Sam Butera & .
s Phe gens
Where the turn mis-.
Johnson {fs a handsome, virile |beat Riddick. moving in on the: ?RoyLONDON:
Castle, Marion Ryan. King Brothers,
Witnessés, Donn Arden Dancers, Carlton’ |
fics ix in terms of comie inven- type with an excellent ..baritone! beat
in perfect synchronization. Eddie. Calvert and the Wiseguys, Audrey Hayes Ore:: Lounge: Michael: Kent, Dave
Carol, Grazina. Frame.
Apollon, Milt . Herth,” Henri Rose, ‘Bobby =
tres
voice; he’s personable: ‘showing a, ‘Fhey ‘look. good for class rooms, Jeans, Michel & Helene
& Howard, The ‘Stevenson.
.
Wendy Wayne,
tee uetor, armed
with multi- Warm personality as vocalist and. ‘ty shots and recordings.
Guy.
Jack. .Fran- |: DUNES—“Philippine F estival,’”. Bobby ;
Ronnie
Corbett,
‘| Barantons.
Ptr pase i ardrobe, does himself up emcee. Miss Steinle fs a blonde ;
| cois, George. Carden Dancers, Bill Shep- Gonzales... Katy De La: Cruz. Pilita Cor-..
| rales, Shirley ‘Gorospe, Elizabeth Ramsey, |
herd Sing
Wik
inzenious makeshift
to ap- - looker, a fine dancer, and has a; MELVIN (SLAPPY) WHITE
MANCHESTER (Palace)—Edmund ‘Hock- Bill Reddie.Orc. Lounge:.Maaka Nua Hapee as a levendars
pirate. tore- pleasant singing, voice. She. solos i Comedian
ridge, Kaye Sisters, Tommy. Cooper, Jimwaiian Rev., Billy Andre, Fabulous Tones, °
, my Clitheroe. Clark Brothers,
.Monarchs,
du:. exrts’ American Indian, a Ro- such 2s “By Myself.” and John- 135 Mins.
Dennis & Rogers. Joseph Mack Four..
;
Harbers & Dale, Debutantes, Debonnaires.
‘EL CORTEZ—Johnny Ukulele, ‘Princess.
ran rabob in Caesar's time, or sun’s “Fogsy
“ NEWCASTLE
(Emplre—Nina
&. FredDay’
is notable; ! Barclay Hotel, ‘Toronto
Lei ‘Momi, Kahala Twins.
—
the
protagonist
of a Japanese among his .individual eiforts- To-!
FLAMINGO—Pearl. Bailey, Bill Bailey; Reputedly the -originator of a erik, Malcolm Mitchell Trio. Mike: & Ber-.
sacsari
film.
Turn is enhanced: aether they do “Sometimes. Tm inight elub joke formula ranging! ‘nie Winters, Vic Perry, Salici ‘Puppets, Carmen De Lavallade; Louis’ Bellson Ore.
, Bryan. Burdon. Three Sonnettes.
Lounge: Lionel Hampton. Betty Reilly.
b' offstage record effects, some Happy” among others. and. click from the “Freedom riders” to. the
FREMONT—Joe King . Zaniacs, Newton
he:‘tinent to the character, others
. IBros..: Make’ Beleves.
with a salute to New York with KKK,. Slappy White ‘has rejoined
GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jimmy
wth tor ridic laughgetting mo- appropriate
; ; Wakely, Wanda
Jackson, Sneed Family,
Manhattan
= tues. Larry: Steele’s “Smart Affairs” as
Blue

Angel,

ee

N. ¥.

|

BRITAIN

Cabaret Bills

tt ts.

is a “Tourist” number, in
the team comes into the
the characters as such appear to
audience, asking hametown names,
serve Little dramatic purpose other
and
singing
a song to fit.
ti.an establishing M. Sety’s deft:.
Choreography and ‘staging {is by
ahility at the art. Also, while itDart

®

of the shortcoming

is that

Finale
.Which

Walters.
with musical
arT:a\ be a language problem for, Flo
by
Mike
Cooper..
hire: his continuous palaver might :rangements
him with more
au. Strong support is: given by fivebetter serve
impertinence
and fewer plece combo which backs, Charies
courant
outrageous puns. It must .still be: LaVere is on 88: Ralph Pollak..
said, however, he is very talented, drums: Dick Hyde, trombone: Alard furnishes
an act of sufficient ‘ len Piccin, Sax: and Danny Sherret.:
bass.
Duke,
offbeat visual interest to warrant
playoff on video and a limited
_ SIMMY BOW
eafe circuit
Pit.

*Joe. ‘Wolverton, Annie Maloney.
comedy star of the show. White
:
HACIENDA — Four
Tunés,
Johony
stayed on for 35. mins.
— when
‘Shore’ gn tynotes: Cathy Ry an, ; GroverNEW YORK. CITY.
'caught and had to beg.
off after his
ore
'
LAST.
FRONTIER
—
Lou.
‘Mos¢onl
|‘Its
rapidfire stories and gags, based : BASIN: ST EAST—Don Rickles, Billy
Virginia. Rae, Fritz) Becker.
Quincey Jones.
on racial humor, were received ‘Eckstine,
p MINT Pat Moreno’s Artists & Models
BIRDLANDP—Joe
Williams, ‘Harry Edi'with savvy by a convulsed audi- son, Gigi Gryce.
‘NEVADA—"Les
Glels De. Paris.”. Jose
BLUE
ANGEL—Phbillis ‘Diller, ‘Adam
ence.
.
Duarte,.Moon Puppets, Kay ‘Brown, Video:
Keefe, Stevens Bras., Jimmy Lyon Trio:
‘Breaking in anew. act here _ SON SOIR—“Greenwich Village, U.S.A.” Musso, Johnny Paul, Sparklers.
NEW
FRONTIER — “Holiday in Rio.” .
Daniels, Three
until QOct.- 29. when the-Larry Mae Barnes,. Jimmie
, Lounge: ¥ink Spots, “Hot | Lips” Levine,
Steele revue flies from here to Flames.
.
CAMELOT — ‘Bobby
Van,
Helen
Gal- Fred’ Kushon.
RIVIERA. — “Irma La. Douce.” Juliet
the. Terraza Casino, Mexico City, lagher, Marilyn Lovell, Ronni Hall, Karen
Prowse, -Clive Revill. Stuart Damon, Jack for its opening .Nov..3 for four Thorsell. Richard Blair. ©:
Cathcart, Ore.. Lounge: Vagabonds, Arthur

CHARDAS—Carmen Michelle. Tibor Raweeks,
Melvin
iSlappy?
White |: kossy, eek Marta, Lia Della, Elemar
| & .Bonnte,
SADDLE
CLUB—Jackie” Lee Coctiran, .
tells his tales
with
relish
but -Horvath.
“SAHARA .—.: Steve Lawrence;
Eydie
tongue-in-cheek . gusto, with gags|-. CHATEAU. MADRID — Los Chavales . Gorme,
« -Moro andis Dancers. Louis Basil
Espana. Pupi Campo Orc.
Orc.
Lounge:
Ray Anthony, Freddie.
running the gamut of “Eat .the
COPACABANA—Nat
King
Cole, ‘Ford
Bell,
»Deedy
&
Bill.
ih
" Comedy
;
Press” interviews to Negro bus- & Reynolds, Paul Shelley Ore., Frank
SAN
‘— Dean
Martlh.- Garr Nelson,
Orc.
20 Mins.
driver anecdotes... He ‘also writes, Marti
TRAVELERS
THREE
George Zak. Capa Girls. Antonlo Morelll |
EMBERS—Jonah Jones.
Ore.
Lounge:
Dave
Burton.
Morry:
King..
; Living Room, Chicago
This own material.
. . HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane. Orc,
Folksong,
Comedy
SHOWBOAT—Tex Williams, Wade. Ray.
. HOTEL .LEXINGTON—Virginia
Wing.
This marks Simmy Bow’s.major :| White is a.very funny man whoi > Lillian
24 Mins.
TL “Tunes :
c
.
Knight, Denny Regor, Tony Drake,
club debut although he is a veteran |keers his: act clean and got con- Tony Cabot Ore.
SILVER SLIPPER—Han
Henry,. Spar
;
; .
Blue Angel, N. ¥.
Red
Marshall,
Danny - Sparky
HOTEL
NEW YORKER—Milt. Saunders | ‘Kave,
If a group of fellows aim. to of the club date circuit. He's a; sistent laughs. from. the‘capacity.
Taffy O°’Nelil,-Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes,
Ore., Yerna Lee. Joe Furst —
crash the crowded folksong-cum- personable and hardworking comie, |customers, ‘including a reference ; HOTEL PIERRE— ‘Steppin’ in. Society” George Redman Orc. Lounge: Charlie ©
Jack
Haskell,
Patricia |Teagarden.. Barbary Coast Boys.
Patricia
Bright.
comedy hit ranks at this late date. ‘snaring his best yocks with some;+to the Metropolitan Club of Wash- :: Marand,
STARDUST—"Lido de Paris"; Lounge:
.B&M Haggett.
it’s Virtually imperative they prem- fresh takeoffs on several classical)! I ington, D.C., plus his Deep South; HOTEL
PLAZA—Katyna
Ranieri, Emil: ! Billy Daniels, Happy Jesters. Pegeys De
Castro. Micki Lvnn. DelsMartins.
~
| |
ise on a fresh gimmick—at the plays and some bits of mythology. [ revisited. ‘His rich timing makes Coleman: ore Mark Monte Continentals. me:
HUNDERBIRD—I.inda
Darnell. Larry
|
HOTEL
TAFT—Vincent
Lopez
Orc.
:full
use
of
the
punch.
line
and
the
It’s been. said that under every
least—in addition to a fine blend
HOTEL
ST: REGIS—Patachou,° Milton; Daniels: Harry” Nofal, The Henrys, -Garwood Van Orc.
Lounge: Lancers, Edi
The one offbeat angle comic’s. laughing facade burns a. current concept of nitery caprice.; Kay Trio, Milt Shaw Orc.
ot pipes.
Domingo .& Norma, Frank Gusto:
,
McStay.
HOTEL
WALDORF-ASTORIA — Lisa
in this threesome is the fact two” desire to play Shakespeare. ard to inter-r acial drollery.
_TROPICANA—"Folles
Bergere.”’ . Coa
‘Kirk, Dick Barclay. Emil Coleman. Orc.
ette’ Riedinger, Pompoff, Thedy & Fam.
ot the chaps are Hawaiian; third is- Bow satisfies both of these by
HOTEL SAVOY
ILTON—Gunnar Hanliy,
Pinky
&
Perky,
The
Bogdadis,
Danny
is
alone
sen
Ore..
Ray
Har
ler.
factor
That
building up. quotes from “Romeo.
nainland Yank.
INTERNATIONAL — Ritz Bros:. June. Costello, Trio Martelli, Mme. Baron. #Hal“Julius
Cesar”
hardly enough to vault the group | & Jeliet” and
let, Florence & Frederic & Dancers, Ray.
‘Valli, Mike Durso Orc., Aviles Orc.
Lounge: Jerry Colonna.
‘into clevér. turnabouts with his:
LATIN
QUARTER—Rafael de Cordova, sinatra. Ore:
into strong contention.
Pompof-Thedy, Julie
Gibsgn.
Arnauts, ; Varel& Bailty,: Al DePaulis: 4 Dubonnet
The Travelers, spawned in Eu-' own endings for the plays. He also
3,.
Paul ‘Goupit 4
Wallenda Ballet. Jeanine Pivoteau, Mello.
exuber-.’
on
chiefly
does an amusing comic interpre-|
| barks Jo Lombardi Ore., Irving Fields. |gene, Ore., rely
SAN FRANCISCO
Apollo, N
N. ¥.
ant fun and nonsense: ballads in tation of “On The Waterfront.”
BLACKHAWK—Miles. Davis. -(6).
LEFT BANK—Cal Bostic. Paul Doole.
Jerry -Butler, Miller Sisters (5),
BL ACKSHEER—Earl
Hines .Ore.. Fred
Bow
shapes as a substantial |the song department. When they're
LIVING ROOM—Lillian Briggs, Alberto!
i
Irwin
C.
Watson,
Maxine
‘Brown,
| Washington’ Tri
Rochi,
Arti Azenza
turn.
with. a -wide
not off on a vocal tear, one of the - supporting
EARTHQUAKE
MeGOON'$—Turk Mue.
Cleftones
(4),
Bobbie
: Lewis,
NO. i FIFTH AVENUE-—Susan Bernard,
1:
No.
as
ed
spotlight
is
enough variety of material to satHawaiians
phy
Brand. Hankinson & Silver.
Bluenotes. (4), Doc Bagby Band, Wick.
FAIRMONT . HOTEL—Jave
P. Morgan.
;
He can be. -isfy audiences ‘in most situations.
KOUNDTABLE
—
Belle Barth, Cootie
kibitzer -monologist.
Ernie Heckscher Ore.
cs
5 “The Pusher” (UAT.
Williams.
_fumns, but too often the stuff is His
humor is adult, but always
SAHBRA — Yaffa Yarkoni, Rachel & fT, GAY 90’S—Ray K. _Goman, Bee & Ray.
its
Goman.
clean, and hesells: his gagalog
forced and stretched beyond
Ziitla,
Martin
Roman,
Sara
Avani,
Kovesh
.
It's the record. hits of the ré&r & Mizrachie, Leo Fuld.
HUNGRY
I—Charlie . ‘Mann, Stan’ wuwith an ingratiating: enthusiasm.
worth.
acts in the current Apollo show
TOWN
& COUNTRY — Billy . Daniels, son, Leenin Castro, Olga ‘Shbragla. and
tuneful
Mor,
1S efficient
Aet
WORKSHOP—Cannonball
‘Adder.
that
draw
‘the predominantly ‘Sonny Sands, Terrace & Elita, Ned Har- « leyJAZZ.
Five .
to be sure, for feature
vey Orc., Frank Martinez Orc.
.
erouch,
young audience. But.. paradoxicalGeorgia Holden, TWO GUITARS—Alva Uno, Sasha Poll |: -"MOULIN ‘ROUGE —
situations. Pit.
. NICOLE
CROISIL L.E
billing
in most
Natasa,
Donna
Kare,
Robin
Carroll,
Jan
‘noff,
Ivan
Nepa:
&
Sonia,
Kostya
Polian::
ly; it’s the’ visuals. and not the
; Sellers. ‘Ken. Card, Johnny Coppola Ore.
; Songs
sounds. that give. the spread its sky,
NEW FACK’S—Mel. ‘Torme, “Mel Young,
UPSTAIRS . & OOWNSTAIRS
;
— Phil!
THE COQURRIERS (3)
15 Mins.
j
Vernon
Alley
Trio.
.
| impact, which ‘is considerable.
Bruns.
Ceil. Cabot.
Rex Robbi ns, Steve
Olympia, Paris
Sones
i To be sure. Doc Bagby's “band Rolunu, Donna.. Sanders Marv —Louise “ON THE LEVEE—Joe: Sullivan’ Orc. |.
i Nicole Croisille is a modern re- |with a big sound” socks the talent ‘Wilson Lovelady. Powell, Freddie ‘Webber. _ PURPLE ONION. — Kelly Lasten, Pat...
39 Mins.
1God
‘Coast |. Singers...
Jim Sheridan, Bill. McC ‘utehen, Milrad -& 'Pautsen.
vue dancer turned singer.” With a
Le Hibou, Ottawa
ff 365 CLUB—Eddie
Peabody.
Les: Mar-jatong, with a- great ‘beat; but the Colston.
-behind her,
The Courriers are teeners whose sojourn in the U.S
VERSAILLES — Blossom Dearie, Andy jor: Barry ‘Ashton’ Dancers. :‘Roy Palmet.
vocalizing is rasping
immature,
¢
youth adds sparkle to the polish she has picked | up Yank styling. primitive and just -plain flat from ‘& Bev Sisters.
HILL — Barbara’ Dane, Tampa
VIENNESE. LANTERN _ Sarah ‘Rubine, iRe SUGAR
.scat
and
professionalism
and
apand confidence with which they
time to time while the costuming: Lane. Ernst Schoen.
VILLAGE
BARN
Dory. Sinclair
cume equipped to Ottawa’s new, plied them well to French songs: j;and terp gyrations: are bright and‘
RENO-TAHOE
Ralph
Pate,
Susan.
Brady,
Joe Shay,
intimate. «159 seats: Le. Hibou. to emerge something unique here.|\| Provocative.
GOLDEN—Barry.
Ashton's . Les Gicls,:
Tommy Zang. Lou Harold Orc.
.
Featuring folk tunes in English, ;However, she is more right. for | Standout ‘are the Miller Sisters,
' VILLAGE
GATE... — Aretha Franklin, Novelites. John Carleton |
~~ HAROLD’S—Don:’ ‘Cornell, "Goofers. Don
Herbie Mann.
.
Erench. Yiddish and Latin, mixed ‘France than in the U.S.
Conn Ore.:
“
}.‘five amply-stacked young chicks
VILLAGE
VANGUARD—Ada
Lee.
“John
HARRAH’S (Reno)—Kim Sisters.. Deedy.
She has a: good vibrant voice.
threesome ‘two lads and gal fs.
‘in wild-colored tassled, skirts, cut Coltrane Quartet. Mal Waldron Trio.
“| & Bill...Sons of. Golden: West. Windsor:
strengthened
by solid
arrange- ; which can flay.with a song, wheth- well above the knee in front. They
Trio. Red Coty. John: Buzon Trio.
;
CHICAGO
.
HARRAH’S.
(Tahoe)
— In South ‘Shore
ments, nice staging and showman- er of yearning or good spirits, and do a frantie twist to a number
‘BLUE
ANGEL —- “Limbo
Pan Amertinflection. ‘depth and
Pablo
Candela, Jessica .& Irma,- Room: Eila Fitzgerald.. Rowan” & . Martin,
ship. and a handy sprinkling of i give them
caled “Pony” with lead singer on j‘cana.””’
Lord
Banjo,
Lord Mike,
Raphael. Her- -Vie' Hyde, Dorothy Dorhen.- Singers - ‘and
wit sans clowning. Gab bits need: bounce. Her songalog seems more mike and.the others backside to nan. Sir Slim Henry. Tito Perez Orc.
‘Leighton. Noble ‘Orc. - Lounge:
| Dancers,
: designed for boites. CLOISTER
— Phil ‘Tucker, Joann Hen- Lancers. George Rock Sextet. Lisd. Alonstrengthening.
‘audience. It threatens dismemberso’s
‘Fropicares, _Tune
‘Timers,
‘Dave .
Eddy Subway
Orc. .
Trio has already worked coffee; Miss Croisille looks like a prob- Tent all around. Not for the Sul- derson,
.°:
_
CONRAD
HILTON—"Ooh La La.” Dor: Bergman. Cindy O’Hara.
Matys . Bros... ..
rooms and some niteries tChicago’s :rable solid new addition. to song -livan show, but a:natural for some- nan Bros.,. Margie. Lee, Dru & Landell, - » HOLIDAY—Modernaires.
Tony. Lovello Revue, Charles Gould &.:
|
ranks
in
France
with
a
fine
assimiLothar
Weidemann.
Brigitte
Voit,
Inez
é&
Gate of Harn fe.) and head for
body’s twist parlor.
Vocal side, Gordon,
Satin
Strings.
Boulevar-Dons.
(3),
:
Boulevar-:
Playboy Club dates this winter. : lation of American methods to the it’s a real earbender.
‘MAPES
— Buddy
Greco. - Nalana. Keie
But the Dears (6), Gay Claridge Orc.
Bell :
‘Freddie
Polynesian . Revue,
DOWNSTAGE
ROOM (Happy. Medium)
More
elaborate
staging will be ‘ deeper song content of local ditties. terping, in spite of the frenetics,
jJean Arnold. Mim! Kelly, Cy Touff Trio. Bellbovs. Reno Touzet Revue. .
nezded
for nitery work that Is With rock ’n’ roll a staple now, has a subtle: sensuality that moved
RIVERSIDE
—
Minsky’s
Follies. with
DRAKE—Barry ‘Sisters, Jimmy — Blade
she
may
also
become
one,
judging
Bert Wheeler: ‘Lou. Levitt. Orc. Leunger
bound to come. Stint has Russell
the aud to encore mitting. Kids Ore
& Her
from her reception. She is on FonEDGEWATER
BEACH—Martin
Denny, Nelson & . Palmer, ‘Linda . Leigh
EK -onick. Mark Max and 18-yearweren’t’ prepared for the ovation Manu.
a
Don Davis Orc.
tana Records.
Mosh.
WAGON. WHEEL (Tahve)—Joe Maize &
and bowed off rather. awkwardly.:|° GATE OF HORN—“Trouble in Tahiti.”
of looker Cayla Mirsky. As Is,
‘Johnny .Hamlin,
Norman
and Cordsmen.
Amanda
Ambrose.
Frank
Carroll
Headliner
Jerry Butler easily |Alexandra
they perform on a basic act struc‘Brown,. Bobby Page, —‘Pats & 'Pattt. Ron
Hunt. Tan & Syivia:
JOE BUCCI & JOE RIDDICK
wins in the song. department, and,
ture plus ad libs which collect |}
Rose, “Wosic ‘Violins of Mexico.
LE BISTRO—Duke Mitchell. Dick Green,
‘ Organ, Drums.
by contrast, his projection is casual Dick Ceasirio. Trio. Larry Novak Trio.
attention but would shine more’
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
LIVING ROOM—QJohnnie Ray, -Patt Mor30
Mins.
_
to the. point of collapse. Religioso rissey. Simmy..Bow, Joe Parnello Trio.AMERICANA—George. Arnold tce Re-:
with stronger writing.
Gorm.
Lindy’s, Boston
LONDON
HOUSE. —. Barbara Carroll vue; Phil Richards, Shirley Linde. Tayinfluence
is
prominent
‘in
his
“ove
a Joe
& Mitchell, Johnny .Flanagan. Mtwho
has_ played| ballads ‘and laments
Bucci,
Trio, Eddie Higgins - Trio, ©Larry Novak
TAMARAS
(7)
‘Meehan, Lolo —& Lita, Mal Malkin
Ti
around the New England territory
,
Bobbie Lewis, tall. ‘belter -with
Songs
MISTER KELLY’S—Phylis Diller, Johnny. Orc..: Ices ‘Models.
CA
LLON—“Cherchez - Les Femmes.” .
on his own custom built organ, a lot of animation, has a number Janis,
Marx-Friga
Trio,
Marty
Ruben29 Mins.
Sue.
aicom ‘Tanya &
Biagl, Jack: &..
‘stein Trio.
'and
Joe
Riddick,
out
with
big
called “One Track Mind” and a/|. PALMER “HOUSE—Genevieve with Lue Sally - ‘Jenkins, Jacques Donnet Orc., Line
Olvmpia. Paris
range
to match.
The Poret & Gus Viseur, _Reberte Trio, Ben (16).
“tmaras are seven Sranish mu- ‘bands and skin. -man at some of one-note
* CASTAWAY
S——Preacher Rolla’ 5. Jerry
Ore
Bluenotes and Cleftone quartets Arden
sician who sing as well as accom-: Boston’s jazz spots, have- comboed
PLAYBOY CLUB — David Allen, Anne Geraidi. & Lesley, Ralph Font Orc. Cand.
p: \ themselves on guitar, drums, !‘for a musical act which is unusual are r&r par, but good looking in. Marie Moss, Dick. Weston, Joe & Eddie Cortez. Bob Rhodes DIPLOMAT-—-Mandy
Campo : Ore. Vaa
pi: imo and sax.
Thev go in mostly | in its tonal ranges and vibrations.
Trio, Van Dorn. Sisters, Jerry Van Dyke,.|:
straight cut, dark suits.
Harold
Harris
Trio, Kirk Stuart :Trio,: Smith. Trio.
fo: sugary ballads but can give a; They play a rich mixture of blues.
Femme
rasper Maxine Brown Larry
EDEN ROC—Duke Jenkins Ore. F Monroe
Storch. Don Brooks Three. Davy:
Kasse
5,
Mal
Malkin
Ofc.,
Luis Varona
good rhythmic interlude also. They |Jazz, standards and show tunes in has high sight values but needs Karr, Bob Davis Trio. Claude Jones.
HERATON
BLACKSTONE — Evelyn ‘Ore, , Barbara Russell, Leslie Hudec...
sh:pe as mainly an intime boite! an uninhibited: projection. Bucci -polish in. the. vocals. Comedian Kuishte
- FONTAINEBLEAU — “Saucy Scandals.”.
Franz Bentler Orc.
group
on their manysided
mu- |makes
sounds" ‘come. out of his/ Irwin C. Watsen has. a unique,
“| Vinnie, Eddie Carson & Chico Chico, Hol-.
‘LOS ANGELES
ly Warren, Vic Charles, Tongelele, Ronnie
sicianship, and appear a cross be-| organ that are’ on the. fantastic deadpan ‘style and an accent that
SEN
SLUE‘’S — Ben Blue's “Hullaba- Meren. Ron Dean, Bobby Argas -& “Jac-.~

‘House Review

tween a Yank choral’ group and {side with sounds of strings, electric slips ‘around from’ Barbados to loo.” with Cully Richards, Harry -Clexx, queline. Verona, Les Rondettes (12),.ziggy
Lane, Frank Sextette.
—Fields, Allison McKay, Tlona Adanis,
an Italian setup. Their Spanish; guitar, vibes. and some not ac- Gloccamorra’ (traces .of West Sid
PLAYBOY
.-— Wayne Roland, Stagg.
Joy Healey Dancers, The Domestreis, Ivan,
renderings are the highlights of |counted for. Altogether they. make Indies, Walés and Harlem). Shar- Lane
‘|McMum, Danny Apolinar, Casey Ander& Orc.
COCOANUT
GROVE — Jane Morgan. son, Jackie Jackler.
this act.
it seem there are three pieces on per material should broaden his
4. THUNDERBIRD—George DeWitt, Richie
Stabile. Orc.
It shapes primarily for Latino | the stand instead of two.
audience. Right now’ he’s strictly Dick
Berj
Vaughn © Quartet,- Ruth
CRESCENDO—Jack x Leonard, . Billy Bros.,
spots abroad,
Mosk.
There’s a lot of warmth and feel- uptown and blue.
Bill, ‘Ward, Dominos,
McMahon. 7
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Waldorf-Asioria; N.Y. | eandid- -gelf-depreciation. eharaeLos Angeles, Oct, 18,
Lisa’ Kirk. with Dick ‘Barclay, -terizing herself as a. fantastically,
_Milt Shae and Emery. Deutsch. ‘inept. housekeeper |(My. sunk 1s-so Jack E, Leonard, Billy Ward &
‘greasy that. the. bugs. Slide to ithe Dominos, .Les. McCann: Trio;
Orchs; | $3-‘$4 corer,
death”) or as.a feartul air traveler: : $2. 50 cover, two- drink. mnintneum:
* Lisa Kirk obviously’ put: a lot of ‘Why. do. those mechanics crawl] |
“The ferocious wit of’ ‘Jack. Eli
thought -and: work. into her new out on. the” ‘Wing just. before: you
..act at the ‘Waldorf-Astoria’s :-Em-| take off? - Tt-ousht to he:vendy bv !
Leonard. restores a-kind of vigorpire Room. The: production,’ stag-.' 'then”).. Her’ sharp “yhaterial ‘fs ously uncomplicated eld-stvle. novand. ,elty to ‘Gene Norman's. Coast rotaing and fowning | ‘two knockouts. i both : topical: ‘and*personal
‘tion ‘base for itinerant moanologists
_by Jean Louis): make ‘her. 60-min- she delivers ‘it in a non-stap-stresin !
+of. wild word images combined with:
‘of a more cerebral school of hu-
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the show, including a smash com-

edy: number -in “Daddy.

|. All told, it’s a complicated rou-
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Italian singer Katyna Renieri has
a special appecl in ber current
|Piaza Persian Room return. cem-

Robert Nesbitt’s “Ten O’Ciock {iP2_a8 it doce on the crest Cf a
Follies” continues as a colorful © S. popularity wave for the Reattraction, with Ugo Garrido, the ;™M4M 4rts. particulatiy pis.

‘ute display more than just ‘another™
suave continental juggler, as the
some: expertly. erotergue comic :
mor. This. change of .comic pace. {new specialty.
standup singer - showcasing: andj
‘Myro.
‘| mugging. ~
.coipled with the lure. inspired by
-gives. the a¢t -a dimension .that
I
Johnny,
janis.
fs:
‘a:fast:
-maturing
,
‘Leonard's -periodic. appearances on
holds ° interest. With
all these
Living Room. Chi.
plusses- working for her, howev er. “songster with. a surefodted abi lity “The Jack Paar Show.” should atthe. turn Never. ‘manages: to:ignite.. : to. sell .a -song.:. Hels .personable tract both turistas and local spend.
Chicago, Oct. 18.
‘and works. a. good ‘deal, of ‘charm? -ers to the Crescendo in the course.
Joknnie
Ray, Simmy Bow, Patt
Tt passes as ‘a polite -entertain= into his numbers... Ie atrcam panies:

And although the throaty and
delicately dramatic “tvie of the
svelie
lockers
vocalizing ccmes
across in three languages. as¢ the
popular Italsan seg of the cataleg
that scores best wath patrons Mn
(this: mink-drapeg

poshery.

; Morrissey, Joe Parnetlo Trio; $2.
even. with: -the - Somewhat ' ‘himself on a. guitar .in- a° soft, i>of . his: 12-night stand here.
It's an act that’s$ puited to subtle
L eqnard,’ one of the last of the. cover.
naughty fan-danece ~ routine to a: nostalgic .rendition -of “Autumn”
ibuild. in warmth and excitement.
ereat
‘Borscht
belters.
has
few
tune ‘called “C ulture.” With. which|}
{Top returns Come irem the Iteliun
“Leaves” cand . rocks: WHO can: upJohnnie Ray still uses the trade- imedley. including “Volare.” “Gieo
she closes; and it.pleases although|tempg Version. of “The Way: You" ‘peers in. the ‘sphere of the: spon1 taneaus, instantaneous
‘jibe. His | ‘Mark. vocal quaver at times. but; {Giao Bambino” and “Arrivederci
-Jt doesn't excite:
The special ma- ! Look. Tonight.’"
“ad-Hbida instinct.is staggering. The jis apparent that he’s now <elling Roma." Following American set is
terial: written “by ‘her. iuushand.|
Janis. . displaxs ©slick sHiowman-instead of his previous |
customers come: ‘expecting, nary a? songery
Bob. Wells, ‘and. David. Saxon, is!
4 ship’ in a. singaions. handling «of. “pause in his furious assault on. ““vracked-with-pain” image. Minus} a bit of a letdown, but \iss Raniwhat keeps her. from Tunning. into i“Bye »Bye. Blackbird.”
eri encores with romantic punch
He -also ;
‘anything and everything, and geni-. |the emotional pyrotechnics that {back in her own languuge.
high gear.” ’
icreates :a tender -narrative. ballad:
his act. .Ray
galvanie Jack. E. caters. td. once .characterized
- This
Becomes. :“more. - apparent Laut of “Crying’For The. Caroline.” "ally.
There's some gimmickry that’s
when she turns to: sucn: better.iiMarx-Frigo Trio’ backs: Janis -with- their voracious desire for the- not: Stacks up as ‘a good. if not ‘excit- not disturbing but which edds jit-ing, singer. However, sans the
<o bon-mot and the rat-a-tattoo..
_#stablished . ‘items: as “Never
“er On tsavey. and plays: whinisi¢ally. cool
tle
to the sich. full and pleasing
Jachrymose
lyricism, there's
no
“Sunday.”.. “By - Myself. Finny {hetw cen-show music.
‘ie
i His jet. ‘stream style, of. course. doubt that his voltage is dimin-! voice and charming segue manners.
haphazardous.
Hié misses as
+ Pace” "and “Do- Re “Mi.” OF: “COUTSE,
-- Bill As:“in. tor: thice. weeks.,
jis one number, Miss Ranieri ec‘ished
and
that
the
opening
night
-often a§ he hits; But his percent: |
there's’. wv. hat'ss Tow. almost
her | :
‘Mor.
comps
one of «hher gwn
records,
another
e
EEN. and
‘age of efficiericy. is not what counts;lauditors were -restive as a result.
trademar k; “Goad. Little. G irks" |
Ray's talent as a standard song- jor another she mukes a short soi—it's the sheer abandon and wild {ster
_4written
by. Wells), -to |win, ‘ap-.t:
is not inconsiderable. com- journ onto the flour. all ef which
devastation
-6f-his
non-stop
assault
‘plause: trom the... outset ‘but the: ‘New Frontier. Las v eas |
ment:

.pihat holds the:-crowd. They're held posed: as it is. of a capable set’ of is done with enough technical skill
Inind-reading special, ‘Tell Them.
(FOLLOW UP).
ipipes embellished by his seasoned and grace to <zve embarrassment.
.What, They Want .To Hear: ” and |
has Vegas, Oct. 19° teven through the ‘erratic.. irrele- ‘and
astute showmanship. With the | Backing of Emil Coleman eich
“the. clown- faced. ‘routine, “To Bel Barry: Ashton's' “Holiday ‘In Rio.”| vant. and almost: incomprehencible ¢
_ A: Ciown,”
don't OMe off ‘tdo * one of. the most. lavissi and. colorful :imurmirings ‘during which Leonard ©“exception of a medley of his “Cry” ;1S expert, but thin against coverup
_disclix.
and an uptempo spiritual, |demands of a good many current
gtr ongly:
shows. on the. Vegas : Strip, has .appears ‘to be assembling his phe-;
Miss

kirk is ‘an attractive Ww‘oman. : been doing

g00d °biz

sinte

its. open: ;nomenally

alert” think cells. for

the

‘his offerings consist mostly of art- |balladeers.

Dance
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of Cele-

fully arranged evergreens. He's re-|Man and Mark Mente’s group is
‘next charge, ”
on “tige and she delivers: with «a; ing about: seven montis ago.
ported to be drawing good busi- solid in the bubbly. bouncing tia_ show manly, ‘savvy. Material that's
-Comedy: team -of Charlotte .Ar- | The ‘eomic’s 45- minute - opening . ness: at the Living Roum, and, |dition of cate socict. rosms
more familiar and ©‘more “punchy|ren & Jolmny. Broderick.closes the !night gamhit before a: jam-packed: Wwithal, purveys a solid turn.
|
Biil.
could put Her. vyer in socko style, ishow,: which “is. as it- should: be. |licuse was preceded ‘by Red But- ° ‘Comic Simmy Bow is 4 club date
- The singer gets a- heretilean: ‘as- because theirs: is an-¢xtremély po- tons’ -five-minute intro ‘“Tonight: regular in the area. More on him
Drake Hertel. Chi
sist from Dick Barclay. He. does ay tent act. for any ‘other: act -to. fol-- we're’ here to see the” fat Troy under. New Acts.
Chicago.
‘sensuous dance. with. her: .to™ the. ! low. Long a “fave ‘in “vaudeville, Donahue").
Show opener Patt Morrisey is a
.
£0. Oct. 21.
“Never on. Sunday”: -beat, he doés. Uarren. &- Broderick, -now working | Sharing the frenetic bill: are shapely local thrush who, gowned
Berry Sisters, (2). Jimmy Biade
a coy puppet manipulating. bit. to |out “of- Chicago, get. hett¥ laughs :: Billy Ward .&. the Dominox, a.go-:‘iin a skintight. silver dress. makes ; Orch; $3 cover wetkeuds, $2.56
|
much with her derriere didoes j week nichts.
her “Funny Face" and““Do: Re Mi" |from ‘the. beginning of: tile turn. ‘go-go company of. five vocalists, ‘as
~penditions, ie clowns with her and| and’ cheers’ -when* Miss Arren , five accompanists. Emphasis: of. the|ias she does with her limited-range
:fraup
is
48:
muth
on.
body.
gymbe does a breezy stage’ wait tune, switches from clowning to: serious *
voice: However, her patent vendThe Barry Sisters have been
‘nastics as-on ‘throat, gyrations, and ing of s.a. sells -well in this setting. Si nging tuget!er pr ofessionally
“Two. Minutes.’ while: Miss Kirk ; Singing With: a magnificent. well- ‘
‘trained operatic’ -voice.” Brederick °frequently one distracts from the She‘ s not to be confused
with jSince before either of the pair was
As: offstage: changing: gowns.
-ong:suffer: uther. Lyrics tend to bé submerged- songstress Pat Morrissey.
1,20 years eld and by now they interMiss Kirk's. current outing -was 'ris perfectly. east aS the °
‘:<by the. jumping-jack stage activity, | Bill is in for three weeks.
.
work with an intuitive sense cf
‘proditced by. .Wells and: staged “bY : ing. but- tolerant 88er..
‘and. some of: the. warbling ‘1S wabMor.
timing and harmuny. The girls —
-Tany
Charmoli. .Harry: Frohman. I Alfredo. Rola & Angel: Rolan’
a
: Claire and Mernz—are both looki have come ‘in as one of: the. re- ‘bly, ‘but the: boys score’ on a Calyp-. ©_aenelnmeetanines
is. -her musical -‘director,..
,
°
‘So° medley’. and. work up guite a”
.
.
iers and,
in their’ sleek silver
And ‘tor :the- -Empire’ Room terp- ? placement: acts, < clicking. strongly;
i sustained. drive..on ‘a 10-minute
3 Rivers Kan. Syrac rial ! gowns. are a fitting adjunct to the
sters,. there are ‘the orchs: of “Milt:With each per formance. Rola & Ro-:
j opening | barrage ©of “Optimistic: ‘UP- :
.
DiMara * Sisters (31. Jackie Jay, ‘classy atmotphere of the Camellia
Shaw and: Eniery’ Deutsehi to. ‘Keep j‘lan, signed by. Ashton aller he <aw
. everyone -happy,

Gros,

‘them on the Ed Sullivan tver, have ; teamnpo-tunes.:

|

Fletcher, Tom
McDermott, , House.
MeCann
-Trio- swings *:Sam
*Guy Bono Orch.
i Their musical arrangements are
“getting. gasps: as one partner stands: ‘ hot. ‘and: cool hetween’ shows: |
-excellent. musically precise but
Tithe.
Rdgewater Beach. chi {on a ‘plank which rolls: back and.
Connie Francis was pack- |‘still affording them ample opporingWhen
them in at Three Rivers during!
Chicago, “Oct. 19. |forth: on a cylinder. while the otter |.
:tunity to show off their ad lib abil‘Martin Denny Group. with Manu, stands: head to ‘head.
Talc of the Town.
the summer, it was said ‘by many;jities, A Key factor in many of
“Don: Daris Orch; $3° corer. weeks ‘Another -act’.new” to the: show
London.
sends, 2. 50 w cekuights,
is magician Marvin -Rov, who
|
a driving conga ‘drummer whe
‘
|
ing thousands “of elderly Italian idon.
*
London; Oct. 17.
amazes with -hig .manipuletion ‘of }people to a night club for the first;‘ punctuates their uptempo numbers
Me Guire. Sisters (36 cw ith Burt.
With Martin: - Denny, “the: Poly- Stringed: and: other light bulbs. He’
time
in
their
lives,
This
prumpted
{Sharply
and underscores their bal__nesian . Room -continues ‘its’ format |iLWins enthusiastic. - applause ‘from: ‘Farbert; Robert Nesbitt's “Ten boniface’ Dom Bruno to pact the lads subily
but never overrides or
with
Michael
of exotica fare ‘and few acts couldj{the beginning,’ and. especially with :0° ‘Clock. Follies,”
DiMara
Sisters
who
have
recorded
|
gets
in
the
way.
Pet Ferris, Josephine.
“be more appropriate amid - the. his “payoff. stunt ‘which” finds. him Desmond,
All of their work is in duet,
palm — tree and bamboo décor. ‘His. [Pulling about 20 feet “of tiny light- Blake, Uyo* Garrido; ‘choreography y, several albums of Italian faves for{
‘from their opening special-material
|. Billy Patch; decor, Tod Kingman; ‘Roulette...
astute melange of mid-Pacifie ren- ed bulbs. out of his’ mouth. |
‘Trio’ ‘Marisa, Liliana and Rose) !“Cherchez
the Man
medley
toe
pcostumes, R. St. John. Roper: or. ditions of. pop, ethnic and novelty, ;
[ ‘The other acts remain. ‘{ntact.
has proved Bruno’s theory. They jtheir soft and «sect “In Qiher
- numbers make. for a” consistently ‘and.. are. neatly. “sandwiched | be-|.chestrations, Burt. Rhodes: Line
(31), “Sydney ‘Simone -Orch.. Ido | provide a ture for the ethnic trade | Wor ds” closer. Thev’re at ease in
engrossing’ show.
:tween. the slick . production num- Martiiio & Tis: Latin Rieyths; and aitso manage to keep the reg-/an Italian version of “For The
‘Denny has made several replace-: bers.
ch no
Duke. : + $6. 75 minimum,
‘ulars happy. Opening with seme | First Time.” a Greek rendition «f
“ments in his. group, the most :note-}:
fair special material, the girls run|]“Never On Sunday” and ‘“‘Tzena
worthy of whom is vibraharpist tee
:
It's: just. ‘about a year .since ‘the through an Italian medley. segue jTzena" in Hebrew Their delisery
_Edd¥s*; K. a 7
Tommy
Vig... Vig: ‘not only “plays
1 Talk of the Town Jatched. on to a -inta a Parisian set and follow with is fresh and their style distinctive,
us ‘Kansas City, Oct.. 3.
“Denny’s--surf-sound music expert: |. “Never on Sunday” and “Torero.” jParticulariy a clever veision
of
Iy, -but ‘is: also. an excellent: jazz.|. Carmel. Quinn, ‘Balla Wilians- name policy for its late-night cab-arét, Set
sti’ maintaining
the}. An ore aim Late Bae is we ; “Bill Bailey.”
vibist and. can combine the: -two} ‘Orch: 6}. ‘3 50-$2 egr er,

‘one of the best. balancing ‘turns. i _ The .Les

‘risa’s “Tell

HimI Love Him" which ‘+ Jimmy Blade's fine house och
_ principle :of.°a lavish ‘production’
to good effect. Vig is featured in|“Carousel Waltz.” playi ing.” a mouth {| If was “fust a year that Carmel earlier in: the evening: In that way ‘permits the ofher sisters to get off' backs the girls with its usual savvy.
for
a
costume
change. Girls clese i
Mer
the.
nitery.
has:
been
able.
io
cater.
organ with.a calliope ‘sourd -and:- Quinn. made her‘ first stand at ‘the’:
“
‘a piano-type’ keyboard, “and:‘also _Eddy .Restaurant, and ‘brought of: to. a. wider public and satisfy a ‘with “Volare.”
“Girls have general appeal but |
variety
‘of
.tastes.
The
hefty
year|
.
a
sparkling
two
weeks.
Now:
she’s}
does a Swiss bell, solo on| “Dietez
B & B. Indianapolis
back “during ‘an:interlude .in -her ‘round .biz.is indicative of the suc- ‘their patter is very w eak.
. Moi.”
qackie Jay, a’ purveyor of “nutIndianzpolis. Oct. 22. Also new to ‘the |anit” is Manu, present. appearance on the “God- | CeSs. of the policy,
* humor, “clicks strongly. Comic
Hildegarde, Bully Faibc. Biily
an eyepopping. ‘femme. terper. She ‘frey Show” on CBS.. Ii} be two |. “The current -headliners, who in-j
-hoofing: weeks -. here, and: ‘then. Duck | 10. cidentally. are-makirg -their. profes-. complements funny dialog with | Moore Orch (6+: $3 ccrer, plus
handles : the Hawatian
. Stonial Wiest End debut with this hats, flutes, piccolo. clarinet and! tro-drink :inimum.
chores with seeming” authenticity, : Godfrey. :~
contortions. Singer Sam Fletcher
are the
McGuire
Ancluding - some. whimsical ‘hipswit= | . While Miss Quin. is: here’ ‘the | engagement,
gets fine reception;
Hildegarde. brings a whiff cf
~-ehing in a Tahitian number: arid: 2° -outlook is-for‘a- lively two w eeks, Sisters.’ They're in for. a month's] ‘Newvy Acts)
audience.
Guitarist
Tom! elegance to Charlie Burkett’s B &
sultry. version of “Beyond the and reservations indicate a ‘pleas-} TUN. ‘The trio are lively lookers, from
“McDermott
does
well
as
curtain-?
B,
where <he is playing her first
‘|.ant spurt in: biz.’ Customers shonld | Show mantike. songstresses, elegant
“Reefs.
{raisxer.
Gloria Lynne booked toi jocal
nightclub
stand.
Styish
'.
In the nov elty depar tment, orien: be well Satisfied for it’s a: genuine ‘entertainers and. in one number:
‘follow.
Lang.
j
chanteuse,
here previously only in
also
«stand
-out
as.
‘Irish
lass
they’
ll
see
WIL
50
min-}
Particularly,:
‘tal-visaged Frank Kim does a -hii concert, wowed customers opening
‘curvaceous ‘contediennes.
‘larious: r&r. takeoff on’. “Frankie & utes of happy. songs and \ it:
inight with her beauty, charm and
The: McGuires’ polished :‘routine
- Songbag * which’ Miss’ Quinn
‘Plains. Omaha
Johnny” accompany ing himself. on
iall-around Versatility.
the. samisen, a threé-stringed: Japa- presents’, -has.. one ‘or two ‘out-of Starts off pleasantly with “That's
Omaha, Oct. 21.
a
Plenty.”
followed
‘by
“I
Love
|
:
present:
day:.
‘American
music.
a
Everything comes up chenpagne
‘Tanua,
Al
Melino,
Trene’s
Combe;
Nese. banjo. The group -also does.
instead Of roses “as she varies her
(49: no cover,or minimuin..
“Quiet. Village.” :-Denny’s biggest flock of numbers straight trom the: You" and “Run, Run. Rua.’ But
; gimmick Ev giving male guests «it.,, disclick, °cooplete. with screaming ould sod: anda few that ‘date :way. ‘they get-into stride With a musical
Most popular of all -niteries in |ting ringside a sip of the bubbly
_ tropical bird. calls by bongo Play er ‘pack.: ‘Intermixed: with .hér ‘spark:j-biography ‘which Teprises some. of
ling -chatter .and personality. they. the -songs that they used early: in South Omaha. home of the world’s ;from her glass while she sticils
us ‘Buddy - Fo. ,
such as largest stockyards. is the Plains {|around the floor. But the bit: she
’ Bill is in for six,Ww ek, “Mor. _ makes up a well, ‘paeéd route. Open- their careers—numbers
Bar. The reason: It gives the boys; Makes is based on solid eulertiari“Jing: with “CF Ought Fo Know More “We Ain't Got:a Barrel of. Money,
‘|About. You,” she gets into- special) “Sisters” and “Tield that Tiger.” "who bring in their cattle for mar-! ment Values. ranging from sorgs
Mister Kelly":Se Chi. ‘‘fbits with “Christopher | Robi. -Is |: ‘Trio also: doés impressions: thé ket exactly what they want.
iwith a French accent and her cun
Chicago, Oct. '16.:
Currently the reason is Tanya.! Manner to “Warsaw Concerto.” .n
‘Saying. His -Prayers,”.. “I. -Enjoy. yroungest of the three. sisters essays
Phyllis Diller, ‘Johnny | Janis. Being a-“Square”? and a Scotch ditty] Judy. .Garland -«°Over ‘the. Rain-| an, exotic dancer who knows how | Which she doubles ¢n Voice and
Marx-Frigo- Rubenstein Trios $2.50: ‘or two.
-bow), Rosemary Clooney «Conze
lease and tease. Blonde beaut |Piano.
car eT,
-” Trish songs, of course, -aré a main. On . a’ My House”); Eartha Kitt -opens show with an excellent strip
Billy Mcore’s heuse band. which
ingredient of the evening. and Miss i ‘Somebody Stole the -Wedding _and closes with a “Jungle Fantasy" } nicely bhandJed her cues for an
Louis ©:Armstrong -in. strobe that-has novelty as well} opening, is augmented bya violin
Some ‘femme ‘comics. resist the Quinn has aplenty, including °‘Gal-- Bell’). .and
“When.
the Saints Go ‘Marching as sex.
a
inevitable -defeminization. of.. slap-. ‘way Bay,” ‘““Danny’ Boy” and) to
to give her the proper soft. ruhefore being joined by the
Giving Tanya time to change | mantie backing. She also has her
_ stick humor, Phyllis Diller revels “NIeNamara’s Band” for a starter..
- jn it. Dressed | in a. long party-. ‘The evening then’ develops into -a. others. to. impersonate the Andrew is Al Melino, a strong guitar-player |own accompanist at the piano.
streamer: boa and - long. velvet’ singalong with-: everybody ‘in. the Sisters . ("Bei : Mir-: Bist © du and. singer who has been at this
Comic Billy Falbo. who opens
oasis for. many semesters. Irene’s| the show and brings Hildegarde
gloves. and punctuating her routine act and enjoying it. Closer ‘is “Mick } Schoen.” |" Next nine numbers: musically Combo backs well and is okay for{on in gallant fashion, puts the
“with. a long jeweled -‘cigarette McGilligan's” to make it Irish for
holder, she’s a ‘hilarious - caricature sure, and the. applause is Tesound-. illustrate their Seatch for fame in between shows daneing.
‘house in good humor
with his
New York, and their first major
of. a manic hausfrau out on’ ‘the: ing..
Two shows nightly and current | bounce, rapid-fire jokes, and im1 Miss: Quinn. stays “through: Oct:{breakthrough with a: Coca-Cola acts figure to run another month. | pressions
town.
.
of
Liberace.
Frankie
Trump.
Laine, Al JoJson et al.
Carb.
Most.’ of ‘Miss ‘Diller's‘humor’ 45 26. Paul Gilbert: in. next. Quin.” ‘|commercial. A trio of tunes winds
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Shows Out ofTown.

and the amusingly imperious, surprisingly: disarming. tycoon. is spot-1.
ted with funny lines, but is followed
| by
the anticlimactic
third’ act:

Allen’ Drury. novel about. political
But although she says she will which needs a more ingenious final [“The Garden of Sweets
‘maneuvering in Washington: fs, a.
with the colored man _ she plot twist and a more posifive ‘end: ;
Alfred ae Liaere
Ir. presentation of ' stay
Philadelphia, Oct. 19..
mitten af Jo arc2 sa two acts (18 numbers,
come
Ben Frye & Irving Squires presenta-. holdover from. the’ original
loves, neither.. of: them mentions: ing than.the affectionate but: carewith mus... and ivrics by Richard Adler.
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Daughter. Silence, Music Box (11-30-8D.:
violently thwarted the young doc-: ond act interrogation of her im-}:
‘three weeks of rehearsal. A near.
Take: Her, Biltmore (12-21-61)...
After puttering around too long, full house responded with 10 curtor-heir’s attempt to end a bar-! posing, deadpan, wrily witty em-}
At Nine ‘O’Clock,: Golden (12-26-41).
Night of iguana.” Royale (12a
baric funeral custom,
the lady! ployer,
/A Cook for Mr: General,” which|tain. calls.
New Faces of “62, Alvin (2-1-62).
doctor decides to remain in the:
The scene of three-way’ sparring jopened last week at the Playhouse,
The
physicat
production
for ‘Me
Strings, Hellinger (4-22-62).
|between the investigator, the girl;
Loring Mandel’s adaptation
of the}. ‘Funny Thins Happened, Alvin é3-08)..
(Continued ‘on. page 64)
native village.

Now Ask Payment of 10%
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Priest-Impresario Wised UpOnAngles:|

Life“Coin Art.
A

Eugene. Wood thas been cast
to type for a role in DavidMerrick’s upcoming Broadway
‘production of “Subways Are

.SlipsFree ofConcert Booker's$Hammer

On Dual-Company Road ‘Mattress,’
Which Lost $259,536 on 1206 Nut

-For Sleeping. " The actor,‘a
professor. of drama, is former
chairman’ of the drama de-

Cleveland, Oct: 24. +Rapidly growing importance and
‘talent-buying power of. show-mind- ;I Seek.No. Carolina. State |
ed colleges, aiming cat, developing.
Aid for ‘Horn in West’

-partment
at Ithaca’
‘N.Y.)
. ‘Callege.
“His role in the musical is a
former ‘college professor who.
theatrical tastes of students, is|Greensboro, N.C., Oct. 24..
has, foresaken’ the academic
illustrated by John.. Carroll Unk
The Southern -Appalachian. His‘versity’s schedule of 1961-62 booklife. ,
ings for: Pop-“Priced entertainment: -torteal Assn.. will: ask the governor |
‘and the Council of. State for $10.- !
series. :
=

Overcall

61

+

[Ephrata (Pa.) Strawhat
Switching to Musicals

The management

iunsuccessful

of iast’season‘s

two-company

“Once

‘Upon a Mattress” touring venture
has recently exercised a 10'¢ overcall provision to reduce its loss on
The
Legion
Star
Playhouse, _the project to $127.336 in excess,
-000° to help caver losses incurred |
' Ephrata, Pa., will switch to musi- ‘of a $132,000 investment. Backers,
For a, fourth season it is” giving by ‘the historical’ drama, “Horn in!
cal productions next summer. Pro- ‘who sank an initial $120.0U0 into
- several Cleveland commercial im-* ‘the West,” according to. state audi-|
dueer-director
John
Cameron, _the enterprise
w hich collapsed
_presarios some competition in: bid-' tor * Henty Bridges.:
who’s renewed his lease on the’ completely last May 27. were a-ked
ding for attractions. - Father. Her-;. The: audit ‘just: completed reveals|
theatre
and
adjoining
Legion for. the belated overcai a last month
man S. Hughes, S. J.,-assistant pro- |that the. association lost-$15, 788°
Hotel, plans launching the tuner in a letter accompanying the opcrfessor in. English literature _at the Jast. season. Officials: ‘of the “associpolicy: next June. 7:
ation’s closing audit.
Catholi¢ ‘institution, .showed: ‘daring ‘ation: blamed: ‘inclement or threatThe playhouse, which ended a
The accounting reveals a deficit,
and. showmanship this. time- in ar-: ening. weather for reduced -attend-"|
16-week season of straight plays _for which the general] partners are
ranging ‘programs
ranging from ance. at the. outdoor. pageant..
last September, is being renovated. .responsible, of $139.536 in excess
i he bands ‘to ‘Shakespeare and: “By law, the. state may ‘grant as
An orchestra pit has already been of the $120.000 original capitalizanghair.: me “much as .$10,000. each. year, with|
Aflanta, Oct. 24.
-installed.
ition. The additional 10° overall
Padre directs: ‘the winter sub- ‘the: money coming from the con- | ‘The Actors Equity edict that its
{will cut the management's deficit
scription. series starting Sunday (29). tingency and emergency fund. The’ members
won't. appear in any.
yand boost the backers’ rap in the
with -Ireland’s. Michael MacLiam-! State gave the’ historical associa- theatre . - permitting
segregation|
:amounts stated above, but will not
"- mnoir in. ‘dramatic readings ‘of clase:tion $10,000. last’ year, when the either in front or behind the foot|alter the total loss of $259.536. The
-:siecs by Oscar -Wilde, dubbed “Im-" loss:for the season. was about: the. Vights after June I. 1962, will cut
producers of the two-company opportance of Being ‘Oscar: .
‘same as this” year's. °
ae
little ice in this Deep South sector.
eration were Frances Ann Hersey
‘The simple :reason is that, as’ of
_
Canadian -Players ‘in “King Lear*’|
land Michael Dewell, both connectright now, a Negro can. buy a ticket |
"4s second: attraction: Sunday, direct‘ed with the National Phoenix The4 (any. place in. the house”) to see
-ed ‘by|‘Douglas
Campbell
who:
‘atre Inc., from which they obtained
any stage show, opera perform“picked . players -ffom. ‘Ontario’s
the rights to present the touring
ance, ‘cultural presentation and/or
Stratford | Shakespearean. ‘festival.
edition of the musical.
concert, booked for this Gate City:
.. Yehudi ‘and. Hephzibah Menuhin. |
The road venture
involved a
of the South.
are set for violin concert ‘Dec. 5.
‘Major
city touring troupe and a
The backers of ‘“Marriage-Go- :
Although . entrepreneurs
and
ibus-and-truck unit.
The former
Duke Ellington's band comes Jan.|.
Round,”
which
ended
a
55-week
:
bookers have not been vocal about
14 to campus hall which has played
1960, ;ComPany, booked by the S. Hurok
it. they. bave been -selling tickets, Broadway run in February,
Dave Brubeck, George Shearing |
: Office and headed by Dody Good‘season’ and otherwise, to Negroes will receive a delayed profit dis-‘man and Buster Keaton, threw in
‘and . similar: ‘names,’
The
ijust |as they have to whites with tribution of over $100.000.
the towel last March 18 after sus‘Eileen Farrell, ‘Carol Smith, Jan
coin
was
previously
tied
up
by
the query: “Where do you w ant: to
taining large losses. The bus-andPeerce. and Norman Farrow. are
The profit on the ‘now-touring :
Sherman
S. Krellberg’s
attachVoeal team-mates .in Bach Aria |Broadicay production..of “Bye. Bye|- Some 20. or 25. Negroes: patrons ment of the earnings on the Paul .truck company, which folded May
Group set for Feb. 5: Modern. bal- ;Birdie” is figured to- have-passed |were noticed sitting in orchestra Gregory presentation of the. Leslie 27, costarred Imogene Coca, Fdward
Everett Herton
and King
‘ets: by Jose Limon’s troupe have the 100° mark, .The. musical is! seats and. Jogés when soprano Stevens comedy.
been. booked for March-18.and-the currently in ‘its. third: week at: “Joan Sutherland sang concert here |.' A’ motion by the backers to have Donovan.
The
motorized
unit.
which
was
Japanese violinist.‘Toshiya. Eto for’: the’ Shubert: Theatre; “Boston, after!opening All. Star Seriés at Munici- their 50° share of the attached
. the closing April 6 ¢oncert.
|concluding a Thweek New. York |pal Auditorium. There was no dis- profits reJeased was upheld last! :booked by Broadway Theatre Alliance,
at
that
time
2
subsidiary
of
,
. Discovers Market
4 run Oct:..7.
-|Friday (20) in N. ¥. Supreme!
turbance or protest.
When Father ‘Hughes jumped | .. There are now two companies: of ; Tickets have been cold to |Court by Justice Birdie Amster- Columbia Artists Management Inc.2
jtook over some of the other com-

‘Atlanta Already
- Admits Negroes;

_ Seats Anywhere|

Backers:to
Get

1006 Payment Of
‘Marriage’ Proftt,

2Troupe ‘
Birdie’
Has Earned 100°0|
— Profit ThusFar:

sit?”

|

ry

into concert show ‘biz, he Wasa bit |“Birdie’
«
on the road.- The other, ‘Negroes to Atlanta. Theatre League | dam. The attachment of the “Mar- {pany’s unfilled time. BTA has since
‘startled at first to discoveer it was | financed. partly from profits. earned ; Series” ‘of stage shows ‘successor'‘riage’
income’
stemmed
from
been sold by Columbia to United
“sometimes a conniving..and dan-- by. thé . Main.. Stem’ production, ;to
Broadway
Theatre
Ledgue; i Krellberg’s suit against Gregory ini
Zerous business.
While *earnestly; débuted .in' San Francisco. last!‘ sronsored by. Atlanta Music..Club. |connection, with -their co-produc- :' Performing Arts Ine. During the
dickering for some att#actions °a |April and: is now -in’ the eighth ;They were in audiences viewing tion of the 1959 tryout flop, “Pink run of both. touring productions
.substantial
cuts in running
excouple. of seasons ago.he ran. into: week .of an: open-end “booking |ati’ ‘A Thurber. Carnival” at Tower Jungle.” .
penses were executed through the
_ donneybrook fights: ‘with :G. .Ber- the: Erlanger :Theatre. Chicago.. It ;' Theatre.
The total profit on “Marriage”
‘mardi, director. of .the: powerful played. Frisca and Los Angeles.as a | Same is: true of Atlanta ‘Syin- as of Jast Oct. 5 is understood to :Walver and‘or reduction of cast
- Cleveland
Opera. Assn:, which ;> Civic Light Opera_offering:- with-: phony Orchestra. concerts, staged | have reached $254.000. of which ‘salaries, royalties. hooking fees,
_Tentals and office expense.
books: big-time
concert
the investors share’ is 50°¢. A
names 'the. CLO guaranteeing $100.000. of :in Tower Theatre.
“Mattress.” a musical parody of
_ across the. board in civic audite-: its finaricing..
Promoters. of | stage .events ‘are. ' profit’ distribution of about $42. 000 .->»
iHans
Christian Andersen's
“The
.Tium
| :The touring company. “earned. an :' following: lead of sponsors of six- jwas repertedly
divided
between —
Bernardi has an. ingenious way!oper ating ‘profit of: $149.703 in six. 'day. seven-performance season of: :Gregory and the backers of ‘“‘Mar-'; Princess and the Pea.” was origi_nally
produced
at
the
Phoenix
Theof optioning -all talent in-sight and|weeks in’ Los. Angeles. That's re-|| Metropolitan
Opera.
Company. :‘riage’ prior to Krellberg’s attach- i
‘atre; N. Y., in May. 1959, by T,
appears- each
spring
at iment of the show’s earnings.
(Continued onpage 64):
°
‘| vealed ‘ins dn Aug. 27 accounting, }4iwhich
Edward
Hambleton,
Morris
Houghe
Still tied up by the Krellberg
| which. ‘also. discloses
‘operating }!4.400-seat Fox: Theatre here. Met!

|

| losses-for the presentation of $11,-. is sponsored by Atlanta Music Fes- |attachment of the “Marriage” in-

:ton and William and Jean Eckert.
i The offering, with book by Jay

'tival Assn. -and. Atlanta
Junior |cgme jis a portion of Gregory's .Dean Fuller, musie by Mary Radg611-.0n -a ~$39.026 gross. for. Seven |.
Dallas Center Readies
which.
rents
performances in Portland, Ore.; ‘League,
Wilby- | share of the profits on the venture, ers and: Jyries by Barer. subce| $2.875° on .a $75,080 -gross ©
for 11 Kincey’s. Fox each year for opera. :Some of the coin had previously quently moved to Broadway, ‘here
Tryouts With Ives, Tones: | performances in Seattle; $2,603 season.
L |been released by Krellberg in con- it played four different ‘aauses
”
“
on a $67, 631 #ross .for -nine per- oped couple of “incidents” deve nection with Gregory's settlement prior to closing July 2. 1960.
when.
Negroes
t]
7
Corwin to Stage Third! -formances
in, Denver, and $3, 910
showed up holding tickets entitling |Fie” venture, oeeciibene _ “sue
f

‘Local Groups Planning

:
Dallas, Oct. 24, .'! on a $46. 768 gross: for the first'*them to seat among whites, ‘They;
i
:
The: ‘Daltas: ‘Theatre Céntre. has’ ‘seven. performiances,- ending. Aug. :“were refused seats their ducats :| aganet creeoy ofpoiaayJunie |
'.- get three ‘premicres and ‘will ‘have 27,-of a ‘two-week ‘stand: in ‘Dallas. +
EEE
aneeieaiiedetan
Burl Ives. and . Franchot
Tone | The. accounting |‘also: provides a:
from which they could view : the cuit was filed in January. 1960.
i
starring: in two productions: of.the: rundown.of. the. Broadway. produc- jchairs
:
the’
opera.
1
|
The
outstanding
unpaid
bills
on
. new .. season.
The .schedule got! tion: for the nine weeks from June ;.
underway: ‘last week. with the open-. 26-Aug. 26. .Theé. operating. profit | "Metropolitan Opera general man- the tryout failure are now underiStood. to be down to around $23.St. Louis, Oct. 24.
ing: -of “Little Mary. Sunshine, ” for: the. ‘offering during that period';-ager Rudolf Bing. at the end of the:
The lulls in the St. Louis stace
-was $25,931..Grosses for the nine- vocal
featuring Miriam: Gulager..
about
the
situation,
stating
:
«s
‘
Season
are
now
being filied by to
The next: offering will be “L et|‘weeks ranged. from $35.322, rep<- ,Unequivocally that Met would not | Hed up profits on “Marriage ’were |
;reportédiy applied to paying off {new projects. the American Repere
the: Dogs Bark,’ by Chilean play- _Tesenting a $764 operating loss. to j
'yeturn to any spot-playing to segre- “Jungle”
creditors.
“Jungle.”
in
‘tory
Theatre
and
a legit workehop
wright. Sergion. -Vodanovic, with- $52.959; representing. an $8, 623 1:
‘gated audiences. Atlanta ‘sponsors |
which Ginger Rogers starred. was;at the Crystal Palace. cabaret-thePedro Mortheiru,: of Chile as di-.|-operating profit... :.
‘of Met quickly. knuckled under and |also written by Stevens. with songs |atre. in bustling Gaslight Square.
Income earned. thus.far .by tne” .said tickets would he sold to any:
rector. It opens Nov:°14..
‘byVernon Duke. It folded in De-:
The Repertory Theatre has been.
_ Burl Ives and ‘his wife. will co-. ‘two-company ‘venture, produced. -by'|and all, regardless of color, in. the}
jeember, 1959, after a two- month 'formed to present loca! preducEdward Padula; in association wWith |: future..
“Joshua ‘Beene and God,” opening
‘pre-Broadway tour. |
‘tions, with casts of local protesDec...12. ‘The play is a comedy- -L; Slade ‘Brown,. includes some of
This avowed policy - provided the
_Anent “Marriage”? a breach of :sional actors, mostly recruited fram
drama by. Hal Lewis, managing the revenue’ from the sale of the “break-through”. needed.
contract suit filed against Gregory ‘tv and radio stations, to the Amcrieditor of The Dallas. ‘Times Herald, ‘film rights-to Columbia - for. $850,With golf courses and bus. seatby
Gayle Stine, C. Edwin Knill ,can Theatre during weeks in which
and. Clifford: Sage, ‘a. publicist and ‘000 against. 10°% of. the. distribu- ing
already
desegregated © and
(Continued on page 68)
‘no touring
Broadway
shaws are
“ex-amuséments- editor of the same . tor's. w orld-wide-;‘gross. The picture. lunch counters. now serving both
‘ scheduled. It will present its first
daily. Ives has .the. script under deal on “Birdie,” w. hich, has:a book. races: side .by ‘side and integration
‘production, “Make a Million.” the
-option for. Broadway.
|
by. ‘Michael -Stewart; “.musie by’; of schools peacefully accomplished, !week of Nov. 13. replacing.a totirFranchot' Tone will play George
(Continued” on page 8B) |
‘| Atlanta _ promoters and -bookers
ing show, “Hedda Gabler,” which
‘Washington in ‘The: Crossing.”
could seé no reason .to turn down
was cancelled.
“new. drama by: Howard -Fast.. The °
Negroes seeking to buy tickets to
The
Crvstal
Palaee’s
theatre
Production: is tentatively dated. for
flesh. attractions, despite a city
Detroit, Oct. 24.
| workshop will produce a nucieus
ordinance forbidding mixing
of
February.
~The third, new
play
“Actor
George
.C.
Scott
figures;
for
a
season
of
experimental
plays
scheduled is. “Naked 46.‘Mine Ene-!.:.
races. in. Public places.”
be and musicals slated to start in Januthat
around
.$300,000
will
mies,” by Charles: ‘W.-Ferguson,
needed to cover the costs of the ‘ary. The current policy of featur‘Houston,
Oct.
:24:°
_.a senior editor of Reader’s Digest. |
"Also tentatively dated for a Feb, |. Houstoriss “-Jepit.- Playhouse ‘Under Milk Wood’ Opens:two new plays he and New York :ing night club and tv comedians
producer. Theodore Mann intend: will continue through mid-Decemruary opening, it will be staged by Theatre -has adopted a guest star
Syracuse Stage Season presenting at the Shubert Theatre ; ber. with an interim for another
&ilm and legit author-director Nor- policy. Each..-show. plays. four
here
this winter. The productions. ,original musical revue on the order
"
Syracuse,
Oct.
24.
weeks.
|
Tom
Drake
is.
currently
man’ ‘Corwin.
eo
The: ' Circle-in-the-Square
pro- Ira Levin’s “General Seeger” and : of the Palace’s recent homegrown
‘appearing in “Send Me No Flowers.” ‘Other. recent names have in- duction of “Under Milk Wood” was Alice Cannon’s “Great Day in the “musical hit. “Say Cheese.”
James Paul. former director of
are: to be. financed:
the opening bill of Celebrity Seriés Morning.”
Alan “Mowbray -in‘
; Buffalo GétsExpanded : cluded
through
investments
in the Drury Lane and Chevy Chase
Pleasure of His Company”. and Joe at the Syracuse Univ. Regent Thea- locally
E..Brown in “Father of the Bride.” tre.. The Dylan. Thomas drama .-was:i Theatre-of-Michigan Corp., formed Theatres in Chicago. is the new ¢cirector of the Crvstal Palace WorkProducer: .Jim Mendenhal]! and a late. substitute for the ‘cancelled| by Scott and Mann,
‘Buffalo, :Oct. 24.
‘Sets and costumes for the pro- shop.
Theatre. Series. is offering an ex- associate ‘Bert ‘Weil have booked. David Ross production of “Hedda

called’ for, but were’ provided ;gepts, assertedly $100.000 when

To: Fill Gaps in St. Loo
Legit Booking Schedule

Marta engagement. became suite 090. About $50.000 of Gregory's

|
|:

Houston Playhouse Has
Series. of Guest: Stars.

a

Mann & Scott Need 3006
For Detroit Producing:

“The

_ Legit-Coneert Schedule

panded | list: of .bookings: for the Pat O'Brien: in “The Loud. Red Gabler.” which was to have starred| ductions are to be made here and|
casting is also to bé done locally.
comitig season, all te be presented Patrick” -as ‘the November produc- Signe Hasso.
at Kleinhans Music Hall. The se-. tion. . Allan. Jenkins will appear-in _ The Players. Inc: opens a two “Seeger” is planned for a Dec. 4 4

|

night stand Friday night (27) with
rates of. Penzance,” “Advise. and and. the. producers are negotiating “A. Midsummer Night’s Dream.”
Cqnsent,”” Fred Waring ‘and. Carol |with: Don Willson ‘for- a ‘January. with “Richard III’ due the following night. Other booking will be
show:
,
“Channing.
Odetta, -Feb.. 2;.: Nina
Simone,
-The use of Music Hall. for stage.
March +17;. -the ‘Ceylan National.
Pat.
‘Harrington:
‘Sr.:
and:
Robert
:
attractions is unusual, as the ‘erection. of a special curtain: and. a ‘Redford ©will appear in “Sunday |Dancers, ‘March. 31, and the Buf-.
in. New. York.”
j falo‘Philharmonie, ‘April 7.
proscenium is- tequired..
ries comprises. NVictor -Borge, “Pi-

December. ina play to. be selected.

DOWNING’S PLAY
“The Limbo Kir.” play by Rcbopening at the Shubert and “Morn- ‘ert Downing. production stage maning,” in which Scott’s actress-wife. | ager of “Camelot.” will be preColleen Dewhurst, is to star. is: ‘sented Nov 1-4 at Universify of
Theatre.
Tuscaloosa;
eeheiled for > Janvaryv dehut at: Alabama
the theatre.. The shows if suc- ‘Marian Gallaway directing.
\:7osefun.
Seript wen this vear's first prize
vt s Teese ty re transferred to New ‘York as “N<troil in Southeast Theatre Conference
‘playwriting competition.
production,” according to Scott.

——oae

-
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Wednesday, October 255 196K
trates on stocks, smokes big ‘cizars,

Va Done Chez Terpe
(Go to Thorpe’s, Then)

Paris. Oct. 3.
quite seriously. As a result, it falls.
Presentation of,somewhere
in-between,
being

Antoine

Bourseiller
e rr

oui act
d
,
Eieked by Antoine

Pace;

costumes,

cois

fantasy, and even those parts depicting the murder. are never taken

Billetdoux,

Beois
Billet
.
Bourseslier; lergoux. |neither

Schmidt.

Features

Katharira ‘.Renn.

quite

straight

Miche} of the blame, at least, must fall on

erancine
ao Des }director Reinhart

Daquin,
Yves
Kerboul.
Opened Sept. 3. 61, i
ChampsElssees, Paris;
$3 top.
ecto!
Francois

nor . strong

Fran ,enough in its comedy aspects. Part.

Spoerri,

who

seems to lack subtlety and poetic
Billetdoux ! imagination of thé. Barrault type of
ha
Renn
|
Klaus Torre wsccecwenene M Biche!
uche “Daguinb staging. of
cet
i

Taspector
-ssere
sula ‘Forpews .......-PECLR

—- sce
es ccencceaes

Benge
Ada

ne |

rancine

pe

orman

are

generally

“yves_ erbout|ood, with a special nod going to

oc enescecnascce

Chrigiane: Ries

ee
oe
ee

vet

actor

Luis

Reinhardt

er eeees

Fie soa

e

ee

sare

Rainer,
an
an ex-May

player

Weber |

who

came

out

Fara |retirement to portray the Admiral.

is an individualist: and not at all
idealistic.
The. author's
thesis
clearly is that socialists. are disguised would-be capitalists.
Bernhard Minetti, one of Germany’s ablest stage actors, plays
‘the principal role, anotber great
portrayal in his imposing Hst. Claus
Hofer,
Friedrich
Siemers
and
Franz. Nicklisch play other principal roles. While the romantic interest
is -supplied
by. Gudrun
Genest and Edeltraut Elsner. All.
give capable performances.
Hanskarl Zeiser’s staging seems
more conservative than the. author
may have intended.
.Hans.

~ OFBroadway Reviews.
The: Cave
Stells

Hell,

Bwellers

Kitsebeth

Maurice
Schadad.
Arther. Loeb, revival
acts
(10 scenes)
by

Staged

| taneity’ and ‘that is.Teplete

John
Ross;
‘Stars Ge

music, .Bernardo
Segall.
‘Opened Oct.

16, *61. at the Greenwich News Theatre,
NYS $41.60 top.
Girl.

GB ince

Queen

caccvce

aceas

David Seott

.. kegs cacovcsnecces

‘Milton

Jeanna

Miles

..... a eenenee, Geraldine Fitzgerald

King ......,..sccanaccee
nthony
Young Op
oe “Ll gerry
Woman with a
Dog..........
in

Young
Young

Zerbe
yoot
Lund

Man ...,..s...06 _ George Morfogen
Queen. .......6-:m Barrow

Father

os seeeece ee

;

a

|Gorky. the Bear ........ Kenneth Vitulll
Mother
—.....sescceese-..
Maren Lend

Rinaldo in Campo

with .

talent.

eberts

of drama in two
William
Saroyan.
by Michael Lindsay-Hogsg: setting,

;

The produciion

reaches a peak

at the ‘end of first first act, with.

the vibrating “The Love of Your
Life,” although latter. -half. holds
up: well. Maltby’s book has greater
depth than most musicals. and his
lyrics’ bear. close listening. David
Shire’s. musical ‘collaboration has
obyiausty been close,’ and except
}for a now-and-then. salute to “West.
‘Side Story,” has originality.
" Phe east of seven is excellent.
Kenneth Nelson and Jerry Dodge,

asthe young. man. and his héro| Wrecking Crew
worshipping. younger brother, foil
(Rinaldo Into Battle).
tise as the clerk, and of the numer-|
Jamie
. Jerry Rockwood
one another excellently. Nelson’s.
a
nome.
‘Oct.
6.
Francois Billetdoux is one of the {ous supporting
actors, Hermann
‘Pietro Garinel ©
Sandro Gievanaini
group of new French playwrights|}Brand and Fred Tanner are standDuring: the second act of the voice: is -good; he is personable ©
tation of a iiesical comiedy in two
and
he performs with direct. Vigor.
whose works seem to have several out. The sets by Peter Bissegger acts (14 stenes) with book by Garinei and opening
-night
performance
of}
As the girl whom he learns to
layers of meaning. In the case of are
adequate,
allowing
quick . Giovannini,
“The Cave Dwellers,” a._lady in]
love, and who learns of love.
“Va Done Chez Torpe” {“Go to changes in the flashback lee
the second row gave up and dili$ dances,
Torpe's, Then”) there’s little pros» assisted by Sergio Somigii.
ez0.
gently read her program.
She through him, Patricia Bruder is.
Domenice
Modugne,
Delia Scala,
especially winning. Pretty, piquant
pect for Broadway, in spite of its
could hardly be blamed, for the
Paole Panelli; features Ginseppe Porelli,
and with lovely yoice, she is. an
occasional brilliance.
France Frenehi. Checio Ingrassia, Dente
actors and director. in this revival|
Graf Oederland
jactress ef gureness and charm. Jack.
Biagioni,S
oeaio,
The drama is localed in an unso busy searching inwardly Bittner. has crusty force as ‘father
Italia Chiesa Ea
=
‘Marionettistics Ruppet. are
(Count
Oederland)
specified middle European country
troupe, dancers (24). Opened
61, for something they don’t find that
‘Berlin, Sept. 29.
and boss, Dina Paisner
is reat the: Teatra Sistima, Rome;
B
36 ies.
. they ‘neglect to get on with the
called Chez Torpe, where the local
Berlin Cultural Yestival presentation of.
strained. and. gentle’ as the’ con
potice inspector investigates a seGustav

2c peececsccecereee

Yves Peneau| Young Rene

drama

11

Scheibli

scenes,

by

shows

prom-

Max

Frisch.

Hans
Lietzau;
settings and
ries of suicides, and becomes so Staged
costumes, Hansheinrich Palitzsch; musie,
confused that he joins a suicidal Kurt
Haaser. Stars Ernst Schroes er; fea
proup. An inn proprietress is able tures Ruth Havsmeister, Siegm
der, Wilhelm Borchert. Openedsept. 25,
to provide solace to these people, "61,
at the Schiller Theatre, Berlin; $3.50
but
she remains
an
enigmatic
mother image and female symbol.

Silent

Boy

George M Morfegen
Boss..,.Geraid_ Riehards.

...........

Pietro Garinel
and Sandro Gio- |? ay...
William

sistent. mother,

Lee . Powell. has

rs

Saroyan’s. plearesque. in-concentrated yearning - as a: lovequiry into love and beauty needs
in this sparkling new musical com- lots of what. hospftals call T.L.C. struck neighbor and Lillian Fields edy, probably the best show of. its. (tender. loving. care), but there is. is drily . gawkish as the. spinster
aunt,

vannini

have

outdone

themselves

kind ever staged in this country.

also a need for incisiveness, clarity
Francisco’ Ss incisive: staging. supand spark. Stage life, in a couple ported by. Julian Stein’s ‘forceful

There are moments a comedy, | pr.

of words. .
secrnenters gigi ‘Schneider
‘musicat direction, keeps “The Sap.
drama and intellectual
depth. The | Hilde, alias Inge, alias Coco
ela Ste in |Well as one of its top financial sucIn “The Cave Dwellers” the play- of Life” flowing with invigorating-.
inspector's tirades and dogged ef- |Murderer --xute Ms:.* JosephBorchert cesses to date. “Rinaldo” also has ‘wright has tried te create a world ly
tingle.: Peter Hunt. uses: the

forts
prone

to understand
people appears

the death-|
to have. sig-

nificance.

.

The author plays the gruff in-

all the ingredients of an interna
‘ional hit, and a savvy adaptation
could
rate. it: strong Yank attenConcierge....2..e00:-- Dieter Ranspack
tion as well.
{PoHeeman SIMI +7 Eduard Wane
Principat ingredients aré the top-

Father

.......seccsscseoss.

Mother

...

Mario

sevececceesee

Helimer

. Gerda Schaefer
Wolfgang Kuehne

spector with elan, bombast and
heart, while Katharina Renn Is
This is the third and final verwarm, commanding and entrancing sion of Max Frisch’s “Count Oederas the innkeeper who can no Ionger land,” a project to which this 50endure
disillusioned people, and year-old Swiss dramatist had deyearns for a strong, simple man.
voted
the last 15 years. The
Antoine Bourseiller’s staging {s first version. of this symbolicat
visually effective, and the scenery play ended with the suicide of the
evokes a suitably dream-like inn central figure, a prosecutor-furnedsomewhere on the no-man’s-land of revolutionary.
The. second: was
human needs, desires and outlooks. given by Frtiz Kortner as an “actual slant,” sort of a parallel to

Die Reise

-| Adolph Hitler. The final. version,
| preemed at the 1961 Berlin Cultur-

(Fhe Voyage)
Zurich, Oct. 13.

book and lyrics, costars Domenico
Modugno, Delia Scalla, and the subject matter of Sicitian banditry,
Garibaidt and flagwaving patriot-

in miniature backstage at a deserted theatre. Since he is.a man.
of sensitive convictions, it is worth:
trying to hear him out. Because
he was a. forerunner, however,
of the “don't-say-it-to-be-clearly-

lights to enhance individual scene
moods and John ‘Conklin. has: pro‘surrealistic background |

vided a

that bears study while waiting for.

the

show

understood” school of playwriting,

ism, plus outstanding choreography.
and art direction, brilliant acting
support, and an all-round. tasteful
spectacle.
The parlay makes ita typically
Italian product, but with a knowledge of. international
entertainment facets unknown to other
Italian authors. With this item it
can be said that. after a long up-.
hill fight against the banal musicomedy that has dominated
the
loeal scene for |mary years, song

to. Start.

Geor.

DifPreat-

of which there’s more fhan a. suffiThe Torquay ‘Co. & Ruth Kaner reciency these: days, the cast and
| vival
vival
of drama in two acts, by Enigene
director should work toward clari- O'Neill. Staged by Paul Shyre; settines,
Boyd
costumes.
Anne: Gee
fication. As usual in such cases, Byrd; .-Dumrose:
incidental
music, Robert
Rines..
when they don’t, the audience is -Opened. Oct..1%, °61,. at the Mermand.
“Theatre, NY:;
the loser.
Capt. Caleb, Williams. «s
. -Michael Higsins
Geraldine Fitzgerald, stars asi
Marian Seldes
Edwin Sheri.
the former grand actress who is
..
Jen Jones:
now tubercular and indigent. At
eee
-Davié Ryan.
. Dorothy Patten | ~
first she swims against the flood-.
Art Smith
John’ Crosby ».+.ee--.
tide of introverted performances: ‘Capt.
Robert. Mrivas..
Benny Rogers:
that engulf ‘the play; but presently
she elects to’ chance floating or
Popular cohsumption of ‘Eugene.
going under. Because of her buoy- O'Neill's “Diffrent” is unlikely.
ant stage presence, she sfays on The thoughtful revival at the Mer.
top, but neither her nor the au- maid Theatre, however is a good.
thor’s charm can save a flounder- opportunity
for the dramatist’s

al Festival, has been treated: as
sort of a dream story. It can’t be
called a success either.
The story concerns a supposedly
reliable bank employee has mur-. and dance: shows in the accepted
dered an innocent man, apparently American sense have at last arrived
ing. show.
fans to famfliarize themselves: with
without reason. Only the prosect-: in Italy.
. Michael Lindsay-Hogg, the star’s this rarely performed. work:
The 1860 story involves a fiiery
Mr. Strawberry ....2.. Alfred Schlageter }tor realizes that the crime was an
son, who has staged the revival,|. ’ Paul Shyre, who.staged the pro-. .
gg ttistopher daria. scant Seberb expression of mere boredom. Fed ‘young daughter of a Sicilian nobte- has
kept the pace tediously slow,
TeOrRla
+++iw-s-we see
ar
with the menotony
e, , too: mar who has fallen for a notorious and the entire production subdued.. ‘duction, declares: in a ‘program ~.
‘hestom.
einz Windhorst up
ar
note, .“I hope O’Neill-has not bebrigand, ‘and of her efforts’ to
Foner
Lamb
2.2222.
Karlferoann
Brand
(the
prosecutor
sets
out
to
become
Among
the uninspired company, come too honest. to. be popular.”
Sailor Sim .......cnceecaee Bred Tanner
{a revolutionary... He Kills several
swing him over to the cause of
Schanspielhaus

presentation

of comedy

in eight scenes by Georges Schehade, in
German adaptation. Yvonne
‘Herbert
Meier. Staged by Rembhart Spoerri; sets.
Peter Bissegyer,
music, Reif
Langnese: technical director, Franz. Eberhard: lighting. Walter Gross. OpenedOc
14,
at the Schauspielhaus, Fares:
$3 to

C80 ada

eter Oehme ipeople,

Mate Alexander Wittiker
pal
a
en

Peter Ehrich|power
dent’s

Senhor

Eéwin Parker freedom

overthrows the existing Garibaldi, who has just invaded
and is offered the. presi the island and ts summoning forces
chair, himself.
He
Ss for his invasion of the Italian

Gomer, Greench ..... Hanes ersten freached all his goals except the.

Joanna Miles has a sense of iden- That. is: not the. point. “Diff'rent”
tity as a lost girl searching for. simply :is not -top-drawer O’Neill. - There is a wallop
‘in this revival, -

love, and Miss Fitzgerald’s daughter, Susan Barrow, appears. briefly

however, for. ‘audiences willing | to
mainland:
The
book. generally
‘be. exposed - in our own grim age
avoids the pitfalls of rhetoric and as the actress’ younger self.
Tronically,.
Kenneth
Vitulli,
who
to the grimness ‘of another: era.
Don Alfonso
-H
Richard Alexander
Frisch is. seemingly are et bombast, and has the help ofa plays the bear, infuses the ‘peast And ‘it is. interesting to note: with
series . of unusual and apt songs
rand.
James Hogan
rea
edom -and ‘authori
on’
with
more
bumanity
than’
the.
ac-:
‘what.
directness O'Neill. sticks to.
from Domenico Modugno’s repertors who play humans are able to his. theme.:In this day: of. convolClient .......
eeeeeenone Petra
midt fnot dull and even has fascinating toire, which fit the setting and give their roles.
Gear.
uted"
playwriting,
such’ simplicity Tt, COM ssssersegeserees ERROE acbulte |effects, the latter are provided by mood admirably.
is like a breeze ‘fresh off the
While ‘Modugno’ s song delivery|
Unknown Men ......... . Alex Freihart, [the actors, notably Ernst Schroeder
water,
—
The
ef Life
Mario Hindermann
in a performance of rare intensity ‘is well known, it's his stage presAngelHtea Arndts
At the: opening: curtain, a spare
in collaboration
Quartet © Sap
in the title role. The other leads ence and. dramatic ability which | ; with
Vance of the Parrot.. . Traute Carlsen
resentation
of New England living.room is seen,.
William F Francisco, rw
Iyrics. bY
also turn im impressive portrayals. will surprise those who don't know “masical play with
with -a' seated. couple, ‘looking
that
he
initially
‘trained
as
an}
Ricka
Georges Schehade, a 51-year-old | Although the play’s poetry lacks
\ straight ahead, silhouetted against
author who writes in French, Was ;impact, the macabre humor. is. actor. His is a good, solid performthe background. . Director Shyre
er, well. matched, by Miss Scala’s
brought to the attention of legit} effective.
and’ designer Boyd Dumrose ‘eviorchestration and
. Hunt;
Panetta

“ocolina

.........

iw ws see

usanne

he

wanted

most.

Rasp

Comdr. Gordon .......- Peter Schuette |Mix. But although “Oederland” is.

natal
nna
neneeene
nnn
ein
ree
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nea

circles a few years ago by Jean- | The staging by Hans Lietzau is exhuberant portrayal of the Sicil-

“poetic theatre” particularly

apt|yeal much imagination. Kurt Heu-

to his own style. The oriental poet- |car wrote the shrill atmospheric
piaywright’s most recent play is no jeireus musie backgrounds.
exception. In fact, it is this very
style whieh may turn out to ae

a stumbling block against widespread acceptance of “Die Reise”
(“Tre Voyace™). Its beautiful lyric
quality and. inventiveness
cannot
c
lide a rather anemic story and
¢ccasionally

U.S.

Broadway.

A

meaningless

chances

young

may

sales

best

clerk

Ite

in

voids.

off:

1850’s

Hens.

Shire and Stein; conductor, Ted Shendan, dently had Grant Wood’s. paintings
‘ian belle. Hers is an outstanding Opened Oct. 2, ’61,at the One
4in mind -in quickly setting the
Square, Theatre, N.Y.3
top.
strenuous dialog-song-dance stint Andrew.
see ee esreces Kenneth Nelson time, place and mood.”
which draws. rousing audience. re- | Horatig ...spcccsevcecscse Jerry Dodge
The elemental story concerns ‘a:

F.

sponse.

fother dia
Gitl

at times,

is a relentless |Another
Old

bula
laugh-getter as a gang sidekick,
Tien see
| while a new comedy duo, Franco.
Berlin, Oct. 1. _| Franchi and Ciecio Ingrassia, also

One

Wine Sender

Bernhard

Minetti

Isolde Staender
St
beeeeeee, Edeltraut_ Elsner

day, he |Werner Sturm °.. seeeeteess ‘Claus Hofer

is tricked into changing his clothes

with

a mate

who,

although

.......-

Neighbor's Girl ‘geue Xee

Powell

It. tells nothing to say ‘that. “The
Sap of Life” is about a boy's disBerlin vrestival presentation of comiedy- contribute strongly. ‘Their second
covery of his manhood, yet if tells
acts, by Carl Sternheim. act routine is particularly strong, everything. This ‘ingenious new.
| ya
by Wanskarl Zelser: settings and
costumes; H. W. Lenneweit. Opened Sept. - suggesting future -nitery possibili-. musical
at off-Broadway’s
One
| 96, ’61, at the Schlosspark Theatre, Ber-. ties.
Sheridan
Square
has a_ verve,

An appraisal wouldn'tbe complete withouta special nod to the

port of Bristol, England, dreams of ; Heinrich Flocke .......: Franz Nicklisch danees staged by. Yanks Herbert
an, ocean voyage for which he. is| ArthurHlocke riseeees Friedrich Siemersh |Ross:and Ralph Beaumont. Coltel-

suting all his. money.

‘| |
girl’s
ce Pe
Dina Faimer
ru

oy eee ie, ie

Jeighbor’s
Paolo Panelli, though repeating |Nei

‘himself

Frau seSchippel. .......... qfiaus Miedel

ac-; Doctor .... OTN

lacci’s’ sets. and costumes, deliberately keyed to resemble. historic

run Genest Trotogravures, are up to his tradi-

quitted, is guilty of murder and;
a
escapes in disguise. Due to. mis- | Carl Sternheim, who died in
taken
identity,
the
clerk
is}1942, was one of the most: successbrought before a mysterious court |ful playwrights in postwar Berlin.
oi justice presided by a retired ; His hits have included “The Snob,”
admiral. His supposed crime is un-;‘‘The
Pants,”
“The Cash Box,”

Francis Robinson ‘Coneentrates. On

instead of revealing his true iden- } exception is “Tabula: Rasa.” tity in defense, the clerk chooses;
Although written some. 40 or 50

John, Corkhill, who was business

tionally high standard.

Hawk.

CORKHILL'S MET POST

yeiled and acted out onstage, but |“Citizen Schippel” aiid “1913.” No’ Press, ‘Touring and Management

freshness and abundance of youthful

talent

that

reflects

the

joys -of existence the show

denial of her love because,
‘by a single’ lapse, her fiance proves:
‘to be as all men, and not “diff’rent.” Separation; loneliness: and
tragedy result from this stoic denial. The play moves toward. catas-trophe with the inevitability of:
Greek
tragedy that O'Neill. 50°
much admired.
‘As.a whaling. captain, whose sin-

gle dalliance in the south: seas...

very. -changés. life half a world away,
Higgins
gives a rockits all |Michael
| ribbed performance. He has all the

about.
In the basement cabaret-style stern candor’: associated with |sea:
theatre, in arena fashion and very. ‘eoast New England.
intimate, in music, word and withj. As the girl, who through deny-

a touch of the dance, “The Sap of| ing herself to the. captain. denied
| Life.” takes form as a thoughtful ‘her own life, Marian Seldes procomment’

on

maturity,

love

and

gresses.

from

simple dignity.

in

responsibility
to
one ‘another... youth .to the middle-aged’ forments
Using a faintly creaky framework of a mind deranged by her mix.
of a number of stories. within. 2 conceived asceticism. Miss Seldes’:

story, the musical shows a family detailed portrait has -a_ horrible
sending the elder son forth to dis- kind of logic that ean lead only

cover himself so that he may re- to’ destruction.
Robert Drivas is the. personifica-.
never really far. away because ‘tion of- young evil as a boy who

to act out the killing as he would |years ago, they are as fresh and. manager. at the Westport Country turn a true man..Yet the boy is.

have committed it, in self-defense ;topical as ever, offering a relief Frayne
layhouse over the..summer, is
instead of as deliberate murder. | from
today’s surrealistic
items.
charge -of: the. boxoffice
He is acquitted, but deeides to hand |Perhaps significantly, Sternheim’s and subscription procedures at the
over his savings to the Admiral to works were. banned by the im- Metropolitan ~ Opera. House. This
buy a tombstone for the victim. |perialist German government and relieves Francis Robinson, assisReturning to the shop, he aban- also by the Nazis.
tant manager of one of his arduous
dons his dream of a voyage and| “Tabula Rasa,” Latin for “Clean ' duties.
settles down with the girl he previ- |Sweep,” pokes fun of socialism. It | Robinson
handles press,
the
ously ignored.
centers around a self-styled prole-} spring’ tour and is increasingly
The plaj’s tone is of amiable , tarian worker who secretly. concen- close to the Met’s top management,

father, mother, aunt and young.
neighbor play the other rojes in
the outside world.
Of this material, Richard | Maltby Jr., who has provided the book
and lyrics, David ‘Shite, who-has}
done
the
music,
and William
\Francisco, who has staged, have
§ created theatre that has spon-

will use deceit at will for his: devious purposes. Dorothy Patten and
Art ‘Smith,-as the girl’s parents,
enrich... their . brief: scenes with
warmth.and kindly wisdom.
Shyre’s reverence for O'Neill has a
led. him, in the program. notes, to
refer. to the American playwriting.
Continued on page on
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Backstage Conditions OK in L.A.;
No Recent Word on Bway Cleanup

“Cooling Carnegie, N.Y.

Unconfirmed - ‘but expected
vy. is- the airconditioning of CarWalter. Spindler,. treasurer and one ‘of the senior- members of’‘the _ negie Hall in Manhattan by
next April... This is believed
. “Bergen - ‘Players, of Oradell, NS: was: a. “poyhood: triend of ‘the late - Influenced by. the N.Y. PhilGerman: playwright, Bertolt” Brecht. ‘The: relationship. was .“broken Off - ‘harmonie’s. ‘re-seeduline
ior
“when. Spindler..came ‘to. the U. Ss. shortly. before Worid War I, ‘and the - “May the cancelled concerts of
Oct. 5-8, while the musicians
two former: schoolmates, never saw. each other -again..
were on strike.
,
. Brecht, ‘who: was born’: “in 1898: in. Augsberg, Bavaria, must’: have
- Four
substitute
perform:
Moved as a. small boy: to. Chemnitz, Saxony, for Spindler remembers , ; ances of. May 17-20 will have
“him first as a schoolmate,, a strange, intense youth with few friends.
Leonard Bernstein on podium
‘The two lads were. drawn. together ‘by. their mutual interest in ‘the |. and as soloists violinist Joseph
theatre, andthe fact that Spindler's people-were. sufficiently well fixed
.Fuchs and pianist Seymour
to have regular tickets ‘for the local theatres and opera lrouse. probably |" Lipkin. |
enabled young. Brecht to attend: many. shows: he. otherwise Wwould- have’
been: ‘unable ‘to see:
Spindler recalls that. he. and Brecht’ collaborated. on a play,-a monu- ;
:“mental work intended to dramatize the story of ‘the German: people

Seek $125, 000 Financing
To Do ‘Moon’ Production
_ A $125,000 budget has been set

the

family

Brown,

of

abolitionist John,

was the winner of a Good- :

VILLAGE TAVA HOUSE a Ford Foundation Playwriting
i prize. The vehicle -has previously
WANTS
OK
BY
EQUITY:
| been presented at the Goodman
: Memorial Theatre, Chicago, and
the}
man Memorial Theatre Award and

some -100.:Speaking parts, the

Los Angeles. Oct. 24.
Backstage sanitary conditions m
he Los Angeles area fave improved considerably as a 2:esuit of
Actors Equity’s campaign. accerd-.

+»

; by Lorin E. Price for his contem|-plated
Broadway
production
of
Seyril: Schochen’s “The Moon Be-.
sieged.”” The play, dealing with

from earliest. recorded: history: After the. script had grown ‘to. several

“hundred pages, With. -60-odd: seenes and

63

ing

to

Lee

Harris.

Coast representative.

two

major

three

big

wi

tt:

the
He

offenders
houses
oc

have

Maries

union's
says that

among

the

complicd
demands,

The problem at the Biltmore,
where Equity had complainis about
the Jack of showers for musical
shows, was solved by simply oven-

ing

a

door

that

had

not

been

opened for years, he said. There
realized that. ‘it Was unpreducable, and ‘abandoned
Phase 2,.one of the five or so?
were
three showers -behind
the
project. Spindler kept. the uninfinished ‘work: for some years, but finally ° Greenwich. Village coffee. houses ; at Stanford Univ.
door, Harris asserts.
threw it away. That was long after he'd Jost track-of Brecht and before © offering entertainnient, has made
Miss Schochen was represented
Condition at the Phitharmonic
the noted. dramatist. ‘achieyed: international prominence. .
:
a pitch to Actors Equity ‘to oper- } off-Broadway last season as author
: Several years. after World . War. I,:“when. ‘Spindler. returned to: Ger- .ate under the union's jurisdiction. ' of the book and Wries of “Tiger Auditorium: owned by the Baptist
Price co-produced. Church, has also been improved
Many ‘on 4-visit, he inquired about- his former.‘schoolmate, but 110 one . Equity has been considering the Rag,” which
better
lighting
in dressing
seemed to: know. anything about where ‘he'd: gone or what had become
‘Moon” is to be directed by Lloyd . by
coffee house employment situation |:
rooms and frequent sweepdowns.
of him.-In view of Brecht’s: Communist. background, dating from the for some time,. and the Phase 2 ; Richards, with Norman Maibaum
The
Huntington
Hartford
Theatre
‘post-World War I period;:Spindler later realized that reticence about ‘Did. will-be studied by the union as general manager and Arthur
posed no problem.
the ‘playwright-director. was probably motivated by a reluctance: to ‘in relation to special conditions , Cantor pressagent’
my
Harris
reports
that
the
(fiitle
- become involved in any sort: of unpopular’ political activity.
‘applicable. at the spot..
; theatres have alsa been cooperatSpindler, Ww hose original departure from Germany. Was largely because
One ‘of the major problems is
vatne.ing
in the “cleanup,” with the
.Of the threat of. War, Since he. was out of sympathy: with the Hohenzol- : the frequency. of ferformances at
: Cahuenga Playhouse cited as ‘an
‘Tern. military: regime,
went into’ business in New York. but. retained his :, the java joint. There. are.14 shows
example. Here, the Equity official
‘Interest in. the theatre by ‘acting in various semi-pro- gr ‘oups, ineluding: | weekly, - each running
about 45.
reveals, a trailer has been rented
some. that. ‘would now be classified as_off-Broadway.. He ‘still. appears .minutes. Three shows a night are

two: youths

‘South African Financier

occasionally: in: character ‘parts: with the Bergen

Players. He's in the° given Fridays and Saturdays, and

Hat. business in. New York. and. is married to-a former. actress. °

Join Schlesinger Will for toilet
Continue Backing Legit. ties.

and dressing room facli-

two-a-night are offered the balJohn Schlesinger, son of I. W.:
He never heard’ from. or directly. about Br echt 'after. their: pre-World _ance of the. week, except MonIt Varies on B’way
_I.friendship; He has never .Seen or:even Zead. any of the famous drama- : days: when the place is dark. The
Schlesinger, founder of the pow er- teeee Equity has issued no word in
“*tist’s plays.:
current offering at fhe establish- ful South African realty, insur-: :many months as to backstage cenment is “Heyer Forms of Life,” a: : ance, show biz and broadcasting; ditions
in
Broadway
theatres.
Despite reparts of. extensive revamping,- only minor changes. have revue written, dirécted and fea- empire, who put up the entire : After the showdown over the -itdeen made: in. “The Gay Life.” the Kermit Bloomgarden. musical: star- _ turing Bill Heyer.. The’ cast, in- (.$400,000 bankroll for “Kwamina,” ‘uation at Majestic, N.¥., when the
j the ‘Alfred . de Liagre Jr. produc-; union refused to let the cast of
‘Ting Walter Chiari, Barbara’ Cook and ‘Jules. -Munshin.. After a‘ three-. : cludes. three others:
-week tryout. in. Detroit; the show appeared to. need. more creative” _ Claudette. Sutherland. currently tion which preemed Monday night “The Music Man” give a performe-work, Chiari's. throat. condition. may ‘be. cause. for concern.
featured on Broadway in “How to. 123) at the 54th St. Theatre, plans:iance, an intensive clean-up came
to continue in Broadway legit re- '‘paign was undertaken.
in
Business. Without
A new ‘opening scene replaces’ the’ original fake: suicide act,. resulting Succeed
Yester- ' The Shuberts. whose theatres
in ‘the ‘dropping of Anita Gillette: the lone casuality. of the show so far.: : Really Trying.” appeared at Phase gardless .of the notices.
day’s press reaction to the African- had been particularly criticized,
A new. song, “The Gay. ‘Life’: has_ been. composed for: the. chorus for+2 last: Jue in’-“‘Lightheatred. ”
|. localed musical with its miscegen- _ brought in Louis M. Simon, a fore
‘the curtain raiser. A song: of- the: Same name, originally in: ‘the: second.;.
"mer executive secretary of Equity,
| ation theme. was disappointing.
act, -has been. dropped, along ‘with ‘another second:’ act.song.:“‘What a.
. Charming Couple. That-is the extent ‘of the changes, “except -for the
| While the Schlesingers idew'ogi- to supervise the renovation effort.
his recent resignation
te
usual : tightening and -polishing of individual ‘performances. The new.
eally, ethically and morally never ‘Since
‘London, Oct. 24.
Opening ‘gets the show off to a much. better start. However. the fist act:SS
in
apartheid,
despite open a legit theatre in Mineola,
_The Edward Albee. ‘double-hill, | believed
L.1., there has been no news of a
‘still is about 10 -minutes: too long: That’ could easily he remedied by
‘ “The American Dream” and‘‘The ! some of their theatres being sub- ‘ suecessor.
-cutting out, the Frau: Ballet, ” which. remains -the ‘weakest of ‘the‘Death of Bessie Smith, opens Oct. jected by local statute to segreAccording to a British actor. ensemble. ‘numbers.
24 at the Roval’.Court Theatre ‘gated audiences, the fact that the ;
. |Moston ‘DaCosta wag'inthe audience Friday (20; but ‘it was not dis?‘ ‘Peter. Yates directs, With, Robert | Richard Adier-Rohbert Alan Aurthur ‘director recently visiting the U.S.,
the
backstage conditions at some
: closed ‘Whether he was just ° an intérested viewer.. or was ccalled- in as L-Ayres-in both plays,
i.musical is anti-apartheid is coin-‘
the
Broadway
theafres
are
"|: diagnostician. ‘It is obvidus, however,. that librettists Fay and Michael: : _ Paul Dehn and James: Vernard ;‘ cidental. Young Schelsinger is a ‘of
‘almost
as primitive as in the EngKanin, .lyricist. Howard ‘Dietz. composer .Arthur Schwartz and director .care. to write a musical .yversion of | friend of Adler and his actressGer ald Freedman are. satisfied with ‘the, condition: of the show.
; ‘John ‘Vanbrugh’s “The: Relapse” i singer wife, Sally Ann Howes, fea- ilish theatres. which he describes
as unfit for human habitation. in
for spring production. by Tennents.. |tured femme lead in “Kwamina,”
other Broadway houses, the dressBroadway: producer Max Gordon. ‘has?‘ome: up: with some ‘personal: | Basil .Dean addressed
the Gallery| and when he offered to invest a : ing rooms are clean and attractive,
Nighters
recently on
the ~, “little”: in’ the show, the song-:
‘statistics for-thase keeping records to détérmine’ the Main Stem ‘man- _ First
if not luxurious, he said.
ager with. the longest list of hits. He lists :26 Broadway -successes, pro- subject. “50 Years Of It!”
| writer suggested, “Why don’t you : A special Equity committee asduced. independently and in. par tnership with others: The shews include’ ‘A revival of. “Oklahoma.” staged ! take it all? I'd rather not have a
.signed tq deal with backstage ccn-
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prior to-his going out on-his own in 1930,:“Six Cylinder Love.”. “The

by-‘Jerome

Whyte, -has started

a: gock of bothersome partners.”

ditions has apparently issued no
Nervous: Wreck” and “The Jazz Singer, "all in partnership With Al | provincial -tour prior to London.
Schlesinger returns to his Johan- .report for a year or more. The
. Sheila: Steafel took ‘over from ‘Lewis, and‘‘Welcome: ‘Stranger,” ”in association.with Sam Harris... |.
' nesburg base this weekend, and ~subject 1s now covered in the basic
“After 1930 the list. comprises “Three's A Crowd,” “The Band Wagon,’ ” "Ana Beach in “Billy Liar.” Miss: ; his longtime
business
associate, contract between Equity and the
“The Cat and the Fiddle,” “Roberta,” “Design for Living,’ “The Shin: !‘Beach has: tv. commitments.
‘ Richard Harmel, follows a few League of N.Y. Theatres.
ing Hour.” “The Great Waltz.” “Her- Master's’ Voice.” .“Pride .and| “The Bird of -Time’ folds at the ; days later. The latter is now head- :
Savoy:
Theatre
next
week.
The:
-Prejudice,”.” “The Women,” “Jubilee”. and “The American Way": ‘both
: quartered in London, where he
‘with Sam Hatris), “Ethan Frome.” ‘The Farmer Takes a Wife.” “My: D*Oyly Carte Opera Co. will © en “supervises the Schlesingers’ UK
at the
house
Sister Eileen,’ * “Junior Miss,” “The: Doughgirls,"". “The. Late. George| an ‘engagement.
holdings—theatres, realty, investApley, “Over TW enty-Qne,”“ “Born Yesterday,” “Years Ago” and: “Solid : Dee. .11.ments. _Harmel was long associJanette Scott and” her husband,
Gold. Cadillac. ”
';
‘|Jackie Rae,. will make- their pan- ated with the elder Schlesinger | Arnold
Marquis,
collaborator
“tomime tu_but this Christmas with : and is the financial anchor man. ‘with vet tv scripter Don Quinn. on
. “In. connection’ ‘with the. comment iin a recent ‘issue aboiit the. photo . Charlie Drake in. “Old King; Cole.” ° Among their other London inter- |“Will.* musical libretto based on
‘and capsule. biogr aphy of attorney .Donald R.-Seawell in the.souvenir. -at the. Palladium.
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- tions, ‘which « presents «.the Noel’ Coward. niusical.- The biographical‘
;
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Harmel ‘had to refurn Jast week after powcast .of: “Critic's Choice” © which
squib ‘did. not say. that he is attorney for the show, as he disapproves Harold: Fie!ding ©will. present. Dec. ‘are’ high: on pay-see. Their atti-;
wowing with MCA on new tv pro}jof.and would. not have: permitted. such billing, he. explains.
6.at- the Vaudeville. Theatre. after. tude is that, unlike three major ects.
“networks: and. seven channels in
Because of the “new climate” in
-a- tryout tour...
Comedian Tommy. Trinder is out « key. cities eating. up talent comtv there is talk also that Quinn's
of the hospital. “but. minus the: : petifively, the tollvision medium. “Halls of Ivy” may be revived as
isht in one eve.
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Margaret Lockwood will star in’ so that “he program qualiy should i}programming attitudes now chtain.Monte Doyle’s “Signnest To Mur- -improve.”
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they
contend, ing in video circles.
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“Milwaukee, Oct. ‘24.
- der.” p‘esented by. Emile Littler. there can never be 100° saturaWhen: . the Casino, Theatre, the " pre-London tour starting Nov. 13. ‘tion,-so material may be replayed
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house: : opens
_-. Boyle's - proposed ‘Swan. ‘Theatre “former -burlesque
“Mourning Becomes Electra” is periodically
. venture ‘at: the ‘downtown ‘Antlers ‘Jan. 2.as the Civic Square. Theatre, “due for its‘ first presentation. in.
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a
locally’
produced.
‘Hotel. baliroom includes $25,000 to
London: since 1937.: It opens Nov. * financiers on both sides of the AtNot In U. S. Since 1953
. equip a 700-seat showcase,: $10,000. show: .rather than a. touring off- . 21 at Old Vic.. with Barbara Jefford , antic.
" ‘pre-opening :expenses, /$20.000° re- | Broadway“ offering, as. originally. “and Sonia. Dresdel.
Paris, Oct. 24.
The Polish State Jewish Theatre [
turnable bonds and. ‘desposits, ‘and planned.
{ International Ballet of the MarHarvey Hart, a Gariadian: Broad-. opens next Monday '30) fora four- |$20.000 . operating: reserve.
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, quis De Cuevas has lined up Gates
restaurant and. cocktail. lounge. will casting ‘Corp: .tv". producer, and.Week engagement at. the Princess
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{American
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Melikova
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his design for the Swan. Boyle:in his lished : -legit theatres—the: bigtime | sence on. ‘medical ‘grourids. Tony ‘ open. tomorrow
iGate Theatre is due to be followed:‘business manager of Cuevas durformer capacity as managing direc- O'Keefe Centre, which. plays most- | Richardson: will take. ov er.
resort
...]Nov: 6 by the debut of “Love” atiing
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‘book
and
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stage two one-acters by. Margaret
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and “Make-

‘Current one-niter next Monday
peace’s Blackouts,” for a Theatre
(30) at the Provincetown
Play-

. “I've reached an age when I: should: think ‘of ‘saving. I was.ex-;
cited about coming. here because Broadway. .symbolizes success.
But the money angle is an illusion. When you're through paying
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“I haven't worked with many directors. I have usually directed.
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myself. But I think that of those Ihave worked with, Tyrone Guthrie
impresses me. the most. He drove me mad, on occasion. But. he
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“The

You warp yourself as a person if you do. ‘Chatis a pitfall to: avoid:
The more interested you become in others the better you become
in your own: job.”—Fredric March, star of the upcoming Broad-

‘way show, “Gideon,”-as quoted by Hal Boyle in the N. Y. WorldTelegram.

theatre-cabaret pro- reyue Robert Weiner is currently| play, it probably won't make a
spring of “The Way-! assembling for presentation’ this; boxoffice hit of the William Dar- |

Drunkard.”

“I have.to have action—it’s’ sort of.'an emotional thing. They
say I’m trying to be flamboyant or something: The reason for it

at George and Oscar Mari-| rid, Eleanore Saidenberg & Leon-

ienthal’s

Happy

Medium,

Chicago.|

ard Ruskin

production.

by.

unwise if you become too involved in:just. the amusement world.

previously. version

ward Way,” the musical version of season

as quoted

“To last, you have ito keep healthy.
in body and mentally alive.

: presented
in England on BBC Tele-, book, “Ninety Dozen Glasses.”
hed
But although that uproarious
{ “Put It In Writing” is the new|trial scene goes: a long way tot VISION.
Maury Tuckerman is planning an, title for “Top of. the List.” the; ward. redeeming
an ineffectual
off-Broadway
duction next

Eva Le Gallienne,

You have to keep interested in other. people; and to remember
that you are no bigger an actor than.you are a person. I think it’s

and) martial scene of this stage. adapta-

pal Chapel of the Intercesion,’adaptation for their contemplated|tion of his television comedy, he
N.Y., of “A Cradle of Willow,” a Broadway of production
of aCullmani’s
musical) i stitches.
quickly hag the audience’ in
Marguerite
play by Dorothy Wright,

stimulating.”—Actress

Donald Mainwaring in the Christian Science. Monitor. ©

management of S. Hurok.—
' ‘Qsear Brand and Paul Nassau| Stoven Guthore finally ets‘several
The Lutheran Foundation for have been commissioned
by/o¢ the blissfully daffy characters
Religious
Drama.
Inc.,
plans
a
DeMichael
Stewart
and Sidmore! on the witness stand in the court
cember production

It could

-is, first of all, I've been lucky to find so many things.I like at the
The staff for David Kitchen’s up-!‘‘Medium Rare,” the first Happy| provide the kernel of an enter‘moment. The second reason.is a deeper one. I find it to difficult. .
coming tour of “World of Suzie ;Medium
preseritation. also -pro-; taining picture, however, and it | after having worked for months—in some cases two or three years™ -.
Wong,” which opens Friday. (27) in; duced.by Weiner,is now in its 16th} should convulse a good. many audi—on a musical, to face the judgment
of a relatively small group of
—
Norfolk, Va., includes James Pres- month at the spot:
ences at stock presentations.
‘men on opening night. I’m not complaining, but it’s. important
to.
ton, general manager; Ralph Lycett,|
Art Smith has a lead role in the;
“A Cook for Mr: General” would
me to know that at the moment I have. another one coming. up—
general rcress representative;
Edjrevival
of
‘“Diff'rent.”. which!seem fresher and more “amusing if
others in production.” _— Broadway producer David. Merrick, asDouglass, producer's assistant; W.;ovened last night (Tues.) at the!such
service
shows as “Mister
quoted in a _no-byline taped interview, ‘Whose Cause for. Alarm?”
Broderick

Hackett,

stage manager, |Mermaid

Theatre,

N. Y.
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.| Roberts,”

“South.

Pacific,”

‘The

in ‘Show ‘Business Illustrated. ©

Philip Cusack, assistant, and Bar-:
James Hay is stage manager and'-Teahouse. of the August Moon”
bara Roberts and Beatrice Sheets,
| Merrill Sindler ‘set designer for: and’ “No Time for Sergeants,” as

“Some of my best performances have been given whenI: was
kert
fthe William Saroyan double-bill; well as the “Sergeant Bilko” ty
totally unaware of. the audience. If we can’t’ make contact’ with
eorge
cke
is production opening next Sunday night (22) at; series; hadn’t ‘already worked the |. ‘them, we just enjoy one another, and most of the time that draws
manager for Edwin Lester’s Civic the East End Theatre.
+ |field so thoroughly. Through its.
the. audience to us.”—Comedienne: Barbara Harris, a member: of
Light Opera presentation of “Guys- “Toinette,” a musical adaptation |first two acts, “Mr. General” cov- |
the cast of the improvisational revue, “From the Second City,” as
and Dolls,” current at the Philhar- | with book and lyrics by J. Tf. Rodale | ers familiar ground.
quoted by Robert Wahlsin the N.Y. Daily News.

se. etaries.

monic Auditorium, Los Angeles.
apeatre ¥ Seo

|and

music

by Deed

Meyer

of|

in the third act, however, when

a admis- | Moliere's soe, Malade -Imaginare.”| the

rampaging eccentrics take
“To me. acting is the art of impersonating an authot’s character
off- charge
of the trial, they turz the | so’ as. to translate into living form upon. the ‘stage. ‘To do this,
un- proceedings into a shambles.
and
the actor must develop sensitivity,:but not self-indulgence; a strong.
Vil-+designated theatre late In Novem- the theatre into. pandemonium.| .temperament governed by self-discipline,
and a. flexibility
for using
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ice 0
‘iis scheduled to be produced
has launched Dollar Theatre at the | Broadway by Rodale “at an
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N. Y:

There is a touching bit immedi- | ‘every quality of voice, bodily movement, recollection,: and. imagina-Ce
ately afterward, asthe hero-de- tion at his command.

“With the director’s help, he must learn. to practice. economy,.

fendant, a huge, powerful, incred-

Legit pressagent David Lipsky; Joe Cavallaro and Jud Boykin ibly gentle G.I., blurts out 4 heart- |. selectivity, and give a clarity. of line and progression — but all’
will present Dorothy Raedler's;pjan a Broadway. production of; felt endorsement of his comthese directed by his own very. individual and personal: approach
American Savoyards in. a 24-week |The Individual,”. play by David E.

mander, and then proudly recites
to the character and its emotions. He mist become. quickly aware
season of Gilbert & Sullivan offer-|Durston, a former
ar radio-tv
TF
‘ scripter- |typical Army rigamorole.to prove | of the style of play he is acting in, and find
the best: style.
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“ings, plus other operettas, at the, roducer
and member
of the; his point.
it in his own method of acting in that. particular play..He must try
Jan
Hus
Auditorium,
beginning , BBD&O ad agency. |
.
|_ It’s transparently contrived, terto go out to meet the character, draw it to him, digest it, and finally
tomorrow night (Thurs.),
“South of Heaven,” a six-char- |
project
it out again
in. his own simplest possible terms,
Kenneth Janes. a director-actor- : acter Negro musica: with book and | tibly cérny and surprisingly good.
“In executing this completed, complicated, process, -he must.
playwright, has succeeded Adolphus. lyrics by Tom O’Malley and music So is the final scene, as the seemtake careful note of. the balance and.emphasis in his composition, Sweet as director of the Minor » by Bob Strum, ts planned for off- ingly hopeless- misfits at the re-|
. Just as painters and musicians. do. Unlike them, however,
he cannot:
habilitation center on a Pacific.
Latham Playhouse at Barnard Col- | Broadway production next Februfix anything inevitably. He must. be constantly alive to changes
of |.’
Island during World War. II are
lege, N. ¥.
“
lary by Lance Barklie. —
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som years ago |’
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Park (N.J.) Sunday Press,

William and Jean Eckart will- mentally-emotionally disturbed}.

at the, Mine.”

es

tradictory review. Perhaps ‘in three months

have, design the set for “Take Her, She's ;cases, he seems. to have avoided |.

scheduled a Dec. 27 opening

|

‘ perhaps they’ll forget playing God Jong enough to-go back to: being.
people.”—Theodore Flicker, prodicer of the recent off-Broadway.

expense, although

Coben! severalof the bit characters pre-

Raymond ; playwright.

of London;

“I'm totally and utterly confused. I still think it’s-a funny show,
and so far, everyone who has commented to me about it, except. the:
critics, liked it. I can’t. understand the vicious, uncalled for con;

after the age of:35, unless they drink, because .if they’re not sober,

Acker-) plans presenting on Broadway next! sent a rather unprepossessing ap, season with music and lyrics by |pearance. So while video scripter-

and Robert Chambers, coproducers

“Little

offensive
reiin “Mr.

ot

to be. a critfe
' “A. law should be passed that nabody. be allowed.

| Novelist Merle Miller. will write |for the humor does not seem to be

Sky, choreographer; , the book for “Barnum,” the musi-|-at

Richard B. Hughes, set and light-; cal, which
Howard

| thing

me

conception is always ‘firm, but the decorations and. incidentals,
' provided these do not interfere with the author's intentions or the |:
dovetailing with the other actors, may be flexible and capable of
many tiny variations, thus avoiding. the dangers of staleness. and
monotony in a long run. He must ‘be heard... . seen. .... and. understood.”—Actor-director John Gielgud,
as quoted by Harold Hobsom

is for the}.

hee The show opens Dec. 12 in Tokvo.|
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The road company of “Irma Lay, the question of taste in making
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.
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next presentation, “Madame Aph-, ager of Benard . Productions, isi show: are repeating the roles they jgrabbing all the best play-dates at|;how to use smiling diplomacy ‘to

_Trodite.” a musical

with book by, back in New York after a week

played in the original air version. Public Halland 3,000-capacity Mu-! get what’he wanted for Carroll U.

Tad Mosel and music and lyrics{in London for confabs in connec-j} Bill Travers has been imported

sic Hall for his own series.
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|
|dent body -that knew. how-to ring.
manager of ;enough to be credibleas the giant ering most of northeast Ohio,

D. Gilroy.! “Come Blow Your Horn,” having |whose impulsive knockouts keep
_
,succeeded James Hammerstein, |getting him thrown into ‘the brig,

“That’s just good business prac-|door-belis
tice to protect

my

rights

and. any

{marks

to

seil. tickets. ‘This:

Carroll -U.’s 75th: birthday

boxoffice
pull in ‘nearby key |and its fourth seasonof concert atcities,” as Bernardi explains it. “I|tractions;
© —
a
have to take some unprofitable
Fram .all surface appearances,
Kong to prepare for their produc-' Lodge. Ellis is coproducer
of| Roland Winters, also a draftée cats and dogs to gef. the kind of Bernardi’ has -buried the hatchet
tion of the 14th century Chinese. “Horn” with William Hammer-; from the tv original, is perhaps un- big money-makers I need. to sus- by. quietly helping. colleges.in. this
drama,
“The
Butterfly
Dream,”
; stein.
|necessary irascide
as. the. com- tain the association, and: I. won't. region -to “secure good bookings
which they'll present in a transla- ; J. Lee Thompson will produce 'mander of the. collection of exas-. stand
being
double-crossed
by that might’ not fit into his sched=_
playing into
potential ‘ule.. This: has: made . everybody:
tion by A. C. Scott with American ,and direct “A Country Dance,” by.| perating screwballs, but he ulti- bookers
happy in the ivy league, particuae
actorsat the Institute for Advanced . British playwright James Kenna-| mately thaws agreeably. There are rival’s hands.”
Studies in the Theatre Arts, N. ¥.,, Way, both in London and Broad-j capable supporting portrayals by That threat has been extremely larly Berea’s nearby Town and
Hu

Yung-fang and his sister. Who withdrew from the assign-|and he combines the right physical
Hu
Hung-yen,
leading
Chinese, ment to prepare for the ski season | stature and deceptively effortless
actors, arrived Oct. 16 from Hong; at his Hunter Mountain (N. Y-) |comedy skill for the part. |

for eight
performances
starting
; Way- Susannah York will star in |John McGiver, Alan Bunce and
Nov. 30. The N. Y. presentation!
both productions.
The
Gotham| Thomas
Carlin as officers. who
will be preceded by performances , opening is slated for late 1962.
barely Imanage to retain their san-

effective

fire
and
Nov. 27 and 28 at the auditorium}
Aaron Appleby, . vice-president |ity amid the antic tumult, and by next
of the Library of Congress, Wasti-; of the DeanL. Burdick Associates | Gerald O’Loughlin, Roberts Blos- Nov.
ington.

jad

agency,

is partnered

such

sure- Gown Association, which has been
heroically struggling. to’ establish.
similar programs of its own.
This is a ‘campus town, built

George Furth and several ‘Mitchell Trio Nov. 5 and Mazowsze
unidentifiable others. as assorted dancers and singers from Warsaw
privates who couldn’t care less Nov. 11-12; Stratford Canadian

with|som,

Sam Roseman, after 40 years as, Leonard Key in the projected|
house propertyman for the Music; Broadway presentation of a musi-|

in capturing

recent bookings as Moritovant
Johnny. Mathis, and Mort Sahl
Saturday (28),. Fred Waring
4, Miriam Makeba and Chad

around

the.conservative

musical.

Baldwin-Wallace College. Sponsors
of T. & G. feel that. their listings
should. feature more modern, pop-

production
of “Pirates of Pen- ular’ entertainers to balance the
Box Theatre. N. Y., has moved: cal version of Rowland Barber’s jabout rationality.
~
over to the Helen Hayes Theatre,| book, “The Night They Raided;
Fielder Cook, a television and |zance” Noy. 17, New York City reollege’s steady dietof Bach and
‘| film:director, has staged the per- Opera Co. in “Madame Butterfly”| Beethoven, but they were caught
N. Y., in the same capacity.
Minsky’s.”
Tom Kilpatrick is company manRouben
Ter-Arutunian
is set formance on a somewhat routine Nov. 18 and “Mikado” Nov. 18; ‘in a squeeze play in a booking war
ager, Randy Brooks stage manager} and costumer designer for “A Pas- level, although.. setting up the Harry Belafonte Folk Singers Nov. until. Manhattan: talent agencies
found enough attractions to satisfy
howls in‘ the trial scene ‘adrotly. 25 and Birgit Nilsson .Nov. .26. :
and
Vincent
Donahue
assistant} sage to India.”
|
Fa- ‘a. half-dozen show-conscious col- .
stage manager of “Daughters of|
WiHam
Francisce, coproduce; Will Steven Armstrong has de- _ In face of such competition,
the
elaborate, mobile ther Hughes quickly got. hep to Jeges around Lake. Erie's rich lodeSilene *.”
and dfrector of the off-Broadway signed.
Oo
Hobe. - booking tricks, showmanship and atone shores. —
Irving Cooper is general man-!' musical, “The Sap of Life,” will scenery...
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LEGITIMATE

Road: ‘Sound’$137,286in10,Dallas;
‘Kean’ $72,438, ‘Garden’ $8,412,Philly;
Lena $72668in Toronto Getaway

(D-RS) (ad wk) ($4,95-$5. 95; ‘4,683;
-| $41,335)..(Constarice Bennett, ‘Anne
Scott McKay, Patricia
Revere,
Previous. week, $35,176
Jessel)..
J-with TG-ATS subscription.

‘Last week, $38,524 with TG-ATS|
| subscription.

65

B'way Spotty, But Seven Shows SRO;
‘Shot’ $22,730 (6), Milky Way’ $9,104
Ride’ $45,539, ‘General’ $14,263 in 6

SPLIT
Iv WEEKS
Advise and Consent (D-RS) (Farley Granger,
Chester
Morris).
1$6.90-S7 56;
Broadway was uneven last week. |(29th
wk;
231
p))
‘Previous. week, Previous. week, $34,100, six-per-.
Business. was big: for. a number of. (Mitzi... Green).
‘formance split.
{Some shows registered healthy 1n- :1,101;
$40,107)
(Kim
Stanley,
$30,
139,
‘Nixon,
Pittsburgh.
.
road - shows last week,,. ‘notably’
‘Last. week, $33,937 with TG-| | ‘Last week, about $36,224 for creases, several dropped substan- ! Steven Hil], Ludwig Donath’. Pie“Sound: of Music, ” which :ended
its ‘ATS Subscription. — .
seven
performances: ‘Regent, tially’and others held fairly steady. vious week, $20,445.
Dallas stand with: a -10-perform-|’
‘| Grand |‘Rapids, Monday (16), one, A few of the new entries aren’t
Last week, $20,453.
;
“DALLAS .
; | around $6,900; Morris, South Bend, showing much ‘strength at the box
“ance take of $137,286, The. touring |.
*Fiorello, Broadway (MC) ‘99th
(17-18), .two, office and presumably won’t be
Sound. of. Music, State Fair Mu- Tuesday-Wednesday
Lena Horne show got off to a wow
wk;
787 p) ($5-$7.50; 1,900; $59.start in Toronto and the Broadway- {sic Hall (MD-RS) (2d wk) ($4.95; about $13,000; Hartman, Columbus,. around too much longer.
000).
Previous
week,
$43,867:
Thursday-Saturday
(19-21),
four,
There
were
seven
sellouts
bound ‘musieals,. “Gay Life” and 4.120). (Florence Henderson): PreCloses
next Saturday (28).
last week, “Camelot,” “Carnival,”
“Kean” continued powerful in De- | vious. week, $108, 266 for 10- per-" $16,324.
Last week, $42,643.
“How
to
Succeed
in
Business
Withtroit. and: Philadelphia, “respec-. formances::
La Plume de Ma Tante (R-RS).
From the Second City, Rovale
Last week, $137,
286for 10.‘per- | Previous week, $25,401 with TG- out Really Trying,” “Mary, Mary,”
tively. The “Kean” gross of $72,/438 was a ‘house: record for thé formances. ’
ATS" subscription, Music ~ ‘Hall, “Milk and Honey,” “Sail Away” (R) (4th wk; 31 p} ($6.90-$7.50; 999;
and “Sound of Music.”
“Come
$41,158). Previous week, $17,450.
‘Shubert Theatre,
Kansas City..
Blow Your Horn” continued to
Last week, $17,594.
a
‘DETROIT .
Last week, about $29,000. for
“Gypsy” had another sock ses- |
Gay Life, Fisher. (MC-T) (34: wk) eight performances: Paramount, pick up steam registering its bigHow
to Suceeed
in Business
sion in Los’ Angeles and has ex-|
gest gross to date in its 35th frame
($8.
95;.
2,081;
.$8%000)
|:
(Walter
Without Really Trying, 46th St.
Omaha, Monday-Wednesday (16- last week.
tended its stay:there a: fortnight to
Chiari,
Barbara
‘Cook,
Jules.
Mén(MC)
(ist
wk;
9
p)
($9.60;
1,342;
18),
four,
around
$17,500;
KRNT,
Nov. 25. . Also smash was the New
Fhe 5% city tax on legit tickets
Thursday-Saturday
$66,615). Previous week, $33, 689
; York company of: “Byé Bye Birdie” shin). .*. Previous week, ‘$73,018 Des’ -Moines,
was repealed with the signing last
for
opening
performance
and
three
in the second week of its: Boston with Fisher Playgoer subscription. (19-21), four, about $11, 500.
Friday (20) by Mayor Robert F.
outing. Several straight plays: also |:Last week, $74, 160. with TG-ATS . ‘Music Man. (bus-and-triek) (MC- Wagner of a bill abolishing the previews.
‘
Last’week,
$63,371
with
take
cut
did well. “Toys in the’ Attic” was subseription.
| RS). Previous week, $50,767, seven- |tariff The move will not result in
top-srosser in that. category with af:
reduced admission prices since the by second night press list and
‘perfermance split.
LOS ANGELES.
.
theatre
party
commissions.
take of.$38,524 for the second week |: .
Last’ week, about $36, 562 for remitted tax is to be diverted to a
of its: fortnight stand ‘in- Washing- ; Guys: and’ Dolls, Philharmonic }
*Irma La Douce, Plymouth (MC)
(MC-RS) ° (5th wk): -($5.90-$6.75; seven performances: Capital, pension and welfare fund for all
ton...
(56th wk; 444 p) ($8.60; 999; $48,2,870; $83,400) (Dan ‘Dailey, Shel- Wheeling, ' Monday-Tuesday (16- legit unions.
Skimpy takes were registered: by. ley Berman, ‘Pamela Britton, Con-: 17), two, $9,812; Keith’s, Hunting250)
(Elizabeth Seal, Denis QuilEstimates for Last Week
some ‘shows and there. was. oné cas-. stance -Towers).
(18-19),
ley).
Previous
week,
$40,327.
Previous week, ton, -Wednesday-Thursday
ualty,: “Short. Happy. Life,” .which about $79,500 with Civic ‘Light Op- two,. $12,750; Civic, Charleston,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), moves: next Monday (30) to the
folded -last: Saturday (20) at. the era subscription.
vin,
of Friday-Saturday (20-21), ‘three, CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
conclusion of: a- three-week testrun.
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (MusiLast week, $40,980.
‘Last week, around. $79, 300: ‘with. around $14, 000. :
.in Los Angeles...
©
‘cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (OpCLO’ subscription...
i
Let It Ride, O'Neill {MC) :2d
eretta),
Rep.
(Repertory),
DR
Estimates for. ‘Last “Week:
Gypsy (N. Y. Co); Biltmore {MC-.
wk: 12 p) ($9.60; $1,050; $94,508)
| (Dramatic Reading).
Gobel,
Sam
Levene).
‘Parenthetic designations for out RS) (3d wk). ($6.75; 1,636; $65, 000)|.
‘Other parenthetic- designations (George
Previous: week,
week, $27,606 for four
’ of-town shows are the same. as for (Ethel Merman).
N. Y..Cify Ballet registered ‘a refer, respectively, to weeks played, Previous
ormances
and one
preview.
‘Broadway, except that hyphenated. $64,012 with TG-ATS subscription. : sellout --$12, 936 in three perform- number of performances through
Management claims musical cost
F with show. classification indi¢ates |. Last. week, $66,126.
ances last. Friday-Saturday (20-21) last Saturday, top prices (where
Life, ‘Hartford. at the Mineola (L. I.) Theatre. The two prices are given, the higher ts about $327,000 to open in New
_tryout and RS indicates road show.’ “Short: Happy
can break even
at
. Also, prices on touring shows in. (D-T) © (3d wk) |($4.95-$6; 3,032; 1,200-seater, which reverted from for Friday-Saturday nights and the York and
Previous films.to a legit policy last. Septem- lower for weeknights), number of around $34,000.
clude 10% Federal Tax ‘und local $36,800) (Rod. Steiger).
Last week, $45,539 with take
"tax, if any, but as on Broadway week, about. $8,800.. Folded here: ber, has: the touring “Taste .of seats, capacity gross and stars.
cut by theatre party commissions.
grosses are net: ie., exclusive of last Saturday. (21).
Honey” booked-for four evening Price includes 10% Federal and
taxes. Engagements are. for single.| Last week, about. $13,500.
Mary Mary, Hayes (C) (33d wk:
performances and. two matinees 5% City tax, but grosses are net;
ie., exclusive of taxes,
‘weelc unless otherwise noted.
260 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,139; $43,380)
Nov. 8-11.
Asterisk: ‘denotes shaw had cut-: (Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nela
MILWAUKEE
The top: for: the ballet. offering rate tickets in circulation.
.
a
‘BALTIMORE
- Music Man,. Pabst .(MC-RS) (ist was $4.20.<
son, Michael Wilding). Previous
Thurber
Carnival. (R)
($4.88;
1$6-$6.50; 1,623). Previous
*Blood,
Sweat
and
Stanley week, $43,446.
. 1,819; $51,132) (Imogene Coca, Ar- wh
Poole, Morosco (C) (3d wk: 26 p)
Last week, $43,444.
~
-thur ‘Treacher, . King) Donovan). week, $50,597, ‘Armerican, St. Louis.
-Last week, $51,043 with TG-ATS
‘Previous week, about $27,979, six| "Robbins ‘Troupe $26,186 ($6.90-$7.50; 999; $41,960) (Darren "Milk and Honey Beck (2d wk;
subscription. .
‘performance split...
Jerome ‘Robbins’ Ballets U.S.A. McGavin). Previous week, $14,364.
p) ($8.60-$9.60; 1,280; $63,400)
. Last week, $14,201.
Last. week, $15, 546...
| grossed $26,186 last week in: the
‘(Robert
Weede,
Mimi
Benzell,
PHILADELPHIA.
frame of a three-week
Camelot,
Majestic
(MC)
(46th Molly Picon). Previous week, $56.‘Evening ‘With Yves ‘Moutand, -sécond
BOSTON.
a
‘stand: at the ANTA Theatre, N.Y.
wk; 369 p) ($9.40; 1,626; $84,000) 303 for seven performances and
pee
.
(Solo)
‘(1st
wk)
($4.50-$5.40;
Bye Bye Birdie (N. Y. Co:), “Shu“The previous week’s take for (Julie Andrews, William Squire). one preview,
1,760;. $50,724).:
Previous “week,
bert: (MC-RS) (2d wk) ($6: 50-$7. 50;
Previous -week, $84,035.
Helena
Last week, $61,327 with take cut
$51, 957 for nine performances, “St. seven |‘performances was .$29,276.
1,717; $65,000). "-Previous ‘week,
= ; Scott will sub for Miss Andrews by theatre party commissions.
Dennis,
Montreal.
$61,249 -‘with Theatre. Guild-Amerwhen the latter vacations for two
" Last week, -$15, 770 for six per.
My Fair Lady Hellinger (MIC)
ican ‘Theatre’ Society subscription.
weeks starting tomorrow (Thurs.). (292d wk: 2,326 p) ($8.05; 1,5513
formances after opening ‘here Oct.
.. ” Last week, $64, 745°with TG-ATS
' Last week, :$84,022.
16..to three eridorsements (Gaghan,
$69,500) (Michael Allinson, Margot
subscription.
|News; Murdock, Inquierer; Schier, —a Continued from. page 2 —_—
=
Caretaker, Lyceum (CD) (3d wk; Moser). Rosemary Rainer is pinch7, -Complaisant . Lover, “Colonial: Bulletin).
21 DP). ($6.90-$7.50; 955; $32, 582) hitting for Miss Maser, who re. (C-T) °($4. 95-$5. 50:- 1,685; $47,000). : ‘Garden of Sweets, Walnut (D-Ty January will bea modest. budget (Donald Pleasance, Robert Shaw,
turns from a two-week vacation
aim to Alan
.. (Michael Redgrave, ‘Googie With- (Ist wk) ($4.80-$5.40: 1,349;° $36,--" production becatse we
Bates).
Previous
week, next Monday (30). Previous week,
‘ers, Richard Johnson). . Previous 000) (Katina. Paxinouw).
make it as simply as it is done on $20,590. Alex Davion takes over $53,803.
week, $20,576° for: five perforin- | . ‘Last’ week, $8,412 for five per- | “stage. I am starting production next Monday (30) for Bates, who
Last week, $51,463.
“ances, Shubert, New. Haven. .- |
‘fermances after opening here last without a. distribution guarantee, returns to England to fulfill a
Puriile Victorious, Cort (C) ‘4th
Last. week, $28: 464 with: TG-ATS Wednesday (18) to three unfavor-. and the film will be released as a film commitment.
wk;
28 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,155; $41,subscription: after ‘opening. here. ablé reviews (Gaghan,: News; ‘Mur- ‘road
show. attraction,” Delfont
Last week, $24,453.
000). Previous week, $19,963.
_Oct. 16 to. two favorable reviews dock, .Inquirer; ‘Schier, Bulletin). | said.
Carnival,
Imperial
(MC)
(28th
Last
week, $18,863
: (Durgin, Globe; ‘Maloney,’ Travel- . Gideon, Locust |:(D-T)-: (1st wk)
Second property will “pe an.
er), one mild’ nod (Hughes, Herald) |’;($4. 80-$5.40; 1,580; $48,000). (Fred-. $840,000- job called “The King Was_ wk; 220 p) ($8.60; 1,428; $68,299)
Sail Away, Broadhurst (MC) :3d
(Anna
Maria
Alberghetti).
Previand. ‘two unfavorable (Madocks, rie March).°:. Previous ‘week, $4,783. .In The Counting House” ‘and will
wk; 23 p) 4($8.60-$9.40;
1,214;
Monitor; Norton, Record).
star Newley. and Davis Jr, Finally, ous week, $68,338.
$58,500). Previous week, $58,134.
for opening performance Oct. 14.
‘Last week, $68,375.
Last week, $58,011 with take cut
Write Me. a. Murder, Wilbur |: ‘Last week, $27,389 with TG-ATS Secombe will. star in a lavish ver|. sion of the. pantomime, “Humpty |. Come Blow Your Horn, Atkinson by theatre party commissions.
(D-F) (2d. wk) |($4.95-$5.50; 1,241; ‘subscription.
$36,610) (James Donald, Kim. Hun- ” Kean, Shubert (MC-T) (2@ wk) ‘Dumpty,” his first pic project since (C) (35th wk; 277 p) ($6.90-$7.50;
Shot in the Dark, Booth {C) «ist
Previous week, wk; 5 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 807; $33,000)
ter, Denholm Elliott, Torin. Thatch- "($6-$7.50; 1,878; $72,674): (Alfred his debut in the disappointing 1958: 1,090; $43,522).
Vex, Ethel Griffies).. ‘Previous week, ‘Drake). Previous ‘week, $51,738. : ‘release, of “Davy.”
$28,758.
(Julie Harris)
Last. week, $29,615.
$18,883.
“East week, house. record, $72, 438.
Opened last Wednesday night
bast week, $21,993. .
Cook for Mr. General, Playhouse | (18) to five endorsements (ChapOff-Broadway Shows
PITTSBURGH .
=
ip
}
(C) (Ist wk; 4 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 994; man, News; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
NEW ‘HAAVEN
“Fiorello, Nixon. (MC-RS) : ($65 “¢ Figures denote .opening: dates)
McClain,
Journal-American;
Nae
$37,000) (Bill. Travers).
, Tenth | ‘Man. Shubert ..
D.RS) 1,760;. $62,000).
Previous week, -+Baleony
(Rep.), Circle InSquare (3-3-60)
Opened last Thursday (19) to ‘del, World-Telegram; Watts, Post}
($4.80;. 1,650; $44,600). | ‘Previous.
‘Biacks, St. Marks (
$52.
533 with -FG-ATS ‘subscription,
and two negatiye notices (Colethree favorable reviews (Chapman,
week, $30,401 with TG-ATS. subConnection, Living (Rep) ian,
. Auditorium, St, Paul.
News;
Nadel,
World-Telegram; man, Mirror; Taubman, Times).
Diff/rent,. Mermaid (10-17-61
scription, Ford’ Ss, paltimore. :
Last. week. $41.314 with TG-ATS. Dream& Béssle, Cherry sone (3-1-6). Watts, Post) two unfavorable | Last week, $22,730 for five pere
Last
.Fantasticks, SullivanSt. G-3-60).

CityBalleMineolaHit

London Legit Prod..

week, $21,583...

ase subscription after opening - here

.
‘CHICAGO:
‘Best: Man, Blackstone
(4th wk) -($5. 50-$5.95; |

1,447; ‘$45,-

-.. 060) (Melvyn Dougias, Frank Love- |
“joy, James Westerfield).
Previ-

ous. week,

$32,605. wtih: TG-ATS

SAN FRANCISCO

-

Rhinoceros, Aleazar ‘(CD-RS) (34.
wk)

$4:85-$5. 40;.. 1,147;

$24,975

. Last week; "$30,910. with TG-ATS

with "PG-ATS

‘Bye ‘Bye: Birdie, Erlanger (MC- TG-ATS subscription.
RS). cath wk) ($6-$7; 1,380; $50,5003; a

- Last. week, $49,929.
‘My. Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS)
(5th wk) ($5.50-$6.60; 2,100; $71,-

_ Lena

“TORONTO
‘Horne
Show, | O'Keefe

(R-T) ($6; 3,200; $103,723).

Last week, $72,668 after opening
(Ronald. Drake, .Caroline Dix- Oct. 16.to one’ rave.iCohen, Star),

500)
on).. Previous. week, $55, 358.

_/ one qualified. approval (Whittaker,
Globe and Mail) and‘-one -unfavor‘Table review (Evans, Telegram).

CLEVELAND
: . Taste of Honey, ‘Royal Alexanda
. Miracle ‘Worker, Hanna. (D-RS) (D-RS) (24 wk) ($5.50; 1,525; $38,($4, 40-$6.60; 1,515; $32,000). Previ- 103} (Hermione Baddeley, Grances
ous. week, $16,154, Shubert, Cin-. Cuka).. . Previous. week, $25,374
.with |TG-ATS ‘subscription. cinnati. ..Last week, $26,888 with TG-ATS
Last week, $23,605.

cs subscription.

of Life,

t Sher..Sq:

Mirror;

Kerr,

Herald

one no-but-yes (McClain,

| performances and two previews.

(10-2-6

‘Threepenny Opera, de Lys 920.55)"

_Last' week;-’ gbout- $24, 800 with

“Previous week, $52, 013

Tribune)

. 2 by -Saroyan, East End
(10-22-61).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
3
American Savoyards, Jan Hus «10- 26-61).
OQ Marry Me, Gate (10-27-6
Go Show Me Dragon, Baers (10-27- 61).
Buskers,. Cricket (10-30-61).
. Clandestine, Actors (10-30-6).
Go Fight City Haji, Mayfair 11- 2.61).

week,
subscrip-

tion...

7

‘Last ‘week, $54, 547.

‘Coleman,

St. (9-21-61).

|Journal-American) and one inconclusive (Taubman, Times).
Misalliance, Sheridan Sq (@-25-6D.
Premise, Premise (11-22-60).
Last week, $14,263
for four
Red Eye, Provincet’n Playh'se G 12-61).
Sap

$37, 664)

| (Zero | Mostel),. - Previous.

‘subscription.
subscription. 7

Ghosts, “4th

Happy Days, Cherry Lane- (9-17-61)..
__. Oct... 16 to two raves (Fanning,| Harry
Stoones,. Gramercy (10-21-61).
(D-RS) Post «Gazette; Monahan, Press).
Mary Sunshine, -Playerg (11-18-59).

Time,

Gentiemen, Strollers’

(11-461).

Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) (39th
wk; 312 p) ($8.60-$9.50;
1,615;
$69,500) (Phil Silvers).
Previous
week, $61,856.
Last week, $64,712.

Do You Know the Milky Way?,

Rose (D) (1st wk; 8 p) ($6.90-$7.50;
1,162;
$46,045)
(Hal
Holbrook,
Bella, FE. 1ith St. (11-7-61).
-. Sharen’s Grave, Maidman (11-8-91).
_ |George Voskovec)..:
St.. 11-13-61).
Opened Oct. 16 to two favorable
roes, York als),
notices. ‘Taubman, Times; Watts,
‘Apple Living Theatre (11-15Red Roses, Greenwich Mews irk220-61). Post). and five unfavorable (ChapPhoenix (11-21-61).
|- Androcies-Pollee,.
‘man,
News;
Coleman,
Mirror;
Shadow ef Heroes, York (122-5-61.
Fortuna, Provincetown (12-1461).
Kerr, Herald Tribune; Levinson,
Madame Aphrodite, Orpheum (12-27-61).
World-Telegram; McClain,
Jour-

..
-GINCINNATI
|
AWASHINGTON
Gypsy (2d. Co.), (Shubert.“(MC-}
“RS) —($4-$5.70;...2,000; $62,000). . Toysin - the. Attic, N ational :

All

Cave

In Love,

Martinique

Dwellers,

(11-6-61).:

CLOSED
Mews (10-15-61);

closed

last Saturday 3)) after six performances.
One Way. Pendulum, E. 74th St. (9-18-61);
closed last Sunday: (22) after 40 per-

nal-American). !
_ Last week, $9,104.
Everybody Loves

;
Opal,

Long-

acre (C) (2d wk; 13 p) ($6.90-$7.50;
$40,019). Previous
week,
Pirates of Penzance, Phoenix (9-8-61); 1.101;
closed last Sunday (22) after 202 per- $10,271 for five performances.
formances:
Last
week,
$10,319.
Under Milk Wood Rep.) Circle (3-29-61);
. formances.

closer last. Sunday - (22)
‘formances.

after 202pert

*Far

Country,

Music

Box @)

formances

and

one

preview.

Sound of. Music, Lunt-Fontanne
(MD) (95th wk; 756 p) ‘$9.60; 1.407;
$75,000) (Martha Wright). Previious
week, $75,769
Last

week,

$75,095.

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter Garden (MC) (51st. wk; 4064 p)
($8.60-$9.40; 1.404; $68,000! (Tame
my Grimes). Previous week, $64,72.

Last week, $64,792.

.

Opening This Week
Kwantina, 54th St. (MD)
1,434; $60,006) .
Alfred

tion

de Liagre

of-musical

Jr.

with

/$8.60;

presenta-

music

and

lyries by Richard Adler and book
by Robert Alan Aurthur. Capitalized at $400,000, cost approxi-

mately $420.000 to open last Monday night (23) and can break even
at around $45,000.
Evening With Yves Montand,
Golden
(Solo)
‘$6.90-$7.50;
773;
$27,500).
.
Norman: Granz, in association
with Jacques Canetti and Alex(Continued on page 68)
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Is it true that you are really.
2001 years old like you say on the hilarious new
Capitol Album "2000 and. One Years with
Carl Reiner and Mel Brooks''?

.

|

|
]

‘Actual, I'll be, I'm not yet, I'll be
2001 years in six months.
-So-call me a liar.

fora lousy half a year.

.

|

The 2000 year old man is back-one year older, wiser and

funnier! This zany follow-up of the hit Brooks/Reiner

album uncorks such hilarious routines as: The 2000and-Six-Month-Old Man; The Tax Expert; The Two-HourOld Baby; The New Technique Psychiatric Society; The
Third Best Poet. It’s on its way to being a best seller already
Album #(8)W1618
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Legit Fol

Mary,
_

Mary

lowups :

..

dynam;
-never
from. ‘big.
plays
boy he As:
.the “brother,
_| . {though

(HELEN HAYES,
|N. Y)

| Off-B’way Reviews
||. =
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Concert Reviews

Continued. from ‘page 62 quam

~= DPitffhrent
|.
Sal
»
_ Jean Kerr's ‘Mary, Mary’ {sa quite’ seems real, The dolls who;
oT:
and the hand- ;giant as capital M “Master,” alprime. example of the small-cast, } dress up the-show
3
though
he
doesn’t elevate the “h”
apartment are
one-set comedy. traditionally : be- (some. baehélor
cin: “he.” Luckily this affectation

Netherlands

Chamber

Orchesira

,;Tichly phrased

treatment

‘stro Scherman

& Co. that whetted

by mae-

the musical appetite for what was
(Carnegie Hall, N. Y.)
‘loved by Broadway producers. Now | Arlene: Golonka as a fly-by-night-to come.
.
:has not touched the staging, which
Making its Carnegie Hall debut|
.seven mionths: old, this . inclusive or-day.gal with a Betty Boop voice,
‘is .as spare and unsparing as on a Sunday night '8), the Nether- ; It was a fulsome program what
play. about marital tribulation is a } and ‘Natalie Ross as winner of the
‘O’Neill’s
play.
—
'*
Geor.
,With
the
Concerto
in E major fer
lands Chamber
Orchestra,
with
constant sellout, looks as fresh as. j marital. sweepstakes ‘who figures
|Szymon Goldberg doubling as con- two pianos and orchestra, featur
one of the daisies the authoress ,the shortest.
way round. is the ;
ing
Pierre
Luboshutz
and Genie
on ote Anoiher Evening with
ductor and violin soloist,.scored a
-says please. don't -eat, and all the ; Shortest way home. +
modest success. Solid musicianship Nemenoff at the pianos, followed
‘Jines. are: well distributed among | But if is Pert Kelton and Lou i:
Harry. Stoones
after
intermission
hy
the
over-anthe top talent company.
.. . ; Jacobi. as’ mother. and father of ¥ Stenod Productions, -Inc.. presentation and sincerity of purpose were evirevue in two acts, with sketches, dent in a program
ranging from -hour long Lobgesang ‘Symphony
he: anly cast: change has been the: adventuré-bent. boys ‘who -pri- ‘of
music
and
lyrics
by
Jeff
Harris.
Staged
No.
23,
op.
52,
with
the
Choral
Art
Michael. Wilding .as successor for ;‘marily justify “Come Blow. Your by G. Adam: Jordan; choreography, Joe Bach to Bartok and Badings, .the Society and its soloists abetting
Dutch comsettings. and lighting, Robert E.. latter a contemporary
Michael Rennie as: the ‘actor with ; Horn.”-Here are two seasoned -ac- , Milan;
.the
orchestra.
Darling;
.
costumes,
Ruth
Wagner;
musia percective yen. With loose-gaited: tors.:who know. how-to take. hold :eal- direction and arrangements. .Ahba poser, but the pefformances were : The latter work was excellently
walk;. impeccable. comedy .. timing ‘of a comédy scene, milk -it for . Bogin.. Opened Oct. :: 21, ‘61, at the devoid of excitement.
and enthusiastically done, though
Arts Theatre, N.Y.; $4.60 top.
The ensemble numbers 23, in_‘and melting British accent, Wilding every last laugh.’ and. realize pre- ‘Gramercy
Cast: Diana Sands, Sheila Copelan, Ben
.it might have fared better on a
~—
sy
Organized in
: KeNer, Dom
de Luise, Kenny
Adams, 'eluding seven girls.
makes the character seem a cross. |eisely when to stop.

between:

John

Barrymoore, . Errol '

Flynn and’ Vincént Price.’

Miss

Keltan’s scene -of frustra-

tion as 45. she .takes a bewildering arThe re-|402.

Virgil

Curry,

. Streisand.

—

Susan’

.

Belink,

Barbra

sulting matinee charm is such. that |
ray of. telephone messages for her |
nobody:

At the epening curtain of “‘Anmiind if he ..gay: blade son, or Jacobi’s no-non-.”. other Evening with Harry Stoones,”

Td:immuch
would:

made off with the lady, a possibil- !Sensé-now dourness, almost alone.

{,

Shorter

the ‘entire. cast rushes: on stage,
ity the script may allow.somewhat ' justify the production... .
"Waves -to the audience, abulliently
‘more than Mrs. Kerr intended.. i. Faree-is hard to write and harder sings, “’Bye, Goodbye and Thanks,”
j to play. Luckily for “Come Blow-:
and Israel.
Though it currently
~The perpetually winning actress,
:-Your Horn,” jits: key scenes. are + and-rushes offstage in a quick jis engaged in its first American
Ba~bara. Bel Geddes,
as. the sepa«: blackout. That's the time. for a cus.
Still
inthe
hands-of
skilled
actors
jtour,
its
reputation
-had preceded
rated wife .with
a° razor-edge
“tomer either to leaye or stay, betongue, and Barry ‘Nelson, ener- , Who -know. that. nothing serves. cause the balance of the show is it, mainly through its recordings:
:
comedy
better
than
good
tech-The Netherlanders reflect the
getic and personable as the vexed
,@ither very good or woeful, -but
-Geor.

and

ee
ne

eee
meee
oy
ees
eee

bewildered)

husband,

leave

program,

a

disconcerting

1955 and subsidized by the Dutch :humber of audience finding it nec-.
government, the group has per- essary to leave at various intervals,
;formed
at the Edinburgh
and
i:Florence Festivals, as well as in! 1 Lobgesang, or “Hymn of Praise.”
jthe Holland Festival, and it has is a festival piece Mendelssohn
toured
throughout
the
British composed for the quadricentennial
‘Isles, western Europe, Yugoslavia :anniversary of the invention of,

;mique.

-of all things, the printing press.

It is said that there is no current
‘reeording of this stirring work.
‘More’s the pity. for while it can be
ireferred to without condescension

on,

‘as a “junior Beethoven Ninth,” i€*

, never consistently one way or the ‘musical character and personality ‘has its own legitimate stature.
of. their leader.
He is a well’ other..
' Sopranos Sadie Lindsey and
this connubial -couple” was ‘never
-. The attempt has been at a sharp, :schooled musician, expert in the :Ruth . Morris, and tenor ‘Robert
intended for bliss. Itis no mean.
(APOLLO THEATRE LONDON)
intimate. fast revue.Fast and. inti- (standard classical literature and . Eckert, were soloists. Miss Lindtribute to Mrs. Kerr that she man-'| hos
°
ls"
Bondon, Oct. 24. .Mate it is, but satire slips into jwith an accompanying interest in sey’s power, subdued in deference
His fiddling is in
ages the feat of reunion
.in the 1 “A’-Whistle In The Dark’ is the ; Satdonicism and ‘too much of the ithe moderns.
to the size of the,auditorium, was
short space af two more acts: |
‘first’ production. to. be transferred ;humor is. hopelessly puerile, or iexcellent taste, the intonation good
{most impressive. while Eckert and
(though
not.
perfect)
but he never
There might be a sizeable
repeat ‘to the West End. from the Theatre’ : “cute.”
oo,
iMiss Morris each revealed admirtrade for “Mary,. Mary" because. iRoyal,..: Stratford, « East. -London. : -Eagerness and youth are beguil- thrills an audience with virtuosic table quality.
the wicked shafts. have insight-and since *the . recent. withdrawal of Ing. qualities, so the handsomely pyrotechnics, nor does he have a;
If Mary. is contrary, ! Joan Littlewood as Dovenne’ of. the
revelation:
In combi- |_ Under musical director William ~
, energetic cast has much on _ its large, beautiful tone.
‘Johnson the chorus has achieved
she.
is also a charmer,. and Mrs. ‘latter ‘spot. The drama opened. Oct.
- side. When the material provided | nation, Goldberg and his group ‘depth, precision and range, though’
"Kerr obviously. is ayare that ever. 24 at the Apollo. Theatre.
‘is good. the actors turn out. spar- igive a satisfying performance, but ithe lusty chorales would seem to
“since Eve got..dowry to business tn. | “The powerful,. no-holds-barred
;not
a
memorable
one.
,kling.
performances;
“when
the
;be most to its liking.

‘Jittle doubt early in: the play’ that.

A Whistle In The Dark:

the. Garden of. Eden, Adam‘: never Study: of violence and its decaying j material is unfortunate, they prove
hada chance. —
a
-

When he appeared or earlier oceffect.on people. is worthy: of the that one canbe a trouper though casions with pickup groups of 802- As the wealthy minx candidating 'transition,. despite ‘certain imma-j ; young.
‘ers, the performances seemed to
for. position of the second Mrs.,- ‘ture faults by ‘its. writer.” Thomas
| Among the assets are. Kenny have more impact. Now that he

Betsy von Furstenberg ‘is still sau- |Murphy: It sags oceasionally inthe . Adams’: theatre-shaking ‘rendition has his own oyzhestra, one that
sexy, while . John :second acf, but builds to a power-: of “Uh-Oh,” a take-off. on the {plays together almost all the year
Cromwell, in the’ unenviably torn jful third ‘and, throughout, it is
!pelvic-thrusting rock-’n-roll. boys, Jaround, Goldberg has moulded a
position ‘of. legal . counselor ~ and. {compelling theatre.
; and Buxom Sheila Copelan’s twit- |corps that matches -his own stand-friend, retains.an urbanity all men
{ The descent:
of a familyof Irish ;ting of tv weather girls. -At the jards and tastes. In works of Bach,
might envy. 2-0 0
laboring
thugs
‘on
the
Coventry.!
other end of the scale is the pro- | Haydn, Mozart, Bartok and Bad‘, '“Mary,.Mary”: seems to. suggest
at the end of the ings, the playing revealed a. meticthat it takes:at least .one to make thome of their weak, peace-loving. i\longed sketch
ulous attention to details, obvious
a marriage. As marriage counsel- | brother’ and. -his young wife. starts} first.‘act, a spoof -of.a child’s -birth- llove for the scores, careful prepterrifying:
gang:
warfare
with
:
day
party
in
which
the problem is
ing goes, the comedy is inexpen‘aration and rehearsal, yet devoid
jtragie results. Edward .Burnham 'the location of the toilet...
SINE and non-traumatic,.
Geor “thas restaged. this punchy play-with; Musical director Abba. Bagin |of fire, of personality, grace and
';zest and the original ‘east has. been: gets-into the act with an amusing i sparkle. ‘The Bartok and Badings
Coine Blow Your Horn ‘re-engaged to good effect.
number,
“Ragtime.” |—difficult works—seemed to fare
_ piano-song
(ATKINSON THEATRE, N.¥.) | _ The author has ‘provided several |More of that dry delivery would ibetter than the classical masters,

_ cily, sinuqusly

What..a

difference

a season: :meaty roles and the players: capi- ; have’ heiped. Strong in the attrac- iwhose . scores

“makes. “Come Blow Your Horn”
still

seems

funny,

|talize

on

opportunities. tive case is Diatia Sands, whose
as. the perplexed ‘é¢onsternation as. a stripper caught

their

but not that |Michael. Craig

-funny. Perhaps it never did; except j brother and Dorothy. Bromiley as “{n a zipper, for example, is espe-

_ to a special public.

his. wife: give the. controlled, - re- |cially .risiblé. Barbra. Streisand, fs
‘This Neil Simon farce-comedy strained
performances — necessary a slim, offbeat, deadpan comedithat opened Jast spring unquestion- jto offset the violence of the others. enne with an excellent flair for
ably has had‘éxtra milage because | Of the. Iatter, Patrick Magee. is| dropping a dour blackout gag, and.

_ex-tv emcee Hal March, heads. the

east.AS a-young.man who reforms.
‘from apostle ‘of joie..de vivre to
astute businessman, from: the free
life to. matrimony, March’s debon-,
aire ‘ personal -appeal- is helpful,

of musical addicts.
Fien.

Little Orchestra

‘perspective when it is considered
| that Mendelssohn was hardly
‘years old when he composed

'How many teen-agers today
iproducing concert material?

15
it.

are

| _ There was a purity and grace to
;the rendering achieved by Scher‘man, the orchestra, Luboshutz and

jMiss Nemenoff.

The derived baro-

:que qualities revealed in the young
_ Mendelssohn have a fragile beauty.
| This was a fine concert and
i much should be said for the taste,
‘discretion and perspicacity of conThomas
Scherman
who
made it possible.
“
Geor,

reverently ‘ductor

treated and emerged iacking the
qualities that have endeared them
to generations

The E major Concerto is regard-

1ed as second-leve]
Mendelssohn,
‘but this evaluation is put in proper

Society}

Name Cast for Malcolm’
Betty

Field, Ruth Ford, Zachary

; Scottiand Eli Wallach will give a
(Town Hall, N. ¥.)
The
all-Mendelssohn
program reading next Sunday night +29)
'prilliant as the belligerent. father she belts across'a musical apos,
| who ‘fs ‘proud of his louts of sons trophe: to New Jersey. with facile with which Thomas Scherman and from short stories and novels by
|The Little Orchestra
Society; James Purdy, at the YM-YWHA
‘but who, actually, isa craven ne’er-: intensity.
;
wee
! Kaufman Conce&t Hall, N.Y.
jdo-well, and Derren Nesbitt, as|. G. Adam Jordan. has staged the jopened the 15th season quickly
The program,
titled ‘‘Malcolm
the . chief ‘hooligan, provides. an; revue with quickness and drive. won a Town Hall-ful of friends.
almost’-sickening study of smiling ; However, either he or Jeff Harris, The overture, “Calm Sea and! and Others,” has heen daramatized

jWho has done the sketches, music|
évil.
oe
.
days.
an
}' -This is-no night out. for those and ‘lyrics, oughtto forego the
- Joel Grey, as “the ‘young. ‘man'}in' search of-escapism, but it: is
a|childish humor’ in favor of their
who learns about. life and girls iplay. to be seen. .
material.
Geor.
Rich. : _ Superior adult

- probably. particularly. so on mati-

were

}
|

nee

Prosperous Voyage,” which opened |by Gene Andrewski,

who's direct-

|e program is a fairly well-known | ing by Gene Andrewski, who's dialso
co-producing®
composition by virtue of various|recting
and
recordings, and it was given aj with the YM-YWHA Poetry Center.

~ gEXANDER.H, COHEN
presents

RE
INTERNATIONAL PREMIE

668.08
DELTA RETHM
“DON ADAMS
IE AND MARGO
AUG
‘Musical Direction
LENNIE HAYTON
bY
Staged & Lighted

RALPH ALSWANG

O’KEEFE CENTRE,
TORONTO

*8 performances
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must sing. Mail photos and’ resumes’ Producer, D’Arcy Productions (66
W. 46th St., N.Y.: JU 2-4860, Ext.
or call, above information.

“Bway Grosses.

“Attitudes”
{Ri:..
-Producer,. 63). Part available for young, ‘Latin’
femme _ for
lead.
Apply |.
Michael F, Goldstein (10 W. 65th type
Continued from. page. 65 eal
agents only, c/o Scotti —
St.. N.Y.;.SU 7-4774:.
Parts avail-’ ‘through
able for “male and femme actors. D'Arcy, above. number:
one-man. show. ‘Opened last ‘night
can
sing and
have
Fone.
wring are available parts” in upcoming ‘Broadway, off-Broad- 18-35, who
ander H. Cohen; presentation of
way, ard touring shouts, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele comedy ability. ‘Mail photos and:
‘TOURING
(Tues.) at a slight profit on its praAH information has been obtained directly by .the! resumesc’o above address.
“Carnival” (MC). .Producer,
vision shows.
duction cost of over $20,000 and
Variety Casting Department
by telephone calls, and has been: re-}
“Banker's Daughter” MG. Pro-: David Merrick (264 W. 44th’ St. .can. break even at. around $17, 500.
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
ducers, Claire Nichtern & Paul’ N.Y.; LO 3-7520). Parts available
Look: We've ‘Come
Through,
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi- |Libin 61 W. 9th St, N. ¥. AL: for-two male fire jugglers. Contact©) ($6.90-$7.50;. 1,065:
tions 10 the list will be made only when information is secured from 4-3536:.
Shields,
above’ mumber. i‘Hudson
Available
parts: man, ‘Peggy
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads: ay. ¢ harming: rascal: femme, 21, i “Genevieve With Love” (Ri, Pro-! |$40,000), .
provided by the managements of the shows involved: rather than tO |attractive. willful: man, 25-35, ctev-|
- Frank Prince, ‘in association with idueer, ‘Herb ‘Rogers © (Mayflower |
This information is published without -er, comic; leading man, handsome =
run a wild goose marathon.
_Hotel 61st St. and C.P.W.,. N.Y: David Black, presentation of. Saint’ -charge. i
Subber's
production’ of play -by'
; baritone, artistoeratic;: lyric
s$o-j CO 5-00607.
Spots available ‘for
In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro: |‘prano, . attractive,
Wheeler.. -Capitalized-.at
aristocratic: musical combos that also do come- | Hugh
ductions anvounced jor later this season, but, for which; the manage- femme, 50's, genteel; boy, rotund,
}
$100,000,.
opens
tonight (Wed.) :at.
dy routines and other vaude acts.)
ments, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical: designa-|‘naive: character man, ruddy sea
for
this .musical
revue.
Mail; a_ cost. of. approximately -$90,000°
tious are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D’ Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, }iedptain:
and
can
break:
even at. around :
Legit voices only.
Mail photos and. resumes c/o above ad{AID! Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic} photos and resumes c/0 above ad- H‘dress,
1 $25, 000..
Reading.
*
Write. Me a Murder, .
Belasco (D)
1 dress.
“World of Suzie Wong” (Di; Pro+
($6:90-37, 50; 967: $38,500) (James.
' “Black Monday” (D). Producer,
umes, through agents only, above '| William Hunt tc:0-deJoia, 350 W. | ducer, David Kitchen (118 W..79thj. ‘Donald; Kim. Hunter .-Denholm
iSt.,
N.
¥.;
TR
4-7760).
Replacement
address.
12th. St.. N. Y.. Available parts:. parts - available for.a young, at- | Elliott,‘Torin Thatther, Ethel. Grifes)
:
“Place
Without Twilight” | 1 several ‘males, white and Negro, ‘tractive Oriental femme. and” sev‘Producers,
Robert
Fryer
Compass. Productions Inc. presnd 90-50, all types; white girl, 13-14:. eral American: blonde: sailor types,
; Lawrence Carr, in association with ;
| Negro -boy, 13; white boy, 9-10;
entation:
of play .by Frederick
21-25,
for
a
20-week
bus
and
truck
BROADWAY
John Herman
(234 W. 44th St.,!‘one white and one. Negro femme, company which opens Oct..28: Call} ‘Knott.. : Capitalized at ©$125,000,
iN.Y.; LA 4-2844), Available parts: 30- 35;. several non-Equity children. Ed Douglass, above number, -z4 | Opens ‘tomorrow night (Thurs.) at
“Carnival”
(MC). Producer,
’;man, 19-21, tall, handsome, catgood Southern. a.m.-3 p-.m., Monday-Friday, after a cost. of. under $100,000 and can
David Merrick (246 W. 44th St. tlike, fair: boy: 16, intense, medium All .must ‘have
break even at around $21 000.
accents. Mail photos: and resumes Oct. 30.
N.Y.: LO 3-7520). Parts available: ‘height, fair; girl,.18, spiritual qual- :¢,0 above address.
OUT OF TOWN
far two midgets or two dwarfs, lity, natural beauty, fair; girl, 21,
Other Theatres
““Buskers” idk” Producers, -Lois| CHICAGO
male or femme, who can play the. Aragile: girl, 18, all-American type; Bianchi & Amnon Kabatchnik: (c.‘c|
Alvin, Ambassador, ANTA, Bar:
trumpet. Mail photos and resumes
boy, 19, sincere. All roles are Ne- lericket Theatre, 162 Second Ave.,
.“Medium Rare” -(R). ‘Producer, rymore, ‘Biltmore, Miller.
immediately eo Robinson Stone, sro. Mail photos and resumes tox
; OR 4-3960). Future replace- Robert Weiner (234 W-: 44th. St.
| above address.
above address.
Part available :| er
nny
one parts available: femme, 40's. N. Y¥.; LO. 3-4370).
“Put It In Writing” (R, Pro-: ‘strong, dynamic; femme, 18, mus?’ for a ‘male comic, 25-30, virile. Call:
“Happy
Happy
Happy”
(MC).
‘ducer. Robert Weiner (234 W.. 44thjising and dance: character man, 50. ij
above number for appointment. .
Producers, Arthur Cantor & Robert ;
Parts: ‘must .play a musical instrument: !
N. Y.f “LO 3-4370:.
Wiener (234 W. 44th St., N. Y.:!
ve Continued from page 61 el
LO 3-4370-. Available parts: man, {available |for male and femme re- ‘ character. man,. 40-50, over six feet i
‘yue
types.
Mail.
photos
and. tall, heavily built; .man, 25. Mail
30’s average male type. must sing
land Jerome’: Friedman,
alleging
:Tesumes
¢/o
abave
address.
iphotos and. resumes.:.c/o Robert ;
and dance very well: femme, 20's,
that ‘the plaintiffs were to share
“Sound of Music” (MD). Produe- !*Stevenson,. above address.
average
femme
type, must sing:
"lin 13% .of the show's profits: has
»—
a
-ers,
Richard
‘Rodgers
&
Oscar
and dance very well; man, 35-40, ;
| Difficult: Woman”: (tentative
“Bozo’s Circus” (children’s show just ‘about -been settled.: The. basic
2d
(488. Madison:
Madison Ave. ad exec; man, fat, | Hammerstein
title: (MC. Producer, Nik Fatula locally on WGN-TV).
Producer, terms of an agreement, which stilt.
N. Y.}; casting director, Eddie*
smail town exec. must sing; man,
Park
W., N.
Y.; McGinn
Television
Productions. has to be signed, calls for the trio.”
iBlum. Auditions’ for possible. future | 11385 Central
30’s. evangelist. must sing; man, ;jreplacements for girls, 7-16,
qi SU 17-5522, in. ‘association | -with '410 S, Michigan. Ave., Chicago; to get .612% of the. Broadway.
must sing and climb boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. | Donald. ‘C. Fetzko. Parts available WA 2-1000).. Casting director Laura profits and 314% -of the subidiary
acrobatic,
walis to play carni entertainer; characters.
from “Gregory and
=a.
Mail. photos. and. for male and femme opera-trained Hitt accepting photos. and resumes profits
femme, middle-aged. kooky battle- resumes to above address. .
' singers. ‘Latin types.
Must
be of all types of circus acts c/o above -Straight.612% of all profits on ‘the
axe, must sing well and dance;
‘venture
from.
author
Stevens.
De‘good
sight
readers
and
know
har;
address.
Include
‘availability
date:
“Time Is a Thief” (D:. Producer,
femme,
20's. bosomy, must sing: Beverly Zarling -(489 Fifth Ave., | mony.
|fendants in the suit. besides GregMail photos and resumes lin Chi area.
and
dance:
various
others § in‘N.Y.; YU 6-4284). Available parts::'¢..0 abeve address. Include range. _ “Naked City” dramatic series). ory, included the five -backers of
¢ludinge
evangelists,
executives, ‘male lead, 55-65, Targe character} ;
“Happy
Reviewers”
(R).
Pro- Producer,
Herbert B.. Leonard “Marriage.” among them Charles
ecarni types, and male and femme ‘man: femme
lead, 50's, small, i.ducers, George Gersener & Ken (Screen Gems, 711. Fifth. Ave., Boyer and Claudette Colbert, who
characters.
Mai!
photos
and
Acéepting pho. costarted in the. Broadw ay produc‘proud, character woman; character,‘ Gaston ini asso. with Richard Roff- N. Y.; PL 1-4432).
ion
resumes, through agents only, c 0
‘'e’o Gaston,. 1544
Metro- {tos and resumes of .general ‘male
-man, 50’s small, meticulous, char- man
above address.
Justice Amstefdain’s release of
!and female dramatic talent by mail
acter
femme,
45; plump; .char- 4
2-5105:.
Parts
available
for
male
he. backers’ share of the attached”
only, c/o above address.
“Giants,
Sons
of Giants”
‘D'. ; acter man, 30’s solid, rugged, ‘man,
experienced musical; j
profits ‘on “Marriage™ is regarded
.
Producers; Charles A. Toterd & : 30's. tall, wirey; two juves, 12-14. ‘and femme
as Significant. in that: it. sustains
William F. Cioff: ‘60 E. 42d St. : Mail photos and resumes, through ;| comedy performers. - Mail . photos !
r the security of investors
;and resumes ¢‘o aboye address: i
under the.
N. Y¥.: YU 6-0099%.
Several parts i agents only, c‘o above address.
i
‘no:
phone
calls.
dlimited
partnership
structure
t
available
for men
and women. i “We Take the Town” (MCi. Pro“Not While -I'm Eating”
{whereby they're not supposed. to
dramatic performers, 49's.
Apply ' ducer, the Stuart Company
881
|
producer,
L.
A.
D.
Company
{c/o}
‘|be
liable
for
debts
incurred
by a
through agents only or call above Seventh
Ave.. N.Y.; CI 17-0725).
“Acquaintance” (featurette). Pro-. t ‘general partner in excess of a.vennumber for appointment.
. Available parts:.man, 32. fair en- St.
benny:
140 Available
W. 58th :”ducer, Creative.Mart Films (507. ture's capitalization.
N. Debin
¥.: CIAgency,
5-4157).
Ave, N.Y.; °OX
17-5895).
“Isle of Children” (Di.
Produ- thusiastic, swaggéring, must sing parts:
comic, ‘20's;
comedienne, ° Fifth
cers, Lester Osterman & Shirley and move well: femme, 25, dancer- °,20°s; leading .male’ singer-daneer, . Available parts: ”femme. -20's, atBernstein
(1650 Broadway,
N.Y.: actress-chest singer, dark, luscious,'.20's: ingenue singer-dancer; char-' tractive; man, 25-30, tall,- attrac: |
JU 6-5570°.
Part available for a i4 volatile; femme, 20, auburn hair, :-acter.
man, 20's, stnger-dancer; i tive;. man, 40's, continental type.
year-old bov, slim, earnest. sensi- delicate, eager, soprano; man, 60, icharacter
femme,
20's.
singer-: : Mail photos and resumes c.0 above
bird-like
features,
soft-! ‘dancer.
—
Continued’ from page 2 —.,
—
tive, must be experienced actor. little.
Apply through
agents _ address.
Call Nicholas Gray, above number, spoken. non-singing, can be beard-|,
|only by calling Walter Perner, i
time. “when everyone ‘else was
if
ed: man, 28, non-singing. aristo- ‘above number.
for interview appointment.
playing the kid next door.” As
|
--eratic, weak-looking, ineffectual; | “Poppa Is Home” (D‘. Produeer, '
“Jennie” «MD».
Producer, New- a result film producers, not ‘showtenor, 30-40, skinny, poetic: man.
ing the flexibility. that exists in
burzge-Porter Prods. '1619 Broad- 38, singer-dancer, squat, swarthy, Ionvoe. Schneier (c/o 41st. ‘Street :i
Theatre,.125 W. 41st St., N. Y.;.
the . legit theatre, regarded him _
was, N. ¥.; JU 6-4886:: Available - cruel; man, 35, non-singing, tall. |;
{PE 6-1278'.. Parts available for
parts: male lead, 30's, tall; ‘femme. .
Trudy Heller’s Versailles, (oth only for classics. '
Straight, reserved; boy, 10, act, ! character men and women, over 35.
20, etherial, small.
lovely, lyric
-As for. “Kings,” in which he
& 6th Ave., N.Y:). Jazz singers
sing and
play bugle: boy, 12,
a” |Mail, photos and. resumes c/o above. iSt.
soprano; femme, 50's, strong perand instrumentalists |and-‘hip com- plays Pontius Pilate, the scholarly:
angelic choir. voice; femme,.
address: ‘don’t phone or visit.
|
sonality; male. 50-60, timid; three:
Hatfield
believes: this
Samuel
in-er: femme, 7:-male singers: an
“South of Heaven” (MD). Pro-: ‘ics and comediennes being intermen, 35-45. businessmen; femme, |‘old
©
peasant. man and an old aristo- ducer, Lance Barklie .(53 E. 65th ‘viewed, For appointment call. Dori Bronston production will be effecvoluptuous model; character man,‘
tive
propaganda’
in:
the
cold
war.
;
Davis
(TR.
4-2234),
Tuesday-Fri| eratic man, four young men, all: ‘St. N.Y... Available-‘parts: lead
50-60, non-singing; high wire act,
The image of America has got to.
7: must act. femme singers: two ma-:
‘femme. 45, strong legit voice; lead |ji days, ll a.m.-5 p.m,
Gne man and one woman; several:
‘
-|be
enhanced
with
this
kind
of
: ture women wno must act, four; i'man, 20's; femme comedy lead,!
small male and femme roles. All
product. he said he, feels.
girls;
six young
femme: : 30’s, scrawny; ingenue; man, 40's,
must sing. Mait photos and res- | Souns
dancers; men dancers of all sizes,;likeable villain; ‘boy, 12, wild, pre1

|

wee
Le

‘Marriage’ Payoff

|

Television, :

senate
8

|politan Ave:, Bronx-62, N. Y.: TA!

;

cR).!

?

I

|:

.

t

~ Hard Hatfield

Ca baret -

a

“SHIFT YOUR GEARS

2 Troupe ‘Birdie’

-

ay |
-~-g
Shapes and descriptions. Mail pho- |cocious. All parts are Negro. Mail

| EXPERIENCED PRODUCER
“WANTS SCRIPTS. FOR

:

, tos and resumes c/o above address. ‘photos and resumes e’o Glasser,
—— ; Continued from page. 61 ‘_—anEs
‘above address.
FROM THE STEERING WHEEL...
OFF-BROADWAY |
“Story of Mary Surratt” (D). Pro- Charles Strouse and lyrics by Lee
: Was this 1915 ad for a new car. 2
< While today’s sd may be similar, a
specifies
that the film,
“All Kinds
of Giants” ‘(MC).| ducer, Eguity |Library Theatre (226 | Adams,
, the
car
has
certainly
changed.
2, Producer, Noel Weiss (c/o Savan- -W. 47th St., N.Y.;. PL 7- 1710), All which hasn't been made yet,.is not
$; investments change too. Have you :.
to
be
released
until
after the close
- eonsidered
Mutual
Funds .
‘Levinson Agency, 20 E. 53d St., ‘parts available. Auditions Monday :

J. BERMANT & CO.
(22 E. 42 8t., N.Y. Rm. 2701 MU 7-2813

tINY.; PL
4

E

2-1360).

character

Available parts:| (30), 5:30-10:30 p.m.;. Tuesday (31); of the ‘show's Broadway run. and

comedian, 40-50;

event prior to November.
Highlights of ‘the Aug. 27 accounting
.are. as‘ fouuws:
St. &
Investment,
$300,000
(repaid).
Broadway, ‘N.Y.).. Script available
New
York
company profit, $353,at the Drama Book Shop (51 W..
|
52d St. N.Y:}. Some non-Equity 855.
Touring
company
production
‘people may be used in smaller;

man,}and

Wednesday

5 PHOTOGRAPH

|parts.

OF THE

; Should
: card

MONTH

and

studio|

all Equity’ members

bring

available an ingenue. wispy, Soprano who can act and.tap dance. Con-

tact Palmer, above number.

Audi-

‘tion appointments will be set.up.
“Two By Saroyan” (D).. Producers, Shelly & Barry Gordon (20 E.
53d St., N:¥.; PL 2-1360). Available parts for future possible re‘iplacements:. character man, 20-55;
two Puerto Rican-looking’ young

Broadway at 54th St.
New York, N.Y.
CO 5-3133.

|

men who play the guitar and sing;
two Negro young men, strong, muscular; boy, 8;. male midget; three

1|femmes,

18-25, pretty. Mail photos

and resumes
'c’o James
End

Theatre.

“Whom

Mailing

Hay (East

85 E. 4th St., N.Y.).

the Gods ,Love”

(D).

Unrecouped
touring
‘company
production . costs,
$68,269
(recouped costs of $131,264 includes
operating profit of $129,604 for
first 17 weeks of tour, plus $2,582
miscellaneous
income, -less
$922 additional expenses). 0
Net. profit two-company venture, ;
(estimated

operating.

Envelopes

&

Cardboard

100 for $3.70

FREE! 1 Geosraphic Casting Direcy. with
any
purchase.

|cost, $199,533.

$285.586.

106 for $2.95
100 for $8.95 |

PHOTOS.

" GOSTUMING-DISPLAY™ |
(MALE

OR

Theatrical

FEMALE).

Flair for

CELASTIC COSTUMING.

|

,

ESSENTIAL

.

‘Marvelous Opportunity

for

; Experienced | Artist. Resume.
profit since the audit is figured to
Variety, 1st We “iain"st:N.Y. 36
have hiked the net to over $300,000|
thus. far).
Distributed _ profit,
$180,000
(split equally between the manage- | PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED |
ment and the backers, giving the |. Theatrical and TV Make Up.
All
latter a 307 return on their in- | Leading Cosmetic Lines e. importec @ Distinctive
& Domestic Perfumes
vestment).
Fountain Service..
i
:
Bonds and deposits, $53, 213.
‘OPEN SUNDAYS |
FREE DELIVERY
“The Drug Store. of the Stars”
| Sinking fund, $40,000.°°

Provision

for- state .and

taxes, $5,000.
Balance available, $7,373.

city |}

~

MINIATURE: BILLBOARD Co.
10 East 44th St. Yu 46-3262 |

their’ membership |

“s Twas Brillig” (R). Producer,
{Jeremy Palmer .(569 Grimm PL,
Part
| Baldwin, L.L; BA 3-1188.

MAU RICE.
SEYMOUR

BROADWAY PRODUCTIONS.
_ Box V-3153, VARIETY
154 W. 46th St, New York 36

a.m.-4:30 : in no

(1), 10

25; man, 25, under 5 feet, 8‘Inches p.m. at ELT. rehearsal
*|tall; soprano, 18-22, pretty. All (Hatel Marseilles,
103d

ros

Edie Adams

|}

HADLEY. REXALL DRUGS

1181 6th Ave., Cor. 46 Sf:, EW y YORK
‘Tel ephone. Plaza
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LITERATI

_Literati
by Brooks
Jarded

Atkinson: and_ inter-.

singe-pages’. of

personal

elsewhere.

—

op

Look

canvassed . the

booksellers

and

-“asked” them to remove
the books , ment, will be Withdrawn from 21
‘from their shelves. ‘They report-. ‘of the 30: papers ‘which carry It.
(in collaboration with
: It will continue in the nine papers
“edly
complied, without. protest.
“e

Admitting himself a quick-flop

e
4
+

“playwright
some ‘pretty good names) the. carfoonist's palette: has taken himin |”

|of the Hearst chain.

”

1 The supplement's ad. revenues
Scully's Autobiog
last year’ of close .to $11,000.000
.the-world trip. with Sid Perelman, | Frank ‘Scully hopes ‘to.have his |. were well under half of what they
erstwhile .musicomedy - ¢ollabora- |autobiography in Chilton’s hands ; were three years ago. Cutback. in

‘such

By Frank Scully +++++++++++++440

Lake Tahoe, Nev.
Before Navy Captain Bill Lederer released his “A Nation of Sacep”
there was still a good deal of opinion in America that incividua's

made up their

own minds. But how could that position he maintained

when a whole nation would rather be ezught in the radioactive aust
of a neutron bomb ‘which kills people but does not harm propeity)
trict. captain jumped .the gun and -, : Dorothy Gardiner, novelist and than vacation in September and October?
-exec.see of the Mystery Writers of
These. are the two kindliest, friendliest, sunniest months of the vear
‘confiscated
200. copies-of the book!.
,America, and
Kathrine
Sorley and yet the exodus after Labor Day from all rescrts amounts te a
j--:The suburban brouhaha’ broke , Walker,
English
author
and
nationwide
stampede. Even the Harrah Club here, across the street
‘out when the police chief of West-

‘reminiscense, to break up. the subs
jects. of the 20s, 30s, 40s etc., it is j
_ journalist, edited the book..
‘nostalgic gallery .of.. the legit as. ern Springs: reportedly. saw ‘a. copy
seen
through
the pen-and-ink
nd-ink : !-of “Cancer” ‘at. a- chiefs”. convenAmerican Weekly's .Cutback
in: Montréal. He returned and
“: sketches, of Hirschfeld, a familiar! tion
' Hearst -has notified advertising
fn the Sunday editions of the N.Y. |ri ‘began. calling the -police chief - in ; agencies that \American Weekly,
-neighbering towns. The chiefs then
Times and ‘Trib drama sections.and
. ence the leading
Sunday supple-

..

Hw

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

{more with resales of old copies in
jfimarkets and
bookstores, some{times at blackmarket rates six, J
times ‘the . 55¢e ‘pegged price.

“‘Hirschfela’s Zoo.
on-indecenf literature to deal with
- Posthumous. Chandler
“the
_& veritable theatrical who's 200|
aiebookin the. Windy City: |
Chandler Speaking”
- of the theatre‘is contained ‘ia: cur- -Inva addition, “a copy of. the ‘book$ ‘is “Raymond
a forthcoming Houghton -Mifflin
has
been
turned
over
to
the
city’
- oonist,Al (The Beard) Hirsch field's |
anthology
of
the
.author's letters;
_: “The American Theatre” ‘:Brazill- corporation counsel for a legal : giving his viewpoints on his. life
-) ‘er; $9.95), a kingsize: book good for | cpinion as°a precedent. for police --and times.
.
‘action against it...One police disgifting or keeping,. With an intro

69

+

' ‘sold over the counter. Actual total
|} probably. is-hundreds of thousands

farflung- orbits as .a round:

from Harrah's new major operation, closed the day after everybody

presumably went back to work. It will open weekends as long as trippers and.their itching palms demand it.
Before it closed, however. I saw a sight that mystified. me. Two
young men had left the big Harrah's for Harvey's Wagen Wheel across

the street. They cach held a glass of beer, foamed
were
were
they
In

to the brim. and

in deep converse as to whether the Wagon Wheel's slot machines
looser than Harrah’s. But what about the glasses? To whom did
belong? And were they ever returned to their rightful owners?
time I found that this isan academic matter. Jadging from thé

motel keys you see around town, you’d think Harrah's was the biggest

hotel in the world. The truth is Harrah's has only a small bungiiow
and a private pool for VIPs, but it supplies motels with keys for publicity purposes. A package of matches with the image of the king of
edicated
to
,next:April
for
fall
publication.
The}
papers
were
slice
AW’S
circula
tor. Book itself is. dedic:
tion, clubs on its face is another publicity plug for Harrah’s. Hariah’s is
‘the late Fred Allen “who summed: Philly: publishing’ house -reports | from 8.000.000 to 3.000,000.
the king of clubs. get it?
°
up. the achievements
-of a full cre-. itself “delighted with Scully's first In a drastic. management reDitto ash trays, aspirins, disposable tissues and so on. I. even susim p probably the only !-15.000 words”. but the’-aythor re- alignment..about two months ago, pect that their public relations men have convinced plumbers to tap
ative life—‘I am
“writer
in ‘the world who. has writ-{calls.
an old “Harry. Reichenbach| publisher’ John K. Herbert re- faucets..so they read, left to right, “H C,” instead of “C H,’ which
erack,
i
an he keep

“Yes
t ; Signed and more than a score of
ten more than 1 can lift’:’ -This|
'; business and editorial employes
- giant, odd-sized book also takes’ a.;
bit of lifting but it's. worthwhile Appropriately, : in’ light-.of Sir were let go. —
.
Francis.
Scully's
-_papal.
knighthood
"perusing. ‘It’s a cartoon history of he ‘calls: his .mem oir, “This Gay]
the Broadway theatre from post|
CHATTER
‘World War I to date.”
«Abel. - Knight.”
Carl Winston, humorist and vet-

of course might be a plug for Conrad Hilton.

Hilton, however, has not come into this area as yet. He is building
one of his monumental sleeping bags in San Francisco, but around
here hotels usually stay. much closer to the ground. They rarely sg
above the second floor, though there is one built ‘way out at Tahoe
City, 30-miles from here, that runs six stories high and has an elejeran newsman, has joined the re- vator.It was built for the Olympic winter sports at Squaw Valley,
_
‘Best
-Plays’
— ’ Emlyn Williams Between. Covers. - write battery of the N.Y. Mirror. eight miles away.
of Emlyn|'. “Mencken Letters Ladylike” is:
Nevertheless, there
isis going
hotel back
nere
going to be built a “Miamitype”
Ber:
|
““The Best . Plays. 1960-1961. »| “The Collected ‘Plays
| Williams” ‘Random House; $4.50)' the’ startling head | on Arthur |of. Neal Olson’s Kontiki this winter. And to his right is a Travelodge
edited. by Lonis. Kronenberger
bel
already
in
construction.
As
he
has
ali
the
parking
space
available
in
contains .““Night. Must Fall”. 11935), ‘Hammond's +»Teronto.
Globe
&
~ (Dodd. Mead; $6), represents cur‘rent éditor’s final ‘stint after. nine. i*He Was. Born Gay” (1937), “The Mail review of “Letters of H. L. {the area ‘and, incidentally, the only pancake house in town. right
next
to
his
Kontiki)
he
is,
as
the
phrase
goes,
sitting
pretty.’
Tired
Corn
Is.
Greén’”.
1938)
and
“The.
_Mencken”
selected
by
Guy
J.
editions: of - yearhook. established
. Forgue. Hammond. writes, “The but pretty. This winter he is building a third eatery—a Tips type of
‘py Jate drama critic, Burns. Mantle ‘4 Light of-Heart” 1940)...
.in collection of letters we are offered | Place next ta the Travelodge.
in 1919-1920 season. Henry Hewes ‘ Author. supplies .a sprightly
.sduction in which*he'deats with >is almost as tlat and desultory
in} . Speaking of tips..I learned that a highschool kid who parked cars
will ‘oceupy editor's chair.
for next
cach ‘script,: something of-the his- lits
ints
fe try chad -heen |‘atat the Harrah’s made $95, a night in tips.7 As the manager of Wagen
dis imterese.
os
‘year’s recap. eo
dy
ur- ;tory of its writing, production,
and yritten by a little, lively old la , Wheels makes. $100 a night, the competition between these types of
Mantle might be pleasantly: surrisedto. find his quiet, authori-|relative’ success.. Concerning his. with literary -contacts, living. in ; Careers secm to be pretty much a dead heat.
of working.
Williams “someplace like Poughkeepsie. » | ‘Because parking is such a problem here as everywhere else, though
Tative assessmentt of the stage year : method
now :blossoming into the the atre’s : writes: “The hard. work comes af-; He later partially excepts -Menc- ;the shoreline is 71 miles around. Wagon Wheel will supply trans.Up-‘| portation from any hostelto their gaming tables. Harrah's even runs
most glamorous annual. With !ter ‘the. first draft: in any.-of the ken's ‘letters to Ezra Pound,
it-is rar e ton Sinclair and Theodore Dreiser. | free bus service from San Francisco to Lake Tahoe, a ride of 200 miles.
Photographs. Al Hirschfeld draw- :amended.second.? drafts,
:
.

|

.

‘Harvey's transports not only those who gamble but churchgoers as
John Day Book Co. prexy Richings, and sketches by top costume ifor.a page not to’ be pastedjover!
well. This is nice. bridging between. the gambier and the minister of
and scenic artists. volume is at!or even retyped, often twice... tard J; Walsh Jr.’s son, Jeremy A |whatever differences may arise as to their different ways of life.
lent
reference,
work.’
Weigh
every
word,.
cross
‘out:.-cut,
|
Walsh,
engaged
to
Peggy
Ann
Adonce an: exce:
transpose, -clarify -eaclh . heauti- vler, illustrator. of children’s books. (Nine churehes are involved.) What they would do if 8.000 Jehovah's
and.a visual delight.

.. Claudia. Cassidy: Yrerorts. t he |fully tidy page.in this book: ..will _Her parents, Irving and Ruth Ad- witnesses piled into town as they did recently in San Francisco is up

Chicago

season;

Harold)

Hobson ;he invisibly. scored ‘with prélimi-; ler, ‘besides being

to the protocal’ boys. Hide out at Squaw Valiey till they left, probably.

on the matheThough the charge that our freedom-loving people are in fact a
I-hope invisibly.”
-matics -faculty
of. Bennington Col; : Tome is.a must for collectors and -lege, also’ are authors of books on nation of sheep holds up pretty well, it could not include Harvey
4-Gross or William Harrah who .own the main percentage parlors here.
In familiar format for this series, ¢r eaders of contemporary drama,
tmath and scienre for children.
Harrah owns two at Lake Tahoe and one in: Reno,
10. “best” plays, are “synopsized:
_
EB
i.
" * Rodo.
. ‘Pierre Salinger. press secretary ;
. Unlike Las Vegas. which was a railroad division and little else 50
“Phe Hostage” by. Brendan Behan,|
to
President
John
F.
Kennedy,
and|
321. ago, Lake Tahoe has been a beautiful resort area for a century.
“A. Taste of Honey” by Shelagt
a
134-Year-old Sheet.
| William Randolph: Hearst, Jr.. {It still has a south: shore society that has little liaison with the newDelaney,
“Becket”
by
.-Jean}:’
of -Heart .News- comers. In that area precious little levity is allowed, though the e
Burlington 1e ditor-in-chief
Anouilh, “Period of. Adjustment” - -The. 134-year-old
-of;
‘papers, will receive Medals.
d
‘by Tennessee Williams, “All . the. .(¥t.) Free Press, which had been : Merit and will address. Pi Delta is one place called Pope Beach and the Popes have named their
-contrajled
by.
David
W.
Howe,
as
summer home Vatican Lodge. Why not Castelgandolfo? Henry Kaiser
Way Home” by Tad Mosel, “RhinofEpsilon,
collegiate
journalism
-Trust,
ceros".by Eugene TIonesco, *‘Mary, trustee of the W. .B.. Howe
| society, Oct. 28-in. Troy, N.Y. dur-]} .also has ‘a hideaway that can be bought for half a million dollars.
since:
1927,
has
‘been
sold
to
the.
One dame owns 4 whole lake and all that borders it. —
Mary”by Jean Kerr, “The Deyil's:
; ing its..national convention to be
Advoeate” by Dore Schary, “Big: ‘Free Press Association. Inc., a new. held at Rensselaer Polytechnic In-|-- This year fortune-hunters seemed to have streamed in. Even the
-Fish, Little Fish” by ‘Hugh. Whee- firm headed by J. Warren McClure, stitute, with representatives and ‘week after Labor Day the slot machines :Harrah’s have 1,500: were

writes

of the London. year; and‘ nary travail.

Hewes

summarizes

off-Broadway.’

led.. and “A Far Country”
Henry

Denker.

7

Regular . departments

-VarieTy’s

by

7

include

poll of. hits and

flops;

awards list; directory..of outstand-

former business manager and. coi faculty advisers from 80 colleges
publisher. of the newspaper. —
_, Stockholders
‘in the new eorpora- present.. The. RPI.. chapter nomtion: alsé number other Free Press tinated Hearst for the award. citing

employes.

including

Gordon ~ T. [his record as a writer and editor.

working to capacity."The din could only be compared to Detroit when
all was at peace between Reuther and the automotive industry. if
only the whole country could be brainwashed into thinking of “work”
as “play,” as they obviously do at Reno, Vegas and Lake Tahoe. our
total national product would be higher than Yma Sumac's highest

has been a. newspaperman
editor; Urban L. Bergeron, ‘He
note.
controller; Frank. J. Heinrich, cir; since 1928.
.Gamblers May Sleep But Not Entertainers.
culation manager;. Roland. W. WilCentered. among these slot machines and gaming tabies at Harrah's
bur, office and properties; manager.
{is entertainment. Round the clock.
The Mary Kaye Trio. Jerry Colone
At was the first ‘sale of Vermont's |.
ha. Nick Lucas, the Tunejesters. Cooper Sisters and Rudy Rodarte
terested
in theatre.
Rodo,
leading daily. newspaper -in 108
were assigned to split the personalities of these gamblers in the lounge.
DeWitt. Clinton “Clarke =aames Continued ‘ftom page | o—
. Years.
and thus keep their minds off their iosses. By now this formidable
_Golden’s' Sandburg’ “
founded the Free Press as.a: daily
bill will have been replaced by another from Harrah's at Reno. Dick
“Harry: Only. In America” in 1848 and’ it was purchased in:and drinking, he said that noone! Contino, Skeets Minton, Hank Penny & Sue Thompson, Tepper and
~~
eect
cape
aoa
eeeetaminagppeameneeh
oo
4,
ee
+ 1853
Golden’s..“Carl ‘Sandburg” (World: Cb.ay
by George Wyllys Benedict- realizes the harm it does until /'Fried' Quartet, Pep Tones, the Violinaires and Red Coty will be in$5)‘isa biog which only an. in-} and his: son, George Grenville ! later.. These. kids listen and danve. | volved in the transfer.
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“ELLA FITZGERALD.
ON HER OWN HOUR SPECIAL?
| CAN SEE IT NOW.
TWELVE CAMERAS, .
A 100-PIECE ORCHESTRA—
“ITS GOT TO SOUND BIG—
AT.LEAST THREE GUEST STARS
AND A FEW DANCE EXTRAVAGANZAS.
WE'LL NEED ONE COMEDY ACT,
A JUGGLER AND MILITARY ACADEMY CHOIR.
_ SOMETHING FOR THE KIDS?
|
| KNOW THIS. GUY THAT RIDES A BICYCLE
STANDING ON HIS HEAD.
WITH THESE TWO PARROTS
THAT DO CARD TRICKS...”
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Maybe same people would have approached an hour with

Elta Fitzgerald that way. We didn’t. Not because our facilitles sre small, but because Elia’s talent is big. All by itself.
The nicest compliment Granada got for its Ella Fitzgerald Show, (telecast on the entire Independent TeleviGRUVLAM
Iho 1, 4,569,090

2) 1,500,000 3) 1,000,000

sionNetwork), was The London Daily Mirror’3:“Asimple
production, with no distractions, was exactly right.”
Here is what some other people said: Daily Herald{

“This was asgenerous an allowance of Elia’s art as we
are ever likelytoget on TV...” Daily Sketch: “Ella Fitz-

gerald explodedinto the(television) picture |lastnight and kept on exploding. through 60 memorable minutes.”
We're ploased that for the first show ofher own on.

British Television, we did right by Ella,

GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND
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